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EDITORS'PREFACE TO VOLUME VII

The original plan for tre Theological Dictionary of the Old Tbstament provided for the

completion of this multivolume work over the span of approximately a decade. Almost
immediately such a swift realization proved to be utopian. The abundant influx of new
insights in exegesis (e.g., pressing discussions concerning the Pentateuch, the Deuter-
onomistic history, the prophetic books, etc.), lexicography and semantics, comparative
linguistics, ancient Near Eastern studies, and certainly not least archaeology with the

discovery of new cultures (e.g., Tell Mardikh-Ebla) again and again forced to a standstill
the otherwise unimpeded flow of work on the Dictionary. Many entries that had already

been completed had to be reedited. Rightly so, several contributors and subscribers

expressed their displeasure.
In the midst of this persistent grappling our venture encountered a serious blow. On

April 15, 1981, Professor Gerhard Johannes Botterweck died. His profound knowledge
of the Old Testament and its milieu, his vast experience in all practical matters as-

sociated with book production, his organizational skills, and above all his theological
foresightedness had come to be of inestimable value to our undertaking. All this will
be missing in the future. All colleagues acknowledge with gratitude the value of his
accomplishments. R.I.P.

Dr. Heinz-Josef Fabry a student of Professor Botterweck and an editorial colleague
since 1971, has become the new co-editor. This should guarantee a continuity in the

editorial work in keeping with the established principles.
Deliberation over fundamental matters is therefore unnecessary. The principal goal

of the project remains the same (see the heface to Volume I), to analyze the Hebrew
words semantically. The presentation of the fundamental concepts intended by the

respective words and terms, the traditions in which they occur, and the different nuances

of meaning they have in each tradition stand at the focus of this analytical work, so

that in the end one might ultimately bring together the individual building blocls of
an Old Testament theology.

H e lme r Ring gren / H einz- J osef F abry

xl
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Gereformeerd theologisch Tijdschrifi, Aalten, Kampen
J. J. Simons, The Geographical and Tbpographical Texts of the OT. SIFS, 2

(l9se)
Holiness Code

GesTh

GGM
Gilg.
Gk.
GK

GI
GLECS
GSAT
GThT
GTTOT

H
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HAT
HAW
HDB

Heb.
Herm
HeyJ
Hitr.
HKAT
HO
HS
HSAT
HTC
HThR
HUCA
Hurr.
ICC
IDAM
IDB

IEI
LC

impf.
impv.
inf.
in loc.
Intro(s).
IPN

J
JA
JAC
JANES
JAOS
JasEow

JBL

"/cs

JDAISUp
JE
JEA
Jer.
JHS
.IJS
JMOS
JNES
JNSL
Joiion

IP

Handbuch atm AT ser. l, ed. O. Eissfeldt, Tiibingen
Handbuch der Altertumswissenschafi, ed. W. Ono (Munich' 1923-)

Dictionary of the Bibte, ed. J. Hastings,4 vols. (Edinburgh, 1898-1902; sup

1904; New York,21963)
Hebrew
Hermeneia, Philadelphia Minneapolis
Heythrop Joumal, Odord
Hittite
Handkommentar zurn AT, ed. W. Nowack, Gtittingen
H andbuc h der O rientalistih I'eiden
Die Heilige Schrifi des AT ed. F- Feldmann-H' Herkenne, Bonn

Die Heilige Schift des ATs, ed. E. Kautsch-A. Bertholet (Tiibingen, 41922123)

Herders iheological Commentary on the NT, New York

Harvard Theological Review, Cambridge, Mass'

Hebrew union College Annual, Cincinnati
Hurrian
The Inte rnational Critical Commentary, Edinburgh

Israel Departrnent of Antiquities and Museums

The Interpreter's Dictionary of the Bibk, ed. G. A. Butrick, 4 vols. (Nashville,

1962); Sup, ed. K. Crim (Nashville' 1976)

I srael Explo ration J ournal, Jerusalem

J. Pedersen, Israel: Its Life and Culture,4 vols' in 2 (Eng' trans', Oxford'

1926-1940, s1963)

imperfect
imperative
infinitive
on this passage

Introduction( s ) ( t o the )
M. Noth, Die'israelitischen Personcnnamen im Rahnen der gemeinsemitischen

Namengebung. BWANT, 4613IlOi (1928, repr' 1980)

Yahwist source
J ournal asiatiquc, Pais
Jahrbuch fiir Antike und Christentum, Miinster
Journal of the Ancient Near Eastern society of columbia IJniversity, New York

Journal if the Ameican Oriental Society, Baltimore, Boston, New Haven

M. Jastrow, A Dictionary of the Targumim, the Talmud. Babli and Yerushalmi,

and the Midrashic Liteiature (1903; repr. 2 vols' in 1, Brooklyn, 1975)

lournal of Biblical Literature, Philadelphia, Missoula, Chico, Atlanta

loumal if Cur"ifor* Studies, New Haven, Cambridge, Mass', Philadelphia'

Baltimore
J ahrbrrch des Deutschen Archiiologischen Instituts, Supplement, Beilirr

Yahwist-Elohist source
Journal of Egyptian Archaeology, l,ondon
Jerusalem (Palestinian) Talmud
Journal of Hellenic Studies, London

Journal of Jewish Studies, London
Journal of the Manchester Oriental Society, Manchester

Journal of Near Eastem Studies, Chicago
Journal if Northwest Semitic Languages, Stellenbosch

P'Joiion,AGrammarofBiblicalHebrew,2vols.SPIB.B,biblica,l4l|(Ene.
trans, Rome, 1991)

J o urnal of P hil ol o gY, London



xvllt Abbreviations

JPOS Journal of the Palestine Oiental Society, Jerusalem
JQR Jewish Quarterly Review, Philadelphia

"/RAS lournal of the Royal Asiatic Society, l-ondon
JSJ Journal for the Study of Judaism in the Persian, Hellenistic and Roman Peiod,

triden
ISOR Journal of the Society of Oriental Research, Toronto
ISOT Journal for the Study of the OT Sheffield
,/SS Journal of Semitic Studies, Manchester
ITS Journal ofTheological Studies, Oxford
lud ludaica,Zlrich
K Kethibh
K. Tablet in the Kuyunjik collection of the British Museum
KAH Keilschrifttexte aus Assur histoischcn Inhalts. I, ed. L. Messerschmidt.

WVDOG, 16 (l9ll); tr, ed. O. Schroeder. WWOG,37 (1922)
KAI H. Donner-W. Rdllig, Kanaaniiische und aratniiische Inschriften, 3 vols.

(Wiesbaden, 2 19 66-69, 3 197 I -7 6)
KAR Keilschrifitexte aus Assur religiiisen Inhalts, ed. E. Ebeling . WWOG, 28 (1919);

34 (1923)
KAT Kommentar zum AT, ed. E. Sellin-J. Herrmann, l*ipzrg, Gtitersloh
KBANT Kommentare und Beitrrige zwn Alten und Neuen Testoment, Diisseldorf
KBL L. Koehler-W. Baumgartner, lzrtcon in Veteris Tbstamcnti Libros Q*iden,

t 1953, 21958, 31967-)

KBo Keilschrifxexte aus Boglwzl<iy. WVDOG (1916-)
KD C. F. Keil and F. J. Delitzsch, Comm. on the OT, l0 vols. @ng. trans., repr.

Grand Rapids, 1954)
KDVS Kongelige Danske Wenskaberncs Selsl<ab, Hist.-phil. Kl., Copenhagen
KEHAT Kurzgefasstes exegetisches Handbuch zumAI ed. O. F. Fridelin (-eipzig, l8l2-

r896)
KHC Kurzer Hand-Commentar zurn AT d. K. Marti, Tiibingen,Leipzig
KHS Kleinkommentar zur Heiligen Schrifi, Dtisseldorf
KlPauly Der Kleine Pauly. Izxikon der Antike, ed. K. Ziegler-W. Sontheimer, 5 vols.

(Stuugart, 1964-1975)
KlSchr Kleine Schriften (A. Alt [Munich, 1953-59, 319&]; O. Eissfeldt [Tiibingen,

1962-19791; K. Elliger lThB, 32 (1966)l; E. Meyer [Halle, 1910-1924])
KTU Die keilalphabetischcn Tene aus Ugarit, I, ed. M. Dietrich-O. Loretz-

J. Sanmart(n. AOAT 24 (1976)
KUD Kerygma und Dogma, Giittingen
Kuhn K. G. Kuhn, Konkordanz zu den Qumrantexten (Giittingen, 1960); Nachriige,

RevQ, 4 (1963-@), 163-234
l0). line(s)
Lane E. W. t-ane, Az Arabic-English l*icon,8 vols. (London, 1863- 1893, repr. 1968)
IAPO Littdrarures anciennes du Proche-Orient, Pais
Lat. Latin
LB Linguistica biblica, Bom
LCP latinitas Chistitnorurn pimaeva, Utrecht
LD Lectio divina, Pais
Leslau, Con- W. [rslau, Ethiopic and SodhArabic Contributiow to the Hebrew lzxicoz (Los

tributions Angeles, 1958)
lzxAq W. Helck-E. Otto, Izxikon der Agyptologie (Wiesbaden, 1975-)
IzxHebAran F. Zorrell, lzxicon hebraicwn et aramaicum Veteris Testamezri (Rome, 1958,

repr. 1968)
kxLingAeth A. Dillmann, lzxicon linguae aethiopicae (-eipzig, 1865)



Abbreviations

ItxLingAram

ItxSyr
Lic.
LidzNE
Lisowsky
1il.
LO
tss
LThK

LTP
LUA
LXX

MAD
Mand.
MAOG
uAst
masc.
MDAI.K
MdD
MEE
MGW"I
Midr.
MIO
Mm
Moab.
Mon.
MPG

MPL

MRS
ms(s).
MSL
MT
Mus
MUS"I
MUAG
n(n).
N
NEB
NedThT
NICOT
NJPS

NKZ
no(s).
NRSV
NRTh

E. Vogt, Itxicon linguae aramaicae veteis Testarmenrt docwnentis antiquis

illustratum (Rome, 197 l)
C. Brockelmann, l*xicon syriacum (Halle, 1928, 21968)

Licentiate
M. Lidzbarski , Handbuch der nordsemitischen Epigraphit (Weimar' 1898)

C. t-iro*tty, 
'Xr*ora*r, 

aon hebriiischen AI (Stuttgart, 1958, 21966)

literally
Lex orandi, Paris
lz ip zi g e r s e mirts che Studien

iiiii"yii, Thcologie und Kirche, ed. M. Buchberger, l0 vols. (Freiburg,^1930-

38); eA. J. HoferK. Rahner, l0 vols. with index,3 sups' (21957-1968' 31966-

68)
laval thiologique et^ philosophique, Qtebec
Lunds lJ n iv e r s itet s Ar s s krift
S"r,*"ir, (LXXA, Codex Alexandrinus; LXXB' Codex Vaticanus; LXXR' Luci-

' 
anic- recension' 1-11;1slt'21, Codex Sinaiticus, corectors l, 2, etc')

Mateials for the Assyian Dictionary, Chicago

Mandaic
Mitteilungen der Altorientalistischen Ge sellschaft, I.eipng
Miinchener Agyptolo gische Srudien Betltn
masculine-iiiritung", 

a"t Deutschen Archiiologischen Instituts. Abteilung Kairo, Munich

E. S. Drower-R. Macuch, Mandaic Dictionary (Oxford' 1963)

Mateiali Epigrafica di Ebla' ser. maior, Naples

Uonatsschiififiir Geschichte und Wssenschafr des Judenrums, Breslau

Midrash
Mitteilungen des Instituts fiir Oientforschung, Berhn
Masora magna
Moabite
Monograph
l. e. fiigne, Patologia Sraeca,167 vols- (Paris, 1857-1866); index' 2 vols'

(r928-1936)
l. p. fr&Jnq Parologia liltiru,22l vols. @aris, l84l-1864); sup, 5 vols' (1958-

r97O)
Mission de Ras Shnrnra, Pais
manuscriPt(s)
Mateialen zum swneischcn Lexikon, Rome
Masoretic Text
Musion, Louvain
Mdlanges de l'tlniversiti St.-Joseph, Befu;r

iirrriiurg"n der VorderasiatischlAgyptischen Gesellschafi (Bertn)' Leipzig

note(s)
name
Die Neue Echter-Bibel, Wiirzburg
Nederlands theologisch Tiidschrifi , Wageningen

The New Internatlonal Commentary on the OT Grand Rapids

The New lewish Publication society of Ameica Translations of the Holy scrip-

rzres (PhiladelPhia, 19 62- 197 8)
Neue Kirkliche Zeitschrifi, Erlangen, l*ipzrg
number(s)
New Revised StandardVersion (New York' 1989)

Nouvelle Revue TMologi4ue, Louvain, Paris



Abbreviations

N.S.

NT
1V7S

NTT
oBo
obv.
OP
otz
Or
OrAnt
OrBiblov
osA
OT
OTL
OTS
p(p).
P
PA
Paht.
par.

Pass.
PBS
PE8
perf.
Pers.
Phil.-hist. Kl.
Phoen.
PIASH
PJ
pl(s).
pl.
PN
PNPI
PNU
POS
PredOT
prep.
PRU
PSBA
ptcp.
Pun.
PW

o
a
QuaestDisp
R (preceded

by roman
numeral)

RD

M

New Series
New Testarnent, Neues Testament, etc.
New Testament Stndies, Cambridge
Norsk teologisk Tidsskrifi, Oslo
Orbis biblicus et orientalis, Fribourg, Gtiftingen
obverse of a papyrus or tablet
Oriental Institute Publicatioru, Chicago
O rientalistische Uteraturzeitwg, l*ipzig, Beflin
Orientalia, Rome
Oriens antiquus, Rome
Oricntalia et biblica Lovaniewia, Louvain
Old South Arabic
Old Testament, Oude Testament, etc.
The Old Testament Library, Philadelphia, L,ouisville
Oudtestamentische StudiEn, Leiden
page(s)
Priestly source (Pc, Priestly Grundschrift ["basic material"])
Probleme der Agyptologie, l*iden
Pahlavi
paralleUand parallel passages
passive
Publicuiow of thc Babylonian section of the rlniversity Museum, philadelphia
Pale stirw Exploration Quarterly, London
perfect
Persian
Philosophische-historische Klasse
Phoenician
Proceedings of the Israel Academy of Sciences and Humanitics, Jerusalem
P aki s t inaj ahrbuc h" Berhn
plate(s)
plural
Personal name
J. K. Stark, Persorml Names in Palmyrene Inscriptions (Oxford, l97l)
F. Grondiihl, Die Personennanen der Texte aus Ugarit. Stpohl, I (1967)
Pretoia Oriental Seies, l*iden
De Prediking van het OI Nijkerk
preposition
Le Palais royal d'Ugarir, ed. C. F.-A. Schaeffer-J. Nougayrol. MRS
Proceedings of the Society of Biblical Archaeology, Bloomsbury
participle
Punic
A. Pauly-G. Wissowa, Real-Encyclopiidie der classischen Altertumswissen-

schafi,6 vols. (Stuttgart, 1839-1852); sup., ll vols. (1903-1956); ser. 2, l0
vols. (1914-1948)

Qere
Qumran scroll (preceded by arabic numeral designating cave)
Quaestiones disputatac, ed. K. Rahner-H. Schlier (Eng. ed., New york, 1961-)
text in H. C. Rawlinson, The Cuneifurm Inscriptions of Western Asla, 5 vols.

(Iondon, l86l-1884)

Deuteronomistic redactor
Revue d'assyriologie et d'arch€ologie orientale, paris



Abbreviations

RAC
RAcc
RAR

Reallexikon fi)r Antike und Christentum, ed. T. Klauser (Stuttgart, 1950-)
F. Thureau-Dangin, Rituels accadiens (Paris, l92t)
H. Bonnet, Reallexikon der iigyptischen Religionsgeschichte (Berlin, 1952,

21971)

Revue biblique Paris
Die Religionen der Menschheit, ed. C. M. Schr<ider, Stuttgart
Reat-Enzyklopiidie fiir protestantische Theologie und Kirche, ed. A. Hauck, 24

vols. (I-eipzig, 1896-1913)
Recherches biblique s, Pais
reprint, reprinted
Ripertoires g€ograpique des textes cuniifurmes, ed. W. Rtillig. BTAVO, 8,7

(1e74-)
Ripertoire d' ipigraphie sdmitiquc (Paris, 1900-)

Revue des 4tudes sdmitiques, Paris

revised, revision
Revue de Qumrda Paris
Die Religion in Geschichte und Gegenwan (Itibingen, 2l9n'931, d.

H. Gunkel-L. Zscharnack, 5 vols. 3(1957-1965, ed. K. Galling, 6 vols.)
Revue d'histoire et de philosophie religieuses, Strasbourg, Paris

Revue de l'histoire des religions,Paris
Rivista biblica. Rome
Reallexikon der Assyriologie, ed.E. Ebeling-B. Meissner (Berlin, 1932-)
Reallexikon der Vorgeschichte, ed.M. Ebert, 15 vols. @erlin, 1924-1932)
Ras Shamra text
Recherches de science religieuse, Pais
Rivista degli sndi oientali, Rome
Ras Shamra Parallels: The Texts from Ugarit and the Hebrew Bible, ed. L. R.

Fisher, er al., l, AnOr 49 (1972);tL, AnOr 50 (1975); lll, AnOr 5l (1981)

Revised Standard Version (New York, 1946, 1952)
recto, on the obverse of a papyrus or tablet
G. Ryckmans, Its noms propres sud-sdmitiques,3 vols. Bibliothique de mus6on,

2 (Louvain, 1934-35)
A. Falkenstein and W. von Soden, Sumerische und akkadische Hymnen und

Gebeten (Zurich, 1953)
Samaritan
Situngsberichte der 0steneichischen Aludemie der Wissenschafien in Wien,

Vienna
Sources bibliques, Pais
Society of Biblical Literature
Stutt garte r b ibli sc he M ono graphie n
Stuttgarter Bibel-Studien
Snrdies in Biblical Theology, London, Naperville
S c ipta H iero s o lryitana, Jerusalem
Sitangsberichte de-r Deutschen Akadcmie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin
Svensk exegetisk Aarsbok, Lund
Sefarad, Madrid
Semitic
Semitica, Pais
series

RB
RdM
RE

RechBib
repr.
Ripr giogr

REs (with
number
of text)

REs lwith vol.
number)

rev.
RevQ
RGG

RHPR
RHR
RivBibl
RIA
RLV
RS
RScR
RSO
RSP

RSV
rto.
RyNP

SAHG

Sam.
SAW

SB
SBL
SBM
SBS
SBT
ScrHier
SDAW
SEA
sef.
Sem.
Sem
ser.
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Seux J. M. Seux, Epithites royales alekadiens et sumAiennes (Paris, 1967)
sg. singular
SGKA Smdien zur Geschichte und Kultur des Altertums, Paderborn
SHAW Sitzungsberichte der Heidelberger Akadcmie der Wssenschaften
ShnatMikr Shenaton le-mikra ule-heker ha-mizrah ha-kadum (Shnationian Annualfor Bib-

lical and Ancient Near Eastem Studies), Jerusalem
SJT Scottish Joumal of Theology, Edinburgh
SKG.G SchrifienderKdnigsbergerGelehrtenGesellschaft,Geisteswissenschaftliche

Klasse, Halle
St A. Deimel, Sumerisches ltxikon (Rome, 1925-1937, repr. 1961)
SMEA Studi Milani ed Egeo-Anatolici, Rome
SNumen Sup to Numen, triden
Sond Sonderband, Sonderheft
Soq. Soqotri
SPAW SitzungsberichtederPreussischenAkademiederWissenschaften,Berlin
SPIB Scipta Pontificii Instituti Biblici, Rome
SPIB.B Subsidia bibliographica. Rome
SSAOI Sacra scriptura antiquitatibus oientalibus illustrata, Rome
SSAW Sitzungsberichte der kichsischen Akadcmie der Wissenschafien zu Leipzig,

Phil.-hist. Kl.
SSN Studia semitica neerlandica, Assen
STANT Studien zum Alten und Neuen Testament, Munich
St.-B. H. L. Strack-P. Billerbeck, Kommentar zum NT aus Talmud und Midrasch, 6

vols. (Munich, 1922-1961)
StBTh Studia biblica et theologica, Pasadena, New Haven
SIDI Studia et docwnenta ad iura oientis antiqui pertincntia, l*iden
SIFS Studia Francisci Scholten memoiae dicata, Leiden
StJl^A, Studies in Judaism in Late Antiquity, l*iden
STLI Stu.dies and Tbxts. Philip W. Lown Institute of Advanced Judaic Studies, Bran-

deis University, Cambridge, Mass.
StOr Studia orientalia, Helsinki
StPb Studia Postbiblica, Leiderr
StPohl Studia Pohl, Rome
SrR Studies in ReligionlSciences religieu,ses, Toronto
StSem Studi semitici, Rome
SrT Studi e resri, Rome
STT The Sultantepe Tablets, I, ed. O. R. Gurney-J. J. Finkelstein (London, 1957); II,

ed. Gumey and P. Hutn (1964)
StTh Studia thcologica, Lund, Arhus
Studcen Studium generale, Berlin
STUNT Srudien zur Umwelt des NTs, Gdttingen
subj. subject
subst. substantive
suf. suffix
Sum. Sumerian
Sup Supplement(s) (to)
s.v. sub voce (vocibus), under the word(s)
SW Supplements to W, l-niden
syn. synonym(ous)
Synt C. Brockelmann, Hebriiische Syzrax (Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1956)
Syr. Syriac



Abbreviations

syr
SZ

Syria. Revue d'art oriental et d'archiologia Pads
Kurzgefasster Kommentar at den heiligen Schiften Alten und Neuen Testa'

mentes, d. H. L. Srack-O. Zbkler (Nordlingen, 1886-1898)
Teologinen ailalauskirja, Helsinki
Tailyma (ed. Buber)
Transactions of the American Philosophical Society, Philadelphia
Targum
Tiibinger Atlas dcs Vorderen Orients, Wiesbaden
Tbxtes cun4iformes du Musde du Lornre,3l vols. (Paris, 1910-1967)
Texts from Cuneifurn Sources, Locust Valley, N.Y.
Theolagical Dictionary of the NT, d. G. Kittel-G. Friedrich, 10 vols. plus index

(Eng. trans., Grand Rapids, 19il-197 6)
Theological Dictionary of the OT ed. G. J. Botterweck-H. Ringgren-H.-J.

Fabry @ng. trans., Grand Rapids, 1974-)
K. Galling, Tinbuch ar Geschichte lsraels (Itibingen, 1950, 21968)

Thamudic
Theologisches Handwiirterbuch zum AT ed. E. Jenni-C. Westermann, 2 vols'

(Munich, l97l:79)
Theologische Biichere i, Munich
Theologische Existetv hewe, Manrich
Theolo gische Literatuneitung, Lripzig, Berlin
Theologis che Quarnlschrifi , Tiibingen, Stuttgart
Theolo gische ktrdschau, Ttibingen
The olo g is che S tudi e n, Ttridt
Theologische Sndien und Kritiken, Hamburg, Gotha Leipzig
Theolo gis che Zeit s c hrifi , Basel
Tigrifia
E. Litrnann-M. Htifner, Wiinerbuch der Tigre-Spracfte (Wiesbaden, 1962)
Tyndale Old Tbstanent Commentaries, [,ondon, Downers Grove
translation, translated by
Theologische Realenrykloyiidie, ed. G. Krause-G. Miiller-H. R. Balz, 22 vols.

(Berlin, 1977-1992)
Trierer theologische Srudien
Trie rer the ologis che k it schrift
Joint Expedition of the British Museum and of the Museum of the University

of Pennsylvania to Mesopotamia, IJr Excavations: krts (hndon, 1928-)
U gait-Forschzzgen, Neukirchen-Vluyn
Ugaritic
University
Ilrlan.den des iigyptischen Altertums, ed. G. Steindorff Q*ipzLg, Berlin' 1903-)
C. H. Gordon, igaritic Tenbook AnOc 38 (1965,21967)
U pp sala univ ers itet s A r s s krift
verse(s)
Vorderasiatisclw Bibliotlwk 7 vols. (lripzi g, l9O7 -1916)
Vorderasiatisclw Schrifidenbniiler de r l<iiniglichen Mus eeu Berlin
Verbum domini, Rome
C. Brockelmann, Grundriss der vergleichcnden Granunatik dcr semitischen

Sprachcn,2 vols. (1908-1913, repr. Hildesheim, 196l)
verso, on the rcverse of a papyrus or tablet
version(s)
Vetus Tb stame ntun" l*i&n

TAiK
Tanb.B
TAPhS
Targ.
TAVO
TCL
TCS
TDNT

TDOT

TGI
Tham.
THAT

ThB
ThEH
Thtz
ThQ
ThR
ThSt
ThStKr
ThZ
Tigr.
TigrWb
TOTC
trans.
TRE

TrTNt
TrThZ
UET

UF
Ugar.
Univ.
Urk
W
UUA
v(v).
UAB
UAS
VD
VG

vo.
vs(s).
w
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Vulg. Vulgate
WAW.L Verlwndelingen van de KoninHijkc Vlaamse Acdemie voor Wetenscluppen,

Iztteren en Sclune Kunsten van Belgi€, Klasse der letteren, Brussels
WbAS A. Erman-H. Grapow, Wtirterbuch dcr iigyptischen Sprache,6 vols. (.eipzig,

l92Gl93l, repr. 1963)
WbMyth Wiinerbuch der Mythologie, d. H. V/. Haussig (S0ittgart, 1965-)
WdF Wege der Forsclung, Darmstadt
Wehr H. Wehr, A Dictionary of ModernWritten Arabic, ed.J. M. Cowan (Ithaca" 1961,

3197t)

Whitaker R. E. Whitaker, A Concordance of the Ugaritic Language (Cambridge, Mass.,
1972)

WKAS Wiinerbuch der Hassischm arabischm Spraclt, ed. M. Ullmann (Wiesbaden,
t97U)

WMANT WssenschaftlicheMonographienzumAltenwdNeuenTbstanunt,Neukirchen-
Vluyn

WO Die Welt des Orients, G0ttingen
WTJ Westmiruter Theological lournal, Philadelphia
WTM J. Levy, Wiinerbuch iiber die Tblmudim und Midraschint,4 vols. (kipzig,

21924, rcw. 1963)
WUD Won und Dienst, Bielefeld
WUNT Wssenschaftliche Untersuchungen zwn Mf, Tiibingen
WUS J. Aistleitner, Wdnerbuch der ugaritischcn Sprache. BSAI4 Phil.-hist. Kl.,

to6B (t963,41974)
WVDOG lVissensch$tliche Veriiffentlichungen der deutschen Orient-Gesellsclnft, l*ip-

zig, Berlin
WZ Halle Wissenschafiliche Tzitschrifi der Martin-Itther-Universitiit Halle-lVinenberg,

Halle
W lzipzig Wssenschafiliche Zeitschrifi der Karl-Marx-Universitiit l-ciqig
WZKM Wiener Zeitschrift fiir die Kunde des Morgenlandes, Vienna
YNER Yale Near Eastem Researches, New Haven
YOSBT Yale Oriental Seies: Babylonian Texts, New Haven
YOSR Yale Ortental Seies: Researches, New Haven
7A, tuitschifi fiir Assyiologie, Lripzig, Berlin
7AS Tzitschifi fiir iigyptische Sprache und Altertwnshtnde, I.eipag, Berlin
7AW kitschrifi fiir die alttestancntliclw $tissensch$, Giessen, Berlin
ZBK Ziircler Bibelkormentarc,Zwich, Sturgart
ZDMG kitschift der Deutschen Moryenkindisclun Gesellschafi, l*ipzig, Wiesbaden
ZDPV Zeitschifi dcs Deutschen Paliistina-Vereins, l*ipag, Stuttgart, Wiesbaden
ZE tuitschrift fiir Ethnologie, Bnunschweig
ZKTb tuitschifi fiir latholische Tluolagie, lnnsbruck
ZMR kitschifi fiir Missionshmde und Religionswissenschaft, Berlin
ZNW kitschnft fiir die ruutestanentliche lUissensclwfi, Giessen, Berlin
ZRGG Tzitschifi fir Religions- und Geistesgeschichte, Cologne
ZS Zeitschrifi fiir Semitistik trtd verwandte Gebiete, l*ipzig
ZThK kitschifi fiir Theologie und Kirche, Tiibingen
--) cross-reference within this Dictionary
< derived from
> whence derived, to* theoretical form



TRANSLITERATION

x
I
f
I
I
I
't

i't,;r

1

I

n

u
I

!,1
),1
,
D,B
:,7

0

v
E

,, l'l

I,T
7
I
v
ui

n

n

CONSONANTSvowELs

b

b
ob

g

d

d

h

w

z

h

t

v
k

k
I

m

n

:

a

t

e

a

ew

ay

ny

e

e

ey

c

e

c

i

I

o

o

6

o

u, ii

u

-=-

--
;r

It

--:-

I

t

I
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Contents: I. Etymology and Function. tr. Syntax. Itr. Theological Usage: 1. Common

Contexts; 2. Individual Passages.

I. Etymology and Function. The proclitic particle t'probably derives from the

common Semitic morpheme k4.1 It is usually considered a primitive linguistic gesture,

an "elementary demonstrative sound," and a "primary element of linguistic structure"2
in the sense of a "deictic interjection."3 The proposed derivation from a noun meaning
"amount, quantity, identity"+ is unlikely. There is more to recommend Kdnig's view
that ke "originated as an expression of the impulse toward parallelism," and in the

course of linguistic development gradually took on more specific functions as adverb,
preposition, and conjunction (cf. the suffixed forms, as well as k"m6 f< kamnl and
ka-ier).

As a functional particle, k" car, represent all kinds of parallelism. It introduces a

kind of "side glance"s at something similar or comparable. The context may involve
persons, things, or phenomena, when k'precedes a noun, as well as actions or events,

where it precedes a verb. In the latter case, ft' + infinitive or ka'"ier often expresses

simultaneity. The particle /c" combines a deictic element (pointing to something com-
parable) with an associative element (linking comparable entities), thus conveying the

fundamental thought process of comparison from visualization through metaphor to
identification of correspondence and analogy in conceptual judgment. This process

finds verbal expression (both with and without kJ primarily in -+;lpJ ddmi @amdh),
"resemble"; + )PD mdiallniphal, "become identical"; dl)Y 'dmam, "be common";

-r'lllt 'araft, "equate"; J i17V idwA, "be identical or similar."6
The syntactic function of parallelizing dominates all the usages of /c? as preposition,

adverb, and conjunction.

t'. K. Aartun, "Einige besondere Wortstrukturen im Jiidisch-Aramiiischen," ZDMG, 130
(1980), 1-14; E. Jenni, "ilD'I dmh gleichen," THAT, I,451-56, esp. 453; G. Johannes, Unver-
gleichlichkeitsformulierungen im AT (Munz, 1968); E. Ktinig, Historisch-kritisches Lehrge-
biiude der hebrdischen Sprache, nll (Lnipzig, 1895), esp. 179-287; C. J. Labuschagne, The
Incomparability of Yahweh inthe OT. POS, 5 (1966); C. H. Scheele, Commentatio grammatica-
exegetica de hebraea particula ) (diss., Halle, 1832); E. Schwabe, 1 nach seinem Wesen und
Gebrauche im alttestamentlichen Kanon gewiirdigt (diss., Halle, 1883), l-44; -+ i1l)! dam,h
(ddmdh).

I. KBL.
2. Ktinig, Schwabe.
3. Synr, $109a.
4. Cf. GesB.
5. Kiinig.
6. Jenni; H. D. Preuss, *;141 ddrnA @dmnh)," TDOT m,250-260.
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II. Syntax. The statistics of the more than 3000 (about 3030) occurrences of /<" in
the OT will be found elsewhere.T Organizing this wealth of occurrences syntactically
and contextually reveals certain typical usages.

l. The use of correlative ke-k" (also kEn) to mean "as . . . so" in direct address
(e.g., Gen.44:18: 'Just as Pharaoh, so are you";reverse word order in Hebrew) still
preserves some of the deictic force and gestural overtones (nodding or looking toward
someone) inherent in the particle (cf. I K.22:14).

2. Apart from a few occurrences with a suffix, the expanded form kem6 (about 120
occurrences) appears only in poetic texts (Psalms, Job), obviously because it appeared
more primitive and also better served the intended deixis rhythmically (e.g., Job 19:22:
"Why do you, like God [km6:el), pursue me?").

3. The particle appears frequently with infinitives (about 250 occurrences), usually
to establish that actions or events are simultaneous. Here the parallelizing function of
the particle comes into full play. "And it happened, when Abraham entered Egypt, the
Egyptians saw . . ." (Gen. 12:14). At a certain point in the chain of events, a new action
begins. Parallelism between clauses is expressed by ka'"iea as in Gen. 7:5: "And Noah
did just as Yahweh had commanded him (k"ftdl 'aier-siwwahfi-1,"8 while adverbial t,
establishes parallelism between modes of action: "Should he toward our sister as toward
a harlot (k"zdnh)?" (Gen. 34:31; cf. Jgs. 9:16).

4. The particle is joined most frequently to nouns; in these cases, the import of the
noun determines the meaning. Identity, similarity, correspondence, indeed any kind of
parallelism can be expressed, usually in such a way that the familiar phenomenon cited
for comparison is ascribed normative force.e The nature and position of the noun
determine whether the correlation is made sufficiently clear. Naturally the import of
the comparison is greatest in noun clauses, e.g., "The frst [child] came forth red, just
like a hairy mantle" (Gen.25:25), or "Like a child upon me, [so] is my soul" (Ps.
l3l:2).

The line between this usage and metaphor (without ftJ is fluid. The so-called /<e

veritatis of the older grammarians illustrates the transition: "He was keTi 'eme!

(= 'something like a man of constancy,'or = 'such as only a. . . can be')" (Neh. 7:2);
"There is but a step (kfoeia', = 'something like a step') between me and death" (l S.
20:3). The similes with te in Cant. 4:1ff., which are introduced by a metaphor in the
form of a noun clause, are similar: "Your eyes are doves . . . , your hair is like a flock
ofgoats...,yourteetharelikeaflockofshorn[ewes]...;likeascarletthreadare
your lips . . ." (cf. 1:2f.lEng. w. lf.l).

7. Jenru,452tr.
8. See trI.l.f. below.
9. Schwabe.
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5. Jenni has noted that k" appears more often with nouns of general or abstract

meaning than with concrete substantives. This would mean that t' serves more
frequently to associate and integrate individual phenomena in a rational structure than

to introduce an illustrative parallel.

6. There is a certain imprecision inherent in a parallel relationship introduced by k';
it can express at most an approximate identity, more often only a partial similarity,
which is also dependent on the subjective judgment of the speaker. One result of vague

general parallelism is the way prepositions can be left implicit when /c" is used, e.g.,

kah"l6m, "as [in] a dream" (lsa.29:7). Comparative estimation with respect to a scale

of known values also lies behind many vague approximatiors: k"$ereft ydm, "abo$ a

day's journey" (Nu. 11:31)ike'eier idntm, "about ten years" (Ruth l:4); k'Ap6, "about
an ephah" (Ruth 2:17).

7. The OT contains frequent combinations that illustrate common usage that is

becoming idiomatic or formulaic, such as the statement (probably proverbial) that the

"wicked" ate kemds, "like chaff" (8 times), or the topos "tflakyl like snow" used 3

times of {ara'a! (so-called "leprosy"). Wax is used as a simile 4 times (Mic. 1:4; Ps.

22:15[14);68:3[2}'97:5). Animals appear relatively often in similes (e.g., Ps. 11:l;
42:2lll; 59:7,1516,14]; 102:8[7]; 124:7ro), as do persons ("like David," "like Daniel")
and places ("tke Lebanon").rr

8. Among the rhetorical forms of the OT, /c" is associated particularly with the

individual lament, especially the sections describing the petitioner's distress, which,
aided by the particle, serve the function of self-presentation and role identification (e.g.,

Ps. 38:14f.[13f.]; 88:6[5]; 102:4ff.[3tr.]; Nu. 12:10,12; lob 6:15; 10:19,22; 19:22;

30:19; also Isa. 53:3,7). By use of a simile (e.g., Ps. 11:l), the speaker seeks a
fundamental orientation and often conformity to a particular paradigm of behavior. The
analogy curse in Ps. 58 represents a special case, using 5 repetitions of k"m6 in an

almost magical coercion of roles and images.l2

9. Another context where the particle appears frequently is wisdom discourse -aphorisms (e.g., Ps. 32:9;9O:9;Prov.23:7), didactic wisdom psalms (e.g., Ps. 1:3,4;

49:13,21112,201:, 133:2t.), or other forms of Wisdom Literature (Job 28:5; 38:14;
4O:17ff.; 4l:16l?Al). The teacher seeks to illustrate new knowledge and associate it
didactically with what is already known. The particle /<'can serve in many ways as a

means of association (cf. Isa. 55:10f.).

10. See tr.8 below.
11. Jenni, 453; on usage of t" with the divine name, see Itr.l below.
12. See K. Seybold, "Psalm LVItr: Ein Liisungsversuch," W 30 (1980), 53-66. On similar

formulas in so-called "incantations," which closely resemble sympathetic magic, see W. Mayer,
Untersuchungen zur Formmsprache dcr babylonisclun "Gebetsbeschwiirungen." StPohl, Ser.
maior, 5/l 6 (197 6), 362-37 3.
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10. The particle is a standard element of the so-called descriptive song, a poetic
genre (Arab. wapfl found in Cant. 4:l-7; 5:10-16;7:2-10l-91).13 Here the vivid simile,
usually introduced by t", serves to identify the figure of the beloved with the ideal of
beauty recorded in the pictorial arts, especially those drawing on Egyptian tradition.
The preferred stylistic features of this form of poetry are the noun clause of identity
and the noun clause with a predicate inhoduced by /cc (compare Cant. 5:10ff. with
4:1ff.).

III. Theological Usage.
l. Common Contexts. The particle ke that indicates parallelism does not play any

additional role in religious discourse. Nevertheless, in certain contexts it provides a
special theological accent, above all when associated directly with divine appellatives.
The mode of expression introduced by k' makes contrapuntal comparisons, going
beyond the parallel course that it sometimes follows; this language touches on the
fundamental theological problem of divine incomparability.

a. Personal names such as mtldyAhfr or mtf,i'El that derive from an interrogative
clause - "Who is like Yahweh/God/El?" 

- are formulas expressing the incompara-
bility of Yahweh. The question, which implies a negative answet presupposes an
individual's realization that the "side-glance" at something comparable, generally
possible under all circumstances, is impossible here. As a confession of faith asking
for assent, such statements are probably rooted less in religious polemicla than in an
overwhelming experience of the divine associated with the birth of a child.

b. This conclusion is supported by the instances of explicit incomparability formulas,
including both the interrogative mt f;c and the statement 'An k". The majority of occur-
rences are in hymnic doxological contexts (e.g., Ex. 15:11; Ps. 89:7ff.[6ff.]; 35:10;
7l:19;77:l4E3l; 113:5; Mic. 7:18; cf. Dt. 33:26; I 5.2:2; Ps. 86:8). The motivation
in each case shows that the assertion of incomparability is rooted in a specific experi-
ence of salvation that the worshipper has had or hopes to have. An example is the Song
of Hannah: "My heart exults in Yahweh . . . , because I rejoice in thy salvation. There
is none holy like Yahweh, there is none besides thee; there is no rock like our God"
(l S. 2: lf.). A late variant is found in one of Elihu's speeches: "Behold, God is exalted
in his power [described in the creation hymn, Job 36:24tr.]; who is a teacher (mbreh)
like him?" (v.221.rs This idiom was incorporated as a standard topos in the repertoire
of official liturgical language (cf.2 S. 7:22;Ps.89:7tr[6tr]; I K. 8:23).

c. In only 4 passages is t" combined directly with the name of Yahweh (Ex. 8:6;
Dt.4:7;15.2:2; Ps. 113:5)-asignthattheassertionof divineincomparabilitywas
taken seriously. In these passages, the impossibility of comparison is extended to deities
worshipped by Israel's neighbon (cf. Dt. 4:32ff.).In a different vein, although theoreti-
cal comparison of humanity to God may be possible (Ps. 8:6[5]), the human claim to

13. G. Gerleman, Das Hohelied. BK, XVm (1965),58tr
1 4. Labuschagne, Zlf ., 12G28; cf. Johannes, 92ff.
15. Cf. t abuschagne,22, ll2f.; Jenni, 455.
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be like God as expressed by the serpent's words in Gen. 3:5 ("to be like God lkE'l-6himl,
knowing good and evil") proves to be impossible; cf. the related statement in Ezk.

28:2,6:"...yousaid,Iamagod(afi...,andclaimedyourhearttobeliketheheart
of a god ("lnhim)." The attempt fails in the face of the divine "No!" The claim to be

like God in the sense of identification (kJ runs counter to the anthropological axiom
"You are dust . . ." (Gen. 3:19) or "You are but a man, and no god ('El)" (Ezk.28:2,6).

But note the theological opposite: "Like them [the dead idols] be those who make

them" (Ps. 135:18). The comparison particle stands at the center of the theological

struggle with the mythological view of humanity (cf. the echo in Job 40:9). Also of
interest in this context is the comparison k"'aflam ("you shall die like men") in the
judgment pronounced upon the gods in Ps. 82:7 (cf. Hos. 6:7; Job 31:33).

d. The particle is naturally obligatory in the context of the imagery used by texts

that record visions; adequate description of what has been seen is achieved most simply

by a series of similes introduced by /c'. Thus the dazzlng description in Nu. 24:3ff.
gives the oracle a theological dimension: "How fair are your tents, O Jacob, your

encampments, O lsrael! Like valleys that stretch afar, like gardens beside a rivet like
oaks that Yahweh has planted, like cedars beside the waters. . . !" Similar language

appears in 1 K. 22:17:. "I [Micaiah] saw all Israel scattered upon the mountains, like
sheep that have no shepherd." An extreme example is Joel's vision of the plague of
locusts on the day of Yahweh (Joel 2:1-11), with 11 occulrences of k' (cf. also Znc.

4:l;5:9; erc.). Finally, the particle is an essential stylistic feature in the visions recorded

in Ezekiel and Daniel, e.g., in the vision of the son of man in Dnl. 7:4ff.t6
Aparallel usage occurs in theophanies, in which Yahweh's appearance is represented

by comparisons designed to emphasize Yahweh's ineffability and incomparability. The

locus classicrzs is found in tlre Sinai tradition: "And they saw the God of Israel; and

there was under his feet [something] like the form (kcmaaiEh) of a sapptr tile, like the

very heaven (ke'esem haiidmayim) for clearness" (Ex.24:lO). The elliptical language

- there is no explicit subject - shows that we are dealing with formulaic discoune.

Cf. also Isa. 30:27ff; Ps. 29:6; 18:431421; also Ezk. lff.; 8ff.; 40ff.; and the 3 occur-

rences of the topos "like wax" (Mic. 1:4; Ps. 68:3[2]; 97:5).
e. Noteworthy is the relatively frequent use of /c'in prophetic oracles to cite analogies

from the realm of sacred history. The particle is the simplest and most direct means of
expressing a correspondence - 

in this case usually the correspondence of divine acts

of salvation in the future to past events in God's history with Israel. Examples include

Isa.28:2L: "For Yahweh will rise up as on Mount Perazim, he will be wroth as in the

valley of Gibeon"; Hos. 12:10(9): "I am Yahweh your God from the land of Egypt; I
will again make you dwell in tents, as in the days of the distant past"; also lsa. l:9,26-
9:3(4);23:5; Am.9:11; Hos. 2:5,17(3,15);Ob. 16; Isa. 3l:4; Hag.2:3; etc. The frequent

occurrence of k" in Hos. 14:5ff.(4ff.) is striking: speaking in the 1st person, Yahweh

likens himself to the "dew" (v. 6[5]) and the "evergreen cypress" (v. 9t8l) and likens

16. See Itr.2 below.
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Israel to various trees, flowers, and natural phenomena, so that ttre beautiful and serene
world of nature becomes the image and likeness of the salvation to come.

f. As an expression of normative correspondence, /<, plays a role in theological
phraseology. It may indicate that an action conforms to existing norms or authorities:
divine authoriry (Ex. 7:20;29:35), the law (Dt.4:8; cf.2 K. 17:13; Nu. 9:3,12),the
prescriptions of the law (2 ch. 30:18). [t may also state rhe factors that will govem
Yahweh's own actions: his steadfast love (Ps. 106:45; lO9:26), his righteousness (ps.
35:24), his wrath (Ezk.25:14), his wisdom (Ezr.7:25). This normative usage expresses
the "criterion of an action"lT and thus becomes an ethical theologoumenon.l8

2. Individual Passages. Certain passages in which k'makes a contribution to specifi-
cally theological conceptions deserve special mention.

ln the second term of the "image of God" passage (Gen. 1:26 [P]), k, is joined with
the abstract noun demfi.le to define more precisely the more general first term
besalmEnfi:m "f€t us make man as our image, just like us." The adverbial kidemfrlenfr
expresses more precisely the aspect of similarity between humanity and God, already
implicit in the notion of an "image," as a leitmotif of creation (v.27), preventing an
erroneous interpretation of what is meant by "image." It speaks explicitly of a
deliberate, intentional analogy in form and function (v.26b) 

- in other words, likeness.
In supporting the two terms "image" and "likeness," the particle t" has, as it were,
the task of expressing the reciprocal motion of the comparison.

If the proposed emendation of the MT is correct, Gen. 5:3 states that Adam begot
a son "like an image of himself" (k"salmO), so that once again t, comes to the aid of
likeness terminology by providing its own deictic force.2l Gen. 2:18,20 (J), too, in
recording the decision of the creator Yahweh Elohim to create a helper for the man so
that he would not be alone, uses the comparative particle fte to describe the project in
more detail: "a help, [but] like a counterpart to him (k"negddn\." Here kc refers once
again to the model of creation, this time in the sense of a leitrnotif and background
idea, standing in some tension to the abstract concept "help" and lending it a personal
form in the sense of comparability and partnership ("counterpart"). The comparison
introduced by t' thus establishes the norm of the planned work of creation.

The law of love in the Holiness Code (kv. 19:18), "And you shall love23 your
neighbor as yourself," formulates a parallelism between love of one's neighbor and
love of self (cf. the correspondence in 1 S. 18:1 between love of a friend and love of
self ['hb kenapi6]) and postulates an equilibrium. The given love of self is taken as the

17. Schwabe, 33.
18. See II.8 above.
19. -+;lD'I damn @dmnD.
20. -+d)t stm.
21. Cf. T. N. D. Mettinger, "Abbild oder Urbild? 'tmago Dei'in traditionsgeschichtlicher

Sicht," AW,86 (1974), q3-424.
22. --: 1\) ngd.
23. -+ IilN 'dhnb Ghabh).
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nonn and also as a counterpoise, which requires constant balancing against the love of
one's neighbor as required by the Holiness Code. Once again, kc establishes a norm.24

In the series of k'-similes in the vision of Ezk. l, vv.26f . constitute the climax: the
gaze is now lifted to behold the deity in person: a firmament shining like crystal (v.22),
and above it "something that looked hke a sapptr stone, something like a throne; and
upon what looked like a throne dcmfiy kemar'eh 'd/Am (= something that looked like
ahumanbeing)" (v.26). Thelanguageresemblesthatof Gen. l:26;Ex.24:l0.Despite
the daring theme of this passage, the description is extremely guarded. Double indirec-
tion robs the account of any explicit visual elemenl The already vague term d"mfi1 is
further relativized by the cautious k"mar'dh: "it looked like." The inadequacy of the
description is strongly emphasized.

The frequent use of /ce in Daniel shows that the particle with its comparative and
interpretative function became a stylistic feature of vision accounts, intended simul-
taneously to explain and conceal the meaning of the vision. It constantly ftansports the
listener and reader into the figurative world of apocalyptic visions. The high point of the
vision in Dnl. 7 is a simile: "With the clouds of heaven there came one (who looked) like
a son of man" (klar'"nd.i, i.e., "a human individual"; v. l3), a figure standing in visual
and thematic contrast to the fantastic animals just described (cf . 7:4: ke,%Ag.

Seybold

24. Cf. Itr.l.f above.

fN) tz; fgf /c,?p; )x)D ma&'ob

contents: I. General: l. other Languages; 2. statistics; 3. Basic Meaning. tr. Bibtical usage:
l. verb; 2. Nouns. trI. Theological Usage: l. Suffering as Discipline; 2. Suffering and Sin;
3. Unexplained Suffering; 4. The "Man of Sorrows." IV. LXX.

I. General.
l. other l^anguages. Besides Hebrew, the root k'b/bb appears in Arabic,l in the

Aramaic of the Elephantine papyri,2 in Judeo-Aramaic,3 in Syriac, and in Mandaic.a
The Targum often uses Aram. k'b to render Heb. hlh (e.g., in I S. 22:g; Ezk.34:4; Am.

ft?. J. scharbert, Der sclunerz im AT. BBB,8 (1955), 4l-47,55-5g: K. Seybold, Das Gebet
des Kranken im AT. BWANT 99l5tt9l (19j3),24f. For additional bibliog. i"" -+ n)n hnb
(chdldh\.

t. WKAS, t, ttf .
2. Ct. DISO, ttg.
3. WTM, s.v. k'b arrd, k'b'.
4. MdD, s.v. kib alrrd kiba.
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6:6b). So far the root is not attested in Ugaritic, and it is not found in Akkadian.s Thus
k'b/kyb is restricted to the West Semitic languages. In other languages, as in Hebrew,
the root appears both as a verb and in various substantival forms.

2. Statistics. kr the OT, the root /c'D appears in substantival forms and as a verb, but
not as an adjective. The verb is found 8 times in the OT, plus 2 occurrences in Sirach
(4:3; l3:5). There is a conjecnral occrrlrence in Ezk. l3:22aa, where haft'61is probably
a mistake for hak'ib6 (cf. Ezk. 28:24).In Prov. 3:12, k"'d! is probably a scribal error
for (w')yak'ib (cf. LXX = He. l2:6i the Vulg. has a different reading). The MT of Ps.

4l:4(Eng. v. 3) should probably be retained.T Of the 12 occurrences, 5 are in the qal
(including Sir. l3:5) and 7 in the hiphil (including Sir. 4:3; Ezk.l3:2?-aa conj.; Prov.

3:12 conj.). The piel, pual, hophal, and hithpael are not found.S

The noun ke'38 appears 6 times in the MT plus 4 times in Sirach (4:6;30:l7a,b;
34:29; not cited in KBL3), always in the singular. The noun maft'd! appears 16 times
in the MTplus 3 times in Sirach (3:27:34:20;38:7; KBZ3 notes only 3:27). Six of
these occurrences (including Sir. 3:27) are in the plural, mostly with -tm but once with
-r41 [sa. 53:3: Ti malS'6b60. The frequency of the verb and noun in Wisdom Literature
(Proverbs, Job, Sirach) and in laments (Psalms, t amentations, Jeremiah) is striking.e

3. Basic Meaning. The lexica generally render /<'b as "suffer(ing)," "(feel) Pain."to
Discussion concerning the basic meaning of the root is largely dominated by the
question as to whether /c'b denotes primarily or exclusively an objective diminution
and injury or a subjective perception of pain.ll But this strict distinction between

objective fact and subjective experience is clearly in error. In some passages the

objective element of "suffering" can stand in the foreground, in others the subjective
element; btt k'b always denotes simultaneously and without distinction the injury that
exists as an objective fact and is also suffered and felt as such. In all the languages

where it appears and in all its forms, the root is used almost exclusively with human

subjects; this is its primary domain. This observation prohibits the theory that k'b
inherenfly denotes only objective injury and that the element of subjectively perceived

suffering is merely a secondary accretion in passages where /c? is used of a sentient

being. The rare usage of t? with inanimate and therefore insentient objects (e.g.,

farmland [2 K. 3:191) is a metaphorical transfer of the notion from the human to the

nonhuman realm, a phenomenon often observed in related concepts.l2

5. Cf. AHw and CAD; contra Scharbert, 42.
6.E.g., W Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm @ng. trans. 1979),289.
7. Cf., e.g., H.-J. Kraus, Psalms l-59 @ng. trans., Minneapolis, 1988), 430, contra KBL?,

s.v. ma$'d!.
8. See I.3 below.
9. See trI below.
10. 8.g., GesB, KBI-), s.v.

I l. See Scharbert, passim.
12. Cf. E. Kiinig, Srilisrrt, Rhetorik, Poetik Q*ipzig, 1900), 105-7.
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The fact that the verb k'b appears only in the qal and hiphil in the OT shows that
in verbal usage the root never describes an isolated timeless state, statically conceived,
but always depicts an event or action in a temporal nexus.l3 This conclusion is rein-
forced by the absence of adjectival formations, which would denote a static state. The
root k'b thus refers to an injury that objectively damages the vital force of a sentient
being, causing subjective suffering.

II. Biblical Usage.
l. Verb. a. qaL In Gen. 34:25, the qal participle of t? denotes pain that afflicted

the Shechemites three days after their circumcision and rendered them helpless to
defend themselves against Simeon and lrvi. In Ps. 69:30(29),the qal participle stands
in parallel with -+ 97r "nt (cf. Ex. 3:7), describing the helpless and defenseless situation
brought before God in the petitioner's lament. According to Prov. 14:13, the heart may
be sad (k'b qal, par. rrtg6, "grief"tc; even in the midst of joy and laughter.

In these passages, the qal of t'b is used absolutely. Job 14:22, however, states the
cause of the pain that is felt ('al with a reflexive pronominal suffix; the only occurence
of the qal of /<'b with 'at). T\e man whose face God has disfigured, whom he has
"dismissed," can no longer share in the fornrne, good orill, of his own children, because
he is already consigned to death. His "flesh"ls and "soul,"t6 i.e., his total bodily
existence, during his own lifetime are already and totally ('a&) dominated by sorrow
for his own fate ('dldyw yift'dl par. 'bl 'alfryw).\l Here the qal of k'b denotes the pain
occasioned by a sense of one's own imminent and certain end, which leaves no room
for any other human emotion. In Sir. l3:5 (the only occurrence of k'b l), the qal of
k? is used impersonally with an attentuated meaning: conduct that has injured another
party "makes one sorry."

In all 5 passages, the qal of ['b denotes the suffering that diminishes a person's vital
force, restricting him and causing him pain.

b. hiphil.In the emended text of Ezk. l3:22aa,0, the hiphil of /c? contrasts with
"strengthen the hands."l8 It refers to the conduct of women who are false prophets,
accusing them of supporting the wicked in their actions, thereby preventing their
repentance, while disquieting the hearts of the righteous and doing them injury (/c?
hiphil) through falsehoodle by perverting the norms established by Yahweh (cf. Lam.
2:14:'Isa.5:20). In Sir. 4:3, the sage exhorts the reader to show mercy especially to the
humble and not to injure (t'D hiphil) the "soul" of the oppressed ('dnf). The metaphor

13. Cf. E. Jenni, Das hebrdische Pi'el (Zuich, 1968), 59, 87f., etc.
14. --+ il)-'1 yagd.
15. -->-tbl b-xar.
16. --> $Dl nepei.
17. For a similar interpretation, see G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT, XVI (1963), 26Of .; for

different views, see Scharbert, 55-58; also F. Horst, Hiob. BK, XVyl (1968), 179,213f.;
A. Weiser, Das Buch Hiob. ATD, Xm (51968), 89, 109; etc.

18. -+ i2tn hzq; --s 1, yad.
19. --s'1pUi ieqer.
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in Ezk. 28:24 describes the hostile neighbors of the house of Israel as vicious briers

(sill6n mamTr) and painful, injurious thorns (4ds ma&'iD.In 2 K. 3:19, the hiphil of
k'b metaphorically describes how the good farmland (belqA Ob[ of a conquered

territory is ruined by stones (cf. v. 25).

Finally, Job 5:17f. describes the reproof (-+ l1)! ykk) of God and the chastening of
the Almighty (mfrsafl iadday): he wounds (k? hiphil) and smites (+ InD mhs),but
also binds up (--) Ujfn hbi) and heals (--) NDl rp). And according to Prov. 3:12 (as

emended), God brings pal;n (k'b hiphil, p{. ykb) to the man in whom he delights (-+
illl rph, par.'hb).z|

2. Nouns. a. kc'EQ. According to Ps. 39:3(2), the painful distress of the psalmist is

kc'€b to the wicked in his presence (cf. v. 2[1]), remote and "taboo" (7cr niphal),22 as

long as he remains silent concerning the blow (nega%) God has dealt him (cf.

v. 11[0]). In Job 16:6, k? refers to Job's suffering, which cannot be assuaged even if
he speaks of it. According to Job 2:13, Job's suffering G"eb) is so great (gdl qal) that

his friends cannot find words to address it. Isa. 65:14 speaks of "pain of heafi" (ke'db

leb) in parallel with "anguish (ieber lit., 'breaking') of spirit" and in contrast to

"gladness (1fr.b\ of heart." Sir. 5:6 similarly speaks of suffering of the soul (k"e-|

nepeix) in parallel with "bitterness of spirit" (mar rfiah; compare also k"e-f with
m.rflrim in lQH 8:28). In Jer. 15:18, the prophet laments that his suffering is unceasing

pan (keep nc;atj par mal<ki '%friA, "incurable wound"). Isa. 17:11, too, speaks of
"incurable pain" (kc'Ep'dnfii); the same phrase appears also in 1QH 5:28;8:28 (cf.

Jer. 30:15: 'anfri mak'db€k).26 According to Sir.30:l7a,b, suffering can be so "unre-
mitting" (tu'eman27) and "constant" ('6mdQ) that it makes life a calamity, worse than

death. In Sir.34:29, tcr.,kc'eb ro-'.f inparallelwithqdl6n, "contempt," and in antithetical

parallelism with fiml.tal le!, "joy of heart," in v. 28 probably denotes a pain deeper

than just the headache that follows immoderate consumption of wine.

Thus kc'E! almost always (except possibly in Sir. 34:29) denotes pain or suffering

that afflicts the very heart of life, bringing the sufferer close to his final end and

damaging or destroying his ties with the circle of the living.
b. ma&'6b.In Jer. 45:3, unending pan (mak'6b withydgdn) evokes a cry of distress

(6y-na'lP,): pun so afflicts the prophet's companion that it seems impossible to go

on living (cf. v. 5b). In Ps. 38:18(17), a lament,ntok'6b clearly refers to a disease (cf.

20. + 1D! ysr.
21. See Itr.l below.
22.Ct. KBL3 s.v., contra GesB, s.v.; KBL3 s.v. k"'db: H. Gunkel, Die Psalmen- HKATnl2

(s1968 = 
41926), 166; and most transls. and comms.

23. -->9\l ng'.
24. -+ I'lh tdb, Y,3O7.
25. -+ViDl npi.
26. See II.2.b below.
27. --sIDls 'mn.

28. -+'1il hby.
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vv. 4, 6,8f.[3, 5, 7f.]) that has brought the psalmist close to death and alienated him
from his closest friends (cf. v. l2[11]). In Ps. 69:27(26), also a lament, the psalmist is
afflicted with pain and suffering (maL'60; he is facing death and isolated from those
around him. A similar total and profound devastation of life is denoted by mak'6b
(together with h'lt) in Isa. 53:3f.

In Job 33:-19, maft'df refers to pain inflicted by Yahweh that consigns the sufferer
to a sickbed, i.e., a bodily disease. In 2 Ch. 6:29, maft'dp in conjunction with rd'ab,ze
"famine," -+ "lf1 deper (debher) "plague," mah"ld,n "sickness," etc. denotes the
physical devastation of human life. In Sir. 34:20, mak'6b refers to the pain occasioned
by immoderate eating and drinking; in 38:7, it denotes a disease to be treated by a
physician.

In some passages, the "pain and suffering" (mak'6b) that inherently can affict only
individuals is transferred metaphorically to the nation as a whole or a destroyed city.
Jer. 5l:8 states that there is no balm to heal the disease (mak'6D that has afflicted
Babylon. According to Lam. 1:12,18, the suffering Yahweh has inflicted upon the city
of Jerusalem is incomparably severe; Jer. 30:15 calls it incurable ('dnA.i par. ieler).
Ex.3:7 uses maft'6! for the suffering of Yahweh's people in Egypt.

According to Ps. 32:10, a wisdom aphorism, the pangs (mab'6D of the wicked are

many, whereas Yahweh surrounds those who trust in him with steadfast love. In Sir.
3:27, similarly, mak'6b refers to the suffering brought on by a "rebellious heart."
According to Eccl. l:L8;2:23, however, suffering (rnak'6D is not brought on by specific
circumstances; it is a fundamental and inevitable element of human life, the human
"portion" ('tnyAn).Even wisdom is incapable of healing such injury.

The noun mak'6b thus denotes a generally severe injury afflicting the life of in-
dividuals, cities, or entire nations; it consigns them to the sphere of death or brings
them close to it. Sometimes it denotes the kind of suffering that inevitably characterizes
all human existence.

III. Theological Usage.
l. Suffeing as Discipline. The suffering denoted by k'b represents an unmitigated

threat; those who experience such suffering or see it in others cannot initially see any
positive sense in it. In the view of Israel's "earlier wisdom," however, pain and sickness
can become means by which God may discipline people, aiding and healing them. It
is even an exemplary mark of God's care and favor: "The very one whom Yahweh
loves" (emphasis through inversion!), who is as a son to him, in whom Yahweh delights

-that one it is whom Yahweh reproves through affliction (Prov. 3:12). This is true
above all when the defect to be remedied through suffering is the result of human error
and transgression. Those God reproves are called blessed because the sickness and
suffering he brings upon them lead to healing: God binds up the wounds he inflicts
(Job 5:17f.; cf. I S. 2:6f.;Dt.32:39). Through sickness, God brings people near to

29. --> a9'1 r'b.
30. )ihn hlh.

11
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death in order to deliver them from unrighteousness, to "bring them back from the Pit"
and restore them fully to life (Job 33:19-30;.:t

2. Suffering and Sin. Pain and sickness or destruction and devastation are often
looked upon as a consequence of sin or a punishment from God. Suffering is the lot
of the wicked (Ps. 32:10). The day on which Damascus and the northem kingdom of
Israel are judged will be for them a day of grief and incurable sickness (Isa. I 7: I 1 ; cf.
Jer. 5 1:8, which uses similar language of Babylon). The sin of Israel or Jerusalem also
brings pain and sickness (I-am. 1:12,18; Jer. 30:15; cf. also Ezk.28:24). The suffering
described in the psalmist's prayer to God is also the basis of his plea for help, even
though the suffering is basically the result of his own transgression (Ps. 38:18[17];
39:3121; 69:3O129D.

3. Unexplained Suffering. Several passages simply speak of sickness and pain with
no attempt to trace them to an underlying cause or find in them a positive purpose.

Pain is simply given as a harsh, unexplained fact of life. This holds true of the grief
the wise understand everyone must bear (Prov. 14:13; Eccl. l:18; 2:23; Sk.3o:l1a,b),
but also of the additional pain and sickness that afflicts certain individuals. The claim
of Eliphaz and Elihu that Job's torments are a means of divine reprooF2 is not accepted.
His pain and suffering remain inexplicable, even though - or perhaps precisely be-
cause-they come from God (Job 2:13; 14:22: 16:6). Particularly mysterious is the
suffering inflicted on those entrusted by Yahweh with a special commission (Jer. 15:18;

45:3).

4. Thc "Man of Soruows. " The various semantic elements associated with the root
k'b and the various traditions of which it is typical are joined in Isa. 52:13-53:12. T\e
sufferings inflicted on the "man of sorrows" are mortal (53:8). They alienate him from
all human associations (vv. 3, l2), even after his death (vv. 8f., l2). At the same time,
however, in a more profound sense his sufferings associate him with the multitude: it
is not "his" sickness that causes his suffering and death but that ofothers (vv. 4, 10-12).
The mortal illness of others that he suffers is a consequence of their sin (v. 5); it brings
about in turn victory over their sin and death (v. 5).33

rv. Lxx.
The LXX renders t'b with algetn (3 times), achreiortn, and diastrdpsein, x well as

p6nos (3 times) and $pe. T\e nottns ke'e! and maf;'6! are rendered by dlgos, dlgEma,

malakia, p6rws, and plEgii.
Mosis

31. Cf. G. von Rad, Wsdom in Israel (Eng. trans., Nashville, 1972),200-202.
32. See III.I above.
33. -+ Nll dk',IIl.3.f , with bibliog.; +ihn hlh, rII.3, with bibliog.
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1)D *aOeA\i)2 kabed II; lfi kabed;illnl kcbfrdda; np) kpejul..7

Contents: L 1. Etymology; 2. Meaning; 3. Personal Names;4. OT; S. LXX. I l. Weight;

2. Approbation; 3. Theological Usage; 4. Wisdom Literature. Lil' knbed II. [V. Nouns. V. Dead

Sea Scrolls.

L l. Etymology. The root lbd (West Semitic) or kDr (East Semitic)l is found in all
the Semitic languages with the meaning "be heavy," figuratively "be important": Akk.
kabdtu,2 Amot kbd,3 Ugar. kbd IAII,a Arab. labada,s E;th. lubda,6 OSA lbd,1 Trgr.
kilbdd,s Amhar. lcdbbddd,e Phoen./Pun. kbd.to Instead of kbd, Aramaic usually uses -)
'1lr ydqda "be heavy," "be precious,"ll which may have entered Hebrew as an

Aramaic loanwoard.l2
The same group of consonants is also found in most Semitic languages as a noun

with the meaning "liver," "interior," "soul," erc.13 It is hard to decide whether the

two roots are etymologically associated, either because the liver is considered the
"weightiest" or "most important" organ (for extispicy)la or because the various mean-

hdbed.W. Caspari, Studien zur Izhre von der Henlichkeit Gottes ireAT(diss., l*ipng,1907);
M. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography Itr," Bibl,46 (1965), 326;E. P. Dhorme, L'Emploi
mitaplorique des noms de parties du corps en hdbreu et en akl<adien (Paris, 1923, repr. 1963),
128-133; F. Hesse, Das Verstockwtgsproblem im AT. BZ-AW,74 (1955); E. Jenni, Das hebriiische
Pi'el (Ztich, 1968); J. S. Kselman, "RB ll KBD: A New Hebrew-Akkadian Formulaic Pair,"
W 29 (1979),110-14; M. Liverani, "kbdnei testi administrativi ugaritici," UE 2 (1970),89-108;
L. Rost, "Der Leberlappen," Z4W, 79 (1967),3541; C. Westermann, *1)) kbd schwer sein,"
THAT r,794-812.

l. The assimilanon dlt is discussed by VG, l, 152; W. von Soden, Ergtinzungsheft atm GaG.
AnOr 47 (1969), 8**.

2. AHw,I (1965), 416f.; CAD, vItr (1971), l4-18.
3. I. J. Gelb, Computer-Aided Analysis of Amoite. AS, 2l (1980),22.
4. WUS, no. 1274.
5. Lane, 25&4; WKAS, l, 18.
6. LexlingAeth 849.
7. ContiRossini, 166.
8. TigrWB, 4llf.
9. W. Leslau, Concise Amharic Dictionary @erkeley, 1976), 16l.
10. Drso, tt4.
ll.Dlso lr0.
12. Cf. M. Wagner, Die lexilalischen wrd grammatilalischen Ararnaismen im Alttestamentli-

chen Hebrciisch. BZAW 96 (1966),62t.
13. Cf. P. Fronzaroli, "Studi sul lessico comune semitico. II: Anatomia e Fisiologia" A/i/LR,

VIIVI9 (1964), 257f., 272, 279; also W. Leslau, Lexiquc soqoti (Paris, 1938), 410:' idem,
Contributions, 25.

14. GesB, KBZ3, Westermann.
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ings of lcbd and its derivatives can be derived from the meaning "liver."l5 If there is
in fact a connection, kabe{, "liver," must derive from l<bd, "be heavy," since /cbd is a
stative verb, not a denominative.

Also controversial is the derivation of the root kbd wittr is various verbal and
nominal derivatives from a Proto-Semitic biliteral root *tb with a semantic range
including "slay, (op)press, burden, be heavy" (cf. Arab. lcabba and kcba-, possibly also
Ak*. l<frpu or kcpfr). Biliteral roots are not found among the stative verbs.

2. Meaning. The Semitic root kbdlt is not semantically independent, since there are
insiances of semantic overlap with Semitic l,br Atab. labura, "be/become large,"16

for example, is closer semantically ta kbdlt in other Semitic languages than to Arab.
kabada; and the meaning of Heb. kbh, "extinguish,"lT is associated in Akkadian with
the G and D stems of kabatu.rs In almost all the Semitic languages, however, the
semantic element "be heavy" (and by extension "honor") is constant.

The wide range of usage (especially in Akkadian and Hebrew) that draws on the
various meanings of the root is also found in Egyptian, where wdnre and its derivative
dni,2o *be heavy, burden," are used not only of physical weight but also frguratively
of an illness that burdens parts of the body, the oppressive power of the king, good and
bad qualities, and (with the meaning "weighty") names and reputations. The homony-
mous root wdn, "sacr7ftce,"2l may be associated with wdn, "be heavy," as meaning
"make heavy," "consider weighty," "honor (with offerings)," "worship," as in the
case of Semitic kbdltn

The root kbdlt does not, however, convey this double sense of heaviness as both
physical weight and "weightiness" in all the Semitic languages: Arab. kabada, for
example, is limited to the negative meaning "oppress," III "endure";23 contrariwise,
Ugar. kbd I means only "honor" in the D stem and "be weighty, honored" in the N
stem.z

In administrative texts from Ugarit, the adj. kbd lllz5 appqrs in descriptive ap-
position to the shekel (1qf stating quantities of metals, wool, and textiles, as well as

to the cubic measures dn, kd, erc.25 It designates a heavier weight in contrast to the

15. K. Vollers, "Die solare Seite des alttestamentlichen Gottesbegriffes," ARW, 9 (1906),
176-tu.

16. WKAS, l,2l; Lane,2585.
17. KBL3, $5f.
18. AHw, l, 416; CAD, VItr, 18.

19. WAS, I, 390; cf. Arab. wadana.
20. WAS, V, 468; cf. E. Blel, Altiigyptische Grammarik, l. AnOr 34 (1955), $,+44.
2t. wbAs, r,39t.
22. Cf. AHw,l, 416f; Dahood, 326.
23. WKAS, r, t8.
24. WUS, no.1274; UI no. 1187.
25. WUS, no.1274.
26. See esp. Liverani.
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normal lighter weight, indicating simultaneous use of different systems of weights
and measures.2T

The nounfrom theratlibdl4s alsoencompasses awide semantic rangein Semitic. First,

it can denote the liver as an organ. The importance of the liver in extispicy is attested by
many texts2e as well as by liver modelss unearthed by excavations in Mesopotamia,3l

Syria, and Palestine.32 It can also denote the interior of the body;33 in this sense it resembles

the hearty and the other intemal oryans, which are of fundamental importance for Semitic
psychology,3s since they were considered the seat of the human will and emotions.36 In
Akkadian, knbattu denotes the realm of "violent emotions" and "blind passions," just as

libbu denotes the realm of "sentiments" and "manifestations of the moral and intellecnral
hfe."37 In Ugaritic, too, kbd - often in parallel wittr /b - denotes the seat of feelings and

emotions: " 'Her liver' swells with laughter, her heart is filled with joy, Anat's 'liver' with
victory.":a This semantic development then led to the use of the word for the interior or
middle of anything (e.g., the earth or the heavens), especially in Arabic.

3. Personal Narnes. The root kbdlt app,ars as a constituent of personal names in
many Semitic languages. [n the concrete sense of "heavy," it is found in names referring
to physical features: kabittu" kabbutum, hrbbutwn, "the heavy one."3e It also appears

in "occasional"4 names such as is-sil-ka-bi-it, "his strength is weighty,"al which
expresses a lament to a deity. In the sense of "honor," it appears in names that allude
to human society: lcab-ta-at a-na-fra-wi-ri-ia, "she is honored by her spouse." In this
sense, the root is especially common in divine epithets: l<a-bit arallt, "prince of the

underworld"; kab-tu kat-tu, "mighty in build."az

27.Ct.M.Dietrich and O. Loretz, "Der Veraag zwichen Suppiluliuma und Niqmandu," WO,

3 (1966), 219-223.
28. See I.l above.
29. Cf. M. Jastrow, Die Religion Babyloniew und Assyriens, IVI (Giessen, l9l2),213-415;

BuA,11,267-275.
30. Cf. A. Jeremias, Handbuch dcr altoientalischen Geisteskulrur (l*ipzig,21929),259f .

31. ANE| nos. 594, 595.
32. The details of the inscribed liver models from Ugarit are described by M. Dietrich and

O.Loretz, "Beschriftete Lungen- und Lebermodelle aus Ugarit," Ugaritica, 6. MRS, 17 (1969),
172-79.

33. --+ )11 qere!.
34. -+ f) le!.T\e relationship between heart and liver in sacrificial practice is discussed by

F. Blome, Die Opfermateie in Bibylonien und Israel, l. SSAOI, 4 (1934), nos. 174-180.
35. Dhorme, 109.

36.Ibid., t09-137.
37. See R. Iabat, "Herz," RIA, IV (1972-75),367.
38. KTU 1.3il'25tt.; the text is discussed by M. Dahood, "Ugaritic-Hebrew Syntax and

Style," UI t (1969),23.
39. AN,267.
40. AN,237.
41. AN, l'lf .
42. See K. Tallqvist, Akladische Gdtterepitheta. StOrt 7 (1938, repr. 1914), lO7.
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Similar names with kbd as an element are found at Ugarit,a3 among the Canaanites,#
and in South Semitic.as

In the OT, we find T-kabdd (it., "infamous") with a popular etymology in I S.

4:21;6 Ex. 6:2O; Nu. 26:59 in the disputed form ydkbed.q

4. OT. ln the OT, the root kbd encompasses a wide range of meanings, which can

be derived primarily from the basic meaning "be heavy. is often felt to be

a burden,4 so that kbd is often best translated by a transitive verb such as "burden,"
"weigh down," or "impede" (cf. "onus"). Afurther group of meaningsof lcbd suggests

the comparative "heavier."+s Although no specific point of comparison is stated, these

passages suggest something added, an excess (image of a balance?). Here the best

translation is often "too/very heavy/difficult." This usage of kbd is especially corlmon
in declarative statements.

There are 114 occurrences of the verb in the OT, plus 26 in Sirach. All the stems

but the hophal are attested. The qal appears 23 times; it stands closest to the basic

meaning. There is no passage in which it means "be heavy" in the concrete physical

sense, but this sense can explain the meanings "impede," "burden," "oppress," "be
onerous." TWice (Ex. 9:7; Isa. 59:l) the qal is used with "heart" or "ear" to express

stubbornness.so The hiphil (17 occurrences, plus 2 in Sirach) functions primarily as the

causative of the qal, so that its meanings are closely related to those of the qal: "make
something dfficult or burdensome for someone," etc., and "make someone's heart/ear

stubborn." In the sense of "honor," the hiphil is found with the purely causative

meaning "cause to be held in honor" in Isa. 8:23(9:1); Jer. 30:19.51 In the majority of
cases, the piel (38 occurrences, plus 6 in Sirach) has declarative or estimative mean-

ing:s2 "honor, approve." The secondary meaning deriving from the basic meaning "be
heavy" has a broader range than the abstract English term "honor": it extends from
simple "recognize, respect" through "esteem, consider competent or expert (in some-

thing)" to "honor, venerate." With respect to Yahweh, in the sense of "revere," it
denotes a concrete religious attitude (often par. + X"lr ydrd). In the sense "make
stubborn," the piel (in contrast to the hiphil) refers to a casual action.s3 The niphal (30

occurrences, plus 11 in Sirach) is especially common with a human subject as the

43. Cf. PNU, 148.
44. Benz,33O.
45. RyNP, l, ll2.
46. See J. J. Stamm, "Hebriiische Ersatznamen," Festschifi B. Landsberger AS, 16 (1965),

416.
47. See J. J. Stamm, "Hebr[ischen Frauennamen,"Hebrriische 1,)llortforschung. Festschrift

F. Bawtgartner SVT 16 (1967),315: IPN, lll.
48. Westermann, 795.
49. Caspari, 14.

50. See tr.3.d below.
51. Jenni, 105.

52. tbid., 4o/ff.
53.Ibid.,105.
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passive equivalent of the piel: "be(come) recognized or honored." With Yahweh as

subject, it takes on the reflexive sense "show oneself to be weighty or important."s4

Like the niphal, the pual (3 occurrences) functions as the passive of the piel: "be

honored" or (from the piel meaning "reward") "become rich."55 The hithpael (3

occurrences, plus 3 in Sirach) functions semantically as the reflexive or passive56 of
the piel.

The adjective (40 occurrences, plus 5 in Sirach) corresponds in meaning to the qal:

"heayy, burdensome, oppressive, stubborn"; also "much, many."

5. IX)(. The wide range of meanings conveyed by the verb kbd is also evident in

the 23 equivalents used by the LXX. The qal is rendered by barinein (ll), baris (5),

katabarynein (2), and bary1pein, doxdzein, latischfein, migas, polfs (l each); the

niphal by 4ndoxos (13), doxdzein (7), endoxizesthai (6), 4ntimos (2); the piel by

doxizein (21), tinuln (LO), eulogetn (2), barinein, entimos, d6m (l each); the pual by

barjnein, doxdzein, and timtin (1 each); the hiphil by barlnein (13), baris, akofiein

bart46s, pleondzein, skldrlnein (1 each); and the hithpael by barinein and peitithdnai
(1 each).

The LXX generally renders the adj. labedby baris (16), po$s (5), or euischfein.

For the subst. lcd!€{, the LXX ases h6par 9 times, sklEr6s 3 times, and hepa-

toskopeisthai and pliithos once each.
Dohmen

ll.l. Weight.

a. PhysicalWeight. The basic meaning "be heavy" is most apparent in those passages

that speak of something that (figuratively) weighs upon or oppresses someone; the

frequent use of the prep. 'al in these cases makes the concrete conception of the burden

especially clear. Many of the passages in question speak of the heavy yoke57 (l K.
12:ll par.2 Ch. 10:11; I K.l2:4 par. 2 Ch. l0:4; Sir. 40:l; etc.) that rulers "make

heavy" upon the people (kbdhrpltrl; I K. 12: l0 par. 2 Ch. 10:10; 1 K. 12:14 pat. 2 Ch.
10:14; Isa.47:6; Neh.5:15 [either following BI/S in supplying an'o-l omitted by

haplography or reading b/ for the 'al of the textl).
In similar fashion, forced labor can be considered burdensome (qal: Ex. 5:9; Neh.

5:18), and extremely harsh imprisonment can be described by the image of heavy chains

(hiphil: I-an.3:7).In these passages, the weight is a physical burden on the body. There

are also instances of psychological pressure, e.g., though words (Job 33:7). The verb

kbd may be applied to anything that weighs down human life; guilt and sin, misfortune

and disaster can burden people and oppress them (Ps. 38:5[4]; Job 6:3; Gen. 18:20;

54. Cf. GK $5lc; on a possible tolerative meaning of the niphal of kbd, sen J. H. Eaton,

"Some Misunderstood Hebrew Words for God's Self-Revelation," BT 25 (1974),337t-
55. Cf. S. Geylrtz, "West-Semitic Curses and the Problem of the Origins of Hebrew Law,"

w, tt (1961),141f.
56. BLe, g29rj.
57. +)v'ol.
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lsa. 24:20; Prov.27:3). Theological language speaks of the heavy hand58 of Yahweh
(lob 23:2; Ps. 32:4; I S. 5:6,11) to illustrate the distress and lament of the oppressed.

b. Size and Quantity. The element of size and quantity is especially evident where
kbd is used of famine (rd'db); the common expression ki-kdbed hdrd'd! ba'ares
describes a terrible famine that weighs heavily upon the land (Gen. l2:l};47:4,13;
etc.). The vexatious aspect of quantiry is particularly clear in the exodus tradition,
where kbd describes such plagues as flies (Ex. 8:20[24]), locusts (10:14), hail
(9:18,24), and disease (9:3). The same expression can describe a task that is too
burdensome (Ex. 18:18; Nu. 11:14). Size and strength appear together in passages
where kbd describes military forces (Gen. 50:9; Nu. 20:20;2 K. 6:14; 18:17;2 Ch.
9:l; Isa.36:2). The phrase bayil kAbed, however, can denote not only a mighty army
but also an imposing entourage, as in the entrance of the queen of Sheba into
Jerusalem (1 K. l0:2).

ln addition, kbd can be synonymous with ra!, refering to quantity in the literal
sense - for example, in Prov. 8:24'se SA. 16:17; or Nah. 3:15, where it actually stands
in direct parallelism with -+ )1 rab.@

The aspect of wealth is found not only in passages where the piel of kbd means
"enrich, reward" (Nu.22:17,37;24:lI) but also in Hab.2:6, where the greedy man
enriches (RSV "loads") himself with pledges (kbdhrphil).

c. Dfficult, Burdensome. Something heavy can also be difficult or burdensome. For
example, the weight of Absalom's hair (two hundred shekels) became burdensome, and
so he had it cut (2 S. 14:26). A large number of guests can likewise be a burden to a
host (2 S. 13:25). The statement thatMoses'hands grew heavy (Ex.17:12) refers to
weariness resulting from the posture of prayer, which makes one's hands feel like lead.
The meaning "difficult, complex" lies behind I K. 3:9, which thinks of Israel as both
a chosen and a stubborn people (Dt. 9:6,13):61 "For who is able to govern this difEcult
people?"

d. Battle. An especially interesting aspect of the wage of kbd appears in 4 passages
where the qal describes a battle. When a battle (milhnmh; also ya{ bAyyiszp in Jgs.
l:35) grows "heavy," it means that the decisive moment is at hand (not noticed by the
Benjaminites in Jgs. 20:34), the defeat of the side on which the battle presses (l S.
3l:3 'el-id'frl par. 1 Ch. l0:3 'al-id'frI; cf. also kdpeQ milhAmd in Isa. 2t:t5).

e. Physical and Mental Disability. When /<bd is used of a part of the body, it indicates
that the organ or member cannot carry out its normal function. Sir.3:26,27 , for example,
describes a fool as having a leb kdbzd; Ex. 4: l0 ascribes Moses' lack of eloquence to
k"!a!-peh fik"bad ldi6n.a Zimmerh is probably right in interpreting the gloss in Ezk.

58. -->1'ydQ.
59. The text is discussed by G. M. Landes, "The Fountain of lazer," BASOR, 144 (1956),

32f.
60. Cf. Kselman, passim.
61. Cf. E. Wiirthwein, Die Biicher der Kdnige. ATD, X*UI (1976),35.
62. Ct. J. H. Tigay, "'Heavy of Mouth'and 'Heavy of Tongue': On Moses' Speech Diffi-

culty," BASOR, 231 (1978),57-67.
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3:5,6 from this perspective.63 Gen.48:10 diffen from the passages describing stub-
bornnessfl in giving the reason (mizzdqen) for Israel's poor eyesight. Just as l<bd can
denote the unhealthy state of a particular part of the body, it can also indicate the
general debility of someone who is old and sick (l S. 4:18; cf. 'Andyw qdmfi, v. l5).

2. Approbation.
a. Social Status. Several passages use the prel of lbd to mean "make someone heavy,

consider someone important" in the sense of the acceptance, respect, or recognition
accorded people with a certain social or political status. Within the family, the piel of
kbd can express recognition of parental authority (Ex. 2O:12 par. Dt. 5:16; Mal. l:6);
in the diplomatic realm, it can describe recognition of dynastic succession by demon-
strations of sovereignty (2 S. 10:3 par. 1 Ch. 19:3). Cf. also Saul's request that Samuel
confirm him as king in the presence ofthe people (1 S. 15:30). [n a perversion ofthis
basic code of conduct, Eli honors his sons more than Yahweh (I 5.2:29).

b. Individwls. The niphal of l<bd can express the recognition due someone who
displays special abilities not shared by others. This precedence is justified on the
grounds of demonstrated competence. Benaiah and Abishai, for example, are honored
because - as the context makes clear - they have shown themselves io be stronger
and braver than others (2 5.23:19,23 par. I Ch. ll:21,?5). David is honored for many
qualities, including his faithfulness (1 S. 22:14). The respect Shechem enjoys (Gen.

34:19) is illustrated by the acceptance of his far-reaching decision. Finally, Eli, the man
of God, was honored because his words had often proved true (1 S. 9:6). This contrasts
with the conduct of Amaziah, who strives for even greater honor after achieving victory
(2 K. 14:10 par. 2 Ch. 25:19 conj. WhikkabedD.

The subjective aspect of honor and recognition is especially clear in 2 S. 6:20,22,
where opposing views clash: Michal despises the honor David enjoys and longs for.
The nominalized niphal participle embodies this usage, denoting individuals honored
or considered important by others. The listing of such persons along with kings (meleft),

princes (Sar), etc. shows that they belong to an upper stratum of society (Isa. 23:8; Ps.

149:8; Nu. 22:15; Nah. 3:10).

3. Theological Usage.

a. The Horwr Due Yahweh. The piel of l<bd can exprcss religious honor. This honor is
conceived in much broader terms, however, than its secular equivalent; it denotes the total
human response to Yahweh's love and favor. This response ranges from the personal
prayer of the individual @s. 86:9; Isa. 25:3) through observance of the laws and com-
mandments (Dt. 28:58;Isa. 58:13) tothe sacrificial cult@s.50:23;Prov. 3:9). Thishuman
response in concrete acts and conduct has its source in the demonstration of Yahweh's -+
1Ol1 hesed; the close connection is illustrated by Ps. 50:15: "Call upon me in the day of
trouble; I will deliver you, and you shall glorify me." Acknowledgment of God's steadfast

63. W. Zimmerl| Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. rans. 1979),93.
64. See II.3.d below
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love goes beyond mere words (Isa. 29:13; 43:23): it takes concrete form in the life of the
community. Those who despise the wicked but honor those who fear Yahweh (Ps. l5:4),
those who are kind to the needy (Prov. 14:31) 

- they honor Yahweh. Human beings (Ps.
22:24[23);86:12), animals (Isa. 43:20), indeed the whole circle of the earth (Ps. 86:9; Isa.
24:15) can and do honor Yahweh as they should (Ps. 86:12).

Only Dnl. I l:38 uses kbdfor religious worship in general. This late passage 
- other

gods, not Yahweh, are the obje*tof kbd - should probably be understood as reflecting
Hellenistic influence.65

b. Yahwehb Steadfast Love. In 1 S. 2:30,we read: "Those who honor (meftabbeQay)

me [Yahweh] I will honor gapabbdA." This verse, too, reflects the connection between
divine action and human response (discussed from the opposite perspective in II.3.a
above); the antonyms -+ illf bdzA @dzdh), "despise," and -+ \)V qatat, "be unim-
portant," in the second member of the antithetical parallelism show how concretely
and broadly Yahweh's action is to be understood. Yahweh loves people and defends
them (Isa. 43:4).He delivers those who are in need and honors them @s. 9l:15). The
overtones of protection and enablement are clear from the context. When Yahweh
honors people by making them important (lfd hiphiD, this can mean de facto - as the
parallel rbh kbd shows6 - that he makes them increase and prosper (Jer. 30: 19), i.e.,
makes them happy. When the servant of God is honored ('ekkabeA in the eyes of
Yahweh, then Yahweh is his strength (Isa. 49:5). Yahweh's steadfast love also finds
expression in the importance he gives to his land (Isa. 8:23[9: l] [niphal]) or the temple,
the place of his feet (meqdm raglay,67 Isa. 60:13).

c. Demonstration of Yahweh's Power Semantically, the passages in which the niphal
appears with Yahweh as subject have a special position. Yahweh shows his "weighti-
ness" by demonstrating his power (to affect the course of history). When Yahweh acts
upon (bJ Pharaoh and his host @x. 14:4,18), those who approach him (Lev. 10:3), or
Sidon (Ezk. 28:22), the emphasis is on what Yahweh does68 to make himself known.
The "knowledge formula" yd' ki-'%i YHWH,@ which has roots in the traditions of the
exodus @x. l4:4,17f . [P]) and of the wars of Yahweh (Ezk.39:13; Isa. 26:15), suggests
that the niphal of kbd has more to do with a demonstration of Yahweh's power than
with "God's own responsibility for seeing that he is duly honored."7o When Yahweh
demonstrates his power, his faithful rejoice (Isa. 66:5 conj.).

d. Stubbornness. Extending the use of kbdto denote physical and mental disability,zt
theological language describes the heart and ear as "heavy," i.e., unresponsive, depict-
ing "a phenomenon in the religious spher€."7z But l<bd is just one of the terms used

65. See O. Pkiger, Das Buch Daniel. KAT, Xym Q965), in loc.
66. See Kselman, passim.
67.H.-J. Fabry Ellil halom(hadhdm)," TDOT Itr,33If.
68. Cf. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Hetm @ng. trans. 1983), 98.
69. __> y.t; yd/a..
70. Westermann,80l.
71. See II.l.e above.
72. Hesse, T .
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to describe the phenomenon of stubbornness.T3 While E and P use -+ ln lrdzaq
(clfizaq) in this context, J prefers kbd (Ex. 7:14; 8:ll ,28115 ,32); 9:7 ,34) with /e-| as its
object. The verbal adjective (Ex. 7:14) and the qal @x. 9:7) express the state of
stubbornness; the hiphil (Ex. 8:11,28[5,32];9:34) describes Pharaoh's stubborn reac-

tion. In Ex. l0:1, however, it is Yahweh who hardens Pharaoh's heart; and in Isa. 6:10,74

the prophet is commanded to harden the heart of the people.75 The use of the root in
I S. 6:6 (twice) is unique in suggesting that the Philistines may harden their hearts
(kibbA{ with respect to the Israelites; the piel here76 points to the accidental nature of
the action.

4. Wisdom Literqture. In texts reflecting wisdom influence, /cDd usually means

"honor, esteem" (piel, niphal, hithpael). [n antithesis to terms associated with the

semantic field of inferiority,TT in discussions of conduct and reward (Prov. 4:8; 13:18;

27:18; Sir. 3:6,8; etc.) the root depicts the honor and esteem that follow when one does

what is right and good. It is also used (esp. the niphal ptcp. nikbddim) in texts describing
the vanity of those who are honored (Sr. 10:26,27 ; l l :6; 48:6; Prov. l 2:9;za in contrast
to those who fear God (Sir. 10:19,20,24).

lII. knbed lL In the light of the important role played by the liver in hepatoscopy

elsewhere in the ancient Near East,Te the comparative rarity of the noun kdle/in the OT
(14 occurrences) is unusual. Thirteen texts mention the liver of an animal: a bull (Ex.

29:13 lnv.3:4;4:9;8:l6;9:10,19), a sheep @x.29:22;l-ev.3:l0;8:25;9:19), a goat (Lev.

3:15), a stag (Prov. 7:23), or an animal in general (l*v. 7:4; Ezk. 2L:26l2ll). In ll
passages, knPe/ appears in conjunction with ydlere!, "appendage of the liver," as a
sacrificial element; the various syntactic combinations show that the reference is to
something closely connected with the hver: y61ere1 halddbed @x.29:22;I*v.8:16,25;
9:19), ydlerey 'al-haklcale! (Ex. 29:-13:' l*v. 3:4,10,15; 4:9; 7:4), y61ere1 min-lwk:kabed
(I,ev.9:10).80In 2 passages (Lam. 2:11; Wov.7:23),lcdf,€{ means the interiorof the body,

i.e., life itself. In this context we also find the only passage that speaks of the human liver
(Lam. 2:11). Ezk.2l:26(21) explicitly attacks the hepatoscopy of the Babylonians, which
is also probably implicitly forbidden by Dt. 18:9-12. Perhaps hostility toward such
practices helps explain why the OT rarely speaks of the liver.

73.The whole subject is discussed by Hesse, passim.
74. Cf. Chung Hsin Cbr, The Concept of "Hardming the Hean" in the OT with Special

Refernce to Isaia& 6 (diss., South East Asia Graduate School of Theology, 1974); R. Kilian, "Der
Verstockungsauflrag Jesajas," Bausteine biblischer Thcologie. Festschifi G. J. Bonerweck BBB,
50 (1977),2O9-22s.

75. The LXX makes the people harden their own heart; cf. H. Wildberger, Isaiah 1-12 (Eng.
trans., Minneapohs, l99l), in loc.

76. Cf. Jenni, 105.
ll. -->l)V qalal; cf. C. A. Keller, *\)V qtt leicht sein," THAT tI, 641-47.
78. On lcbd with the meaning "celebrate, honor with a banquet," see Dahood, 326.
79. See I.2 above.
80. Cf. Rost, passim; --+ aF.t ydtrar l.
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In 6 passages (Gen. 49:6; Ps. 7:615); 16:9; 30:13[tZ]; 57:9[8]; t08:2ttl), trab1d
should not be translated "soul" but emended to kn!E/, understood as the seat of the
emotions, as in Akkadian.8l

rv. Nouns. There are three rare noun forms, of no particular importance: l<ble/ (4
occurrences), k"bfrddA (3), and k\eQul Q).

The text ofIsa. 30:27 is uncertain. It is preferable to read *re adj. kdpa! instead. of
kabed, following Hans wldberger,82 otto Kaiser,a: and others. walther Zimmerlisa
assumesthat/cebfiddAinEzk.23:4Lisascribalerrorinvolving reshandkaph, translating
"a bed that has been made ready" (cf. Prov. 7:16).

Wltrle kcQfiddi (Ps. 45:14[3]; Jgs. 18:21), like -+ 1lE,) kdb6d, means ..wealrh,

richness," l<npe/ stands closer to the basic meaning; it denotes the weight of a stone
(Prov. 27:3) or the press of battle (Isa. 2l: 15), and in parallel with rd! refers to a large
quantity.8s The hapax legomenon k"bed.ut(Ex. l4:25),used of chariot wheels, suggests
sluggishness.

V. Dead Sea Scrolls The use of kbd in the Dead Sea scrolls closely follows biblical
usage. Of 30 occurrences, the niphal participle ("those who are honored, aristocrats")
accounts for the largest number (13); an additional 10 involve the meaning "honor,
esteem." In 1lQT 49:11, however, we find the postbiblical meaning86 "sweep up, clean."

Stenmans

81. Cf. F. Ntitscher, "Heissr kabad auch'Seele,'" W 2 (1957),358-362 = Vom Alten atm
NT. BBB, 17 (1962),237-241; -+'I1:) kabddl.t.

82. Jesaja. BK, Xl3 (1982), in loc.
83. O. Kaiser, Isaiah l3-39. OTL (Eng. tans. 1974), in loc.
84. Zjmmerli, Ezekiel l, 478.
85. Cf. Kselrnan, passim.
86. WTM, tr,284t.
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Contents: I. l. Etymology and Meaning; 2. Disaibution; 3. LXX. II. l. Substance, euantity,
Power; 2. Honor and Dignity. Itr. 1. Glory; 2. Synonyms. IV. Glorified objects. v. Divine Glory
in the Ancient Near East. Yl. kcbod YHWH in P and Ezekiel. Vtr. Manifestation of k !68 yrtwH
at the Revelation of a Message. VItr. Future Revelation of the k"!68 yHWH; Eschatology.
IX. kebdd YHWH aad iem YHWH. X. Qumran Scrolls.

kdbbd. G. J. Bouerweck, "Klage und Zuversicht der Bedriingten,,, BiIz, 3 (1962), lg4-
193, esp. 187; W. Caspari, Die Bedeutung der Wortsippe "kabida" im Hebriiischen (Leipzig,
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L l. Etymology and Meaning. The noun kfu68 deives from kbd, which denotes
"heaviness" in the physical sense as well as "gravity" and "importance" in the spiritual
sense - i.e., "honor" and "respect." As an antonym of kbd, q// similarly expresses
"lightness" in the physical sense as well as "slightness" or "insignificance" in the
figurative sense - i.e., "lack of honor or respect." The antithesi s kbd/qll is illustrated
by I S. 2:30;25.6:22;Isa.23:9: cf. also the antonyms ka!68lqdl6nin Isa. 22:18; Hos.
4:7; Hab.2:16; Prov. 3:35. The Aramaic equivalent of kdbdd, -+ "tP' yeqa4 has the
same dual connotation of "heavy, difficult" and "respected, honored." Thus mill"ld'
yaqqtrA (Dnl. 2:ll), hke ddbdr l<nbZd (Ex.18:18), means a "heavy maner," a difficult
task, whereas yeqar malkfr1@nl. 4:33[Eng. v. 36]), like Heb. kl68 malkfr1, means
"royal majesty" (cf. Akk. melam iarrfit).

The noun -+ 'II) knbe{ "liver," is also derived from the r@t kbd, "heavy"
(physically and spiritually). Together with the heart,r the liver was considered the most
important bodily organ; in Akkadian, Ugaritic, and possibly Hebrew, the words libbu
("heart") andkabattu ("liver") are interchangeable. Akkadian and Ugaritic expressions
such as "gladness of heart and happiness of liver (= 'mind')" are especially instructive
in this regard. Cf. Akk. fiud libbi, nummur labatti,z and Ugar. tgdd kbdh bshq yml'u

1908); E. Cassin, la splendeur divine (Hague, 1968); H. Frankfort, Kingship and the Gods
(Chicago, 1948); A. von Gall, Die Herrlichkeit Goues (Giessen, 1900); H. L. Ginsberg, "The
Armof YHWHinIsaiah5l-63 andtheTextof Isa53:10-11," JBL,77 (1958), 152-56;idem,
"Gleanings in First Isaiah," Mordecai M. Kaplan: Jubilee Volume (New York, 1953),245-
260; M. Haran, "The nature of the "Ohel M6'edh' in Pentateuchal sources," "/SS, 5 (1960),
50-65; H. Hegermann, "666o," EDNTI (1990), 344-48; H. Kiftel, Die Herrlichkeit Goues.
BZNW, 16 (1934); S. E. Loewenstamm, "Notes on the History of Biblical Phraeology,"
Comparative Studies in Biblical and Ancient Oriental Lilerature, AOAT (Band 204, 1980),
214-16; T. A. Meyer, The Notionfor Divine Glory in the Hebrew Bible (diss., Louvain, 1965);
C. Newsome, Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice, A Critical Edition, HSS 27 (1985); F. Ndtscher,
"Heisst kibod awh'Seele,' " W 2 (1952),358-362 (= Vom Alten zum NT. BBB, 17 11962),
237-241) (cf. J. van der Ploeg, "Prov. xxv 23," W 3 [1953], 192); A. L. Oppenheim,
"Akkadian pul(u)bt)u and melammu," JAOS, 63 (1943), 3l-34; idem, "The Golden Gar-
ments of the Gods,".INES, 8 (1949), 172-193; G. von Rad, "lilp in the OT," TDNTll,
238-242; W. H. P. Rtjmer, "Beitriige zum Lexikon des Sumerischen," BiOr 32 (191.5),
145-162, 296-308; B. Stein, Der Begriff K"bod Jahweh und seine Bedeutung fiir die
alttestamentliche Gotteserkenntnis (Emsdetten, 1939); M. weinfeld, Deuteronomy and the
Deuteronomic School (1972, repr. Winona Lake, 1992), 191-209: idem, "Presence, Divine,"
EncJud, XtrI, 1015-1020; idem, "Divine Intervention in War in Ancient Israel and in the
Ancient Near East," History, Historiography and Interpretation, studies in Biblical and
Cuneiform Literature, ed. H. Taolmor and M. Weinfeld (Jerusalem 1982), l2l-147; C. Wes-
termann, "Die Herrlichkeit Gottes in der Priesterschrift," Wort-Gebot-Glaube. Festschrirt
W. Eichrodt. AThANT,59 (1970), 227-249; idem, "1)) kbd schwer sein," THAT, 1,794-812
W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979), 123t.; idem, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. trans.
1983),414f.

l. +), teb.
2. R. Borger, Die Inschrifien Asarhaddons, Kiinigs von Assyrien. BA|O, 9 (1967),64, VI,

55.
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lbh bimfut,3 "her liver gows (= becomes large) from laughter, her heart is filled with
jov."

On the basis of such Akkadian and Ugaritic evidence, scholars have suggested

reading knbed instead ot kAb6d in Ps. 16:9: idmal.t libbi wayyagel keQz$, "my heart
rejoiced and my liver (- 'mind') exulted."a Caution is necessary, however. The noun
kaldy'itr,elf canmean "substance,being";and,sincePs. 16:9usesbafur "flesh,body,"
as a parallel term ('ap-b"Sdri yiikin labegl.t, "my body dwells secure"), the interpreta-
tion of kA!6! here as meaning "substance" or "whole being"s is highly plausible and
emendation of the MT is unnecessary. A similar parallel ka!6/ par. bdfldr (and nepei)
is found in Isa. 10:18.6 Furthermore, Akk. l<abattu can also mean the "inward" aspects

of the person 
- thought, emotion, spirit - so that the translation "liver" is not always

correct.T
The other passages where kdS68 might be emended to kfue! are Gen. 49:6; Ps.

108:2(1) (cf. 57:8f.[7f.]; 7:6[5]). [n Gen. 49:6, k"pdQt is written defectively; the LXX
translates "my liver" (td hiipatd mou); inPs. 108:2(l), kc!68t stands in parallel to libbi
(cf. Ps. 16:9). Here kbddt means "body" or "mind." In Gen. 49:6, nepei and len86Q

stand in parallel; both can mean "inner being." The emendationto lcAleS in Ps. 7:6(5)
is highly uncertain; here ke!68t stands in parallel to hawtm, "life," a parallelism found
elsewhere (cf. Prov. 2l:21; 22:4).8

There is undoubtedly a connection between lcnQeQ and knbdd, since both mean
"gravity" or "importance" (= "weightiness"); this may well have led to confusion
between them. In all the passages listed, howeveq the MT should be retained.

2. Distribution. The now knpdQ appears 199 times in the OT (2fi) according to
Westermann). There are 24 occurrences in the Pentateuch (13 in P), 7 in the Deuter-
onomistic history and 18 in the Chronicler's history. It is especially frequent in the
prophets Isaiah (38) and Ezekiel (19), and is found occasionally in Jeremiah and the
Minor Prophets. The 5l occurrences in the Psalms and 16 in Proverbs illustrate the
fondness these books have for the term, although the Psalms speak primarily of the
k"b6d YHWH, whereas Proverbs speaks more of human kAbdd-

3. LW The translation of the LXX is unequivocal: ddxa is used 177 times, along
with the related 4ndoxos (3), doxizein (2), and ddxis (l). There are 7 occurrences of
tim6. More specific interpretations are illustrated by ploritos (2), kal6s, and dlnamis
(l each). The rendering gl1ssa in Ps. 16:9 (LXX l5:9) is probably similar. Hegermann

3. KTU 1.311,25tr.; ct. l.l2l, l2f .
4. Cf. Ndtscher, 358f.; Loewenstamm,2l4f .; M. Dahoo4 Psalms I. AB XVI (1965), in loc.
5. Cf. NJPS.
6. See below.
7. Cf. CAD, VIII (1971), s.v. kabattu.
8. CT. ILC, LTL,239.
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has showne that the Greek equivalent d6m has incorporated the whole range of mean-
ings of OT kdbdd. The meaning "opinion" often associatedwirhddxa outside the Bible
is not found in either the OT or the NT.

lL 1. Substance, Quantity, Power The noun kdbdd appears frequently with the
meaning "body," "substance," "Inass,"l0 hence "power" or "might." In [sa. 5:13,
for example, k"bddi stands in parallel with hambni and means "-rrrr,',od""t1 (cf.
Isa. l6:14). A similar connotation is implied by Isa. 8:7, which speaks of the kdp68
of Assyria that rises over its banks in the context of the mighty waters of the
Euphrates; here "might" is clearly implied. In Isa. l0: 16; 17:4, kdbdd is synonymous
with "fatness"; in 10:18, similarly, the kabdd of the forest that will be destroyed
stands in parallel to soul and body (minnepei w"a/-bdfldr). The context of Hos.
9:11 ("Ephraim-his kdbdd shall fly away like a bird") speaks of a multitude of
children of whom the parents will be bereft. The noun k"bfrddd in Jgs. 18:21, where
it is associated with tap, "children," and miqneh, "cattle," has almost the same

meaning; Prov. 23:5 also uses the metaphor "fly away" for the vanishing of wealth
and power.l2

As we have already indicated, "quantity" implies "power"; in Ps. 145:11f. and
the Dead Sea scrolls (lQH 5:20; l0:11), knbOd actually appears in conjunction with
gef;frrA, "strength." The meaning "strength" for lcdbdd is attested in Job 29:20 ("My
kAbdd is fresh within me, my bow always in my grasp") and Ps. 3:4(3) ("Thou . . .

art a shield about me, my kdbdd, that lifts my head high"); bow and shield are

symbols of strength and power. Isa. 21:16f. speaks of l<nbdd in conjunction with bows
and warriors: "Within a year, according to the years of a hireling, all the lcdbdd ot
Kedar will come to an end; only a few bows of the warriors of Kedar will be left."l3
Cf. also Isa. 16:14: "In three years, like the years of a hireling, the kdbdd (= 'power')
of Moab will be brought into contempt with all his great multitude (hdmdn). Only a

remnant will survive."
It has been proposedla that kapdQ also means "srength" (Sebfrrfi in the parallel

divine epithets of Ps. 24:.8: melel hakkibM, "king of glory" and 'iafrz w"gibbdr
"mighty and valiant." ls

Another meaning of kabild is "wealth," e.g., in Gen. 3l:1: "From what was our
father's he has gained all this kdbdd e'wealth')." Similarly, Isa. 10:3 ("Where will
you leave yoar knbdd?" ) refers to the wealth the aristocrats have amassed by exploiting

9. P.345.
10. Ginsberg, Festschrifi M. Kaplan,246f.
I1. Cf. NJPS.
12. For further discussion, see Westermann, THAT 1,798t.
13. Cf. A. B. Ehrlich, Randglossen ur hebriiisclun Bibel (repr. Hildesheim, 1968), in loc.:

"Here knbdd does not mean "glory" but "multitude," "military might."
14. R. Weiss, RrPDI D1OD (Jerusalem, 1976),299 [Heb.].
15. See below on '62 and kn!6/ as synonyms.
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the poor; inlsa.22:24, "all the l<ab6d of his father's house" refers to "vessels, cups,
and flagons." In Nah. 2:lO(9), kabbd includes the supplies and valuables to be taken
from the Assyrians in Nineveh: "Plunder the silver, plunder the gold! There is no end
of treasure, or ka!6/ ("a hoard, or wealth") of every precious thing." to

The noun kapbQ often appears in conjunction and parallelism with 'o.ier "wealth";
cf. 1 K. 3:13; Prov. 3:16; 8:18; 22:4; etc.; and especially Ps. 49:17(16): "Do not be
afraid when one becomes rich, when the kdbdd of his house [i.e., his household goods]

increases." In Isa. 6l:6, kn!68 stands in parallel to hayil, "riches"; and in Isa. 66:12,
ke!68 g6yim means "wealth of the nations."

2. Honor and Dignity. It is fitting that God, the king, and persons of high status and
authority should receive kAbdd., "honor." God is honored above all others. He is the
"God of kabdd" Ql-hakka!68, Ps. 29:3), the "King of kd!6y'" (melef, hak:kd!6/, Ps.
24:7,9,10).17 His kingdom is a kingdom of l<ap6/ andhndfu "splendor" (kep6/ malkfr1

par. k!6/ haQar malkfi7 Ps. 145:11f.; cf. Akk. melam iarruti, "splendor of kingship,"
discussed below), unsurpassed by the l<ab64 of anyone else: "My kabdd I give to no

other, nor my praise (tehillatt) to graven images" (Isa.42:8;cf. 48:11). This explains
Jeremiah's lament: "Has a nation ever changed its gods . . . , but my people have
changed their lcdQ6{' (Jer.2:ll; cf. Ps. 106:20). Cf. Mal. 1:6: "If I am a father, where
is the l<abdd [that I deserve]?" God above all deserves the respect shown in hymns and
anthems: he must receive kab64.Even divine beings offer him kabdd Qs.29:lf .).In
Ps. 96:7f. (cf. 1 Chr. l6:28f.) it is the "families of the people" who ascribe to the Lord
kabAd afi strength ('dz). According to Ps. 66:1f., the whole earth is to sing the l<abdd

of his name and praise him by offering knbdd 6tm kAbAA; cf. the similar statement in
lsa. 42:12: "Let them [the inhabitants of the whole earth] glve kd!6Q to the Lord, and
declare his praise in the coastlands."

"To give kAbdd" is often tantamount to a confession. Therefore when Achan trans-
gresses the requirements of herem and is called upon to confess his sins, Joshua says

to him: "My son, gle kabdd to Yahweh, the God of Israel, and confess it to him"
(Josh. 7:19). When the Philistines set about to return the ark of the covenant, they must
make reparation to the God of Israel. This act of reparation is called "giving kAbAd"
(1 S. 6:5). Honor through confession is also implied by Jer. 13:16: "Give kap6/ to
Yahweh your God before he brings darkness, before your feet stumble."l8

Biblical prayers often request God to deliver Israel for the sake of God's kd!68, i.e.,
for the sake of his reputation among the nations: "Help us, O God of our salvation,
for the kabdd of thy name. . . . Why should the nations say, 'Where is their God?' "
(Ps. 79:9f.). "Not to us, O Yahweh, not to us, but to thy name give ka!6Q.. . . Why
should the nations say, 'Where is their God?' " (Ps. 115:1f.). A positive statement of

16. Cf. Westermann,THAT, 1,798f.
17. On meleft hakkdp6l as an allusion to the Jerusalem temple cult, see J. Maier, Das

altisraelitische Ladeheiligtum. BTAW 93 (1965), 77; on the possibility of Canaanite influence,
see Westermann, THAT I, 804f.

18. Cf. A. B. Ehrlich, Mikra Ki-Peshuto (1969), in loc.
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God's honor among the nations is found in Isa. 66:18f.: "They [the nations] shall come
and shall see my kdbAd.I will set a sign among them and send them . . . and they shall
declare my l<Abdd among the nations."

Kings (Isa. 14:18; Ps. 2l:6[5];Prov.25:2), priests (8x.28:2,40), and sages (Prov.

3:35) are also &te kdbdy', but never fools (Prov. 26:1,8). It is likewise proper that parents

and the masters of slaves receive kabdd; cf. Mal. 1:6: "A son should honor his father,
and a slave his master. If then I am a father, where is the honor due me (k"b6dt)? And
if I am a master, where is the fear of me (mbrA')?" The paralleli sm of kdp68 and mdrd'
is discussed below.

The term kAb6d can also denote personal honor and dignity, which can be attained
through proper conduct, restraint, generosity, and humility: "It is a man's kdpbQ to
keep aloof from strife; but every fool will be quarreling" (Prov. 2O:3); "a gracious
woman gets kdbdd" Grov. 11 : 16); "[whoever] has distributed freely . . . to the poor . . .

his horn is exalted in lenb6d" @s. ll2:9); "humility goes before kdbdd" (Prov. 15:33).

IIl. l. Glory. When it means "glory" or "splendor," kabfl usually refers to God,
his sanctuary, his city, or other sacred paraphernalia.le P uses the term in connection
with God's appearance in the tabernacle (Ex. 29:.43-40:34f.; Lev. 9:6,23; Nu. 14:10;
16:19; l7:7U6:Al;20:6). Here kdS6l takes the form of a consuming fire surrounded
by a cloud @x.24:16ff.; cf. l6:10; Nu. 17:7[6:42]). Only Moses, who was privileged
to converse with God face to face (Ex. 33:11; Nu. 12:8; Dt.34:10) could enter this
cloud @x. 24:18). Contact with the radiance of the deity caused his face to shine, and
therefore he used a mask to hide his face and enable the people to come near him (Ex.
34:29tr.1.2o

As we shall see below, in the ancient Near East the divine glory was embodied in the
crown of the deity or hero; this holds true of Heb. kabdd as well. In Job l9:9, we read:
"He has stipped from me my Mb64, and taken the crown from my head"; cf. also Ps.

8:6(5): "Thou hast made him a little less than God, and dost crown him with kbbdd and
honor." In the Jewish liturgy (the Amidah on the morning of the Sabbath), the radiance of
Moses is described as a crown of glory (k'ltl tip'ere), given him by God.2r

Ezekiel, whose imagery is closely allied to that of P, transfers his concept of kab6d
to the Jerusalem temple. Here kd!6! is depicted as a phenomenon of radiant splendor
(Ezk.lO:4;43:2) that moves, rises, and comes near (9:3; 10:18; l1:23; 43:4).LikeP,
Ezekiel describes the lca!6! as a blazing fire surrounded by radiance and a great cloud
(l:4;8:2).

Deutero-Isaiah and Trito-Isaiah describe God's return toZior^ as the revelatiot@Ald)
of his ka!6Q Gsa. 40:5; cf. Ps. 97:6; lO2:17U6)) and his shining over Jerusalem (Isa.

60:1; cf. below).

19. See IV below.
20. See J. Morgenstern, "Moses with the Shining Face," HUCA, 2 (1925), 1-27; A. Jirku,

"Die Gesichtsmaske des Mose," ZDPV 67 (194445),43-45; F. Dumermuth, "Moses strahlendes
Gesicht," ThZ, 17 (1961), 241-48; --sl1l qdran.

21. S. Singer, SPIB (1943),2W.
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2. Synonyms. In the sense of "glory," "beauty," etc., kdbOd is conjoined with a
whole series of terms such as 'az (Ps. 29:l; 63:312)) that, like kdbdd, can also mean

"power": hdddr h6d, "splendor" (Ps. 8:6[5]; 2l:615); etc.); tip'ere1, "ornament" (Ex.

28:2,40); p"!t, "beauty"; and gd'fillgd'6n, "pride" (lsa.4:2). Like Akk. melammu and
its derivatives,22 all these can be understood as describing a crown23 or a splendid
garment, especially when used of God or the king. Thus Ps. 104:lf. says that God is
"clothed with honor and majesty (hdd w'haddr)," covering himself "with light as with
a garment." Ps.2l:6(5) says of the king: "His kdbddis great . . . , splendor and majesty
(h68 wehd/dr) thou dost bestow upon him." According to Ps. 8, which describes

humanity as being a little less than divine, it is crowned withkdp6S and haddr (v. 615l).

The terms gd'6n, sef;t, and tip'ere1, conjoined with kabbd in Isa. 4:2, are associated in
Isa. 28: l-5 with a crown of pride: "Woe to the crown of pride @e'fr!) of the drunkards
of Ephraim, and to the fading flower (-sis) of its glorious beauty (;"bi tip'artd). . . . In
that day Yahweh of hosts himself will be a crown of beauty, (,s?i) and a diadem of
glory (tip'ere1) to the remnant of his people." Similarly, ge'fr!, 'dz, and hddar h6/ can

be conceived as garments; e.g., Ps.93:l: "The Lord reigns as king; he is robed in
majesty Ge'fri. . . , he is girded with strength (Ad"; Isa. 52:1: "Put on your strength
(ad, O Zion, put on your garments of beauty (tip'ere1)"; Job 40:10: "Deck yourself
with majesty and dignity (gd'6n w"gdbdh); clothe yourself with hdd w"hddar"

Akk. melamma "terrifying radiance," has a similar wealth of synonyms: namrircu,
"radiance"; ialummatu, "brilliance"; iaruru, "brightness"; baitulbaltu, "dignity";
etc.2a As in the Bible, people may be clothed, girded, and crowned with them; cf. the

inscription of Esarhaddon: "This crown clothed with terrifying radiance (melammu),

surrounded with dignity (baltu), surrounded with brilliance (ialurnmatu), wrapped in
radiance Qwmrirru)."2s Kings and gods are clothed and girded with melammu, nam-

ri r ru, ialummat u, etc.26

IV. Glorified Objects. Not just the deity but all kinds of special religious objects

may be endowed with lca86Q, e.g., the throne (-+ N0) /<issE'; 1 S. 2:8; lsa.22:23i Jer.

14:21; 17:12), the temple (Ilag.2:9; cf. Ps. 29:9),holy garments (Ex.28:2,40), and

above all crowns (Job l9:9; Ps. 8:6[5]). The same holds true of Akk. melammu and its
synonyms. Temples,2T crowns, sacred weapons, and garments28 are surrounded by
melammu. The glory of a city and its temple are likewise depicted in the same terms

as in the OT. Thus the Nebuchadnezzar inscription describes the palace at Babylon:
"This palace . . . I filled with plenty (lulfr), so that all the people could see it; its sides

were encompassed by dignity (baltu). . . with the awesome majesty (pulufrti melammi;

22. See below.
23. See above.
24. Cf. Cassin; Oppenheim, JAOS, 63 (1943),31f.; Rdmer, 145ff.
25. Borgea 83, 34.
26. Cf. Cassin; R<imer, 307, with citations of relevant passages.

27. CAD, X/2 (1978), s.v. melammu, l.d.
28. Oppenheim, JNES, 8 (1949),172tr.
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see below) of my kingship. Neither evil nor wicked persons may enter it."2e Rebuilt
Jerusalem is described in similar terms: "Awake, awake, put on your strength ('dz), O

Zion; put on your garments of majesty (tip'ere), O Jerusalem, the holy city; for there

shall no more come into you the uncircumcised and the unclean" (Isa. 52:l).
This splendor extends to encompass or fill entire regions. We are told that God's kfrbbd

fillsthewholeearth(Nu.14:21;Ps.72:19;Isa.6:3);hisglorycoverstheheavensandfills
the earttr (Hab. 3:3). In Mesopotamia, too, the splendor (melananu) of gods and kings

covers (latamu, safunpu) heaven and earth or fills (malfi) the whole earth.3o This notion is

especially common in the narratives describing the dedication of the tabernacle and

temple. The entrance of the Lord into his divine dwelling place is indicated by the

statement that lnsknQ6/flls@nle) the tabernacle (Ex.40:34f.) or the temple (l K. 8:11;

Ezk. 10:4; 43:5;44:4).The glory Gab6O of God reaches the heavens: "Hiska!6Q is high
(rdm)abovetheheavens"(Ps. ll3:4);cf.Ps.57:6,12(5,11)(par.108:6[5]): "Beexalted

OAruA), O God, above the heavens! Irt thy ldbddb, over all the earth." Mesopotamian

texts state similarly that the glory and splendor (ni-melam) of the gods reach the heavens.3l

Glory also covers the forests of [rbanon and Carmel: "It shall blossom abun-

dantly. . . . The l<abbd of Lebanon shall be given to it, the majesty (ha-dar) of Carmel

and Sharon" (Isa. 35:2; cf. 60:13). The trees of the garden of God in Eden were likewise
clothed with glory: "Who can be likened to you in lea!6! and in greatness?" @zk.
3l:18; cf. vv. 8f.). In Mesopotamia, too, cedars and cedar forests were considered sacred

and filled with glory.32

V. Divine Glory in the Ancient Near East. In the ancient Near East, gods and kings

were described as being surrounded with glory; their headdress or crown in particular

is adorned with glory and majesty. The Egyptian crown was endowed with power and

represented something like a gleaming fiery diadem (nsrt lcf.Heb. nEzerf, tbt).ltwas
deified as a goddess33 and considered a source ofawe and ofthe terror that overthrows

the enemy.3a

In Assyria, similarly, "awe" and "terrible splendor" (pufuu melammu [Sum. nf-

melaml) are associated with the tiara.3s As already noted,36 Heb. kdb6d and h6d

w"haQar are likewise connected with the crown.
The Greek epics also associate divine radiance with the head of the god. We are

told, for example,3T that Athena crowned the head of Achilles with a cloud of fiery

29. S. H. Langdon, Die neubabylonischen Ki)nigsinschrtften. VAB, 4 (1912),118' 52f.; 138'

29t.
30. For examples, s* CAD, Xlz, l0t.
31. Cf. Rtimer, 149, no. 16.

32. Cassin,62ff.
33. Frankfort, 107f.
34. See below.
35. Cf. EnEl I,68; Oppenheim, JAOS,63 (1943),31ff.; Cassin,9ff.; R<imer, 308f.
36. See [V above.
37. Iliad xviii.20.
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power that terrified the Trojans. Zeus himself was shrouded in a cloud of incense,3s

which recalls the God of Israel, who is also pictured in a cloud of smoke ('%an
haqqe@rel) above the ark (Irv. 16:2,13).In the Sinai narratives, the k"!6! YHWH is
depicted as a cloud (Ex. l6:10; Nu. l7:7[16:42]).

Majestic glory evokes both reverence and fear. This is especially clear in Akkadian
terminology. The phrase pul[u melatnrzn (Sum. nf-melam) is an hendiadys; its com-
ponents mean, literally, "fear, glory," but in fact the phrase means "majesty." The
expression is used of deities, kings, and other awesome sacred objects,3e and is iself
an object of reverence and fear. The fear (pulbu) and glory (melammu) of the Assyrian
god or king overcome (isfiupiunilt) the enemy in battle.ao The fiery diadem (tfrt, nsnt)
of Egyptian gods and kingsar likewise spreads fear (nrw) and terror (.fngD that vanquish
the enemy in battle.a2 In this respecL the tenifying aspect of the divine manifestation
of Inanna in Mesopotamian literature is quite striking; cf. the Sumerian hymn of
Enheduanna (the daughter of Sargon I) to Inanna:43 "O my Lady, the Anunna, the great
gods,/Fluttering like bats fly off from before you to the clefts [in the rock],/They who
dare not walk [?] in your tenible glance (igi-bu5),/who dare not proceed before your
terrible countenance (sag-ki-bu5). " 4 The "tenible countenance" is that of the goddess;
it beams forth radiance and splendor like that of the god Nanna, "whose face is full
of radiance (sag-ki-bi me-l6m-gdl-la-gim)."4s This imagery recalls the blazing head of
Achilles6 and the radiant face of Moses (8x.34:29f.).

The terrifying glory of Inanna, before which the Anunna deities flee to the rocky
clefts like bats, recalls lsaiah's prophecy concerning the "terror and glory" @aM
w"hd/dr) of the Lord, before which the nations flee like bats to the clefts of the chffs:
"In that day men will cast forth their idols of silver . . . to the bats, to enter the cavems
of the rocks and the clefts of the cliffs, from before the terror (pabaA of Yahweh, and
from the glory of his majesty (h"dar g"'6n6), when he rises to terrify the earth" (Isa.

2:2Of .).

Hiding in the rocks from the kabdd of Yahweh is mentioned in Ex. 33:21f. (cf. 1 K.
l9:1ltr.). In Job 4O:10ff. Job is challenged to deck himself with majesty and dignity,
glory and splendor (hbd w"haddr) like God - which is naturally impossible - and
tread down the wicked so that they hide in the dust.

The terrifying aspect of Yahweh's knbdd is especially prominent in the revelation
at Sinai. The people are alarmed at seeing the kAb6d of the Lord (Dt. 5:24; cf. Ex.
20: l8), and they are afraid of being consumed by the great fire that blazes forth from

38. Iliad xv.l53.
39. Oppenheim, JAOS,63 (1943),31ff.; Cassin.
40. For examples, se CAD, s.v. melammu.
41. See above.
42. Weinfeld, Erlsr "Diirc Intervention etc.," 126,nn.2'l-28.
43. W W. Hallo and J. J. A. van Dijk, The Exaltation of Inanna. YNER, 3 (1968), 18f., ll.

34f.
44. Cf. ANET1,579tf.
45. Cf. S. N. Kramer, Enmerkar and the lord of Aratta (1952), 22,1. 273.
46. See above.
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the kabad (Dt. 5:25). The parallel in Ex. 20:18 states that the people present at the
theophany shrank back and kept their distance.

The fre that issues from the kfu6/ appars also in the context of the dedication of
the tabernacle (Lnv. 9:23f .) and the dedication of Solomon's temple (2 Ch. 7:1ff.), at
which the people witnessed the descent of the fire and of Yahweh's kdbbd upon the
temple. The fire that consumed the sacrificial gifts was taken as evidence that God had

accepted the dedication; the people rejoiced with praise and thanksgiving (l,ev. 9:24;
2 Ch.7:3). The same phenomenon is recorded in I K. 18, when Elijah consecrates the
altar on Mt. Carmel. When Yahweh's fire came down and consumed the sacrificial
offerings, the people fell upon their faces and cried out: "Yahweh alone is God . . ."
(1 K. 18:39).

The fire of rhe ka!68 can also be dangerous. It consumes not only the sacrificial
gifts but also Aaron's sons Nadab and Abihu, who offered unholy fire and transgressed
God's commandment (rv. 10:1f.).

The divine flames strike the enemy so that "fire goes before [the l,ord], and bums
up his adversaries round about," and all behold his lcnbdd (Ps. 97:3f.).

The dangerous aspect of Yahweh's kab64 is especially clear in the narratives of
Israel in the desert. Here the kabdd of Yahweh threatens the Israelites if they murnur
against him (Ex. 16:7,10; Nu. 14:10; 16:19; l7:71L6:421:20:6). On one occasion the
"fire of Yahweh" - understood as a manifestation of hrs l<ab6d - is kindled against

the Israelites and their rebellion (Nu. l1:1).
The manifestation of Yahweh's knbdd is accompanied by signs of reverence such

as proskynesis, praise, and acclamation. [rv. 9:24 states that "when all the people saw
it lthe kabdd and the fre], they shouted and fell on their faces." Ezekiel, too, saw the
kdbdd and fell upon his face (Ezk. l:28; 3:23). Ct. also the cercmony at the dedication
of the temple in 2 Ch. 7: "When all the Israelites saw the fire come down and the
kAb6d of Yahweh upon the temple, they bowed down with their faces to the earth . . .

and gave thanks" (v. 3; cf. also 1 K. 18:38).
Besides the phrase palp! w"hiSdr (in Isa. 2:10,19,21), the polarity of fear and

reverence is suggested by the compound expressions gdQahw)ir'A, "majesty and fear"
(Ezk. l:18; cf. the discussion of gdlah and gd'6n above), nbra'fhilld!, "terrible in
glorious deeds" (Ex. 15:11), and nbra'hbd, *terible majesty" (Job 37:22); cf. also

mdra' par. l<AbN in the context of the reverence due a father and master (Mal. 1:6).

VL k"b@ YHWH in P and Ezekiel. In P and Ezekiel, the kabdd of Yahweh is

conceived as a blazing fre surrounded by a cloud (Ex.24:l6f .: cf. 16:10; 40:34f.; Nu.
17:7116:421;Ezk l:4;10:4). The cloud is an indispensable element of a theophany. It
serves as a cloak to pro0cct against the mortal danger of viewing the deity. Only Moses,
who can look upon God face to face (cf. Nu. 12:8; Dt. 34:10), may enter this cloud
(Ex. 24:18). To the other Israelites God reveals himself only wrapped in clouds. Unlike
Moses, they see only the flames that blaze within &e cloud (F;x.24:17). Only once, at

the consecration of the tabemacle (I*v.9:23), does God reveal himself to Israel without
such protection 

- an event parallel in importance to the Sinai revelation in the other
Pentateuchal sources.

3l
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When the kd!68 enters the tabernacle, the cloud surrounds the holy of holies; Moses
cannot enter the tabernacle while the l<nbdd of Yahweh is present (Ex. 40:34f.).47

According to Ezekiel, the kab6d departs from the temple at the time of the exile: "The
kd!6Qof Yahweh went up from the cherubim. . . . The temple was filled with the cloud,
andthecourtwasfullof thebrightness(ndgah)of thekASdlof Yahweh"(Ezk. 10:4).
Isaiah, too, sees the temple filled with smoke in his vision of the lca!6Q of Yahweh
(Isa. 6:3f.). The deity dwells in the thick darkness of the holy of holies (1 K. 8:12), but
this does not suffice to keep it from being gazed upon by mortals. When the high priest
Aaron enters the holy of holies each year, he must first fill it with a cloud of incense
(I-ev. 16:13), "for I will appear in the cloud upon the kappdrel" (v. 2). This cloud of
smoke produced by Aaron is therefore not the same as the cloud in which the kdbbd
is revealed. lf a cloud constantly shrouded the seat of the deity between the cherubim,
Aaron did not need to produce an artificial cloud. The phrase "lest he die" (l-ev.16:2,
l3) shows that the cloud of incense was intended to conceal the image of God and thus
protect the high priest from the death he would suffer if he looked upon the deity.

This conception of the kd!6/ associated with the tabernacle and temple was ob-
viously developed by the Jerusalem priesthood. The other source strata see the revela-
tion of the deity differently: here cloud and fire are not a constant manifestation of the
divine presence but are accompanying phenomena (Ps. 97 :2f .; cf. Ex. I 9: I 6ff. ; Dt. 4: I 1 ;

5:22); they are instruments of God's protection and power. Cloud and fire serve to
guide @x. 13:21; Nu. 10:34; Dt. l:33) and protect (Ex. 14:19ff.; cf. Ps. 105:39) the
people; they are divine agents to destroy the enemy (Ex.14:24;Ps.97:2f.; Hab. 3:5)
and provide the vehicle for God's descent to earth (Ex. 34:5; Nu. 11:25; l2:5; Dt.
31:15). According to P, however, God does not descend $dra$ in the cloud; tns l<nbOd

dwells perpetually in the tabemacle. Its presence is manifested to the lsraelites by the
cloud that covers the tabernacle (Nu. l7:7[ 1 6:42)). Although the kdb64 of Yahweh has

its own form of representation in P, ttre notion of the kAQ6/ of the deity is very ancient
and is associated with the notion of God's dwelling place.48 Thus Ps.29, which revolves
around the kAbOd attributed to God (vv. 1-3), reaches its climax in the statement: "In
his temple all cry 'knbdd"' (v. 9). Other psalms mention the temple explicitly: "the
place where thy kabdd dwells" @s. 26:8).

In laterJewish literature, the lcabddis replaced by the ie$tnd.ae Ttre notion of the divine
chariot throne (merkn\d),flrst found in Ezekiel's visions, acquired similar significance.S0

47 . The assignment to particular source strata of the various aspects associated with the k"!6/
YHWH is discussed by M. Giirg, Das Zelt der Begegnung. BBB,27 (1967),59-66. On Yahweh's
presence in the temple and the signs associated with it, see R. E. Clements, God and Temple
(Philadelphia, 1965), passim.

48. On the various conceptions and descriptions oftheophany, see Jiirg Jeremias,Theophanie.
WMANT, tO (1977), 100-r 12.

49. --> pV .ita "dwell."
50. See J. Maier, Vom Kultus zur Gnosis. Kairos, I (Salzburg, 1964), esp. ll9f., l4y':tr.;

J. Neusner, "The Development of the MerlavahTradttion,",/S.I, 2 (1971),149-160; G. Scholem,
"Merkabah Mysticism," EncJud. XI, 138G88; more recently J. Ma60ck, "Henoch 

- 
Adam -Der Thronwagen," BZ, N.s. 25 ( 1981), 103-1 1 1.
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Rolf RendtorF r has describe d l<Abbd as "that aspect of the activity of Jahweh that could
be perceived by men and in which he himself is revealed in his power." Tltts knbbd
represents the divine majesty in the broad sense; it often altemates with God'sface (pdntm),

goodness (lfib), Wwer ('dz), beauty (nb'am), steadfast love (hese{), salvation lgcia), erc.

This is especially clear in Ex. 33: I 8ff. Moses asks permission to see God's kabdd, and God
answers: "I will make all my goodness pass before you" (v. 19; cf. alsov.22). The verses

that follow then speak of the revelation of God's face Qfinln ). According to von Rad,52 this

passage reflects a cultic etiology (of which traces also appear in the Psalms) that associates

God's dwelling in his house with the experience of a theophany.

The Psalms often express a yearning for the temple as God's domain: "O God . . .

I seek thee, my soul thirsts for thee. . . . I have looked upon thee in the sanctuary
beholding thy power ( az) and glory (kabdA. Because thy steadfast love (heseQ) is

better than life. . ." (Ps. 63:24[-3]). A similar enthusiasm is found in Ps. 65:5(4),
where the psalmist yearns for the goodness of God's house (rfii belelJd). Cf. also Ps.

73:16ff., where kdb6d refers to God's majesty in a future life; here we find the

expression "receive behind the kfrbdd," i.e., bring the soul to God in an assumption
(v.25124); RSV "receive me to glory"; cf. Gen. 5:24;2K.2:3,5,9; also Ps.49:16[15]:
"But God will ransom my soul from i"'61, will snatch me away").

Interpretations of the expression w"ahar kabdd tiqqab€nt (Ps.73:24b) vary widely.
Most exegetes agree that the verse refers to a future life (H. H. Rowley, Victor Maag,
Friedrich NOtscher, Artur Weiser, etc.). Others see a specific parallel to the assumption

of Enoch (Martin Buber, Han-Joachim Kraus, Gerhard von Rad, etc.). Still others find
no allusion to a future life but rather a promise to the faithful of happiness and success

in this life (Edward J. Kissane, Sigmund Mowinckel, Hermann Gunkel, Raymond-J.

Tournay, etc.). Sidney Jellicoe sees an allusion to acceptance into Yahweh's presence

as the result of a theophany.s3 C. B. Hansen suggests an ecstatic experience,sa while
Helmer Ringgren conjectures an event "somehow connected with the cultic mani-

festation of the kdb1d at the New Year's Festival."ss Finally, Armin Schmitt56 suggests

an assumption like that of Elijah or Enoch, in which the worshipper is received into
God's presence after death, so that he does not fall into J'?/.

Thus union with ttre kdbbd means entrance into God's possession in life after death,

in deliverance from.i"6/, and in the joy of beholding God's countenance (cf. Ps. 16:10f.;
17:15). In Ps. 62:7f.(6t.),lcabdd is used in parallel withyzia'("salvation") arl.d'oz:
"He only is my rock and my salvation. . . . I trust in God, my salvation (y€ia) and

my kabdd, the rock of my strength ( oz)."

5l . R. Rendtorff, in W. Pannenberg, Rendtorff, and U. Wilckens, eds., Revelation as History
(Eng. trans., New York, 1968),37.

52. G. von Rad, " 'Righteousness' and 'Life' in the Cultic Language of the Psalms," in The

Problem ofthe Hexateuch (Eng. trans. 1966, repr. London, 1984), 258.
53. "The Interpretation of Psalm lxxiii. 24," ExpT 67 (1955156),210.
54. "Bagefter herlighet, et bidrag til forst6elsen af psalme 73," DTT, 13 (1950), 84f.
55. "Einige Bemerkungen zum LXXItr Psalm," W, 3 (1953),270f .

56. A. Schmitt, Entriickung - Auftwhme - Himmelfahrt. FzB, lO (1973),302.
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VII. Manifestation of k"!6! YHWH at the Revelation of a Message. During
Israel's wanderings in the desert, the kdbdd is revealed to inform the Israelites of
God's will,57 usually immediately after their revolt or rebellion against their leaders
(Ex. 16:10; Nu. 14:10; 16:19; 17:716:421;20:.6).s8 God intervenes by manifesting
his kAbbd; there follows a divine message to Moses in the tent of meeting ('6hel
m6'eA. The tent of meeting is understood as the central sanctuary, from which God
addresses Moses (cf. Ex. 40:34-l*v. l:l). After the tent is consecrated, it is filled
with the kA!6Q of Yahweh and covered by the cloud. God calls to Moses from the
tent of meeting and conveys to him the laws governing sacrifice. For P, the tent or
tabernacle sanctified by God's kabdd (Ex.29:43) is the place where God meets Moses
to speak to him and give him the law for the Israelites (Ex. 25:22; 29:42-45; Nu.
7:89).

The tent of meeting as the place where God makes his decisions known is not an
invention of the Priestly writer. ln the early source of Ex.33:7-11, too, the tent is an
oracular sanctuary Moses enters to meet with God, who descends in the pillar of cloud
and stands at the entrance to the tent. There is clearly an enornous difference between
the notion of the tent of meeting in this early tradition (JE) and that of P. In the JE
traditions, the tentof meeting stands outside the camp (Ex.33:7; Nu. 1l:26; l2:5);God
stands outside the tent, not within it.5e In P, however, the tent of meeting stands in the
center of the camp and God speaks from within it. According to P, furthermore, God
does not descend in a cloud to speak with Moses at the entrance to the tent, as the JE
tradition provided. The tent is God's permanent dwelling place (Ex. 25:8;29:45),from
which he declares his will. In P, the tent actually functions as the central sanctuary in
the midst of the camp.

If, however, we focus our attention on the prophetic function of the tent, we see that
both traditions share a common basis. Both in the early lay sources (JE) and in R God
appears in the tent to admonish and to speak to Moses. According to Nu. 12:5f., God
descended in the cloud to reprove Aaron and Miriam for their slander; and according
to Nu. ll:25,he descended similarly to speak to Moses concerning the appoinfinent
of the elders. Dt. 3l:15 (E) states that God revealed himself in the pillar of cloud at
the tent of meeting to inaugurate Joshua in his new office.

According to all three sources, the revelation of God's presence is marked by signs
of honor and respect (Ex. 33: l0). In Ezekiel, too, the manifestation of Yahweh's lcnlby'
is accompanied by the transmission of a message: in Ezk. l:28;3:12,23, it inaugurates
the prophet's mission; the occurrences of l<n!6/ in 8:2f.; 10:4,18; ll:23 are connected
with censure of Jerusalem, in consequence of which the kAb6d departs from the city.

VIII. Future Revelation of the ke!6! YHWH; Eschatologr. In the prophets and
Psalms, the future deliverance of the people inZion is depicted as a new revelation of

57. Westermann, Festschri{t W. Eichrodt.
58. See above.
59. Cf. Haran, 50ff.
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the kAbAd.In the future, the Lord will reveal his glory once again, as in the days of
old when he led Israel out of Egypt. Isa. 4:5 says that the Lord will create over Zion
"a cloud by day, and smoke and the shining of a flaming fre by night"; "over all the
kdbOd there will be a canopy and a pavilion." This imagery recalls the pillars of cloud
and flre of the Exodus Narrative.

lsa. 24:23 speaks of the future kingdom of God upon Mt. Zion, when "before his
elders he will manifest his glory." This expression is to be understood against the
background of Ex. 24:9f ., which describes God's revelation of himself to the "elders
of Israel." Just as God the King revealed himself to the elders of the people at Sinai,
so he will reveal himself once more to the elders when he inaugurates his reign on Mt.
Zion. Isa. 25.6ff.60 describes a feast on Zon as the direct consequence of the revelation
of the kabdd to the elders. This association of a feast with God's revelation also recalls
Ex.24:ll.

In postexilic texts, the future revelation of the l<A!68takes on universal dimensions.
Not just the Israelites but the whole world will behold the glory and splendor of God:
"T\e kfu68 of Yahweh shall be revealed (w"nigl.d), and all flesh shall see it together"
(Isa. 40:5). The LXX renders the second part of this verse as: ". . . and all flesh shall
see the salvation of God." Cf. Isa.52:10, where all ttre ends of the earth will see the
salvation Oeifr'O accomplished by the arm of Yahweh. According to Ginsberg,6l the
term zer6a', "arm," serves in Deutero-Isaiah as a metaphor for revelation and salvation
(cf. 5l:5; 52:10;53:1), which may explain the phrase z'r6a'tip'art6, "armof hisglory"
in 63:.12. It is interesting that Deutero-Isaiah speaks in similar terms of the revelation
of Yahweh's l<abdd@O:5) and of his arm (53:l). In fact, Isa.4G{6 and the Psalms
treat kdbOd, God's righteousness, and salvation as synonyms (cf. Isa. 58:8; 62:1f.).
Righteousness (;edeq), salvation Oeifr'il, and l<ab6d overlap: "For Zion's sake I will
not keep silent . . . until her righteousness (RSV 'vindication') goes forth as brightness
(ndgah), and her salvation Oeifi'O as a burning torch. The nations shall see your
righteousness (;edcq), and all the kings your glory &A|AA" (A:ff.). Tbts l<n!6! ot
Jerusalem is nothing less than the kdbdd of Yahweh, which rests upon the city (cf. Isa.

60:l-3); the manifestation of Yahweh's lcAbdd &"bOdA yErd'eh) is associated with his
light (?r), his coming (ba-), his brilliance (zdrafi1, and his shining (ndgah). We are
dealing here with a revival of conventional theophany terminology from ancient
lsraelite texts (cf. Dl33i2[bd', zdrab, Mpirl; cf. also Hab. 3:3f. Uaba', h6/6, nogah,
ka'6r '6zl). The cliche nir'd l<abdd (sa. 60:2) also appears already in the Exodus
Narrative (see above).

There is nevertheless a significant difference between the function of thekdbfldinthe
theophany descriptions of Deuteronomy and Habakkuk and its function in Isa. 40-66.
According to Dt. 33:2 and Hab. 3:3f., the kdbdd is the glory of the God of Israel, who
appears to his people to give them the law (Dt. 33:4) or to deliver them from their enemies
(Hab. 3:6f.). According to [sa. 4G{6, the ldbdd of Yahweh is delegated to his people and

60. Cf. H. Wildberger, Jesaja. BK, Xlz (1978),899f., 960.
6t. JBL,77 (1958), 152-56.
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to Jerusalem; is purpose is to attract other nations and guide them in their darkness. In
the postexilic Psalms, the kd!6@has a similarly universal function. The restoration of Zion
and the reestablishment of Yahweh's l<dbdd upon it move the nations and their kings to
pay homage to the God of Israel: "The nations will fear the name of Yahweh, and all the
kings of the earththy ka!61. For the Lord will build upZion, and will appear inhrs kd!6Q
(nir'd bil!686)" (Ps. 102:16f.[15f.]; cf .97:6f .). The same idea appears in Isa. 2, where
the idolaters discard their idols and retreat into caves out of fear of God's majesty (w. 10,

L8,20f.;cf. above).
This universal extension of Yahweh's kdbdd is also implicit in the idea that it

"fills the whole earth" (Isa.6:3; Nu. 14:21; Hab.2:141'Ps.72:19). This expression
is based on the notion that the whole human race will be subject to God's
sovereignty, an idea that already lies behind lsaiah's prophecy of the day of Yahweh
(Isa. 2). Here the human race acknowledges Yahweh's sovereignty by following his
radiance and glory (cf. above), which spread through the entire universe. The
eschatological function of the earth's being "filled with Yahweh's glory" is clear
from a comparison of Isa. 11:9 with Hab.2:14. In the latter, Isaiah's notion of the
knowledge of Yahweh that fills the earth (11:9) is linked with the idea that Yahweh's
kdbdd fills the earth: "For the earth will be filled with the knowledge of the kabdd.
of Yahweh, as the waters cover the sea." Thrs kdbdd fills the earth as universal
salvation (cf. Nu. 14:21; Ps. 12:19).

Psalm 72:19 constitutes a doxology concluding the second book of the Psalter. Here
the filling of the earth with lcabdd has an eschatological function, like the verses

speaking of the ingathering of the exiles at the end of the fourth book (Ps. lM:47).
The eschatological function of Yahweh's ka!6Qis especially clear in the Amidah prayer
of the Jewish New Year's liturgy: "O God, the God of our fathers, mayest thou rule
over the whole earth in thy glory U"qdr) and appear in the radiance of thy majestic
greatness (bahQar g"'6n 'uzz"f;i) before all the inhabitants of the world and of the
earth, so that all creatures may know that thou hast made them . . . and that all those
who have breath may say: The Lord, the God of Israel, is king; his kingdom holds
sway over all things."62

l)K. kcbdd YHWH and the Name of Yahweh. The kabdd of Yahweh thus has both
a concrete meaning (a fiery phenomenon from which radiance shines forth) and an

abstract meaning (honor, dignity, majesty). In the latter meaning, lcdbbd recalls -+
dUi iem, which has similar connotations. The noun .ie-rn occurs in parallel with tehilld
and tip'ere1(Dt.26:191' Jer. 13:11; Isa. 63:14; I Ch.29:13), which are synonymous
with kdbOd (see above). It also occurs in parallel with kAbdd (cf. Isa. 48:9; Ps.

102:16[15]; also [sa. 42:8; 43:7; ler. 14:21; Ps. 113:3f.); for the parallel idm par.
t"hiilA, cf . Ps. lO2:22(21); 106:47; 145:21. And iEm, hke kabdd, was associated with
the dwelling place of Yahweh (see above). Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomistic

62. See M. Weinfeld, "'The Day of the Lord': Aspirations for the Kingdom of God in the
Bible and in Jewish Liturgy," Sndies in Bible (ed. S. Japhet), ScrHier 3l (1986), 341tr
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literature in particular use iem to speak of the divine presence in the temple: "the
place that Yahweh will choose to cause his name to dwell (ljakkenllaSfim iem6)

there" (Dt. 12:5,11; etc.).63 In this usage, the temple was built forthe name of Yahweh
(2 S. 7:13; I K. 5:19[5]; 8:18; etc.) or dedicated (qdihiphil) to it (1 K.9:7). The

Priestly and Deuteronomistic schools thus use different terminology for the divine
presence in the temple: P uses kdbdd, while Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomistic
literature use .ie-ru. The difference in terminology reflects a conceptual difference. P
thought of God in a more corporeal way: God dwells in a tent, which is his miikan
(Ex. 25:8; 29:45; Lev. 26:llf .). Deuteronomy thinks of God more abstractly: God
himself dwells in heaven (Dt. 4:36); only his name is associated with the sanctuary.

The author of Deuteronomy is very conscientious about this distinction. In contrast
to the earlier sources, which still speak of building a house for Yahweh's dwelling
place (leiilt6;2 5.7:5,7) or for God himself (l K. 6:lf.; 8:13), the Deuteronomist

speaks with absolute consistency of the dwelling of God's name or building a house

for his name.#
We must admit, however, that both i€m andl<nbdd express semantically the majesty

of sovereign divine power. "Establishment of a name" means glory and honor (Gen.

ll:4;25.7:9,23:'8:13; Isa. 63:12), and the proclamation of God's name throughout
the world (Ex. 9:16) is identical with the proclamation of God's l<fr!68 among the

nations (Isa. 66: 19). lnPs. LO2:22(21), we find the proclamation of God's name in Zion
in parallel with the proclamation of his praise (t"hih{ in Jerusalem. Like iEm and hOQ

("splendor"), idm and l<abdd are used in parallel (cf. Ps. 8:2[1]; 148:13). This obser-

vation might account for the construct phrase kcbdd iemd (cf. Ps. 29:2; 66:2;79:9;96:8;
the OT frequently uses word pairs in construct phrases6s). The reverse combination
iEm k'p686 is found in late texts (Ps- 72:19; Neh. 9:5); it may reflect liturgical usage

in the period of the Second Temple (cf. Mishnah Yoma vi.2: bdrbf; iem k"b6d malkfrlO

l- onm wa eq).

X. Qumran Scrolls. According to Kuhn,6 kdp6/ xcurs 112 times in the Qumran
scrolls (plus 2 occurrences of lcybwfi. Almost half of the occulrences (51) are in 1QH;

there follow lQM (16), lQS (10), lQSa and lQSb (4 each), and CD (3). Of special

importance are the 6 occurrences in 4QSirSab, which extend the notion of kn!68found
in Ezekiel.6T In the Manual of Discipline, kdbdd is rare in the regulatory passages (cf.

lQSa 2:14-21, which states that the seating arrangement depends on the lcdbdd of the

individual); most occurrences are in the hymnic sections, where God is extolled as the

height ot kdb6d (lQS 10:12; cf. CD 3:20l.20:26).Thts k"b6d'dl will not be revealed

fully until the eschaton (lQM l:9; l2:7).T\e semantic richness of kab64 in the OT
Psalms continues in the Hodayoth. The meanings "victory," "strength," and "army"

63. See esp. A. S. van der Woude, "dui iem Name," THAT n'935-963, esp. 955.
64. Weinfeld, Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomic School, 191-209.
65. Cf. Y. Avishur, Construct State of Syrnnyns in Biblical Rhetoric (1977),49 [Heb.].
66. Kuhn, 96f.; Nachtriige, 200.
67. Newsome, Songs of the Sabbath Sauifices, HSS 27 (1985).
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proposed by Menahem Mansooq68 however, are dubious, since they are based on the
parallelism with hayil and ge!frrd found in the OT. God is meleL kabdd (lQM 12:8;

19:1) and iS kabdd (lQM 12:10; 19:3); his is '"me1 kabdd QQH 3:34f .); his kdp68 is
beyond measure (5:20;9:17) and is vouchsafed to his faithful followers at Qumran
(6:12f., etc.). Their community is established fknbU of God (8:5,20), just as the

meaning of each individual's hfe is lelld!6/ of God ( I : 10; 10: 1 lf.).
Weinfeld

68. M. Mansoor, "The Thanksgiving Hymns and the Massoretic Text (Part l)," RevQ,3
(1961 I 62), 387 -394, esp. 387ff.

ila) *auaTT

Contents: I. Meaning and Occurrences. II. Literal Usage. III. Figurative Usage:

l. Extinguishing of Life; 2. Judgment; 3. Everlasting Fire.

I. Meaningand Occurrences. The root/<bft is found only in Hebrew and its immediate
neighbors; it has the same meaning in Middle Hebrew, Jewish Aramaic, and possibly
Egyptian Aramaic. It is also related to Amb. kaba, "glow," "hide fre under ashes."

The basic meaning refers to flames that die out or are extinguished. This meaning

is clear from the nouns with which the verb is used: -+ UN 'e,f (Lev. 6:5,6[Eng. vv.

12,13);Isa.66:24; Jer. 4:4; 17:27;21:12;Ezk.2l:3120:47); Am.5:6; Prov. 26:20; Cant.
8:6f.), -r aJ nEr (l S. 3:3; Prov. 31:18; 2 Ch.29:7), gal.ulel (2 S. l4:7), zepe! (lsa.
34:9f.); lahepel ialhelel (Ezk.2l:3[20:471; cf. Cant. 8:6f.), as well as -+ ilD,ll hdmA

(2 K. 22:17; ler. 4:4;7:20;21:12;2 Ch. 34:25). Besides the synonym d'k Qsa. 43 17),

the semantic field includes primarily verbs that refer to fire that is kindled (b'r [Isa.
l:31 34:9f.; Jer. 4:4; 7:20; Ezk. 2l:4(20:48)1, yst [2 K. 22:17; Jer. 17:27; Ezk.
2L:3(20:47)), yqd [I*v. 6:5,6(12,13)1, ys' [Jer. 4:4; 2l:12)) or consumes (srb lBzk.
2l:3(20:47)1, -+ )>x 'dbl IJer. 17:27; Ezk. 2l:3(2O:47); Am. 5:61). Most of the

references do not suggest active extinguishing. Only Cant. 8:7 - an obviously exag-
gerated metaphor - speaks of water as an extinguishing agent, probably because the

climate of Palestine generally does not provide enough water to extinguish fires.
Usually, then, the verb refers to a fire that dies for lack of fuel (cf. Prov. 26:20: a fire
goes out for lack of wood) or a lamp that goes out for lack of oil (cf. Mt. 25:8).

The root appears 24 nmes in the OT; 14 occurrences are in the qal, 10 in the piel
(although Ezk.32:7 should probably be read as a qal). There is no great difference in
meaning: the qal means "go out" or "extinguish," the piel means "put out." Of the

kfrbA. F. Lang, "op6w,spt"" TDNT VII, 165-68.
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occurrences, 2 K. 22:17 par. 2 Ch. 34:25 and Jer. 4:4 par. 2l:12 are doublets. The root
appears only as a verb and is found only in Leviticus, I Samuel, 2 Samuel, 2 Kings,
2 Chronicles, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Amos, Proverbs, and Song of Songs. It does
not appear in the Psalms or Job, where the synonym d? is used instead. It exhibits a
clear affinity with Deuteronomistic and prophetic language.

The LXX renders kbh22 times with sbinnymi and its derivatives, using other words
in only 2 passages.

II. Literal Usage. The OT does not use the verb in its literal, basic sense, although
the praise of the good wife in Prov. 3l includes the statement that her lamp does not
go out at night (v. 18), i.e., that she keeps it burning. l*v.6:5f.(12f.) deals with the
fire on the altar before the temple; 1 S. 3:3; 2 Ch.29:7 deal with the lamp inside the
temple. Jer. 17:27; Ezk. 2l:3f .(20:47f.) speak of kindling a fire. In all these passages,

however, the fire that is extinguished or kept burning has symbolic significance. In
Prov. 26:20, the fire that goes out for lack of wood reflects the observation that a

slanderer's absence puts a quarrel to rest.

III. Figurative Usage.
l. Extinguishing of Lift. The basic meaning of ftbft makes it well suited to describing

the cessation of life. The "glowing wick" (Isa. 42:3;43:.17) of a lamp that has run out
of oil and will go out entirely if not refilled reflects the very point of death. The
quenching of a coal (2 S. l4:7) similarly describes the utrnost peril to the survival of
a family. The extinguishing of the lights of heaven (Ezk.32:7) symbolizes the utter
debility of Pharaoh and Egypt. Contrariwise, the fire upon the altar (Lev. 6:5f.[12f.])
and David as the "lamp of Israel" (25.21:.17)-as long as they do not go out-
symbolize vitality and permanence; when the lamps in the temple go out (1 S. 3:3;
2 Ch. 29:7), it is a sign of defeat. The irresistible power of love is shown by the fact
that it cannot be quenced by floods of water (Cant. 8:7).

2. Judgment. The prophets' messages of judgment against their own nation as well
as other nations repeatedly state that a fire (Isa. 1:31; 34:10; Jer. 17:27; Ezk.
2l:3f.[20:47f.]; Am. 5:6) or God's flaming wrath (2 K. 22:17; Ier. 4:4;7:20;21:12;
2 Ch.34:25) will be ignited, which no one will be able to put out. This statement uses

both the qal (lA' tikbeh) and the piel (An mef;abbeh). The emphasis is not on active
attempts to extinguish the flames but on the unquenchable violence and duration of
God's judgment. The qal proclaims the inescapable coming of this judgment, while the
piel warns against it (with pen in Jer. 4:4; 2l:12: Am. 5:6; without pen in Isa. 1:31).

3. Everlasting Fire. The last verse of Isaiah (66:24), dating from the late postexilic
period, associates the notion of the unquenchable violence and duration of God's
judgment with the fate of individuals who have rebelled against Yahweh and with their
bodies. This verse is the point of departure for the notion of the flames of hell. The
impression made by the passage is shown by Sir. 7:17; Jth.6f.; and Mk 9:4.

Baumann
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Contents: I. Etymology, Semantic Field, Occurrences. II. Washing of Garments: l. Literal

Usage; 2. Figurative Usage. Itr. The Fuller's Field. IV. LXX. V. Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. Etymology, Semantic Field, Occurnences. The root &br, "wash," "full (cloth),"

appears with the same meaning in Ugaritic: lcbslim, "fullers guild."t It has a similar
meaning in Akk. lcabasu "tread (out),"2 and Arab. lubasa, "press."3 lts semantic field
includes + Fnl ral.tas, "wash"; -+ "t;lD lhr "be clean"; -, NDP !m', "be unclean";
and --r uilV qaS piel, "sanctify."

The qal occurs 3 times in the OT, the piel 44 times (once in Genesis, twice in Exodus,

27 times in lrviticus, 8 times in Numbers, once in 2 Samuel, twice in Jeremiah, once

in Malachi, and twice in Psalms), and the pual and hothpael twice each (all in kviticus).

II. Washing of Garments.
l. Literal Usage. The OT uses the piel of kbs for the most part to mean the literal

washing of garments to make them clean. Figuratively, the word can refer to cleansing

from sin (Jer.2:22;4:14; Ps. 5l:4,9[Eng. w.2,71) and the metaphorical washing of
garments (Gen. 49:11; Mal.3:2).

The washing of garments is intended to remove various kinds of uncleanness:

(a) primary uncleanness, such as blood from the sin offering (l*v. 6:201271), a

"diseased" spot (Lev. 13:54-56,58), a spot of semen on any garment or skin (Lev.

15l.17); (b) secondary uncleanness, such as affects the garments of someone who has

come in contact with an unclean animal or the scapegoat (Lev. ll:25,28,40 [twice];
L6:26,28; 17:15,16; Nu. l9:7f.,10,21), leprosy (kv. 14:8f.,47 [twice]) or suspected

leprosy (Lev. 13:6,34), male emission or female bleeding (Lev. 15:5-8,10f.,13,

21f.,27), a corpse (Nu. 19:19), orbattle (Nu.31:24; cf. 1QM l4:2).Tl'rc clothes of
the l-evites are washed during their consecration (Nu. 8:7), but the source of the

uncleanness is not specified.
The expressionyef;abb4s (or w"bibbes) b"g@dyw w"tame' Oitma)'ad-hn'dreb [-ev.

ll:25,28,4O [twice]; Nu. 19:10,21) indicates that l&s begins a lengthy process of
cleansing. The garments are washed with water (trv. 15:17; Nu. l9:8; for Lev. 1447 ,

cf. v. 46). Those who are unclean must also wash their bodies Qal.ta;: Lev. 15:5-

8,10f.,21f.,27; 17l.15; beidfi: Nu. 19:8). After seven days, they are to wash their

knlas. G. Brunet, "L,e terrain aux foulons,"R8, 71 (19(y'.),230-39; M. Burrows, "The Con-
duit of the Upper Pool," ZAW 70 (1958), 221-27; G. Dalman, AUS,Y (1937),145-159.

l. WUS, no. 1281.
2. AHw, I (1965), 415f.
3. WKAS, r,28f.
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garments again in order to be clean (wef;ibbes bcgdSdyw wldher:l-ev.13:6,34,58; Nu.

8:7;31:24). This time, too, they must wash themselves with water (rdl.ta;: kv. 14:8f.;

15:13; Nu. 19: l9). In addition, those who are cleansed from leprosy must cut off their
hair (+ n)\ gillah: kv. 14:8f.). The words thr and tm' ilre not always used explicitly
(l-ev- 6:2o127l; 16:26,281'17:16; Nu. 8:21; l9:7). Those who do not wash their clothing
and bathe their flesh bear their iniquity (ndid' 'dwdn: trv. 17:16).

Failure to wash one's clothes is mentioned by 2 S. 19:-25(24) as a sign of mourning,

along with other examples of carelessness about personal hygiene.
The washing is done outside the camp (I-ev. 14:8f.; 16:26,28; Nu. l9:7; 3l:24) at a

holy place (l-ev. 6:20127l), a place where there is running watar (mayim l.tayytm: l-ev.
15: l3). In preparation for the theophany at Sinai, Moses sanctified (qdi piel) the people

for two days; they washed their clothes and admonished to keep ready (ndf,bn) for the

third day (Ex. 19:10,14f.).
The poetic statement of Gen. 49:11 that Judah washes his garments in wine and his

vesture in the blood ofgrapes is usually interpreted as a reference to paradisal abundance

and luxury in the messianic age to come; the mention of colors inv. 12, howeve! raises

the possibility that the red color of the wine had some kind of symbolic significance.

2. Figurative Usage. The piel of kbs is used figuratively with personal objects.

Jerusalem is to wash its heart of wickedness in order to be saved (Jer. 4: l4); Jeremiah

also says, however, that literal washing with lye and soap does not remove guilt before

God (2:22).It is also possible to liken Yahweh's appqrance to the purification and

cleansing of the I-evites with a refiner's fre and a fuller's (mekabbds) lye (Mal. 3:2).

The psalmist prays to Yahweh to wash hirn thoroughly from his transgressions and

cleanse Qhr piel) him from his sin (Ps. 5l :4[2]). He also prays to Yahweh to purge (ftr'
piel) him with hyssop so as to cleanse him and to wash him so that he will be whiter
than snow (v. 9t7]). Here we find a spiritualization of what was originally understood

as cultic purity: sin is identified with uncleanness and forgiveness of sins with cleans-

ing.a These verses probably allude to purification ceremonies.S

III. The Fuller's Field. The 3 occurrences of /<Ds in the qal all involve the fixed
expression te'dlal habb"r4f;A hd'elydnd bel'el-mcsillal i"/dh k6lzs (2 K. 18:17; Isa. 7:3;

36:2), usually translated "the conduit of the upper pool, which is on the highway to

the Fuller's Field."
"Fulling" is today the process of kneading newly woven wool in warm soapy water

in order to mat it into cloth. Dalman, however, notes that he never observed such fulling
in the Near East. What he did see was the sizing and burnishing of silken material,

which was then pressed (Arab. kabas) in a wooden press (makbas); a vertical screw,

advanced by means of an attached cranh pressed the material between two horizontal

4. See -+ XDV fime'; -+ ''|i'19

5. H. Ringgren, Die Psalmen.

4I

tdhar.
Urban Taschenbiiche4 120 (Stuttgart, l97l), 81.
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boards.6 The "Fuller's Field" would thus be a field where fulled cloth was spread out
to dry and bleach.T Eissfeldt disagrees, suggesting instead ttrat the i"/zh k6les was a

field belonging to the guild of fullers.8
It is important in this context to note the difference between the qal and the piel

of kbs. According to Jenni,e k6!ds, "fuller," refers to the regular process of tram-
pling and kneading, whereas meftabbds, "washer," suggests the cleansed product

that results from the activity, just as in other contexts /cbs piel, "wash, cleanse,"
focuses on the final condition of the object ("make clean"). Alternatively, kbQes

and mef;abbEs could be more or less synonymous; the "Fuller's Field" would then

be a place for the ritual cleansing of garments, the holy place outside the campl0
where water emerges from the conduit of the upper pool and carries away the

uncleanness that has been removed.
The site of the upper pool and the Fuller's Field is disputed. Gustav Dalmanrr and

Hans Kosmalal2 locate it west of the northwest corner of the modem Old City (around

the pool of Mamilla), at the head of the valley that continues as the Valley of Hinnom.

J. J. Simonsl3 locales it on the northem edge of Jerusalem; Millar Burrows suggests

the lower Kidron Valley: there is enough water there for the fullers, and this was also

the location of the "Fuller's Spring" (An rage\.

IV. LXX. The LXX usually wes plfein to translate /<bs; the same verb also renders

the hiphil of dwl.t (Ezk.40:38) and occasionally rdhas (Ex.29:17; Lev. l:9,13;8:21;
9:14;2 Ch. 4:6). [nler.2:22;4:l4,the figurative sense of /<bs is translated by apop$ein.

The translation of ScQdh l<blzs is ho dgros toti gnaph66s.

V. Dead Sea Scrolls. In the Dead Sea scrolls, /cDs appears 3 times. The soldiers are

to purify their clothing on the moming before they return to camp, cleansing it of the

blood of the iniquitous corpses (lQM 14:2; cf. Nu. 3l:.24: "on the seventh day"). On
the Sabbath, no one is to wear drty (;6'tm) clothes or garments that have been stored

in their chamber unless they have been washed (tts pual) with water or scoured with
incense (CD l1:4). No one in a state of uncleanness that requires washing (temz' kibbfrs)

may enter a house.of prayer (CD lL',22).
Andrd

6. Dalman, 145f.
7. F. Ndtscher, Biblische Alterarmskunde. HSAT, Sup. 3 (1940), 213; Y. Maag, in

H. Schmiikel, ed., Kulturgeschichte des Alten Orients (Stuttgart, 196l),692.
8. O. Eissfeldt, "The Alphabetical Cuneiform Texts from Ras Shamra Published in 'Le Palais

Royal d'Ugarit'Vol. tr, 1957," ,ISS, 5 (1960), 37 = KlSchr tr (1963), 405.
9. E. Jenni, Das lebniische Pi'el (Zttich, 1968), 163.
10. See above.
11. P. 152.
12. "Jerusalem," BHIIW tr (1964), 826f.
13. J. Simons, Jerusalem in the OT. SrFS, 1 (1952),334tr.
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ialB kcbei;)vl keieb;ily)l kibsa;;EV? kisbat;lV ieh

Contents: I. Etymology and Meaning: l. kebe:(;2. ieh;3. Personal Names. tr. Ancient Near

East: l. Domestic Animals; 2. Cult and Sacrifice; 3. Mythology. UI. Occurrences:

l. Distribution; 2. Compound Phrases; 3. LXX. IV. OT: 1. Domestic Animals; 2. Legal Tex*;
3. Metaphorical Usage; 4. Sacrifice. V. Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. Etymology and Meaning.
l. kepeS. With Heb. kelei br-longs the lexical variant kcSe\, a product of consonanial

metathesisl (cf. the variants cited in BHS atEx.I2:5;lrv.3:7i 4:32; Nu. 15:11). Among
the corresponding feminine forms, besides ti|.fri and the hapax legomenonkiibdQ*v. 5:6),
we find in l,ev. 14 : 1 0 and Nu. 6: 14 the earli er form lcali A.2 The rcot kbs l i with the meaning
"sheep, lamb" is found in East Semitic and Southwest Semitic languages, e.g., Akk /ccbsu,

"young ram";3 Amor. l<abi(dn)um; luflAn)um;a Arab. lcabi.s Hebrew is unique among
the Northwest Semitic languages as the only one in which tabsK with the meaning " sheep"
is attested. The others use'imtndrll,6 cognate with Akk . immcru,1 which appears in the OT
(apart from the Aramaic sections lBn. 6:9,17;.7:171) only in proper names (Jer. 20: l; Ezr.

2:59; Neh. 3:29;7:4O,61; ll:13; I Ch. 9:12; 24:14).l,ater isolated forms include Syr.

kEbidaandSoq.toD.i.eHeb.keQeiisrelatdtothecommonSemiticverb/cD,i, "overthrow,"
andkbs, "roll,"derivedfromAkkkaDdsu,"fread(down;."to15"semantics of kabsumay
be explained by the early use of sheep to tread seed into the ground or to tread out grain on
the threshing floor;lr this etymology is supported by the Egyptian parallels sl.t and sh.t.tz

kepei. F. Blome, Die Opfermaterie in Babylonien und Israel. SSAOI, 4 (1934); F. S. Boden-
heimer, Animal Life in Palestine (Jerusalem, 1935); G. Dalman, Ad, VI (1939), 18G287;
H. Kees, Der Gdtterglaube im alten Agpten. MUAG,45 f 1983); W. Nagel, "Friihe Tierwelt in
Siidwestasien," ZA, N.S.2l[55) (1962), 169-236; R. Rendtorff, Studien zur Geschichte des Opfers
im alten Israel. WMANT,24 (1967); L Seibert, Hirt, Herdc, Kiinig. DAWB,53 (1969); E. D. Van
Btren, The Fauna of Ancient Mesopotarnia as Represented in Art. AnOc 18 (1939); E. Werth,
"Die afrikanischen Schafrassen und die Herkunft des Ammonkultes," ZE, 73 (l94l|l944D,
307-321.

1. GK $19n.
2. Btz, $75g.
3. AHw,I (1965), 418; CAD, vIIl (1971), 23.
4. I. J. Gelb, Computer-aided Analysis of Amorite. AS, 2l (1980),22.
5. WKAS, r,30.
6. Cf. KBI), s.v.

7. AHw,1,378.
8. lzxSyr 317.
9. Leslau, Contributions, 214.
10. AHw,I, 415f.
11. See II.1 below.
12. wbAs, \t.4@.
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Heb. kepef, originally (as in Akkadian) a term meaning "young ram," is also used by the

OT for the entire species (ovrs) (Dt. l4:4, etc.).

2. ieh.Heb. iehhas cognates in most Semitic languages: Akk. Jrrlt lll, iu'u I; Assyr.

Sfrbu'r3 Arab. idt;14 Ugar. .f;15 Aram..i?.16 The proposed connection with Copt. esourT

and Egyp. sr,l8 "son," is to be rejected. Friedrich Schulthessle has attempted unsuccess-

fully to deive Seh from an animal cry on the basis of a connection with t'r'.20 Heb. Seh

is derived from a base *Sai,zt is original form is *si'ya or *wisay.zz

In both Aramaic and the OT, ,f? is used in the phrase i'h wiwrh23 as a collective
term for small livestock (sheep and goats).2a Like the generic term -+ JNI so-'n, .felr

functions as a nomen unitatis; it can designate, regardless of gender or age, a single

animal from the flock,25 sheep as well as goats. By that reckoning, it designates also

the ram ('ayil),the ewe tabzl, Gen. 31:38; 32:l5ll4l:Isa. 53:7; Cant. 6:6), the newbom

latrfu (tdleh, Isa. 40:11; 65:25; fleh hnldb, I S. 7:9; Sir. 46:16), the young lamb

(kebeilkibiO, and the fatted lamb (/ca-r).

3. Personal Names. In Semitic personal names, an animal nane (kbili, etc.) may be

found as a nickname or pet name: knbiat,26 kqbsatum (fem.), "lamb,"T immerwn,

"sheep."28 In particular, diminutive forms are used as terms of endearment: immeriya,

"my little sheep";2e burapum, "little lamb."30 Theophorous names are found that parallel

themarunames, suchas immer-ih, "sheepof thegods,"orpossibly "Immerismygod."31

These suggest the special care and protection of the deity for the person bearing the name.

William F. Albrightrz explains the name "Ben-kosbah" as "Son of an Ewe Lamb."

13. AHw,III (1981), 1255.
14. Wehr, 449; Lane, U4, 2O4f .
15. WUS, no. 2561.
16. DISO,286.
17. W. Spiegelberg, Koptisches Handwdrterbuch (Heidelberg, 1921), 29 -

18. KBLZ, GesB, etc.
19. F. Schulthess, "Noch einige Zurufe an Tiere," ZS, 2 (1924), 15'
20. Ct. DISO, 286, s.v. sZ II; also H. Y. Priebatsch, "i and 1 in Ugarit und das Amoritische,"

uE 7 (1975),389-394.
21. Joiion, $98e; Blz, $61u.
22. Ct. GK, 996.
23. See III.2 below.
24. Cf. R. A. Brauner, A Comparative lzxicon of Old Aramaic (Philadelphia, 1974),562.
25. Joiion, $135b4.
26. RyNP, r, llzf.
27. APNM, 152.
28. AX, $35.5.
29..4X, $3.11.
30. AN, $35.5.
3r. AN, 937.2.
32. W. F. Albright, "An Ostracon from Calah and the North-Israelite Diaspor4" BASOR, 149

(1958), 34, n. 13.
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II. Ancient Near East.
l. Domestic Animals. The domestic sheep (Ours aies) is found depicted, especially

in pictographs and glyptography, from the seventh millennium on; skeletal remains
from this period have also been found.33 With the dog and the goat, it is among the
earliest domesticated animals. The varieties found in the ancient Near East are descend-
ed for the most part from the argah (Ovis ammon) and mouflon (Ovis musimon).

In contrast to Mesopotarnia, where representatives of both species are already
attested in the Early Sumerian and Proto-Elamite period,y only the Dinka sheep, with
its almost horizontal spiral homs, is found in Egypt during the Old Kingdom (also as

a hieroglyph). Sheep of the mouflon type, with circular horns, do not appear until the
Twelfth Dynasty.3s In the course of time, the broad-tailed sheep (Ovis laticaudata),
possibly a descendant of the wild sheep (Ouis vignei),36 came to dominate.3T The tail
of the broad-tailed sheep, a product of mutation, may weigh from 5 to 10 kilograms
(10-25 lb.), depending on the sex of the animal. Comparable to the camel's hump, it
enabled this species of sheep to adapt exceptionally well to the climate of the Near
East.38 Hermann Kees3e has suggested that the sheep with circular horns attested in the
cult of Amon (and Khnum) from the Middle Kingdom onward were broad-tailed, but
E. Wertha0 disputes this identification, preferring to see in them the Fezzan sheep

depicted in Neolithic petroglyphs from northwest Africa. The earliest representations
of sheep, from both Mesopotamiaat andEgypt,a depict hairy sheep, which indicates
that the dense coat of wool is a mark of domestication.

Since the earliest period, sheep were used to trample seed into the soila3 and to tread
out harvested grain on the threshing floor;a their primary use, of course, was as a
source of meat and milk. The ox probably replaced the sheep early on for plowing and
carrying loads.as When a sheep was slaughtered, the pelta6 may well have supplied the
familiar "shaggy cloak," but tendons and skin were also processed for other uses.

Before shears made their appearance, the wool was probably plucked loose to be spun,

33. R. Berger and R. Protsch, "The Domestication of Plants and Animals in Europe and the
Near East," Or 42 (1973),214-227 .

34. Nagel, 184.
35. Werth, 317.
36. Bodenheimer, 122.

37. For pictorial representations from the Assyrian period, see ANE| nos. 366, 367; also van
Buren, fig. 62.

38. Bodenheimer, 123.
39. P. 80.
40.Pp. 3ll-17.
41. E. Strommenger and M. Hirmer, Fiinf Jahnausende Mesopotanien (Munich, 1962), nos.

19,23.
42. K. Lange and M. Hirmer, Egypt: Architecture, Sculpture and Painting in Three Thousand

Years (Eng. trans., London,41968;, no. 3.
43.Ct.L. Stiirck, "Aussaat"" I-exAg, I (1975),576.
M. BuA,I, 196; cf. CH 5$268-270.
45. B. Brentjes, Die Haustierwerdung im Orient (Wittenberg, 1965), 31.
46. See BuA, I, fig.63.
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woven, and dyed.aT Besides distiguishing sheep providing wool from those used for
food, Sumerian and Akkadian had a series of different terms to indicate the variety,
sex, and age of the animals.4 As in the ancient Near Eastern system of farming out
cattle, attested in legal documents,4e sheep were put under the care of a shepherd for
grazing.so My0rological overtones (Tammuz) then caused "shepherd" to become a

royal epithet.

2. Cult and Sacrifice. Sheep appear throughout the ancient Near East in represen-

tations or symbols of the gods. Since the Old Babylonian period, a staff with a ram's
head symbolized the god Ea,5l and the Hittites depicted the sun-god with a flock of
sheep.s2 In Egypt, however, certain gods were themselves represented with the head

of a ram and a human body. Among the many Egyptian ram cults,53 that of Khnum
(and of Amon from the Middle Kingdom on) is unique both in its historical devel-
opment and in its iconography. Khnum was depicted with spiral homs during the Old
Kingdom but with circular horns during the Middle Kingdom. During the New
Kingdom, representations with both types of homs appear simultaneously, with the

striking addition of a sun disc between the horns, as in the northwest African
petroglyphs mentioned above.s4 All the Egyptian ram cults focus on the fertility of
the ram in procreation.5s

The sacrificial system of the nvo greatcivihzations of Egypt and Mesopotamia also

reflects the same difference. In Mesopotamia" the sheep was a popular sacrificial
animal; in Egypt, with a few exceptions, it was never so used, probably because an

animal representing a deity was inappropriate for sacrifice. This notion is confirmed
by the observation that after the Dinka sheep became extinct at Mendes, a goat with
spiral horns was worshipped and sheep were sacrificed.56 In Mesopotamia, there was
great variation among the individual sacrifices, since certain animals could be not used

for certain sacrifices.sT Sheep and goats, and more rarely cattle, were the usual sacri-

ficial offerings. The sex, age, number, and condition of the victims lent each sacrifice
its particular emphasis. Young male animals were preferred; according to Herodotus,ss

a special golden altar for very young animals stood in front of the temple at Babylon.

47. BuA, 1,217, 254f.
48. Cf. B. L,andsberger, "Studien zu den Urkunden aus &r Znit des I.{inurta-tukul-A55ur,"

Afo, t0 (193st36), ts2-s7.
49. Cf. R. Haase, Die l<cilschifilichen Rechtssammlungen in deutscher Fasszzg (Wesbaden,

21979).

50. cH, $$265-67.
51. U. Seidl, "Gtittersymbole und Attribub,"RIA, Itr (1971), 488f.; AO8,329.
52. O. R. Gurney, Some Aspects of Hittite Religion (Oxford, 1977), 13.
53. Kees,78-81.
54. Cf. Werth, 317f.
55. Kees, 81.
56. Kees, 8(X.
57. Cf. Blome, l5lf.
58. Ii'sr. i.183.
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The value of the sacrificial animals was measured by their normal utility, just as in
certain sacrifices the portions preferred for human consumption (such as thigh or tail)
were offered.5g

The same sacrifices were offered by the surrounding nations that were the economic
and cultural equals of Mesopotamia.o Sheep and goats were sacrificed ttroughout the
whole Fertile Crescent.6l Apart from the idea that it provided food for the deity, rooted
in anthropomorphic conceptions of the gods, the purpose of animal sacrifice was
primarily to show honor and reverence, as the sacrifice of one's own possessions makes
clear. The notion of substitutionary sacrifice, corlmon throughout the ancient Near
East, deserves special mention;62 in it an animal dies in place of a human being.
Akkadian texts speak vividly of such sacrifice: "The head of the lamb he shall give
for his head, the neck of the lamb for his neck. . . ."63 CitinB as evidence Punic votive
stelae that represent Ba'al Hammon with a sheep, Geses interprets the OT term mlk
as denoting the substitution of a lamb for a human sacrifice. Sheep were also used in
Mesopotamia for divination6s and rites of exorcism.

3. Mythology. Sumerian cosmologies describe the world prior to creation in negative
terms, by listing what was not present.6 The listing of cattle, sheep, and goats, which
as yet bear no names and do not yet procreate, together with the crops that are

mentioned, points to an early stage of domestication. Myths like Enki and Ninhursag,6T
however, describe the world in its primal state as a paradise where all antagonisms are

reconciled: "the wolf does not attack the lamb." The crops and domestic animals also
appear together in the myth of La[ar, t]re god of cattle, and his sister Ashnan, the
goddess of grain.ffi Many of these myths reflect new advances of civilization. In the
mourning rites following the death of Ba'al, 'Anat offers to the dead god an enormous
sacrifice: seventy each of wild oxen, cattle, sheep, etc.69

A widespread mythological motif is the dying and rising fertility-god Tammuz
(Dumuzi), usually depicted as a shepherd with his flock.7o This motif appears on
innumerable cylinder seals as well as in literary texts,7l and was also common in

59. Blome, 137, 16l.
60. ANET 350; Gurney, 27; H. Gese, M. Hiifner, and K. Rudolph, Die Religionen Altsyriew,

Altarabiens und der Mandiier. RdM, lU2 (1970), 174t.
61. ANE| 600, 612-18; M. Riemschneider, Die Welt der Hethiter (Stuttgart, 1954), pl.79.
62. Cf. Gurney,52f.
63. Cf. Blome, 49.
64. Pp. 176f.
65. M. Jasfrow, Die Religion Babyloniens und Assyriens, tr (Giessen, 1912), 813-884.
66. Cf. M. Lambert, "Sumerische Schcipfungsmythen," in E. Klein, ed., Schiipfungsmythen

(1964), r08ff.
67. ANET, 37-41.
68. S. N. Kramer, Sumerian Mythology (New York,2196l),53f.
69. KTU 1.6I, 18fr.
70. Cf. A. Moortgat, Tammuz (Berlin, 1949).
71. W. Heimpel, Tierbil.der in der surneischen Literatur. St.Pohl,2 (1968),214-226.
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EWpt.,2In Mesopotamia, it developed into the official title of the king.z: Besides being
represented in flocks symbolizing protection and guidance, from the Jemdet-nagr period
on the sheep as source of life (on account of its milh flesh, and fleece) appears

frequently (along with the goat) in representations of the tree of life.Ta

III. Occurrences.
l. Distribution Of the 130 occurrencesof keleS (including 8 of kilabiA, B of keie!,

andl of kiSbd),112 are in sacrificial contexts. Of these,6 are in Exodus,22in kviticus,
70 in Numbers, 7 in Ezekiel,4 in 2 Chronicles, and I each in I Chronicles, Ezra, and
Isaiah. Of the l8 occurrences in secular contexts, 7 are in Genesis, 3 in 2 Samuel, 2

in Isaiah, and I each in Deuteronomy, Job, Proverbs, Sirach, Jeremiah, and Hosea. Of
the 43 occurrences of ieh, 18 are in secular contexts; of the 25 in cultic contexts, 19

involve sacrificial terminology. Apart from a passage in Ezekiel that is related to P, all
these occurrences are in the Pentateuch.

2. Compound Phrases. In 12 passages, ieh md i6i75 (used as pars pro toto) are

combined to form a phrase synonymous with so-'n fr8dqdr76 In this form, it refers to
the totality of gregarious livestock; it can be extended to encompass all domestic
animals (in the context of the ban, for example) by the inclusion of camels (gdmaD or
asses (h"rn6r) (Josh. 6:21; I S. 15:3; 22:19). The meaning of i6r weieh (Ex. 34:19;
l-ev.22:23,28; Dt. 17:1; etc.) can be further specified by dividing the second element
irto kepei and'€z.In [.ev. l7:3;22:27; Nu. 18:17, this combination (with keieb) is

used as an inclusive term for sacrificial animals. Previously mentioned sacrificial
animals are cited without distinction in secondary lrviticus texts: in lrv. 5:7, for
example, d€ Seh refers to a young female sheep or goat sacrificed as a sin offering; in
l2:8, it denotes a male lamb sacrificed as a burnt offering.11 Tt,e summary language

in [rv. 22:2878 shows that it, too, is secondary; the reading w"Seh (San., LXX) here

is exactly parallel to the secondary addition n 22:23.
Besides the substitutiot of kelei and 'Ez for ieh, we also find phrases combining

ieh with one or both of them; ke[ei and '€z are appended epexegetically to .fel, either
in a construct phrase (Dt. 14:4) or with D" (Gen. 30:32; Nu. 15:11) or min (Ex. l2:5).
The combination means: "one of the livestock, a sheep or a goat." The use of these

same phrases with the compound s6'n frldqdr (e.g.,2 Ch. 35:7; l*v. 22:21) supports

the conclusion that these expressions, as well as 16r w"ieh are synonymous. The
sequence i6r kebei, and 'dz or ieh, found primarily in lrviticus, differs from the

72. Cf. D. Mriller, "Der gute H:[fte," ZAS,86 (1961), 126-144.
73. Cf. Seibert.
74. Cf.H. Schm<ikel, "Ziegen am Lebensbaum]' AfO, 18 (1957-58), 373-78; Nagel (p. 170)

has identified some of the animals as sheep.
75. Cf. R. Pdter, "Par et Sor" W 25 (1975),486496.
76. -;1fi,21Of.
77. Cf . K. Elliger, lzviticus. HAT IV (1966), in loc.
78. Ascribed by Elliger, 295, to Pha.
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dominant sequence in the sacrificial regulations of Numbers (esp. Nu.7:15-88;28:11-
3O): pdr (ben-bdqdr),'ayil, and kebei (ed.In the construction with /', the sacrificial
animals are listed once more along with the accompanying sacrifices. When the animals
are described, ben-i"na16 is added to kelef, etc.;7e the singular always has the suffix
(ben-iend16: l-ev. 23:12; Nu. 6:12,14; 7:15,21,27; Ezk. 46:13:, etc.), the plural never

(benA-idnA: Ex. 29:38; Lev. 9:3; 23:18; Nu. 7:17,23,35; etc.). F. Blome8o is wrong in
suggesting a difference in meaning. The only exception (ben-idnA in Ex. 12:5) points

up the special character of the word .felr, singular in form but thought of collectively;
only here it is required to be a year old.

3. lXX. The LXX renders keleS 82 times by amn6s, 18 times by amruis,9 times by

arn6s, 4 times by pr6baton, and once by arnion. For the fem. kilabSd, it uses amruis

6 times and prflbaton once. Although the LXX renders keie! 8 times by pr6baton and

only 4 times by arn6s and once by amn6s, and the correspondingfem. kiibAby amnds,

in contrast to the regular use of amn6s for kelei, there is no discemible difference in
meaning. For ieh, the LXX uses pr6baton 36 times, amn6s 3 times, kri6s twice, and

potmnion and chtmaros once each. The LXX also uses amn6s for qeStld, an obscure

ancient monetary unit that appears only in Gen. 33:19; Josh.24:32; Job 42:ll.

IV. OT.
l. Domestic Animals. For Israel, as for its neighbors, the sheep was always the most

important and the most common domestic animal. Among the Israelites, however, it
was forbidden to castrate these animals for any reason, including fattening, or to acquire

castrated animals from other nations (l-ev.22:24f.).81 Many OT narratives and images

reflect the frequent use of sheep.82 The story of Jacob and Laban (Gen.3O:2543), for
example, depends on the assumption of familiarity with the natural coloration of the

animals; the use of branches to influence the color of the offspring may reflect ancient
magical ideas,83 illustrated also on Assyrian cylinder seals.e Abraham offers Abimelech
the gift of seven female lambs from his flock; by accepting them, Abimelech acknowl-
edges Abraham's rights to the well (Gen.21:27-30).

2. Legal Tbxts. In sacred and secular law, sheep and goats appear primarily in three

contexts: (l) the sacrifice of the first-born, including both the frst-born of the animal
itself (Ex. 34:19) and the redemption of the first-born of human beings and asses, which
could not be sacrificed (Ex. 34:20); (2) the ban85 in the holy war; and (3) restitution
for stolen (Ex.2l:37122:l);22:3[4)) or misappropriated (8x.22:8f.19f.]) livestock.

79. See IV.4 below.
80. Pp. 147f.
81. Cf. Elligea 300.
82. Cf. K. Galling, "Viehwirtschaft," BRI],351f.
83. C. Westermann, Genesis 12-36 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1985), 483.
84. Siebert, 59.
85. --r El']lt hdram.
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3. Menphorical Usage. The shepherd/flock motif provides a common metaphor,
reflecting the intimate bond between human and beast (2 S. 12:3) as well as the strength
and courage of the shepherd (a widespread theme of Near Eastern glyptography), to
which David appeals before his fight with Goliath (l S. 17:34). Ezk. 34:l-31 draws
upon this motif; an "old form of speech traditional in the Near East"86 frequently
employs "shepherd"87 as a divine and royal epithet, while representing the people as

a flock.88 Yahweh is the shepherd of his people (Ps. 23); he feeds Israel like a flock
(Isa.,t0:11). Hos.4:16 uses this image to admonish lsrael, described as a "stubborn
heifer" for its devotion to the cult of Ba'al. Jer.50:17 likewise compares Israel to a
sheep (.feft) pursued by lions, without a shepherd and separated from its flock.

It is notjust Israel as a nation that can be likened to a sheep; the fate of an individual
may be compared to that of a sheep gone astray (Ps. 119:176) or a lamb led unknowingly
to the slaughter (Jer. I l:19). Above all, the patient suffering of the Servant of God (Isa.

53:7) finds expression in the image of a sheep that remains silent before being sheared
and slaughtered.Se In an oracle of judgment, Isaiah threatens that the settled areas will
becomepasture forsheep (Isa.l:25;5:17).sIn thecoming peaceful kingdom, bycontrast,
the lamb and the wolf will lie down together (Isa. 1 1:6). On the textual problem of l<elei
in connection with the royal throne (2 Ch. 9:18; I K. l0:19), see -+ NDf kiss7'In3.

4. Sacrifice. In Israel and Mesopotamia, sheep (esp. young males) were by far the
most common sacrificial animals. Besides larrtbs (ke\e$, both rams ('ayil) and, more
rarely, female larrbs (ki\Sd) are mentioned as sacrificial offerings. The use of an animal
for sacrifice usually presupposes a certain quality, expressed by the atfrbutes zdkdr
tamtm, and ben-i"ni16 @x. l2:5; Lev. 1:10; 9:3; Nu. 28:3; Ezk. 46:13: etc.). These
attributes need not be explicit P uses keQei in the sense of a perfect male sacrificial
lamb one year old. The common use of "sheep" to translate keleS farls to observe the
distinction between kcbef and an adult ram ('ayil), which may also be sacrificed. The
omission of zdf;dr or the use of a masculine plural form that includes both males and
females does not mean that both male and female animals might be sacrificed without
distinction,el since the sacrifice of a female animal is always mentioned explicitly, as

the mention of both male and female animals in kv. 14: l0 and Nu. 6: 14 shows. Only
4 passages that deal with a special kind of sin offering explicitly require a female lamb

Giibdlkabid: [,ev. 5:6; 14:10; Nu. 6:14- kebe( neqdpd: l*v. 4:32). The reason for the
unusual sacrifice of a female animal is not apparent, especially since Israel, without

86. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm @ng. trans. 1983),213.
87. --> il9'1 ro'eh.
88. Cf. Seibert,7-22.
89. On the NT application of this passage to Jesus, see Joachim Jeremias, "u1w69," TDNT,

I,338-341. Besides the borrowing of the motif itself, Jeremias finds an allusion to the double
meaning of Aram. ^1alya' "larrt," "servant" = 'ebed. Cf. B. Giirtner, "1aljA' als Messi-
asbezeichnung," SE{, l8f. (1953-54),98-108; G. Dautzenberg, "opvdg," EWMl,168-172.

90. Cf. H. Wildberger, Isaiah l-12 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, l99l), in loc.
91. Blome, 156.
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the pantheon of Egypt and the rest of the ancient Near East, did not have the opportunity
to choose the sex of sacrificial animals according to the sex of the deity honored. The
general preference for male animals is based in part on the notion of their strength,
exhibited especially in their virility. All the kePeS sacifrces are also required to be one
year old (ben-iend!6); this must mean "at most a year," since lambing took place twice
a yene2 and the da.ly tamtj offering (Ex. 29:38; Nu. 28:3f.; Ezk. 46:13: etc.) would
otherwise have been impossible (cf. the requirement of kv. 22:27 that a new-bom
animal not be sacrificed until eight days old). Blome's hypothesise3 that considerations
of "sexual integrity and purity" account for the choice of young animals is not con-
vincing, since it is contradicted by the use of adult rams ('ayil).The preference for
young animals is determined by their normal value, even if they were set aside for
religious purposes (cf. Dt. 15:19). Since the flock could be maintained if only a tenth
of the animals were males,e4 male lambs were preferred for consumption and therefore
also for sacrifice.

All sacrificial animals had to be clean (Lev. 1l:1-30), i.e., fit for sacrifice, andtcimimi
this requirement is stated explicitly for private sacrifices and is undoubtedly implicit
for public sacrifices Q-ev.22:17-25). The antithetical expression '"ier-bd mfrm (22:20)
refers to the list of physical disabilities in 22:22-24 that render an animal unsuitable
for sacrifice (cf. Mal. l:14). In contrast to Canaanite practice, the sacrifice of a wether
was strictly forbidden in Israel.e5 The animal must be tdmim not only for the sacrifice
but also for those offering it (Ex. 12:5; Nu. 28:19,31).%

When several different animals are to be sacrificed, the lamb is usually mentioned
last, especially in the sacrificial lists of Nu. 28:11-30 Qtar ben-bdqdri'ayil, kelditm).
The primary basis for this sequence is not the relative value of the various animals:
inclusion of those making up a smaller proportion of the livestock emphasized the
special nature of a sacrifice or feast, at which greater numbers of the usual sacrificial
animal (kebei) were also offered (Nu. 29:2,20).

The primary use of lambs was in ttre -+ ithl 'dld; besides the daily tdmtQ otreing
of two lambs, they are listed with bullocks and rams for all burnt offerings. RoH
RendtorPT attempts to identify from these lists a "priestly schema" in which lambs
were associated specifically with tIrc'6h of an individual. Lev.9:3, however, diverges
from this schema in requiring an 'Egel and a kcQeS for the '616 of the Israelites. In texts
that do not depend on P, the choice of sacrificial animals appears to be free: sheep and
goats (iehi Gen. 22:7,8; Ier. 43:23) may be offered n an'61fr, and Samuel even offers
a "sucking lamb" (1 S. 7:9; Sir. 46:16). The difference between these texts and those
of P is noteworthy.e8

92. AuS, Yl,192.
93. P. 150.
94. AuS, YI,192f.
95. Cf. Elliger, 299f.
96. Cf. K. Koch, "DDD tnrz vollstiindig sein," THAT, fr, l0/.8.
97. h. rlsf.
98. rbid., tt7f.
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Although the animal offered in a zeQah is seldom mentioned, domestic animals in
general (sd'n frbdqAr) are referred to for the zelal.t ieldmtm. For "technical reasons,"ry
so-'n is further specified (kebe:i, ?z), since the fat tail of the lamb receives special
treatment as belonging to Yahweh (Lev. 3:6-11).1m For a l.ta1p'7 in which we can
recognize a dependence of the sacrificial victim on the individual offering the sacri-
fice,l0t a female lamb or a goat might be offered. For a purification offering in the
originally independent + ltON 'aiam itual,l@ a male lamb (kclei hd'didm: l-ev.
14:24; Nu. 6:12 [secondary?]) was required. For the Passover sacrifice, the sources
differ: Ex. l2:5 stipulates a lamb or a kid, while Dt. 16:2 and 2 Ch. 35:7 include
cattle.

Prophetic criticism of the cult (Isa. l:11; 43:23;66:3) forcefully attacked decadent
forms of sacrifice, even equating them with the unlawful sacrifices 6f n31isns.l03

V. Dead Sea Scmlls. Except for quotations from the Pentateuch in the Temple scroll,
the words kepei and Seh do not occur in the Dead Sea scrolls.

Dohmen

99. tbid., t6t.
100. See +arn hekb.
101. Rendtorff,228.
102. rbid.,227f.
103. --r '1'll1 |tazir (ch"zir),29.

ttrl? t<abai; ui11 *e1et; lfl)t *r6an

Contents: I. Root, Meaning, Occurrences. II. OT Usage. Itr. Summary. [V. Derivatives.

V. Dead Sea Scrolls and LXX.

I. Root, Meaning, Occurrcnces. The root tb.i is a cornmon Semitic root, appearing
in most Semitic languages: Akkadian (l<abAsu), Canaanite (El Amarna), Arabic, Sa-
maritan, Jewish Aramaic, Christian Palestinian Aramaic, Egyptian Aramaic, Syriac,
Mandaic, and Middle Hebrew. Its meaning corresponds almost without exception to
that of Hebrew. In the OT, there are 14 occurrences in various stems (qal, niphal, piel
I time]; I instance of the qal is attested only as p; K presupposes a hiphil). The
meaning can always be rendered by "subdue";l it does not vary in the different stems.

kd[ai. P. G<issmann, " 'Scabellum Pedum Tuorum,' " Divinitas, 1l (1967), 30-53; L. Kopf,
"Arabische Etymologien und Parallelen zum Bibelw6rterbuch," yZ 8 (1958), 16l-215, esp.
174-75 = Studies in Arabic and Hebrew Lexicography (Jerusalem, 1976), 133tr.

I. Cf . KBL3 .
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The OT also contains a single occulrence of the derivative kelei ("footstool") and 4

occurrences of the noun kiSiAn, likewise taken to derive from knlai. T\e semantic

relationship of ttre latter, which means "furnace," to the basic root is not funmediately

apparent. Earlier exegesis conjectured another occurence of kdbai in Am. 8:42 and of
kilian in Ps. 68:23 @ng. v.22).3

II. OT Usage.It is not a simple matter to distinguish early and late passages within

the oT and define a particular usage of l<nla.i as being primary. It is hard, for example,

to assign the texts in Nu. 32 concerning the conquest of the land to a literary source.4

The tribes east of the Jordan are to (or possibly wish to - there is a certain ambiguity

in Nu. 32) help the tribes west of the Jordan subdue their territories and then retum to

their own settlements (or to be allotted them). Nu. 32:22 te.ads. wenif;beiA hd'dres lipnA

YHWH (cf. v.29: lipnAf;em), ". . . when the land is subdued before Yahweh" (v.29:
"before you"); then the Reubenites and Gadites are free to conduct their own affairs.

In this traditio-historically complex chapter, we may have the earliest occurrences of
kdpa1 The statements are formulated as passives (niphal), but the logical object of
kdQai isir.factha'dre,t (here meaning the settled territory west of the Jordan; the logical

subject is the other Israelite tribes, assisted by the tribes east of the Jordan. The

expression lipnA followed by a noun or pronominal suffix seems to go with the term

kabai with ha'dres or some other object. The land is subdued "before" someone (i.e.,

"in the presence of"; some exegetes prefer "for, on behalf of"), so that those who

subdue it can enter and take possession of it. This can be said with reference both to

Yahweh and to Yahweh's people. Here we sense theological overtones connected with

the gift (or occupation) of the land. This is also clear in v.29.
Josh. 18:l is a summary verse from the hand of a priestly redactor, inserted just

before the account of Joshua's further division of the land, which precedes the descrip

tion of Benjamin's borders (vv. 11ff.); it uses the same formula: w"ha'ares nif;bci|
fipnAhem, "and the land was subdued before them." The very late date of this verse

argues against the antiquity of the passages in Numbers.
The "formula" appears once more in the Chronicler's history (l Ch.22:18), in the

context of a theological interpretation of David's battles (vv. 17-19) appended to the

account of his concern for building the temple.s This verse states that it was Yahweh

who gave the inhabitants of the land into David's hand,w"niLb"id ha'are; We YHWH

welipn| 'amm6, "and the land is subdued before Yahweh and his people'" The theo-

logiial interpretation of David's battle is set in the framework of the theology of the

gift of the land and its occupation (cf. the context). The urging to build the temple of
Solomon, which the Chronicler puts in David's mouth, is thus grounded in sacred

2. Cf. the apparatus it BHI(; rejected by BI1S.

3. Cf. the apparatus in BHK; not included in BIIS.
4. See M. Noth, A History of Pentateuchal Traditions (Eng. trans. 1972, repr. Chico, Calif.,

l98l): Numbers. OTL (Eng. trans. 1968), in loc.
5. Cf. K. Galling, Die Biicher der Chronik. ATD,){II (1959), in loc.;W. Rudolph' Chronik'

biicher HAT XXI (1955), 151f.
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history. In all these passages, of course, the "land" is not to be thought of in literal
(e.g., agrarian) terms, but as the whole territory shaped by human habitation, as an

historical entity. To "subdue" it means primarily to conquer and subdue its previous
population, but also to make use of all the economic and cultural potential associated
with the concept of "land."

The concept of ha'are; receives is broadest semantic extension in Gen. 1:28 (P's

Creation account), where God blesses the man and woman aad commands them to subdue

ha'ares afterit has been filled (or possibly by filling it) through human fertllity (perfr ttrebfr
fimil'fi'e1-hd'dres wef,if;iuhd). If the imperative that follows (r"Qfi, "nead down," "have
dominion over") is intended to explicate w"kibiuh6, it would mean that the human race
is to rule over the animal kingdom (cf. v. 26b); but probably the command is more
fundamental and comprehensive, with lw'ares denoting the whole inhabited world
without tenitorial or geographic limitation.6 This understanding would at least not run
counter to common priestly usage, which embodies statements of principle in specific
terminology. It may be asked whether this meaning of hd'dres suggests the dominion of
some human beings over others; the answer is that Gen. l:28 (like the entire text of w.
26-28) does not envision such dominion. Instead, it supports the utopian anthropological
maxim that every human individual is a "ruler" of the world.

Most of the remaining kfuai passages in the OT show that human beings can be

spoken of directly as the object of knlai (not just indirectly as in the kdQai hd'dre;
passages discussed above, with the exception of Gen. l:28). In 2 S. 8:11, we have

another summary statement (probably DeuteronomisticT), this time concerning the
tribute and booty David dedicated to the temple, which he had obtained from the lands
he subdued: milckol-haggiyim'"ier kibbei (the only occurrences of the piel), "from all
the nations that he had subdued." Here gdy and'eres are interchangeable.

In two areas, the direct reference to people is significant: sexual assault and enslave-

ment. The verb is used in the sense of assault on a woman in Est. 7:8, where Haman's
plea for his life before Queen Esther is misunderstood as importunity. To make his
petition, Haman falls before the queen as she is reclining on her couch (nbp?l 'al-harn-

mifiA '"ier 'estEr 'dleyha8). When the king sees this, he cries out: hagam likbdi 'et-

hammalki'immt babbdy4 "Will he even assault the queen in my presence, in my own
house?" In Neh. 5:5, knlai (niphal) has the same overtones. The citizens, burdened

economically by heavy taxes, complain that Nehemiah's program has forced them to
pledge not only their property but also their sons and daughters as security for loans

and that some of their daughters have already been taken by force: w"hinnEh 'anahnfr

kalitm'e!-bdnAnfr wc'e!-benalenfr b'obadtmwldi mibbennfinfi nilbdidl, "And behold,
we are forcing our sons and our daughters to be slaves, and some of our daughters
have already been assaulted." "Force to be slaves" is literally "subdue as slaves."e

6. Cf. C. Westermann, Gencsis l-11 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1984), in loc.
7. Cf. M. Noth, Aberlieferungsgeschichtliche Studien (Ttibingen, 11967),65.

8. H. Bardtke, Esthen KAT XVIV5 (1963), in loc., proposes emending 'al to 'el.

9. Galling, in loc.
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While the qal already has the sense of "assault" in Est. 7:8, only the niphal has this
meaning in Neh. 5:5; the qal is used for the imminent or actual situation in which
people force others to be slaves.

This specialized use of the qal is also found in Jer. 34:11,16:2 Ch.28:10. In
Jeremiah, it appears in the motivation for a prophecy of disaster in the period of
Zedekiah, while the Babylonians are laying siege to Jerusalem and other cities of
Judah. During this critical period, there had been a solemn agreement to release all
who had been enslaved for debt; afterwards, when the emergency was over, the
agreement had been renounced. This behavior amounted to treachery toward Yahweh.
Jer. 34: I 1 reads: wayyalbtifrm (K; Q reads wayyiSb"ifrm) laaldQtm w"liipahdl " and
they subdued them as male and female slaves"; v. 16 uses the same idiom, but in the
2nd person: wattikbeiit'dlAm lnkem, "but you forced them to be your slaves." The
text is composite, but it incorporates genuine Jeremiah material.l0 Whether the verses
with kdlai are authentic is hard to say. The direct allusion to Ex. 2l:2ff.; Dt. 15:121'

Lev.25:39f. does not argue against their genuineness; the idiom kdf,ai + object +
la'aldQim used in Jeremiah is not found in these passages. It is possible that this
formula in Jeremiah preserves the earliest examples illustrating this usage of kfilai.
The same idiom appears once more in 2 Ch. 28:lO, in the Chronicler's account of
the so-called Syro-Ephraimite War; in this version, the outcome was unfortunate for
Ahaz, so that men and women of Judah were taken captive and forced to go to Samaria
as slaves. In the face of this event, a prophet (named Oded; cf. vv. 9-15) comes
forward in Samaria and threatens the Israelites for having enslaved their "kinsfolk"
(v. 11), demanding the release of the Judahites (none of this is mentioned in 2 K. l5).
The motivation for Oded's threat is stated in 2 Ch.28:10: "And, as to the Judahites
and Jerusalem, you intend to subdue them, male and female, hs your slaves ('attem
'om"rtm liftbdi laald/im weli"ipdl.t6! ldkem); but are you not burdened with sins of
your own against Yahweh your God?"ll

If Jer. 34:16 is authentic, then this idiom in 2 Ch.28:10 (as in Neh. 5:5) would be
dependent on Jeremiah. In this case, Jer. 34: 11, the prose account of the release, would
also have borrowed the expression from v. 16. But it is also possible to argue in the
other direction, concluding that the idiom found its way into the Jeremiah from the
later texts.

Unfortunately, the final two occurrences do not help resolve the debate. Mic. 7:19
clearly belongs to a late hymnic passage that exalts Yahweh's readiness to forgive.l2
The highly abstract usage of kdla,i is noteworthy: yiSbdi 'awdndlAnfi (with ?/ as subj.;
cf. v. l8), "God will subdue our iniquities" ("tread under foot" [cf. Artur Weiser];

10. Cf. G. Fohret Intro. OT (Eng. trans., Nashville, 1968),394t.; W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HA\
xll (31968), in loc.

11. Cf. Galling, 150f.
12. Exegetes differ in their analyses: T. H. Robinson (Die zwdlf kleincn Propheten: Hosea

bis Micha. HAT XIV [31964), 151f.) treats vv. l4-2O as a prayer for forgiveness and restoration;
A. Weiser (Das Buch der zwdlf kleinen Prophcteq I: Micha. ATD, XXII{ 19491, 287 ,289) calls
vv. 18-20 a hymn.
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Theodore H. Robinson unnecessarily emends the text). In other words, God himself
subdues, subjugates, and rules over human sin (more precisely, the sin of the chosen
people), thus establishing salvation (cf. the context). Most exegetes reject the appear-

ance of kilai inZec.9:15, considering the text corrupt and (also or therefore) glossed.

The noun bdSdr is usually substituted for w'f;dp"ifi. V. 15 stands in the larger context
of vv. 1l-17, a section that Karl Elliger calls a "prophetic promise discourse."l3
Friedrich Horst sees in w. 14-16 a short "eschatological hymn" celebrating Yahweh's
victory over the enemies of his people, which paves the way for their final restoration
and salvation.la Yahweh appears to help his people as in a devastating theophany and

a holy war. Lightning, whirlwind, and stones (clearly associated with volcanic erup
tions) do their devastating work. In this context, the 'alnA-qela' are mentioned; the

predicate is kd|eifi along with a series of other verbs ('d$"Ifi, iatn, male'fr). The literal
translation would be: "And they shall devour and tread down [suMue] slingstones and

drink their bloodls like wine. . . ." The imagery clearly reveals the devastating function
of the hurled stones, but the details remain conjectural. If kapai is in fact the correct
reading, its occurrence in Deutero.Znchariah is also very late (cf. the mention of the

Greeks in v. 13, perhaps not by chance) and its usage obscure.

III. Summary. The Hebrew verb l<nloi is one of several that express the exercise

of force. The meaning of lcaf;ai can be reahzed in various contexts: in military hostili-
ties, when whole territories and their populations are suMued, in the conquest of
established kingdoms, but also in individual cases, when someone is enslaved, or in
the sexual realm when a woman or girl is impornrned and assaulted. The verb always
presupposes a stronger party as subject and a weaker party as object. In a few instances,

the verb may lose its concrete personal associations so that its object can be an

abstraction: for example, in P's fundamental anthropological statement that every
person is a "ruler of the world," or in the hymnic celebration of the fact that God
"subdues" human iniquity (Mic. 7:19).16 Every exercise of force expressed by kapai
is ultimately sent or at least permitted by God. Occasionally God even exercises force
himself through human agency. [n the realm of slavery God tolerates it within certain
limits and subject to certain rules; but punishment ensues when the limits are trans-
gressed and the rules broken.

"Secular" usage is apparently found only in Est. 7:8, probably only on account of
the "secular" character of the entire book. Neh. 5 sees sexual assault not only as a

13. K. Elligea Das Buch der zwdlf kleinen Propheten, II: Sacharja. ATD, X){y (1975), l52l
cf. also 151.

14. F. Horst, Die zwdlf kleinen Propheten: Nahum bis Maleachi. HAT XIY C1964),248; cf .
also 246.

15. The word following "drink" is another vefi, harnfi (from hdmh), which is probably an
error. Modern exegesis follows the reading of some LXX versions, reading damdm, "thetrblod,"
for hdmfr; cf. the apparatus in BIIS.

16. Contra W. Rudolph, Michn. KAT XIIU3 (1975), in loc., who emends the text to read the
piel of tDs, "wash clean."
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human problem but also as a serious question concerning the conduct toward God of
all who belong to God's community. Most of the occurrences are in late texts; the few
possibly early passages in Numbers and Jeremiah therefore occasion the suspicion that
at least the expressions using lcAlai are ofa later date.

fV. Derivatives. The derived noun kelei appears only once in the OT, in the
Chronicler's description of the precious throne that Solomon made of ivory overlaid
with gold (2 Ch. 9:18; cf. vv. 17-19). This throne also had a footstool "in gold" (w'folel
bazzdhn! lakkissd).|7 The meaning is easily derived from the basic meaning of the
root, with emphasis on the concrete notion of treading underfoot.ls

The other derivative, kiliAn, "(smelting) furnace,"le is hard to associate with the
meaning of l<nbai; at best, one must appeal to the association with metallurgy, in
which the metal is "subdued" and "trodden." Twice in the OT a smoking furnace is
used as a simile to describe other phenomena: Sinai with its smoke and fire at
Yahweh's appearance (Ex. 19:18 U]) and the smoking region Abraham looks back
on after Yahweh's judgment upon Sodom and Gomorrah (Gen. 19:28 Ul). The word
also appears twice in a P passage within the long narrative about the "plagues of
Egypt" (Ex. 9:8,10). Yahweh commands Moses and Aaron to take handfuls of soot
from the furnace and throw them toward heaven in the sight of Pharaoh so that they
will spread over all the land of Egypt and descend on man and beast, causing boils.20
At least the 2 occurrences in J of this derivative of our root are early, but only with
a highly specialized meaning.

V. Dead Sea Scrolls and LXX. In the Dead Sea scrolls, kibian is found only as a
metaphor in IQH 9:5: the speaker of the lament likens his eyes to a moth in the furnace
and his tears to strearns of water.

The LXX uses a wide variety of translations for knpai: katakyriertein, katadynas-
rcrtein (3 times), krataiortn and krateln, bidzestlwi, and ekbidzein (once each).

For kelei in 2 Ch. 9: 18, the LXX has protomai m6schdn, clearly reading kebe{. The
regular translations of kipiAn are lsiminos and lcaminaios.

Wagner

17. See BHI(, the different description in I K. 10:18-20, and the reconstructions proposed
by Rudolph (HAT ){Xl,224: "T\e throne had six steps, and the.throne had a footstool, both
overlaid with gold") and Galling (p. 96: "The throne had six steps, and behind the throne were
bulls' heads of gold").

18. See + R0, tisse'; also F. Canciani and G. Pettinato, "Salomos Thron, philologische und
archiiologische Erwigungen," ZDPV 8l (1965), 88-108; --+ ba) kePe:i.

19. See also KBI3.
20. Cf. G. von Rad, Genesis. OTL @ng. torar-s.2l972), in loc.: M. Noth, Erodzs. OTL (Eng.

trans. 1962), in loc. On the archaeological background, see M. Kellermann, *Ofen," BRLZ,240f .;
AuS, VII (1942), 26, 209; R. J. Forbes, Metallurgy in Antiquity (Leiden, 1950); idem, Studies in
AncientTechnology,Yl (Lriden, 1958); C. Baldauf, Uiuternmd Priifen inAT(diss., Greifswald,
1970), with bibliog.
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iliJl mna;itilt keheh;iliJa keh,a

contents: I. l. Etymology, occurrences; 2. Meaning. tr. or usage: l. physical weakness;
2. Psychological weakness. Itr. Theological contexts: l. t egal rexts; 2. hophets; 3. Job.

l. l. Etymology, occurrences. The root tftft is found with two basic meanings in
the OT: "grow weak" and "reprimand." With the meaning "grow weak," the root
also appears in Middle Hebrew, Jewish Aramaic, and Mandaic texts; it has Semitic
cognates in Arab. kahiya IV, "despair," and Eth. hakaya, "be loose," Tigre hakka,
"grow tired." Its use with the meaning "reprimand" (only in 1 S. 3:13) is connected
with Syr. ft", Arab. t'y and kwy, and Mand. tft'(with the same meaning);l in this
sense, khh is probably only a by-form of k'h.2 Besides its use as a verb (qal and piel),
the root appears in the derived adj. keheh, and possibly also as a noun in another
derivative, kehA.3

2. Meaning. With the basic meaning "grow weak" as a starting point (Isa. 42:4),
the group of words based on khh developed four secondary meanings: (1) "(grow)
dim" ([rv. 13:.6,21); (2) "(dimly) glowing" (Isa.42:3); (3) ..(become) blind" (Gen.
27:l; I S. 3:2; Zec. ll:17); (4) "lose courage" (Ezk. 2l:12[Eng. v. 7]; Isa. 61:3;
RSV "faint"). A further meaning, "alleviate," associated only with the hapax
legomenon kdhhin Nah.3:19,4 is uncertain, since the LXX suggests the reading
gehd.

rr. or usage. All 15 occurrences of the word group with its whole range of
meanings illustrate secular usage. only the context - albeit in most cases - estab-
lishes an association with cultic acts or theological statements.

l. Physical weakness. The root usually expresses physical weakening, which can
affect the entire body (Isa. 42:4), the eyes (Gen. 27:t; Dt. 34:7; I S. 3:2; Znc. lt:17;
Iob l7:7), or the visible manifestations of a skin disease (l*v. 13:6,21,26,28,39).This
meaning can also be applied to any physical object, such as spots on clothing (kv.
13:56) or the wick of a lamp (Isa. 42:3).

2. Psychological weabtess. In addition, knhi and kdhd can denote psychological

kaha. E. Jenni, Das hebriiische Pi'el (zwich, 1968); P. Joiion, "Notes de lexicographie
h6braique. trI. Racine nnn," MUSJ, 5 (l9ttt12),432-36.

t. K8L3,4p;0.
2. H. J. Stoebe, Das erste Buch Sarnuelis. KAT YIJI/I (1973), 122.
3. See I.2 below.
4. W. Rudolph, Nahum. KAT, XnV3 (1,975), t8t; GesB, 335; KBL3,4q.
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weakness. This can been seen from their use with the noun rfrah (Ezk. 2l:12[7]; lsa.
6l:3), although an analogous association with ld! or nepei is not found in the OT.

III. Theological Contexts.
l. Izgal kxts. ln the section of the purity laws that deals with leprosy, kbhi and

kZhd denote the dimming or dim appearance of suspicious spots on the skin of the
human body (kv. 13:6,21,26,28,39) or on clothing (Lev. 13:56). Here the dimness of
these spots is a sign that leprosy is either unlikely (w.21,26) or clearly not present,
implying that the person concemed is clean (w. 6,28,39).

2. Prophets. Among the prophets, only Deutero-Isaiah, Ezekiel, and the authors of
Zec. ll and Isa. 60f. (and possibly Nahums) use this group of words. It appears in
statements that are theologically very different or even contradictory. In Deutero-
Isaiah, it is used in the image of a dimly glowing wick that the servant of Yahweh
will not quench, to express the promise that his work will not lead to the destruction
of the oppressed who are on the point of perishing. [t then expresses the promise to
the servant himself that he will not collapse under the burden of his mission (Isa.
42:3,4). Ezekiel, by contrast, uses the verb kdhd in association with the noun rfrah to
express the discouragement that will afflict the people when they hear the prophet's
message of disaster (Ezk.2l:l2l7l). The anonymous prophet in Isa. 61 then uses the
same combination (the adj. keheh in conjunction with rfrah) a denote the very state
the prophet's message is meant to overcome (Isa. 61:3). The preexilic prophet of Ze,c.

11, likewise anonymous,6 uses the association of the root with eyes (already found
in Gen. 27:l; Dt. 34:7; I S. 3:2) to denote blindness: by threatening the worthless
shepherd (Tndek.tah?7) with total blindness in his right eye, the prophet seeks to show
that the shepherd's power and very existence are subject to Yahweh's judgment (Zec.
11:17).

If the reading kEhd in Nah. 3:19 is correct, then Nahum, too, associates the root khh
with a prophecy of judgmenr the collapse of the empire of the Assyrian king will be
unmitigated.

3. Job.LikeZnc.ll:17,Iob 17:7 uses the associationof knhdwith'ayin. The blinding
of one of Job's eyes here symbolizes the severity of the disasters that have befallen
him.

Schunck

5. Cf. I.2 above.
6. B. Otzen, Studien ilber Deuterosacharja. AcThD,6 (1964),
7. rbid., t6t.
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contents: I. Ancient Near East: l. Egypt; 2. Mesopotamia; 3. western Semites.

II. l. Erymology;2.LXX. III. Functions: l. Guarding the Sanctuary;2. Dispensing Oracles;

3. Teaching; 4. Cultic Duties. IV. Status and Support. V. The High Priest. VI. Qumran. VII. Priest'

King, and Prophet. VlI. Summary.
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I. Ancient Near East.
l. Egypt. a. The basic Egyptian word for "priest" is w'b, "pure man."l Another

common title, denoting higher rank, is bm-nlr "servant of the deity,"2 usually trans-
lated "prophet." As a collective term for the priesthood, we find "the wnw.t of the
house of the deity";3 this expression may, however, refer to a particular institution
such as the horary priests. The feminine forms w?.r and hm.t-n1r are common. From
very early times there were special titles for the highest ofEcers of the great temples;
these were later used as titles of honor, e.g., "Supreme Master of the Artists" for the
high priest of ftah at Memphis, "The Greatest of Those Who Behold" (probably
originally "He Who Beholds the Great One") for the high priest of Re at Heliopolis,
etc. "Reciting priest" (bry-bb) denotes a ritual priest. Especially in the late period
there came to be many special titles, often local, the exact meaning of which is

uncertain.4
b. As to the organization of the local priesthood, the lower priesthood (i.e., the

"pure men," the reciting priests, assistants of various kinds, and a variety of female
cultic attendants) was organized into four divisions or "phyla."s The phyla served a

month at a time in regular rotation; the members of the active phylum were called

" 'Nicht schwindet vom Priester die Weisung'," Christuszeugnis der Kirche. Festschrifi
F. Hengsbach (Essen, l97O), ll-37; W. H. Schmidt, "Prophetisches Zukunftswort und priest-
erliche Weisung," Kairos, 12 (1970), 289-308; R. J. Sklba, The Teaching Function of the
Pre-exilic Israelite Priesthood (diss., Rome, 1965); L. A. Snijden, "Knechten en bedienden,"
NedThT 16 (1961162),344-360; R. de Vaux, Anclsr 312-357; idem, "Le sacerdoce en Isra€I,"
Festschrifi A. Ottaviani, I, 113-168; P. P. Z,erafa, "Il sacerdozio nell' AT," Sacra Doctrina,
l5 (1970), 62t-658.

I.l. A. M. Blackman, "On the Position of Women in the Ancient Egyptian Hierarchy,"
JEA, 7 (1921), 8-30; H. Gauthier, Le personnel du dieu Min (Cairo, l93l); H. Kees, Das
Priestertum im rigyptischen Staat vom neuen Reiches bis zur Spiitzeit. Probleme der Agypto-
logie, I (Iriden, 1953, indexes and sup, 1958); G. Lefdbvre, Histoire des grands-prAffes
d'Amon de Karnak jusqu'a la XXI, dyn. (Paris, 1929); M. I. Moursi, Die Hohenpriester des
Sonnengottes von der Friihzeit Agyptens bis zum Ende des Neuen Reiches. MASI,26 (1972);
S. Sauneron, The Priests of Ancient Egypt (Eng. trans., New York, 1960).

I.2. E. Dhorme, "Quelques pr€tres assyriens d'aprbes leur correspondance," RHR, ll3
(1936), 125-148; l16 (1937), 5-25; idem, lzs religions de Babylonie et d'Assyrie. Mana, U2
(Paris, 1945), 198-219; C. Frank, Studien zur babylonischen Religion (Strasbourg, 1911),
l-37; C. F. Jean, la religion sumirienne, d'aprbs les documents sumiriens antirieurs d la
dynastie d'Isin (Paris, l93l), 197-212; B. Meissner, BuA,ll,52-72; J. Renger, "Untersuchun-
gen zum Priestertum in der altbabylonischen ZEir," 7A, N.S. 24[58] (1967), ll0-188; 25[59]
(1969), lO4-23O; H. W. F. Saggs, The Greatness That Was Babylon (New York, 1962),
345-351.

t. wbAs, t,282t.
2. rbid.,m,88.
3. Ibid., t,317.
4. Se ibid., VI, I19f., r.v. "Priester."
5. Ibid., vI, 120.
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imy ibd.f, "monthly seryers." This organization should be thought of primarily as a

lay institution.
The w'b was originally alay ofEce in which all able-bodied full citizens of the nome

participated. This lay ministry continued to predominate through the Old and Middle
Kingdoms. The nomarch could be called "overseer of the prophets," and many priestly

benefices were gradually given by the king to members of the royal family and other

nobles as awards to honor. It is therefore impossible to separate political office from
religious and cultic offtce.

c. Theoretically, ttre king was the only legitimate priest who could enter into ritual

association with the gods. Cultic scenes on the temple walls depicthim alone as a cultic
functionary. In reality, however, the king appointed priests to serve as his delegates.

"It is the king who sends me to look upon the deity."o Therefore priests also bear royal
titles.

Priestly office was not meant to be hereditary: "offices do not have children," says

the Instruction of Ani. Often, however, it was passed from father to son, as is suggested,

for example, by the common idiom "a pure man, son of a pure man." This tendency

increased with the passage of time, and HerodotusT considers it the normal rule for a
priest to appoint his son as his successor. Long genealogies of priestly families confirm
the practice. Examination for physical deformities, verification of lineage, and testing

for familiarity with the rituals kept in the "house of life" (temple archives) preceded

consecration to higher priestly rank The preparation also included circumcision, which

is depicted in funerary scenes from the fourth dynasty on. The terminology of priestly

consecration parallels to some extent that of royal enthronement. When performing

cultic functions, priests were subject to strict regulations governing purity and absti-

nence. An insight into how priests lived is given by the Instruction for Merikare 33f.:

"Perform your monthly priestly service, wear white sandals. Go to the temple, unveil
what is secret, enter the holy of holies, and eat bread in the house of the god." Two

long inscriptions by the main entrance to the temple at Edfu illustrate both the require-

ments imposed on the priests and the promises associated with proper performance of
their office.8

d. Female priests played an important role in Egypt. Not only "pure women,"
priestesses of minor rank, but also "handmaidens of the deity" or "prophetesses" are

attested at an early date, especially in the cults of goddesses. Female singers, dancers,

and musicians were recruited from the noblest families. Thus the temple came to include

a "harem" (finr).Thehighpriestessof thetemplewas "chiefof theharem."AtThebes,
the queen was referred to from the eighteenth dynasty on as the consort of the god

Amon, a title intended to emphasize the divine sonship of the king.

6. Ritual of Amon, lY,2,5f.
'l . Hist. ri.37.
8. For extracts, see H. Ringgren, Die Religioncn des Alten Orients. ATDSond (1979),36f.
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e. Special priests were involved in the funerary cult. The earliest attested title is
sfinw tfu, "he who seeks [or 'embraces'?] tJ;ie akh." It was soon replaced by hm la,
"servant of the ka." From the New Kingdom on, temple priests were often appointed
contractually as funerary priests. In the same period there appeared the "water pourers"
(wsh mwi Gk. choachyfes), a new professional funerary priesthood; they cared for the

munmies and tombs. The work of the funerary priests was explained mythologically
by references to the myth of Osiris.

Bergman

2. Mesopotatma. Cultic ministers with various types of specialized knowledge were
employed in the Sumerian temples, but we know very little about their duties. There
is no evidence of a general term for "priest"; we know only the names of the various
classes of priests. There was no sharp distinction between political and priestly office.
The kings boast that they are priests of various deities. The highest spiritual dignitary
was the en;the sangatnd administrative duties. The liib appears to have dealt with
libations and purification rituals; the gala seems to have been a singer and poet. There
were other classes of priests called guda, mal.t, and nin-dingi4 but their functions are

hard to discover.
In the temple of lnanna" there were eunuchs and prostitutes for the cult of the

love-goddess. Early pictorial representations show that the priests were often naked

when performing their duties.
Akkadian, too, lacks a word for "priest" in general. The closest approximation

is iangu, "priest, temple administrator."e The term Zrib btti, literally, "the one who
enters the temple," denotes someone authorized to enter all parts of the temple at

any time. From the Old Babylonian period on, his function was to perform minor
cultic duties; later, however, the term was occasionally applied to all the cultic
functionaries.lo The Aramaic loanword kinilru, often translated "college of
priests,"tt is not attested until late and appears in fact to denote a group of minor
cultic ministers.12

Theoretically, the king was the chief minister of the cult and bore a priestly title. In
practice, of course, he had to delegate these functions to the priests.

The priests were specialists; various groups of experts formed a kind of guild or
college. Such groups occasionally traced their origin back to mythical ancestors, but
the extent to which hereditary priesthood was the rule is unclear. We know that fathers

transmitted thet priestly wisdom to their sons and that there were families made up of
priests for many generations; in other cases, however, understanding and ability appear

to have been decisive. We know that the kalr2 priests claimed a secret knowledge they

9.AHw, m(1981),1163.
tO. CAD, rv (1958), 290tr.; AHw,I (1965), 240.
ll. AHw.
t2. cAD, Vtrr (1971), 386.
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were forbidden to impart to the uninitiated. The specialized groups did not constitute
an organized hierarchy.

Our knowledge of the various priestly ranks is unfortunately imperfect; Johannes
Renger's study is limited to the Old Babylonian period. The highest ranks, ?nu (Sum.

en) and.Iazgfi (Sum. sanga), were assigned originally to priestly princes or kings; later,
however, they were given to other high priests. The Enu was obviously the chief priest
of a temple, while the iangitheld the highest administrative office.

The d"iipu and maima.iu were in charge of exorcism and purification ceremonies.
Divination devolved upon the bdrfr and idl'ilu ("seer" and "inquirer"); there was also
the mafrfufi, someone "possessed by the deity." This latter category has become well
known through the example of ecstatic prophecy at Mari.l3 There were also musicians
(ndru) and singers (zammeru), as well as female functionaries: qadiiru (cf. Heb. qeddid),
nadttu, etc.

The priests undoubtedly wore distinctive vesfinents. Linen garments of different
colors were used.

A ritual for the consecration of a priest of Enlil provides an interesting picture of
the requirements imposed on the priests:l4

If his body is as pure as a statue of gold, and fear of god and humility are present in his
body, he may enter the temple of Enlil and Ninlil. . . . A man stained with blood, someone
who has been caught in the act of theft or robbery [?], a condemned criminal who has
been caned or whipped, . . . someone afflicted with birthmark [?] - he may not enter the
temple of Enlil and Ninlil.

3. Western Semites. Ugariic documents mention khnm, "piests," almost exclusively
in lists and similar texts. They appear together with nqdm ("shepherds"ttsl and qdim
("hierodules"16), as well as merchants, smiths, erc.17 A damaged letter to a rb khnm
("high priest";ta does not contribute anything significant to our understanding of khn.
In the colophon of KTU, 1.6, we learn that 'tn prln, who dictated the text, was a rb
khnm alnd rb nqdm, but this is more relevant to the discussion about the meaning of
ndqdS than to our understanding of the priesthood.

Phoenician, Punic, and Aramaic inscriptions unfortunately have little to say about
the priesthood. Usually only a title is involved. In an inscription from Kition,le for
example, we learn that a certain bd' is a priest of Resheph; an inscription from
Lapethos2o calls ytn-b'l "priest of the lord of kings," i.e., Ptolemy I Soter. A bilingual

13. See --r Nrf: ,?rl,i'.
14. R. Borger, "Die Weihe eines Enlil-Priesters," BiOn 3O (1973), 163-176; citation from

p. 172.
15. See -+11$ nbqe/.
16. See --+uilV qdf.
17. KTU, 4.29;4.38; 4.68,71-75; 4.126, 5-9.
18. KTU,2.4.
19. KAr,32.
20. KAr,43,5.
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inscription (Greek and Phoenician) speaks of a high priest (rb khnm) of Nergal. Kings

are often styled priests:'z-b'l is priest of Ba'alat;2t Tabnit and his father were priests

of Astarte.22

Sacrificial tariffs often define precisely which portions of various sacrifices belong
to the priests.23 This shows that administration of the sacrificial system was in the hands

of the priests and that they derived part of their income from it.
One passage2a speaks of a man who is both suffete and priest; several texts2s mention

high priests (rb khnm). A Neo-Punic inscription from Altiburus26 mentions the hnPT

of a goddess (Neith?) and a khn of Ba'al Hammon.
Priestesses (khnt) are mentioned frequently, either by title alone28 or with the name

of the deity added (e.g., Lady Astarte).2e

In Aramaic inscriptions, the priestly title is kmt; a word usually associated with the

root lwu "be excited."3o There is in fact evidence in the Mari texts that a kumrum was

an ecstatic. One of the Amarna letters3l speaks of a kamiru. Albrightrz proposes the

meaning "eunuch" for kumru in northem Syria.
These Aramaic inscriptions, too, have little to contribute. We are told of a priest of

Jfu433 priests in a temple,v priests of Atargatis,3s and priests of the "the great [god],"
i.e., Ba'al-shamem.36 The details of their function, however, renrain unknown.

The OT occasionally uses the word kdmer for idolatrous priests. For example, 2 K.
23:5 speaks of such priests who offer sacrifice on the bdm61 and worship Ba'al, the

sun, the moon, and the constellations. Hos. 10:5 excoriates the priests of the king,
alluding to their lamentation for dead B{al;7,eph. 1:4 prophesies the destruction of
the kemarim and the priests (k1h%tm), clearly because they worship Ba'al.

Ringgren

21. KN, tt.
22. KAI, t3,tf.
23. KN,69 (Marseille), 9 occurrences; KN,74,6 occurrences; KAI, 75.
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ll. l. Etymology. The noun l<ohen appears 740 times in the OT; it is the only term
used for priests of Yahweh, but it is also used for priests of foreign gods (the Phoenician
Ba'al 12 K. 10:19; 11:181, the Philistine Dagon I S. 5:5], the Moabite Chemosh [Jer.
48:71, the Ammonite Milcom [Jer. 49:3]), priests of the high places (1 K. 12:32), a

priest of the Egyptian city On (Gen. 41:45), a priest of the Midianites (Ex. 3:1), and

Melchizedek, the priest of El Elyon (Gen. 14:18). Some biblical authors also use the

term komer for idolatrous priests (2 K. 23.5 ; Hos. 1 0:5 ; Zeph. I :4).37 Hauret3s suggests

that the early Hebrews called their cultic ministers -+'1) lewi. The denominative verb
kihEnmeans "function as a priest" (Ex. 31:10; l*v.7:35; Nu. 3:3f.; Dt. 10:6; Ezk.
44:13; Hos. 4:6; 1 Ch. 5:36[Eng. 6:10]; erc.). The noun k"hunni denotes the priests of
a sanctuary (1 S. 2:36) and the priesthood in general (Ex. 29:9; Nu. 3:10; etc.).

The etymology of knh€n is obscure, although the word appears in Ugaritic, Phoeni-
cian, Aramaic, and Nabatean with the meaning "priest." Arab. l<nhin, "seer,"
"soothsayer," is a specialized development of the corlmon basic meaning and denotes
part of the priestly ministry. Several cognates have been suggested: (l) Akk. kdnu,

which in the 5 stem means "bow down, worship";3e (2) Syr. kahhEn, which, in addition
to "be a priest," also means "bring abundance, make happy" (cf. kahhinLla', "abun-
dance";'+o (3) Heb. kfrn, "stand (before God)," "serve" (cf. Dt. 10:8), also transitively
"lay down, set forth (a sacrifice)" (cf. Job 31:15;.+t

2. DC{. The LXX translates l<ohan more than 700 times with hiereils or one of its
derivatives: hieraturtein (22 times), hierdteuma (Ex. 19:6), hierdsind, and hierateia.
The LXX recognizes the sense of specifically cultic activity in the ranslations cr-
chierefis (lav. 4:3; losh.22:13; I K. l:25:' 1 Ch. 15:14) and aulirch€s (2 S. 8:17),
which differ significantly from the original understanding of the priesthood.a2 The
translation leitourgein (2 Ch. 1l:14) also places the major emphasis on cultic ministry.
The peitithdnai of Isa. 61:10 reflects the uncertainty of the MT.

III. Functions.
l. Guarding the Sanctuary. The development of the priestly offrce is relatively

transparent. During the patriarchal period, there was as yet no explicit priesthood. As
among all nomads and seminomads, the heads of families or tribal elders performed

ritual functions (animal sacrifice, offering of the frst-bom).
With permanent settlement came sanctuaries, which a specific group of people was

appointed to "guard" or "keep" (idnwr, miimere!; cf. Nu. l:53; 3:28,32). The first
priests were thus charged with guardianship of the sacred precincts and what went on

there. Sacrifices are offered by the worshippers themselves, but the priests are permitted

37. Cf. I.3 above.
38. Bibt,40 (19s9), szo.
39.7erafu 624.
40. Cody,28.
41. B. Reicke, "Priester," BHHW trI (1966), 1486
42. Ct. G. Schrenk, "iepedq," TDNT, IJl,26Ot.
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to take a portion of the offerings for their sustenance. Micah, for example, establishes
a sanctuary in the hill country of Ephraim and employs a Levite to serve as priest (Jgs.

l7); priests are installed similarly for the "graven image" of the Danites (Jgs. 18:30).
Eli and his sons serve as priests at Shiloh; the sons are censured for taking the portions
due them prematurely (1 S. 2:16f.). Abimelech, the priest of Nob, gives David some
of the bread of the Presence because he does not have any ordinary bread (l S. 2l).
David names Zadok, Abiathar, and several of his sons as priests tr;.Zion (2 S. 8:17f.);
and Jeroboam appoints priests in the temple at Bethel (l K. 12:32).

2. Dispensing Oracles. In the early period, the primary function of the priests was
oracular. Whenever a difficult decision has to be made, the people (or individual
Israelites) ask the priest as official mediator for a divine oracle. The Danites, for
example, turn to Micah the priest with the words: "Inquire of God, that we may know
whether the journey on which we are sefting out will succeed" (Jgs. l8:5). In the course
of his conflict with the Philistines, David nvice asks for an oracle from Yahweh (1 S.

23:2; 30:7f.). "Yes or no" questions are answered by the sacral technique of casting
lots.a3 Oracular techniques included Urim and Thummim, ephod, and teraphim (cf. Nu.
27:21;Jgs.l7:5; Hos. 3:4). Urim and Thummim disappeared from the priestly repertory
at an early date, probably before the First Temple. Saul and David still seek oracles
from the priesfly ephod; in similar situations, Ahab and Jehoshaphat seek counsel from
a "seer" or "prophet" (1 K. 20:13f.;22:6;2 K. 3:11). According toEzr.2:63 par. Neh.
7:65, in postexilic Jerusalem there were no longer any priests capable of using Urim
and Thummim, although it is likely that in individual cases priests answered inquiries
in God's name, although without using special methods of divination (cf . MaL 2:7).

3. Teaching. From the time of the monarchy on, the priests function as teachers. In
Hos. 4:4ff., the prophet castigates the priests of the northern kingdom - kih€n is to
be understood collectively - for rejecting knowledge (da'a!) and forgetting the law
(tdrd) of God. Hosea also speaks of written tdr6! (Hos. 8:12), so that the priests' fault
consists in detberate neglect of their traditions and instructional duties. These duties
they have "despised" and "forgotten," i.e., they have not attached sufficient importance
to them. After the fall of Samaria, the prophet Micah similarly attacks the comrption
of the whole Jerusalem aristocracy (Mic. 3:ll). He accuses the priests of teaching
(h6rA)M for hire. The noun t6rA deives from h6rd. Here we learn that priestly torah
is no longer given freely, as in the past, but for a price: the thoroughness of the
instruction depends on how much is paid. Jeremiah, too, attacks the priests,
"shepherds," and prophets (Jer. 2:8). The priests, he says, are guardians of the tbrd;
but they refuse to learn from Yahweh and therefore cannot tell the people Yahweh's
will. The priests, sages, and prophets seek to get rid ofJeremiah because he prophesies
that firA will perish from the priests, counsel from the wise, and revelations from the

43. +r'117 girdl.
44. See --> il1' yrh.
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prophets (18:18). Ezk 7:26 repeats Jeremiah's words about tbrdpeishing, applying
them to the day ofjudgment against Jerusalem. When Isaiah has the pilgrims approach-

ing Zion say, "May Yahweh teach (h6rd) us his ways," and speaks of the law (r6rd)

going forth from Zion (Isa. 2:3), he is referring to priestly instruction. We may see an

ancient tradition in the Chronicler's statement that King Jehoshaphat (868-851 s.c.)
sent priests as well as laypeople to instruct the people (2 Ch. l7:8f.). We are also told
that they took the book of Yahweh's lavt (tdrd) with them. In Mal. 2:7, it is the duty
of the priests to guard knowledge (da'at) and proclaim tdrd as messengers of Yahweh

Sebaoth. Acording to Dt. 31:9, Moses entrusts the law (tbrA) b the priests; they are to
recite it publicly every seven years at the Feast of Booths so that the people may leam
to keep all the words of this law. The practice of reciting the law at a cultic festival is

undoubtedly ancient. The blessing of Levi (Dt. 33:10) also speaks of the law (t6rd)
and ordinances (miipdtlm) that the Levites are to teach (hdrd) the people.

We may conclude that tdrd, da'a1, and miipdltm are technical terms for priestly
instruction. The nature of this instruction is suggested by Ezk. 44:23: "They [the priests]

shall teach (hdrd) my people the difference between the holy and the common, and

show them how to distinguish between the unclean and the clean" (cf .22:16). Accord-
ingn2K. 17:27, the king of Assyria sends priests back to the conquered northern
kingdom to instruct the new settlers in the proper worship (miipdl) of the god of the

land. There is thus priestly professional lore (da'a1) that is to be communicated to the

laity. It includes not only knowledge of God and proper worship, but also proclamation
of God's will, which presses the human will to act. The parallel term "law" (tbrA)

makes this even clearer: it denotes priestly instruction concerning what accords with
Yahweh's will in specific cases.45

Hag.2:L1ff. furnishes an example of specific priestly instruction concerning what
is holy and what is unclean. The prophet asks whether other food becomes holy when
someone brings it into contact with the flesh of a sacrificial meal and whether everything
is unclean that is touched by someone who has become unclean through contact with
a corpse. The priests answer the first question negatively, the second affirmatively. The
distinction between "holy" and "profane," between "unclean" and "clean," affects

both the cult and everyday life. The holiness of the cult demands clear knowledge of
the requirements for the various types of sacrifice (e.g., Lev. 7:12ff.; Nu. 6:10). The
priest must know the conditions for admission to the cult and how deficiencies in them
can be remedied (e.g., I-ev. 15:28; Nu. 6:9). When payment is made in lieu of a votive
offering, the priest often functions as assessor and appraiser (l-ev. 27:8, 12, 18).

Uncleanness has its locus outside the culq it infects everything that is dead, sexuality,

and certain illnesses. The dangers posed by contact with uncleanness require informa-
tion about how to distinguish what is clean from what is unclean in daily life - in diet
(lrv. l1), "leprosy" (Lev. 13), and sexual intercourse (I*v.l2).

Form-critical analysis also underlines the instructional function of the priesthood.

Several forms or geiles are of priestly origin: the declaratory formulas that state divine

45. W. Rudolph, Hosea. KAT XnYl (1966), 103.
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acceptance of a sacrifice or a state of cleanness or uncleanness (e.g., minhi ht'U-ev.2:61;
sara'a!ht'[-ev. 13:8]);a6 the oracle of favor that follows a lament;47 the entrance liturgy
with criteria determining the uprightness of the pilgrims (Ps. 15; 24:3-5);certun apodictic
laws (e.g., l*v.7:23b,26); the ritual laws (e.g., Lrv. l-5); cultic recitation as a special
form of instruction @t. 3l:9-13). Dt.20:24 preserves in summary the words of a priest
before battle. The war sernon appeius to have been an ancient institution in Israel.

Closely related to the teaching function of the priesthood is its role in jurisprudence.

In disputed cases (lawsuits, manslaughter, bodily injury) they and the secular judges

are to arrive at a ruling together (Dt. 17:8-13; 2l:5).In 2 Ch. l9:8, we are told explicitly
that King Jehoshaphat appointed Levites, priests, and heads of families to decide

disputed cases in Jerusalem.
4. Cultic Duties. During the monarchy, the cultic ministry of the priesthood took

concrete shape. Especially on festal occasions, both David and Solomon offered sacri-

fice as leaders of the people. We may assume that they were assisted by priests. Later
all sacral acts through which sacrifice was brought into the immediate prcsence of God
came to be reserved to the priesthood. King Uzaah (748-740) is rebuked on this
account: "It is not for you, Uzziah, to burn incense to Yahweh, but for the priests"
(2 Ch.26:18). The deeper reason for reserving this function was probably the greater

holiness of the priests. "Come near to God" (Ex. l9:22;Lev.2l:17), "enter into God's
presence" (Ex. 28:35), "minister" (Ex. 28:35,43; Nu. 18:7), and "ascend the altar"
(1 S. 2:28) are technical terms for this priestly function.

The priestly ministy is thus primarily an altar ministry. When animals are sacrificed

- except for birds, which the priest is required to kill upon the altar - the priest himself
does not slay the victim. His real role begins with the blood, which he sprinkles around
the bumt offering or pours out at the foot of the altar (lrv. l-3). When a burnt offering is

made, he brings the individual portions to the altar to be bumed. He is responsible for
seeing that the fre upon the altar never goes out and that the ashes are always removed.
When a i"l"dmtm sacrifice is offered, the priest receives as his portion the breast and right
hind leg of the victim; he consigns the fat to the flames as Yahweh's portion. He likewise
must burn a portion of each cereal offering with incense on the altar and pour out the wine
of a drink offering at the foot of the altar or sprinkle it on the animal to be sacrificed (Nu.
15:7). For an incense offering, the priest takes a scoop of glowing coals from the altar,
pours incense on them, and carries the censer to the altar of incense (kv. 16: l2). Some
sacrifices are offered symbolically to Yahweh by being "lifted" or "waved" toward the

altar by the priest, to whom they then belong (I*v.1:14,30). As part of the ritual of
frstfruits, the priest greets the worshipper, hears his confession of faith, and places his

basket of produce as an offering before the altar (Dt. 26:1-10).
The duties ofpriests at the central sanctuary also include replacing the bread ofthe

Presence on the Sabbath (l*v.24:8), dressing the lamps in the holy place (Ex. 30:7),
maintaining all the temple appurtenances, sounding the festal trumpets (Nu. 10:8,10),

46. Cf. Rendtotff,74ff.
47. Begrich, GSAT 239.
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and "blessing in the name of Yahweh" (Dt. l0:8; 21:5; 1 Ch. 23:13). This last function
is singled out liturgically - 

probably after the exile - by the "Aaronic blessing," an

especially solemn formula reserved to the priesthood (Nu. 6:22-27).
During the period of the monarchy, most sacrifices were p,robably offered in con-

nection with thanksgiving, vows, or adoration. Atonement sacrifice probably did not
become customary until the time of the Second Temple: when the exile was interpreted
as a judgment upon the sins of the people, a ritual was developed for sin and guilt
offerings. When a sin offering is made for a prince or a private individual, the priest
catches the blood, rubs some of it on the homs of the altar, and pours out the rest at

the foot of the altar. All the fat is bumed on the altar; the flesh, being extremely holy,
is consumed by the priests alone to effect atonement before Yahweh.

Together with this priestly office of reconciliation and atonement, special rituals of
lustration took on great importance: the so-called jealousy offering when a woman has

committed adultery (Nu. 5:11-31), the sprinkling with water mixed with the ashes of
a red heifer for purification after contact with a human corpse (Nu. 19), and the
declaration of innocence when a murder has been committed by an unknown hand @t.
2l:l-9). Priestly intercession is also mentioned more frequently. In agreement with
common postexilic practice, the priest formulates such intercession in the lst person
plural, including himself ilmong the people (Ezr. 6:10; 9:6-15; I Mc. l2:11).48

The various priestly duties share the common basis of mediation: in oracles and
instruction, the priest represents God to the people; in sacrifice and intercession, he

represents the people to God.

IV. Status and Support. According to P, constant holiness and purity are important
requirements for the priesthood (Lev.2l:6ff.). Before the priests approach the altar,
they are to wash their hands and feet (Ex.3O:11-21). They are to abstain from wine
on days when they serve at the altar (Ezk. M:21). Only those without physical blemish
may enter the sanctuary $*v.2L.17 -21). Priests must not defile themselves by touching
a corpse (except for a close family member) or wear tokens of mourning (Lev. 21:1-5).
They must not marry prostitutes or divorced women (Lev. 2l:7). The priesthood in
Israel is not a vocation but a profession; like most professions in the ancient Near East,
it is hereditary. "Consecrate" (Ex. 29:44) and "fill the hands" (Jgs. 17:12; RSV
"install") are technical terms for the assumption of priestly office; without any specific
ordination, the priest enters the sphere ofthe sacred and receives rights to the sacrificial
offerings. Rupprecht, however, is of the opinion that "filling the hands" actually is a
rite of ordination, even if the liturgical details are borrowed from other rituals.4e There
is no evidence that the solemn ordination of Aaron and his sons by Moses (Ex.29:'
Lev. 8) was ever repeated.so

48. Cf. Scharbert, 276f.
49. K. Rupprecht, "Quisquilien zu der Wendung 'l'l)D 'I! (uN) NID u z Terminus D!N)D,"

Sefer Rendtorff. Festschrift K. Rendtorff. BDBAT I (1975), 73-93, esp. 91.
50. See +xrl mnll'.
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Holiness and purity also require a priest to wear sacral vestrnents while performing
his cultic duties. The earliest such vestment is apparently the'epOQ bdd O S. 2:18), a

simple loincloth that later developed into knee-length trousers. Over it the priest wears

a long full garment of white linen, probably with sleeves and cinched with a brightly
colored sash. His head is covered with a kind of turban, also of white linen. He must

remove his sandals to enter the sanctuary.
Generally speaking, the income of the priesthood comprises portions of the sacrifices

and other temple offerings. Certain sources of income are mentioned specifically: the

firstfruits of tree and field, the redemption of the first-born, and the tithe (Ex. 22:29130h
Dt. 26; Nu. 18; Dt. 14:22-29). The nature and extent of these payments differed in
various periods.

V. The High Priest. During the monarchy, the priests were royal officials, headed

by a leader usually called simply hakkdhen, e.g., Azariah (l K.4:2), Jehoiada (2 K.
1l:9; l2:8?l); Uriah (2 K. 16:10f.), and Hilkiah (2 K.22:lo,l2,l4). Other passages

callthis "chief priest" l<bhEnhdrd'i, e.g., Seraiah (2K.25:18), Amariah(2Ch. 19:11),

and Azariah (2 Ch.26:20; 31:10). The chief priest represents and supervises the entire
priesthood; he is responsible in turn to the king (ct.2 K. l2:8!l). According to 2 K.
11:12, the chief priest Jehoiada anoints the young Joash to be king. Besides the kbhdn

hdr6'i, 2 K. 25:18 refers to Znphaniah as kdhEn miineh. Jer 29:26 refers to this same

priest as being in charge of the house of Yahweh, probably meaning ttrat he is chief of
the temple police.

Among the higher ranks of the priesthood, the ziqnA hal<kdh"nim, "senior priests,"
play an important role. As heads of the priestly families, they are called upon to
perform special duties: King Hezekiah sends them with other officials to the prophet
Isaiah to seek counsel in the face of the Assyrian threat (2 K. l9:l-7); the prophet
Jeremiah uses them as witnesses of his prophecy of disaster against Jerusalem (Jer.

19: l-15).
The office of "high priest" (hakl<bhen lwSSd46D did not develop until the postexilic

period. Zerubbabel's contemporary Joshua was the first to bear this title (Hag. l:1,12,14;
2:2,4; Z.e,c.3:1,8; 6:11). The high priest Eliashib leads the list of those rebuilding
Jerusalem's walls (Neh. 3:1,20). Neh. 13:28 chastises one of his grandsons for marrying
the daughter of a non-Jewish governor of Samaria. Finally, Sir. 50:1-21 is an effusive
paean of praise to the high priest Simon II (225-192 n.c.). When this title is given
preexilic priests, we are dealing with retrojection or redaction (2 C}r. 34:9; Nu.
35:25,28,32). One of the Elephantine papyri (408 s.c.) uses the Aramaic equivalent
kdhnd' rabbd'for the high priest Johanan of Jerusalem. The Mishnah and Talmud often
speak of the kahen ga86l or kahna rabbd. Other postexilic documents, including P, use

additional terms as synonyms of "high priest": hal<kOhEn hammdital.t ("the anointed
priest"; l-ev. 4:3,5,16); "the chief officer (ndgtQ) of the house of God" (l Ch. 9:ll;
2 Ch.3l:-13; Neh. 1l:11); "prince" (Dnl. 9:25); and "prince of the covenant" (Dnl.
ll:22).

P describes the rights and duties of the high priest in the figure of Aaron. Once a
year, on the great Day of Atonement, he alone is permitted to enter the holy of holies

7l
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to make atonement for the temple and people through a blood ritual (lrv. 16). Once a

year he is also to make atonement upon the homs of the incense altar (Ex. 30:10). If
he himself or the entire community has transgressed, he is to offer a young bull as a

sin offering. He lays his hands (or the elders lay their hands) on the animal's head when

it is killed; then he takes some of the blood into the sanctuary and sprinkles it seven

times on the veil that separates the sanctuary from the holy of holies. Dipping his finger

in the blood, he puts it on the horns of the incense altar. Finally he pours out the rest

of the blood at the foot of the altar of burnt offering. He is not permitted to eat any of
the flesh; it is burned on the ashes outside the sanctuary (I-ev. 4:3-21).

Except on the great Day of Atonement, the high priest may wear special vesfrnents

when performing his liturgical functions. These include the ephod (a shoulder cape),

a breastplate with twelve precious stones, and a headband with a golden plate at the

forehead (Ex. 28,39; Sir. 45 :G 1 3).

The office of high priest is hereditary (Nu. 20:26ff.) within the family of the

Zadokites. He must marry a virgin and must not defile himself by touching a corpse

(Irv. 21:10-15). The death of the high priest effects atonement for those who have

committed manslaughter and found asylum in the cities of refuge (Nu. 35:25tr). The

special position of the high priest in the cult is also expressed by his anointing, a

ceremony that probably dates from the end of the Persian period.sl From the early

Hellenistic period on, the high priest increasingly becomes also the political head of
the Jewish community. Under Antiochus IV Epiphanes, Menelaus, who was not even

a priest, was installed as high priest. From 152s.C. on, the Hasmoneans filled this

office.

VI. Qumran. Under the Zadokite high priests, a portion of the priesthood was

expelled from Jemsalem. Some retreated to Egypt (Leontopolis); others joined sects

like the Qumran community. The founder of this latter group, the "Teacher of Righ-

teousness," was a priest. In lQS 2:19-21, its membership is described as comprising

priests, Levites, and "all the people" (i.e., the laity). The priests have a preeminent

position and are in charge of the groups of ten into which the community is divided.

Their duties include instructing the people in the law and seeing that it is observed,

serving as judges in disputes, supervising ttre ministry of the l-evites and other officials,
pronouncing the blessing at meals, and leading liturgical rinrals, above all at the yearly

renewal of the covenant and at the reception of new members (lQS 1:18-2:23). T\e
schism with the Jerusalem priesthood and the temple leads to a spiritualization of the

notion of sacrifice: atonement is not effected by sacrifice but by prayer and moral

conduct (lQS 9:3-6). Before the eschatological battle of the sons of light against Belial,
a priest exhorts the army; and the chief priest even establishes the order ofbattle after

he has spoken a prayer before the fighters. The priests themselves do not take an active

part in the battle, but sound the signal trumpets, encourage the men to fight, and

celebrate a liturgy of thanksgiving after the enemy camp has been put to the ban (lQM).

51. De Vaux, Festschift A. Oaaviani, I, 128.
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Finally, the Qumran texts speak of a priestly as well as a royal messiah; the latter is
subordinate to the former (lQSa 2:2ff.1.s2

VII. Priest, King, and kophet. In the course of time, the priesthood came to have

a special relationship to the other spritual leaders, the kings and prophets. The interac-
tion between the kings and the priesthood is one of the outstanding features of Israel's
history; in Israel - unlike the rest of the ancient Near East - the king himself never
claimed to be a priest (with the possible exception of Ps. 110:4). Israel's priesthood
antedates the monarchy, but it was the monarchy that created the possibility of an

extensive priesthood. The relationship of priest to king is that of a servant. King David
brings in the ark, dances before it, and appoints priests (2 S. 6:12tr.;8:17f.). Solomon
builds the temple and offers sacrifice; he blesses the people and incorporates the priests

into his bureaucracy (l K. 4:2;8). The temple belongs to the king and its treasures are

his to use as he wills. The king has "his" priests (2 K. 10:1l). Joash orders the priests

to repair damage to the temple (2K. 12:5-17 t4-l6l). Ahaz commissions the priest Uriah
to build an altar and establishes cultic ordinances to be observed by the priests (2 K.
16:10-18).

Wittr the help of the priesthood, holiness and spiritual power are mediated to the

king. The king, anointed by a priest, is not only a sacral person but also himself a

mediator empowered by Yahweh. The faithful kings bring blessings upon their people.

Probably the king also depended on the priesthood in his role as suprcme judge. The
royal program of cultic centralization, however, also strengthened the priesthood and

made it more independent. According to P and Ezk. 4048, the king (or "prince") no

longer has the right to offer sacrifice himseH; all he has is the "privilege" of being
present within the forecourt of the temple when sacrifice is offered. The proximity of
the temple to the king's palace and the royal tombs in fact renders it unclean. When
the monarchy finally falls, priesthood and temple can exist without it and the priestly
hierarchy can commence.

When we turn to the relationship between priest and prophet, we must remember
that prophecy in Israel is not a homogeneous entity like the priesthood. From the period
of the monarchy on, there were undoubtedly professional prophets. Besides the unor-
ganized prophets who wander through the countryside, we find prophets who function
as "information specialists" at the sanctuaries and the royal court (cultic and court
prophets). Like the priests, they work for pay and their profession is hereditary. As
mediators between God and the people, cult prophets provide oracles and represent the
people before God through intercession. They often act spontaneously and in a state

of ecstasy, whereas the priests rely more on casting lots. The prophets also are not
incorporated so tightly into the sanctuary personnel as are the priests. Jeremiah often
speaks of priest and prophet in the same breath (e.g., Jer.26:7f .,ll,16), but the group

52. A. S. Kapelrud, "Die aktuellen und die eschatologischen Behijrden der Qumran-
gemeinde," in H. Bardtke, ed., Qurnran-Probleme, DAWB, 42 (1963),259-268; A. Caqtot, Le
messianisme qumranien. BETL, 46 (1978), 231-247.
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of prophets at the Jerusalem temple is subordinate to a chief priest (29:26).In the
postexilic period, these cultic prophes lost their importance and were absorbed into
the minor clergy (temple singers). We also hear occasionally of female prophets (2 K.
22:14; Neh. 6:14), whereas there were never any female priests in Israel.

Besides these professional prophets, there is a group of individual prophets ("writing
prophets"), few in number but of outstanding importance. They perform their ministry
by virnre of a special call and are not members of a special class; they are neither cultic
nor royal officials. They are often at odds with the priests and professional prophets,

whom they attack and condemn both individually and as a group. Amos comes into
conflict with Amaziah, the chief priest of Bethel (Am. 7:10-17). Hosea castigates the

syncretistic cult of the priests of the northern kingdom and their contempt for God's
law (Hos. 4:4-14;5:1). Isaiah charges the priests and prophets of Jerusalem with
drunkenness at religious meals (Isa. 28:7-13). Micah accuses the priests of comrption
(Mic. 3:11); Zephaniah charges that they "profane what is sacred and do violence to

the law" (Znph.3:4). In Ezekiel (Ezk.22:26) this charge is expanded: the priests do

not distinguish sacred from profane, clean from unclean, and they violate the Sabbath.

Jeremiah, himself the son of a priest, sees desire for popular favor and greed as the

reasons why every one of the prophets and priests deals falsely (Jer. 6:13). Because of
his prophecy of disaster against the city and temple, he is threatened with death by
"the priests and prophets" (Jer. 26:11). Malachi extends the criticism of the preexilic
prophets to his own day; above all he charges that the priests iue accepting for sacrifice

blind and crippled animals unfit for other purposes.

We must include the sage or wisdom instructor along with priest and prophet (cf.

Jer. 18:18). Under Solomon, there emerged from among the "scribal clerks" a group

of professional "wisdom instructors," for whom Yahweh's instruction is also the most

fertile source of wisdom. In the postexilic period, these wisdom instructors are gradually

replaced by the scribes. At first, the priests shared with them their instructional duties;

later, however, they relinquished most of these duties entirely in favor of the scribes.

VItr. Summary. It would be difficult to overstress the importance of the priesthood

for OT religion. The priests represent lsrael's relationship with God; in a sense, they

are mediators of the covenant. The high priest, bearing the names of the twelve tribes

on his breastplate, represents as it were the entire nation. The priests actualize Yahweh's
presence in the words of their many liturgical functions. The holiness worship demands

is symbolized in the priesthood, which makes a visible statement that Yahweh is the

lord and master of the nation.
Priestly theology is documented above all in P. God's immutability, his ontic and

ethical holiness, his work in creation and history his covenants with the human race,

and the enduring presence of his name in Israel are the major themes of the written
priesfly traditions. Through the preservation and transmission of laws, rituals, and

hymns, the priests function as faitMul servants of this tradition. It is this tradition on

which their authority is grounded, not the theological acumen and gifts of the individual.
The intellectual structure of the priesthood is fundamentally static. P, for example,

leaves the other source documents of the Pentateuch intact, and does not edit out the
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critical texts of the prophets. Priestly concern for cultic forms guards and preserves the
faith; it also cultivates ethical conduct and an alert conscience. The priesthood exerts
a major influence on poetry and historiography, jurisprudence and politics. The post-
exilic temple state is governed internally by a priestly regime; Ezra, a priest, promotes
learning and the rise of the lay scribes. Once a year, ttre high priest must make atonement
for the people.

It cannot be gainsaid, of course, ttrat the priestly zeal for the true faith also involved
dangers, exemplified by the emphasis on cultic externals inveighed against by the
prophets, the clericalizing retrojection of the postexilic cult into the early history of the
people, and a reluctance to include the gentile nations within the domain of salvation.

In conclusion, we may state that the ministry of the priests brings blessing and
salvation to the entire nation and ttrat the failures of the priesthood hardly influence
the fate of the people.

Dommershausen
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l.l. Erymology. Heb. kbkabhas cognates in all the Semitic languages, all with the

same basic meaning of "star," "heavenly body (planet)" : Ugar. kbkb, once kkb;l Phoen.

hkkbm; Ak'k. kal,ikabz;2 Amor. lcakkabum;3 Syt. kawk"bd'; Arab. kaukab| Erh. kokab'

The noun represents a reduplicated forma of the element kb; kabkab developed into

kawkab, which in turn became kAWb. The precise meaning of this verbal root in
Proto-Semitic must remain conjectural. The most likely basic meaning is "burn

brightty."s

2. Occurrences. The noun k\ftdp occurs 37 times in the OT. Only 2 occulrences

are in the singular; the rest are in the plural. In 9 passages the noun is associated

directly with the heavens.6 A few other passages mention the stars in conjunction

with the sunT and moons as luminaries of the heavens. In most cases, the stars are

not considered divine beings; neither do they represent such deities or have a life
of their own. An important exception is Job 38:7, which says that at the creation of
the world all the stars sang God's praise. But the OT does bear witness to a

widespread popular worship of the stars as divine beings, both individually and

collectively as the "hostse of heaven" (Dt. 4: 19; 2 K.23:5). This phrase is the most

conrmon term for the stars. The "queen (malkA)to of heaven," the Babylonian

F.Normann, MythenderSterne (Gotha, 1925);U. Oldenburg, "AbovetheStmsof El:Elin
Ancient South Arabic Religion," ZAW,82 (1970),187-208; T. G. Pinches and J. N. Strassmaier,
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goddess Ishtar, plays a special role, being identified with the planet Venus, the
morning star. The OT does not distinguish planets from stars; only the wordma77ar61
in Job 38:32 can be understood as "constellations."lt It is likewise uncertain
whether the constellations of the zodiac, especially the signs of the solar zodiac, are
singled out by the OT text.l2 The OT mentions several individual stars and constel-
lations.13 One of the clearest witnesses to religious and mythological interpretation
of the stars and planets is Isa. 14:12, which speaks of the "Day Star, son of Dawn"
(hAbl ben-ial.tar), alltding to a fragmentary myth.ra

3. Religious Background.
a. Mesopotomia. T"he stars occupy an important place in the intellectual and religious

development of the human race, since they evoke the complex and impressive image
of an ordered creation. Awe and reverence for the heavens, coupled with a desire to
comprehend them rationally, is nowhere more evident than in ancient Mesopotamia.
The roots of astronomy as a mathematical science, of astral religion as a dimension of
religious speculation, and of astrology as a popular pseudoscience all can be traced to
this origin. Above all, we must admire the role played by the observations and calcu-
lations of the Sumerians - and the even more impressive work of the later Babylonians

- in developing a true science of astronomy. The ouflines of the stellar constellations,
the regularity of their rising and setting in the night sky, and the harmony of their
movements together with the movements of the sun and moon laid an important
groundwork for human understanding of the physical universe; it is the foundation of
modem astronomy.ls

Alongside this scientific observation and calculation there existed a more popular
and mythological understanding of the stars and their motions. Here we find the basis
of astrology, which invaded the classical world from Babylon, influenced both Judaism
and Christianity, and achieved enormous popularity in the Middle Ages. It interprets
the movements of the stars as obeying the will of various divine powers; noting such
movements, a human observer can determine in advance the occurrence of favorable
or unfavorable days and obtain oracular knowledge of the future so as to predict human
success or failure. Beginning with the fifth century B.C., such prognostication became
intimately connected with the twelve signs of the zdiac, which served to delineate the
months along the ecliptics of the sun and moon. Each phase was represented by a

specific symbolic configuration; the names of these individual figures clearly antedate
the system as a whole. In the Greek and Roman period, this Babylonian system

11. See tr.l below.
12. See II.l below onnwzzplb!lrl,2K.23:5.
13. See II.l below.
14. See tr.6 below.
15. Cf. Neugebater, The Exact Sciences in Antiquity,9T-144.
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increasingly penetrated the Mediterranean world as well as Judaism. In many respects,
the signs of the zodiac served to incorporate the popular features of Babylonian astral
mythology and religion into a relatively simple system, which remained popular long
after the religion had vanished as a cultic reality. As a result, the "star-gazers" of
Babylon (cf. Isa. 47:L3) enjoyed a lasting fame in the intellectual history of humanity,
long after the scientific details of the Babylonians' astronomical observations were
forgotten.

The fundamental connection between the two aspects of Mesopotamian interest in
the stars is apparent in Babylonian religion, which exhibits prominent astral fea-

tures.16 The astral god kak:lcab was already worshipped at Ebla.lT Along with the
moon-god Sin and the sun-god 5ama5, a number of stars and planets enjoyed enough
importance to be identified with specific deities. The most important was the goddess

Ishtar (Sum. Inanna), whose sign was the planet Venus. She appears in Canaanite and
Phoenician religion as Astarte or Ashtaroth, and in the OT as the queen of heaven.
As a goddess, her primary role was to serve as patron of love and war. The star Sirius
likewise enjoyed great reverence as the embodiment of the god Ninurta (Nimrod),
patron of the hunt. Other stars and planets were associated with other deities; among
them we may mention Mars, identified with the god Nergal, lord of the underworld,
and Saturn, associated primarily with maintenance of justice and law. The Pleiades
were worshipped as a constellation of seven stars. Babylonian observation clearly
distinguished the fixed stars from the planets, a distinction not maintained so con-
sistently by the OT.

b. Ugarit. Whitakerls counts 2l occurrences of the noun kbkb in Ugaritic, all but
5 in the plural. There is also 1 occurrence of kbkbn. To the extent that their context
makes their meaning clear, all these passages refer to the luminaries of the night sky.
Traces of religious overtones are nevertheless evident. ln KTU, 1.5 Il,2f ., the stars
are called the highest part of the universe in contrast to the deepest part, the jaws of
Mot. The mythological allusion is even clearer in KTU, 1.19 IV 25,31, where we
find a reference to sacrifices offered to the stars; this implies recognition of their
divine status. At the least, they are clearly equated with specific deities, even though
the texts in question do not provide further detail. Elsewhere the stars are simply
considered nocturnal luminaries of the heavens, evoking special attention because of
their brightness.

TI. OT.
l. Astronomy. Beside the observations, identifications, and calculations of the Baby-

lonians, the extent of astronomical knowledge in the OT seems relatively limited. The
interest of the OT focuses on the uncountable number of the stars, their brightness, and

16. Cf. Dhorme,53-82.
17. Cf. G. Pettinato, "Polytheismus und Henotheismus in der Religion von Ebla," in O. Keel,

ed., Monotheismus im AT und seiner Umwelt- BibB, 14 (1980), 31-48, esp. 36.
18. Whitakea 343.
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their regular motion. There is less interest in the appearance of individual stars and

constellations and the proper motions of the major planets. The extent of OT familiarity
with the developed mythology associated with the twelve signs of the zodiac is still
subject to debate.

Our knowledge of Israelite astronomy depends almost entircly on 3 passages that

refer to specific stars and constellations: Am. 5:8; Job 9:9; 38:31f. Am. 5:8 is part of
a hymnic doxology, one which (4:13; 5:8f.; 9:5f.) does not derive from the prophet

Amos himself.le Our knowledge relates to ktmi and k"sil, which there is good reason

to identify respectively with the Pleiades and Orion. The LXX translates kimi as "all
things"; but this rendering is clearly due to the translator, who was seeking to avoid

any reference to a heavenly constellation associated with pagan mythology. Etymo-

logically, the meaning "bunch (of stars)" is supportedby Arab. kaum, "herd of camels,"

and kauma, "pile of dirt." This is an appropriate term for the Pleiades, identified since

time immemorial with a constellation of seven stars. The noun tcsil, from a root
meaning "fat, gross, stupid," has been identified with Orion since the Vulg (cf. the

LXX of Job 38:31). The name might suggest that the star was associated with the figure
of a giant. In Babylonian religion, it was identified with Ninurta, the prototype of the

mighty hunter Nimrod. In Job 9:9, the LXX translates the name as Hisperos, the

evening star. Isa. 13: l0 uses a plural form in the more inclusive sense of "constellation."
Sirius, the Dog Star, has been proposed as an alternative.2o

None of the 3 passages where these names appear contains any explicit reference

to mythology. It is more likely that interest in these stars stems frorn their seasonal

movements. The early rising of the Pleiades marks the beginning of summer; similarly,
the appearance of Orion's dog (Sirius) heralds the heat of midsummer.2l The text of
Am. 5:8 is comrpt, the first hemistich having been lost;22 but the religious interest of
the passage focuses on the statement that the cycle of the seasons heralded by the

movement of the stars reveals God's power over creation, as does the alternation of
day and night. G. R. Driver,23 following G. Hoffmann,24 emends Am. 5:9 so as to find
references to Sirius, Procyon, and the twins Castor and Pollux: this chain of constel-

lations ("the Navigator's Line"), he claims, constitutes the "raised arm" mentioned in
the verse (cf. Job 38:15).

Job 9:9 exhibits comparable interest in the identity of individual stars as witnessing

to the beauty and elegance of God's power. Here, besides references to kimi and k"stl,
just discussed, we find ai, "the Bear," and ltaQrA Entdn, "the chambers of the south."

The LXX and Syr reverse the series of constellations, clearly influenced by Job 38:31f.

and Am. 5:8; the sequence of the MT is therefore probably correct. The noun 'a-.iclearly

19. H. W. Woltr, Joel and Amos. Herm @ng. trarc. 1977),240f.
20. AuS, I (1928), 497ff.,5O1.
2t. rbid.,50l.
22. Cf. BHS,
23. lTS, N.s.4 (1953), 208-212.
24. G. Hoffmann, "Versuche zu Amos," 7AW 3 (1883), llOf.
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denotes the same constellation as 'ayi.f in Job 38:32. Driver25 disputes the identification
with Ursa Major, which goes back at least to Saadia and Ibn Ezra; following Giovanni
Schiaparelli, he proposes identification with Aldebaran. The Syr 'ayfi1d'appears to
vacillate among Orion, Aries, and Aldebaran (the "eye of Taurus").26 The Vulg iden-
tifies it with Arcturus, which the LXX uses to translate kcstl. If 'dil'ayii is Ursa Major,
the "little ones" of Job 38:32 would be Ursa Minor; Driver, however, prefers to identiff
them with the Hyades. The "chambers of the south" cannot be identified precisely in
the ancient versions, which preferred paraphrase. Edouard P. Dhorme and Schiaparelli
identify them with Argo, the Centaur, and the Southern Cross.

Job 38:31 refers to the "chains (rna'adann6!) of the Pleiades"; the popular mind
thought of chains holding the stars together to form a constellation. The reference to the
"cords (mdiekb!) of Orion," however, requires a different explanation: they may be
envisioned as binding the giant. V. 32 speaks of massardl; since Theodotion, this term has

often been identified with the mazzildlof 2K.23:5, a hapax legomenon whose meaning
can be derived with reasonable certainty from Akk. manzaltu, "location, position":
"constellation, position of the stars." Jewish tradition also finds the meaning in2K.23:5,
but it is probably too narrow for our passage. Driver2T has suggested either the signs of
the zodiac or the five planets; the latter is more likely. From is association with the signs
of the zodiac (cf. Aram. maudli'andMiddle Heb. rruzzfr[ "sigl of the zodiac"), the term
takes on the sense of "fortune" in I-ate Hebrew and Aramaic

The nwzzdr6! of Job 38:32 are clearly not the same objects, and the two should not
be confused; neither are they related to the mezdrim, "scattering winds," of Job 37:9.
The LXX simply transliterates (masourdth), but seems to refer to a specific group of
stars. Here, too, DriveP8 suggests the signs of the zodiac; Dhorme, following J. D.
Michaelis, identifies them with the Corona Borealis.2e

In comparison to Mesopotamian material, the extent of astronomical terminology
and observation attest€d in the OT is not very great. There is nevertheless enough
evidence for us to say that it represents only a small fraction of the astronomical interest
and its concomitant mythology that the ancient Israelites shared with their Meso-
potamian neighbors. The way the references are introduced shows that identification
of individual stars and knowledge of their motions in association with the months and
seasons was a familiar subject of popular learning and speculation. Like the moon, the
stars must have played a part in calculating times and seasons, although for the OT
this must remain largely hypothetical.

2. Creation. In P's creation account, the creation of the stars along with the sun and
moon is assigned to the fourth day (Gen. l:16). The casual way they are introduced

25. ITS, N.s.7 (1956), l-ll.
26. Ct. E. Dhorme, A Commentary on the Book of Job @r.g. trans. 1967, repr. Nashville,

1984), in loc.
27. ITS, N.s. 7 (1956), 7.
28. rbid.,8.
29. Dhorme, 59, citing Michaelis, Adnotationes in Hagiographos (1720), in loc.
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shows surprising disregard for their importance in the scientific reckoning of time.

Undoubtedly this reflects an effort to play down the popular religious and mythological
connotations associated extensively with the courses of the stars. This effort removes

the stars from the immediate realm of religion (cf. Mesopotamia).

Further evidence of OT resistance to speculation about the influence of the stars on

human fate is discussed in II.5 below. In the OT, the stars are looked upon mostly as

signs of Yahweh's exalted power in and over creation. Their countless number, their
brighfiress in the clear night sky, and the ordered regularity of the movements inspired

awe, demonstrating the wisdom and power of their creator. Besides the references to

specific stars or constellations discussed above, there are many other passages that

develop this theme.
We shall first consider references to the countless number of the stars. Ps. 147:4

says that Yahweh determines their number and gives them all their names. Such an

immense number overwhelms human comprehension and points to a higher mind,

which alone can comprehend and understand such quantity (cf. Isa. 40:26; 45:12). The
belief that Yahweh gave them their names may indicate that the psalmist was no longer

familiar with the basis of their alien and largely mythological nature, since he ascribes

their naming exclusively to God. It is also clear that awe at the brightness and number

of the stars provides motivation for praise, as in Ps. 8:4(Eng. v. 3) and 136:9, where

the stars are associated with the moon and sun; cf. also Ps. 148:3. Analogous interest

in the "fixed order" (buqq1; reading hoqeq with B11S) of the moon and stars is found

in Jer. 31:35, which stresses the unalterable nature of God's will. The appearance of
the stars at evening marks the end of the working day, as Neh.4:15(21) makes clear.

ln Job 22:12, the reference to the "highest stars" reflects the assumption that the sky

is hemispherical, so that the pole star and those closest to it are higher than the others.

Since God is even higher than they, he can see everything that happens on earth'

The idea that the stars stand high above the earth is also reflected in Ob. 4, which

uses an exaggerated metaphor: Edom is like an eagle that builds its nest "among the

stars." Job 38:7 alludes to the dawn of creation, when the "morning stars" (cf. the

"dawn star" of Job 3:9) sang together, praising God for all that he had made. The

reference to the "sons of God" (b"nA 'ebhtm) in the parallel hemistich shows that we

have here an echo of the ancient mythology in which the stars were divine beings of
second rank. With this reference to the existence of the stars, the author seeks to indicate

and emphasize the greatness and majesty of their creator. That the Creator is greater

than his works is also shown by the reference to the stars in Job 25:5, which states that

from God's perspective the moon cannot be considered bright nor the stars clean in
comparison to God. How much the less can mortals be considered clean before him!

In Dnl. 12:3, the brightness of the stars provides the basis for a figure of speech

illustrating the joy and happiness after death that awaits those who have been faithful
to the Torah during the time of persecution. This passage refers primarily to the Jews

who, during the Maccabean revolt, suffered martyrdom rather than betray their ancient

faith. Their reward after death is depicted in the image of "shining like stars." Here it
is clear how the stars as images of brightness take on increasingly complex metaphorical

meaning, the connotations of which are hard to define precisely.

8l
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The most striking characteristic of the stars is their countless number, which also
evoked the most extensive literary deposit in the OT. The fact that the stars cannot be
counted makes them an effective point of comparison for an infinite number. Ps. 147:4
(cf. Isa. 4O:26) already shows that only God can have determined their number, because
God alone can count so many. The most extensive development of this literary device of
countless stars appears in the context of God's promise to Abraham and to his descendants
that they would be a great nation. Their number will grow so great ttrat they will be
comparable to the number of the stars in the night sky. This promise fust appears in
Yahweh's words to Abraham in Gen. 15:5 (E?). Later, the stars frequently represent the
greatness and might of the Israelite nation as foreseen in God's promise (Gen. 22:17 lE);
26:4 Ul; Ex. 32:13 [RD] ; Dt. I :10; lO:22; 28:62; I Ch. 27 :23:, Neh. 9: 23).

In Nah. 3: 16, the point of comparison is the great number of the Ninevite merchants,
which the prophet uses to indicate the extent of the imminent disaster awaiting the city.

3. Figurative Usage. The metaphor of the brightness of the stars gives rise to another
meaning of the stars in the OT. Dnl. l2:3 uses the "shining of the stars" to describe
the life after death awaiting faithful Jews. As a striking visible image of the created
order, the stars by synecdoche can embody all creation. In Jgs. 5:20, the Song of
Deborah describes a battle of Yahweh in which all the stars fight against Sisera, Israel's
foe. The conceptual background of this ancient poem is suongly influenced by the
institution of the holy war, in which victory in battle is seen as a mighty act on the part
of Yawheh. Participation of the stars in this battle thus expresses the idea that all the
elements of the created world stand at Yahweh's disposal and can be used to achieve
victory. A toally different metaphorical use of the stars appears in the account of
Joseph's dream in Gen. 37:9ff. (J): the sun and moon represent Joseph's father and
mother, eleven stars his brothers. The differing brightness of the heavenly luminaries
makes them ideally suited to represent a human family.

A similar albeit less obvious image appears in Balaam's oracle in Nu. 24:15-19 (J): in
v. 17, the "star" out of Israel that crushes Moab and Edom undoubtedly represents the
historical David and the period of his rule of Israel. The L)O( and the ancient Syriac
version explain ttre image by reading "man" and "leader," respectively; Targum Onkelos
interprets the star as the coming Messiah. Since stars were appropriate symbols for rulers
or leaders, they were incorporated into the apocalyptic imagery of Dnl. 8:10. Speaking of
a little horn, which must stand for Antiochus Epiphanes, this verse says that it grew great,
even reaching the host of heaven, and cast some of the host of stars down to the ground.
This may allude to Antiochus's military victories, but the vision narrative with its
mythological overtones also clearly suggests the arrogance of the Syrian ruler. It is also
clear that we have here a conscious echo of the language of Isa. l4:12ff.n

4. Unusual Phenomena. The great brightness of the stars in the clear night sky lent
support to the conviction that a great catastrophe was imminent when the stars grew

30. See tr.6 below.
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or ceased totally to shine. In some cases, physical phenomena are mentioned, e.g., the

experience of seeing the stars obscured by darlq heavy storm clouds; in traditional
theophanic language, these clouds lent a note of special solemnity and significance to
such darkness. The naturalness and regular appearance of starlight was perceived as

part of the natural order. Its disappearance thus meant the loss of a fundamental feature

ofexistence. Job can therefore think ofthe day ofhis birth as a day ofdarkness: "L€t
the stars of its dawn be dark" (Job 3:9). The power of the creator God over creation
manifests itself in the ability to change what has been made. The author of Job includes
God's power to "seal up"3l the stars (Job 9:7)ii.e., it is in God's power, if he wills,
to cause the stars to cease shining.

The darkening of the stars that cease to shine means loss of a basic manifestation
of the natural order. This finds expression in the difficult allegory of old age in Eccl.
12:2-6. The signs of winter - a cloudy sky and the dimming of the sun, moon, and

stars - are used to evoke the image of life's "winter." This boundary betrveen literal
and metaphorical treatment of the stars is fluid. Ezk. 32l.7,in a divine judgment against

the Egyptian pharaoh, announces his imminent death. But this event has greater sig-

nificance than usual, because it is meant to signal a special punishment sent by God;
it is accompanied by an extraordinary darkening of the stars and "the bright lights:z
of heaven" (E zk. 32:7 f .).

This image of dimming stars as a phenomenon accompanying a strikingly gloomy

event on earth leads to the eschatological darkening of the stars as a feature of the

coming day of Yahweh.33 This darkening includes the sun and moon (Isa. 13:10; Joel

2:10 4:1513151) and evokes a vivid description of the tumult and confrrsion that will
reign when Yahweh's judgment strikes the world. The extinction of the starlight shows

how the totality of creation, whose fixed order expresses God's salvation and blessing,

is dissolved in the judgment that Yahweh will carry out on that day.

5. Illicil Worship. Most other OT references to the stars concern their association

with religion and mythological forms felt to be hostile and detrimental to the basic

tradition of Yahwism. A clear example appears in Isa. 47: 1 3, where the prophet brutally
mocks the respect enjoyed by the Babylonian astrologers. All the skill of the Babylonian
experts in magic, sorcery, and interpretation of the movements of the stars will not
avail Babylon to deliver it from the coming judgment of Yahweh. A similarly harsh

and direct expression of hostility toward worship of the stars, sun, and moon is found
in many texts of the Deuteronomistic school. Afundamental statement along these lines
appears in Dt.4:19, which speaks of the sun, moon, stars, and all ttre host of heaven

as potential objects of idolatrous worship. Josiah's destruction of various cultic objects

associated with such astral worship is recorded in 2 K. 23:4,together with the deposition
of thepriestsinvolved (2K.23:5).Herethestars,the "hosts"of heaven,arealsocalled

31. -->DI1i ha1am.

32. -+'11N '6r.
33. -+d'P ydm.
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"constellations" (nwzzal6!). A later tradition identified these with the individual signs
of the zodiac. A particular target of the Deuteronomistic writer was worship of the
queen of heaven, the Babylonian Ishtar. Her characteristic sign was the planet Venus,
so that her cult, together with its Canaanite equivalents, constinrted a prominent ex-
pression of the illicit cult (cf. Jer. 7:18) associated with the stars; the women of
Jerusalem are charged with having baked cakes for the queen of heaven. Jer. 19:13;
44:17,25 condemn burning incense and offering libations in her honor. Undoubtedly
this extremely bitter attack of the Deuteronomistic writer on astral worship in Judah
during the seventh century B.c. is a direct result of Assyrian influence on Judah and
Israel during the preceding century. Some of this found its way into Israel when the
Assyrians settled foreign population elements in the northern kingdom after 722. This
conclusion is disputed by J. W. MacKay, who prefers to trace such elements of astral
religion to the Canaanite and Phoenician environment. The date and nature of the
events, however, point unmistakably to Mesopotamian influence on Judah.

A writer with Deuteronomistic affinities seems to be responsible for the condemnation
of astral deities in Am. 5:26. While some cornmentatorsg ascribe part of the text to Amos,
Wilhelm Rudolph:s considers v.26b a Judahite gloss opposing the astral religion of the
mixed population of the northern kingdom after 722. others36 consider w.25f. the work
of a Deuteronomistic redactor. This latter theory is the most likely, since it makes it possible
to read v. 26 as a continuation of v. 25 and identify it as a rhetorical question.3T It is a charge
that Israel has transgressed by taking refuge in the worship of foreign gods, not a threat
against future devotion to so useless a religion. The passage speaks of Sakkuth and Kaiwan
(Akk. kayyamdna38), two Assyro-Babylonian deities identified with the planet Satum.
Expansion of these names with the appositive "your star-god" must therefore be considered
a gloss,3e correctly identifying the alien astral nature of the deities in question. The entire
addition appears to date from the sixth cenhrry, when Israel was no longer so familiar with
Babylonian religion.

6. Special Examples. Astral mythology appears most clearly in the OT in a frag-
mentary myth preserved in Isa. l4:12ff. William F. Albright+o was rhe fint to identify
its dependence on an extended myth of Canaanite and Phoenician provenance. This
myth describes the fall of the "Day Star, son of Dawn" (hald ben-iattar). After
attempting to set up his dwelling "among the stars of El," he is condemned for his
hybris and banished to the underworld of Sheol. This fragment is cited in a satirical

34. Sellin, Weiser, Haag, Amsler.
35. W. Rudolph, Amos. KAT X^IJJ/2 (1971),208.
36. W. H. Schmidt, "Die deuteronomistiche Redaktion des Amosbuches,,, ZAW,77 (1965),

188ff.; Wolff,24.
37. Cf. S. Erlandsson, "Amos 5:25-27, eft crux interpretum," SEA, T (1968),76tr
38. AHw,1,420.
39. BHS.
40. W. F. Albright, review of S. H. Hooke, ed., Myth and Ritual (London, 1933), J\OS, 14

(1934), 156.
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dirge for the Babylonian king (Isa. 14:1-21), which most commentators4l do not

consider authentic, although some have defended an Isaianic nucleus within the

poem.a2 The identity of the person condemned by the myth is clear, since it must

refer to the planet Venus. The text nevertheless rules out any association with the

goddess Ishtar. A connection with the Canaanite god 'Athtar is suggested by the

parallel in the Ugaritic Ba'al-'Anat cycle, which describes 'Athtar's unsuccessful

attempt to capture Ba'al's throne.a3 Marvin Pope finds a connection with an ancient

myth about the fall of the god E1.44 FrjLtz Stolz45 comes up with a myth of the fall of
the deity Salrar, citing Isa. 8:19f. and Job 38:12 as further evidence for this god; he

also sees in Ps. 22:l(Eng. superscription) a cryptic reference to Salrar. The name H€lel
(cf. Ugar. hll) means simply "the bright one," and must be derived from its applica-

tion to the planet Venus.

On the basis of such a mythological background, supported by Isa. l4:12ff., further
traces of astral mythology have been detected in Ezk. 28:l2b-19. The points of contact,

however, scarcely suffice to reconstruct a coherent astral mythology. There is, however,

enough evidence to show that such points of contact existed in Canaan and Phoenicia

and deeply influenced Israelite religion.

UI. LXX. The LXX uses asre'r and dstrun equally to render kdknb.

IV. Dead Sea Scrolls. In the Dead Sea scrolls, lcbf;fr! occurs only 4 times (lQM
ll:6; CD 7:18,19 lQH 1:12); its usage follows that in the OT.

Clements

41. Kaiser, Schoon, Wildberger.
42. Gottwald; S. Erlandsson, The Burden ofBabylon. CB,4 (1970).
43. KTU, 1.6 I, 48ff.; cf. M. Dietrich and O. Loretz, "Ein Spottlied auf 'A1tar [KTU 1.6 I

s0-s21," uE 9 (1977), 33Of.
u14. M. Pope, El in the Ugaritic Tbxts. SW, 2 (1955),27ff.; cf. Oldenburg.
45. F. Stolz, Struburen und Figuren im Kult von Jerusalem. BZAW, 118 (1970), 210tr

Contents: I. l. Etymology; 2. Meaning, Occurrences. II. Literal Usage: l. Holding.

2. Provisioning. Itr. Figurative Usage: l. Comprehension; 2. Endurance; 3. Keeping on Course.

L l. Etymology. The root h,vl is found in a range of Semitic languages, albeit with
characteristic differences of meaning. In West Semitic, the dominant meaning is "mea-
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sure" (Jewish Aramaic,l Mandaic, Palmyrene,2 Syr.'al*dl, Arab. kyl; cf. OSA /c/rn,
Aram. layld', "measure," Middle Heb. kayydl, "surveyor"); Akk. kullu and Assyr.
ka"ulu, however, have a range of meanings centering on "hold fast.,' Both meanings
have apparently influenced the Hebrew root, as can be seen in both Middle and Modem
Hebrew. It is also likely that similar Hebrew roots like ytl (with the meaning "grasp,
endure") and kl'(with the meaning "hold back") have influenced the semantic devel-
opment of lcwl.

2. Meaning, Occurrences. Originally, the Hebrew root lcwl probably denoted an
activity having to do with measuring and enclosing a space or quantity. This basic
meaning can be detected in the majority of its biblical occurences. The various shades
of meaning all have to do with "holding" (cf. the noan k"li, "container," which is
probably related).

The root kwl appears 38 times in the Hebrew or; it occurs once in the qal (Isa.
40:12),12 times in the hiphil, 24 times in the pilpel, and once in the pulpal (l K.20:27).
conjectural emendation adds a possible pilpel in Ps. 68:ll(Eng. v. r0). There are also
4 occurrences (pilpel or hithpalpel) in Sirach (Sir. 6:20; 12:15;43:3;49:4) and,4 (pilpel
or hiphil) in the Dead Sea scrolls (lQS 3:17; 11:20; leH 9:34,36). The root appears
with some frequency in certain literary contexts such as the story of Joseph and the
Elijah narratives; it is especially common in late texts.

In the LXX, only the pilpel forms with the meaning "provide for" are translated
with some consistency: the most frequent equivalents are diatr6ph6 (10 out of 17 or
occurrences), ektrdpha, or trdpha ard chbrid (3 out of6 occurrences) or choregAd (all
3 occurrences in the Hebrew OT).

II. Literal Usage.
l. Holding. The only instance of the qal (Isa. 4O: 12) uses kwl in parallel with other

verbs of measting(mdd, tkn, iqt) in a series of rhetorical questions citing various ways
of measuring water, air, dust, and roc( their purpose is to bring out the immensity of
creation.3 The root kwl serves to describe the measuring of dust with the aid of a cubic
measure called a "third" Galli).It is here that we probably see the original meaning
of kwl most clearly.

In a few passages, kyrl denotes the capacity of containers. In I K. 7:26(f.?a), it refers
to the contents of the bronze sea in the temple; in 1 K. 7:38 par. 2 Ch. 4:5, it refers to
the contents of the lavers. In both cases, the unit involved is the ba!. In I K. 8:64 par.
2Ch.7:7, we are told that the bronze altar of the temple was too small to hold the

l. on Pahl. kylw4 "measure," see E. Ebeling, Das aramiiisch-mittlepersische Glossar
Frahang-i-pahlavik im Lichte dcr assyiologischen Forschung. MA)G, 14t1 (1941, repr. 1972),
42, and his comparison with Akk. kadaru, "delimit"; cf. AHw,I (1965), 419; CAD, VIiI (1971),
30.

2. DrSO, |6.
3. Cf. Itr.l below
4. M. Noth, Kdnige. BK, Wl (1968), 155f.
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burnt offerings, the cereal offerings, and the fat portions of the ielamtm offerings. We
may conclude that there were depressions in the surface of this altar so that it could
be treated like a container.

In Hebrew inscriptions (Gezer calendar,5 ostracon from Yabneh-Yam6), kwl appears
in the context of the harvest, between reaping (4gr) and storing (tm ). The word probably
denotes not just measuring the grain, as suggested by KN, but also packing it in
containers for transport to storage.

In all these occulrences, hul appears in the context of measuring solids or liquids
with the aid of a measuring vessel. It is not limited, however, to measuring in the
narrow sense; it can also be used in an extended sense: the basic meaning "hold,
contain" can be discerned in most of these cases. This is especially true in Jer. 2:13,
where God, the source of "living" (i.e., fresh running) water, is contrasted with the
cisterns the people have made for themselves, which leak because they have cracks
and therefore cannot "hold" the water that runs into them. Ezk.23:32 speaks similarly
of a cup that holds an unusually large amount, from which the southern kingdom will
have to drink its share of judgment like the northern kingdom before it.

2. Provisioning. The pilpel and pulpal of ku,/ underwent a specialized semantic
development in the many passages where it means "provision." Here, in accordance
with the iterative nature of the pilpel, the emphasis is on regular preparation of a specific
quantity of provisions. In this sense, the verb often is used absolutely, clearly as a
technicalterm:Gen.45:ll;50:21;2S. 19:33f.(Eng.vv.32f.);20:3;1K.4:7;5:7(4:27);
Ps. 55:23(22); Sir. 25:22; 45:24: possibly also Ps. 68:11(10) conj.7 In I K. 4:7;
5:7(4:27), the word describes the function of Solomon's stewards; the latter passage
explains in more detail that they are to provision the "table of the king," i.e., furnish
food. In the story of Joseph, kilkalinGen.4T:12 is further defined as provisioning with
bread.8 In the Elijah narratives, kilkal is always defined more specifically. The context
of 1 K. 17:4 mentions bread, meat, and water; the context of l7:9 speaks of water,
bread, and oil; 18:4,13 speaks of bread and water. Z,ec. 1l:16 also uses 'kl, "eat," in
the immediate context. Neh. 9:21 - a recollection of the period in the desert - men-
tions clothes and shoes in the same context; these can therefore be included among
"provisions" in the extended sense. In 1 K. 20:27,the only passage that uses the pulpal,
the word appears in the context of a military campaign as a technical term for the
provisioning of the army. In Sir. 45:24, it is used for the provisioning of the sanctuary.
Sir. 25:22 means support in general when it says that it is a disgrace for a woman to
"maintain" her husband.

In Ruth 4:15, kilkal has a different meaning. Here it refers to old age support of
one's grandparents' generation. The corresponding duty on the part of the elderly person

5. KAr, 182,5.
6. KAr,200,5.
7. Ct. KBL3, 442; also IQS 3:17; IQH 9:34.
8. -+dlt) lehem.
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is to undertake to nurture the infant child and take it in her bosom. In lQH 9:36, which
likewise uses both ltiq, "bosom," and'6mdn, "nurse," the same notion is applied to
God. Quite generally, there is an increasing tendency to associate kilkal in the sense

of "provide for" with God's work. The association is implicit in the miraculous
supplying of Elijah's needs by the ravens (1 K. 17:4) and the widow (17:9); it is explicit
in Ps. 55:23(22) (ct. Ps. 68:11[0] conj.), Neh. 9:21, and the passages from the Dead

Sea scrolls.

III. Figurative Usage.
l. Comprehension T\e root is used figuratively especially to speak of God's incom-

prehensibility. Isa. 40:l2e expresses this attribute by means of rhetorical questions that
bring out the immensity of creation. In the same vein are the statements in Solomon's
prayer at the dedication of the temple (l K. 8:27 par. 2 Ch. 6:18; cf. 2 Ch. 2:5), which
apply this notion to God himself: God is so great that neither "heaven" nor the whole
heavenly realmlo constitutes a vessel large enough to contain him. He is in the truest
sense of the word incomprehensible, beyond measure or definition. Elsewhere, too,
rhetorical questions (like the one beginning with mt, "who?" in Isa.4O:12) serve to
underscore the incomprehensible immensity of God, his dayll (Joel 2:ll; Mal. 3:2), or
his gloryr2 (lQS ll:20).

2. Endurqnce. In these last passages, however, the meaning of kwl (possibly

influenced by kl) tends in the direction of "withstand, endure." Even here, though,
a spatial element is still present, especially when we recall that the coming of the
y6m YHWH or Yahweh's kdbdd is experienced as an inward shock. According to
Jer. 10:10, for example, Jeremiah is filled to the bursting point with the wrathl3 of
God, which is likened to an earthquake; he also strives in vain to hold in the wrathla
of Yahweh (Jer. 6: I 1). Jer. 2O:9 describes the prophet's attempt to forget and repress

his prophetic calling: the words entrusted to him are like fire within him and he

cannot hold them in. Here, too, we have a futile effortls on the part of the prophet
to "contain" himself. When such contexts use the pilpel, the reference is probably
to a repeated experience; Prov. 18:14 speaks similarly of repeated endurance of
sickness.

The basic notion of physical capacity is also present in Am. 7:10. The land is pictured

as an enornous container in danger of bursting asunder with the rebellious words of
Amos. It can no longer endure the pressure; the measure is full.l6

9. See II.l above.
10. -+ ErDO idmayim.
ll. --> dl' y6m.
12. -+1],f) kabdd.
13. --+dVl z'm.
14. -+ i'lDll hemd (chemdh).
15. -r;lN) ,?.
16. Cf. H. W. Wolff, loel and Amos. Herm @ng. trans. 1977),306,31O.
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3. Keeping on Course. Finally, kwl is used in a much weaker sense in Ps. 112:5,
which appears to deal with keeping to the straight path. The same reduction of human
capacity to a constant appears in Sir. 6:20; 12:15;43:3; 49:9.

Ezk. 2l:33(28) cannot be explained on the basis of the basic meaning of kwl
discussed above or its derived meanings. It is reasonable to assume textual comrption.lT

Baumann

17. Cf. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979),439.

11) m";12 ken;l:DQ ma[bn;ilJD} mcf;ilni:;]Jl)n fkfrnn

Contents: I. Frequency and Distribution: l. Verb; 2. Nouns; 3. ken; 4. Special Problems.

IL Semitic Context: l. Distribution; 2. South Semitic; 3. Akkadian; 4. Northwest Semitic.
III. Common Usage. IV. Technical Usage in the Cult. V. Anthropological Usage: 1. Psalms and

Wisdom Literature; 2. Dead Sea Scrolls. VI. Creation: 1. Psalter and Late Wisdom; 2. Temple
of Solomon. Vtr. Throne and Kingdom: l. Davidic Kingship; 2. Divine Kingship.

I. Frequency and Distribution. The rcot kwn appears more than 280 times in the
OT, not counting the occurrences of the particle /ceZ whose connection with the root
is uncertain.

l. Verb. There are 270 passages that use the verb, primarily in the factitive and
causative stems: the hiphil appears 110 times, the polel 30 (including Ps.37:23 as

repointed). Yahweh is frequently the subject a sign that the verb denotes an exception-
ally effectual act. The basic meaning of both forms is defined as "prepare, make ready"
by KBL3, but greater weight is ascribed to the polel, which may mean "establish, make
permanent," while the specific sense of the hiphil is rendered as "determine" or "be
determined" (in the psychological sense). For THAT too, the hiphil is "broad and vague
in meaning" compared to the polel, which often has concrete physical associations.
When both stems are used in the same context, however, the polel refers to preparations
and the hiphil denotes the result. Ps. 7:13f.(Eng. vv. l2f.) provides an example: "The

kfin. H. Brongers, "Weltschiiptungsgedanken in Alt-Israel. 5. 0't)) lli!, I')il) (kiin), kbnen,
hdkin 'arfstellen, errichten,' " Persica, T (1975-78), ll7-123; M. Dietrich, O. Loretz, J. Sanmar-
tin, "KUN-S und JKN im Ugaritischen ," UE 6 (1974), 47-53; E. Gerstenberger, "lD kiin ni.
feststehen," THAT l, 812-17 ; W Grundmann, "Etotpog,," TDNT, l, 704-6; M. J. Mulder, "Die
Partikel IP im AI," Rezembeing All the Way . . . Festschrifi OutdtestamentischWerkgezelschap
in Nederland. OTS, 2l (1981), 2Ol-227; E. Thlstra "The Use of P in Biblical Hebrew," OIS,
2l (1981), 228-239; G. J. Thierry, "Notes on Hebrew Grammar and Etymology," OfS, 9 (1951),
3-5.
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wicked man makes ready $ff;bnZn, "spans") his bow . . . , he prepares (hzfttn) his
instruments of death" (cf. also Ps. 68:10f.[9f.]). It is accordingly more common for
God to be the subject of the hiphil than of the polel.

The purely passive stems are rarely used: there is I occurrence of the polal @zk.
28:13),4 of the hithpolel, and 6 of the hophal. The niphal, which appears 66 times,
describes "fixed" entities like "full daylight" (n"l6n hayy6m: Prov. 4: l8) or a woman's
firm breasts (Ezk. 16:7), but refers more often to the result of an action generally

denoted by the hiphil or polel; it thus functions as a passive with nouns lke zera',
"descendants" (Ps. lO2:29[28]; cf. 89:5[4]); /<rssZ', "throne" (Ps. 93:2; cf. 103:19);

andl€!, "heart" (Ps.57:8[7]; cf. 10:17). The niphal can also denote preparations for
a future event, especially a cultic encounter with God: w"hdyfr nef;bntm le, "make
yourselves ready for" (Ex. 19:ll,15; cf.34:2; Josh. 8:4); hill<6n (Am.4:12; cf. Ezk.
38:7).

2. Nouns. Nominal derivatives of the root are rare. There are 17 occurrences of
mdkin, translated variously as "place, location"l or "position, support."2 In the sin-
gular, it is restricted to holy places, the place of Yahweh's presence (his throne: Ps.

89:15[4]; 97:2).The plural is found only once, in Ps. lM:5, where it refers to the

foundations of the earth, firmly established by God. "Secular" usage first appears in
Sir. 4l:1; 44:6,where it may mean "dwelling place" or "security." The feminine form
mef;bnd is used twice for a holy place (for the wornan who personifies wickedness in
Zec. 5:ll; for the altar in En. 3:3). In 23 other passages, it denotes the wheeled lavers
(RSV "stands") that were important objects in the temple of Solomon. In Neh. 11:28,

finally, m"kini is the name of a city. The substantives with a mem preformative often
show that what is established is the result of a kfin action (Ze*. 5:ll:. Ezr. 3:3); in other
words, they are not used ofthings that subsist independently. The noun tekfrnh appears

3 times: it denotes the place from which Yahweh gives help (Job 23:3), the arrangement

of the Jerusalem temple (Ezk. 43:11), and the quantity of silver and gold amassed at

Nineveh (Nah. 2: l0[9]).
A special problem is associated withydfttn Ad&fin in several LXX manuscripts), the

name of one of the temple pillars in 1 K. 7:15ff The entrance to Solomon's temple
was flanked by two bronze pillars nearly 9 meters (30 ft.) tall, topped by capitals with
botanical ornamentation. One was named yaktlfrn, the other b6'az. Much ink has been

spilled over the purpose and names of these pillars.3 Did they echo Canaanite masse-

bahs, standards at the entrance to Mesopotamian temples,a or Egyptian died pillars?s

It is generally agreed that the nane ydf;in is a catchword beginning an oracle or prayer

and is therefore a verbal form (not a noun with a yodh preformative). It clearly refers

l. GesB.
2. KBL3.
3. For a survey, see W. Komfeld, "Der Symbolismus der Tempelsiulen," 7AW 74 (1962),

50-57; M. Noth, Kozige. BK, Wl (1968), 152-55.
4. T. A. Busink, Der Tempel von Jetasalem, l: Der Tempel Salomos. SrFS, 3 (1970),317.
5. Komfeld.
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to the God of the temple; but what is it that this God "prepares"? Might the object of
the verb be the temple or the royal palace?

3. kEn. The OT form kEn exhibits a variety of meanings. Its relationship to the root
ftr2n is not clear.

a. Particle.It is disputed whether the particle ke7 (sometimes written ten-), usually
translated "so," derives from kfrn6 or from a demonstrative t.7 The particle frequently
emphasizes (anaphorically or otherwise) that what is said truly represents the facts of
the situation or the fulfillment of a prediction (122 out of 344 occurrences, according
to KBL), and therefore sometimes plays a significant role in religious texts.8

b. Conjunction (ldften). The conjunction ldkEn introduces a result clause and often
correlates withya'an ('aierlkt), "it is the case that"; in OT prophecy, it plays a key
role in the transition from description (invective) to prophecy (threat).e It is unclear
whether this conjunction is related to the particle and/or the root kfin. Ttre translation
"therefore"1O is probably too weak; a better rendering would be "in view of which,
on my word of honor."ll

c. Noun, "Right."There is clearly a noun kenlz that derives from the rootkfin.t3
According to GesB, it means "(what is) right"; according to KBL, it also means
"(what is) firm, upright, true." It is often hard to distinguish the noun from the
particle. The noun is found by GesB in 16 (19) passages, by KBI? in 20, and by KBL3
in 24. Different passages are included by each authority. The distinction between the
particle and the noun is significant, for example, in Am. 4:5, where the prophet
concludes his attack on a wealth of sacrifices coupled with a lack of social conscience
with the words /<i kEn'ohaltem. Is he speaking ironically ("you [claim to] love what
is right"t+; or merely summing up his charge ("for so you love to do")? The
admonition in Am.5:14 is equally obscure to the modern reader: "Seek good, and
not evil, that you may live, wayeht ken." Does this mean "thus what is right will
come to pass,"ls or does the last syntagma go with the following clause: "thus
Yahweh . . . will be with you?"r6

6. KBL2'3 under ke? II.
7. Cf . GesB., s.v. kEn l.
8. Mulder; Talstra; on way"ht-f,Enin Gen. l:7ff., see O. H. Steck, Der Schbpfungsbericht der

Priesterschifi. FRIANT, I 15 Cl98l), 97f.
9. K. Koch, The Growth of the Biblical Tradition (Eng. trans., New York, 21975),212.

lO. GesB, KBL.
11. F. J. Goldbaum, "Two Hebrew Quasi-Adverbs: J)) and l:N," "INEE 23 (1964), 132-35;

see also V. Maag, Text, Wortschatz und Begiffsweb des Buches Amos (Leiden, 1951), 82, 111f.;
F. Ndtscher, "Zum emphatischen Lamed," W, 3 (1953),375t.

12. I, GesB = ll, KBL3.
13. BLe, $61c"'.
14. Maag.
t5.Ibid.
16. The interpretation of most exegetes; see K. Koch, Amos. AOAT 30 (1976), l, 142, 172;

il,37.
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d. Noun, "Base, Offica" There is another nourl ken III, which appears as konn'

before suffixes and therefore derives from a by-form knn.r1 In 8 (or 9?) passages

(including I K.7:31?), it refers to the bronze pedestal of a priestly laver in the tent of
meeting. P may substitute this term for the wheeled laver (m"f;bnd) of Solomon's temple,
which has a mythological ring.18 In I passage, te7 denotes the crossbeam that supports

the mast on the deck of a ship (Isa. 33:23). In 6 passages,le it refers to the institution-
alized office of the royal butler (Gen. 4O:13;41:13) or that of the reigning king (Dnl.
ll:7,2Of .,38).

4. Special Problems.
a. The Root knn as a Possible By-form. Ps. 80:16(15) appeals to Yahweh:

"w"l1annd that which thy right hand has planted [= the vine of Israel]." Here GesB

finds the qal imperfect of a root meaning "cover, protect"; so probably does Mitchell
Dahood,20 who translates "take care of." Following the Targ., Ferdinand Hitzig (and

also KBt3) interprets w"ftannA as a suffixed form and translates "his shoot," a

meaning not otherwise attested for ken. On the basis of the LXX, Julius Wellhausen
proposes the conj. w"f;6n"nd (polel); other exegetes have accepted his emendation,
and there have been still other suggestions. Nevertheless, personal names like
k"nanya(hu), k"nani (Neh. 9:4, if it does not mean "someone born in the month
kanunu"zr), and yekonyahu ("may Yahweh establish him"?) suggest that the word
may represent a qal of knn.22

b. Personal Names. Other personal names demonstrate that the polel and hiphil of
kfin with a divine subject signiff a crucial numinous occasion in human hfe: kbnanydhfi,

y("h)6yd[in; also the niphal form nnkdn. Personal names based on the root kn plus a
theophorous element are common in Akkadian,z3 a1lvfafi,2a in Ugaritic,25 and in Phoeni-

cian.26

c.'dftEn. T\ienyzt considers the asseverative'df,dn a fossilized hiphil; most scholars

(most recently KBL3) reject the association with kfin.
d. A Star kywn? In 5:26, Amos accuses Israel of "carrying about the sikkfr! (of?)

your king and the kiyyfin (ol) your image, the star of your god." The Masoretes

vocalized both nouns to suggest the reading iiqq";, "abomination." The ancient ver-

sions indicate that the frst colon used the word sukki, "(festal) booth" (or possibly

17. GesB; cf. BI*, *71x.
18. K. Koch, Die Piesterschrift von Exodus 25 bis lzviticus 16. FRIANT, N.s. 53[71] ( 1959),

34t.
19. KBL3; kdn tY.
20. M. Dahood, Psalms II. AB, XVfi C1979),259.
21. KBL3.
22. IPN, 179, n. 2;202, n. l; KBLI, 461.
23. AN,356b.
24. APNM,221t.
25. PNU, 153.
26. Z. S. Hanis, A Grammar of the Phoenician Language. AOS, 8 (1936), I 10.

27. P. 4.
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"image"; cf. Ugar. s/czr, Akk. iukkuttu) and that the second used Akk. kayyamanu2s
in the aramaized form kiwdn, "the constant one," an epithet of the planet Saturn. As
the heavenly patron of kings, Saturn sees to the preservation of law and order on earth.
The context (Am. 5:21ff., esp. v. 24) shows that the people castigated by rhe prophet
expected that such rites, in conjunction with zelalt sacrifice, would bring divine seQdqd

to the cultic community and ensure their security in the land. For Amos, however, such
an idolatrous cult achieves the very opposite.2e

This initial survey of the lexical material, necessarily provisional, points to a lexeme
denoting energetic, purposeful action, aimed at forming useful enduring places and
institutions, with a secondary element asserting the reliability of statements.

II. Semitic Context l. Distibution The biliteral rmtlu with a long medial vowel
is widespread through all the Semitic languages. It has a broad range of meanings,
from the everyday sense of "belonging to" (with the prep. lallilll to religious dicta
concerning the endurance of the cult and of creation. It can even express ontological
conceptions such as nature, becoming, and being. The root appears primarily as a verb,
but (except in Arabic) factitive and causative stems are noticeably more common than
the simple stem. Nominal derivatives are likewise attested everywhere in a variety of
forms. [n the absence of semantic studies, a general semantic plane can only be
conjectured. A "basic meaning" of "upright" is proposed by GesB and G. J. Thierry,
"be firm, straight" by KBL3; it must be noted, however, that the focus in most texts is
not on a state but rather on making or becoming. What is emphasized is not stability
but permanence and utility. If we try to reduce the various usages to a single common
denominator, it would be: "call something into being in such a way that it fulfills its
function (in the life of an individual, in society, or in the cosmos) independently and
permanently."

2. South Semitic. In the South Semitic languages, the meaning appears to have
broadened to "being" or "becoming" in general; on occasion, Arab. kana can even be
a mere copula (wittr a predicate).m In Ethiopic, we find not only kbna, "take place,
become, exist," but also the theologically significant reduplicated formVanana, which
can mean both 'Judge" and "ru1e."31

3. Akkadian The range of meanings in Akkadian was probably narrower.32 The
simple stemkinu, "be or become permanent, trustworthy," can refer to the foundations
of buildings as well as to testimony and laws. The D stem, "make permanent, stabilize,
organize," is frequently used in "political" and cultic texts to describe the kingship,

28. AHw, tt (t972), 420.
29. See the discussion in Koch, Amos, l, 182f.; II, 40f.
30. wK/,s, t,451473.
31. bxLingAeth, 854-57, 861 -65.
32.AHw,11,438-44O; CAD,yill(1971),159-l'll. The latter, however,treatskhnu B separately

as a West Semitic loanword.
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throne, and scepter; in other contexts, it is used for the salutary intent of the human
hem(libbu) or the success of outstanding human deeds. Such contexts suggest Hebrew
usage,33 as does the technical use of the D stem to mean "prepare for cultic use." As
a nominal derivative, kiln(m),v "constancy, truth, faithfulness," is noteworthy; in
many ways it is analogous to Heb. miipAl denoting the meaningful permanence of
salubrious entities as well as the truth of statements and omens. Along with ntldiaru(m),
"righteousness,"3s kittwn, the feminine of the adj. kinu(m), "constant," represents the
power of an ordered and orderly reality; it is conceived as an invisible entity and
practically deified.36

4. Northwest Semitic. Understandably, the Northwest Semitic languages exhibit even
greater affinity with the OT.

a. Phoenician and Punic. An impv. lcana appeas as a Canaanite gloss in EA 147 , 36;
it refers to the appointrnent of a commander of the army. In Phoenician and Punic,37 the
verb is commonly used in the sense of "come into being, exist" or "belong to" (with /1;
in this usage, /crz occasionally takes the place of Heb. hAyA, which is not found in
Phoenician or Punic. It is also used specifically of institutions and "ideal" entities
important for the stability of society. In corresponding syntagmemes, kr may mean the
appearance of "evil in the land," but more often tlrc good bestowed by the gods, primarily
a plentiful supply of food but also offspring or "a good name for ever. " 38 Also noteworthy
is its use in royal ideology to express the endurance of a beneficent reign.3e In Punic, it is
also used for the office of temple overseers and market foremen.{ With respect to the Ol
its use (as a technical cultic term?) for the fulfillment of a vow should be mentioned.al

b. Ugaritic.In Ugaritic, too, the lexica translate kn as "be."42 A survey of the texts,
however, hardly supports so broad a translation. All the contexts are more restricted:
tn refers to the absolute desire for an enduring line of descendants.a3 The longer form
knn descibes either the creationa or installationas of the gods Ba'al and 'Anat by the
high god El.a6 We also find a causative stem ,lkn, probably meaning "make ready,
create," which must be distinguished from .itn, "dwell."a7 A nominal deivaiye knt,

33. See below.
34. AHw, 11, 494f .; CAD, Vm, 468-472.
35. -r iPl yir --> p1t ;dq.
36. H. Ringgren, Word and Wsdom (Lund, 1947), 53tr
37 . DISO, tt7.
38. KAI, 26 A,1,9, 14:, l, 5, 15; KN, 43, 15; 13, 17l' 14,8-11; 19, l0; 18, 6.
39. KAI, ll;26 A, I, 16, 19.
40. KAI,80, l; 130, 3;137,2.
41. KN, 40,5.
42. WUS, no. 1335; U\ no. l2l3.
43. KTU, l.l7 1,25,42;1.14, 15; 1.14, ll, with the noun rzlnr.
44. WUS; UT.
45. CMI. 145.
46. KTU, 1.3 Y 36; 1.4 M 48; l.l0 trI,6.
47. Dietrich-toretz-Sanmart(n.
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which }TUS is probably correct in translating "appointed sacrifice," appears in two
texts.48 In the second, Otto Eissfeldt translates it "permanencg."4e

c. Aramaic. Old Aramaic appears to have used the root infrequently. In later Jewish
Aramaic, only the reduplicated stems are used, the pael in the sense of "keep straight,"
used of concrete objects like the walls of a building as well as thoughts and ideas.
Nominal derivatives like ldwdn, "that which is upright," and l<awwdn(fi1)a', "inten-
tion," are more common.$ Usage becomes morc nuanced later in Syriac, where deriva-
tives of the root range in meaning from "righteous(ness)" &e'nd, kE'nfrg) to "natural"
or "nature" (keydnAyd, kEydnd).st The wide range of usage in Mandaic5z may have
been influenced by Akkadian.

III. Common Usage. The OT uses tr2n relatively infrequently in the language of
everyday life, and then only in specific circumstances. The polel and the corresponding
hithpolel are used of building a city to dwell in (Nu.2l:27; Hab.2:12 Ps. 107:36;
Prov.24:3) or spanning a bow to shoot (Ps. 7:l3ll2}. ll:2;21:l3ll2l), and in general
of preparing means to destroy an enemy (Isa. 51:13; Ps. 59:5[4]). Wisdom also uses

these forms when it appears necessary to reassert ttre certainty of something (Job 8:8).53

The hiphil and hophal refer !o preparation of a specific meal or of food in general (Gen.

43:16; Prov. 6:8; 24:27;3O:25), preparations for war with weapons, troops, and strategy
(Jer. 46:14; 5l:12; Ezk. 7:14; 38:7; Nah. 2:4[3]; hov. 21:31), and preparation of an

ambush in a private dispute (Ps. 57:7[6]; Job 15:35). They are also used to assert thar
a statement (l 5.23:22) or pronunciation (Jgs. 12:6) is correct. In the postexilic period,
the polel falls into almost total disuse and the hiphil appean to take over its usage; the
ratio of polel to hiphil is I (2?) to 7 in Job, 1 to 45 in the Chronicler. Now hdlltn is
also used with objects such as clotliing (Job 27:16f.), seats in the marketplace (Job
29:7), or even a gallows (Est. 6:4; 7:9f.). The niphal appean in similar contexts: it is
used of a solid house (Jgs. 16:29) and preparations for war (Ezk. 38:7), but also of a
true word (Gen. 4l:32; Dt. 13:15[141; l7:4). The fem. ptcp. n"f;bnd becomes an

independent substantive denoting the tmstworttriness of someone's words (Ps. 5: l0[9];
Job 42:7f.).

ln summary, we may state that in common usage kfin is limited to securing the basic
necessities of life, preparations for war, and asserting the truttr of statements. The
appropriateness of categorizing the third usage as "secondary"v is dubious. For the
Hebrews, the reliability of certain statements and traditions may have been as important
as the solidity of their houses and the security of their cities, so that the use of kAn in
both contexts may well be primary.

48. KTU, 1.23, 54; 1.65, 17.
49. O. Eissfeldt" El im ugaitischen Pantheon. BSAW, 9A4 (1951), 60, n. 3.
50. WTM, tr, 306-7; Jastrow, 622,631.
51. lzxSyr 321f.
52. MdD,207t.
53. M. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic texicography III," Bibl, t6 (1965),329.
54. THAT.
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IV. Technical Usage in the Cult From the earliest occurrences in the historical
books (Nu. 23:1,291' Josh.3:17;4:3f.) to the latest, the hiphil andhophal (neverthe
polel!) are used for ritually correct preparation of sacrifices, cultic sites, holy persons,

and sacred rites (Dt. 19:3; 1 K. 5:32[18]; 6:19;Ezk. 4O:43) required of all the devout.
Yahweh himself can hdfttn a cultic or sacrificial site (Ex. 23:20;Isa. l4,21;30.33;Zaph.
1:7). The sinful cult of an idol is also described in these terms (Isa. 40:20;Zec. 5:ll).
Some 50 out of the 110 occurrences of the hiphil are of this nature; 30 of these are in
I and 2 Chronicles, primarily in the context of David's preparations for building the

temple and Solomon's completion of the project (l Ch. 22,29:2 Ch. 1-3).
In such contexts, the niphal is used either reflexively to describe the subject's own

preparationsforaculticencounterwithGod(Ex. 19:11,15;34:2;Am.4:12)orpassively
for the mountain of God, prepared by God as the cultic center of the world (lsa.2:2;
Mic.4:1). The cultic association is even stronger in the nominal derivativesmn$6n,
m"ft6nd, fkfrn[ and ydlStn.ss It is noteworthy that there is no trace of this usage in the

Psalter except for the reference to prayer in Ps. 141:2.
The cultic usage of this lexeme, found also in other Semitic languages,s6 derives

from the conviction that cultic acts are the source of all life and prosperity for those
who share the cult. Therefore creative, purposeful preparation is necessary, on the part
of God as well as the worshipper, to guarantee the success of the rite.

V. Anthropological Usage. l. Psalms andWsdom Literature. The hiphil and polel of
tfin are used in the Psalms (frequently) and Wisdom (less often) forthe way the condition
of an individual or group is affected by conduct that promotes or impugns the well-being
of the community; this usage reflects the Hebrew notion that actions carry their own
consequences. Since right actions presuppose right thoughts and understanding, kfrn can
also be used for the conscious intention of one's own intellect (/e?).

According to wisdom teaching, those who are saddq by their conduct establish (Prov.

21:19 [hiphilT; 4:26 tnipha!) their way.s7 The same point can be made without an

expressed object: the honest "endure for ever" (Prov. 12:.29); through them their posterity
is also established (Ps. 102:29[28]; Job 21:8). The wicked, however, who bend (polel) the

bow against the innocent thereby prepare (hiphil) the weapon for their own death (Ps.

7:l3f .$2f .l; cf . 57:7[6]). In their hearts they prepare a mirmi that returns to destroy the
doer (Job 15:35); they prepare their day of darkness through their own hand (Job 15:23;
cf. l8:12). It is therefore possible, using the verb absolutely, to say that the wicked are not
established or are unable to establish themselves (Ps. l40:-12[1l);the niphal may be either
passive or reflexive). What they gain through their labors they unwittingly prepare for
thosewhoare soddtq(lob27:16f.).Thepreparationoftheintellectandwill(/Z!)necessary
for doing what is right consists in attending to the counsel of the wise @rov. 8:5;s8 20:18;
22: l8). Heedless slanderers, however, will not endure (Ps. 140: 1 2[ I I ]).

55. See I above.
56. See II above.
57. -+ '!1? deref;, ltr,28G88.
58. See BIIS.
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What wisdom treats as an immanent nexus of cause and effect the Psalter associates

with God. The "heart" is rightly ordered when the rfiah is faithful (ne'"man) to God
(Ps. 78:8; cf. v.37; ll2:7; I S. 7:3; Job 11:13). The Chronicler, too, associates stead-

fastness of le! wirh "seeking Yahweh" (ddrai:2 Ch. 12:14; l9:3; 30:19; cf.20:33;
1 Ch. 29:18; Ezr.7:lO). One's own way is accordingly ordered "before Yahweh" by
right actions (2 Ch. 27 :6). On the other hand, one can also say that Yahweh, understood
as the ultimate cause of human actions, strengthens the leb Gs. l0: 17; cf. 57:8[7]; Prov.
16:3) and orders the steps of mortals (Ps. 37 :23; 4O:3[2]; I l9: 133), making thetr dereft
steadfast (Ps. 119:5). He thus brings to fruition what the ldb has conceived (Prov. 16:9)
and establishes "the work of our hands" (Ps. 90:17). It is therefore a good idea to
commit one's work to Yahweh (Prov. 16:3). Conversely, he prepares judgment for
scoffers (Prov. 19:29). Since divine power encompasses human actions from the mo-
ment they are conceived by the mind to the time they yield their fruit, Yahweh is
addressed as the one who brings the evil of the wicked to fruition (gzr), just as he

establishes the righteous (polel: Ps. 7:10[9]).
The anthropological usage of this lexeme thus provides an eloquent illustration of

the Hebrew conviction that actions are linked inescapably with their consequences as

well as of the "panentheistic" notion that human existence is set within the domain of
Yahweh's governance.

2. Dead Sea Scrolls. In the Dead Sea scrolls, this tendency is heightened to belief
in the predestination of human actions, a notion often expressed by the hiphil of kfrn.
The lexeme becomes the key concept for the relationship between mortals and God.
"A man's way is not his to control, nor can he make his footsteps endure" (hiphil:
1QH 15:13; lQS 11:10). Of their own accord, mortal subjects cannot do what is good
and thus ensure a corresponding fate: "How could dust establish its steps?" (1QH
15:21). As creator, God not only frames the purpose of the ldb but also controls the
resulting steps (1QH 7:13); cf . lQH 1 :28. "Thou hast formed (y,sr) my riah and shaped
(kr2n hiphil) its works" (lQH 15:22). Even in the womb, those who are saddiq are
prepared (hiphil) for the day of God's pleasure (lQH 15:15; cf. l:19;2:17; etc.); they
go in the way of the divine leb afi are therefore established (niphal: IQH 4:22; cf.
IQS 3:9). Even the wicked, who cannot refrain from evil, are predestined (lQH 15:19).
Such "preparation" apparently comprehends everything that is, transcending the realm
of human existence (1QS 3:15; 1l:11).

YI. Creation. l. Psalter and Late Wisdom. Hymnic sections of the Psalter and late
wisdom praise Yahweh for what he establishes in creation, usually employing the hiphil,
rarely the polel, and hardly ever the passive niphal. The verb hefttn is never used of
creation as a whole but of extraordinary works that bring beneficent order to the rest
of creation, such as the heavens (Ps. 89:3[2]; Prov. 3:19; 8:27), the light of sun and
moon (Ps. 8:4[3]; 74:16), the mountains (Ps. 65:7[6]), and above all the earth as ftbe[
arable land moistened by rainfall (Ps.24:2',68:10[9]; Jer. 10:121. etc.). Strictly speaking,
hefttn does not denote an act of creation as such but the shaping and establishing of an
entity already present. Thus Yahweh made the earth in order (/'+ inf.) to form and

establish it (hiphil: Ier. 33:2). The making of the 'eres is followed by the h€lin of the
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tEldl (Jer.5l:15). The consequential and purposeful nature of divine kfin is clear in
Isa.45:18:

lYahweh] . . . who formed (ypr) the earth and made (Yft) it,
who established (k6nen) it.
He did not create (br') ft a bhfr;
he formed it to be inhabited.

The statement of purpose ("formed for habitation") in the second line probably parallels
kbnEn in the first. The positive aspect of knn (hiphil and polel), implying the preser-
vation and enhancement of life, explains why the passages under discussion often cite
the myth of God's baule with the primeval sea in antithesis to God's haf;tn. Gd
established the earth above the tumultuous seas (Ps. 24:lf.; cf. Jer. 10:12f. par. 5l:15f.).
Having slain Leviathan and related monsters, Yahweh established light and the sun as

forces of order (Ps.74:12-16) or the mountains to maintain the cosmos (Ps. 65:7f.[6f.]).
He brought into being se/eq and miipdl as "guarantors" (mdftbn) of his throne (Ps.

89:10- l5[9-14]).
lts functional sense of purpose explains why the wage of hdf,in combines primeval

and present-day acts of creation, the governance of the seasons, and (ess often) the
governance of sacred history. Like the fruitful earth, Yahweh first made (Yft) Israel and
then established (kwn hiphil) it as his own people @t. 32:6;2 5.7:24); the same usage
describes his establishment of Zion as the site of his cultic presence upon earth (Ps.

48:9[8]; 87:5; this usage is closely related to the cultic usage discussed in IV above).
Just as God prepared the fruitful earth in the beginning, so in the present he prepares
rain (Ps. 147:8), grain and food (Ps. 65:10[9]; 78:20; Job 38:41), and shelter (Ps.

lO7:36). And he shapes every human being in the womb as an individual (Job 3l : 15

[reading the pole!; Ps. I 19:73). The creative establishment of vital cosmic and historical
phenomena is ascribed more particularly to attributes of Yahweh such as his strength
(Ps. 65:7[6]),his t6!6 (Ps. 68:11[10]), or his "mfrnh (Ps. 89:3[2]; 119:90); in Wisdom
Literature, they are also ascribod to bokmh (Prov. 3:19; 8:27; cf. Jer. 10:12 par. 51:15;
1QH 1:14, 19). On the other hand, such entitities can themselves be looked upon as

creatures established by God, e.g., hofunfr (Job 28:27) and mAidrim (Ps. 99:4).se
The creative aspect of the lexeme, already noted in Ugaritic,60 does not arise from

an authentically Israelite idea; it was borrowed from the Canaanites. It is nevertheless
noteworthy ftat the Psalms associate it with God's battle against the chaotic sea. This
association is not found at Ugarit, where Baal's battle with the sea has nothing to do
with creation; kn is used instead for acts of creation by the peaceful patriarchal god El.

2. Temple of Solomon. The ten m"!6n61in the temple of Solomon present a special
problem. The word is usually translated "wheeled lavers"6l (RSV "stands"), a meaning
that has nothing to do with the root kin. Each of these objects was a metal box roughly
2 meters (6 ft.) on a side and I meter (3 ft.) high, decorated with lions, oxen, and

59. On the star kbwdn as mediator of ;"QaqA, see I.4.d above.
60. See II above.
61. Most recently by KBL3.
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cherubim, supporting a laver with a capacity of about 920 liters (240 galgez or 1575
liters (415 gal.)63 and mounted on four wheels (l K.7:27-39). Since each must have
weighed at least two and a half tons,s it is debatable whether the ten objects were
actually moved within the temple or the wheels merely symbolized movement.

According to2K. l6:17, these objects were stripped of their mythological trimmings
by Ahaz; the Chronicler reduces them to basins in which the sacrificial animals were
washed (2 Ch . 4:6,14). Excavations on Cyprus65 and at Megiddo6 have unearthed smaller
and simpler parallels, showing that such "vehicles" played a role in Canaanite religion.
On Zion, there were five along each of the long walls of the temple; together with the altar
and m"ndrd, they were the most striking furnishings of the Solomonic temple and most
therefore have played an important role in the cult. undoubtedly they are earthly
likenesses of heavenly entities (clouds? constellations?) responsible for rain.67 But why
were there so many in the temple? It seems that Sigmund Mowinckeltr has hit upon the
only plausible explanation: during the autumn festival at Jerusalem, creation as an
actualization of the mythological battle with the primeval sea was regularly celebrated in
symbolic dramatic presentations, which included such rain-chariots accompanying the
arrival of the deity. Since in the context of divine creation hzf;tn is associated with
Yahweh's battle with the sea,6e the term m"kbnd is best explained as involving a mem
prefix with instrumental meaning: "that which preparcs [the rain and earth]." Ps. 65, a
"harvest thanksgiving," supports this interpretation, citing first Yahweh's victory over the
sea and then his beneficent visitation of the earttr (vv. lOb, I 2[9b, I 1]):

The canal of God is full of water.
Thou preparest (tr2z hiphil) their grain, for permanenrly [or "so" (tzz)] thou dost
prepare it [the earth: tcgnehi; polel?]. . . .

Thou crownest the year of thy bounty;
the tracks of thy chariot drip with fatness.

VII. Thmne and Kingdom.l. Davidic Kingship. At certain high points in the history
of David and Solomon, the historical bools state that with this or that event God
established, prepared, or secured the Davidic kingship 

- fts1rysyg161e wishes to translate
thehiphilorpolel of kfrn. Thuswereadintheheartof Nathan'sprophecy (25.7:12f.):

When your [David's] days are fulfilled,
you will lie down with your fathers.
And I will raise up (hdqim) your seed after you . . .
and I will establish (heltn)his kingdom.

62. E. Wiirthwein, Die Biicher der Kbnige. ATD, XIll (1977), in loc.
63. Noth, in /oc.
64. Busink,349.
65. AOB, 505t.
66. ANEP, no. 587.
67. Noth, 162 translates: "rainbearers."
68. S. Mowinckel, Psalmenstudien, l: Das Thronbesteigungsfest Jahwiis und dcr IJrsprung

der Eschatoloeie (1922, repr. Amsterdam, 1961).
69. See above.
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He shall build a house 'for me,'
and I will establish (kbnen) the throne of his kingdom for ever.

As elsewhere, the polel denotes an action that accompanies the purpose stated by
the hiphil; the permanence of the throne establishes the kingship. The necessary con-
dition is the guarantee of succession promised by Yahweh. This theme is taken up once
more by the conclusion of the Court History of David (l K.2:12): "So Solomon [finally
and conclusivelyl sat upon the throne of David his father; and his kingdom was firmly
established (tikkdn m"'64.* It is also taken up by the second conclusion (v. 46): "So
the kingship was established (nakbn) in the power of Solomon" (cf. Solomon's own
words in v. 24). The account of David's rise to power appears also to have ended with
such an historico-theological summary (2 S. 5:12): "And David perceived that Yahweh
had established lhiphil] him as king over Israel and that his kingship had been exalted

@iiie) for the sake of [Yahweh's] people Israel." It is noteworthy that David does not
perceive this when he is anointed (v. 3) but only after he has captured Jerusalem for
his residence and built his palace (w. 6tr !). In the case of Saul, too, 1 S. 13:13 (cf.
20:31) presupposes that the divine establishment of mamldf;d was not the result of
anointing but would take place in a subsequent reaffirmation.

Possession of the city of Jerusalem, dynastic continuity, and an enduring throne
appear to go together for these traditions, which probably derive from the environment
of the court. But their association also has a profound religious significance; it is the
result of a specific creative act on the part of Yahweh. It is therefore a theme of prayer
and praise in the royal psalms (Ps. 89:3,38[2,37]) and can even be t]rought of as the
substance of the Davidic covenant (v. 5[a]).

Wisdom Literature and the Prophets treat this association somewhat differently. A
king who is true to his people, who rejects the wicked and supports the poor, by his
actions and their inevitable consequences establishes his throne forever Qikkdn la'a/:
Prov. 29:14- 16:12; 25:5; Isa. 9:6[7]; l6:5).

2. Divine Kingship. The establishment of the Israelite kingship through an enduring
throne upon earth has its parallel in the enduring divine kingship in heaven. There Yahweh
established his throne in the beginning @Af,6n me'az "from then on," usually mistrans-
lated "from the first" !); its endurance reflects that of the fruitful earth below (Ps. 93:2;
96:10; I Ch. 16:30) and makes it possible for him to vouchsafe tdAqA to his worshippers
onearth(Ps.9:8[7];103:17-19).Theentitiesseg/eqandmiipdtareevencalledtheenduring
foundations @aLbn) of the divine throne @s. 89:15[14]; 97:2).to

Yahweh's kingship, which he establishes permanently for his own sake and the sake

of his creation, is associated (in the preexilic period) both with primeval creation and
with the contemporary cult on Mt. Zon. This is attested by Solomon's prayer at the
dedication of the Temple (1 K. 8:12f.) in its ancient form, preserved in LXX':

70. On the Egyptian origin of the throne structure, see H. Brunner, "Gerechtigkeit als Fun-
dament des Thrones," fI; 8 (1958), 42G28; on Akkadian parallels, see G. Ahlstnim, Psalm 89
(Lund, 1959),53-55.
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Yahweh has established (hefttn) the sun in the heavens.
He has said that he would dwell in thick darkness.

[And so] I have built a house of dominion (z"bul) for rhee,
an enduring foundation @nkbn) for thy throne for ever.

The md\bn of the divine throne above Zon can hardly be distinguished from seQeq

and miipdt, its buttresses or guarantees of permanence,Tl especially since the psalms
in question link both entities with God's enthronement on Zon (Ps. 97:1-8;
89:15f.[14f.]). The language that speaks of the hektn of Yahweh as king lends Zion and
its cult a mediating role and hence cosmic significance. Even the sun and dark clouds
are so established as to serve Yahweh's sovereignty through the rites of the Jerusalem
temple, whence they "maintain" the earth and the human race. Thus faith in Yahweh's
kingship as a dynamic force closes the circle initiated by hef;tn whenever the lexeme
is used with a divine subject.

Koch

71. See above.

Contents: I. Etymology, Occurrences, Meaning. tr. The Object. Itr. Usage: 1. Secular;

2. Religious; 3. Origin of Religious Usage.

kds. H. Bardtke and B. Reicke, "Becher," BHHW I 0962),208f.; A.-G. Barrois, Manuel
d'archiologie biblique, I (Paris, 1939): Z. Ben-Hayyi, The Literary and Oral Traditions of
Hebrew and Aramaic amongst the Samaitans, II (Jerusalem, 1957): W. Beyerlin, Die Rettung
der Bedriingten in den Feindpsalmen der Einzelnen auf institutionelle Zusammenhdnge unter-
sucht. FRLANT, N.S. 81[99](1970); Y. Brand, Ceramics in Talmudic Literature (Jerusalem,
1953) [Heb.]; H. A. Brongers, "Der Zornesbecher," OTS, 15 (1969), 177-192; G. H. Dalman,
AuS, IV (1935), 390f.; VII (1942),227-29; idem, Jesus-leschua (1922, repr. Darmstadt, 1967);
J. G. Davies, "The Cup of Wrath and the Cup of Blessing," Theology, 5l (1948), 178-180;
M. Dietrich and 0. Loretz, "Der Vertag zwischen Suppilutuma and Niqmandu ," WO,3 (1966),
232-39; S. Fraenkel, Die aramiiischen FremdwdrterimArabischen (Leiden, 1886); L. Goppelt,
"not{prov," TDNT, yl, 148-158; H. Gressmann, "Der Festbecher," in Beitriige zur Reli-
gionsgeschichte und Archiiologie Paliistinas. Festschrift E. Sellin (1927), 55-62; idem, "H
xowovro tcov Ocntrrovrov," ZNW 20 (1921),224-23O; idem, Der Ursprung der israelitisch-
jiidischen Eschatologie. FRIANT, 6 (1905); M. Haran, "The Reliefs on the Sides of the
Sarcophagus of Ahiram King of Byblos," BIES, 19 (1955),56-65 [Heb.], II-trI [Eng. summary];
A. M. Honeyman, "The Pottery Vessels of the OT," PEQ,7l (1939), 76-90;H. Jahnow, Das
hebriiische lzichenlied im Rahmen der Volkerdichtung. BZAW, 36 (1923); J. L. Kelso, Tfte
Ceramic Vocabulary of the OT. BASORSUp, 5f. (1948); T. Klauser and S. Griin, "Becher,"
MC, ll (1954), 37-62; E. W Klimowsky, "Symbols on Ancient Jewish Coins," The Dating
and Meaning of Ancient Jewish Coins and Symbols. Numismatic Studies and Researches, 2
(1958), 8l-97; W. Lotz, "Das Sinnbild des Bechers," NKZ, 28 (1917), 396407; R. Otto, I/,e

E
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I. Etymology, Occurrences, Meaning. The noun /cds appears 3l times in the MT
of the OT with the meaning "cup, goblet." It has cognates in many Semitic lan-
guages (Ugar. ks, Akk. kdsu(m), Aram. ks &As), Syr. and Mand. kasa, Arab. ka'su,
Tigre /cas). The LXX always translates the word with potdion. It also interprets the
k"b zdhd! of Est. l:7 as potdria chrysd kai argyni.The potiirion of Lam. 2:13 is
probably due to an error confusing kym and kivs, which resemble each other in some
scripts.

II. The ObjecL The noun /<6s denotes a drinking vessel, variable in size (Ezk.
23:32), for wine (Jer. 35:5; Prov. 23:31) or water (2 S. l2:3); such vessels were used
by rich (Gen.40:11,13,21) and poor (2 S. 12:3). They might therefore be executed
with high artistry in gold (Jer.51:7) or simply made of clay (Ezk.23:33f.[?]). One
possible form, a lotus blossom, is mentioned in I K. 7:26 par. 2 Ch. 4:5. This
information is in part confirmed and in part supplemented by extrabiblical and
postbiblical texts. As in the Bible, the materials mentioned include goldl and clay,2
but also silver,3 copper or bronze,4 and stone.s Although there was a normal size, the
weights listed by Manfred Dietrich and Otto Loretzo suggest considerable variation.
Although the assignment of particular forms to the various terms is not absolutely
certain, archaeological evidence supplements the textual record. The noun k6s in-
cludes both bowl-shaped and stemmed vessels.T Cups of a material other than clay
are very rare in Israel and Palestine.8 There are Egyptian faience goblets shaped like
lotus blossoms.e

III. Usage. 1. Secular As a rule, an individual would drink wine or water from a
tds; this does not rule out the possibility of using it for other purposes such as giving
animals something to drink (2 S. 12:3).10 A special role was played by the cup of

Kingdomof GodandtheSonof Man(Eng. trans.,Boston,21957);J.L.Palache, Semantic
Notes on the Hebrew Itxicon (Eng. trans., Leiden, 1959); L. J. Rachmani, "D'11." EMiqr I\l
(1962),50f.; A. Reifenberg, Ancient Jewish Coins (Jerusalem, 4tg0S); H. Ringgren, "Vredens
kalk," SE4, 17 (1952), 19--30; D. Ruiz-Baxdanelli, lz symbolisme de ta coipi dans la bible
(Lic., Fribourg , l97l); E. D. Van Buren, The Flowing Vase and the God with Streams (Berlin,
1933).

I . Dietrich-Loretz, 235; AHw, ll (1972), 454b; cf . Est. 1:7 LXX; Mishnah Tamid 11i.4; Me'iL
v. l,3.

2. Dietrich-Loretz, 235.
3. Dietrich-Lorea,235; KTU, 3.1,31: AHw, Il, 454b; AP, 61,4.
4. Dietrich-Loretz,235; AHw, II, 454b; AE 51, 12; 61, l.
5. Mishnah Para i1i.2.
6. Pp.235f.
7. Kelso, 19.
8. BRL2, index, s.v. "Becher."
9. H. Schiifer, Die dgyptischen Prunkgeftissg mit aufgesetzten Randverzierungen (l*ipzig,

1903),13.
10. Cf. Dietrich-l,oretz, 235; Mishnah Tamidiii.4.
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consolation given to mourners (Jer. 16:7) as part of the meal that played an important
role in rites of condolence (Jer. 16:7; Ezk. 24:17,22; Hos. 9:4).r I

2. Religious. Prophetic texts from the period just before the exile and from the
exilic period use the image of a cup that must be drained to describe the judgment
that awaits Judah and the nations (Jer. 25:15-29), Nebuchadnezzar (Hab. 2: 16), Judah
(Ezk. 23:31-34), Edom (Jer. 49:.12; Lam. 4:21), or has already befallen rhe nations
(Jer. 5 1 :7) and Judah (Isa. 5 I : I 7-23). In the hand of the person who is to drink from
the cup, its contents, which come from Yahweh's hand (Jer. 25:15,171' 5l:7; Hab.
2:16; Ezk. 23:31; Isa. 51:17), may be literal (wine; Jer. 25:15;51:7) or figurative
(wrath: Jer. 25:15; Isa. 5l:17 ,22). Those who drink of it lose rheir senses. Being drunk
(Jer.25:27;Ezk.23:33; Isa. 51:21; Lam.4:21), they stagger (gd'ai: Jer. 25:16), reel
(rd'al: Hab.2il6,t2 tur'el6: lsa. 5l:17,22), act as though crazed (hll: Jer.25 16 5l:7),
strip themselves bare ('rh: Larr.4:21), vomit, fall, and rise no more (Jer. 25:27) -clearly degrading behavior, as Hab.2:16 says directly. Here, too, interpretation can
color the imagery: this drunkenness evokes horror and desolation (Ezk. 23:33).
Although they do not use the word k6s, the threats against Nineveh (Nah. 3:11), Judah
(Jer. 13:13), and the nations (Ob. 16) reflect the same idea. The liturgy of Ps. 75,
however, describes in great detail how the cult prophet proclaims judgment against
the wicked in the land:I3 from the cup in Yahweh's hand they must drain the foaming
wine to the dregs (v. 9[8]). Such a prophecy ofjudgment has probably been turned
into a declaration of confidence in Ps. 11, a prayer. Here again we note that the
contents of the cup are interpreted rather than described (v. 6). In the other passages
(Ps. 16:5; 23:5; 116:13), the cup plays a positive role. Although *rey are far less
colorful than the texts describing judgment, rhey show that the psalmist drinks
salvation from the cup. It is reasonable to assume that we are dealing with the same
cup, which brings judgment to the raid' and deliverance to the saddfq, especially
since the first two passages appear in hymnic prayers and Ps. 116:13 also speaks of
the psalmist's assurance of salvation.

3. Origin of Religious Usage. Apart from the commonplace of the deity with a cup,
H. A. Brongers has shown that caution is in order in the use of extrabiblical parallels
to explain biblical usage. He is wrong, however, in his pessimistic conclusion that the
cup is nothing more than a metaphor. It is noteworthy that this image appears only in
a restricted environment. We find it in texts of the late preexilic and exilic periods
(subject to the difficulty of dating certain Psalms), on which its use in texts outside the
OT is clearly dependent (lQpHab ll:14f.: Hab.2:16; Ps.Sol. 8:14f.: Jer. 32:15 LXX;
Rev. 14:18: Jer.5l:7; Rev. 14:10: Jer.25:15; Rev. 16:19: Isa.51:17; Rev. 17:4: Jer.

11. Cf. Jahnow 7,31.
12. BHS; given a different meaning by W. Rudolph, Habaktuk. KAT Xln/3 0975),221.
13. Jiirg Jeremias, Kulprophetie und Gerichtnerkiindigung in der spiiten Kiinigszeit Israels.

wMANt 35 (1970), U8f.
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5l:7; Rev. 18:3: Jer. 25:15). Furthermore, all these texts have some relationship to the

cult. The association of the Psalms and Lam. 4:21 withworship is evident. As priests,

Jeremiah and Ezekiel were clearly familiar with the professional lore of the priesthood.

Scholars have identified Habakkuh Nahum, and Obadiah as cult prophets' Deutero-

Isaiah uses the genre of the cultic lament (Isa. 51:17-23).

Of the cups in the Second Temple,la one must have played a particularly important

role; otherwiie it would not have been honored by reprcsentation on the Arch of Titus.ls

There is no reason not to see in it the prototype of the cup that symbolizes the theocratic

state on many coins from the period of the first Judaeo-Roman War (65-70 A'D')'16 Not

only do Pss. 11, 16,23,75, and 116 speak of drinking in the temple, but so does Ob.

tO;-it is reasonable, therefore, to assume that this metaphor derives from the language

of the cult. Beyerlin has established that Pss. 1l and 23have to do with the divine

judgment to which those who are wrongly accused appeal. Drinking from the cup

deter-ines guilt or innocence; it means salvation or condemnation. This is where we

must look for the concrete situation to which these texts allude'17
G. Mayer

14. Mishnah Tamid iii.4; Me'il. v. l; cf. Josephus B,/ vi'388'
15. AOB, no. 509.
16. Y. Meshorer, lewish Coins of the SecondTemple Period (Eng. trans., Tel Aviv, 1976),

nos. 148, l5l, 152,154, 155, 158, 159, 163, 164; cf. Klimowsky, 87f'

17. See also I. Engnell , Siuaics in Divine Kingship in the Ancient Near East (Uppsala' 1943),

210; Ringgren.

al) Uu r;)!l kaza!; lf?S 'atsznb.;t111 kidba:'l!? kozbi; f'l?N 'a&zii;

a'i\l ke ztb; X]Llr kbzeQd'

Contents: I. General: 1. Cognates; 2. Proper Names; 3. Statistics and Syntax; 4. Basic

Meaning; 5. LXX. II. OT Usage: l. verb; 2. Nouns. Itr. Theology: l. Inherent Falsehood;

2. Avoidable Falsehood.

I. General.
l. Cognates. The lexica generally translate the root kzb as "lie" (verb and noun),

"lying," "liar." It is distinci fro- the root kzb ll,1 "be abundant, magnificent."2 The

kzb. M. A. Klopfenstein, Die Lilge nach dem AT (zluich, 1964), esp. 176-254; idem, "al)
kzb i,;gen,,, THAT: I,817-823; H. Conzelmann, "rye66og," TDNT [11,594-603, esp. 597-99.

1. Equivalent n kazpbu I in AHw, il, (1972), 467 '

2. The roots are still lumped together by GesTh, 674; GesB' s'v'
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root kzb I is common in Arabic (kadaba).3 It is found in Imperial Aramaic (kdb II,
kdbh, kzb)a and is very common in Jewish Aramaic (k"dob, kUbA', l<adddbA', kazbana',
kazd\,s as well as Syriac6 and Mandaic.T It is not attested in Ugaritic; the Ugaritic
name bn kzbns is discussed below. It appears as a foreign word in the El Amarna
tablets,e but is otherwise unknown in Akkadian. It may also appear in Hebrew in Lachish
ostracon VItr (reading uncertain) and once in Biblical Aramaic (Dnl. 2:9).to The root
is therefore restricted to West Semitic, where it is very common in various substantival
and verbal forms.

2. Proper Names. Nu. 25:15,18 mention a Midianite woman named kozbt (Sam.
kzbyt). GesTh (s.v. kozbt) ard GesB (s.u kzb) still derive this personal name from /<zD

I, "lie." The homonymous root kzb Il (= AHw lazibu D, "be abundant, magnificent,"
however, is common in Akkadian personal names.ll The Ugaritic personal name (bn)
kzbnr2 also derives from kzb [I.t3 The epithet bn kzb'(with orthographic variants)
applied to Bar Kokhba probably also derives from kzb II ("the magnificent")la and
was later reinterpreted in the sense of kzb I ("liar"). Most scholars today therefore
derive the feminine name kozbt from /czb II.l5

The situation is different in the case of the various toponyms based on kzb (6
occurrences in the MT), which are usually considered to be of pre-Israelite Canaanite
origin. Mic. l:14 mentions 'akztb, a city in southern Judah identical with the'abztb of
Josh. 15:44. Josh. 19:29 and Jgs. 1:31 speak of a city bearing the same name in the
territory of Asher. The Judahite 'akztb may also appear in one of the Lachish ostraca;16
the northem 'akztb is clearly mentioned in the Sennacherib prism.l7 The town of k"zib
in Gen. 38:5 is identified with the southern 'alzt!, x is ('ani\ k6zeba'in I Ch. 4:22.
These toponyms are generally derived from kzb I, "lie," with the meaning "[place by
thel deceptive [i.e., dry] watercourse,"l8 and are associated with the noun 'akzd.b.

For several reasons, however, the possibility of deriving (some of?) these toponyms

3. WKAS,90tr.
4. DISO,115, l17.
5. WTM, s.v.

6. See l*xSyri s.v.

7. See MdD, s.v. kdb l.
8. UT, no. 1214.
9. Ct. AHw, U, 467, s.v. kazdbu l; luzbutu.
10. See tr.2.c below.
11. Cf. AHw, s.v. kazbum: AN, 249.
12. UT no.1214.
13. Cf. KBL3, s.v. kzb II; PNIL 29.152.
14. Cf. F. Ndtscher, "Bar Kochb4 Bar Kosba: der Sternsohn, der Priichtige," W 1l (1961),

449-451.
15. Cf. KBL3, s.v. kozbi and kzh Il.
16. Lachish ostracon VItr, vol. I ('kzb); but cf. Klopfenstein, Die Liige nach dem AT nn.770,

1208.
17. il,40; ANET, 287.
18. See, e.9., M. Noth, Das Buch Josua. HAT Vll (1953), 142.
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from kzb II, "be abundant," should not be ruled out totally. Even if it should turn out
to be true that the noun'akzdb always and invariably refers to a (deceitful) watercourse
(but cf. tr.2.b below), the association of the toponyms with this noun is by no means

as direct as is commonly assumed, as we can see from the forms k"ztb (Gen.38:5) and

kozebd' (l Ch. 4:22).In Josh. 15:44, LXXB reads Kezib for 'aftztp, and in Josh. 19:29

Echozob; it appears therefore not to reflect the pronunciation'a[zi| in either passage.

At many sites in Palestine, it is very common for a wadi to flow only in the rainy
season and to be dry at other times. It is highly unlikely that such a common and

unremarkable phenomenon should account for the names of several individual villages,
presumably from the time of their original foundation.

Finally, it should be noted ttrat in the Copper scroll from Qumran (3Q15 7:14,15)
we find hh,vsb'as the name of a village in Wadi el-Qelt; it clearly survives in the Greek
name of the present-day monastery of St. George: Chdlouziba.le The accent was

probably on the first syllable; cf. swdm for Sodom in lQIs" 1:9,10; 3:9. The name is

clearly associated with the spring 'Ain el-Qelt, which has a permanent and substantial

flow; it cannot derive from a wadi flowing only in the rainy season. Furthermore, the

two references to water in Wadi el-Qelt are so different in nature that the name hkwzb',

which must be associated with the appearance of water, cannot possibly refer both to
the spring and to a wadi that flows only during the rainy season.2o In the face of the

real situation, the Arabic legend that 'Ain el-Qelt or possibly some other spring is
intermittent and can therefore be called "deceitful"2l cannot have led to a name based

on kb I, "lie." It is therefore highly likely that hlcwzb'in 3Q/5 7:14,15 derives from
kzb ll, "be abundant."

Like the personal names kozbt and ben l<b1tQd', therefore, the (Canaanite) toponyms
in the OT may derive not from lczb l, "lie," but from kzb 11, "be abundant." Even if
the customary derivation of these toponyms from kzb I should be correct, they have

no bearing on the meaning and especially the theological usage of kzb I and will
therefore be ignored in the discussion that follows.

3. Statistics and Syntax. The root kzb I appears in the OT both as a verb and in a

variety of noun forms. Of the 56 occurrences (including Sirach and Dnl. 2:9 but not
proper names), the great majority - roughly nvo thirds - involve nouns.

a. Verb. The verb appears 17 times (including Sir.. l6:2ln). The qal is represented

only by the act. prcp. kbzeQ in Ps. 116:11, where it clearly functions as a noun, being
the predicate of a noun clause. The niphal appears twice (Job 41:9[Eng. v. l]; Prov.

30:6), the hiphil only once (Job 24:25). The remaining 13 occurrences (including Sir.

16:21) all involve the piel. The piel, however, does not focus on an action or event but

19. M. Baillet, J. Tadeusz, and R. de Vaux, lzs 'petites grottes' de Qumrin. DID,III (1962),

231, no. l5c; 242, no. 52; 2@, no. 2O; 265, no. 20, with bibliog.
20. Contra DlD, m,231, no. l5c.
21. DJD, fr,242,no.52.
22. Verses as counted in D. Barttr6lemy and O. RickenbacheL Konkordanz zum Hebriiischen

Siraclr (Giittingen, 1973).
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on its result; it refers to the generation of the the condition or ..thing', 
denoted by nouns

from the same root.23 Thus 14 of the 17 occurrences of the verb, including the qal
participle, have a clear affinity with the substantival use of the root. The same holds
true for the 2 occurrences of the niphal. This observation must be kept in mind when
we discuss the basic meaning of the root kzb 1.24

- 
In Job 24:25, the hiphil has a pronominal "objecg" but this object is itself the subject

of the kzb that is brought about. In Mic. 2:11, ieqer is not realiy the transitive object
of kzb piel; it is used adverbially to modis and intensify the vert. The verb kb is not
found with any other "objects." It has in itself a meaning that does not need to be
amplified by further reference to an "object." we therefore-do oot have any ..objects,,
of kzbltohelp us determine its basic meaning or speci$r various shades of this meaning.
Here we are helped by the nature of its various .,subjects."zs

In 5 passages, a prepositional phrase associates the action denoted by kzb piel with
persons (le: Ezk 13:19; Ps. 78:36; 89:36[35); b":2K. 4:16; .al_penA: 

rob U.2gzo;. the
action thus takes place in the context of communication involving one or more persons,
an element that is probably also consistently present in the othei passages.2T

It is noteworthy that no (negative) imperatives are found; neither are there negative
imperatives of other verbs with the noun kdTd! as object. Although kb I is ciearly
evaluated negatively, it appears neither in "apodictic,, instructiois to refrain from
dealing falsely nor in "casuistic" laws as a punishable offense. This striking observation
must also be kept in mind in determining the basic meaning.2s

b. Nouns. Substantival forms of kzb I are much more 
"o*on than the verb. The

notn kizdb occurs 3l times in the MT, plus 5 in Sirach (Sir. l5:g [ms. A]; 15:20;31:L;
36:24 [tBxt?];5l:2). of these occurrences, 12 involve the plural i11 -i7n;zs the rest involve
the singular. Twice we find the (nominalized) adj.'aLzab (Jer. l5:lg; Mic. 1:14) and
once the Aramaic subst.3o kilbd @nL2:9).

Only once is the plural of kdzdb used as the subject of a clause (Am. 2:4, meta_
phorically for idols). The singular appears once in a double accusative construction
(depending on -+ Etii? .fiz), corresponding to the subject of a noun clause (Isa. 2g:15).
In 16 passages, the singular or plural of l<nzab depends on a noun or participle (function-
ing as a noun) in the construct, serving attributively to describe p"r.om or objects. It
serves the same function as predicate of a noun clause in ps. oz:to(s) and in the use
of Aram. kiQbdin apposition to milld.In its 2 occurrences, (kcm6),akzdb isthe predicate
of a noun clause, likewise being used as a noun to denote something that is present.

23. Ct. E. Jenni, Das hebrtiische pi.el (Ztd.rch, 196g), passim.
24. See I.4 below.
25. See I.4 below.
26. Ct. EA 62,39t.,43f.; 138, tt9; ana pan.
27. See I.4 below.
28. See I.4 below.
29. ct.D. Michel, Grundregung einer hebriiischcn syntax (Neukirchen-vruyn, 1977),4o,45,

59, etc.
30. See tr.2.c below.
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Altlrough the stock phrase ydptafu (k"zdbtm), found 5 times (Prov' 6:19; 14:5'25;

19:5,9), does not involve a cons-truct, more likely representing a finite form of the

verb,3r k"zdf;tmhas ceased to function as an object. In conjunctionwith'dQ, this plural

(yke ieqerjeqarim or '"mfrntmJ'eme!) descibes the character of a witness in court; it
is therefore a kind of adverbial accusative, so that even here kaza! chatacterizes a

person by describing how he or she has come to act habitually'

In the remaining 12 passages, kdzdb is an accusative objecc twice of a participal in

the absolute functioning as a verb (Ezk. l39; 22:28), once of an infinitive @zk'

21:341291), and 9 times of a finite verb (dbr piel: Jgs. 16:10,13; Hos. 7:13; Z.eph.3:13;

Dnl. 11:27; rbh piel: Hos. l2:2[ 1]; bzh: Ezk.13:8; bq.i piel: Ps' 4:3[2]; rsft: Ps' 62:5141)'

But the participles and probably also the infinitive are used in apposition to characterize

p"r*onr; and often the verbal clause with kdzdb as object must be construed as the

predicate (clause) of a (compound) noun clause,32 so that even as accusative object of

a f,rnite verb kdzdQ often describes a noun denoting a person or thing'

In the great majority ofpassages, therefore, the nouns kazAb,'a&zdb, arldkidbarefer

not to actions or events but to the character ofpersons or things involved. It is likewise

clear that the character described is related to persons with the power of perception'

The syntactic usage of the nouns thus largely parallels the usage of the verb.33

4. Basic Meaning. The basic meaning of kzb I is often given as "speak lies," "say

what is untrue." The use of the root with things rather than persons must then be

understood as secondary and metaphorical. The use of kzb I to describe persons must

similarly represent a metonymy that shifts the meaning from the act of lying to the

person whoipeaks the lies.3a This view is based primarily on the observation that some

iwo thirds oftt 
" 

Ot passages using kzb I involve references to speaking or hearing'

In modern European languages, in conformity with the European tradition of philo-

sophical ethics, "lii" in the sense of "speak lies" is defined as "saying what the speaker

knows to be untrue." Three major elements determine the precise meaning of such

"lying": its predominant or exclusive association with the use of language to convey

lniormation, its primary emphasis on the act of communication, and its stress on the

subject of the action. "Lying" in this sense refers primarily to the discrepancy between

what the speaker knows and says. It means the deliberate statement of something known

to be unffue and thus belongs in the realm of ethics.

A series of observations makes it clear that identification of kzb I with "lie" or its

equivalent in modern European languages is misleading if not actually wrong. These

observations suggest instead35 that the primary meaning of kzb I is "(objectively)

deceptive, false, untrustworthy, false, worthless." In this interpretation, in the act of

31 . But cf . THAT I, 818, with bibliog.
32. See II.2.a below.
33. See I.3.a above.
34. Cf. Klopfenstein, Die Liige nach dem AT 177,209f ., 211; etc'; TTIAT 1,818'

35. With J. L. Palache, Semantic Notes on the Hebrew I'exicon (Eng. trans., Leiden, 1959)'

41.
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communication that is indisputably the setting of kzb I, the reference of kzb I to the
subject that brings forth what is untrusfworthy is of secondary importance if it is present
at all; the primary focus is on those who encounter whatkzblconveys, its "addressees."
The fact thar kzb I is frequently associated with speaking or hearing is easily explained
by this basic meaning: in an act of communication, spoken or written language is the
"thing" that most frequently raises the question of objective trustworthiness for those
addressed.

In support of "(objectively) untrustworthy, false, worthless" as the basic meaning
of kzb l, we may cite first the fact that this meaning predominates in its historically
and linguistically earliest occurrences. This is especially true in Arabic, where l<nQaba
means primarily "delude, disappoint, run dry," and only secondarily "lie, speak
falselY."3o

The same is true in the scattered occurrences of the root in Imperial Aramaic. A
deed of gift from Elephantine takes the precaution of stating that any contrary document
cited to impugn the validity of the gift is not genuine and therefore invalid: "That
document is a 'lie' (ldb),I did not write it, it is not accepted by the court."37 A similar
statement appears in another legal document from Elephantine: if a document other
than the document in question is produced, "that document is a 'lie' (kdb). . . , but
this one is trustworthy (y,sD).":s In both documents, l<db (in contrast to ysb) describes
a document that is not genuine and therefore worthless; it neither establishes nor
documents a claim. The few occulrences of tdb in Ahikar3e all have to do with speaking
and hearing; but they, too, favor understanding Mb in the sense of "delusion, untrust-
worthiness." Ahikar 132 states that a man's respect depends on his trustworthiness
(hymtwh 'mn),his oppobrium on the untrustworthiness or "lie" of his lips (Mbt ipwth).
Here, too, as a human attribute opposite to 'mn, kdb probably means primarily objective
untrustworthiness. The third of the three similes that follow is especially significant:
"A liar (mlcdb) is . . . like a man who practices magic without the aid of the gods."
Here Mb is like a magical charm that remains ineffectual because the gods do not
support it; it denotes the untrustworthiness of the speaker and the futility of his words,
not an intention to convey false information.

Of the 4 occurrences of the Canaanite loanword in the Amama letters, at least one
points in the same direction. Rib-Addi of Gubla writes to the pharoah: "When you
wrote saying, 'Soldiers have set forh,' you spoke a 'ke' (ka7bfiru): there are no
troops."ao Rib-Addi can hardly be accusing the pharaoh of a subjective intent to
deceive; he poins instead to the vacuity and untrustworthiness of the message: there
is no reality behind what Pharaoh has written.

What is more important, OT usage itself shows that "(objectively) false, untrust-
worthy" is the basic meaning of kzb l. In the first place, we should note the semantic

36. Cf. WK,1,J, I, 90ff.; also Klopfenstein, Die Liige rwch dem AT 179.
37. An 8, rc.
38. BMAI r0, r6f.
39. An 204tf.
40. EA 129,37.
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field in which kzb I appears. As antonyms we find words and metaphors that describe

something (objectively) reliable and trustworthy: 'mn, l<wn, ysd ("foundation"), etc.
As synonyms we find words and metaphors describing something worthless and un-
trustworthy, e.g., iaw', ieqe4 tarmtl, helel.al

ln synonymous expressions, &zD I can be replaced with other words for worthlessness

and delusion without any apparent change in meaning. This is true above all in the
contexts of (false) prophecy and forensic testimony, both of which involve speech. The
predominantly substantival usage of kzb I, in conjunction with the almost exclusive
focus on the result of the action in verbal usage,42 likewise supports the interpretation
of kzb I as meaning "(objectively) untrustworthy, worthless."

Finally, about a third of the occlurences are in passages that have nothing to do with
speech and language. Such usage is much easier to account for if we do not have to
posit a metaphorical extension of a basic meaning "lying words" but can assume instead

that kzb I inherently means something "objectively worthless, untrustworthy," en-
countered above all in the context of speech.

We may therefore posit "falsehood, untustworthiness, worthlessness" as the basic
meaning of kzb I. This primary meaning does not belong in the first instance to the

domain of responsible action, i.e., ethics; it serves to describe something as it is, and

thus belongs to the domain of "ontology." Even when kzb I is used of a speaker or
spoken words, the primary focus is not on the (ethically dubious) untruthfulness of
the speaker, but on the objective untrustworthiness of the speaker or the message.

The falsehood, untrustworthiness, or worthlessness always affects a second party. The
root kzb I thus denotes a relational attribute of some entity with respect to a person

addressed.

5. lXX. The LXX usually employs derivatives of the stem pseud- to render kzb l.
In 3 passages we find ken6s (Hos. l2:2lll; Mic. l:14; Hab.2:3), in7 mdtaios @zk.
13:6,7,8,9,19; Am. 2:4; Zeph. 3:13), in I adikds (Prov. 19:5), in I kakia (Prov. 19:9),
and in I ekletpein (Isa. 58:ll, of water). It is noteworthy that in Zeph.3:13 kdzdb is
translated mdtaia even though it depends on a verb that denotes speaking. It is also
noteworthy that in Ezk. 13:.6,7,8,9,19 it is translated ruitaios, while the parallel idw'
istranslatedpsertdos.InProv. l9:5,9,similarly,'djieqdrimistanslatedmdrtyspseudi/s,
while the parallel yaptafu k"zabtm is rendered by enkal4n adtkbs (v. 5) and ekkafisd
kakian (v. 9). In Ezk- 13:-6,7,8, one might suggest that the translator exchanged the
objects of the parallel verbs in order to produce an onomatopoetic assonance (man-
teilesthai rruitaia fv. 6); manteiai nuitaiai [w. 7,8]). This explanation cannot apply to
Ezk. l3:9,19; Prov. 19:5,9, however, so that for the D(X even in the context of speaking

and hearing the basic meaning of kbl as "objectively worthless" sometimes prevailed
over the usual translation using pseud-. The LXX of Jer. 15:18 and Mic. 1:14 are

discussed in II.2.b below.

41. For the details, see tr below.
42. See I.3 above.
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II. or usage. l. verb. a. Piel. unlike a man (?g or human being (ben 'dddm),
God does not "lie" (kzb piell. Nu. 23:19). This would be the case if he were to
"repent" (-+ EIll nhm niphal) of what he has determined, i.e., if God's words were
not followed by the promised action. In ps. 89:36(35), similarly, yawheh swears that
he did not give David a "lying" (kzb piel) promise; rhe promise once spoken by him
will remain unchanged (cf. the piel of inh in v. 35t341) 

- in other words, it will
become reality.

Hab. 2:3 describes a vision (bdz6n) as not "lying" (kzb pier). Here, as in many other
passages, l.tdz6n denotes the prophetic message stated in words, even written words (cf.
v. 2).43In this instance "not lying" means that the (written) prophetic word is not empty
and worthless; it echoes a reality that it both declares and foretells. ln2K.4:16, Elisha
promises a barren woman that she will have a son within the year. She rejects the
promise (cf. Gen. 18:12): "Do not deceive (kzb piel, with D,) your maidservant,', i.e.,
do not make her a promise that will not be fulfilled.

Ezk. 13:19 describes as "lying" (kzb piel) the activity of the false propheresses, who
delude their clients by consigning them to life or death without good reason. Here the
piel of kzb means to utter a judgment that is not justified by reality. These prophetesses,
however, are merely doing what the people, who listen to "lies" (kazdD, expect.a
Mic. 2:11 also uses the piel of kzb for false prophecy. Here it appears with the adverbial
acc. ieqe4 "delusion," and stands in parallel with hlk rfrah QAah is an adverbial acc.
with hlk, not with kzbas).Ltke kzb piel by itself in Ezk. 13: 19, lab piel with ieqer lrcre
characterizes the activity of the false prophets (cf. -+ lrgJ nlp in v. l lb), who preach
what the people want to hear.

Prov. 14:5 states that a "trustworthy witness" ('d/ 'cmfrntm) does not ,,lie,, (kzb
piel), whereas one who "breathes out lies" tgAptalt k zaptmy+d is a ..false witness" (?-/
ieqer). Here the piel of kzb means giving objectively inaccurate testimony and char-
acterizes an untrustworthy witness (predicate clause in a compound noun clause). In
Job 6:28, too, we may assume that the language reflects the courtroom. Job assures his
friends ttrat he has not "lied" (kzb piel) in maintaining his innocence. His words are
consonant with reality.

InIsa.58:ll,anoracleofsalvation,thepeoplearelikenedtoawatered garden(gan
rdweh) and a spring of water (mosd' moyim) whose waters will never "lie," i.e., fail
(16'-y"kau"bfi m4mayw). Here the piel of kzb means the drying up of a spring; it ..lies,,

and deceives in that it no longer fulfills the expectations it engendered while it furnished
water. It denotes failure to meet a justifled expectation. (This verse is incorporated in
IQH 8:4f., 16f.; lQSb l:3-6.)

In Ps. 78:36, the piel of tzb stands in parallel with the piel of prh. previous
generations are said to have made a fool of God with their mouths and brought forth

43. -+ illF. hazA.
44. See II.2.a below.
45. Cf. H. W. Wolff, Micah @ng. trans., Minneapohs, 1990), 75f., with bibliog.
46. See II.2.a below-
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"lies" (kzb piel) for him (/6) with their tongues. Verse 37 elaborates on this statement:

their heartJT was not steadfasds toward him and they did not trust faithfullyae in his
covenant.so Here the piel of kzb means to use words of prayer 

- a confession of faith
or a solemn vow - to convey the impression that one stands on God's side even

though this impression does not correspond to the reality of one's own life. In Isa.

57:11, too, the piel of kzb denotes the conduct of Israel or Jerusalem toward God.
Here it appears in antithetical parallelism with "remembering"st God, taking God
seriously in the way one lives (Sim 'al-leb): conduct that again gives the impression
of standing on God's side, an impression that is not grounded in reality. Sir. 16:21

claims that such conduct is possible bef,ol sele4 "in total secrecy." Here the piel of
tzb stands in parallel with -+ NDn hr', "go astray, sin," and characterizes sin as a

worthless and vacuous act. Since the sinner's notion that he can sin "in total secrecy"
is wrong (cf. Sir. 16:17,23), here, too, the piel ofkzb involves an attentive addressee

- God.
The piel of kzb inJob 34:6 is hard to interpret. Elihu is summing up (without actually

quoting) the charge Job has brought against God (vv. 5f.), a charge Elihu sharply denies

in vv. 7ff. Exegetes have attempted to interpret the '"f;azzE! of the MT in Job's quoted

accusation as meaning that Job claims to have brought forth a "lie" in his declaration
of innocence, in that this declaration contradicts the clear fact that disaster has befallen
him; according to wisdom tradition, such suffering necessarily presupposes guilt. Since

Job himself, however, is convinced that his declaration of innocence is true, this
interpretation involves a kind of oxymoron: "Although I am in the right ('al-miipdt),
I stand here as alieur ('af,azzE!)."

This interpretation of the verb, however, would normally lead us to expect a niphal,
as in Job 41:1; Prov. 3O;6.s2 Bemard Duhm53 accordingly reads the niphal'ekkdzef;.
An intransitive use of the piel in the sense of "prove to be a liar" would be totally
unparalleled, both with respect to the general function of the pielsa and with respect to
the usage of kzb piel elsewhere. The LXX reads epsefisalo, representing the 3rd person

singular piel of kzb, maktng God the subject not only of the perf. hEstr in Job 34:5b
but also of the impf. kzb piel in v. 6a.

There are several reasons for thinking that the LXX bears witness to the original
text. The syntactic structure of the three clauses in Job 34:5ap, 5b, and 6a suggests

God as the subject in v. 6a. The perfective "I am innocent" Ga4aqfi in v. 5ap stands

in antithesis to the perfective statement in v. 5b: "But [inversion!] God has taken away

my right" (wc'El hEstr miipdlt)..The piel imperfect of kzb in v. 6a denotes a result

47. --> )) teb.
48. --+ 11) kwn.
49. -+ JDN 'mn ripbal.
50. --+ nl.1l D'{.
51. -->'lDl zfiftar.
52. See tr.1.b below.
53. B. Duhm, Das Buch Hiob. KHC, XYI (1897), in loc.
54. See I.3.a above.
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dependent upon the preceding Wrt. hestxss The miipdti at the end of v. 5b is also
repeated at the beginning of v. 6a. The intimate syntactic and semantic connection
between the two clauses in vv. 5b and 6a makes it appropriate for both to have the
same subject. Furthermore, the denial in w. 7ff. presupposes that the cited accusation
against God is very serious (cf. esp. w. 10, l2). This is all the more true if God is the
subject not only of hEsir (miipdlt) but also of kzb piel. It is also not surprising that
Elihu should exaggerate Job's accusation, which he rejects, and that he should therefore
quote Job as charging God with "lying," although such an accusation does not actually
appear in Job's words. Finally, the reading of the LXX is by far the more difficult; it
is easy to understand how an offensive statement making God out to be a "liar" was
eliminated by changing its subject. As a parallel, we may cite the LXX and Vulg. as

well as the Targ.'s paraphrase of Jer. 15:18.56 Following the LXX, therefore, we read
the 3rd person y"f,au€b in Job 34:6.s7

So read, the passage means that, by "taking away" Job's right and inflicting unde-
served suffering upon him despite his innocence, God himself creates an appearance
that denies the reality of Job's innocence, thus bringing forth a "he" (kzb piel).

In all its occurrences, therefore, the piel of kzb denotes the creation of an empty
appearance that does not reflect any reality. This can be done through words, but not
uncommonly also by silent actions and conduct. Intent to deceive may well be present;
it may even be implicit in certain passages. The focus, however, is not the the subjective
intent of the person who is the subject of kzb piel but on the objective untrustworthiness
and worthlessness of the resulting situation. The worthless appearance is always as-

sociated clearly with an observer to whom the words or actions are addressed.

b. Niphal. The wisdom aphorism in Prov. 30:6 cautions against adding anything to
God's words. God might well "rebuke"5S someone who did so. Here, as in many other
passages, the use of a perfect following an imperfect denotes a consequent result:se the
person would be shown up as a "har" (kzb niphal) by such a rebuke, i.e., shown to be
someone who without justification deceives others by falsely claiming certain words
to be from God. Job 4l:l(9) speaks of the "hope" (tdhelefl that a human being could
win a battle with a crocodile. The mere sight of the beast proves that this hope is
"deceptive" (kzb ruphal). In both passages, the niphal of kzb means that a deceptive
appearance is revealed for what it is.

c. Hiphil. In Job 24:25a, Job uses a rhetorical question to reject as impossible the
notion that anyone might make him out to be a "liar" (kzb hiphil), i.e., prove that his
words were worthless and meaningless (v. 25b: yaiem l"'al milldli). His assertion of
his own innocence is correct, and therefore no one can cause him to be proved a "liar,"

55. Cf. D. Michel, Tbmpora und Satutellung in den Psalmen. Abhandlungen zur evan-
g,elischenTheolog,ie, I (Bonn, 1960), 128tr

56. See II.2.b below.
57. G. Htilscher, Das Buch Hiob. HAT, XYil (1952), in loc., conta Klopfenstein, Die Liige

nach dem AT, n.795, and most commentators.
58. -+ Il)'yftlr.
59. Michel, Tempora und Satutellung in den Psalmen,95-98.
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which he is not. Here, then, the hiphil of kzb means to bring to light deceptive conduct
and character that are objectively present and to treat the person involved as a deceiver.60

d. Qal.In contrast to the piel, the qal ptcp. kdzEf; in Ps. 116:ll denotes not the
production ofa specific deceitrul utterance or situation but a deceitful nature, a deeply
rooted, habinral tendency to produce worthless delusion and disappoint hopes.6l In
place of the qal participle, the similar statement in Ps. 62:10(9) uses the noun kdzdb.62

Thus Ps. 116:11 really belongs in the context of the substantival occurrences of kzb l.

2. Nouns. a. kdzAb. Isa. 28:15,17 states that "scoffers" (v. 14) make "lies" 
- i.e.,

"untrustworthy delusion" - their refuge (v. l5), which turns out to be a "deceptive
refuge" (v. 17: mahaseh knzdD. Here knzdb stands in parallel with .iebl ("the nether-

world"), mawe! ("death"), and ieqer ("falsehood"); it is contrasted with the unshak-

able "foundation" that gives enduring stability to those who trust in it.o: In Ps. 40:-5(4),

"trust"64 in Yahweh is the opposite of turning to those who "ensnare themselves in
lies" $a1A kazab; the same expression appears in Sir. 51:2). Ps. 62:10(9) states that the
"sons of Adam" are a "deluding source of help" (kdzdb, par. hepel, "mere breath";
cf.alsoPs. 116:11),whileYahwehisarefugeinwhichonecanEust(b1|r).Theworthless
futility of idols, often expressedby helelin the language of the Deuteronomistic school

and Jeremiah (e.g., Jer. 2:5; 2 K. 17:15; cf. I S. l2:21),6s is characterized as k"zaltm
in Am. 2:4.The use of k"za$im as a terrn for idols expresses their fundamental inability
to help or deliver. In Ps. 4:3(2), bqi piel kdzd! appears in parallel with'hb rtq.Instead
of seeking "delusion" and loving "emptiness," those addressed should "trust" (blb,
v. 6b[5b]) in Yahweh, like the psalmist (cf. v. 9b[8b]). Then Yahweh, who is the "glory"
of thepsalmist(keb1di,v.3al2a);cf.Jer.2:11;Hos.4:7;Ps.106:20;alsoRom. l:231,44

will no longer suffer shame (kelimmfr).In Prov. 19:22, the phrase ii kdzdb describes

a person who acts deceitfully in commerce. In Prov. 23:3, lehem k"zdbtm ("bread of
delusion") serves as a metaphor for table fellowship with the ruler of v. l, in that it
does not guarantee his benevolence which it appears to reflect. In Hos. l2:2c(lc), a

gloss,67 lcdzdb and Jdql, "violence," describe the deceiful and worthless conduct of
Ephraim. In Ps. 62:5(4), "taking pleasure in falsehood" (rsh kdzd!) is a hypocritical
pretense of benevolent solidarity that conceals one's true attitude (v. 5b[ab]).

Hos. 7:13 says that Ephraim speaks "lies" (dbr piel kazdp) against Yahweh. This
expression is expanded upon in v. 14: it means "not crying to Yahweh from the heart."

60. This function of the hiphil is discussed by Jenni, Das hebrciische Pi'el, 44ff.
61. This use of the qal participle of verbs found primarily in the piel is discussed in the

treatrnent of the qal participle of dbr ("'D1 ddbar lddbharl," m, 96f.), with bibliog.
62. See tr.2.a below.
63. -r IDN 'mn; -)'I0! ysd.
64. +nga bth.
65. Cf. also -+ )9'y7.
66. Contra Klopfenstein, Die Liige nach dem AT,224;H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 1-59 (Eng. trans.,

Minneapolis, 1988), 144f., 148; and most comms.
67. See, e.9., H. W. Wolff, Hosea. Herm @ng. trans. 1974),206.
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The noun kdzdb probably refers to insincere expressions of repentance like those cited
in Hos. 6:1-3. Thus kfrzdb descibes these expressions as empty and insincere because
they do not reflect real penitence (cf. Ps. 78:36;.os

Prov. 2l:28 contrasts the 'EQ-kczdpim with the ii i6m€a'. Unlike someone who was
in fact a witness to the event (i6mda) and can therefore be a reliable witness in court,
the'ed-kzdbirn is someone who testifies concerning something that he has neither seen
nor heard. The word kezdbtm thus characterizes the witness and his testimony as

objectively untrustworthy. In Prov. 19:5,9, fiptafu kezdlim stands in parallel with'ej
i"qdrtm; in l4:5, it stands in (chiastic) parallelism with (/6) fkazzep. Here this
expression is a predicate noun with 'Ed ieqer which in turn stands in antithetical
parallelism with 'AQ 'emfrnim, "trustworthy witness." Prov. 14:25 uses ?!l 'cme1 in
parallel with ydptah k"zdptm, with the ptcp. merarnmeh (text emended), "betrayer,"
added as a predicate noun. In Prov. 6:19, '€8 ieqer stands in explanatory apposition to
ydptal.t kczdptm. As in Prov. 2l:28, where it is associated with '€Q, the pl. kezdPtm in
the phrase yaltab kezdbim (5 occurrences) probably means primarily the objective error
and untrustworthiness of a witness who testifies despite his lack of competence and is
therefore a "lying" witness.

In Ezk. 13:19b, i6m€a' l<nzd! appears in apposition to "people" (namely of Yahweh:
'ammt). They listen to "lies," to which they are in bondage (cf. Mic. 2:ll).Herekdzfu
characterizes the oracles of the false prophets, spoken without Yahweh's authorization
and therefore having nothing to do with reality. In Ezk. l3:6(conj.o),9;21:34(29);
22:28,kdzd! isdependentontheverb qsm,"utter anoracle";inEzk. l3:-7,itmodifies
the noun miqsam, "oracle"; and in Ezk. l3:8, it is dependent on the verb l.tzh, "descibe
a prophetic vision." In these 6 passages, knzdb stands in parallel with.idw', "something
worthless"; as in Ezk. 13:19b, it describes a prophetic message that is false because it
does not correspond to reality. Thus knzdb plays for Ezekiel the same role that ieqer
does for Jeremiah (cf. Jer. 5:31; 14:14;20:6;23:26,32;27:15; 29:9,23; erc.).

Prov. 30:8ao, requests God to remove "worthlessness" (.ia-w) and "lying" (d"bar
kdzdD from the speaker. The mention of "two" requests in v. 7 probably referred
originally to vv. 8ap and 8b; v. 8acr may therefore be a secondary addition (possibly
occasioned by v. 6), to be understood in isolation. In parallel with Ja-l4r',70 d"par kdzd!
refers to words that are objectively worthless, devoid of reality, conveying falsehood
even though spoken in (subjectively) good faith.

In Jgs. 16:10,13, dbrpielkezdbtm stands in parallel with the hiphil of r/1 "deceive."
Here, as in Dnl. ll:2'7, it denotes words that are deliberately and consciously false.

In Ps. 5:7(6), ddprA kdzdb, "those who speak lies," is used in parallel with re.ia',
"wickedness," ra', "evil" (v. 5[4]), hdl"ltm, "boasrful," p6'"lA 'dwen, "evildoers"
(v. 6[5]), and'ti-dtuntm frmirmd, "bloodthirsty and deceitful men" (v. 7b[6b]). The
ddbrA kdzdb are those in whose mouths is found no truth (n'f;bn6: v. l0a[9a]). In Ps.

68. See II.l.a above.
69. W. Zimmerl| Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979),286, etc.
70. See the discussion ofEzk. l3 above.
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58:4(3), dalrA [azab stands in parallel with rciaim, "wicked." In both passages, kdzd!
refers to words that have no basis in reality; it characterizes the enemies of the speaker.

Similarly, dbr piel knzdb stands in parallel with Yh 'awld in Znph. 3:13, where it is
further characterized by the phrase "tongue of deceit" (lci6n tarmi).

Sir. 15:8buses'aniAknzdb, "menof deceit""inaseriesthatincludesm"1Aiaw', "men
of worthlessness" (v. 7a),'aniA zd46n, "men of arrogance" (v. 7b), arrd l€;im, "scoffers"
(v. 8a). The same expression appears again in Sir. 15:20b alongside hr', "sin." Here kaza!,
likethepielof kzb inSir. 16:21,71 isalmostsynonymouswithsin,somethingcontraryto
God's will that strays from the right way and therefore from God's community. This
passage probably connects with the usage of l<nzib nthe Dead Sea scrolls, where lQpHab
2:2;5:ll;10:9; ll:1 (?); CD 1:15; 8:13; 19:26;20:15;1Q14 l0:2 (?) speak of a "man [or
'preacher'l of lies." Here kfrzib characterizes a specific historical individual (note the

definite article!) who was an enemy of the community.T2

b.'akzdb. The word 'abzab appears only twice (Jer. 15:18; Mic. l:14); the lexica
translate it as "deceiful"13 or "something deceitful."7a In both passages it is under-

stood (metaphorically) as a technical term for a "deceidul brook," a watercourse that
flows only during the rainy season but is dry in summer.75

This raises the question whether the semantic element "brook" or "watercourse"
is in fact implicit in'akzdb. [t is commonly claimed that 'A!an, "enduring, permanent,"
hence "permanent watercourse," is an antonym of 'afrza!. It is not impossible that
'Alan inherently includes the semantic element "flowing water, brook," or the like. (In
KBL3, the basic meaning of '€!an is given as "permanently flowing"; the meaning
"permanent, enduring" is said to be a metaphorical extension. But it is also possible

that in the case of 'A1dn, too, a basic meaning of "permanent" was extended secondarily
and metaphorically to brooks and water.) There is no text, however, in wlnch'aftzd!
and'Agn appear together; since the two words never appear in opposition, the assumed
presence of the semantic component "brook" in'Afin cannot serve to justify the same

assumption in the case of 'akzdb.

Job 6:15-21 is often cited for understanding the meaning of 'akzdb: but this descrip-

tion of a dried-up brook does not use the word 'qLzdb @r'A!anD.Isa. 58:ll uses the

piel of ftzb to describe a spring; here, too, however, we find neither the now'af;zd!
nor the noun'i,1dn. The piel of kzb, used to characterize other things elsewhere, is used

here to describe water. This does not imply that 'akzAb must be understood as a technical
term for a dry watercourse. Such toponyms as'a.Lztb contribute nothing to the question

of 'af;zd!'s meaning, since their interpretation is itself derived from the presumed

meaning of 'akzdb (possibly wronglyT6) and the argument is circular.

7 1. See II. l.a above.
72. For a discussion of the "man of lies" at Qumran, see G. Jeremias, Der Lehrer der

Gerechtigkeit. stuNT, 2 (1963),79-126, with bibliog.
73. KBL3, s.v.

74. LexHebAram, s.v.

75. Cf. also the comms. in loc.
76. See I.2 above.
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Finally, the 2 occurrences of 'aftzd! can be interpreted quite easily without assuming
that the meaning "flowing water, brook" is inherent in the word or that 'akzdb is a
technical term for a dry wadi. This is obvious in the case of Mic. l:14: the play on words
'akzibl'aLznb makes good sense (in fact better sense!) if the city 'akztb is not called a

"deceidul brook" but is simply described as being a "deeply disappointing delusion";
the rare adjective form appears to express an intensification of the root meaning.TT

In parallel with'akzdb Jer. 15:18b speaks of mayim lA' ne'emanfi, "water that cannot
be trusted." This parallelism suggests the meaning "brook, (untrustworthy) watercourse"
for 'akzdb as well. But 2 other passages in Jeremiah (Ier.2:131' 17:13) also use water
metaphorically in association with God. The metaphorical description of God as "water
that cannot be trusted" in 15:18b could therefore be derived from the metaphor in2:-13;
17:13, so that in 15:l8b the meaning "untrustworthiness" alone would constitute the
parallel to (rnayim) lA'nc'"mantt without the component "broolg water-" Verse l8baB
would then be an instance of "synthetic" rather than "synonymous" parallelism. In Jer.

15:18, therefore, 'a$zd! can be understood without the semantic component "water,
brook"; as in Mic. l:14, it can mean "deeply disappointing delusion." So interpreted, the
accusation against God from the mouth of Jeremiah is almost intolerably bitter.78

The theory advanced here , that 'akzdb includes only the semantic component " (espe-

cially heinous) delusion," not the component "watercourse," is supported by the ancient
venions. In Mic. 1:14, the LXX renders bdtA 'akztb l"'akzAb l"malki yiird'dl as oikous
ruataious eis kend egdncto tois basilertsin nrt Israil, the Vulg. as domus Mendacii in
deceptionem regibus Israhel. Neither makes any reference here to any kind of water-
course. In Jer. 15:18, for ltnyd fihyeh li kcmi 'akzab the LXX reads ginominE egendthE
(3rd person !) moi his hjddr pseudis ouk 6chon pfstin. Here hfdor rcpresents the mayim
of the MT; 'akzdb is treated as an attributive adjective and translated pseudis.Te T\e
Vulg. is similar: facta est (3rd person!) mihi quasi mendacium aquarum infidelium.
Both versions avoid the repugnant association of Yahweh with'abzdb by making it
refer to the wound mentioned just before. The Targ. paraphrases in a different manner,
but for the same reason.80 Neither the LXX nor the Vulg. takes 'abzdb n Jer. 15:18 in
the sense of "watercourse" or "brook"

c. The Aramaic Noun k@b6. ln Dri. 2:9, the king demands that his counselors not
only interpret his dream but divine the nature of the dream itself. Since they cannot do
so, he declares: fimiilA kidbA fri"bilA hizmintfin lTnE'mar qoSdmay. The syntax of the
nouns depending on the verb md'mar is dfficult. The noun ki/bd is sometimes inter-
preted as an attributive adjective, "lying," along with the adjectival ptcp. iehild,
"comrpt."8l Now J%ftd appars in Dnl. 6:5(4) with the two nouns i//d, "ground for

77. Cf. Klopfenstein, Die Liige nach dem AT 243-48, with bibliog.
78. See Itr.1 below.
79. Contra Klopfenstein, Die Liige nach dem AT 251.
80. Cf. the discussion of Job 34:6 in tr.I.I above.
81. E. Kiinig, Hebrdisches und aramiiisches Wiirterbuch zum AT (l*ipzig, l9l0), s.u. k"/ap'

also GesTh tr, 660; and LexLingAram, s.v. The latter two also note the possibility of treating
kilbb as a noun.
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complaint," and idlfi, "fault." In Dnl. 6:5(4), therefore, as in Sir. 30:ll, iehild is a noun
(nominalized adj. or ptcp.). It is therefore likely also to be a noun in Dnl. 2:9. But the
same assumption must then also apply to tiSbd.Furthermore, there is an adj. kadddb@)
derived from Aram. kdb,82 so that another adjective formation is unlikely. Above all,
the plural of kiQbd appears in lQapGen 2:6,7 as a noun (bMbyn),83 and elsewhere as

well.8a Wirh KBI], therefore, we must recognize kiQbd as a noun. The noun milld in
Dnl. 2:9 thus has two substantives in direct apposition: "You have agreed to speak

something [that is] deception, [something] corrupt." Like Heb. kazab, kidbi here
denotes not the act of speaking but its result. It can therefore not really describe the
deceitful intention of the speaking subject; it characterizes the substance of what is said
as untrustworthy and flawed.

III. Theolog5r. When speaking of "delusion" and "worthlessness," OT thought
makes a clear distinction between the human realm on the one hand and the divine
realm - God's words and actions - on the other. The difference is stated classically
in Nu. 23:19. A theological analysis of the OT usage of kzb I that does justice to the
thought of the OT must be grounded on the radical separation of the realms in which
kzb I can be used.

There is a second distinction in the semantic perspective conveyed by kzb I; the OT
does not state this distinction so clearly and directly, but it is no less important for a

theological understanding of the meaning of kzb l. The "delusion" referred to always
reflects the expectations and perceptions of the persons for whom the "delusion,"
"worthlessness," "falsehood," and "untrustworthiness" becomes a reality.85 The ex-
pectation of "trustworthiness" and "[uth" that the "addressee" of /<zb I has with respect
to the "agent" or "sender" may be justified or unjustified. Accordingly, the "delusion"
and "disappointment" ofthe addressee expressed by kzb I, as well as thejustification
for his expectations, may bejudged theologically to be necessary and inevitable (ifthe
expectation of "truth" and "trustworthiness" is unjustified) or to be avoidable and
inappropriate (if the expectation of "truth" and "trustrvorthiness" is justified). The OT
occurrences of kzb I easily show that this second distinction is fundamental for the
theological understanding of kzb I in both the human and the divine realm.

Finally, there is a third element important for a theological understanding of the
situation denoted by kzb I. The root conveys a negative concept; it denotes a defect,
which may or may not be necessary. At the same time, it implies censure and negative
criticism. This criticism, however, is not always aimed at the "agent" or "sender" of
kzb l. It can also be aimed at the "addressee" who is deceived. This is the case when
the "addressee" is not justified in expecting "trustworthiness" and "truth" from the

82. Cf. G. H. Dalman, Aramiiisch-neuhebriiisches Handwiinerbuch zu Targum, Talmud und
Midrasch (1938, repr. Hildesheim, 1967); WTM, s.v.

83. Cf. J. A. Fitzmyer, The Genesis Apocryphon of Qunran Cave I. BietOr 18A (21971), 85.
84. Ahikar 132, 133; Behistun inscription 5l (cf . AE 217 , 253: Targum (e.g., Jgs. 16: 10; Isa.

57:11; Hos. 7:13;Ezk 13:.19).
85. See I.3,4 above.
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"agent" or "sender." Then it is not the "deceiver" but the disappointed "dupe" who
is criticized and blamed.

l. Inherent Falsehood.
a. God. Calling on Balak to pay attention (Nu. 23:18b) and thus underlining the

importance of what is to follow, Balaam introduces his promise of blessing by citing
the unfailing, immutable trustworthiness of God and God's promise: "God is not man,
that he should lie fkzb piel], or a son of man, that he should repent" (v. 19a). God
guarantees that he will do what he says and will fulfill what he has spoken (v. 19b; cf.
Ezk. 17:24;22:14; 36:36: "I Yahweh have spoken, and I will do it"; cf. also Ezk.
5:15,17;6:10;2l:22[17l;23:34;24:14;37:l4:'26:5,14:28:lO;3O:l2:34:24). God and
God's word are such that "delusion" and "untrustworthiness" are simply out of the
question. The situation here expressed by the negated piel of kzb is expressed elsewhere
by the ascription of '"me! ("fidehty, trustworthiness" l80 to God as an inherent attribute.
The inviolability that Nu. 23: 19 associates with God himself is associated by Hab. 2:3
with the prophetic message as well. The prophetic oracle, too, because it comes from
God, is inherently incapable of deceiving (negated piel of kzb).

Ps. 89 begins as a hymn praising the steadfast love and faithfulness of Yahweh.
The word '"mf,ind appears 7 times (vv. 2[], 3121, 6[51,918),25124],341331,50[a9]);
there is also I occurrence of 'eme1(v.15tl4l) and2 of the niphal of 'mn (vv.29128),
38t371). The "faithfulness" of Yahweh is here extolled with reference to his promises
to David (cf. Ps. 132:ll). The statement that Yahweh does not lie (kzb piel: Ps.
89:36[35]) says negatively what is said positively by attribution of '"mfrni to Yahweh.
The hymn in vv. 2-38(l-37), however, turns unexpectedly into a lament in vv.
39-52(38-51). This section laments that everything described in the hymn no longer
obtains. It does not go so far as to assert "untrustworthiness" and "deception" on
God's part. It does, however, ask where Yahweh's '"mfind is, thus calling it into
question. The possibility is raised that God might "deceive." The psalm ends (vv.
50f.[49f.]) with a very muted prayer, formulated indirectly, that God will prove
faithful as of old. Thus Ps. 89, while affirming and praising God's faithfulness, which
does not deceive, recognizes at the same time that this faithfulness does not absolutely
fulfill the expectations of the psalmist. The "confidence" with which the worshipper
feels secure (bth) in Yahweh and his faithfulness has here lost the support of direct
confirmation.

Jeremiah associates kzb with God in a similar fashion. For him, Yahweh is like water
that cannot be trusted (16'ne'em"dnA): "Thou hast become to me like a great deception

QkzAD" (Jer. 15:18).87 The complaint is barely mitigated by the inclusion of k"m6,
"like." Jeremiah contests in his own case the general affirmation that Yahweh is
"faithful" and "trustworthy." For his own part, he is forced to say, Yahweh has turned
into treacherous footing. Yahweh's response does not solve the problem by promising

86. -+ JDN 'dman,l,313-16.
87. See II.2.b above.
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an immediate experience conffuming God's faithfulness, which Jeremiah had expected
and missed, but by censuring Jeremiah for speaking in error and promising him help
and support if he "returns" from this error (Jer. 15:19-21; cf. Jer.45, where Baruch
receives a similarly reserved answer).

The absolute impossibility of God's "deceiving" (kzb) is thus affirmed by Nu. 23: 19
and maintained even in Ps. 89; Jer. 15:18. The expectations of the person to whom
God should be "faithful" may nevertheless be disappointed. God's unfaiting faithful-
ness does not necessarily mean what the person concerned understands by it; it does
not necessarily bring to pass its expected consequences.

b. Human Beings. [n contrast to God, who is the "rock," "fortress," and "refuge"
in which the psalmist can find security (Ps. 62:3,7-9[2,6-8]), the sons of Adam are
helel, "a mere breath" (cf. Ps. 39:6,1215,1117, and knzdb, "a delusion" (Ps. 62:l0t9l).
Every human being (lol-ha'dddm) is "deceptive" (kdzd!: Ps. l16:11) by nature. Ac-
cording to these two passages, /<zD inherently characterizes human beings: every in-
dividual, all things human, must inevitably disappoint all expectations of total security
and ultimate deliverance. These expectations are therefore always vain and without
support. The inherent element of human nature expressed here by kzb is expressed by
idw' in Ps. 60:13(l l); 108:13(12): "Vain is human help" (.ia-w' t"ifr'a1 'd|Am); cf. also
Ps. 146:3 and 118:8: it is right and proper to take refuge in Yahweh, but not in
mankind.8s

The OT, however, often speaks of attempts to find security in something other than
Yahweh. Such refuge is necessarily "treacherous" (kzb). This describes the idols behind
which the people parade; these idols themselves can therefore be called "lies" or
"delusion" (k"zdbtm: Am. 2:4).It also describes the refuge the people seek in addition
to or instead of the refuge Yahweh provides upon Mt. Zion. Such refuge is necessarily
a "treacherous refuge" (Isa. 28:15,17).

These passages use /<zD I as an inherent attribute of human beings and the human
world primarily in the context of hope for ultimate security. When such hope depends
on other human beings, it will always be disappointed.

Not only the "addressee" but also the "sender" of what is characterizedby kzb can
claim something to be divine and therefore trustworthy even though it is not God and
does not come from him. Like everything human, however, it is necessarily a "delu-
sion" (/czD). A prophet who has not been sent by Yahweh but nevertheless proclaims
an oracle proclaims "delusion" and "worthlessness" @zk. 13l:6,7,8,9,19; 2l:34[29];
22:28;Mic.2: l1). The appearance of trustworttriness that the prophets lend their words
by claiming they are the word of Yahweh is reinforced by their listeners' desire to
accept this appearance as reality. They hearken to "delusion" (Ezk. 13:19). Such
prophets fulfill the people's expectations with their message (Mic. 2:ll). Like "idols"
and "treacherous refuge," the words of the false prophets convey only what is human.
The prophets and the people lend it an appearance of divine origin and therefore of
ultimate trustworthiness, while in fact it remains "delusion."

88. -+ nDf batah fbatach],111.2, TDOT Il,90-92.
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2. Avoidable Falsehood.
a. In Court. Some passages where kzb I has the meaning "lying words" do not

convey any hint of censure. The fact that Samson has "lied" to Delilah (Jgs. 16:10,13)
appears to be reported more with a sense of satisfaction over Samson's sagacity. The
situation is different when "lying" and "deception" are practiced in a situation whose
very nature requires "trustworthiness" and "truth," where the addressee has a right to
expect trustworthy, true, and accurate words. This is the case when a meal is shared.
It is outrageous and reprehensible for people to sit at the same table and speak lies
(Dnl. 11:27). on the other hand, a subordinate has no right to interpret a ruler's
invitation as a token of the latter's good will; the bread he eats may be "bread of
delusion," and he has his own foolishness to blame if he takes it as an assurance of
favor (Prov. 23:3).

Above all, however, there must b, no kzb in words spoken in court. Here statement
and response must elucidate the situation to be decided if ttre stability of the community
is to be secured. Untrustworthy and inaccurate testimony 

- either because the speaker
has no knowledge of the question at issue or because he wants to create a false
impression - is wrong and is condemned. The evil that a false witness represents and
can bring about through his testimony is described primarily in wisdom aphorisms. We
are also told, however, that a false witness and his testimony will not endure (Prov.
6:19; 14:5,25:. 19:5,9; 2l:28). In this context, too, belong Job's assurances that he is
not "lying" in his argument, which is placed in a forensic setting (Job 6:28; Vl:25).
The same situation is described in other passages, without any apparent difference in
meaning, by ieqe4, "deception" (cf. Ex. 20:16, etc.) or idw', "worthlessness" (cf. Dt.
5:20).

b. Term of General opprobium.In some Psalms and wisdom aphorisms, kzb serves
to characterize sinners. The psalmist's enemies are called "speakers of lies" (Ps. 5:7[6];
58:4[3]), people who "seek after deception" (Ps. a3l2l), who curse in their hearts
while blessing with their mouths and therefore love "deception" (ps. 62:5[4]). ..Men

of deception" are quite generally those who "go astray" (Sir. 15:20; cf. l6:2lb); they
are called "scoffers" (Sir. l5:8). Like "violence" (i6!\, "deception" (kAzAb) is a
general term for false conduct (Hos. l2:21l). The worshipper therefore prays to be
preserved from it (Prov. 30:8). In the coming day of salvation, no one will speak "lies"
(kaza\ in Israel; a "deceitful tongue" will not be found (7,eph.3:13; cf.Isa. 58:ll).

In these passages, kzb refers to the untrustworthiness and uncertainty that sin, and
especially deceptive speech, introduces into the structure of society, because it impugns
and destroys the community.

c. "Deceiving" God. Two passages speak of Israel's "deceiving" God. ps. 78:34-
37 says that the Israelites, suffering under God's judgment, remembered that he was
their "rock" and "redeemer" and sought him again. Their repentance, however, was
only verbal and not from the heart; they therefore "lied" (kzb piel) to God with their
tongues. Hos.7:13f. states that the Israelites (Ephraim) called to God in their
distress, but did not do so from the heart and therefore spoke "lies" (kezdbtm) to
Yahweh.

Mosis
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Contents: L 1. Etymology; 2. Occurrences. II. OT Usage: 1. Meaning; 2. Human Strength;
3. God's Power. III. l. [XX; 2. DeaLd Sea Scrolls.

l. l. Etymology. Apart from Hebrew, the word knah is found only in the Aramaic
of the Targumim, where it is probably a Hebrew loanword. Mandaic also has a word
kahuta, "strength," and a verb khw.t More distant cognates have been suggested2 in
Arab. wal<nha, "stamp f[m," 'awkal.t, "hard soil," and kwb l, II, "subject," [I,
"fight.": Eth. k'aVeh and Tigr. kauh, "roc\" are more likely related to Arab. ktb,
"rock wall."a

2. Occunences. The noun ldah occurs 124 times in the OT: 21 times in Job alone,
l3 times in the Pentateuch, 18 times in the Deuteronomistic history, 8 times in Deutero-
Isaiah, and 11 times in the Psalms. The remaining occrurences are distributed roughly
equally in various books.

II. OT Usage.
l. Meaning. The noun kdahbelongs to the semantic realm of power and strengttr. It is

used in association or in parallel with various words for "strength." Parallels include:
(l) '6n, "might": God is great (rab) rn'6ntm and strong ('arnmt;) in kdah (Isa. 40:26);
Reuben is "my kbah, andthe fintfruitsof my'6n" (Get49:3); Behemothpossesseskdah
and'6n (Job40:16); Godgivesthe funtkiahandhimwhois without'6n strength ('o;mA)
(Isa. 40:29); (2) gbr: God has established the mountains by his kbah and is girded with
g"!firi @s. 65:7[Eng. v. 6]); the angels are gibbdrA l<bah (Ps. 103:20); in God's hand there
iskdahfrg"bfird(1Ch.29:12;2Ch.2O:6; (3)hayil:humanlwyilardknahare of no avail,
unlike the rfral.t of God (Znc. 4:6); a king is not helped by ltrs hayil, a warrior (gibb1r) by
his kdah (Ps. 33:16); possibly also 1 Ch. 26:8: ii-lwyil bakledah la'al1/d, "able men
qualified for the service"; (4) 'ms: Job 9:4; lsa. 40:26 ('ammt; kdah); Wov. 24:5

kaal.t. E. Beaucamp, "Riflessioni sull'idea di 'forza' nella Bibbia," BeO, 4 (1962), 8l-83;
P. Biard, la Puissance de Dieu dans la Bible. Travaux de le'Institut catholique de Paris, 7
(1960); A. Caquot, "Israelite Perceptions of Wisdom and Strength in the Light of the Ras
Shamra Texts," Israelite Wisdom. Festschrift S. Terrien (Missoula, 1978), 25-33; H. Fredriks-
son, Jahwe als Krieger (Lund, 1945); W. Grundmann, "6rivopou" TDNT, ll, 284-317;
W Spiegelberg, "Die ngyptische Gouheit 'der Goueskratt'," ZAS, 57 (1922), 145f.; A. S.
van der Woude, "Di tcO"6 Kraft," THAT, I, 823-25; --r l]l gdlar lgabhar); -+ )rj_t hayit
lchayill.

l. MdD, 195b,295a.
2. KBI],447a.
3. WKAS, t,42t.
4. WKAS, t,482a.
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(me'ammes-kdah; text?5); (5) bzq: "the strong (bazad shall not retain his koah" (Am.
2:14); with gseatkba].1, with amighty (bdzdq)hand@x. 32:11); (6)'zz: l6'-kdahpar.ld'-'62
(Job 26:2); (7) ';m: Isa. 4O:296 kiltt we'asem yd/i (Dt. 8: 17); (8) ydd and z"r6a' as terms
forstrength(Ex.32:ll;7Dt.9:29;2K.17:36["with greatkbahandanoutstretchedarm,"
referring to the exodusl;Jer.27:5;32:17 lthe same phrase referring to creationl). Wisdom
isassociatedwithkozhsuprisinglyoften (Prov.24:5;Isa.l0:13;Jer.lO:l2par.5l:15;Job
9:4; cf . Job 36:5 lkabbtr kdab ldbD.

The noun koah denotes human strength, e.g., the physical strength of Samson (Jgs.
16:5,6,9,15,17,19,30) or the power that someone thinks enables him to acquire wealth
(hayil) (Dt. 8:17 fwith'6sem fidt: cf. I Ch.29:2: David provided gold "to the best
of his ability"l). Someone who has nothing to eat loses kdah (l S. 28:20); eating
restores strength (l S. 28:22; cf. I K. l9:8, where the "strength" Elijah receives from
the food enables him to continue on to Horeb). In a similar vein, Lam. 1:6 laments
that the princes of Zion, like harts without pasture, have lost the "strength" to flee
their pursuers. According to I S. 30:4, David and his people weep until they have no
more "strength" to weep. In 2 K. l9:3 (par. Isa. 37:3), Hezekiah laments that the
women no longer have "strength" to give birth (kdah fbdO.In I Ch. 26:8; Dnl.
l:4, kdah is the ability to serve as gatekeeper of the temple or page in the king's
court.

Strength wanes with age (Ps. 7l:9; cf. Prov. 20:29, which contrasts the strength of
youth with the gray hair of old age). The strength to withstand attacks is also called
kdal.t (Dil.8:7). In a struggle between the mighty (ra!) afi the weak (An kdah), only
God can help (2 Ch. 14:10[11]).

The noun can also refer to the strength or power of nations (Josh. 17:17: Joseph
was a numerous [ra]l people and had great power lkOab SadAI]) or animals (wild ox
Uob 39:111;horse [Job 39:21]: Behemoth [Job40:16];ox [Prov. 14:4];ram[Dnl.8:7]).

This survey suggests a basic meaning of "vital energy" for kbal.t. Job 3:17 accord-
ingly refers to the dead in Sheol asycgt'A kiah, "exhausted of strength." Vital energy
is manifested in the ability to beget (cf. Gen. 49:3: Jacob calls Reuben his kdah) or
bear children (2 K. 19:38) and act with vigor. Lare texrs (Chronicles, Daniel) use koah
in the sense of ability to perform a function.e

Vital energy can also be manifested in other ways. The kdah of the earth is its bounty.
The curse on Cain in Gen. 4:12 tlreatens that the ground shall not yield its k6ah despite
all his labor; Iev.26:20 (if) states the consequences ofdisobedience: the land shall not
yield its kbah and the trees shall not yield their fruit. Job asks (Job 31:39) whether he has
eaten the kdal.t of his land without paying (belikesep), so that it might cry out (zd'aq1
against him (v. 38). on the other hand, when he asks his friends (Job 6:22) whether he has
summoned them to offer a bribe for him out of thek koah, we are dealing with money or

5. See tr.2 below.
6. See above.
7. See above.
8. See above.
9. See above.
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wealth, as the adjacent verses show (habfi, "give"; iibadfr, "give a bibe"; pd4d,
"redeem"). Vital energy thus also manifests itself in wealth. The same is true in Prov.
5:10: ". . . lest strangers (zdrim) take their fill of your kdah (par. 'asa!, 'labors')." Hos.
7:9 says: "Aliens devour his [Ephraim's] 'strength.' " This refers to the weakness of the
land caused by enemy incursions; kbah can mean the economic and military resources of
the people as well as their strength in general. En.2:69 records that the returnees gave of
their kdah for the rebuilding; the result is stated as a sum of money.

There is a distant similarity between the koah concept of Hebrew as described and
EgW. ka (b). On the one hand, lca denotes the vital energy of an individual, comprising
honor, service, action, wealth, splendor, victory, strength, etc.;10 on the other, /<c is
manifested *in food and provisions.ll The Hebrew concept, however, lacks the other
overtones of theBgypianka. such as the soul as the indestructible double of an individual.

2. Human Strength. Someone can be said quite objectively to possess physical
strength, as in the case of Samson (Jgs. 1612) or when Caleb says (Josh. 14:ll): "I am
still as strong (hdzdq) to this day as I was in the day that Moses sent me; I still have
the 'strength' to fight," or when Isa. 44:12 says that the arm of the smith who manu-
facturesidolspossesseskdah, orwhen I Ch.26:8; Dnl. l:4l3saythatsomeoneis "able"
to do something. More often, howeveE the emphasis is on lack of strength or the
insufficiency of human strength in comparison to God.

In the Psalms of Lament, the psalmist accordingly complains that his sftength has
vanished: "My strength is dried up like a potsherd" (Ps.22:16115l; or should we read

fuikkt, "my gums," instead of kbhi?); "My strength fails @Aial) because of my rnisery
(reading bo'ont for ba'awdnt), and my bones waste away ('dieifr)" (31:11[10]); "My
strength fuls (Azab) me; the light of my eyes has gone from me" (38: l1[10]); ". . . in
the time of old age, . . . when my strength is spent (kdA)" (71:9); "He [God] has
broken ('innd) my strength, he has shortened my days" (lO2:zaP!). The same ter-
minology may appear in a communal lament: "The princes of Zion have lost their
'strength'; like harts that find no pasture, their majesty (hadar) has vanished" (Lam.
1:6); "My transgressions weigh like a yokela upon my neck; they have broken (u/
hiphil) my sEength" (1:14). Jer.48:45 is similar: the fugitives at Hebron are without
strength (mikkdah; Theodotion and Vulg. readmippah). The failure of human strength
can become a cliche, as in I S. 2:9: ld' beftdal.t yigbar-ii, "a man shall not prevail by
his own strength"; the context indicates clearly that what matters is God's help. The
words addressed to Zerubbabel in 7,e,c. 4:6 are usually translated: "Not by military
might (hayil). nor by [human] strength &AaD, but by my spirit (rfraD, says Yahweh
of hosts." This would mean that Zerubbabel must not rely on human aid but can expect

10. H. Ringgren, Word and Wsdom (Lund, 1947), 38tr
11. H. Kees, Tbtenglauben und Jenseitsvorstellungen der alten Agypter (Berlin, 51983), 304;

e4R, 360.
12. See above.
13. See above.
14. Conj.; see BI1S.
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to succeed only with God's help.rs A different idea is expressed in Ps. 33: 16: "A king
is not victorious (or 'saved' ; nbiA) by great might (rob-hnyil); a warrior is not delivered

by great strength (rop-l<bah)" 
- as vv. 18f. show, deliverance can be expected only

through God's l.teseQ. Conversely, a mighty man's strength does him no good when he

is struck by God's judgment (Am. 2:14).
Mic. 3:8 is a special case. The prophet says: "I am filled with 'strength,' with the

spirit of Yahweh, and with justice and might," to declare lsrael's transgressions. The

phrase 'el-rfrab YHWH should probably be taken as a gloss on kdah. We then have

kdah, mitpdt, and g'lird with the purpose of declaring (l"haggtd) to Israel its peia'
and lwga'1. [n other words, kdah is part of the prophet's equipment, which is correctly

interpreted by the gloss as "the spirit of Yahweh."
Mortals, however, think that they have strength in themselves. The king of Assyria says

in his pride: "By the 'strength'of my hand I have done it," while in fact he is a tool in the

hand of Yahweh (Isa. 10:13). And according to the prologue of Deuteronomy, Israel will
say in times of prosperity: "My 'strength' and ttre might ('d;em) of my hand have gotten

me this wealth (bayit)" (Dt. 8:17). In reality, however, it is God who gives the power to

obtain wealth (Dt. 8:18). [t is therefore the ultimate hubris when the Chaldeans "make

their own 'strength'their god" by scoffing at all resistance (Hab. 1: I 1). When attacked by

the enemy, Jehoshaphat accordingly prays: "Wilt thou not execute judgment upon them?

For we are powerless (An Mnfi kaah) aganst this great multitude. . . . We do not know

what to do, but our eyes are upon the," (2 Ch. 20:.12). Positively, Gideon receives the

divine command: "Go in this 'strength'of yours" (Jgs. 6: 14), i.e., from the context, in the

strength given him by God. Jgs. 6:16 shows that it is God's presence that gives him this

strength. Deutero-Isaiah emphasizes that God can give strength to the weary (lsa.40:29)

and that those who wait for Yahweh will constantly receive new strength $tahaltpfr kbal.t:

v. 31; the repetition of this clause with reference to the nations in 41:1 may represent a

comrpt text). And when the Servant of Yahweh ttrinks that he has spent his 'strength' for
nothing, he nevertheless has his recompense with God (Isa. 49:4).

Prrov. 24:5 is problematic. The MT says that "a wise man is in might (ba'az), and

a man of knowledge (Ti-da'aD increases his strength (m"'ammes-koa1.1)." A minor

emendation yields the following translation: "A wise man is mightier than a strong

man (gdlar bdkAm md'dz), and a man of knowledge than he who has strength

(me'ammts-kbalr)." Wisdom and strength appear together elsewhere,l6 and so the MT
may be correct; on the other hand, the emendation agrees with the texts just discussed.

Several passages in the book of Job measure human strength against God's strength

in a kind of contest. In his suffering, Job asks: "What is my 'strength,' that I should

wait?. . .Is my 'strength'the'strength'of stones, or is my fleshbronze?" (Job 6:11f.).

He can no longer endure waiting, for he is only a mortal, whose strength is limited.

15. For a different interpretation, see B. Hartmann, "'Es gibt keine Kraft und keine Macht
ausser bei Gott,' " iD 1940-1965. OTS, 14 (1965), ll5-121; conEa W. Rudolph' Sacharja 1-3.

KAT Xfrl4 (1976), in loc.
16. See tr.I above.
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God attacks him, never leaving him in peace, and he says (9:19): "If it is a contest of
strength, behold him (i.e., 'he is victorious'; reading hinn€hfr for hinnEh)l If it is a
matter of justice, who can summon him (reading ya1/ennfi for yi'iildnt, contra BrLf;?"
Job acknowledges his inferiority. If we keep the MT and interpret hinndh as hinn1nt,
we have instead a challenge to God: "l am ready." This interpretation might find
support in Job 23:6, where Job confidently offers to go to court: "would he contend
(rr4) with me with great might (ro!-kaal.t), would that he would give heed to me [for
then I would be vindicatedl!" In 24:22, Job lodges a complaint against God: "He
upholds tyrants ('abbtrtm) by his power &aoD." In his answer to Bildad's third speech,
Job says ironically: "How you have helped him who has no pwer (ld'-kdah) and have
saved the arm that has no srrength (16'-'dz)1" (26:lS.tt At the beginning of his conclud-
ing discourse (30:2), he stresses the impotence of his human friends: "what could I
gain from the strength of their hands, men whose vigor (kelah) is gone?" Further on,
he says: "With violence (rob-kbah) my garment is disfigured" - i.e., God has gotten
the upper hand (30:18). Elihu states that Job's cry ofdistress cannot prevail against
God, "nor all the force of your strength (kol ma'arnassA-l<bah)" (36:19).

By contrast, God is "wise in heart and mighty in strength"t8 (Job 9:4); before him
no mortal can be just (v. 2). At the dawn of time God stilled the sea by his power (koab)
and by his understanding (f\frnQ smote Rahab (26:12) 

- another association of wis-
dom with strength. Elihu says that God is kabbtr koah leb, "mighty in strength of
heart," i.e. (probably), "very wise" (36:5), and does great things (yaf?iD in his power
(kdaD Q6:22). He concludes his speech by srating that God is great in power (iaggt'-
kdah)andichinjustice,andwillnotvlolaterighteousness (37:23).Thereisnomention
of kbah in God's response.

3. God's Power There is frequent mention of God's power in general. In the Song
of the Sea (Ex. 15), v. 6 says: "Thy right hand, O Yahweh, glorious in power (rw'dAfi
bakkdah) . . . shatters the enemy." rsa. 40:26 emphasizes that as a result of yahweh's
greatness of might (raf; '6ntm) and strength of power ('ammts k6ah) none of the stars
is missing when he calls them by name; here'6ntm and kdah denote the power of the
ruler of the universe. Isa. 50:2 speaks of his power to save (l"ha;;tl. Nah. 1:3 states
in quite general terms that Yahweh is slow to anger and geSol-k6a|, letting no one go
unpunished (should ltese/be read for kaabT). Ps. 147:5 once again combines strength
and wisdom: "Great is our Lord and abundant in power (ra!-k6al.t), his understanding
(fbfrruO is beyond measure." verse 4 speaks of numbering the stars and v. 6 of lifting
up the downtrodden and casting the wicked to the ground.

Two hymnic passages in Chronicles treat the same theme: "Thou art ruler over all
(m6iel bakkafi.In thy hand are power (kdab) and might; and in thy hand it is to make
great and to give strength (lcgadddl frl"l.uued ro all" (l Ch.29:12); ". . . Art thou not
God in heaven? Dost thou not rule (m6ieD over all the kingdoms of the nations? In

17. See tr.3 below.
18. GesB 610b.
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thy hand are power (kdoD and might (g'!firA), so that none is able to withstand
(higa;;e!) thee" (2 Ch. 20:6). And in 2 Ch. 25:8, a man of God says to Amaziah:
". . . in God is power to help as well as to cast down (la'z6r frfhaLitl)."

Elsewhere God's l<oah is usually associated with creation or the deliverance from
Egypr According to lob26:l2,le Yahweh has shown his power in his victory over the
sea. The same idea may be present in Ps. 65:7(6). After a reference to Yahweh's nbrd'6!
in ;efleq, which have made him the hope of all the ends of the earth (v. 6[5]), we read:
". who by [his] 'strength' establishes the mountains, being girded with might
(ge!frrd)." The following verse goes on to speak of stilling the roaring of the sea. Jer.

1O:l2m par. 5l:15 (Jer. 51:15-19 echoing 1O:12-16 word for word) simply state that
Yahweh made ('dA) the earth by his power (koaD and established (hekin) the world

GdbeD by his wisdom (hobni). ler. 27:5; 32:1721 use the formula "with great power
and an outstretched arm," which normally appears in the context of the exodus, to refer
to creation. Thene are several variants of this formula associated with the deliverance
from Egypt "with great power and with an outstretched arm" (Dt. 9:29;2 K. 17:36);
"with great power and with a mighry hand" (Ex. 32:ll); "in thy might" (Nu. 14:13);
"by his great power" (Dt. 4:37). In Ex. 9:16, Pharaoh is told that God has spared him
to show his 'power.' God's acts both in creation and in history are thus an expression
of his power. Thus Ps. 111:6 states that Yahweh has shown the power of his works by
giving his people the land.

Finally, in Isa. 63, the Song of Edom, kiah denotes the power of Yahweh's wrath:
he comes from Edom in crimsoned garments and in the greatness of his power (b"rdp
kdhb; v. l).

m. l. LnL In the LXX, kdah is usually translated by ischjs (ll2 times + 7 in
Sirach) and ischfein (3 times) or djnarnis (8 times). A few other translations also appear:
asthenein, dynatds, katischfein, and chefr (once each).

2. Dead Sea Scrol/s. There ar€ numerous occurrences of kdal.t inthe Dead Sea scrolls.
It turns out that the sense of "ability," frequently attested in the late texts of the OT,
appears only rarely, in fact just once: lQSa 1:19 states that anyone who joins the
community is to be assigned a function according tohis kbah. There are also passages

in the Manual of Discipline that state that new members are to bring to the community
all their knowledge (da'a!), strength (koaD, and possessions (ft6n) (lQS 1:ll). The
meaning of knal.t here is not entirely clear. The word appears between da'a1, wtlch
denotes mental ability, and h6n, which clearly means worldly possessions. "Strength"
might be either physical strength or, as often in the OT, personal property. The statement
of purpose that follows conEibutes little to an understanding of the word kdah: the
strength is "to be employed according to the perfection of his [God's] ways." A similar

19. See above.
20. Late; see W Rudolph, Jeremia- HAT XIJ. e1-967),71t.
21. Both genuine according to Rudolph, HAT, )('fr, l73f .,211-13.
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expression occurs in CD 13:11: new members are to be examined "with respect to
their works, their understanding, their strength, their power, and their possessions."
Negatively, IQS 3:2 states that the knowledge, strength, and possessions of the un-
worthy must not be brought into the community.

In one passage, a rhetorical question states that a human being, made of clay, is
devoid of strength (mah koah /i: lQH 3:24: cf . lQH 10:11: "Which among thy works
might have the power to stand before thy glory?"). otherwise, the reference is almost
always to the power of God or the strength he vouchsafes to mortals. God created the
earth through his power (lQH 1:13; as in the OT, the parallel speaks of "wisdom").
With him are knowledge, power, and glory (lQH 11:8). His power destroys the foe
(lQM ll:l). The words of lQM 1l:5 are typical: "Neither our strength &AaD nor the
might ('issfim) of our hands has demonstrated power (ASd hayil), but it is through thy
power (kdah) and the strength ('62) of thy great might(l.tayil)." "Apart from thee there
is no one, and no one is like unto thee in power" (lQH 10:9f.; cf. lQM 13:13: "Who
is like unto thee in power?").

In his power, God appears to the psalmisr "as perfect light (?)" (lQH 4:23). Although
the experience of inadequacy "shatters" (tmm hiphil) human strength (lQH 5:29,36;
8:31), God gives strength to endure (lQH 2:8; cf. 8:35). God's power goes hand in
hand with mercy (lQH 4:32,35). Thus mortals learn to know his glory and power (lQH
15:20) and to see that there is hope in his mercy and power (1QH 9:14). Thanksgiving
is therefore due God "according to the greatness of his power and the fulness of his
wonders" (lQH 14:23). These and other passages stand fully in the tradition of OT
hymnody.

Finally, we may note that the angels are often called gibbdrA kbah. In one passage
(1QH 8:l l), they deny outsiders admittance to God's plantation (cf. Gen. 3:24); another
passage speaks of God's acts of judgment upon "the warriors of strength" and "the
host of the holy one" (lQH 10:34f.).

Ringgren

Contents: I. Etymology. II. Piel: "Conceal." III. Hiphil: "Destroy." IV. The Omniscient God
Who Punishes. V. God's Knowledge and Creation?

khd. H. Conzelmann, "yetr6o6," TDNT, l){., 594-603: A. Guillaume, "Hebrew and Arabic
Lexicography: A Comparative Study, il," Abr-Nahrain,2 (196o16l), 5-35, esp. l8; M. A. Klop-
fenstein, Die Lilge nach dem AT (Zuich, 1964),258-260; A. Oepke, "xp$ma," TDNT, IJ.l,
957-978; G. Wehmeyeq "'111D srrhi. verbergen," THAT tr, 173-181.
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I. Etymology. The cognates of kl.td have a wide semantic range: Aram. ithpael, "be

annihilated"; Syr.qal andithpael, "be disgraced,fear";Eth.kihda, "deny one's faith";
Mehri and Tigrd {efuad, "quarrel"; Arab. (al.tada, "deny, lie."t

II. Piel: "Conceal." The root klld occurs 32 times in the OT. It merits attention

both because of its wide range of meanings ("hide, conceal, be hidden," "destroy, be

destroyed") and because of its use to describe both divine and human actions.

The qal is not attested. The piel occurs 15 times with the "resultative"2 meaning

"keep something hidden." It always appears negated in commands to reveal something.

Except in Gen. 47:18, it is always coupled with a verb of speaking, most often the

hiphil of ngd (Josh. 7:19; I S. 3:18; Isa. 3:9; Jer. 38:25; 50:2; Job 15: l8)' Jer. 50:2 also

luses'amar and a repeated hiphil of idma'; Isa. 3:9 even includes a woe formula. The

verb'amar also appears in Ps.40:11(Eng. v. l0), the piel of spr in Ps.78:4, and the

hiphil of ydrd III in Job 27:ll. The message to be declared and not kept hidden

sometimes belongs to the human world. In 2 S. 14:18, Solomon asks the woman from

Tekoa who instigated her to intercede for Absalom. In Jer. 38:24,7ndeV'tah demands

that Jeremiah keep their conversation secrct upon pain of death. The matter is always

something important. Job 15: 18 makes the transition to the religious realm: the fathers

have not hidden God's will for the wicked from their sons. In their insolence, the wicked

do not even conceal their sins (Isa. 3:9). Since God's word must be obeyed, the king

urges Jeremiah not to conceal it from him (Jer. 38: l4). The wisdom instructor teaches

concerning God's work and his plan to deal with the wicked (Job 27:ll). The prophet

knows of the fall of Babylon and must proclaim it to the people as imminent deliverance

(Jer. 50:2). Whoever has experienced a personal demonstration of God's righteousness

must praise God and not remain silent @s. 40:11[10]); God's glorious deeds must not

remain concealed from generation to generation (Ps. 78:4).

Job 6:10, which uses the piel of kl.td, is probably an interpolation.3 Here khd is often

translated "deny."+ p.i"drich Horst5 points out, however, thatkhd never means "deny":
"It always denotes an act of concealment that seeks deliberately to keep something

hidden; its opposite is always an act of speaking, proclaiming, informing, or teaching."

In Job 6:10, therefore, the sufferer is innocent of remaining silent conceming God's

works. The Hebrew word for "deny" is the piel of -+ i?11) khJ; unlike kl.td, it is never

constructed with min,6 which appears in l0 of the 15 instances of khd piel.

The LXX renders the piel of kfud ll times with kript6, "hide," a word that represents

a variety of semantically related words in the OT.7 In 4 passages, the LXX uses a

l. Ct. MdD, 2O5a; TigrWb, 393; W Leslau, kxique soqotri (Paris, 1938), 107.

2. E. Jenni, Das hebriiische Pi'el (Zttich, 1968), 250.

3. G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT XVI (1963), 16l.
4. Cf. K. Budde, Das Buch Hiob. HKAT IIll (21913),27.

5. F. Horst, Hiob. BK, XVUI (1968), 105.

6. Klopfenstein,259.
7. Cf. Oepke,961.
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different word. Isa. 3:9 employs emphanizo, "make invisible"; Job 6:10; 27:ll use a
negated form of pseildd, "lie." The LXX changes the meaning of Gen. 47:18, using
ektrib6, "destroy," which will be discussed below in the context of the niphal and
hiphil. Instead of the MT "We cannot hide from my lord . . . ," the Greek text reads:
"We would not be destroyed by (Gk. ap6 for Heb. min) our lord." Here min was
probably taken as introducing the logical subject of the passive,8 just x ap6 is com-
monly used for hyp6 in later Greek.e It is unlikely that the text means simply "before
our lord," as suggested by the translation enantion in w. 18 and 19.

III. Hiphil: "Destroy." The hiphil of lhd occurs 6 times. The lexica suggest the
meaning "destroy" in 5 cases, but translate "hide" in Job 2O:12 on the basis of the
piel (cf. LXX krjptd). What the wicked man "hides" under his tongue is evil. "With
his malicious schemes and plans, the wicked man is depicted as enjoying the luxury
of self-indulg he is like a child with a piece of candy."l0 This interpretation is
supported by Job 20:13, where we find ltdmal, "hold onto," ld' 'dzab, "not let go,"
andmana', "keep." Recalling the usage of the piel, Ps.83:5(4) uses zaf;ar (negated)
in parallel with the hiphil of kftd.Israel's annihilated enemies are ro be remembered
no more; the same idea is expressed in the LXX by exolothrertd, "destroy" (LXX 82:5).
lnZs,c.ll:8a (probably a late interpolationrr), the meaning of kihd hiphil has been the
subject of much discussion; it can mean either "destroy" or "remove."12 Apart from
the context the exafro, "take as booty," of the LXX argues for the latter.

Just as the "shepherd" in Znc. ll:8 actually represents God, so God is the explicit subject
who "destroys" in 1 K. 13:34; Ex. 23:23.Inthe former, we rny note the par. iama!, "cut
off," and the IXX egdneto . . . eis aphanismbn in the sense of "vanish," which is similar
in meaning to "keep hidden." It is also appropriate that God should wish the peoples of
Canaantovanishfrombefore (miz)thelsraelites @x. 23:23),whilein2Ch. 32:2ltheangel
of Yahweh destroys the Assyrians. kl both passages, the LXX uses ektrtb1, "destroy."

IV. The Omniscient God who Punishes. The 10 instances of the niphal constitute
the passive to both the piel and the hiphil. Reflecting the usage of the piel, the former
means that something is not "concealed"; God's omniscience is further emphasized
by the use of yd/a'. As in the piel construction,min appe:rs in 2 S. l8:13;Ps. 69:6(5);
139:15. In the Samuel passage, it is the king from whom nothing is concealed; in the
Psalms, it is God. In the last two passages, the LXX uses krj'ptd; in the fust, it
paraphrases with lantfuina, "hide." The reference is always to the omniscient God. Ps.
69:6(5) acknowledges that God knows the psaknist's misdeeds. In Ps. 139:15, the
psalmist knows that his frame is not hidden from God even in the depths of the earth.

8. K8L3,566.
9. Cf. W. Pap., Handwtirterbuch der giechischen Sprache, I (Braunschweig, 1842),295'

W. Bauer, A Greek-English Lexicon of the NT (Eng. trans., Chicago, 21979),88.
10. Fohrea 330.
11. W. Rudolph, Sacharja 9-14. KAT X[A4 0976),206.
t2. rbid.
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Hos. 5:3 (LXX o* dpestin, "is not absent") also belongs in this contexr God insists

that he know Ephraim well, that nothing can be concealed from him. But 2 S' 18:13

also contains an indirect statement about God, for 2 S. 14:17 likens the king to God:
"My lord the king is like the angel of God, who knows Oa$a) good and evil." We

may conclude that "the OT takes God's omnipresence and omniscience more seriously

than any religion."lr All of Ps. 139, not just v. 15, makes the same point: God has

foreknowledge of every individual, before each person is formed in his mother's womb
(vv. 15f.). God knows all the thoughts, deeds, ways of the psalmist (w. 3f., 23), for
whom God's natune and works are unfathomable (vv. 6, 17f.). Not even darkness can

hide anyone from God (v.l2);there is no place to flee from God (vv. 7-12).Ps.69:6(5);
Hos. 5:3 add that God also knows human transgressions; thus in Ps. 139 the psalmist

feels not so much at God's mercy its under God's protection (w. 5,10,14,16,18).

The other 6 passages, where the niphal represents the passive ofthe hiphil, speak rather

differently of God. Here khd has "markedly negative overtones."l4 Eliphaz's words in
Job 4:7 are based on the conviction that the fate of each individual is dependent on God,

which makes it appear impossible that the upright might be destroyed, an interpretation

supported by the par. 'dbad and the LXX apdllymi, "destroy." In Job 22:20, also, the

righteous see the wicked destroyed (LXX aphanizo, "make invisible, annihilate"). Job

15:28 states that the wicked live in "uninhabitable houses," so that our parallel verb must

refer to "desolate cities" (L)C{. p6leis erimous). In contrast to the punishment of the

wicked, the righteous is confident of God's help and protection. The remaining passages

(Zr*. ll:9,16) are in the "shepherd vision," in which the prophet describes frst a "true"
shepherd and then a "false" shepherd.ts Here, too, the niphal of khdlas a negative sense,

denoting a punishment. In v. 9, the parallel is "What is to die, let it die," so that

hannikfudel means "what is to be missing, let it be missing," the exact sense of LXX ro

ekleipon ekleipdta. With the same meaning, v. 16 has eklimpdno: the "false shepherd"

does not care for "what is missing" (par. niibereT "what is broken").

V. God's Knowledge and Creation? God's benevolent omniscience stands in
contrast to his destructive might; both are expressed by fomrs of khd. Would it therefore

be correct to claim that his knowledge creates and his disregard destroys? This would
chime with the notion that God creates through his word (Gen. l; Sir. 42:15; Ps. 33:6)

but destroys by turning away his face (Ps.30:8[7]; lO4:29). Ps. l:6 states such an

antithesis: God knows Odda) the way of the righteous, but the way of the wicked

perishes ('abafi. Ps. 139 associates God's omniscience with the creation of each person

(vv. 13f., l5). Jer. 1:5 expresses a similar idea: "Before I formed you in the womb I
knew tardda) you." Sir. 23:20 says of God: "Before anything comes to pass, it is

already known to him." God's knowledge is thus conceptually close to God's creative

act, but the former is never described as being efficacious.

13. Oepke,967.
14. Wehmeyer, 177.
15. Rudolph, KAT Xru14, 2M.
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We might also address our question to statements about God's wisdom in relationship
to his creation. His works are shaped by wisdom (Ps. 104:24), and through his knowl-
edge (da'afl the waters of the deep spring forth (Prov. 3:20). These passages use the
prep. b", which can introduce an "accompanying circumstance" but also a "means." 16

We must probably opt for the former, because, in the passages where Wisdom is
personified (e.g., Prov. 8:22-31), she herself is created by God.l7 The closest association
of Wisdom with God's knowledge and works is in Wis. 8:4: "For she is initiated into
God's knowledge, and it is she who chooses his works." This probably means that
"Wisdom's knowledge is the same as God's knowledge" and that "God and Wisdom
know and will in the same act."l8

Eisingf

16. KBL3, t}t.
17. Cf. G. Fohrer, "oogtc," TDM Yn,49l; also Wis. 9:9.
18. Cf. P. Heinisch, Das Buch der Weisheit. EHAT XXIV (1912), 160.
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Contents: I. 1. Occurrences, Etymology; 2. Meaning;3. LXX. U. Secular Usage: 1. Verb;

2. Noun. Itr. Theological Usage: l. Denial of God;2. Concealmenq 3. Prophetic Dissimulation;
4. Dead Sea Scrolls.

l. L Occurrences, Etymology. The OT probably distinguishes two distinct roots
khi,t one meaning "waste away," the other meaning "deny." The former appears

only once in the qal (Ps. 109:24) and in the noun kahai (Job 16:8, contra LXX, Aquila,
and Vulg.). The root meaning "deny" appears 21 times as a verb (19 times in the
piel, once each in the niphal and hithpael); it also appqrs 5 times in the noun /cafta.i

and once in the adj. kehai.Tltis root also appears 3 times as a verb or noun in Sirach
(Sir.41:17).

knhai. I. Blau, "Uber homonyme und angeblich homonyme Wurzeln n," W 7 (1957),
98-lO2; E. Jenni, Das lrcbriiische Pi'el (Zuic[ 1968); Jtirg Jeremias, Kultprophetie und Ge-
richtsverkiindigung in dcr spiiten Kiinigszeit Israels. WMANT,35 (1970), 3lff.; M. A. Klopfen-
stein, Da.s Liige nach dcm AT (Zwich, 1964); idcm, *Uin) khl pi. leugnen," THAT 1,825-28;
J. L. Palache, Semantic Notes on the Hebrew Lcxicon @ng. trans., triden, 1959); G. Quell,
Wahre und falsche Propheten. BFChTh 46ll (1952).

L Cf. W. J. Gerber, Die hebriiischen Verba d.enominativa (l*ipzrg, 1896), 26t.: E. Ben
Yehuda, Thesaurus totius hebraitaris (1908-1959, repr. New York, 1960); G. Dalman,
Araniiisches-neuhebriiisches Wiirterbuch (Frankfurt, 1897), 196; ltxHebAram,352; Klopfen-
stein, THAT 1,825.
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Both roots appear in Middle Hebrew as well as in Jewish Aramaic. It is uncertain

whether the root meaning "waste away" is also found in Ethiopic texts2 and whether

there is any connection with Ugar.!kb.3 S. Rina assoiiates th,f with Ugat.W "throne,"

understanding it to mean "worship"; this would be relevant to the interpretation of Ps.

18:45(Eng. v. M); Dt. 33:29.

2. Meaning. If we leave aside the meaning "waste away," we find an ambivalent

meaning basic to the semantic content of the word group; the ambivalence can usually

be expressed by the two translations "say [or 'bring about'] that something is not" and

"not say [or 'bring about'] that something is."s Both meanings probably coexisted

from the beginning as inversive functions. From them developed more specific mean-

ings: (1) "deny (the truth of something)" (Gen. 18:15; l*v.5:21,2216:2,31;Jer.5:12;
Job 8:18; Prov.30:9); (2) "deny, be false to" (Job 31:28; Josh. 24:27;[sa.30:9;59:13;
Hos. 9:2; l0:13; 12:l[11:12]; Hab. 3:17); (3) "conceal" (kv. 19:11; Josh. 7:11; Hos.

4:2); (4) "dissemble" (l K. 13:18; Zw. l3:4: Hos. 7:3; Nah. 3:l; Ps. 59:13[12]);
(5) "flatter" @t.33:29i 2 5.22:45:, Ps. 18:45[44];66:3;81:16[15]).

In contrast to -+ f I) kzb and -+ 1pI2 iqr kbi denotes the disguising, concealment,

or denial of a given situation contrary to better knowledge; it thus also represents a

deliberate accountable act.

3. lX(. The LXX translates the root meaning "waste away" with alloiortsthai (Ps.

109:24[-XX 108:24]) but interprets the noun in Job 16:8 as meaning "lie" and trans-

lates it psertdos. [t renders all the forms based on the root meaning "deny" by a form

of the root pseud-; only in Gen. 18:15 does it use the more precise arneisthai (cf.
Aquila's arnEtils in Isa. 30:9).

II. Secular Usage. All five specific meanings of the root appear in secular usage,

which accounts for two thirds of all its occurrences. The meanings deriving from the

sense "not say that" predominate.

l. Verb. a. Usage in the sense "not say tha!" i.e., "conceal," is typically associated

with the legal realm. Thus the verb is used by lrv. 19:11 in a prohibition against stealing

belonging to an ancient decalogue; Hos. 4:2 uses it in an oracle ofjudgment to describe

a transgression that stands under Yahweh's judgment.

b. On the other hand, the meaning "cause to go unnoticed that," i.e., "dissemble,"

is associated with the everyday phenomenon of concealing one's true purpose in some

area of human endeavor. This meaning can be applied to prophets who consciously

conceal their intentions from others by deceptive words or actions. In I K. 13:18, for

2. lrslau, Contributions, 26.
3. W. F. Albright, "'Are the Ephod and the Teraphim Mentioned in Ugaritic Literature?"

BASOR, 83 (1941), 40, n. 7.
4. Svi Rin and Shifra Rin, "Ugaritic-OT AfEnities 1," BZ N.s. I I (1968), 174-192, esp. 182.

5. Klopfensteit, Das Liige nach dem AT, 255f.
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exrmple, a ndbt' misrepresents himself before another man of God in order to deceive

him.
c. The meaning "flatter" can be understood as a special development of the meaning

"dissemble." Usage of the verb to describe the conduct of enemies forced into subjec-

tion gave the piel (3 occurrences) as well as the niphal and hithpael the special nuance

of dissimulation through a show of servility. The object of this hypocritical conduct on

the part of Israel's enemies or foreigners (Ps. 18:45f.[44f.] par. 2 S. 22:45t.) may be

Yahweh (Ps. 66:3; 81:l6t15l), Israel (Dt. 33:29), or the Israelite king (Ps. 18:45f.[zt4f.]

par. 2 S. 22:45t.).
d. Secular usage of the verb in the sense "say that . . . not," i.e., "deny," is found

in Gen. l8:15; Lev. 5:21,2216:2,31as well as Job 8:18.In Gen. 18:15, Sarah denies the

accusation that she laughed disbelievingly by asserting the contrary. I-ev.5:21,22(6:2,3)

has to do with a situation in which someone deceives his neighbor concerning property

taken as security or stolen or extorted, denying that he has found what is missing. In

a similar but figurative usage, a garden can be described as denying the godless who

has been pulled up like a luxuriant and deeply rooted plant (Job 8:18).

e. Parallel to ttris meaning there developed the meaning "cause that ' . . not," i.e.,

"deny, abandon." The root is used figuratively in this sense in Hos. 9:2 as well as Hab.

3:17: the vine or olive tree shall abandon its owner, refusing to yield its fruit.

2. Noun. Like the verb, the noun exhibits semantic ambiguity. In secular usage,

however, the meaning "lie, pretense" predominates. In Hos. 7:3, forexample,l<ahairefers
to political chicanery on the part of wire-pullers at the king's court in Samaria. Nah. 3:1,

in an invective against Nineveh, also concems political tricks played on small neighboring

states by rulers in the capital of the Assyrian Empire. In Ps. 59: 13(12), a psalmist who is

faitMul to Yahweh laments the distortion of the true situation by false accusers; here again

we are dealing with the everyday phenomenon of one person deceiving another.

III. Theological Usage.
l. Denial of God. In the religious realm, the group of words serves primarily to

express denial or rejection of Yahweh. The denying subject - the house of Israel (Jer'

5:12) or someone wealthy who is full and self-satisfied (Prov. 30:9) - may use specific

words that imply corresponding conduct. Primarily, however, denial of Yahweh finds

expression in actions. This is true for the verb in Josh. 24:27;lsa.59:13; Job 31:28, as

well as for the noun in Hos. 10: 13; l2l(ll:12) and the adjective in Isa. 30:9. The word
group here characterizes conduct in its totality, including one's fundamental attitude.

In practice, to deny Yahweh is to embrace alien cults (Josh. 24:27;Job 3l:28; Hos.

l2:l!l:l}l), to refuse to listen to Yahweh's instruction (Isa. 30:9), or to transgress

against his law, i.e., to break his covenant (Isa. 59:13; Hos. l0:13).

2. Concealment. Ttre counterpart to denial by words or actions is concealment of a

situation. In Josh. 7:11, what is concealed is the theft of things that had been devoted

by ban, so that kft.i here refers more precisely to an infringement of sacral law, once

again a transgression of Yahweh's covenant.
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3. Prophctic Dissimulation. A theological usage of the root with the meaning
"deceive" is found nZ,ec. 13:4. As in 1 K. l3:18,6 prophets are the subject. In contrast
to 1 K. 13:18, however, lchi here does not mean ordinary concealment of one's true
intentions but actual appearance in the guise of a prophet.T At the awaited eschaton,
the syncretistically-minded prophets of the exilic priod8 will no longer don the hairy
mantle of a prophet in order to pretend to communicate Yahweh's word to the people.

4. Dead Sea Scrolls. The root /cft.f appears only 3 times in the Dead Sea scrolls. Here
kft.f serves to characterize the spirit of wickedness, in conjunction with greed, sloth,
wickedness, lying (,iqr), arrogance, pride, deception (rcmtyA), cruelty, and godlessness
(lQS a:9). The righteous must reject this sptuit (10:12). In 4QpNah 2:2, the "bloody
city" (Nineveh) of Nah. 3:1 is identified with the "city of Ephraim" (Jerusalem?) that
will walk in /clri and iqr at the end of days.

Schunck

6. See tr.I above.
7. Klopfenstein, Das Liige nach dem AT,279.
8. Cf. B. OtzErL, Studien iiber Deuterosaclnrja. AcThD, 6 (1964), 194-98.

Contents: I. Etymology. II. Meaning; OT Usage. Itr. Stylistic and Theological Considerations:

l. Style; 2. Theologically Significant Examples. w. LXX, Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. Etymology. The word kal *kull(u) is common Semitic: Ugar. H,t Phoen. kl,2
Ararll kl, kdl, determined kblld' (Syr. /czl), Arab. kull,3 OSA t/,4 Eth. k"ill. ln
Akkadian, we find both kaltF and kullatu.6 There is also a noun gimru, "totality."z

kdl. P. P. Boccaecio, "I termini contrari come espressioni della totaliti in ebraico (l)," Bibl,
33 (1952), 173-l9O; J. A. Fitzmyer, "The Syntax of H, kl','All'in the Aramaic Texts from Egypt
and in Biblical Aramaic," Bibl, 38 (1957), 170-184 = A Wandering Aramean. SBL Mon, 25
(1979),205-217: H. Ringgren, "The Omitting of kol in Hebrew Parallelism," W, 32 (1982),
99-103; G. Sauer, ")> tal Gesamttreit," THAT I, 828-830; R. R. Stieglitz, "Minoan and Biblical
Totals," \MEA, 14 (1971),217t.

l. WUS, no. 1320.
2. DrSO, 118tr.
3. WKAS, r,292tr.
4. ContiRossini, 168.
5. AHw, | (1965), 427.
6. tbid.,50t.
7. Ibid., 289.
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The root iskll, "be complete," factitive "make complete"; cf. Ugar. ft//D, "make

complete,"s the shaphel or aphel in various Aramaic dialects meaning "make

"o-p|"t"," 
Akk. iuklulu, "make complete." Contrast A|k. kullulu, "conceal"; cf.

*aa. *u v, ..surround," osA ft//, "surround,"s Eth. l<allala, "surround, protect," a

meaning attested from the peal in several Aramaic dialects. At'k. kalfi appears to be

related to two roots, t// and klY.lo

II. Meaning; oT usage. Literally, kol means something like "totality"; but it is
rarely used absolutely in the sense of "everything, the whole" (e'g., Eccl. l:2; l1:5;

Isa. 29:11; Jer. l0:16 par. 51:19; lsa. 44:24; Job 13:1). It usually appeals in the construct

(generally written kol) andmeans: (1) "whole," when preceding a determined noun in

the singular (t<ol-hd'ares, "the whole earth" [Gen. 9:19; Isa. 6:3; Ps. 47:8(Eng. v.7);

n:D;]rc.1; kol-'ammi, "all my people" [Gen. 41:40])i (2) "all," when preceding a

determined noun in the plural (kol-hagg|yim, "all the nations" Usa. 2:2;43:9; Ps.

67:3(2);118:101; cf. kol-hA'ammim [Ps. 97.6; erc.]; cf. the collective lcol(-hd)'d4dm,

"all humankind" [Gen. 7:21; Ps. @:lO(9)', erc.]); (3) "every" when preceding an

undetermined noun in the singular (kol-'dm, "every people" [Est. 3:8]; kol-bayil
..every house" [tsa. 24:10]); also "any" (kol-dAQdr, "anything" [Ruth 4:7]) or "all

kinds of" (kol-tfrb, ..all kinds of precious things" [Gen. 24:10] 
" 
kol-'d;, "all kinds of

trees,' [Irv. 19:231); (4) "no," in the context of negation (kol-m"ld'kd ld'-yd'dieh

bdhem, ..no work shall be done on those [days]" lEx. 1216 cf. 20:10: lo'-ta'oseh

kol-m"ld'khl; tcol-tum'd'al-tA'kal, "eat nothing unclean" pgs. 13:141). For specialized

usages, the lexica should be consulted.ll

III. Stylistic and Theological Considerations. There would be hardly any point to

cataloging all the occulrences. Here we shall merely point out certain examples of

particular stylistic or theological interest.

l. style. Stylistically, we may note that the oT writers often omit kdl when it is
already clear that a totality is meant: even without l<bl, "the nations of the earth" means
,,all the nations of the earth." But there is a whole series of parallelisms in which one

member uses /<ol while the other does not, although both clearly have the same sense

of totality. Examples from the Psalms include: "All his ordinances were before me,

and his rt trt"r I did not put away from me" (18:231221); "Hide thy face from my

sins, and blot out all my iniquities" (51:1lt9l); "lrt the peoples praise thee, O God;

letallthenations ('ammtmkulldm)praisethee" (67:4,6t3,51;perhapsanaugmentation);

"I will meditate @a7il on all thy work, and muse on thy mighty deeds" (77:l3ll2l;
cf. 143:5); "all our days" par. "our years" (90:9); "The nations will fear the name of

8. WUS, no. 1320.
9. ContiRossini, 169.
lo. -+ )'): kalili -+ ih) knh.
n. KBL3,45lf.
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Yahweh, and all the kings of the earth thy glory" (102:16[5]); "All thy works shall
give thanks to thee, and thy saints shall bless thee" (145:10).

Prophetic examples include: "All you inhabitants of the world, you who dwell on
the earth" (Isa. 18:3); "Every valley shall be lifted up, and every mountain and hill
shall be made low; the uneven ground shall become level, and the rough places a plain"
(Isa. 40:4); "Behold, all who are incensed against you [cf. 45:24] shall be put to shame
and confounded; those who strive against you shall be as nothing and shall perish"
(Isa. 41:ll; cf. Ps. 35:26, with yahddw instead of kdt); "The nations shall see your
vindication, and all the kings your glory" gsa.62:2); "I will recount the steadfast love
of Yahweh, the praises of Yahweh, according to all that Yahweh has granted us" (Isa.
63:7); "The wind shall shepherd all your shepherds, and your lovers shall go into
captivity" (Jer.22:22); "For I will satisfy the weary soul, and every languishing soul
I will replenish" (Jer. 3l:251' cf.Isa. 40:29, without /cdl).

2. Theologically Signifrcant Emmple* The distribution of kdl is fairly even, but its
frequency varies in different books. Certain genres have a predilection for expressions
using ko-l. There are significantly more occurrences in Jeremiah than in Ezekiel. The
Enthronement Psalms and Ecclesiastes are full of ro-l phrases. In large part, of course,
this is due to the themes treated by the texts in question, as the following discussion
will show.

a. Creation and Godb Universal Dominion. Yahweh's creation of the entire world
rarely finds expression in statements using /col. Jer. 10:16 (par. 51:19), however, states
that he formed "everything" O6qer hokkbl hl). Therefore his kingdom encompasses
everything (malkfitd bakkol mnidA: Ps. 103:19). These two passages use the absolute
form hakl<bl, "everything." "He made heaven and earth, the sea, and all that is in
them," says Ps. 146:6 (although Ps. 24:1, e.9., says the same thing without using /co-l).

In the Enthronement Psalms, tdl is frequently used to describe the universal dominion
of Yahweh. "All the earth" is to praise him (Ps. 96:l) and tremble before him (v. 9);
his marvelous works are to be declared among all the peoples (v. 3); he is more powerful
that all gods (v. 4;95:3;97:9);the field and everything in it is to exult, and all the trees
of the wood are to sing with joy (96:12). He is l,ord of the whole earth ('a86n
kol-hd'dres) (Ps. 97:5); all peoples (l<ol-ha'ammim) behold his glory &abAA Q7:6).
All worshippers of images are put to shame, and all gods bow down before him (v. 7).
All the ends of the earth see his victory Ocifr'O @s. 98:3). God's blessing causes all
nations (gbyim) to know his saving power (Ps. 67:3[2]), so that all nations may praise
him (vv. 4,6[3,5]). Isa. 6:3, in a context that also speaks of Yahweh as king, states that
Yahweh's kabdd frlls the whole earth.

Similar universalistic ideas are found in other psalms. Ps. 100:l calls upon all the
lands to praise Yahweh. The nations and all the kings of the earth will fear Yahweh
when he restores Zon, thus demonstrating his power (Ps. 102:16[5]). Ps. 108:6(5)
asks Yahweh to show his glory over all the earth; 113:4 states that he is high above all
nations. Yahweh is above all gods; he does everything that he pleases in heaven and
on earth (Ps. 135:5f.; cf. Isa. 46:10), a statement that is then justified by a reference to
his power in nature and in history.
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Deutero-Isaiah, who is strongly influenced by the language of the Psalms in other

respects, uses /cdl with surprising infrequency in passages dealing with creation and

God,s omnipotence (cf. Isa. 40:13,15 ,22f.;41:5;42j,where one might have expected

kdl). As examples using fro-l, we may cite several passages. Isa. M:23 calls on the

heavens, the depths of the earth, the mountains (all withoutkdl),and all the trees of

the forest to rejoice. According to 40:5; 49:26, allflesh - i.e., all humanity - will see

and know the glory and mighty deeds of Yahweh. According to 52:10, all the nations

G6yim) and all the ends of the earth shall see the salvation of Yahweh. Every knee

shall bow before him, and every tongue swear fealty to him (45:23). All who were

incensed against him will be ashamed (45:24)' and all the offspring (zera) of Israel

will triumph in his salvation (v. 25). A statement concerning creation appears in45:12:-
yahweh made the earth together with the human race, and the heavens with all their

host. Of fundamental importance is 45:7: "I form light and create darkness, I make

weal and create woe, I Yahweh do all these things ('o-.feft lol-'Elleh)." Here everything

that takes place, for better or worse, is ascribed to Yahweh in a way that excludes any

type of dualism (cf. I S. 2:6f.). lt is noteworthy that such creation texts never use ftdl

as a cosmological term meaning "the universe."12

b. P's Creation Account- The Creation account of P is quite restrained in its use of

kaL Quite naturally, the word does not appear at all in the words of creation; but it is

found occasionally (and clearly on no systematic principle) in the subsequent descrip-

tions: every winged bird (Gen. 1:21), everything that creeps upon the ground (w. 25f.;

cf. v. 28). Every plant upon the face of all the earth is given to the human race for food

(vv.29f .). Then God sees that everything he has made is good (v. 31). Finally, we are

told that heaven and earth "with all their host" were finished (way"$ullfi,2:1); God

finished (way"ka|) his work and rested from all the work that he had done (2:2b,3).

The concluding words thus express the aspect of totality by using both k / and the verb

Kttlo.
c. The Flood. The aspect of totality also appears in the story of the Flood. Every

imagination of the human race was evil (Gen. 6:5); all flesh had comrpted their way

upon the earth (v. 12;.tr 6oO *erefore determines to make an end of all flesh (6:13,17):

everything that is on earth shall die (v. 17). Noah, however, is to save two of every

sort of animal (6:19). Everything perishes (7:21-23 [6 occurrences]). After the Flood,

everything comes forth once more (8:17,19), and God promises never again to destroy

every living creature (v. 2l). Now every animal alive is given to the human race for

food (9:3). P's concluding account of the covenant (9:8-17) contains 12 occurrences

of kal.
d. Patriarchal Narratives. In the patriarchal narratives, /cdl occasionally plays an

important role. At the end of the primal history the story of the Tower of Babel

"-ph"rir"r 
that the whole earth once had the same language (Gen. 1l:1; cf. v. 6); but

12. Ct. C. R. North, Thc Second Isaiah Q-ondon, 1964), 145f.; -+ O)\y '6ldm'

13. Cf. A. R. Hulst "Kol bdiar in der piesterlichen Fluterziihlung," studies on the Book of
Genesis. OTS, 12 (1958), 28-68.
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after the unsuccessful attempt to become like God (cf. v. 6: "everything they under-
take"), the human race is scattered over the face of all the earth (vv. 8f.). This lays the
groundwork for the election of Abraham, that in him "all the families of the earth"
may be blessed (or bless themselves;la l2:3).

Also of interest is the statement that God caused Joseph to prosper (s/h hiphil) in
all that he did (Gen. 39:3). As Ps. 1:3 shows, this is a wisdom motif. That Joseph
subsequently gathered up all the food (Gen. 41:48), that there was famine in all the
lands (v. 54), that finally even all of Egypt was famished (vv. 55f.) and that Joseph fed
the people of all the land from all the storehouses (vv. 56f.) follows naturally.

e. Exodus. The exodus event is triggered by Pharaoh's order that every Hebrew baby
born is to be thrown into the Nile @x. l:Z2).Later Moses receives the commission to
tell Pharaoh everything that Yahweh says to him (6:28f.; 7:2).Tt,e plagues strike "all
the land of Egypt" (kol-'eres mi;rayim [7:19,21; 8:12f.,20(16f.,24); 9:9,22,24;
l0:14t.221), "all Egypt" (7:24), "all rhe country" e:27t8:2D (but just ..the land of
Egypt" [without kbl] in 8:2f.[6f.]; 9:22f.: lo:12,21r5), all the servants of pharaoh
(7:29[8:4); 10:6), all the people and animals in the field (9:19), ..everything rhat was
in the field, both man and beast, every plant and every tree" (9:25), and finally all the
first-born (ll:5; 12:29; cf. Ps. 105:36). Finally, we are also told that the entire army of
Pharaoh perished in the sea @x. 14:28).

f. Deuterorwny. Statements using kal often have a theological function in Deuter-
onomy. To Yahweh belong heaven and earth wittr all that is in it (Dt. l0:14), but Yahweh
chose Israel out of all the peoples (7:6f .,14,16; l0:15; cf. also Ex. l9:5 [... . . you shall
be my own possession among all peoples; for all the earth is mine,,l; Am. 3:2). Israel
is told to love Yahweh "with all your hear! and with all your soul, and with all your
might" (Dt. 6:5; cf. 10:12) and keep all his commandments (ll:8,22;2815; cf. Ezk.
l8:21).

g. God/Humankind.The two aspects of the relationship between God and humankind
are often characterized by statements using kal. Gd knows everything, knows all the
ways of the psalmist (Ps. 139:3), shapes all his days in advance (v. 16). He can do
whatever he pleases (kdl 'aier-hdpe; 'dfld [Ps. ll5:3; 135:6]; k1l tfikal Uob 42:21;
kol-hepst'eqseh [Isa. 46: l0]). "All souls are mine," says yahweh (Ezk. l8:4). Therefore
all wait upon him (Ps. lo4:27; 145:15); he satisfies everything that lives with hcseg
(Ps. 145:16). He is just in all his ways, and kind in all his doings @s. 145:17); he is
near to all who call upon him (v. 18) and preserves all who love him (v. 20); therefore
all flesh, i.e., all humankind, shall praise him (v. 2l). All his work (ma'aseh) is done
in faitMulness (Ps. 33:4); all his paths are steadfast love and faithfulness @s.25:10).

On the other hand, God claims the faithful totally. The psalmist thanks God with
all his heart (Ps. 86:12; cf. ll1:1; 138:1). Joel exhorts: "Rerurn belol-lelallem,, (Joel
2:12);Zephaniah says: "Rejoice b"f;ol-lel" (z,eph.3: l4). The psalmist cafls on all that
is within him (kol-qerdpay) to praise Yahweh (Ps. 103:1). ps. 119:2 calls those blessed

14. -+'flr brk,n,297.
15. Cf. S. O. Steingrimsson, Vom Zeichen zur Geschichte. CB, 14 (1979), lg5, l9l.
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who seek God with their whole heart. In Ps. 18:23(22), the psalmist boasts that he has

kept all God's precepts before his eyes. Through his angels, God similarly protects all

the ways of the faithful (Ps. 91:11).
h. Psalms. Laments often use ftal to describe suffering: "all my enemies" ('6y"bay

lPs. 6:11(10)l;;6r"ray [3]:12(ll)]; cf. also kol-ion"'ay, "all who hate me" lal:8(7)]);
"all who see me mock me" (22:8t71); "all my bones," i.e., my entire being, will
acknowledge you to be a God who delivers (35:10); "deliver me from all my sins"

(39:9t81; cf. 51:11[9]); "all thy waves have gone over me" (42:8Ul; cf. Jon' 2:4131);

"all my longing is known to thee" (Ps. 38: l0[9]). A great concentration appears in Ps.

89:41-43(40-42): "Thou hast breached all his walls . . . , all that pass by despoil

him . . . , thou hast made all his enemies rejoice." The psalmist gives thanks for

deliverance from all his fear Ga:SVD, from every trouble (54:9171); he will tell all

God's works (73:28) or meditate on them (77:l3ll2l;143.5); he will tell of all his

wonderful works (105:2). All who hope in Yahweh can take courage (31:251241);

everyone who is godly prays to him in distress (32:6; cf. "all the godly" in 148:14;

149:.9); all who seek him will rejoice (70:5tal). "All who fear Yahweh" are called

blessed (128:l; cf. 66:16). "The godly" and "those who fear God" probably refer

primarily to members of the cultic community, who are called upon in Ps. 148:9-13 to

praise God together with all of nature (5 occurrences of kal in w. 9-11).

i. Prophets. The prophetic books use kol in a great variety of contexts. With the

exception of a few stereotyped idioms, however, we do not find any usage that might

be called especially typical.
The prophetic message is universal: all the people are to know it (Isa. 9:8[9]); "All

you inhabitants of the world . . . , hear!" (Isa. 18:3); "Hear, you peoples, all of you!"

(Mic. 1:2); cf. "Ho, every one who thirsts . . ." (Isa. 55:1).

The prophet is to proclaim the message in its entirety: "To all to whom I send you

you shall go, and all that I command you you shall speak" (Jer. l:7); "Then Yahweh

iaid to me, 'Proclaim all these words in the cities of Judah" (11:6); cf. what is said of
Jeremiah: "Now when he had finished speaking all that Yahweh had commanded him

to speak to all the people . . ." (26:8).

The universal comrption of sin described in Ps. 14:3 par. 53:4(3) ("They have all

[hakkAll gone astray [sdr], all altke ltahddwl are comrpt") is also declared by the

prophets, who make use of various expressions including kbl. ler.6:28 resembles the

statement in Psalms most closely: "They are all stubbornly rebellious (sar? s6rertm),

going about with slanders (hdl'la rdktl); all of them are bronze and iron, they act

comlptly"; furthermore, "They are all adulterers, a company of treacherous men. . . .

Let every one ('iO beware of his neighbor . . . , for every (ko-D brother is a supplanter,

and every neighbor (kol-rea) is a deceiver" (Jer. 9:1,3[2,4]). Additional examples

include: "Everyonelovesabribe"(Isa. l:23); "Fromtheleasttothegreatestof them,

every one (kuUA) is greedy for unjust gain; and from prophet to priest, every one (kull6)

deals falsely" (Jer. 6:13 par. 8:10); "Every o11e (kulldh) tums to his own course" (Jer.

8:6); "All are estranged from me through their idols" @zk. 14:5); "When your trans-

gressions are uncovered, so that in all your doings your sins appear . . ." (Ezk'

2l:291241); "They all lie in wait for blood" (Mic.7:2); "They do not consider that I
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remembr all their evil works. . . . All of them are hot as an oven" (Hos.7:2,7). Cf.
also: "We have all become unclean and all our righteous deeds are like a polluted
garment" (Isa. 64:5[6]); "All we like sheep have gone astray" (Isa. 53:6; cf. 56:11).
Here, too, we may cite ttre stereotyped expression "on every high hill and under every
green tree," a formula that probably derives from Hos. 4:13 (without to-I); with minor
variants, it serves to describe the fertility cult (Jer. 2:20;3:6; Isa. 30:25; 57:5;Ezk.
6:13; cf . Dt. l2i2; I K. 14:23;2 K. l7: l0).t6

Total comrption is met by equally total punishment. Here we can cite only a few
examples. A concentration of such statements is found in Jer.25: "You have neither
listened nor inclined your ears to hear, although Yahweh persistently sent to you all
his servants the prophets [v. 4]. . . . Therefore I will send for all the tribes of the north
. . . and I will bring them against this land . . . and against all these nations round
about [v. 9]. . . . This whole land shall become a ruin and a waste [v. 1l]. . . . Then
I will bring upon that land all the words which I have uttered against it, everything
written in this book, . . . against all the nations [v. 13]." Then comes the section
describing the cup of wrath: "Take from my hand this cup of the wine of wrath, and
make all the nations to whom I send you drink it [v. 15]. . . . So I took the cup . . .

and made all the nations to whom Yahweh sent me drink it [v. l7]." There follow 14
additional occurrences in verses specifying those to whom the cup of wrath is given
(vv. 19-26).

A similar concentration appears in the description of the day of Yahweh in Isa.
2:12ff.: A day of Yahweh comes "against all ttrat is proud and lofty, against all that is
lifted up and high," etc. There are l0 occurrences of /cdl between w. 12 and 16. Further
examples include: "The whole head is sick, and the whole heart faint" (Isa. 1:5);
"Yahweh is taking away . . . the whole stay of bread, and the whole stay of water"
(3:l); "They come . . . to destroy the whole earth" (13:5); "Therefore all hands will
be feeble [cf. Ezk. 7:17;21:12(7)], and every man's hearr will melt" (Isa. l3:7); "I
have heard a decree of destruction . . . upon the whole land" (28:22); "The wind will
carry them all off" (57:13); "I will punish all those who are circumcised but yet
uncircumcised. . . . For all these nations are uncircumcised, and all the house of Israel
is uncircumcised in heart" (Jer. 9:25t.126t.1);r7 "Upon all the bare heights in the desert
destroyers have come; . . . no flesh has peace" (12:.12); "I will fill with drunkenness
all the inhabitants of this land: the kings, . . . and all the inhabitants of Jerusalem"
(13:13); "All your treasures I will give for spoil" (17:3): "Why has every face turned
pale?" (30:6); "I will kindle a flre in you, and it shall devour every green tree in you
and every dry tree; . . . all faces from south to north shall be scorched by it. All flesh
shall see that I Yahweh have kindled it" (Ezk. 2l:3f.120:47f.1); "They are all slain,
fallen by the sword," etc. (32:23-26); "I will put an end to all her mirth . . . and to all

16. The history of this formula is discussed by W. L. Holladay, " 'On Every High Hill and
Under Every Green Tree'," W, ll (1961), 170-76.

17. Cf. J. W Flanagan, "The Deuteronomic Meaning of the Phrase 'tol yiira'AI,"' SrR, 6
o976n7), 159-168.
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her appointed feasts" (Hos. 2:13[11]); "In all the squares there shall be wailing; and

in all the streets they shall say, 'Alas! Alas!' . . . In all vineyards there shall be wailing"
(Am. 5: l6f.); "I will tum your feasts into mouming, and all your songs into lamentation;

I will bring sackcloth upon all loins" (8:10); cf. also Mic. 1:7;5:8(9); Nah.3:10'12.

The reaction of the onlookers is described in formulaic terms: "Every one who passes

by [or the like] is honified (lmm)" (Jer. l8:16; 19:8; 50:13; Ezk.27:35;28:19; cf' also

Nah. 3:19).
On the other hand, positive statements also frequently have to do with the aspect of

totality. The expression "assemble [or the like] out of all the countries [nations, places]

where they have been scattered" became a cliche (Jer. l6:15; 23:3;29:14;30:ll;46:28;
Ezk. 34:12; 37.23; 36:Vl; withottt koli Ezk. ll 17 ; 34:13). Elsewhere, too, kal appears

in oracles offavor: "They shall feed along the ways, on all bare heights shall be their

pasture. . . . I will make all my mountains a way, and my highways shall be raised up"
(Isa. 49:9,1 1); "Yahweh will comfort Zion; he will comfort all her waste places" (5 1 :3);
,.All who moum will be comforted" (61:2); "The Lord God will wipe away tears from

all faces, and the reproach of his people he will take away from all the earth" (25:8);
,,All nations G6ytm) will flow to it [the mountain of Yahweh]" (2:2lpat Mic. 4:1

without kdtl; cf...many peoples" in Isa. 2:3; similarly Jer. 3:17); "Every languishing

soul I will replenish" (Jer. 3l:25); "And the whole valley . . . and all the fields as far

as the brook Kidron . . . shall be sacred to Yahweh" (31:40); "I will cleanse them from

all guilt . . . and forgive all the guilt of their sin" (33:8); "I will pour out my spirit on

all flesh. . . . All who call upon the name of Yahweh shall be delivered" (Joel

3:1,512:28,321).
j. Ecclesiastes. There are also many occurrences of /co-l in Ecclesiastes. The author

cleady intends to provide an overall survey of human existence and make statements

that are universally true. He has searched out and studied everything that is done under

the sun (Eccl. 1:13f.; 8:9). He observes all oppressions (4:1), all toil and all skill (v.4);

he sees how all streams run to the sea, how all things are full of weariness (l:7f.). He

finds that for everything there is a season (3:1; cf. w. 11,17), that everything God does

endures forever (v. 14), that everything has the same end, that everything comes from

dust and turns to dust (v. 20), that people have no profit from all their toil and strain

(2:22), that all their days are full of pain and vexation (v. 23).In short, all is vanityrs

(l:2,14 2:11,17; l1:8). Everything, both love and hate, may await each person (9:l);
the same fate awaits all, the righteous and the wicked (v. 2). In all that is done under

the sun, one fate comes to all (v. 3). Nevertheless, God will bring every deed into
judgment (ll:9).

fv. Lxx, Dead sea scmlls. The L)o( uses more than 30 words to render kbl. T\e
real equivalent is ptis (4701 occurrences); we also find hdpas (51occurrences) , s'impas

(26 occurrences), h6los (173 occurrences), and h6sos (57 occurrences).

In the Dead Sea scrolls, kwl appears well over 1000 times (lQpHab, lQS/Sa/Sb,

18. -) hi hebel (hebhet).
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lQM, lQH, 4QpPs' 37:4, 4QS itr61 '61a1 haiiabbal, 4QDibHam, l1QT [ca. 230
occurrencesl); defective orthography (/<I) is used in lQH and CD.le There are also
numerous occurrences in the Aramaic texts from Qumran.20 The range of usage agrees

entirely with that in the OT.
Ringgren

19. Kuhn, 99f., 102f.; Nachtriige, 200f.
20. Cf. J. A. Fitzmyer and D. J. Harrington, A Marual of Palestinian Aramaic Texts. BiaOr

34 (1978),323.

Nfp raa'; xh kcte';Nlh fterr'; il??D miua

Contents: I. Occurrences, Meaning. II. Literal Usage: l. Noun; 2. Verb. Itr. Metaphorical

Usage: l. Noun;2. Verb.

I. Occurrences, Meaning. The root kl'and its derivatives, found also in other
Semitic languages,r appears in the OT as both a noun (15 times) and a verb (12 times
in the qal, once in the piel, 3 times in the niphal). Both semantically and formally there
is a close connection between kdln'and -+ n): knb.2Whrle klhhas more the sense

of "coming to an end" temporally, k/'has more to do with "restraining" spatially.
Ugaritic makes a similar distinction between the roots t/' and kly; as in the OT, the
latter is more corlmon . Al&. l@Ifr is discussed under --l n>) kdlA. The nouns formed
from the root have the meaning "prison" (kcle', k'lt' lk'\fi.' @))) or "pen" (mikld).
There may be a Moabite cognate for the latter.3

In the Dead Sea scrolls, k/'appears only as a verb in lQH 5:38, which describes
oppression by others as being like imprisonment.

It is hardly possible to distinguish between secular and theological use of ft/', since
even what is basically secular usage has theological overtones. It is more productive
to distinguish between literal and metaphorical usage.

tr. Litcral Usage.
l. Noun. The noun appears only in late narrative texts. The most common use of

kele' is in the constnrct phrase bdt (hak)kele', "prison." The penons imprisoned are
always individuals such as prophets (Micaiah ben Imlah ll K. 22:27;2 Ch. 18:261,
Jeremiah Uen 37:4,15,181) or kings (Hoshea [2 K. I7:4]; Jehoiachin [2 K.25:27; Jer.

52:311). The phrase biqd? kil'6 (2K.25:29; Jer. 52:33) also refers to Jehoiachin. In all

l. KBI1, s.v.

2. Cf. G. Gerlemann, "i1r) klh zu Endesein," TH,qT\ 831-33.
3. Cf. KAI, 181,23.
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its occurrences, prison is a form ofpunishment. This interpretation is attested in Israel

only from the period of the monarchy onward.a There is an equivalent rc bA1 kele' in

Neo-Babylonian btt killilktli or bit sibitti, in a period contemporaneous with the OT
occurrences of the noun.s The Neo-Babylonian texts also understand prison as a place

of punishment.
On the other hand, the noun mikld (Ps.50:9; 78:70; Hab. 3:17) has a neutral if not

positive sense, denoting the fold or pen that sets a (secure) area apart for domestic

animals. In Hab. 3:17, however, there are overtones of the punishment theme, since

the fold without a flock appears as a sign of judgment in a judgment oracle.

2. Verb. When used literally, the verb also appears primarily in narrative texts, 4 of
which refer to an act of restraining others. In Ex. 36:6, Moses restrains the people in

the camp from bringing more offerings to the sanctuary. In Nu. 11:28, Joshua asks

Moses - in vain - to restrain two ecstatics. Disaster is averted in I S. 25:33: Abigail

restrains David from an act that would involve bloodguilt. Out of reverence for Yahweh,

the psalmist in Ps. 119:l0l restrains his feet from every evil way. There is a protective

aspect associated with tl'in these texts.

In 1 S. 6:10, kl'denotes the separation of young calves from the cows that have

been suckling them. This action, which is negative from the perspective of the animals,

nevertheless serves a positive function: it permits recovery of the ark. In Gen. 23:6, it
is an open question whether the root is tl'or klh. lf yif;leh is read as an imperfect from

t/',6 this would be the only instance of the negated verb in a narrative text; the negation

yields a positive meaning: no one will refuse Abraham the purchase of a sepulchre for
Sarah. Eccl. 8:8 emphasizes human impotence in the face of death. No one has the

power to hold back the wind or to prevent death. Jer. 32:2f ., which speaks of Jeremiah's

coming imprisonment, recalls the use of the noun.

III. Metaphorical Usage.
l. Noun.In 2 passages, both in Deutero-Isaiah, the noun is used metaphorically. Isa.

42:7 speaks of prison as a place from which the servant of God (Cyrus?) will bring

people out. This passage does not refer to physical prison; k/'is to be understood as a

code for the situation of exile (as in Isa. 42:22). The metaphorical nature of k/' is
indicated by the subjects with whom it is associated: they are not individual prisoners,

but an entire group. lsa. 42:22 describes Israel as having fallen into the hands of other

nations. The mention of prison interprets Israel's situation and characterizes the exile

as a punishment. The use of tl'in words spoken by Yahweh supports intepretation of
the exile as a punishment willed by Yahweh. Isa.42'.7 points beyond the situation of
imprisonment to Yahweh's deliverance through the servant of God (?). The punishment

4. Cf. T. Lohmann, "Geftingnis," BHHW 1(1962),530f'; A. van den Bom, "Gefiingnis"'
8L2,527.

5. Cf. E. Ebeling, "Gefangener, Gefiingnis," RL{, m (J957-1972), l9lt.
6. GK $75qq.
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of exile is not the last word. The root k/' implies the notion of divine judgment, but
remains open to a positive future brought about by Yahweh - open to deliverance
from prison, open to new salvation afterjudgment.

2. Verb. The aspects of judgment and salvation are also present in the metaphorical
use of the verb. In Ezk. 3l:15, these aspects are associated with a description of
Pharaoh's arrival in the realm of the dead. As a token of his death, Yahweh restrains
the "great waters"T as a sign of mourning among the forces of nature. Here /</'stands
for judgment against Egypt, but for Israel it symbolizes the salvation brought about
by the fall of the oppressor. Hag. 1:10 is also associated with Yahweh's act of
judgment. Yahweh causes the heavens to withhold their rain and the earth its produce
to punish the people for neglect in rebuilding the temple. The association of /</' with
water8 is also found in Gen. 8:2. Yahweh restrains the rains of the Deluge, thus
bringing his punishment to an end. In the context of an oracle of salvation, Isa. 43:6
describes God's command to Israel's oppressors no longer to keep his people from
their homeland. The piel form (?) in Dnl. 9:24 speaks of the apocalyptic end of Israel's
sin. Ps. 40:10, 12 (9, lO) describe the reaction of an individual to deliverance. Verse

10(9) asserts that the psalmist does not restrain his lips, i.e., does not shut them, when
telling of his deliverance. Verse l2(ll) expresses confidence that Yahweh will not
withhold his mercy in the future. Ps. 88:9(8) likens disease to imprisonment. This
passage recalls Babylonian lament texts that use the metaphor of loosing someone's
bonds to describe healing of a disease.e More negative is the conjectural emendation
k"lu'd (for MT kalleh) in Ps. 74:11. The question here involves Yahweh's refusal to
help.

In sum, we have identified two basic aspects of kl': it can be used both positively
and negatively. It is associated not only with acts of punishment on the part of Yahweh,
but also with acts of deliverance. The relatively late appearance of the root (apart from
Gen. 8:2) may also be traced to contacts with the Babylonian world, especially since
the nexus of judgment and salvation took on great importance for Israel with the
exPerience of the exile' 

Hausmann

7. -+ EltD mayim.
8. Cf. also AHw, | (1965),428.
9. Cf. H. J. Kraus, Psalms 6A150 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1989), t94.
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Contents: I. Etymology. II. Ancient Near East: l. Egypt; 2. Mesopotamia; 3. Ugarit;

4. Aramaic and Phoenician Texts; 5. Personal Names. Itr. OT: 1. Occurrences;2.T\e Animal;

3. Uncleanness; 4. Term of Opprobrium; 5. Mythological and Cultic Associations; 6. Figurative

Usage. IV. l. LXX; 2.Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. Etymolory. The root tlb is found in almost all Semitic languages and dialects;

its etymology in uncertain. Somel derive Heb. ftcle! x an agent nolun *kalib from a
verbal root like that in Arab. kaliba, "seize,"2 "be greedy."3 Probably, however, lalb
is a noun designating an object, without verbal etymology.

The derivation from a verb Hb is also contradicted by the absence of such a verb

in Akkadian and Ugaritic, although the former has many instances of kalbu, "dog,"
kalbaru, "bitch," and kalbdnu, "pack of dogs,"+ and the latter of klb, klby, arrd klbt,

"dog," etc.5 On the other hand, Arab. kaliba can be interpreted as a denominative with
the meaning "behave like a dog."6

keteb.W.Beltz, Die Kaleb-Traditionen im AT. BWANT,98[5/18] (1974), 116-134; F. S. Boden-

heimer, Animal Life in Palestiru (Jerusalem, 1935), 128f.; idem, Aninwl and Man in Bible l,ands
(Eng. trans., Lriden, 1960); G. Cansdale, Animals of Bible Innds (Exeter, 1970); J. Feliks, Zhe

AnimalWorld of thc Bible (Fng. trans., Tel Aviv, 1962-),34:F. C. Fensham, "The Dog in Ex. )O'7"'
W, 16 (1966), 5M-7; H. G. Fischer, "Hunde," lzxAg, fi (1980), 77-81; A. Hantart, "[rs chiens

dans I'ancienne Egypte." ChrEg, g (1933134),28-34; W. Heimpel, Tierbilder in der surneischen

Literarur St.Pohl,2(1968);itumatdlJ.Seidl, "Hund," RlA,lV (1972-75),494-97;H. Kees, "Der
Gau von Kynopolis und seine Crottheit"" MIO, 6 (1958), 157-175:idem, Der Giitterglaube im.glten
Agypten. MVAG, 45 C1977),26-32; O. Keller, "Hunderassen im Alternrm," Jahrbuch des Oster-

reichischen Archiiologischen Instituts (1905), 242-269; M. Landmann, Das Tier in der jiidischen

Weisung (Heidelbery, 1959); B. Meissner, "Apotropiiische Hunde," OIZ 25 (1922),201f.; idem,

"Magische Hunde," 7-DMG, 73 (1919), l7Gl82; O. Michel, *x'6oN," TDM Itr, 1l0l-4;
P. Mouterde, "[,a faune du Proche-Orient dans I'antiquit6," MUSJ, 45 (1969), 445'462; M. Noth'
"Kaleb," RGG3, m (1959), I100; F. Orth, "Hund," PW Vl\12,254U2582; S. Reinach, "ks chiens

dans la culte d'Esculape et les kelahim des sGles peintes de Citium," RA (1884), 129-135;

L. R6hrich, "Hund, Pferd, Krdte und Schlange als symbolische tritgestalten in Volksglauben und

Sage," ZRGG,3 (1951), 69-76;D. W. Thomas, "Kelebh'Dog': is Origin and Some Usages of it in
the OT," I4l l0 (l%0),410427; E. D. Van Bven,The Fauna of Ancient Mesopotamia as

Represented in Art. AnOr; 18 (1939); idem, Symbols of the Gods in Mesopotatnian Art. AnOr 23

(1945), 144:F.E.Z.euner,"DogandCatintheNeolithicof Jericho," PEQ,qJ (1958),52-55.

l. K8L3,453; H. Bauer, "Die hebriiischen Eigennamen als sprachliche Erkenntnisquelle,"
7AW 48 (1930), 79f.

2. GesB,346.
3. WKAS,I, 306f.
4. AHw,I (1965), 424t.; CAD, YII (1971),67-73.
5. WUS, no. 1313-15; UT, no. 1233.
6. KBL3; [-ane; cf. also Thomas, esp.4l2f .; on Syr. k"le!, cf . also CSD, 215: "behave like a

dog, be rabid."
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Ever since the Middle Ages, there have been attempts to interpret /clb as a crasis
combining two independent morphemes: kele! from kclE!, "like the heart, faithful,"
or kol-l?!, "whole heart," or k-lal| "like a lion."7 An equally long tradition lies
behind the attempt of D. Winton Thomass to derive kzle! from an onomatopoeic root
kdlab,e no longer attested, after the model of Eng. "yelp" or Ger. "kl6ffen."l0

Besides Akkadian, Ugaritic, Arabic, Synac, and Mandaic,tt klb appears also in
Aramaic inscriptions from Ashurl2 and Hatral3 as well as Egyptian Aramaic papyri
from Elephantine.la In the Lachish letters, we already find klb in a stereotyped phrase
expressing humility; a similar expression occurs in the Amarna letters.ls The Kilamuwa
inscription (ca. 825 e.c.)16 contains the only certain Phoenician occurrence. The occur-
rences in the late Phoenician administrative list from Kition (3rd or 4th century n.c.)17

are unclear, but may cast light on the "wages of a dog" mentioned in Dt. 23:19(Eng.
v. l8). In Old South Arabic, klb appearc only as a proper name.18In Ethiopic, Tigre,
and Tigrifla we find kafb, kalbi.

II. Ancient Near East.
l. Egypt. In the Old Kingdom, ,srnle was the common term for "hunting dog."

During *re Middle Kingdom, we find several terms for "dog": iw, iwiw,m onoma-
topoetic words for "howler." In the late period we also find bhn (cf. bhn, "bark";,2t
ishb, ii,22 wni (cf . wn.i, "lament, howl"), andktkt.iry (cf. ktkt, "fremble"), "little dog,
whelp."23 Very late we also firrd bIn.24

Representations of (hunting) dogs with little variation in form are found as eady as the
First Dynasty at Saqqara and Naqada. Not until the Eleventh Dynasty (the Dog stela of

7. Cf. already S. Bochart, Flierozoicon sive de animalibus sacrae scipturae, I (London,1663),
662 (= |793} 759), who himself derives l<ele! from kab. kulldb, "iron hook, spur, tongs"
[-ane, W,26271, in the sense of "animal with jaws like tongs."

8. Pp.413f.
9. Cf. already F. J. V. D. Maurer, Commentarius Grammaticus Histoicus in Psalmos (Lnip-

2ig,1838).
lO. GesTh,684.
tt. MdD, t9'1.
12. KAr,233,7.
t3. KAr,255.
V.en n,l6 = 31, 15.
15. See tr.2 below.
16. KAr,24,10.
17. KN, 37 8,7, l0; "temple pederast (?)."
18. Cf. ContiRossini, 168; as the name of a tribe in nES, Vm (l%8), 185; cf. also W. W.

Miiller, "Altsiidarabische Beitriige zum hebriiischen lrxicon," ZAW,75 (l%3), 311.
19. wbAs, v 409.
20. wbAs, r, 48, 50.
21. wbAs, t,468.
22. rbid., 132,134.
23. WbAS, V 146.
24. WhAS, r, 4s6.
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Intef If) do representations exhibit more variety, so that we can recognize several different
species, some of which were introduced from Libya and Nubia. Among the canids

depicted, however, it is not possible to distinguish precisely which are dogs, which are

wolves, and which are jackals. This confusion creates serious problems in interpreting the

animal symbols of the deities.s In contrast to Mesopotamia, the hunting dog plays the

dominant role in Egyptian depictions; there is also evidence for the use of dogs in battle.26

The important role of dogs in the palace of Pharaoh is illustrated by the appearance of
many "dog keepers" (mnyw lsmw) at court. Dogs are often depicted in domestic settings;

literary texts also refer to pet dogs with all kinds of affectionate names. Such dogs are

therefore frequently depicted on cosmetic implements, household objects, etc.27 Janssen28

cites the remarkable custom of Egyptians'naming dogs after themselves.

Despite this popularity, the dog often served as a metaphor for "slave" or "servant,"
as in Mesopotamian epistolary literature.

Until well into the late period, dogs were mummified and buried, either because the

master's favorite animal should accompany him into the tomb or because the dog was

identified at an early date with Anubis and Wepwawet. The (crouching) watchdog (or
jackal) was probably identified with Khenti-Amentiu and Anubis, the gods of the

dead,ze because it roamed about the necropolis and its howling was associated with the

souls of the departed. Figures of Anubis as symbols of watchfulness then came to be

used frequently on sarcophagi. Similarly, the war dog (standing erect) symbolized the

war-god Wepwawet. These observations help explain the existence of dog cults (espe-

cially at Cynopolis in Upper Egypt3o), such as are depicted in the late New Kingdom.3l
In mythology, the bark of the sun-god is drawn by a dog. In Egyptian astronomy (as

still today), finally, Sirius/Sothis was the Dog Star.32

2. Mesopotamia. Together with mirdnu, "young dog, whelp," Atk. kalbu ar,d kal-
batu33 are the common terms for "dog" and "birch." These words correspond to Sum.

uR and uR.cI7, which, however, can also be used collectively to include "lion"
(uR.MAU). The dog (Canis familiaris), which probably is descended from the wolf
(Canis lupus),3a should probably be considered the earliest domestic animal, having
been domesticated during the Mesolithic period.35

25. Cf . RAR, 674f .; for further discussion, see below.
26. Cf. R. Anthes, "Eine Polizeistreife des Mitteleren Reiches in die wetliche Oase," ZS,

65 (1930), 108-114.
27.See Fischet 79.
28. J. M. A. Janssen, "Uber Hundenamen im pharaonischen Agypten," MDAI.K, l6 (1958).

176-182.
29. Cf. Kees, Der Gi)nerglaube im alten Agypten, esp. 28: Anubis referred to as "puppy."
30. Kees, MIO,6 (1958), 157-175.
31. R4R,675.
32. Cf. R. Clarke, Myth and Symbol in Ancient Egypt (l,orrdon, 1960), 188.
33. CAD, YII,67-72; AHw,1,424f.
34. Van Bven, Fauna,14.
35. Mouterde, 447.
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In Mesopotamian glyptography, greyhounds are depicted on seals as early as the
Ubaid (tepe Gawra), Uruk IY and Jemdet Nasr periods.36 Pet dogs appear on clay
reliefs from the l,arsa period, and powerful watchdogs are depicted on cylinder seals
of the Kassite period. Finally, the Late Babylonian murals of the royal palace at Nineveh
include the hunting dogs of Ashurbanipal. People defended themselves against free-
roaming dogs by throwing clods of earth (kirbdna) at them, because a dog's bite was
considered poisonous.3T Rabies was probably familiar.38 Normally, dogs were kept
around house and stable as watchdogs3e or with flocks of sheep and goats to help herd
them.{ Since hunting was reserved to the highest strata of society, hunting dogs were
correspondingly rare; there is no clear mention of them in any inscription, unlike the
situation in Egypt.al

Dogs played an important role in keeping human settlements clean, since they ate
carrion, garbage, and unburied corpses (cf. 2 K. 9); the murderous rage of Inanna was
compared to this gruesome scene.42

Figures of dogs guarded gates and doors against the incursion of demons. Small
earthenware dogs dating from the Neo-Assyrian and Late Babylonian periods, some
painted with magical colors and inscribed with names, have been found at Kuyunjik.a3
According to van Buren,& this practice of burying figures of dogs near a gate goes

back to the period of Gudea of Lagash. The practice is also mentioned in an inscrip-
tion,a5 with an incantation in the same context.

Omen texts use the behavior of free-rangrng dogs to determine the fate of individuals
and cities;46 there soon arose rituals based on sympathetic magic, such as the inclusion
of dough figurines in dogs' foodaT or the use of dog hair to make amulets for adjurations
of Lama5tu.4

In the religious realm, the dog symbolized the two goddesses of healing, Gula of
Isin and Ninkanak of Sippar.ae Whether this association is due to a supposed healing
effect of being licked by a dogs0 can no longer be determined. The dog of Gula was
itself deified: anyone who touched it was considered clean.5l In Old Babylonian

36. Van Bven, Fauna, 14ff.
37. MSL, t){^,78,97ff.
38. L,aws ofEshnunna, 956.
39. BWL, 216,21-25.
40. BWI. 192, l9f.; cf. also the sheepdogs in the Etana scene cited by van Buren, Fauna, 16.
41. Cf. tr.l above.
42. Heimpel,362.
43. Cf. Meissner, OlZ, 25 (1922),2O2.
44. Fauna 18.
45. KAR,298 r.17-22.
46. For citations, see CAD, VII, 69f.
47. D. W. Myhrman, Babylonian Hymns and Prayers. PBS, Al O9ll} 13,21.
48. ry R 58, tr, 11.
49. KAR,7t,6.
50. As suggested by T. Jacobsen; cf. Heimpel.
51. cr,39.
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documents, this dog appears as a wi0ress to and guarantor of oaths.52 Dogs are also

associated with Ninkillim and L,ama5tu (and more rarely with Enlil, Ea and Damkina).
The four dogs of Marduk are even named. Figurines of dogs made of gold, silver, and

copper as votive offerings to Gula have been found. The evidence of buried dog

skeletons suggests also that dogs were sacrificed to the goddess.53

The noun kalbu is often used figuratively and metaphorically in Mesopotamian
literature: to chase someone away like a dog, to beg like a dog, to crawl about on all
fours, to lie in filth, to die.v AtMari, kalbuis used as a term of abuse,55 e.g., for a

wayward son.56 This probably led to the use of kalbu n epistolary style as a formula
expressing humility; it is especially frequent in the Amarna letters.sT In these expres-

sions of modesty addressed to Pharaoh, his vassals refer to themselves as lcalbu, "dog";
ardu, "slave"; epru ia iApEka, "dust of your feet"; ltlu ia l@pdiil<a, "clay on which
you step"; and kartappu, "groom." The extensive use of such humility formulas in the

Amarna letters makes it almost impossible to consider k/b in the similar formulas of the

Lachish letters58 a personal name, as suggested by Jepsen.se Cf. also the selfdeprecation
of Hazael before Elisha (2 K. 8:13; Lucianic recension: ho bldn ho tethnekd$).61 A
further exaggeration of such selfdeprecation is found in Neo-Babylonian letters:- kalbu
mitu, "deaddog;'ez Cf. I S. 24:I5(I4) (David before Saul); 2 S. 9:8 (Meribbaal before
David); 16:9.

3. Ugarit.Theroot}lts3 appears some 28 times at Ugarit (3 occurrences representing

the PN klb and 13 ttre PN t/Dy). This includes 3 highly unlikely conjecturess as well
as 2 passages not noted by Richard Whitaker.6s The dog does not play any identifiable
role in the everyday life of Ugarit. The few relevant texts6 cannot be interpreted with

52. Cf. BIN, vtr, 176, 4,7.
53. Cf. Heimpel-Seidl, 497.
54. For citations, see CAD, YII, 70.
55. G. Dossin, Correspondence de Samt-Addu et de ses fils. ARM, | (1949, repr. 1978), 27,

28.
56. Heimpel, 356.
57.8A 60, 6f.; 61,2f.;2O1, 15;202, 13;247, 15; cf. also 320,22;322, 17;319,19.
58. KN, 192,4; 195, 4; 196,3.
59. A. Jepsen, "Kleine Bemerkungen zu drei westsemitischen Inschriften," MIO, 15 (1969),

1-4, esp. 4.
60. Cf. Thomas,416.
61. Cf. H. P. Mtiller, "Notizen zu althebriiischen lnschriften 1," UE 2 (1970), 229-242, esp.

234f.
62. ABI. 521,6:721,5; 831, 5; 1285, 12; CAD, Vfr,72.
63. UT, no.1233; WUS, no. 1313ff.
64. KTU, 1.41, 52; l.l14, 5, 29; 4, 357, 16.
65. KTU, 1.19 I, 10, 13; cf. B. Margalit, "Snrdia Ugaritica tr: 'Studies in Krr and Aqht,"'

uE 8 (1976),170.
66. KTU, 1.41,52 (sacrificial list!); 4.54, 4.
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certainty. The dogs in question are probably hunting dogs (t/D {pr),67 by means of
whose barking King Keret wishes to wear out King Pabil in order to save his daughter.68

Elsewhere the dog appears in negative metaphors.
ln KTU, l.16l,2, 15; II, 38, the metaphor of a dog probably serves to express the

mortality and vulnerability of human existence in contrast to the immortality of the
gods. The dog (klb par- inr, "cur"s) here symbolizes a short life-span.7o At the same

time, the random straying and howling of dogs probably suggests human helplessness
and sadness when facing the problem of mortality.Tl

In KTU, 1.114,5, 12 (and the uncertain ritual use in29), in a description of a banquet
given by El, the drunken moon-god is compared a a klb that runs about on all fours
under the tables.72

Marvin H. Pope73 points out the role of dogs in Near Eastern sexual rites and funeral
ceremonies.

ln KTU, 1.3 III, 45, klbt ilm, identifred with iJr, "flame," stands for the "bitch
of the gods," who, along with other mythical monsters such as Tannin, stood on the
side of Yam in his battle with Ba'al and is now slain by 'Anat. We also find a /clD

slnm mentioned in KTU, 1.19 I, 10, 13; it obviously serves as a watchdog guarding
the underworld.Ta The function of the dog in guarding the underworld and accom-
panying the dead explains why dogs are often depicted in ancient representations of
burial.

No association of dogs with sexual fertility rites has been demonstrated at Ugarit.
There is accordingly nojustification for translating the apparent pl. klbm (1. 4) in a list
of names constituting a specialized detachment (mQrglm15) as "male prostitutes."T6

Possibly the phrase 111 klbm refers to three dogs trained for battle accompanying the

67. Conra W. G. C. Watson, "Ugaritic and Mesopotamian Literary Texts," UE 9 (1977),
279: "sheepdog."

68. KTU,1.l4III, 19; Y ll.
69. Contra J. C. de Moor, "Studies in the New Alphabetic Texts from Ras Shamra 1," U4 |

(1969), 171: < Hitt. inarud, "on one's own account"; also A. Sauren and G. Kestemont, "Keret,
roi de t_Iubur," U4 3 (1971), 2@: pl. (?) of nr "fire"; but cf. most recently Margalit, 147;
L. Delekat, "Zum Ugaritischen Verbum," UE 4 (1972),20.

T0.Cf.D.Pardee,"ANoteontheRoot tqinCTA16l2,5(UT125,KRTII),"U85(1973),
229-234.

71. Cf. Margalit.
72. Cf. S. E. Loewenstamm, "Eine lehrhafte ugaritische Trinkburleske," UE | 0969),73tr.;

B. Margulis, "ANew Ugaritic Farce (RS 24.258)," UE2(1970), 132ff.; M. Dietrich, O. Loretz,
and J. Sanmartin, "Der stichometrische Aufbau von RS 24.258 (= Ug. 5, S. 545 Nr.l)," UI 7
(1975), 109f.; for another interpretation, see de Moor, 170ff.

73. M. H. Pope, "A Divine Banquet at Ugarit," The Use of the OT in the New. Festschift
W. E Stinespring @urham, N.C., 1972), l7O-203, esp. 183-89.

74. Cf. Margalit, 169f.
75. RTU, 4.54,1.
76. WUS, no. l3l3; followed by Beltz, l2l.
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detachment; such use of dogs was especially coflrmon among the ancient Greeks.77 Or
the reference may be to hunting dogs, whose existence in Palestine is attested at the
beginning of the second millennium B.c. by the story of Sinuhe.78

4. Aramaic and Phoenician Texts. In Aramaic and Phoenician texts there are only
scattered occurrences, and the interpretation of these is disputed. A seventh-century
Aramaic inscription from AshurTe describes the Assyrian practice of locking prisoners
up in dog cages. In a very late inscription from Hatra,8o Nergal is called "dog" or "lord
of the dogs."8l At Elephantne,s2 klby'is probably used as a term of invective against
the Egyptian governor who ordered the destruction of the temple of Yahweh at Elephan-
tine. As a mark of degradation, his kbl', "foot buckles" (a token of high office?), are
taken away.83

Only 2 occurrences are known in Phoenician inscriptions: KAI, 37 B, 10,84 and the
Kilamuwa inscription.ss In the latter, k/b is used figuratively to describe the angry
growling of the populace (mikbym) against their oppressive kings.86

5. Personal Names. Among the Amorite personal names in the Mari letters we
already fiid, a ka-al-ba-an, "dog." 87 In Old Akkadian, the word is used only rarely as
part of a name, e.g., in combination with a theophorous element in Kalab-Nannai
(UR-dSES.ki) on the clay tablets from Ninevehss and in Kalbi-ukfra,8e along with rhe
short forms Kalbi and Kalbu, "dog, servant."$ According to Stamm,el names taken
from the animal world should generally be interpreted as terms of endearment; this
category includes two proper names with theophorous elements, Kalab-dBau and
Muran-dGula, which use the dogs dedicated to the healing-goddess Gula as the basis
for a term of endearment. The names Kalab-dSama.P2 and Kalab-dMardul<e3 imply that

77. For citations, see Orth, 2566f.
78. AOT 57.
79. KAr,233,7.
80. KAI,255.
81. Cf. also A. Caquot, "Nouvelles inscriptions aram6enes de Hatra (IV)," Syr 32 (1955),

269, no.72.
82. AP,30, 16 = 31, 15.

83. See P. Grelot, Documents Aramiens d'Egypte. |APO 5 (1972),410.
84. See above.
85. KN,24,10.
86. Cf. M. P. O'Connor, "The Rhetoric of the Kilamuwa lnscription,* BASOR, 226 (1977),

15-29, esp. 19; cf. also Ps. 59:7(6).
87. APNM, 152,221.
88. W. Lambert, "A Catalogue of Texts and Authors,",/CS, 16 (1962),66, VI, 14.
89. M. Dietrich, "Neue Quellen zur Geschichte Babyloniens (\)," WO, 4 (1967168), 193.
90. APN, 111,289.
91. Ar/, rlf.
92. Ibid., 12, n.2.
93. Ibid.,26t.
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their bearers are dedicated to the god in question, as a token of either thanksgiving or

petition. The Neo-Babylonian nane Kalbd is a hypocoristic form of such a name.

At Ugarit, the personal name Klb (Kalbu) appears 3 times and Klby (Kalbeliya) 13

times.ea According to KTU, 4.75 il1,5, this Kalbu was the son of a rich entrepreneur

and administrator who served several Ugaritic kings. The name Kalbeya appears

frequently in payrollses and lists of royal servants.e6

In Aramaic personal names, the noun appears as klb' or klby, with the meaning

"dog" (i.e., "servant").e7 Phoenician and Punic inscriptions contain the personal names

Klb', Klb'lm, Klby, and Klbl'.e}Prere klb is synonymous with 'Dd; when a theophorous

element is presen! it indicates dependence of the named person on the deity.ry In the

Hebrew world, Klb' md Klby are well attested,lm as well as their Greek transcriptions

Chalbds, Chalbds, Chdleb, and Chelbds.

III. OT.
l- Occurrerces. The noun kclep appears 32 times in the Hebrew Ot 3 times in the

Pentateuch, 16 times in the Deuteronomistic history 3 times in Trito-lsaiah, once in

Jeremiah, 15 times in the Psalms, twice in Proverbs, and once each in Job and Eccle-

siastes.

2. Thc Animal. Dogs were common in Palestine from the eighth century on; soon

after having been domesticated, they were used as watchdogs (Isa. 56: l0) and hunting

dogs; later they were used to help herd other domestic animals (cf. Job 30:1).

Among the various kinds of dogs, the OT singles out only the sheep dog GabA
so-'n: Job 30: 1). Several portions of canine anatomy are mentioned, sometimes as

insults: rd'i kele!, "dog's head" (2 S. 3:8); l"i6n k"lnbtm, "dog's tongue" (Ps.

68:24t23\);'oznA-kelep, "dog's ears" (Prov. 26:17). The term '6rdp kele!, "dog throt-

tler" (Isa. 66:3), is particularly opprobrious, as is the term m"htr kele!, "wages of a
dog" (par. 'elnan z,ni, "hire of a harlot"), used in Dt. 23:19(18) for payment to

hierodules.
Dogs bark, howl, growl (hami: Ps. 59:7,15[6,14]), run around ('dbar: Prov.26:17),

circle their prey (sdla!: Ps.22:17[6l), stick out their tongues in greed (hdras ldi6n:

Ex. 11:7), and slink away (sdha!: Jer. l5:3). They lick up Odlaq) water (Jgs. 7:5) and

blood(1K.21:19;22:38).Itbecameaproverbialcommonplacethatdogs devour('dLat)

corpses in the city (1 K. 14:11; 16:4;21:24; cf ' 2l:23;Ex.22:30[31]) and in the open

94. PNU,28, 150. 395.
95. KTU, 4.69;4.103.
96. KTU, 4.370:4.609.
97. Contra W. Kornfeld, Onomastica Aramaica aus Agypten. SA!14 Phil.-hist. Kl., 333 (1978),

56.
98. Cf. Benz, 331.
99. Cf. KN, ll, 10; see the comments of w. F. Albright, "Two Letters from Ugarit (Ras

Shamrah)," BASOR, 82 (1941),47, n.26.
I00. PNPI,92.
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countryside (2 K. 9:10, 36). Prov. 26:11 alludes to the disgusting habit dogs have of
returning (ifiD to their vomit (qe).

3. Uncleanness. Because dogs ate garbage, carrion, and corpses, they were counted
among the unclean and loathsome animals to which unclean flesh might be tossed (Ex.
22:30[311. They were therefore also not allowed to enter houses.lo1 on the other hand,
there are no laws forbidding the keeping of dogs. Almost all oT passages (except Eccl.
9:4; Tob. 5:16; 6:l [LXXS]; ll'4102) illustrate the loathing that devout Israelites felt
toward dogs. They also knew well how to make use of dogs to signalize and manifest
their loathing for others. The death penalty imposed on Jezebel, for example, was made
worse by throwing her body to the dogs for food (l K.2l:23;2K.9:10,36). According
to 1 K. 22:38, dogs licked the blood of Ahab from his chariot.

4. Term of Opprobrium. The noun kele! appears in a variety of phrases. A living
dog (kclep /ray), despite its relative insignificance, is better than a dead lion ('arydh
m€!; EccL 9:4); it stands in contrast to a worthless "dead dog" (kelep rnel), found as

a term of opprobrium in I S. 24:15(14); 2 S. 9:8; 16:9. "Dumb dogs" (k"ldltm'ilPmtm)
proverbially represent incompetent people (Isa. 56:10); self-seeking and insatiable
statesmen are called keldpim'auA-nepei, "greedy dogs" (v. 11).

When Abishai berates Shimei as a "dead dog," it represents a severe personal insult
(2 S. 16:9). It is all the more disgraceful for Job to be mocked by those whom, on
account of their low social origin,lo3 he would formerly not even have compared to his
sheep dogs (Job 30:1). The contempt and humiliation expressed in the term kelep
aroused bitter anger in the person addressed (2 S. 3:8; cf. I S. 1743;24:l5l 141). The
mere manner of David's approach shows the Philistine how much he despises him (l S.
17:43). David feels like a dog pursued by Saul (1 S. 24:151141).

Finally, Abner does not want to be kept under petty control like a "dog's head of
Judah" (2 S. 3:8). Thomas,rs following Margoliouth, sees in rd'i kele! a reference to
the dog-faced baboon, a provertial figure in the role of a knave throughout the Near
East. lnsults directed at the enemy before battle evoked a violent reaction; they are part
of the psychological preparations for war.

Self-abasement in the form of a rhetorical question asked by the sender of a letter
is common in the Near Eastem epistolary formulary; it appears also in the mouth of
Meribbaal when he is addressing David (2 S. 9:8) and when Hazael meets Elisha (2 K.
8:13).

This self-abasement may also be found in a prayer in which David refers to himself
as the 'eleQ and kcle! of Yahweh (l Ch. 17:19 par. 2 S. 7:21; reading kalb"kdtw for

l0l. S. Krauss, Talmudische Archiiologie, tr (l9ll, repr. Hildesheim, 1966), 120.
lO2. Cf . F. Zimmermann, The Book of Tobit (New York, 1958), 9ff.
103. Contra G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT, XVI (1963),416.
104. Pp. 418tr
105. Tur-Sinai and BI1S.
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k"hbbekO. Thomasl06 cites a Babylonian prayer in which the worshipper refers to

himself as a dog that follows after Marduk.loT

In the rhreat to slay all the frst-born in Egypt (Ex. ll:4-8 [J]), a secondary inter-

polation adds a promise of protection to Israel: "No dog will point his tongue against

them" (v. 7).108

In Jeremiah's threat against the people of Israel, Jer. 15:3 uses a traditional series

to express total annihilation: the sword to slay, the dogs to drag off, the birds of the

air to devour, and the beasts of the earth to destroy.

Except for these passages, kelef; appears only in threats pronounced by the preliterary

prophets, using almost identical formulas modified slightly to fit the circumstances:

1 K. 14:11 (Ahijah against Jeroboam), I K. 16:4 (Jehu against Baasha), and finally
I K. 2l:23,24;2 K. 9:10,36 (Elijah against Jezebel). The threat that "the dogs shall

eat . ." refers to the shameful manner in which the reprobates addressed will lose

their lives; the primary emphasis, however, is on the much greater humiliation involved

in not being buried.
In another rhreat of Elijah against Ahab (l K. 21:19), the dogs will lick up Ahab's

blood, just as they licked up the blood of Naboth, who had been wickedly mur-

dered.loe

5. Mythologicql and Cultic Associations. While Egypt enjoyed a religious use of
dogs in the cult of Anubis and Wepwawet, and Mesopotamia in the cult of Gula, among

the Hebrews the dog was removed from the realm of the legitimate cult.
In the cultic polemic of Isa. 66:3, sacrifice of dogs appears among four pagan cultic

rituals that are contrasted with four legitimate sacrificial acts. On the interpretation of
legitimate and illegitimate sacrifice, see -+ 1'll1 h"ztr (ch"zir): "He who sacrifices a

lamb is like him who breaks a dog's neck." The polemic does not attack an unnamed

temple (the rebuilt Jerusalem temple?) and the hopes for salvation associated with it,
but simultaneous engagement in both legitimate and pagan cults and thus every form

of cultic syncretism.
The law against bringing "the hire of a harlot" and "the wages of a dog" into the

remple(Dr.23:19a[18a])condemnsculticprostitution,bothmaleandfemale;vv.18(17)
and 19b(18b) frame and reinforce v. 19a(l8a).

In Ps. 68, a victory hymn, a divine oracle (vv.23f.l22f.l) voices the assurance that

Yahweh will vanquish all his enemies. "I will bring them back from Bashan, bring

them back from the depths of the sea, that you may bathe your feet in blood, that the

tongues of your dogs may have their portion from the foe." It is unclear to whom the

2nd person singular refers: Israelll0 or God himself.lll The similarity of this motif to

106.P.424.
107. J. Hahn, BASS, 5 (1906), 359.
108. The covenant terminology in this text is discussed by Fensham, 504-7
109. Cf. R. Bohlen, Der Fall Naboth. TiThSt, 35 (1978),74,82.
110. Gunkel, and others.
1ll. Dahood.
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the Ugaritic goddess 'Anag who wades in blood,ltz as well as to the dogs of Marduk
is striking; in both cases, we are probably dealing with mythologoumena associated
with a theophany.l13

The reference to KAI, 37 8,7 , l0l 14 is also not persuasive, since this very obscure
passage is usually explained from the perspective of Dt. 23:19(18). Probably m"htr
kele! here refers to the "love wages" of sacral male prostitutes, an interpretation
supported by the par. 'elnan zbnd.tt5

6. Figurative Usage. Figurative usage of keleQ in the OT is naturally influenced by
the observable behavior of dogs. In an especially vivid image, the proverbial wisdom
of the later monarchy describes the fool: "Like a dog that retums to his vomit is a fool
that repeats his folly" (Prov.26:ll). Such fools are inconigible, irresponsible, and
devoid of all sense of values; association with them is disgusting.

Prov. 26:17 points out the danger of becoming involved in other people's affairs. It
is like grabbing a passing dog by the ears without realizing that one might be bitten.
Quiet self-control and restraint are the quintessence of proper conduct.

Jgs. 7:5ff describes a very strange process of selecting a special group for battle.
Only those soldiers who lap the water of the spring like dogs are to be picked by Gideon
for the coming battle wittr the Midianites. It is hardly likely that this manner of drinking
reflects some kind of outstanding skill; the reduction of the troop of three hundred is
instead meant to show that it is God's will to grant a great victory by means of so small
an army.

Figurative usage also associates keleQ with the great questions of life. The ironic
t6!-saying of Eccl. 9:4, "A living dog is better than a dead lion," illustrates Qoheleth's
whole skeptical attitude toward human existence. Nevertheless - in contrast to Eccl.
4:2- this existence is preferable to death, in that it can be enjoyed (w. 7ff.).

In the Psalms, the keldlim represent the enemies who oppress the individual wor-
shipper. They, the band of the wicked (sometimes with demonic overtones), surround
the faithful psalmist and rob him of all chance for life (Ps.22:17[16]). Like a pack of
howling dogs on the prowl ("an image of disgusting, selfish, hateful acrivity"tt0;,
making the streets of the city unsafe, they greedily beset the psalmist (59:7,1516,141),
who nevertheless finds his only help in God (22:2ll20l; 59:9f.[8f.]). This confidence
allows him to speak a prayer of thanksgiving. God drives the pack asunder and proves
to be a deliverer (59:12[11]).

112. KTU, 1.3 rI, 13f., l7-28.
113. Cf. M. Dahood, Psalms II. AB, XVIJ (1973),146.
I 14. See above.
115. For a discussion of the whole subject, see D. Arnaud, "La prostitution sacr6e en M6-

sopotamie," RHR, 183 (1973), I l1-15; J. P. Asmussen, "Bemerkungen zur sakralen Prostitution
im AI," StTh, 1l (1957t19581), 167-192, esp. 176ff.; E. M. Yamauchi, "Cultic Prostitution: A
Case Study in Cultural Diffusion," Orient and Occident. Festschrift C. H. Gordon. AOAT 22
(197 3). 213-222. esp. 2l 8.

116. F. Nijtscher, Das Buch der Psalmen. EB, lY (1962), 129.
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Apart from Jer. l5:3, Trito-Isaiah is the only prophet who uses the word kele!. lt
appears in the context of a prophetic oracle ofjudgment (Isa. 56:9-12) based on contrast

against the leaders of the people (;Aptm and rdim), who neglect their office like blind
watchmen and like dumb dogs fail to sound the alarm in the face of impending danger

(Isa. 56:10). V. 11 expands the metaphor by introducing the question ofguilt: they are

keldltm'azzA-nepei, "greedy dogs, who never have enough." Human weakness and

failure to live up to one's calling are eliminated as grounds for judgment. At the same

time, Trito-tsaiah includes in this formula a personal invective against the contemporary

administration by using the metaphor of the universally despised unclean dog together

with extremely pejorative epithets.

lll. l. Lnt. The LXX uses bion for all 32 occurrences, as well as in Tob' 5:16

EXXB'AI; 6:1 [LXXS]; 11:4; Jth. 1l:19; Sir. 13:18.

2. Dead Sea Scrolls. tn the Qumran literature, k/b is found only once, in l lQtgJob

15:5, where it is an Aramaic translation of Job 30:lb.
Bonerweckt

Contents: I. l-. Ancient Near East; 2. LXX:' 3. Dead Sea Scrolls; 4. lcdl6 and kala" il. l. Be

Decided; 2. Perish; 3. Destroy; 4. Finish; 5. Languish; 6. Synonyms'

l. l. Ancient Near East. Many of the meanings associated with Akk. kaW in the

sense of "restrain"l correspond to Heb. -+ N)) kdld'. ln addition, kalfi also means

"bring to an end, cease"; these meanings correspond to Heb. kdh. An association

between the two meanings may exist in the case of a premature end (cf. the command:

"Bring life to an end"2), especially since kalfi can also denote intemrption of an

activity.3 It is therefore dubious whether Heb. kAh is equivalent to Akk. kalfi. kdld'
seems more likely. On the other hand, Ugar. kly, "be at an end, make an end, destroy,

exhaust,"4 does correspond to Heb. l<ald. T}tre Ugaritic verb can mean that bread and

kaW. M. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic kxicography ltr," Bibl 46 (1965), 3ll-332, esp. 328;

G. Gerlemann, *;h) Hh zu Ende sern," THAT I, 831-33; L. Kopl "Arabische Etymologien und

Parallelen zum Bibelwiirterbuch," W, 9 (1959), 247 -287, esp. 284.

l. Cf. CAD, VItr (1971), 95; AHw, I (1965), 428f.
2. AHw,1,429.
3. Cf . CAD, VIII, 95.
4.WUS, no. 1317; cf. L. Milano, "KLY nel lessico amministrativo del semitico di nord-ovest,"

Vicino oriente, I (1978), 85-89; F. C. Fensham, "The Semantic Field of k/y in Ugaritic," "INSI,
7 (1979),27-30.
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wine are exhausted, that the river-god has been destroyed. ln KAI, ZUl., 6,8, tcr;., klh
means "complete" (the harvest).s

2. lX( The LXX usually translates kAlS by means of eWeipein, partein, syn-
teleinlsyntdleia, or (ex)analiskein- These verbs reflect the sense of Heb. kdli: come to
an end, complete, consume.

3. Dead Sea Scrolls. The Dead Sea scrolls use the verb primarily in the sense of
"destroy." on the day ofjudgment, God destroys all who worship idols (lepHab 13:3),
the sons of darkness (lQM 3:9; cf. 1QM l3:16; 1:10,16), sin (1eM ll:11), the wicked
priest(lQpHab12:6;12:5;9:ll),themenofBelial'slot(leS 2:6;cf.2:15;leM 15:4),
the wicked (lQS 4:13), every worthless nation (lQM 4:12; cf. leM 15:2), the army
of the nations (lQM 14:5), the enemy (lQM 18:12), those who do not keep the covenant
(CD 8:2). This survey already shows that this destruction is merited by the conduct of
irs "objects" (cf. also IQH 6:19,32). This is stated explicitly in lepHab l2:5f.: God
will condemn the wicked priest to destruction, just as he had planned to destroy (/<c-ld)

the poor. In addition, ldl6 can mean "cease" (lQS 6:10; IQM 8:l; 4eTestim 2l:; cf.
22:1,2) and can denote the longing of 'eyes for rcst (lQH 9:5).

4. kah and knld'. The verb lcdll denotes an action that brings something to an end
or a process in which something is brought !o an end. In either case, the objects or
subjects named attain or seek an appropriate or imputed goal. The close relationship
that has been suggested6 benrreen knlt and lciiln' is therefore dubious, since the force
of kdla is not so much retarding as progrcssive. Even if the two verbs can hardly be
distinguished morphologically,T great caution is necessary in analyzing the semantic
consequences.

Phonetic considerations that can only be touched upon here may further the discus-
sion. If the root kl canbe assurned to lie behind tr,th l(nla and kntn" then they both
express something that involves kal (totality, all, everything of the sort named). A final
suffixed aleph was no longer pronounced ("passed over in pronunciation"8) or was
represented by a lengthened vowel, signaling a phonetic break.e This leaves the question
whether a frnal hc was merely an orthographic convention, not representing a sound,10
or whether it stood for some kind of lengthening.tl lf so, kr7li'would denote cessation
and kdld the extension of knld'; something is held back (ldla) or continued to its end
&ah). In this case, the connection between lcfiM and &a-Ic-'would be merely morpho.

5. KAI,145, ll is probably an error.
6. E.9., by Gerlemann.
7. Gerlemann.
8. KBr:, t.
9. on frnal aleph as a glottal stop, see G. Beer and R. Meyer, Hebriiische Grarnmatik, I

(Berlin, 1952),27; A. Bertsch, Kungefasste Hebrtiische sprachlehre (stuttgart,2196l),25.
to. KBL3,22t.
Il. Cf. Bertsch,25: "aspirated termination."
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logical, not semantic.l2 The emphasis in the case of knld is not on "stopping" an action

or process but on bringing it to a conclusion.

lL l. Be Decided. [t is clear thatkilld I'denotes the end or conclusion of an action,

bfi knld refers not only to the end but !o what leads up to it. For example, the

expression kill6l"dabben "finish speaking" (Ex.31:18; Nu. 16:31; Jgs. 15:17; 1 S.

18:1), indicates that someone has the intended goal in sight. Several passages illustrate

the point: Gen. 17:22 mentions the conclusion of God's command to circumcise all

the males born to Abraham and his descendants, which achieves its goal, the circum-

cision of Abraham's household, in vv. 23ff.; Gen.24:15 speaks of the conclusion of
a prayer that finds fulfillment in w. l5ff.; I5.24:17-22(16'21) describes the reaction

on the part of Saul that David wished to achieve by speaking to him- [t is not so

much that a person "finishes" speakingl3 as that he brings his words to their conclu-

sion, i.e., their goal.

Something that is firmly decided also represents the conclusion of a process of

decision. Saul determines evil against David (1 S. 20:7,9,33), David against Nabal (1 S.

25:17), the king against Haman (Est. 7:7). In each case, a groundwork has been laid

for the evil that is decided: in the first case, by Saul's anger over David's military

successes (1 S. 18:6-15; cf. w. 28f.), Saul's declaration of his will to kill David (19:1),

and his attempts to lay hands on David (w. 8tr) and to pin David to the wall with his

spear (w. l0f.). Saul's feelings toward David and his attempts on David's life culminate

in ttre Rrm decision to do him evil. With this decision, Saul brings disgrace upon David

(20:34ra), i.e., he seeks to destroy him by placing a curse upon him. (on klm, cf. Isa.

41:11 par. k"'ayin, 'abad; also Ps. 35:4f.; 44:10[9], wherc Hm denotes the grounds for

thecaiastrophedescribedinw. 11-17[1G16];Job 19:3 fcf.v.2: "breakinpieceswith
words"l.) The evil David determines against Nabal likewise constitutes the conclusion

of a process (cf. I S. 25:l3,2lf .);the same is tnre of the evil the king determines against

Haman (on Est. 7:'7, cf .6:10,13).

2. Peish. Those who perish deserve to do so: those who forsake Yahweh (Isa. 1:28),

the destroyer (Isa. 16:4), the scoffer (Isa.29:20), the psalmist's accusers (Ps.71:13)'

false prophets (Ezk. 13:14), the wicked @s. 37:20; Job 4:9), the Egyptians, who are

only mortals even though Israel trusts in them (Isa. 3l:3). This form of expression is

found in an announcement of judgnent Qsa. 1:2815), a "description of salvation" (Isa.

29:20t6; cf . 16:417), a threat (Isa. 3l :318), a "collection of proverbs" (Ps. 37:201e), and

12. Contra Gerlemann, 831.
13. Gerlemann, 832.
14. Contra H. W. Hertzberg, I & il Samuel. OTL @nLg. trans. 1964)' 170.

15. Cf. H. Wildberger, Isaiah I-12 @ng. trans., Minneapolis, l99l), in loc.

16. Cf. O. Kaiser, Isaialr 13-39. OTL(Eng. trans. 197q,n9.
fi. rbd.,70.
B. rba.,3tt.
19. A. Weiser, Psalms. OTL(Fne. trans. 1962),315.
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a popular wisdom aphorism (Job 4:920). The language ofprophecy and wisdom speaks
of the "end" of the wicked. The "end" marks the conclusion befitting their actions;
they receive the reward of their deeds.

The psalmist, however, also laments that he is perishing (Ps. 31:ll[10]; 39:11[10];
7l:9;73:26;90:7; lO2:4131:'143:7: cf. Job 33:21). We must nor assume automatically
that he, too, thus finds his proper end; but it is worth noting that the context speaks of
sin and guilt (Ps. 31: I I [10]; 39:t21tl 73:2tf .;9O:8; 143:2). The psatmist nevertheless
af'firms his innocence (73:13), his faithfulness (31:7[6];71:6), and his trust in God
(31:15[4]); he calls himself Yahweh's servant (cf. 31:17[16]; 90:13,16) and righteous
one (31:19[18]). The context of 7l:9 does not mention any sin on the part of the
psalmist. It is therefore conceivable that he should perish without cause; in other words,
the imminent end does not invariably reflect previous negative actions.

A closer look at the psalmist's enemies and the literary form in question may point
toward a possible solution. The psalmist describes his opponents as the "wicked" (ps.
31:18[17]; 39:2Ul; 7l:4; 73:3,12), who quesrion God's knowledge (73:ll) 

- ob-
viously in contrast to those who fear Yahweh and take refuge in him (31:24[23]), who
wait patiently for him (31:25[2aD. The psalmist's enemies are rhus also the enemies
of Yahweh, those who are far from him (73:27).It is in fact the enemies who should
perish (cf. 3l:18,24117,231;73:27); now, however, destruction threatens the psalmist.
This cannot be Yahweh's intent, and so the psalmist larnents; apart from ps. 73, all the
texts in question appear in laments. This lament is a kind of challenge, a charge brought
against God himself to move him to intervene on behalf of the psalmist. It is quite
natural that the psalmist should use a garish palette to describe his plight in furtherance
of this purpose. The psalmist's fear of his enemies and his realization that he is actually
challenging God justify his talk of "perishing." This language may not always reflect
his actual condition, but it is evoked by the machinations of the enemy, who speak
(31:19[18];71:10) and counsel (31:14[13];71:10) against the psalmist in calumny
(31:12[l1]; 73:8) - acts of verbal aggression that should probably be understood as
curses (cf. above all 73:8f.). The psalmist is afraid that these words will strike home
and that he will perish. Here, too, therefore, l<dM may have the meaning "attain the
appropriate goal."

3. Destroy. whoever destroys a person or a thing achieves his purpose and brings
his corresponding efforts to their goal, which need not always be total destruction (cf.
Jer. 5:3 in its context). when the text speaks of Yahweh's destroying Israel by sword,
famine, and pestilence (Jer. 14:12 cf. 9:15[16]) and through his wrath (cf .Ezk.2013
22:31), the question of Yahweh's motivation is of interest: Israel is a stiff-necked people
(Ex. 33:5); they make for themselves a molten calf (Ex. 32:12; cf. v. 8), they can grow
disobedient and forsake Yahweh (Dt.28:21:' cf. vv. 15,20), they may worship other
gods (Josh. 24:20), they are disobedient and go after the ba'als (Jer. 9:15[16]; cf. vv.

20.Cf. F.Horst, Hiob.BK, XVVI (41983),63;cf.G.Hdlscher, DasBuchHiob.HAT,Xyr,
(21952), 2 I : "proverbial wisdom."
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12f.tl3f.l), rhey vacillate between Yahweh and other gods (Jer. 14:12; cf . v. 10), they

practice social injustice and religious perversion (Ezk.22:31 cf . vv.25-29). Above all,

iurning away from Yahweh to worship other gods is a reason for the (potential)

destruction of Israel. These passages clearly speak of Yahweh's intervention, but this

divine act is a reaction appropriate to the conduct-reward nexus: "Their way have I

requited upon their heads" (Ezk. 22:31).Israel's conduct and Yahweh's corresponding

reaction both attain their goal (except in Job 9:22: "He destroys both the blameless

and the wicked"). The (potential) destruction of Israel serves to evoke return (Jer' 5:3;

Ezk. 43:8) so that "I will dwell in their midst for ever" G,zk.43:9). Here it is already

clear that the text refers not so much to the total destruction of Israel as to an act of

Yahweh that attains its goal.

Yahweh ..destroys" (or does not destroy: Ex. 33:3; l*v. 26:44; Nu. 25: l1) not only

Israel,butalsoarrogantandoverbearingAssyriaorsomeotherworldpower(Isa. l0:18;

cf. vv. 7, 12f., 15zr; and the Elamites through the sword (Jer' 49l,37)' He will also

destroy the wicked (Ps. 59:14[13]) and the enemy (Ps. 74:11). (The emendationof knld

tokala'inPs.74:ll22isunnecessaryif theimpv. l<alleh inv. l0referstotheenemy

or is connected with v. 1223.) Here, too, Yahweh "requites their way upon their heads"

(cf. Ezk. 22:31). The affliction they have brought upon Israel against Yahweh's will

attains its appropriate goal. Something that begins with the actions of the people in

question runs its course and attains its goal, just as the word of a prophet is fulfilled'

u 
"orr" 

takes effect, and a house is destroyed (z,ec.5:4). The piel of klh in the sense

of ,.destroy" does not merely denote the end of something; it takes into account the

way that leads to this end and describes the goal attained'

"Destruction" carried out by Yahweh may be the subject of a threat (Jer. 9:15[16];24

Ezk. 2O:13;x Isa. 10: 1826) that sets a chain of events in motion and expresses its goal.

A lament may also speak of Yahweh's "destruction" (Jer. l4:12;zt Ps. 59:l4ll3f;28

74:ll2s). The lament is explicitly (Ps. 59:14[13];74:ll) or by virtue of its context (Jer.

14:12; cf. vv. 19-22) conceived of as a prayer. Here, too, a chain of events is set in

motion.
ln the phrase 'a-sa kah (Isa. 10:22: kiudy6n),the noun l<frld also means "destruction,

end." Yahweh will not make a full end of Israel (Jer. 5: l8; 3O:ll; 46:28; E,zk. 20:l'l;
Neh. 9:31), so that the people may understand their sin (Jer. 5:18; cf. v. 19), because

Israel is "his" people and for the sake of David (Jer. 30:9; 46:27f.) or for the sake of

his name and Lut of pity @zk. 2O14,17; Neh. 9:31). Here Yahweh's purpose and

21. Cf. Wildberger, in loc.
22. H. Gunkel ,bie psalmen. HKAT, IV2 (61986); H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 6U150 (Eng. trans.,

Minneapolis, 1989), 96.
Z:. tr{. Oatrooa, Psalms IL AB, ){yll (1973), 198,2M.
24. Ct. A.Weiser, Das Buch Jeremia 1-25,14. ATD, XX Cl98l)' 82'

25.W.Zimmerh, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans' 1979\,410'
26. Cf. Wildberger, 429f.
27. Cf. Weiser, ATD, XX, 122.

28. H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 1-59 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1988)' 542f'

29. Cf. Kraus, Psalms 60-150,96.
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conduct with respect to Israel, his relationship with Israel, attain their goal. He acts
accordingly, and refuses to make a full end of Israel.

other passages, however, speak of Yahweh's destroying Israel or the land (Israel:
rsa. 10:22; Ezk 11:13 [in a question]; the land: Ier. 4:27) because Israel places its trust
in Assyria (Isa. 10:20) and has been unfaithful to Yahweh (Jer.4:14,17,18,22). Jer.4:28
shows that Yahweh acts ('di6 kdld, v.27) according to a plan that is now put into effect
and attains its goal; Israel's wicked actions receive their corresponding reward.

The same holds true for Yahweh's "destruction" of the nations (Jer. 30: l l; 46:28),
the enemy (Nah. l:8f.), or the whole earrh (Isa. lO:23;Z,eph.l:18). They have oppressed
Israel (Jer.30:11; cf. v.8;46:28l.cf.v.27),theypractice idolatry (Nah. l:8f.; cf. v. l4),
they - like Assyria 

- have offended against Yahweh through their arrogance (Isa.
10:23; cf. w. 12f., 15) and have sinned againsr him (Zeph. 1:18; cf. v. l7).

4. Finish. Both God and human beings may bring something to completion, to an
end or goal corresponding to their purpose and actions.

Following Gen. 2:1 (the completion of heaven and earth), v. 2a states that God
finished his work. We are then told (v. 2b) that he rested - a statement that illuminates
the meaning of "finish," especially since Gen. 2:zf. is "dominated totally by the
language of the sabbath commandment."30 God's finishing of creation and resting are
"not simply the negative sign of its end"3l but characterize creation as an act open to
the future, an act without limit, since the concluding formula ("it was evening and it
was morning") is absent. Here something 

- God's work - is brought not to its end
or conclusion, but to its goal: God's resting. God brings his work to its goal and through
his resting establishes a goal: the sabbath, for which the groundwork has been laid in
the approbation formula (Gen. 1:4,10, etc.). steck32 on the contrary interprets kdh in
Gen. 2:l as meaning "bring to a conclusion," after which a continuation of the work
of creation is inconceivable; he argues that there follows in .ibf (v. 2a) the totally
different creative act of resting, "which as such is no longer a work in which God
produces works of creation."33

Ex. 39:32-43 (P) contains a few parallels to Gen. l:31; 2:lf. which suggest that p
is attempting to find a relationship or even correspondence between the construction
of the tent of meeting and the work of creation.34

Human beings finish buildings. Solomon finished the temple (l K. 7:l; 9:l;2 Ch.
7: 1l ), the palace ( 1 K. 3: 1; 9:1; 2 Ch.7: 1l ), and the city walls of Jerusalem ( 1 K. 3: I ;
cf. Neh. 3:3414:21). The work for the temple worship is also hnished (l Ch. 28:20), as
are the temple furnishings (1 K. 7:40; 2 Ch. 4:11). The same is said - by analogy -of the tent of meeting @x.39:32;40:33). The temple and its furnishings were finished

30. w. H. schmidt, Die schiipfungsgeschichte dcr piesterschrifi. WMANT, l7 Cl9]-3), 157.
31. G. von Rad., Genesis. OTL (Eng. trans. 196l), 60.
32.H. O. Steck, Der Schi;pfungsbericht der priesterschift. FRLANT, l15 Clggl), l7g-199,

esp. 186ff.
33. rbid., 187.
34. Cf. Schmidt, 156, esp. n. 3.
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"as it had been planned" (1 K. 6:38): the finishing is described as the realization of a
plan, the goal of a course of action. This chimes with the description of I K. 6 as "a
plan for the building of the temple reduced to words."35

Noah finishes the ark to the cubit (Gen.6:16)-a description whose precision is

typical of R also found in the description of how the tent of meeting was constructed

(Ex. 25ff.).36 A deliberate intent to associate the finishing of creation, the tent of
meeting, the temple, and possibly also the ark cannot be ruled out.

Human beings may also finish a project (Ruth 3: l8), a job @x. 5:13; e.g., the division

of theland:Josh. 19:49,5I); measuring (Ezk 42:15); acensus (lCh-27:24 [negated]);
something evil (Prov. 16:30), a period of time (Ezk. 4:6), or a period of days @zk.

43:27; Job 36:11). In every case, an action (intended or begun) is brought to its goal.

God may bring his anger to completion ('ap: Ezk.5:13; 7:8; 20:,8,21| l.temA: Ezk.

6:12; 13:15; tam.4:11). His anger can also blaze forth or rise up (Isa. 5:25;2K.
22:13,17; Ezk. 38:18); God sends it forth (Ezk.7:3) or pours it out (Ps. 79:6;Lam.
2:4). "Bringing to completion" has a different sense: God's anger does not blaze forth

or rise up, nor is it sent forth or poured out; instead it attains its goal, bringing God's

plan to fruition (cf. Ps. lM:23). It is a fundamental characteristic of God's anger to

"respond to human acts that impugn the nature and the commandments of this God."37

The texts in question make this quite clear: God's anger is a reaction to Israel's sin

(Ezk. 5:13; cf . v.7',6:12 cf. v. 1l; 7:8; 208,21; Lam. 4:11; cf. w. 6, 13). Besides this

motif, the "knowledge formula"3s expresses the purpose of God's anger: Israel is to
know that Yahweh has spoken in his jealousy (Ezk. 5:13), that he is Yahweh (6:13),

that it is he who smites (7:9) 
- a clear sign that Israel is not destroyed totally when

Yahweh brings his anger to completion. God's anger finds expression in particular acts

of punishment, which are "transient."3e This is reflected in the form of the prophetic

demonstration oracle (Ezk. 5: 13; 6:12 7:8ao), which speaks of the completion of God's

anger.

5. languish. The meaning "languish, pine away" is associated with kfrld in texts

that speak of an agonized decline born of passionate desire.al This idiom is used

primarily of the eyes, sometimes also of the "soul" (Ps. 84:3[2]; 119:81: nepe{) ot
"kidneys" (Iob 19:21: k"lay)D. The purpose of the eyes is to see something; they are

therefore mentioned in language that describes emotions, especially desire or longing.a2

The objects of this longing are varied: God's promise (Ps. ll9:82), God's help and

35. M. Noth, Kdnige l-16. BK, DUI (1968), 104.

36. Cf. H. Gunkel, Gencsis. HKAT Ul eD77),142.
37. Gerlemann,223; cf. W. Eichrodt, Thcology of the OT l. OTL @ng. trans. 1961), 259f.,

263t.
38. -s91'ydQa'.
39. Eichrodt, 266.
40. Cf . Zimmerli, 176, 184,2O2.
41. Cf. Gerlemann, 832.
42. Cf.E. Jenni, "Jl! 'ajin Auge," THAT, fr,261,264.
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righteous promises (Ps. 119:123), help (Lam. 4:17), sons and daughters taken into exile
(Dl 28:32). Other texts mention the psalmist's God @s. 69:aBD, a place of refuge
(Job l1:20), a share (of an inheritance) (Job 17:5), the harvest (l-ev.26:16), food (Job
31: l6; cf. v. l7; also Jer. 14:6), and long life for one's sons (1 S. 2:33). In such contexts,
kdli does not so much denote "damage to the eyes"a3 as suggest an emotion.4 The
eyes perish out of longing for the objects in question, which constitute the goal of the
longing.

The ncpei also languishes out of yearning for the courts of Yahweh (Ps. 8a:3t21)
and God's help, a typical description of nepei.as In Job 19:27, the kidneys, organs "of
most delicate sensibility,"a6 are the subject of knli. Job's confidence that he will see
God with his own eyes makes it clear that in this passage kald does not mean "shrivel"aT
but denotes intense yearning.4 Almost all the texts that speak of such longing on the
part of the eyes, the soul, or the kidneys appear in laments (cf. Ps. 69:413); Job l7:5;
19:27;Lam.4:17). Since lamentation is not performed for its own sake but in order to
achieve a purpose, it is closely allied with petition 

- an indication that kdld denotes
attainment of a goal, even if only prospective.

6. Sytonyns. Attainment of a goal by l<ald may also be expressed by various
synonyms, of which some may be listed here: "perish" ('Abad: Ps.37:20; Job 4:9),
"cut off" (kdra1: lsa. 29:20; Ps. 37:20; cf. vv. 9, 22, 28, 38), "be destroyed" (niimad:
Dt. 28:20; cf. v. 24; 2 S. 2l:5; Ps. 37:20; cf. vv. 38, 28 [conj.]), "slay" (hdrag: Ex.
32:12;Ps.78:33;cf.v.34),"die" (mfi1:Ezk.5:12),"fall" (ndpal:Isa.3l:3;E,zk 5:L2),
"devour" ('dkal: Jer. 10:25), "smite" (n/cft hiphil: Dl28:21; cf . v. 22; Jer. 5:3), "cease
to exist" (Anennl:Ps.37:2O; cf. w. 10, 36; 59:14[13]).

Helfrneyer

43. Gerlemann, 261f.
44. Ibid.,264.
45. Cf. W. H. Schmidt "Anthropologische Begriffe im AT," EvTh 24 (1964), 380
46. H. W. Wolff, Anthropology of thc OT @ng. trans., Philadelphia, 1974),65.
47. Horst,278.
48. Cf. A. Weiser, Das Buch Hiob. ATD, XItr (71980), l4lf.

kaUA. l. Conrad, Der junge Gencration im AT. ArbT 1142 (1970); K. Elligea "Das Gesetz
Leviticus 18,* ZAW 67 (1955), l-25; A. Goetze, "Short or Long a? (Notes on Some Akkadian

it!2 *"ua

Contents: I. l. Distribution and Etymology;2. Meaning. tr. l. Bride; 2. Daughter-in-Law.
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L l. Distibution and Etymology. The noun knilA appeats 34 times in the OT (plus

a probable emendation in 2 S. 17:31). It means both "bride" and "daughter-in-law."

Parallel nouns are found in most Semitic languages. We may mention in particular Akk.

kallatu, l<allutu, "daughter-in-law, bride," also "sister-in-law"'2 llgar' klt, "bride"'3

and later Hebrew and Aramaic.a The corresponding word in Arabic is lcannat(t),

"daughter-in-law, sister-in-law."5 There are also South Arabic and Ethiopic equiv-

alents.6 A derivative of lalld found only in Jet. 2'.2 is the abstract pl. kemldL whlch

means "bridal state" (cf. the Akkadian abstract toun l<nllutu, kallafiru, "status as

daughter-in-law or bride"T).
The etymology of kailA is obscure. tt may be derived from a r@tkll, "conceal, veil

(the face or head)," a reference to a bride's appearance8 (cf. Akk. kulluluie also Gen.

24:65). Another etymology traces the noun to a verb meaning "crown"lo (cf. again

Akk. kullulu, as well as the noun kululu or kiltlu;tr Aratn. k"lild;I2 Arab. iklllt3).It is

unlikely, however, that kqilA derives from a verbal root.

The LXX consistently uses nf,mphe to translate kalld;ta kelfil)t is rendered by

teleiosis, "puberty." ts

2. Meaning. The noun kalld is ambiguous in two respects. It denotes the relationship

of a young woman to her (future) husband ("bride") as well as her relationship toward

her husband's father or mother ("daughter-in-law"). In addition, in the frst sense it
can designate a woman entering into marriage and, in the second, a woman who is

already married, sometimes even a widow (Gen. 38:6-10; Ruth 1:4f.).

This double ambiguity is explained by the family structure of ancient Israel and of

words)," or16(1947),239-250:A.Hermann,AltiigyptischeLiebesdichtung(wiesbaden, 1959);

L. Rost, ..Erwiigungen zu Hosea 4,13t.," Festschrifi A. Bertholet (Ttbingen, 1950),451-460;
H. Schmrikel, Heilige Hochzeit und Hohestied. AKM,32ll (1956); R. de Vaux, AnclsrE. Wtirttt-
wein, "Zum Verstiindnis des Hohenliedes," ThR, 32 (1967), 177-212.

l. See tr.I below.
2. CAD, VItr (1971), 79-82; AHw, I (1965), 426. ln many legal documents, the word

appears to denote also a legally dependent woman without a marital relationship; cf . CAD,

VItr, 86.
3. WUS, no. 1321; UT, no.124l; sometimes also with the meaning "daughter-inJaw."
4. Ct. WTM, II, 331f.; LexSyP, 326t.: MdD, 197.
5. WKAS, 1,372f .

6. KBr:,455.
7. CAD, VItr, 85f.; AHw,1,426.
8. KBr:,455.
9. CAD, VItr, 518f.; AHw, l, 503.
10. BLe, $454; Goetzp,243f.
ll. CAD, VItr, 358, 527f.; AHw,1,476,505.
12. WTM,II, 338f.; LexSyP,327.
13. WKAS, 1,299t.
14. Cf. Joachim Jeremias, "v6p0n," TDNT lY' 1099.
15. K. Weiss, "06pol" TDN'I Vm, 85.
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the ancient Near East in general.l6 When a woman marries, she generally becomes a
member of her husband's family, in which his father exercises supreme authority as

paterfamilias; the father's wife is likewise in charge of the housekeeping. In the great
majority of cases, the paterfamiliashad only one wife, who was thus the true mother-
in-law of the young bride.lT The bride's new status is thus dehned both by her rela-
tionship to her husband and by her relationship to the head of the extended family and
his wife.l8 Both relations are accordingly represented by the same word; cf. the double
meaning of -+ Jlll1 bdldn.We must also note that under these circumstances the decisive
turning point in the woman's life is not marriage but the birth of the flrst male child.
Only by bearing her own son does she contribute to the preservation of the family,
fulfilling her true vocation. Only thus does she become a full person.le It is therefore
no accident that the two extended narratives conceming a kalld end with the birth of
a child (Gen. 38; Ruth; cf. I S. 4:19f.). In this respect, there is no substantial difference
between a bride and a married woman without children or a widow. Cf. the analogous
meaning of -+ fln)9 'almh.

II. l. Bride. In the sense of "bride, " kalld is used primarily for its emotional content.
In the prophets, it serves - usually in conjunction with bdlan o 

- to describe events
in sacred history. It is used in stereotyped expressions to symbolize the ultimate in joy
and celebration, such as Yahweh will bestow in the time of salvation (Jer. 33:11) or
deny when he brings disaster as punishment (Ier.7:34; 16:9; 25:10). Israel's restored
position of honor in the time of salvation is compared to a bride adorning herself (Isa.
49:18; 61:10). On the other hand, the premature summoning of bride and bridegroom
from the wedding chamber is a sign that Yahweh is about to bring a terrible calamity,
which demands immediate repentance (Joel 2:16). In addition, the loving relationship
between bride and bridegroom symbolizes the original relationship between Yahweh
and Israel (k"lfrl6t: Jer.2:2), which will be restored in the time of salvation (Isa. 62:5).
The contrasting image of a bride, who would never forget her wonderful wedding attire,
serves also to illustrate the incomprehensible alienation of Israel from Yahweh (Jer.

2:32).In this context we may also cite 2 S. l7:3, which compares the hope that the
people will support the usurper Absalom to the attraction between a bride and her future
husband.2l

Three passages in the Song of Songs also illustrate this usage. As is true throughout
the entire book, the emphasis is on intimate love between bride and bridegroom. The
presence of the bride and the erotic pleasure she provides enchant her beloved (Cant.

16. For a discussion of the extended family in ancient Israel, see Elligea 6-12; also idem,
kviticus. HAT IY (1966), 238f.

17. Cf. de Vaux, 25f.
18. Rost, 452-55.
19. Cf. Conrad,2l-23.
20. + Inn ha@n, ll.l.a.
21. On the textual problems of the passage, se BHK, BHS, and the comms.; the proposal of

KBL2'3 that knUA has a special meaning ( "newly-married woman") in this passage is unnecessary.
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4:9-ll1.zz Up to now, the bride has remained inviolate; now she shares with her beloved
all the delights of love (4:12-5;l).zz With her, her beloved can escape all dangers and
uncercainties (4:8).24 The intimacy of the relationship is further emphasized by the
device of calling the bride "sister" (4:9f.,12; 5:1).T In short, union with the bride
means unlimited fulfillment of true and total erotic desire.

It is nevertheless surprising that the Song of Songs uses kalli only in these 3

passages. Elsewhere the female partner is addressed as ra'yd, "friend, (be)love(ed)"20
(together with "sister" in Cant. 5:2). This usage corresponds to the use of d68
("beloved") to designate the male partner, who is never called "bridegroom" (ha1an,

even in 4:12-5:1, where he is called dbjin v. 16). It has accordingly been suggested
that the text does not refer to a bridal couple but to partners in a relationship of free
love outside legal or familial constraints, and that lcalld can therefore be interpreted in
the extended sense of "beloved."27 It is doubtful, however, whether such a dichotomy
between free love and married love can be maintained within the context of Israel.28
It is much more likely that the text refers to the power of a love within legal and familiar
constraints, which nevertheless allows bride and bridegroom to encounter each other
on a free and equal basis within these constraints. The point is the fundamental
experience of the bride as the bridegroom's beloved: despite her socially inferior status
as a woman, she can play an equal role and is thus entitled to be called "friend" (ra'yd)
or "sister."

Another theory associates the Song of Songs with the domain of cultic mythology.2e
In other words, the partners are in fact deities whose marriage or love is recreated in
the cult. The participants in the cult thus share in an experience of divine love that
transcends their own erotic experience. This background might represent the origin of
the notion of Israel as Yahweh's bride.3o The particulars of this theory however, are
highly problematical.3r

2. Daughter-in-Law. When l<alld means "daughter-in-law," the concern is her
position within the family of the husband. The primary emphasis is on legal obliga-

22. For d6/tm in the sense of "erotic pleasure," see --> 'lll dbd @ddh),1.3.d.
23 . For the garden as a topos of love poetry, see -+ 111 d68 @6dh) , I1.3 .d.
24. See the comms. on the problems presented by this difficult verse.
25. -+ llR 'dh ('dch), Il on the description of the beloved as "sister" in Egyptian love poetry,

see Hermann, 75-78.
26. --+9a rea'.
27. G. Gerleman, Das Hohelied. BK XVm el98l), 153, 155; cf. also the discussion in --+

111 d6d @6dD,m.2.
28. See esp. E. Wiirthwein, Die fiinf Megilloth: Das Hohelied. HAT, Xym (969),25t.,

3l-35, and passim; also (somewhat more cautiously), W. Rudolph, Das Hohclied. KAT XVru2
(1962),100-109.

29. Schmrikel; H. tunggren, Das Hohe Lied. ATD, XYU2 (1962); cf. Wiirthwein, ThR,32
(1967),196-201.

30. Ringgren, 260.
31. -+ 'Ill dbd @6dh),It.t,
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tions. Laws explicitly govern the sexual realm. The father-in-law in particular, as

representative of the family, is obligated to respect the sexual integrity of the young

wife and see that strict order is maintained within the family (Lev. 18:15; 20:12; cf.

Ezk.22:ll).32 This requirement is further amplified by Hosea, who harshly accuses

the heads of families of having sexual relations with cult prostitutes after the manner

of the Canaanites. They set their daughters and daughters-in-law a poor example, so

that the latter are tempted into adultery and fornication (Hos. 4:13f.). The conduct of
the young brides is hardly limited to sexual relations during cultic ceremonies or in

an isolated initiation rite;33 the prophet aims to show that the cultic misconduct of
the influential men has disastrous consequences for the total life of the family and

nation.
As daughter-in-law, the young bride is primarily a dependent individual needing

protection, which is the responsibility of her husband's family and especially its head.

She must, of course, deserve this protection - that is, she must in tum avoid unchastity.

Otherwise she, like the transgressing father-in-law, is subject to capital punishment

(l-ev. 2O:L2; cf. Gen. 38.24). (In Hos. 4:13f., Yahweh himself refuses to carry out the

punishment. This special case is intended to show clearly who the guilty parties really

are; the demands of the law ale not abrogated.) In addition, the bride must adapt to her

husband's family and respect her mother-in-law as the wife of the head of the family;34

otherwise she would contribute to the disruption of the family's life (Mic. 7:6; cf. Mt.

10:35; Lk. 12:53).

In extreme cases, she can even be expected to take an active role in maintaining her

relationship with her new family. This is illustrated by the example of two women,

whose husbands have died without offspring, who have hardly any chance of bearing

such offspring through levirate marriage (Gen. 38; Ruth).3s The fust of these, who has

already survived two husbands and has been returned in humiliation to her father's

family (Gen. 38:6-11,14b), exhibits extraordinary acumen and determination in her

campaign to recover a place of honor in the family of her in-laws (Gen. 38:12-26).

(Even during her time with her father's family, however, she appears still to belong to

her husband's family, since its head exercises jurisdiction over her |v.24); this may be

related to the charge that she was sent back only temporarily [v. l1].) She thus becomes

paradigmatic of a woman who acts with a sense of independent superiority even in a

position of degradation and dependence.

The other woman, for whom continued residence with her widowed mother-in-law

promises economic insecurity, not protection (Ruth l:1-13; cf. 2: l-18), neverthess holds

fast to these ties with exemplary love and devotion (l:14-17). In her case, this also

makes her absolutely dependent on an alien people and an alien God (1:16; 2:11). The

daughter-in-law symbolizes the ultimate in fidelity: faithfulness (+ IDll hesed) to

32. See Elligea 7AW, 67 (1955), 8; idem, HAT,[V,239.
33. Rost, 455-59.
34. See I.2 above.
35. For a discussion of widowhood and levirate marriage, see -r ilDlN 'almdn6 (',alm:andh);

+d)r ybm; -->)X\ ga'al.
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another human being who is in fact an alien with little to offer, but has been acknowl-
edged as next of kin (3: 16;.:0 Since this also represents faithfulness to the other person's
God, she also becomes an outstanding witness to faith in the God of Israel, who does
not let her conduct go unrewarded: she finally attains security and can contribute to
the preservation of her new family (2:194:17; cf .2:12).

Conrad

36. Cf. also Wiirthwein, HAT XylIJ,5t.

Contents: I. l. Occurrences; 2. Etymology and Usage. tr. Secular Usage: l: Containers;
2. Furnishings; 3. Tools; 4. Weapons; 5. Art Objects; 6. Clothing; T.Baggage, Cargo; 8. Ships.
Itr. Cultic Usage: l. Cultic Paraphernalia; 2. Musical Instruments.

l. l. Occurrences. T-lte masculine noun ft"/i occurs some 320 times in the OT. It is
not found in the Aramaic passages of the or, but Dalman and wrM record its use in
Jewish Aramaic with a range of meanings that corresponds approximately to oT usage.
The same holds true for the Mishnah tractate Kelim, which deals with questions
concerning the ritual cleanness of various co[lmon objects subsumed by the OT under
the category of keli.r The Dead Sea scrolls also use k lt, pirmaily in the sense of
"weapons."2

The term is common throughout the ancient Near East (except at Ugarit), but only
with a very limited meaning, which may reflect its original sense.3 ln Akkadran, lallua
denotes a kind of bowl; the etymological equivalent in various Arabic dialects always

k"lt. K. Albrecht, "Das Geschlecht der hebritschen Hauptw6rter," ZAW 16 (1896), 4l-121,
esp. 87f.; {.q"rth, "Vergleichende Studien," ZDMG,4l (1887), 6O3-6/t, esp. 604; M. Butten-
wieser, "i?'iir) il, '??I 2 Chronicles 30 2r," JBL, 45 (1926),156-58; G. R. Driver, ..Babylonian

and Hebrew Notes," WO, 2 (1954), 19-26, esp. 24f . onEzr. S:27: S. Fraenkel, Die aramiischen
Fremdwiirter im Arabischcn (triden, 1886), 2M; M. D. Goldman, "Irxicographical Notes on
Exegesis (4)," ABR,3 (1958), 44-51, esp. 48; H. Grimme, "siidarabische Tempelstrafgesetze,"
OlZ,9 (1906), 256-262, esp. 261; C. Maurer, "oxsooq," TDM V[,358-36j, esp. 358-362;
K. Vollers, review of C. Reinhardt, Ein arabisclur Dialekt, gesprochen in 'Omdn und Zanzibar
(Stuttgart, 1894), ZDMG, 49 (l 895), 48+515, esp. 5 14.

l. Cf. H. L. Strack, Introduction to the Talmud and Midrash @ng. trans. 1931, repr. New
York, 1978),59f.

2. See II.4 below.
3. See I.2 below.
4. AHw, I (1965), 426.
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denotes a container or measure of capacity.s The word /<eli must have had a similar

meaning in Palmyrene during the frst centuries of the Common Era.6

2. Etymology and Usage. Wilhe1m GeseniusT derived the noun tli (reflecting an

original unattested kdleh) fuom a verb lcilii he gives the basic meaning as "something

made, like Ger. Ttug from zeugen" He therefore adds corresponding German equiv-

alents to his Latin translations: "vestes (Zeud; navigium (Fahrzeug); iwtrumentum
(We*aeug); arma (R.dis6eug)." He also relates the verb klh to the roots k| and kll.8

Appealing as this etymology is, the development of the broad meaning must be ac-

counted for differently. The noun /c'li is derived by GesB from a verbal root klh II,
whose meaning is not defined .e In KBLt,to the root is given as Hh I'll = laall,tt with the

meaning "contain" in the qal, "surround" in ttre pilpel; this etymology would easily

account for the use of k'li to denote all kinds of vessels. This meaning was retained in

most languages,l2 while the extension to a much broader range of meanings is attested

only for Hebrew and Aramaic, where the noun is used for vessels and household objects,

tools and weapons, pieces of jewelry and musical instruments. The late Jewish usage

of k"lt as a euphemism for a womanl3 does not occur in the OT.

II. Secular Usage. The following paragraphs will attempt to describe the various

meanings of k"li denoting objects not used in the cult. No attempt will be made to list
all the relevant passages; such a list would be impossible, because many texts do not

yield a precise definition of what kelt refers to. Our presentation of the noun's range

of meanings takes as its point of departure the basic verbal meaning "contain, sur-

round"l4 and then goes on to examine the extensions of this meaning.

l. Contqiners. The object that does the containing may be any kind of vessel, made

of any kind of material for any purpose. Such a vessel is therefore appropriate for
everyday use.

a. Vessels, Pots. ln this sense, the noun denotes primarily an earthenware vessel for
dailyhouseholduse (25.17:28;lsa.22:24;alsoNu.19:15);itsmanufactureisdescribed
in Jer. l8:4. It may hold water (Lev. 14:5; I K. 17:10; Jer. l4:3; Ruth 2:9), oil (2 K.

4:3ff.), wine (Jer.48:11f.), or food (Isa. 65:4; cf.66:20, with reference to a cereal

offering). It may serve as a baking pan (Ezk. 4:9) or as a container for a scroll (Jer.

5. Grimme, Fraenkel, Vollers.
6. DISO, l2O; d. H. Ingholt, H. Seyrig, J. Starcky, and A. Caquot, Recucil des Tessires de

Palmyre (Paris, 1955), no. 280, 867.
7. GesTh-
8. rbid., 685ft.
9. P.348.
10. P.456.
ll. +rD kwl.
12. See I.1 above.
13. Cf. Maurer.
14. See I.2 above.
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32:14); the latter usage is illustrated by the scrolls discovered at Qumran. The fragility
of earthenware vessels played an important role in the language of the or as a symbol
of punishment (Jer. l9:ll; 25:34 [?]; Ps. 2:9; cf . also the symbolism of emptying in
Jer. 48:12;51:34), but there were also vessels made of wood (kv. 15l.12). Vessels of
bronze (Lev. 6:21[Eng. v. 28]; En. 8:27) also found employment in the cult.ls At the
royal court and among the wealthy upper classes there were drinking vessels made of
gold (l K. 10:21 par. 2 Ch. 9:20; Est. l:7). When the text speaks of precious objects
of gold or silver taken as booty (2 Ch. 20:25: 32:27) or given as tokens of friendship
(2 S. 8:10; I K. 10:25), the reference is undoubtedly to cups, tankards, and similar
vessels used for drinking, as well as other household objects,l6 even though a precise
definition is not always possible.

Nu. 7:85 mentions silver vessels as dedication offerings. euite generally, vessels
play an important role in the legal sections of the OT. Objects related specifically to
the cult will be discussed later,tz but we may note here that containers were subject to
especially stringent regulations governing rifual purity (cf. Lev. 6:21128l; Il:32f;
l5:12; Nu. 19:15; 31:20).

Identification of the various OT terms for vessels with specific archaeological types
is extremely difficult, since the scanty information in the text usually does not refer to
the form of the vessel but to its function.l8

b. Containers (in General). The function of an object denoted by keli is not limited
to pots; the word can be used for various types of container.

The noun /celi denotes the sack in which Saul and his servant carry their food (l S.
9:7). Probably similar is the shepherd's bag into which David puts the stones he will
use to slay Goliath; it may also hold his sling (1 S. 17:40,49; cf.Zu.l1:15). Larger
sacks may also be called kelt: Gen. 42:25 uses the word for the sacks in which Jacob's
sons bring grain back from Egypt (cf. Gen. 43:11); nDt.23:25(24); Jer.4O:lO, kelt is
a container for fruit that is harvested.

2. Fumishings. Containers (tr.I.a), sacks, and bags (1.b) are common household
furnishings. It is therefore easy to understand how kcli can denote such furnishings in
general.

The text can speak of objects that are usable (Lrv. 11:32) or worthless (Ier.22:28;
Hos.8:8). Some passages indicate material and function l*v. l5:4,6,22f.,26 discuss
the uncleanness of objects on which one sits or lies; l*v. ll:32; Nu. 31:20 mention
household objects of wood that must be made clean if they have become unclean. It
is impossible to make a sharp distinction between such objects and tools (tr.3). Besides
wood, furnishings may be made of metal (copper or iron; cf. Josh. 6:19,24;Ezk. 27 :13).
Precious metals (silver and gold) are also mentioned (given into safekeeping like

15. See III.I below.
16. See tr.2 below.
17. See Itr.l below.
18. U. Miiller, "Keramik," BRL2, 183.
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money: Ex.22:6U); given as a token of friendship: 2 S. 8:10; given as an offering:

Ezr. l:6lMTl). The plural of k"l? is used in the collective sense of "household effects"

(Gen.3l:37; 45:20;Nu. 19:18; 1K. 10:21 par.2Ch.9:2O;Jer.49:29; Neh' l3:8f')'

3. Tools. Besides its use to denote a household object or household effects in general,

k"li can be used specifically in the sense of "tool, implement."

This meaning is clear in 2 S. 24:22; I K. 19:21, where k"li refers to a wooden yoke,

andZnc. 1l:15, which speaks of the implements of a shepherd; the word is thus

associated with agriculture. In I K. 6:7', Jer.22:7, a k"lt is used by particular kinds of

worker - stonecilrvers and woodcutters. In texts that speak figuratively of Yahweh's

anger, the concept of a tool - usually a hammer - is used to represent the weapons

of israel's foes (Isa. L3:5;54:l6f .;Jer. 51:20; Ezk.9:1f.). The line between a craftsman's

tools and household objects is often fluid: texts mention objects by which someone

may be killed accidentally (Nu. 35:16,18,22), which must be made clean if the house

is unclean (I*v. ll:3};Nu. 31:20), or which are gladly taken as booty (Josh. 6:19,24).

The usage of k"li in Isa. 32:7 is especially ambiguous; the best translation is: "The

devices of the deceiver are evil."

4. Weaporc. With the exception of Gen. 27:3, which speaks of the arrows, bow, and

quiver needed for hunting, k"li (often in the phrase keli milhdmd) in the sense of
;weapon" denotes weapons of war (Dt. l:41; Jgs. 18:11; Jer.2l:4; 1 Ch. 12:34; etc.).

Such weapons must be made for the king (l S. 8:12); they are kept in a storehouse

(2 K. 2013I assembled before an attack (Isa. 10:28), taken as booty following a

defeat (2 K. 7:15), and displayed as trophies of victory (1 S. 31:9f.; cf. 17:54).

Warriors are buried and go to the netherworld with their weapons (Ezk. 32:27)'

Weapons are employed in regular warfare, in which the armor-bearer of the com-

-und". plays an important role (Jgs. 9:54; I S. 14:l; 31:4; etc.), but also in insurrec-

tions (2 k. tt'S; 2 Ch.23:7; cf. I S. 21:9t81). Weapons include swords (1 S. 21:9[8]),

uurows (with bow and quiver: I S. 20:40), and chariot (1 S. 8:12). The weapons of

Israel's enemies, by which they are to carry out Yahweh's judgment against Israel,

are referred to in the figurative language of the prophets as "weapons of wrath."le

Ps.7:14(13) specifies the nature of the enemies'weapons: they are flaming alrows'

In some cases, the translation "weapon" for k"li is disputed: 2 S. l:27,2o I S.

2l:6(5),21 and Eccl. 9:18;22 in all these passages, however, this translation is probably

correct.

5. Art Objecfs. The usage of k"ltisnot limited to common everyday objects such

as household effects, tools, and weapons; the noun can also refer to what might be

19. Cf. II.3 above.
20. Cf . J. C. Matthes, "Miscellen," ZAW 23 (1903)' l2O-27 '

21. Cf . H. J. Stoebe, Das erste Buch Samuelis. KAT yllul (1973)' 393'

22.Ct.Ml.
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called "cultural objects," including jewelry art objecs, and musical instruments. The
last are discussed below,23 because they are mentioned only in cultic contexts.

In Isa. 6l: 10; Ezk. 16:17 and elsewhere , kelt clearly refers to women's jewelry. Such
jewelry may be listed in detail (Ex. 35:22; Nu. 31:50); its nature is clear from irs usage
in parallel with clothing (Gen. 24:53) and pearls (Prov. 20:15).2a Elsewhere the inter-
pretation of gold or silver objects denoted by k"lt is is not simple. The reference might
be to jewelry or works of art, but equally well to everyday objects, like cups, goblets,
and bowls of precious metal or bronze for the court or cult, or used as gifts (Nu. 7:g5;
2 K. l4:14;Ezr.8:27; I K. 10:25 [with aromatic material]; 2 Ch. 32:27 [with precious
stones]). We learn more about the origin of these precious objects, which are mentioned
as tokens of friendship (2 S. 8:10 par. 1 Ch. 18:10; I K. 10:25 par.2 Ch.9:24) and as
offerings for the sanctuary of Yahweh (l K. 7:51; 15:15; Ezr. 8:25-28;2 Ch. 15:lg).
From the royal palace or the temple treasury they are coveted objects for booty or
tribute (2K.14:14; Hos. l3:15; Nah.2:10[9];2Ch.36:19;cf. also Dnl. 1l:g).

The golden guilt offering of the Philistines menrioned in I S. 6:8,15 is of a special
nature. Here k'lt refers collectively to artfrrlly formed likenesses of mice and boils
symbolizing the plague the Philistines had brought upon themselves as yahweh's
punishment for stealing the ark. Such objects may also have been included among the
tokens of friendship and offerings mentioned above.

Articles made of pure gold would hardly have been put to everyday use, as the
parallel with glass in the MT of Job 28:17 might suggest. Here, as in other wisdom
passages, art objects ofprecious metal are used figuratively to describe wisdom (Prov.
20:15).

6. Clothing. Only in legal texts does kclt refer to articles of clothing, which should
probably be thought of as household effects (II.2) rather than art objects (II.5).

Dt.22:5 forbids women to wear male clothing, in parallel with the law forbidding
men to wear female clothing. I*v. l3,52f .,57ff. treats problems of uncleanness caused
by leprosy, which also affects clothing. Here in the context of various textiles we find
the phrase /celi '6a which probably refers to clothing made of skins or leather, or possibly
leather household objects such as skins to hold water or wine, as is probably the case
in Nu. 3l:20.

7 . Baggage, cargo. Baggage can be understood as a special kind of container (II.2);
it can vary in extent.

According to 1 s. 9:7, Saul and his servant carry their provisions in a kelt (cf. also
L s. 17:22, where David's baggage includes food for his brothers who are fighting
against the Philistines). The baggage of Jacob's sons on their journey to Egypt is more
extensive: they are bringing with them some of the produce of the land (Gen. 43:11).
Jer. 46:19; Ezk. l2:3f.,7 speak of the baggage of those going into exile. From this

23. See Itr.2.
24. For a more general discussion, see H. Weippert, "Schmuck,,, 8RL2,282-89.
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meaning, it is but a small step to the baggage train of an army (l s. 17:22:25:13;

30:24; similarly lo:22).In Jon. 1:5, the crew of the ship throw theitr kEltm into the sea:

this might refir to the "cargo," but undoubtedly includes all kinds of other objects

(II.2) as well.

8. Shrps. In 1 passage (Isa. 18:2), /<'li is used in a construct phrase with the material

from which the obiect referred to is made - gome', "reeds" - to mean the papyrus

boat in which the inhabitans of Cush sail on the Nile.5 This usage suggests emending

the first words of Isa. 60:9, l<i-li, to k'l| which would parallel bniyyd in the second

hemistich.

III. Cultic Usage. Theological usage of lc'li involves the frequent appearance of the

word in legal texts and historical traditions of the OT that speak of the cult and objects

employed in it.

l. Cultic paraphernalia.% llte tradition of P dates the manufacture of the cultic

paraphernalia used in the cult of the Jerusalem temple back to the time of God's

ieveiation at Sinai (Ex.25 l-31:11; 35-40). Yahweh commands Moses to have all

the necessary objects made by Bezalel and oholiab (Ex. 31:1-11) according to the

revealed design Q5:9);they are to use finery collected from the Israelites (35:4-9,20-

29). These objects include the "sacred tent" (25:10-16), the altar of burnt offering

(27:l-8),the slven-branched lampstand (25:31-39), and the table for the bread of the

Presence (25:23-30), together with the furnishings needed for each (25:29;25:38ff';

27:3; Nu. 3:36;4:32).These come under the heading of "vessels" ([[.1.1) or "tools"

(II.3), but by virnre of their material (copper: Ex. 27:19;38:3,30; gold: 37:16,24)

exhibit some relationship to the art objects discussed under II.5. There can hardly be

any doubt that the articles in question were not manufactured until the temple was

built. According to t K.7:40-45, Hiram, a Tyrian brazier, made many objects, in-

cluding some mentioned in 8x.27:3;38:3, during the reign of Solomon; and accord-

ing to1 Ch.23:26;28:13f., David gave precise instructions for both the building of

thi temple and the manufacture of its cultic furnishings. The subsequent fate of these

objects in the Jerusalem temple is described variously in the books of Kings and

chronicles (cf . 2 K. 14:14 par. 2 Ch. 25:24; 2 Ch. 28:24;29:18f.). Several passages

describe the Babylonians' seizure of the cultic furnishings under the last kings of

Judah (2 K.24:13;25-14,16 Dnl. 1:2), as well as their return following cyrus's

decree (Ezr. l:7,9ff.; cf. 6:3-5). The use of cult objects in the rebuilt temple is

described in Ezk. 4O:42.Anticipating these events, Deutero-Isaiah ordered the exiles

to retum with the temple r"$"lr (Isa.52:11). Asingle passage (2K.23:4) uses keli

for the cultic paraphernalia of Ba'al and Asherah, which Josiah removed from the

temple and destroYed.

25. Cf. H. Weippert, "Schaufel," BRI],-276.
26. Ct. A. ReiC[ert, "Kultgeriite," BRI?, 189-194.
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2. Musical Instuments.n Finally, there is a highly specialized use of k"li in the
phrase keb itr "musical instrument." It appears only in connection with cultic music:
worship in the temple (l Ch. 16:42;2 Ch. 5:13; etc.) and Nehemiah's consecration of
the rebuilt city wall (Neh. 12:36). Two texts (Ps.7l:22;1 Ch. 16:5 [MT]) specify the

kind of instrument: k"lt nef;ellnebdlim, "stringed instrument." Elsewhere k"b itr ap-
pears with other instruments (1 Ch. 15:16;2 Ch. 5:13 [trumpet, cymbals, harp, lyre]).
In 2 Ch. 29:26f., k"rc dawtd is specified by the instruments mentioned in v. 25.

Emendation of 1 Ch. 23:5 is unnecessary: unmodified k"/i is explained by its purpose
(fhaheD.In 2 Ch. 30:21, however, the understandrng of kcb-'dzlcYHWH as "instruments
for the praise of Yahweh" depends on the interpretation of hz as "glorification, praise."2a

Buttenwieser's Eanslation of kb-itrnArn 6:5 as "melody"29 is hardly convincing.
Beyse

27 . Cf . H. P. Riiger, "Musikinstrum ente," BRI], 234-36.
28. GesB, 575.
29. Buttenwieser, 157.

nith k"hy6t
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T. Durant, "The 'Kidneys,' Organs of Discernment" Eternity, 22ll (1971), 17f.; J. G. Frazer,
" 'Heart and Reins' and Ideas of Uncultured Races," JMOS, 1911,107f.; H. W. Hogg, "'Heart
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" 'Heart and Reins'in Mummification" JMOS, l9tl, 4t-48; H. W. Wolff, Anthropology of the
OT @ng. trans., Philadelphia, 1974), 65f.

l. AHw,I (1965), 425; CAD, Vlll (1971),74-76.
2. WKAS, t,337-39.
3. LexLingAeth, 882; cf. also W. [,eslau, Hebrew Cognates in Amharic (Wiesbaden, 1969),

48, 95.
4. TigrWB,392a.
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and Syr. killyd',s Mand. kulai(a)6, Middle Heb. and Jewish Anm. kfrlyA'. The single

Ugaritic occurrence,T /<lythwlbh, shows only that in Ugaritic as well as Hebrew "kidneys"
(Hyth = fem. pl. with pronominal suf.) can be used in parallel with "heart." The verb has

been lost in the text, so that nothing more can be concluded.

The Coptic word for "kidney," {loote,8 is often associated with the consonants

/c/ of the Semitic root, although Adolf Ermane already considered this identification
impossible or at least highly improbable. Wolf Leslaulo proposes to see the Cushite

words for "kidney" 
- Somali keli, Gallakali, Agau "nkn"laliti - as loanwords from

the Semitic languages of Ethiopia. This is true for Agau (from Amharic) and possibly

for Bilin kil'ot (from Tigre). On the other hand, Marcel Cohenll considers both

Somali keli and Galla kali to be originally Cushite words; A. B. Dolgopol'skiil2
identifies a Cushitic form *(ry)k'Al/AO, which is supported by such forms as

Be{auye 'onk'el'a.
The question as to the root from which Heb. *kifuA deives has found a variety of

answers. Paul Hauptl3 suggests arootkl, "hold," and arrives at the meaning "capsuled,

inclosed, referring to the capsules of the kidneys as well as to the fat in which the

kidneys are embedded." Linus Brunnerla arrives at a similar basic meaning when he

associates kilyd with Indoeuropean l<el(a), "prctect, hide." A root ft/h III with unknown

meaning is found necessary by GesB and BDB, which is no more help ttran Harri

Holma's statementls that the root is uncertain. Jacob Levyl6 suggests a root /c/y syn-

onymous withkll; with the basic meaning "something round," this etymology accounts

for the double meaning of Middle Heb. kfilyd, which means both "testicle" and

"kidney."
For the etymology of kilyd, we should start with a root kl,t1 an originally onoma-

5. R. P. Smith, ed., Thesaurw Syriacus (1879, repr. Oxford, l98l), 1740; lzxSyr,329b.
6. MdD,2O7a.
7. KTU, 1.82,3.
8. W. E. Crum, A Coptic Dictionary (Oxford, 1939), 813.

9. A. Erman, "Das Verhiltniss des Aegyptischen zu den semitischen Sprachen," ZDMG' 46
(1892), tzt.

10. W. trslau, Etymological Dictionary of Harari (Berkeley, 1969),92.
11. M. Cohen, Essai comparatif sur le vocabulaire et la phonitique du chamito-simitique

(Paris, 1947), l16 (no. 191).
12. A. B. Dolgopol'skii, Sravnitel'no-istoriieskaya fonetila htiitiskich yarylov (Moscow,

1973),195t.
13. P. Haupt, "semitic Verbs Derived from Particles," NSI.22 (190516),257; also "The

Hebrew Stem Nahal, to Rest," AISI- 22 (l%516),2O5.
14. L. Brunner, Die gemeinsancn Wurzeln des semitischen und indogermanischen Wort-

schatzes (Munich, 1969), 35 (no. 137).
15. H. Holma, Die Namen der Kbrperteile im Assyisch-Babylonischen. AnAcScFen, Tll

(191r),80.
16. wTM, 11,334.
17. Cf. G. J. Botterweck, Der Tiliteralismus im Semitischen erliiutert an d.en Wuneln GL

KL I<L. BBB, 3 (19s2).
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topoetic root that refers "both to the sound of rolling as well as to the act that causes

this sound: '(make a noise >) roll,' which produces something 'round'."l8 Wilhelm
Eilersle arrives at the same conclusion by a different route. The Semitic term for
"kidneys" thus reflects their appearance and form.

2. Occunences. The OT mentions kidneys 3l times, always in the pl. k"lay61, reflecting
by the normal rules of morphology a hypothetical sg. *ki$A. The word is used 16 times

by P (in the laws governing sacrifice in [,ev. 3-9, plus 2 occurrences in Ex. 29) for the

organs of sacrificial animals (cattle, sheep, goats). It is used figuratively in Isa. 34:6. It
also appears inDt. 32iL4, where the present text speaks of the "fat of the kidneys of the

wheat." The remaining 13 passages speak of human kidneys. The noun appears 5 times

in the Psalms,4 in Jeremiah, 2 in Job, and once each in Prov.23:16; Lam. 3:13.

Like most Semitic languages, Hebrew does not use a dual form for "kidneys." This
may be due to the easy confusion of the hypottretical dual with kilayim, "pair." (Pierre

Lacaun suggests that the dual "kidneys" may have contributed to the origin of the word
for "pair" or vice versa. We may note that Enno Littmann and M. Hdfner2l list the word
for "two" and the noun "kidney" [k"l'ot] under the same lemma.) It may also be due to
the knowledge that animals could live with only a single kidney as well as with a third,
accessory kidney.22 The fact ttrat only the pl. k"lAyfu is aftested may also be because

anatomical knowledge of the lobed kidneys of cattle gained from cutting up sacrificial
animals and possibly from wounds inflicted in battle (cf. 2 S. 20:10) led to erroneous

conclusions concerning the appearance of human kidneys, as in the case of Pliny.23

II. Ancient Near East. l. Egypt. To date, no Egyptian word with the clear meaning
"kidney" has been found.2a This is the more surprising in view of the advanced state

of medical knowledge in Egypt, attested not only by Herodotus25 but by the extant
Egyptian medical literature, and because it can be shown that the ancient Egyptians
knew about the kidney. Diodorus Siculus,26 for example, reports that in the course of
embalming the Egyptians removed all the internal organs "except for the kidneys and

heart," a statement confirmed by examination of mummies.2T The kidneys of animals

18. rbid., 37.
19. W. Eilers, Die vergleichznd-semasiologische Metfuile in der Orientalistik AAWI*I.G, lO

(1973),8, with n. 7.
20. P. I-acau, Its noms des parties du corps en Egyptien et en Sdmitique (Paris, 1970),95,

8247.
21. TigrWB,392a.
22. Cf . the debate between R. Yohanan and R. Hiyya Bab. Ber 39a.
23.Pliny Hist. nat. xi.8l ("composed of many kidneys").
24.Hogg, 53t.,76tr.; H. Grapow Grundriss der Medizin der Alten Agypter I (Berlin, 1954),53.
25. Hist. ii.84.
26. Library of History i.91.5.
27. Smith,41ff.; K. Sethe, Zur Geschichte der Einbalsamierung bei den Agyptern und einiger

damit verbundener Briiuche. SPAW 1934/3,236.
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were also esteemed as food, as we leam from a menu preserved in a second dynasty
tomb28 and from an inventory of the meat needed each month by a cook,2e which
includes six pairs of kidneys. Clearly, however, the kidneys did not play any special
role in the metaphorical language of the ancient Egyptians.

2. Mesopotantd. Akk. l<altu(m), "kidney," denoting both the human and animal organ,
is found from the Old Babylonian period on. Particular diseases of the kidneys30 were
known; there is also mention of a "kidney attack" (rnibi{ knffl without further detail.
Extispicy attached great importance to the kidneys (albeit nowhere near as much as

hepatoscopy using the liver), seeing omens in their outward appearance. A distinction was
made between the left and right kidneys.3t AtEntion was paid not only to pathological
changes in the appearance of animal kidneys (re( blach covered with bright spots orwhite
streaks, enlarged) but also to anomalies (one kidney with two others upon it, the right kidney
"riding" on the left kidney). It is by no means certain that the kidneys and kidney fat of
sacrificial animalsplayed arole in Babylonia similarto theirrole in OTritual.32 Specialized
meanings are also found, e.g., knltt dEa, "waxing ftidney-shaped) moon." Once again,

there is no evidence of special metaphorical usage associated with the kidneys in Akkadian.

m. OT. l. Animals. Only P speaks of the nvo kidneys (i'tA hakk"layal) in almost
identical lists (Ex. 29:13,22;l*v.3:4,10,L5;4:9;7:4;8:16,25; cf. 9:10,19; cf. also Jub.
21:8) of theparts of the sacrificial animal - besides theblood - thatbelong to Yahweh
and must be burned upon the altar along with the fat portions33 as part of the i"lamtm
sacrifice. The list includes the following: (1) "the fat covering the entrails," i.e., the
caul fat or omentum; (2) "all the fat that is on the entrails"; (3) "the two kidneys";
(4) "the fat that is on them [the kidneys]," i.e., the renal capsule, further described as

the fat "at the loins"; (5) "the appendage to the liver" (hayydlerel'al hak:lcd\ES\, i.e.,

the lobus caudatus. When a sheep is sacrificed, the fat tail is also included with the
portions that belong to Yahweh. Rosty has shown that the directive to burn the

appendage to the liver as part of the sacrifice was added after the Israelites came into
contact with Mesopotamian hepatoscopy; its purpose was to rule out the possibility of
practicing hepatoscopy. Originally, then, the portion of the animal sacrificed for a
communal meal (zebah) that was to be burned consisted "solely of the two kidneys
with their fat and the caul."35 The reason is probably not so much that the kidneys,

28. Cf. E. Brunner-Traut, Die alten Agypter (Stuttgart, 1974), 152t.
29. Oxyrhynchus papyrus 108, second or third century A.D.

30. Cf. R. Labat, Trait€ akkadien de diagnostics et pronostics midicaux, I (Paris, 1951), no.
12, r00ff.

31. Cf. esp. KAR,152.
32. M. I. Hussey, "Anatomical Nomenclature in an Akkadian Omen Text," JCS, 2 (1948),

31.
33. --, r)n bebb @helebh).
34. L. Rost, "Der Leberlappn," Z W 79 (1967),3541.
35. tbid., Q.
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"because of their color and density,":o were regarded in a special sense as the seat of
life,37 as that they were considered (erroneously) to be genital organs, "which people
were unwilling to touch."38 (We may note Philo,3e who assumes a connection between
the genital organs and the production of semen; the Syrohexaplaric version of Sir.
47:19, whrch translates "loins" in the sense of "reproductive organs" as byt kwlyt,
exhibits a similar understanding.)

The kidneys appear in a poetic metaphor in Isa. 34:5-7: Yahweh's judgment against
Edom, which ends in annihilation, is described as a sacrificial banquet presided over
by Yahweh. Yahweh's sword, which takes the place of the sacrificial knife, is sated
with the blood and gorged with the fat of the sacrificial animals, especially the kidney
fat of rams (m€hdleb kilyfu 'Abm). The Song of Moses @t. 32) also speaks of kidneys
metaphorically. The section comprising w. 7(8)-14, which recounts Yahweh's saving
acts, speaks of honey, oil, curds (?) (hem'at bdqdr), milk from the flock (halE! ;6n),
the fat of lambs and rams, herds of Bashan, and goats. It then adds: "with the fat of
the kidneys of the wheat" ('im-l.telep kilydt bittO. This passage was already interpreted
by Thrg. Jonathan as a reference to the world to come, when grains of wheat will be
as large as the kidneys ofoxen.4

2. Human Beings.
a. Diseases. Some passages that mention the kidneys indicate a knowledge of certain

diseases. Ps. 16:7 suggests kidney pains that come especially during the night and are felt
more intensely in the lonely darkness (cf. also the Latin version of 2 Esd. 5:34 torquent
enim me renes mei per omnem horam, "my reins torment me at every hour"). Job 16: 13

says that Yahweh's arrows surround Job and slash open his kidneys wittrout mercy; this
verse, like Lam. 3:13 ("he drove into my kidneys the sons of his quiver"), speaks
figuratively of agonizing pains of renal colic brought on by kidney stones. Ps.73:21f.
reflects similar symptoms, when the psalmist confesses: "When my heart was embittered,
when my kidneys were pricked ('eit6ndn),I was stupid and ignorant, I was a beast before
thee."InJob l9.'2T,thestatementlcalfrkilydtoyb"beqi, "mykidneysfaintinmybosom,"
may indicate cirrhosis, knowledge of which must be assumed in the talmudic period (cf.
Bab. Hul.55b: "if the kidney is shriveled lihqtynhl, in the case of a sheep or goat to the
size of a bean, in the case of cattle to the size of a medium grape").

b. Figurative Usage. Of all human organs, the OT associates the kidneys in particular
with a variety of emotions. The range of usage is very wide; the kidneys are looked upon
as the seat of emotions from joy to deepest agony. In Prov. 23:15f., for example, the father
rejoices over his sensible son: "My son, if your heart is wise, my heat (leb) too will be
glad. My kidneys will rejoice ( /2) when your lips speak what is right." At the other
extreme, the psalmist confesses in Ps. 73:21 that cares andbitterness not only embitterhis

36. R. C. Dentan, "Kidneys," IDB, Ill, lO.
37. For parallels outside Israel, see JP, 19 (1891),46t.
38. Rost, 40, with reservations.
39. De spec. leg. i.216.
40. Cf. also Bab. Kerub. lllb.
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heart but pierce his liver (.inn hithpael). The deepest agony of soul, evoked by meditation

on rhe unfathomable hiddenness of God has its seat in the kidneys. The suffering which

God sends makes him appear like an enemy archer who shoots his alrows into the kidneys

with deadly effect (Job 16:13; Lam. 3:13; cf. Prov.7:23, which speaks of an arrow piercing

the liver). In Ps. 139, the psalmist singles out his kidneys as having been created by God

when he recounts his "personal creation story"4l in w. 13f.: "For thou didst form my

kidneys, thou didst knit me together in my mother's womb." Possibly the poet was moved

to speak only of his kidneys because he was picturing an embryo (explicitly mentioned

in v. 16 l* g6leml), which resembles a kidney in form. In addition, he mentions the kidneys

because, in the context of God's testing, he is thinking of the organ associated with pangs

of conscience (cf. 1 En. 68:3, where the word of judgment disquiets the kidneys).

Early Christian tradition interpreted in two ways the fact that the kidneys symbolized

the hidden interior of a human being. On the one hand, as organs associated with
reproduction, they were considered the seat of desire (concupiscentia).n On the other

hand, they were seen as the locus of the most secret thoughts and therefore of the

emotions aroused by conscience.a3

The image in Ps. 16:7 of the kidneys as nocturnal instructors is without parallel in

the OT. Jewish exegetical tradition associates the verse with Abraham, who had neither

a father nor a teacher to teach him the Torah. Therefore God gave him two kidneys

that poured out wisdom and knowledge upon him by night.a According to Bab. Ber

61a, the right kidney counsels what is good, the left kidney what is evil. The pain that

results from anger can also be associated with the kidneys. We are told by I Mc.2:24,
for example, that Mattathias became angry and "his kidneys trembled" when he saw

how an apostate Jew engaged in pagan sacrifice. T.Nap. 2:8 says that the kidneys are

the seat ofcunning Qnnourgia).
In contrast to the importance ascribed to the kidneys by the OT, which saw in them

the seat of the innermost human emotions, we find the view recorded in Mishnah flzl.
iii.2 that an animal can live even if both kidneys are removed (nyylw). This seems to

reflect a notion similar to that of the followers of the physician Asclepiades of Bithynia
(d. ca. 30 e.c.), that the kidneys, like several other organs, were created by nature

without purpose (nuit en).qs

3. Trying the Hean and Kidneys. "Tr5ring ilre heart and the kidneys" is an OT idiom.

On 3 occasions, Jeremiah describes Yahweh as "trying (bhn)ktdneys and heart" (Jer.

11:20) or "searching (l1qr)" these olBans and "trying (bbn)the kidneys" (17:10). This

image may be due to Jeremiah himself. Ps. 7:10@ng. v. 9) also describes God as trying
(bhn) the heart and kidneys. lnPs.26:2, the psalmist appeals to Yahweh: "Ptove (bhn)

41. Wolff,96.
42. Cf. Theodoret's comm. on Ex. 29: 13 (MPG,8D,287tr.): when tlrc priest offers the kidneys

of the victim, he also offers rris hypogastrlous hEdoruis.
43. Cf. G. Q. A. Meershoek,lz latin biblique d'apris Saint Jirdme. LCE 20 (1966), 177-181.
44. Cf . Midr Ps. on Ps. 16:7 and l:13.
45. Cf. Galen De nat. fac. i, xl1i.
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me and try (rah) me; puriff (lrp) my kidneys and my heart." The mention of heart and
kidneys together is presumably meant to characteize the total person by referring to an

especially important organ in each of the two major portions of the body: the heart in the
chest cavity above the diaphragm and the kidneys representing the abdominal cavity
extending below the diaphragm. In addition, this expression combines the most profound
feelings of the emotional life, conceived of as being localized in the kidneys, with the
thoughts of the "heart" (leb), in the majority of cases associated more with the rational
faculties. Both together represent the total person, who is being tested by Yahweh. Thus
Wis. l:6 can speak of God as the witness of the kidneys,. a true observer of the heart, and
hearer of the tongue. Finally, Rev.2:23 draws on the meaning of Jer. l1:20.

3. rubdt The word tuh6l appears only in Job 38:36; Ps. 5l:8(6). Jewish tradition
and the exegetes (such as Franz Delitzsch) who follow it interpret this word as a
synonym of k"ldy61. This is illustrated not only by the translation of both passages in
the Targ. but also Nu. Rab. x.208, which states expressly that 1ul.t61in Job 38:36 refers
to the kidneys (hakkelny6l), which are "pressed" (< fwb) in the body. This interpretation
has more recently lost support. The absence of a convincing answer to the question
why the OT should use two totally different terms for the kidneys raises the suspicion
that this interpretation represents an attempt to explain a word whose meaning had
been forgotten on the basis of its context.

Job 38:1-210:14 is a divine discourse based on the technique of listing that is
characteristic of didactic wisdom. Job 38:22-38 speaks of God's governance of the
word; w. 35-38 in padcular describe God's power as expressed in thunderstorms.
Verse 35 asks whether Job can send forth lightnings; v. 36 continues: "Who has put
wisdom batlubdt or given understanding to the cock?" lf ief;wt refers to the. cock as

weather prophet (cf. Vulg., e.g.), it would be reasonable on grounds of parallelism to
see also in ;ufi61 the name of an animal reputed to be especially wise. Following
Edouard P. Dhorme,6 therefore, most exegetes interpret yufu61 as referring to the ibis,
the sacred bird of the Egyptian deity Thoth (Egyp. dhwty).It was thought that the
appearance of the ibis signaled the rising of the Nile. ff this interpretation is correct,
the poet refers here to the cock and ibis as weather prophets announcing an approaching
storm.47 It cannot be denied that this reading appears to do justice to the context.

This interpretation would be confirmed if the proposed translation "ibis" also made
good sense in Ps. 5l:8(6), the other passage where the word appears. Unfornrnately,
this is not the case. Ps. 5l:8(6) reads: "Behold, thou desirest tntth bay1uh61, and in
secret dost thou teach me wisdom." Here batruhOl stands in parallel with b"sd1um, "in
secret."4 For our pufposes, it is sufficient to say that there is little reason to see in

46. i,. P. Dhorme, A Comm. on the Book of Job @ng. trans. 1967, repr. Nashville, 1984),
591f.

47. For a different interpretation, see, e.g., A. Weiser, Das Buch Hiob. ATD, XtrI (1980), in
loc.

48. For a survey of proposed interpretations, see E. R. Dalglish, Psalm Fifty-one in the Light
of Arrcient Near Eastern Patternism (I-eiden, 1962),67-69, 123tr.
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tuhblaterm for "kidneys." The Jewish interpretation of Ps. 51:8(6) is easily explained

on the basis of the similarity to Ps. 16:7 and its exegesis. [t therefore does not represent

an independent tradition but the interpretation of an unknown word on the basis of a

passage with parallel content. Whatever 1ul.t61 it Ps. 51:8(6) may originally have

denoted, the psalmist is not referring to kidneys. And Job 38:36 certainly has nothing

to do with kidneys; the translation of the Targ. is dependent on the Targ. version of Ps.

51:8(6).

fv. versions. The IXX regularly translates k"ldyalwith nephroi; the Syr. and Targ.

use the equivalent killydld'. Recent translations of the Bible exhibit a tendency in

figurative contexts to speak ofthe "heart" or "soul" rather than the traditional "reins"

in such passages as Jer. l2:2i Ps. 16:7; Job 19:27; Prov.23:L6. The reverse tendency

can be observed in the Vulg., which uses "renes" not only for k"layfi but also for

h"lasayim("loins") (1 K. 8:19; Isa.5:27; ll:5; Dn[ 5:6 [Aram. l.tar;ehD andmolnayim

("hips"; RSV "loins") (Ex. L2:ll;28:42;2 K. 1:8; Ezk.9:2;23:15;29:7; 47:4[Yulg'

v. 5l; Nah. 2:11[10]; Job 12:18; Dnl. 10:5; Neh.4:12[18]).
Kellermann

),11 mm
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l. Etymology and Meaning. The word kdlil is derived from the rcot kll, "bring to

completion." Since the qdltlnotJnformation in Hebrew is used to form both attributive

adjectives and action nouns,l the meaning in the first case is "entire, whole," and in

the latter "whole burnt offering," which in fact refers to the burning of the entire

sacrifice.

2. Ancient Near East. The verb Hl and, its derivatives are also found in Akkadian,

albeit not with the meaning "whole burnt offering." In Egyptian, we f:rlrd kn "burnt

offering,"z and in Coptic, glil. ln Ugaritic, a word in the form k/l with the meaning
..totaut, a[" is attested,3 e.g.,'mny kll mtd ilm, "everything is well with us [or 'me'],"4

especially in letters.

The closest parallels are found in Punic inscriptions from the end of the third century

B.C. In the sacrificial tariff from Marseilles,s probably originally from Carthage, /c//

occurs 1l times, primarily with the meaning "whole burnt offering," but 5 times in the

phrase ilm kll, which is translated "surrogate offering" in KAI.6 This translation is

Lased - after the analogy of Heb. zef;ah ielamtm- on the interpretation of ilm as a

piel. Still other translations have been proposed for ilm kll: "concluding offering" and

"complete whole offering."7
The word also occurs in the plural in a third-century Punic inscription from Car-

thage.8 Here, instead of the unusual ilm kll, we find kllm, which from the context clearly

means "whole offering."
According to the Marseilles inscription, for the whole burnt offering the priests were

to receive silver and a portion of meat; the person offering the sacrifice received nothing.

The regulations are unclear, however, since several kinds of sacrifice are mentioned

together. A poor person who could only offer a bird as ilm kll paid the priests three

quarters of a shekel of silver and received the meat. The Carthaginian inscription states

ttrat the skin was given to the priests and that a portion (unspecified) of the whole burnt

offering was given to the person offering sacrifice. SomeonQ poor in cattle did not have

to giveihe priests anything. The regulations of the Marseilles and Carthage inscriptions

are not identical with those in kviticus, nor can one say with certainty that the terms

refer to the same,kinds of sacrifice.

3. Secular lJsage. In secular usage, the connection of kdltl with the vetb kll,

"complete," is clear. tsa. 2:18 speaks of the total disappearance of the idols; here

l. Jotion, $88Eb.
2. WbAs, v 61. The existence of bumt offerings in Egypt, however, is hard to demonstrate;

cf. A. Eggebrecht, "Brandopfer," IzxAg, I (1975), 848f.

3. WUS, no. 1320.
4. KTU, 2.11, 10-12;2.13,9t.;2.16, l4f .;2.34,7:239, 3f -

5. KAI,69.
6. Cooke: "whole thank-offering."
7. AN813,656.
8. KAI,74.
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kdlil mearc "totally, utterly," as in Sir. 37:18 (and possibly 45:8). When describing
the color (possibly purple or violet) of the ephod, lciltl means "totally" (Ex. 28:31;
39:22; cf . Nu. 4:6).e In the phrase kcltl-hnir (Jgs. 20:40), kdlil means the whole of
the city that was burned. This passage of course involves a play on words, suggesting
"whole burnt offering." Ezekiel uses the word when he wants to describe perfect
beauty; here the emphasis is not on totality but on perfection (Ezk. 1614;27:3). Thus
Lam. 2:15 also uses kdltl for the perfect beauty of Jerusalem, the joy of all the earth;
cf. the related form mif;lal in Ps. 50:2, which also has to do with the perfect beauty
of Zion.

The meaning "garland, crown" has been proposed for Sir. 45:12 (like Aratn. kcltld';
cf. Akk. kiltlu, "garland"; Arab. 'iklil, "crown " This meaning is reflected in the LXX
translation stiphanos.to

4. Sacffice. The noun kdltl appears to be an ancient term for "whole burnt
offering," which in the opinion of many scholars was replaced at an early date by
-+ ;f)ty '6ld.rt But the sacificial regulations of Lev. 6:I5f.(Eng. vv.22f.) say only
that the cereal offering of the priests is to be wholly (kdltl burned: "it shall be a
kdltl [whole burnt offering] ; nothing shall be eaten. " 12 Little else is said concerning
the kdltl offering. Dt. 33:10, in what is probably an early poem, lists the offering of
the kdltl upon the altar of Yahweh as one of the tasks of Levi. Sir. 45:14 alludes to
the regulations of [rv. 6:15f.(22t.): "His [Aaron's] cereal offering goes up wholly
in smoke."

Roland de Vauxl3 interprets lcAlil in I S. 7:9 as being in apposition with ?/d; others
consider the word in this passage to be a gloss.la The reference is to a sacrifice offered
by Samuel when Israel is in dire straits. The next verse, however, merely calls the same
sacrifice an'616. In Ps. 5l:21(19), generally considered a concluding gloss, the two
words appear in coordination: '6li w"knltl. De Vaux concludes that the two terms were
not entirely s)monymous. Such a conclusion, however, should not be drawn on the
basis of so specialized a passage. The glossator was not acquainted with the historical
development of these terms; his purpose was solely to preserve the honor of the cult.
De Vaux points out that the Carthagian ilm Hl may have been a "whole burnt offering,"
with kll being a different kind of offering. In the context of the psalm gloss, however,
this parallel is totally irrelevant.

As may be suggested by Jgs. 2O:4O,ts kdlil car. also !e used figuratively in the sense
of "whole burnt offering, holocaust." Dt. 13:17(16) requires that a city in which foreign

9. Contra G. R. Driver, "Technical terms in the Pentateuch ," WO, 2 (1954-59), 259: "woven
in one piece."

10. See 5 below.
lt . KBL3, 457 .

12. See K. Elliger, Leviticus. HAT, lV (1966),98; Rendtorff, 177.
13. P. 31.
14.8.g., L. Kdhler, OT Theology (Eng. trans., Philadelphia, 1957), 183.
15. See 3 above.
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gods have been worshipped be captured and devoted to destruction (hrm hiphil): the

city anO all the spoil taken from it are to be burned as a "whole burnt offering" for

Yahweh, and it must never be rebuilt.

5. lpt. The LXX uses a wide variety of words to translate knltl: pds, h6los (3 times

each), htlpas (once), but also (as a sacrificial term) holdkaustos, holol<ailtAma. We also

find stdpharus (Ezk. 28:12;Lam. 2:15) and syntdleio, synteletn (lgs.20:40;Ezk. 16:14).

6. Dead sea scrolls. The Dead Sea scrolls use kilil with the meaning "perfect" in

the phrase k"lil kdbild, "perfect glory," denoting the divine glory in which the members

of the community walk, having received the good spirit (lQS 4:7f.). Amid the hardships

of daily life, too, one might experience such perfect glory (1QH 9:25).
Kapelrud

d)) u*; ;tp1l tclimmn; nlDlp kelimmfrl

Contents: I. Etymology and Basic Meaning. II. Occurrences and Usage. III. Secular Usage.

IV. Theological Usage: 1. Psalms; 2. Prophes. V. IXX.

I. Etymology and Basic Meaning. Although the root klmhas not yet been found

in Ugaritic, it does appear in Akkadian (kullumu)t with the meaning "cause to see'

show." In the other Semitic languages, the meaning is closer to that in OT Hebrew.

In Middle Hebrew and Jewish Aramaic (aphel) the verb is used to mean "put to

shame,,; in modern Syriac it means "rob," in Arabic "injure," and in old South

Arabic "wrong." Whether Arabic allows us to assume "be injured" as the basic

meaning2 may be left an open question. M. A. Klopfenstein3 finds the original locus

of klm inlegal terminology (procedural, criminal, and sacral), and proposes translating

the various forms ofthe root with "charge, countercharge, denounce, expose, accuse,"

ignoring the fact that the usage of the term seems to have strayed from its original

setting.

klm.R.Bulfinann, "gtoplvol," TDNT,l, 189-19l;O.GarciadelaFuente, "Sobrelaideade
contrici6n en el Nl," Sacra Pagina,l. BETI. l2f . (1959), 559-579; M' Klopfensteirt, Scharn und

Schande nach dem AT. AThANT, 62 (1972); L. Kopf, "Arabische Etymologien und Parallelen

zum Bibelw<irterbuch," f4 8 (1958), 16l'215 = Studies in Arabic and Hebrew kxicography
(Jerusalem, 1976),133-288;F. itolz, "tlE D6Jzuschanden werden," THATI,269-272; -+ U'lf
b6i (b6sh); -+ 'lDIl l.tdparll; -+ l.]n hry [

l. AHw, I (1965), 503f.
2. Kopf ,179.
3. Pp. 137f.
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In the Hebrew OT, the meaning of klm appears to stay within the realm of "disaster"
and "disgrace," both active and passive. The root conveys the notion ofdisintegration.
A person to whom klm is apphed is degraded both subjectively and objectively. That
person is isolated within his previous world, and his own sense of worth is impugned.
He becomes subject to scorn, insult, and mockery and is cut off from communication.
A person can be actively put in such a situation, so that the semantic domain of klm
must include "put to shame." It must be noted that "shame" and "disgrace" denote
the consequence, conscious or unconscious (and possibly brought to light by prophetic
revelation), of antisocial conduct on the part of the person described by klm; they
characteize and interpret such conduct. Description and consequence can in fact be
identical: Israel's exile is a disaster brought upon Israel by yahweh; subjectively, it is
perceived and described from Israel's perspective as a disgrace. Israel's faithlessness
toward Yahweh (foreign alliances, idolatry, etc.) are both a disgrace for Israel (the
significative meaning of klm) and an objective profanation of Yahweh (the negative
communicative meaning of klm)- Synonyms in the same context often include substan-
tival and verbal forms of the root -+ u2'l] b6# and -+ -lDll hprn.T]ne root -+ 1)) kbd
is an antonym.5

II. occurrences and usage. The root klm appears in the or as both verb and
noun. As a verb, it is found 38 times, plus I occurrence in Sirach. There is an
additional occurrence if one follows BFls in Ps. 7l:13, emending yilslfi to yrkkall"mfr.
The majority of occurrences are in the niphal, with the meaning "be put to shame,
disgraced, ruined" (26 times, not counting the proposed emendation of hiphil to niphal
in Jer. 6:15 and the emendation in Ps. 71:13 described above); l0 passages use the
hiphil, with the meaning "damage, disgrace"; 2 use the hophal, with the meaning
"suffer disgrace."6 There are two substantival forms: k"limmi,,,disgrace', (31 oc-
curences, including Prov. 9:13 Lxx), and k"limmfi1 (l occurrence, with the same
meaning). In Mic. 2:6, BHK proposes reading the sg. kelimmfil instead of the pl.
kelimmdl; this conjecture has been dropped by BHS. It is noteworthy that most of the
occurrences are in Ezekiel, followed by the Psalms, Jeremiah, and Deutero-Isaiah.
But it would be wrong to conclude tbat klm is a term used only in the immediately
preexilic, exilic, and postexilic period. Certain passages where it appears are clearly
early. Apart from Nu. 12:14:' lsa. 30:3, klm does not appear in either the pentateuch
or Isaiah. Neither is it found in Joshua, Judges, Kings, Daniel, or the Minor prophets
(except for Mic. 2:6). Ruth 2:15 is its only instance in the Five Scrolls. Its general
use in secular contexts must be noted as well as its theological usage. Only rarely is
God the subject of an action expressed by klm. The lamentations of the Psalms entreat
God not to let his people be put to sharne.

4. Cf. also Stolz, 269ff.
5. Cf. C. Westermann, "'!l) kbd schwer sein," THAT 1,794-812.
6. K8L3,457f.
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III. Secular Usage. The secular usage of klm is illustrated in early narratives of the

OT and in wisdom aphorisms - for example, the familiar story of Nabal, Abigail, and

David (1 S. 25). The messengers David sends to Nabal make it clear that David and

his people have been guarding Nabal's shepherds and their flocks in the wilderness
(v.21); now, at the festival of shearing, David expects recognition of this protection.

The text states (v. 7) that David's men have not "harmed" (klm hiphil) Nabal's

shepherds; the parallel clause ("and they missed nothing") shows that this means that

David did not rob them, that he did not take or kill anything that was Nabal's property.

This interpretation is confirmed in the presence of Nabal's wife Abigail ("we suffered

no harm" [/c/m hophal], v. l5), so that she may satisfy David's expectations instead of
the recalcitrant Nabal and thus avert disaster.

In like fashion, the court history of David tells of the friendship between Saul's son

Jonathan and David and recounts how Jonathan was grieved for David because his

father had disgraced him (kt hillimi'dbiw: I S. 20:34). Saul's "disgracing" acts involve
a wide range of specific actions meant to eliminate David as a rival; they range from
insults through threats to physical violence. These are all comprehended under the

heading of klm.
Another well-known story recounts how the Ammonites put David's representatives

to shame. In addition to the personal disgrace - the men had half their beards shaved

off and their clothing cut in half - the narrative indicates that this act symbolized an

insult to David and his kingdom. The men were greatly ashamed (hd'"nditm nikldmtm

me'68,2 S. l0:5; I Ch. 19:5). The court history also records that David's impassioned

lament for Absalom disgraced (Dri.i hiphil, 2 S. 19:6[EnC. v. 5]) David's victorious

followers, so that they would have stolen away from the grieving king like an army

that feels disgraced because it has fled from the enemy in battle (ha'dm hanniftldmtm,
v. a[3]). Flight documents the military loss and implies disgrace. To flee before the

enemy is a disgrace.
The early traditions of the OT include two further examples, one quite concrete and

the other more general, illustrating the meaning of klm. First, the traditions centering

on Miriam's leprosy bear witness to a concrete form of disgrace (somewhat incompre-

hensible to the modern reader) in which a father spat in his daughter's face, after which

she was shamed (tikl<hlEm, Nu. 12:14) for seven days, during which she had to remain

outside the camp. The more general statement, which concems the tribe of Dan and

its wandering, appears in the appendices to the book of Judges: Jgs. 18:7 states that

the inhabitants of Laish dwelt in security after the manner of the Sidonians and that

there was no one whodetracted from them(w"'An-makltm dnbAr), i.e., no one who was

willing to do them any injury. In the Numbers passage (from a secondary stratum of J
or E?7), the occasion for the "punishment" is no longer clear. The description has been

interwoven with regulations governing cultic purity in cases of leprosy (Lev. 13), but

both the original occasion of the punishment and its meaning in its present context are

obscure. In Jgs. l8:7, scholars have attempted to omit suspected glosses or proposed
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other emendations.s The verse does in fact appear to be overloaded. The general
statement spoken of above nevertheless reflects accurately the intended state of affairs.

"Detraction" is also involved when widows, orphans, and resident aliens are prevented
from gleaning after the harvest. Despite Irv. l9:9f.; 23:22;Dt.Z4:l7ff.,this seems ro have
happened frequently (cf. Ruth 2:8,9,15,16,22); it brought disgrace (klmhiphil, Ruth 2:15)
to the one wanting to glean. This disgrace consisted concretely in rebukes (Ruth 2:16) and
molestation (vv.9,22), especially when the gleaner was a woman.

The empirical wisdom of the Solomonic book of Proverbs deals with the incidence
and prevention of shame and disgrace. Someone who answers before listening is
exposed to the danger of being in the wrong: the result is folly ('iwwele!) and shame
(k"limmd) (Prov. 18:13). Prov. 25:8 (together with the relarive clause ending v. 7) is
another injunction on the same theme: do not be too quick to speak your mind, lest
you finally be put to shame by your neighbor. Not everything that one has seen should
quickly be brought to the attention of all (the text reads ldrtf;, "bring before the court";
Symmachus probably read ldrdle), lest someone else show that the true situation is
different.l0 Wisdom precepts repeatedly urge a son or disciple to heed the instruction
of a father or teacher; but someone who, against his father's counsel, keeps company
with gluttons eventually shames (ft/z hiphil) his father (28:7). The LXX of 9:13
describes folly as a wanton woman who knows no shame (. . . Albal-ydQ"'d k"limmA
[instead of mh]); she entices men to disaster. In this passage, klimmi reaches into the
sexual sphere: it denotes the sense of modesty that folly lacks. Sir. 41: 16 appears in a
lengthy discourse concerning the true nature of shame (41:14-42:8).

The book of Job is also Wisdom Literature. It uses forms of /</m in two speeches of
Zophar and one of Job. In Job I l:3, Znphar complains that Job is allowed to mock and
scoff without being punished (or "rebuked, refuted": w,'An maklim) or shamed for his
wicked words. In Zophar's second speech (20:3), Job's statements are taken more
personally as "insulting censure" (musar k"limmdli; the suffix is an objective genitive).
In Job's frfth reply (if Job 3 is taken as an introductory monologue and not countedrl),
he accuses his friends (19:3) of "wronging" hrm (talSltmfint par. hk4 ahapaxlego-
menon). In all three passages, klm has the verbal sense of "rebuke, revile." It is
debatable whether the book of Job uses the word in its general or its theological sense.
The boundary is fluid. Job's accusation of God shames his friends; their inability to
understand him shames Job.

IY. Theological Usage.
I. Psalms. The semantic content of klm plays a significant role in petitions and

expressions of trust in individual laments. Ps. 4:3(2) uses a contrast between klrn and

8. See BHS.
9. See BHS.
10. On the basis of the context, B. Gemser, Spriiche Salomos. HATXVI(1963),91, suggests

a court setting.
I l. Cf. F. Hesse, Hiob. ZBK, XIY (1978), in loc.
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kbd it apostrophizing a group of people who turn the psalmist's honor into shame

(liklimmO. They use lies (slander), but past experience gives the psalmist confidence

in Yahweh's help. Ps. 35 is clearly an individual lament,l2 even though its present

discursive form creates problems. The psalmist feels persecuted (accused) and prays

that his enemies may be put to shame {gikkfrl"mfr,35:4), probably above all in their
plans to seek his hfe (mepaqeia napit) and bring evil upon him (haieba rd'a!t). Here

the meaning of klm is developed by a wealth of parallel terms and figures of speech

(e.g., b\i, hdpar; cf. the context). (Almost the identical words appear in petitions against

the psalmist's enemies inTO:3121and 40:15[14]; Ps.70 is an individual lament that

repeats zto:14-18[13-17] with minor differences.) Later in the lament (35:26), the same

situation is expressed by means of the noun: "Irt them be clothed with shame and

dishonor" jilb"ifr-blie! frllimm$ who magnify themselves against the psalmist. Ps.

7l:13 (again in the context of an individual lament) uses both the verb and the noun;

the form of expression closely resembles that just discussed (with herpd par. k"limmd).

Those who seek the psalmist's hurt are themselves to be covered (Afi) with scorn and

disgrace (the verbal form yiftlfi in the first clause is usually emended to yikkfrl"mfi;l3

/c/m is frequently used in parallel with b6O. Finally, we may cite Ps. lO9:.29 (cf. Jer.

20:11). In Ps. 109:l-5 + 21ff. we clearly have an individual lament;la the enemies are

described by a form of ift ("my accusers"). Here, too, the oppressed psalmist prays

that his accusers may be clothed with dishonor and wrapped with shame (bdie1,

k"limmk, 'afi, labai) - in other words, that Yahweh will not let them achieve their
purpose and thus reveal their disgraceful actions (cf . 109:-27,28,31).

A new aspect comes to light in the complaint that by granting success to the enemy

Yahweh has abased his own people, as we hear in a communal lament (Ps.

44:Io,1619,15l; cf. the context). The concrete occasion is a lost battle and flight before

the enemy (v. 11[10]; cf. 2 S. l9:4t31); Yahweh has made his people "sheep for the

slaughter" and scattered them among the nations. Israel therefore suffers shame and

disgrace in the eyes of its neighbors and the nations (Ps. 44:16[15]: "all day long" is

kelimmdli negfr).We find the familiar parallel terms bdie!and lurpA, abng with others

that underfini the taunts and mockery Israel must suffer, such as mdidl (become a

byword) and ln'ag. Noteworthy in this context is the use of the active: zdnal.tta

wattaf,ltm1nfi (v. 10[9]: "thou hast cast us off and abased us"). This idea leads directly

to the prayer of another communal lament (Ps. 74:21) that Yahweh will not let the

downtrodden (da[) continue to be put to shame, although the words 'al-ydi6b dak

ni$ldm are hard to render precisely (cf. Hans-Joachim Kraus:I5 "Do not let the

downtrodden depart in shame").
Tlvo further variations in the use of klm in laments are found in Ps. 69. In praying

12. Cf .H. Gunkel and J. Begrich, Einl. in die Psalmen (Gdningen' 1933,41985); H.-J. Kraus,

Psalms l-59 @ng. trans., Minneapolis, 1988), tn /oc.
13. Cf. BHS, on the basis of several mss.
14. On the intervening curses, see H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 6O-150 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis,

1989), in loc.
15. Idem.
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for help in affliction, the believer expresses fear that his affliction may bring shame
and disgrace (boi and klm niphal; disappointment = disgrace) to others who hope in
Yahweh and seek after him (qdwA and biqqeg.It would appear (cf. vv. B-l3U-12))
that the hostility of the enemies is due to the psalmist's unusual devotion (v. l0[9]); as
a consequence, he feels that he bears his k"limmi for Yahweh's sake (aleyfta naia'lt
herpd, "for thy sake I have bome reproach": v. 8[7]). tt is probably theological
overinterpretation to read the text as suggesting innocent vicarious suffering.t6 In this
individual lament, the prayer for deliverance is based on the psalmist's claim that his
affliction and disgrace could disgrace Yahweh. This argument underlines the urgency
of his petition. He is confident that Yahweh is aware of his reproach (l.urpa, v. 20119);
the text of the verse is comrpt; usually boltt frf;climmalf is read with v. 2rlz0l: "my
shame and disgrace cannot be healed,"lT so that negdcli in v.20[19] refers to tol-
sbreray: "before thee all are my foes"). In laments, then, a variety of inward and
outward afflictions are interpreted as shame and disgrace and designated as such by
means of several terms, including klm.

2. Prophets. A good half of all the occurences of Hm are found in prophetic
traditions 

- almost exclusively in the traditions of Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and Deutero-
Isaiah.

a. Jeremiah. In justification for a prophecy of disaster, Jer. 3:3 likens Israel's
faithlessness toward Yahweh to the actions of a harlot who refuses to be ashamed.
Priests and prophets appease the people by preaching idl6m where there is no peace.
They should be ashamed (bbi) of their refusal to repent, but they have forgotten how
to be ashamed (6:15; in the light of 8:12, an almost identical text, it is better to read
gam-hikkdlEm ld' yada'fr as a niphal instead of the MT hiphilte). The people are
expected to repent and confess their sins; this may be the burden of the vision Jeremiah
communicates to his listeners n 3:194:4. Even if Deuteronomistic parenesis has
reshaped this passage, it has developed a theme of Jeremiah's message. Jer.3:25 belongs
to a confession of sin: "I-et us lie down [probably 'to die'] in our shame (bdieD: and
let our dishonor (kelimmh) cover (trssd) us; for we have sinned against yahweh our
God."

The book of comfort for Ephraim speaks of Ephraim's repentance and lament
(31:18f.). "Being ashamed" is once more part of the penitential ritual: v. 19 speaks of
tuming, repentance, instruction and knowledge, smiting upon one's thigh, bdie! and
"I was confounded (wegam-nif;land), because I bore the disgrace (= sin, lrcrpd) of my
youth." The slightly different readings of the LXX and Symmachus do not alter the
meaning.

Between the oracles concerning Jehoiakim and Jehoiachin stands a prophecy of
disaster (22:20-23) using the feminine imperative; itcan only be addressed to Jerusalem,

16. As does Kraw, idem.
17. Cf. BHS.
18. See 8115.
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and appears to reflect the situation between 597 and 587 S.C. As a result of judgment

opon G leaders ofthe people ("the wind shall shepherd all your shepherds" [objective

gin.: .'those who shepherd you"l), Jerusalem will be ashamed and confounded (kt'dz

iZyAlt ,"ntlglomt, v.22) because of all its wickedness - here probably not as the first

step to repentance but as an expression of the judgment itself. This meaning is reflected

in a tate interpreative prophecy of disaster appended to the genuine (albeit misunder-

stod) pun ofleremiah in23:33,elaborated in the verses that follow (vv. 34-40): "And

I will bring upon you everlasting reproach and kelimmfrl '6ldm, which shall not be

forgotten" (v. 40). For our pulposes, the problems associated with the secondary text

are unimportant; all that matters is that reproach and disgrace can reprcsent the sub-

stance of a prophecy of disaster. The preceding statement speaks concretely of rejection

by Yahweh (m4'al pAnaY).

The climax of the (undoubtedly late) oracles concerning the fdl of Babylon and the

salvation to come for Judah and Jerusalem, including return from exile, appears in

5 1 :5 1, a quotation from those who have experienced the catastrophe of God's judgment;

again shame is a consequence of judgment, specifically shame that aliens have entered

ti" ,rn"to"ry of Jerusalem. The usual parallel terms are used; the quotation is given in

the lst person plural and gives the impression of deriving from a lament or possibly

even from a penitential ceremony ("we are put to shame, for we have heard reproach;

dishonor has covered our face"). The similarity to Deutero-Isaiah is unmistakable. Here

again the accent is on formulaic discourse.

In yet another passage (14:16), which is genuine, shame is an element of judgment:

the absence of water during a tenible drought brings shame to those who vainly seek

water from an empty cistem. They are therefore ashamed and confounded(klm hophal)

and cover their heads (bdlfi wchopcmA wchlptt r6'idm in v. 3, absent from the LXX,Ie

is frequently connected with v. 4b). Disappointment over unfulfilled expectations re-

suls in a sense of shame. Jeremiah uses this association, typical also of everyday

contexts, to describe the drought brought by God's judgment'

There can be no doubt that Jeremiah used stereotyped expressions from laments,

thanksgivings, and hymns in his confessions. In 2O:ll-13, k"limmal'6lam, "etemal

shamei that is never forgotten, is wished upon his enemies (v. 11; cf. Ps. 109:29; but

also Jer. 23:40).
b. Ezekiel. The traditions associated with the prophet Ezekiel use klm with some

frequency. Not all the texts go back to the prophet himself; they do, however, reflect

his message and develop its ideas. This is the case in ch. 16, a clumsy allegory of a

faithless and adulterous wife, in which the prophet castigates the faithlessness of

Jerusalem (and in this "corporative personality" the apostasy of the chosen people) as

in a legal indictment.m The nucleus in w. l-43 itself includes many interpretative

additions; it is followed by nvo appendices (w. 44-58 and 59-63) that are clearly later

than 587 n.c.; they no longer speak of judgment but of confession of sin, of willing

19. See BIIS.
20. See W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 1. Herm @ng. trans. 1979), in loc'
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acceptance ofjudgment and shame, and astonishing restoration and deliverance through
Yahweh - clearly an attempt to come to terms theologically with the exilic situation.
Jerusalem is compared to Samaria and Sodom: the disgraceful acts for which they were
punished pale before those of Jerusalem. Jerusalem's faithless harlotry actually gives
these sinful cities a kind of grotesque justification by virtue of their being more
righteous than Jerusalem. In the light of this situation, Jerusalem must accept her shame
and disgrace (v. 52). The phrase nnid' kelimmi is used twice; as walther zmmerli
rightly emphasizes,2l it echoes the formula used in declaring gallt (ndsd' 'dw6n).
Yahweh's deliverance, which will also include Jerusalem's more righteous "sisters,,
Sodom and Samaria (v. 53), serves (lema'an: purpose clause) to make Jerusalem bear
her k'limmk and be ashamed (weniglamt) of all that she has done (v. 54). yahweh's
mercy is meant to effect repentance. In addition, the covenant yahweh will make
because he remembers ka$ar) his act of election ("my covenant with you in the days
of your youth"), an eternal covenant, is also meant to make Jerusalem "ashamed" of
her "evil ways" (v. 6l). T\e zdftar bertl on Yahweh's part evokes on the part of
Jerusalem a corresponding awareness or remembrance of her misdeeds (cf.36:32 and
the context of w. 29-32). Covenant and forgiveness (16:62f.) bring forttr (again a
purpose clausewithl"ma'an [v. 63] !) "remembrance," "shame," and finally as a climax
"never opening your mouth again because of your kclimma- ("when I forgive [ftpr
piell you all that you have done"). This theme of God's forgiveness and act of
deliverance on behalf of his people as the basis oftheir repentance and return derives
not just from the school of Ezekiel but from the prophet himself, as we see from 36:32
in the context of 36:29-32: "Be ashamed and confounded for your ways, o house of
Israel" (b6i + klm nrphal) as a consequence of Yahweh's mercy toward his people (cf.
also 36:23).

Ezk. 16:27 is a somewhat obscure verse that also intemrpts the continuity, antici-
pating punishments that are not announced until w. 35ff. It is probably meant simply
to emphasize the repugnance at Jerusalem's hadotry felt even by the pagan Philistines.
They, not Jerusalem, are ashamed on account of her lewd behavior (fem. pl. niphal
ptcp.).

The prophecies of salvation among the Ezekiel traditions, some of which are cer-
tainly the product of the school of Ezekiel, announce that Israel will no longer have to
suffer the reproach of the nations (34:29; 36:6). Ezk. 34:29 belongs to an extensive
post-Ezekiel prophecy of salvation (w. 25-31), which proclaims not only wondrous
fertility of the land and peace within the animal kingdom but also the breaking of the
bars of the yoke with which Israel was enslaved (v.27), obviously a concrete symbol
representing the kelimmal gbytm. Probably 36:6 + 7 also belongs to one of the secondary
strata of the larger unit 35:l-36:15, which develops the contrast between disaster
prophesied against Mt. Seir (Edom) and salvation prophesied for the mountains of
Israel. If it goes back to Ezekiel himself, it must date from the late period of his prophetic
ministry. Because the mountains, hills, ravines, and valleys have suffered the '.reproach

21. rbid., 350.
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of the nations," Yahweh has spoken (against them) in his jealous wrath (36:6) and

sworn that the nations round about Israel shall themselves suffer reproach (v. 7). If we

take the context into account, this means that the neighbors who suffered no harm in

the catastrophe that struck Judah and Jerusalem in 587 B.C. and the years following'

which brought disgrace, must now bear their own reproach as Yahweh's punishment:

salvation foi the people of Yahweh through disaster inflicted on the nation oppressing

them (Edom, although the text speaks only of g6yim fv.6l and haggiyim 'aier lakem

missdbtb [v. 7]; on mockery of the nations, cf. v. 3). Adifferent kind of reproach appears

to be mentioned in 36: 13-15: the fact that the land (a feminine figure is addressed) has

devoured its children (in all the historical catastrophes brought on by its sin; cf' Nu'

13:32;l.,ev. 18:25,28).22In the time of salvation to come, the disgrace of childlessness

will be removed from the people dwelling in the land, and the land itself will no longer

have to hear the reproach (k"limm|) of the nations and bear the disgrace (berpil of the

peoples (Ezk. 36:15). The covenant(39:25-29) once again emphasizes the repentance

of it" p"opte associated with Yahweh's restoration of Israel (v.26, reading w"na("'fi

'el-keimmafiin with the versions and a few mss. instead of the emendation wenaifr,
.,Ld tn"y shall forget," favored by many exegetes23). The parallel norun is ma'al,

"treachery."
The lament in Ezk. 3217-32 over the descent into the netherworld by Egypt,

formerly glorious and powerful, develops the notion that Israel's former oppressors are

themseives overtaken by the disgraceful fate of death and descent into the pit, where

others who "spread terror" already suffer the disgraceful existence of shades (Assyria'

Elam, Meshe"h-Tobul, Edom, and [secondarily] the kings of the north). The passage

draws on the contrast between former greatness and present impotence (not conceived

as natural biological death), as they are forced to lie in a dishonorable grave (contrast

the honorable burial described inv.27) with those slain by the sword and the uncir-

cumcised. They must bear their shame @lam: vv.24f .; n"stftA sapdn: v. 30 [secondary])'

In this context, k"limmk denotes disgraceful death followed by dishonorable burial -
both understood as Yahweh's judgment (yrd hiphil)'

ln Ezekiel's plan for the restored temple, Hm appears once more, albeit in a specific

and typical senie. The rebuilding of the temple is a saving act on the part of Yahweh'

The mlssage of salvation (43:10,11) is intended once more to effect the sense of shame

found elsewhere in the book of Ezekiel. It is reserved to the proclamation of salvation

rather than the prophecy of judgment to effect repentance'

The regulations governing the kvites (which clearly do not go back to Ezekiel) are

based on an historical schema (cf.44:10: "when Israel went astray") according to

which the Irvites had forsaken Yahweh and gone after idols. They must now bear their

punishment @nid''dw6n). They may perform priestly functions, but not in the holy of

irolies and in Yahweh's immediate presence (4413), clearly having only minor duties

(v. l4). Thus they must bear their shame and atone for their abominations (v' 13)' Here

22. Cf . W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2- Herm (Eng. trans. 1983), in loc'

23. See BIIS and Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2, in loc.
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k"limmd takes on the sense of punishment imposed by sacral law. This passage may
possibly represent a theological interpretation of some state of affairs following th;
Josianic reform. It need not concern us further, since it has to do with the use of the
term in sacral laws.2a

Because it is related to this usage, we shall mention here the usage of klm in the
chronicler's history where it appears to denote a ceremonial act performed by the
priests and l-evites when killing the passover lamb for sacrifice: "they were ashamed
and sanctified themselves" (nif;lemfi wayyilqadd"ifr [2 Ch. 30:15]; see the comms. for
a discussion of the problems associated with "Hezekiah's passover" and textual ques-
tions; there seems to be no reason to delete the copula between "priests" and "Leviies,',
as proposed by BflS). Whether the formula introducing the penitential prayer in Ezr.
9:6ff. is original and represents liturgical usage can no longer be determined: ,.o my
God, I am ashamed and blush to lift my face to thee, my God, for our iniquities havl
risen higher than our heads . . ." (v. 6, using verbs such as b6i and Hmruphal).If these
texts are late, ttrey document the use of klm in cultic penitential rites.

c. Deutero-Isaiah. For his prophecies of salvation, Deutero-Isaiah draws on a rhe-
torical form embodying the assurance of salvation pronounced in the sanctuary after a
lament, the so-called priestly oracle of salvation.2s Isa. 4l:g-13 represents such an
oracle, giving assurance of Yahweh's favor and help. v. 11 includes promises that
Israel's foes will be as nothing, that ttrey will be put to shame and confounde d (,aba{
par. b6i par. ke'ayin, "as nothing"; cf. also the variety of terms for "enemy";zo
Westermann points out the striking parallels between lament and oracle of salvation,
including formal details). A brief statement in 45:16f. contrasts the idol-makers, who
are put to shame and confounded (Dri.i and klm niphal) and perish in disgrace (kelimmil,
to Israel, which has its everlasting salvation in Yahweh and will therefore never be put
to shame or confounded. Unfortunately, the context of this fragment is missing; 

"^"g"i",frequently deny its authenticity. Its words proclaim a timeless truth of faith.21
The image of the barren woman who will rejoice over a multitude of descendants

makes use of klm in 54:4. This verse is part of a skillfully organized hymn of praise
based on an assurance of deliverance and salvation (54:1-10). It also incorporates the
motif of the widow and the young woman who has been jilted 

- a triple disgrace,
which Yahweh himself will reverse as (new) husband, creator, redeemer, and l-ord (54:4
+ 5ff.). Verse 4 uses the whole range of familiar Hebrew verbs and nouns that denote
shame and disgrace (including klm niphal).

A kind of climax is reached in the so-called third servant song (50:4-9). It speaks
of the prophet (preacher) who willingly accepts affliction and thus the shame of
affliction, but is confident nonetheless of Yahweh's help and affirms that he will not

24. Ct. A. H. J. Gunneweg, I*viten und. priester FRI_ANT, g9 (1965), 192tr.
25. Begrich.
2_6, see K. Elliger, Deuteroiesaia 40,145,7. BK, xul (197g); and c. westermann, Isaiah

4046. OTL (Eng. rans. 1969), in loc.
27 - For a discussion of this passage and similar statements in Deutero.Isaiah, esp. 44:9-ZO,

see Westermann, Isaiah 4046, in loc.
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be put to shame (vv. 6f.). In v. 6, k"limm1yrefers to the suffering experienced in hostility

and contempt, in being struck and spat upon. [n v. 7, however, 'al-kEn ld' nikldmtt

means the Servant's assurance that he will not perish; here klm refers to existential

destruction. This astonishing tension within abuse that is a palpable, suffered reality

which cannot be assuaged and yet cannot achieve its goal of rendering existence

impossible is grounded solely in the relationship between Yahweh and the Servant'

Both aspects are experienced simultaneously, and thus the "world" is overcome! This

is a unique note within the OT.28

Finally, we shall cite Isa. 61:7, from Tritolsaiah, which occurs within an uncondi-

tional promise of salvation and exhibits clear affinities with Deutero-Isaiah. Instead of
a double portion of shame and dishonor there will be a double heritage in Israel's own

land (cf. 40:2; in 6l7ap, waroq should probably be read instead of yardnnfi, so that

shame and smiting are mentioned together; in addition, bdifim should be read in

v. Taazs).This form of expression may recall 50:6. Here kelimmh means the catastrophe

ending in exile at the beginning of the sixth century B.c.

d. Other Prophets.Isa. 30: l-7 is a woe oracle from the last known phase of Isaiah's

prophetic ministry. tn it the prophet repeatedly attacks the disastrous policy that led

the kings of Judah (in this case Hezekiah) to enter into altances and coalitions. Apart

from the fact that such alliances are contrary to Yahweh's will and signal lack of
confidence in his trustworthiness (cf. v. 1: "rebellious children" who "add sin to sin"),

reliance on Pharaoh's protection turns to shame, and trust in the shelter of Egypt tums

to humiliation (v. 3). Egypt is called "a people that cannot profit" (w. 5f.). Everyone

who has tried to rely upon Egypt has been disappointed and disgraced (v. 5, with the

familiar parallels to klm). Unmet expectations constitute shame and disgrace, above all

when they have ignored their proper subject in favor of someone else.30

Mic. 2:6 occurs in a debate between Micah and his listeners (2:6-ll), in which the

rich citizens Micah threatens with disaster on account of their social injustice (vv. 1-5)

dispute the accuracy of the prophet's thfeats. In doing so, they appeal to a more merciful

God whom they claim to know (vv. 6 + 7). They demand that the prophet and his allies

(possibly other prophets such as Isaiah) stop preaching prophetically (nlp hiphil), or at

least in these terms; for "the kelimm)l of the prophet will not overtake us." It is

impossible to decide whether k"limmA refers to the prophecy or the substance of
judgment; it may well include both (v. 6 is textually dubious; many exegetes emend

yissag to ya{Sig€nA). Behind the oracle of Micah stands a whole train of thought: the

propiet's words envision disaster (udgment), which will bring disgrace to those it
strikes. They, however, maintain: "The [prophesied] disgrace will never afflict us!"

V. LXX. The LXX exhibits a wide range of variations in translating klm. Among

the verbs, we find entrdpein (13 times), atimizein (4 times), atimoin, kataisch!'nein (3

28. Cf. also Westermann, Isaiah 40-66, in loc.
29. See BI1S.
30. Cf. G. Fohrer, Das Buch lesaja, lIl. ZBK XlXl3 (1964), in ktc.
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times), as well as aischjncin with compounds, etc. In rendering the hiphil, it prefers
oneidizein, kataisclrjnein, alc.d atiruizein, as well as apokdljein (also for the hophal).
As nouns we find qtimia and k6lasis.

The LXX translates kelimtnaby atimia (9 times), entropi| 17 times), bdsarws (4 times),
oncidis (3 times), as well as aischlne and oneidismis. It translates k"limmfrlby atimia.

Wagner

1? *e"+l[Dkfin

In Middle Hebrew, the piel of the root /czy means "paraphrase, express in veiled
language." Arab. I<ana, "speak allusively,"l has the same meaning. In the first and
second stems, however, it also means "give a name of honor (kunya)": a father calls
himself abfr ("father") + the name of his eldest son.2 The root is also attested in
Phoenician,3 Jewish Aramaic, Syriac ("give a nickname, name"), and Mandaic. Akk.
kanta has a different meaning.

The only occrrrence in Phoenician appears in an inscription from e.o.96, which states
that "the community (gw) is designated (lftnr, clearly a D-stem inf.) security for this stela. "

In the Hebrew OT, the piel of knh occurs 4 times; there are 4 additional occrurences
in Sirach. The LXX obviously had problems with this term, translating each of its
occurrences with a different word: bod4 entrdpein, thaumtizein, and ainein.

Isa. 44:5 says of those who will embrace Yahwism: "This one will say, 'I am
Yahweh's,' another will call himself by the name of Jacob, and another will write on
his hand, 'Yahweh's,' and give himself the name of honor $t"f;anneh) Israel." It is an
honor for them to belong to God's people and their God, and "Israel" is a name of
honor. Isa. 45:4 says of Cyrus: "Therefore I call you by your name, I give you a name
of honor ('okann"ka), though you do not know me." Cyrus is thus honored by yahweh
and given a commission, even though he does not know Yahweh; this is repeated for
emphasis in v. 5b.s

t. WKAS, t,399t.
2. See I. Goldziher, Muslim Studies, I (1889/1890; Eng. trans. 1966, repr. Albany, 1977),267;

idcm, "Gesetzliche Bestimmungen [ber Kunja-Namen im Islam," ZDMG,5l (1897), 256-266;
A. spitalea "Beitriige zur Kenntnis der Kunya-Namengebung," Festschrift w. caskcl (1968),
336-350.

3. See below.
4. AHw, I (1965), 440f.
5. C. Westermann, Isaiah 4046. OTL @ng. trans. 1969), l60f.
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In the Elihu speeches of the book of Job, Elihu says at the end of his introduction:

"I will not show partiality to any person or give any person a name of honor. For I do

not know how to give names . . ." (Job 32:21f.). "Give a name of honor" is here

equivalent to "flatter." Elihu will speak without partiality or flattery calling everything

by its right name.

The passages in Sirach are in part textually problematical. In the context of a prayer

for the people of Israel, Sn.36 12117 says: "Have mercy, O Lord, upon the people

called by thy name, upon Israel, whom thou didst call thy first-bom (bek6r kinnfia)."
Israel thus bears the name of honor "frst-born of God." Sir. M:23 says bf Jacob/Israel:

wyhunnhw bbrkh, "he acknowledged him with a blessing." The LXX reads the same;

the Syr. instead reads berd$i or b"ft6rA, "primogeniture." It is clear that KBL3 follows

36 17 "He called him his first-born." Sir,. 45:2 is also uncertain. The text is comrpt,

but refers in any case to Moses, whom God "honored" like a deity or with the name

of honor "man of God." Finally, 47:6 says of David that "the daughters sang his praises

and honored him wi*r [the appellation] ten thousand (wylotwhw brbbh)" - clearly an

allusion to 1 S. 18:6-8.
Ringgren

11!) tcinnar

Contents: I. Etymology: l. Ancient Near East; 2. Toponym; 3. Divine Name. tr. Form and

Function: l. Sumer; 2.Egypt;3. Palestine. Itr. OT: l. Players; 2. Apotropaic Use; 3. Symbolism.

IV. LXX. V. Dead Sea Scrolls.
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schrift k. Galling (Ttibingen, l97O), 75-90; V. Fritz, "Kinneret und Ginnosar," ZDPU, 94
(197'8), 32-45;K-. Galling, "Musik (und Musikinstrumente)"' BRL,389-394; M. Gdrg, "Die
Ktinigstochter und die l*ie4" BN, 14 (1981), 7-10; H. Gressmann, Musik und Musikinstru'
*rni i* AT (Giessen, 1903); E. Hickmann, "trier," LexAg, lll (1980)' 996-99; H. Hick-
matn, Agypten. Musikgeschichte in Bildern, IVI (1961); idem, "Alttigyptische Musik,"
Orientaliiche Musik. HO,I, sup. 4 (1970), 135-170; idem, "l*ier," Die Musik in Geschichte

und Gegenwarr, VItr (1960), 517-528; idem, Die Rolle des Vorderen Orients in der abend-

liindiscien Musikgeschichte (1957); idem, "Yorderasien und Agypten im musikalischen
Austausch," ZDMG, lll (1961), 23-41; A. Jirku, "Gab es eine paliistinisch-syrische Gottheit
Kinneret?" 7AW,72 (1960), 69; i"dem, "Der kyprische Heros Kinyras und der syrische Gott
tir rflKinaru(m) ," FuE 37 (1960), 2ll; E. Kolari, Musikinstrumente und ihre v.erwendung im

AT (Helsinki, 1947); L. Manniche, Ancient Egyptian Musical Instruments. MASL 34 (1975)l

R. North, "The Cain Music," tBL,83 (19@), 373-389; A. F. Pfeiffer, Uber die Musik der

alten Hebriier (Erlangen, 1779); J. Rimmer, Ancient Musical Instruments of Western Asia in

the Department of Western Asiatic Antiquities, The British Museum, London (London, 1969);
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I. Etymology.
l. Ancient Near East. The earliest known reference to the musical instrument called

kinnbr in Hebrew is the form eikinnaratim, the plural of etrkinnaru, in a letter of
Mukanni5um to Zmri-Lim from the archives at Mari.l At Alalakh we find the Hurrian
word' kinnarubli, "lyre player."2 called knr inalphabetic Ugaritic texts,3 the instrument
name itself appears also in old Aramaica and phoenician.s with the exception of
Ethiopic, the word is also found in the later Semitic dialects.6

As a semitic loanword in Egyptian, we find the term written knynywrw
(= knwrw).1 while this occurrence uses only the determinative for "wood,"s a lyre
determinative is clearly recognizable in a fanciful late writing from Karnak, dating
from the Ptolemaic period (cited as gn. in wbAs,e but probably read more accurately
by osingr0 as gn-yry). The loanword then appears in Coptic in the Sahidic forms
gin€ra and genErs.tl

H. P. Rtiger, "Musikinsrrumente," BRI?,234-36; C. Sachs, Die Musik des Altertums (Breslau,
1924); idem, "Die Namen der altiigyptischen Musikinstrumente," Zeitschrifi fiir Uusikwis-
senschaft, I (1918/19), 265-68; H. Sachsse, "paliistinensische Musikinsrrumente,,' zDpv 50
(1927), 19-66; o. R. sellers, "Musical Instrumenrs of Israel," BA,4(lg4l),33-47; A. sen-
drey, Music in Ancient lsrael (New york, 1969); w. stauder, Die Harfen und Leiern der
sumerer (Frankfurt am Main, 1957); idem, Die Harfen und Leiern vorderasiens, in baby-
lonischer und assyrischer Zeit (Frankfurt, 196l); idem, "Die Musik der sumerer, Babylonilr
und Assyrer," Ho, r, sup. 4 (1970), l7l-243; idem, "srmeischbabylonische Musik," Die
Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart, xll (1965), 1737-1752; G. waihs, ..Musik, Musikin-
strumente," BHrIw, ll, 1258-1262: M. wegner, Die Musikinstrumente des alten orients
(Miinster, 1950); D. wohlenberg, Kultmusik in Israel (diss., Hamburg, 1967): S. yeivin, ..on
'The King's Daughter and the Lyre' by N. Avigad," eadmoniot, 13 (19g0), 56 tHeb.l.
_ 01 Egyptian music, see E. Hickmann, "Musik," "Musiker," "Musikinstrumente," '.Musikle-
ben," "Musik, Mi[ter-," "Musizierpraxis,,, IzxAg, rv (19g2), 230-243.

l. J. Bott6ro, "l,ettres de MukanniSum.- Textes Divers. Festschifi A. parrot. ARM, xln
(1964),20,5,7,11, l6;Ellermeier,TT;CAD,Vme97t),38Tb;AHw,I(1965),480b.

2. AHw, Il (1972), 1568.
3. M. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography trI," Bibl, 46 (1965), 329: cf. KTU, r.rg r,

8; l.l0l, 16; 1.108, 4; 1.148, 9.
4. KAr,222 A,19.
5. ct-2. S. Harris, A Grammar of the phoenician l,anguage. Aos, g (1936), ll2; cf. DIS7,

123.
6. Ct. K8L3,460t.
7. Papyrus Anastasi IV, 12.2; cf . M. Burchardt, Die altkanaantiischen Frem.dworte und Eigen-

namen im Agvptischcn,Il (1910), no. gg0; wbAs, v, 132,4; w. F. Albright, The vocalizatiin of
the Egyptian syllnbic otthography. Aos, 5 (1934),47, C6; R. A. claminos, Late-Egyptiin
Miscellanies (oxford, 1954);187 w. Helck, Die Beziehungen Agyptens zu vorderasien im 3.
und 2. Jahnausend v. Chr AgAbh, 5 (1971),523, no.253; Manniiie, 91.

8. Cf. also Ellermeier, 76f.
9. y, 173, t.
10. J. Osing, Die Nominalbildung des Agyptischen (191.6),462.

ll.cf.Albright, 17, with n.72; osing, 462;w. wesrendorf, Koptisches Handwiirterbuch
(1965, repr. Heidelberg, 1977), 459.
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The term also appears in Hitt. t,kinirtallat2 and Sanskrit kinnan,13 and above all
in the Greek forms kinjra arrd kinnjra,la for which derivation from Phoen. *kinnfir
can be supported.ls Although the word is found in eastem Indo-European (Sanskrit),
an origin in this area cannot be supported convincingly;t6 a Semitic or at least Near
Eastern origin is therefore open to consideration.lT Another possibility is that the term
comes from the vocabulary of "invading non-Semitic peoples such as the Hurri-
ans,"l8 but no firm conclusion is possible. There can be no doubt that we are dealing
with a cultural term of unknown origin that transcends geographic and linguistic
boundaries.le

2. Toponym. In the realm of toponyms, the name inventory from the great
Palestine list of Thutmose III of Karnak contains the form kn-nt-r'-tw (= knnrt)
together with the variant k-nt-tw (= knt).zo We also find2l the form kn-(n)t-r'tw
(= knnrt),2z which may be identified phonologically and topographically with the
kinnerel (modern Tell el-'Oreimeh23) mentioned by Josh. 19:35 in a topographical
list of the tribe of Naphtali. Since the toponym denotes both the lake and the adjacent
region (cf. Nu. 34:ll;Dt.3il7; Josh. l1:2; l2:3; 13,27; I K. 15:20), the name
kinnerel cannot be derived from the oval shape of the lake.2a Neither can the present
form of the hill be cited in explanation of the toponym.25 More serious consideration
should be given to the theory that the place name may be connected with the name
of a Canaanite deity.26

12. KBo, I, 52,l, l5f.; cf. J. Friedrich, Hethitisches Wdrterbuch (Heidelberg, l95Z-54), ll}a,
with bibliog.

13. Cf. W. Baumgartner, ZumATund seinerUmwelt(l*iden, 1959), 231f.,n.51; KBI1,46l.
14. Cf. H. Lewy, Die semitischen Fremdwdrter im Griechischen @erlin, 1895), 164; M. L.

Mayer, "Gli imprestiti Semitici in Greco," Rendiconti del Istituto lotnbardo di scienze e lettere
Milano, 94 (19@),328; KBL3,46l.

15. Cf. Albright, 47, C 6.
16. Ellermeier, 76.
17. Cf. already Pfeiffer, 28; J. Barth, Die Nominalbildung in den semitischen Sprachen (1889,

repr. Hildesheim, 1967), 65, n.2; T. N<ildeke, Mandiiische Grammatik (1875, repr. Darmstadt,
1964). 122, with qualifications.

18. M. Ellenbogen, Foreign Words in the OT (London, 1962),87.
19. Cf. also Friedrich, 110a.
20. J. Simons, Handbookfor the Sndy of Egyptian Tbpographical Lists Relating to Western

Asla (Lriden, 1937), lll, List I, 35alb/c; see S. Yeivin, "The Third District in Thutmosis III's
List of Palestino-Syrian Towns," JEA, 36 (1950), 54.

21. P. Petersburg 1116A.
22. Ct. W. M. Mtill% "Ein iigyptischer Beitrag zur Geschichte Paliistinas um 1500 v. Chr.,"

OlZ, 17 (1914), 103-5; C. Epstein, "A New Appraisal of Some Lines from a Well-Known
Papyrus," JEA, 49 (1963),49-56.

23. Cf.Fntz,32ff.
24. Ibid., 42f.
25. Contra W. F. AlbrighL "The Jordan Valley in the Bronze Age," AASOR, 6 (1926),26,

with Fritz, 43.
26. Cf. I.3 below.
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In the arsenal of Ugaritic toponyms, neither lotPT nor knrPg is certain. Instead of
the ostensible krn, the colrect reading in one text2e is snr; another textm has only the

questionable ll*nft* | v\.3 t

3. Divine Name. In the Ugaritic pantheon, one list of deities32 (like its Ak-
kadian parallel33) includes a god d'sitkinarum.34 This divine name is probably also

found in the legendary Cypriote figare kiniras.3s The debate over the existence of
a female counterpart knrt, a possible source of the toponym, remains unresolved.36

The primary argument against the existence of a deity knrt is the supposed lack of
evidence.

One possible occurrence may be cited, albeit with caution. Stela BM 646 of the

British Museum3T contains the name of a female deity written /<nl. Scholars have

called this an "obvious mistake"3s and, following Wolfgang Helck,3e emended it to
the more familiar divine name qdS ("Qad$u"). While there seems to be no evidence

supporting this emendation,aO the almost canonical illustration of the deity Qad5uat
hardly suggests any other divine name than qdi. It is difficult to see, however, how

the form knt cottld be confused with qd,i. [t is more reasonable to suppose that knt

might stand for knrt,like the toponym in the Palestine list of Thutmose III,a2 which

is written both with and without the ra3 Furthermore, the name qd.f appears on a
similar stela in conjunction with the divine names 'Anat and A5tart,+ so that we

cannot rule out representation of another Palestinian goddess in the same manner as

QadSu.

27. UT no. 1274.
28. E. Ullendorf, "Ugaritic Marginalia tr," ,fSS, 7 (1962),342.
29. KTU, 4.341,35.
30. KTU, l.l9 trI,41.
31. Both texts are discussed by Fritz, 43, n. 35.
32. KTU,1.47,32.
33. RS 20.24, 31.
34. Ct. J. Nougayrol, "Textes Sum6ro-accadiens des archives et bibliothbques priv6es

d'Ugarit. III, a: Textes religieux (18-19)," Ugaritica, 5. MRS, 16 (1968)' 45' 59.

35. Cf. Jirku, FuE 37 (1960), 211; also Z. J. Kapel:4: "Kinyras and the Son of Mygdalion,"
Fofia Orteaalia, 13 (1971),131-142.

36. For: Jlrkt, ZAW,72 (1960),69; idem, FuE 37 (1960), 211. Against Fitz' 43, with n. 35.

37. T. G. H. James, Hieroglyphic Texts from Egyptian Stelae etc. in the British Museum
([.ondon, 1970), pl. XXXX.

38. R. Stadelmann, Syrisch-paliistinische Gottheiten in Agypten PA, 5 (1967),119, with n. 3.

39. W Helck, "Beitriige zu Syrien und Paliistina in altiigyptischer Zeit"* AfO,22 (1968169),23.

40. Cf. James, 47, n. 3.
41. See Helck, Beziehungeu 463ff.
42. Simons, I, 34.
43. See I.2 above.
44. Ct. I. E. S. Edwards, "A Relief of Qudschu-Astarte-Anath in the Winchester College

Collection," JNES, 14 (1955), 49-51, with pl. III.
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II. Form and Function. The term kinnbr and its phonetic equivalents denote the
"West Semitic lyre,"as which includes several variant forms.

1. Sumer An eady precursor of the "West Semitic lyre" was the Sumerian lyre, the
various forms of which can be described genetically as ranging from "a large standing
lyre to a smaller portable lyre" on the basis of seal impressions from the Jemdet Nasr
period to the Ur I period, as well as fragments preserved in the royal tombs of Ur.a6
The Sumerian lyre is characteristically associated with the bull, depicted either natu-
ralistically or in stylized form, as a fertility symbol. The development of the lyre
involves a change from a four-stringed instrument to an eleven-stringed instrument;
the so-called "golden" and "silver" lyres from Ur I are especially valuable sources of
information.aT The Sumerian lyre apparently disappears toward the end of the first
dynasty of Ur. According to Friedrich Ellermeier,a8 it was replaced by "the West Semitic
lyre on the one hand and the mountain lyre on the other." The latter, a "simple,
rectangular box-lyre played vertically," differed markedly from the "West Semitic lyre
with its curved arms"; it came increasingly to be held obliquely and played with a
plectrum.ae

2. Egypt. The earliest evidence for the use of an imported "West Semitic lyre"
in Egypt is found on the wall of a tomb at Beni-Hasan (ca. 1900 B.c.); the nomadic
origin of this new instrument is also apparent.so Its initial simplicity of construction
was replaced in Egypt by increasing complexity. [n contrast to Palestine and Mes-
opotamia, where use of the lyre was reserved to males, in Egypt it became the
preferred instrument for women to play.sl It is likely that this Egyptian practice then
influenced Israelite usage in Palestine.s2 The lyre underwent further modifications
in Egypt.s3

3. Palestine. To all appearances, lyres of various types were used in Palestine.sa
The extant representations nevertheless exhibit structural continuity.ss The earliest
appear to be petroglyphs at Megiddo and in the Negeb.56 A Late Bronze ivory carving
from Megiddo depicts a woman playing a lyre, possibly betraying Egyptian influ-

45. Cf. Ellermeier, 75ff.
46. Stauder, 18l.
47. Cf. ibid., t9t.
48. P.76.
49. Cf. also H. Hickmann, Rolle, 186ff.
50. Ibid., 187.
51. Cf. E. Hickmann, 998.
52. Cf. tr.3 below.
53. E. Hickmann,997f.
54. Ellermeier, 76.
55. Cf. the sequence of illustrations in Avigad, IEI, 28 (1978), 148.
56. Cf. Riiger, 234b.
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ence.57 Of Philistine provenience is the representation of a lyre on a cultic pedestal

from Ashdod,58 where a singular earthenware figure holding a lyre was also found.se

Phoenician influence is evidenced by an eighth-century ivory pyx from Nimrud,

which depicts a lyre being played.o The Assyrian relief from Nineveh documenting

Sennacherib's conquest of Lachish depicts three Judahites playing lyres as they go

into captivity.ot A drawing on one of the ninth-century pithoi found at Kuntillat'Ajrud
shows a woman playing alyre.62 The context of the other decorations on these jars

suggests association of the lyre with apotropaic rituals.63 The seals depicting lyress
may also be interpreted in this sense, especially the picture of a lyre on a scaraboid

(seventh century?) inscribed: "Belonging to ma'adand, the king's daughter."6s The

reason for the illustration is probably not so much to describe the princess as "an

ardent lyre-player"tr as to ward off potential danger through the symbolism of the

lyre.67 It is even possible that the Bar Kokhba coins with illustrations of lyres68 can

be interpreted in this sense.@

m. or.
L. Players. According to Gen. 4:21 (late7o), JubalTl was the "father of all those who

play the lyre and pipe" - not as the "inventor of a skill" but as the ancestor of "those

who possess a particular skill."72 Postexilic literature singles out musicians, including

lyrists, as participants in worship (cf. 1 Ch. 15:16,2I; 16:5;25:1,3,6;2 Ch- 5:12;29:25);

the ministry of the levitical instrumentalists (esp. the family of Jeduthun) can be

associated terminologically with prophecy (l ch. 25:l-373).In any event, we must

assume that prophetic ecstasy is connected with musical expression; kinnbr music, for

57. Cf. the illustrations in H. Weippert "Elfenbein," BRI?,IO.
58. Avigad, IEI,28 (1978), fie.5.
59. Ibid., frg.6.
6O. Ibid., frg.9.
61. Ibid., fig. ll.
62. Ct. Z. Meshel, Kuntellct 'Ajrud, a Religious Centre from the nme of thc Judean Monarchy

on the Border of Sinai. Exhibition Catalogue of the.Israel Museum, 175 (Jerusalem, 1978), fi9.
12; see also V. Fritz, "Kadesch in Geschichte und Uberlieferung," BN,9 (1979)' 49f .

63. Cf. Giirg,7ff.
64. Cf. Avigad, IEJ, 28 (1978), 148, frg. 12, 13.
65. Ibid., 146ff.; idem, Qodmoniot,6lf.; Yeivin, 56.

66. Avigad, IEI,28 (1978), 15l.
67. See Gtirg, 7ff.
68. Avigad, IEl,28 (1978), 148, fig. 15, 16.

69. The depiction of lyres on seals and elsewhere is discussed further by O. Ke,el in Tell

Keisan (1971-1976). OBO, ser. arch. I (1980), 279,294 (nr..322-24).
70. Cf. P. Weimar, [)ntersuchungen zur Redaldionsgeschichte des Pentateuch. BZAW 146

(1977), t37.
71. On the paronomasia involving Jabal, Jubal, and Tubal, see J. Ebach, Weltentstehung und

KulturentwicHttng bei Philo von Byblos. BWANT, 108[6/8] (1979), 340tr.
72. Ibid., 347.
73.Ct. A. Jepsen, NaDi (Munich,1934),236.
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example, serves as a "means for inducing prophetic inspiratiol"Ta (cf. I S. 10:5).
Wisdom poems as well as prophetic oracles appear to have been sung to the accom-
paniment of the lyre (Ps. 49:5[Eng. v. 4)7s). Power is clearly ascribed to instrumental
accompaniment of words, power that can alter consciousness and conduct. This takes
place because the authority of the good spirit can be felt in the playing, which can also
overcome the effects of the "evil spirit from God" (cf. 1 S. 16:16,23). David's playing
the lyre before Saul exhibits the "apotropaic" efficacy illustrated by the seal with the
picture of a lyre.76 Thus lyre music proves to be a medium of divine influence on a
wide range of important functions. No wonder the instrument was especially esteemed
in the temple precincts (e.g., I K. 10:12 par. 2 Ch. 9:11)!

2. Apotropaic Use. The lyre was a standard element in cultic processions (2 S. 6:5
par. 1 Ch. 13:8; Isa. 30:32); above all, to judge from most of the occurrences in the
Psalms, it played a prominent role in the glorification of Yahweh Ps. 33:2; 43:4;
57:9[8]; 7l:22;81:3121;92:4131;98:5; 108:3[27;147:7;149:3; 150:3). It was also played
at banquets (cf. Isa. 5:12) and during secular festivities (cf. Gen. 3l:27). It appears
dubious that evidence supports a fundamental distinction between secular and sacred
kinnbr music, not least because the apotropaic function of the instrument affects both
realms. Both in liturgical contexts and elsewhere, the lyre 

- like Egyptian instrumental
music in general 

- czul counter chaotic disharmony. Of course this understanding can
itself present a problem, as when Job reflects on the success of the wicked in playing
the lyre (Job 2l:12).t7 The prophet's criticism of complacent enjoyment of the lyre
(Isa. 5:12) takes up this existentially pessimistic point of view; in the last analysis, it
is probably also to be understood as criticizing open defiance of Yahweh.

3. Symbolism. Because of its basic nature, lyre music can be a symbol of rejoicing.T8
This lends even more force to the taunting comparison of Tyre to a lyre-playing harlot
trying to escape oblivion (Isa. 23:16) and to the harsh prophecy (Ezk. 26:13) that the
sound of its lyres will no longer be heard, that is, that its position of dominance will
vanish. The Isaiah apocalypse uses the stilling of the kinnbr as a sign of the final
judgment (Isa. 24:8). When it is no longer played, the instrument becomes a sign of
lostvitalityandahopelessfuture@s.137:2).Theprimaryroleofthekinnbrisobviously
to elevate human life and establish a sense of security; this function can be turned on
its head when the lyre plays a dirge (Job 30:31), signifying total hopelessness. Thus
the lyre also plays a critical role in the realm of symbolism.

Gdrg

74. C. Westermann, "Opl naefei Seele," THAT ll,7l.
75. Cf. H.-J. Kraus, Psalrns 1/-59 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1988),482.
76. Cf. II.3 above.
77. Ct. M. Dahood, "Northwest Semitic Philology and Job," The Bible in Current Catltolic

Thought. M. J. Grucnthaner MemoialVolume. St. MarybTheology Studies,l (New Yorlg 1962),65.
78. This usage was already discussed by Pfeiffer, 28f.
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IV. LXX. For the LXX, kinnbr cleady designated a variety of musical instruments.

It is franslated as kitluira (19 occurrences, primarily in Psalms and Isaiah), kinlra (17

occurences, only in the Deuteronomistic history and the Chronicler's history)'

psaltilrion (5 occurrences), and 6rganon (l occurrence).

Y. Dead Sea Scrolls. The Qumran Essenes used instrumental music to show rever-

ence to the k"QOQ'El andhis Torah (lQS 10:9; llQPs' 28:4). The present is the age of

the "mourning lyre" (kinn\r qtnd: IQH 11:22), but the end of wickedness will be

marked by the sound of the "lyre of salvation" (kinn6r yeifr'6! par. n€lel {imhd, "harp

of rejoicing," and h"ltl fhiilA, "flute of praise"). In a lament, the worshipper describes

the exhausiing effect of the mob persecuting him: "they made tumult upon the lyre of

my controversy" (kinnbr rpi: IQH 5:30).
Botterweckt

Contents: I. Occurrences and General Meaning. tr. Theological Usage: 1' Political

Humiliation; 2. Reflexive; 3. Other Usages. Itr. LXX. IV. Dead Sea Scrolls'

I. Occurrences and General Meaning. Besides the MT of the Hebrew OT, the root

ftn'appears in the Dead Sea scrolls, Judaeo-Aramaic, Samaritan, and Arabic. It is not

found in Biblical Aramaic, and there are no known occulrences in the earlier Semitic

languages. The basic meaning of the verb is "humble"; it may be active, reflexive, or

purrir"-. Sometimes it can mean "subdue" or "suppress," referring not only to outward,

Loncrete events but also to inward experiences rooted in the mind, spirit, and emotions.

Often both aspects are interwoven. The verb does not denote a punctiliar action but a

process or its result.
The root appears 36 times in the OT, always in the niphal (with passive or reflexive

meaning) or hiphil (with transitive active meaning). The same usage is found in the

Dead Sea scrolls. The OT passages in which forms of this root appear are all late or

very late. There seems to be a preference for stereotyped expressions. There is no

evidence for a developed "secular" usage. One passage, 2 Ch. 30:11, describes how

some people from Asher, Manasseh, and Zebulun accepted the invitation of Hezekiah,

king o1 fuOatr, to celebrate the Passover in Jerusalem. Their response was understood

in their own territories as "humbling themselves"; this passage might represent a

"secular usage." Theological usage predominates, however.

tn'. O. Garcia de la Fuente, "Sobre la idea de contrici6n en el AI," Sacra Pagina, l. BETL'

12f. (1959), 559-579, esp. 567-571.
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II. Theotogical Usage.
l. Political Humiliation. The Deuteronomistic conclusions to the individual narratives

concerning the deliverer judges,l which probably originally followed a stereotyped
pattern, contain an expression using ln '. Even though the form is not strictly preserved in
each instance, the meaning is the same. In Jgs. 3:30, for example, at the conclusion of the
story of Ehud, we are told that through Ehud's deeds "Moab was humbled (wattilcl<nna)
(or 'subdued') under the hand of Israel," so that Israel had eighty years of pest. Un-
doubtedly the saving acts of Gideon were originally summed up in the same way in the
Deuteronomistic account (Jgs. 8:28): "So Midian was humbled before the people of
Israel. . ." (wayyikknna' mi/ydn lipn? p"nA yiird'€t), except that the formula has been
modified slightly. The feature of the rest that followed has likewise been brought out in
the very same words. The fact that further information follows concerning Gideon himself
as well as his death and burial is due to the complex traditio-historical situation of the
Gideon and Abimelech traditions. In the Jephthah traditions, this concluding formula has
shrunk to a brief comment (Jgs. ll:33: "So the Ammonites were humbled before
(mippen$ the people of Israel"), which has the effect of an aside, to be followed in Jgs.
l2:7 by the statement conceming Jephthah's death and burial, which constitutes the
conclusion in the present context. The formula is even more abbreviated - consisting
simply of walyikl<frn"'fihapp"liittm - in I s. 7:13, a late Deuteronomistic passage. Here,
too, however, the motif of subsequent rest finds expression, albeit in different words. The
situation is the same as on previous occasions: the Philistine threat is countered by a
successful defensive action of the Israelites, with crucial intervention on the part of
Samuel, here clearly pictured as a figure like the deliverer judges. The life and work of
this figure is interpreted explicitly as meaning that "ttre hand of Yahweh was against the
Philistines" (watteht ya!-YHWH bappeliittm). There is a clear theological element behind
all these acts of deliverance. In the last analysis, the mditim ("deliverers") Ehud (Jgs.
3:15), Gideon (6:1lff., esp. v. 34), and Jephthah (ll:29) were helpers sent by yahweh in
Israel's hour ofneed. It is not surprising, therefore, that the formula can also be expressed
intheactivevoice(kn 'hiphil)withGodassubjecc "onthatdayGodhumbled(wayyafuta'
'eldhtm) Jabin the king of Canaan bfore (lipni) the people of Israel. "

Despite the variations in the conclusion formula, its constitutive elements are easy
to define. The preceding narrative is summarized in a niphal or hiphil form of kn '
introduced by a waw-consecutive. Then the person affected by kn'is introduced 

- as
subject of the niphal or object of the hiphil. There can also be a temporal statement,
either general ("at that time," "on that day") or specific ("in the days of Samuel").
Then comes the statement that Israel had "rest" from its enemies. Further details of
the subduing may be included. usually a prepositional phrase modifies kz': "humbled
before the Israelites" or "under the hand of Israel" (lipnA, mippeni, tahal yaQ). The
verb lm' thus summarizes the entire process of defense against the enemy, from the

l. Cf. W. Richter, Traditionsgeschichtliche [Jntersuchungen zum Richterbuch. BBB, 18
(1966); idem, Die Bearbeitungen des "Retterbuchcs" in der deuteronomischen Epoche. BBB,
2t (1964).
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call of the charismatic military leader and his actions to the defeat and subjection of

Israel's foe. This denotes not only the process leading up to the act of subjection but

also the shame, dishonor, and loss of prestige brought about by defeat, the humiliation

associated wittr the entire complex of events. The meaning encompasses not only the

event itself but also its interpretation and appreciation'

This state of affairs can also have a human subject like David, whose military

exploits are occasionally summarizedby kn' as well as other verbs (2 S' 8:l)' Here the

triptrl or + i): n/<lr stands in parallel with the hiphil of kn'; as the discussion above

makes clear, the latter is the more inclusive term. The chapter lists annalistically David's

battles with various peoples. Should one be tempted to see this as a secular history'

v. 6 shows that David, too, is only a tool in the hands of Yahweh'

The Chronicler's history borrows this formulation in I Ch. 18:l (cf. 20:4, where

wayyikl<frnd'fimust refer to pcliittm in the first half of the sentence; the comment does

noi rpp"u, in 2 S. 2l:18). The same preference of the Chronicler (in contrast to the

Deuteronomistic historian) for the hiphil of lot' can be observed in the tradition of

Nathan's prophecy to David (1 Ch. 17:10; cf. 2 S. 7:11), where the personal assurance

spoken to David in the name of Yahweh promises that Yahweh will "humble"

(wchibta'tt) all David's enemies. The Chronicler for the most part incorporates the

u""ount of 2 S. 7 in its final literary stage with its traditio-historically complex text;

the associated problems are irrelevant here. In the Chronicler's version, /<n'represents
..giving rest fr;m all your enemies" in 2 S. 7: 1l @euteronomistic). In both cases ( I Ch'

i:8; i S. 7:9), the expression is interpreted by a preceding hiphil of -+ I1']) krt ("1

will cut off all your enemies from before you").
Yahweh's humiliation of Israel's enemies ('a&nta' par. 'al sdrAhem 'Ait! ydii) is

promised in a liturgical prophecy (Ps. 81:15[14]);the sole condition is that Israel listens

to Yahweh,s voice and walks in his ways (v. 1{l3l). This psalm appears (at least in

part) to be a liturgical adaptation of Deuteronomistic ideas'^ 
In a Chronistic historiial retrospect (Neh. 9:24), the hiphil of tn' describes the

occupation of the land in strictly theological terms. In the course of a great liturgical

p.uy"., the postexilic community confesses its faith: "Thou didst humble before them

i*iookno'iipn0hem)the inhabitants of the land . . . and didst give them into their hand

@1adam).,;The same idea reappears in Deuteronomic (or Deuteronomistic?) historical

parenesis in Dt. 9:3 (cf. the 
"ont"*t 

beginning with v. 1), where we find once more the

characteristic kz' hiphil with God (hfr) as subject and l"pdncyftd'

The notion that even God's own people might be subject to Yahweh's anger as a

consequence of disobedience, apostasy, and wickedness is not unknown to either the

Deuteronomistic theology of history or that of the chronicler, but it seldom finds

expression in /cn'with lsiaet as its object. In fact, Ps. 106:42 is the only instance' This

post-Deuteronomistic historical psalm does not hesitate to use kn' for the result of

Yahweh's anger against Israel. The ongoing train of events is depicted in the preceding

verses: Yahweh's anger and abhorrence (v.40), his surrender oflsrael into the hand of

the nations (wayyittcnZm b1a4-Siytm, v. 41), Israel's oppression under its enemies,

and finally the brief conclusion: "Thus they were humbled under their (i'e', the nations')

power" (v.42).
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Two further passages in the Chronicler's history say the same thing, albeit without
the fundamental theological balance of Ps. 106 but with primary reference to a specific
historical situation. For example, 2 Ch. 13: I 8 cites (the Chronicler's account of) Judah's
victory (under Abijah) over Israel (under Jeroboam). The conclusion uses the same

formula, but now with reference to Israel: "Thus the Israelites were subdued at that
time." The otherwise common qualification "before" or "under the hand of" someone
is expressed in other terms, namely in the statement that the men of Judah prevailed.
This victory and its theological background are not mentioned in the Deuteronomistic
parallel, which has little to say - and that little not nearly so favorable - about the
reign of Abijah (l K. 15:1-8). In the Chronicler's account, Judah's victory over Israel
is due to the Judahites'reliance on Yahweh, in contrast to the Israelites'apostasy from
the true faith.

A similarly limited situation is described by the Chronicler (or possibly by an even
later narrator) in a unique account of the historical and theological situation during
the reign of Ahaz, whose troubles (especially the incursions of the Edomites and
Philistines) must ultimately be understood as "humiliations" (kr'hiphil) brought
about by Yahweh for his transgressions (2 Ch. 28:19).2 The account in 2 K. 16 differs
from this version.

In conclusion, we may cite ttre subjectivizing tendency of Ps. 107 (v. 12) in
describing the same situation. This postexilic thanksgiving liturgy tells how at certain
times rejection of the 'imrA-'El by certain groups or their contempt for the '"sa1 'ely6n

(v. 11) caused the Most High to "humble" (tn'hiphil) the hearts of the wicked
be'dmdl ("with hard labor, distress"), so that they fell down with none to help. Not
until they cried out to God did he come to their aid (v. l3). There is good reason to
follow the LXX's reading of a niphal instead of a hiphil. In this context, libbdm
("their hearts") does indeed stand by synecdoche for the whole person; there may
nevertheless be a sense in which the humiliation is felt with special force in the very
heart of the individual, the seat of sensation and response, where it might evoke
repentance and return.

2. Reflexive.In this section, we shall discuss all the occurrences of kn'in the niphal
with reflexive meaning: "humble oneseH." Used in this sense, the term belongs to the
theology and preaching of repentance. [n the majority of cases, the subject is an
individual.

Our first passage is kv. 26:41, in the conclusion to the Holiness Code; it is a
conditional assurance of deliverance in the context of the usual blessing and curse
formulas. Unfortunately, the passage is difficult to date; indeed, the traditio-historical
background of the whole chapter constitutes a difEcult problem. According to Elliger,3
v. 4l belongs to a secondary stratum. It would certainly not be wrong to assume that
P is a terminus ad quem, since it promotes the idea in question. The passage states that,

2. Cf. K. Galling, Die Biicher der Chronik ATD, 12 (1954), in loc.
3. K. Elliger, Leviticus. HAT, Iy (1966), in lac.
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if the uncircumcised heart humbles itself-defined more precisely in the parallel

clause by "and if they pay off (rsh) their'awdn" - then Yahweh will remember (zkr)
his covenant, and the historical situation of oppression will be altered. This is the

meaning of the conditional assurance of deliverance. What is at issue is the people's

fundamental attitude toward Yahweh, which is vital; the niphal of &z'is the term that
denotes tuming to Yahweh.

The description of Solomon's dedication of the temple contains texts that recount
prayers and God's response. The Chronicler's version of one such response likewise
includes a conditional assurance of deliverance (2 Ch.7:14). The schema is the same:

the people's evil ways (dcrek) have prompted Yahweh to inflict special punishments,

in this case natural disasters (cf. v. 13). [f, however, the people humble themselves (kn '
niphal), pray to Yahweh, seek Yahweh (in the sanctuary, i.e., inquire concerning his
will), and turn (^iifi|) from their wicked way, then Yahweh will hear them, fogive their
sin, and heal their land. In this context, /<n'takes on cultic and ethical overtones. The
substance ofthis passage is also recorded in 1 K. 8:33,35 (albeit in a different sequence),

but instead of /<n'we find the hiphil of 'zlr, "oppress," used transitively to denote God's
punishment.a

Following the story of Naboth's vineyard and the account of Yahweh's prediction
of disaster through the mouth of Elijah, we are told that, in response to Elijah's words,
Abah felt remorse and did penance (l K.2l:17-29). In a new revelation from Yahweh,

Elijah learns that Yahweh has decided to defer the punishment until the next generation.

This change is based explicitly on God's observation that Ahab has humbled himself
(v.29: "Have you seen ki-nika' 'ahnb millepdndy?"). Deferral of the punishment is

inroduced by ya'an ki-nif;na' mippdnay, which is not found in the LXX and may
therefore be considered a case of homoioteleuton.s The nature of /<n'is defined by the

Ahab's acts of penitence and fasting described in v. 27: rending his garments, putting

sackcloth on his bare flesh, fasting, and sleeping in penitential garments, as well as a

corresponding disposition (wayehalldl'a1, "goitgabout dejectedly"). Here tz'suggests
ceremonial repentance. It is dubious that ttris passage was part of the original tradition.
It is more likely a vaticinium ex eventu, whose content reflects the Deuteronomistic
theological program.

Huldah the prophetess also promises King Josiah a peaceful end because he humbled
himself before Yahweh in response to the reading of the law (2 K. 22:19). Here, too,
,tn' is defined as hearing Yahweh's word, taking it to heart (rak-l"bab"&d), rending
garments, and weeping before Yahweh. The Chronicler's version generally adopts the

Deuteronomistic idea and language (2 Ch. 34:27). Here, too, therefore, kn' is a cultic
term associated with penance, introduced by the Deuteronomistic redactor.

The Chronicler's account of the Egyptian campaign against Rehoboam (in contrast
to the Deuteronomistic variant in I K. 14) likewise tells how the king and his court

4. M. Noth, Kdnige l-16. BK, tx/l (1968), 170: "Yahweh humbles"; cf. also E. Wiirthwein,
Die Biicher der Kdnige. ATD, ){.UI (1977), in loc. T\e LXX and the Vulg. read the piel; cf. BI1S.

5. Cf. BHS.

)
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humbled themselves in response to a prophetic oracle; as a consequence, Yahweh's

punishment, proclaimed by the same prophet Shemaiah, was mitigated (2 Ch.

l2:6,7[twice],12). The passage bears a striking similarity to the account of Ahab's

penance discussed above. The other accounts of repentance and return in the Chroni-

cler's history add almost nothing to the picture. In Hezekeiah's penance, pride of heart

Gbh libb6, 2 Ch. 32:25) played a role; on account of it the king humbled himself
(v.26). We merely note in passing that this account also differs from 2 K. 20. In the

story of King Manasseh's penance (2 Ch.33:12,19; not mentioned in 2 K. 2l), kn' is
amplified by mc'd/: Manasseh "humbled himself geatly." The text goes on to speak

of Manasseh's prayer (2 Ch. 33:13) and says that he "softened (hlh piel) the face of
his God" (v. l2), i.e., that he performed certain acts of penance and prayer. Manasseh's

son Amon did not humble himself before Yahweh as his father had done, as 2 Ch.

33:23 (kn' twice) states explicitly. The same failure is recounted in the case of Zedekiah
(2 Ch. 36:12), but with the minor difference that Tndekjah did not humble himself
before Jeremiah - who is described immediately, however, as hanndf;i mippt YHWH.

It was clearly possible to perform such an act of penance before a prophet, who

represented Yahweh.
Of the I 7 occurrences of tn' niphal with reflexive meaning, I 3 are in the Chronicler's

history so that trt ' almost appears to be a typically Chronistic term. The cultic and

ceremonial associations of bz' are striking.

3. Other Usages. There are three further usages of kn ' that do not fall readily into

either of the categories discussed.

God's second speech to Job (Job 40:6ff.) describes God's incomparable power, which

Job must find irresistible. God's mighty demonstrations of power in nature and history

include the power to bring low the proud, apparently by fixing his gaze onthem(r"'eh
kol-g€'eh hoknt'ehfi, v. l2). Parallel to the hiphil of /rn' we find in this context .ipl

hiphil, hdk (a hapax legomenon), and tmm (cf. w. 11, 13). Here kn'clearly denotes a

punctiliar event, not a process. In the "moment" God looks at the proud, it is all over.

The usage of ftn'hiphil in the thanksgiving hymn Isa. 25:1-5 (specifically v. 5) in the

so-called small apocalypse of Isaiah points in the same direction. This hymn extols

Yahweh's mighty powers, with which he can subdue (kn) the tumult of the aliens and

still (7lr) the (victory) song of the ruthless. Probably zEdim should be read fot zdrim
and 'nh should be read as a niphal.6 The poetic description of Yahweh's saving greatness,

which he employs on behalf of the poor and afflicted, ultimately means subjugation of
the oppressors, the proud, and the mighty.

For the people of the battered northern tribes left behind in Israel after the Assyrian

deportation, it must have been ignominious to heed Hezekiah's call to celebrate a

passover at Jerusalem. Some men from Asher, Manasseh, and Zebulun nevertheless

did come; the Chronicler's tradition says that they "humbled themselves" (kn'niphal)
and came to Jerusalem (2 Ch. 30:ll). Here he'denotes an act of submission to the

6. Cf. the LXX; BIIS.
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claims of Judah (Jerusalem); it might be a secular political term. The context (w. 6ff.),
however, makes it quite possible that ttre passage ultimately has in mind something
like an act of penance on the part of the remnant of Israel. ff so, even here /cn'would
stay within the context of its ordinary theological usage.

m. LXX. The LXX does not translate lcz'uniformly. The most frequent equivalent
is tapeirwfin (10 times for the niphal, 5 for the hiphil). Also found are: ektribein (qal);
katanfssesthai, systdllein, trdpein (niphal); and, apostrdphein, ektribein, tropofin, ex-

airein Qriphil).

IV. Dead Sea Scrolls. Of the l0 known occurrences of tz' (niphal and hiphil) in
the Dead Sea scrolls, 5 are in the War scroll (lQM). Even if this document is not
entirely of a piece, its intellectual milieu can be considered relatively uniform, at least

in the passages where /<n ' appean. In the war between the "sons of light" and the "sons
of darkness," the point is repeatedly made that God's decisive intervention will bring
"humiliation" and subjection to evil, to wickedness, to Belial, however many may
stand on the side of these entities (the sons of Ashur, the Kittim: 1:6; Belial himself
and the angels of his dominion: l:L4f.; the army of the foe: 6:5f.; the prince of the
power of evil: l7:5f.). The vision of sacred history assures confidence in the power of
Israel's God, who gave David victory over Goliath of Gath and enabled him to "humil-
iate" the Philistines (11:3; cf. 1f.). The instruments of victory are God's "great hand,"
'Judgment," or "name," which subjugate the foe. In all these instances, /<n'reflects
the "politico-theological" usage of the OT.7

The nifutd'tm ("humble") are mentioned in lQS lO:26- those deserving of the

special love and kindness of the devout worshipper within the community defined by
the Rule. They stand in parallel to the disheartened, the erring spirits, and the

dissatisfied (11:l). This nuance of kn'is something new. The hiphil of tn 'in lQSa
l:21 and lQSb 3:18, however, remains in the semantic realm of "subjugate." In the
latter passage God is the subject, in the former the devout man, albeit only under
certain conditions (he must not be an'ii p61eh [conj.]) that are ultimately dependent

on God. The context of wtl<n'in IQH fr. 9:6 is unfortunately missing. Finally, we
may cite 4QDibHam 6:5, which uses kn' niphal reflexively with lEb to denote the
"self-humbling" of the heart and the atonement for sin that will be followed by God's
deliverance and favor toward the penitent.s This passage, too, stays within the familiar
OT context.

Wagner

7. See II.1 above.
8. Cf. II.2 above; also l*v.26;41.
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l. l. Occurrences. The proper rroar, kcna'an occurs 94 times in the Hebrew OT;
the various derived gentilic forms occur a total of 74 times. In addition to several

passages in the Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha (e.g., Jth. 5:3,9,10,16; Bar. 3:22;
1 Mc. 9:37) that mention Canaan and Canaanites, there is substantial extrabiblical
material. The earliest is a text from Mari that mentions t'ki-na-a[-nttm-"t.t A some-

what later occurrence appears in the autobiography of Idrimi of Alalakh, where ll.
20ff. speak of mit kin'dni. The same phrase occurs 3 more times in the Alalakh texts,
and the word kinafufiu appears frequently in the Nuzi texts.2 The texts from Hattusas
are almost as early.3 Shortly thereafter come the Amarna letters, with 12 instances of
ki-na-afi-fii, ki-na-afi-ni, or ki-na-a[-na,a and occurrences in Egyptian and Ugaritic
texts. An Ugaritic list of workers contains the name y'l.kn'ny, "Ja'al the Canaanite,"s
and RS 20.182A(+)B uses the phrase mAry MArki-na-fii, "men of the land of Canaan."
The earliest Egyptian occurrence (cf. also the mention of Canaanite captives in the

inscription of Amenhotep 116) appears in an inscription of Seti I, which speaks of p:

H. Schmijkel, ed., Kulturgeschichte des Alten Orients (Stuttgart, 1961), M7-604; A. Malamat,
"syrien-Paliistina in der zweiten Hlilfte des 2. Jahrtausends," Fischer-Weltgeschichte, 2
(Frankfurt, 1966), 177-221; B. Mazar (Maisler), "Canaan and the Canaanites," BASOR, 102
(1946),7-12; idem, Untersuchungen zur alten Geschichte und Ethnographie Syriens und
Paliistinas, I (Giessen, 1930); S. Moscati, I predecessori d'Israel. Studi orientali, 4 (1956);

idem, "Sulla storia del nome Canaan," AnBibl, 12 (1959),266-69; M. Noth, "Mari und Israel:
Eine Personennamenstudie," Geschichte undAT. Festschrifi A. Alt. BHTL, 16 (1958), 127-152

= Aufsiitze zur biblischen Landes- und Altertumstuzde (Neukirchen-Vluyn, l97l), ll, 212-
233; idem, "Die syrisch-paliistinische Bevdlkerung des zweiten Jahrtausends v.Chr. im Lichte
neuerQuellen," ZDPV,65 (1942),9-67;idem,The OTWorld @ng. trans., Philadelphia, 1966);
J. Pedersen, "Kana'anesk Religion," Illustreret Religionshistorie (Copenhagen, 1948), l9l-
212;F. E. Peiser, "Zum iiltesten Namen Kana'ans," O12,22 (1919),5-8; G. von Rad, "The
Promised Land and Yahweh's Land in the Hexateuch," The Problem of the Hexateuch (Eng.
trans. 1966, repr., London, 1984), 79-93; A. F. Rainey, "A Canaanite at Ugarit," IEJ, 13

(1963), 4345; idem, "The Kingdom of Ugarit," BA, 28 (1965), 102-125: idem, "Ugarit and
the Canaanites Again," IEl, 14 (1964), 101; L. Rost, "Noah der Weinbauer," Geschichte und
AT. Festschrifi A. Ab. Bmh, 16 (1953), 169-178 = Das kleine Credo (Heidelberg, 1965),
44-53; G. Schmitt, Du sollst keinen Frieden schliessen mit den Bewohnern des Landes.
BWANT, glt5/lll (1970); A. van Selms, "The Canaanites in the Book of Genesis," Studies

on the Book of Genesis. OTS, 12 (1958), 182-213; J. Simons, GTTOT; E. A. Speiser, "The
Name Phoinikes," Oriental and Biblical Studies (Philadelphia, 1967),324-331; F. Stiihelin,
"Der Name Kanaan," Festschrift J. WackernageJ (Gtittingen, 1923), l5O-53; R. de Vaux, Tfte

Early History of Israel (Eng. trans., Philadelphia, 1978); idem, "Le pays de Canaan," "/AOS,
88 (1968), 23-30.

1. G. Dossin, "Une mention de Canan6ens dans une lettre de lvlai," Syria, 50 (1973),299t.
2. Cf. Speiser, 328f.
3. See Rip. 96o9r, lY, with bibliog.
4. See the index in J. A. Knudtzon, Die El-Amarna-Tafeln. UAB,2 (1915,21964), 15'77; and

A. F. Rainey, El Amama Tablets 359-379. AOAT, 8 (1978),92.
5.311 = 12O,7.
6. ANE-|,246.
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kn'n, "the Canaan," and mentions a "city of Canaan" in the caption to an illustration.T
The so-called Israel stela (Merneptah inscription) likewise mentions the land of
Canaan;8 an inscription of Rameses IIIe speaks of building the "house of Rameses

. . . in Canaan." While the occurrences in Papyrus Anastasi III and IV are obscure,l0
a basalt statue of an Egyptian from the period of the twenty-second dynasty bears an

inscription reading: "Envoy of the Canaan and of Palestine."ll Among Phoenician
and Greek texts, the outstanding instance is a passage in which Philo Byblius says

that Chrui, the eponymous ancestor of the Canaanites, was also the first to bear the

name Phoinix.l2 A coin from the Hellenistic period calls the city of Laodicea (= Be-

rytos) the "mother in Canaan."13 Josephus uses Chananaiar4 as an indeclinable noun
denoting Canaan. The NT uses Charuian (Acts 7:11; 13:19) and the adj. Chananaia
(Mt. 15:.22). Finally, Augustine of Hippo uses "Canaan" as the term by which the

Punic peasants refer to themselves.ls

2. DC{ The LXX regularly renders the noun with Charnan (90 times) and the

adjective with chananaios and its derivatives (64 times). We also find the forms
Chananis (Nu. 2l:1,3; 33:40; En. 9:l), Chananitis (Gen. 46:10; Isa. 19:18), and

Charwanitis ( I Ch. 2:3). It is noteworthy that in Ex. 6: 15 the LXX describes the mother
of one of Simeon's sons as Phoinissa, "a Phoenician woman," while translating the

same expression in Gen.46:10 as tds Chananitidos. The statement in Ex. 16:35 that
the Israelites ate the manna "till they came to the border of the land of Canaan" is
translated by the LXX as eis miros tds Phoinil<Es. Josh. 5: I mentions besides the "kings
of the Amorites that were beyond the Jordan" "all the kings of ttre Canaanites that
were by the sea," which the IXX renders as hoi basileis tifs PhoinfkEs hoi pard tdn

thdlassan. Alluding to Ex. 16:35, Josh. 5:12 says that from the day after celebrating
the Passover the Israelites no longer ate manna but instead "ate of the fruit of the land
of Canaan," which the LXX renders as hd ch6ra t6n Phoinikdn Finally, Job 40:30(Eng.
41:6) speaks of the Phoinikdn g6nd.

3. Etymology. The etymology of the name "Canaan" is not clear. By and large,
there are two schools of opinion. One considers k"na'an to be a non-Semitic loan-
word; the other thinks the word is Semitic or, more precisely, West Semitic. The

7. ANE|,254.
8. ANET,378.
9. Papyrus Harris I, D(, l-3.
10. B6hl,4.
II. ANET 2@.
12. Eusebius Praep. ev. i.10.39.
13. Bdhl,5.
14. Cf. Ant. 1.186.
15. Mazar, Untersuchungen, 59.
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first group includes several earlier scholars whose theories are no longer tenable.

Fritz Hommell6 derived "Canaan" from Bab. kingin, "lowland,"17 and theorized

that the "Canaanites" migrated from Babylonia to Palestine, taking with them this
name, which is known to have been applied to the region of Arabia bordering on

Babylonia. Simon Landersdorferls proposed Srtm. kanaga, "land"; and E. Herz-

feldle explained the ending -na in kinabna as a suffix used to form names of lands

and peoples. This theory was modified slightly by F. StZihelin,2o who derived this
-na from Anatolian -6nE.2r Albrecht Alt22 still spoke of the "clearly non-Semitic

origin of the name."
The others took as their starting point the assumption that "Canaan" is a Semitic

name. Rosenmiiller23 and above all Wilhelm Gesenius2a attempted to derive the name

from the verb kn', associated with Canaan in Neh. 9:24 (possibly by popular ety-

mology), suggesting that it means "lowland" (in contrast to 'dram, "highland").
Redslob25 interpreted "Canaan" as a descriptive name meaning "subjugated." As

Benjamin Mazar explicitly states,26 the noun is made up of In'and the Semitic ending
-an/-on; the n therefore is not part of the root.27 This etymology gained much support

in the recent past. BenjamitMazar, for example,28 considers the meaning "lowland"
to be "not unlikely." F. M. Abel takes the same position.2e Michael C. Astour,3o too,

derives our noun from the root ftz'and assigns it the meaning "Occident," the "Land
of the Sunset" or "Westland." Sabatino Moscati3l likewise supports the meaning
"lowland," albeit with a question mark.

A new element entered the discussion when it was discovered that in the Nuzi texts

kinafifiu means "purple." Since this dye comes from Phoenicia, the land where it comes

from was called "the land of purple," i.e., Canaan.32 Many scholars have accepted this

16. P. 158; cf. also Grundriss der Geschichte und Geographie des Alten Orients (Munich,
21904),148, n. l, cited by B6hl, I, n. 3.

17. An etymology also ac@pted by Peiser, 5-8.
18. P. 23.
19.P.212.
20. Pp. 150tr
21. For additional suggestions, see Btihl, l; Landersdorfer,23:Maz.ar, Untersuchungen, 54f.
22. KlSchr [ll,37.
23. See Bdhl, l.
24. GesTh, 696.
25. Cf. B6hl, l.
26. Untersuchungen, 55.
27 .'Ihis analysis is also supported (with reservations) by BLe, 96l li, p. 504.
28. Untersuchungen, 55, n.3.
29. F. M. Abel, Geographie de ln Palestine, I (Paris, 1933), 254, 318.
30. P. 348.
31. AnBibl, 12 (1959),26G69.
32.8. A. Speiser, "The Name Phoinikes," I-anguage, 12 (1936), 12l-26; idem, Oriental and

Biblical Sudies,328f., but with the comment (327, n. 12) that this does not entirely solve the

problem of the origin and etymology of k"na'an.
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etymology.33 William F. Albright34 believed that the name "Canaan" is Hurrian and

means "belonging to [the land of] Purple," with the following etymology: Ay,k. uknfr

became C1r. 'iqna'u, which in Hurrian became xikrw, iknaggi ot knaggi, which the

Akkadian of Nuzi tumed into kinafifui; with the determinative suf. -ni, this became
xkruiggini, Akk. kinabni, Heb. k"na'an.

Objictions have also been raised against these etymologies. Mazar3s emphasizes the

diffrculty of explaining the origin of kna' and kinal([)i. Moscati36 points out that

kina[nu (kina[[u) is derived from lor'n, not the reverse. Because of the 'ayin and also

because the word occurs in the Idrimi inscription and the Alalakh texts, Roland de

Vaux37 maintains thatkerw'an is clearly West Semitic. He also points out that in western

Palestine and in Canaan itself other words were used for purple. These observations

opened the way for a new interpretation of "Canaan."
Mazar3s had already pointed out that "Canaan" was originally an appellative: in

both Egyptian and the Greek of Philo Byblius, it is used with the definite article.

According to Mazar,3e the further observation that an inscription of Rameses II speaks

of "640 captured kyn'nw" (= kin'anu) between nwryana and "sons of princes"

suggests that the word denotes here some kind of "noble caste," "merchants,"

specifically "Phoenician merchants."4o He concludes that the land was called

"Canaan" because of the merchants that came from it.a1 Taking the same basic

meaning as theil point of departure but with differences in detail, Moscatiaz and de

Vauxa3 have proposed the opposite development, namely that merchants were called

"Canaanites" because they came from the land of Canaan, so that the term "mer-

chant" was derived from the name of the land. In the present state of our knowledge,

these theories appear to be the most likely, especially because the OT uses kena'an

8 times in the sense of "merchant." Furthermore, this etymology does not rule out

the possibility of a secondary association between "purple," a major commercial

product around the middle of the second millennium, and the name "Canaan," "the

land of the purple-merchants." The identification of Chna, the eponymous ancestor

of the Canaanites, with Phoinix, the ancestor of the Phoenicians, points in the same

direction, since phoinix also means "purple."

33. Gray, The Canaanites, 15,47f.; Noth, Il?e OTWorld,56; Kenyon,59; Malamat, 181;

Aharoni, 6lf.
34. Festschrift W. F. Albright,450 and 477f., n. 50.
3s. BASOR, 102 (1946),8.
36. AnBibt, 12 (1959),26G69.
37. JAOS,88 (1968), 24 = Early History,l, 126.
38. Untersuchungen, 55.
39. BASOR, tO2 (1946),9.
40. Cf. the inscription of Amen-hotep II discussed above.

41. Cf. also GTTOT 16.
42. AnBibl, l2 (1959), 266-69.
43. JAOS,88 (1968), 25 = Early History,l, l'26.
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4. Meaning. The first occurrences of "Canaan" in Gen. 9:22,25-27 understand it as

the name of an individual, speaking of his father (v. 22) and brothers (v. 25). (The
words "and Ham, that is, the father of Canaan" [v. 18] and "Ham, the father" [v. 22]
are redactional additions to harmonize the group of sons implicit in these sayings with
the group of brothers listed by J in v. 18 and the Table of Nations.a) The individualized
interpretation is found also in J's Table of Nations: Canaan is the father of Sidon and
Heth (Gen. 10:15 par. I Ch. 1:13).+5 V. 19 defines the territory of the Canaanites
(gentilic + article). P also individualizes, introducing Canaan as the fourth son of Ham
(Gen. 10:6 par. I Ch. 1:8).

This form of expression is based on an abstract genealogy in which an eponymous
ancestor stands for a group bearing the same name. Thus the "people" of the Canaanites
is present in the patriarch Canaan. This is clearly the meaning of the words spoken by
Noah in Gen.9:25-27.46 According to Hans-JiirgetZobel,a1 these words represent the
genre of "national adage."+t Their primary theme is the dominance of one group over
the others. The word 'bd (and specifically the noun 'elej) is a technical term for political
subordination. Gen. 9:25 is thus intended to express the total subjection and subservi-
ence of the Canaanites.

These observations make it clear that the word "Canaan" can be synonymous with
"Canaanites." Additional examples of this usage, however, are few. In Gen. 28:1,6,8;
36:2 (P), we find the phrase "daughters of Canaan," i.e., Canaanite women. Isa. 19: 18

speaks of "the language of Canaan" with reference to the Jewish diaspora in Egypt.
Hos. 12:8(7) castigates Canaan for holding false balances in his hand; the reference
may be to the Canaanites or to "merchants" in general.ae Finally, it is possible that in
the phrase "the idols (-;abbg of Canaan" (Ps. 106:38) the proper name may denote
the Canaanites who worship these idols.

As a rule, the gentilic noun is used for "Canaanites" (74 times). This indicates that
at least in the OT the word k"na'an was inherently a geographical term denoting the
land of Canaan.so Construct phrases such as ydi"pA k"na'an (Ex. 15:15), meleft-kna'an
(sg. and pl.: Jgs. 4:2,23,24), milhatndl k'na'an (Jgs. 3:l), and mamlcf,61 kna'an (Ps.
135:11) presuppose this interpretation; the common expression "land of Canaan" (64
times) confirms it. Although the latter phrase is typical of P's style (30 times in the

r+4. First suggested by J. Wellhausen, Die Composition des Hexateuchs und der historischen
Buches des ATs (Berlin,41963), l2f.; a different theory was proposed by Mazar, [Jntersuchungen,
63, and most recently by C. Westermann, Gene sis l-11 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1984), 482-86;
for discussion, see H.-J. Zollr-l, Israel und die Vdlkcr (nattgural diss., Halle, 1967),4f .

45. On Gen. l0:16-l8a as a secondary addition, see the comms.
46. Rost, 46.
47. Israel und die Wlker.
48. ld'azar, Untersuchungen, 64, abeady calls them "political poetry of the early monarchy."
49. H. W. Wolff, Hosea. Herm (Eng. cans. 1974),207ff.
50. BOhl, G I l; also Alt, KlScha lll, 37f .; Noth, The OT World" 53f.; Rost, 46, n. 10 (p. 52);

etc.
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Pentateuch alone),5l it is also found in E (Gen. 42:5,13,29,32; 45:17,25) and J (Gen'

42:7; 44:8;46:3I; 47:1,4,13'15; 50:5; Ex. 16:35), as well as the Holiness Code (Irv'
l8:3; 25:38) and 1 Ch. 16:18 (par. Ps. 105:11). This distribution indicates an early date

for the expression and use over a long period of time.

The use of k"na'an to denote both a territory and the pre-Israelite population of

Palestine requires an historical explanation. The proper noun was inherently a

geographical term; it came to be associated with "the bearers and artifacts of a

culture which was present in the area which the Israelite tribes settled before they

occupied it, and which continued to maintain itself there."s2 As a result, "Canaan"

finally could become a general term for all the pre-Israelite elements in lsrael's

territory.s3
In extrabiblical texts, "Canaan" is clearly a geographical term. It appears as the name

ofa region in the cuneiform and Egyptian texts discussed above, and again in the legends

of Phoenician coins. This usage is also consonant with the observation that the Idrimi

inscription appears to use "Canaan" for a large, politically fragmented region,sa probably

""nt".ing 
on the city of Ammia.55 In the Amarna letters, by contrast, where "Canaan" is

the name of an Egyptian province, it appears to be more a political term'56

II. Canaan.
l. Boundarie.s. The extrabiblical evidence for the extent of Canaan is difficult to

interpret, because there is a strange inconsistency in the assignment of certain territories

to Canaan. According to de Vaux,57 the Canaan of the ldrimi inscription comprised the

phoenician coastland north of Byblos. The term seems to include a rather larger territory

in the early Egyptian inscriptions we have discussed, referring to Phoenicia as a whole.

In the Amarna letters, however, "Canaan" is the name of a third Egyptian province,

distinct from the northern province of Amumr (central Syria) and the province of Upe

(with Kumidi as its capital); Canaan lay to the south of these, had Gaza as its capital,

and was later expanded by the inclusion of Upe. The extent of Canaan in the Ugaritic

texts is probably about the same, except that Ugarit itself does not appear to have been

included.ss tn the late Hellenistic period, finally, "Canaan" is once more identical with

Phoenicia.5e

51. Cf. M. Noth, NamDers. OTL(Eng. trans. 1968), 239; and esp' Cortese'

52. Noth, The OT World, 53f.
53. Ibid.; cf. Rost, 46, n. 10.

54. Cf. A. Goetze, review of S. Smith, The starue of ldri-mi (London, 1949), JCS' 4 (1950)'

23Of.;1. J. Gelb, "The Early History of the west Semitic Peoples," JCS, l5 (1961), 42; citedby

Klengel, I (1965), 187.

S5. On ttre location of this city, see Klengel, I, 187, n.9; trI (1970), 14'

56. Ibid.,11,245f.
57 . .IAOS, 88 ( 1968), 25ff. = Earlv History, l, l27f '
58. Klengel, II (1969), 329f.; Rainey, 8A,28 (1965), l05t'
59. Biihl, 5;Mazar, (Jntersuchungen, 58f.; etc.
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If we ask about the extent of Canaan in the 0T,60 we find the same variation. Of
primary importance are several statements to the effect that certain places are "in the
land of Canaan": Shiloh (Josh. 21:2; 22:9;Jgs.2l:12), Hebron (Gen.23:2,19), Shechem
(Gen. 33:18), andLuz (Gen. 35:6; 48:3), as well as the f,reld of Machpelah (Gen. 23:19;
50: l3) and the king of Arad, who dwelt in the Negeb in the land of Canaan (Nu. 33:40;
cf.2l:1,3). Because all the cities lie more or less west of the Jordan and the Dead Sea,
it is easy to see how the Jordan can constitute the eastem boundary of Canaan in other
texts. When one crosses the river from the east, one arrives in Canaan (Nu.33:51;
35:10,14; also Nu. 32:30,32; losh.22:32).

This information helps definethe geltldl(RSV "region") of the Jordan geographically.
According to Josh. 22:ll,they are opposite the land of Canaan, and according to v. 10,
they lie within this land. It follows that the g"lil61 are to be found on both sides of the
Jordan.6l The situation is similar in the case of Gen. 13:12, which says that Abraham
stayed in the land of Canaan, whereas ht settled among the cities of the valley.

This definition of Canaan is consonant with the statements that the patriarchs dwelt
in Canaan (Gen. l1:31; l2:5; 16:3;17:8; 31:18; 36:5,6;37:l;42:5; etc.) and that Israel
wished to be buried there (50:5). It also agrees with the information that the site of
Rachel's death was west of the Jordan (Gen. 48:7), where Er and onan also died (Gen.
46:12:' Nu. 26:19), that the portions assigned by Joshua all lay west of the Jordan (Josh.
l4:1ff.), and that the boundaries of the land of Canaan as defined by Nu. 34:3-12 did
not include territory east of the Jordan, even though to the south (wilderness of Zin
and Kadesh) and to the north (Mt. Hor and the entrance of Hamath) they extended
beyond the actual territory west of the Jordan.

This also agrees with the evidence of the gentilic noun, although the lists of the
peoples dwelling in the land before the Israelites (Gen. l5:21; 34:30; Ex. 3:8,17; etc.)62
frequently do not indicate the precise limits of the territory of the Canaanites. The terms
"Canaan" and "Canaanites" nevefiheless coincide, as is shown, for example, by the
fact that the phrase ben61 k"na'an (Gen. 28:1,6,8; cf . 36:2) is synonymous with b"n61
hakkena'ant (24:3,37; cf.38:2). Similarly, Jgs. 1:9,10,17 speak of Canaanites as the
indigenous population of greater Judah; the so-called negative occupation list mentions
a number of cities that remained in the hands of the Canaanites until Israel became
strong enough to change the situation in its favor (Igs. l:27-30,32f.; cf. Josh. 16:10;
17:12,13,16,18). Dt. l1:30 says that Ebal and Gerizim lie within the land of Canaan;
according to 1 K. 9:16, Canaanites dwelt in Gezer.

As we have seen, all the evidence points exclusively to the territory west of the
Jordan (cf. also Dt. l:7). But this is precisely the situation reflected by the composition
of the blessing of Noah (Gen.9:25-27). Canaan is cursed: he must be the servant of
Shem and Japheth. we have already seen that "Canaan" stands for the Canaanites; it

60. Cf. esp. Aharoni.
61. Contra M. Noth, Das Buch Josua HAT VII (1938, 3l9]l), 134; idem, The OT World,

58ff.
62. Cf. the summary in BOhl, 63-67.
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is also likely that "Japheth" refers to the Philistines who settled in Palestine. The

appearance of the name "Yahweh" in Gen. 9:26 means that "Shem" must be identified

with Israel or at least a portion thereof (greater Judah?). These three sons of Noah thus

represent three peoples of Palestine; Canaan comprises just this territory, which does

not include Phoenicia (Jgs. 3:3). Julius Wellhausen's classic statement that "Palestine

extends the length of the Jordan"63 reflects this definition.
Only Gen. 50:11 might be interpreted to mean that the Canaanites witnessing the

mourning for Jacob had to dwell east of the Jordan because that is the locus of the

ancient burial tradition; this argument, however, is far from persuasive.s

There exists also a different conception, according to which the Canaanites did

not inhabit the entire territory west of the Jordan. Nu. 13:29 assigns the Amalekites

to the Negeb, locates the Hittites, Jebusites, and Amorites in the hill country, and has

the Canaanites dwelling by the sea and along the Jordan (cf. also Nu. 14:25). The list
in Josh. 11:3 (with secondary expansions) includes the statement, "possibly based on

special knowledge,"6s that Jabin of Hazor sent to several kings and peoples, including

the Canaanites in the east and by the sea. According to this tradition, the Canaanites

were located "in the plains by the sea and along the Jordan,"66 as Nu. 13:29 also

states. Josh. 5:1 presupposes a similar location, speaking of "the kings of the Amorites

that were beyond the Jordan to the west" and "all the kings of the Canaanites that

were by the sea." Again we find the Canaanites in the coastal plain by the Mediter-

ranean, although it is not entirely clear whether this plain lies to the west of the

Amorites, who would then inhabit only the mountains west of the Jordan,67 or whether

the Amorites also possessed the coastal region, so that the Canaanites dwelt only in

the coastal strip to the north (cf. LXX "Phoenicia"). Josh. 13:3 states that the territory

of the Philistines is reckoned as Canaanite; in Znph. 2:5, too, "Canaan" appears to

be identical with "land of the Philistines." It cannot be denied that this tradition

reflects historical reality: a distinction between the peoples occupying the valleys and

plains on the one hand and the inhabitants of the hill country and mountains on the

other resembles the early period of Israel's occupation in differentiating betrveen the

Canaanites, who dominated the plains with their iron chariots, and the Israelites,

whose foothold was largely restricted to the hills and mountains (cf. Josh. 17:16; Jgs.

4:2;5:19).
Finally, we may mention the tradition that identifies Canaan with Phoenicia. The

oracle against Tyre in Isa.23:11 threatens the "strongholds of Canaan," referring to

the Phoenician seaside strongholds, including Sidon and Tyre. A similar conception

appears to lie behind 2 5.24:7: the route taken by the men numbering the people goes

63. J. Wellhausen, Prolegomena to the History of Israel (Eng. trans. 1885, repr. Magnolia,
Mass., 1977), l'.

64. Cf. G. von Rad, Genesis. OTL(Eng. trans. 1961), 426; Noth, The OTWorld, 53t.; GTTOT

35,222; de Vaux, Early History, 128f.
65. Noth, HAT,Yll,68.
66. Idem.
67. Ibid., 39.
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through Gilead to Kadesh (LXX) on the Orontes, rhen to Dan, rhe vicinity of Sidon
(v. 6), and the fortress of Tyre. The text continues: ". . . and to all the cities of the
Hivites and Canaanites." Only then does the route proceed to the Negeb of Judah and
Beer-sheba.

This notion, however, contradicts the view that Phoenicia is part of Canaan. This
conception of a "greater Canaan" is expressed in J's genealogy by the statement that
Sidon was the first-born of Canaan, followed by his brother Heth (Gen. 10:15 par.
1 Ch. 1: 13) and by the definition of Canaanite territory as extending roughly to Sidon
in the north, Gazain the south, and Lasha (?) in the east (v. l9). In Ex. 16:35 ("the
peopleoflsraelatethemanna...tilltheycametoahabitableland...totheborder
of the land of Canaan") and Josh. 5:12 ("the people of Israel . . . ate of the fruit of
the land of Canaan that year"), the LXX renders the proper name as "Phoenicia," a
translation also based on the conception that greater Canaan is simply Phoenicia
extended to the south.

Whether these various conceptions can be correlated with specific historical situa-
tions68 or whether we should assume that the territory of Canaan expanded with the
passage of time, possibly through colonization,6e is disputed.To What is clear is that the
term "Canaan" was borrowed by IsraelTl and that at least in J's Table of Nations it has
the same inclusiveness as the Egyptian province of Canaan after the merger with the
province of Upe. But it is also accurate to use "Canaan" in the much more common
sense of the region west of the Jordan as the name of Israel's dwelling place, because
this usage corresponds to the notion of the promised land. When the text speaks in an
even more limited sense of the Canaanites dwelling in certain plains and identifies
Canaan with Phoenicia, the emphasis is on the cultural meaning of Canaan rather than
its geographic or ethnic meaning.T2

2. AppraisaL Within the Pentateuch, we hear the first description of the land of
Canaan from the mouth of the spies: "It flows with milk and honey, and this is its
fruit" (Nu. 13:27): an enorrnous cluster of grapes, together with some pomegranates
and figs (v.23).In word and deed, the spies thus confirm the description (fust found
in Ex. 3:8) of the promised land as "a good and broad land, a land flowing with milk
and honey." The phrase "a land flowing with milk and honey" appears 18 more times
in the OT (J: Ex. 3:17:, l3:5;33:3; Nu. l4:8; 16:13,14; then larer: Irv. 20:24;Dt.6:3;
I I :9 ; 26:9,1 5 ; 27 :3 ; 3 I :20; Josh. 5 : 6; Jer. I I :5 ; 32:22; Ezk. 20 :6,1 5). As the two words

68. Cf. esp. Kallai.
69. Mazar, Untersuchungen, 66-74; idem, BASOR, 102 (1946), ll; Noth, The OT World,

53-56; Gray, The Canaanites, 15-48; cf. W. F. Albrighq "Syrien, Phtinizien, und Paliistina vom
Beginn der Sesshaftigkeit bis zur Eroberung durch die Achiimeniden," in F. Kem, ed., Historia
Mundi, ll (Bern, 1953), 356.

70. Cf. de Yaux, Early History, l, l3O-32.
71. O. Eissfeldt-A. Kuschke, "Kanaan. I. Geographisch," RGG3, tII (1959), l106; de Vaux,

Early History, I, I3Of.
72. Cf. Noth, The OT World, 53f .
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hdlfr| (curds") and def;ai ("fwildl honey") show, the expression reflects a (semi)no-

madic worldT3 and is therefore very ancient'

Ex. 3:8 (J) associates with the words "a land flowing with milk and honey" the

phrase "a good and broad land," into which Yahweh will bring Israel. In Nu' l4:.7,P

iras ttre spies say that the land is "exceedingly good." These words probably represent

an intensification of the characteristic Deuteronomic description of the land as "good"

(Dt. 1:25,35; 3:25;4:21,22; 6:18; 8:7,10; 9:6; ll:17), also found outside Deuteronomy

in lostr. 23:16; I Ch. 28:8. Its meaning is expanded in Dt. 8:7-9: "A land of brooks of

water, fountains and springs . . . , a land of wheat and barley, of vines and fig trees

and pomegranates, a land of olive trees and honey, a land . . . in which you will lack

nothing, a land whose stones are iron, and out of whose hills you can dig copper'" The

longesi description appears in Dt. 11:9-15, which frst compares Canaan with Egypt,

the land of thi Nile, mentioning its hius and valleys, but above all extolling Canaan

for its rain, which furnishes the water necessary for the increase of the human and

animal population and always provides plenty of food for Israel.

These descriptions strain reality if they do not already exaggerate conditions in

Palestine. Some OT poetry at least gives this impression. The third oracle of Balaam'

for example, begins by extolling the land of Israel (Nu. 24:5-7) before going on to

praise the might of its monarchy and the majesty of its God:

How fair are your tents, O Jacob,

'and' your enc.rmPments, O Israel!

Like valleys that 'Yahweh stretches out,'
like gardens beside a river'
like aloes that Yahweh has Planted,
like cedar trees beside the waters.

From its buckets flow water in abundance,

and its water in PlentY.

Dt. 33:26-29, another hymn extolling Israel, describes Israel's dwelling place as

"full of grain and wine, whose heavens drop down dew" (v. 28); and the Blessing of

Isaac (Gen. 27:28IED promises: "Elohim will give you of the dew of heaven' and of

the fatness of the earth, and plenty of grain and wine" (cf. v. 39). Similar images appeal

in Ps. 65:10-14(9-13), u p^rug" with hymnic features in a thanksgiving song: it speaks

of Yahweh's blessing ur-p.oriding the land's plenty, the abundance of its waters from

the river of God and rain, its wealth of grain, fat, and flocks (cf. also such other passages

as Dt. 33:13-16).
This description of Canaan, limited primarily to its natural beauty and fertility, is

already augminted in the report of the spies by a reference to a "strong people"

dwelling iri the land, with ciiies that are "fortified and very large" (Nu. 13:28 Ul)'

words that are taken up in Dt. l:28; 9:lf. and developed in Dt. 6:10f. into an expansive

promise: "Great and goodly cities, which you did not build, and houses full of all

73. Contra (most recently) A. Caquot, *uiJ"l d"bai (d"bhash)," T-DOT l[l' 130f'; for a

discussion of the Ugaritic rr'"i*a citeO Uy Caqtiot, see H.-J. Zobel, "Der bildliche Gebrauch

von 5mn in Ugaritisihen Hebriiischen," 7AW 82 (1970),210-12'
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good things, which you did not fill, and cisterns hewn out, which you did not hew,
and vineyards and olive trees, which you did not plant" - all these Yahweh will give
Israel.

These descriptions of Canaan's extent and beauty, wealth and abundance, border on
paradisal opulence. Behind them stands, if only implicitly, lsrael's conviction that the
land is a gracious gift bestowed by Yahweh on his beloved people.

Already in the patriarchal narratives the theme of the "promised land" occupies a
central place.Ta The one who made these promises was inherently the Canaanite deity
El; we may also assume that the promises went hand in hand with imminent fulfillment.
In the present structure of the Hexateuch, however, the patriarchs merely hear the
promises; the fulfillment of the promises is experienced only by their descendants, the
Israelites. This led P to coin the phrase "land of sojouming" for Canaan (Gen. 17:8;
28:4;36:7;37:1; Ex. 6:4; cf. Ezk. 20:38). This association of the promise to the
patriarchs with the promise to Moses was made possible by the fact that the theme of
the promised land also played an important role in the theophany of Yahweh at Sinai
(cf. Ex. 3:8,17 [J]; 6:8 [P]; 13:5,11 U?l; erc.).75

It is noteworthy, however, that in comparison to the promise to the fathers, Yahweh's
promise to Moses with its assurance of Yahweh's active aid in driving out the Canaanites
reveals a new feature, which reflects the dynamism of Israel's Yahwism. Following an

emphatic reference to the promise - or better the - to the father, J repeatedly
adds the assurance that Yahweh or his mal'df, will "drive out" (gr.f qal or piel) the
inhabitants of the land and bring Israel into the land (Ex.33:2; 34:ll;cf. Josh.3:10;
24:12,18; also Ex. 23:28-3L u+El). Clearly the notion ttrat ttre Canaanites would be
driven out by Yahweh was always linked with the notion that they would be driven out
by the Israelites. The antiquity of these convictions, which may even belong to the
nucleus of the Yahweh theophany, is evident from the so-called negative occupation
list (Jgs. l:27-30,32f.; cf. Josh. 16:10; l'7:12,13,18), which always siates that such-and-
such a tribe was unable to drive out (yr.f hiphil) the Canaanites from such-and-such a
city. The realiry of the occupation, which often enjoyed limited success, was measured
against the preexisting postulate that the Canaanites should have been driven out totally
because Israel had been promised the land by its God. Because this idea concerns itself
with history while interpreting this history theologically, von Rad calls it the "historical
conception of the land of Canaan."

Gen. 9:27 shows that Israel sensed this tension between expansive promise and
partial fulfillment and tried to resolve the problem. Philistine possession of part of the
promised land, which belonged by rights to the people of Yahweh, was explained as

the result of Noah's prayer that God would give a broad territory to the ancestor of the
Philistines, so that he might even dwell in the tents of Shem; the presence of the
Philistines in Canaan is thus ultimately ascribed to God himself. The explanations in
Jgs.2:2U3:5 point in a different direction. Gr the one hand, Yahweh lets the Philistines

74. Cf. von Rad, The Problem of the Hcxateuch,79.
75. Cf. also Fohrer, "/SS, 113 (1968),65.
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and Canaanites remain in the land to test Israel's faith; on the other hand, the Israelites

are to learn the art of war from these peoples'

Alongside this historical conception of thc land of Canaan, limited primarily to the

Hexateuch, von Rad has identified another conception, which he labels "cultic." It
looks upon Canaan as "Yahweh's land," in which the lsraelites can be only "strangers

and sojourners with Yahweh" (l-ev.25:23). This idea is associated with the conception

of the land of Canaan as Yahweh's naatl @t.4:21,38; l2:9; l54', 19: l0; 20;16; 21.23;

24:4:25:t9; I S.26:19;2 S. 14:16; !er.2:7i 16:18;50:11; Ps.68:10[9];79:1; 105:ll

lpar. I ch. 16:18l; Ps. 135:llf.) or'ahuzzd (Josh.22:19; cf. Irv. 14:34;Dt.32:49).

Gerhard von Rad rightly assigns "the laws concerning firstlings, tenths, the leaving of

gleanings, and so on," "the proscriptions of any kind of cultic defilement of the land"'

including the details of the Jubilee Year, to this cultic conception.T6 The question

whether the cultic conception, "as against tlp historical conception, which is un-

doubtedly an ancient Yahwistic one," is of Canaanite origin von Rad rightly answers

in the negative.TT It is Eue that for Canaanite rcligion Ba'al is the proprietor of the land

- or, more precisely, of the earth. This feature of Ba'alism, however, had universalistic

features; it was never limited to a single people, like the notion that the land of Canaan

is yahweh's property. Besides this contast between the universalism of the Canaanite

idea and the particularism of the Israelite idea, therc is a further difference: the so-called

cultic conception presupposes the occupation of the land by Yahweh, for the land had

to become Yahweh's property before he could give it to Israel as an inheritance.

The two clusters of ideas are linked in such passages as Dt. l:8, where Yahweh

gives the land to Israel, thus treating it as his own possession, while at the same time

iommanding Israel to enter the land and take possession of it according to the oath to

the fathers.
The last question we shall discuss in this context is whether these differing conceptions

can be associated with different boundaries of the promised land. We have already seen

that p identifies Canaan with the tenitory west of the Jordan; Ezekiel follows the same

line (Ezk.48). Deuteronomy, too, shares this int€rpretation, even though it is noteworthy

that Dt. 12:20; l9:8look forward to an expansion of the land of Israel. It remains dubious

whether this expectation is connected with the historical situation of, say, the time of

Josiah or is purely hypothetical, possibly reflecting earlier notions, and whether the

territory east ofthe Jordan is included in either case. Such early conceptions might include

above all the ideology of J. The Jacob narratives, which are set in Gilead, locate the

definition of the boundary between Jacob and Iaban here, as well as the solemn renaming

of Jacob as Israel; Gilead becomes Israel's land, although there is no promise of land to

Jacob/lsrael associated with Penuel. Even if there were, this would not decide the question

of whether the territory east of the Jordan is also part of Canaan. Even if the text of Josh.

22 is based on an ancient narrative concerning the exclusive claims of the sanctuary at

Shiloh (even in the tenitory east of the Jordan), u a narrative recounting the efforts of the

76. h. 87-89.
77. P. 88.
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people living there to be recognized as worshippers of Yahweh and thus be accounted full
memhrs of Israel,78 this would not merely indicate tensions between the people to the
east and to the west of the Jordan 

- 
which are known from other sources - but would

also suggest that the question whether the territory east of the Jordan constituted part of
Israel was decided only over the course of history so that originally the promised land
was limited to the west bank of the Jordan and was consequently identical with Canaan.
If so, this core of Josh. 22 probably antedates J. Since the so'called cultic conception is
evident in Josh. 22, idenufrcation of Canaan with the promised land west of the Jordan
would be associated with this conception, while the historical conception would be
associated with the historical schema of J.

III. Canaanites.
l. Civilization. Tlte appraisal of the land of Canaan in the various strata of the OT

speaks not only of its fertility 
- the result of rain and groundwater 

- but also of cities,
houses, cisterns, fortresses, and household goods that came into Israelite possession
from the hands of the Canaanites. Such statements should make us aware that cultural
achievements constitute an essential characteristic of the concept of Canaan.Te This is
the more remarkable in view of the general political fragmentation and ethnic variety
of the Canaanite population, who dwelt in more or less independent city-states.m The
complex situation is reflected in the lists that include other population groups along
with the Canaanites. The unifying element holding this politically and ethnically diverse
entity togettrer was, in the broadest, a common culture, which can be called a settled
urban culture based primarily on agriculture and trade. In its most characteristic form,
it remained limited to western Palestine and the Phoenician coast and never included
the interior of Syria, so that from around the beginning of the second millennium we
can speak of an independent Canaanite culnrral domain.8l

The elements defining this civilization include on the one hand a language with
common syntactic, stylistic, and metrical features (cf. Isa. 19:18; also 2K. 18:26,28:
Isa. 36:11,13; Neh. 13:24;2 Ch. 32:18), the independence of which was underscored
by the development of the alphabet at Ugarit and the spread of ttris alphabet to Palestine,
and on the other a socio-political structure that might be described as feudal, within
which the monarchy and senate of nobles constituted the ruling class and the populace,
including slaves, constituted the subject class, held together less by bonds ofblood and
family than by the special interests of each group.82 Not the least important expression

78. Josh. 22 is discussed by C. Steuemagel, "Jahwe, der Gott Israel s," Studien zur semirtschen
Philologie und Religionsgeschichte. Festschrift l. wellhausen. BZAW, 27 (1914),329-349, esp.
346f.; Aharoni, 76; most recently, o. Eissfeldt, "Monopol-Anspriiche des Heiligtums von silo,"
orz, 68 (t97 3), 327 -333.

79. Cf. most recently Dietrich.
80. Already noted by Bdhl, 97f.
81. Cf. Alt, KlSchr lII,3l, 37; Fohrer, T612,18 (1953), 196; Noth, Aufsritze, II, 231f.; Gray,

The Cannanites, 16; above all Kenyon, 3-5,33-35, 51f.
82. Gray, The Canaanites, 139-183; Eissfeldt, CAH3,1112,540ff.; de yatx, Earg History, l,

139-143.
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of this society is its laq which Alt has accurately described as casuistic law on the

basis of formal and substantial criteria.

2. Religion. A major element of Canaanite civilization was their unique religion,

which the texts from Ugarit have made known to us in a way that previous generations

could never have imagined. This religion is defined on the one hand by the deities of

its pantheon, including above all the male deities El, Ba'al, Dagon, and Yam, and the

female deities Asherah, 'Anat, and Astarte. On the other hand, this religion is shaped

by the cult practiced at the sanctuaries with their temples and cultic installations during

th" gr"ut annual festivals and on other appropriate occasions and reflected in a variety

of c-eremonies.83 The fundamental core of this polytheistic popular religion was the

renewal of life and the guaranteeing of fertility,& although moral and ethical considera-

tions were not entirely foreign to it85 and there were even trends in the direction of a

practical monotheism.s6

3. Appraisal. when we come to the Israelites'attitude toward the canaanites, we

shall frrst mention a few passages that are simple statements of fact. Gen. 12:6; l3:.7,

for example, tell the reader with historical accuracy that in the time of Abraham and

even afterwards "the Canaanites were in the land" or were "the inhabitants of the

land" (Gen. 24:3,37 ;50: 1 1). Nu. 14:43 states that the Amalekites and Canaanites were

the previous possessors of Hormah. Nothing in the narratives of the Hexateuch suggests

thai the land of Canaan was not settled. Indeed, it is striking how the narratives in

GenesissT describe the patriarchs as respecting the Canaanites as possessors of the land

and avoiding (or at least attempting to avoid) any action that would have disturbed this

peaceful coexistence (cf. Gen. 34:30); all land, for example, was acquired solely by

purchase (cf. Gen. 23:3-2O; 33: l9).
This cautious relationship between the patriarchs and the Canaanites made it possible

and easy for the new arrivals to adopt Canaanite civilization, thus beginning a process

that lasied well into the history of Israel and was never completely hnished, although

Israel sensed the difference between nomadic life and settlement as long as it dwelt in

Palestine. Canaanite civilization showed itself to be so strong that it was able to absorb

the new influences, as it had done akeady in the case of the Hurrians and Hyksos, and

was to do again in the case of the Philistines. In particular, this means that the Israelites

adopted the agriculture and urban civilization of Canaan as rapidly as its language and

forms of expression; the Hebrew of the OT represents a hybrid combining Canaanite

with the tanguage of the immigrants. Examples from the legal realm include a portion

g3. cf. Albright, From the stone Age to christianily (Garden city, 1_957), 175-79: Yahweh'

lo4-132:Eissfelit, HO, IN'fiL,1/1; Gray, The Canaanites, 66-89, 119-138; Fohrer, "Religion";

de Vaux, Early Histcry, I, 139-152.
84. Fohrer, ThlZ,'18 (1953)' 196.

85. Gray, The Canaanites, 135-38.

86. O. Eissfeldt, El im ugaritischen Pantheon' BSAW 9A4 (1951)' 60-70'

87. Cf. esp. van Selms,202-212.
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of the covenant code @x. 2o:22-23:13) and the instructions in Lev. 19.23-25. h the
artistic realm, we might cite the ivories from Samaria, which resemble in many respects
the Canaanite ivories from Megiddo.88

[t the religious and cultic realm, the situation is not basically different. According
to the Genesis narratives, the patriarchs participated in the indigenous cult of the various
local sanctuaries, and Abraham paid due reverence to the God of Melchizedek at
Jerusalem. Later the Israelites borrowed the temple cult with its priestly hierarchy,
music, sacrificial system, and calendar of feasts.se This broad acceptance of Canaanite
civilization and religion was for the most part felt to be quite natural; it is therefore all
the more remarkable that the patriarchal narratives insist so emphatically that Isaac and
Jacob must under no circumstances take wives from among the Canaanite women (Gen.
24:3,37;28:1,6,8; contrast Esau:36:2). The patriarchs could enjoy commercial relations
with the Canaanites, but not intermarriage.

No reason is stated for this prohibition. we might conclude that it grew out of
hostility toward the Canaanite fertility cult, arguing that the wife, standing in special
need of the blessing bestowed by the deities responsible for a multitude of offspring,
was much more vulnerable than her husband to the danger of slipping into worship of
these Canaanite gods. That this did indeed take place is suggested by archaeological
excavations that have discovered amulets of female deities in early Israelite strata. We
must nevertheless remember that the sociological barriers separating the patriarchs as
well as the later Israelites from the Canaanites never disappeared fully, despite all
cordial relations. In contrast to the feudal society of the Canaanites, Israel always
retained a lively sense of the "interrelationship of the tribes and of their alienation
from their other neighbors,"eo even if its intensity varied. In later Israel, this funda-
mental awareness was based on such religio-historical institutions as the covenant with
Yahweh: it therefore represents an outgrowth of Yahwism. Asimilar situation may have
obtained in the pre-Palestinian period of the patriarchs, characterizedby the worship
of the "God of the fathers," which later coalesced wittr the El cult of Canaan. Its basic
feature was the bond between clan and deity. Blood relationship was of preeminent
significance for the religion of the patriarchs. It is therefore probably right to see in
the religious convictions of the patriarchal period the ultimate basis for the prohibition
against intermarriage with the Canaanites, whether or not one thinks in terms of Ba'al
and Astarte figures.

Both Judah and Simeon appear to have fallen victim to the temptation of being
"canaaniz,ed,." if only to a limited extent, at least in the early period. An ancient
narrative in Gen. 38 says (v. 2) that Judah married a Canaanite woman named shua
(cf. I Ch. 2:3). Gen. 46:10; Ex. 6: 15 indicate that the mother of one of Simeon's sons
was a Canaanite woman (cf. also Nu.25:14). This establishes a genealogical rela-

88. Cf. Eissfeldt, CAIF, II, xxxry 25,27t.
89. Cf. Albright, Yahweh and the Gods of Canaan, 169-17l Eissfeldt, CAIf ,ll, XXXIY

28f.; idem, "Israelitisch-jiidische Religion" 233-35; Fohrer, "Israels Haltung," 65-75.
90. Alt, Essays,233.
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tionship with Canaanite civilization on the part of two of the groups constituting

greater Judah - the most important two, because they became part of the twelve-tribe

system.
In the time of the patriarchs, then, relationships between the indigenous population

and the new element were cordial, at least to some degree. In greater Judah, early

Israelite groups lived side by side with the Canaanites; intermarriage was not ruled

out in principle. But when we come to the Yahweh theophany in the setting of the

exodus, we find categorical statements that the Canaanites are to be fought, driven

out, put to the ban, or enslaved, and that there must be no ties between them and the

Israelites. Jgs. 1:1,3,5 speak of fighting against the Canaanites; 5:19 (cf. Ps. 135:ll)
speaks of fighting "the kings of Canaan." We are told that fear and trembling seized

'iall the inhabitants of Canaan" (Ex. 15:15) or "all the kings of the Canaanites" (Josh.

5:1). Yahweh is described as driving out the Canaanites inEx.23:28,29f.;33:2 (gri
piel);34:11 (sr.f qal); Dt.7:1 (n.i/);Josh.3:10 (yr.f hiphil).Israel is the subject of yrJ

tiptit in Nu. 33:52 and of the negated verb (with occasional reference to later

servitude) in Josh. 16:10 17:12f.; Jgs. l:27-33 (cf. Gen. 9:25-27; Neh. 9:24). DL 7:2;

2O:17 (cf . Nu. 21:2; Josh. 11:11) are convinced that the Canaanites must be "utterly

destroyed." Josh. 17:18 blames the iron chariots of the Canaanites for the failureel

of the Israelite tribes to drive them out (yrg of the cities. ln Ex' 23:29f. (gr.i piel)'

the Canaanites are driven out over the course of many years, lest the land become

desolate and tum into the playground of wild beasts (cf. Jgs. 2:22-3:2. discussed

above). In the same spirit, Josh. 2 seeks to account for the survival of the clan of
Rahab the harlot (Josh. 6:17) and Josh. 9 explains the survival of the Gibeonites. The

attitude of the Israelites toward the Canaanites finds its most emphatic expression in

the repeated prohibition against any kind of participation in the Canaanite cult.e2 [n

J, we read: "You shall not bow down to their gods, not serve them, nor do as they

do" (Ex. 23:24).8x.34:12-16 elaborates on this basic prohibition: the Israelites must

not make a covenant with the inhabitants of the land, because such a covenant

obviously means participation in the alien Canaanite religion and adoption of
Canaanite cultic practices as well as intermarriage, implying recognition of the

Canaanites as equal partners. lnstead, their cultic sites (altars, pillars, Asherim) are

to be destroyed.
E likewise stresses that Israel must make no covenant with the Canaanites and

their deities (8x.23:32).In the language of Dt.7:2-5, the command to destroy the

Canaanites reads: "You shall carry out the ban against them." In particular, this

means: (l) making no covenant with them, which would protect them (v. 2); (2) re-

fusing to make marriages with them, because this would mean recognizing their

deities (vv. 3f.); and (3) destroying their altars, pillars, Asherim, and graven images

(v. 5). R finally, merely orders the destruction of their mafkiyy^l, salma massdf,67

ard bdm61Nu. 33:52).

91. cf. Brls.
92. Cf. Jaro5.
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The core of these prohibitions is the irreconcilable conflict between Israel's wor-
ship of Yahweh and the Canaanite fertility cult - in short, between Yahweh and Ba'al.
The stages of this struggle between Yahwism and the Canaanite theology of divine
immanence are marked by Nu. 25; Jgs. 6:25-32; I K. 18; and Hosea. Extensive
periods in the history of Israel's religion bear the stamp of this interplay. Despite
Israel's radical rejection of the Canaanites' immanent conception of the deity, many
elements of Canaanite religion infiltrated the concept of Yahweh and enriched the
faith of Israel.e3

Ps. 106:38 speaks of "the blood oftheir sons and daughters, whom they sacrificed
to the idols of Canaan," probably an explanatory gloss to v. 38a. In the Holiness Code,
the parenetic introduction to the laws governing marriage and virginity singles out as

abominations to be shunned by the Israelites not only the customs of Egypt but above
all "the practice of the land of Canaan" (lrv. 18:3); the section concludes with a
long-winded passage castigating "the defilement of the pagans," whom Yahweh will
cast out before Israel, and "all these abominations" practiced by the inhabitants ofthe
land (vv. 24-30). This passage may have led exegetes to read Gen.9:20-27 in rhe same
sense, seeing in the heinous transgression of Noah's youngest son Canaan an example
of "immodesty," and in "the sexual depravity of the Canaanites"ea "aetiologically the
true reason for their defeat before the invading Israelites." It is true that the curse on
Canaan reflects the political subjection of the Canaanites to the Israelites,es but it is
incorrect to interpret that narrative basis of the curse literally (cf. Gen. 34 35:21f. +
49:3f.,5-7; also Gen. 38).

None of these observations alters the fact that the Canaanites are also judged
negatively elsewhere in the OT. Jerusalem is chastised for her origin "from the land
of the Canaanites" (Ezk. 16:3), on which Walther Zimmerli comments: "For the
religious consciousness of lsrael, what was 'Canaanite' bore a strongly negative em-
phasis, indicating that which was rejected by Yahweh and indeed was even cursed."e6
In Hos. 12:8(7), the Canaanites are proverbial for their false balances and love of
oppression. Later texts continue the derogatory usage: "land of Canaan" can mean
"landof mercenaries" (Ezk 16:.291.17:4),arrd "Canaanite"canmean "merchant"(Job
40:30[41:6]; Prov. 3l:24; Isa. 23:8; 7e*. 14:21). The very lare text Isa. 19: 18, however,
describes five cities in Egypt as "swearing allegiance to Yahweh" and "speaking the
language of Canaan."

hbel

93. Cf., e.9., O. Eissfeldt, "Jahve und Baal," KlSchr I (1962), l-12.
94. Von R:ad, Genesis, 132-34.
95. Mazu, Untersuchungen, 63-65; Rost, 46; for a different interpretation, see most recently

Westermann,485.
96. W. Zimmerh, Ezekiel I. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979),337, citing Gen.9:25.
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Contents: I. Etymology. tr. Birds and Other Living Creatures. Itr. Symbolism. IV. Specialized

Meanings. V. Dead Sea Scrolls. VI. LXX.

I. Etymology. The root tnp is common Semitic.l Besides "wing," it can also mean

"corner of a garment,"2 "extreme edge" (Old South Arabic), "side, region" (Arabic),

and "lap" (Judaeo-Aramaic). Isa. 30:20 contains the niphal of the denominative verb

with the meaning "hide oneself" (cf. Arab. l<anafa, "surround, protect").

II. Birds and Other Living Creatures. The noun lcdndp appeats in the singular,

plural, and dual in the Pentateuch, the PropheS, and the Writings. Literally it means

"wing" or, in phrases lke'6pt;ipp1rtba'al MnaP,"fowl" (e.g., Gen. 1:21; Ps. 148:10;

Prov. 1:17). Particular mention is made of the wings of the eagle, ostrich, hawk, stork,

falcon, and dove (e.g., Jer. 48:40; Job 39:13,26; Ps. 68:14[Eng. v. 13]). A bird may

spread or beat its wings or have them tom off (Jer. 49:22; Isa. 10:14; Irv. l:17).

Synonyms include 'elra (Dt.32:11; Ps. 68:14[13]; 9l:4; Job 39:13), 'Eper (Ezk. l7:3),

and Aram. gap (Dnl- 7:4,6).Isa. 18:1 uses "whirring wings" for the insect swarms of
Ethiopia. Nebuchadnezzar and the Egyptian pharaoh are likened to eagles with "great

wings" (Ezk. 17:3,7), as is the spreading devastation of the Moabites and Edomites

(Jer. 48:40; 49:22)-The silver and gold taken in battle make Israel gleam like the wings

of a dove (Ps. 68:14[13]); dishonorable wealth, however, takes to itself wings and flies

away like an eagle (Prov. 23:5). The cities ravaged by the Assyrians did not venture

to defend themselves as a bird defends its nest by beating its wings (Isa. 10: l4). In the

day of salvation, Yahweh will once more enlarge the Davidic kingdom: it will be like

a cedar under which "birds of every sort" (lit., "btds of every wing") will find peace

and security (Ezk 17:23).
"Winged" cherubim3 stood in the holy of holies of the temple of Solomon; they were

wooden figures some ten cubits tall, probably covered in part with gold leaf. They stood

kdndp. O. Eissfeldt, "Die Fliigelsonne als ktinsterliches Motiv und als retgitises Symbol,"

KlSchr tr (1963), 416-19; F. C. Fensham, "Winged Gods and Goddesses in the Ugaritic

Tablets," OrAnt, 5 (1966), 157-164; R. Gradwohl, Die Farben im AT. BZAW, 83 (1963);

P. Joiion, "'tl)?,' 'aile', employ6 figur6ment," Bibl, 16 (1935), 201-4; R. de Vaux, "Les

ch6rubins et I'arche d'alliance, les sphinx gardiens et les tr6nes divins dans I'Ancien Orient,"
Festschrift R. Monterde, l. M(15J, 37 (1960161), 9l-124 = Bible et Orient (Paris, 1967)'

231-25giP. Welten, "Mischwesen," 8RL2,224-27; A. S. van der Woude' "llJl kdnaf Flngel,"
THAT,1,833-36.

1. P. Fronzaroli, "Studi sul lessico comune semitico. Il:Anatomia e Fisiologi4",4ANm, N.S.

l9 (1964), 274,279;23 (1968),283.
2. DISO,l23.
3. -->a11) k"r,A!.
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side by side with their faces toward the entrance, wings outstretched (1 K. 6:23-2j;8:6f .;
2 Ch. 3:10-13; 5:7f.). No further details are given, but we may conjecture two erect
"winged sphinxes," possibly with the body of an animal (lion?), two wings, and a human
head.a They acted as guardians and protectors of the ark, which was situated beneath their
wings (cf. hassdlzft describing the cherub in Ezk. 28:14,L6).Ex. 25: I 8ff.; 37 :iff. associate
two small gilded cherubim with the cover (RSV "mercy seat") of the ark; they faced each
other and spread their wings upward to protect the ark.

Ezk. I speaks of winged creatures having human form, which Ezk. 10 interprets as

cherubim. Four such creatures bear God's throne. Each of them has four faces and four
wings. With two wings they cover their entire body, while the other two are spread out
above and touch the wings of the others (1 : 1l ). The noise of the wings is heard 0:24),
and they can be seen rising and falling (10:16). A secondary passage (1:10; cf. 10:14)
says that the four faces are those of a human being, a lion, an ox, and an eagle; the
redactor conceives of the cherubim as hybrid creatures. The statement in v. 12 that
their backs, hands, and wings are covered with eyes likewise comes from a later hand.

In the vision of Isaiah's call (lsa. 6:2), seraphim hover above the throne of God; the
author conceives of them as a kind of royal household, spiris standing in the service
of Yahweh. They should probably be pictured as six-winged serpents with human faces
and hands.s Of their three pairs of wings, they use only one to fly; with the other two
they show respect by covering their faces and "feet" (i.e., genitals). This description
is clearly meant to emphasize the disparity between these creatures and the holy Lord.
A "flying seraph" (RSV "serpent") is spoken of in parallel with nnhdi Qsa. 14:29)
and in conjunction with lion, lioness, and viper (30:6). The emblem of Nehushtan,
worshipped in the Jerusalem temple, is also called a "seraph" (RSV "serpent") (Nu.
2l:8). The six-winged guardian spirit of Tell Halaf carries two serpents in its hands,
probably symbolizing is earlier animal form.6 Borrowing the common fairy-tale motif
of traveling through the ar, the vision of znc.5:9 describes the ephah containing the
sin and wickedness of lsrael as being carried through the air to Babylon by two women
with the wings of a stork. This motif appears also in Ex. l9:4 describing the steadfast
love with which Yahweh bears Israel.

III. Symbolism. Ps. l8:8-16(7-15) par. 2 S. 22:8-16 is a powerful descriprion of a
theophany: earthquake, thunder and lightning, hail, and tempest herald the appearance
of Yahweh. "Wings" symbolize the speed and violence of the onrushing storm. The
"wings of the wind" stand in parallel with a winged "cherub" (Ps. 18:11[10] par. 2 S.
22:ll:'Ps. 104:3). The "wind with its wings" will seize and destroy idolatrous Ephraim
(Hos. 4:19). No one can escape God's omnipresence, even by taking the wings of the
dawn and flying from the extreme east to the west where the sun sets (Ps. 139:9). The

4. Cf. de Vaux, pls. 2ff.
5. Cf. G. R. Driver, "Isaiah 6:l: his train filled the temple," in H. Goedicke, ed,., Near Eastern

Studies in Honor of W. F. Nbnght (Baltimore, l97l), 87-96.
6. ANE? no. 655.
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winged sundisk was a common conception in the ancient world:7 from its wings (i.e.,
'rays') comes healing (Mal. 3:20[4:2]). The text of DnL9:27 ("on the wing of abom-
ination shall come one who makes desolate") does not need to be emended; it suggests
the sudden and unusually tenifying appearance of the destroyer. Hiding "in the shadow
of God's wings" or "under (the shelter o0 his wings" is a topos in individual laments
as well as in confessions of faith and petitions (Ps. 17:8; 57..2lll; 36:8[7]; 63:8[7];
61:5[4]; 9l:4; Ruth 2:12). God's wings protect the land and the people (Isa. 8:8; Dt.
32:ll). The image undoubtedly derives from the way a bird protects its young; it also
found expression in the conception of the winged deity.s

fV. Specialized Meanings. The typical biblical garment is a rectangular piece of
cloth, which can be used and worn in various ways. lts corners are referred to as

"wings." These corners may be grasped (l S. 15:27;e Znc.8:23), used to carry flesh
or hair (Hag. 2:12; Ezk. 5:3), smeared with blood during a murder (Jer. 2:34), or cut
off, as David did to Saul (1 S. 24:5,6,l2[4,5,11]). The Israelites are to wear bluish-white
tassels on the four corners of their outer garment (Nu. 15:38; Dt.22:121.10 The original
apotropaic function of these tassels was given an artificial Yahwistic interpretation: the
sight of these tassels is to remind lsrael of Yahweh's commandments. To spread the
corner of one's garment over a woman chosen as bride means to cover her nakedness,
to marry her (Ruth 3:9;Ezk. 16:8). To uncover a man's garment means to interfere in
his marriage. Dt.23:l(22:30);27:20 prohibitintercourse with the wife of aman's father
(i.e., the man's stepmother), because to do so would "uncover the father's garment,"
i.e., desecrate his father's marriage. In a construct phrase with ha'ares, kandp means
the (four) ends (Isa. ll:12;Ezk.7:2; Job 37:3; 38:13) or edges of the earth (Isa. 24:16).

V. Dead Sea Scrolls. The Dead Sea scrolls speak of the benAfbp f;indp as well as

the "wings of the wind" (lQM 10:14; IQH 8:9; fr. l9:3). A new usage is represented
by the "advancing spearheads and wings at both ends of the line of battle" ( IQM 9: 11;

cf. Lat. ala, "wing [of an army]"). The Temple scroll uses knp 5 nmes, all of which
reflect OT usage: "wings of the cherub" (llQT 7:ll; cf. Ex. 25:20); five kinds of
insects with "wings" that may be eaten (llQT 48:5, an expanded version of Lrv.
ll:21); "corners of a garment" (llQT 66:12f.; cf. [,ev. 20:21; Dt. 23:l[22:30]); and
1lQT 65:1, where the text is probably comrpt.

VI. LXX.In translatingl<bnip, the LXXclearly preferspt4ryx (66 times) and pterjgion
( 1 1 times); we also found the derivatives pterdt6s (5 times) and megalopt4rygos (twice).

Dommershausen

7. Eissfeldt, 416; AOB, 307-311,331-33; P. Welten, "Siegel und Stempel," 8RL2,300-303.
8. AOB, 35, 197,258; Fensham, 157tr.
9. On the magical significance of the hem of a garment, see D. Conrad, "Samuel und die

Mari-'Propheten'," XVII. Deutschcr Orientalistentag, Vortrcige. ZDMG Sup., I (1969), 1,273-
280; R. A. Brauner, " 'To Grasp the Hem' and I Sam 17:27," JANES, 6 (1974),35-38.

10. Gradwohl, 71f.
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Contents: I. l. Etymology and Distribution; 2. Mesopotamia; 3. Ugarit;4. Egypt; 5' Aram

and Phoenicia. tr. OT: l. Distribution;2. Related Words; 3. LXX. Itr. 1. Everyday Life;2. The

Throne of David; 3. The Throne of Solomon; 4. Righteousness as the Foundation of the Throne;

5. Thrones of Kings and Princes; 6. Priestly Throne? 7. Enthronement Ceremonial. IV. Yahweh's

Throne: l. Ark; 2. Temple; 3. ZonlJerusalem; 4. Heaven; 5. Chariot Throne. V. Metaphorical

Usage: l. Enthronement; 2. Deposition;3. Exaltation;4. Mourning;5. Harlot's Throne. VI. Dead

Sea Scrolls.

l. 1. Etymology and Distibution. The root t.r'is amply attested in almost all the

Semitic languages, where it represents two groups of meanings: "full moon"l and

"throne." Like the Sumerian loanword GlJ.ZA,2 "seaq," /ciss7'in the sense of "throne"

goes back to Old Akk. /cassf (kussiu), "chair, throne," also "saddle" and "part of the

iver,"l which may derive from a root *ksr, "tie (reeds) together." The root appears in

Ugaritic as k$3, frs, and ks', "throne, seat, saddle."a Also ancient are the Phoenician

occulrences of ts'in the sarcophagus inscriptions of Ahiram from Byblos (ca. 1000

kissZ'. H. S. Baker, Furniture in the Ancient World (London, 1966); O. R. Blosser, A Study

of ,,the Throne of David" Motif in the Hebrew Bible (diss., Univ. of wisconsin, 1975);

Ii. B-nn"r, "Gerlchtigkeit als Fundament des Thrones," WI 8 (1958), 426-28; F. Canciani

and G. Pettinato, "salomos Thron, philologische und archiiologische Erwiigungen '" ZDPU 9]
(1965), 88-108; F. Gdssmann, "'siabellum Pedum Tuorum,"' Divinitas, ll (1967), 3l-53;
M. Haran, "The Ark and the Cherubim," IEJ,9 (1959),30-38, 89-94; A. Hug, "Thron"'Pl{
VI A, 613-18; J. J. Jackson, "David's Throne: Pattems in the Succession Story," CJT' ll
(1965), 183-195;.w. Krebs, "Der sitzende Gott," ThZ, 30 (1974), 1-10; K. P. Kuhlmann, Der

Thron im Alten Agypten. ADAI.A, lO (1977); H. Kyrieleis, Throne und Klinen. JDAISUp,24
(1969); M. Metzgei ..Himmlische und irdische Wohnstatt Jahwes," UF, 2 (1970), 139-158;

idem,' KAnigsthrin und. Gottesthron. AOAT, 15 (1985); A. Salonen, Die Mtibel des Alten

Mesopotam-ien nach sumeisch-akkadischen Quellen. AnAcScFen, 127 (1963): H. H. Schmidt'

"Kerubenthron und Lade," Er)1aptotriprcv. Festschrifi H. Gunl<cl, l. FRI-ANT, 19136) (1923),

l2o-144; O. Schmitz, ..0p6voq," TDNT, lI[, 16o-67; A. van Selms, "A Guest-Room for Ilu
and its Furniture," UE 7 (1975),469-476; H. Seyrig, "Thr6nes ph6niciens flanqu6s de s-phinx,"

Antiquitis syriennes. Syr 36 <fS59), 38-89, esp. Stf.; U- Weippert-, ltvt-9pet, 4," BRI?,231f;
p. Welten, ';Lud" - Tempel - Jerusalem," Tbxtgemiiss. Festschrifi E. Wiirthwein (Gdttingen'

r979), 169-183.

1. Cf. M. Dahood, ..Hebrew-ugaritic Lexicography lIJ.," Bibl, 46 (1965),330; also F. Vattioni,

"Miscellanea Biblica," AuS, 8 (1968),382tr.
2. SL, 52. M. Ellenbogen notes the Sumerian verb GIJT- *to cower, to squat, to be lowered";

Foreign Words in the OT (London, 1962),89.
:.-Cf. f. J. Gelb, Glossary of Old Akl<ad.ian. MAD,trl (1957), 152; AHw,I (1965), 5-15; CAD'

VItr (1971), 587-593; on ,, > i, see V. Christian, (Jntersuchungen zur l-aut- und Formenlehre

des Hebniischen. SAW, Phil.-hist. K1.,22812 (1953)' 15.

4. WIIS, no. 1351; UT no.1277.
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B.C.),5 of Kilamuwa from Zinjirli (ca. 825)6 and of Azitawadda from Karatepe (ca.
720).7 Neo-Punc ks'h is found in inscription no. 28 from Tripot.a

In the Aramaic language group, dissimilation of the geminated sibilant ss resulting
in the consonant sequence rse led to the morpheme ftru. Fraenkell0 rejects treating the
medial r as secondary, preferring to treat it as an original element of the root. The
proposed relationship between this morpheme and Akk. kursu, "fetter,"ll is ruled out
by the differing spirants.

The earliest occulrences in Old Aramaic (trs) are found in the third Sefire stela
(prior to 740;tz und *e stela of Barr6kib from Sam'al (ca.73}).13 The word also appears
in Imperial Aramaic, Egyptian Aramaic,la Jewish Aramaic, and Biblical Aramaic;15 and
we find /ciss?', "seat, chair, throne," in Middle Hebrew.l6 The term glksy', "throne,"
is found in the Aramaic and Middle Persian Frahang i-pahlavik, where it appears in
parallel with 'r,iy, "bed, divan."17 Whether Phoen. trsyl8 is related to our root is hotly
debated.

Syr. kfrrsjd'means "throne, head of a region," specifically "episcopal see".le a
similar meaning is found in Christian Palestinian Aramaic. Mand. kursia, also miswrit-
ten kursia, can mean both "throne" and "cathedra."m In Arabic, ftzrsi denotes the
"throne, seat, chair" of God, the ruler, or a bride, but also an "academic chair" and
(by metonymy) "(royal) residence. "2r

In South Semitic, Tigre kurst means "small bed, seat." Tigr. k6ras,22 Mehi karsi,
Shauri kersi, and Soq. frorsiy all mean "throne."23 Harari tzrsi means "chair, stand on
which the Koran is placed while one recites it."24

5. KAI, t.2.
6. KAI,24.9.
7. KAI, 26.11.
8. Cf. G. Levi della Mda, "Die iscrizioni imperiali neo-puniche di trptis Magna," Afica

Italiano. 6 (1935), l-29.
9. Cf. H. Bauer and P. Leander, Grammatik des Biblisch-Aramiiischen (1927, repr. Hilde-

sheim, 1962), $$13f.; YG 1,243tr.
10. M. Fraenkel, "Bemerkungen zum hebriiischen Wortschatz," HUCA,3l (1960), 78f.
11. AHw, 1,512; cf. lzxlingAram, 86.
12. KN,224,17.
13. KN, 216,7.
14. Ct. AE 6, 2; Ahikar 133.
15. DISO, 127; LexlingAram, 86f.; WM, il,412.
16. wTM, tr, 361f.
17. Cf. E. Ebeling, Das aramriisch-mittelpersische Glossar Frahang-i-pahlavik im Lichte der

assyiologischen Forschung. MAOG, l4ll (1941, repr. 1972), lO.
18. C/S, 1, 22; 44, 2; 88, 3, 5, 6.
19. lzxSya 348.
20. MdD,209.
21. WKAS, r. t26f.
22. TigrWb,399a.
23. W. Leslau, Lexiquc soqotri (Pans, 1938),226.
24. W. Leslau, Etymological Dictionary of Harai (Berkeley, 1969),94.
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2. Mesopotamia. ln Mesopotamia, stools, chairs, and thrones are attested in great

numbers in every era, especially in pictorial representations. The parallel influence of
Egypt in the Amama period makes it highly likely that the Mesopotamian artifacts

resembled ttreir Egyptian counter?arts. Besides kussfi, we frnd durgarfr, "chair of state"

(of a king or deity), giigallu and mfiiabu, "seat, thone," kibsu, "stool," littu and

matqanu, "footstool, " and daklannu, "trench."25

a. Form. Mesopotamian art illustrates the broad outlines of typological develop-

ment. In the prehistoric period, people sat without distinction on the ground or on

mats. Later, when thrones were introduced, those seated higher were accorded higher

social status. As early as the Jemdet Naqr period, bundles of reeds served as the

earliest form of stool. Beginning with the Ur III period, we find the first cubical

wooden stools.26 Later, the stool developed typologically into a chair through the

addition of a high back; armrests led to the development of the armchur (kussfr

nEmedi). This completed the formal development of the object; subsequently, varia-

tions appear only in the choice of materials, ornamentation, and the addition of a

base.

Even in the Old Babylonian period, more than thirty native kinds of wood (essz)

are mentioned as materials (esp. nif, "ebony"), besides precious varieties that had to

be imported. Later we find reeds, rushes, and palm frber.zl Thrones included pads and

cushions made of skin or leather, as well as fabric covers. They might be painted,

overlaid with precious metals, or decorated with gems or ivory. The legs terminated in

"fgpf" -inMesopotamiausuallyintheformof 
anox'shoof insteadof thelion'spaw

common in Egypt.2s We sometimes find precise theriomorphic differentiation between

forelegs and hind legs; this distinction shows that the person seated upon the throne

was conceived of as being borne by a strong animal, attesting to his power and guarding

him against enemies.
The legs of Assyrian thrones terminated in stylized pine cones, which played an

important role in blessing rituals. The legs of Sumerian, Babylonian, Urartian, and

Egyptian thrones, however, came at an early date to be shaped like the feet of lions or

other animals, symbolically intensifying the exaltation provided by the throne. In the

eighth century we find human figures supporting the armrests; cf. the personification

of conquered nations in the registen of Achaemenid throne architecture.

b. Termirclogy. Chairs or thrones belonged to the category of "household fumish-

ings,' (Sum. nig-ga, ltkk. maklaTru, unfrtu),which included chairs, stools, beds, tables,

jars, and spoons.2e Like the Y'rng (larru). judges, armorers, and mariners had their

appointed ieats. The right to a seat could be granted (e.g., to a high military rank3o) or

25. Cf. Salonen.
26. ANEP, 637.
27. ANEB 24.
28. Salonen, 87.
29. Salonen, 16ff.
30. J.-R. Kupper, Correspondance de Ba[dilim. ARM, Yl (1953), 69 r.l0'
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taken away (e.g., from a judge3l). Highly ornate were the kusst pufuri "chair of the
judicial council," and the kusst pitfuurtr, "chair of the assembly," which sometimes
were decorated with gold and covered with fabric.

c. Magic.In some cases, magical notions were associated with chairs and thrones.32
A kussr2 elemme, "chair of ttre departed spirit," might be set up for a dead member of
the family,33 and a concubine would place the chair of a childless wife in the temple.3a
A kussfi could also serye as witness to an oath.35

d. Royal Ceremonial. The kussfr naturally played its most important role in Mes-
opotamian royal ceremonial. The year of accession constituted a chronological base-
line (cf. Est. l:2;.r0 The "king's throne" (kussi iari) or "throne of royalty" (tussi
iarrilti) together with tiara (agfr) and scepter (battu) constituted the royal regalia.3T
The king received the acclamation of his subjects while seated on his throne.38
Sennacherib had his throne set up before Lachish to review the spoils taken from the
city.3e Sargon's throne, likewise, was set up before the city gate so that he could
witness the battle;40 seated on his golden throne, he is described as being "like a
god."4l During military expeditions, the king was carried to the battlefield in a
"litter" (kussfr ia fuarrani, kusst serda, iadittu). The throne and above all sitting upon
it were thus symbols of power. In Egypt, this symbolism took concrete form in the
design of the footstool; in Mesopotamia, however, the throne itself retained the
symbolic associations: the throne of Darius, for example, was bome by twenty-eight
representatives of conquered nations.a2

"Place someone on the throne" (waidbu S; means "give power to"; "ascend the
throne" (e\fr, erdbu, ;abdtu), "possess the thlone" (kullulls),and "sit upon the throne"
(waidbu; Assyr. also kammu) mean "have power." Contrariwise, "topple someone
from the throne" (ubbuku) means the end of power (also with respect to deities). In
dynastic succession, the father "places" (aidbua) his son upon the throne; the son,

31. CH 55,24.
32. Surpu, II, 101; CT,28,5.
33. Salonen,65.
34. R. Harris, "The Case of Three Babylonian Marriage Contracts," JNES, 33 (1974),365

and n.2.
35. Cf. Surpu, fr,147.
36. E. Weidner, Die Insciften Tukulti-Ninurns I. und seiner Nachfolger BAfO, 12 (1959),

26,30.
37. Cf. G. Dossin, CorrespondancefAminine. ARM,X (1978), 10.14; also CAD,ylt(1971),

591f.
38. MUAG, 4t,3,It, 4.
39. Salonen, 84.
40. EA 359, r. l0; cf. Jer. l:15; A. F. Rainey, El Amama Tablets 359-379. AOAT, 8 (1970),

77.
41. EA 359,r.14.
42. Salonen, 285.
43.1. J. Gelb, "Two Assyrian King Lists," ./NES, 13 (1954), 218,36.
M.A.Goeae,OldBabylonianOmenTbrts.YOSBT, l0(1947),31,9,etc.; CAD,V\\591.
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conversely, "receives" (sabdt#s) the throne from his father. But possession of the

throne became a subject of conflict even in the Old Babylonian period.6 In a series of
Late Babylonian prophecies, the present occupant of the throne is threatened with such

a change of throne (power).a7 Kingship is manifested in the throne, so that kussfr can

be synonymous with "power, dominion." When the king has shed blood, his throne is

defiled (ld taqrutt,lit., "it is not in order") (cf. 2 S. l4:9).tt Kings were aware of the

divine origin of their kingship, and Sargon could say: He [= ths deity] gave me b.allu'

kussfr, and agfr."4e Possibly the ritual of placing the tiara of Marduk upon the throne

during the Neo-Assyrian coronation ritual was intended to reflect the sovereignty of

the gods.50 At Mari, the god Hadad says: "I possess the throne, the lands, and the

city."st In many Neo-Assyrian and Neo-Babylonian blessing formulas, the gods are

asked to grant the king etemal dominions2 or secure the continuance of his throne.53

We also find the opposite: "May the gods take scepter and throne away from him

(Sennacherib)!"s+
e. Cult. The phrases kussfi elletu, "holy chair," and kussfi par;i or kussfi ia qliti,

"cultic chair," suggest a cultic function, as does the association of kussfi with the name

of a deity.ss Such thrones for gods were set up in temples. Precious thrones of lapis

lazuli, gold, silver, or ivory are found as votive offerings.56 One textsT describes the

ritual construction of three thrones (for Ea, Sama5, and Marduk) and their "investiture"

with purple and linen. The erection of such a divine throne - 
"establishment of the

foundation of the divine throne"58 - clearly exhibits the features of a cultic institution
(cf. Jer.49:38). Sacrifices were offiered to such thrones; they were anointed, sprinkled

with holy water, and consecrated.5e

The deity was expected to be present with the throne, even though there might also

be a throne "set up in the gleaming heaven."o A Neo-Babylonian document from

45. AHw, Itr (1981), 1067.
46.Gentze,3l, I,53.
47. Summa izbu, XVIL 63, etc.
48. CCT 4,30a, 14.
49. H. W. F. Saggs, "Historical Texts and Fragments of Sargon II of Assyria. I: The 'A55ur

Charter,' " Iraq, 31-(1915), 14,35; cf. A. W. Sjoberg, "in-nin Sir-gur4-ra: A Hymn to the Goddess

Inanna by the en-Priestess En[eduanna," Z{ N.s. 31[65] (1975),192,142, ofIshtar.
50. MUAG, 4113, 10, 1, 16.
51. Citations from A. Lods, "Une tablette in6dite de Mat',," Studies in OT Prophecy. Fest-

schrifi T. H. Robinson (New York, 1950), 103-110.

52. CAD, VIII, 592.
53. ABRT 1,9,'1.
54. D. D. Luckenbill, The Annals of Senrnrcherib. OIE 2 (1924), 131' VI, 82.

55. ARM, X,52, 12.
56. M. L. Bvke, Textes Administratifs de la Salle 111 du Palais. ARM' Xl (1963), 5'l ,7 '
57. BBR, 3l-37,11,20.
58. Gudea E, VIII, 2f.; Salonen, 75.

59. J. Lassoe, "A Prayer to Ea, Shamash, and Marduk, from Hama," Iraq, 18 (1956),62,

20.
60. E. G. Perry, Hynnen und Gebete an Sin lSS, 214 (1907), no. 5a,2.
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Sippar conceming the building of a temple6l graphically identifies the god's throne in
the temple with his heavenly throne.62 Thrones were depicted iconographically as

temples from the earliest Sumerian perid onward.63
Several figurines apparently represent enthroned deities:fl pegs on the bottom of

the figurines or linen cords running over their knees6s suggest that they were associated
with thrones.66 The worship of empty thrones at the same time points to a certain degree
of abstraction in the notion of divine presence.6T

3. Ugarit.
a. Terminology. In Ugaritic we find alongside /cs', "throne, chair,"68 the synonyms

nfr, "cushion" (par. ks),6e kh1, "chair" (with ts),70 and 'h, "piece of fumiture for
sitring (?)."71

b. Divine Thrones. The noun ts', "throne," appears 30 times in the Ugaritic corpus
(plus 9 occurrences in reconstructed texts). The battle among the gods Ba'al, Yam, and
Mot for sovereignty over all the gods is a struggle for the ks'mlh "throne of kingship,"'tz
and kht drk, "seat of sovereignty."T3 The throne is the ruler's center of power; here he
pronounces his threats against rivals.Ta To "occupy" (WM ks") this throne,Ts "ascend"
$trd) it,76 or "sit upon" it (y1D)77 is synonymous with "being king. " The weaker contender
is "driven" (gr0 from the throne;78 he must "depart" from the throne (zr /fts).7e In this
scenario of divine battle, the radical termination of a particular regrme is described by a

61. AOB,322.
62. Cf . Metzger, UE 2 (1970), l4lt.
63. Ibid.. 149. n. 31.
64. ANEP, 497.
65. ANEI 826.
66. Cf. P. Welten, "Gdtterbild, miinnliches," BRL2,l05; idem, "Giinergruppe," BRL2, 122.
67. Ct. O. Keel, Jahwe-Vsionen und Siegelkunst. SBS,84/85 (1977), 37 45.
68. UT no. 1277 ; IVUS, no. 1351.
69. KTU, l.l lY,24: 1.6 V 5; 1.221, 18; cf. S. Rin, "Ugaritic - OT Affinities," BZ N.s. 7

(1e63), Mt.
7 O. KTU, l.l lY,'24 ; 1.2 \r, D, 20: 1.6 Y, 5; 1.22 1, 1 8; cf. esp. H. Donner, "Ugaritismen in

der Psalmenforschung," 7AW, 79 (1967),349, who cites kafiiu in apposition with /cnssfi in EA
120, 18.

71. KTU, 1.6 Yl,27f .; J. C. de Moor, The Seasonal Pattern in the Ugaritic Myth of Ba'lu.
AOAT 16 (1971),236. See below for further discussion.

72.For parallels, see M. C. Astour, "Place Names," RSP, 1,299.
73. KTU, l.l IY,24; 1.3[Y,2; 1.6 V, 5; 1.6 VI, 33; 1.10 m, 13.
74. KTU, t.2tY,7.
75. KTU, 1.221, 17; this reading follows CTA; cf . also J. Sanmart(n Ascaso, "semantisches

iiber 'MR/'Sehen' und 'MR/'Sagen' im Ugaritischen," UE 5 (1973),269.
76. KTU, l.2III, 14; cf. G. Del Olmo Lete, "Notes on Ugaritic Semantics IJI," UE 9 (191-7),

46.
77. KTU,l.6 Y 5; l.l0 trI, 13.
78. KTU, 1.2 Iy, 12 (Yam); 1. I IY, 24; I .3 IV, 2 (Ba'al).
79. KTU, 1.2IY 20 (Yam).
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trioof phrases: "breakdownthedoorpostsofthepalace" $ts"ft1bt),-"overtumtheroyal
thronei (hpk ks' mlk), and "break the scepter of rule" Olbr bt W)0.80 This parallelism is

universally Semitic.8l El can intervene in the struggle and place Ba'al on the throne as the

clear victor over Mot.82

The dimensions of a throne also reflect on its occupant; it is felt to be a terrible

humiliation that'Athtar is too small for Ba'al's throne (/<fu): his head does not come up to

the back and his feet do not reach the footstool.83 When El comes down (yrd; from his

thronee to sit on the foots t@l (hdm) andthen on the ground, he is using a sign of mouming

to signify his grief over the death of Ba'al (cf. v. 4) and an intemrption of his sovereigaty'

eft"it""orr"ring from a deadly disease, Keret ascends the throness and resumes the

tasks of govemment.
In myihs, l<s' 1bt can stand for "palace" and "dominion," as in the case of Kothar

the smith gods6 and above all Mot, god of the underworld, whose throne is the

underworld itself (lunry).81

c. Futniture. The adj. ;l describes the grandiose dimensions of a chair.88 Normal

household fumishings include tables, chairs (ks'r), and footstools;8e "t 
also the furnishing

of a room for El to rest in.eo When the gods come to the feast celebrating the dedication

of Ba'al's new palace, they bring lambs, oxen, heifers, thrones (khJ), chairs (ks), amphoras

and skins of wine, etc.,el a scene that recalls ancient Near Eastern tribute offerings.e2

d. Ritual. Finally, ts'appears also in religious texts and sacrificial lists.e3 One ritualea

consecrates a throne to the dead king in order to provide a better position for him in

the underworld.es

80. KTU,1.2III, 18; 1.6 VI,28.
81. Cf. KAI, 1,2; J. Friedrich, "Kleine Bemerkungen zu Texten aus Ras Schamra und zu

phtinizischen Inschriften," Afo, lo (1935-36), 81f.; for Akkadian, see Y. Avishur, "word Pairs

boln-on to Phoenician and Biblical Hebrew," UE 7 (1975),36t.
82. KTU,l.6 VI, 33.
83. KTU, 1.6I, 58ff.; cf. de Moor, 202-6.
84. KTa,1.5 VI, 12.

85. KTU,l.l6 VI,23.
86. KTU, l.l Itr, l; cf. Caphtor: KTU, 1.3 VI, 15; l'4 VItr, 12'

87. KTU, 1.4 VItr, 12; 1.5 II, 15; cf. Isa. 47:l arld RSE il',297 '
88. Cf. KTU, 1.12 I, l8; D. W. Thomas, "A Consideration of some Unusual ways of

Expressing the Superlative in Hebrew," W, 3 (1953),209-224, contra van Selms, 470.

89. KTU,l.3ll,2t,36.
go. KTU, 1.4I,3O44; R. Heyer, "Ein archiiologischer Beinag zum Text KTU 1.4 | 23-43,"

u4 l0 (1978),93-109.
91. KTU, 1.4 Yl, 52.
92. Cf . the annals of Ashurbanipal, 67.

93. KTU, 1.50, 2; 1.53, 7 ; 1.5'1, 4.

94. KTU,l.t6l.
95. Cf. J. F. Healey, "Ritual Text KTU 1.161 

-Translation 
and Notes," UE l0 (1978)'

83-88; cf. Gilg., vltr, [, 2f.; D*th of Ur-Nammu, 135 (S. N. Kramer, "The Death of Ur-Nammu

and his Desdnt to the Netherworld," Festschift A. Goetze. JCS,21 U9671, l15, ll9).
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4. Egypt.
a. Termirwlogy. The Egyptian language signalizes graphically the sociological sig-

nificance of enthronement, since the hieroglyph for "noble" (ipiilipS.w) is an empty
chair or a man seated upon a throne.% The significance of the throne is also illustrated
by the Egyptian use of eighteen words or phrases meaning "thone": fundw, w1s.t,

smtgt)4y tpy-rd,vw, s'nbyt m3't, mn by.t, yib.t, bmr spt, Mmw, bbdw, bkr bdy, Skt, syt,
ni.t, irfi, and the late word py.

The terminology itself reveals an organic connection between the notion of the
pharaoh's throne, the primeval hill, and the concept of ms't. The estrade or platform
of the throne symbolizes the primeval hill, but also appears in the orthography of mt't.
There is thus an equivalence between the "foundation of the throne" and "cosmic
order, truth, righteousness."es "The semantic similarity of the spiritual 'foundation' on
which the Egyptians thought the world had been established by the deity at creation
to a physical foundation may have encouraged the transfer of mesring."e The cubiform
throne representing the bnbn stone is a variant of the primeval hill.lm

b. Badge of Royaby. There were two types of throne in Egypt: union throne and
lion throne. The union throne (hwt < hwy, "inclade, comprise") is decorated with
horizontal lines of feathers, arranged individually or in groups, symbolizing the divine
sphere; it frequently symbolizes the union of the two lands.lol The sr! union throne is
adorned with the facade of a palace.lo2 It symbolizes political unity, the dependence
of the kingdon on the ruler, the divinity of Pharaoh and his successful reign, as well
as the union of all things living and frte ms1 of the entire world.lo3 The lion throne
symbolizes secular dominion. Its back is decorated with the heads of lions; on the arm
rests, a sphinx (cf. the Israelite cherubim throne) symbolizes Pharaoh victorious over
his enemies.rs According to Kuhlmann,los *re association of king and lion is a survival
of a totemistic culture; it symbolizes mutual protection while simultaneously depicting
Pharaoh in his terrifying aspect.

The primary aspect of the Egyptian throne concept is associated with the term .f.t
(< *.fy, "rest"). The phrase i.t wrut, "high throne," also "high chamber," documents
linguistically the parallelism between the place where Pharaoh appears on his throne
and the place where the deity appears in the sanctuary. The highest position was

96. WbAS, ry,445-453.
97 .The throne unifuing Upper and Lower Egypt.
98. Cf. Kuhlmann, 93; Brunner, 426ff.
99. Kuhlmann, following W. Helck; cf. also KN,26 A, I, 10.
100. Cf. Mozger, Kiinigsthron und Gottesthron, 22f.: O. Keel, "Der Bogen als Herr-

schaftssymbol ," ZDPV 93 (1977), l@.
101. Cf. ANEP,422,545; Kuhlmann, pl. l.
102. Cf. K. Lange and M. Hirmer, Egypt: Architectyre, Sculpture and painting in Three

Thousand Years (Eng. trans., London, 41968), pl. 6.
103. Kuhlmann, 82.
104. The symbolism of the lion throne is discussed by M. Pongracz, "Liiwendarstellungen

an Podesten der Kdnigsthrote," MDAI.K, 15 (1975),213tt.
105. Pp. 87f.
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accorded originally to the deity; the exaltation of the king was therefore something like

an act of deification. The terraced elevation of the divine sanctuary (signifying the

primeval hill) is repeated in the throne estrade: the throne of the ruler and the throne

of the gods are identical.l06 The throne of Pharaoh is therefore called "throne of Horus,"

"throne of Re," "tlrone of Amon," etc., but especially "throne of his father [1sn" 107

(cf. esp. the testamentary formula relating to the throne). The father-son relationship

stated here between the god and Pharaoh designates the ruler as the legitimate successor

and heir to the throne. This shows "that the royal throne of Egypt, inherited from

generation to generation, was considered a link with the 'age of the gods' (rlcy-n!rw);

in the earthly kingship, it manifested the facets of the sovereignty of all the gods who

had preceded the pharaoh on the throne."l08 The complexity of this throne theology is

also illustrated by the fact that the pharaoh likewise represents all the divine kings,

sitting on the thrones of Geb and exercising the office of the Atum like Re'1D As throne

heir of the sun-god, Pharaoh, "appearing in glory on the Horus throne like Re," daily

reactivates the process by which the world was created and guarantees the rrc lr of the

world. According to K. P. Kuhlmann,llo the throne here reveals its rue relevance as

one of the insignia of state: "Egypt considered the endurance of its god-given political

order dependent on the earthly ruler's continued inheritance of the throne from the

sun-god and the divine kings succeeding him; this inheritance guaranteed the con-

tinuance of the mythological rule of the earth by the sun and the associated creation

of an ordered world." More than Scepter, staff, mace, weapon, or crown, the throne is

the principle of official authority and succession, in the dual a sign of dominion over

Upper and Lower Egypt, in the plural a sign of dominion over all the deities of the

nomes.
c.Deiftcation The throne of Pharaoh was deified at an early dslslll in a development

comparable to the deification of the "throne seat" (fialmaiuit) in the Old Hittite period

of Boghazkdy.ll2 The same hieroglyph represented both the throne and the goddess

Isis.
The so-called identity theorytta holds that Isis as the personification of the ruler's

throne represents the personified power of the throne. Jiirgen Osingll+ und Kuhlmann,lls

however, reject any etymological, morphophonemic, or semantic connection between

to6. rbid.,40.
107. Urk,IY 2003.
108. Kuhlmann,42.
109. cf. F. A. F. Mariene, Abydos,I (Paris, 1869), pl. 51, ll. 31f., 4o-47, cited by Kuhlmann.

I l0- P. 41.
1ll. E. Otto, "Die Religion der alten Agypter"'Agyptolog-ie, HO, yrylll, lll (1952), 19'
1l2.Cf .H. Otten, "Die Religionendes alten Kleinasien,"Agyptologie, HO,I/Vfr,lll (1952),

97f.;M. Popko, Kultobjelae in der hethitischen Religion nach Keilschriftlichen Quellen (Warsaw,

1978), 59-65; and esp. F. Starke, "t-Ialmaluit im Anitta-Text und die hethitische Ideologie vom

Kiinigtum," 7A, 69 (1979),47-12O, esp. 72f., ll1.
ll3. K. Sethe, Otto, Helck, H. Bonnet, and H. Kees.

114. J. Osing, "Isis und Osiris," MDAI.K,3Dll (1974),91-113' esp. 91ff.
115. Pp.96f.
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.f./, "throne," atl,d 3it, "Isis," on the grounds that the name of the goddess derives from
the root wts (< *;s) and means "the one who has sovereign power, powerful influence."
The throne symbol depicted on lsis's head represents merely a graphic aid to identifi-
cation, although even the Greek Isis aretalogies already interpreted this symbol as

identifying the throne and Isis.116

d. Cult. The throne is mentioned occasionally in cultic contexts: it is censed, and it
can play the role of a htp altar, holding sacrificial offerings;ll7 this usage might lie
behind the "cult of the empty thrsns."l18

5. Aram and Phoenicia.
a. Archaeology. Ugaritic thrones betray Egyptian influence (lion legs, high curved

back, high foot supports),Ile but their geometric decoration already illustrates the
uniqueness of Phoenician throne architecture. In addition to Egyptian influence (cf. the
Phoenician stela of Yel.rimilk from Byblosl20), Hittite inlluencel2l can be seen in the
lion sphinx that supports the throne of Ahiraml22 and in two ivories from Megiddo.tz3
This is the predominant throne tyq.tu The throne of Barrdkibl25 suggests Me-
sopotamian influence.

Especially in Phoenicia, the "empty 1fu'sng" 126 is a familiar object of devotion from
the eighth century until the Roman period. Othmar 11"s1127 notes the remarkable spread
of such aniconic cults among the Urartean, Anatolian, Iranian, and Old Arabic periph-
eral cultures during the second and first millennia. In Phoenicia, the deity is conceived
of as truly present not only on the throne but also through the placement of sacred
stones (baitylia) upon the throne (cf. the Punic cippus from Carthage fca. 6th centuryl
in the form of a throne seat with a double bairyliontza;.

b. Inscriptions. In Phoenician epigraphy, ks'is found in the inscription of Ahirarnt2e

in a threat against potential grave robbers: 66may the scepter of his rule be defoliated

[= 'broken'?130], his throne overturned."l3l With the formula "I sit upon the throne of

116. Cf. J. Bergman, Ich bin lsri (Uppsala, 1968); also idem, "lsis," I-exli,g, fi (1980).
I 86-203.

117. For citations, see Kuhlmann, l0l.
ll8. See I.2.e above.
I19. Cf. A. Parrot, I*s Phdniciens (Paris, 1975), ll1. ANEP, 493.
120. Parrot, 56.
t2t. rbid.,78.
122. ANET 458.
123. Ct. Keel, Jahwe-Vsionen und Siegelkunst, l8ff.
l24.Ct. Parrot, 100, lll,2Ol,27l;other examples in Seyrig,5lf.
125. ANEP, 460.
126. Ct. R. de Vaux, "Les ch6rubins et I'arche d'alliance, les sphinx gardiens et les tr6nes

divins dans I'Ancien Orienq" Bible et Orient (Paris, 1967),250ff. = MUSJ, 37 (1960/61), lD4ff .
127. Keel, Jahwe-Visionen und Siegelkunst, 40.
128. Panot, 27 I .

129. KAI, t,2.
130. Friedrich,8lf.
l3l. cf. KTU,1.6 vI,28f.
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my father," Kilamuwa of Zinjilittz and Azitawaddal33 announce their accession; the

latter describes his accession as a restoration of the high ideals of n'm lb, "kindness

of heart," l.tkmh, "wisdom," and ;dq, "i$'teousness," which he describes as the "roots

of my rule" (iri 'dny1.rt+

"sitting upon the krs' 'by" is understood as referring to dynastic succession.l3s In
Ahikar L33, krs" stands metaphorically for outwardly visible "permanence," for the

endurance and apparent security that outwardly characterize the liar but ultimately tum
against him out of inner necessity.

II. OT.

l. Distribution. The noun kissZ'is found 135 times in the OT, Aratr,. korsE'3 times.

The word appears most frequently in the Deuteronomistic history (50 times, of which

2O are in l-2 Kings), Psalms (18 times), Jeremiah (17 times), and the Chronicler's
history (16 times). Elsewhere it appears only sporadically (8 times in Isaiah, 6 in
Proverbs, 5 in Ezekiel, 4 in the Pentateuch, 3 in Esther, twice each in Zechariah and

Job, and once each in Jonah, Haggai, and Lamentations).

2. Related Words. Almost two ttrirds of the occurrences of kissE' are in prose, the

rest in poetry. It appears 23 times absolutely, 6l times with a suffrx (46 of which refer

to the king, 15 to Yahweh).
a- Nouns. Very early we find kissE'-dtn (Prov. 20:8) and /cissZ' lemiipdl @* 122:5),

the "throne of judgment" in the "throne hall" ('frLfrm hokkissE', I K. 7 :7), turned by
the depravity of its occupant into a "throne of wickedness" (/<issz' haww67 Ps. 94:20

[RSV "wicked rulers"]). The phrase kisse' kap6/, "throne of honor," seryes as a

metaphor for Jerusalem (ler. 14'21), the invisible throne of Yahweh above the ark (Jer.

17:12), and the throne of David (lsa.22:23).
Apart from its use with suffixes, kiss7' appears in the construct almost exclusively

in combination with personal entities. These phrases, however, soon turn into a stereo-

typed and abstract terminology.
l. What is probably the earliest phrase, kissd' l"!A1/dwiQ, "throne for David's house"

(Ps. 122:5) - in parallel withkiss7' l"miipat - could go back to the earliest period of the

Israelite monarchy, when the office ofjudge was transferred to the king. The basic stratum

of the court history of David uses the phrase k'ss4' '"dbnt-hammelefi @awi{, "throne of
my lord and king @avid)," but only in submissive terms of address spoken by Bathsheba,

Nathan, and Benaiah (l K. l:20,27,37). The kiss4' dnwi/ represents the royal seat of the

Davidic dynasty in Jerusalem (2 S.3:10; lK.2:45; Jer. l3:13; 17:25;22:2,4,30;29:16;
36:30). The phrase also appears in a messianic prophecy (Isa. 9:6[Eng.v. 7]).

132. KAr,24,9.
133. KAI, 26 A,l,ll.
134. L. l0; cf. Itr, 4.
135. KAI,216,7;219,5;224, 17 (khs'l); for Akkadian parallels, see I.2 above. On accession

to the throne as a fixed date for determining chronology, cf. also AP, 6,2.
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2. The dynastic element is emphasized by the Deuteronomistic phrase kiss7' 'dp?w,

"throne of his father" (cf. I K. 2:l2,withreference to David; 2K. lO:3, with reference
to Ahab), expanded to kisse-' ddwiS 'dbt (l K.2:241.r2e

3. A first stage of abstraction from personal references appears in the phrase ftrssE'
mamldf;d, "throne of the kingdom," first in the law of the king (Dt. 17:18 [secondary?]),
then in the dynastically oriented Deuteronomistic redaction of 2 S. 7:131. I K. 9:5
(Chronicles reads /<risZ' hammalkfi), and finally in connection with the enthronement
of Joash (2 Ch.23:20); it is synonymous with /<iss?' hamm"lfrf;i (1 K. 1:46 [Deuter-
onomisticl). On the other hand, kissZ' hammelaf;tm (2 K. 25:28; Jer. 52:32) refers to a
real plurality of kings in Babylon, but can also mean the royal throne of Jerusalem
(2 K. ll:19;2 Ch.23:20 has frisse' hammamlc\h). The phrase kissE' malkfi! is used
only by late texts for the throne of Solomon (l Ch.22:lO;2 Ch.7:18, corresponding
to Deuteronomistic krssZ' mamldf;h), as well as for the throne of Ahasuems in Susa
(Est. l:2; 5:1). In Hag.2:22, the phrase kissE' malk6!, an intemal plural suggesting
power politics, probably refers to the central government of the Persian empire, imposed
upon many nations,l3T and the struggles for power following the reign of Cambyses.l38

4. The Deuteronomistic expression kissd' yifrd?/ appears 4 times in the formula of
continuity "there shall not fail you a descendant on the throne of Israel" (l K. 2:4;
8:25 par. 2 Ch. 6:16; I K. 9:5; the late passage Jer.33:.17 uses tissE' bA!-yiird'El; Jer.
33:21 uses ftissd'with a suffix). In I K. 8:20 par. 2 Ch. 6:10; I K. l0:9, Solomon
occupies this throne, which 2 Ch. 9:8 theologizes into the kiss7' YHWH, proving that
in this expression "Israel" is a theological term (in contrast to 2K.10:30; 15:12). There
is no occurrence of *kisse'y"hfrdi.

5. The explicit formula kissE' YHWH is Deuteronomistic at the eadiest (earlier with
the suffix). In 1 Ch. 29:23, it refers to the throne of David (cf. I K. l:46); the same is
true of 1 Ch. 28:5, which, however, useskissd'makAlYHWH. These passages illustrate
the Chronicler's intention of linking the earttrly monarchy more closely with Yahweh.l3e

By and large, these phrases appear to be essentially synonymous. Their semantic
development, however, moves from the concrete physical throne to a more generalized
concept, divorced from personal references of the throne as representing sovereignty,
especially in dynastic contexts.l4 The early development of a stereotyped terminology,
initiated primarily by the Deuteronomistic history stood in the way of further personal
compounds. Despite the importance of Solomon and the extensive Deuteronomistic
reworking of the story of David and Solomon in Solomon's favor,lal we never find the
phrase *kissZ' iehmAh ("throne of Solomon"). Even the dynastic principle in the

136. Cf. F. Langlamet, "Pour ou contre Salomon?" RB,83 (1976), 321-3791,481-528.
137. Elliger.
138. W Rudolph.
139. Cf. T. Willi, Die Chronik als Auslegung. FRI NI, 106 (1972), 13l; Welten, Festschirt

E. Wiirthwein, 178.
140. Cf. T. Veijola, Die ewige Dynastie. AnAcScFen,l93 (1975),26f.,60,75.
141. Cf. Veijola; Langlame[ for a different view, see F. Criisemann, Der Wderstand gegen

das Kdnigtum. WMANT, 49 Qn8), 129, n.5.
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northern kingdom, more highly developed than previously realized,la2 did not lead to

the development of an independent throne terminology associated with the northem

kingdom.
b.Verbs. With few exceptions, kisse'appears in verbal clauses. In the sense of "set up

athrone,"itisthe objerlof nagnQenl:15;52:32;2K.25:28),heq?m(2S.3:10; I K.

9:5:2Ch.7:18),hEfim(Isa. 14:13), Stm(IK.2:19; Ps. 89:30[29]; Jer.43:10;49:38), and

hektn (2 S. 7:13,16; Ps. 103:19). The sense of physical construction is suggested by 'did

(l K. 10:18;2Clr9:17);cf. also fipd(l IC 10:18;2Cb.9:17). Dynasticprolongationis
expressed by band (Ps. 89:5[4]) and sd'a! @rov. 20:28). A throne is "set" Qdial, Ps.

122:5)or "established" (kfin,kov.l6:12;25:5;29:14;Ps.93:2:1K.2:45); antonyms are

hdpa)1 (Hag.2:22) and miggar (Ps.89:45144l), "overtum."
The semantic field of enthronement includes "placing someone on the throne"

@6itb f Uob 36:71, hditb 'al U K. 2:24;2 Ch. 23:201, nalan '4l [1 K. 5:19(5); l0:9;
2 Ch. 9:81, Stm'al t2 K. 10:31, and .it lc lPs. 132:ll l); ttre opposite is hzqtm mikkissE',

"raise from the throne" (Isa. 14:9) or nht, "be deposed" (Dnl. 5:20). Related is "sit
upon the throne" OAlab l" [Ps. 9:5(4); 132:12], ydiap 'al [Ex. ll:5; 12:29:' I K.
l:13,17,20,24,27 ,30,35l' 22:lO; Est. l:2;2 Ctt. 18:91, hayA Vec. 6:13(?)1, maial lZnc.
6:131, and mdlakUer.33:2ll), with the antonyms "fall" or "rise" from the throne
(ndpal [1 S. 4:18], ydra! pzk.26:167, qfrm fJgs.3:20; Jon. 3:6]) and "sit in the dust

without a throne" (An-kissE' [Isa. 47:l]).
Comparison is expressed by the phrases raq kiss|' gd/al, "be greater only as regards

the throne" (Gen. 41:40, the pharaoh with respect to Joseph), giddel kisse'min, "make

the throne greater than" (1 K. l:37,47), a1id Stm'e!-kissE'mE al "set the throne above"
(Est.3:1).143

Certain unique expressions are also found, always with figurative mearung: hinl.ttl

/<rsse', "inherit a throne" (l S. 2:8), nibbEl kissE', "dishonor a throne" (Jer. 14:21),
'dfuazpenA-ki.rse', "coverthefaceofthethrone"(Job26:9), andnaqqEhlcissZ', "declare

the throne guiltless" (2 S. l4:9).
The kissZ'is personified when we are told that someone belongs to the throne

(l'kissd', Neh. 3:7), i.e., is under its jurisdiction, or can become a throne of honot (hdyA

l"kiss7' knbdd, lsa.22:23). The statement that the throne can "frame mischief" 04ar
' tundl, Ps. 94:20) also involves personifi cation.

c. Synonyms. There are no precise synonyms for /<issd'in the sense of "seat." The

nouns -+ diil haQdm (hadhdm) and + dJ,> tcebeS mean "(foot)stool," wtnle mdidp,

"seat," is a more general term used for anything on which one can sit. When tissT'is
used in the sense of "(royal) throne," words like mamlali meaning "kingship" are

commonly used as synonyms and can be used interchangeably (cf. sd'aQ kiss€'lPtov.
2O:28\ and sd'ad marnlald [Isa. 9:6]). In theological usage, God's /<rssd' is identical

with the "place where he is enthroned" (mekdn-iibt6, Ps.33:14; cf. I K. 8:131), his
"seat" (mbiAD upon Zion (Ps. 132:13f.), and his "resting place" (m"nfihA, Ps. 132:8).

142. Ct. T. Ishida, The Royal Dynasties in Ancient Israel. BAW, 142 (1977), 183-86.

143. Cf. also the Assyrian examples in G. Rinaldi, "Nota: kisse'," BeO, 9 (1967),207t.
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3. LW. The LXX uses thr6nos to translate kissa'(130 times); in Esther (except for
Est. 5:1), however, it uses verbal forms: enthronizesthai, throntzein (l:2, of Ahasuerus),
prdtobathretn (3: l). The LXX limits thrdnos to the royal throne of Israel. Six passages

use diphros, "stool" (the priesfly seat of Eli [1 S. l:9; 4:13,18], the chair of Elisha

[2 K.4:10], the throne of L,ady Folly [Prov.9:14], and in the law of kings the royal
throne of Israel [Dt. 17:18]).

The use of anlir hEgoilmerns to paraphrase 'ti md'al kiss4' (l K. 9:5) conveys the
meaning accurately. In Sirach,,tissd'is found 4 times; in 3 cases (Sir. 10:14;40:3;
47:ll) the LXX uses thtdnos, in 1 case (ll:.5) edaphos, "floor."

lll. l. Everyday Lrfe.By its very nature, the OT pays almost no attention to Israelite
furniture; there is scarcely any mention of chairs or thrones in everyday secular life.
Eli the priest sat on his chair by the doorpost of the temple of Yahweh at Shiloh (1 S.

1:9), where he functioned as guardian of the peace. Here /clssZ'probably denotes a
simple, portable folding chair, such as is common throughout the Near East.la Sitting
on his chair by the city gatet4s or by the road,l6 he waited for the messenger bearing
news of the battle at Aphek (l S. 4:13). In 2 K. 4:10, the Shunemite woman prepares

a room for Elisha, for which she needs a bed, table, chair, and lamp.

2. The Thrune of David. Despite the unambiguous terminology, a concrete "throne of
David" is hard to find in the text of the story of David's rise to power (l S. 16:14-2 S.

5:10). The primary narrative does notuse theword tissZ'; the eadiest reference (2 S. 3:10:
Abner's proclamation that the throne of David will be set up over Israel and Judah

[Deuteronomistic]) already understands the phrase kissd' ddw-t! politically as David's
sovereignty over both kingdoms. The descriptions of the anointing of David as king over
Judah (2 S. 2:4) and Israel (5:3) do not speak of an enthronemenl and there is no mention
at all of any throne symbol before the monarchy was established at Jerusalem. We find
/ossZ' for the first time in the Deuteronomistic redaction of Nathan's prophecy (2 S.

7:13,16),1a7 where it appears in parallel with bayig "house, dynasty," with which it is
generally synonymous, emphasizing the dynastic continuity of the monarchy.

The noun appeam a number of times in the court history of David,l48 but again
without reference to an actual throne. The passages in question 

- mostly Deuter-
onomistic - speak of the throne of David in the sense of the Davidic dynasty (1 K.
l:13,17,30,35,37,46,47,48; 2:4,12,24,33).14e In the primary text, 1 K. l:20,24,27

144. AuS, Yll (1942), 177.
145. Hertzberg.
146. Stoebe.
147. Ct. Veijola, 72,75t., contra L. Rost, Tfte Succession to thc Throne of David. Historical

Texts and Interpreters, I (Eng. trans., Sheffield, 1982),44, who assigns v. 16 to the earliest
stratum of the promise.

148. Cf. now G. Garbini, " 'Narrativa della succession' o 'storia dei re'?" Herutch I (1979),
1941.

149. Cf. Jackson.
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(Bathsheba's asking David who will sit on the throne after him and Nathan's reference

to Adonijah's designation of himself) also already understand /cissd' in the dynastic

sense. The frst mention of a physical throne in the basic text is associated with Solomon

(1 K. 2:19: the king's mother is specially honored by sitting on a throne on the right

hand of the king's throne). In the enthronement described in I K. l:35, therefore, the

Deuteronomistic historian may possibly be thinking not only of a transfer of power but

also of Solomon's sitting on the physical throne of David.l"0 Thus even if the text never

speaks explicitly of the physical throne of David, such a throne must at least be

postulated as the basis for the metaphorical language.

The kiss1' ddw-@ thus embodies the divinely established kingship of David and the

Davidic line in Jerusalem (cf. Jer. 13:13; 17:25;22:2,4,3O;29:16).In this throne is

realized the kingship of Yahweh upon earth (l Ch. 28:5); it is therefore promised

continuity and endurance forever (2 S. 7:13,16 par. I Ch. l7:12,14:. Ps. 132:11). Be-

cause David is granted a successor to sit upon his throne, he knows Yahweh has heard

his prayer and delivered him (1 K. 1:30,48); he designates his son Solomon as his

successor, king, and ndgt@ (v.35). In the throne of David are manifested righteousness

and justice (Jer.33:17; cf. v. 16), the existential foundation of Israel. Keeping of the

covenant guarantees continuation of the dynasty (l K.2:4;8:25;9:5;2 K. 10:30; 2 Ch.

6:16; 7 :18; Ps. 132:12), while absence of a successor is a significant manifestation that

the covenanr has been broken(Jer.33:21 [Deuteronomistic revision]). The phrase klssT'

dawljbecomes a technical term associated with the Davidic dynasty. The continuous

repetition of the dynastic promise to the line of David (Ps. 132:11; Jer. 33:17), David

(iS.l:tZ,tO par. 1Ch. 17:12,14), Solomon (1 K.9:5; I Ch.22:10), andJehu (2 K'

10:30; 15:12) documents God's salvific work. Ps. 89 probably reflects an associated

liturgylsl in which the ancient dynastic promise was cultically reactualized for the king

- originally in times of need, later probably in the setting of an annual festival (vv.

5,30,3714,29,3611.rs2 A basic element of this "oracle of the king" ts3 was the promise

that the throne would endure forever. This promise attracted further motifs: the promise

of help and prorection (Ps. 89:23[22)tr.), a mighty name (v. 25124)), the declaration

that the king is the universal victor over chaos (v. 261251) and ruler of the world, his

adoption as God's son (w. 27f.t26t.1; cf. 1Ch. 22:lO), sometimes indeed something

tite "divinization" (cf. Ps. 45:7[6]). In times of peril, this led to a theologization of

the king as messiah; the throne of David becomes the focus of hope, because David's

line sits upon the "throne of Yahweh" (l Ch. 28:5; 29:23 [David]; 2 Ch. 9:8 [Solo-

150. M. Nottr, Kanige t-16. BK, tx/l (1968), 24f.:for a different interpretation, see K. Hom-

burg, ..psalm I l0l im iuhrn"n des jud?iischen Krdnungszeremoniells," 7AW,84 (1972),243-46:

the-inthronement of the king at ttrl rigtrt hand of Yahweh (Ps. I l0: 1) refers to the location of
his palace just south of the temple.

i5t. S.-Mowinckel, Psalmeistudien, frl Kultprophetie und prophctische Psalmen (Amster-

dam, 1924, repr. 1961), 34ff.
152. H.-J. Kraus, Psalnrs 60-150 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1989)' 203'

153. Ibid.,208; its cosmic extension iJdiscussed by G. w. Ahlstr<im, Psalm 89 (Lund' 1959)'

53ff., 118ff., 130.
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monl),154 the "throne of the kingdom of Yahweh over Israel" (1 Ch. 28:5) and as such

is the source of divine deliverance and fulfillment of the promises. The king reigns

"for Yahweh" (2 Ch.9:8), exercising Yahweh's mandate. The messianic dimension of
the Davidic kingshiprss is reflected in the history of the tradition recorded in Isa. 16:5.

The prophecy of the end of this dynasty (Jer. 36:30) was thus simultaneously the abrupt

termination of all hope, a punishment upon the present and the future.

3. The Throne of Solomon After building the temple, the royal palace, and the House

of the Forest of Lebanon, Solomon made a throne (l K. 10:18-20 par.2 Ch.9:17-19)
of proverbial magnificence, which later became a feature of Semitic and Byzantine

legendls6and a symbol of world dominion.lsT This throne was made of rare wood inlaid

with ivory and overlaid with gold. In form it was a chair with sides and a back, set

upon an esffade having six stePs.

The complex textual history of 1 K. 10:19b shows that the details of this form soon

became a matter of debate. V. 19b reads: rv"ro'i-'dgdl lakkissEh md'ah"rayw (MT),
"the upper part of the throne was round in back." The LXX misread 'agol as'Egel,

"calf," and understood the text to mean that the back (!) was decorated with protomas

of calves.ls8 There is no evidence for such a throne in the ancient Near East; not even

the elaborate Old Assyrian footstool with protomas o1 6o11ttse is comparable. Many

scholarsrm nevertheless consider LXX rd'iA 'agdltm to be the original reading and

suggest that it was reshaped to eliminate all reminiscences of bull worship. The parallel

hemistich in 2 Ch.9:l8b involves similar problems: w%ebei bazzdhdb lakkissd'

mo'ohaztm, "and the throne had a footstool of gold attached." Only Lucian translated

the text in this way. The repointing of kef;ei, "footstool," as kef;ef, "lamb," proposed

by the Editio Bombergiana to explain the ox heads in the parallel is without foundation.

According to the MT, the throne with its rounded back points typologically to
Phoenicia and Egypt, as does the theriomorphic form (lions) of the armrests. The six

steps (each with a lion) of the estrade together with the footstooll6l constitute a

substructure with seven levels. The theory of some scholarsl62 that this base is com-

154. Cf. K.-H. Bernhardt, Das Problem der altoientalischen Kdnigsideologie im AT. SW 8

(1961), 86f.
155. Cf. --> 111 dAwi/ (ddvidh); M. Rehm, Der kbnigliche Messias im Licht der Immanuel'

Weissagungen des Buches Jesaja (Kevalaer, 1968), 256f .; and esp. T. N. D. Mettinger, King and

M essiah. CB, 8 (197 6), 259-27 4.
156. Cf. G. Salzberger, Salomos Tempelbau und Thron in der semitischen Sagenliteratur

(Berlin, 1912).
157. Cf. F. Wormald, "The Throne of Solomon and St. Edward's Chair," Festschrtft

E. Panofslcy (New York, 196l),532-541.
158. Similarly Josephus Ant. vii.5.2.
159. BuA, 1,248.
160. Kautzsch, de Vaux, North, etc.
161. -+ d1i1 h"dam (hodhdm).

162. Noth, 231, contra E. Wiirthwein, Die Biicher der Kdnige, l. ATD, XUI (1977), 125; cf.
also Bernhardt, 86, n. 5.
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parable to the Babylonian ziggurat with the dwelling of the deity at its top (symbolizing
the world mountain) is unlikely; it resembles more the typical Egyptian throne estrade,
which symbokzes m.t't, cosmic order and wisdom. The lions symbolize the power and
majesty of the king.to3

The court history of David makes Solomon's throne the direct successor to the throne
of David (1 K. l:46; 2:12).on this dynastic succession Solomon bases his claim to
exclude Adonijah (L K. 2:24) and Joab (v. 33) and to build the temple (5:19[5]; 8:20;
2 Ch. 6: l0). He uses the dynastic promise given to David as a reason why his own
prayer for wisdom should be granted (1 K. 3:6).

The splendor of Solomon's throne is seen also in the homage of Benaiah ( I K. I :37)
and the courtiers (v. 47), who call the throne of Solomon greater than the throne of
David (gddal piel). These words reflect the rapidly developing splendor of the consoli-
dated Jerusalem monarchy.

4. Righteousness as the Foundation of the Thronc. Hellmut Brunner cites Egyptian
parallels to account for the notion (which Ze'ev W. Falkls considers indigenous to Israel)
that righteousness is the foundation of ftls thrsng.l6s Brunner's argument may be accepted
if one is prepared to find in Heb. s"8dqd166 the element of "cosmic order" found in Egyp.
m3't,167 although it is a relatively minor factor in the total range of meaning of the two
tenns.168 The phrase ;eicq fimiipaT as the foundation of the throne of yahweh (ps.
89:15[4]; 97:2) and of the king (Prov. 16:12; 20:18;25:5;29:14) indicates the original
judicial function of the monarch in Israel.l6e The theologoumena of God as king and judge
were basic, and at a very early date (perhaps even by the beginning of the frst millen-
nium170) the devout Israelite affirmed: "miipdt and ;"/nqA are the foundation of thy
throne; hcseQ and 'eme! go before thee" (Ps. 89:15[14]). The language reflects Me-
sopotamianmythology, in which the pairof deities /crraz ("truth") andmtiaru("righteous-
ness") flank the sun-god when he acts as judge.lTl Ps. 97:2 (postexilic), too, uses
archaizing language to express the same pre-Israelite tradition: "Clouds and thick dark-
ness are round about him; righteousness and justice are the foundation of his throne."
Ift'ausl72 maintains that intelpretation must go beyond the ultimately static notion of

163. Cf. Canciano-Pettinato, 107.
164.2.W. Falk, "Two Symbols of Justice," W, l0 (1960),72-74.
165. Cf. I.4.a above.
166. -+ l1l sdq.
167. A. Jepsen, "pTI und i'lp?3 im Ail," Gones Wort und Gottes Land_ Festschrift W. Hertz-

berg (Gdttingen, 1965), 78-89 = Der Hen ist Gott (Berlin, 191}),221-29; H. H. Schmid,
Gerechtigkeit als Weltordnung. BHTd,40 (1968), 46-6O and passim.

168. Cf. K. Koch, *P1y 
;dq gemeinschaftstreu./treilvoll sein," THAT tr,510,516.

169. Cf. G. C. Macholz, "Die Stellung des Kdnigs in der israelitischen Gerichtsverfassung,"
zAw 84 (t972), ts7-182.

170. Albright; cf. Kraus, Psalms 6A150,2O3.
l7l. SAHG, 222,230,334; H. Ringgren, Word and Wsdom (Lund, 1947), 53ff., 83ff.; cf.

also Schmid, Gere chti gkeit als Weltordnung, 7 9f .
172. In loc.
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"cosmic order"l73 as the foundation of the throne,since se/dqd implies all the dynamism

of God's creation and govemance. In Ps. 9:5(4) (not datable), too, the psalmist thanks God

for his role in human justice. The ancient theophany formula that Ikaus174 claims to find
behind ydiabta l"kisse'is not all that evident. Despite the inclusion of the eschatological
judgment of the nations in Ps. 9:7(6),r7s the major theme of this psalm is God's help for
an individual before the bar of justice.

As the meaning of -+ UDI? idpal shifted from "judge" to "rule,"176 more and more

emphasis was placed on the obligation of the "ruler" to observe the Torah. The

Deuteronomic law of the king accordingly makes the monarch subject to the Torah; an

amendment (Dt. 17:18) even requires him to have the Torah ready to hand when he

sits upon his throne.lTT This markedly judicial role of the king finds expression in Ps.

122, which probably goes back to the time of David: in w. 5ff., there is synonymous

parallelism between /ciss?1 l"miipdt and kiss'6tPbA! dnwil. tJongwith idl6m ("general

well-being"), this notion was extended to characterize the city of Jerusalem. It was

embodied architecturally in Solomon's building of the palace: he gave the 'frldm

hakkiss|' the function of an 'Ahm hammiipdt -'aier yiipot-iam, "in order to prG'

nounce judgment there" (1 K.7:7).
This royal ideology of the ancient Near East (primarily Mesopotamia - in Egypt,

administration of justice was in the hands of the vizierrTs) is reflected in Ps. 45:7f.(6f .),

a preexilic hymn of praise to the king: "Your throne, O divine one, endures for ever

and ever. Your royal scepter is a scepter of equity; you love righteousness and hate

wickedness." This thetic formulation makes divine election and righteousness the twin
requirements for an enduring reign.lTe According to Ps. 72:1ff., God appoints the king
his mandated representative by giving him miipdfrm and se/dqd. In their inclusive

function, they comprehend the primary realms for which the king is responsible: law,

truth, nature, baule, and gul1.l80 They constitute the foundation of the dynasty (1 K.

3:5f.).18r If he fails in this regard, he loses his mandate (cf. the prophetic admonition

to the king in Jer.22:3,13,15-17).
The ancient proverbial wisdom of the early monarchy already made it clear that

endurance of the king's throne depended on his righteousness, placing the maxim "If
a king judges the poor with equity his throne will be established for ever" (Prov. 29: 14)

in the very center of the rules of conduct for princesl82 (cf. also 2O:8,28). Because

173. Schmid.
174.H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 1-59 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1988), 194.

175. F. Ntitsche4 Das Buch der Psalmen. EB, lV (1959), in loc.
176. Ct. G. Liedke, Gestalt und Bezeichnung alttestamentlicher Rechtsiitze. WMANT, 39

(1971),70ff.
177. Cf. Bernhardt, 137f.
178. E. Otto, "Prolegomena zur Frage der Gesetzgebung und Rechtsprechung in Agypten."

MDAI.K, 14 (1956), 150-59, esp. 156.
l7g. Cf . A. Neuwirth, E';l)R 'lNo) "Dein Thron, o Gott" (diss., Graz, 1964).

180. Schmid, Gerechtigkeit als Weltordnung, 23.
t8t. rbid.,85t.
182. U. Skladny, Die iiltesten Spruchsammlungen in Israel (Goftingen, 1962).
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flatterers and evildoers are always lurking in the wings (Prov. 25:5), righteousness and
justice 

- that is, endurance of the throne - can be achieved only by radical elimination
of these elements (cf. also 16:-12). Perversion of justice and acts of violence turn the
kissE' Pmiipat into a kisse' haww61, "a throne of wickedness that works mischief
against the law" (Ps. 94:20), embodied in antisocial treatment of widows, sojourners,
and orphans (v. 6) as well as condemnation of the innocent (v. 2L).

The notion that justice and righteousness constitute the foundation of the throne is
a fundamental element of the Davidic traditionls3 and therefore also of the messianic
hope shaped by this tradition. The true line of succession between the throne of David
and the throne of the Messiah is traced through miipd! and, s"/fiqd. The promise of the
royal messiah in Isa.9:1-6(2-7) (ca.733) recalls the conferment of royalty upon the
unborn son of the pharaoh:l8a "Great will be his government and peace will have no
end over the throne of David and over his kingdom, since he establishes it and upholds
it [the fem. suffrxes show that the verbs refer to mamld[6, contrary to the reading of
lQIs'tas1 with justice and righteousness from this time forth and for evermore" (v. 6t7l).
The Messiah totally fulfills the will of God, for God himself acts (aia, v. 6[7]) in the
Messiah. Thus the throne of David is likewise the locus and vehicle of God's salvation
for his people through the Messiah.

Isa. 16:5 addresses the judicial office of the Messiah. Here his work bahesej and
be'eme1 is not associated primarily with the frlssd'(contrary to Jer. 33:15ff.); it is
localized b"'6hel dawiQ, an archaizing feature. Isaiah sees in the messianic ruler a new
embodiment of the authentic Davidic kingship, now extended to be universal.l86 As a
postexilic ideal of the one who will rule in the age of salvation, the /cjssz'also is
associated with ddrai miipdt, the scriptural expertise of the scribes.

5. Thrones of Kings and Princes. The royal symbol of the "throne" is associated
primarily with the Davidic dynasty: David, Solomon, Jehoshaphat (l K. 22:lo; z Ch.
18:9), Joash (2 K. ll:19; 13:13:.2 Ch. 23:20), Jehoiachim (Jer. 36:30), Zedekiah (Jer.
22:2), and Jehoiachin (metaphorically: 2 K. 25:28; Jer. 52:32).

Succession to the throne in the northern kingdom was not primarily dynastic, being
based rather on the "ideal of charismatic kingship."taT De facto, it followed the
principle of "might makes right."laa Zimri usurped the throne of Elah (1 K. 16:11),
forestalling the establishment of a dynasty analogous to the royal house of Judah.
Jehu prevented the enthronement of one of Ahab's sons after the murder of Jezebel

183' K. Seybold, Das davi.dische Kdnigtum im Zeugnis der propheten. FRla.NT, loj (1972),
85ff.,104, tt6-132.

184. Aor, 47f .; ANET 445f .; cf . also J. de Savignac, "Th6ologie pharaonique et messianisme
d'Isra6l," W 7 (1957),82-90.

185. Cf. the apparatus of BHK.
186. -+ 7;'x'ahel.
187. A. Alt, "The Monarchy in the Kingdoms of Israel and Judah," Essays on or History

and Religion (Eng. trans., Garden Ciry, 1966),315tr.
188. Cf. Ishida, 17lff.
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(2 K. l0:3) and seized power himself after a bloodbath. The other coups d'6tat and

usurpations in the northern kingdom are recounted without mention of the /cissZ', as

are the few short-lived dynasties, so that /cissZ'in the sense of dynastic succession

remained limited to the Davidic dynasty. Only when the throne was occupied by the

"charismatic" Jeroboam II (2 K. 13:13) do we rrnd the word /risse'once more. This

observation suggests that in the Deuteronomistic history the term has positive moral

connotations.
Finally, the OT speaks of thrones of kings and princes outside Israel. In Egypt, the

throne is peculiar to Pharaoh: it is in regard to the throne that he is greater than Joseph,

his grand vizier (Gen.41:40;.tse According to the Egyptian law of succession, the

first-born son ofPharaoh succeeds to this throne, so thatthe slaying ofall the first-born
(Ex. 11:5; 12:29) strikes the vital nerve of the dynasty. Other occupants of thrones

include Eglon of Moab (Jgs. 3:20), Nebuchadtezzar (Dnl. 5:20), the king of Nineveh

(Jon. 3:6), the enemy kings of the north (Jer. 1:15), the princes of the sea (Ezk.26:16),

Ahasuerus (Est. 1:2;5:1), as well as the prince Haman (Est. 3:1) and the satrap of the

province Beyond the River (Neh. 3:7).

The kings exiled to Babylon also clearly have thrones as a mark of their rank (2 K.

25:28; Jer. 52:32); cf. the picture of a ruler of Judah toward the end of the monarchy

found at Ramat Rahel.teo Even in the underworld, a kissd'is a mark of the princes of
the earth and the kings of the nations (Isa. l4:9).

As part of the ceremonial accompanying military campaigns, kings had their thrones

set up before the gates of besieged cities: the kings of the north before Jerusalem (Jer.

1:15), Nebuchadnezzar before Tahpanhes, which Jeremiah uses stones to represent in

a symbolic action (Jer.43:10); cf. the parallels of Sennacherib and Sargon outside of
lslssl.lel The kings of Israel and Judah likewise sit upon their thrones when planning

their campaign against the Arameans ( I K. 22:lO; 2 Ch. I 8:9); cf. also the description

of Yahweh as a warlord in Jer. 49:38.1e2

Despite all the power and maglificence surrounding kings and their thrones, it is
God who sets them there (Job 36:7; 2 Ch. 9:8) and bestows their sovereignty upon

them: they are all kings by the grace of God. If ttrey contravene his commandments

and make themselves his equals, God topples them from their thrones for their arrogance

(Dnl.5:20; Isa. 14:13). The Davidic king is no exception (Ps' 89:45[44]). Yahweh has

the power to overthrow even the "throne of kingdoms" (Hag. 2:221ot in far-off Persia.

6. Priestty Throne? Only 7r,c.6:13b, a passage with serious textual problems,lea

mentions the rhrone of the high priest: "And he [Zerubbabel] shall build the temple of
Yahweh, and shall bear royal honor, and shall sit and rule upon his throne; and he

189. Cf. G. von Rad, Genesis. OTL (Eng. trans. 1961), 353.

190. Y. Aharoni, "Excavations at Ramat Rahel," BA, 24 (1961), 1O8.

l9l. See I.2.d above.
192. See IV.l below.
193. On the text, see W. Rudolph, Haggai. KATXIW4 (1976),52f .: cf. tr.2.a.3 above.

194. See the comms.
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[probably Joshua] shall be a priest upon his throne (w"hnyd kdhEn'al-kis"'6), and
peaceful understanding shall be between ttrem both."

a. Earlier scholars such as Knabenbauer and Wellhausen favored the LXX text,le5
according to which the high priest exercised his office in concert with the reigning
descendant of David "at his right hand" ('al-y"mtn6) without any disagreement over
their spheres of authority.l% In this view, a later (post-LXX) revision of the Hebrew
text adapted it to the contemporary situation, with the high priest ruhng as a quasi-
monarch. Elligeltlz suggests a concentration of the divided messianic role in Z,echaiah
in a single figure, "king and priest" (cf. Ps. 110). Brunnerre8 ascdbes high-priestly
authority to the king on his throne. Charytee thinks in terms of a close cooperation
between king and high priest, already attested for the exilic period, and sees the
development of the text as reflecting the transition from monarchy to theocracy. The
MT, according to this theory bears witness to the final preeminence of the priesthood.200

b. Other scholars give priority to the MT.20l A. Petitjean finds in it the realization
of a "bicephalous authority," and holds that the LXX restored the importance of the
Davidic kingship by downgrading the authority of the priesthood.

c. Wilhelm Rudolphzoz takes a harmonizing position, claiming that the "enthrone-
ment" of the high priest represented his de facto occupation of the throne of David in
a theocratic form of government; there is no trace of any theologizing "throne of
Yahweh."203 From this time forward, this concentration of authority shaped the mes-
sianic hopes of Judaism. Despite the variety attested in the figure of the Messiah, a

division into two messiahs is found only in the extracanonical literature.2m

7. Enthronement Ceremonial. The enthronement ritual of Solomon (1 K. 1:32-48)
and Joash (2 K. l1:ll-20) is alluded to by Pss.2, 72, llo, l32.lt consisted of two
major elements: (a) a procession to the sanctuary where the king was invested with
the royal symbols of the nezer ("diadem") ard'edft! ("royal protocol"; RSV "testi-
mony"), anointed by the priest or people, and acclaimed by the people; and (b) a

195. Cf. also G. Wallis, "Erwiigungen zu Sacharja VI 9-15," Congress Volume, Uppsala
1971. SW, 22 (1972),235-37, etc.

196. K. Elliger, Das Buch der zwdlf kleinen Propheten, II. ATD, XXY (1982), in loc.
197. Ibid., 130f.
198. R. Brunner, Sacharja. ZBK (1960),89f.
199. T. Chary, Aggde-hcharie, Malachie. SB (1969), 114.
200. N. Poulssen, Kdnig und Tempel im Glaubenszeugnis des ATs. SBM, 3 (196'l), l5l.
201. Lars G. Rignell, A. Petidean, Rudolph; B. A. Mastin, "A Note on Zechariah VI 13,"

W26(1976), Il3-15,etc.,occasionallycitingthetrisZ'(= "chair"!)of Elithepriest(l S. 1:9;
4:13,18); cf. BDB.

202. Rudolph, 127f.
203. As suggested by E. K<inig, Die messianischen Weissagungen des AIs (Stuttgart, 1923),

270f.
204. Cf. K. Schubert, "Der alttestamentliche Hintergrund der Vorstellung von den beiden

Mesiassen im Schrifttum von Chirbet Qumran," Jud, 12 (1956), 24-28; A. S. van der Woude,
Die messianischen Vorstellungen der Gemeinde von Qumrdn. SSN, 3 (1957), 226-247.
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procession to the palace, where the king ascended the throne and received the homage

of the court.ms

IV. yahweh's Throne. The question of Yahweh's throne - referred to explicitly in

22 passages by means of the term kiss126 - 
goes hand in hand with the question of

Yahweh's kingship. This kingship is borrowed from Canaanite tradition2oT and is

probably to beexplained as an amalgamation of the royal titles borne by El and Ba'al

in Uga;dc. The uie of the title "king" for Yahweh can hardly antedate the formation

of the Israelite state, but is probably premonarchic.2o8 It therefore does not represent a

polemic reaction against the political monarchy.2c The notion of Yahweh's throne

ctearty illustrates thi development of royal terminology as applied to Yahweh.2l0

1. Ark Yahweh was probably revered as an enthroned king at an early date, since the

epirhet YHWH tba'6!y6iEp hatckcmltmwas already applied to him at Shiloh (e.g., 1 S.

i:41.ztt In a continuation of the desert tent tradition (Nu. 10:35ff.; esp. the sacred taber-

nacle),212 the throne idea here became associated with the arh213 alilrough the actual word

/<issZ'is not used. Even the terminology, ttren, militates against citing as analogous the
..empty throne" found elsewhere in the ancient Near East,2l4 a notion that overemphasizes

the later role of the ark in the Solomonic temple. Gerhard von Rad,2l5 too, suggests that an

earlier function of the ark as a container was supeneded by its function as a throne. At this

205. On the details, see R. de Yedttx, Anclsr, l0Gl07; G. von Rad, "The Royal Ritual in

Judah," The Problem of thc Hexateuch (Eng. trans. 1966, repr. London, 1984), 222-231;

E. Lipidski, Ia royatrt, tte Yahwi. WAW.L,27155 (1965),336-391; H.-J. Kraus, The Theology

of thi psalms (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1986), l20ff.; on divine adoption or legitimation of the

new king as an iliportant theological element of his enthronement, see H. Donner, "Adoption

oder kfitimationl-" OrAnt,8 (1069),87-l19; on the king's throne 111er_see K. D. Schunck,
..Der friifte Thronname des Messias (Jes. D( 5-6)," W,23 (1973), 108ff.; H. Wildberger' Isalaft

t-12 (Ene. trans., Minneapolis, l99l), 389409; on the festival of Yahweh's enthronement' see

r. a. iogEin, "1lp nacti* kdnig," mAT r,914r.; -+ 1)a mt*.

206. Ct., however --+ IUf! ydiaS; -->\rD mlk-
207 . W. H. Schmidt, Kbni[nm Gones in IJ garit wtd Israel. BZAW, 80 ('?1966)' 9 I'
208. Alt; but cf. L. Rost, "Kiinigsherrschaft Jahwes in vorktiniglichet Tnit?" T\IZ,85 (1960),

721-24, who dates the usage in the early period of the monarchy'

209. Cf. H.-J. Kraus, fie Kdnigshensiho1t Gott"t im AT. BHT\ 13 (1951), 94, and already

H. Gressmann.
210. For bibliog., see Soggin, 1,914f.
211. See -+ t11Rf3 scpd'61; -) ft?' yAiab; --+a1'lD kcrfrb.

212. O. Eissfeldt, ..Kuluelt und Tempel," wort und Geschichte. Festschift K.

18 (1973), 5l-55 = KlSchr Yl (1979), l-7.
Elliger. AOAT

213. -+ l]']N '"ndz, I, 368.

214.H.Gunkel, ..Die Lade Jahwes als Thronsitz ," zMR,2l (1906), 33-42;8. Nielsen, "Some

Reflections on the History of the Ark," congress volume, oxford 1959. sW 7 (1960), 64tr.;

still accepted by Albright, Barrois, and Bright; for additional bibliog., see J. Maier, Vom Kultus

zu, Gnoiis. Kiitos, I (Salzburg, l9@), 59, n. 59; idem, Das altisraelitische radeheiligtum.

BTAW 93 (196s), 54tr.
2l5.G.vonRad, "TheTentandthe Ark"TheProblemof theHexateuch, 1o3-l24,esp. 112.
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late stage of its development, the art wift the two cherubim n the d,ltr of the temple
(according to R resting uponthelappdrcl2l6) does indeed give the impression of an outsize
cherubim throne (well attested in the arrcient NearEast);2l7 this conception, however, never
became standard in the OT. Thus the ark-throne theory is contradicted by the notorious
absence of tissd' terminology, by the rapid application of -+ Elil hod6m terminology2l8 to
the ark to emphasize Yahweh's transcendence, and finally by the gross disproportion
between the ark and the cherubim.2le At most, therefore, this throne theory might be ttre
by-product of a theophanic motif closely associated with the ark.2m

The passages that use tiss?'for the ark as the throne of Yahweh in the temple are
themselves disputed (cf. esp. Isa. 6: I ; Job 26:9) and should be read solely as indicating
Yahweh's presence and epiphany in the temple.22t It is highly unlikely that kisse' tra!6/
in Jer 14:21l, 17: 12 (secondary) refers 1s ths arkz2z In the figurative hymnic language
in which Yahweh is here addressed, extension of the term to the whole temple mountain,
Jerusalem, or even all Israel is by no means impossible.

Identification of an altar with a throne, a common religious concept,223 may lie
behind Ex. 17:16, a textually difficult verse. The etiology in Ex. 17:8-16 of the altar
built by Moses at Rephidim, YHWH nisst, associates its construction with the Amalekite
wars. The Ml vulg., sam. Pentateuch, Syr., and rarg. derive the name of the altar
("Yahweh my standard") from the strange expression ya! kes ydh ("the hand of the
throne of Yahweh"), clearly some kind of battle cry. The LXX no longer understood
the text, interpreting it on the basis of ftsft, "hidden."zz4 l. clericus (l7th century),
followed by many others, emended the text to nEs-ydh ("banner, military standard of
Yahweh";.225 Other proposed emendations deserve no support.226 The MT as it stands

216. -->'tD) kpr.
217. De Yaux, MUSJ, 37 (19fi161),96f., 118; Maier, Vom Kultus zur Gnosis, 72f.; idem,

Das altisraclitische Ladeheiligrum, 67f .
218. On the ark as God's footstool, see esp. Haran, esp. 89; J. Schreiner, Sion-Jerusalem

Jahwehs Kiinigssitz. SIANT, 7 (1963), 24; Gtissmann, esp. 34, following H. Tur-Sinai,
H. Schmidt, F. Ndtscher, and Y. Congar.

219. Mater, Vom Kultus zur Gnosis, 78f.
220. Ct. J. Dus, "Herabfatrrung Jahwes auf die Lade und Entziehung der Feuerwolke," lrd

t9 (1969),29O-3r1.
221. Ct. W. Zimmerli, "Das Bilderverbot in der Geschichte des alten Israel," Studien zur

alttestamentlichen Theologie und Prophctie. Gesammelte Aufscitze, 2. ThB, 5l (1974),247-260;
Wildberger, 261.

222. G. Fohrer, review of Maier, Das altisraclitisch ladeheiligtum, ZAW 77 (1965), 360.
223. C. H. Rarschow, "Altar. I. Religionsgeschichtlich,', RGG3, | (1957), Z5l-53.
224. Ct. also D. N. Freedman and M. P. O'Connor, "inn, YHWH,,, TDOT V 500-521; A. R.

Miiller, "Ex l7,l5f in der Septuaginta" BN, 12 (1980),20-23.
225. A. Clamer; Noth; B. S. Childs; Eissfeldt; R. Gradwohl, "Zum Verstiindnis von Ex. XVII

15t.," W 12 (1962),491-94 (institution of a votive hand?); F. Stolz, Jahwes und Israels Kriege.
AThANT, 60 (1972),99 (a kind of ark of Yahweh); M. Gtirg, "NEs - ein Herrschatuemblem?,'
BN, 14 (1981), ll-17 (emblem of sovereignty); -+ DJ net.

226. U . Cassuto: from /<ss, "plan" (the altar as a "memorial pillar" for God's plans) (A Comm.
on the Book of Exodus [Eng. trans., Jerusalcm, 1967), in loc.); Nielsen: tese', "(full) moon" (a
relic of Arabian moon worship in the Moscs tradition).
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is accepted by many.227 Werner Fuss suggests a traditional practice (a priest's laying

his hand on the massebah of Rephidim during the battle) analogous to E's concept of

Moses' Staff. It Seems more realistic, however, to accept GeOrg Beer's theory which

sees in the altar a throne of the warlord Yahweh.2B In Jer. 49:38, too, Yahweh appears

as a warlord, setting up his throne before Elam to destroy kings and princes.

2. Temple. wth the decline of the immarrcnt and anthropomorphic concept of God,

the kissd'of Yahweh soon was extended to refer to the temple (mountain) of Jerusalem,

especially in the psalms of Yahweh's enthronemenl.22e Hers we find clear echoes of

the Canaanite myths of Ba'al's battle with chaos and enthronement, in which Ba'al's

throne on Mt. Saphon constitutes the focal point of the action (cf. Ps.93:2; Jer. 17:12).

The mythological language, however, does not make a convincing case for such a

localization.2m The situation is clearer in the identification of mcqdm kis'i with m"qdm

kapp|l raglay (cf. Ezk. 43:7; Isa. 60:13; and esp. Ex. l5:17f.),23t shhsugh the latter is

alio assocliated with the ark (Ps. 132:7; cf. also I Ch. 28:2; Ps. 99:5; Lam. 2:l). The

identification is not made explicit, however, either in Ezekiel or in the Psalms.

3. Zion/lerusalem. Tior. and Jerusalem were also looked upon as Yahweh's throne

(Jer.3:17).232 The original limited notion of Yahweh's throne was further expanded and

extended geographically. Here, finally, the notion of Yahweh's special presence in Zion

clearly drew on the throne concept with the deliberate polemic intention of setting itself

apart from earlier notions (ark = throne Uer. 3:16l). Jeremiah (or one of his epigoni)

wishes to call into question the historically grounded assurance of salvation associated

with the presence of the ark. This passage reflects the controversy over Yahweh's

presence with the tuk,233 especially foltowing its loss. Like Jer. 17:12, Jer. 14'21234

ipeaks of Jerusalem as the throne of Yahweh.235 This usage may have given rise to the

ipirhetyiieQ ;iWOn, "enthroned upon Zion" (Ps. 9:12[11]; cf. Isa. 8:18). Here we find

"iho"r 
of the ancient Near Eastern notion of the sacred mountain as the place where

the divine ruler of the universe has his throne,236 the source of constant new creation

and the blessing that upholds the world (cf. Isa. 8:18; 31:4; Joel 2:l; Ier.8:19; 17:12;

227. A. Dillmann; o. Procksch; G. Beer, Ercdus. HAT III (1939); J. de Fraine, "La royaut6

de Yahv6 dans les textes concernant l'arche," Volwv du Congrbs, Genive 1965. SW 15 (1966)'

134-l4g,esp. 147f.; H. H. Schmi{ Mose. BZAW, ll0 (1968),63f.; W. Fuss, Dre deuteronomis-

tische Pentiteuchredaldion in Emdus 3-17. BZ.AW, 12.j (1972),3ffif'
228. Ct.I.2.d; Itr.5 above'
229. Cf . Lipin€ski, ll7f.
230. Ct. Kraus, Psalms 6U150, 234t.
23l.Metzger, UE 2 (1970),147.
232. Ct.U]. Nottr, The History of Israel (Eng. Eans., New York,21960), 101; de Yatx, MUSJ,

37 (19(/|116l),97; A. Weiser, Das ituch Jeremia 1-25,14. ATD, Y\x C1966)' 3l'
233. Weiser, 29.
234. See above.
235. w. Rudolph, leremia. HAT, Xil' (3196E), in lN.
236. Cf. R. L. Cohn, The Sacred Mountain in Ancient Israel (diss., Stanford, 1974), 123-203.
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Ps. 9;43:3; 48;68:17-19[16-18]; 74:2;132:13f.; God's mountain throne also appears
in 1 En. l8:8;24:3;25:3).zzt

4. Heaven. The ultimate extension is explicit in Isa. 66:1, a messenger speech in
which Yahweh calls heaven his throne and the earth his footstool. Here Trito-Isaiah
takes up the Deuteronomistic criticism of a superficial understanding of the temple
(2 s. 7:6f.), sketching the picture of a God beyond all earthly limitations, removed
from the ready access of mortals. He sits enthroned in heaven (Ps.2:4; ll:4; 123:l)
while his narne238 dwells in the temple (1 K. 8:29f.,38f.,44f.):z:e "With Yahweh's
throne, the heavenly world invades the sanctuary; with the divine tlrone resting on
its base in the sanctuary and soaring into the heavens, the heavenly realm is pres-

"11."240 
A heavenly tlrone is reserved for Yahweh alone. The arrogant attempt of the

king of Babylon to equal him and set up his throne above the stars of El ends in his
fall (Isa. l4:l3ff.). Micaiah ben Imlah describes Yahweh's sitting in majesty on his
throne, thus legitimating himself before Jehoshaphat and Ahab (l K. 22:19 par. 2 Ch.
18:18; cf. Isa. 6). Yahweh is king over the nations; they celebrate his sovereignty. He
reigns through all eternity, but in its cultic reenactment his reign takes on new
actuality for present and future (Ps. 47:8f.[7f.]). He sits enthroned forever - a ground
of hope and confidence for the oppressed, since it guarantees justice forever (ps.
9:8[7]). His sovereignty is unaffected by the loss of temple and ark (Lam. 5:19),
which only a superficial faith could think of as guaranteeing the power of God's
presence. According to 2 Ch. 9:8, Yahweh's power is also manifested through the
king's throne on earth; the eternity of Yahweh, however, does not depend on the
endurance of this throne.

Thus the idea of Yahweh's throne displays a clear line of development. In the early
period, Yahweh dwelt in the midst of his people as he journeyed with them; the ark
symbolized his presence. The nascent conception of Yahweh's kingship led to identifica-
tion of the ark with his throne. By the time of the Solomonic empire, this concept was
transferred to the temple. Because popular faith made God's existence dependent on the
existence of the temple (and not the reverse!), this causal nexus was shattered by
Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomistic school. This change was facilitated by the existing
association of Zion with the mountain of God, a "cosmic mystery"24l that made the throne
concept independent of the temple. Heaven became the throne of Yahweh, a development
that laid the theological foundation for overcoming the catastrophe of 587. The "inter-
changeability of mountain, sanctuary, throne, and footstool"z2 is based on more than a
"mythological sense of space";243 it reflects a progressive revelation.

237. Mater, Vom Kultus zur Gnosis, 97 -lDl.
238. -+ DVi iem.
239. Cf . A. S. van der Woude, "dpi izm Name," THAT, n,954t.
240.Metzger, UE 2 (1970),145.
24l.Maier, Vom Kultw zur Gnosis, lO2.
242.Metzger, UE 2 (1970),156.
243.Maier, Vom Kultus zur Gnosis, 105f.
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5. Chariot Throne. In the context of Ezekiel's prophecies, we find mention of

Yahweh's chariot throne. Ezk. l:26 10:1 speak of a d"mfrl kissZ', "something like a

throne," resting on a chariot of cherubim. The terminology rules out any association

of this chariot with the portable stand on which the ark rested. Furthermore, references

to the chariot throne in conjunction with the ark are later than Ezekiel: 1 Ch' 28:18

(tabntthammerkdpA), Dnl. 7:9 (Aramaic) (a throne lkorsEf with wheels [galg"ltn)).In
+eSirSaU 40:24,thephrase tbnyt lcs'mrkbh already reflects a complex formulation of

incipient Jewish merkdQd mysticism.2a

Th" nutor" and significance of the chariot throne have been the subject of much

debate. The description in Ezekiel (largely secondary) probably represents a techno-

logical transposition of the ancient Israelite tradition of Yahweh's appearance in a

windstorm.2a5 There may be parallels to Mesopotamian processional shrineszb or

possibly the chariotof the sun-god (2 K. 23 ll). Johann MaiePq sees in the chariot

ihron" a transformation of the cultic expression ydi?b hakk"rupim into cosmic my-

thology, deliberately dissociating it from the temple. The chariot throne of Ezekiel is

developed further in Dnl. 7:9tr., I (Eth.) En. 46f.,2+t and numerous texts of the Dead

Sea sciolls. In 4QSirSab 4O:24, we have the liturgical formulary of a merkAbd riual,

one performed only in the holy of holies, invisible to the people'

V. Metaphorical Usage. The metaphorical usage of kiss7'can be divided into five

categories.

l. Enthronement. To "set up one's throne" always expresses a Seizure of power

through superior force (esp. Jer. 1:15; 43:10; cf. Isa. l4:13); to "sit upon the throne"

usualiy signalizes dynastic succession (1 K. 1; 2:12 22:lO; etc.). sitting upon the throne

is taken as a sign of uncontested sovereignty (Ps. 9:5[4]; 132:12; Jer. 33:211.7,ec. 6:13)'

2. Deposition The violent end of a reign is described by "being toppled from the

throne" (Hag.2:22; Ps. 89:45[44]; Dnl. 5:20) or "falling from the throne" (l S. 4:18;

lsa. 14 12 [with mythological hyperbole]).

3. Emltation Honor or disgrace may be expressed by the raising or lowering of a

throne. This concept first appears during the Israelite sojourn in Egypt: Joseph is made

vizier by pharaoh and is inferior to him only with respect to the throne (Gen. 41:10).

During the enthronement ceremony, the king is wished a greater throne than his

predeJessors (l K. l:37,47), symbolizing the extent of his domain. Exaltation of a

244.Cf.J.Neusner, "TheDevelopmentof theMerkavahTradition," JSJ,2(1971), 149-160'

245.W. Zimmerii, Ezekiel I. Herm (Eng. trans' 1979),42f'
246.H. Schrade, Die verborgene Gott: Gottesbild und Gottesvorstellung in Israel und im

alten Orient (Stuttgart, 1949).

247. Vom Kultus zur Grnsis, 120, following Procksch'

248.Ct.J. Marb<ick,..Henoch-Adam_DerThronwagen,,, BZ, N.S.25 (1981)' 103-111.
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throne was a mark of special honor. It is recorded only in the setting of foreign courts
(2 K. 25:28 par. Jer. 52:32; Est. 3:1), where it served to symbolize the rehabilitation
of subject monarchs. Hannah uses this motif in her hymn when she praises yahweh as
the God who raises the poor and needy from the dust, giving them a m6id! with princes
andakissE'knbodO S. 2:8). The phrase kiss?'kd!6!reflects the extraordinury d"g.""
of this exaltation: in Jer. 14:21; 17:12, it clearly refers to the throne of yahweh; and in
[sa.22:23 (secondary), describing the throne of honor of the Davidic king Eliakim, it
refers to the throne of David as the focus of hope for the future.

4. Mourning. "Coming down from one's throne" 
- 4 sgslsp also attested at ugarit

a sign of penitence or mourning. It undoubtedly signalized a voluntary (or
forced: Isa. 14:12f.) act of self-degradation. The l<a!68 thus released was offered to the
deity in hopes for a change of fortune. At an early date, however, the primary purpose
of this ceremony shifted to a manifestation of grief and the absence of joy. Ii is odd
that the or mentions this ceremony only in the case of foreign monarchs (Isa. 47:1;
Ezk. 26:16; Jon. 3:6).uo Traces of it, however, may also be discerned in Israel (2 S.
12:16-19; 19:l-3[18:33-19:2]; I K. 2t:27;2 K. t9:ty.zso

5. Harlot's Throne. Sitting on a throne or seat before the gate means putting oneself
on display - the seductive conduct of a harlot. In prov. 9:14, personified Folly sits on
a seat before the gate to entice the unwary.2sl Sitting on a chair before the gate2s2 ig
here intended to feign elegance, rank, and kdb6d, since only those who were noble
(rsa. 47:l)253 or rich (cf. Jas. 2:3) commonly sat on chairs. This pretense is designed
to seduce those with no notion of true values. The facade is deceptive, howeverrjust
as the loose woman leaves a taste like wormwood in the mouth of the man she seduces,
ultimately bringing him to the kingdom of death (prov. 5:4f.), so Folly conceals that
behind her "dwell only the shades, that her guests are in the depths of Sheol,, (prov.
9:18).254

VI. Dead Sea Scrolls. The noun ks'occurs only 8 times in the Dead Sea scrolls (3
times in the Temple scroll, but not in any of the other major scrolls). Three passages
speak of the throne of David. The outline of sacred history in 4QDibHam recalls the
election of the tribe of Judah and its shepherd David, who will sit upon the ..throne of

249. cf. N. Lohfink, "Enthielten die im Ar bezeugten Klageriten eine phase des
Schweigens?," W 12 (1962), 269-2j 3.

250. cf- E. Kutsch, "Trauerbrciuche" und "selbstminderungsbrtiuchc" im AT. Thst, 7g
(1965), 2542; -+ D1i hoQdm (hadhnfi,333.

251. Ct. H. Ringgren, Spriiche. ATD, Xyl (1962),43; G. Bostr<im (proverbiastudien. LIIA.
30/3 

_119351) 
erroneously thinks the passage refers to cultic prostitution.

252.For Akkadian parallels, see BuA, il,436; cf. also l-at. prosedae, ..those who sit in front
[of a bordello]" (Plautus Poenulus 266\.

253. ANEP, 537.

_214- cf. also B. Lang, wisdom and the Bookof proverbs @ng. hans., New york, 19g6),
97-tot.
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Israel" (ks'yir'I) in the sight of God forever (4QDibHam 4:7). How this can be applied

to the contemporary eschatological situation of the community is illustrated by 4QFlor

(4Q174): in the manner of the Qumran pesharim, Nathan's prophecy concerning the

"ndrrur"" 
of David's dynasty and throne is applied to the present. The eternal throne

(ks' mmllcwt) promised to David is now transferred to the messiah of the Davidic line

(4QFlor 1:10f.). According to 4QpIs,8-10,19 (interpreting Isa. 11:1-5), this Messiah

wili rise up at the end of days and sit upon the &s' kbwd (cf . I En. 45:3), wearing the

"holy diadem" (nzr qdw{) and bright garments (bgdy rwqmwr) of the ruler. In llQT
56:20 (citing Dt. 17:18) and 59:14,17 (a cento of 1 K. 2:4; 8:25;9:5; Jer' 33:17),

obedience to the torah is emphasized as a guarantee that the dynasty will endure' [n

4esir$ab. rhere is a description of the heavenly chariot throne; it largely follows the

t"it of Ezk. l.2ss The statement in llQPs' 26ll that "righteousness and justice and

truth are the foundations of his [God's] throne" has its precursors in Ps' 89:15(14);

g7.2.2s6 This expansion of the OT formula miipd! and seSeq by the addition of 'eme!

is due to the popularity of this term at Qumran, but is also intended to motivate the

Essenes of the community to practice this fundamental virtue. Almost all the Aramaic

texts of 4Q refer to the chariot throne vision:4QEn" fr. I 7:18;8:18 (cf.SQEn" fr. I

8:27); the throne of God is also mentioned in 4QEn' fr. I 3:15 and 4Q246 fr. 1 1 (cf.

1 En. 14:18-20). In llQtgJob 27:l we find an interpretation of Job 36:7 saying that

"kings on their thrones" (mllqn ytby h,vrsyhwn) are under God's protection only if
they practice righteousness (cf. llQPs'cited above).257

Fabry

255. Ct.IV.5 above; --> ))'1 rkb-

256. Ct.I.4.a; trI.4 above.
257. t. A. Fitzmyer and D. J. Harrington, A Manual of Palestinian Aramaic Texts. Bietor 34

(1978), 3s.

ilpp aasa; rloJ kdsfiy;l1lDJ k'sr21; i19)D mikseh;;19)? m"f,asseh

Contents: L 1. Etymology; 2. Occurrences; 3. LXX. |I. OT: 1. Literal Usage; 2. Covering the

Land; 3. Covering the Face; 4. Cultic Usage; 5. Water; 6. Protection; 7. Eatth 8' Sins; 9.

Concealment. IlI. Nouns.

l. l. Etymology. The root ksy is attested in most Semitic languages. The verb occurs

frequently in Ugaritic with the meaning "cover" in the context of words for clothing

(mizrt);t we also find the derived nouns ksr, "outer garment,"2 a1,d mlcs, "covering,

l. KTU,1.5 VI, 16, 3l; also 1.10 Itr, 24 (damaged)'

2. KTU, l.l9 I, 36, 47: l.t'l VI, 15; 2.3, 12;4-206,5-
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clothing."3 In Phoenician, the verb is found in the Kilamuwa inscription:4 "The one
who had seen no linen from his youth in these my days was 'clothed' with byssus."
The root is also found in most Aramaic dialects, in Old South Arabic (ksw), and in
Arabic (kasAlwl, "clothe";.5 It is uncertain whether the root is related to Al<k. laifi,
"cover up"; Akk. kasl means "tie."

2. Occurrences. The verb appears 3 times in the qal, twice in the niphal, 129 times
in the piel with fairly even distribution, 7 times in the pual, and 9 times in the hithpael.
Of the derived nouns, lcdsfry appears twice, k"sfi18ttmes,mifueh 12 times, ar,dm"f,nsseh
4 times; all mean "covering."

3. lX( In the vast majority of cases, the LXX translates with kaljptein or its
compounds (epikaljptein, kataka$ptein, synkalfptein); we also find krfptein, peribdl-
lein, skepdzein, stdgeiq ets.

II. OT.

l. Literal Usage. The primary meaning of lcnsd is "cover," either to render invisible
what is covered or to protect it or keep it warm. Jael covers the fugitive Sisera with a rug
(i"mikfl to hide him (Jgs. 4: lSf.). Michal covers aterdptmimage with a garment (begeQ)
to make David's pursuers think that he is lying sick in bed (l S. 19:13). The aging David
iscoveredwithclothes (b"gddtm) tokeephimwarm(1 K. 1:l). Thetabernacleiscovered
with curtains (Ex. 26:13). When the Israelites break camp during their wandering in the
desert, Aaron and his sons are to cover the ark and the other sacred objects with cloths
(Nu. 4:5,8,9,15). Ezekiel reproves the inhabitants of Jerusalem for covering their idols
with embroidered garments and worshipping them @zk. 16:18).6 The sacrificial laws
frequently speak expressly of the fat "that covers the entrails" @x. 29:13,22; I*v.
3:3,9,14;4:8;7:3). Clouds cover the heavens or the sun so that they cannot be seen (Ezk.
32:7;Ps. 147:8). Frogs covered "the land of Egypt" and locusts covered "the whole
surface of the land, so that the ground could not be seen" @x. 8:2[Eng. v. 6]; 10:5,15).
We are told similarly that the quails "covered the camp" @x. 16:13). The field of the
sluggard is covered with nettles @ov.24:31). lrprosy can cover the whole body (lrv.
l3:l2f .); rot covers the dead in the dust (Iob 2l:26). Mal. 2:13 uses figurative language:
"You cover Yahweh's altar with tears, with weeping and groaning because he no longer
regards the offering or accepts it with favor at your hand."

2. Coveing the l-and. Balak tells Balaam how the people of Israel came out of
Egypt and covered the whole land (Nu. 22:5; cf. Ps. 80:11[10], where the figurative

3. KTU,l.4II,5.
4. KAr,24, t2t.
5.WKAS,I, 196tr
6. The adomment of idols is discussed by W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979),

344.

)
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language of the psalmist describes the shade of the vine of lsrael covering the mountains

of the iand). lei. +O:g pictures the Egyptian assault upon Babylon as the flood of the

Nile: Egypt says, "I will rise, I will cover the earth, I will destroy cities and their

inhabitanG." According to Ezk. 26:10, the dust of the enemy horses will cover Tyre'

In Ezk. 30:18, a cloud covers the city of Tehaphnehes in Egypt and its inhabitants go

into exile; in Ezk. 38:9, Gog and his hordes cover the land like a cloud' Isa' 60:l-7

contains two occurrences that may constitute a deliberate pun: "Darkness shall cover

the earth, and thick darkness the peoples" (v. 2); but when the light of Yahweh rises

over Israel, camels and dromedaries (bearing pilgrims or offerings) will cover the land

of Israel (v. 6).

3. Covering the Fqce.In Isa. 6:2, the seraphim cover their faces with two wings to

protect themselves from the sight of the Holy One; with two others they cover their
;.feet,', i.e., their genitals, which must not be uncovered in God's presence (cf. Ezk.

l2:6,L2, where the face is covered to preYent seeing the land). The cherubim and

"creatures" of Ezk. 1 cover their bodies (S'wtW6O with their wings (w. 11, 23). The

covering of "nakedness" ('erwa) is mentioned if,|lEx.28:42 (the high priest's); Gen.

9:23 (Noah's, by his sons); Ezk. 16:8 (that of personified Israel, by God); Hos. 2:11(9)

(wittr flax given by God). The root ksh is also used of ordinary clothing and thus

becomes a synonym of -+ uI) labEi, "clothe." Dt. 22:12 (hithpael) speaks of a cloak

"with which youclothe yourself"; cf. also 1 K. 1l:29. Isa. 58:7 urges the "clothing"

of the naked (cf. Ezk. 18:7,16). According to Ezk. 16:10, Yahweh clothes the foundling

Israel with fancy garments. In a similar way, l<sh can be used for clothing oneself in

mourning (2 K. 1-9:1f. par. Isa. 37 If.; Jon. 3:6,8; 1 Ch. 21:16) or putting on a veil

(Ger. 24:65; 38: 14 [hithPael]).

4. Cultic usage. According to Ex. 24:15f. (P), a cloud covered Mt. Sinai for six days

before Yahweh appeared to Moses; here the cloud is associated with the -->\a) kab6d

of yahweh. The cloud likewise covered the tabernacle or tent of meeting ('6hel mb'eA'

signalizing that "the l<Ab\d of Yahweh filled the dwelling place (miilcnn)" (Ex.4O,341'

u. lS 3tut"i that the cloud "abode" tia&anl upon the tent). During the entire period of the

wilderness wanderings, a cloud covered the tent by day (Nu. 9:15f.) and a fire by night'

This is restated emphatically after the destruction of Korah and his company (Nu'

17:711642)): the cloud covered the tent and the led!6Q appeated-in other words,

"Yahweh appeared in the manner typical of P."7 The cloud was clearly intended to

symbolize the presence of the holy God and to conceal him from the gaze of the people'

The latter function is explicit in the poetic theophany of Hab. 3:2ff. Yahweh's

majesty (h68) covers the heavens, while his ptaise (tehilb) fills the earth (v. 3). This

passage goes on to say that his power was veiled by his glory. This cloud of incense

on the Day of Atonement plays a similar role: it covers the kappdrel lest the high priest

perish (trv. 16:13).

7. M. Noth, Numbers. OTL (Eng. trans. 1968), iz /oc.
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5. Water The waters of the Sea of Reeds covered the Egyptian army, leading to their
destruction @x. 14:28; 15:5,10; Ps. 78:53; 106:11; cf. the allusion to the exodus in
Josh.24:7).

In Israelite cosmogony, the primal deep (teh6m) covered the earth as with a con-
cealing garment (Ps. 104:6); but the waters will never again cover the earth, because
Yahweh has set them a bound (v. 9). It therefore signals the return of chaoss when the
waters once more cover the earth (Gen. 7:19f .). Ezk. 26:19 uses tehdm and its waters
as an image for the destruction of the enemy (cf. Jer. 5l:42). The same figurative motif
appears in lob 22:ll: "Your light is darkened,e so that you cannot see, and a flood of
waters (iip'$ covers you." Water and darkness are the standard images representing
death and the underworld. Job 22:llb is repeated in 38:34b, where it seems intrusive.l0
A similar use of the motif appears in Ps. 44:20(19): ". . . that thou shouldst have
. . . covered us with deep darkness."

Other passages use the water "that covers the sea" in similes: in Hab. 2:14, the
knowledge of the l<n868 of Yahweh will fill the world as the waters cover the sea (cf.
Isa. l1:9).

6. Protection Covering clearly seryes as protection in 2 Ch. 5:8: the cherubim spread
their wings over the place where the ark stood in order to cover it. Instead of fuft, the parallel
passage I K. 8:7 uses the verb sk/c, which has a similar meaning. In Isa. 51:16, Yahweh
hides ("covers") lsrael in this shadow ofhis hand, to protect Israel as his own people.

7. Earth. The earth quite literally covers Korah and his followers (Nu. 16:33; Ps.

106:17). When the blood of an animal is poured out, it must be covered with earth lest
some other living creature accidentally ingest it;ll according to Karl Elliger,l2 this is
an ancient apotropaic custom. But when Joseph's brothers seek to cover their brother's
blood, they are trying to conceal a crime (Gen.37:26). According to Isa. 26:21, at the
eschaton the earth will disclose (SiilO all the blood that has been shed and will no
longer cover (klssd) the slain - in other words, all blood guilt will be revealed. A
similar idea lies behind Ezk.24:7f.: blood is poured out on the bare rock so that it will
lie exposed to provoke God's wrath. Job therefore prays: "O earth, cover not my blood,
and let my cry find no resting place!" (Job 16:18).

8. Sins. The verb fuft is also used for "covering" 
- i.e., forgiving - sins. One

should not place too much weight on the fact that if sin is "covered" it is still really
present, even though hidden; for Ps. 32: 1 uses the qal of l<sh in parallel with nih
(= naflq), "take away, remove," and Ps. 85:3(2) says: "Thou didst forgive @aia'!a)

g. -+ )t:a mabbfil.
9. Cf. AHS.
10. cf. Brls_
11. Noth, in /oc.
12. K. Elligea lzviticus. HAT, I\r Q966), in loc.

l
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the iniquity of thy people; thou didst cover (tiffAa-) all their sin." Neh. 3:37(4:5) uses

the piel of ftsft in parallel with mAltn, "blot out."
A totally different usage is present, however, in passages that speak of concealing

or hiding sin. In Ps. 32:5, for example, the psalmist says that he does not hide his
iniquity but acknowledges it (yd'hiphil + ydft hiphil); the result is God's forgiveness
(ndSd). In Job 31:33, Job says that he has not concealed his transgressions or hidden
(tmm)hrs iniquity in his bosom. Prov. 28:13 says: "He who conceals his transgressions

will not prosper, but he who confesses {gdh hiphil) and forsakes 1'azail them will
obtain mercy." In other words, "cover" (in the sense of "conceal") and "confess" are

antonyms.

9. Concealmenr. There are other passages, too, where /<sh means "conceal" or "keep
secret." Proverbial wisdom teaches that one should "cover" secrets, i.e., keep them to

oneself (Prov. 11: l3); one should not show anger, but rather "ignore" an insult (12:16).

The prudent "cover" their knowledge, i.e., keep it under wraps, while fools proclaim
their folly (kov. 12:23). According to 10:18, "upright lips conceal hatred," and ac-

cording to v. 12, love covers all offenses; cf. l7:9: "he who conceals an offense seeks

love, but he who repeats a matter alienates a friend." In Gen. 18: 17, Yahweh says that
he will not hide what he is about to do from Abraham; and in Ps. 210: l1(10), the psalmist

says that he has not hid (ksh piel) God's righteousness, but has always spoken ('dmar)
of his faithful deliverance and not concealed (khdl hts steadfast love and faithfulness.
Prov. 10:11 makes a slightly different point: "The mouth of the wicked conceals

violence."
A different metaphorical meaning is present when feelings or emotions "cover" or

overwhelm someone. Subjects include k"limmd "dishonor" (Jer. 3:25; 51:51; Ps.

69:8[7]), bfrid or boie1, "shame" (Ob. l0; Mic.7:10; Ps. aa:16[15]), andpallasfil,
"terror" (Ezk. 7:18; Ps. 55:6[5]). Cf. also 'dmnlin Ps. 140:10(9) and salmawe! in Ps.

44:20(19).

III. Nouns. Among the nominal derivatives of ksh, ksfi1 is the most important. It
means "covering, clothing," and appears in the first instance in its concrete meaning.

In Gen. 49: 11, the Samaritan Pentateuch uses t's01 for MT sr2r; it the latter is the correct
reading, it must also mean something like "garment": Judah washes his garments in
wine. In Ex. 22:26(27), it refers to the mantle (Salmh = iimli) that must not be kept

overnight if taken in pledge; Dt.24:11ff. uses only the general word'a!6t, "pledge."
Dt. 22:12 speaks of tassels on the four corners of the cloak (k"sfr1) "with which you

cover (/csft piel) yourself." Ex. 21:10 decrees that if a man marries a slave and then

takes another wife, he shall not diminish the food, clothing (kesftl), or marital rights of
the former. Twice in the book of Job we find the parallelism mibb'lt le!fii par. 'An k"sfi1

(24:7;31:19), clearly referring to clothing in the literal sense.

The noun is used figuratively in Isa. 50:3 (God makes sackcloth [iaq) to cover the

heavens in mouming); Job 26:6 (Sheol is naked l'afiml and without covering before

God - in other words, everything there is clearly known to him). Gen. 20:16, finally,
uses the phrase kesfi1 'dnayim, "eye covering," for the gifts Abimelech gives Abraham
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in compensation for Sarah's honor. The expression probably comes from the legal realm

and refers to a gift intended to avert mistrusful glances.l3

The noun milseh means "covering"; it denotes the roof of Noah's ark (Gen.8:13),

the roof of the tabemacle (Ex. 26:14;35:11; 36:19;4O:.I9; Nu. 3:25) and the covering

made of hides to cover the ark (Nu. 4:8,10-12; cf.Ex.39:34).In Nu. 4:6,14, kdsfry has

the same meaning. Finally, m"f;asseh means both a "covering" in general (worms as

the"covering"ofpeopleinSheol[Isa. 14:11];fineclothing[Isa.23:18])andthedeck
of a ship F;zk.27:1; RSV "awning"l).

Ringgren

13. Cf. G. von Rad, Gencsis. OTL(Etg. tans. 196l), in loc.

)O) *rlt ),el k"stt;nt)rg) kcsilfi!;)gl lccsel;;rlQl tcisn

Contents: l. Etymology, Meaning; 2. OT Usage; 3. Theological Context; 4' LXX.

l. Etymology, Meaning. Despite differences in meaning, the occurrences of ts/,
including those in the OT, suggest derivation from a single root with the basic meaning

"fat, dull, clumsy."l Very close to this basic meaning is Heb. kesell, "flanks," which
is associated with physical faf it actually denotes the fat musculature of the lumbar

region in the vicinity of the kidneys or the fat of the loins, and hence by synecdoche

the flanks or loins themselves; cf. Ugar. /csl, "loins," also "back";2 Atk' kislum, kaslu,

tsl. G. Bostrtim, Proverbiastudien: die Weisheit und das fremde Weib in Spr 1-9- LUA,
30/3 (1935); W. Caspari, "Uber den biblischen Begriff der Torheit," NKZ, 39 (1928), 668-

695;8. P. Dhorme, L'emploi mitaphorique des noms de parties du corps en hibreu et en

akkadien (Paris, 1923, repr. 1963); T. Donald, "The Semantic Field of 'Folly' in hoverbs,
Job, Psalms, and Ecclesiastes," W, 13 (1963), 285-292; G. R. Driver, "Two Astronomical
Passages in the OT,",rfs, N.s.7 (1956), 1-ll; M. Held, "Studies in Comparative Semitic
Lexicography," Studies in Honor of Benno Landsberger AS, 16 (1965), 395-406; J. J. Hess'
"Die Sternbilder in Hiob 9.9 und 38,31f., Festschrift G. Jacob (Leipzig, 1932),94-99; S. A
Mandry, There is No God! A Study of the Fool in the OT (diss., Rome, 1972); S. Mowinckel,
Die Stentnamen im AT. NTTSup, 5 (1928),36ff.; G. von Rad, Wsdom in Israel (Eng. trans.,
Nashville, 1972);H. N. Richardson, "Some Notes on f i) and its Derivatives:' W, 5 (1955)'

163-179; W. M. W. Roth, "NBL," W, lO (1960), 394409; M. SabO, ")'O! t's-r, Tor,"
THAT, 1,836ff.; R. B. Y. Scott, "Wise and Foolish, Righteous and Wicked," Studies in the
Religion of Ancient Israel. 5W,23 (1972), 146-165; U. Skladny, Die iiltesten Spruchsamm-
lungen in Israel (Gdtirrgen, 1962); U. Wilckens, Weisheit und Torheit. BHTh' 26 (1959),

160-196.

l. Cf. the lexica and THAT 1,836.
2.WUS. no. 1357; |dI'ro.1280.
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"loins."3 Details may be found elsewhere.a Cf. also the toponym kesdldn (Josh. 15:10),
"(upon the) back."s

(It is also possible that kesellkislu is a primary noun distinct from the other words
associated with tsl.6)

Distinct from kesellis the noun /<esel II;7 it means figuratively "dull, dogged, slow,"
both in the negative sense of "stupidity" and in the positive sense of "trust" or
"confidence." The latter meaning, however, can itself take on negative overtones of
"false hope."8 The derived noun kisldhas the corresponding positive sense of "con-
fidence," and the nounk"stlfrl has the negative sense of "stupidity."e

The Hebrew verb ks/ and the nouns /c'sil I and II are likewise used in the figurative
sense of "be fat, dull, sluggish," always with negative overtones; cf. also the
personal name kisl6n (Nu. 34:21) with the meaning "dull."10 The verb ksJ exhibits
the meaning "be stupid"; cf. Arab. kasila, "be dull"'Il Akk. (metathesized) saklu,
"stupid."12 The constellation of Orion is denoted by k"stl II, which clearly means
"foolish," since Orion was thought to be "foolish and violent."13 The plural means

the stars of Orion with or without the associated constellations. Used as either a

substantive or an adjective, kestl [[ means "fool" or "foolish, stupid." The theory
that kestl is a loanwordla or an aramaisml5 is therefore unnecessary and unconvinc-
ing.lo

2. OT Usage. It is noteworthy that the OT occurrences of &s/ appear for the most
part in Wisdom Literature and to a lesser degree in cultic and priestly texts. In the

sense of "loins," kesell (7 occurrences: [rv. 3:4,10,15; 4:9;7:4; Ps. 38:8[Eng.v.7l;
Job 15:27; cf. also Sir.47:19)tz is found primarily in the context of the sacrificial
ritual detailed in Lev. 3, where it defines more precisely certain pieces of fat near the

3. AHw, I (1965), 486f.
4. Dhorme, 132f.; Held, 395ff.: KBI),466.
5. IPN, 146; K8L3,466.
6. AHa I, 486f.
7. But cf. Held, 395ff.
8. K8L3,466.
9. THAT I,836; K8L3,466.
lO. IPN,227; K8L3,466.
11. Which L. Kopf, "Arabische Etymologien und Parallelen zum Bibelw6rterbuch," T4 8

(1958), 179f., would associate instead with kil (= Studies in Arabic and Hebrew ltxicography
[Jerusalem, 1976]).

12. AHw,ll (1972),1012; Held, 4O6f.; K8L3,466.
13. Cf. Mowinckel, 36ff.; Hess, 97ff.; AuS, I (1928), 497tr.; M. A. Beek, "Sternbild,"

BHHW, 1867; Driver, 1ff.; for further bibliog., cf. G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT, XVI (1963),
198.

14. Ct. BtE, 5471.
15. G. Beer-R. Meyer, Hebreiische Gratnmatik tr @erlin,31969),28.
16. Cf. GK, $84a0; TIIAI I, 836.
t7.cf. K8L3,466.
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kidneys of the sacrificial animal, which are among the portions to be burned for
Yahweh.18

The noun keselll in the positive metaphorical sense of "confidence" appears twice
in the book of Job (Job 8:14;31:A) and once each in Psalms (Ps. 78:7) and Proverbs
(Prov. 3:26).le In these latter passages, kesel describes a positive relationship with
Yahweh: remembering his works, trusting20 in him, being constant in mind (Ps. 78:7),
or refusing to fear (confident in God's salvation) when faced with the sudden destruction
of the wicked (Wov. 3:26).21 In Job, however, kesel appears in negative contexts, being
likened (as the attitude of those who forget God) to an insubstantial spiderweb that
breaks asunder or a house that collapses (Job 8: l4), or being rejected (as trust in wealth)
as conduct out of the question for the faithful (31:24).

The derived noun tisld appears 3 times: Job 4:6; Ps. 85:9(8); 84:6(5) (kislr4J [conj.]);
possibly also Ps. 143:9 (conj.). In Job 4:6, it stands in parallel with "hope" (tiqwA),

being grounded in a God-fearing life; in Ps. 84:6(5), it stands in parallel with "refuge,
strength" ('dz). lt thus denotes a hope shared by the oppressed faithful because

Yahweh's help is near (Ps. 85:9[8]) or because Yahweh can rescue them from their
enemies (Ps. 143:9 [?]).

The verb ksl appears only once: Jer. 10:8 uses it in the qal with the negative
metaphorical meaning "be stupid," describing the worthless and impotent idols that
need not be feared. The context clearly exhibits wisdom influence: the idols are so

stupid that instruction (mfisdr) cannot be expected of them.
The noun /sesel II likewise appears twice in a negative sense. It describes the stupidity

of those who delight in their own words, refusing to take seriously the transitoriness

of human life (Ps. 49:.l4[3l\.kcl.7:25 uses it in parallel with "folly,"22 "madness,"
and "wickedness."23 The noun kestlfilappears only once, in Prov. 9:13, where it serves

to personiff stupidity and folly as "Lady Folly," who in contrast to "Lady Wisdom"
lacks all knowledge2a but nevertheless seeks with passion to lead the simple25 astray

from the right way.26

Most common are the inherently negative nouns ft'sil I and tr. The latter occurs only
4 times (Am. 5:8; Isa. 13:10; Job 9:9; 38:31). As a term for Orion or the constellations
associated with Orion, it conveys the deliberately negative sense of "foolish," because

elsewhere in the ancient Near East the stars2T were worshipped as deities who foolishly
called Yahweh's power into question. In Israel, therefore, it was constantly necessary

18. -, DrI)n bl4ayim (chdtsayim),Yl.
19. But cf. M. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic kxicography IJl," Bibl,46 (1965), 330, who

follows the Vulg. in reading kesel I inProv. 3;26.
20. -r l19f batah (batach).
21. For a different interpretation, cf. F. Vattioni, "Proverbi 326," AuB, 6 (1966),324f.
22. --tl)o sH.
23. -r 9O'1 rf'.
24. -+91' yd'.
25. ->rf1D pett.
26. Cf . B.Larg, Wsdom and tlrc Book of Prcverbs (Eng. trans., New York, 1986), 102-9.
27. -+))'D kbkab.

I
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to describe them as having been created by Yahweh's creative power and being sub-
ordinate to his sovereign authority.

There are 70 occurrences of k"sil I, almost all of which appear in Proverbs (49 in
all: 4 in Prov. l*9, 30 in the collection lo:.l-22:16, and ll in26:I-12, the "guidelines
for fools") and Ecclesiastes (18 in all). There are 3 occurrences in the Psalms (Ps.

49:ll[10]; 92:7[61;94:8). The observation that over the course of time /resil comes
increasingly to be used as a noun instead of an adjective suggests that it denoted initially
a specific human trait and only later developed into a term for a specific fype of person.28

The characteristic of "slowness" (in the metaphorical sense) seems to have constituted
the starting point of this development.

This basic meaning of kesil can still be found in the sections of Proverbs incorporat-
ing mostly early material. In Prov. 26:l-12, for example, tJae kcstl is a foolish individual
who will not learn and can be kept in line only by use of the rod (v. 3; cf. also 19:29),
but nevertheless considers himself wise (26:5, l2). Wisdom is fundamentally alien to
the mouth of the fool; he does not know how to employ it (vv. 7, 9). He merely repeats
his folly like a dog retuming to its vomit (v. 11). It is therefore unwise and dangerous
to entrust one's affairs to a fool (vv. 6, 10). One should not even answer a fool except
to put him and his supposed wisdom to shame (w. 4f.).

The general description seems to fit a young person for whom all attempts at
education and training have failed; he acts injudiciously, proves himself foolish and
incompetent, and must therefore be disciplined. He is thus also the kind of person who
causes his parents grief and worry (Prov. 17:21,25; l0:1) and despises his father and
mother (15:20; cf. Eccl.4:13).

It thus became easy to se,e a k"siPe in anyone who lacks understanding (Prov. 8:5;
17:16; Ps. 92:7161;94:8), despises wisdom (Prov. 23:9), and takes no pleasure in
understanding (18:2). Ak"stl flaunts his follyro (Prov. 13:16), wastes what is precious
(21.,20), and has no concrete goal (17:24). Thus the k'stl comes to be the primary
antithesis of the one who is "wise" (cf. Ps.49:11[10]; Prov. 3:35; 10:1; 13:20; 14:16,24;
15:2,7,20;21:,20:'26:5;29:ll:.F*cL2:14f.,16:'4:13;6:8;7:4f.:9:17:.10:2,12).rt 66"t
antonyms to kestl include nn!6n, 'Judicious" (Prov. 14:33; 15:14), and m€!in,32
"astute" (L7:10,24), as well as 'drfim, "prudent" (12:.23; 13:16; l4:8). Synonyms
include -+ "lll] ba'ar; "brutish, dumb" (Jer. 10:8; Ps. 49:11[10];92:716);94:8), -+'l1D
pelt, "simple" (Prov. l:22,32;8:5), --> Y\ ly;, "scoffer" (l:22; 19:29).:: -e )t1; '1ri7,

"fool" (10:8,10,21; l4:3; l7:28), and finally -+ ):: ndldl, "fool" (17:211.u Unlike
the wise, a fool never deserves honor (Prov. 26:1,8); his folly is his only garland (14:24),
and it is not fitting for him to live in luxury (19:10).

28. Cf. THAT r,837.
29. For a general discussion, cf. ibid.
30. + )r]N '1ril.
31 . -r E)11 ; cf. Skladny, 12, 21f ., 33tr , 50f., 60f.; Donald, 285ff.
32. -->la btu.
33. Cf. Richardson.
34. Cf. Roth.
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His own stupidity makes such a fool complacent (Prov. l:32);he feels totally secure

(14:16). Nothing can make any impression on him, not even rebukes and blows (Prov.

17:10). Hand in hand with his foolishness goes his lack of restraint, so that he flares

up easily and gives vent to his anger (Prov.29:11; cf .1417;Eccl.'l:9). His folly thus

finds expression above all in what he says: he lays his heart bare (Prov. l8:2), his heart

and mouth proclaim folly (12:23 l5:2; also l3:16), his mouth feeds on folly (15:14).

He speaks ar length or loudly and without judicious lips (Prov. 29:20; F;ccl. 5:2[3];

9:17).
With an explicit theological accent, the fool shows himself to be one who hates

knowledge (Prov. l:22) or suppresses wisdom (1a:33), trusting instead in his own mind
(28:26). His heart is false and wicked (cf. Prov. l5:7; l9: l); his heart (= mind) inclines

roward the left (Eccl. l0:2), the side of ill omen. The fool walks in darkness (Eccl.

2:14).
He thus misrakes the serious purpose of life (Eccl. 7:5ff.), delights in evil (Prov.

l3:19; cf. 1416l'Ff:cl.4:1715:l)), and takes pleasure in wrongdoing (Prov' 10:23).

His folly proves deceptive (Prov. 14:8); he is recognized as one who speaks with
perverse lips (19:1) and utters slander in the gate (10:18). His lips bring strife (Prov.

18:6) and he does not do what he has promised (Eccl. 5:3[4]).
Not only does he heap disgrace on disgrace (Prov. 3:35), but he is also a snare to

himself, bringing about his own ruin (18:7; Eccl. 4:5; lO12) and that of others (Prov.

13:20; 19:13). He is so great a danger to others that it is better to meet an enraged bear

than a fool (Prov. 17:12).

3. Theological Context. When ks/ is used in the context of theological wisdom to

express an attitude or action related to Yahweh or Yahweh's works, his help and

deliverance, the fundamental semantic element of "heaviness, endurance" seryes to

describe a perseverance and strength, a hope and trust, an act of confidence that arrives

at length at its goal (cf. Ps. 78:7;84:6151; 85:9[8]; 143:9 l?);P:,lov.3:26; Job 4:6). Such

conduct is characteristic of someone who is faithful and fears God, who grounds his

life in Yahweh and endures through trial and tribulation.
When the root, however, is used of reliance on what is worthless, deceptive, and

ephemeral, it describes a stubborn, defiant, and obstinate persistence in a presumptuous

false sense of security and perilous stupidity (cf. Ps. 49:l4ll3}.Fr,cl.7:25; Job 8:14;

3l:24). Such conduct is typical of the godless, who do not set their hope upon Yahweh'

This aspect is further developed in the personal noun /c'sil when the stupidity of the

fool is understood as conduct reflecting an incorrect attitude toward Yahweh and his

ordering of the world. The primarily intellectual "slowness" of the fool is thus inter-

preted theologically as malice, as a deliberate rejection of the divine reality, as trust in

one's own judgment (cf. Prov. 1:22; 13:19; l5:7; l9 l; 28:26; E*cl. 2:14; 4:1715:1D.

The fool's consequent actions are then characterized morally as deliberate mal-

feasance.3s This malice and wickedness find expression primarily in the fool's decep-

35. +;u] dibbA @ibbdh),IY.t.
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tive, lying, slanderous words, deliberately stirring up strife with the intent to injure
others and bring disaster upon them (cf. Prov. 10: I 8; l3:2O; l4:8; I 8:6; l9: 1,13; Eccl.
5:3[4]), which however also brings the fool to destruction (cf. Prov. 17:12;' l8:7;F*cl.
4:5). In this context, then, the fool is the antithesis not only to the "sage"36 but to the
one who is "righteous"; "foolish" thus becomes synonymous with "wicked" (cf. Prov.
10:23 and l5:7 n context).37

In the context of a skeptical wisdom theology like that of Ecclesiastes, who rejects
an optimistic, all-embracing rational wisdom by emphasizing that the divine order is
ultimately beyond human ken, that Yahweh transcends any comprehensible order, the
fool can stand, in a sense, in the company of the sage. It can be pointed out that the
sage has scarcely any advantage over the fool because even the sage cannot comprehend
the order that governs the world and human life (Eccl. 8:17). All human efforts must
remain ultimately vain and meaningless. The same fate awaits both ttre sage and the
fool: both must die, even in the memory of future generations (Eccl. 2:15). Sage and
fool thus draw very close to each other.

There remains, nonetheless, an essential difference. The enduring advantage of the
sage over the fool is like the advantage of light over darkness, so that the fool is like
one who gropes about blindly while the sage sees (Eccl.2:12tr.). While the true sage

demonstrates a realistic sense of life, considering its course and end, taking it seriously
just as it is and enjoying the pleasures of the moment vouchsafed by God, the fool does
not do justice to this reality, living thoughtlessly and superhcially, out of contact with
reality (cf. Eccl. 7:5ff.).

Since both wisdom and folly are conceived as powers influencing and controlling
human life, both can be thought of as mutually hostile principles and personified as

Lady Wisdomst and L,ady Folly (cf. Prov. 9:13ff.; 6:20ff.). t ady Folly, as the antithesis
to the soteriological figure of Lady Msdom, appears as a wicked and treacherous
power, passionately and seductively attracting the unsuspecting into her power and then
administering deadly poison.3e

4. IXX. The LXX interprets the various derivatives of the root with some uniformity,
translating k'sil with dphrdn (57 times), asebds (5 times), and apaideutos (twice). For
kislA ftuses aphrosln7; for k"stlfi7 dphrdn. In translating kesel, it varies between mErton
(4 times) on the one hand and aphrusjnE, sluindalon, and elpis on the other.

Schiipphaus

36. -+ E)n hatum (chnkham).
37. On the antonyms "righteous" and "wicked," cf. --r l'll ;dq, -+ fl|l r.f'.
38. -+ E)11 haknm (chakham),Y.1.
39. Cf. Bostrom, 15ff; von Rad, 166ff.; Lang, 97-109.
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Contents: I. General: l. Occurrences, Etymology;2. Meaning;3. LXX. [. Production. trI.

Usage: l. Secular; 2. Cultic. IV. Appraisal: l. General;2. Prophets; 3. Deuteronomy;4. Wisdom.

V. Figurative Usage. VL Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. General.

l. Occurrences, Etymology. The noun kesep occurs some 400 times in the Hebrew

portion of the OT and 13 times in the Aramaic portion. Apart from the Hebrew and

Aramaic language group, it is attested also in Akkadian (kaspu). The noun might be

derived from either ftsp I, "break off," or lsp II, "grow pale"; the basic meaning would

kesep. S. Abramski, " 'Slag' and 'Tin' in the First Chapter of Isaiah," Erlsr 5 (1958),

105-7 t-Heb.l, 89* [Eng. summary]; M. Avi-Yonah and J. Liver, "yfDD," EMiqr lY (1962),

816-825; J. Babelon, "Monnaie," DBS, V (1957), 1346-1375; W. G. Barnes, Business in the

Bible (Philadelphia, 1926); A.-G. Barrois, Manuel d'archiologie biblique, I (Paris, 1939),

3732-73; II (Paris, 1953), 228-243, 258-273; H. Bliimner, "Silber," PW lll Nl (1927),

13-23; R. Bogaert, "Geld (Geldwirtschaft)," RAC, lX (1976), 797-907; A. E. Crawley,
"Metals and Minerals," ERE, Ylil. (1958), 588-593; P. Einzig, Primitive Money in lts Ethno'
logical, Historical and Economic Aspects (London, 1949); R. J. Forbes, "Extractin-g, Smelt-

in!, and Alloying," in C. Singer, ei at., ds., A History of Technology (Oxford, 31956), I,
572-599; idem, Metallurgy in Antiquiry (Lriden, 1950); idem, Studies in Ancient Technology,

vII (Leiden, 21966),130f.; vil (lriden, 219'7.1),193-259; W. Frerichs, "Silber," BHHW,Iil
(1966), 1793f.; K. Galling, "Mtinze," BRX,233f.; A. Guillaume, "Metallurgy in the OT,"
PEQ, 94 (1962), 129-132; P. Haupt, "The Hebrew Terms for Gold and Silver," IAOS, 43

(1923), 116-127; E. W. Heaton, "Metal Workers," Everyday Lift in OT Timas (New York,
1956), 125-29; L. Ktihler, "Alttestamentliche Wortfonchung: SIg, sIglm = Bleigldtte," ThZ,

3 (1947), 232-34; R. Loewe, "The Earliest Biblical Allusion to Coined Money?" PEQ, 87

(1955), l4l-150; O. Loretz, "'Verworfenes Silber' (Ier 6,27'30)," Wort, Lied, und Gottes'
pruch. Festschrift J. Zieglea Il. FzB, 2 (1972),231f.: A. Lucas, "Silver in Ancient Times,"
JEA, 14 (1928), 313-19; F. W. Madden, History of Jewish Coinage, and Money in the Old
and New Testament (1864, repr. San Diego, 1967);Y. Meshorer, Jewish Coins of the Second

Temple Period (Eng. trans., Tel Aviv, 1967);K. Regling, "silberpr2igung und silberw2ihrung,"
PWlll NL,23-34; B. Reicke, "Geld," BHHW,I (1962),540f.; A. Reifenberg, Ancient Jewish

Coizs (Jerusalem,2l947); C. Sauer, "Metalle," BHHW II (1964), 1206-8; D. Schlumberger,

L'argent grec dans I'empire achim€nide (Paris, 1953); W. Schwabacher, "Geldumlauf und

Miinzpriigung in Syrien im 6. und 5. Jahrh. v. Chr.," Opuscula archaeologica, 6 (Lund, 1948),

139-149; E. Stern, "lO)F1," EMiqn Y (1963), 668-671; E' L. Sukenik, "More About the

Oldest Coins of Judaea," JPOS, 15 (1935), 341-43; idem, "Paralipomena Palastinensia: I.

The Oldest Coins of Judaea," JPOS, 14 (1934), 178-182; P' Thomsen, "Silber"' RLU XIJ,
16l-64; F. R. Walton, "Metalle," RGG3, ry (1960), 908; H. Weippert, "Geld," BRL2, 88-90;
idem, "Schm\ck," 8RL2,282-89; M. Weippert, "Metall und Metallbearbeitung," BRLZ,2l9-
224.
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then be either "something broken off" or "white metal." I Von Soden,2 however, instead

of deriving ksp from a verbal root, considers it a non-Semitic intnrsion. Outside the

OT, ksp occurs frequently in Phoenician,3 Punic,a Old Aramaic,5 Ya'udic,6 Egyptian
Aramaic,T Jewish Aramaic,s Nabatean,e and Palmyrenelo inscriptions. It is also clearly
used as a monetary unit in an Ammonite ostracon.ll In most cases there is hardly enough

evidence for a semantic distinction between "silver" and "coin." As the nature of the

extant inscriptions would lead us to expect, ksp can denote many things: a monetary
price, a fine, interest, a bride-price, etc. The precise meaning of ksp sryp at Elephantine
is discussed by Porten.t2

2. Meaning. As a material, kesep means "silver"; as money, it means "(silver)
coin." Until well into the Persian period, of course, the metal itself served as a
medium of exchange; an appropriate amount would be weighed out on a balance as

necessary Gsa. 46:6; Jer. 32:10). One's supply was carried about in a bag (Prov.

7:20). Often, as in general statements of a person's wealth, it is impossible to draw
a sharp distinction between the two meanings. The monetary units were therefore
identical with weights. The basic unit was the shekel, weighing roughly 11.4 grams
(.4 oz.);t3 it may be understood when no unit is stated (Gen. 20:16; 1 K. 10:29; Isa.

7:23; etc.). Higher values were expressed in terms of talents (kikkan I K.20:39;
2 K. 5:5; 2 Ch. 36:3; etc.). P uses a talent of 3,000 shekels (Ex. 38:25); a shekel in
turn comprised 20 gerahs (30:13). Ezr.2:69; Neh. 7:70 reckon silver in minas
(mdneh); the relationship between the mina and the shekel is not clear. At Ugarit,
50 shekels constituted a mina; in Mesopotamia, it was 60, in harmony with the

dominant sexagesimal system.l4 The '"gdrd (RSV "piece of silver") of 1 S. 2:36
was probably a small unit of weight; the LXX translation obolds is anachronistic.
The shekel in Neh.5:15 and third ofa shekel in 10:33(Eng.v.32) probably represent

the first actual coinage. The silver coins that have been discovered from the province
"Yehud" date from the fourth century.ls Archaeological evidence indicates, how-

t. KBI:,467a.
2. AHw, s.v.

3. KAI, 3,2; 13, 4:24, 12; 43, 14;50, 3, 5; 51 vo. 4; 60, 6.
4. KAI, 74,7;89, 4, 6; l9l B, l; Marseilles sacrificial tariff: KAI, 69,3, 5,7,9, 11, 12.
5. KAr,216, t0t.
6. KAI,2t5,1t.
7.AEl,7;2,15;5, 10, 13;10,7, 11, 12, 18;etc.; BMA|l,3,7;1,6;etc.
8. DISO, 124; lzxLingAram, S5.
9. CIS, III, 200, 7, 8; 206, 7; erc.
10. C1S, 11,3902, l;3945,4; 3951, 5; erc.
I l. F. M. Cross, "Ammonite Ostraca from Heshbon," AUSS, 13 (1975), l-20.
12. B. Porten, Archives from Elephantirc (Berkeley, 1968), 305tr
13. H. Weippert, "Gewicht," BRL2,93b.
14. Idem.
15. Meshoret 38.
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ever, that foreign coins were already in use in the sixth century.16 Adolf Reifenberg's

interpretationlT of coin 1A as the earliest Jewish coin, dating from the fifth century,

is not generally accepted.18

The use of the word in conjunction with gold and in lists is discussed elsewhere,le

as is the monetary use of silver at Ugarit.m

3. Ln{. The LXX usually translates lcesep with argfrion; for construct phrases, it
can use the adj. argymrts. When the metal itself is meant, we sometimes fnd drgyros
(Isa. 60:9; Ezk.22:20; Prov. 10:20; l7:3;27:21;DnL2:35,45; Ezr. 1:11). Instead of
the adjective we also found the participial expressions periergyrdmdnos (lsa. 30:22;

Ps. 68:14[13]ILXX 67:14l), pei€rgyramdnos argfrd (Ex. 27:ll) ot argyrtd (Ex.
38:17,19[LXX 37:l5,I7l), and l<atErgyrdminos argyrid (8x.27:17).For miqnal-kesep,

we find argyr6netos (Gen. 17:12,13,23;Ex. 12:44). All othertranslations are interpreta-

tive, aiming only to convey the meaning (frra [Nu. 3:51}. chrdmatq Uob 27:L7l; timd

Uob 3 1 :391; hormiskos sardiou [Prov. 25: 1 I ]) or referring anachronistically to coinage

(argyroi l7nc. ll:I2,L3l; chrysoi [!] [Gen. 37:28; 45:221; didraclana [Gen. 20:16];

sikloi lDt. 22:19:' Isa. 7:231; tdlanta [Est. 4:7]).

II. Production. It is clear from metaphors and similes that the Israelites knew
how to produce silver in the preexilic period. The process common in antiquity was

based on the silver content of galena (PbS). First the sulfur was removed; then the

lead was separated from the silver by a process of oxidation.2l The process made

use of a smelting furnace (kfir Ezk.22:18; etc.) and crucible (ma;rdp, Prov. 17:3;

27:2L).zz The hapax legomenon'"lilin Ps. 12:7(6) is interpretedby the Targ. as a

smelting furnace. The precise stages in the process denoted by the verbs ,r4p,

"pwlfy," bhn, "test," ntk, "melt," tl.tr, "purify," and zqq, "filter," are not

completely clear. Educated circles were also aware that the needed ore had to be

mined (Job 28:1).23 The scarcity of domestic ore made it necessary to meet the

demand by importation; the import of Spanish silver, brought by the Phoenicians,

was apparently well known (l K. lO:22; Jer. l0:9; Ezk. 27:12). The noun sigim
probably refers to the dross, yellow lead oxide (PbO) (Isa. l:22,25; Prov. 25'.4;

26:23),2a also called "refuse silver" (Jer. 6:30).2s

16. rbid.,35.
17. h. r-8.
18. Meshorer, 39f.
19. -+ lill zdhdb Qnhabh),[V,2.
20. Ct. W, no. 1284.
21. Kiihler, Forbes.
22. M. Weippert,22lf.
23. Forbes, Studies in Ancient Tbchnology, Vtr, 130f.
24. K6hler, Forbes.
25. Abramski.
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III. Usage.

l. Secular a. Economics.
(1) Commerce. Commercial prices were quoted in silver shekels. Various articles of

merchandise are named: grain (the Joseph story; 2K.7:1,16;Job 31:39f.), wine (Isa. 55:1;
Cant. 8: l1), milk (Isa. 55: l), cattle (Ex. 2l:35), slaves (Gen. 37:28; Hos. 3:2;Isa.52:3),ze
and chariots and horses (1 K. l0:28f. par. 2 Ch. 1: l6f.). The stated value of a slave varies:
Gen. 37:28 gives 20 shekels; Ex.2l:32,30 shekels; and for a female slave Hosea paid 15

shekels and a homer and a half of barley (Hos. 3:2). The Egyptian export price for a horse
was 150 shekels, for a chariot 600 shekels (1 K. 10:29 par. I Chr. l:17). In times of
distress, prices for things which in better times would never be regarded as foodstuffs
reached staggering heights: in beleaguered Samaria, an ass's head cost 80 shekels (2 K.
6:25). Even water and wood had to be purchased (Lam. 5:4). On the other hand, the offer
willingly to purchase even water could proclaim peaceful intentions @L2:6,28). Buyers
and sellers were usually private individuals, but we also hear of professional traders (Znph.

1:11). The king derived part of his income from sale of the produce of the crown lands
and payments in kind (the Joseph story; Cant. 8:ll); Solomon in fact carried On what
amounted to a state export-import trade (1 K. l0:28f.).

(2) Wages. Craftsmen and other workers received their wages in kind, but also in
cash as kesep (2K.12:12f.|lf.l;22:5-9;En.3:7). The statementinZec.ll:4-14 that
the good shepherd received 30 shekels of silver is not a reference to actual wages; it
expresses contempt for his labor.z7 Prophets, too, originally took payment to defray
their living expenses (l S. 9:8; cf. Am. 7:12); at an early date, however, such conduct
became suspect as a mark of venality (Nu. 22:18; 24:13;Mic.3:11).

(3) Loans and Interest. Only at a time when interest-free loans as the only form of
lending were a thing of the past does the law prohibiting interest (Ex.22:24[25]; L,ev.

25:35-37) make sense; such loans had been based on a social solidarity idealized in
Dt. 23:20(19). Loans at interest between Jews are documented at Elephantine.28 It
became a mark of piety to refuse any kind of interest (Ps. l5:5). But even loans made
only against security could lead to loss of property; in 445, Nehemiah enforced a
cancellation of all debts (Neh. 5:l-13).

(4) Taxes. During the monarchy, it is only in exceptional instances that we hear of
tribute in the form of silver and gold (2 K. 15: l9f .; 23:33ff.).ze The Persian regime
collected taxes on a regular basis (Neh. 5:4). For bread and wine alone, Nehemiah's
predecessors are said to have collected 40 shekels of silver per day (Neh. 5:15). Taxes
in the Jerusalem temple state are discussed elsewhere.3O

26. Cf. also III.1.b(1Xb) below.
27. E. Lipifiski, "Recherches sur le livre de Zachaie," W, 20 (1970), 53-55.
28. E. Neufeld, "The Prohibitions against l.oans at Interest in Ancient Hebrew Laws," HUCA,

26 (1955),355-412; R. de Vaux, LO,1,274f.
29. Cf. III.1.c below.
30. Cf. III.2.b below.
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b. Law. (1) Property.
(a) Personal Prope.ty. The property law of the Covenant Code speaks explicitly of

kesep as something that can be given into safekeeping (Ex. 22:6UD.
Damages could also be paid in kcsep. [f an ox or ass should die by falling into a

cistern that had carelessly been left uncovered, the owner had to be compensated in
full, while the dead animal became the property of the one responsible (Ex. 2l:33f.).
If, however, an ox should die from a wound inflicted by another ox, the owner was
compensated only to the extent of half the market value of the live animal. The owner
of the animal at fault was clearly responsible only to the extent of ordinary liability for
endangerment (Ex. 21 :35).

(b) Slaves. Despite the existence of a law concerning'slaves, a slave counted as

property with monetary value (Ex. 2L:2Of .,32). Female slaves, however, could achieve
higher status on the basis of laws similar to those governing marriage. A slave who
became a concubine acquired the right to support and sexual relations; if her owner
denied her these rights, he must set her free without payment @x. 21 :10f.). Dt.2l:10-14
lays down similar stipulations governing the marriage and divorce of women taken as

prisoners of war. If such a woman is divorced, she does not lose her freedom.
Among those who were not free, the common distinction between those bought from

foreigrers for money and those born in their owner's house (e.g., Gen. 17:12,13,23,27)
was the result of a social and legal development; it does not just illustrate, as is often
claimed, the special trustworthiness of the latter. The legal texts define a slave acquired
by purchase3l as being a member of the family; the mention of those bom in the house
(whose status should be self-evident) is a systematizing addition (compare Ex. 12:44
with lrv.22:11). Since Eccl.2:7 suggests thatyebQA payilandb"nA layi! are synony-
mous, we may conclude from Gen. 15:3 that the ben bayil enjoyed more rights (cf.
also Gen. l4:l41.tz

When an lsraelite debtor became the slave of a resident alien, the Holiness Code
envisions the possibility of his redemption by the debtor himself or one of his
kinsmen. The price of redemption amounted to the difference between the sale price
reflecting the years of servitude remaining until the next year of release and the years

already worked. The calculations were made on the basis of a free laborer's wages
(Lev. 25:47-55). The legal institution of enslavement for debt knew no mercy (Am.
2:6;8:6).

(c) Real Property. According to Israelite law, hereditary real property could not be
alienated.33 When Jeremiah bought Hanamel's field at Anathoth for 17 shekels as a
sign of salvation to come (Jer.32:6-16), he followed Babylonian usage;34 but he was
merely anticipating the opportunity for redemption offered the nearest kinsman.35 The

31. Cf. Itr.l.a(l) above.
32. Ct.F. Willesen, "The Yah{ in Hebrew Society," StTh, 12 (1958), 192-210.
33. Cf. also trI.2.b below.
34. A. Jirku, Altorientalischer Kommentar zum AT (tripzig, 1923),206t.
35. Cf. , )xt ga'al, rr,352.
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sale of the "threshing floor of Araunah" to David as a site for his temple and palace
(2 S. 24:20-25) and of the hill of Samaria to Omri (886/85-875/74)N for his capital
(l K. 16:24)37 was based on Canaanite law. The same is true of Abraham's purchase

of his burial site; P's account in Gen. 23 reflects the formulary of Neo-Babylonian
two-party documents.3s Whether the prices (50 shekels, 2 S. 24:24;2 talents, 1 K.
16:24; 400 shekels, Gen. 23:15f.; to glorify David and the temple, I Ch. 21:25 turns
the 50 shekels of silver for the purchase of the threshing floor into 600 shekels of
gold) reflect contemporary reality or are artificially inflated must remain an open
question. The story of Naboth's vineyard (l Kgs. 2l;:e -"O""o a fundamental conflict
between Israelite and Canaanite law. The point at issue was in fact the conflict
between a traditional interpretation and a legal development based on Canaanite law
that excepted improvements, especially vineyards (Isa.7:23) and orchards, from the
nahold.ao

(2) Family Law. The pre-Deuteronomic law inDl22:13-21 serves the ends of legal
certainty, but is intended primarily to protect the woman's reputation.al If a husband
slanders his wife by accusing her falsely ofnot having been a virgin, he suffers corporal
punishment, pays a fine of 100 shekels, and may never divorce her. We may conjecture
a similar legal principle behind Gen. 20: 16 (E), except that the narator has exaggerated
the fine (here paid voluntarily) to the fabulous sum of 1,000 shekels.

In Ex. 22:15t.(l6f .), the Covenant Code includes the seduction of a virgin who
is still under the authority of her father among property offenses, leaving her still
under her father's authority but granting him compensation equivalent to the bride-
pice (mdhar) he has lost. Dt. 22:28f., however, thinks in personal categories,
seeking in the same circumstances to protect the woman, whom the seducer is forced
to marry and may not divorce. Instead of the mOhar (the amount of which is
negotiable) or the equivalent compensation, the law imposes a set fine of 50
shekels.a2

In the complaint of Rachel and kah (Gen. 3 I : l5) , kcsep refers to the -r ''li'lD mdhar
of which the father enjoys only the usufruct or a portion of the capital. They are robbed
of this property by Laban, who has been "paying out" their mdhar as wages.43

36. S. Herrmann, A History of Israel in OT Times (Eng. trans., Philadelphia, 21981),206,

217.
37. Cf. A. Alt, "Der Stadtstaat Samaria," BSAW, l0ll5 (1954) = KlSchr III (1959), 258-302.
38. R. de Yatx, The Early History of Israel (Eng. trans., Philadelphia, 1978), I, 254-56.
39. K. Baltzer, "NabothsWeinberg (1 Kiin 2l),* WuD, N.s.8 (1965),73-88; F. I. Andersen, "The

Socio-Juridical Background of the Naboth lncident," JBI.85 (1966), 46-57;P. Welten, "Naboths
Weinberg (1. Kt nige 2l)," EvTh,33 (1973),18-32; H. Seebass, "Der Fall Naboth in I Reg. XXI,"
W,24 (1974),474-488; R. Bohlen, Der Fall Naboth. TrThSt,35 (1978), esp. 320-349.

40. A. Alt, "Der Anteil des Ktinigtums an der sozialen Entwicklung in den Reichen Israel
und Juda," KlSchr III,351; cf. also KlSchr Itr,265, n. l

41 . M. Weinfeld, Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomistic School (Oxford, 1972), 293.
42. rbid., 284-87.
43. M. Burrows, "The Complaint of t-aban's Daughters," JAOS, 57 (1937), 259-276;

E. Speiser, Genesis. AB, I (1964.),245.
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Gifts of silver to compensate princes who are not in the line of succession are

probably based on the law of inheritance (2 Ch. 2l:3; cf. ll:22f .).
c. Military and Political Contexts. The first time we hear of the use of silver or

money for military or political purposes is the account of Abimelech's recruiting

supporters in his attempt to establish a monarchy at Shechem (Jgs. 9:4).4 The hiring
of troops by Hanun and the Ammonites against David (1 Ch. 19:6f.) and by Amaziah

for a campaign against the Edomites (2 Ch.25:6) probably represents a retrojection of
Persian and Hellenistic practice into the period of the monarchy. From the period of
the occupation on, it was self-evidentthatlesep (silver or money) was highly esteemed

as booty (Jgs. 5:19; Nu. 3l:21-24; Josh. 22:8;2K.14:14:'2CIt.25:24: Ezk.38:13;
Nah. 2:10t91; Ps. 68:31[30]; Dnl. 1l:43;.rs By paying enormous sums, Asa, the king
of Judah (9l4ll3-874173),a6 persuaded Ben-hadad of Damascus to break his treaty with
the northern kingdom (l K. 15:18f.). And when Hezekiah led the representatives of
Merodach-baladan of Babylon (reigned 722-71I,703) through the treasury and store-

house (2 K. 2O:I2-I9 par. Isa. 39:l-8), it was to recruit their lord to join a coalition
against Sennacherib.

In all periods, tribute paid to acknowledge the hegemony of a foreign sovereign

probably included silver. Toi, the king of Hamath on the Orontes, sent David "gifts"
(2 S. 8:9f.). According to 2 Ch. 17:ll, the Philistines paid tribute to Jehoshaphat, king
of Judah (874173-850/49). Usually, however, it was Israel and Judah that were tributary
to the empires of Assyria and Egypt. In738,q Menachem of Israel paid Pul (Tiglath-

pileser Itr) 1,000 talents, which he exacted from all the free property owners subject

to military duty, each of whom had to pay 50 shekels (2 K. l5:19f.).[n733, Ahaz,

king of Judah, accepted the sovereignty of Tiglath-pileser (2 K. 16:7-9). In 701,

Hezekiah sent 300 talents of silver (along with 30 talents of gold) to Sennacherib; some

of this he had to take from the temple (2 K. 18:13-16). In 609, Pharaoh Necho deposed

Jehoahaz of Judah and extorted 100 talents of silver (together with l0 talents of gold)

from Eliakim, whom he had set up to succeed Jehoahaz; he was able to raise this sum

only by imposing a special tax based on wealth (2K.23:33-35). If we leave aside for
the moment the brutal conduct of the Egyptians, these payments served to maintain
political stability. The conduct of Ahaz, king of Judah, is typical. As is clear from I K.
2O:l-9, a ruler seeking an occasion for war had to press his demands above and beyond

the usual tribute of precious metal in order to achieve his goal.

d. Material. Ownership of silver objects (keb-f;esep) was a mark of prosperity.

Together with other items of value, therefore, they made suitable gifs for securing

the political favor of those in power (2 S. 8:9f. par. I Ch. 18:9f.; I K. 10:25 par.

2 Ch. 9:24). Joseph's cup (Gen. 44:2) should be pictured as chased silver;48 so

probably should the mask?1@owl?) referred to in Prov.25:11. Sections of furniture

44. Herrmann, l22f .; A. Alt, Grun.dfragen der Geschichte Israels (Munich, l97O), 139,263t.
45. Cf. also IV.l below.
46. Herrmann, 200f.
47. Ibid., 245.
48. M. Weippet,222b andfrg.T\.
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were manufactured by casting. The metal portions of the frame were usually bronze,4e

but the couches (mit.t6!) at the Persian court were made of gold and silver (Est. 1:6).
The rings (S'ltltalso on the covering for the garden court were of the same material
(Est. 1:6). Whether palanquinssr like the one described in Cant. 3:9f. really existed
cannot be determined. There may have been silver cords, i.e., cords that included
silver threads; in Eccl. 12:6, however, silver is mentioned only for the sake of the
metaphor.

In Gen. 24:53;Ex.3:22; ll:2; 12:35 (cf . Ps. 105:37), the context of keb-\esep suggests

the meaning 'Jewelry." Ezk. 16:13 speaks of jewelry made of gold and silver. Of the
various kinds of jewelry attested archaeologically (earrings, nose rings, armlets, anklets,
toe rings, finger rings, diadems),s2 in conjunction with kesep the OT mentions only
"ornaments of gold with silver pearls" (Cant. I : I 1), most likely a reference to earrings
with silver pendants,53 and the crown worn by a bride (Cant. 8:9).v

2. Cultic.
a. Temple. In the premonarchic period, the silver in the treasury of the sanctuary

was augmented by a share in the spoils of battle (Josh.6:19; cf.7:21-24). Afterthe
temple was built, its treasure, considered the legal successor to the "treasure of
Yahweh" (Josh. 6:24; 2 S. 8:11; I K. 7:51), was increased by myal donations (1 K.
15:15 par.2 Ch. 15:18: Asa). The gifts of the people were added to the income of the
priesthood, which was drawn on to keep the temple in repair (2 K. 12:5-7 [a-6]). The
reign of Joash (836/35J97196)ss saw the establishment of a temple repair fund sup-
ported by general subscription, from which the laborers were paid (2K.12:8-16[7-15];
cf. 22:3-7,9; 2 Ch. 34:8-14,17). ln the postexilic period down to the time of the
Maccabees, those in power took the place of the Davidic kings (En. 6:3-12;7:ll-22);
for the most part, however, most of the support for the temple was contributed by
wealthy families and individuals, together with the general populace (Neh. 7:70f.; Ezr.
2:69;7:16;8:24-34; Z,e*. 6:9-14; 11:13). Even contributions by Gentiles were con-
sidered acceptable (Ezr. 7:15f.). The change from the time of the monarchy to the
situation after the exile can also be observed in Chronicles. David is described as

making detailed preparations for the construction and furnishing of the temple (calcu-
lated in astronomical sums, because the structure alone is intended to put everything
previously existing in the shade), thus as it were making David responsible for the
temple (1 Ch. 22:14-16; 29:l-5). The exclusive patronage of the monarch is also
eliminated (1 Ch. 29:6-8), a change especially evident in the Chronicler's treatment of

49. M. Weippert, "M6bel," 8RL2,229 and fig. 55.
50. G. Gerleman, Esther BK, XXI e1981),46, 58: "poles."
51. F. Rundgren, "llIDN 'Tragsessel, Siinfte,"' 7AW 74 (1962),7U72, ard most modem

exegetes; G. Gerleman, Das Hohelied. AK XVItr CISAt), 139-142 "throne room."
52. H. Weippert, 8RL2,282-89.
53. Ibid., 286, frg.75.
54. E. Wiirthwein, Die fiinf Megilloth: Das Hohelied. HAT ){Yru (D69),70.
55. Herrmann,228.
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2K. l2:I4(13): now the surplus silver is made into utensils for the cult (2 Ch.24:14).sa
P and its additions likewise speak of the offerings of the people (Ex. 25:3;35:5,24;
38:25). Contributions to foreign sanctuaries, even when made by foreigners like An-
tiochus IV Epiphanes, were considered betrayal of the traditional religion and as such

were bitterly castigated (Dnl. 1l:38).
A substantial portion of the temple treasure was made up of the utensils used in the

cult. In the summer of 586, when Nebuzaradan, the special representative of Nebuchad-
nezza\ destroyed the royal palace and the temple some four weeks after the capture of
Jerusalem,sT he had the fumishings of the temple brought to Babylon. While 2 K. 25:15
lists only pans (maht6$ and bowls (mizrAq6!) made of gold or silver, the parallel account
in Jer. 52: 19 is much fuller, mentioning (besides the pans and bowls) basins (srppim), pots
(str6!),lampstands (menbrdfl,asmallvesselcalledalro,p, andlibationbowls(menaqiydfl.
As 2 K. 12l-14(13) shows, this is the list of cultic utensils raditionally made of precious

metal. Thanks to an edict issued by Cyms, these utensils were restored to the temple (Ezr.

6:3-5; cf. 5:13-15). In contrast to 2 K. 25:151.ler.52:19,the documentation that lists the
items to be retumed speaks specifically only for 'agartaltm and kepdfim, usually translated
"basins" and "bowls," subsuming all the other utensils under thetermkzltm(En. l:1-ll).
Unfortunately, the numbers associated with the gold and silver utensils are confused and
cannot all be reconstructed. The grand total probably amounted to 5,499 objects.58

According to the evidence of 1 Ch.28:14-17 and especially the terminology of the
Mishnah, the document of return did not affect the nomenclature of the cult utensils, to
which 2 K. l2: 14(13) adds silver knives (m"zamm'r61) and trumpets(ba;dler60 and I Ch.
28:16 tables (iulb%60 of silver.

The Bible has little to say about the use of these objects. The mizraq was employed
at the altar (Ex- 27:3), the mahtA with incense (Nu. 16:6), the kap for cereal offerings
(Nu. 7:14), the menaqqtl for libations (8x.25:29), and the sir to remove ashes (Ex.

27:3). Only the use of the silver trumpets, sounded in pairs, is described in greater

detail in Nu. 10:l-10, a composite of theory and practice. According to the Mishnah,
they played a specific role in various liturgical ceremonies (Tamid vii.3; Sukk v.4f.;
Roi Hai. iii.4). Their enornous symbolic value (which is probably reflected in I Mc.
3:54;4:40;5:33'7:451, etc.) is due to their representation on the arch of Titusse and the

coins of Simon bar Kokhba.60 The Mishnah also speaks of a mahtA and table of silver.
The priest performing the daily burnt offering used the former to take the coals for the

incense altar from the altar of bumt offering (Tamid i.4); on the latter he placed the
implements used to dismember the sacrificial animal (Seqal. vi.4).

Undoubtedly the terms do not always refer to the identical utensils. We must reckon

56. The question of support for the temple is discussed by K. Galling, "Kdnigliche und
nichtkrinigliche Stifter beim Tempel von Jerusalem," BBIA.K (= ZDPV),68 (1951), 134-142.

57. Herrmann,284.
58. K. Galling, "Das Protokoll iiber die Riickgabe der Tempelgerite," Studien zur Geschichte

Israels in persischer Zeitalter (1964), 78-88.
59. AOB, no. 509.
60. Reifenberg, no. 186.
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with repairs and modifications (cf., e.g., 2 K. 12|4U31; Ezr. 8:26). Removal by autho-

rized individuals (cf. 2 K. 16:8; 2 Mic. 4:32ff.) and looting like that of Antiochus [V
Epiphanes in the fall of 169 s.c. ( I Mc. l:20-24)61repeatedly depleted the stock. Special

workshops were set aside for such repairs and replacements (2 K. l2:l4t.U3f.l;2 Ch-

24:14; cf . Ex. 31:4; 35:32).Also kept in the temple was the diadem of silver and gold with

which the high priest Joshua62 had been crowned after the exile (Znc.6:9-14).

P's programmati"63 plan for the "dwelling place" or tabernacle of Yahweh in Ex.

25-27 specifres silver as the material for the bases of the wall frames (26:19-2I,25),

the four pillars holding the veil protecting the holy of holies (26:32), and the hooks

and fillets supporting the hangings of the forecourt (27:1o,ll,l7). The secondary

account of the tabernacle's construction in Ex. 36-38 repeats these specifications and

adds a silver overlay for the capitals of the pillars of the forecourt (38:17). With the

help of Nu. 1:46, this account calculates that 100 talents and 1,775 shekels of silver

were used, relating the bill of materials to the temple tax (Ex. 38:25-28). This interest

in "precise" numbers resulfaces in Nu. 7:84-88, which states that 12 silver plates

(q"'dr6) each weighing 130 shekels and an equal number of basins each weighing 70

shekels were contributed to the sanctuary by the twelve representatives of the tribes,

for a total of 2,400 shekels (v. 85).

No difference was probably perceived between these furnishings and those of foreiglt

temples. Ptolemy III Euergetes carried off to Egypt idols and cultic utensils of silver

and gold from the territory of his rival Seleucus II (Dnl. l1:8).
b. Regular Income.Isa. 43:24 casts a retrospective spotlight on the extravagance of

the sacrificial system. Welcome as contributions and occasional offerings were, they

were insufficient to cover the expense, especially since the priests' living costs had to

be defrayed. There was need for constant sources of income, the existence of which is

documented primarily for the postexilic period. The most important was the temple tax

in the amount of half a shekel (Ex.30:11-16;2Ch.24:6-9), to be paid annually by

every Israelite who had reached the age of nventy. Neh. 10:33(32) sets this tax at a

third of a shekel; a possible explanation, if we do not assume that this was a temporary

expedient, is that the passage refers to a different monetary unit.s Also significant was

the use of money to redeem or replace offerings in kind (Nu. 18:16; l*v- 27:27f .: the

first-born of unclean animals) and as a substitute for a person, animal, or object

promised by vow. This substitution is regulated in detail by Lev. 27, an appendix to

the Holiness Code. The replacement price of a person is based on his or her value as

a laborer, varying from 3 to 50 shekels; special provision is made for those who are

poor (Lev. 27:2-8). Unclean animals must be replaced, because they cannot be sacri-

ficed; clean animals can only be redeemed (Lev.27:l2f .). The cost of redemption was

20 percent more than the valuation of the animal (interpreted by the rabbis as 25Vo on

61. Herrmann,357,366.
62.1bid.,305, following the MT; other scholars emend the text to read Zerubbabel. Cf. Galling,

Studien, l2l-23.
63. K. Koch, "Stiftshiitte," BHIIW, m (1966), 1872; idem, -r );tX, l,l27f.
64. W. Rudolph, Esra und Nehemia. HAT XX (1949), 178.
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the grounds that the 2ovo is based on the sum paid). The cost ofreplacing a house was
estimated; the cost of replacing a field (which as a rule would revert to its owner in
the year of release) was calculated precisely on the basis of its remaining term of
possession and its area at the rate of 50 shekels per 1.8 hectares (4.5 a.) (Lev. 27:lG
241.es 'rn" option of either redeeming or replacing a house or field shows that when
something was replaced, only the right of possession was transferred to the temple; the
owner retained ownership, and by paylng the 20 percent surcharge could recover
possession. It is quite possible that these regulations also aimed at protection against
creditors.6 During the period of the judges, a priest could be given a fixed income
(Jgs. 17:10). Payment of priess is reflected in I s. 2:36.Trrere must also have been
single occasions when payment was made to the priests (Nu. 3:40-51). Josiah's central-
izing reform of the cult transformed the tithe, which had been payment in kind, into a
sum representing the cost of a sacrificial meal in Jerusalem, of which it is safe to assume
that the priests received their portion (Dt. 14:22-26). Rabbinic tradition considers this
text the Torah authority for the so-called "second tithe."67 The income of the priesthood
in the period of the Second Temple included also the monetary fines that in certain
cases had replaced sin offerings and guilt offerings (Irv. 5:14-16;2 K. 12:17[ 161;.oa

c. Idols. It was not merely foreign peoples who had cultic images (Dt. 7:25;
29:16117l; Ps. 115:4; 135:15; Jer. l0:4; Dnl.5:4; etc.); they were also widespread in
Israel. In the time of the judges, Dan was the location of a tribal sanctuary whose silver
idol had come from the private sanctuary of a certain Micah (Jgs. l7f.;.oe With Hosea
there began a wave of criticism that lasted into the exilic and postexilic period (Ex.
20:23; Isa. 2:20; 30:22; 3 | :7 ; 4O: 19 46:6; Ezk. I 6: I 7; Hos. 8 :4; 9: 6; 13 :2; Hab. 2: l9).
In Jgs. l7:4; Hos. l3:2, they represent Yahweh himself; elsewhere (e.g., Ex. 20:23)
they surround him with a pantheon. Except for the sanctuaries at Dan and Bethel (1 K.
12:26-30), they had their locus in the private chapels of the wealthy (Isa. 46:6). It is
possible that they were also used as amulets. What they looked like can be determined
with some assurance only from Hos. l3:2; 8:4f. Hosea denounced the public and private
bull images, which we may conceive of as theriomorphic pedestals for yahweh, on the
grounds that they contravened the prohibition of images.7o Many scholars interpret the
"male images" (;alm€ zakni of Ezk. 16:17 as phallic images.Tl The..dove,, in ps.
68:14(13) probably refers to a winged sun.72

Cultic images could be cast of silver (cf. probably Jgs. r7:4). As a rule, however,

65. AuS, tr (1932), 5Of.
66. K. Elligea lzviticus. HAT W (1966), 388f.
67. See the tractate Ma'aser Jeni in the Mishnah and Tosefta.
68. M. Noth, Leviticus. OTL @ng. trans. 1965), 47f.
69. M. Noth, "The Background of Judges l].-l9" (Eng. nans.), Isracl's prophetic Heitage.

Festschrift J. Muilenburg (New York, 1962), 68-85.
70. W. Zmmerli, "Das Bilderverbot in der Geschichte des alten Israel," Studien zur alttesta-

mentlichen Theologie und Prophetie. Gesammelte Aufsiitze, rr. ThB, 5l (1974),247-260.
7l . W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979), 343t.
72. K. Galling, 8RL2,353: cf .frg.782s31; for a different vieq cf. H.-J. Kraus, psalms @-:50

(Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1989), 52.
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they had a core of wood and probably also bronze, as is attested literarily (Isa. 40:19)

and archaeologicallyT3 in the case of gold, overlaid with silver (lsa.30:22; Jer. 10:4).

The silver might also be used simply for decoration (Isa. 40:19). The fact that the extant

examples are quite smallTa agrees with the weight (200 shekels) given in Jgs. 17:4).

IV. Appraisal.

1. General. The attractiveness of silver as a sign of wealttr (among other things) and

the possibility of using it when necessary to achieve specific goalsTs made it a welcome

gift (Gen. 45:22;2 K. 5:5; Ezr.l:4,6). Of course it also had its dark side. It could entice

people into dishonesty (2 K. 5:19-27) and theft (Josh. 7; Jgs. l7:2f.;2 K. 7:8). By
promising Delilah a horrendous sum, the Philistines persuaded her to betray Samson's

secret (Jgs. 16:4-21). Joab would have paid richly for the murder of Absalom (2 S.

18:111'.). A price can be set on a human life (1 K. 20:39). According to the author of
the book of Esther, Haman even thought that the king of Persia could not resist the

temptation of handing over the Jews in return for ten thousand talents (Est. 3:8-11;

4:7). God chose the Medes (or Penians) as his instruments because they were immune

to the temptations of silver and gold (Isa. 13:17). The naive view (expressed by J, 
".9.)

that possession of silver (and other forms of wealth) expressed God's blessing (Gen.

24:35), not surprisingly, was soon countered by critical voices.

2. Prophets. The prophets rebuked the people for casually forgetting that it was God

who gave them their bounty (Hos. 2:10[8];Ezk l6:L3f.). They castigated the ruthlessness

born of avarice (Am. 2:6; 8:6; Joel 4:5[3:5]). They unmasked the luxury of Israel and

foreign nations as a source ofarrogance (lsa.2:7;Ezk.28:4). There can be no reliance on

silver and gold @zk. 7:191'7nph.l:18:-7ec.9:3f.), but only on Yahweh (Isa. 55:1f.).

In the salvation oracles of postexilic prophets, pervenion of wealth is canceled;

silver and gold are returned to their true owners (Isa. 60:9; Hag. 2:8; Znc. 14:14; cf.
also Isa. 60:17).

3. Deuteronomy. Deuteronorny considers the wealth that is manifested in silver and

other forms a possible source of alienation between Yahweh and his people, against

which they must be warned (Dt. 8:13). The king was thought to be especially vulnerable

- 
probably on the basis of experience (17:.14-/g1.te

4. Wisdom. Wisdom heartily endorses the value of silver. This attitude is illustrated

by the use of silver to reflect the value of immaterial goods such as wisdom itself (Prov.

2:4), intelligent speech (10:20), and divine instruction (Job 22:25; cf. Ps. 12:7161).

73. P. Welten, "G<itterbild, miinnliches,"BR L2, 104.
7 4. Ibid., 99- I I I .

75. Cf. also trI.l.c above.
76. A. Alt, "Die Heimat des Deuteronomiums," KlSchr ll (1953),264f.
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Qoheleth can even state quite neutrally that everything can be had for money (Eccl.
10:19). wisdom can also maintain the point of view expressed by J in Gen. 24:35.
Much more often, however, it states that silver or money is not the most precious thing
in the world. It is surpassed by popular favor (prov. 22:r), the Torah (ps. ll9:72), and
especially by wisdom (Job 28:15; Prov. 3;14; 8:10,19; 16:16). The meaning of life is
not to be found in money (Eccl. 2:8; 5:9llDl;7:12).

V. Figurative Usage. The smelting process is a common image for the purification
God imposes upon his people, certain groups, or an individual (ps. 66:10; prov. l7:3;
Isa. l:25;48:10; znc. 13:9; Mal. 3:2b-4). Jeremiah uses this metaphor to describe his
own ministry, with a negative outcome: all that is left is dross (Jer. 6i27-30).77 Ezekiel,
too, uses this image, but only with reference to judgment by fre (Ezk. 22:lg-22).

VL Dead Sea Scrclls. The use of the word in the Dead Sea scrolls follows the usage of
the Bible; cf. especially the 10 occrurences in the Temple scroll (ller), mostly or
quotations. Together with gold, precious stones, and cattle, kesep denotes the wealth (cf.
Gen. 13:2) bestowed as God's gift (leM t}:ttf.; l9:5). The sfrields (leM 5:5), lances
(5:8), and sword handles (5:14) of the sons of light are adorned with gold, silver, and
precious stones. FollowingEx. 30:12,4Qord2:6,11 speakof a "ransom." The nations will
come to Zion with silver, gold, and precious stones (4QDbHam 4:10).28 The poor man is
purified like silver (lQH 5:16).ze In the Copper scroll (3e1f), ksp appears more than 20
times. The goods hidden throughout the land according to this document (the temple
treasure or the wealth of the Qumran Essenes?80) amounted to 2,286 talents and 14 bars of
silver,sl as well as great quantities ofgold, precious stones, precious spices, and books.

G. Mayer

77. l-oretz.
78. Cf. IV.2 above.
79. Cf. V above.
80. Cf. H. Bardtke, "Qumran und seine hobleme," flfi, N.s.33 (1969), lg5-204.
81. Cf. J. T. Milik, l,es 'petites grottes' de Qumr6n. DJD, tI (1962),282.
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contents: I. l. Etymology; 2. or Usage; 3. Meaning. tr. Theological Usage: l.
Pre-Deuteronomistic; 2. Deuteronomistic; 3. Later. III. LXX, Dead Sea Scrolls.

kd'as.E. cortese, "Lo schema deuteronomistico per i re di Giuda e d'Israele," Bibl,56 (1975),
37-52, esp.46f.; w. Dietrich, Prophetie und Geschichte. FRLA1V7{ lo1 (tg1-2),90f.; J. Scharbert,
Der schmerz im AT. BBB, 8 (1955), 32-34; w. H. Simpson, Divine wrath in the Eighth century
Prophets (diss., Boston, 1968); F. Stolz, "Oy) ft's sich iirgem,,' THAT,l, g3g_942: W. .ffri"l, Oi,
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l. l. Etymotogy. The root k's/.f, "be discontent, angry," is attested only in Northwest

Semitic. The earliest occulrence is Aramaic: litb' k's mn lhmf.r The Punic occlurence

(k's lp't) in the Latin and Neo-Punic bilingual Tripolitana 312 is the direct equivalent

of faciendum curavit.3 The semantic distance from the Hebrew meaning cannot be due

to an internal Semitic shift, but must be connected with the wider range of meanings

associated with Lat. curare. Later Aramaic and Middle Hebrew occulrences of the root

are analogous in meaning to the occurrences in the Hebrew Bible. Jakob Barth+ connects

k's etymologically with Arab. tcaia'a. "fear." If this is true, the spelling ka'as, fowd
in all the occulrences in Job, could indicate the earlier pronunciation.

2. OT usage. The noun ka'asli occurs 25 times in the OT (plus I occurrence in Sir.

34:298). The occurrences are concentrated in Wisdom Literature (14) and Psalms (4).

The remaining 8 passages include 4 where the noun functions as a cognate accusative

with a piel (l S. 1:6) or hiphil (1 K. 15:30; 2l:22; 2 K. 23:26).

The qal of the verb is uncommon (6 occurrences). The very rare piel appears to

represent merely a stylistically motivated variant to a nearby hiphil (Dt. 32:2la lcf .

v. 2lbl; 1 S. 1:6 [cf. v. 7]).5 The hiphil, however, appears 46 times (plus Sir. 3:16A;

contrast 3:16c). Most of the occurrences are in the Deuteronomistic history (24)'

Jeremiah (11), and other texts exhibiting Deuteronomistic influence (probably 9). It is
in this setting that the theological usage of the root is concentrated. God is the explicit

object in 38 occurrences, the implicit object in 5 or 6. InDt.32i2la, God is the object

of the piel; in Ezk. l6.42-with the equivalent meaning-he is the subject of the

qal. In Dt.32:2Ib;Ezk. 32:9, God is the subject of the hiphil.
The root does not appear in Genesis-Numbers, Isaiah (except Isa. 65:3), the Minor

Prophets (except Hos. 12:15[Eng. v. 14]), or the Five Scrolls outside Ecclesiastes. The

occurrences in Ezk. 8:17: 20:28 were absent from the text used by the LXX. They

therefore represent a very late addition to the text, in both cases reflecting dependence

on Deuteronomistic ideas.

Before the root entered the theological language of sacral history, it was used.not

only in provertial wisdom and laments (where it is well attested) but undoubtedly also

deuteronomistische Redaktionvon Jeremia 1-25. WMANT, 4l (1973)' 120; M. Weinfeld, Deuter-

onomy and the Deuteronomistic School (1972, repr. Winona Lake, 1992), 323t.; H. Weippert'

"Die 'deuteronomistischen'Beurteilungen der Kiinige von Israel und Juda und das Problem der

Redaktion der Ktinigsbticher," Bibl, fi OnD,30l-339, esp. 323-333; idem, Die Prosareden

des Jeremiabuches. BZAW 132 (1973),222-27.

l. Ahikar 189.

2. KAr, 124,4.
3. G. Levi della Vida, review of KAI, l-tl, RSO, 39 (1964),307f.; M. Dahood, "Hebrew and

Ugaritic Lexicography t11," Bible,46 (1965),330, citing the translation of ka'as as in curis in

the Vulg. ofEccl.5:16.
4. J. Barth, Wurzelwiersuchungen zwn hebriiischen und aramrtischen kxikon (LfJipzig,

1902),27 .

5. E. Jenni, Das hebrtiische Pi'el (Z.ttich, 1968), 68f.
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(despite the paucity of evidence) in everyday language concerning personal well-being
and interpersonal reactions (cf. 1 S. l:6f.,16; 2Ch.16:l}; Neh. 3:33,37t4:1,51).

Was there an expression "provoke anger" (possibly of cultic origin) that referred
to divine displeasure without mentioning God explicitly? Such a usage may appear in
I K. 2l:22;2 K. 2l:6;23:19; Hos. 12:15[14); Ps. 106:29; and possibly Neh. 3:37[4:5].
Since each passage involves a lectio difficilior, there is no reason to normalize any of
these texts. Hos. 12:15(14) is the earliest "theological" usage that can be dated with
certainty. This observation would support the theory of formulaic language. Here,
however, stylistic considerations may account for the absence of an explicit divine
object. The word 'oQdnayw at the end of the verse is strongly accented and may function
not only as the emphatically delayed subject of the second and third lines but also as
the object of the frst line. If so, the later passages without an explicit object may merely
be echoing this verse. ln Neh. 3:37(4:5), the object may also be introduced by lenegeS;
this analysis would accord better with 3:33(4:l).0

3. Meaning. The root always denotes "a sense of exasperation, a bad temper,',7 n
"very intense emotion."8 Almost always - most of the exceptions being in Ecclesi-
astes - there is an interpersonal context: ka'as is evoked by others and leads to a
reaction against them. within this broad meaning, however, the root can take on a
variety of nuances, especially in the case of the noun.

We see from I S. 1:7; Ps. 6:8(7); 31 : l0(9); I 12: l0; Job tl.:7 thatk's refers to rhe general
psychosomatic process that Collins calls the "physiology of tears."e lt ends with decom-
posure of the belly, throat, and eye (cf. Ps. 6:8[7]; 31: l0[9]; 112:10). The seat of ka'as is
the heart, midway between the belly and the throat, when tears are produced (cf. I s. 1:8;
Eccl.7:9). [nconjunctionwith/<'swefindwordsdenotingsadnessof heart(l S. l:8),
anxiety (l S. 1:16), sorrow (Ps.31:ll[10]), and sighing (ps.6:7[6];31:11tl0l). Sighing
comes from the throat, where ka'as produces a bitter taste and is therefore associated with
words for bitterness (Hos. 12:15[14]; Prov. 17:25; Sir. 34:29).In Ecclesiastes, we find
wordsforpainandsicknessassociatedwitht's@ccl. l:l9;2:23;5:16[17]; ll:10);inEzk.
32:9, it is associated with trembling. In many of the passages cited, the best translation
would be something like "grief, sorrow, displeasure."

Ps. 112:10, however, uses /c's in conjunction with the gnashing of teeth, the symbol of
"unbridled rage"'10 Eccl. 5: l6( 17) associates itwith qesep, "anger." This usage suggests
a semantic nuance that is characteristic of all the occurrences of the qal (with the exception
of Eccl. 7:9) and was incorporated into the theological usage of the root (i.e., in almost all
occulrences ofthe hiphil): anger at others. Physiologically, this anger manifests itselfas
heat (Neh. 3:3314:l); cf. the image inDt.32i2lf.). various words for anger appear in the
context of Dt. 9: I 8; 32:19(?); Jgs. 2:12:. 2 K. 22:17; 23:19; 2 Ch. 16: 10; 34:25: Ercl.

6. W. Rudolph, Esra und Nehemia. HAT XX (1949\, in loc.
7. Scharbert, 32.
8. Stolz, 839.
9. T. Collins, "The Physiology of Tears in the OT: Part II," CBe, 33 (1971), 186f.
10. H.-J. Kraus, Psalzrs 6U150 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1989), in loc.
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5:16(17); Jer. 7:18; 32:29-32;Ezk.8:17 16:42.11In Ezk. l6:42,we find the antonym ^iql,
,.be calm." Another important root often found in the context of ft's is -+ N)i7 qn', which

denotes passionate jealousy (on the part of another human being [Job 5:2] or God [Dt.

4:24f; iZ,tO,Zt; ps. 78:58; Ezk. 16:42); Ezk. 16.26 uses znh similarly. The L)O(

understood k's primarily in this sense and translated accordingly.l2

Wisdom appears to have used kb in yet another sense: excitement, confusion, and

discomfiture. According to Prov. 12:16; Job 5:2;Eccl.7:9 (probably to be interpreted

as a quotation from traditional wisdom), this reaction is characteristic of fools (cf. also

Sir. 34:29). These passages may mean simply that the wise can control themselves and

suppress sudden surges of emotion, but they may also suggest an ideal of inward balance

"nd "o*po.or". 
tn the latter case, feelings of lca'as would never even arise in the wise.

A sense of la'as can be provoked by what one sees (Dt. 32:19; Ps. 112:10) or even

hearsofatsecondhand(Ezk.32:9;Ps.78:58f.;Neh.3:33[4:1]).Themockeryof others

hasanevenmoreimmediateeffect(Dt.32l9l?hHos. 12:15[14]; I S. 1:6f.;Job 17:6f.;

Prov. 12:16). The cause can also be one's own misfortune: in Job 6:2, lob calls for his

own ka'ai (which Eliphaz has charged him with in 5:2) to be weighed against his

calamity, to determine which is heavier in the scales. Above all, however, ka'as is

provoked by the faithlessness of someone with whom one has close ties. This is the

basis for the theological usage of the Deuteronomistic school.

The noun can also denote the action or object that provokes ka'as:Dt.32:19(?),27 (?);

I K. 15:30; 2l:22; 2 K. 23:26; Ezk. 20:28 Prov - 17 :25; 27 :3; 2l:19.13

The common translation "offend, offense" can suggest misleading associations with

impugning someone's honor, a semantic field that is only tangential to that of ft's. This

translation is therefore better avoided.

II. Theological Usage.

l. pre-Deuteronomistic. Theological usage appears primarily in Deuteronomistic

texts, but is also attested in earlier texts independent of this tradition. In Hos. 12:15(14),

which concludes the original unit comprising 12:3-7,12-15(2-6,11-14),ra Yahweh has

been affronted by Israel's bloody deeds; he is therefore in bitter ka'as and advances

for vengeance. This passage is not Deuteronomistic; neither can it simply be the basis

for the Deuteronomistic theologoumenon of Yahweh's wrath, which always describes

"the effect upon Yahweh when Israel worships foreign idols or shares in the cultic

practices of the nations." ls

Theological usage of the hiphil in the prophets apart from the Deuteronomistic tradition

may also be found in 1 K. 14:9,15; 2K.22:17;tsa. 65:3; Jer. 7:l8f .;8:19. It can be argued,

however, that all these passages are Deuteronomistic in origin or exhibit Deuteronomistic

11. + tllR 'dnap ('anaph).
12. O. Grether and J. Fichtner, "6pTI1, C," TDNT, y,412.
13. Other roos with similar meanings are discussed by Scharbert.

14. R. Kiimpel , Die Berafung lsraels (diss., Bonn, 1973), 6l-70.
15. Weippert, Die Prosareden des Jeremiabuches,222.
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influence.l6 Ezk.32:9 is unique: here Yahweh is the subject rather than the object of the
hiphil. Dt. 32:21 shows how such statements can arise spontaneously.

The root /c's does not appear in the text of Deuteronomy proper. The basis for
Deuteronomistic usage may be found in the Song of Moses @t.32:l-43), where /c's is
a leitmotif formulating the double peripeteia of the history described by the song: Israel
provokes Yahweh (w. 16, 19, Zla); Yahweh provokes Israel by summoning other
nations against it (v. 21b); because, however, these other nations, instruments of
Yahweh's wrath, anger him in tum, he finally comes to Israel's ud (v. 27). The cause
of Yahweh's anger is Israel's apostasy from worshipping him alone (w. 15-19). The
cause of Yahweh's anger against the other nations is their self-aggrandizement for their
success against Israel (w. 27-30). Ps. 78, which in many ways resembles the Song of
Moses,rT uses the hiphil of tt in conjunction with 4n' to interpret the period of the
judges, in which Yahweh's anger is provoked by the bdm61and, pesiltm (v. 58).

2. Deuteronomistic. The hiphil of /ct with Yahweh as its object is used by the intemal
Deuteronomistic framework of the Song of Moses (Dt. 31:29) to interpret Israel's sin;
it appears with the phrases 'diA + hdrq' bc'AnA YHWH and bcma'ai€h ydSayim.In the
retelling of the golden calf story, which is likewise Deuteronomistic and exhibits other
similarities to Dt. 32 (cf. Israel as Yahweh's rwlt"ld in 32:9 and 9:26,29, but not in the
prototype [Ex. 32:ll]), the original interpretation from Ex. 32:30f. (b\d'A as cognate
acc. with b!'; cf . v. 21) is expanded in Dt. 9:18 by the addition of the hiphil of /c's, the
catchword from Dt. 32.

Here, then, we have the double basis on which the Deuteronomistic history and the
Deuteronomistic sections of Jeremiah developed the two typical cliche combinations
using the hiphil of /c's. In the one case, "the hiphil of t's appears with the phrase 'fh
+ hara'(b"'AnA YHW$ andlor ma'"Sehyad";inthe other, "the hiphil of k's is expanded
by the use of the noun l<a'as as a cognate accusative and/or associated with a cognate
accusative from the root ht'," with a regular preference for the baUa't as in Dt. 9:18.18
The cognate accusative with /c's may have been suggested by I S. l:6 (or 2K.23:26)
in the source material used by the Deuteronomistic history. All the passages with fu1'
refer in one way or another to the "sin of Jeroboam." This association shows that the
choice of formula was determined by the subject matter and that the combination with

which belongs to Weippert's fust group, makes the freest use of the cliches in combi-
nation, like the oracle of Huldah in 2 K. 22:17, which may have served as a source.
In the majority of cases, the hiphil of &'s is appended to the preceding statement as an
infinitive introduced by l'. This syntil( is at least consecutive in meaning. In the light
of the fundamental text in Dt. 32, however, we are justified in asking whether it is not

16. On the Jeremiah passages, cf. Thiel and Weinfeld.
17. O. Eissfeldt, Das Lied Moses Deuteronomium 32,14i und das l*hrgedicht Asaphs Psalm

78 samt einer Analyse der Umgebung des Mose-Liedes. BSAW, 10415 (1958),2643.
18. Quotations from Weippert, Die Prosareden des Jeremiabuches, 223, with a convenient

tabulation of the texts.
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in fact meant to express purpose: Israel deliberately provoked Yahweh to anger' In

more than half the passages, the immediate context speaks either of Yahweh's anger

or of his punishment.

In the books of Kings, the combined formula appears primarily in the redactional

judgmens on the individual kings and in prophetic oracles formulated more or less in

Deuteronomistic style. It is not found in the central section from Jehoshaphat and Ahaz

of Judah to Joram and Hosea of Israel. This (together with other considerations) leads

Weippertle to posit a preliminary Hezekian stage of the Deuteronomistic history, which

attained ia full extent later under Josiah. Weippert's analysis has its weaknesses and

is rejected by Cortese; the arguments of the latter, however, are also open to criticism.

In any case, the theological /<'s passages appear first in the Josianic redaction and exilic

revisions of the Deuteronomistic history including a possible redaction that is fond of

introducing prophets.2o For the kings of the northern kingdom, the Josianic redaction

almost always uses the formula based on Dt.9:18, which mentions the "sins of
Jeroboam" (1 K. 15:30; 16:2,13[with an allusion to the prophecy of Jehu in v. 211,26;

2l:22:22:54[53]); cf. the absence of ht'in2K.23:19, the source used by this redaction.

The basic exilic redaction of the Deuteronomistic history which blames the exile

primarily on the sins of Manasseh of Judah, uses in its crucial passages the already

standard formula that speaks of "Yahweh's anger" (2K.21:6;23:26). The same is true

when it summarizes the sins of Israel and Judah (cf. 2 K. 17:13) as well as when it
mentions the sins of Manasseh (v. 17)'

The Jeremiah passages take what is said in very stereotyped language in Kings and

bring it to life. Jer. 7:18f., for example, describes what the people do to provoke Yahweh

to anger and then asks: "Is it I whom they provoke? Is it not themselves, to their own

harm?" The last phrase is echoed n 25:6f. ("to your own harm"); 44:8 ("you cut

yourselves off"). The notion that ultimately it is not Yahweh but Israel itself that is

provoked was already expressed inDt.32:,21, but the primary narrative of the Deuter-

onomistic history did not take up this idea'

In!er.32:29-32, with expansive rhetoric, the formula is repeated thrice. The imme-

diately following verse might account for the late introduction of the formula in Ezk.

8:17. According to Jer. 32:33, the Israelites tumed their bacts and not their faces to

Yahweh (cf . 2:27;7:24,but without reference to /<'s). In Ezk. 8:17,2t the interpolated

formula refers not to the ftimds but to cultic worship of the sun, which involved turning

to the east, away from the altar of Yahweh. This provoked Yahweh's anger'

3. Later. In later texts, only Ezk 16:26; Sir. 3:16 dissolve the close association of
the Deuteronomistic cliche with the primary sin of worshipping other gods. In Ezk.

16:26,22 the hiphil of /<'s refers to the alliance with Egypt; in Sir. 3:16, it refers to

19. Bibl, 53 (1972), 301-339.
20. Dietrich.
21. Contra Stolz,841.
22. Conta idem.
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transgression of the commandment to honor one's father and mother. In the latter, the

name of Yahweh is replaced by the term "creator." The LXX interprets this passage

somewhat differently, along the lines of Prov. 17:25;27:3, thus avoiding this extension
of the theological usage.

IIL LXX, Dead Sea Scrolls. The preferred IXX translation of kc-bs is parlorgizein
(37 times); paraleHpikrainein (7), thymoiln, etc. (5), and parorjnein (3) are also found.
The noun ka'as is translated by thym1s (8 times), oreai (5), and athymia (2). For l<a'af,

orgd is always used (4 times).
In the [terature of the Qumran Essenes, the noun l<n'as appears only twice. In

lQpHab 1l:5, in conjunction with hdmd, it denotes the terrible wrath of the Wicked
Priest when persecuting the Teacher of Righteousness. In IQH 5:34, ka'as causes the

eyes of the worshipper to grow dim (cf. Ps. 6:8[7]; 3l:10[9]).
l^ohfink

t]! +'Ii
T

all t ipper; nJlD kappdrel;1li kaper;d')l.l kippurim

Contents: I. 1. Etymology; 2. Syntax; 3. LXX. tr. Basic Concept l. Non-Priestly Texts; 2.

Priestly Texts; 3. Lines of lnterpretation. trI. tnterpersonal Reconciliation. IV. Cultic Atonement:

1. The Altar;2. Communal Sin Offering; 3. Day of Atonement;4. kippurim;5. Extended Usage;
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kipper Y. Avishur, "Biblical Words and Phrases in the Light of Accadian Parallels,"
ShnatMikr, 2 (1977), l1-19 [Heb.], IX-X [Eng. summary]; J. Barr, "Expiation," Dictionary
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ment," HUCA, 47 (1976), 19-55; C. H. Dodd, "ild,oneo0or, Its Cognates, Derivatives, and
Synonyms in the Septuagint," JTS, 32 (1931),352-360 = "Atonement," The Bible and the
Greeks (London, 1935),82-95; K. Elliger, Itviticus. HAT ly (1966); E. E. Evans-Pritchard,
The Nuer (Oxford, l94O); idem, Nuer Religion (Oxford, 1956); N. Fiiglister, "Stihne durch
Blut-Zur Bedeutung von Leviticus l7,ll," Studien zum Pentateuch. Festschrifi W. Korn-
feld (Yienna, 1977), 143-164; P. Garnet, "Atonement Constructions in the OT and the Qumran
Scrolls," EvQ, 46 (1974), 131-163; idem, Salvation and Atonement in the Qumran Scrolls.
WUNT lll3 (1977); T. H. Gaster, Myth, Legend, and Custom in the OT (New York, 1969),
no. 146; M. J. Geller, "The Surpu Incantations and Lev. V.t-5," ./SS, 25 (1980), 181-192;
G. Gerleman, "Die Wurzel kpr im Hebriiischen," Studien zur alttestamentlichen Theologie
(Heidelberg, 1980), 1l-23; H. Gese, "Die Siihne," Zur biblischenTheologie. BEvT,78 (1977),
85-106; M. Gtirg, "Die Lade als Thronsockel," BN, I (1976), 29f.; idem, "Nachtrag zu
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l, l. Etymology. The lexica of the nineteenth century associated Heb. kipper with
Arab. kafara. "cover," describing the act of atonement as the covering of guilt. Since

Heinrich Zimmern's reference to Bab. kuppuru, the fwo etymologies agree.

In the Koran, Arab. kaffara, "absolve" (with God as subject), is a term borrowed

from Judaism but given a new semantic structure: atonement is an act of the merciful

God, without the need for any sacrifice.l Arabic lexicographers derive the word from

kafara, "cover," so that kaffara may have overtones of "atone (by covering)." It is
nevertheless difficult to link this idea with the OT concept of atonement. The closest

point of contact is Jer. 18:23: ',al-t"kappEr "do not forgive (their iniquity)," which is

echoed in Neh. 3:37@ng. 4:5) by 'al-tef;as, "do not forgive (their guilt)'" The piel of
ksh can also mean "cover"; but since it often means "forgive (guilt or sin)" (Ps. 32:1;

85:3t21), it is unlikely that Neh. 3:37(4:5) involves a consciously etymologizing vari-

nJira," BN, 5 (1978), 12; idem, "Eine neue Deutung fld,r kdppornt," ZAY89 (197'7), 115-18;

K. Grayston, "'Il,dorao0o,t and Related Words in LXX," NTS,27 (1981), 640-656; Y. M.

Grintz, "Archaic Terms in the Priestly Code," Leioninu, 39 (1974/75), 163-67 [Heb.];
R. Hanhart, "Die jahwefeindliche Stadt," Beitrtige zur alttestamentlichen Theologie. Fest-

schrift W. Zimmerli (G<ittingen, 1977), 152-163; M. J. L. Hardy, Blood Feuds and the Pay-

ment of Blood Money in the Middle Easr (Beirut, 1963); B. Janowski, "Ausltisung des

verwirkten Lebens," ZTLK, 79 (1982\,25-59; idem, Siihne als Heilsgeschehen. WMANT' 55

(1982); idem and H. Lichtenberger, "Enderwartung und Reinheitsidee: Zur eschatologischen

Deutung von Reinheit und Si.ihne in der Qumrangemeinde," JJS, 34 (1983) [Qumran];
K. Koch, "stinde und Stindenvergebung um die Wende von der exilischen zur nachexilischen

Zeit," EvTh, 26 (1966), 217-239]' J. Z. Lauerbach, Rabbinic Essays (Cincinnati, 1951),

354-376; B. A. Levine, In the Presence of the Inrd. StJl,A, 5 097a); R. G. Lienhardt, Divinity
and Experience (Oxford, 196l); F. Maass, "1D) kpr pi. siihnen," THAT, I'842-857: J. Mil-
grom, ;'Israel's Sanctuary," RB, 83 (1976),390-99; idem, "A Prolegomenon to Leviticus
1lttt," JBL, 90 (1971), 149-156; idem, "Sin-Offering or Purification-offering?" W, 2l
(1971), 237-39; idem, "Two Kinds of l.taga't," vT 26 (1976),333-37; L. Morris, "The
Useof il.doxeoOor etc. in Biblical Greek," ExpT 62 (1950/51),227-233; R. R. Nicole,
"C. H. Dodd and the Doctrine of Propitiation," WTJ, 17 (1955)' 117-157; R. P6ter, "L'im-
position des mains dans l'AT," W 27 (1977} 48-55; R. Rendtorff, Studien zur Geschichte

ies Opfers im Alten Israel. WMANT 24 (1967); J. Scheftelowitz, Alt-paltistinensischer
Bauernglaube in religionsvergleichender Beleuchtung (Hannover, 1925)' 47 -51; A. Schenker,
,,kdperetexpiation," Bibl,63 (1982),32-46;idem,Versdhnungundsiihne (Fribourg,198l);
K. Seybold,-Das Gebet des Kranken imAT. BWANT,99[5/10] (1973); E. A. Speiser, "Cen-

sus and Ritual Expiation in Mari and Israel," BASOR, 149 (1958), 17-25 = Oriental and
Bibticat Studies (Philadelphia, 1967), 17l-186; J. J. Stamm, Erkisen und Vergeben im AT
(Bem, 1940); F. Thureau-Dangin, Mcc; H. Thyen, Studien zur Siindenvergebung im NT
und seinen alttestamentlichen und jildischen Voraussetzungen. FRI"4'NT N.S. 78[96] (1970);

S. Wefing, [Jntersuchungen zum Entsiihnungsritual am grossen Versdhnungstag (diss.,

Bonn, 1978); J. Weismann, "Talion und <iffentliche Strafe im mosaischen Rechte," in

K. Koch, ed., Um das Prinzip der Vergeltung in Religion und Recht des ATs. WdE 125 (1972),

325-406: N. H. Young, "C. H. Dodd, 'Hilaskesthai' and his critics," EvQ' 48 (1976)' 67-78;
H. Zimmern, Akkadische Fremdwiirter als Beweis fiir babylonischen Kultureinfluss (Leipzig,
21917).

l. Koran, Sura 5:12; 8:29; etc.
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ant.2 The use of Aram. kesaya', "cover," to translate lappdrel in 4Q156: presupposes
a specific concept of the sacral object called lappdrel; it is not an etymological
conjecture. The interpretaion of kipper as "cover" on the basis of Arabic, most recently
supported by Stamm, is fraught with problems.

Babylonian incantation and ritual texts, especially from the first half of the first
millennium, use the term kuppuru (D stem of kapdru)a with the meaning "purify
cultically"; it refers to acts performed by an incantation priest. The purpose is to
restore a sick individual to health; typical instructions read: "Wipe him off (tu-kap-
pdr-iu) seven times with seven pieces of dry bread"s or "[Mix?] flour with water
from the cistern and wipe off (tu-kap-pdr) the person's body."o During the Baby-
lonian New Year Festival, cultic ceremonies were carried out to purify houses,
temples, cities, and the countryside; as an example of the instructions, we find: "The
incantation priest shall puify (u-kap-par) the temple with the cadaver of a sheep."7
In contrast to the Bible, the Mesopotamian cult knows nothing of sin offering or
guilt offering;the kuppuru rituals have nothing to do with any sacrificial cult; and
finally, blood does not play an essential role in either the Babylonian sacrificial
system or the kuppuru rituals. Despite these differences, discussed by Janowski, both
he and Levine suggest an historical relationship between Akk. kuppuru and Heb.
kipper.

2. Syntax. The verb kipper (piel) can take a direct object: yel.<appEr 'dw6n, "he
forgave the iniquity" (Ps. 78:38); wef;ipper'e!-miqdai haqqdQei, "he shall purify the
sanctuary" (lrv. 16:33). Its use with prepositions is highly varied, with many semantic
nuances:

a. le: kapper l"'ammef;a, "forgive thy people" (Dt. 21:8); b"ftapperi-lnf, l"f;ol-'"ier
'dit1, "when I forgive you all that you have done" (Ezk. 16:63).

b. be: bezo'! y"kuppar 'awdn, "by this the guilt will be expiated" (lsa. 27:9); bammi
'"kappdr "How shall I make expiation?" (2 S.2l,,3); hakkdhdn y"kapp?r 'dldyw be'Al
hd'didm, "the priest shall make atonement for him with the 'aiam ram" (Lev. 5:16).

c. 'al (single or repeated): wef,ipper'dldyw hakk6h€n, "the priest shall make atone-
ment for him" ([rv. 5:26[6:7]);'al-t"(apper 'al-'owOnam, "do not forgive them their
iniquity" (Jer. 18:23); weftipper'dldyw hakkbh€n'al-hatd'!6, "the priest shall make
atonement for him for his sin" (Lev. 4:35).

d. min: w'$ipper'dldyw hakknhEn lipnA YHWH miudb6, "the priest shall make
atonement for him before Yahweh for his discharge" (Lev. 15:15).

2. Levine, 57f.
3. J. T. Milik, "Tefillin, Meztzot, Targums," Qumrdn Groue 4, lI. DJD, Yl (197'l), 87.
4. AHw. I (t965), 442t.
5. CAD, VIII (1971), l79a=G. Meier, "Ein akkadisches Heilungsritual ausBopazk6y," 7.A,

45 (1939),1. tr.20.
6. R. Caplice, "Namburbi Texts in the British Museum 111," Or 36 (1967),274-77.
7. CAD, VItr, l79b = RAcc,141,1.354.
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e. be'aQ: 'akapperd b"a4 hafia't"kem, "I will make atonement for your sin" (Ex.

32:30); l"lappor b"'ad bA!-yiird'el, "to make atonement for the house of Israel" (Ezk.

45:1"1). According to Garnet,8 the use of the prep. b"'a/ is intended to give these an

especially solemn tone.
In some texts, it is hard to translate kipper; Lev. 17:11:e "For the life of the flesh

is in the blood; and I [God] myself have given it for you upon/for the altar, that it
may make atonement for you personally (l"$appEr 'al-napidldkem); for it is the

blood that makes atonement by virtue of the life (bannepei y"kappEr) [that is in it].
Dt. 21:8: The translation "cover" used by some versions is inappropriate, being

based on Arab. kafara. Dt. 32:43: Avishur suggests "he wipes away (w"$ipper) the

tears of his people"; neither the reference to Akk. kaparu, "wipe off," nor the

emendation of MT 'dmtw, "his land," to *'dm\, "tears," however, is convincing.
Isa. 28: l8: "And your covenant with [the god ofl death will be forgiven" is emended

by many exegetes. The reading welupar "and will be broken" (hophal of prr), has

long been suggested on the basis of the Targ.; but emendation is probably unneces-

sary (cf. Isa. 6:7). Or does the text involve a form of kdpa4 "cover," as in Gen.

6:14?to lsa. 47:ll: "You cannot avert it [calamity] by an act of atonement
(kapper-h)."

3. IXX. In the LXX, words based on the root kpr are translated consistently by

derivatives of hildskomal, "propitiate, appease." The regular equivalent of kipper is

exikiskomai; the Day of Atonement is translated hemdra exilasmort [-ev.23:27f .); the

sacral object termed kappdrel is translated hilastiirion; kdper is translated exilasma

(1 S. 12:3; Ps. 49:8[7][LXX 48:8]).
a. The construction of the verb exiMslcomai carefully imitates that of kippeq espe-

cially in the use ofprepositions: exildsetai pert autort ho hiererts en t6 kri6 (I-ev. 19.'22);

exikisetai peri autori ho hiererts apd tds hamartias (l*v. 4:26).

b. The usage just described is a semitism; it does not agree with the common Greek

idiom, in which a human being is the active subject and God is the object. InZec. T:2

(cf.8:22; Mal. l:9), exiwsasthai t6n lci'ion means "propitiate the Lord"; this is the

normal Greek syntax, which can be used when exikiskomai is not being used to translate

kipper.
c. Contrary to a popularly accepted theory certain other translations of kipper - in

particular, apokathatrd (Prov. 16:6[LXX l5:27a1) and apalefpha (Dnl. 9:24, possibly

a double translation in conjunction with exildskomailt;, "wipr€ away" 
-cannot 

be

cited in support of a basic meaning of "cover" for kipper.

d. The variety of translations used for koTer is noteworthy. Besides exflasma, "means

8. Salvation,66, nn. I and 101.
9. Following Janowski.
10. Schenker, Versdhnung und Siihne, n.109.
11. Nicole, 155ff.
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of atonemenL" we frnd dllagma (Isa. 43:3; pl. in Am. 5:12), "means of deception";
d6ra(Job 36:18), "grfts"; $tron(Prov.6:35; 13:8; pl. inEx. 2l:30;30:12;Nu. 35:31f.),
"ransom"; and perilaitharma (Prov.2l:18), "means of purification."

II. Basic ConcepL Most of the occurrences of the verb kipper are found in P and
related texts, above all in the books of lrviticus, Numbers, and Ezekiel (81 out of 101

instancesl2). It is therefore useful to examine the occurrences in the Priestly literature
separately from the rest in order to determine the basic meaning.

l. Non-Priestly Texts. The basic concept in the non-Priestly texts may be sum-
marized as follows: When a positive or neutral relationship between two groups or
parties is broken by a crime, transgression, or sin, tension is produced. This tension
must be neutralized and relieved by an act of atonement in order to restore the
original order. When the parties involved are humans, one may speak of "appeasing
the face" or "assuaging wrath" (Gen.32:211201; Prov. 16:14), but the norion of an
angry God who must be appeased is not expressed directly in these texts. The deity
is never propitiated or appeased. The tension to be neutralized between human
beings, but also between a human being and God, is perceived not emotionally as

displeasure or discord but rather legally as a grievance that must be satisfied by
specific acts. Acts of atonement frequently refer to bloodguilt (ddm: Nu.35:33; Dt.
2l:8b; 2 S.2l:1,3), but more general expressions are found as well: sin (hattd'1: Ex.
32:30; Ps. 79:9), glilt (aw6n: I S. 3:14; lsa.22:14;27;9; Jer. l8:23; Dnl. 9:24;Ps.
78:38; Prov. l6:6).

The act of atonement can be initiated either by the person or by God; in the latter
case, kipper means "forgive" (if God is not "purifying" an object such as the land [Dt.
32:43D. If God "forgives," he ceases from his anger (Ps. 78:38); if not, he gives free
rein to his anger (Jer. 18:23).

2. Priestly kxts. T1te fundamental structure of atonement in Priestly practice finds
full expression in kv. 19:22: "With this ram the priest shall make atonement before
Yahweh for the sin which he has committed." A sin - in this case sleeping with a
female slave betrothed to someone else as a concubine - creates tension between the
sinner and the deity. As in the non-Priestly texts, the emphasis is not on God's anger,
which is mentioned only in special cases (Nu. 17:ll[6:461;25:ll,l3). The priest acts
as a mediator, removing the tension through a sacrifice, provided by the guilty party
and sacrificed by the priest. Frequently the text mentions where the act of atonement
takes place: "before Yahweh," i.e., in the temple. It is the priest who performs the act
of atonement - 

generally on behalf of others, but also on behalf of himself and his
family (kv. 16:6,11; etc.). Besides objects like the altar, the sanctuary, the temple ([rv.
l6:20,33;Ezk.43:20;45:20), a house (Lev. 14:53), or the land (Nu. 35:33), atonement

12. Janowski.
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is made primarily for human beings, both individuals (e.g., l*v. 5:2616:77; 19.'22, cited
above) and groups: the congregation (Nu. 15.,25), the Levites (Nu. 8:12), the entire
nation(Nu. L7:L2|6:471;25:13;Neh.10:34[33]).Inthecaseofthealtarandthetemple,
no reason is stated for the act of atonement the house is atoned for when it is restored

to use after being cleansed of efflorescence or mildew; atonement must be made for
the land "on account of" bloodguilt. When atonement is made for human beings, the

text often cites the reason for the rite: atonement must be made for someone who is

"cleansed" after the heatng of a skin disease ([rv. 14:31), who has sinned inadvertently
(kv. 5:18; Nu. 15:28), or whom contact with a corpse has made unclean (Nu. 6:11).

There are still other grounds: atonement is made "on account of" a discharge (min:

Lev. 15:15,30), uncleanness (kv. 14:-19), and above all sin (min: l,ev. 4:26;5:6,10;
'al:4:35:5:13; etc.). Often the means of atonement is stated: atonement is made "by
means of" aram(b": Irv. 5:16; 7:7; 19:22; Nu. 5:8; Ex.29:33).

3. Lines of Interpretation. Earlier debate about the precise meaning of kipper
centered on C. H. Dodd's article, published in 1931, in which he claimed that the

Israelites had no notion of "propitia1l61" 
-they 

spoke instead of "expiation," a

human act performed for the purpose of being freed by God from the burden of sin.

According to this view, atonement (expiation) is a theocentric act, an interpretation
preserved by the LXX with its semitizing use of exildskomai. Critics such as Leon

Morris and James Ban replied that Dodd downplayed the notion of divine wrath
and that in fact there is less difference between "propitiation" and "expiation" than
Dodd admitted. Other scholars may represent more recent discussion. Their inter-
pretations of atonement may be categorized as follows: redemption through substi-

tution or purification of the sanctuary (Jacob Milgrom), symbolic offering or re-

demption of forfeited life (Hartmut Gese, Bernd Janowski), and commutation of
punishment with settlement between the -offender and the injured party (Adrien
Schenker).

a. Milgrom distinguishes two basic understandings of atonemenil in one, kipper
means "purify (ritually)"; in the other, it means "redeem." When used in the latter

sense, the purpose of the kipper act is to avert God's wrath, which would strike innocent
and guilty alike. This is the understanding behind the scapegoat (Lev. 16) and the ritual
described in Dt. 2l:1-9. In both cases, "redemption" involves the ritual "substitution"
of an animal for a human being. In this usage, kipper derives from kOpe4 "ransom,"
as may be seen from the collection of "atonement money" as a kind of head tax (Ex.

30:16) and the prohibition against ransoming someone guilty of murder (Nu. 35:31-33).
When the idea of averting God's wrath is involved, the verb kipper is to be interpreted
as deriving fromk1per: innocent life is protectedby the substitution ofthe guilty party

or an equivalent ransom or sacrificial offering. Although "ransom" in substitution for
a murderer is forbidden, a homicide is "ransomed" by the natural death of the high
priest. In like manner, the head tax ransoms everyone who is counted in the census.

The lrvites "substitute" for any Israelite who comes too near the sanctuary (Nu. 1:53;

8:19; l8:22f.).
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A small group of texts (Lev. 15:31; 16:19; Nu. 19:13, 20; cf. Jer. 17:1) constitutes
the evidence for understanding the Priestly conception of atonement associated with
the verb kipper in the sense of "purify" or "cleanse." These texts do not specify how
the altar and sanctuary have been affected by the "uncleannesses of the people of
Israel"; Milgrom theorizes that whenever someone sins, the sin is attracted as it were
magnetically to the sanctuary, where it accumulates alrnost like a physical substance.
Finally the deity, no longer able to endure its presence, departs from the temple and
leaves the people to suffer the consequences of their sin. The accumulation of individual
sins leads without fail to the "departure" of the deity and therefore the destruction of
the community, which can live only in communion with its God. It is therefore incum-
bent upon Israel, through its priests, to "cleanse" (kipper) the sanctuary regularly of
all uncleannesses. In this view, there is no evil that escapes God's attention, even if the
individual offender eludes the inevitable punishment. The evil accumulates in the
sanctuary; it not only defiles the altar outside, but penetrates within the holy of holies
as far as the ark. On the Day of Atonement, therefore, the whole temple complex must
be ritually purified.

We may ask whether this theory does not err by trying to combine several individu-
ally correct ideas into a uniform system. Of value for the theology of the cult may be
Henri Frankf,ort's "multiplicity of approaches." 13

b. In his analysis, Janowski distinguishes two groups of texts involving kipper and
kdper: one group comprises the texts in P and the Priestly tradition in Ezk. 40-48 and
the Chronicler's history, the other comprises the texts outside the complex. In the latter
group, kipper and koper refer to interpersonal reconciliation and compensation (Gen.
32:21[20);2 S. 2l:3; Prov. l6:6,14), Yahweh's act of expiarion (Dt. 2l:8a; 32:43; I S.
3:14; erc.), the act of atonement of an intercessory mediator (Ex. 32:30; Nu.
l7:llf.|6:46f.1;25:13), and redemption of a forfeited life through the offering of an
equivalent (kdper:Ex.2l:3O;30:12; Nu. 35:31f.; I S. l2:3; Isa. 43:3; etc.). In marginal
situations, when the life of an individual or the people is forfeit on account of a legal,
moral, or religious offense, deliverance from death is accomplished by an act of
atonement. The verb kipper never refers to "propitiation" of God. Even when a human
person (Ex.32:3O; Nu. 17:11f.[16:46f.];25:13) or an angel (Job 33:24;36:18) is the
subjectof theaction,kipper (ortheoffering of akoper:Job33:24;36:18)denotesthe
action of a substitutionary mediator, effecting forgiveness of sin @x. 32:30,32), with-
drawal of wrath (Nu. 25:ll), or cessation of a plague (Nu. l7:13,15[16:48,50]).

In the Priestly texts, by contrast, a priest is always the subject ofthe action denoted
by kipper; God's response is indicated by the recurring formula "thus the priest shall
make atonement (wefuipper) for him, and he shall be forgiven [by God]" (l_ev. 4:31;
cf. vv.20,26,35; etc.). The classic Priestly kipper ritual is the sin offering (baga'}1+
in which the person providing the sacrifice lays a hand on the animal whose blood is
to be applied to the altar by the priest or-on special occasions-carried into the

13. H. Franldort, Ancient Egyptian Religion (New York, 1948, repr. 196l),4.
14. --r RDll hdld' (chala').
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holy of holies in the temple. The hand laid on the animal (Irv. l:4; 3:2,8,13; etc.)
identifies the sinner with the sacrificial victim to be slain and symbolizes the offering
of his own life. The treafinent of the blood (-;ev. 4:25,30,34; 16:l4f .;Ezk. 43:20; etc.)
completes the symbolism: by applying the blood to the altar, the priest carries out the
symbolic surrender of the worshipper's own life to the sanctuary and thus to the deity.

c. Schenker develops his interpretation of the act of atonement on the basis of Ex.
2l:28-32: if someone is killed by a goring ox, the ox's owner can avoid being put to
death by paying a "propitiatory offering" (kdper) to any injured party.The essence of
atonement is thus mitigation of punishment, freely conceded by the injured party, who
agrees to a settlement instead of insisting ruthlessly on justice. This stucture can be
seen not only in Gen. 32:21(20); Nu. 35:31; 2 S. 21:3; Prov. 16:14, but also in rexts
referring to God and in cultic texts. When God "forgives" our sins (we\appZr'al-
hattO'finfi, Ps. 79:9), it means that he does not insist on full punishment but mitigates
it - in the extreme case, not requiring any act of penance on the part of the sinner.
Atonement, therefore, is based on God's willingness to compromise and be conciliatory.
Mediation plays a role in the act of atonemenf Yahweh himself arbitrates between
Israel and its enemies (Dt. 32:43); Moses mediates as advocate between God and his
people (Ex. 32:30); Yahweh refrains from further punishment because of Phinehas's
"zeal" (Nu. 25:13). In the cult, Yahweh declares himself satisfied with offerings of his
own choosing instead of demanding punishment in full; the cult with animal blood as

its most important form of sacrifice is God's own offer of reconciliation. Although God
is "propitiated" by the sacrifice, there is a theocentric element in the divine estab-
lishment of the cult: forgiveness is not purchased by the sinner but made possible by
God's preemptive offer.

III. Interpersonal Reconciliation. The verb kipper is comparatively rare in the
sense of interpersonal reconciliation. Two passages allude to the impossibility of legal
atonement of bloodguilt. Because Saul had killed some of the Gibeonites, the relation-
ship between Israel and Gibeon was burdened by bloodguilt. "How shall I make
atonement ('af;appEr)?" David asks (2 S. 21:3). The answer - "we want neither silver
nor gold from Saul and his house" (v. 4) - makes it clear that David's question is to
be understood as an offer of a material $ft, akdper payment. The Gibeonites demand
that seven of Saul's sons be handed over to be put to death. The basic principle is
enunciated with absolute clarity in Nu. 35:33: "No atonement can be made (ld'-
y'ftuppar) for the land, for the blood that is shed in it, except by the blood of him who
shed it." The figurative usage of the verb in this statement should be noted: "atonement"
in fact denotes compensation through a material gift; understood literally, the slaying
ofthe murderer as an act ofblood vengeance effects purification but not "atonement."

Two other texts use kipper for the attempt of someone in a weak position to
"appease" someone powerful in order to avoid the latter's punishment or vengeance

- for example, by wise counsel (Prov. l6: 14) or a gift (Gen.32:21[20]). In the Genesis
passage, Jacob, who has defrauded his brother Esau, succeeds in averting the latter's
threatened revenge, so that we see once more the same basic structure as in 2 S- 2l:3:
tension that has arisen between two parties is relaxed by an act of appeasement on the
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part ofthe weaker. The noun koperis related to the use of kipper for the resolution of
interpersonal conflict.ls

IV. Cultic Atonement.

l. The Altar. According to Ezk. 43:18-26, the rebuilt altar of burnt offering in the

Jerusalem temple cannot be put to use until after a complex seven-day ritual comprising

a series of sin offerin gs (bafia'!) and burnt offerings ('616). The crucial role is played

by the sin offering, whose central feature is a blood rite for which precise instructions

are given: the blood of the sacrificial animal (on the first day a bull, on succeeding

days a goat) is put on the four horns of the altar, the four corners of the middle step,

and the wall surrounding the altar. In this way the whole dtar - like the former victim
of a skin disease in [rv. 14 14 - is included in the ceremony. Thus the altar is cleansed

of sin (hntd' piel), atoned for (kipper), purilied (thr piel), and consecrated (qidde$; the

first three verbs are probably meant to be taken as synonyms describing the same

process, while the "consecration" probably involves an additional rite of anointing
(Ex. 29:36). Ezk. 45:18,20 requires a somewhat abbreviated version of this ceremony

to be repeated annually on the first and seventh days of the first month; the blood rite

is extended to include various gates of the temple, which are sprinkled with blood.

Analogous regulations concerning the consecration ofthe altar and an annually repeated

consecration of the altar of incense are found nEx.29:36f.; 30:10. The consecration

of the altar is also repeated before a newly consecrated priest performs his frst sacrifice

and on the Day of Atonement (trv. 8:15; 16:16ff.,20,33). The regulations conceming

the Day of Atonement extend the blood rite to the holy of holies. Lev. 16:19 (cf. Ezk.

45:20) emphasizes the lustral character of the blood rite: by means of the blood, the

priest is to cleanse the altar "and hallow it from the uncleannesses of the people of
Israel."

2. Communal Sin Offenng. A sin offering (|.*fia')'u is necessary when the whole

congregation has unwittingly "sinned and done something forbidden by Yahweh" (Lev.

4:13). The ritual described in lrv. 4:14-21involves five phases: the elders of the

congregation lay their hands on the head of the sacrificial animal (a bull); the animal

is killed; the priest takes some of the blood and performs a ceremony within the temple;

the priest puts blood on the horns of the altar of burnt offering in the courtyard; the fat

from the animal is bumed upon the altar. The text does not state which is the central

action that performs the atoning function mentioned in v. 20, but it can be identified.

Many exegetes ttrink that the laying on of hands transfers the sin like a material

substance to the sacrificial animal; this substance is then destroyed with the animal.17

lt is more likely that the laying on of hands - 
possibly a retc of the elders'participation

15. See VI below.
16. -, NDn h4a' (chdd').
17. Rendtorff,216.

--t
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in the ritual slaying - is meant to indicate that the animal is now to be sacrificed. The
action may also be understood as a symbolic identification with the sacrificial animal,
as ethnological parallels suggest.ls Such an interpretation could well reflect the close
"communion" betrveen the herdsman and his flock. The laying on of hands is completed
by the two blood rites. These represent a symbolic sacrifice of life to the deity;le for
the life is in the blood, and the altar and sanctuary represent the deity. The atoning
power of the blood is emphasized in Lev. 17:11 and, with even more explicit reference
to the sin offering, in 2 Ch. 29:24. Especially significant is the formula "he makes
atonement - they are forgiven" found in [.ev. 4:20 and elsewhere: it relates the action
of the priest to the action of the deity S-ev.4:20,26,31,35; 5:10,13,16,18 ,26[6:71; 19:22;
Nu. 15:25,28). An analogous formula is found in Lev. l2:7,8; 14:20,53: "he [the priest]
makes atonement-he/she [the lay person] is made clean [by the deity]."

Atonement rituals of the type found in l,r-v. 4:13-21 are prescribed under many
circumstances; they are used to make atonement for individuals or groups that have
deliberately or unwittingly come to bear the burden of sin. Most of the pertinent
regulations are found within the complex l*v. 4:1-5:26(6:7). The regulations in kv.
l2:l-15:.33 refer to atonement rites required for the purification of a woman after
childbirth(Irv.l2:7f.)ortheresocializationof someonewhohashadaskindisease(I,ev.
14:18,20,31).It is especially noteworthy in the latter case that the lay person offering the
sacrifice comes in contact with the sacrificial blood and oil before they are offered (kv.
14:14-18): he or she is to be involved in the sacrifice from head to toe.

3. Day of Atoncmenl. The present text of the Day of Atonement ritual (kv. 16)
combines three different rituals to constitute a single whole. (a) The high priest sacri-
fices an ox as a sin offering for himself and his family, then a goat for the people. He
takes some of the blood from the animals and carries it into the holy of holies, where
he sprinkles it on a sacral object made of gold called the l<app6re1("atonement piece").
This blood rite has atoning power for both the priest and the people (vv. 16f.), as does
the subsequent burning of the fat portions of the sacrificial animal (vv. 24f.). (b) The
altar in the courtyard is also sprinkled with the blood and thus "atoned for," i.e.,
"cleansed" and "hallowed" (w. 18f.). (c) The priest lays his hands on a second goat
while confessing the sins of the Israelites and then has it sent away into the desert.
V. 10 states that the goat destined "for Azaznl" is presented before Yahweh l"lappdr
'dldyw, which may mean "to make expiation with it,"20 ",o serve for the sin"2l "to
transfer sin to iL"22 or "to perform rites of expiation beside it,"zt if the text is not in
fact comrpt.2a

I 8. Evans-Pritchard, Nuer Religion, 279f .
19. Gese, 95ff.; P6ter.
20. NJPS.
21. The standard German translation.
22. J. Milgrom, review of Levine, JBL, 95 (1976),292.
23. trvine, 80.
24. Elliger, s.v.
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According to Karl Elliger's literary analysis, two originally independent rituals have

been combined here: a ceremony of atonement for the priests and people, including

the rite of the scapegoat, and a ceremony of atonement for the sanctuary and altar.

Elliger says: "In the course of the firstcenturies afterthe exile, the communal atonement

ceremony of the preexilic period came to incorporate a ceremony of purification for
the temple, whether the latter merely represents a theoretical requirement (originating

during the exile) or a ceremony that was actually canied out, possibly even during the

monarchy."25 Sabina Wefing explains the development somewhat differently: At the

outset there was an atonement ritual performed by the high priest solely for himself

and his family (I-ev. 16:3, 6, l1b, 14). This came to be associated with a communal

sin offering in which the rite of the scapegoat played a role (w. 5,7-lO, 15-17). Thus

a comprehensive ritual was forged that was later rounded out by a ceremony of
atonement for the sanctuary (vv. 18f.).

Unlike many exegetes, Gese and Janowski do not think of the kappdrel as the

"cover" of the ark. According to Janowksi,26 "beyond any superficial materiality, it is

the locus ofGod's presence in Israel, conceived ofas a 'pure plane.'The critical feature

of the kapp1rel is neither its outward form nor its precise structural description nor its

position 'above the ark,' which appears to qualify it as a 'cover,' but its symbolic

representation of a theological reality: the sign marking the boundary of the transcen-

dent realm and therefore the site of God's condescension." The focal point of kv. 16,

according to Gese and Janowski, is the sprinkling of blood on the l<nppdrel as a meeting

between the God who reveals himself and the human agent who offers himself; this

action can be understood as a type of the original event at Sinai in Ex. 24:15ff.

The proverbial "scapegoat" could no longer be sacrificed after the destruction of
the Jerusalem temple. During the seventh century, we learn of an altemative practice,

probably much older, that is still in use: on the day before the atonement festival, as

well as after the birth of a male child, a hen is sacrificed. This hen is called a kappdrd

("atonement") hen. The archaizing ritual of laying on hands and removing the entrails

is attested.2T

Other interpret ations of kapp1rel not involving the root kp4 have been proposed by

Manfred Gorg and Y. M. Grintz. GOrg cites the Egyptian phrase kp (n) rdwy, "sole of
the foot," which contracts to l<app1re!, denoting the place where the feet of the divine

throne or of the enthroned deity himself are conceived as resting. Grintz suggests an

etymology based on Egyp. lcspt, 'roof," which would be appropriate for the "cover"

of the ark. Gillis Gerlemann, assuming that kipper actually means "stroke, wipe,

polish," thinks of the kappdrel as a polished mirror.

4. kippurim. Several phrases using the noun kippufim, "atonement," are found:

hatla'!hakkippurim, "sin offering of atonement" @x. 30:10; Nu. 29:ll); kesep hak-

25. Ibid.,2lo.
26. Janowski, Stihnc als Heilsgeschehen 347.
27. Scheftelowitz, Lauterbach.
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kippurim, "atonement money" (Ex. 30:16); y6m (hak)kippurim, "Day of Atonement,,
(I*v.23:27f .:25:9);'Al hakkippufim, "ram of atonement" (Nu. 5:8); pa r hattd'1 . . .'al-
hakkippufim. "bull (for) the sin offering of atonement" @x.29:36). priestly language
uses the abstract noun kippurtm to describe anything immediately associated with
atonement: the festival, the sacrificial animal, the sacrifice, and - extending the notion
of atonement - the temple tax. It is noteworthy that the expression "Day of Atone-
ment" does not appear in the detailed description of the ritual in Lev. 16 but only in
the festival calendar of tcv. 23 and the regulations concerning the year of release in
Lev.25.

5. Extended Usage. The classical cultic acts that make atonement for Israel or an
individual are the sin offering (bop'gzt and the guilt offering (aiap1.zs [n texts from
the exilic and postexilic period, however, all the major kinds of sacrifice, that is, the
whole sacrificial system, serve to make atonement. The only exceptions are zelah and
zelal.t i"ldmtm,s which are never associated with atonement. Irv. 1:4, for example,
speaks of the burnt offering31 as making atonement. Characteristic of this usage are
series comprising various types of sacrifice; atonement is associated with the group as
a whole. Examples include:

Lev. 9: bafiA'!, '61d, minltd, ielAmtm;
Lev. 14:lO-20:'aiam, balta'L'616" minbh:
Nu. 15:24: '61d, minhi, neseg, hattd'1;
Ezk. 45:15: minl,t6,'61d, i'ldmtm;
Ezk. 45:17 : h"Ua't, minlt6,'61d, ieldmtm;
Sir. 45:16 (I{eb.): '61d, lt"lfuim, 'azlcdrd;

lQM 2:5: '6161, aeQal.ttm, miqlere!.

The Priestly texts of the Pentateuch also reinterpret other traditions, turning them
into acts of atonement. For example, the notion of atonement becomes central to the
sacrifices offered at the ordination of priests (millu'im: kv. 8:33; Ex.29:34), the half
shekel to be paid as ftoperwhenacensus of Israel is taken (Ex. 30:ll-16; Nu. 31:48-54),
and the intercession of the Lrvities, Aaron, and Phinehas (Nu. 8:19; l7:Llf.U6:46f .l;
25:13). ln l-ev. 14.,53, a rite involving a bird makes atonement for a house that has
been cleansed of efflorescence and mildew.

6. Non-Piestly Literature. Texts outside the Priestly corpus make only scattered
reference to rites and ceremonies involving atonement. When the golden calf in the
desert has been destroyed and those guilty of worshipping it put to death, atonement
must still be made for the sin of idolatry (Ex. 32:30); Moses makes atonement through

28. -+ NDI1 bdtd'(chqa).
29. + ttlrN 'd\cham (didm).
30. -J llf I zdbal.t (7666dr); --r E'Dlul i"l.dmim.
31. +ih19 '61A.
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an intercessory prayer in which he brings his own personal influence to bear. When

someone is found slain by an unknown hand, a heifer is taken to a stream and its neck

broken; an accompanying prayer calls on Yahweh to "make atonement for" the blood

and "forgive" the bloodguilt (Dt. 2l:8). Just as in Ex. 32 the slaying of the guilty

precedes the prayer of atonement, so here an animal must be ritually slain before the

act of atonement proper, which consists in the prayer'

when Isaiah is called, his sin must be "forgiven" by God; the touching of his lips

with a burning coal carried by an angelic being (Isa. 6:7) is a heavenly (and therefore

exffaordinary) rite of purification, but not an act of atonement.

Offenses against God for which no cultic act of atonement is prescribed are atoned

for through demonstrations of loyalty and faithfulness toward others (Prov. 16:6) or

acts of charity (Sir. 3:30).

V. Divine Atonement. In texts belonging to the Priestly tradition, a priest is invari-

ably the subject of kipper as a (cultic) act of atonement; there are other texts, however,

in which the deity himself is the subject of kipper: Dt. 21:8a; 32:43;2 Ch. 30:18; Ps.

65:4(3);78:38; 79:9; Jer. 18.23; Ezk. l6:63. There are also passages in which God is

the logical subject of kipper; these use ttre piel infinitive (Dnl. 9:24) or the passive

hithpael (1 S.3:14) orpual (Isa.6:7; 22:14;27:9;28:18).The active useof kipperwith

God as subject is associated primarily with the language of prayer (Dt.2l:8a; 2 Ch.

30:18; Ps. 65:4[3];79:9; Jer. 18:23).

The text of Isa. 27:9 does not indicate precisely what the relationship is between

"atonement for the guilt of Jacob" and destruction of the altars: is it Yahweh himself

who has the altars destroyed,32 or does atonement depend on Israel's prior destruction

of them?33 Dt.32i43likewise poses a riddle: does Yahweh forgive the shedding of the

Israelites'blood through an act of vengeance that makes atonement?v Or does Yahweh,

in an act of loyal solidarity, intervene on behalf of his people and "bring relief to the

land of his people" by driving out the enemy?35

Whatever the answer, all these texts "share a fundamental problem that bears on

the nature of human existence coram Deo; since these texts all deal with situations in

which - 
on account of legal, moral, or religious guilt - the life of the individual or

the group is forfeit, God's act of atonement (prayed for, vouchsafed, or refused) relates

in each instance to an exceptionally critical situation in which not simply some aspect

of human life but its very existence is at stake."36 This relationship to the human

situation of life and death can be observed in the individual texts: if forgiveness is not

refused (Isa.22:14;1 S. 3:14), it means deliverance from death (Isa. 6:7), restoration

of God's presence (Ps. 65:3tr.[2ff.]), preservation of life (Ps. 78:38; 79:8f.), healing

(2 Ch. 30:18ff.), and God's vengeance against the life-threatening enemy (DL32i43"

32. Hanhart.
33. Schenker.
34. Janowski.
35. Schenker.
36. Janowski, Silhne als Heilsgeschehen,134f.
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Ps.79:6-12; cf. Jer. 18:19-23). As in cultic atonement, standing "between the dead and
the living" (Nu. l7:12f.[6:47f.]) is the symbolic location of the act.

Yl. lcdper The noun kdper is a legal term. It denotes the material gift that establishes
an amicable settlement between an injured party and the offending party. The fullest
detail relates to the case of a man whose ox, known to be vicious, kills someone. The
ox's owner gives to the family or clan injured by the loss of its member whatever kbper
it requires (Ex. 2l:30). The injured family may insist that the owner be put to dearh,
but may also accept the payment of kAper as an agreed settlement. The same rule
obtains in pre-Islamic and early lslamic law.37 The agreement may reflect "extenuating
circumstances": the ox's owner may be considered guilty only of "reckless endanger-
ment" rather than murder. Settlement by kOper is also suggested in cases of accidental
homicide, but is forbidden in cases of murder (Nu. 35:31f.). According to Prov. 6:35,
a deceived husband will accept no kdper from his wife's "friend" - *rs adulterer has
forfeited his life. These examples illustrate the various aspects of koper: for the re-
cipient, it is represents compensation, reparation, indemnification; from the perspective
of the offender, it represents a ransom (cf. Ex. 2l:3O: pijydn napi6, "redemption of
his life") for his own life, which is forfeit, a gift to propitiate the enraged injured party.

According to Job 36: l8; Prov. 13:8, the rich can escape the death penalty (and other
forms of punishment?) by payment of a kdper In all these cases, the gift is given to
the injured party. There are also texts, however, which speak of a k6per used to bribe
a judge (l S. 12:3 [cf. Sir. 46:19];Am. 5:12). In these cases,k1pertakes on the meaning
"bribe." This usage may reflect the fact that the judge mediating between the parties
in cases of a proper koper settlement did not go away empty-handed and that the fee
paid the judge was also called lciper, although there is no evidence to support this
theory. There are ethnological parallels for having the guilty party pay the mediator.38

ln sacral law, the postexilic half-shekel head tax paid to support the Jerusalem cult
is also called kdper (Ex. 30:12). Ex. 30:11-16 combines two reasons for this usage.
According to v. 16, the money is used to pay for the regular cult of atonement, i.e.,
kipper; according to v. 12, the half shekel averts the deadly peril consequent upon
census and conscription (cf. 2 5.24:lO-17; Nu. 3l:50). Treatment of a census as a
religious offense presupposes that at one time it was prohibited entirely. The census
was clearly felt to mark the beginning of the state's encroachment upon the individual
(Jgs. 8:14; 1 S. 8:11ff.), who had previously found protection within family, clan, and
village, in a sacred order beyond the reach of human calculations. This encroachment
put the individual at the service of the state, eliminated intermediate social structures,
and moved in the direction of the later census lists, which reflect a highly developed
state bureaucracy and extensive control (Jer. 22:30; Ezk. l3:9; Ezr.2:62; Neh. 7:5).
Atonement for those counted in the census is based on the sacral nature of the social
order that preceded the organized state. Hostility against counting the human and animal

37. Hardy,22, 28.
38. Ibid., 83, 86, 9l; Evans-Prirchard, Thc Nuec 154,163l' Lienhardt, 288.
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population is familiar from ethnology;3e at Mari, too, military conscription was as-

sociated with cultic purification.ao
The payment of lcoper also plays a role in figurative religious language. No one can

ransom his life from death by paying akoperto God (Ps. 49:8Ul); God's clukhes here

are cruel. Prov. 21:18 is probably to be understood as meaning that God accepts the

misfortunes of the wicked as koper for the righteous, who therefore do not feel God's

wrath for minor offenses. God accepts as a kdper the act of penance performed by

someone sick and restores him to health (Job 33:24); it is unclear from the text whether

it is an angelal or a priest who acts as mediator here between the sufferer and God.

According to Isa. 43:3, Yahweh himself pays kdper in the form of lands to the Persian

king to gain the release of exiled Israel.

VII. Dead Sea Scrolls. The members of the Qumran community created a spiritual

and moral substitute to compensate for the ritual impoverishment caused by their

distance from the temple: "atonement is made Olcu,prw) for human ways through the

spirit of God's true counsel" (lQS 3:6); those who join the community "will find favor

before God through pleasing rites of atonement (bkpwry nyl.twh)" (lQS 3:ll), which

do not involve ritual actions. The human role is passive, for God vouchsafes atonement;

its means are therefore God's saving power (;dqh), God's holy spirit, the spirit of God's

true counsel, long-suffering and plentiful forgiveness (on the part of God), the riches

of his grace, his wonderful mysteries (lQH 4:37; fr.2:13; lQS 3:6; 1l:14; CD 2:4f.;

3: l8).
The interpretation of certain ablutions and water rites at Qumran as rites of atonement

might be suggested by IQS 3:4-12; nowhere, however, are they explicitly so described,

and the possibility seems unlikely. Material atonement sacrifices appear to be impugned

in a prayer that states: "Thou dost not take indemnification (kwpr) for deeds of
wickedness" (1QH 15:24). The community observed the Day of Atonement (1r,vm

hkpwrym: lQpHab 11:7), also called the Day of Fasting (CD 6:19; lQpHab 11:8)' with
fasting and communal prayer. In 1Q34'to 2:6,a we have the title of a "prayer of the

Day of Atonement" (tplh lywm kpwrym) whose text is not preserved; 11QP5" ou'comp

extols David as the writer of hymns, including some for the Day of Atonement.a3

The logical or grammatical subject of the kipper act varies. (a) Usually, as the absence

of outward rites of atonement would suggest, the subject is God (lQS 2:8; l1:14; IQH
4:3't; L7:12;tu.2:13;CD2:4f.:3:18;4:6f.,9f.;20:34). According to lQS 2:8f., God will
be angry with the "men of the party of Belial" and will not make atonement for their

transgressions. (b) The community may also be the subject. By its very existence, it makes

atonement for its members as a grcup (1QS 5:6 [?]). Especially by attacking and

condemning the wicked, those who are not members, it also makes atonement for the land

39. Cf. the references in Gaster and the interpretation given by Lienhardt,22f.
40. Speiser.
41. Seybold, 61.
42. D. Barthdlemy and J. T. Milik, Qumran Cave I. DJD, I (1955), 153.

43.1. A. Sanders, The Psalms Scroll of Qumrdn Cave ll (11 Q Ps"). DlD, IV (1965), 92.
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- an echo of Dt.32:43 (lQS 8:6,10; lQSa l:3). Disciplinary measures taken within the
community likewise contribute to atonement for the land (lQS 9:4). (c) Finally, the
priesthood may be the subject. In the time of the great final battle, sacrifices of atonement
will again be offered in the Jerusalem temple (lQM 2:5). The Priestly messiah will also
make atonement for sin through sacrifice (CD I 4 : I 9) . The Temple scroll ( I I QT) contains
detailed regulations for ritual atonement, but only the instructions for the Day of Atone-
ment are relatively well preserved and legible (llQT 25:1V27:10): on this day, the high
priest "shall make atonement with it [the ox of the sin offering] for all the people of the
community" (wkpr bw'l lcwl'm hqhl: llQT 26:7).

Lang

ilJl *ara;i1J1 kena; r'1)l kcrtl;i11)D mikreh

Contents: I. l. Roots, Occurrences; 2. Etymology; 3. Specialized Meanings. II. Secular Usage:

l.Dig;2. Trade;3.MakeaFeast;4.Tie. III.ReligiousUsage:1.Dig;2.Trade. IV.LXX,Dead
Sea Scrolls.

L l. Roots, Occurrences. In the OT, we must distinguish several-probably four

- distinct roots /crftl with the basic meanings "dig," "trade," "make a feast," and "tie
together." Of these, the root with the meaning "dig" is the most common; it appears
as a verb in the qal (12 times, omitting Prov. L6:27, where the probable reading is kfrr)
and niphal (twice, including Sir. 50:3), as well as in the nouns k'r[ (twice) and milSreh
(once). The root with the meaning "trade," of which ztr is probably a variant (Hos.
3:2),2 appears only as a verb in the qal (5 times) and niphal (once fwenif;rf:3 Neh.
5:81). The root meaning "make a feast" occurs once as a verb in the qal and once as

the noun keri. The fourth root with the meaning "tie together," appears only in a
conjectural emendation of Ps. 22:17(Eng. v. 16), reading lcnrfr on the basis of several
manuscripts and Symmachusa and comparing 2 5.3:34: John 1l:44.s

karA. G. Dalman, AnS, VI (1939), 334f.; K. Koch, "Gibt es ein Vergeltungsdogma im AI?"
ZThK, 52 (1955), l-42,repr. Um das Prinzip der Vergelung in Religion wtd Recht des ATs. WdE
125 (1972), 130-180; A. Schwarzenbach, Die geographische Terminologie im Hebriiischen des
AIs (Leiden, 1954); A. D. Tushingham, "A Reconsideration of Hosea, Chapters l-3," JNES, 12
(1953), 150-59, esp. I53f.

t. ct. K8L3,472t.
2. Cf. Tushingham, 153f.; W. Rudolph, Hosea. KAT, XIIyl (1966), 84f.
3. Following W. Rudolph, Esra und Nehemia. HAT XX (1949), 130.
4. Cf. the apparatus in BIIS.
5. Cf. G. R. Driver, "Mistranslatiots," ExpT, 57 (1945146), 193; S. Mowinckel, Det Gatnle

Testamente. Skriftene, I (Oslo, 1938, repr. 1955), 62; H.-J. Kraus, Psabns /-59 (Eng. trans.,
Minneapolis, 1988), 292, j; KBL3, 47 3.
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2. Etymology. All four roots are found in other Semitic languages besides Hebrew.

The root meaning "dig" appears in Middle Heb. k"riyyd, "trench," OSA krw, "cave,"o

Arab. kara*, "dig," as well as Eth. laraya; it is also found in Punic, Jewish Aramaic,

and Mandaic texts. The root meaning "trade" corresponds to Middle Heb. kird' "pur-

chase," and Arab. kry, "rert." The root meaning "make a feast" is probably not related

toAssyr. qentu, "banquet" (<qerfr, "invite"),buthasaparallelinOSAkrwrn, "festal

or cultic meal."7 For the root with the meaning "tie together," Arab. hur "wind a

turban," provides an etymological parallel.

3. Specialized Meanings.In the case of nvo of the roots, we can note the development

of specialized meanings alongside the basic meaning. The basic meaning "dig" gives

rise to the more specific meaning "hew out" @x.21:33; Ps.7:16[15];2Ch.16:14;
Sir. 50:3) as well as the figurative meaning "prepare" (Gen. 50:5; Ps. 40:7[6]; possibly

also 2 Ch. l6:14).In a similar fashion, the root with basic meaning "trade" has evolved

the specialized meanings "purchase" (Dt.2:6; Isa. 57:8' reading wqttikri;8 Neh. 5:8,

reading w"nikrtP) and "bargain" (lob 6:27; zt0:30[4]:6])'

II. Secular Usage. All four roots appear in the OT in the context of everyday

statements and acts, which constitute the majority of all occurrences.

l. Dig. The use of the verb representing the root from the word group "dig" is

characterized by an association with the nouns "pit," "well," "cistern," "collecting

basin," and "tomb" (13 of 14 occurrences). The noun mif;reh (Zeph.2:9) derived from

this root likewise means "pit," l0 and the root also appears in k"ri7 the name ("Trench")

of a wadi leading to the Jordan that has been carved deeply into the East Jordanian

massif (1 K. l7:3,5).rr
The basic meaning "dig" is present when the verb is used with nouns meaning "pit"

(ifrha $ba, iabat) or "well" (bc'dr); here kara denotes either the physical action of
digging out a hole or cavity in the earth (Ps. 94:13; Gen-26:25; Nu.2l:18) or an

attitude symbolized by such an action; in the latter case, the familiar image of a pit

used as a snare in hunting is in the background @ov.26:27; Ps. 57:7[6]; 119:85; Jer.

18:20,22). Analogously, the specialized meaning "hew out," present when the verb is

used with the nouns "cistern" (b6r), "collwting basin" (miqwA), or "tomb" (qe!er),

refers to the labor of chipping a hole out of rocky ground @x. 2l:33; Sir. 50:3; 2 Ch'

6. ContiRossini, 170.
7 . See KBI), 4i3; cf . J. Ban, Comparative Philology and the Tert of thc OI (1968, repr.

Winona Lake, 1987), 102f.
8. B. Duhm, Jesaja. HKAT,IIyI (51968), 428f.
9. Rudolph, HAT XX,l3O.
10. Cf. W. Rndolph,Zephanja KA\XLru3 0975),277,contraG-Gerleman,ZephanjaQ;nd'

1942),37.
11. Cf. Schwarzenbach, 203; F. M. Abel, G4ographie de la Palestine, I (Paris, 1933), 484f.;

GTTOT 9898.
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16:-14); this action, too, can be used as the basis of a figurative statement (Ps. 7:16[15]).
The figurative meaning "make ready" is already suggested by the use of kdrd with the
noun qele4 "tomb" (cf. Gen. 50:5; also 2Ch. 16:14).It is clearly present in Ps. 40:7(6),
wherc karA is used with'ozen, "ear"; this idiom (cf. LXX latartiz1) is then used to
mean "open one's ears," "listen to," "be obedient."12

2. Trade. All the passages in which the root meaning "trade" occur have to do with
a secular act or use such an act as the basis for making a religious statement. For
example, Dt. 2:6 uses the verb in the specific sense of "acquire" or "buy" to denote
the totally secular purchase of water for money; in Hos. 3:2, at adulterous woman is
the object of such a purchase; Isa. 57:8 speaks of the purchase of sexual favorsl3 or
the payment made for them.ta Even Neh. 5:8, which in fact deals with the redemption
of Jewish compatriots who have been sold into slavery,ls is based, like Hos. 3:2, on
the common practice of treating human beings as property to be bought and sold.
Similarly, the passages in which kdrdhas the additional specialized meaning "bargain"
refer to a totally secular act; in Job 6:27 a friend is bargained over, in 40:30(41:6) a
crocodile.

3. Make a Feast. The root that generates the word group meaning "make a feast"
is used only in secular contexts. The verb in the qal and the related noun krh appear
only in 2 K. 6:23, where they are linked grammatically. The passage describes a
substantial but quite ordinary meal, consisting solely of bread and water, which the
Israelite king provides for the Syrian prisoners ofwar before he releases them to return
to their homes. Wolfram von Soden,l6 we may note, disputes this meaning, claiming
that the meaning "buy" adequately fits the context.

4. Tie. The only occurrence of the root karA in the sense of "tie together" (Ps.
22:17|6) conj.) also denotes an everyday action. It was customary to tie the hands and
feet of prisoners (cf. 2 S. 3:34) and, as a reflection of this practice, the hands and feet
of the dead (cf. John ll:44); the passage describes the same thing being done to the
persecuted speaker, who is mortally ill.l7

Raymond-J. Tournay,l8 followed by Mitchell Dahood,le reads ke'"r6 and derives
'"rb from'drfl, "pluck," "gather," in the sense of "pick to pieces": "as though to pick
the flesh from my hands and feet." J. J. M. Roberts2o reads kdrfi arrd relates the verb

72. Kraw,426.
13. Duhm,429.
14. C. Westermann, Isaiah 4046. OTL (Eng. trans. 1966),323.
15. Cf. Vulg. and Rudolph, HAT, XX, 130.
16. W. von Soden, "Zum hebriiischen Wdrterbuch," UE 13 (1981), 162.
17. Kraw,297 .

18. R.-J. Toumay, "Note sur le Psaume XXII 17," W 23 (1973), lllt.
19. M. Dahood, "The Verb 'Arah, 'To Pick Clean', in Ps. XXII 17," W, 24 (1974),370t.
20. J. J. M. Roberts, "A New Root for an Old Crux, Ps. XXtr 17c," W, 23 (1973),247-252.
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to Akk. karfr, "be short,"2l in the sense of "shrivel": "my hands and my feet are

shriveled."

III. Religious Usage. Only two of these roots are associated with religious state-

ments or cultic acts: the root meaning "dig" and the root meaning "trade."

l. Dig. Building on the familiar image of the pit trap, the OT uses the root meaning
"dig" in two types of religio-theological statement. First, it associates the digging of
pits with the conduct of the wicked (Ps. 119:85) - the enemies of the devout Israelite
or the enemies of a prophet like Jeremiah (Jer. 18:20,22). Digging a pit here symbolizes
plans and actions that aim to destroy the devout. Second, this image can also express

the general conviction that evil deeds retum upon the heads of those who do them.

Someone who digs a pit to ffap othen will fall into it himself (kov.26:27). The
psalmists in turn take this general principle enunciated by wisdom and apply it specifi-
cally to the relationship of the devout to their enemies and persecutors @s. 7:16[15];
57:7161).

The use of the root in the figurative sense of "make ready" leads into cultic contexts.

Preparation of a tomb to receive a dead body (Gen. 50:5; also 2 Ch. 16:.14) already

borders on cultic usage; the contrast between ears that have been made ready by Yahweh
(= "obedience") and various types of sacrifice (Ps. 40:7[6]) makes a clear reference

to the cultic sphere.

2. Trade. The root kfrrdin the sense of "trade" appears in religious or cultic contexts

only with the specialized meaning "acquite," "buy." When the prophet Hosea pur-

chases an adulterous woman in an ordinary business transaction (Hos. 3:2), this pur-

chase serves as a symbolic action representing the unmerited love with which Yahweh

yffirns to receive back his people Israel, who have turned aside from him to worship
other gods. Isa. 57:8 is likewise concerned with Israel's rejection of Yahweh. The people
practice the Canaanite fertility cult, characterized as adultery and fornication, upon the

high places: unfaithful Israel purchases her lover for money or the fruits of the earth22

or pays the price of a lover.23

fV. LXX, Dead Sea Scrolls. The LXX translates kdrd 8 times with orissein and
twice with latomein; it translates kcrAwithpanirftcsis and interprets k'@ as the toponym
Chonath.

At Qumran krh occurs only in CD 6:3,9, with the meaning "excavate." In parallel

with hnpaa the verb denotes the work of "well diggers," a metaphor the Torah students

of the Community use for themselves.
Schunck

21. AHw, | (1965),452.
22.Dl.fim,428f.
23. Westermann, 323.
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Contents: I. 1. Orthography; 2. Etymology. tr. OT: l. Living Beings; 2. Representations; 3.
Divine Epithets; 4. Summary. trI. Extrabiblical Parallels. IV. Concluding Remarks.

l. l. Onhography. The singular form kcrfr! is always written plene. In the plural,
we find 35 plene spellings as opposed to 29 defective forms; all 15 occurrences in the
Pentateuch and 1l of the 12 occurrences in the Writings are spelled defectively, whereas
in the Prophets there are 13 defective spellings and24 plene.l

k"rfi!. W. F. Albright, "What Were the Cherubim?" BA, I (1938), l-3; J. P. Brown,
"Literary Contextsof theCommonHebrew-GreekVocabulary,"/SS, l3(1968), 184-88;R.L.
Cleveland, "Cherubs and the 'Tree of Life' in Ancient South Arabia," BASOR, 172 (1963),
55-60; H. Demisch, Die Sphinx (Stuttgart, 19':.7);8. Dhorme, "trs ch6rubins. I: Le nom,"
R8,35 (1926),328-339 = Recueil Edouard Dhorme (Paris, 1951), 671-683; H. J. van Dijk,
Ezekiel's Prophecy on Tyre (Ez. 26,1-28,19). Bietor 20 (1968); W. Eichrodt, Ezekiel. OTL
(Eng. trans. 1970); J. Flagge, Untersuchungen zur Bedeutung des Greifen (Sankt Augustin,
1975); T. C. Foote, "The Cherubim and the tuk," ,/AOS, 25 (1904),279-286; H. Frankfort,
The Art and Architecture of the Ancient Orient (1970, repr. New York, 1977); T. H. Gaster,
"Ezekiel and the Mysteries," JBL, 60 (1941), 289-310; M. Gtirg, "Keruben in Jerusalem,"
BN, 4 (1977), 13-24; P. Grelot, "Sur une pointe de flEche i inscription Phlnicienne," Or 26
(1957), 273-79: M. Haran, "The Ark and the Cherubim," IEl, 9 (1959), 30-38, 89-94;
A. Jacoby, "?ur ErklArung der Cherube," ARW, 22 (1924), 257-265; L. K6kosy, "Misch-
gestalt," I*x/ig, lY (1982), 145-48; A. S. Kapelrud, "The Gates of Hell and thi Guardian
Angels of Paradise," .IAOS, 7O (1950), 15l-56; O. Keel, Jahwe-Vsionen un"d Siegelkunst.
SBS, 84/85 (1977); idem, The Symbolism of the Biblical WorU @ng. trans., New York, 1978);
M. Kmosk6, "Kerub und Kurib," BZ, ll (1913), 225-234; H. Kriiger, Die Kerubim:
Geschichte einer Vorstellazg (diss., Halle-Wittenberg, 1968); S. Landersdorfer, Der BAAtt
TETPAMOPOOE und die Kerube des Ezechiel. SGKA, 913 (1918); F. Landsberger, "The
Origin of the Winged Angel in Jewish Art," HUCA, 20 (1947), 227-254; J. Maier, Das
altisraelitische lndeheiligtum. BZAW 93 (1965); G. E. Mendenhall, The Tenth Generation
(Baltimore, 1973);T. N. D. Mettinger,The Dethronement of Sabaoth. CB, 18 (1982); G. von
Rad, "The Tentandthe Ark," The Problemofthe Pentateuch (Eng. trans., 1966, repr. London,
1984), 103-124; G. Rinaldi, "Nota: kcrOb," BibO,9 (1967),2llf.; A. Rosenvasser, "Kerub
and Sphinx: More on the Phoenician Paradise," Milla wa-Milla, 12 (1971), 28-38;
H. Schmidt, "Kerubenthron und Lade," Eucharisterion. Festschrift H. Gunkel, I. FRIANT
19136l (1923),120-144; J. Trinquet, "Kerub, Kerubim," DBS,V (1957),161-186; E. Tsoref,
"Die Keruben in der Altertumskunde und nach Y. Kaufmann," BethM, ll (1965/66),59-
88; E. Unger, "Mischwesen," RLU VItr, 195-215; R. de Vaux, "Les ch6rubins et l'arche
d'alliance, les sphinx gardiens et es tr6nes divins dans I'Ancien Orient," MUSJ,37 (196f,16l),
9l-124 = Bibel et Orient (Paris, 1967), 231-259: L. H. Vincent, "Les ch6rubins, II: Lr
concept plastique," RB, 35 (1926), 340-358, 481-495; P. Welten, "Mischwesen ," BRL2, 224-
27.

1. On the significance of such orthographic variation, cf. D. N. Freedman, "Orttrographic
Peculiarities in the Book of Job," Festschifi W. F. Albright. Erlsr 9 (1969),35-44.
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2. Etymology. a. The root krb is not otherwise attested in Biblical Hebrew; it is
found, however, in Akk. kardbu, "bless," in Old South Arabian, and in Ethiopic
derivatives. The common West Semitic root brh "bless," is generally thought to be

related.2 Some scholars also cite rkb, "ide" (in the context of 2 S. 22:ll par. Ps.

l8:11[Eng. v. l0]; cf. Ps. 1M:3). Such metatheses, however, should be rejected. None

of the six possible permutations of the consonants /<, t and b is convincingly related

in meaning to any of the others. The closest are krb and brk, "bless," already
mentioned.

b. Akk. kardbu means "pray, bless, greet (persons), worship (deities and persons),

promise or offer a sacrifice." The verb is common in Assyrian epistolary salutations:
"To the king, my lord, your servant NN. . . . May Nabu and Marduk bless the king

flikrubtr1."t Derivatives of special interest include kdribu, kdribtu, "one who
blesses,"4 and the diminutive kurtbu,s which describe cultic images, the former
often, the latter always. Since these words are associated with other words applied

to cultic images (lamassu and lafimu), they have been interpreted as terms denoting

such images and identified erroneously with cultic images attested elsewhere.6

Since, however, there are no cultic images actually called kdribu, kuribu, lamassu,

or lafumu, the words cannot be associated convincingly with any types of cultic
images.4ne formkdibu is an active participle describing any person or image in
a pcsition of blessing.T A text from Elams uses kfiribtu in conjunction with lamassu;

this text is quite untypical of Assyrian usage, and mentions other cultic images and

practices not attested elsewhere. The diminutive kurlbu appears in lists of cultic
images in several building inscriptions of Esarhaddon where lions, anzr2 birds,

dolphins (?), lafimu, and kuribu are mentioned.e These images differ widely in
nature, permitting no conclusions about the appearance of the kufibu. One Neo-

Assyrian letterlo even associates kurrbu with royal images. Nonhuman features are

suggested by a vision of the underworld seen by an Assyrian crown prince, which
describes the first of fifteen monsters as a hybrid creature having the head of a

kurlbu but human hands and feet.ll

2. Rinaldi, 211; Dhorme, Recueil,672.
3. ABL, 773 = S. Parpola, Letters from Assyrian Scholars to the Kings Esarhaddon und

Ashurbanipal. AOAT 5ll (1970), no. 113, l-7; additional examples in Seux, 176,235.
4. AHW I 0965),449.
5. rbid.,5to.
6. De Vaux, MUS.I,99; Dhorme, Recueil,678, 681; G. A. Cooke, Ezekiel. ICC (1936, rept.

195 l), 1 12; Vincent, 34 lf.
7. CAD, Vrtr (l9l),216.
8. E. Reiner, "lnscription from a Royal Elamite Tomb," Ap, 24 (1973), 87-102, esp. 95f.
9. Cited in CAD, VtrI, 559; cf. Seux, 1471.for similar lists associated with the takilltu festival,

sen CAD, ibi.d.

10. AL, ll94,l3; cited in CAD, VI[, 559.
ll. W. von Soden, "Die Unterweltsvision eines assyrischen Kronprinzen," ZA, N.s.9[43]

(1936), 16, l. 43; ANET r09.
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The "blessing images" lamassu and lafimu do not belong in this context.T\e labmu
are mentioned primarily in mythological contexts; in Enuma Elish, for example, they
fight against Tiamat. Only later are they described as guards; how they were pictured
remains obscure.l2 The words laSmu, lamassu, l<aibu, and kuribu have in common
only their use to describe cultic images.

These facts have led certain scholars to assume a connection between Heb. kerfi!
and one of the Akkadian words, either by direct borrowingl3 or indirectly through one
of the other West Semitic languages.la There is no evidence, however, to support such
a conclusion.

There are also traces of arootkrb meaning "plow" e.g., in nukaribbu, "g8rdens1,"1s
which is usually derived from Sum. nu-kii.t6

c. In Old South Arabic, we find the verb krb, "vow, consecrate, offer sacrifice,"
and the nouns trb, "sacrifice, temple offering," and krbt, "blessing."17 The root is
extremely common in Old South Arabic onomastics.l8 So far the facts agree with the
East Semitic material.

Especially characteristic of the South Arabic area, however, is the technical term
mkrb, used in the early period for the rulers of Saba, Qataban, and Hadramaut but more
or less replaced by mlk around the middle of the first millennium B.c. The word is
usually understood as meaning "offerer" in the sense of "priest-king." The texts,
however, do not assign him any priestly functions, although he clearly had exclusive
jurisdiction over religiously established ofEces. On the basis of South Semitic lexico-
graphical evidence for the root krb, "come near," Albert Jamme has proposedle inter-
preting mkrb as "one who brings near," i.e., "unifier."

In Ethiopic, we find mck*rab, "temple, sanctuary,"2o arrd,kn"rbat, "amulet";2l sL
also larab6, "basket."

In Classical Arabic, the root ftrb usually has the meaning "be near, approach"; the
meaning "plow, prepare for sowing" is also attested.z2 The noun karab, "leaf stalh"
is an Aramaic loanword.

12. CAD, D( (1973), 4lf.; Dhorme, Recueil,683; Vincent, 344.
13. Rinaldi, 212; Dhorme, Recueil, 682.
14. De Vaux, MUSJ,98.
15. AHw, ll (1972),802.
16. See S. A. Kaufman,The Akkadian Influences on Aramaic and the Development of the

Aranaic Dialects. AS, 19 (1974), 85, n. 275; contra A. Salonen, "Notes on the Stem R-K-B in
Akkadian," ArOr l7 (1949),321t.

17. ContiRossini, 170; A. Jamme, Sabaean Inscriptions from Mahram Bilqis (Mdrib) (Bal-
timore, 1962), 346, 49t., 186.

18. G. L. Harding, An Index and Concordance of Pre-lslamic Arabian Names an.d Inscriptions
(Toronto, l97l), lists more than forty names.

19. A. Jamme, "lnscriptions des alentours de Mareb (Yemen)," CahB, 5 (1955), 265-281,
esp.27lf.

2O. lzxLingAeth, 836f.; Leslau, Contributions, 27 .

21. lzxLingAeth, 837.
22.WKAS,I, 110f.
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There is thus little evidence for a South Semitic krb meanrng "bless." Instead we
find the meanings "plow" and "be near," and in derivatives traces of a meaning "twist
together."

d. The root is not definitely attested in Ugaritic. The reading k.krb.b23 is no longer
confirmed. Another occurrence is also dubious:u the correct reading is bk rb '<m, "a
large and strong container." The formant does seem to occur in Ugaritic onomasticon.2s

An occurrence of krb, "dedicate," in Phoenician26 is iikewise dubious.2T A Punic
text from Sainte-Monique,28 unfortunately damaged, almost certainly contains the word
kerfiptm (w t krbm'1, "ar;,d the cherubim above . . .").

Aramaic occurrences are in part dependent on biblical tradition. T\e verb krb,
"plow," occurs in all the late East Aramaic dialects.2e A verb krb, "plut," is also
attested in Syriac;3o cf. Jewish Aram. aph, "tie, plait."

e. In short, there seem to be three roots /crD: I, "bless" (Akkadian, possibly South
Semitic); II, "plow" (Aramaic, South Semitic); and III, "bring near," "plait," "unite"
(Aramaic, Arabic, South Semitic). Either of the first two might furnish the etymology
of kerfrf;, but they might also represent a single root.

II. OT. The biblical cherubim appear either as mounts for the deity or in associa-
tion with sacred vegetation. They are rarely found as living beings: the majority of
the 91 occurrences either refer to representations of cherubim or belong to divine
epithets. Apart from the latter usage, cherubim appear only in the primeval history
or in technical descriptions of God's throne in P, the Deuteronomistic history, and
Ezekiel.3l

l. Living Beings. Cherubim appear twice in the context of vegetation, each time
associated with a garden of God.32

They are mentioned at the conclusion of the Paradise narrative (Gen. 3:24). Adam
and Eve are driven out of Eden; the rest of the text appears to be corrupt. The MT
reads: "East of the garden of Eden God placed the cherubim, and a flaming sword
which turned every way, to guard the way to the tree of life." The LXX reflects a

23. CIA UI Kl, I, 2; KTU, t.t6 r,2.
24. KTU, 1.31,12.
25. PNU, t5l.
26. Grelot,273ff.
27 . J. T. Milik, "FlEches i inscriptions ph6niciennes au Mus6e National Libanais," BMB, 16

(1961), 105f.; S. Yeivin, "Sur une pointe de fleche inscrite provenant de la Beqaa (Liban)," RB
6s (19s8), s8s-89.

28. KAr,96,2.
29.G.H.Dalnan,Aramriisches-neuhebriiischesWdnerbuch (Frankfurt, 1897),2M;Jastrow,

663f.; MdD,223a.
3O. lzxSyr 343.
31. -+ NQ) &isse'.
32. De Vaux, MUSJ, lOlff.; Mendenhall, 88.
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longer text: "God placed him [the man] and placed lntni the cherubim. . ." As

always in the primeval history, it is important to see what the text does not say. The

cherubim guard neither the tree of life nor the gates of the garden, but the way. They

do not appear in pairs, nor are there just two of them. They neither hold nor

wield the sword, nor do they drive Adam and Eve out. They are not described as

being either good or evil. They do not act independently of God' There is no

suggestion that they were originally alien to the garden; like the serpent, they even

seem to have been among its original inhabitants. We may therefore theorize that

they, too, belong to the animal world, although this is not stated explicitly. It is even

possible that they are inanimate, like the whirling flaming sword in the parallel

tradition.33
A cherub appears once more in the obscure words concerning the king of Tyre in

Ezk.28:14-16:34

You [reading 'auA],O guzrdian cherub,

I appointed you, O anointed one [reading mamiftab|
You were the holy one on the mountain of God.
You walked in the midst of the stones of fire.
You were blameless in your waYs

from the day of your creation
till iniquity was found in You.
In the abundance of your trade you sinned,
your inward heart was filled with violence.
I cast you down from the mountain of God,
I destroyed you, O cherub,
O guardian, from the midst of the stones of fire-

Although the setting is the garden of God, nothing suggests that the king of Tyre is the

first human being. Instead, he is a creature who once inhabited the garden; the text

does not say that he guarded the mountain of God. The cherub of Ezk. 28 dwells in a

garden on a height adomed with precious stones; he is a "guardian" and is identified

with the king of Tyre, but this does not necessarily mean that he had human form.

Ezekiel's own contribution to the description is hard to determine; it is likely, however,

that he is referring to the figure of the king in general rather than to a specific king,

and that the text is based on the Tyrian royal ideology. Since the cherub is probably to

be identified with the sphinx on royal and divine thrones, the king is referred to by

metonymy as a major cultic symbol or what it represents. Finally, the Tyrian cherub

appears alone.35

b. In two or three instances, cherubim serve to bear the deity in flight. Joseph

33. For further discussion see C. Westermann, Genesis 1-11 (Eng. Eans., Minneapolis' 1984),

in loc.; Gorg,22ff.
34. Textual emendations that distinguish the figure of the king from that of the cherub and

transform the king into an Adamic figure are rejected, following van Dijk, 113ff'

35. On the difference between the Genesis account and Ezk. 28, see G. von Rad, OT Theology,

I (Eng. trans., New York, 1962),442; tr (1964)' 180.
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Needham36 divides mythological flight into three categories: (a) flying vehicles;
(b) (vehicles drawn by) one or more winged creatures; and (c) the deity in actual
flight.:z Most biblical descriptions belong to the second group: creatures (cherubim)
draw the divine chariot tlrone.38 The first type may be present when Yahweh rides on
the clouds, since the cherubim may be involved even though they are not mentioned
(Dl33:26; Isa. 19:l; Ps.68:5,34[4,33); lM:3). The third type is uncertain, since
referencestoYahweh'swingscanbeexplainedinotherways(Ps.17:8;36:8[7];57:2lIl;
61:5[4]; 9l:4; like the wings of an eagle: Ex. l9:4; Dt.32:ll).

The most important example of Yahweh's riding upon winged creatures is 2 5.22:11
par. Ps. 18:11(10): "He mounted upon a cherub, and flew; he hovered upon its wings
through the wind lrfrabl." The antiquity of the psalm shows rhat the cherub belongs
to one of the earliest strata of tradition. Yahweh rides directly upon the cherub. The
latter cannot be identical with the wings of the wind, for the text says that Yahweh
mounts the creature and then flies through the air.

The other texts presuppose that the cherubim are drawing a vehicle. God's chariot
throne in Ezk. I and 9-ll is a very complex phenomenon, which has stirred the
imaginations of later ages (merki\d mysticism, etc.).3e The descriptions in the two
passages have influenced each other (Ezk. l0:15,20, e.g., refer to the first vision), and
it is generally believed that little of this material derives from the prophet himself.ao
However that may be, the description must be taken seriously. Vague terminology,
obscurity, and diffuse description are not so inappropriate to a divine vision as to
demand rejection of Ezekiel's authorship.al

God's throne was movable; it had wheels and was drawn by living creatures @zk.
l) referred to in Ezk. l0 (vv. 15,20) as kerfiltm. There is no reason to reject the
identification of the hayydl of ch. I with the k"rfrlim of ch. 15.a2 The "living creatures"
are described only as having the "likeness" (d"mfiD of animals.

In describing the creatures that support the divine throne, Ezekiel mentions a great
many details. Their basic features are the following: (a) human form (demfi! 'dQdm:

Ezk. l:5), usually interpreted as meaning upright bipeds; (b) four faces (1:6; 10:21)
that are immobile (1:9), a human face and the face of a lion to the right, the face of
an ox (or cherub: 10:14) and the face of an eagle to the left (1:10; 10:14); (c) four
wings (l:6), in a sense immobile, nvo being extended and touching, two folded and
covering their bodies (v. l1); (d) straight legs with the hoofs of calves (1:7); (e) human
hands ( 1:8; 10:8,21); (f) an appearance resembling glowing coals (l:13) and movements

36. J. Needham, Science and Civilization in China, vol.4: Physics and Physical Technology,
pt.2: Mechanical Engincering (Cambridge, l%5), 568-573.

37. On the Ugaritic material, see F. C. Fensham, "Winged Gods and Goddesses in the Ugaritic
Tablets," OrAnt, 5 (1966), 157-164.

38. DeVaux, MUSJ, l0f,tt.
39. SeeJ. Marbdck, "Henoch-Adam-DerThronwagen," BZ, N.s.25 (1981), 103-lll.
40. Eichrodt, 42f., ll2-181' W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm @ng. trans. 1979), 1}8tr.,234tr.
41. Cf. G. A. Cooke, Ezekiel. lCC (1936), xxvii.
42. Cf. deYaux, MUSJ,94f.; Eichrodt,T0;Timmerll l2O.
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like lightning (w. 13,14). The cherubim are sulrounded by wheels and support the

throne. There are two forms of cherub here: just as Ezekiel speaks of fire within fire

and wheels within wheels, he describes a cherub with a single face within one having

four faces. Identification of the cherub face in 10:14 with the face of an ox in 1:10

provides a clue for understanding the figures: the word kcrfr! could denote a hybrid

creature with the face of an ox as well as a hybrid creature with several faces. The

large cherub has wings, a calf's hoofs, and human hands; it has four faces, obviously

on a single head. If the trvo lists are harmonized, the head can be pictured like this:

313

EAGLE

OX/CIMRUB

LION

HUMAN

In the first list, the prophet sees the base of the figure and describes each side, from

right to left and from front to back. In the second, he goes counterclockwise around

the head. When the fust passage is also understood correctly as describing a biped,

Ezekiel's picture of the large cherub is complete.

2. Representations. The majority of OT passages mentioning cherubim refer to

representations associated with the cult of the tabernacle or temple. [n general, the

free-standing sculptures are associated with transport, the relief figures with sacred

vegetation.
a. The cherubim in the holy of holies of P's tabernacle are two small figures of

hammered work (miqid) associated with the l<appdref3 above the ark (Ex. 25:18-22

[7 occurrences];37:7-9 [execution of the design, 6 occurrences]a). The only specific

feature of the cherubim mentioned is their wings, which are extended to form Yahweh's

throne,a5 and faces, which face each other and the kappdrel. The cherubim in the holy

of holies of Solomon's temple are likewise two in number; the reference is to large

figures carved from olive wood, overlaid with gold (1 K.6:23'28 [11 occurrences],

abbreviated in 2 Ch. 3:10-13 [6 occurrences];a6 1 K.8:6f. [2 occurrences] par.2 Ch.

5:7f.). Only the wings of the cherubim are mentioned; there is no mention of their

faces. The temple of Ezekiel has no parallels to these cherubim.

In David's final instructions to Solomon conceming the building of the temple, a

model(tabntDof the cherubim chariot (merknbd) is developed in I Ch. 28:18. The text

stands in total isolation, and so its conjectured dependence on Ezekiel cannot be proved.

43. -+1D) lqr
44. Nu. 7:89 may also be intended as an execution of E;x.25:22; cf. M. Noth, Numbers. OTL

(Eng. trans. 1968),65.
45. Cf. de Yaux, MUSJ, 91,96.
46. On ;a'"suim, see J. M. Myers, 11 Chronicles. AB Xm (1965)' 15' 18.
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b. The curtains and veil of the tabernacle are adorned with cherubim (commanded:
Ex.26:1,31; carried out:36:8,35). No details are given, and there is no visible asso-
ciation with vegetation. The walls and doors of Solomon's temple are decorated with
carvings of cherubim, palm trees, and rosettes (p"fira liuim) (l K. 6:29-35 [4 occur-
rencesl; abbreviated in 2 Ch. 3:7). The veil of the tabernacle has no counterpart in
1 Kings; 2 chronicles, however, mentions a veil with cherubim (2 ch.3:14). The
absence of the veil in Kings is probably due to textual comtption. The kettle chariots
("stands") of the Solomonic temple bore reliefs of lions, bulls, and cherubim (l K.
7:29,36).47 The walls and doors of Ezekiel's temple are decorated with two-faced
cherubim between palms (Ezk. 4l:18-25 [6 occurrences]); the faces are human and
leonine, corresponding to the right side of the cherubim in Ezk. 1. The rosettes of the
Solomonic temple are not mentioned.

3. Divine Epithets. Among the appellations given to the God of Israel we often find
ydie! (hak)k"rfibtrn, "enthroned upon the cherubim." The expression is a title of El from
the canaanite cult; it is associated primarily with the ark (l S. 4:4; 2 s.6:2par.l ch. 13:6)
but is also found in other contexts (2 K. 19:15 par. Isa. 37:16 [cf . the mention of chariots
in 2 K. 19:231l. Ps. 80:2[1]; 99:1). These passages provide no information about the
cherubim; the epithet does not indicate whether a chariot is involved.a8

4. Summary. In short, cherubim are associated both with vegetation and with move-
ment of the deity. The latter function is easier to define; it is more difficult to conceive
precisely what the guarding of sacred vegetation involves. There is no connection
between the two ideas.

As to the appearance of the cherubim, only one point is clear: they have wings. The
descriptions of their faces are most contradictory: the cherubim of the ark almost
certainly have only a single face, like the small cherub of Ezk. 10:14; the cherubim in
Ezekiel's temple have two faces, those in his vision, four. The faces are both human
and theriomorphic. There is no passage that paints a clear picture of the whole entity.
If the expression demfr1'aldm implies two legs, Ezk. I and l0 speak of bipeds. on the
one hand, the analogy in Ezk. 28:14,16 seems also to suggest a biped. on the other
hand,2 s.22:ll appears to suggest a quadruped or bird. ff the lions and bulls of the
kettle chariots are analogous, the cherubim would be quadrupeds. The evidence indi-
cates that the word kerfrl does not denote a single type of creature like that represented
on certain monuments but refers rather to a variety of winged creatures associated with
a sacred landscape. In the majority of cases, the text suggests hybrid creatures, none
of which can be considered "typical."

III. Extrabiblical Parallels. Examination of the relevant extrabiblical evidence
presupposes that the monumental cherubim of the ancient Near East can be identihed

47. ct. J. A. Montgomery and H. S. Gehman, The Books of Kings. ICC (lgst), 174-lgl.
48. -+ ftlr ydiaf,III.3.
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with the biblical cherubim. This presupposition is actually eroneous, since the Israelite

tradition fundamentally includes no graphic representations, although archaeology has

uncovered some isolated exceptions.

At frst, study of the extrabiblical material focused on Mesopotamia. On account of
their hybrid nature, the cherubim were identified with the Neo-Assyrian colossi.ae This

assumption was reinforced by the fact that the colossi were associated with lamassu,

iddu, and other tutelary spirits, as well as by the (erroneous5o) identif,rcation of Akk.

kurtbu with Heb. k"rfib. l+lthough this explanation implied lexicographic identity, it
did not yield a unified interpretation. L. H. Vincent argued for the Mesopotamian origin

of the term, but was unable to associate a particular form with the Mesopotamian

concept and proposed a fluid identification of the biblical figure. He believed that on

both sides the word originally denoted human figures and later came to denote hybrid

beings.sl This explanation, which is based on naive evolutionary presuppositions, is

unsatisfactory.
Since the cherubim first appear in the context of the ark, which many scholars trace

back to Canaan through the cult at Shiloh,52 William F. Albright and Roland de Vaux

look for the origin of the cherubim in Canaanite ideas and consider the winged sphinx

the immediate prototype.53 They do not reckon with the evidence that the biblical term

does not refer to a single uniform figure. Albright assumes Mesopotamian origin, citing

a painting in the palace of Zimri-Lim that depicts two cherubim (sphinxes) next to a

sacred tree; de Vaux considers the lrvant (including Syria, with Mari) the center from

which the sphinx figure spread and ascribes the Mesopotarrian kurtbu to lrvantine
influences, although he finds the origin of the term in Akkadian.

A further feature that supports the identification of the cherubim with kvantine
quadrupeds is the similarity of their function to that of the gold calf, which was not

worshipped but served as a plafform for the deity.

The problem with this identification is that it cannot explain the variety of the biblical

data and there is no reason to prefer the sphinx to the griffin or genius, for example.

Nor does identification with the sphinx do justice to all the bibtcal data. Since, however,

many biblical passages refer to concrete representations, the extrabiblical evidence can

at least supply important comparative material.

We start with the fact that the cherubim are hybrid creatures that can have wings.

The ancient Near Eastern material provides only four possible candidates: bipeds,

quadrupeds, birds, and serpents. Nothing in the biblical descriptions suggests a serpent.

An avian monster has so far not been proposed, but must be considered possible. We

must therefore examine the frst three categories.

First and foremost among avian monsters is the winged sun-disk,sa plentifully

49. Vincent, 340.
50. See above.
51. Vincent, 344tr., 493tr.
52. Contra -r lliN '"rdn 177.3.

53. Albright, 93ff.; de Vaux, MUS"I, 98.
54. Mendenhall,32-68.
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attested in northern Mesopotamia and the lrvant.ss It is also found in Egypt, in Hittite
Anatolia, and in Achaemenid lran. A different kind of avian creature is the lion-headed
eagle found in Mesopotamia in the third millennium.s6 AJewish graffito from Med6'in-
Salih in the Hejaz appears to depict the ark with cherubim in the form of large birds;
but, since the picture is damaged and also late, its value as evidence is hard to judge.57

Hybrid quadrupeds exhibit a great variety of forms. In Mesopotamia, hybrids with
the body of a lion may have the head of a lion and wings,58 a human head with or
without wings,se the head of a serpent and wings,60 the head of an eagle or falcon and
wings,6l the head of a goat and wings,62 or the head of a bull and wings.63 The body
of a bull with a human head appears both with and without wings.e The body of a
horse with wings appears with the head of a horse65 and the head of a bull.66 Less
well-defined quadrupeds occur,67 including at least one centaur form having the body
of a lion and a human head.68

In the Levant, quadrupeds with the body of a lion and a human head are common;
most have wings.6e Of particular interest is the rock drawing in the royal caves of
Jerusalem, which de Vaux dates in the period of Solomon; his verdict that it represents
"the most authentic picture of a biblical cherub"7o is exaggerated. winged figures
(griffins) with the body of a lion and the head of an eagle or falcon are known,Tl as

are winged lions with the head of a ranlz or a bull.73 Some examples depict a winged
lion with a human head above the lion's head.Ta

Egyptian art depicts winglessT5 and winged sphinxesT6 and griffins.77 Hittite monu-

55. For Mesopotamia, see, e.9., ANEP,705,440,442-44, M7tt'453, 534-36,628, 658; for
the Levant, see ANEP, 650,493,332,477,486, 630, 855, 653, 809a-c.

56. ANEP, 695.
57. Vincent, fig. 10.
58. ANEE 651.
s9. ANE7 96r,649.
60. ANEI 520,671,658, 760f.
61. Griffin ryry,: ANEP, 682,520,8@.
62. Mendenhall, frg. 6.
63. ANEP, 534.
64. ANEP, 192, 647.
65. Pegasus: Frankfort, 158.
66. Ibid., 227.
67. Ibid., 28, t@.
68. rbid., 163.
69. ANEI 650, 128, 332,648t.,662,458; cf. de Vaux, MUSJ, 110f.; Cleveland; also FranKort,

373,274.
70. De Vaux, MUSI, ll7.
71. Frankfort, 301, 3M, 341, 381.
72. Ibid., 379.
73. Ibid.,296.
74. Ibid., 335; ANEB 644.
75. ANUP,765,386,393; cf. de Vaux, MUSJ,98t.
76. ANEP, 415-17.
77. ANEP, 310.
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ments include winged and wingless sphinxes.Ts An Urartian figurine has the winged

body of a horse with a human head.Te Winged sphinxes and griffins are found on

Cyprus.8o A great variety of forms is found in the region of Iran: a lion with wings and

a lion's head,8t with a human head but without wings,82 with wings and the head of
an eagle or falcon,83 and with the head of a dragon or stag.8a Bodies of bulls with
human heads are known,ss as are winged ibexes and stags.86

In the biped group, the genius, a human figure with wings, predominates;87 it
sometimes has the head of an eagle.88 In early periods, we find human bodies with the

legs of bullsse or scorpionss or having feathers and the legs of birds.el Winged

"demons" have the form of serpents with human or leonine heads.e In the lrvant, the

most common form is the winged human figure.e3 The human figure with an eagle's

head may be wingedq or wingless.es Bull men are found,e6 as are wingless scorpion

men.e7 A human figure with a dog's head also appears.e8

Egyptian biped figures embody deities; few have wings.ee There are winged Hittite
bipeds with human headslm and lion heads.lol The winged genius is found on Cyprus

and in lran.l@ In han we also find human figures with theriomorphic headslo3 and

some with the legs of bulls.rs

78. ANEP,666; Frankfort, 249.
79. Frankfort, 398.
80. rbid.,393, 306.
81. Ibid., 40l,4l1.
82. rbid., NzD.
83. Ibid., 43r, 443, 444.
84. Ibid., 4Ol, 438; 4Ol.
85. rbid., 415,426.
86. rbid., 4p.z&,44.5.
87. ANEP, 526,685,705,614,656, 651, 609.
88. Frankforq 15rc, 187.
89. Bull men: ANEP,678, 681, 696.
90. Scorpion men: ANEB 192,519; Frankfort,228.
91. Bird men; ANEP,687; cf. P. Amiet, "r-homme-oiseau dans I'art m6sopotamien," Or 27

(1952), 149-167; E. D. van Buren, "An lnvestigation of a New Theory Concerning the Bird-
Man," Or 22 (1953),47-58.

92. Franldort, ll9, l4l; ANEB 658, 857, 659; Frankfort, 22f.,25C; ANEP, 657,658, 660,
665, 857.

93. ANEP, 829, 663, 652, 654, 854, 6s5.
94. ANEP,645, 855.
95. FrankfoG 274.
96. ANEI 6$.
97. Frankfort, 342.
98. rba., n4.
99. ANEI 26r,542,553, 558, 565, 567, 569, 572, s73, @9,650.
100. ANEP,6ll.
101. FranKorE 263.
lO2. Ibid, 393; 401, 427.
to3.Ibid,40t.
l0/' rbid,440.
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It is significant that these hybrid beings belong to a common iconographic realm
and often appear together: birds with bipe6stos or quadrupeds,lm bipeds with quad-
rupeds,l07 or all three together.lo8 George E. Mendenhall suggestslB that ttre cherubim
cart belongs to the frst combination.

Other features of the biblical descriptions of the cherubim also merit iconographic
study.llo The figures on the walls of Ezekiel's temple have two faces; those in his vision
have four. In our survey, we have noted two-headed monsters (the lions of Znjirli and
Carchemish); but the biblical texts do not refer to such creatures with two heads and
two necks, since only their faces are rnentioned. There are figures with trvo faces: the
Levantine human figure with two canine heads, probably reflecting Hittite influence;lll
a Hittite two-headed eagle;l12 an eady dynastic two-headed goat;ll3 and a two-headed
man (Janus type) in attendance on Ea.ll4 These are only partially relevant, since the
two heads are always identical. The same is true of ttre figures with four faces: they
are uncommon, and the four faces are identical.lls flrc multifaced cherubim in Ezekiel
thus appear to be unparalleled in the ancient Near East. The omnipresent eyes of the
vision are attested elsewhere only with reference to the Egyptian pygmy god Bes.il6

Among the representations mentioned here, there are several that might be identified
as cherubim. When de Vaux says that the winged sphinx "appears to correspond better
than the others to the description and functions of the biblical cherub,"tlz he overlooks
the fact that there is no single persuasive identification of the cherubim.

IV. Concluding Remarks. Heb. kcrfi! is a technical term for a class of hybrid beings
associated with God, either directly as part of his chariot throne or indirectly as
inhabitants of sacral vegetation. These beings are associated with the obscure term
ieraptm (Isa. 6), which clearly denotes another class of hybrid creature; if etymology
is a reliable clue to meaning, the i'rdpim resemble dragons or serpents.ils The two
words would then be categorized as follows: kcrfrpim denotes beings that resemble
birds, bipeds, and quadrupeds; Serdpim denotes beings resembling serpents.

The relationship benveen these creanrres and other beings asso"iated with the deity
remains obscure. Possibly they occupy an intermediate position between yahweh,s

t0s. ANEE 705,829,855, 653.
t06. ANEP. 534, 650, 332.
to7.ANEE 192,651.
to8. ANEE 658, 857.
109. P. 39.
110. On the sex of the cherubim, see de Yatx, MUSJ, 116.
lll. Frankfort,274.
tt2. Ibid., 261.
tI3. rbid.,82A.
fi4. ANER 685, 687.

15. Cf. Eichrodt,56f., n.2;Zimmerli, 125f.
16. Cooke, Ezekiel, 116.
17. P. 98.

118. -+ l1b idrap.
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primordial enemies and the angels or messengerslle of Yahweh's heavenly court.

Lzekiel, who mentions the cherubim frequently, is also familiar with themayim rabbim,

where the primordial monsters dwell, as well as two of the most distinctive angels of

the Bible: the man clothed in linen (Ezk 9) and the man of gleaming bronze (ch. 40)'

Later developments do nothing to clarify the evidence.

Outside the Hebrew Bible, only Sir. 49:8 (praising Ezekiel) speaks of cherubim. In

the Enoch texts, they have taken over the seraphim's function of praise. In the NT, they

appear in a quotation in Heb. 9:5; Revelation speaks of hybrid creatures, but theil

spicific role is unknown, and the great ziahave no function except praising God (Rev'

4:6-11 5:6-14; 6:l-7;7:ll; l4:3; l5:7; l9:4)' Ultimately the wingless messengers

coalesce with the hybrid creatures to form a single category of angels; this development,

however, is a process as complicated as the complexity of the original figures.
Freedman - O'Conrnr

119. -+ 1\rD mnfak.
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Contents: I. Semantics: l. Semitic *karmu;2. EgyptiaU 3. Hebrew Derivatives. tr. Viticulture:

l. History; 2. Negative Appraisal; 3. Positive Appraisal. Itr. l. Work; 2. Vineyard Rituals. IV.

MetaphoricalUsage:l.EroticLanguage;2'RcliSrousSymbolism'v'Lxx'DeadSeaScrolls'

I. Semantics.

l. Semitic *larmu. The Proto-Semitic primary nclun *larmu means "vineyard" in

Ugaritic, Hebrew, Aramaic, and Syriac; in Arabic and Ethiopic, it denotes the produce of

the vineyard: Arab. karm*, "grape, vine," Eth. ktrtnlkarm, "vine." In Akkadian, the two

groups of meanings have become associated with different forms: in karmu tr, "dry

barren lan4"l what was originally a topographical term has taken on negative overtones,

kerem. G. Dalman, AzS, IV (1935), 319-335; M. Dclcor, "De I'origine de quelques termes

relatifs au vin en h6breu biblique et dans les langues voisines," AClingSimCham,223-233 =
Etudes bibliques et orientales'de rcligions comparies (.eiden, 1979),34G356; M. Fraenkel,

"Drei verkannte Fliissigkeitsbenennungen im Hebriiischen," Sef,27 (1967),3-11; J. S. Licht,

"Dl?," EMiqr TY (1962),318-322; J. F. Ross, "Vine' Vineyardi' IDP: rV' 784-86; L' Rost'

"r.ibil, a"r w"inbauer" Geschichte und AT. Festschrift A. Alt. BHTL, l6 (1953), 169-178 = Das

kleine Cred.o (Heidelberg, 1965), 4453; S. Yeivin, "Philological Notes, VII," kioninu, 24

(1959/1960), iO+O tH"U.l; V. Zapletal, Der Wein in der Bibel. BSt, 2Ol1 (1920), Z:-30; -+ I?l
Bepen: -) ltl yayin.

L AHw,I (1965), '149.
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possibly because the viticulture the Mesopotamians knew from Syria did not involve
irrigation; kardnu(m), "grapevine, wine," on the other hand, refers to the produce of the
vineyard. Only at Ugarit, obviously on account of Canaanite influence, does Akk .l<ardnu
also mean "vineyard." Here, too, we find the compoundkirt, ,,gatden,, + larqni.zT\e
fluidity of the Semitic terminology for viticulture is illustrated by Old South Arabic's use
of the nominal root wyn, elsewhere reserved for ..wine," for ..vineyard.,,3

Metonymy is involved when Heb. (and Ugar.) kcrem (krm) is used in the general
sense of "planting" 

-possibly 
in kcrem zayi!, ,,olive orchard,, (Jgs. l5:5 [textually

problematicl),4 and with more likelihood in the diminunve lcarmel I, "orchard.',S

2. Egyptian. The Egyptian noun km.w found as early as the pyramid texts, and its
later equivalent lam originally meant "garden," grapes being only one of several
possibilities. Whetherthese words have any connection with Sem. *larmu6 may remain
an open question. The noun lrsp is also used for "vineyard"; it likewise has as its
primary meaning the general sense of "land covered with plants, garden plot."7

3. Hebrew Deivatives. Being a primary noun, *karmr cannot be derived from a
verbal root. [t is not related either to Arab. l<aruma, "be magnanimous, generous," or
toAkk. karamu(m), "hold(back)."ontheotherhand,theprcp. r<brem, "wine-grower,"
is a denominative from kerem,s as are the probable diminutive karmel I, ..orchard,,'e

and the Middle Hebrew verb krm, "amass, accumulate," obviously used by metonymy
for the typical activity in a vineyard.

tr. Viticulture.

l. History. Although for canaanite cities like Shechem (Jgs. 9:27) and Shiloh
(21:20f.), as well as for the Philistines in Timnah (14:5), vineyards are mentioned at
an early date (cf. Nu. l3:24f.; 20:17; 2l:22), it is clear that the Israelites adopted
viticulture only gradually. Gen. 9:2V-27) makes Noah the first to plant a vineyard; it
is hard to date this statement and to determine to whom it originally referred. Gen.
9:21ff. (unlike v. ?fr; cf .5:29) takes a negative view of this achievement: it is the cause
of Canaan's servitude.

It is still exclusively a royal prerogative for Saul to give his followers "fields and
vineyards"; he argues that the upstart David cannot do the same (l s.22:7; cf. g:14f.;

2. PRU, IY, 167 , 15; Syr 18 (1937), 251, 8.
3. w.w. Miiller, "Altsiidarabische Beitriige zum hebriiischetl*icon," zAw j5 (1963),310_
4.Ct. UT no. 1306.
5. See I.3 below; -+ )n''n *armct.
6. As suggested by WbAS, Y 106, and Delcor, ACLingS1mChaq 232.
7. WbiLS, m, rc2.
8. cf. H. Gese, "Kleine Beitriige zum verstandnis des Amosbuches," wl 12 (1962),417-43g,

esp.432-36.
9. See I.1 above.
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I Ch.27:27). It is probably not by accident that Isa. 3:14 uses the expression bd'er

hakkerem, "devour the vineyard," to describe the conduct of the Jerusalem aristocracy

(cf. Jer. 12:10). Large-scale profitable viticulture does not seem to have begun in the

northern kingdom until the Omride period, the end of which is marked by the Rechabite

reaction(2K. 10:15).TheSamariaostracaspeakof akrmhtl (?), "vineyardof the

mound [?1," to and a "viney ard of yhw'ly" l I as sources of wine; in the same context,l2

they mention imn rfus, "refined l?]/cosmetic [?] oil," which also appears by itself.

Whatever the purpose and legal status of the shipments may have been,l3 we ale dealing

with deliveries to the court, around which highly developed agriculture still tends t<r

concentrate. The juxtaposition of wine and oil recalls the frequent association of
kerdmtmandzAfm, "olive trees" (Dt.6:ll; Josh.24:13; I S.8:14; Neh.5:11; 9:25;

also 2 K. 5:26; Am. 4:9). As a parallel to the mention of vineyards in the Samaria

ostraca, see the common appearance of Aram. krm' in the formally and functionally

similar ostraca from Nisa (Turkmenistan, Arsacid Parthia), dating from the frst century

B.C.14

Among the kings of Judah, IJzziah is said to have been devoted to agriculture; in

his service he had farmers ('ikkdfin) and vinedressets (kbr"mtm) "upon the hills and

bal<karmel" (2 Ch. 26:10). The Arad ostraca also presuppose that the fortresses held

supplies of wine (cf. the '6per6lhayyayiz of David ll Ch.27:271), oil (cf. 2 Ch. 11:11),

and grain (2 Ch. 32:2$).ts
The exilic and postexilic periods brought radical changes in the ownership of such

properties. The Babylonian commissary Nebuzaradan distributed "vineyards and fields

[?],' to some of the poor people left in the land, thus putting them in the place of the

former aristocracy (Jer. 39:10; 52:16;2 K. 25:12).In the postexilic period, however,

newly impoverished Judahites had to mortgage property like vineyards and olive

orchards to raise the cash necessary to pay the taxes imposed by the Persian king (Neh.

5:3,5). It is clear that the cancellation of debts subsequently decreed by Nehemiah (vv.

10f.) was able to restore relative equality only for a short period. While Eccl. 2:4

declares that the planting ofvineyards is a luxury granted to the rich,l6 Job 24:18 curses

the fields and vineyards of the same ruling class.

With reference to vineyards, the NT speaks of property owners and tenants obligated

to pay rent in kind (Mk. l2:l-ll par.) as well as day laborers (Mt. 20:l-15).

10. Samaria ostrac4 20, 5: 53, 2; 54, ll2; 58' 2; 6l' l.
rl. Ibid., 55, 112; 60, l.
12. Ibid., 20,3;53,3; 54,213; 55,3.
13. Cf. KN,II, 183-85; A. Icmaire, Insciptions hdbraiques, l. IAPO, 9 (1977),73-81'
14. For text, transl., and comm., see M. Sznycer, "Ostraca d'6poqueparthe trouv6s i Nisa

(U.R.S.S.)," Sem, 5 (1955), 65-98.
15. Also found at Ebla: G. Pettinato, "Il Calendario di Ebla al Tempo del Re Ibbi-Sipis sulla

base di TM.75 G.427,* Festschrirt E. Weidner. AfO,25 (1974n7), tff.; cf . idem, et al., "Cata,logo

dei testi cuneiformi di Tell Mardikh-Ebla." MEE, I (1979), no. 230. See also K. Galling, "Wein

und Weinbereifim," BRL3, 362.
16. Cf. Ahikar 40.
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2. Negative Appraisal. From the earliest period after the occupation, the Nazirites
abstained from wine. The antiquity of this group is indicated Uy tfre association of
abstinence from wine with the archaic custom of letting the hair grow uncut (Jgs.
13:5,7): both are magical practices to increase prowess, as in the case of Samson
(Jgs. l6:l7ff.) and probably also of Absalom (2 s. t4:26). An early date is also
suggested by the use of ncztr 'ehdyw for the warlike tribe of Joseph in Gen. 49:26;
Dt.33:16; we are, however, in no position to say anything concerning the relation-
ship between an individual and a tribe described as a Nazirite. By contrast, the
Rechabites' abstinence from wine, which is associated with a repristinative rejection
of agriculture and permanent dwellings, represents a later criticism of developed
civilization.lT

The analogous words of the early prophets likewise represent reactionary criticism.
Am. 4:9 already looks back on the destruction of gardens and vineyards as the result
of Yahweh's judgment. Am. 5: I I proclaims judgment against ..houses of hewn stones,'
and "pleasantvineyards" (ct.z*ph. l:13);theywillbecomeplacesof lamenrationfor
the dead (Am. 5:16f.; cf. Joel l:11). In Mic. l:6, the disapproval seems so extreme thar
"planting vineyards" symbolizes the desolate world left after the fall of Samaria.

3. Positive Appraisal. on the other hand, some early prophetic texts also speak
positively of vineyards. Hos. 2:17@ng. v. 15) mentions vinlyards in an oracle of
salvation for the time after God's judgment. Inter, nr'(..plant',) + keramtm became a
commonplace in oracles of salvation, whether short term (Isa. 37:30 par. 2 K. 19:29;
cf. Sennacherib's offer of peace in Isa. 36:17 par.2 K. lg:32) or looking toward the
distant future (Jer.31:5 [cf. 32:15];Ezk.28:26; Isa.65:21; Am.9:14).In Jer.3l:5-
in contrast to Mic. l:6 

- the phrase b,hara iomerin suggests the resumption of wine
production around the old capital as attested in the Samaria ostraca. In Nu. l6:l4a
(date?), Moses is attacked for not having given his followers a nahdld of ..fields 

and
vineyards."

Late texts like Isa. 65:8; Ps. loi:37 associate wine and vineyards with blessing; in
Josh. 24:13; Neh. 9:25, vineyards are listed as a matter of course among the rewards
bestowed by Yahweh. on the other hand, the curse on houses and vineyards in Dt.
28:30,39 uses words that echo Am.5:11. Isa. 16:10, an eschatological prophecy of
disaster, states that joy shall be taken away from "fruitrul field,, and ..vineyards.;'

lll. l. Work. The demanding labor required to maintain a vineyard is detailed in
Isa. 5;l-6.18 Viticulture has its own specialized vocabulary.te The verb zmrll (l*v.

17. Cf. F. Stolz, "Rausch, Religion und Realitiit in Israel und seiner Umwelt," W 26 (1976),
120-186, esp. 182ff.; contrast F. S. Frich "The Rechabites Reconsidered,- JBL, go (197D:,
279-287.

18. See the comms.
19. See A. von selms, "The.Etymolo gy of yayi4 'wine,' " JNSI. 3 (1974),76-g4, esp.76f .;

cf. the chart of Egyptian, Sumerian, Akkadian, and Hebrew nomenclature in R. J. Forbes , Studi",
in Ancient Technology, I[ (l,eiden, 21965),77.
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25:3; Isa. 5:6) denotes the pruning of the vines (z"mdrd) with a pruning knife (mazmzra)

in the spring ('El hazzdmtr fCant. 2:12 (?)l);20 the agricultural calendar from Gezer2r

may use zmr for the harvest; zimrat hd'dre;, "the produce of the land," in Gen' 43:11

is a possible parallel. Gustaf Dalman22 and many others, however, are probably correct

in interpreting this to me:ur a second pruning of the vines, which the position of zmr

in the calendar would suggest took place in June or July. The verb bsr I can be used

to denote the actual grape harvest.

2. Vineyard Rituals.lnaddition, a variety of rituals and rules of conduct incorporated

viticulture - like all forms of agriculture - into a religious and social system.

The prohibition against mixing things that do not belong together includes sowing

(zr) two kinds of seed in a vineyard. If this prohibition is ignored, "the whole yield

becomes holy" (Dt. 22:9; cf. trv. 19:19) and must be withdrawn from secular use

because of the danger it represents. But vineyards are also sacred by nature: to enjoy

(hlll, oiginally "profane") the frst harvest (Dt. 2O:6,28:30' Jer. 31:5) is a profanation;

between the planting of a new vineyard and the frst harvest, its owner is in a state of
increased numinous vulnerability, which prevents him from taking part in battle. Dt.

20:6 represents a labored attempt to explain this prohibition on social grounds. Finally,

when Isa. 17:10 speaks of the Israelites as planting rapidly growing "plants of the

pleasant [deity]" or "slips ofan alien [deity]," the sacredness ofthe soil appears to be

embodied in a god similar to Adonis.23 The festivals of Dionysus likewise employ

rapidly growing vines, just as stalks of grain are associated with the mysteries of
Demeter.2a It is clear that the prohibition against stripping a vineyard bare (Lev' 19:10;

Dt.24:21), now given an ethical basis, originally involved a sacrifice to the powers

associated with the soil; the poor and the "beasts of the field" who benefit from the

fallow year (which includes vineyards) may likewise be a rationalizing substitute for

numinous figures. Other instances such as Samson's prank in Jgs. 15:5 may be com-

pared to apotropaic rites protecting against demons.s The high point of the festivities

associated with viticulture are the hillfrlim at harvest, which bring the participants to

eat and drink in the temple (Jgs.9:27). The vineyards themselves are the site of singing

(Isa. 5: I ; cf . 'nh, "sing antiphonally" 127:2ff.1) and rejoicing (Isa. 16: 10).26 Jgs. 2l:19tr.
(date of the tradition) speaks of maidens dancing at a festival; their rape has a well-

known parallel in the rape of the Sabine women.27

20. Ct. the citations of analogous Middle Hebrew texts in I. tiiw, Die Flora der luden, I
(Vienna 1926),71.

21. KAr,182,6.
22. Pp.33Of.
23. W. Baumgartner, "Das Nachleben der Adonisgiirten auf Sardinien und im iibrigen Mit-

telmeergebiet," Zwn AT und seiner Ilmwelt (L-eiden, 1959),247-273.
24. W. F. Ofto, "Der Sinn der eleusinischen Mysterien," Erlb,7 (1939), 102.

25. F. Schwally, Semitische Kriegsaltertiimz4 l: Der heilige Krieg im alten Israel (Leipzig,

l90l), 8lff., esp. 88.
26. See [I.3 above.
27. Livy Hist. i.9f .
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IV. Metaphorical Usage.

l. Erotic Language. The use of kcrem in erotic language also derives from nature
worship.

Cant. l:6; 8:11f. are based on a pun involving the literal and metaphorical meaning
of the word: on the one hand, "vineyard" denotes the plot of ground that needs to be
guarded or yields its fruit; on the other, it denotes the female body and its sexual charms.
The metaphor is related to the poetic disguise of the actors as gardeners or royal figures.
ln 2:15, the stock metaphor includes the motif of (little) foxes as notorious destroyers
of vineyards - obviously with some unexplained double meaning. In 1:14; 7:13(12),
localization of the beloved or the setting of love lra a vineyard serves to create a poetic
atmosphere.

The metaphorical usage of kcrem to denote the female body is thus a particular
instance of the common identification of women with fields and soil. Two probable
parallels from Ugaritic mythology relate to this context. In one text, the moon-god
Yari[ seeks through sexual intercourse to make the goddess Nikkal's "field a vineyard

[vineyards? kim[m]1, the field of her love [id ddal an orchard [? hrnqfmll;' 28 In another,
"a field of the gods" ([w,id.] idslm) appears to be identified as "the field of [the double
goddessl 'ayr wrhmllt]."2e The metaphorical use of "vineyard" has a counterpart in
the use of "garden" to symbolize the bride in Cant. 4:12-5:.l;6:2,11;7:L3(12).

2. Religious Symbolism. Only against this background can we fully appreciate the
description of Israel as Yahweh's vineyard in Isa. 5:1-7; 27:2f.;Jer. l2:l0: Israel takes
on the mythological role of the deity's female partner. This is attested for the name
Yahu in the Elephantine papyri ('ntyhw), for Yah in the PN 'nttyh (l Ch. 8:24), and
for Yahweh probably in inscription 330 from Khirbet al-Qom (brk.'ryhw. IYHWH. w
. . . firth, "blessed by 'RYHW through Yahweh and through his Asherah")3r and
certainly in two jug inscriptions from Kuntillat 'Ajrud in Wadi Quraiya (Sinai)
(. . . brla'fun IYHWH. imrn. wl'irth, ". . . I bless you through Yahweh, who protects
us,andthroughhisAsherah";...brktkIYIIWH...wl'irth,"...Iblessyouthrough
Yahweh . . . and through his Asherah").32 Now when Isa. 5:1 calls Yahweh ydjtj
and d6Q, and both "with respect to his vineyard" (l"karm6), we are dealing with a
mythological transfer of erotic language to Yahweh; on the other hand, the motif of

28. KTU, 1.24,22f . Adifferent franslation is proposed by A. Caquot/Ivl. Sznycer, and A. Herd-
ner, Textes Ougaritiqucs, l: Mythes et lfgendes. l-{PO, 7 (1974),393.

29. KTU, 1.23, 13, 28. Ct. H.-P. Mtiller, "Die lyrische Reproduction des Mythischen im
Hohenlied," ZIhK, 73 (1976),23-41, esp.33ff.

30. IDAM,72,169.
3 1 . A. trmaire, "Lrs Inscriptions de Khirbet El-Q6m et l'Ash6rah de YHWH ," RB, U (1977),

595-608, esp. 599; contra G. Gaftini, "Su un'inscrizione ebraica da khirbet el-Kom," A/ON, 38
(1978), t9t-93.

32. Z. Meshel, Kuntillet 'Ajrud. Exhibition Catalog of the Israel Museutn, 175 (Jerusalem,
1978); cf. F. Stolz, "Monotheismus in Israel," in O. Keel, ed., Monotheismus im AT und seiner
Umwelt. BibB,14 (1980), 167-174.
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love between deities is neutralized by the suffixes of y"dtdi and d68t, which refer to

the prophet (v. 1), and by the shift of the vineyard metaphor to symbolize Israel (v' 7).

The erotic nature of the imagery is preserved almost intact, however, in the charac-

terization of the "men of Judah" (par. "house of Israel") as n"1a' ia'"ifr'dyw, "his

[Yahweh's] planting of delight" (v. 7). The parallelism of "vineyard" and "field" as

metaphorical terms for a woman is suggested, finally, by the substitution of fuelqAlt

and helqal hemddlt (with suffixes referring to Yahweh), "field of my delight," for

karmt in Jer. l2:lO. Because the metaphorical expressions ydiiQ, d6/, kerem,

ia-ifrim, a;rd lelqal hemdalt akeady have mythological connotations in the symbolic

realm, they can be used to describe the way Yahweh actually treats Israel; the

mythological atmosphere that envelops them allows them to serve as metaphors.

Conversely, the realm from which the symbols associated with kerem are drawn takes

on a kind of sacral aura from the realm symbolized. If a fragment of traditional nature

mythology can serve as a metaphor for Yahweh's acts, it becomes impossible to

surrender the realm of nature to banal secularity.

V. LXX, Dead Sea Scmlts. Almost without exception, the LXX uses ampel6n (79

times) or dmpelos (4 times) to translate kerem.In a few passages it uses a more general

word (ktdma, ch\rion [hvice each]). The equival ent of korem is ampelourgds (4 times).

In the Dead Sea scrolls, kerem appears 4 times (1Q25 8; 3Ql5 10, 5 [bA!-hakkerem,

a toponyml, lQapGen 12:13, and 1lQT 57:21). In the latter passage, which discusses

the king's being subject to the general law, the Tenth Commandment of the Decalog

is adapted to the special temptations the monarch faces: he is not to covet fields,

vineyards, possessions, houses, or valuables. 
H._p Miiller
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karmel. F.-M. Able, Giographie de la Palestine, I (Paris, 1933)' 350-53; Y. Aharoni,
"Mount Carmel as Border," Archiiologie und AT. Festschrift K. Galling (Tiibingen' l97O),1-7;

L. Heidet, "Carmel," DB, II (1899),288'3O2; A. Jepsen, "Karmel, eine vergessene Land-

schaft?" ZDPV 75 (1959), 74f.;P. Jotion, "Les deux Grmes d'agriculture: '1y' et )Dl)," JA,

10/8 (1906), 371-78; Z. Kallai-Kleinmann, ")Blf," 1,3, EMiq.r lY (1962),323f.,324-29;
C. Kopp, i'Karmel," LrhI(, v (1960), 1365f.; J. S. Licht, 'tnp']2,_EMiqn [Y,324
E. Lipinski, "Note de topographie historique," R8,78 (1971), 84-92;8. Graf von Miilinen,
"Beitrtige zur Kenntnis des Karmels," ZDPV 30 (1907)' ll7-207;31 (1908), 1-258.
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l. l. Etymology. Besides its use as a geographical term denoting a range of foothills
along the Palestinian coast and a site west of the Dead Sea, the word karmel appears
with two meanings in the or: "new grain" and "orchard.,, Some recent lexical list
them separately; others2 lump them together. The word is generally derived from -->
Da) kerem with the addition of an / suffix.3 Opinions differ, however, as to the meaning
of the suffix. E H. w. Geseniusa early on suggested treating it as signifying a diminu-
tive; many have followed his lead. Rudolf RuZidkas showed that karmel represents a
progressive dissimilation from n through m to I (karmel < l<nrmen < kerem + postfor-
mative n). Ludwig Koehler proposed that two different words are involved: one with
an epenthetic / ("garden"),6 the other with consonantal dissimilation of mm > rm;7

_ Selected bibliog. for tr.1-3: A. Alt, "Das Gottesurteil auf dem Karmel,', Festschrifi Georg
Beer (Stuttgart, 1935), t-18 = Klschr tr (1953), 135-149; D. R. ApThomas, ..Elijah on Mouni
c-armel," PEZ, 92 (1960), 146-155; M. Avi-yonah, "Mount carmet and the God of Baalbek,,'
IN,2 (1952), 118-124: o. Eissfeldt, Der Gott Karmel. sDAW, 1953fi; G. Fohrer, Elia. AThANT,
53 (21968); E. Friedman,-*The Antiquities of el-Muhraqa and I rings ts,:t," Ephemerides
carmeliticae, 22 (1971),95-104; K. Galring, "Der Gott Karmel und die Achtung der fremden
Gtjtter," Geschichte und AT._Festschrilt A. Att. BHTh, 16 (1953), 105-125;T.H. Gaster, Myth,
Legend, and custom in the or Q'lew York, 1969), 504-5u; H. Gunkel, Elijah, yahweh and Baal
(Eng. trans. l95l); G. Hentschel, Die Elijaerziihlungen. ErfIhSt,33 (1977i;R. Hillmann, Wasser
tyld Berg (Halle, 1965), 95-103; A. Jepsen, "Elia und das Gotresurteil,;'in H. Goedicke, ed.,
Near Eastern studies in Hornr of w. E Albright (Baltimore, lg1-l),291-306; H. Junker, ..Der
Graben um den Altar des Ehas," TrThZ,69 (1960), 65-j4; C. Kopp, Elias und chistentum auf
dem Karmel. collectanea Hierosolymitarw,3 (paderbom, lgzg)ii. Lipiriski, ,.La f6te de I'en_
sevelissement et de la dsurrection de Melqart" Actes de la XVII" Rincontre Assyiologique
Intenwtionale, Bruxelles, 1969 (Ham-sur-Heure, 1970), 30-5g; M. J. Mulder, Ba.al in hct or
(Hague, 1962),3G44: idem, De naarn van de afwezige god op de Karmel (Leiden, 1979); H. D.
Pleuss, verspottung fremder Religionen im AT. BWANT, sitsttz) (l97li, g0-100; w.'iottig,
"Baal-Karmelos," wbMyth, vl (1961), 2j2; E. Riissler, Jahwe uid die Ganer im pentateuch
und imdeuteronomistischen Geschichtswerk(diss., Bonn, 1966), 103-ll3; H. H. Rowley, ..Elijah
on Mount Carmel," BJRI.43 (l9ffil6l), l9o-219;H. Seebass, ,.Elia und Ahab auf dem karmei,"
zrhK, To (1973),121-136; o. H. steck, Uberlieferung und Zeitgeschichte in den Etia-Erzcihlun-
gen. WMANT,26 (1968); N. J. Tromp, "water and Fire on Mount carmel," Bibl,56 (1975),
480-502; F. vauioni, "Aspetti del culto del Signore dei cieli, ll,', Aug, 13 (1973),57-73; R. de
\ay, Elle le prophite, I. Etudes carm€elitaines (paris, 1956), fi-6a; iar*,..Les prophites de
Baal sur le Montcarmel," BMB,5 (1941), 7-20;E. wiirthwein, ,.Die Erziihlung vom Gottesurreil
aufdem Karmel," ZTLK,59 (1962), l3l-144.

l.8.g., KBL|,3; cf. Jepsen, ZDpV lS (1959\,74.

? 9rt-!, BDB, Kdnig; Zorell accidentally omits rhe second meaning.
3. J. olshausen, Lehrbuch der hebriiischen sprache (Braunschwei[, lg6l), $ 2l6b; GK, s

85s: B I-e, 503i; Kallai-Kleinmann, EM iqa lv, 329.
4. GesTh,7l3.
5. R. RuZidka, Konsonantische Dissimilation in den semitischen Sprachen. BASS, 614 (1909),

to4-
6. L. Kiihlea "Problems in the Study of the Language of the or," ,/ss, I (1956), 19.
7. Ibid.' 18; cf. also idem, "Yom hebriiischen Lexikon," ors, g (1950), r5lf.; M. Fraenkel,

"Bemerkungen zum hebriiischen Wortschatz,,, HIICA,3l (1960), g5t.; XOf3,r.r. )at: ry.
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such dissimilation, however, occurs only in Aramaic. According to this latter etymology,
*katnmal derives from *kamal, related to Arab. kamala, "be complete"; the later
homonyms meaning "new grain" and "orchard" do not come from a common root.
Alttrough this hypothesis has much in its favor, it is impossible to determine whether
the name of the mountain and the city is connected etymologically with one of the two
roots8 or with both.

Etymologies (popular?) for the name of the mountain were suggested at an early
date. Origen, followed by Jerome and others, proposes KdrmEl, epignosis peitomiis
(Carmel, cognitio circumcisionrs).e This etymology indicates a connection between
krh and mfil.to The notion that the name of the mountain is connected with the word
karmel, "orchard," is nevertheless reasonable.ll In the frst place, it is not always
possible to distinguish the two meanings in texts of the OT itself, and the ancient
versions often vacillate between the two meanings.l2 Furthermore, other mountains
and villages are named for their characteristic features (e.g., Irbanon). The frequent
use of the definite article with Carmel also suggests a proper name.l3 Mt. Carmel
was probably known as a cultic site in the ancient Near East at an early date.la The
word karmel in the sense of "new grain" or "orchard" has not yet been found in
other Semitic languages.

2. Occurrences (Other than Mt. Carmel).
a. City in Judah. The toponym karmel appears in Josh. 15:55; 1 S. 15:12;25:2

(twice),5,7,40; and possibly 2 Ch.26:l0.ts The name probably denotes a city in Judah
located about 12 kilometers (7.5 mi.) southeast of Hebron (modern el-Kermil).16 lt is
already mentioned by Eusebius,lT and Jenome notes that there were two mountains
named Carmel, of which one was the workplace of Nabal Carmelius, the other a

mountain iweta Ptolemaidem.rs According to 1 S. 15:12, Saul set up a monument in
Carmel after his victory over the Amalekites. Primarily, however, this city was known
for its association with the story of David and Abigail, whose husband Nabal lived in
Maon but sheared his sheep in Carmel (1 S. 25).

In addition to the name of the city, the gentilic forms larmeli (masc.: 1 S. 30:5; 2 S.

2:2;3:3;23:35; I Ch. l1:37) and karm"ltl (fem.: I 5.27:3;1 Ch. 3:l) are found.

8. Cf. KBL
9. MPI.23,1231f.; cf. 803f., 820.
10. Cf. also Heidet, 291.
11. Cf. also Jepsen, ZDPV75 (1959),74.
12. See L2.c below.
13. Cf. Kdlai-Kleinmann, EMiqr lY, 329.
14. See II.2 below.
15. See also Kallai-Kleinmann, EMiqr l\1,323f.; Jepsen, ZDPV 75 (1959),74.
16. ct. GTTOT, 149.
17. Onomasticoz (ed. E. Klostermann [904, repr. Hildesheim, 1965]) 92,20; 118, 5ff.
18. Comm. on Am. 1:2. MPl.25,993.
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In the D(X, the name of the city appears also in I S. 25:4; 3O:29.ln the MT of the

first passage, the name does not appear; in the second, we find the reading b"rakal.re

The Carmel in these passages has not always been identified solely with a city
southeast of Hebron. In Josh. 12:22; 15:55, L. Heidet20 interprets Carmel as a city in
the territory of Judah; but he thinks there was also a region bearing the same name in
this territory.2r Alfred Jepsen, too, has pointed out the likelihood of this theory.22 The

region in question lies between Maon to the west and the desert to the east; it is here

that Nabal sheared his sheep. According to Jepsen, the "Carmel" mentioned in 2 Ch.

26:10 likewise denotes the region on the eastern slope of the mountains of Judah.23

Jepsen even theorizes that in the early period there was only a single region called

Carmel in Judah; its primary city was Maon Carmel (Josh. 15:55). Not until the Roman
period, he suggests, did a new town take its name from the ancient region and eliminate

all recollection of the latter. This extreme theory, however, seems to be disproved by
I S. 15:12.

b. New Grain. In 2 K. 4:42,karmel ("new grain") constitutes part of the provisions

brought to Elisha by a man from Baal-shalishah. l-ev. 23:14 prohibits the eating of
karmel and certain other foods from the new harvest until the day when the first sheaf

is presented before Yahweh. When a cereal offering of firstrruits is offered, l-ev.2:14
requires that the new grain (gerei karmel) be roasted in the fire. Since 2 K. 4:42 also

mentions lefuem bikldrim. we see that the word knrmel is associated closely with the

offering of frstfruits and is intended to denote fresh, unmilled grain. As early as the

Babylonian Thlmud,2a word play divides lcarmel into raft fimal ("soft and easy to
grind") or l<nr male' ("a bag full"), thus "explaining" it. Today the word is often

translated (correctly) as "new grain" or "new corn."25 Rabbinic literature already

interpreted gereS karmel as "grains of newly ripe wheat"26 or "scattered grains of
wheat." In 2 K. 4:42, the LXX translated larmel u paldthe, the usual translation of
debeb, "fig cake" (1 S. 25:18; 30:12:'2K.20:7; Isa. 38:21; 1 Ch. 12:41[40]).

c. Orclwrd. Sometimes it is hard to determine whether karmel refers to Mt. Carmel

or an "orchard." There are thus cases in which modern lexica and commentaries differ
as to the translation of the word. The following passages are involved: 2K. 19:23 (pat.

Isa.37:24): Isa. 10:18; 16:lo;29:17 (twice); 32:15 (twice),16; Jer. 2:7; 4:26:'48:33;
Mic.7:l4.In all these passages, the Vulg. uses the geographical propernounCarmel(us)

19. Cf. W Caspari, "Eine Dodekapolis in I. Sam. 30, 27-30," OIZ 19 (1916), 174; contra
H. J. Stoebe, Das erste Buch Samuelis. KAT YIJVI (1973),509, who prefers to retain the MT.

20. P. 288.
21. (bid.,290.
22. Pp.74t.
23. Cf. also Heidet, 29O; K. Galling, Die Biichcr der Chronik ATD, XE (1959), in loc.
24.Bab. Menah- 66b.
25. See, e.g., AuS,ll2 (1925), 452; K. Elliger, Leviticus. HAT,IY (1966), 47,315; KBL3, s.v.

26.Targ. Orqelos pArbf;an r"fti\dn (cf. Targ. Jonathan I ar,dlll. pArfrlan; T. Neofiti [in enor?]:
prybyn):LXX; chidra erilad, "soft grains of wheat"; AzS, Itr (1933),266t.
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or Chermeli the LXX differs in Isa. l0:18; l6:10; Jer. 48:33(IXX 31:33). Elsewhere,
however, the LXX speaks of Mt. Carmel, sometimes quite clearly (e.g., Isa. 29:17: t6
h6ros td CMrmEl [twice]). The Syr. uniformly reads krml'. The Targ., however, vacil-
lates between the name of the mountain and the metaphorical expression mairt6',
"camp" (2 K. 19:23 par. Isa. 37:24; Isa. 10:18).

In Mic. 7:14, thelexica21 generally translate lartnel as "orchard" or the ltke; BDB,
however, finds here the geographical term Carmel. This interpretation has been sup-
ported by such scholars as Otto Eissfeldtx and, more recently, A. S. van der Woude,2e
who proposes an emendation, reading iul*ennfi (from.f/ck = s&& "protect") for i6f;"nt,
and translating: "Protect the people in safety in the forest on Carmel." In this passage

there is much to recommend the interpretation of karmel as referring to the well-known
mountain, since the immediate context also mentions Bashan and Gilead.

The contexts of some of the other passages listed likewise mention the names of
mountains (e.9.,2K.19:23 par. Isa. 37:24;1sa.29:17 [I*banon]) orother geographical
features (e.g., Jer. 48:33 l'eres m6'db, not mentioned in Isa. 16:101; Jer.2:7 f'eres
halckarmell), which might indicate that karmcl is the name of a mountain. On the other
hand, there are 3 occurretces of lcarmilld, i.e., l<armel with a pronominal suffix, which
suggest a meaning other than "the Carmel mountains" (2K- 19:23 par. Isa. 37:24;Isa.
10:18).

In a short lexicographical note on the words larmel andya'ar, Paul Joiion once tried
to interpretya'arin some texts as meaning "orchard" andkarmelin all the texts in which
it cannot be a toponym meaning "field." He notes a kind of antithesisya'ar/l<armel inlsa.
lO:18;29:17;32:15;37:24 (par. 2 K. L9:23);Mic.7:14, but is forced to resort to textual
emendation in some passages. Quite apart from the question of emendation, this proposal
must be rejected as being unjustified both etymologically and contextually not only for
-+ JlIt ya'arbutalsofor lcarmel. No one has since followed Joiion's lead.

Of course there is sometimes a kind of antithesis between ya'ar and karmel, but the
difference is of another sort. In Isa. 37:24 @at 2 K. 19:23), the close association of
the two words is not an antithesis at all,30 and suggests that the passage reflects the
notion of the "garden of God." In other cases, "orchard" is possible, above all in Isa.
10:18 (kePbQ ya'"r6 w'f;armillb);29:17; 32:15f., but also in 16:10; Jer. 48:33. Even
here, of course, it is possible to vacillate, as does Otto Kaiser3l in the case of lsa. 29:17 ,
translating the first occunence of karmel as "garden" and leaving the second untrans-
lated ("and Carmel shall be regarded as a forest?"). It is clear, however, that it is often
better to translate l<armel as "garden" or the like in these passages than to treat it as

meaning Mt. Carmel.

27. GesB, LexHebAram, KBL|'3.
28. "Ein Psalm aus Nord-Israel, Micha 7, 7-20," KlSchr IV (1968), 63, 66; cf. Der Gon

Karmel, 7, n.3.
29. Micha. PredOT (1976),259tr.
30. --+ .]Vr ya'ar lY.
31. Isaiah 13-39. OTL (Eng. trans. 1974),277.
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The situation is more complex n Jer. 2:7; 4:26. T\e former uses a constuct phrase

('ereq halckarmel) that is usually translated "fruitful land." Although the context mentions

the fruits and good things of the land of Israel, and the semantic nuance of "orchard"

would be quite appropriate, it is not entirely out of the question that karmel stands by
synecdoche for all Israel; the verse would then allude to the fertility of the Mt. Carmel

region in particular and to that of the land in general. A similar usage appe:us in 4:26,
which speaks of lulel<armel lwraniSbdr all of whose cities were laid in ruins before

Yahweh. Orchards can turn to desert, and this meaning chimes with the vision of chaos32

that serves as a kind of antithesis to creation (4:23ff.). Here, too, however, it is possible to

think of Mt. Carmel as the acme of fertility and delight in the land of Israel.

In 2 Ch. 2610, we fnd hait"p€ld, lwmmtidr hehdrtm, and hakl<armel side by side.

The word lcarmel in this passage is often understood as "fertile land" or the like'33

more likely, however, it is a toponym.Y

A.. l. Geography and Political Control. A ridge with an altitude of about 550 meters

(1800 ft.) stretches northwest from the mountains of Samaria to the Mediterranean Sea,

reaching the coastal plain just south of Acco.35 This spur drops steeply to the northeast;

to the southwest, it descends gently to the Plain of Sharon. It rises steeply from the

Mediterranean (cf. Jer. 46:18). It is still debatable whether the OT name Carmel refers

to the entire ridge northwest of Samaria or denotes just the highest portion of the

promontory south and southeast of modern Haifa.36 In any case, the Elijah episode is

set somewhere on the latter, with its many caves and ravines.3T Springs at the foot of
the mountain supply the Kishon (Nahr el-Muqaga) with a perennial flow;38 this brook

finds its way through a narrow outlet and empties into the sea east of Haifa (cf. also

Jgs.4:7,13;5:21; Ps. 83:10[9]; 1 K. 18:4O).

Ample precipitation and the nature of the soil give the mountainous region of Carmel

abundant vegetation.3e It is not unsuitable for human settlement: there is evidence of
human habitation dating from ttre Stone Age, especially in the caves.4o

At the time of the lsraelite "occupation," Carmel was already settled by Canaanites or
Phoenicians, as we can see from a list of the vanquished kings: Josh. 12:22 mentions the

king of Jokneam in Carmel. Possibly the region of Carmel should be considered an

independent tenitory. In the distribution of the land outlined elsewhere in the book of
Joshua, Carmel constitutes a kind of buffer between the tribes of Asher, Manasseh,

32. A. Weiser, Das Buch Jeremia 1-25,14. ATD, XX (1969), 46f .

33. See the lexica.
34. See I.2.a above.
35. GTTOT 5 47.
36. Kallai-Kleinmann, EMiqr lY, 329.
37. See tr.3 below.
38. Kopp, Elias wrd Christentum, 5Of.
39. +19t ya'ar.
40. Cf. D. A. E. Garrod, CAII3,VI,83f.; see esp. T. Noy, "Carmel Caves," EAEHI.290-98,

with bibliog.
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Issachar, and Zebulun (Josh. 19: I 1,2 6; 17 :ll).ar Which tribe received the mountain itself
is disputed.a2 In any case, it is clear that Carmel was not part of lsraelite territory until the
monarchy and that even then non-Israelites constituted the majority of the population (cf.
Jgs.l:27,31), although the Israelites may have intermanied with the original population.
The list of Israel's adminisrative districts in the time of Solomon assigns the entire hill
country of Dor to one of Solomon's officials (1 K. 4:11);+l Mt. Carmel may have been
included.4 Albrecht Alt proposed the theory that Carmel passed from Israelite to Tyrian
jurisdiction as early as the time of Solomon. The story of the contest on Mt. Carmelas

shows that it had reverted to Israel by the time of King Ahab.a6 M*y scholars have
accepted Alt's theory;47 others have made their voices heard in opposition.as

In the time of Tiglath-pileser III, when the Assyrian king established the districts of
Gilead, Megiddo, and Dor, Israel totally lost its sovereignty over the region of Carmel.
For administrative purposes, the mountain was probably included in the province of
Dor. In ancient times, Jewish influence made itself felt once more in this tenitory during
the Maccabean period: according to Josephus,ae Alexander Jannaeus took possession

of Carmel and many other places.so

2. The "Holy Mountain" in General. Like many other mountains in the ancient Near
East, Carmel was often considered a "holy mountain." Since time immemorial, this
mountain that rises so majestically from sea and plain was thought of as the habitation
of various deities to whom cultic worship should be offered.sl There are several
documents outside the OT that may occasionally suggest the "holiness" of Carmel.
The mention of an "antelope nose" in an Egyptian monumental text from the middle
of the third millenniums2 and of a nfi-i(a) qad-i or ni-'u-i qad-i ("sacrd headland")
in city lists of Thutmose lll (ca. 1490-L426) and later pharaohss3 hardly constitutes
proof. Even if this mention of the "sacred height" does refer to Carmel, it leaves
unanswered the question of what deity was worshipped there.5a

41. See also Josephus Ant. v.|.22 (84ff.).
42. Cf. Alt" KlSchr II, 140, n. 3: "the purely theoretical assignment to Asher of all Carmel";

Kallai-Kleinmant, EMiqr 1Y,327; see also Aharoni, 3f.
43. Cf. Josephus Ant. viii^.2.3 (37):. Saplultes di td ltavfrion h6ros l<ai Karmdlion . . .

44. But cf. Fohrer, 66.
45. See tr.3 below.
46. Alt, KlSchr il' 14O46; idem, *Der Stadtstaat Samaria," BSAW l0ll5 (1954) = KlSchr

Itr (1959), 258-302.
41 .8.9., Fohrer, 66.
48. Kallai-Kleinmann, EMiqr [Y,327; cf . also Wiirthwein, 143f.; Riissler, lO7-110.
49. Ant. xiii.l5.4 (396).
50. For further details, see Kopp, Elias und Christentum, 42.
51. -si,il hanY.
52. ANET, 228 W.Helck, Die Beziehungen Agyptens zu Vorderasien im 3. und 2. Jahrtausand

v. Chr AgAbh, 5 (1971), l8; Eissfeldt, 6.
53. Helck, 127,220; see also Galling, 106, n. 7; Aharoni, 2 and n. 8.

54. On the location of the "sacred headland" (RiS en-Naqiira) in the time of Shalmaneser
Itr, see Lipir{ski, "Note de topographie historique," R3.,78 (1971),84-92.
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From a much later period we have a statement of Pseudo-Scylax (4th or 5th century

n.c.)5s referring to Carmel as the "holy mountain of Zeus." In the context of the

optimistic promises given Vespasian in the year A.D. 69, Tacitus describes the god and

the mountain as follows: "Carmel - as they call both the mountain and the god -
lies befween Judea and Syria; it has neither the image of a god nor a temple (so most
say) but an altar and a place of reverence."s6 With reference to the same Vespasian,

Suetonius says: "When he consulted the oracle of the god Carmel in Judea, the lots

confirmed that whatever he planned or desired to do, however great, they promised'it
would take place."st Tacitus and Suetonius thus refer to the god of Carmel as "the god

Carmel" (= ba'al karmel), probably a "relatively autonomous"s8 deitY. The Neo'
Platonist Iamblic*rus (ca. t.o.300) tells how Pythagoras, brought to Mt. Carmel by
Egyptian seamen, frequently stayed alone in a shrine there.se In this context, he also

speaks of "the highest peak of Carmel, considered the most sacred of all mountains,
inaccessible to many." This passage thus mentions a holy place on Carmel, but not the

god of Carmel.@ Orosius can speak of Carmel as the site of an oracle: ". . . misled by
certain oracles on Mt. Carmel."6l

It is not so easy to decide where the cultic site - there is no mention of any temple

- of the god (o0 Carmel was located - at the northwest tip of the spur or on the

Muhraqa peak (514 m. [1686 ft.]) at the southeast end of Carmel.62 Most likely the

deity had several places of worship that changed with the passage of time.63 In 1952,
Michael Avi-Yonah described a marble right foot, twice life size, kept in the Monastery
of Eldah on the northwest side of Carmel; on its plinth, the following inscription can

be read: Atr HAIOIOAEITH KAPMHAQ/T'. IOYA EYTfXAYKOA>KAIIA'PEYI.tr
This foot should be dated ca. A.D.200, which probably means that at the time it was

consecrated the northwest portion of Carmel was considered a site sacred to the god

Carmel, identified with Zeus Heliopoleites.65 This Zeus Heliopoleites is closely related

to the Semitic weather- and fertility-god Ba'al (or Hadad).66 Furthermore, many of the

passages cited above show that the god Carmel had universal as well as local signifi-
cance, at least in the late period.

3. Elijah and Elisha. The decision as to whether the "contest on Mt. Carmel"
(1 K. 18) is an independent narrative affects the identification of the deity engaged

55. Peiplus civ; C. Miiller, GGM, I,79, albeit with KirmElos supplied by the editor.
56. Hist. ii.78.3.
57. De vita Caesarum vii.6.
58. Eissfeldt, 10.

59. De vita Pythagorica 11i.15.

60. Cf. Eissfeldt, l0f.
61. Hist. adversus paganos vi.9
62. See also Friedman.
63. Eissfeldt, 14.
64. Avi-Yonah, ll8.
65. Mulder, Ba'al in het OT 42f.
66. Eissfeldt, 22.
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in the struggle with Yahweh upon the mountain; some scholars see in this deity a
local numen, some the Tyrian god Melqart (Heracles), some Ba'al himself or Ba'al-
shamem. Yerse2T in particular provides some important information about the nature

of this god,67 which has led many - above all Roland de Vaux - to identify the

Ba'al of the Carmel episode with the. Tyrian Melqart (Heracles).68 This seems all the

more reasonable because the context makes it clear that Ahab's wife Jezebel, the

daughterof Ethbaalof Sidon,wasfanaticallydevotedtohernativegod(1 K. l6:31f.;
l8:4,13,18f.; 19:1f.),6e while her husband, although playing no role in l8:21-40,70
sought to establish political peace not only between the worshippers of Ba'al and

Yahweh but also between the Canaanites and Israelites through a policy of neutrality
and parity.Tl

lt has nevertheless been asked whether the story of the contest, which can hardly
be called an "ordeal" in the usual sense,72 in the present Elijah cycle is part of a larger
literary unit including the other elementsT3 or whether the whole must be analyzed
more on the basis of the formerly independent elements it now comprises. The latter
view was already espoused by Hermann GunkelTa and above all by Alt; many other
scholars also support the independence of the contest narrative.Ts According to Alt,
Yahweh - whose altar built in the time of David had been thrown down (v. 30) - 

is

engaged in a struggle not primarily with a Tyrian Ba'al but with the ancient Ba'al of
Carmel. Eissfeldt, by contrast, from his perspective that the Elijah stories constitute a

cohesive whole, defends the theory that the Ba'al of Carmel is primarily neither a local
deity nor the Tyrian Melqart but Ba'al-shamem,76 "*no is clearly not the god of a

political group but ofthe universe and also ofthe individual."77 The universal character

of the Ba'al worshipped on Carmel is also defended by other scholars, not all of whom,
however, identify him with Ba'al-shamem.78

It is possible to claim that the story of the contest in its present form is a sanctuary

or cult legend,Te a prophetic legend, or even a mixture of all three,so intended to support
the claims of an Israelite minority to the Carmel sanctuary of Yahweh established in

67. Gunkel, 17; Preuss,82,86ff.; Seebass, 125.
68. De Vaux, BMB, 5 (l%l), 7-?-O; idem, Elie le proph6te, I, 6lf.; W. F. Albright, From the

stone Age to christianity (Garden citn N.Y., 1957),3O7.
69. See, e.g., Hillmann,96,n. 1.

70. Tromp,498.
71. Fohrer,77; Seebass, 122ff.
72. E. Kutsch, "Gottesurteil. tr. tn Israel," RGG3, IL 1809; Rtissler, 104f.
73. Eissfeldt, 33; cf. also Fohrer, 33ff.; J. Gray, / and II Kings. OTL e1970), 383ff.
74. P. 13.
75. E.g., Fohrer,36f.; Wtirthwein, 13lff.; Steck, 132; Jep*n, Festschrifi W. E Albright,297ff.;

Seebass,l34f.; Tromp, 490; Mulder, Naam,7ff.
76. Cf. also Hillmann, 99ff.; J. A. Montgomery and H. S. Gehman, The Books of Kings. ICC

(19sr),308.
77. "Ba'al5amem und Jahwe," KlSchr tr (1963), 187.
78. Junker, 66, n.3; Preuss, 87f.; cf. also Galling, l2l; Ap-Thomas, 150; Vattioni, 72f.
79. Cf. Wiirthwein, 135; also Seebass, 125; contra Rowley,l99, etc.; cf. Steck, 17, n. 2.

80. Riissler, 110f.
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the time of David.sl It is undeniable, however, that the description of the contest
between Yahweh and Ba'al, despite all the local features of the god of Carmel,82 includes
universalistic motifs of the one Ba'al par excellence.83 What was at stake on Carmel
was more than a local decision between Yahweh and worshippers of Ba'al, without any
fundamental significance for all Israel (cf. the secondary material in vv. l9f. and 31f.).
The Ba'al of Carmel, besides his local features, clearly has characteristics typical of
Ba'al in general. Some attributes of the Tlrian Melqart (Heracles) associated by de
Vaux with Ba'al Carmel are also associated with the Ba'al of the Ugaritic texts. A god

- in this case Ba'al, although Ren6 Dussaud thinks in terms of Hadad8a - who suffers
defeat on his own home territory Carmel, cannot be considered god anywhere in Israel,
not to mention Carmel, or stand alongside Yahweh, the victor.85

The narrative itself is clearly a literary composition86 with scant evidence as to what
actually took place; it contains few geographic, cultic, or other details.sT Possibly a
story concerning Yahweh has been reshaped deliberately as an attack on Ba'a1.88 It is
also uncertain where the contest on Carmel should be pictured as taking place 

- on
the headland near the Carmelite monasteryse or at the southeast end of the spur
(el-Muhraqa) not far from the Kishon, where Elijah is said to have slain the prophets
of Ba'ale0 and where he later went up to pray on the top of Carmel.el The LXX reads
only: epi t6n Kirmdlon (v. 42).

Mt. Carmel played an even more important role as a sacred site in the life of Elijah's
successor Elisha, who is said to have stayed there on several occasions. We are told in
2 K.2:25 that, after forty-trvo children were killed by bears near Bethel, the prophet
went to Mt. Carmel before returning to Samaria (if this is not a redactional additione2).
When the Shunammite woman needed the man of God to help her son, she knew
precisely that Elisha was dwelling on Mt. Carmel (2 K- 4:25).It is significant in this
context that the boy's father asked his wife why she wanted to go to Elisha at that
particular time, since it was neither new moon nor Sabbath (v.23). We may conclude
from his words that on such days Mt. Carmel was a holy place much frequented by
the prophet and the people. Possibly the prophet's disciples also assembled here. In

81. Gray, 399f.
82. Steck.
83. -, byf ba'al,I1l.2; Mulder, Ba'al in het OT 43f.; Fohrer, 98 ("a rain- and fertility-god");

Seebass, 135; cf. Ctray,393, erc.
84. R. Dussaud, Syr 29 (1952),385: idem, Syr 3l (1954), 148.
85. Preuss, 9lf.; cf. Fohrer, 65.
86. Cf. Tromp,488-494.
87. Rdssler, 105; Jepsen, FestschiftW. E Albright,296ff.; also Mulder, Naam, 15-18.
88. Preuss, 93; also G. von Rad, OTTheology, II (Eng. trans., New York, 1965), 24f.; Steck,

76.
89. Alt, KlSchr II, 139; Galling, 123.
90. E.g., Kopp, Efias und Christentum, 49-54; de Vaux, EtU te prophete, l, 59; Gray, 4O2;

cf. Friedman, 95ff.; Vattioni, 68f.; Seebass, 125, n. 7 ; 128, l. 21.
91. Alt, KlSchn II,'135ff.; Fohrer, 8lff., 93f.
92. See H.-C. Schmitt, E/isa (Giitersloh, 1972),76f .
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addition, the mention of a ruined altar of Yahweh in 1 K. 18:30 suggests that Carmel
was a sacred site consecrated to the God of Israel at an early date, even if the cult of
Yahweh displaced the cult of Ba'al only from time to time.e3

4. Elsewhere in the OT. The other OT passages that mention Mt. Carmel (Cant.
7:6151; Isa. 33:9; 35:2; Jer. 46:18;59'lp; Am. l:2;9:3;Mig7:14; Nah. t:4;s+ do not
speak explicitly of any particular cultic tradition associated with the mountain, although
there may be overtones of such, especially in Am. 9:3; Jer. 46:18.e5 Am. 9:3 records a
prophetic vision in which Yahweh stands beside an altar and proclaims a catastrophe
to the people. This passage speaks not only of descending into the undenvorld and
ascending to the heavens (v. 2), but also of trying to hide on the top of Carmel or at
the bottom of the sea, where Yahweh would send a biting serpent. Here Carmel may
represent the heights; its situation adjacent to the Mediterranean also plays a role, and
its thick forests made it a good hiding place.e6 The sea serpent, however, is a mytho-
logical motif (cf. Job 26:13; Ps. 74:13f.; 89:11[0]; Isa. 27:l;51:9) alluding to ideas
found in the Ugaritic texts, so that in mentioning Carmel the prophet may have been
thinking of the cult of the god of Carmel practiced there.eT A cultic or mythological
allusion is much less clear in Jer. 46:18, where both Mt. Tabor and Mt. Carmel are
compared to an unidentified person who "comes."98 Here it makes more sense to think
of Carmel as being mentioned on account of its prominent situation by ttre sea. This
striking situation is also emphasized in Cant. 7:6(5), which uses Carmel as an image
for a proudly carried head.ee

Carmel frequently appears in combination with other geographical names to sym-
bolize mourning or drought in the land (Isa. 33:9 [with lrbanon, Sharon, and Bashan];
Nah. l:4 [with Bashan and [rbanon]) or to depict rejoicing, with the glory and majesty
of the mountain being extolled (Isa. 35:2 [with Irbanon and Sharon]). Jer. 50:19
promises that Israel will pasture on Carmel and in Bashan and be satisfied on the hills
of Ephraim and in Gilead. As we have seen,lm the word karmel in Mic. 7:14 probably
refers to Mt. Carmel. Here again the context mentions Bashan and Gilead. Eissfeldt
has suggested translating the hemistich thus: "[Yahweh], who dwellest alone in the
forest on Carmel." l0l This proposal has been rejected by van der Woude.lu It is quite
conceivable, however, that the prophet is alluding to a sanctuary of Yahweh on Carmel,

93. See Seebass, 133, n. 39; 135.
94. See I.2.c above for 2 Ch.26:lO.
95. Galling, Festschrtfr A. Alt, ll9, n.3.
96. W. Rudolph, Amos. KAT Xllll2 (1971),246.
97. H. W. Wolff,.loel and Amos. Herm @lng. trans. 1977), 340f.
98. W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HAT Xll C1968),232; BHS, in loc., reads "enemy."
99. K. Budde, Das fi)nf Megillot: Das Hohelied KHC, Y{\ (1898), 39; W. Rudolph, Das

Hohelied. KAT )(vlll2 (1966), 173; contra KBI:,474i "crimson."
100. See I.2.c above.
lO1. KlSchr IV, 63, 66; Der Gott Karmel,7, n.3.
102. See above.
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although the context suggests rather that the mountain symbolizes the fertility of the

land.
Am. l:2a uses a metaphor (YHWH missiyydn yii'dg Amtrfridlayim yittEn qdl6)

that appears also (with some variation) in Joel 4:16(3:16); Jer. 25'30.103 It may allude

to a cultic theophany,lG in which case Am. 1:2b describes the results of this
theophany: the pastures of the shepherds mourn and the top of Carmel withers
(probably better than the reading wjeQdl proposed by Bernard Duhm and others).
Here, too, Carmel should be understood as representing by synecdoche the generally
luxuriant countryside and the forests of the mountain, without any cultic associa-

tions. But this drought that causes the top of Carmel and the pastures to die is of
"eschatological dimensio115."l05 Here Carmel has moved into a world fraught with
theological and eschatological significance. Carmel, a fertile, mountainous site

emerging from the depths of the sea, thus becomes as it were an image of God's
promised salvation and disaster.

Mulderf

103. See M. Weiss, "tn the Footsteps of One Biblical Metaphor," Tarbiz 34 (1964165),

lO7-128 [Heb.],I-tr [Eng. summary].
104. C. van Leeuwen, "Amos 1:2: Epigraphe du livre entier ou introduction aux aracles des

chapitres l-2?" Verkenningen in een Stroomgebied. Festschri{t M. A. Beek (Amsterdam, 1974),

93-101.
105. Wolff, 125.

9A} rara'

Contents: I. Occurrences. tr. General. trI. Prayer. IV. Significance. V. LXX. VL Dead Sea

Scrolls.

I. OccurT ences. The verb kara' occurs 30 times in the OT in the qal and 5 in the

hiphil. It is attested in Ugaritic,l Jewish Aramaic, Samaritan,2 Arab. ral<a'a, "bow,"

kira'.D. R. Ap-Thomas, "Notes on Some Terms Relating to Prayer," W,6 (1956),225-241;
E. Brunner-Traut, "Gesten," lzxAg, n 0977),573-585; M. Falkner, "Gebesgebiirden und Ge-
betsgesten," RLL m O97l), 175-77; A. Greiff, Das Gebet im AT. AVA, 5/3 (1915); F. .$eiler,
"Die Ktirperhaltung beim Gebet," Orientalische Sndien. Festschrifi E Hommel, l. MUAG, 22
(1917), 168-177; E. Kutsch, "Trauerbrtiuche" un-d "Selbstminderungsbriiache" im AT. ThSt,78
(1965), 25-42;S. L-angdon, "Gesture in Sumerian and Babylonian Prayer," lMS, 1919,531-556;
F. N6tscher, Biblische Altenumshrndc.IlSAf, sup. 3 (1940), 345-350; R. de Vaux, Anclsr 458f.

l. WUS, no. 1389.
2. Z. Ben-Hayyim, Thc Literary and Oral Tradition of Hebrew and Aramaic arnongst the

Samaritans (Jerusalem, 1957- 196l ) [Heb.].
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and in the Targumim.3 Some scholars4 think the verb is a denominative from the

corresponding noun /<'ra', "shank," which appears in P passages (Ex. l2:9; Lev. 1:9;

erc.) as well as Am.3:12- The noun is used only of animals' limbs, whereas the verb
(except in Job 39:3; lsa. 46:2) always refers to human actions.

II. General. Even when kara' stands by itself and one would expect to find its
literal meaning, it probably refers to an act that goes beyond simple kneeling. In Job

31:10, it is used of a male in sexual intercourse. Struck by Jehu's iurow, King Joram
sinks in his chariot (2K.9:24).In [sa. 46:1, the very gods Bel and Nebo are forced
to their knees, as are the animals that bear their images tn v. 2. In both verses, our
verb is amplified by qaras, "stoop"; the two "deliberately harsh and grating verbs

are placed chiastically at the beginning of each verse and for emphasis. . . . Gods

like these cannot save or uphold."s In Isa. lO:4, kdra'is used of prisoners who fall
slain.6 In Isa.65:12, finally, the people must kneel to be slaughtered. The hiphil
expresses the idea of forcing people to their knees (2 S. 22:40 par. Ps. 18:40[Eng.
v. 391; Ps. 17:13). Ps. 78:31 speaks of this happening to the picked men of Israel.
Jephthah's emotional desolation is also expressed by kdra', reinforced by its infinitive
absolute (Jgs. 11:35).

More frequently, we frnd lcdra'in sequence with other verbs: a lion kneels and

couches (rdpas: Gen. 49:9; iaftap: Nu. 24:9). Sisera sinks to his knees (lgs. 5:21),
which leads b nnpal (also in Isa. 10:4; Ps. 20:9[8]) and id$a! (cf. also Isa. 10:4).

Kneeling before giving birth is similar (1 S. 4:19; cf. Job 39:3). For the most part, then,

the verb l<ara'indicates that someone is suffering violence (Jgs. 11:35; 2K.9:24; Job

4:4;31:lO:. Ps. 20:9[8]; Isa. 46:1f.; 65:12); but it can also express such an everyday

act as the kneeling of Gideon's army to drink water (Jgs. 7:5f.).

III. Prayer. One important use of kira' is to express subservience. One individual
may kneel before another (2 K. I:13l' Est. 3:2 [twice], 5), but kneeling is especially
appropriate in prayer before God (l K. 8:54; 19:-18;2 Ch. 7:3; 29:29;Ps.72:9;95:6;
Isa.45:23). Do such passages denote kneeling from an erect position? This conclusion
issuggestedbythe&equentuseof kara'withbere$ (Jgs.7:3 [twice]; 1K.8:54; 19:18;

2 K. l:13;Ezl9:5; Job 4:4; Isa. 45:23); there is also Ps. 95:6a, with the verb barall in
v. 6b. Here, too, belongs I K. 8:54, even though v. 22 states that Solomon stood to
pray. Ernst Wiirthwein suggests that v. 54 represents a later addition, when kneeling

was considered the only appropriate posture of prayer.T The description of the same

event in 2 Ch. 6:13 combines standing and kneeling in the same verse. D. R. Ap-
Thomas,s however, denies ttrat standing was the real posture of prayer in the OT. He

3. Cf. St.-B, rr (1924),2s9-262.
4. Ap-Thomas,228; KBL3, 475.
5. H. D. Preuss, Verspottung fremder Religionen im AT. BWANT, 92151121 (J971),219.

6. Cf. H. Wildberger, Isaiah 1/-12 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, l99l), 190, 194,216.
7. E. Wiirthwein, Die Biicher der Kdnige. ATD, XUI (1976),94, 100.
8. P.226, contra J. Herrmann, "e{ygopor," TDNT, II,788f .
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argues, for example, that 'dmad in 1 K. 8:22 merely expresses Solomon's presence
before the altar, while v. 54 describes his kneeling in prayer. He cites Neh. 9, where
the Israelites stand to read scripture (v. 3a) and prostrate themselves to confess their
sins (v. 3b), after which the Levites say, "Stand up and bless the Lord" (v. 5). There
is a similar sequence of liturgical actions inBzl9:3,5; lO:1,4. Ap-Thomas explains the
sequence of standing and kneeling as reflecting cultic rubrics, maintaining that, at least
for confession and petition, the proper posture of prayer was kneeling.e

Some passages with kara'show that kneeling could also lead to prostration. Ps.72:9
states that Yahweh's foes are not only to fall to their knees before him but also to lick
the dust (cf. also 1 K. 19:18). The passages that use hiitah'wd along with kdra'are
quite unambiguous. Three occurrences speak of homage to a human being (Est. 3:2
[twice],5), but 5 speak of homage to God (Ps.22:301291;72:9;95:6;2 Ch.7:3;29:29).ro
When Ps. 22:3V29); 95:6 mention prostration before kneeling, they are probably
amplifying the general description of the act by adding its introduction.

The use of kfira'before prostration probably indicates that prostration involved
bending over forwards. This is also suggested by licking the dust inPs.72:9 and kissing
Ba'al in 1 K. 19:18. The posture is described explicitly in 2 Ch.7:3. There are also
passages that speak of prostration following a deep bow, expressed by qAQaQ (Nl.
22:31;1 S. 24:9[8]; I K. 1:31; etc.). Not so clear are the passages that speak of falling
down(ndpal) before prostration (Josh.5:14;2 S.9:6; l4:4;2 Ch.20:18; Job l:20).
There is probably no OT passage, however, that provides clear evidence for prostration
on one's back, as is found elsewhere.ll

IV. Significance. By kneeling, possibly even bowing down to the ground, one
expresses a humble awareness of being an inferior, dependent on an exalted lord. A
petitioner kneels to do homage (Est. 3:2,5; 2 K. l:13). Kneeling before God also
represents a confession of faith (Isa. 45:23); Israelites are therefore forbidden to kneel
before any foreign god (1 K. 19:18). Kneeling before Yahweh is a special confession
of faith: he is our God, we are his people (Ps. 95:6). Because this confession of the
covenant faith takes place "before Yahweh" (Ps. 95:6b), we must think in terms of a
cultic observance. Ezra, for example, kneels for a penitential ritual at the time of the
evening sacrifice, spreads his hands, and pronounces a confession of sin (F;z-9:4f .).
In 2 Ch.7:3,we are told how a miraculous fire consumes the burnt offering in a cultic
theophany, while the congregation kneels and gives thanks to God (cf. also I K. 8:54).
In 2 Ch. 29:29, Heze,ktah's sacrifice concludes with a prayer of thanksgiving during
which the king and the worshippers kneel and prostrate themselves. In the inter-
testamental period, too, kneeling Qcnra) for prayer was customary, although in the NT
and Thlmudic period standing appears to be the appropriate posture (Mt. 6:5; Mk.ll:25;

9. Cf. also Anclsr 459
10. For iconographic evidence, see H. J. Boecker and W Schmauch, "Gebet," BHHW I

(1962),522;O.Keel,The Symbolismof the BiblicalWorld@ng. trans., New York, 1978), figs.
312f., pls. XXIIIf.

I I . EA 318f.; AOB, frg. 87 .
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Lk. 18:9-14).12 Although lara'is used in the sense of "kneel," it can also mean simply
"bow down."13

Eisinst

V. LXX. The LXX uses a series of verbs to translate kira' (himptein [9 times],
piptein l8l, kltnein f6), proslqncin, and sympodizein [3 each]). The variety suggests

that it does not understand l<frra'as a clearly defined term denoting a form of devotion

and proskynesis.

VI. Dead Sea Scrolls.In the Dead Sea scrolls, the verb kara' appears only in IQM
1 1: 13, which refers to the Essenes at Qumxan as kbr"'A 'dpdr, "those who kneel in the

dust," into whose power God will deliver the enemy at the eschaton. In the Temple

scroll, we find the noun kr'ym denoting the "shanks" of a sacrificial animal (llQT
1612; 24:4; 34: I 1 ; cf. 48:5).

Fabry

12. Cf. Ap-Thomas,226.
13.8.g., see St.-B., U,260.

I17D *arot; n'inl) k" ru161; n!:!':t? k" rilu!
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Contents: I. Ancient Near East: 1. Sumerian; 2. Akkadian; 3. West Semitic. tr. l. Etymology;

2. Statistics; 3. Distribution;4.LXX;5. Semantically Related Terms; 6. Basic Meaning. trI.

Religio-theological Usages: l. Prophetic Writings; 2. Psalms and Proverbs; 3. Historical

Literature. IV. Formula-like Phrases: l. Extermination and Nonextermination Formulas. 2.

Covenant-making Formulas. V. Dead Sea Scrolls.

kara!. A. Ahuvy4 "nl) 1ON lnllfl lnPln," BethM, l3l2 (1968),87-ll4; J' Barr, "Some

Semantic Notes on the Covenant," Beitriige zur alttestarnentliche Theologie. Festschrift W. Zim-
merli (Gottingen, 1977), 23-38; E. Bikerman, "'Couper une Alliance'," AHDO 5 (1950/51),

133-156; E. Kutsch, "ni) ftr, abschneiden," THAT, l, 857-860; idem, " Kardt B'rir 'Eine Verp-
flichtung festsetzen,' " Wort und Geschiclte. Festschifi K. Elliger AOAT, 18 (1973), l2l-27;
id.em, Verheissung und Gesetz. BZAW, l3l (1973); S. E. Loewenstalnm, "Zrr Traditions-
geschichte des Bundes zwischen den Stiicken," l/4 l8 (l%8), 50G506; D. J. Mccarthy,Treaty
and Covenant. AnBibl,2lA(21978); M. Noth, "OT Covenant-making in ttre Light of a Text from
Mai," The l,aws in the Pentateuch (Eng. trans. 1966, repr. London, 1984), 108-l 17; F. Sierksma'
"Quelques rcmarques^sur la circoncision en Israel," OTS,9 (1951), l3Gl69; J. A. Soggin'
"Akkadisch TARBERiTlund Hebriiisch h"'lf n'l)," 14 t8 (1968),210-15; H. Yalon, "nlnn),
nt?, nll;'|," Leioninu la-'Am, l8 (1967), 259-2611. W. Zmmerli, "Die Eigenart der prophe-

tischen Rede des Ezekiel," ZAW, 66 (1954), l-26 = Gottes Offenbarung. Gesammelte Aufsiitze,
1. ThB, t9 (1969),148-177.
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I. Ancient Near East

l. Sumerian. The words kur5lfud and sil.[ai, written with the Sumerian logogram
rln, provide such meanings as "separate, divide, cut."l The logogram appears
frequently in Neo-Sumerian legal documents with the object nam-ertm "ev7l" >
"curse," in the phrase nam-erim-TAR, "'cut' a curse,"2 in the sense of "swear to an
assertion."3 In royal legal proceedings TAR means literally "cut an oath" or "swear an
oath"'4 figuratively it can also mean "decide" a court case.s The logogram TAR is
generally equated with the Akkadian verb parasu, "separate, decide,"6 or para'u,
"cvt."1

2. Akkadian. In Akkadian, the verb kardtus is used literally for "cutting off" a taile
or handslo or "breaking off" horns.ll It exhibits a similarity to the range of meanings
in Hebrew. In ritual texts, lard* has the meaning "crtt"l2 or "break" (clay figurines
with sticks of ash wood).l3 The verbal adj. kartut4 is used in connection with a "cut-up
reed"l5 which is to be burned.

3. West Semitic. The root trr (meaning?) has been found in Ugaritic only in the
name "Keret," the hero of the epic of Keret.l6 The root gzn "cttt off, separate,"lT is
represented by the nouns gz,! "piece, portion,"l8 and'gzrt, "one cut or pinched off"
> "image."le

r. SL tr, 45;fr,205.
2. A. Falkenstei\ Die ncusumerischen Geichtsurhtndm, l. ABAW N.s. 39 (1956), 64; idem,

Ill. ABAW, N.s. 44 (1957), 144f., 165; cf. D. O. Edzar4 Sumerische Rechtsurkunden des III.
Jahrtausends aus der fuit von der III. Dynastie von (Jr ABAW N.s. 67 (1968),223.

3. Falkenstein, l, 64, 67 ; fr , 1 44f .; Edzar4 I 52, no. 96, vo. ll. 3' 4' .

4. A. Gamper, Gott als Richter in Mesopotanien und irz AI (Innsbruck, 1966), 16-21.
5. Falkenstein, lI, 226t.
6. AHa II (1972),830-32.
7.5L,\1,205;R.Borger,Assyrisch-babylonischeZeichenliste.AOAT,33(1978),59,no. 12.
8. AHw,I (196s), 448; CAD, VIII (1971), 215.
9. KAR, 307, r. 14.
10. Ash, $68, trI, 24.
ll . KAR, 307 , r. 13.
12. G. van Diel, Thc Cult of Aiiux SSN, 13 (1969), 194,1. 3; conrext not clear.
13. Maql0, D(, 159, l8l; CAD, VItr, 215.
14. AHw,I, 451; CAD, Vm,226.
15. E. Reiner, Surpu. BAp, ll (1958), 1,2; KA& 90, r. l; cf. E. Ebeling, Tbd und kben

nach dcn Vorstellungen der Babylonier (Berlin, 193 l), I I 8.
16. UT, no. 1314; PNU,152.
17. M. Dietrich and O. Loretz, "GT. 'Abschneiden, Abkneifen' im Ugar. und Hebr.," UE 9

(1977),5l-16; cf. UT no. 570; tlltUS, nos. 642f.
18. KTU, 1.23,63.
19. KTU, 1.13,29t.; 1.23,58,61.
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The Mesha inscription (ca. 84O-830 n.c.) contains the much-debated clause w'nk krty
hmkm /,20 usually translated: "and I cut beams."2l This translation derives from the
Moabite Wrt.krty and the nounmkrtPz from the rootkrt.B The Moabite forms have also
been associated with the root krh, "drg."u The proposed association of krty with /cr in
the sense of making a covenant,s equating Moab. krt mkm / with Heb. kAral bcril lc
meaning "he cut the 'thing in between' in behalf of"26 or simply "and I made a covenant
for,"27 is hardly supportable, because the Moabite expression has no philological or
syntactic equivalent in Hebrew; furthermore, the context of the Mesha inscription speaks

of building activities, which have nothing to do with making a covenant. The forms trry
and mknt can be assigned to the root ftrr with some assurance.28

A Phoenician incantation text from Arslan Tash (7th century n.C.) contains the
expressions krfr]t ln'lt,2e "cat (make) a covenant with us,"30 and 'Jr krt ln,3r often
translated elliptically as "Ashur made [a covenant] with us"32 or "he has made out a
bond for us."33 The phrase krt 'lt is generally taken as equivalent to krt 'Ah @t.
29:ll,l3[12,141)y and thus kn bcril (cf. Isa. 61:8; Jer. 32:40), but the linguistic parallel
is not absolute. The Hebrew expression kfi'Ab is not attested independently,3s because
krr refen to both b'fi! and'dA (DL29:ll,l3ll2,l4l).

The Punic noun /<r is an uncertain reading in the clause "the vow ttrat'ZMLK the

20. L.25.
2l.Ct.ANErs,320:A.H.vanZyl,TheMoabites.POS,3 (1960); DISO,l27;Lidzl,lE,299;

A. Lemaire, "'House of David' Restored in Moabite lnscription," BAR 2013 (1994),33; etc.
22. K8L3,477;M. Noth, Kdnige l-16. BK, DVI (1968), 102.
23. For the verb, cf. R. S. Tomback, A Comparative Semirtc lzicon of the Phoenician and

Punic Languages. SBL Diss., 32 (Missoula, 1978), 149.
24. S. Segert, "Die Sprache der moabitischen Kiinigsinschriften," ArOr 29 (1961), ?A2;

followed by KAI, tr, 178; J. C. L. Gibson, Textbook of Syrian Semitic Insciptions, I (Oxford,
21973), 77, 82.

25. F. I. Anderson, "Moabite Syntax," Or 35 (1966), 107.
26. E. Lipirfuki, "Etymological and Exegetical Notes on the MeSa' Inscription," Or 4O (1971),

337.
27. E. Lipifiski in W. Beyerlin, ed., Near Eastem Religious Texts Relating to the OT. OTL

(Eng. trans. 1978), 239, l. 25.
28. Contra E. Kutsch, THAT, 1,857.
29. KN, 27,8f., with dittography; cf. F. M. Cross, Canaanite Myth and Hebrew Epic (Cam-

bridge, Mass., 1973), l7f.; A. Caquot, "Observations sur la PremiBre Thblette Magrque d'Arslan
Tash," Fesrsclrnft T. H. Gaster. JANES,5 (1973), 48.

30. Cf. W. Rdllig in R. Degen, W. W. Miiller, and Rtillig, Neue Ephemeris fiir Semitische
Epigraphils II (Wiesbaden, 1928),21; KAI, 27; J. Fiedich, Pfuinizisch-Punische Grammatik.
AnOr 46 (21970), l3l; DISO, 127.

31. KN,27, t0t.
32.Rollig, Neue Ephemeris,fi, l8;2. Zevit, "A Phoenician Inscription and Biblical Covenant

Theology," IEJ,27 (1977), ll2; ANE71,658.
33. lipitfski, Near Eastern Religious Texts,248.
34. Cf. T. H. Gaster, "A Canaanite Magical Text," Or ll (1942),65.
35. K8L3,476, is inexact; cf. Barr, 28, n. 5.

34t
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stonecutter [?; hkn) took."5 The meaning of the verb krt is also uncertain in a
Neo-Punic text: "[upon] its ruins he cut (hykn) the foundatiot."3T

The Hadad statue of Panammuwa I (mid-8th century B.c.) contains two lines in
which /crr has been restored.38 The first reads: "he cvt l(hkr)tl sword and tongue from
the house of my father."3e The subject is Hadad, who put an end to the revolutionary
disturbances.ao The restoration in line 11 is more secure: "and he made a treaty."4t
The meaning "make [it., 'cut'] a treaty" for 'mn krft]a is supported by Neh. 10: l[Eng.
9:381 and may be considered certain.a3

Mandaic employs kruta with the uncertain meaning "cutting off, mutilation" and
has the uncertain root krt.4 In Syriac, krt has a wide range of uses.45

In Tigre we find karta, "take an end,"46 and kiirt(ita, "bite o6,"+z and in Tigrifla,
lccirrita, "cut."48

u- l. Eyymology. The Hebrew root krt is of Common Semitic origin and has its
correspondences in Akkadianae and west Semitic.50 Note should also be taken of
parallel expressions in Sumeriansl and in Aramaic in the form gzr ,,cvt, > ..cut off,
cut up, cut apart," abstractly "decide, determine."52

The root /<n appears in five Hebrew verbal forms: qal, niphal, pual, hiphil, and
hophal. Occasionally niphal forms (Josh. 3:13,16;4:7 [twice]; Job l4:7; Sir. 44:18)
and both pual forms (Jgs. 6:28; Ezk. 16:4) represent the passive of the qal. The
niphal is usually used intensively in the sense of "exterminate."53 This extended
meaning is also attested twice for the qal (Jer. 11:19;50:16; emendation is not
necessary).sa

36. Tomback, l5O; DISO, 127.
37. KAR, 12 (1963164),50; Tomback, 150.
38. KN, 214,9, 11.
39. The restoration proposed by H. D. Mtiller, "Die altsemitischen Inschriften von Send-

schirli," WZKM, 7 (1893), 33-70, ll3-ruA, has been accepted by many, including Gibson,
Textbook of Syrian Semitic Inscriptions, tr (Oxford, 1975),71,l. 9.

40. cf. KN,II, 218.
41 . Cf. Gibson , ll, 67 , l l: "and a swe covenant struck."
42. Cf. S. A. Cook, A Glossary of thc Aramaic Inscriptions (Cambridge, 1898), 66.
43.Cf. J. J. Koopmans,Aramtiische Chrestomathie (Leiden, 1962), 11, nos.9, ll; cf. KAI,

214, restored as k('r).
44. MdD,223.
45. lzxSy1 583f.
46. TigrWB.
47 . l*slaq Contributions, 27.
48. Ibid.: cf. W Leslau, Etymological Dictionary of Hariri (Berkeley, 1963), 130.
49. See I.2 above.
50. See I.3 above.
51. See I.l above.
52. Cf . Z. W. Falk, "Hebrew Legal Terms: trI," ./S$ 14 (1969),43f.; for biblical usage, see

II.5 below.
53. See Itr.2; IV below.
54. Cf. BHKIBHS; W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HAT ){.il. (t968),302.
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The verbal noluu.l kcru!6! (a fem. pl. derived from the qal pass. ptcp.), literally, "cut
off pieces," is found only in 1 K. 6:36; 7:2,12 in the sense of dressed and trimmed
"beams,"5s possibly more exactly "sections (of cedar trunks) trimmed shorter in
contrast to timbers."56

The verbal noun kertgul, "divorce, separation,"sT also derives from the root krt @t.
24:1,3; Isa. 50:l; Jer.3:8); this resembles the meaningof kn, "separate [a marriage],
divorce," in Middle Hebrew.58

It is a matter of debate whether the name of the brook Cherith (1 K. 17:3,5) derives
from krtse or krh, "dig, make a hole."o

2. Statistics. Derivatives of the root /cr, occur 295 times in the OT. The verb appeam

288 times: 134 times in the qal, 73 in ttre niphal,61 78 in the hiphil, twice in the pual,

and once in the hophal. The nouns appear 7 times: k"filuP 4 times and k"rutd$3 3

times. These numbers do not include the 2 occurrences of k"fi7u

3. Distibution. Verbs and nouns deriving from knappear in 33 books of the OT -all but Jonah, Habakkuk, Song of Songs, Ecclesiastes, Lamentations, and Esther. The
Pentateuch uses 69 verbal forms (31 qal, 28 niphal, 10 hiphil), the prophetic books 100

(33 qal, including 16 in Jeremiah and 8 in Isaiah; 22 niphal, including 6 in Isaiah and

4 in Jeremiah; 43 hiphil, including 14 in Ezekiel, 7 in Jeremiah, and 4 in Isaiah; 1 pual

lEzk.16:41; and t hophal Uoel 1:61), the historical books 96 (64 qal, including 18 in
l-2 Samuel, 16 tn l-2 Kings, and 6 each in Joshua and Judges; 11 niphal, including 5

in Joshua; 20 hiphil, including 8 in 1-2 Kings and 6 in l-2 Samuel; I pual [Jgs. 6:28]),
the Psalms L4 (4 qal,5 each niphal and hiphil), and Wisdom Literature 7 (4 niphal in
Ecclesiastes, 2 qal and I niphal in Job). A niphal occurs in Dnl. 9:26; Ruth 4:10. The
distribution of these occurrences throughout the entire OT from the earliest texts to the

latest books bears witness to the extensive range of the root's literal and extended

semantic spheres of meaning.

4. IXX. The L)O( uses a great variety of Greek words to translate the Hebrew verbal

forms. The verb exolethrertein appears 77 times (42 times translating a hiphil, 31 times a

niphal, and 4 times a qal); the related olethrertein appears 4 times (trvice translating a qal,

55. K8L3,477.
56. Noth, 8K,8,11, lO2, 135, rejecting the LXX reading kb!ar6!, "capitals," in 7:2.
57.K8L3,473;E. Neufeld, AncientHebrewMarriage l.aws([,ondon,1944), 180,n.2.
58. Jastrow, 674: WTM, II, 418f.
59. KBL3,477; BIt, 47|s.
60. KBL3, 473. Blz, 504m; A. W. Schwarzenbach, Die geographische Terminologie im

Hebriiischen dcs ATs (Lriden, 1954),203; Kutsch, THAT 1,857.
61. Lisowsky, 7O2u cites Nu. 15:31 only once and therefore has only 72 occurrences of the

niphal.
62. See II.l above.
63. See tr.1 above.
64. See [I.l above.
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once each a hiphil and pual).0s Almost as common is diatithenai, with 74 occurrences, of
which 68 are in the significant phrase diattthesthai diathdkZn, which usually translates
karat b"fit66 The related tithdnai appears only 5 times. The verb kiptein and its com-
pounds appear 34 times, including 14 occurrences of ekkiptein and2of apokbptein.fr Ttrc
following verbs also deserve mention: emfrein (20 times), apo$einlapoUrui (14 times),
ekleipein (l I times), aphairein (9 times), elaribein (6 times), aphan{zein and, poiein (3
times), aphistdn and rynt€lein (twice). There are 20 other verbal forms that appear once.
The use of these 36 Greek words and their distribution shows that the Hebrew verbal forms
embody a variety ofsemantic nuances. The L)O( does notexhibit any consistent approach
to translation, not even in the phrase diatithesthai diathikAn, which also represents the
verbs hEqtm (Gen. 9:17) and siwwi (Josh. 7:11) withberil as object.

5. Semantically Related krms. Semantically close to the niphal of /crr with the
meaning "exterminate, destroy" is the Hebrew verb + lDUi imdniphal, "exterminate,
destroy" (Isa. 48:19; Ps. 37:38). The hiphil of this verb also resembles the hiphil of /<r
in the sense of "annihilate" ([rv. 26:30; | 5.24:22[21]; Isa. l0:7; Ezk. 25:7). In the
"extermination formula,"s the hiphil of krt can be used interchangeably with the hiphil
of imd @t. 4:3; Ezk. l4:8f.) and the hiphil of -+ T:N 'abad $cv. 23:30).ae 6
parallelismwiththeniphalof/<rrwefinddmhlll, "bedestroyed" (Zcph.1:11;.2011r"r"
appears to be a mimetic and figurative semantic relation to krt in the general Semitic
root l.trs,1r found in Hebrew in verbal forms with the figurative meaning "threaten,
determine"T2 and in the noun forms l.tdrfrs and l.tn i;1.73 The Hebrew verb -> al\ gzr
with the literal meaning "cut (apart)" and the figurative meaning "decide"Ta exhibits
a number of spheres of meaning identical with ftrr. Finally, we must note the hapax
legomenon htk, "cat off, determine" (Dnl. 9:24),7s which has reflexes in Akkadian,T6
Ugaritic,TT and Arabic.78

6. Basic Meaning. The basic meaning of the verb l@ra! car, be defined with relative

65. Cf. J. Schneider, "6le0pe6o1" TDNT, Y, 167 , l7l .

66. Cf. J. Behm and G. Quell, "6urci0npu" TDNT, n, rc4-134.
67. Ct. G. Stiihlin, "dnottbnrUl,," TDNT, m,852-@.
68. See IV.l below.
69. Cf. K. Elliger, lzviticus. HAT IV (1966), 310, 319, n.24;E. Jenni, "'IlN 'bd z;ugrurrde

gehen," THATI,19.
70. cf. KBL3,2t6.
71. AHw,1,326; UT no. 900; DISO, 96.
72. KBL3,34t.
73. K8L3,338f.
74. KBL3,179f.
75. Cf. J. L. Palache, Semantic Notes on the Hebrew lzicon @ng. trans., Lriden, 1959), 19;

J. Doukhan, "The Seventy Weeks of Daniel 9: An Exegetical Study,"AUSS, 17 (1979),6 and n. I l.
76. AHw,1,335.
77 . UT, no. 9l l: in the context of a father-son relationship, where the son is a "chip" off the

father.
78. Lane, U2,510, col. 3: "walk with short steps, and quickly; scrape up, dig up, hollow out."
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certainty as "cut" (Isa. 18:5);7e this meaning is supported by the usage of other Semitic
languages (Akkadian, Moabite, Old Aramaic, Neo-Punic). The meanings "chop down,
cut off"80 or simply "cut off"81 do not need to be considered primary; like various
other nuances, they result from the use of the verb with different objects: "cutting off"
branches (Nu. 13:23), gapes (v.24), the comer of a garment (l S. 24:5,6,1214,5,L11),
parts of the body such as the foreskin (Ex. 4:25), testicles (I*v. 22:24), or the male
member /Dt.23:2[ll); "cutting off" > "chopping off" a head (1 S. 17:51; 3l:9;2 S.

20:22), head and hands (l S. 5:4), or a branch (Jgs. 9:48) or limb (v. 49); "cutting
away" a garment (2 S. 10:4 par. I Ch. l9:4); "cutting off" > "breaking down" asherahs
(Ex. 34:13; Jgs.6:25,26,30;2K.18:4;23:14) and abominable images (l K. 15:13 par.

2 Ch. 15:16);82 "cutting" > "felling" trees (Dt. l9:5;20:19,20; Jer.6:6; 10:3; 11:19;
1 K. 5:20[6];2 Ch. 2:7,9,1518,1O,161), cedars (Isa. 44:14; Ezk. 3l:12), cedars and

cypresses (lsa. 37:24), or forests (Jer. 46:23). The qal of /<rl is used figuratively in the

sense of "annihilate" with reference to a prophet (Jer. 11:19) or sower and reaper
(50:16). In the other stems, the figurative meaning predominates.

III. Religio-theological Usages.

l. Prophetic Writings. a. Israel and the Remrwnt. In the book of Joel, a natural
catastrophe in which the food supply is destroyed (kr niphal: Joel 1:16) is a harbinger
of the day of Yahweh; this destruction calls a halt even to worship. The details of the
"day of Yahweh" include the threat that the money-changers (synecdoche for the

financiers and their financial system; Z,eph. l:ll) and idolaters (v. 4) will be "cut off"
or destroyed (cf.7-ec.l3:2;Ezk. 14:8,13,17,19,2L: 17:17). Because the destruction of
the nations has not served as an example for the people of God and their leaders (Znph.

3i6,7),83 Yahweh comes to judge the world, "cutting off" everything that lives (Zeph.

1:3; cf. Gen. 9:11). It is prophesied that Israel's "head and tail" will be cut off (Isa.

9:13[14]) and that God's judgment of total annihilation will strike Judah (Jer.44:7 ,8,11).
God's eschatological annihilation will destroy horses (Mic. 5:9[10]), t]re cities of the

land (v. lOU1l), sorceries (v. l1[2]; cf. Dt. l8:10f.; I*v. 19:26; Jer.27:9), idols and
asherahs (Mic. 5:12[13]), and bows (synecdoche for weapons;Zrc,.9:10) - everything
that gives a false sense of security; but a purified remnant will emerge (Z,ec. l3:9).lt
is promised that those who are left will not be destroyed @ec. l4:.2; cf . Gen. 9:11).

Apocalyptic literature includes predictions of the destruction of the maiial.t (Dnl.
9:26), identified primarily with Onias tr of the Maccabean periode or Christ.85

79. Cf. GesB,364.
80. Kutsch, Verheissung und Gesetz,40.
81. Kutsch, THAT, I, 858.
82. Cf. Noth, 8K,D(t,324.
83. Cf. K. Elliger, Das Buch derzwt;lf kletuen Propheten, II: Tzphanja. ATD,XXy (71975),76t.
84. Cf., among others, L. F. Hartrnan and A. A. Dil-ella The Book of Daniel. AB, XXm

( 1978), 252; A. Lacocque, The Book of Daniel (Eng. trans., Atlanta, 1979), 196.
85. Cf., among others, B. K. Waltke, "The Date of the Book of Daniel," BS, 133 (1976),

329; J. G. Baldwin, Daniel. TOTC (1978), 175-78.
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b. Oracles against the Nations. The term "cut off" or "destroy" (krr hiphil) is a
common expression of divine judgment in the oracles against the nations of the major
(Isa. 14:22; Jer. 47:4; 48:2; 5l:62;Ezk.2t:8,9[3,4];25:7,t3,16 29:8;30: 15; 35:7) and
minorprophets (Am. l:5,8;2:3;Ob. 14 [cf.9,10]; Ze*.9:6).In thisdestruction, yahweh
proves himself the lord of history demonstrating his ultimate superiority by destroying
the idols and gods of the Gentiles (Nah. l:14:.2:t,l41:15;2:l3l;3:15).In his punish-
ment, Yahweh includes the empire of Assyria, which overstepped its commission by
destroying many nations (Isa. l0:7), and the empire of Babylon (14:22),s6 which
experiences total destruction of name and remnant, offspring and posterity. This general
destruction carried out by God in the prophetic oracles against the nations takes on
universal scope in OT apocalypticism.

2. Psalms and Proverbs. In the Psalms, the notion of destruction frequently refers
to the hostile powers that appear as enemies of the righteous.8T In his acute distress,
he appeals to Yahweh to destroy those who are wicked and evil, to blot out their memory
(Ps. 34:17[16]; 109:15) and cut off their posreriry (37:28 109:13). The wicked8s plots
against the righteous, who remains faithful to the covenant relationship with Yahweh
(37:12); he lies in wait for him and seeks to slay him (v. 32; 94.21). God, however,
does not abandon the righteous; God sees that he is not condemned when brought to
trial (37:33) and assures him that he will see the desrruction of the wicked (w. 9,34,38).
God's justice finds expression in the divine anathema that cuts off all who are cursed
(37:22) and in the divine judgment that destroys all lying lips and boasting tongues
(JZ:aBD. Also noteworthy is the duty of the king in Jerusalem ro enforce justice by
cutting offall evildoers (cf.5:6[5];6:9[8]; l4:4f.;28:3)8e from the city of God (l0l:8).

Israelite proverbs speak of cutting off the wicked from the land (prov. 2:22; 10:31),
while the devout continue to dwell in it through Yahweh's grace.eo

3. Historical Literature. The historical books also commonly use the hiphil of krr
to mean "exterminate." In the context of the wars of Yahweh, we are told that Joshua
wiped out the Elamites (Josh. l1:21) and all the nations (23:4). From the period of the
judges, we have the statement that the Israelites destroyed Jabin king of Canaan (Jgs.
4:24).In the period of the monarchy, we are told that Yahweh exterminated the enemies
of David (1 S. 20:15; 2 S. 7:9 par. I Ch. 17:8), that Saul cut off the mediums and
wizards (l S. 28:9), thar Joab destroyed every male in Edom (l K. ll:16), that Jehu
cut off the house of Jeroboam (14:10,14), and that Jezebel cut off the prophets of
Yahweh (18:4).

Yahweh will show himself as Destroyer of every male descendant of Ahab (l K.

86. Cf. G. F. Hasel, The Remnant. AUM, 5 (21974),359-36/..
87. + i7'II saddtq.
88. -+ lrUl raia'.
89. -+ fiN 'awen ('aven), I, 146; H.-J. Kra,o, The Thcology of the psalms (Eng. trans.,

Minneapolis, 1986), 152.
90. Cf. W. L. McKane, Proverbs. OTL (1970\,288.
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2l:21;2 K. 9:8; cf. 2 Ch. 22:7).lf Israel turns aside from Yahweh, it will be cut off
(1 K. 9:7), just as Yahweh cut off the nations from before Israel (cf. Dt. 12:29; l9:l).

In the covenant of friendship between David and Jonathan (l S. 20:8),el Jonathan

asks David to promise never to cut off his covenant loyalty (v. l5).e2

fV. Formula-like Phrases.

l. Extermination and Nonextermination Formulas. A formulaic idiom appears in

the judicial sentence wcnif;re16 hanncpei haht', which combines the basic meaning of
the verb with the basic meaning of the subject nepei, literally, "the throat shall be cut

(through)." This formula should probably be translated: "and the person in question

shall be cut out."e3 It is commonly called an "extermination formula" or (following

one interpretation) "excommunication formula."% The niphal is found 24 times (Gen.

l7 14; Ex. 12:15,19; 30:33,38; 3l:14; l-ev. 7:20,21,25,27i 17:4,9,14i 18:29; l9:8;
2O:17,18;22:3;23:29; Nu. 9:13; 15:30,31; 19:13,20) and the hiphil5 times with God

as subject (Lev. 17:10; 2O;3,5,6; Ezk. 14:8; cf. Lev. 26:3O;Ezk. 1413,11,19,21) in

connection with this formula.es Added emphasis is lent by separative expressions such

as min (13 times: Gen. 17 14; Ex. 12:15,19; 30:33,38; I*v.7:20ff.; etc.), miqqere!,

"from among" (5 times: Ex. 3l:14; l*v. 18:29 2O:18 23:30; Nu. 15:30; cf. Dt. 4:3

with .iz.d), mitt^lg "from the midst" (Nu. 19:20), and "before the eyes" (l-ev.20:17),

which reflect extirpation in the sense of being cut off from a center or a circle in which

the offender lives. This circle from which the offender is removed is defined more

particularly as'amrntm, "[own] people, family" (12 times: Gen. l7:L4; Ex. 30:33,38;

31:14; l,ev. 7:20ff.; Nu. 9:13; etc.),'am, "people," in the sense of "covenant commu-

nity"96 or even more narrowly in the sense of "clar,,"el "Israel" (Ex. 12:15; Nu. 19:13),
,,assembly of Israel" in the sense of "cultic community" (Ex. 12:19), or "assembly"
(Nu. 19:20). Originally, the circle from which the offender was cut off appears to have

been the larger family; it was then extended to the cultic community and all Israel as

the covenant people.

Offenses of the pelpetrator that break the covenant include refusal to be circumcised

(Gen. 17:14), transgression ofthe Passover ordinance (Ex. 12:15,19; Nu. 9:13), failure

to fast on the Day of Atonement Q,ev.23:29), profanation of the Sabbath (Ex. 3l:14)'
consuming sacrificial fat (Irv. 7:25) or blood (v. 27), eating sacrificial flesh while

91. H. J. Stoebe, "'I9l-1 Va\aaesVacd Gite," THAT, 1,608f-
92.Cf .D.W. Thomai,'"AConsideration of Some Unusual Ways of Expressing the Superlative

in Hebrew," W,3 (1953),209-224.
93. Cf. R. Meyer, Hebriiische Grammatift, I (Berlin, 31969), S 31.4.

94.Zimmerli,Z"qW 6 (1954), 19; also D. Vetter, '1''lui imd hi. vertilgen," THAT,U',964:'

A. R. Hulst, *Dy/tll 'amlgoi Yolk," THAT, lI, 297; G. von Rad, OT Theology, I (Eng' trans"

New York, 1962), 264, n. 182.
95. W. Zimmerl| Ezekiel I. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979)' 310tr.
96. Zmmerli, 7AW, 66 (1954), l7; cf . Ezekiel1,313.
97. Hulst, THAT, ll, 297f .
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unclean (w.20,2r) or on the third day (19:8), unauthorized use of anointing oil or
incense (Ex. 30:33,38), transgression of sexual ordinances (Lev. 20:18f.), various reg-
ulations governing uncleanness (I*v.22:3; Nu. 19:13,20), idolatry (l*v.20:3,5,6;Ezk.
l4:8f.; cf. I*v. 26:30), or despising the word or commandment of yahweh (Nu.
15:30,31). This list shows that the offenses are against religion, morality, or sacral law
(Walther Zimmerli's restriction to the lattere8 can hardly be maintained).

various proposals have been made as to how the sentence of "cutting off" was
executed.ee It is certain that the final goal of the sentence was the premature death of
the offender (Ex. 31:14; I*v.20:2-6),lm as is also clear in later talmudic law.lOl lh,o
passages speak ofexecution carried out by the offender's own people: for profanation
of the sabbath (Ex.3l:14; cf. Nu. 15:32-36) and for sacrificing children to Molech
(r,ev. 2o:2). These passages show clearly that an institutional judgment convicts the
offender and sentences him to death; the offender is "cut off" when the sentence is
executed. If the offender is not executed, Yahweh himself will "cut off" the offender
and his kin (Lev. 2o:4tr.). The "cutting off" formula therefore does not appear to refer
solely to human execution of the death penalty. In the majority of offenses, "cutting
off" means a "cutting out" which leads to "banishment" rM or "excommunication" l03

from the cultic community and the covenant people (compare l*v. 2o 17 with cH
$154, which also speaks of banishment), except for offenses that can hardly come to
public notice (cf. Ex. 30:38; l-ev. 7:20f.; Nu. 15:30f.), which cannot be punished by
human agency. In the case of offenses that lead to exclusion from one's own clan (cf.
Gen. l7:L4) and from the covenant community, as in the case of secret sins that cannot
be punished instinrtionally, the ultimate end of the punishment, the premature death of
the offender, is in God's hands (cf. /cr hiphil in kv. 17:10;20:3,5,6;Ezk.14:8-14).

These observations show that the "extermination" formula as such does not denote
banishment or excommunication in every instance; it should therefore not be called an
"excommunication" formula. Neither does it simply denote the premature death the
offender suffers when the sentence is executed by human agents. on the contrary, it
expresses the fact that the ultimate punishment is in God's hands; only in certain cases
has God designated human agents to carry it out (Lev. 2o:2; cf. Ex. 31:14). In other
cases, the cultic community or the clan can "cut off" the offender (to the extent that
his offense is known) from life in God's presence through exclusion. The one so cut
off is then left to God as the ultimate agent of final punishment.

A formula of "nonextermination," conditional upon keeping the covenant with

98.7AW 66 (1954), 15.
99. See J. L. Saalschtitz, Das mosaischc Recil (Wiesbaden, 21853, repr. 1974),476ff.;Ellige6

HAT IV, 101 ; G. J. Wenham, The Book of t eviticus. NICOT (1979), 241t.
100. J. Morgenstern, "Addenda to 'The Book of the Covenant, part m-The fluqqim,,,,

HUCA, 8t. (1931132),46-48 and 43, n. 5l; Zimmerli, 7AW 6 (1954), l8f.
101. M. Tsevat, "Studies in the Book of Samuel. I: Interpretation of I Sam. 2:22-36,,, HUCA,

32 (1961),197-201.
lO2. Zimmerli, ZAW 66 (1954), 19.
103. Morgenstern, HUCA,8f. (1931/32), 33-58.
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David (2 Sam. 7), appears in the statement "there shall not fail (}it., 'not be cut off')
you a man/successor on the throne of Israel" (l K.2:4;8:25 par.2 Ch. 6:16; 1 K. 9:5

par. 2 Ch. 7:18). The promise to David that his descendants would continue upon the

throne of Israel is repeated in these statements in conjunction with various conditions

(cf. Ps. 132:t2) and is confirmed by Yahweh (Jer. 33:17). The formula of "nonexter-

mination" is also used of the levitical priests (Jer. 33: 18) and Jonadab the son of Rechab

(35:19). The Jeremiah texts say nothing of any condition on which Yahweh's act

depends. The same usage appears in the statement of the nonextermination of someone's

name (Isa. 48:19; 56:5; Ruth 4:10), which insures the continuance of a person, family,

and group (cf. Josh. 7:9; Isa. 14:22;Zeph.1:4). The "nonextermination" formula can

also promise the continuance of a family (Nu. 4:18; I S. 24:221211; cf. 2:33) or of
Israel (Isa. 48:9). Yahweh promises that faithfulness (Jer. 7:28) and a sign Gsa. 55:13)

will not be cut off.

2. Covenant Making Formula- The theologically importantpfuase kdra! beril appearc

frequently (80 usages). It does not mean: (a) "to slaughter a covenant sacrifice";10+

(b) "cut off food";los (c) "knot a net"'106 (d) "make a covenant through an oath" in

the sense of an "oath sworn by God";toz or (e) "stipulate a requirement or obliga-

fi61."108 The phrase means literally "cut a covenant,"log like the Sumerian expression

nam-er[m-TAR, "cut a curse,"llo in which TAR lit€rally means "cut." In the Hebrew

phrase, the verb lcdralhas an idiomatic meaninglll that can be derived from the literal

meaning "cut." The direct object is no longer expressed in kira! bcri!, but can be

reconstructed from an animal ritual that accompanies covenant-making. A different

object (b"rifl. which denotes the purpose of the action, has replaced it.1l2 The idiomatic

meaning of kiralappears in synonymous expressions with dnldr (Hag.2:5; Ps. 105:8f.

[par. 1 Ch. 16:15f.]rr3), '"mdnn (Neh. l0:l[9:38]), and 'ah @t.29:ll,l3ll2,14l),114 as

well as in absolute usage without an object, in the sense of "cut > make a covenant"

(Isa. 57:8; 1 S. 20:16; 22:8; I K. 8:9 par. 2 Ch. 5:10; 2 Ch. 7'18r1s); in 1 S. ll:2' kdra!

is used absolutely but the object is clear from v. 1.

l(X. J. Fiirst, A Hebrew and Chaldee Lexicon to the OT @ng. trans., l*ipzig,4tglt), IOZ;

similarly E. Ktinig, Hebriiisches und aramiiisches Wdnerbuch (l*ipag,71936), 189.

105. L. Koehler, "hoblems in ttre Study of the Language of the OT"' ,ISS' I (1956)' 7.

106. M. Fraenkel, "Karat btit = Einen Bund schliessen" Intematiarwl Anthropological and

Linguistic Review, 3 (1957 158), 37 46.
107. N. Lohfink Die landverheissung als Eid SBS, 28 (1967), lOTt-
108. Kutsch, Festschrifi K. Elliger 127; opposed by McCarthy' 92f., n.25.
109. Cf. M. Weinfeld, "n'1) bcfi! (b"rith)," 1,259f.
ll0. See I.l above.
lll. Barr,28.
112. Quell, TDilJ"{.tr,l08f., with bibliog.
I13. See M. Dahood, Psalms III. AB, XVtrA (1970), 53f.
ll4. See I.3 above for similar usage in Phoenician.
l15. See W. Rudolph, Chmnilbiicher HATXXI (1955), 211; see I.3 above for the identical

usage in Phoenician.
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The idiomatic meaning of the formula kdral b"rfL "make a covenant," appears to
derive from a ritual associated with the covenant. In Jer. 34:18, l<iral in the sense of
"cut apart" is used of a heifer befween the sep4rated parts of which the subordinate
parties to the covenant pass (v. 19). Although the textual problem of Jer. 34:18f. is
almost insoluble,ll6 there seems to be a parallel in the substitutionary ritual of a vassal
treaty of Ashurnirari v (8th century): "This spring lamb was not brought from its
flock to be sacrificed. . . . It was brought to sanction the treaty between Ashurnirari
and Mati'ilu. . . . This is not rhe head of the lamb, it is the head of Mati'ilu. . . . Just
as this lamb's head is cut off . . , So may be head of Mati'ilu be cut off."117 this
symbolic action is a ritual of self-cursing, representing the fate of an offending
vassal. ll8

The meaning of the animal ceremony in Gen. l5:9f.,17 differs from that in Jer.
34' 18f.rle Gen. 15:10 uses the verb btr "cut in half, cut into two parts," for the cutting
up of sacrificial animals (cf. the tradition of the 3rd millennium that describes the
slaying of animals and doves in the Eeaty between Naram-Sin and the B1u-i6st20
and the treaty between [.agash and Ummal2l). In Gen. 15:18, however, kiral bertl
summarizes what has taken place; here the emphasis is on the animal ceremony as
an act of covenant-making. In Gen. 15:17, unlike Jer. 34: 18f., Yahweh himself passes
through the divided animals. Abraham, as the other party to the covenant, takes no
part in this ceremony. The ritual does not signify the agreement of the covenanting
parties,l22 the appropriation of the vital force of either animal or deity,lz: or the
self-cursing of the party passing between Ure halves.l24 The latter explanation assumes
that the self-cursing of the subordinate pafty in Jer. 34:18f. is transferred to God; but

1 16. See J. G. Janzen, Studies in the Text of Jeremiah. HSM, 6 (1973), l0/lf .,225f .: J. Bright,
Jeremiah. AB, XXI (1965),22O.

117. See ANET3, fi2;8. F. Weidner, "Der Staatsvertrag A55urnirdris VI. von Assyrien mit
Mati'ilu von Bit-Agusi," AfO,8 O%AX),18f.

118. Cf. similar rituals in the Sefirc treaty I A, ll. 3740; ANEF,660a, and D. J. Wiseman,
The Vassal-Treaties of Esarhaddon. Iraq,20 (1958), 2,551-54; ANEF,539, no. 70.

119. See M. Weinfeld, "The Covenant of Grant in the OT and in the Ancient Near East,"
JAOS, 90 (1970), 199; D. J. McCarthy, OT Cwenant (Oxford, 21972),61; R. Kilian, Die vor-
p r ie s t e rli c hen Ab rahams - A be rl ieferung en. BB B, 24 ( I 966), 36-7 3, 29 5 -99.

120. W. Hinz, "Elams Vertrag mit Nar6m-Sln von Akkade," Zl{, N.s. 24155) (1967),66-96.
121. S. N. Kramer, The Swneians (Chicago, 1963), 311; CAD, n (l9f6),266.
l22.C.F.KelLGencsisundExodus. KD, 184; B.Duhm, DasBuchlerernia.KHC, D((1901),

284; J. Henningeq "Was bedeutet die rituelle Teilung eines Tieres in zwei Hiilften?" Bibl, 34
( 1953), 352f .; for the arguments against this interpretation, see J. J. P. Valeton, "Das Wort D"n-r
in denjehovistischen und deuteronomischen Stticken des Hexateuchs, sowie in den historischen
Bticher," ZAW 12 (1892),227.

123. W. R. Smith, Lectures on the Religion of tlu Semites (New York, 31927, repr. 1969),
480f.; Bikerman; F. Horst, "Der Eid im AT," EvTh 17 (1957), 380; opposed by H. H. Rowley,
Worship in Ancient Israel (Phtladelphia, 1967), 3Of.; McCarthy, Treaty and Covenant, 94-99.

124. Kutsch, THAT, 1,859; idem, Verheissrotg und GesetL 44; Loewenstamm, 503; W. Zim-
merli, 1. Mose 12-25: Abraham. ZBK, W Onq,55; C. Westermann, Genesis 12-36 (Eng.
trans., Minneapolis, 1985), 228.
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the different parties and contexts rule out such a transfer, which conflicts with the

Israelite image of God. In a covenant between human parties, divine punishment can

be invoked for transgressions (Jer. 34:18f.), but the notion of a punishment imposed
onGodhimselfovertaxestheOTimageef Qed.l2sNeitherdoesGen. 15:10,17record

a ritual oath reinforcing the promise of the land.l26 It describes a ritual ratification
of the covenant, in which Yahweh ratifies the covenant by passing through the divided
animals, thus guaranteeing his promise irrevocably. The formula karal befi1 proves

to be a covenant-making formula, as suggested by its original meaning (Gen. 15:18).

The original direct object of kdral was an animal or several animals, cut up or cut in
half (ktrlbtr).r27

This interpretation of ldra!n the formula is reinforced by the earliest parallels in
the treafy literature of the ancient Near East, which differ sharply from those of the

later Neo-Assyrian period. There is an obvious parallel in content between karal b"ri1
and the idiom fiayarum qatdlwn (lit., "kill an ass") of the Mari 1"16,128 which means

"cut > make a treaty."l2e There is no oath or cursing ritual here; killing the animal is

part of the treaty ratification.lm There is a parallel in a treaty (17th century) befween

Abba-AN and Yarim-Lim of Alalakh: "Abba-AN is bound by oath to Yarim-Lim and

has also cut the throat of a sheep. [He swore:] I will not take back what I have given
you."l3l We notice first that in this treaty the oath and the killing of the animal are

independent,l32 because the conjunction r is used;133 the killing therefore does not

necessarily include an oath. The cutting of the throat represents a ratification cere-

mony134 symbolizing an enduring bond.
The formula karal b"ri1 "cut > make a covenant," thus derives from the literal

"cutting" of one animal or several animals, The noun D"{ expresses the purpose of
the act: ratification of the covenant. The developnrent of the idiomatic meaning of l<ira1

125. Ct. Rowley, 30, r. 2.
126. Lohfink, l17, followed by Westermann,228.
127. Cf. G. F. Hasel, "The Meaning of the Animal Rite in Genesis 15," "ISOI 19 (1981),

6l-68.
128. C.-F. Jean,Iznres diverses. ARM, tr ( 1959, repr. 1978), 37,6-8; G. Dossin, "Les archives

6pistolaires du palais de Mari," Syr 19 (1938), 108, l. 19; 108, 1.23; idem, "Benjaminites dans
les textes de Mari," Milanges syiens offerts d Monsieur Rend Dussaud, II (Paris, 1939), 986,
l. 12.

129.Ct.W.F.AlbrightinANEP,482,n.4;Noth, Ifte LawsinthePentateuch, IIlf.;J.M.
Munn-Rankin, "Diplomacy in Westem Asia in the Early Second Millennium 8.C.," Iraq, 18

(1956), 90f.; McCarthy, Treaty and Covenant, 91.
130. Cf. R. Franken4 "The Vassal-Treaties of Esarhaddon and the Dating of Deuteronomy,"

iD 1940-1965. OTS, t4 (1965), 139.
131. D. J. Wiseman, "Abban and Alala!," JCS, 12 (1958), 126, 129; A. Draffkorn, "Was

King Abba-AN of Yam[ad a Vizier for the King of Hattusa?" JC S, 13 ( 1 959), 9 4-91 ; McCa*hy,
Treaty and Covenant, 307.

132. Ct. G. Wallis, "Eine Parallele zu Richter 19296 und L Sam. I 156. aus dem Briefarchiv
von Mari," 7AW 64 (1952), 60; McCarthy, Treuy and Covenant,93.

133. Cf. GaG,9tt7b.
134. Ct. Wiseman, lCS, 12 (1958), 124; Noth, The Laws in the Pentateuch, llOff.

351
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b"rtlbeg;ns with actual "cutting" in an animal ritual or ratification ceremony, which
establishes the binding nature of the covenant relationship and thus of the covenant
itself.

V. Dead Sea Scrolls.
The Dead Sea scrolls contain various forms of the root more or less corresponding

to the usage in Biblical Hebrew. The qal is used in the sense of "digging" a welll35
and 6 times in the technical idiom lcdral bcrtgt36 always with reference to lsrael's
past history.l3T For those who enter into the covenant, instead of kdral brrtlthe
Qumran community uses the phrases 'aQar babberft (cf. Dt. 29:ll), "pass into the
covenant" (lQS 1:16,18,20,24;2:10; etc.), and b6' babbcrtl (cf. Jer. 34:10; Ezk.
L6:8;2 Ch. 15:12), "enter into the covenant" (1QS 2:12,18,25f .;CD 3:10; 8:1; l5:5;
etc.).

The passive use of the niphal appears in the figurative meaning "extirpate," used
to describe God's punishment of human beings in the past (CD 3:1,6,9) and in his
future (eschatological) judgment (lQS 2:16; CD 18:49 [83 in Haberman]; 20:26;
4QpPs' 2:4;3:12 4:18; 1Q25 l3l5l:2 [? fragmentaryl; the Temple scroll tilQT
25:12; 27:7f decrees /cr, as the punishment for those who profane the Day of
Atonement). The niphal appears also in an apocryphal text that speaks of (messianic)
hope and promises that the enthroned (king) of Davidic descent "will [not] be cut
off" (4QPB 2).tra * llQT 59:17, the obedient king is promised in general rerms
that his descendants will not be "cut off" from the throne (cf. Dt. 17:20; llQT
59:15).

The hiphil has also been found in the sense of "exterminate" as God's punishment
in his future judgment on those who practice deception and break their word (lQH
4:20,26) and on the horn of Belial (lQM l:a). In lQH 6:34, krt,v appears without
context. The verb is used twice in parallel with lmd (lQM 1:4;4Qpps, 3:l21.ne y,
every case where God is the explicit or logical subject who does the punishing,
extermination means irrevocable exclusion from (eschatological) salvation.

Haself

135. CD 6:9.
136. IQM l3:7; CD 15:8,20 (reconstructed; cf. A. M. Habermann,The Scrollsfrom the Judean

Deserr lTel Aviv, 19591, 88 [Heb.]); llQT 2:4,12;29:10 (alluding to an otherwise unknown
covenant with Jacob at Bethel).

137. Ban,28f.
138. See J. M. Allegro, "Further Messianic References in Qumran Literature,"./BZ, 75 (1956),

174.
139. See II.5 above.
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contents: I. Root: l. Distribution;2. Meaning;3. versions;4. occurrences. II. Verb: l.
Semantic Field; 2. Verbal Stems; 3. Genres; 4. "Proper" and "Improper" Usage. III. The Noun

mil.i6l:1. Occurrences; 2. Genres; 3. Constructions; 4. Meaning; 5. mi$6l leb.

I. Root.

l. Distribution The root k,il is unique to Hebrew and several Aramaic dialects; it is

not found in Akkadian, Ugaritic, or Arabic. Its appearance in dialects of Aramaic, both

Western (Samaritan, Christian Palestinian) and Eastern (Syriac, Mandaic, Jewish

Aramaicr), might be explained as a borrowing from Biblical Hebrew. The origin of its

uSe in Ethiopic and Tigre is also obscure.2 For ki/, the Targumim use the synonymous

but probably nrnelated tql.3

2. Meaning. The large number of notions involved makes it hard to define the basic

meaning of kil. At first glance, the root - like -+ )l: napala, often found in parallel

with it - appears simply to denote the "falling (down)" of someone while walking.

In contrast to npl, however, kil often refers also to the "staggering" or "stumbling"
that precedes falling. Frequently the idea of striking an obstacle that causes the stum-

bling and falling is also present. The meaning of the root, therefore, can be dominated

by the idea of striking, stumbling, or falling; but it can also combine two or even all

three of these ideas. The notion of "disaster on the way" probably comes closest to

representing all three asPects.

3. Versions. The range of meanings of the root is reflected in the variety of its
translations in the ancient versions. The LXX usually uses asthenein to render the verb

kdial,less often adynatetn, kopidzein, or apollfnai. Possiblys it is following the lead

of the Targumim, whose use of f4l6 likewise emphasizes the notion of "stumbling" or

kd.ial. H. A. Brongers, "Darum, wer fest zu stehen meint, der sehe zu, dass er nicht falle,"
Symbolae biblicae et mesopotamicae. Festschrift F. M. T. de Liagre Bdhl. SIFS, 4 (1973),56-70;

d. Sttittln, "do0evrl6," TDNT, l, 49O; idem, "npoox6ntco," TDNT, Vl, 748-751; idem,

"oxdv6alov," TDM Yn,34044; W. Zmmerli, Ezekiel I. Herm @ng. trans. 1979), 146'

l. Cf. KBL3 and E. Y. Kutscher, "Minelhebriiisch und Jiidisch-Aramiiisch im neuen Ktih-

ler-Baumgartner," Hebriiische Wortforschung. Festschrift W. Baumgamter SW, 16 (1967),

r68.
2. See KBL3.
3. See ChW 551t.
4. See tr.l.d below.
5. Stiihlin.
6. See I.l above.
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"being weak." The Vulg. yields a more differentiated picture: in 35 of 60 comparable
passages the notion of "collapsing" or "falling" is dominant (corruere, ruere, cadere,
ruina); in 12, the notion of "being weak" (infirmare, debilinre, vacillare); and in 11,
that of "striking" (impingere, offendere). [n the case of the derived noun mif,iilt, the
notions of a "stumbling block" (slcdndalon, sk6lon, proskomma, offendiculum, etc.),
"weakness" (asthdneia), and "collapse" Qttiima, ruina), or "punishment" (bdsanos,
kolasis) are represented about equally.

4. Occurrences. Statistics of the root's usage show 63 occurrences of the verb and
16 of the derived nouns. There is only a single occurrence of the root in the Pentateuch
(Lev.26:37); there are 50 in the Prophets (verb: 36) and 28 in the Hagiographa (verb:
26). It does not necessarily follow that in kaial we are dealing with "a term associated
with prophecy and wisdom."7 It is true that the root is especially common in certain
prophetic books (Hosea [6 occurrences], Proto-Isaiah t8l, Jeremiah [12], Ezekiel [11],
Nahum [2]); but its use in Wisdom Literature is relatively infrequent (6 occurrences in
Proverbs, I in Job) in comparison to Psalms (8 occurrences), Lamentations (2), Ne-
hemiah and 2 Chronicles (5), and Daniel (6).

There are numerous occurrences of the root in the Dead Sea scrolls: 15 of kaial, l0
of mi[i6], and 1 of tr.Iidl6n.8 Walter Grundmann has published a study of the semantic
field.e

II. Verb.

l. Semantic Field. The meaning and function of l<nial can best be determined by
observing the context in which it appears. This context involves statements having to
do with "walking" or "going" on a "way" (-+'l't? deref;).

a. Many passages say explicitly that "walking" (hlk: Hos. 14:10[Eng. v. 9]; Isa.
28:13; Jer.31:9; Prov. 4:12) or "running" (rws: [sa. 40:30f.; hov. 4:12) in a "way"
(derek: Hos. 14:10[9]; Jer. 18:15; 31:9; Prov. 4:19) in a lireral or figurarive senser0 is
involved. This usage is also illustrated by the fact that the context of l<nial and its
synonyms frequently speaks of feet (raglayim: Dt.32i35; Ps. 38:17[16];6:9; l}l3;
9l:12;94:18), knees (birkayim:Ps.lO9:24; Isa.35:3; Job 4:4), and steps (;a'a[:Prov.
4:12; pa'am: Ps. 17:5; 140:5[4]).

b. When kaial refers primarily to "striking" or "stumbling over" something, the
idea is expressed by naming the obstacle or an appropriate parallel. People may
"stumble over" or "strike against" a stone (tsa. 8:15), bodies (Nah. 3:3), "one another"
(I*v.26:37;Jer.46:12), or (abstractly) "guilt" ('dwbn: Hos.5:5; l4:2[l) or "wicked-
ness" (Ezk. 33:.12). The construction always uses D1 As parallels to lcdial in this sense

7. Brongers, 65; see II.3 below.
8. Kuhn.
9. W. Grundmann, "Stehen und Fallen im qumranischen und neutestamentlichen Schrifttum,"

in H. Bardtke, ed., Qumran-Probleme. DAWB, 42 (1963), 147-16f-
10. See tr.4 below.
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we find ngp and dhh, "strike against" (ngp: Iet. 13:16; Prov. 3:23; the "stumbling
stone" in Isa. 8:14; Ps. 9l:12; dhh or dehi:Ps.56:14[13]; 116:8; 118:13; 140:5[4]).

c. The meaning "stagger, totter" is suggested by association of lcdial with verbs like
-+ 91D mfrt (with regel: Dt. 32:35; Ps. 38: l7[16]; 66:9; l2L:.3; cf. IQS 1l:12), -+ l]D
mAs (Nah. 2:6f.[5t.];Ezk.2l:2ol5l; cf. IQM l4:5f.), andpwq (l S.25:31;Isa.28:7;
Na[. Z:tt1tO]), as well as .igft, "stumble," and t'h, "stagger" (lsa. 28:7; CD 2:17).tr

A "staggering" or "tottering" gait goes hand in hand with the notion of "fatigue"
or "weakness," which became the dominant interpretation of kdial in the LXX
(asthenein). There are many illustrations in the semantic field. We find the synonyms

-+ Ul! yg'and -+ t'llP y'p, "be tired, exhausted" (lsa.5:27;40:30f.; 1QH 8:36) as well

as -+ ilD"l rapd, "be feeble" (Isa. 35:3; Job 4:3), and the antonyms -+ 11) koal.t,

"strength" (Ps. 3l:11[10]; Isa. 40:29; Lam. 1:14; Neh. 4:4[10]; Dnl. 11:14f.; IQH 5:36)

and -+ lrn hayil (l S. 2:4; CD 2:17). We also find expressions with ld'-yd&al Qer.
20:11; Isa. 59:14; Lam. 1:14; Neh. 4:4[10]; lQ}t 9:27; 15:13,21). Typical contrastive

words include verbs of "strengthening" such as -+ fDH 'm$, -) ?fi hzq (tsa. 35:3;

Job 4:3; lQH 5:28; lQM 14:5; lQSa 2:7), and --> lD kwn hiphil (Jer. 10:23; Prov.

16:9). This cluster of ideas also includes persecution (-+ t]Tl rdSap: Jer. 20:11; Ps.

31:16[15]; I-nv.26:36f.) and flight (-+ 01: nfrs: Jer. 46:5f.;I*v.26:36f .).
d. The meaning "fall (down)" is echoed by the verb napal, which is especially

common in this semantic field. The stereotyped phrase ka.ial wcnapal can be interpreted

as denoting the sequence of "stumbling" and "falling" (Isa. 8:15; Jer.46:6,12'16;
50:32; Ps. T7 :2; DnL 1 1: l9); in other cases, however, the two verbs should be taken

as synonyms, so that /<dial should be translated as "fall" or the like (Isa. 3:8; 31:3; Jer.

6:15; 8:12; Lev. 26:36f.; Prov. 24:I6f .). The derived noun maf;ieb, "heap of ruins,"
in Isa. 3:6 reflects this sense of the root. That "fall" is the correct translation in many

other cases is shown by such parallels as -+'IfN 'd!a/, "peish" (Jer.6:21:. Ps. 9:4[3])'
--> ;r): kald, "vanish away" (Isa. 31:3; Ps. 3l:11[10]; lQH 5:36), and -+ "tlU .ibr
"break" (Isa. 8:15; 28:13;Jer.48:{,17,25;50:23;51:8,30; Prov. 16:18;Dnl. 11:20), as

well as by the antonym -+ dll qfim, "rise up" (l*v. 26:37; Jet- 5O:32; Job 4:4; Prov.

24:16 Lam.1:14). This same interpretation is suggested wherr kdial is expanded by

the addition of the image "into the trap/snare" (Isa. 8:14f.; 28:-13).

2. Verbal Srezs. Of the verbal stems, the qal is most frequent (29 occurrences, 5 in the

Dead Sea scrolls). It is always used intransitively. Depending on the context, it may mean

"strike against," "stumble," or "fall." The ptcp. kiial 6 occurrences) denotes someone

who cannot walk because he has fallen or is exhausted (Isa. 5:27; Ps. 105:37; Job 4:4;

2Ch.28:15); it can also refer to someone weak with age (Sir. 42:8; lQSa 2:7).

The niphal occurs 23 times (also cD 2:17). Its meaning is fundamentally passive

("be caused to trip/stumblelfall"), but it is never absolutely certain that a second party

is involved who brings about the "stumbling." There the qal and niphal are practically

synonymous.

11 . On m'd, "totter," see Brongers, 6l .
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The hiphil (10 occurrences, 5 in the Dead Sea scrolls), however, presupposes the
work of an enemy ("cause to stumble," etc.). To the list of occrrrrences should be added
Zeph.l:3; Job 18:7.12In Lam. l:14;2 Ch. 25:8; Zeph. t:3 (conj.); Jer. t8:15 (conj.13l),
the enemy in question is God. The hophal participle is found only in Jer. l8:23 (reading
mili6lAm?); cf., however, Ezk. 2l:20(15) (reading hammuSidlim).

The two piel forms in Ezk. 36:14f. are irrelevant, since they must be errors for
t"iakkelt. According to E. Y. Kutscher,ra in Middle Hebrew the factitive piel replaces
the causative hiphil.ts

3. Genres. The occurrences of kiial, with few exceptions, are associated with certain
literary genres.

a. The prophetic threat is represented no less than 16 times: Hos. 4:5; 5:5 (in the
threats 4:4-6; 5:l-7; redaction has applied both passages to Judah); Isa. 3:g (in vv.
l-ll);5:27 (in vv.27-30);8:15 (invv. 11-15); 28:13 (in vv.7-13);31:3 (in w. t-3);
Jer. 6: l5 (in vv. l0-15):6:21 (invv. 16-21);8: l2 (in w. l0-12, borrowed from 6:13-15);
18:15 (in w. 13-17); 46:6,12 (in w. 3-12);46:16 (invv. t4-26);50:32 (in w. 29-32);
Nah. 3:3 (in vv. 1-7); Mal. 2:8 (in 1:6-2:9). The catastrophe denoted by kdial is usually
predicted for the near future. [n Isa. 3:8; Jer. 46:6,12, the prophetic perfect also
anticipates what is to come. As a rule, the threats are addressed to Israel, Judah,
Jerusalem, or their leaders, such as priests and prophets. Jer. 46 is addressed to the
Egyptian army, Jer. 50:32; Nah. 3:3 to Babylon.

b. other prophetic genres are equally common. The verb kdialtd in Hos. l4:z(l)
presupposes that catastrophe has befallen the northern kingdom; it appears in the context
of a "call to repent" (w. 2-9[1-8]). Jer. 6:15 has the form of a threat, but stands in the
context of one of Jeremiah's typical prophetic monologues (w. 10-15). Jer. 20:11 is
likewise formally a threat, but belongs to a prophetic "meditation" (vv. 7-13), where
it marks the turning point from lament to assurance of salvation that is characteristic
of individual laments. Jer. 3l:9 stands in the context of an oracle of salvation conceming
the retum of the deported Israelites (w. 7-9), which belongs in turn to the collection
of salvation oracles in 30:1-31:40; with respect to the promise ld'yik:kdidlil addressed
to those who return, cf.Ezk 33:12;Isa.63:13; also 40:30; ps. 105:37. The mention of
young men who stumble in Isa. 40:30 has reminded some scholars of a communal
lament (cf. Lam. l:L4;5:13), but it is only the contrasting background for an assurance
of salvation within the framework of a disputation (Isa. 40:27-31). The salvation oracle
Ezk.33:12 is part of the didactic discourse vv. 12-16 within the framework of w. l-20.
Zec. l2:8 comes in an oracle of salvation (w. 7f.) that belongs to a collection of
eschatological promises (12:l-13:6). The postexilic conclusion of Hosea (Hos.
14:10[9]) is discussed in II.3.d below.

12. See BIIS and the comms.
13. W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HAT, Xll (31968), in loc.
14. See KBL3.
15. ct. wTM, il,421t.
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c. The language of psalmody also uses /<a.icl. There are 4 instances of an individual

lament (Ps.27:2;31:11[10]; 64:9[8]; lO9:24). Pss. 31,109 lament the psalmist's own

stumbling; Pss. 27 ,64 express assurance that the psalmist's enemies will stumble and

fall (cf. Jer. 20:11). The same assurance is expressed in Ps. 9:4(3) (in the context of
an Individual Hymn of Thanksgiving [Ps. 9/10]). Y. 12 of Ps. 107, a thanksgiving

liturgy, recalls the hopeless situation of those in prison (kdi"lfi we'An '6zdr), while
1 S. 2:4 (in an individual hymn [vv. 1-10]) extols the uprightness of those who are

weak and defenseless (wenikidltm'dz"rfi hnyil). The verb l<iial also has a traditional
place in communal laments (Lam. 1:14; 5:13; cf. Isa. 63:13 in 63:744:ll[12]). Isa.

.59:lo,l4; Neh. 4:4(10) appear to cite such hymns (Isa. 59:9-11 ,12-14) or at least to

imitate them. There are at least 5 occurrences in the Thanksgiving scroll from

Qumran.
d. In the realm of Wisdom Literature, ch. 4 of Proverbs (generally considered late)

is especially important. There are 3 occurrences of kdial in the group of proverbs in

vv. 10-19, devoted significantly to the theme of "the way of wisdom." Those who walk

in this way will neither stumble nor fall (ld'tikkaiel: v.12; cf- Hos. 14:10[9]). Con-

versely, Prov. 4:16 says that the godless cannot rest "unless they have made some one

stumble" OakffM) - only to fall themselves without knowing why (la'yd/*fi bammeh

yikl<Aielfr: v. l9). Prov. 24:16 expresses the same theme: the righteous man falls seven

times and rises again, but the wicked "are overthrown by calamity" blikkdielfi !erd'd).
Prov. 16:18 uses the derived noun kiJJa-l6n to express the familiar warning that "a
haughty spirit goes before a fall." Job 18:7 says that the wicked man is cast down by

his own schemes (nkitlehfi tconj.l). Those who are wise do not rejoice when their

enemy stumbles (fuov.24:17); instead, they know how to help those who are weak

and stumble (kbieD (Job 4:3f.).
e. The use of l<nial in other gemes can be summarized rapidly. The 3 hiphil forms

in 2 Ch. 25:8 (twice); 28;23 se.em to show that kaial found its way into narrative

literature late in the biblical period, but 2 Ch. 25:7f. clearly borrows the style of
prophetic oracles (as does 28:23). Only k6iel in 2 Ch. 28:15 is a colloquial term for
someone who is unable to walk.l6 l*v.26:36f . indicates that kdial was used in "leviti-
cal" preaching of the law; here, too, however, prophetic influence (Jer. 46:12) is

unmistakable. The plethora of niphal forms in Dnl. 1l:14,19,33-35,41shows that the

apocalyptic writer treats kiial as a key motif: he considers the "stumbling and falling"
not only of foreign kings but also of Israel and its sages to be evidence of the purifying

eschatological judgment (+ rlll srp and its synonyms in v. 35; cf. msrp at Qumran).

4. "Proper" and "Improper" (Jsage. The categories of modern Western thought

would require a distinction between a "proper" literal usage of l<iial andan "improper"
metaphorical usage. In the sense of this distinction, the "proper" usage is illustrated

by only a few occurrences, which describe "real" tripping, stumbling, or falling "on

the ground": for example, Isa. 5:27i Nah. 3:3 (the Assyrian army); Jer. 31:9 (the

16. See tr.2 above.
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returning Israelites); 46:12 (the Babylonian and Egyptian armies); Lam. 5:13; Isa. 40:30
(exiled Jews); Ps. 105:37 (Israel during the exodus). The mass of other occrurences
would have to be considered "improper" metaphorical usage.

But the application of such categories to the usage of knial is highly dubious. The
attempt to establish a schematic distinction between "literal" and "figurative"
usagetT is questionable from the outset because it implies an insufficiently grounded
appraisal ("superior" or "inferior") of the usage in question. "Figurative" usage is
the poetic application of a basically inappropriate word to a situation that would
normally be described in other terms. [n "literal" usage, the basic meaning corre-
sponds precisely to what is actually being communicated. It is clear that this distinc-
tion ventures a momentous judgment with respect to the reality conveyed by either
usage.

The attempt to operate with the "literal" meaning of kdial also raises serious
problems. The frequent mention of ways and stones, feet and knees,l8 in the semantic
field seems to point clearly enough to "stumbling and falling on the road." But how
is one to know that this is the primary and proper meaning and usage of kdial?
There is no more certainty here than in the case of the root drk,te where little besides
convention supports the assumption that dereft oiginally meant a "road through the
countryside" and ddraft "walking on such a road." If there is no clear definition of
the basic meaning and "proper" usage of knial, the project of distinguishing and
delimiting its "improper," "figurative," or "metaphorical" usage is suspect. In the
present state of our knowledge, we can start with the assurance that the word
expresses a notion with three aspects and symbolizes a "drastic disaster on the
way."zo Lexicographical analysis of its varied usage will then make it possible to
distinguish a "narrower" usage ("disaster on the road") and a .,wider,, usage
("disaster in life"). The dualism of a "proper" and "improper" meaning becomes
unnecessary when the various usages are seen as ontologically equal concretions of
a single symbol.

IfI. The Noun mr'(J6l. Besides kiiidl6n2t and maftidld,22 the noun miliil is derived
from kIl. It is also attested in the Dead Sea scrolls and in Middle Hebrew.

l. Occurrences. There are 14 occurrences of miliil in the OT: I in the Pentateuch
(Lev.19:14),12 in the Prophets, and I in the Hagiographa (ps. l19:165). Of these, we
may disregardBzk 2l:20, where the hophal participle should be read with the versions.
on the other hand, we may include Jer. 18:23 as an additional occurrence.23 The book

17. Brongers, 65.
18. See II.l.a-b above.
19. See II.1 above.
20. See I.2 above.
21. See [I.3.d above.
22. See tr.l.d above.
23. See tr.2 above.
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of Ezekiel has a remarkable concentration of occurrences (8 or 7). There are numerous
occurrences in the Dead Sea scrolls.

2. Genres. The noun mi[i6l appears most often in prophetic gerues. It occurs 3 times
in threats: Isa. 8:14 (in w. l1-15); Jer.6:21(in vv. 16-21);Ezk.44:12 (in vv. 10-14,
which resembles a threat); cf.7:l9c (a secondary addition to vv. l-27). Ezekiel has a
fondness for using mil.i6l in disputations that culminate in a call to repent: Ezk.3:20
(in vv. 16b-20); l4:3,4,7 (in w. 1-11); l8:30 (in vv. l-32).Lrke kiial,2a when negated
it finds a place in oracles of salvation: Isa. 57:14 (in vv. 14-21).

There is a single occurrence in narrative prose (l S. 25:31;.zs The noun also appears
once in sacral law and once in cultic poetry: l*v. 19:14 (in w. 11-18, a series of
prohibitions) and Ps. 119:165. Most of the occtrrrences in the Dead Sea scrolls are in
the Thanksgiving scroll.

3. Constructions. The usage of mi(i6l exhibis a series of characteristic forms. We
frequently find the expression nngn mi[i6l (Jer. 6:21; Ezk. 3:20; l4.,3; Lev. 19:14),
often with lipnA added (e.g., Irv. 19:14). Another typical expression is hAyd l"mili6l
(1 S. 25:31; Isa. 8:14; Ezk. 18:30; M:121. cf.7:19), which in both form and meaning
recalls the Deuteronomistic expression hdyd lcmdqdi (8x.23:33;34:12; Josh.23:13;
Jgs. 2:3; 8:27; Ps. 106:36; etc.). It appears n figura etymologica with kdial in Isa.
8: l4f. (where v. 15a is probably secondary26);ler.6:21. The important construct phrases
are sfir mil_<i6l (Isa. 8:14), mif;idl 'owdn,z7 and mikidl leb.28

4. Meaning. After the analogy of l<nial, milidl could mean "stumbling bloch"
"stumbling," or "fall." Most of the occurrences, however, involve the meaning "stum-
bling block." The word normally denotes an "obstacle," concrete or otherwise, struck
by an unsuspecting traveler, which causes him to stumble and finally to fall. The
prohibition in Lev. 19:14 clearly refers to an obstacle "in the road."2e This may also
be the primary meaning in Isa. 57:14; here, however, obstacles of quite a different sort
are also suggested. Ezk.7:19 calls gold and silver stumbling blocks, and 14:3,4,7 treat
idols the same way. Transgressions3o @zk. 18:30) or the idolatrous Levites collectively
(Ezk. 44:12) can be a stumbling block. The stumbling blocks that Yahweh himself
"places" (rfi1an) in Jer. 6:21; Ezk.3:2O are obscure.

Only in Ezekiel do we find the formula milidl "wdn (Ezk.7:191, 14:3,4,7; 18:30;
M:12; cf. 1QS 2:12,17;, IQH 4:15). It calls actions, events, objects, and persons

24. See II.3.b above.
25. See III.5 above.
26. Cf. T. Lescow, "Jesajas Denkschrift aus der Znit des syrisch-ephraimitischen Krieges,"

AW 8s (1973),324, n. 46.
27. See Itr.4 below.
28. See Itr.5 below.
29. See tr.4 above.
30. -s gViD paia'.
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"stumbling blocks" that lead to sin, guilt, and catastrophe (cf. already Hos. 14:2[1]).

In translating these passages in his commentary,3l Walther Zimmerli uses the German

word Ansfoss, "stumbling block," in another of its senses, "incentive, goad," ex-
pressing 

- however imperfectly - the irresistibiliry of the catastrophe that is un-

leashed.
A few passages may involve the meaning "stumbling" or "fall" instead of "stum-

bling block" The parallelism in Isa. 8:14, for example, suggests that 9r2r mi$i6l may

best be translated "stone of stumbling." Ps. I 19:165 is often translated "no stumbling,"
but the antithetical parallelism with idl6m suggests instead the meaning "no fall," i.e',
"no disaster" (cf. lQH l0:18).

5. mikiill leb. T\e usage in I S. 25:31 requires special attention. The independent

construct phrase miS1l leb @al pfiq6, "staggering") is translated "pangs of con-

science" by the RSV; KBL3 32 suggests "remorse of conscience." This interpretation

is unsatisfactory, although l€p can mean "conscience" (1 S. 2a:6[5]). An "uneasy

conscience" is far too weak an expression for what David would have to expect in
consequence of murdering Nabal on the day of his exaltation. He is threatened with
much more: a "stumbling of heart" (Martin Buber), an inward staggering and break-

down, the ruin of his identity as Yahweh's anointed. This catastrophe - as Abigail
rightly sees - David cannot desire under any circumstances.

Barth

3 l. Zmmerli, 146, 2ll, 306.
32. P.55lb.

lpl mrup;ilpf; keiep;ilt!) kaisap;lpB 'c,i,iap; )1!t 
.T. viddc'ani;uill

Laftai; AD2 hbai; uinl nnhai I; ui1) nahai; lJYanan II; 't[p idhar I

Contents: I. l. Etymology, Semantic Field; 2. Occurrences; 3. LXX. II. Ancient Near East:

l. Egypt; 2. Mesopotamia; 3. Westem Semites. Itr. Israel: l. Negative Assessment; 2' Alien

Origin; 3. At Court. IV. Positive Assessment. V. l. Magic; 2. Divination; 3. Astrology.

katap.J.F.Borghouts, "Magie," lzxAg,fr.(1980), I137-l15l;G.Contenau, Lamagiechez
les Assyriens et les Babyloniezs @aris, 1947); E. P. Dhorme, Les religions de Babylonie et
d'Assyrie. Maru, lll (Paris, 21949), 258-298: M. Jastrow, Die Religion Babyloniens und Assy'
riens, IIll-2 (Giessen, l9l2); R. Largement, A. Massart, and A. LefEvre, "Magie," DAS, V
(1957), 7O5-739; W. Mayer, IJntersuchungen zur Formsprache der babylonischen "Gebets'

beschwbrwtgen." StPohl, Ser. maior, 5116 (1976); B. Meissner, BuA, ll, 198-282; H. Ringgren'
Die Religionen dcs Alten Oients. ATDSond (1979),45f., 98ff., 150-160, 236f.; J. Wellhausen,
Reste arabischen Heidcntums @erlin, 21897, rreq. 1927).
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I. l. Etymology, Semantic FieA. h the OT, the root kip, "practrce magic," usually
appears with other terms denoting various forms of magic and divination. The precise
meaning of these terms is unknown; etymological evidence helps in some cases, but
only as a rough approximation.

Heb. kip is cognate with Akk. laidpu l<allupu, "bewitch, enchant," I and its nominal
derivatives ki ipu, " magic, witchcraft, " 2 and kai ldpulkai iapt4 " magician, witch. " 3

Arab. kasafa can mean both "grow dark" and "cut apart";4 the latter meaning is
connected with Eth. l<asaba and Tigre ka.iaba, "circumcise," and possibly Syr. kip
ethpael, "ask, pray" (possibly a reference to self-mutilation to appease the deitys). Cf.
also Mand. k1p aphel or pael, "enchant, bewitch," and Ugar. lqpm, found in a text that
speaks of oil to anoint hpm.6 The intial aleph indicates that 'a.i.idp, Biblical Aram.
'a.iap, "conjuner," is an Akkadian loanword.T

The root /hl, usually translated "whisper (a spell)," is cognate with Ugar. lh"it,
"whispering" (three times in the phrase ll.tlt 'bn, "whispering of the stone"t1, mll.ri,
"snake charmer,"9 Al*.. lafidiu, "whisper,"t0 Syr. and Mand. /ft.i, "enchant," and Eth.
'lhdsasa, "whisper."

Some scholars connect nhi, "practrce divination, seek omens," with ndhdi, "ser-
pent," interpreting it as "snake charming." More likely, however, it is connected with
Arab. nhs, which originally probably meant "omen" in general but came to be under-
stood as an unfavorable or negative omen.ll Other Semitic languages use the possible
cogmta lbi.tz

The polel form'6nEn has been explained variously.l3 There is only 1 occurrence of
.i&r which is cognate with Arab. sil.tr "mag1c,"l4 and Al<k. sdfiiru, "enchanter";ts s1.

OSA sftr "magical protection."
The noun yidde'ant always appears in the context of necromancy. It is derived from

-+ 9Jr yd!a', "lrrrow," and characterizes the shade as "wise."
The semantic field also includes -+ llN '6Q, "sha&"; +O'1'l ddrai ('el), "inquire";

+ 'lli haSar fl, "practice magic"; -+ E)tl hAka*, "be wise"; + O)n ftnhm,

t. AHw,I (1965), 461; CAD, vtrI (1971), 284f.
2. AHw,1,491.
3. AHw,1,463.
4. WKAS,I, 190tr
5. Wellhausen, 126, n.5, following W. R. Smittr.
6. KTU, 1.107,23; see below.
7. From Aiipu (CAD, ln U9681,43 I ), root wlp; cf . .fiprz, "incantation."
8. KTU, l.3IIl,23; IV, l4f.; 1.7,31.
9. See below.
10. AHw,1,528.
11. Wellhausen, 201 and nn. lf.
12. See above.
13. GesB, s.y. 'nn il,
14. Wellhausen, 159.
15.AHw, I,1009.
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"dream"; + ED'ln hartdm, "incantation priest"; lcasdtm, "Chaldeans"; and -+ EDiZ
qsm, "practice divination by arrows."

2. Occurrences. There are 8 occurrences of 'aiidplArarn.'diap, all in Daniel. The
piel of kIp appears 6 times, kclep 6 times, and l<aiidp once; the hithpael appears twice
with the meaning "whisper together." There are 9 occurrences of nhi in the piel, 2 of
the noun nal.tal.There are 2 occurrences of '6ndn. There is only 1 certain occurrence
of .ihr in the sense of "practice magic" (tsa. 47:11; also v. 15 conj.); in Job 30:30, it
probably means "turn black."

3.IX( TheLXXalwaysusesrruigostotranslate'aiidp.Foryidde'dntitusesgno=s/es
(4 times), gndristds (once), epaoidils (4 times), engastrtmythos (twice), and tera-
toskbpos (once). The group of kip, kztep, and, kaiidp are represente dby pharmakeilein,
phdrrnakos, and' pharmaketa Tlrc piel and hithpael of lN are translated by psithyrizein
(once by epaoidein), lalwi by epaotdein, epilalein, or akroatiis. The piel of nft"f is
translated by oidn{zesthai, oidnismbs, or pharmakertein, naha"i by oionismds or oionos.
The polel of'zz is represented by apophthdngesthai, bl4peia kledontzesthai, klddonis-
m6s, kldd6n, oiiinismo, and ontithoskopein. Tlte phrase benA '6neni in Isa. 57:3 is
rendered as huioi drwmoL In Isa. 47:rr, the LXX reads the piel of .iftr as something
else. The variety of translations shows that the precise meaning of the terms was not
known.

II. Ancient Near East

I . Egypt. Wyp. hla, usually tanslated "magic, " 16 properly denotes a supernatural
power that enables the gods to perform miracles. The purpose of charms and spells
is to activate this power. Magical texts therefore invoke the gods, and charms are
based on divine myths. Images of Horus standing triumphant on a crocodile serve as
protection against disease; the accompanying spell expresses the prayer, for example,
that someone stung by a scorpion or bitten by a snake be healed as Horus was healed
by the magical words of the gods.lT A charm against scorpions calls on the cat goddess
Bastet, said to have been healed by Re; interestingly, Re replies with an "oracle of
salvation": "Fear not."l8 Against crocodiles, one invokes Osiris, who was himself
saved from the water. "The charm is intended to imbue the events of the myth with
new reality; the healing of the deity takes place once again ('today') in the person of
the devotee." le

t6. wbAs, m, 175f.

.. 17. See, e.g., the so-called Metternich stela in G. Roeder, Urlanden zur Religion des alten
Agypten (Jena, 2 1923), 82ff .

t8. rba., w.
19. Ringgren,46.
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2. Mesopotamra. Akkadian texts distinguish witchcraft (kiipu), which is proscribed
as a capital offense, and magic, which is recognized officially by kings and priests.
The latter is used to resist the former.

A sorcerer or wirch $aiidpullaiiapn) may be responsible for the evil that befalls a
person: laiidpru mkiipanni, "a witch has bewirched me".20 ". . . whoever has inflicted
this evil upon me, whether sorcerer or witch (lfi kniiapu tfr keiidptu).. . .,'21 Exorcism
takes place at night. After recitation of a long litany, the afflicted person turns to the gods
through the exorcist, praying that they wrllltft.Qrutaru) the curses (mamtn).He states that
he has made images of the sorcerers (saltnu annfiti ia l<aiidpia u laiiaptia),"22 and
continues: qwni lcaiidpi fi kaiiapti, "burn my sorcerer and my wirch."23 The exorcist, an
aiipupiest,pronounces a formula (iiptu), e.g., "Fire-god, o mighty one, exalted among
the gods, who dost vanquish the wicked and the enemy, vanquish them [the witches] lest
I be destroyed. Thou art my god, thou art my lord, thou art my judge, thou art my helper,
thou art my avenger."24 Inbaiu, Wiu and mulafifiiiu are mentioned in conjunction with
exorcisms, but are not linked explicitly with wirchcraft.

3. Westeru Semites.There arefourinteresting magical texts from the West Semitic area.
Two, from Ras shamra, are charms against snakebite.b ln KTII 1.100, pahlat, the
daughter of the sun-goddess, asks her mother's aid in ttre charm. Other deities are also
invoked. It is of interest that one passage calls the sorcerer mlh.i.% A damaged passage
speaks of anointing kpm 1=Heb. kSp1.n The term mn, is also used for a magical rite.28

The Ugaritic text Ras Ibn Hani 78120 contarns an incantation against distress brought
about by sorcerers, who are called kipm (with .i/), dbbm (,,enernres,, ?), hbrm, and d.tm.
These terms recall Dt. 18:10f., which mentions mcf;aiidp, h6ldr helea andyidde'ont.zs

The Phoenician text, from Arslan Tash, appears on in amulet with pictures.r Here
a female demon, called "the flying lady" and "the slayer of the lamb," is adjured to
keep away, since the owner has the support of all the gods.3l

20.Maql0,I, 127.
21. E. Ebeling, Literaischc Keilschrifitexte aus Assur (Berlin, 1953), l15, ll.
22. KAR,80, r. 25.
23. Maql0, tr, 15.
24. rbid.,85-90.
25. KTU, 1.100; 1.107; cf. E. Lipidski, "La ldgende sacr6e de la conjuration des morsures

de serpents," uE 6 (1974), 169-174; M. Dietrich, o. Loretz, and J. Sanmartin, "Bemerkungen
zur schlangenbeschwcirung RS 24.244 = Ug. 5, s. 564tr. Nr. 7," uF, 7 (197s), l2l-25; idim,
"Einzelbemerkungen zu RS 24.251 = ug. 5, s. 574-578 Nr. 8," uE 7 (1975), 127-131.

26. Lt. 5, 59.
27. KTU, t.tO7,23.
28. KTU, t.tO7, 4,9.
29. Y. Avishur, "The Ghost-Expelling lncantation from ugarit (Ras Ibn ll.ani 7gl2o),,, uE

l3 (1981), 13-25, esp.22.
30. KN,27.
31. Cf. M. Astour, "Two Ugaritic Serpent Charms," JNES, 27 (196g),32.
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III. Israel.

l. Negative Assessment. The OT usually uses the various terms for magic, divination,

and the like in combinations of two or more words.

The most detailed list appears in Dt. 18:10f.: "There shall not be found among

you anyone who causes his son and his daughter to go through ffie (he'epir ba'eg,tz

anyone who practices divination,33 a soothsayer, or an attgur (me'6n€n), or a Sorcerer

(m"nafud$, or a charmer (m'kaiidp), or a medium,v or one who inquires (.f'I) of a

shade,3s or a wizard Oidde'6nt), or a necromancer." This list, which obviously aims

to be comprehensive, clearly reflects the situation of the late monarchy.36 Especially

important is the reason: all these practices are an abomination (t6'AbO to Yahweh

(v. l2), the abominable practices of the Gentiles (v.9); they are detrimental to the

proper relationship with God (cf. v. 13: "You shall be blameless VAmtm) before
yahweh your God"). v. 14 speaks once more of me'^nenim and q6semtm, differ-

entiating them from the true prophets of Yahweh; this contrast shows that the terms

refer to divination.
A similar list is found in2K.21:6, which records that Manasseh "caused his son

to go through fre, practiced soothsaying and augury (6nen wenihEi;2 Ch.33:6 adds

kJp), and dealt with mediums and wizards ('dSA '6b wiidde'6ntm), " all of which was

evil in the eyes (ra' b"'And) of Yahweh and provoked him to anger (hikis). V. 2 describes

Manasseh's actions as "the abominable practices (tiabd!) of the nations whom Yahweh

drove out before the people of Israel," that is, pagan abominations. [rv. 20:1-6 mentions

only Molech worship (w. 1-5) and 'alq and yidde'onim (v. 6). Ex. 22:17(Eng. v. 18)

decrees capital punishment for mef;aiiEpd.

IdolaEy and kip are treated as synonymous by 2 K. 9:22. "sons of the 'onend,

offspring of of the adulterer and the harlot," are called "children of transgression" and

"offspring of deceit" by Isa. 57:3f.
The roots kip ar.rd hn also appear in other lists of sinful phenomena that Yahweh

will destroy: horses, chariots, cities, strongholds, fta,ia?im and me'6nentm, images,

pillars, and asherahs (Mic. 5:9-13t10-141). In Mal. 3:5,lcip introduces a list of trans-

gressors whose offenses are primarily social, showing that they do not fear God:

mef;aiiepim, adulterers, those who swear falsely, and those who oppress day laborers,

widows, and orphans and thrust aside the sojoumer. ln Jer.27:9, "prophets" lead a list

of false prophets who should not be listened to:. n"Qi'qf;cm, hal^mdlAkem (vss.:

hd P mA $e m),' dn"n A f;c m, kai i dpA 
-fu 

m.

2. Alien Oigin. The various kinds of magicians and augurs are often characterized

32. -->1)d malek
33. --> dOl qsm.

34. --+'lan l.tbr.

35. -+ IlN '6b rcbD.
36. See G. von Rad, Deuteronomy. OTL (Eng. nans. 1966), in loc.
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as alien. The ltaf;dmtm and mclgaiiepfm of Pharaoh are Egyptian hartummtm (Ex. 7:11).
In Babylon there were l.tartummtm, 'aiidptm, meftaii"ptm, kaidtm, haf;amtm, and
gaz'rtn (lsa. 47:9,12; Dnl. I :20; 2:2,10,27; +.+,Otl,gl;5:7:tl,t5). Nineveh is a beautiful
harlot who consorts with keiaptm (Nah. 3:4). Jezebel introduced keidptm into Israel
(2K.9:22). The Philistines and foreigners practice 'nn, anactivity descri[ed as "eastem
(? [qe/em))" (Isa. 2:6).37

3. At court. Magicians and soothsayers often appear at court: with pharaoh (Ex.
7:ll;cf. Gen.44:15), Nebuchadnezzar (Dnl.2), Manasseh (2K.21.6par.2C],r.33:6),
and Jezebel (2 K. 9:22). Together with mighty men, soldiers, judges, prophets, elders,
captains, men ofranh and counselors, they represent the upper stratum of society (Isa.
3:2f.). Saul had driven the 'oQ61and yidd"'dntm out of the land (l S. 2g:3); but when
he was in peril and Yahweh did not answer by dreams or Urim or prophets, he sought
out a ba'alat-'6! atEn-dor (v.7).

Prophecies often deal with the fate of an entire nation: Egypt (Ex. 7), Assyria (Nah.
3), Judah (Jer.27), Babylon (Isa.47; Dnl. 2), Saul's kingdom (l S. 28), Israel (Nu. 24).

fV. Positive AssessmenL One term is occasionally treated positively: nhi. Laban
says to Jacob: "I divine (nihaiD that Yahweh has blessed me because of you" (Gen.
3o:27). Joseph divines (naltdi, y'nahEg with the silver cup found in Benjamin's sack
(Gen. 44:5,15); the use of cups for divination was common in Mesopotamia3s but is a
late phenomenon in Egypt.3e when Ben-hadad's men asked Ahab to have mercy on
their king, they interpreted his answer as a good omen (yenahaifi: l K.2o:33).In Nu.
24:l,the summary phrase liqra'lnchai?mrefersto the fact that yahweh spoke to Balaam
and came to him (22:8-12,19,38), that Balaam knew tOadd what yahweh sud (22:19),
and that Yahweh met (qdrd) him and spoke with him (23:3-5).

V. The precise meaning of the various terms is hard to distinguish, but they can be
categoized in tfuee groups: magic, divination, and astrology.

l. Magic. Magic includes 'a,{idp, lcip, llti, and ihr.
The noun 'aiidp or 'diap is cognate with Akk. diipu; it denotes the kind of magic

assessed positively in Assyria and Babylonia. only Dnl.2 mentions 'aiidpim.
The m"laiicptm and ltaryummtm of Pharaoh imitate the miracles performed by

Moses and Aaron (Ex. 7:11). In Isa. 47:9,12, keidptm and haQdrim refer to the magical
arts that the Babylonians thought could avert disasters but are impotent against the
power of Yahweh. rn Jer.27:9 and several passages in Daniel (e.g., z:2), however, the

"_ ^11, TII readilg ! dlsputed on cogent grounds by O. Kuser (Isaiah t-12. OTL Bng. trans.rl983l,56) and H. wildberger (Isaiah l-12. Bng. trans., Minneapolis, 19911,99). The latter
rcads qdsemim miqqeQem.

38. J. Hunger, Becherwahrsagung bei den Babyloniern. I-SS, I (1903); E. Ebeling, "Becher-
wahrsagung," RlA, | (1932), 467.

39. J. Vergote, Joseph en Egypte. OrBiblov 3 (1959), 172ff.; --> Oll /c6s.
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same words are lumped together with others denoting soothsayers of various kinds in

obviously stereotyped lists.

The piel of {r.i, referring to magic, is found only in Ps. 58:6(5), where it describes

snake charmers, also calle'd h6lar l.tLldrtm. Both expressions are used in a metaphor

describing the wicked as serpents that will not hear the voice of the charmer. The

passage does not condemn /h.f as such. Eccl. l0:11 also uses ldlwi in a totally neutral

sense: if a serpent bites before it is charmed, the charmer's art is of no advantage. Jer.

8:17 speaks similarly of serpents that cannot be charmed; once again, the charming is

accepted without comment. Isa. 3:20 probably refers to amulets; lsa. 26:16 is very

obscure. The best translation of talwi is probably "whispered prayer."4
The verb {rr appears only in Isa. 47:Il, in a description of the disaster about to

overwhelm Babylon: "You will not be able to exorcise it." In Isa. 47:15, sdharayif;

("those with whom you have traded") should possibly be emended to idharayift, "yotx
magicians";this reading would fit well with v. 1l and the astrologers in v. 13.

2. Divination The divination category includes 'nn" nbi, qsm, '6Q, and yidde'dnt.

The root 'nn is shown by Dt. 18:14 to denote some kind of mantic practice.al kv.
l9:26,whichprohibits both nhiand 'nn, points in the same direction. Jgs. 9:37 mentions

an "Augurs' Oak" ('El6n me'6nentm) near Shechem. The relation between this tree and

the "Oak of the Seer" ('El6n mdreh)a2 in Gen. 12:6 is obscure. The other occr[rences

are ambiguous.
The root nh.f has already been discussed. qsm is cognate witlr Arab. istiqsam, "arrow

oracle," and clearly denotes a similar procedure. See also -+ f lN 7A and the discussion

of yidde'dnt above.

3. Astrology. Tlte gazerin in Dnl. 2:27; 4:4(7); 5:7,11 are probably astrologers, as

the hnberA idruayim and hahdztm bakkbkfrbtm of Isa. 47:13 clearly are. Significantly,
they are all Babylonians. 

Andri

40. G. Andr6, Determining the Destiny: PQD in the OT. C8, 16 (1980), 134.

41. See above.
42. --> ill'1 ydrA-
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fP? kaier; 111ui, kiirln

Contents: I. l. Etymology;2. Occurrences. II. Meaning and Usage. Itr. kOidrdl Gs.68:7).
[Y. kti6r (Prov. 3l:19). Y. *kaiiir @2k.33:32).

L 1. Etymology. Comparison of Heb. kir with At*.. kaidru,l Ug*. kp;z and Arab.
kalura3 shows that the .f in the root kir (frmly established in Aramaic) demands
explanation, since phonetic laws would predict lctr It has therefore been proposed that
Aram. kir is a Canaanite or Akkadian loanworda and that the existence of an Aramaic
root ktr meaning "wait for" helped preserve the .l to avoid homonymy.

We note, however, that kir is common throughout the domain of Aramaic: Jewish
Aramaic,s Christian Palestinian Aramaic,6 Synac,T and Mandaic;8 cf. also Samaritan
Aramaice and Palmyrene.l0 This observation casts doubt on the proposed etymology.
This doubt is strengthened by the fact that Akk. lcaidru has a wide range of meanings:
"rebuild, repair, pursue, complete, restore."ll Furthermore, Arab. lcalara, "surpass (in
number)," and l<a1ura, "be numerous,"l2 exhibit no semantic association with Heb.-
Aram. tir Finally, we note that in Ugaritic - apart from lq4, the craftsman-god, and
fun, the goddesses who aid childbirth - the root t1r appean only twice: once in the
form mktrl3 and once in the form k1nt.r+ The interpretation of both passages is debated.
It is therefore reasonable to ignore the dubious Akkadian, Ugaritic, and Arabic cognates
and treat kir as an Aramaic root and the rare Heb. kir as an Aramaic loanword.ls This

kaiEr. A. van Selms, "The Root k-1-r and is Derivatives in Ugaritic Literature," Festschifi
C. E A. Schaeffer UE ll (1979),739-744.

l. AHw,I (1965), ,+61f.

2. WUS, no. 1417.
3. WKAS, I, 6O-69; cf. A. Guillaume, "Hebrew and Arabic Lrxicography: A Comprehensive

Study II," Abr Nahrain,2 (196016l, repr. Leiden, 1965), 19.
4. With E. Y. Kutscher in KBI? and W. McKane, review of KBL3,l-il,,/TS, n.s. 27 (1976),

l5l.
5. ChW 392a-93a: WTM,lI,424a-27a.
6. F. Schulthess, Lexicon Syropalaestinun (Berlin, 1903),98b.
7. R. P. Smith, Thesaurus Syriacus, I (Oxford, 1879), cols. 184749; lzxSya 350b-51a.
8. MdD, 225a; R. Macuch, Handbook of Classical and Modern Mandaic (Berlin, l%5), 21,

36.
9. S. Ben flayyim, The Literary and Oral Tradition of Hebrew and Aramaic amongst the

Samaritans, ll. Mekharim, I (Jerusalem, 1957-1961),484a.
lO. lciyr for Gk. knitistos in a tax schedule; cf . DISO, 127.
ll. CAD, VItr (1971), 285f., and esp. A. K. Grayson, "Akkadian tsr and kir" Assur ll4

(te7s),3-7.
12. WKAS,I, 60-69.
13. KTU,1.4II, 30.
14. KTU, t.t4 r, 16.
15. Following E. F. Kautzsch, Die Aranaismen im AI (Halle, l9O2),44; M. Wagner, Die

367
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proposal is hardly problematic, since kir appears in the OT only in the late books of
Esther and Ecclesiastes, as well as Sirach, where an aramaism is not surprising.

The LXX uses euthis, stoichein, ard chresimertein to translate lcdier and andreia

to translate kiirdn (3 times).

2. Occurrences. A basic meaning "be proper" can account for the various nuances

the context requires for both the verbal forms and the abstract noun /<i,irdn (formed

with the suf. -6n), "excellence, success, skill." The OT uses lefiier once as a prcdicate

adjective (Est. 8:5). The parallel structure ofthe two clauses 5ap and 5ay appended by

w to the second conditional clause introduced by w'im shows that kiiEr is not a 3rd

person masculine singularqal perfect, as the lexica state, but an adjective. Qal imper-

fects appear only in Eccl. 11:6; Sir. 13:4. The Masoretic pointing indicates a hiphil in
Eccl. 10:10. The noun kiiriln appears in Eccl. 2:21;4:4;5:10(Eng. v. 11). We shall

discuss below the derivation of kbidrbl in Ps. 68:7(6) andkti6r in Prov. 31:19 from

kir as well as the emendation xka.i.ffr for keltr inEzk.33:32.
The root kir has not been found in the Dead Sea scrolls, not even in the Temple

scroll, which still uses the biblical root -, lril9 thr for "cultically clean."l6 Only in
the Mishnah and later Jewish literature, in discussions of what is ritually permissible

under religious and civil law, do we find kaiEr used as a technical term for whatever

religious law approves for use and consumption. In modern usage, "kosher" appears

almost exclusively in the context of the dietary laws.

II. Meaning and Usage. In Est. 8:5, kdiEr appears as a predicate adjective in Esther's

appeal to the king. Four conditional clauses with formulas of courtesy reinforce the

queen's request; the clauses w%didr haddaldr lipnA hammelel and w"t^bd '9ti
be'Andyw, introducedbyw,areexplicative of we'immA;d'$ltenlcpdnAyw. Thepurpose

is to make the matter appear right to the king and in his own interests.

Eccl.2:2lprovides the best insight into the meaning of kiir6n.In conjunction with
da'aTY,towledge of how to do something, kiirdn is the skill to translate this knowledge

into success. Both together, da'a! and kiirdn are called fuokmA. Thus Koheleth can say:

"sometimes someone who has toiled with wisdom - that is, with knowledge and skill

- must leave it all to someone who did not toil for it." In Eccl. 4:4, similarly, kilfin
is skill in work that leads to success (dmd| as in 2;2117). Eccl. 5:10(11) should also

be read against the background of 2:21. "When goods increase, they increase who eat

them; and what skill (kiirbn) that brings success does their owner then have but to
watch them go?" The warning to the poor in Sir. 13:4 is similar: "If you seem skilled
(rkir) to (the rich man), he will only exploit you."

lexikalischen und granmatil<alischen Aramaismm im alttestamentlichcn Hebrtiisch. BZ4W,96
(1966), 68; F. Rosenthal, Die aramaistische Forschung seit Th. Niildeke's Veri)ffentlichungen
(Iriden, 1939),42t.

16. Cf. esp. G. W. Buchanan, "The Role of Purity in the Structure of the Essene Sect," RevQ,

4 (1963-64),397406.
17. The meaning is discussed by H. Gese, vom sinai zum Zion. BEvTh 64 (1974), 168, n. l.
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Eccl. 10: l0 is one of the most difficult verses in the entire book.l8 The tripartite (or
more likely bipartite; v. lOap appears to be a gloss) protasis illustrates the fact that
failure to heed wisdom has its drawbacks:le when one lets an iron (tool) get dull or
uses one that is already dull, the work takes incomparably more effort. The apodosis
(v. lOb) draws a general conclusion from the example. Following Franz Delitzsch,2o
we might translate the MT: "The advantage given by the provision of proper tools is
wisdom." This interpretation takes hakier as a hiphil infinitive absolute. The ancient
versions are little help; each tries in its own way to cope with the text. H. W. Hertzberg
and Kurt Galling emend the text to read kiirdn, translating: "Is there then profit or
advantage in wisdom?" If the hiphil pointing is correct, "make fit" probably means

"repair"; Delitzsch states that the Mishnah regularly uses hafti4r for arranging some-
thing according to order.2l But the banal statement that care and repair of tools demon-
strates wisdom because it provides a benefit is probably the result of an attempt to
restore a comrpt text.22

Eccl. 1l:6 also creates interpretative problems that depend on the exegete's perspec-
tive. Some translations would have a nuance allowing "a glimmer of hope,"23 5in."
there seems to be "a chance of success." Friedrich Ellermeier,2a however, argues
persuasively that 11:6 must be understood as concessive: "Though you sow your seed

in the morning, and though you do not withhold your hand at evening, you still do not
know what will prosper Qi[.iar), this or that, or whether both alike will be good."

IIL kdidrdl (Ps. 68:7). The noun k6idr6! is found only in Ps. 68:7(6). The Hebrew
lexica associate this word with tir Ever since the discovery of the term klrt inUgaitic
mythological texts, referring to the goddesses who aid childbirth, many scholars have
interpreted Ps.68:7(6) as a reference to these Kotarat as bringers of joy.2s The same

term may also occur at Ebla.26 Ps. 68:7(6) says that Yahweh gives the desolate a home
in which to dwell, that he leads out the prisoners bakkbiArdg and that only the rebellious
continue to dwell in a parched land. Since the translation "songs ofjoy" for kbidrdl

18.SeediscussioninH.W.Hertzberg, DerPredigerKATXylU4 (1963), 191;A. lauha,
Kohelet. BK, XIX (1978), 188f.

19. K. Galling, Der Prediger. HA\ XVLIJ (21969), 117.
20. Ecclesiastes. KD, VI, 381.
2t. rbid., t93.
22. Cf. also N. Lohfink, Kohelet. NEB (1980), 76.
23. l-atha,203.
24. F. Ellermeier, Qohclet, I (Herzberg am Jarz, 1967),253-268.
25.J.P. Brown, "Kothar,Kinyras,andKythereia,"./SS, l0(1965),2l5f.;E. Lipiriski, "Les

conceptions et couches merveilleuses de'Anath," Sya 42 (1965), 65ff.; idem, "Psalm 68:7 and
the Role of the Ko5arot ," AION, N.s. 2 l [3 1] ( 1 97 1 ), 532-37 ; W. Herrmann, Yarifi und Nikkal und
der Preis der KularAt-GiittinneL BZAW 106 (1968), 35,46.. J. Vlaardingerbroek, Psalrn 68 (diss.,
Amsterdam, 1973), 27t., 197f., 2Ol; B. Margolis, "T\e Kbiar6tlKlrt: Patroress-saints of
Women,""IANEE 4(197W2),52-61;idem, "OfBridesandBirds,",/ANES,4(l97lnD,ll3-17;
M. H. Lichtenstein, "Psalm 68:7 Revisited," JANES,4 (197W2),97-112.

26. M. Dahood, "Ebla Ugarit, and the OT," Congress Volume, Gdttingen 1977. SW, 29
(1978),86.
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can be derived only indirectly through comparison with Ugar. /cJrr, Manfred Dietrich
and Otto Loretz,21 citing Akk. kuianulhtidrulkuiru,2s have suggested interpreting Heb.

kwirwt ils some kind of metal objects like chains. This proposal, which best reflects
the context, should not be rejected out of hand. The translation would then be: "He
brings forth the prisoners from (b'in the sense of min) their iron [chains]." In any case,

no connection can be established between kbidrdl in Ps. 68:7(6) and the Aramaic/He-
brew root kir "be proper."

fr{.kii6r (Prov. 31:19).In the poem extolling the good housewife (Prov. 3l:10-31),
v. 19 uses the hapax legomenon kil4nThe Syr. (&.iyrwr'), followed by the Targ. (kutir'
> l<wnir) associated this word with the root kir Older commentaries2e therefore
translated kil6r as "distaff," i.e., "the rod that goes straight up."30 The parallel pelef,,

however, shows that William F. Albright's translation3l "spinning whorl" is correct:
kti6r is probably a loanword related to Akk./Sum. gii-sur; having nothing to do with
the root kir.

Y. *lrailir (E;zk 33z32). In Ezk. 33:32, Mitchell Dahood has proposed32 repointing
k'^iir (conj. keldr) -gdptm, "like a love song"/"like a singer of love songs"33 as kaiiir
'frgaPtm, "a skillful flutist." Since this suggestion has already been acceptedby KBI),34
it must at least be mentioned here. The absence of the comparative particle k" is
awkward, however; it is therefore better, with Walther Zimmerli, to accept the image

of an itinerant singer and retain the MT.
Kellermann

27. M. Dietich and O. l,oretz, "Zur Ugaritischen [rxikographie (II)," OIZ 62 (1967),541.
28. AHw,I,516f.
29.H.L. Strack, SZ G. Wildeboer, Die Spriiche. KHC,XV (1897).
30. Strack, 103.
31. W. F. Albright, Archaeology and the Religion of Israel (Garden Ciry, 51968), 218, n. 68;

cf. A. Boissier, "A Sumerian Word in the Bible," PSBA, 35 (1913), 159f.; S. L,andersdorfer,

Sumerisches Sprachgut im AT. BWAT,2l (1913),45.
32. M. Dahood, "An Allusion to Koshar in Ezekiel 33,32," Bibl, 44 (1963), 53lf.
33. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. trans. 1983), 197,201.
34.P.478a; cf. M. Dahood, "Hebrew Lrxicography: AReview of W. Baumgartner's Lcxil<on,

Volume ll," Or; 45 (1976),341.
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)f;1 *awu:)\) k'tdb:)\)D mibab; nfir! k"1afue1

contents: I. l. occurrences;2. Meaning.rI. l.Materials;2. Implements. Itr. AncientNear
East: 1. Biblical Evidence;2. Archaeology. IV. SecularTexts: l. lrtters;2. Contracs;3. Historical
Events;4. Royal Decrees; 5. official Documents;6. Instruction;7. lrgal Documents. v. Religious
Texts: l. Prophecy; 2.T\eLaw of Yahweh Given through Moses; 3. Heavenly Books. vL Dead
Sea Scrolls: l. Scriptural Quotations;2. Lists; 3. Inscribed weapons;4. Sacred and Heavenly
Documents. VII. Nouns: l. k"!ab;2. mibdb;3. k"1d!e1. VItr. Aramaicl. l. k !ab;2. k"tdb.

l. l. Occurrences.
a. west semitlc. Hardly any root is as widespread in west Semitic as hb; by conEast,

it does not appear at all in the Semitic cuneiform languages, which instead vse latara,

kdtab. H. Bater, Der Ursprung des Alphabets (Leipzig, 1937); A. Bertholet, Die Macht
der schrift i.n Glauben und Aberglauben. ADAW, l948ll' H. Brunner, "Agyptisches Schreib-
material," Agyptologie. HO,l/1,1 (1959); M. S. R. Cohen, l,a grande inviition de l'4criture
et son avolution, 2 vols. (Paris, 1958); F. M. cross, "The Development of the Jewish Scripts,"
The Bible and the Ancient Near East. Festschrifi w. E Albright (Garden ciry, t96l), 133-2o2;
D. Diringer, L'Afobeto nella storia della civiltd (Florence, 1937); idem, The Alphabet,2vols.
(New York, 31968); idem, Writing (New York, 1962); G. R. Driver, Semitii Witing from
Pictograph to Alphabet (London, 31,916); O. Eissfeldt, The OT: An Intro. @ng. trans., New
York, 1965), 669-678: J.-G. F6vrier, Histoire de l'icriture (Paris, 21959); J. Friedrich,
Geschichte der Schrift (Heidelberg, 1966); F. Furke, Buchkunde (l*ipzig,z1.91r; K. Galling,
"Tafel, Buch und Blat"," Near Eastern Studies in Honor of W. E Albright (Baltimore, 1971),
207-223; I. J. Gelb, A Study of Writing (Chicago,31969); H. Haag, ..Die Buchwerdung des
wortes Gottes in der Heiligen schrift," in J. Feiner and M. Ltihrer, eds., Mysterium salutis,
I (Einsiedeln, 1965), 289-406; W. Herrmann, "Das Buch des Lebens," Das Altertury 2O
(1974), 3-10; L. Koep, Das himmlische Buch in Antike und Christenturn. Theophaneia, 8
(Bonn, 1952); idem, "Btch IV (himmlisch)," MC, 11,664-731; J. Kiihlewein, ,,'1le sefer
Buch," THAT ll, 162-173; B. Lang, "Schule und Unterricht im alten Israel," in M. Gilbert,
ed., ln Sagesse de I'AT. BETL,5l (1979), 186-201; A. trmaire, "Ab6c6daires etexercises
d'6colier en 6pigraphie nord-ouest s6mitique," JA, 266 (1978), 221-235; p. K. McCarter,
"The Early Diffusion of the Alphabet," 8A,37 (1974),54-68; A. R. Millard, "The practice
of Writing in Ancient Israel," 8A,35 (1972),98-lll; idem, "The Ugaritic and Canaanire
Alphabets-Some Notes," Festschrift C. E A. Schaeffer UE ll (1979),613-16; L. perliu,
Bundestheologie im AT. WMANT, 36 (1969); o. Procksch, "Der hebriiische schreiber und
sein Buch," Von Bilchern und Bibliotheken. Festschrift E. Kuhnert (Berlin, 1928), 1-15;
W. Riillig, "Die Alphabetschrift," Handbuch der Archdologie (Munich, 1969),289-302;H.p.
Rtiger, "Schreibmaterial, Buch und Schrift," 8RL2,289-Zg2; G. Schrenk,,,piploq,,, TDNT,
1,615-620: idem, "yp&|a," TDNT I,742-773; K. Sethe, Vom Bilde zum Buchstaben (1939);
M. Sznycer, "L'Origine de l'alphabet s6mitique," L'Espace et la lette. Cahiers Jussieu, 3
(Paris, 1977), 79-123:' S. Warner, "The alphabet: an innovation and its diffusion,', W, 30
(1980), 81-90; C. Wendel, Die griechisch-rtimische Buchbeschreibung verglichen mit der des
Vorderen Orients (Halle, 1949); E. Wiirthwein, The Text of the OT @ng. trans., Grand Rapids,
1979).
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"write"l (cf. Heb. iate4 "regisril"), and lapdru, "send, write"2 (cf. Heb. spr dis-
cussed below). In West Semitic, we rnay cite Ugar. bb3 and various inscriptions.a

In modern literary Arabic, the root appffirs in many expressions, e.9., kitab, "letter,
document"; al-kitdb, "Koran, Bible"; kitdba, "writing"; maknb, "office"; and katib,
"scribe, secretary."

Egyptian goes its own way. As a verb, sJ (etymology unknown) means "write," but
also "paint," "draw lines," and even "register recruits." As a noun, it means "writing,"
"painting," "illustration," "picture," "drawing," "book," etc., but also "writer (= of-
ficial)," and often even "writing material, papyrus."s

b. Hebrew and Aramaic. The verb lrD is common throughout most of the OT, wittt
222 occanences (none in Genesis, only 6 in Psalms). It appears l7 times in the niphal
and twice in the piel (Isa. l0:l); the other occurrences are all in the qal. The active
participle appqus only 3 times (Neh. lO:l[Eng. 9:38]; Jer. 32:12;36:18). The pro-
fessional "scribe" is not called kaleb bvt + "l5D sdpEr (beginning with Ezra "the
scribe").6 There are 17 occurrences of the nout k"1dp, "document, list," and 8 of
mi\taQ, "writing, document"; k"gle7 "tattoo," occurs once (Irv. 19:.28). The Aramaic
verb kelap occurs 8 times, the noun kcld! 12 times.

c. IXX. When representing the MT, the LXX regularly uses grdphein to translate
ktb.Exceptions: epigniphein (Nu. l7:l7t.l2t.l; Isa.44:5; Prov.7:3), diagnlphein(Josh.
l8:4;Ezk.43:ll),latagrdphein (Ex. 17:14; Nu. ll:26; 1 Ch. 9:1; Hos. 8:12; Job 13:26),

engrdphein (Ps. 149:9), merlzein (Josh. 18:6), charobatein (Josh. 18:8), katachdrizein
(Est. 2:23), dogmatizein (Est. 3:9), and paraphrastic constructions with graphil (Ps.

87ILXX 861:6;2 Ch.30:5,18) andsyngraphi (Job 31:35).

2. Meaning. The basic meaning of ktb Qike that of grdphein) is undoubtedly
"incise, inscribe." This is shown above all by its use in parallel with lrri "engrave"
(Jer. l7:l: on the horns of the altar [stone] and the tablet of the heart [metaphorically
of stonel); hqq, "engrave" (Isa. 30:8, which speaks curiously of "writing" on a tablet
and "engraving" on a sEpeiT); lt;b, "carve out" (Job 19:.24: with an iron stylus on
rock8); b'r, "carve" (Dl 27:8; Hab. 2:2); ptl.t, "engrave" (Ex. 28:36: on gold; cf.

l. AHw, I (1972), 1203.
2. AHw tr, ll70f.
3. WUS, no. 14fi); UT, no. 1320.
4. Se*, DISO, 128f.; KAI, 12, 35. For other dialects, see KBL3, s.v. The double root ktblkdb

in Mandaic is discussed by F. Altheim and R. Stiehl, Die Araber in der alten Welt lY (Berlin,
1967), 17 2f .: MdD, 225a.

5. Wbiis, rrr,475ff.
6. Cf. H. H. Schaeder, Esra de Schreiben BIfTh, 5 (1930),39-42.
7. For a discussion of the passage, see H. Wildberger, Jesaja BK, Xl3 (1982), 1166-69;

Wildberger suggests.that s€per here means "bronze." In Job 19:23, too, sdper probably means
"bronze"; see, e.9., E. P. Dhorme, A Comm- on the Book of lob @ng. trans. 1967 , repr. Nashville,
r984), 281f.

8. See the comms.; also J. J. Stamm, "Versuch zur Erkliirung von Hiob 19,24," ThZ 4 (1948),
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39:30). God's own writing is "engraved" (brt) on tablets of stone (Ex. 32:16). These
passages speak of the earliest writing materials used in Syria and Palestine: stone and
metal.e At frst ostraca, too, were incised 

- 
for example, the ostracon from Izbet

Sartah (12th century n.c.), discussed below.
More generally, ktb means "write upon" (Ex. 3l:18; 32: 15; Dt. 9:10), "write down"

(Ex. 17:14), "write" (e.g., lettersl0), "sign" (Ier. 32:12), "list" (Nu. ll:26; etc.),
"sketch" (Ezk. 43:ll); figuratively, it can mean "prescribe, enjoin."ll

The most important antonym of ktb is -+ illlD mnhi, "wipe out" (cf. Nu. 5:23).

lL l. Materials. The basic meaning of ktb suggests the incising of characters on
stone or metal;I2 normally, however, people used materials that could be written on
with less cost and effort. The OT uses the word sdpe4 literally "document," for such
material. This Hebrew word should not be translated invariably as "book"; it can
denote a wide variety of documents, as well as the writing surface itself.l3 The most
obvious choice would be clay tablets, which were written upon with a stylus while
still moist; but they were suitable only for a script like Akkadian and Ugaritic
cuneiform, which consisted of impressible straight lines. For Hebrew script, with its
cursive ductus, the most readily available materials were potsherds, written upon
with ink (or sometimes incisedla). As elsewhere in the ancient Near East, short texts
were undoubtedly written on flat pieces of wood covered with wax, usually bound
together with leather hinges (such wooden "tablets" may be mentioned in Isa. 30:8;
Hab.2:2).

Sheets of papyrus were introduced from Egypt. The writing was done in columns
on leaves that could be glued together to form a scroll, as Jer. 36:23 probably
assumes. In Palestine, leather was an especially common writing material. [t was
more durable than papyrus and therefore more suitable for heavily used documents
that had to have a long life-span. Irather is prescribed for copies of the Torah.ls
Most of the scrolls and fragments discovered at Qumran are leather, with writing
only on the hair side. The scroll described in Ezk- 2:9f -, contrary to normal usage,
has writing on both sides, possibly to suggest the terrible overabundance of the
divine message.

2. Implements. A stylus (made of iron: Jer. 17:1 [with a diamond point]; lob 19:24)

331-38); idem, "Zt Hiob 192a," 7AW 65 (1953), 302; K. Galling, "Die Grabinschrift Hiobs,"
wo,2 (t9s4ts9),3-6.

9. Riigea 289f.
10. See below.
ll. See V.2.b below.
12. See 1.2 above-
13. Cf. Ktihlewein, 165-67.
14. See above.
15. Ep.Arist. 176; Josephus Aru. xii.89f.
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could serve as a writing implement for incising characters on hard materials. As a rule,
however, the writer used a pen made of reed or (as in Egyp0 rush to write with ink on
potsherds, papyrus, or leather (Jer. 36:18).

III. Ancient Near East.

l. Biblical Evidence. The root ktb (ca. 220 occunertcesl6) appears substantially
less often than 'mr (ca. 5,280 occurrenceslT) and dbr (ca. 1,100 occurrences); this
observation by itself indicates that in Israel the spoken word played an incomparably
more important role than the written word as a medium of both human communication
and divine revelation. It cannot be accidental that Genesis never mentions writing.
The frst person the Bible associates with the act of writing is Moses (Ex. 17:14;
24:4; 34:27f.; Nu. 33:2; Dt. 3l:9,22,24). Indeed, Yahweh himself is described as
"writing" in contexts involving Moses (Ex. 24:12 31:18; 32:15f;34:l; Dt. 4il3:
5:22; 9:10; 10:-2,4). Joshua writes (Josh. 8:32; 24:26), and the miracle of sun that was
granted him is written in "the Book of the Upright" (Josh. 10:13). The representatives
sent by Joshua to describe the land can also write (Josh. l8:2-9).In the "period of
the Judges," writing is assumed to be relatively common (Jgs. 8:14). Samuel writes
down the law concerning kingship (1 S. 10:25), and the Chronicler characterizes not
only Samuel but also Nathan and Gad as writing prophets (1 Ch. 29:29). David is
assumed to be able to write as a matter of course (2 S. 11: 14f.); in his administration,
he employs a mnzktr and a sdpdr (2 S. 8:16f.), Solomon two sbp"rim and a mazkir
(1 K. 4:3). Deuteronomy assumes that the father of a family is able to write the words
of the law on the doorposts of his house (Dt. 6:9; Il:2O).Isa. 10:19 can represenr rhe
postexilic period.

In the Hebrew Bible it is presupposed that one ordinarily writes in the Hebrew
language. Documents written in Aramaic are mentioned explicitly in Dnl. 2:4;Ezr.4:7 .

The edict of Xerxes regarding the Jews was communicated in the "script and language"
of the Jews (Est. 8:9), undoubtedly in Aramaic, while the decrees of the great king
were communicated to the other subjects "in all the scripts and languages of the Persian
empire" (Est. 3:12; 8:9).

2. Archaeology. Scholars today generally agree that writing was widespread in
Canaan at an early date. During the second millennium, five writing systems were in
use: Egyptian hieroglyphics; Akkadian cuneiform; the pseudo-hieroglyphic scripr of
Byblos, which used 114 signs; the cuneiform alphabet of Ugarit; and the linear Phoeni-
cian-Canaanite alphabet. Vestiges of other scripts are also found.l8 Mesopotamian
cuneiform in particular was taught in all the Canaanite city-states during the Middle
and Late Bronze Age.te

16. See I.l.b above.
17 . KBL3.
18. See Riiger, 291f.
19. See H. Tadmor, "A Lrxicographical Text from Hazor," IEI, n (.1977),98-102.
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It is becoming increasingly clear that the alphabet originated in the Palestinian

region, "where the cuneiform and hieroglyphic spheres of influence met."20 The earl'est

alphabetic cuneiform tablet fountl at Ugarit dates from ca. 1360 s.c.;21 the script itself

isiarlier. The earliest known evidence for Israel's adoption of the Phoenician-Canaanite

alphabet of twenty-two consonants is a twelfth-century ostracon from Izbet $a4ah, near

Aphek ("the period of the judges"22;. Schooling in Israel dates from a similarly early

p"rioa. According to Bernhard Lung,,3 the alphabet fragments from Lachish24 "make

it reasonable to assume that there was formal school instruction" as early as the ninth

or eighth century. The eadiest extended Hebrew text outside the Bible, however, is still

the Siloam inscription (ca.7OO).

IV. Secular Texts. In the ancient Near East, writing was used for interpersonal

communication ("letters"), songs (work songs, laments, victory songs, love songs),

binding agreements (bills of sale, leases, labor contracts, marriage contracts, wills,

vassal treaties, and international treaties), preserving events for posterity (annals,

chronicles, inscriptions), laws and other public statements (proclamations of the

sovereign), administrative documents, didactic works (including Egyptian autobiog-

raphies), epics, stories and tales, scholarly texts (medicine, mathematics, astronomy,

jurisprudence), myths, magical texts, sacrificial rituals, hymns, and prayers. The

Hebrew Bible explicitly mentions the use of writing for the following types of
documents:

l. Letters. lctters are written by David to Joab (2 S. 11:14f. lseper]), Jezebel to the

elders and nobles of Jezreel (l K.21:8f.,11ls"pdfim)), Jehu to the rulers of Samaria

(2 K. 10:1,6 fs"pdrtml), Hezekiah to the tribes of Ephraim and Manasseh (2 Ch. 30:1

l'isger6ll), Sennacherib to Hezekiah (2 Ch.32:17 fs"parimi), Mordecai and Esther to

the Jews throughout the Persian Empire (Est. 9:20,29 lsepdrim, 'iggerell),2s the Sa-

maritans to Xerxes (Ezr. 4:6li\ruAD and Artaxemes (Ezr. 4:7f .lniit'wdn, 'iggerd)), arrd

Sanballat to Nehemiah (Neh. 6:5 f'iggerel peftl.td)).

2. Contracts. The bill of divorce (sEper k"ri1u1) mentioned in Dt. 24:1,3 is written,

as is the deed for the field purchased by Jeremiah (Jer. 32:10; cf. v. 44); here krb also

denotes the act of signing by witnesses ( Jer. 32:12). Also written down are the agreement

between king and people at the inception of the monarchy (l S. 10:25 lmiipat hatn-

melukdl) and the obligation imposed upon the community by Nehemiah (Neh.

10:1[9:38] ['mdnaD.

20. Rollig, 295.
21. Millard, UE tl (1979), 613.
22. J. Naveh, "Some Considerations on the Ostracon from 'Izbet Sa4ah," IEJ, 28 (1978)'

3 l-35.
23.P.119.
24. Cf.l*mure.
25. See tV.4 below.
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3. Historical Events. Historical events are recorded in writing: the battle with the
Amalekites @x.17:14finas-perl) and(inpoeticforminthe "Bookof theUpright")
the battles at Gibeon and on the mountains of Gilboa (Josh. 10:13; 2 S. 1:18). The texr
refers to several historical writings: the "Book of the Acts of Solomon" (sEper diprA
icldmdh: I K. I l:41), the "Book of the Chronicles of the Kings of Israel" (s€per dilrA
hayydmtml"malf,Ayiird'dl:lK.14:191.15:311'16..5,14,20,?ll;22:39 2K.1:18; 13:8,12;
14:15,28; 15:11,15,21,26,31), the "Book of the Chronicles of the Kings of Judah"
(sEper dilrA hayydmtm l"malf;A yehfi/A: I K. 14..29; 15:7,23 22:46;2 K. 8:23;
l2:2OU91; l 4: 1 8 ; 1 5 : 6,3 6; 1 6: 19; 20 :20 ; 21 : 17,25 ; 23 :28 ; 24 : 5), the " Book of the Kings
of Israel" (sdper mafuA yiird'El: I Ch. 9:1; 2 Ch.20:34), the "Book of the Kings of
Judah and Israel" (sEper hammelaStm lthfiQd weyi$d'Zl: 2 Ch. 16:ll s?per malSA-
yehfrfld w\tifrd'€l: 2 Ch. 25:26; 28:26; 32:32), the "Book of the Kings of Israel and
Judah" (s€per malf,A-yiird'El wth@d:2 Ch.27:7;35:27;36:8), the "Midrash of the
Book of the Kings" (midra.i sEper hammela$tm: 2 Ch. 24:27), and the "History of the
Kings of Israel" (dibrA maki yiSrd'dl, without ktb: 2 Ch.33:18).

The following should also be listed as historical works: the "Words of Shemaiah
the Prophet and Iddo the Seer" (2Ch.12:15), the "Midrash of lddo the Prophet" (2 Ch.
13:22), the "Words of Jehu the Son of Hanani" (2 Ch. 20:34), the "Acts of lJzziah"
written by Isaiah the son of Amoz (2 Ch.26:22), the "Vision of Isaiah the Prophet in
the Book of the Kings of Judah and Israel" (2 Ch.32:32), and the "Annals of Xerxes"
(Est. 2:23;6:1) or the "Annals of the Kings of Media and Persia" (Est. 10:2).

4. Royal Decrees. Written royal decrees appear primarily in Esther. The king's
command to depose Vashti is to be written among the laws of the Medes and Persians
(Est. 1:19). Also written are Xerxes'decree to destroy the Jews (3:9,12), the counter-
order to save them (8:5,8,10), and the Purim letters of Mordecai (9:2G22) and Esther
(vv.29-32).

5. Official Documents. Official documents or lists are mentioned frequently. Nu.
33:l-49, whose present late form probably conceals an earlier document,26 is based on
a list of stages in the desert. Nu. 1 I :26 mentions a register of the seventy or seventy-two
elders who are to relieve Moses of some of his burdens. Lists of towns in Benjamin,
Simeon, Zebulun, Issachar, Asher, Naphtali, and Dan are "recorded" in Josh. 18:11-
19:48 (cf. ktb in 18:4,6,8 [nvice],9). Gideon has a young man write down rhe names
ofthe seventy-seven officials and elders of Succoth (Jgs. 8:14). In Nu. 17:16-18(l-3),
the names of the tribes are written on twelve rods 

- 
possibly an allusion to Egyptian

scepters, which often bore the name of the owner.27 Ezk.37:16,20 probably reflects
the same practice (with 4 instead of matteh). ler. 22:30 alludes to a list of the Davidic

26. M. Noth, "Der Wallfahrtsweg zum Sinai (Nu 33)," PJ,36 (l9,l0), 5-28 = Aufst)tze zur
biblischcn Landes- und Altertumskunde (Neukirchen-Vluyn, l97l), 1, 55-74;1. Koening, "La
localisation du Siniii et les traditions des scribes," RHPR, 43 (1963), 2-31; 44 (1964),200-235.

27. Cf. A. Erman and H. Ranke, Agypten und tigyptisches Leben im Altertum (1928 repr.
Hildesheim, 1984), 256, n.5.

I
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kings (or a list of the citizens of Jerusalem, a kind of "city register"28). A list of the

heads of the Simeonite families who helped their people find new territory in the time

of Hezekiah appears in I Ch. 4:34-37 (cf. v. 41: "registered by name"). A list of the

twenty-four courses of priests, ostensibly written in the time of David but probably

Maccabean, is found in I Ch. 24:6-19. A list found by Nehemiah in Jerusalem contains

the names of the frst exiles to retum (Neh. 7:5ff.).The Chronicler cites a list, contained

in the Book of the Chronicles, of the heads of the priestly and levitical families (Neh.

l2:22ff.). A record of the contribution to the temple brought by F,zra is mentioned in

Ezr. 8:34. The date when the siege of Jerusalem began is written down (Ezk. 24:2), as

is the plan of the temple (Ezk. 43: 1 I ).2e The practice of tattooing with an owner's name'
is reflected by Isa. 44:5. The engraving of q1Qci YYHWH on the diadem of the high

priest is denoted by ptb in Ex. 28:36 and by lab in 39:30.30

6. Instruction [n Prov. 22:20, the wisdom instructor notes that he has written down

his teaching for his student. Koheleth is likewise said to have composed and written

astute and true sayings (Eccl. 12:10).

7 . l,egal Documents. Job 31:35 speaks of an indictment written by an adversary. On

the other hand, Job wants his defense to be written down permanently for posterify

(Job 19:23f.).

V. Religious Texts. [n religious contexts, ktb is used for three major types of written

documents.

I. prophecy. Yahweh commands Isaiah and Habakkuk to write inflammatory words

for everyone to read (Isa. 8:1; 30:8; Hab. 2:2). Jetemiah is the first prophet to have

his words written down on a large scale at his own behest (Jer. 36; cf. 25:13;30:2;

45:1; 5l:60). The prophet's message, rejected by his listeners, is preserved in writing

for the future; it retains its significance beyond the moment of its oral proclamation'

But the written scroll suffers the same fate as the spoken word: the two are therefore

identical. Nevertheless, the word of Yahweh cannot be destroyed; it comes forth once

more, and will not be denied (Jer. 36). This lays the foundation for the notion that

the written word speaks, a familiar concept in rabbinical exegesis (hokkafrb '6mEr)

and the NT (l6gei hE graphii).3r The written word always remains a spoken word.

Postbiblical Judaism came to prefer the term hammiqrd" "what is read" (cf. Neh.

8:8), to hakk4frb, "what is written."32 The lslamic "Koran" is based on the same

28. W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HAT, Xll (31968).

29.W.Zimmerl| Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. trans. 1983),419: "draw."
30. Cf. I.2 above.
31. Cf. W Bacher, Die exegetische Terminologie der jildischen Traditionsliteratu,i 2 vols.

(1899-1905, repr. Darmstadt, 1965), s.v. 'mr; J. Bonsirven, Exigise rabbinique et ex€Sase paulin-

i enne (Pais, 1939), 29 -32, 339 -345.
32. See V.2.b below.
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root.33 Ezk.2:9f . presupposes that the prophetic word has become a book. The speaker
of Ps. 102 also wishes to record his trust and deliverance as a prophetic message for
the future (v. 19[18]). The redactor of Dt. 31:16 -22 sees in the Song of Mosei 1ot.
32) a testimony against lsrael written down by Moses for later ages, should Israel
break its covenant with Yahweh (16:19,22).

The Chronicler ascribes historiographical writing to the prophets Samuel, Nathan,
Gad, Ahijah the Shilonite, and Iddo (l Ch.29:29;2 Ch.9:29). A lament for Josiah sung
by Jeremiah and included with other laments in the book of ..Laments,' is noted in
2 Ch.35:25.

Although writing was undoubtedly a major function of the priesthood, the scribal
work of priests is mentioned only once (Nu. 5:23: writing a curse for jealousy trial).
Here we find an almost magical conception of the power inherent in the written word
(cf. also Jer. 5l:63f.).

2. The l-aw of Yahweh Given through Moses.
a. de!tuim. In line with the Deuteronomic and Deuteronomistic conception of a

written covenant document, Moses writes (or is commanded to write) ..all the words
of Yahweh" (Ex. 24:4), "these words" @x. 34:27), or "all the words of this law in a
s4per" (Dt. 3l:24). Similarly, Israel is to write "these words which I command you
this day" (Dt. 6:6) or "these words of mine" (Dt. l1:lg) on its doorposts (Dt. 6:9;
ll:20), and "all the words of this law" on twelve stones (Dt. 27:3,g). Thus ..(all) the
words of the (this) law" @t.28:58; 2K.23:3) or "the (this) covenant, (2K.23:3;
2Ch-34:31) are written in "a (this) book." Ex.24:4 refers to the Decalog;3a 34:27
probably refers to vv. 12-26. The other passages have in mind the Deuteronomic law
in the broader or narrower sense. The word of Yahweh written "in this book,'includes
curses (2 Ch. 34:21,24).

Alongside the tradition that Moses wrote the words of yahweh in a sEpe4 we find
the Deuteronomic and Deuteronomistic notion (probably later35) that yahweh himself
used his finger (Ex. 31:18; Dt. 9:10) to write his words on two stone tablets (Ex. 3l:1g;
32:15 [without object]; 34:r; Dt. l0:2 ["the words"]; 5:22 f"these words" = the
Decalogl;9:10 ["all the words that yahweh spoke out of the midst of the fire,'];4:13;
l0:4 ["the ten words"]; Ex. 34:28 ["the words of the covenant, the ten words,,):24:12
fhattordwehammiswd]). Jer. l7:1 speaks figuratively of ..the tablet of the heart,, (on
which the sin of Judah is written), as do prov. 3:3; i:3 (writing heseg and 'eme! or the
tdrd and mi;w61of Yahweh on it).

b. tOrA. Although the Deuteronomistic tradition and the Chronicler's history as-
sociate the t6rd with the name of Yahweh and Moses, the text rarely says that yahweh
or Moses wrote the tdrd. Jer.3l:33 says figuratively that in the new covenant yahweh

33. Cf. R. Paret, Mohammed und der Koran (Stuttgart, 41976), 53_55.

- ]a. see H. Haag, "Das 'Buch des Bundes' (ex zi,l)," wort Gottes in der zeit. Festschrift
K. H. SchelHe (Dtisseldorf, 1973),23t.

35. Contra Pertitt, 2l t.
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will write his tbrd on the human heart. Referring to the Deuteronomic law, Dt. 31:9

says: "Moses wrote this law, and gave it to the priests the sons of [rvi, who carried

the ark of the covenant of Yahweh, and to all the elders of Israel." Josh. 8:32 says that

Joshua made a copy (miineh) of the law of Moses, which he had written. We are also

told that Joshua wrote the text of the Shechem covenant in the "book of the law of
God" (Josh. 24:26). Finally, the king is instructed to write a copy (miineh) of "this
law" in a seper (Dt. 17:18). This passage already thinks of Deuteronomy as a "literary
document."36

In fact, most of the relevant passages say nothing about the process through which

the written Torah came into being, but think of it as "written" Gafrb, a complete (Dt.

4:2; l3 lll2:321) and authoritative document. Israel is bound by what is written in the

"law" (Neh. 8:14: "that Yahweh commanded by Moses"), "the book of thelaw" (seper

hattbrd: Josh. 8:34), "this book of the law" (sEper hattbrd haueh: Dt. 29:20[21]; Josh.

l:8; haud'!: Dt. 28:61), "the law of Yahweh" (t^ra!YHWH: I Ch. 16:40), "the law

of Moses" (t\ra1 mdieh: Josh. 8:32; Dnl. 9:11), "the book of Moses" (sEper moieh:

Neh. 13:l), "the book" (hassdper: 2 K.23:24), "this book" (hasseper haueh: Dt.
29:19,26120,271;2K.22:13;23:3), "thebookof thelawof Moses" (sepertbra!moieh:

Josh. 23:6), or "the book of the law of God" (seper t^rat '"ldhtm: Josh.24:26).In
rabbinic literature, kdgA| comes to mean an individual passage from scripture,hakkafib
the entire Bible (a usage superseded in turn by hammiqrdnT). The pl. kefilim can also

refer to the scriptures as a whole, but more commonly it denotes the writings consti-

tuting the third division of the canon.

All activities, but especially the celebration of festivals and the performance of the

temple cult, must be done according to "what is written" (kakkd!frb: Dnl. 9:13: l<a'oier

ka!frD in "the law" (t,rd: Neh. 10:35,37), "the law of Yahweh" (tdra! YI{WH:2 Ch.

3l:3;35:26), "the law of Moses" (tdralmaieh: lK.2:3;Ezt'3:2:2 Ch.23:18; Dnl.

9:13), "thebookof thelawof Moses" (s4pertbralmdieh:2K.14:6;2Ch.25:4 conj.),

"the book of Moses" (sdper mdieh: 2 Ch.35:12), or "this book of the covetant" (seper

habbertl haueh: 2 K. 23:21). The absolute expression kaklcA1fu, "as it is written,"
"according to what is prescribed," which lies behind the NT idiom hdslh6sperl

kath6slkathdper gdgraptai,3s conceives of the Torah as a single normative entity (2 Ch.

30:5,18; Ezr.3:4; Neh. 8:15). In Ps.40:8(7), the supplicant is aware of this notion:

what he must do is written in the scroll of the book (m"gilla1-sEper: v. 8[7])' The

"psalms of the law" as a group, and especially Ps. l, assume that the worshipper has

the written Torah before him.
Therefore ktb inthe sense of "express one's will" can sometimes mean "prescribe"

or "ordain." Yahweh prescribed for Israel hahuqqtm wee!-hammiipatim w"hatt)rd
w"hammiswh (2K.171.37,par. swh in v.34) andtbralt (Hos. 8:12). Yahweh ordained

"bittemess" (m"rdr61) for Job (Job 13:26). Isaiah castigates the legal 'apriciousness

36. G. von Prad, Deuteronomy. OTL (Eng. trans. 1966), l19.
37. See V.l above.
38. See "yp&00)," TDNTl,74749.
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of the royal offrcials, "overzealous scribes" (m"kan"btm) who ordain oppression (Isa.

10:1). The root is used similady in Arabic: kutiba, "it is prescribed" (Koran 2:183);
kataba'ald nafsihi, "he has pledged himself" (Koran 6:12).

3. Heavenly Books. Heavenly books in which the fates of individuals and nations

are recorded constitute a third complex of the written word of Yahweh. In Ps. 69:29(28),
the supplicant prays that his enemies "may be blotted out of the book of the living"
and "not be enrolled among the righteous." In a similar vein, Moses prays that Yahweh

- if he will not forgive the sinful people 
- will blot him "out of thy book which thou

hast written" (Ex. 32:32); Yahweh replies that he blots only sinners out of his book
(v. 33). It is thought that the names of all those living on the earth are entered by God
in his book; to be blotted out of this book means death. The devout psalmist even
believes that every one of his days has been written providentially in God's book (Ps.

139:16). Isa.4:3 defines the sacred remnant inZion as "every one who has been

recorded for life in Jerusalem." These are the elect, chosen to live and set apart for
eschatological salvation.3e The same idea is taken up in Dnl. 12:1. On the other hand,

those who forsake Yahweh are "written in the earth" (Jer. 17:13). Ezk. 13:9 threatens
that the false prophets "shall not be enrolled in the register of the house of Israel, nor
shall they enter the land of Israel." Here the notion of lists of tribes and returning exiles
coalesces with the idea of a heavenly book. Nations as well as individuals are registered
in the book of Yahweh (Ps. 87:6). According to Erich Tnnger,q the notion of heavenly
tablets containing lists of citizens and the living was also the source of the tablet
tradition.al

Somewhat different is the notion that good and evil deeds are recorded so that those
who do them may be rewarded and punished. Nehemiah, for example, prays that God
will not wipe out his good deeds (Neh. 13:14). Because evil deeds are recorded by
God, his judgment is "written judgmenr" (miipat kd!fr|: Ps. 149:9). It will come without
fail, even if not at once (Isa. 65:6). Mal. 3: 16 comforts the faithful with the notion that
their sufferings are recorded in a "book of remembrance."

YI. Dead Sea Scrolls. The verb ktb appears 6l times in the Dead Sea scrolls: once
in lQpHab, 12 times in lQS, 34 times in lQM, once in lQSa, once in 1Q34, 4 times
in 4QFlor, 16 times in CD, and twice in 4QDibHam. The occurrences fall into three
basic groups:

l. Scriptural Quotations. Scriptural quotations are limited to lQS, CD, and-
predictably - 4QFlor. Quotations are introducedby hadddSar 'aier ka1fib (CD 7:lO;
l9:7),ktkenkd1fi! (1QS 5:15; CD l1:18), kikd!frb (CD l1:20), '"ierkd1fif; (4QFlor

39. H. Wildberger, Isaiah l-12 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, l99l), 168-170.
4O.E.Zenger, "Ps 87, 6 und die Tafeln von Sinai," Wort, Lied und Gottessprach. Festschrift

J. Ziegler II. FzB, 2 (1972),97-103.
41. See V.2.a above.
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l:15f.), ',ier hdyi knfrb GD l:13), or, most commonly-as in the canonical

scripturesa2 -by ka'"ier ki1fi! (lQS 5:17; 8:14; 4QFlor I:2,12; CD 7:19) or abs.

knfib GD 5:1,10; 9:5). An interesting passage is CD l9:1, which uses k/< as an

abbreviation for kq'"ier ka!frb or kakkdtfrb; this shows how common the citation
formula was.

2. Lists. The verb krb is used in lQS, lQSa, and CD for the listing of aspirants and

community members in hierarchies, registers, and divisions (lQS 5:23, etc.; lQSa 1:21;

CD 13:12;14:4; 19:35). Specialized meanings include "charge to someone's account"
(CD 6:20) and "record a criticism" (by the mcbaqqEc 9:18).

3. Inscribed Weapons. The War scroll uses ktb 34 times for inscriptions on trumpets,

standards, shields, and lances (lQM 3:2tr)

4. Sacred and Heqvenly Documenrs. A prophetic word written down at God's

command is mentioned in lQpHab 7:l; the Decalog is referred toby 1Q343:2,7,
addressed to God: "Thy right hand hath written." In 4QDibHam 3:l2f', the author

cites "what Moses and thy servants the prophets have written" (cf. Lk. 161.29;.24:27;

Acts 26:22); in 4QDibHam 6:14, the words "all that is written in the book of life"
cleady refer to the Mosaic law.a3 But when CD 3:3 states that Isaac and Jacob are

recorded "as friends of God and his allies forever," the author is probably thinking
of a heavenly book; the same is true of CD 2O:-19, which says that a "book of
remembrance" (sEper zikknfrn) will be written "for those who fear God and honor

his name."
Strangely enough, the Dead Sea scrolls never mention their own writing'

VII. Nouns.

L. k"ldb. The noun k'1d! is found only in postexilic texts, especially Esther. In 8
passages (Est. 3:14; 4:8; 8:8,13; 9:27; Dnl. lO.,21; I Ch. 28:19; Ezt. 4:7) it means

"document," always of an offrcial nature. In Est. 3: 13, it refers to a document distributed

in s?drim; in 4:8, it describes a "legal document" (k"fib-haddat); rn 9:27, it denotes

the Purim ordinance; in Ezr. 4:7, it is the Hebrew translation of Pers. niitewdn, "docu-
menL letter." Only twice does it have a theological meaning: in Dnl. 10:21, it pre-

sumably refers to the canonical book of Jeremiah; in 1 Ch. 28:.19, it denotes the

description of the temple from the hand of Yahweh.a
In 3 passages, k'ldb means "register." Ezr.2:62 (par. Neh. 7:64) speaks of registers

ofpriestly genealogies. Ezk. 13:9 has already been discussed.45 In Ps. 87:6, the proposed

42. See V.2.b above.
43. M. Baillet, "Un recueil liturgique de Qumrdn, Grotte 4: '[rs paroles des luminaires,'"

RB, 68 (1961),232.
44. Contra W. Rudolph, Chronikbiicher HAT XXI (1955), 188.

45. See V.3 above.
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emendation of bibab b biktdb is not persuasive.{ Finally, on 4 occasions (Est. 1:22;
3:12; 8:9 [twice]) k'1dQ means the script used in writing (as distinct kom ldi6n,
"language"). The expression biftta! can nrean either "in writing" (2 ch. 2:10[11]) or
"as prescribed" (35:4).

2. mibab. The noun nibdb does not appear to differ in meaning from kctrd!.lt can
refer to a document (Isa. 38:9: Hezekiah's thanksgiving; 2 ch. zl:12: Elijah's letter to
Joram) or written instructions (2 Ch. 35:4: Solomon's dircctions, par. kctrdfl), the
written text (Dt. l0:4), as well as the script uscd in writing (Ex. 32:16; 39:30). Tlvice
inthe d"ldrtm tablet tradition (Ex. 32:16i Dt. t0:4;* it refers to yahweh's writing. The
expression b"mifttd! (like biktaD means "in writing" (2 ch. 36:22 par. Ezr. 1:l;
antonym: qdl).

3. keloPel.The hapax legomenon &'1af efinl*v.19:28 refers to a tattoo for protection
against the spirits of the dead.

YIII. Aramaic.

l. ke1a8. The Aramaic verb k'1a! (only in the peal) is used primarily with secular
documents: the letter sent by the ringleaders of the samarian opposition (Ezr. 4:g) to
thwart the rebuilding of the wall; Tattennai's letter to Darius (5:7,10); the edict of
cyrus (6:2); a proclamarion of Darius @nl. 6:26[25]). Two texts have theological
significance: in Dnl. 7:1, Daniel writes down his dream (writing is the preferred
medium for apocalypticism!); in 5:5, God himself writes upon the plaster wall of the
palace. Interpretation of what God has written is the function and privilege of the
Jewish sages!

2.k"!ab.In Dnl. 5:7,8,15,16,17, the noun k ldp refers to God,s writing on the wall;
in 6:9,10,11(8,9,10), it refers to Darius's decrce. According to Ezr. 6: 18, the service of
God in the temple was restored "according to the prescription (ktkcldb) of the book of
Moses." In Ezr. 7:22, "witholt prescription" means ..as much as one likes.,,

H. Haag

46. Cf. BHI( and BIIS; see V.3 abovc.
47. See above.
48. See V.2.a above.
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nth, kuttdne!

contents: I. l. Etymology, Disribution:2.LXX. II. OT Usage: l. Paradise; 2. k"!dne! passimi

3. Priestly Vestments; 4. Other Tcxts.

L l. Erynology, Distribwion, The word kuttAnel is the Hebrew equivalent of one

of the most common terms in the civilized world.
In Mesopotamia, we find Sum. gada nd l\y*'. kitfr, "flax, linen'''t It is unclear

whether 0re Akkadian word derives from the Sumerian2 or vice versa.3 There is also

kititu, "knen garment,"4 probably a by-form. In Ugaritic inventories we frnd ktn,

"(linen) tunic."S Therc is a single occurence in Phoenician,6 where it is distinguished

from bg, "byssus." Most of the occurrences in Imperial Aramaic are found at Elephan-

tine; the word means both a kind of material and a garment.T In later Aramaic dialects

the predominant meaning is "linen cloth," bUt in a few cases it denotes a garment:

Jewish Aram.kitnna', "flax, linen"l kifiAnn', "tunic"; Mand. kitana, "linen"; kituna,

"tunic"; Syr. lettdnd, kutrtnd, "linen,"
In Arabic, we find lrauanlkittan, "flax, linen";8 in Ethiopic, ktdn, "linen."
In Mycenaean Linear B, the word appears as /ci-ro, pl. ki'to-ne,e which corre-

sponds to Gk. chitdn (Ionian kithdn\, which in Homer denotes a short tunic for men.

kuttdne!. F. C. Fensham, "A Cappadocian Parallel to Hebrcw kuttdnet," W, 12 (1962),

196-98; E. Y. Kutscher, "Contemporary Studies in North-western Semitic," .fS$ l0 (1965),

2l-51; A. L. Oppenheim, "Essay on Overland Tradc in the First Millennium 8.C.," Festschrift

A. Goetze. lCS, 2l (196?), 236-254t idem, "TlIp Golden Garments of the Gods," JNES, 8

(1949), 172-193; K. R. Veenhof, Aspects of Old Atsyrian Trade and its Terminology. SIDI, lO
(te'l2).

l. AHw, I (1965),495.
2. S. l,andersdorfer, Snnrensclws Sprachgut im AT. BWAT 21 (1916); M. Ellenbogen, Foreign

Words in thc OT (London, 1962),96.
3. D. O. Edzard, "sumerische Komposita mit dem 'Nominalpriifix'nu-," Zq, N.S.2l (1962),

94, n. 15.

4. AHw,1,493.
5. WUS, no. 1405. The most intcresting passage is rlilU, 3.1, with the addition of the Akkadian

text RS 17.227;on the reading, spe M. piiriictr aia O .Lorcle, 'Die V.ertrag zwischen Suppiliuma
und Niqmandu," WO,3 (1956), 227-233; also B. L,andsberger, "Uber Farben im Sumerisch-

akkadischen," Festschri{t A. Goetze. ICS,2l (1967), 158' n. 102.

6. KAI,24,12.
7. DISO, 129 cf. G. R. Driveq "The Ararnaic Papyri ftom Egypt," ,InAS, 59 (1932),78t.

8. rryKAS, I,54f.
9. M. Ventris and J. Chadwic\ Documents in Mycenaean Greek (Canbidge' 1963)' 3l9f',

397;cf. L. R. Palmer, Thc Interprctationof MycenrcanGreek lexrs (Oxford, 1956),294t.,428t.;
and'esp. E. Masson, Rechercies sur les-plui anciens ernprunts sCmitiques en grec. Etudet et

c ommentaires, 67 (1967), 27'29.
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Sappho first uses it for a woman's garment.lo I.at. tunica (<*ktunica) is probably
also related.

Three other words are less certain. Arabic qut(u)n, "cotton," is probably related.
A)r,k. qlkutdnu, "fine sheer cloth,"ll could also be derived from qy4..be small, thin',;
it appears primarily in old Assyrian economic texts.l2 A Neo-Babylonian word
kidltinnu, a kind of cloth, is associated by A. I-eo oppenheimr3 with kitfr; according
to Wolfram von Soden, it is of unknown origin.t+

The range of forms shows that a direct line cannot be taced from Sumerian through
Akkadian, Aramaic, and canaanite to Europe. It is typical of loanwords to exhibit a
variety of forms and not to follow the usual tinguistic patterns.

2. lXX. The usual LXX translationis chit6n; sometimes other tanslations are found,
such as hiruition, stolii, or poddrEs.

tr. or usage. In the ol hfitfine! is used for two different garments: the archaic
kc16nc1 passtm and the simple kuttone! an undergarment or tunic.

l. Paradise. The primeval history provides a special case. when the first human
beings discovered their nakedness, they made themselves aprons (bogarag out of fig
leaves (Gen. 3:7); later, after Yahweh punished their transgressionsfhe added ..gar-

ments of skin" (ko1n61'6r) to their clothing (v.21).It is usually assumed on the basis
of this statement that a kuttdne, could be made out of skin. Closer examination of
the text, however, shows that 7r is qualified by a variety of plays on words and roots.

Word Root Meaning
A. 2:25 'arfimmtm 'wr naked
B. 3:l 'Arfrm 'rm cunning
C. 3:7 'Arummim 'wr naked

3:10 'Arom 'wr naked
3:11 'ArOm 'wr naked

D. 3:21 '6r 'wr skin

Here we see a chiastic structure. The cunning of the serpent (B) leads to knowledge
of nakedness (c); God's intervention (D) ends the nakedness (A). If this is the case,
the passage cannot be used to reconstruct the physical world of the Bible. only one
other passage,2 K. l:8, associates br with clothing; here it describes Elijah,s leather
girdle, which is also unusual, since an'Ez6r is usually made of linen. A parallel in the

_ 10, F9r a further etymological discussion, see also S. t evin, "Grassman's '[-aw' in the Early
Semitic Loan-word 1ttow, 1t0ow," SMEA,8 (l%9), 6675.

tt. AHw, rr (t972),930.
12. Iandsberger, JCS, 2l (1967), 158, n. 102; Oppenheim, JCS, Zl (1967),251, n. 82.
I 3. Oppenheim, JCS, 2l (1967), 25Of.
14. Cf. t-andsberger, JCS, 2t (t%7),158, n. 2.
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Gilgamesh epic may be cited: when Enkidu becomes human through intercourse with

a harlot, she divides her two pieces of clothing so that each receives one.ls In the

Genesis account, each person receives two pieces. Since the stories exhibit other

common features, the relationship between the two texts deserves closer study.

2. kelonel passtm. In the story of Amnon's rape of Tamar, we are told that she was

wearing a kelonel passim, "for thus were the daughters of the king clothed while they

were virgins" (2 S. 13:18). The following word, m"iltm ("overgarment"), is often

emended to me'6lam ("of ol6";,t0 on the grounds that in Ex. 28:4 m"il and kuttone!

are different garments. Since the Exodus passage refers to an ordinary kuttone!, how-

ever, this argument is hardly persuasive. The noun m"'tltm is then either an explanatory

gloss or an adverbial accusative ("as a garment"). It is probably safe to assume that a

k"16ne1 passtm was more like a m"il than an ordinary kuttone!.

The second context where k"lorulpasstm occurs is the Joseph story (Gen. 37:3,23,31-

33): Joseph's k"1onc1 passtm arouses the envy of his brothers. The precise nature of this

garment is obscure, since the word pas is found only here and at 2 S. 23:18. There are

three traditional interpretations. The Targumim, LXX, and Vulg. have "coat of many

colors." Others prefer the midrashic translation "coat with long sleeves," on the basis of
a supposed pas meaning "flat of the hand or foot"; but there is little evidence for this

meaning outside the Aramaic dialects.lT A third translation, "brocade," is suggested by

Saadia Gaon.l8 Ludwig K6hler derives pos as a part of the body from a more general

meaning "flat," citing Pun. ps, "tablet,"le and Jewish Aram. pas, "spade";20 from this

sense he derives the translation "brightly colored robe put together out of separate pieces

of fabric. " 2 l He also cites a proposal to d enve p as from' e p e s, "end, " dual "ankles " @zk.
47:3), which yields the meaning "ankle-length robe." These explanations are inadequate.

E. A. Speiser has put forward an important explanation, citing the term kitfi piiannu
found in Mesopotamian temple documents.22 (Oppenheim23 and von Soden, however,

,"u6 eoa"piiannu, with gada as a determinative, indicating that piiannu is an article of
clothing. According to von Soden, it is "a pouch or the like used in the cult of
goddesses."2a) Speiser says: "The article so described was a ceremonial robe which

could be draped abut statues of goddesses, and had various gold ornaments sewed

onto it." The word passim would then be a variant of Akk. piiannu, "a technical term

denoting appliqu6 ornaments on costly vests and bodices."25

15. Old Bab. version II, tr.26-30; ANET 77.
16. BHI(, KBLz,btt not BI1S.

17. For Ugaritic, see G. E. Mendenhall, The Tenth Generation (Baltimore, 1973),54f.
18. SeeAuS, V (1937),215.
19. Drso,230.
20. KBL2,1113.
21. K8L2,768.
22. E. A. Speiser, Genesis. AB, | (1964), 290.
23. JNES, 8 (1949), 177f.
24. AHw,II, 868.
25. Speiser,290.
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If von Soden is right in distinguishing the piiannu associated with a goddess from
the other occurrences, we face another problem: the former is attested only in Late
Babylonian texts, and can therefore hardly be cited to explain ancient Israelite traditions.
The sumerian loanword piiannu, "chest," is attested earlier, but would seem to be
irrelevant here; we may note, however, that such a chest was used for garments at
Ugarit.

In short, Speiser's explanation is not certain, but is much better than earlier explana-
tions.

The context shows only that the kelonel passim was old-fashioned in the period
when 2 samuel was written and that it was an outer garment, visible from a long
distance. It may well have had long sleeves or many colors, but this cannot be proved-.

3. Priestly Vestments. The regulations of Exodus and trviticus stipulate robes made
in different ways for the high priest and the ordinary priests. The k"1ane1 taibzs nF,x.
28:4 was probably checkered or interwoven, with gold, blue, purple, and scarlet threads
running through the fine linen. The making of the high priesi's iobe is commanded in
Ex. 28:39 (canied out in 39:27), but the making of the robes for the ordinary priests
is not mentioned (cf. 28:40;39:27). There does not seem to have been anything unusual
about the form of the garment; but at some time the robe itself must have had a particular
significance, as we see from the ordination ritual in Ex.29: the high priest is ordained
with investiture and anointing (v. 5), while the ordinary priests are ordained with
investiture only (v. 8). There is no point in speculating over the significance of the
investiture; the robes worn by the king have probably influenced the tradition.26 As
Martin Noth remarks, Ex. 29:5-8 represents an earlier tradition than the ordination
itself, in which all are anointed (Ex. 40: 15; I*v. g:7 ,13, two texrs that belong together
but have been separated by lrv. l--7:27). l*v. g:7 may record the actual ceremony of
investiture; but aside from the fact that the m"il is placed over the kuttinef the passage
does not help us reconstruct the appearance and position of the other garments.

Lev. 10:5 says that Nadab and Abihu were buried in their coats, which seems to
suggest that the coat was an appropriate burial garment. Noth points out that their coats
should in fact have been destroyed when God's fire devoured them; the text may be
intended to emphasize "the removal of their garb from the holy place, in order that it
should never again be used."28

The mention of Aaron's coat in the ritual for the Day of Atonement (t,ev. 16:4) is
strange; it may indicate "that Aaron was not to wear the full regalia in the once-a-year
sacrifice in the 'holy place', but only a more modest dress.,'2e It is hardly no[eworthy
that the postexilic priests wore coats, which are mentioned only as offerings @2r.2:69;
Neh. 7:69,71U0,721; the sequence of the offerings is of no importance).

26. M. Noth, Exodus. OTL (Eng. trans. 1962),23O.
27. rbid., 283.
28. M. Noth, Izviticus. OTL(Eng. trans. 1965), g6.
29. rbid., 120.
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The vesting of Aaron is described in detail in Sirach's praise of famous men, where

it occupies six of the seventeen verses devoted to Aaron. The coat is mentioned in Sir.

45:8c. This emphasis on Aaron's vestments can be viewed as a first step leading to the

Christian tradition of Jesus' seamless robe.

Although Isaiah's oracle against the arrogant Shebna mentions the latter's kuttdne!

(Isa.22:21), there is no reason to assume that it was out of the ordinary, except perhaps

for being especially luxurious. It is also possible that it was made of special cloth, like

a priestly kuttAnc!.

4. Other Texts. Tltere is little to say about other passages. In 2 S. 15:32, the kuttone!

is the garment that Hushai tears out of desperation over the political situation. In Cant.

5:3, it is the garment the beloved has put off, so that she does not rise to open the door

for her lover. Job. 30:18 mentions akuttone!, but the verse is so difficult that many

interpreters leave it untranslated;30 the passage therefore has nothing to contribute to

our discussion.
Freedman-O'Connor

In the Dead Sea scrolls, the Aaronic priests are clothed with ktwnt bd, "linen
garments," according to lQM 7:10. Line 11, however, shows that these are not part of
their regular vestments; they belong to the bigdA milhdmh, " garments of war." In 4QOrd

2:14:7 , ktnt represents MT iimlal i.ffA (Dt. 22:5). In I I QtgJob, it represents the meil
of Job 29:14. This evidence may indicate that in the intertestamental period kuttone!

became an inclusive term for "outer garment."
Fabry

30. M. Pope, Job. AB,xv C1979),223.
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Contents: I. 1. Occurrences; 2. Meaning. II. l. Part of the Body; 2. Part of a Building; 3. Part

of an Object; 4. Part of a Hill. Itr. Religious Usage.

ka1ep. f,. P. Dhorme, "L Emploi m6taphorique de noms de parties du corps en h6breu et en

akkadien," RB, 3l (1922),215-233; H. Donner, "Ugaritismen in der Psalmenforschwg," ZAW,

79 (1967),322-350;Z.Kallar, "Kateph-ln)," (N,15 (1965), 177-79; Y. Komlosh, "t]{ID

- lD?'!," Bar-Ilan, 4f. (1967),4249 lmeb.l, xxii-xxiii [Eng. summaryh A. Schwarzenbach, Die
geographische Terminologie im Hebrtiischen des ATs (kiden, 1954): L. A. Snijders, "UOrien-
tation du temple de J6rusalem," OTS, 14 (1965), 2l+234.
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l. l. occurrences. The noun kalep occurs 67 times in the or, 4 times in ugaritic,
and once in a Hebrew inscription.l It is also found in Jewish Aramaic, Syriac, Mandaic,
Arabic, Tigrifla, and Ethiopic; Akk. katappa-fz is problematic.2

2. Meaning. In Ugaritic, ktp denotes the part of the body best suited to bearing
burdens, the shoulder, together with the upper portion of the chest. Aliyan Ba'al raised
Jpi, the lamp of El, "upon the shoulder of 'Anat" (lhp 'n).2 Another texta describes
a messenger as taking the word of his lord upon his shoulders (ml'k bm ktpm rgm b'lh).
In the battle between Ba'al and Yam, Ba'al's club struck "the shoulder of prince yam,
the breast of the ruler of the flood" (ktp zbl ymlbn y&n p1 nhr).s The parallelism
between ktp and bn ydm suggests that ktp means not so much the back of the shoulder
as the front, including the collarbone - in other words, the upper portion of the chest.6

One textT probably uses trp to denote a kind of weapon.
syr. katpa, Arab. katiflkatflkitf, Tigr. maktaf, and Eth. matkaft all mean "shoulder."

Al,k. l<anppdtu probably means the breast of an animal. An inscription from Silwan
in the Kidron valley contains the phrase fudr bktp lzs4 "chamber in the shoulder of the
rock," probably referring to a rocky mountain slope.s In the OT, besides the "shoulder"
of a human being or animals, hp can denote an analogous landform, as well as a part
of a building ortool. As a consquence, the LXX uses a variety of translations: n6tos
(17 times), Smos (15),6mia (12), ep1mts (8), and klitos (6).In 9 passages, the LXX
does not provide a suitable equivalent.

u. L. Pan of the Body. The or uses hp twice to denote part of an animal's body.
Ezk. 24:4lists the tbrgh @dreft) and shoulder (kaleO as choice pieces of meat. Isa.
30:6 describes the transportation (n.f) of goods in the Negeb "on the shoulders of
asses" ('al-kc1ep '\tdrim) and "on the humps of camels."

In an animal metaphor, Ezk. 34:21 uses our word to describe heedless human
conduct. Z,ec.7:ll; Neh. 9:29 use it similarly to represent stubbornness.

The specific meaning of kagp with respect to the human body is clear from Job
3l:22;rsa.49:22. Cursing himself, Job cries out: "Let my kalop fall from its shoulder
(miiiifund)." T\e kalzp is thus part of the shoulder area, piobably the "shoulder
blade."e Deutero-Isaiah promises that Israel's daughters "shall be carried (rz.f'hiphil)
onthe kd!ep," Israel's sons "in the bosom" (behosen). The parallelismbetween kdlep
and hdsen recalls the association of ktp and bn ydm in ugaritic, suggesting that here,

1. N. Avigad, "The Second Tomb-tnscription of the Royal Steward,,' IEJ, 5 (1955), 165f.
2. KBL3,481; P. Fronzaroli, "Studi sul lessico comune iemitico. II: Anatomia e nilologla"

AANLR, 19 (1964), 257, 27 r, 278.
3. KTU, 1.6 r, t4t.
4. KTU, 1.2 t, 42.
5. KTU, t.2IV, t+17.
6. Ct. WUS, no. 1407.
7. KTU, 1.6 Y,2; cf . WUS, no. 14O8, supported by Donner, 348.
8. KBL3.
9. A. Dillmann, Hiob. KEHAT I1(1891),268.
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1.ai6,, kAlep denotes the part of the body around the collarbone, roughly the chest. We

read how Samson puts (fym) the doors of the city gates on his shoulders and carries

them away (Jgs. 16:3), how Ezekiel lifts (n.f) the exiles'baggage upon his shoulders

as a sign that even the prince will do the same (Ezk. 12:6,7,12 [reading 'al instead

of 'elrol), how the wicked will likewise lift (n.f) their idols upon their shoulders (Isa.

46:7), ajnd how Goliath carries a bronze ktd,nbetwenn his shoulders (1 S. l7:6).tt
In his description of Nebuchadrezzar's laboring army, Ezekiel speaks of heads made

bald and shoulders rubbed bare (Ezk. 29:l81.tz The sons of Kohath had to carry (n.f)

the holy things upon their shoulders (Nu. 7:9). The "sons" of the Levites canied (n.f)

the ark of God upon their shoulders with poles (1 Ch. 15:15); after it was lodged in
the temple, however, they no longer had to carry (maifld) it upon their shoulders

(2 Ch. 35:3).
In Ezk. 29:7, "you tore all their shoulders," many scholars emend kdtdprz a l<ap.ta

2. Part of a Building. The most frequent use of lcalep is to denote a part of a

building.rs The "right side of the house (= the temple\" (ke1ep habbayil holyemdni!)

is mentioned in 1 K. 6:8;7:39:'2 K. 11:11; Ezk.47:l(,2);2Ch.4:10 (conj.);23:10 (cf.

1 K.7:39), the left side (.. .hass"ma'li!) in 2 K. ll:ll 2 ch.23:10 (cf. 1 K.7:39)'
the "side of the gates" of the temple (ke1ep haiic'drim)inEzk.40:18 (sg-:46:19;4O:.44

[twice]), the "sidewalls of the entrance" (ktgdl happelal.t) in Ezk. 41:2 and of the

vestibule (hd'fildm) in v. 26. Ezk. 40:40 mentions the "side" twice without further

qualification. Similarly, the law of the tabernacle speaks of curtains on both "shoulders"

or "sides" @x.27:14,15; 38:14,15), referring to "the two side pieces of the system of
hangings to the right and left of the opening on the front side."l6 In these passages,

kdlep denotes the side of a structure, like the Eng. "flanft."17

3. Part of an Object.In 1 K. 7:30,34, we read of four "side pieces" of a metal stand

used in the temple,ls which L. A. Snijdersle interprets as "brackets." The ephod that

is part of the priestly vesftnents has two "shoulder-pieces"20 @x.28:-7;39:4) decorated

10. B1lS.
ll. Cf. W. Caspari, Die Sanuelbiichex KAT Vtr (1926), 299: "hardly 'over his

shoulder"'; RSV and H. J. Stoebe, Das erste Buch Samuelis. KAT, Vtryl (1973), 316: "slung

berween his shoulders"; H. W. Hertzberg, I & II Sanuel. OTL @ng. trans. 1964), 142, n. c:

"literally, 'between the shoulder blades'; he thus carried it lighAy."
12. See W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm @ng. trans. 1983), l17, 119'

13. Interpreted by G. R. Driver, "Ezekiel: Linguistic and Textual Problems," Bibl,35 (1954),

299,in the sense of "arm-pit."
14. First suggested by C. von Orelli, Das Buch Ezechiel und die oil)lf Heinm Prophcten SZ

(21896), 120, on the basis of the tXX and Syr.; most recently, Zimmerli' 119.

15. See Snijders, 220f.
16. M. Noth, Emdus. OTL (Etg. tans. 1962),217.
17. M. Noth, Kiinige 1-16, BK, DVI (1968), 116; DISO, 129.
18. Noth, Kdnige l-16,158f.
t9.P.220.
20. Idem: epauleftes.
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with stones (28:12; 39:7) and furnished with golden cords (28:25; 39: lg) and golden
ings (28:27;39:20).

4. Part of a Hill. Finally, kalep can denore a specific landform. The description of
the borders of Judah and Benjamin speaks of the shoulder of "the Jebusite; (Josh.
l5:8; 18:16), "Mount Jearim" (15:10), (15:11), ..Jericho,, (lg:12), ,,Luz,,

(18:13), "Beth-arabah" (18:13;,zt and "Beth-hoglah" (18:19). Nu. 34:11 speaks of
"the shoulder of the sea of chinnereth," Ezk 25:9 of "the shourder of Moab," and
Isa. 11:14 (conj.) of "the shoulder of the Philistines."22

This is not the place to discuss the geographical problems raised by these texts.
They clearly refer to a specific landform associated with mountains or hills; what is
not clear is whether kalep, wtLr,ch literally means "shoulder," refers to a ridge,23 or -as in the case of animals, human beings, and buildings 

- to a side or slope. The Silwan
inscription mentioned above suggests that knlep means "a sloping hillside,', because
the tomb referred to is located on the hillside opposite Jerusalem.2a Even if this
interpretation is correct, it is still debatable whether the border runs along the foot of
the hill on which the city is situated or along the edge of a hill opposi@.2s

Irr. Religious usage. we are clearly dealing with rerigious usage when l<agp is
associated with Yahweh, as in the tribal oracle conceming Benjamin (Dt. 33i2).
Scholars differ as to whether Yahweh (or Elyon26) is the subject of the final stich (..The
beloved of Yahweh, he dwells in safety by him; Elyon encompasses him all the day
long, and makes his dwelling berween his [Benjamin's] shoulders") or Benjamin is to
be construed as the subject, so that the shoulders must belong to yahweh or Elyon.27

21. Ct. M. Noth, Das Buch Josua. HAT, Vtr (31971), 10g; H. W. Herrzberg, Das Biicher
Josua, Richter und Ruth. ATD, IX e1974), 105.

22. The textual problem is discussed by Komlosh, 4249.
23. Snijders, 220.
24. Y. Aharoni,The l-and of the Bible @ng. trans., philadelphia, 2lg7g),2g3, n. lg5.
25. See esp. the discussion in Kallai.
26. See BIIS.
27. Among the scholars who prefer the first intelpretation are K. H. Graf, Der Segen Moseb

(I*ipzig,l85f),39f.; A. Dillmatn,Numei, Deuteronomiumundlosua KEHAT(1996),425; s. R.
y|vel !!C (3!9o2,repr. 1978),4O4;E. Sellin, "Das ZeltJahwes," Alttesnmentliche Sntdien Rudolf
Kittel. BWANT, 13 (1913), 184-86; E. Koenig, Das Deuterorwmium. KAT Itr (1917), 226;c.Di-
ma1, "Stalmeszugehtirigkeit der Stadt Jerusalem und des Tempels," Abhandlungen zur semi-
tischen Religionslatnde und sprachwissenscha{t. Festschifi w: w. G. von Baudisiin. BAW 33
(J918), I I l; C. Steuemagel, Das Deuteronomium HKATV3 (1923),17g; A. Welch, Deuteronomy
(London, 1932), 122; R. Tournay, "[r Psaume et les b6n6dictions de Moi'se," RB, 65 (195g), 196;
also F. Delitzsch in O. Eissfeldt, Franz Delitzsch und Wolf Graf Baudissin SSAI,I{ Phil.-hist. Kl.
ll2l2 (1966), l2.The other side includes c. F. Keil, KD, a3,503f.; E. Meyer, Die Israeliten und
ihre Nachbarstcimme (lx)6, repr. Darmstadt, 1967),522;K. Budde, Der Seg en Mose's (Tiibingen,
1922),34: T. H. Gaster, "Deureronomy xxxiii.l2," Exp\ 46 (1934135),334; E. Sellin, Einkilung
in das AT (7[*ipzig, 1935), 24; H. Junker, Das Bich Deuteronomiwn. HS, il12 (1933, repi
Darmstadt, 1952), 132;F.M. cross and D. N. Freedman, "The Blessing of Moses," JBZ, 67 (lg4g),
194 and 2O5,n.40; G. von Rad, Deuteronomy, OTL(Eng. trans. 1966i, 207.
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Hans-Jiirgen Znllr-lz8 argues for the latter view on the basis of the structure of the verse:
the second and third stichs develop the statement of the first. He also points out (as

have others) that the hvo occurrences of .i/cn in the verse cannot have different subjects,
first Benjamin and then Yahweh or Elyon. Finally, he suggests that kalep may mean
"hillside." Read thus, the oracle states that Benjamin, beloved of Yahweh, dwells
secure: El Elyon - to whom other passages of the OT also attribute protection (cf.
Gen. 14:20; Ps. l8:14[Eng. v. 13]; 2l:8171; etc.) - encompasses him all the day long,
for the tribe has settled in a hilly territory especially protected by Elyon. Cf. Ps. 46:5(4):
there are other "habitations of Elyon" besides Jerusalem.

The metaphorical phrase kdlep sdrdrelinZnc. T:11; Neh. 9:29 also belongs in the
religious realm. Zechaiah's sermon attacks the Judeans' confidence that their fasting,
lamentation, and sacrifices have fulfilled all that Yahweh requires (Z,ec. 7:4-6). He
reminds them of Yahweh's words spoken through the former prophets, to whom their
ancestors refused to hearken, so that the pleasant land was made desolate (w. 1,11-14).
The text uses several idioms to describe the previous generations' rejection of the
prophets' message: they refused to hearken, they turned stubborn shoulders and stopped
their ears (v. l1), they made their hearts like adamant so as not to hear the Torah and
the words of Yahweh (v. l2).

ln Neh. 9, this phrase appea$ in a long prayer that describes Yahweh's mercies to
his people from Abraham on, at each stage contrasting them with Israel's rejection.
Verse 29 in particular says that Yahweh wamed the Israelites - through his prophets,
of course - in order to bring them back to his Torah; but they acted presumptuously,
refused to obey the commandments, sinned, turned a stubbom shoulder, stiffened their
necks, and would not obey. Commenting on the passage, Conrad von Orelli notes:
"The image is of a stubborn ox that refuses to wear the yoke (to which the law of God
is likened)."2e He cites Hos. 4:16, which uses srr in its original meaning.

"The picture of history that we find here reflects the views of the Deuteronomic
school."30 Because the phrase is identical in both passages, we may see in it a stylistic
device of postexilic preaching 

- 
if Neh. 9 did not borrow the expression from Zec.7.

We come finally to Ezk. 34:2l,which also uses an animal metaphor. The prophet
proclaims deliverance for the Israelites in exile: Yahweh will favor the lean sheep over
the fat and strong, because the latter have pushed the weak and feeble sheep away with
side and shoulder and thrust at them with their horns, scattering them abroad.

Thus l<n1ep is a metaphor for strength and power. The shoulder bears burdens; it
guards and protects. The word also came to express stubborn, sustained, vigorous
resistance to Yahweh and his commandment, as well as the unequal contest between
the enemy and God's weak people, who would be vanquished if Yahweh did not
intervene to save them. We receive a general impression that kapp is used metaphori-
cally in religious language to express human rebellion against Yahweh and the opposi-

28. H.-J. Zobel, Stammespruch und Geschichte. BZ-{W 95 (1965), 34f.
29. Yon Orelli, 189.
30. W. Rudolph, Esra und Nehemia. HAT XX (1949), 16l.
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tion of the nations to the people of God. This impression must be qualified, however,
by Isa. 49:22, where Deutero-Isaiah states in an oracle of salvation that the nations will
bring the exiles home "in their bosom" and "on their shoulders."

Tabel

hh) tn; n n? kaft

Contents: I. l. Etymology;
Objects; 4.knf!.

l. l. Etymology. Outside the OT, the verb appears with the same meaning in the
Dead Sea scrolls (qal: lQpHab 3:1; hophal: IQM 18:2), as well as Middle Hebrew
(piel) and Jewish Aramaic, both Galilean (pael) and Babylonian. Cognates of /cr include
Syr. ketm', "fine dust," and Mand. kita, "lump." In Tigre, the cognate verb means
"make small incisions" and in Tigrifla, "grind up." Akk. katdtu, "vibrate (?),"1 differs
markedly in meaning (cf. Arab. kn, "seeth&).

Warrnuth

For this reason, Heb. and Akk. ktt should be considered different roots, despite their
consonantal identity.

Von Soden

Ugar. ktF may denote a kind of metalworking ("beaten" copper); this parallel may
be relevant to the interpretation of lsa. 2:4 par. Mic. 4:3; Joel 4: l0(Eng. 3:10).

2. Occurrences. The verb kn appears 17 times in the OT 5 times in the qal, 5 times
in the piel, once in the pual, twice in the hiphil, and 4 times in the hophal. Its nominal
derivatives are lcnf,1(5 occurrences) and me$ittA (l occurrence).

In Jgs. 20:43, some scholars propose emending kitt"rfr to a form of ktt on the basis
of the LXX; Hans-Joachim Kraus proposes inserting kinefi inPs.74:6.4 Because the

trr. B. Halper, "The Participial Formations of the Geminate Verbs," 7AW 30 (1910), 125;
E. Jenni, Das hebrdische Pi'el @rrich, 1968), 185f.; Jdrg Jeremias, "Die Deutung der Gerichts-
worte Michas in der Exilszeit"" AW,83 (1971),330-354, esp.336; W. Rudolph, Micha-
Nahum - Habaluk - kphanja KAT, XIIll3 (1975); H. Wildbergea Isaiah l-12 @ng. trans.,
Minneapolis, l99l).

l. AHw,I (1965), 465a; CAD, Vm (1971), 304: "be low or short."
2. For a different view, see A. Guillaume, "Hebrew and Arabic lrxicography," Abr Nahrain,

2 (196016l, repr. [riden, 1965), 10.
3. UT no. 1327.
4. H.-J. Kraus, Psalms @-150 @ng. trans., Minneapolis, 1989), 95.

l
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arguments for these emendations are not persuasive (although kn would be appropriate
in both contexts), we shall ignore these passages. [n Isa. 30:14, the MT reads the qal
passive participle. The two hiphil forms (Nu. 14:45; Dt. l:44) exhibit aramaizing
features (gemination of the initial consonant).

The LXX uses a variety of verbs to translate ktt; the most frequent is synk6ptein
or katakdptein (Dt.9:21;Ps.89:24l23ltLXX 88:24h2 Ch.34:7;Znc. ll:6; Nu. 14:45;
Mic. 1:7; also Joel 4:10[3:10] and Isa. 2:4 par. Mic.4:3, which supports the inter-
pretation of these passages in the same way as the other occurrences). [n a few
passages, the specific sense of lr, does not find expression (2 Ch. 15:6; Job 4:20; Isa.
24:12).

ll. l. Basic Meaning. Ignoring for a moment the specialized use of ktt in Mic. 4:3
par. Isa. 2:4; Joel4:10(3:10), we find everywhere a basic meaning "break (into small
pieces), crush, grind." Of the passages using qal forms @t. 9'.21; Isa. 30:14; Ps.

89:241231; I*v. 22:24), the first two are especially vivid. Dt. 9:21 says that Yahweh
burned the golden calf and crushed it; two infinitives absolute (bAFb and nhbn,
"pulverize") make the description more precise: "into powder." The purpose and result
are further emphasized: "until it was ground (dqq) as fine as dust."

In Isa. 30:14, the breaking (.ibr) of a potter's vessel serves as an image of destruction;
the extent of the breakage is defined more precisely by kdfi1ld' yal.tmdl, "ruthlessly
smashed." As a result of this breaking (the only occurrence of the nominal derivative
m"ftittd), not a sherd will be found with which one might take fire from a hearth or dip
water from a cistern.

In Ps. 89:24(23), the object of lr is personal ("his foes"). From the parallelism
(ngp: "and strike down [or 'smash to pieces'] those who hate him"), we rny conclude
that ktt still retains its basic meaning "crush, smash" when human beings are the
object.

According to Lev. 22:24, animals with injured testicles must not be sacrificed to
Yahweh. Four types of injury are named: bruising @A'frD, crushing kafr), tearing
(ndfrq), and cutting GnmD. The crushing of testicles was considered one possible
method of castration.

The piel (2 K. l8:4; 2 Ch. 34:7; Zec. ll:6) is used in narrative and in prophetic
oracles to emphasize the result of the action. In 2 K. 18:4, it describes by itself the
smashing of the bronzp serpent. In 2 Ch. 347 it describes the smashing of the Asherim
and idols; the purpose is stated by /'plus the infinitive construct of dqq: "to pulverize."
ln Z,e,c. 11:6, the extent of the object demands a somewhat figurative translation: the
shepherds and kings shall devastate (ktt) the earth.

The single pual form (2 Ch. 15:6) also conveys the same basic meaning and em-
phasizes the result (one nation broken by another).

The nvo hiphil forms (Nu. 14:45; Dt. l:44) appear in very similar clauses with the
same construction (acc. + 'aA.The enemy defeated and dispersed (/cn hiphil) the
Israelites - that is, the cohesive formation dissolved into separate groups, scattering
in flight. The image of /cr is clearly visible. The hiphil may have been chosen for its
causative aspect.
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The hophal forms function as passive equivalents to the qal.5 The meaning is again

"be crushed (to pieces)" in Mic. 1:7 (idols); Isa.24:12 (city gate); Job 4:20 (human

beings). [n Jer. 46:5, however, the meaning corresponds to the hiphil ("their warriors

are scattered").

2. Specialized Usage. In contrast to these passages, Joel 4:10 (qal); Mic. 4:3 pal.

lsa.2:4 (piel) use the vert as a technical term (with the acc. + 11 for the transformation

of one kind of implement into another by a metalworker; in these texts, it is often

translated "(re)forge." The basic meaning, however, is still very much present, since

the process implies total destruction of the old object. Either one stage has come to

represent the entire process, denoted now by kn, or the word refers only to the desffuc-

tion of the original implement - 
for example, the breaking of weapons to pieces -

and only the prep. lc extends the basic meaning by indicating the purpose of the

destruction: "Break up your weapons - for plows" (i.e., in order to make plows). In

any case, even if the verb is translated "reforge," the emphasis is on the necessary

destruction. TWo dffierent purposes are expressed by the qal (Joel 4:10: plowshares

into swords) and the piel (Isa. 2:4 par. Mic. 4:3: swords into plowshares). "In Joel, the

emphasis is on the imminent act of mobilization; in Isaiah, it is on the permanent

condition resulting from the action."6

3. Objects. Most frequentJy, ktt refers to the destruction of idols (Dt.9:21; Mic. l:7

[in the context of a polemic against idolsT]; 2 K. 18:4; 2 Ch.34:1) and enemies (Nu.

l4.45;Dt. l:44;Jer.46:5;2 Ch. 15:6; Ps.89:241231). Once (Job 4:20) it refers to people

in general and once to the earth with its inhabitants (7*c. lI:6). Single passages refer

to the crushing or breaking of a vessel (Isa. 30:14), a gate (Isa. 24:12), and the testicles

of an animal (l*v.22:24).
The problems involved in trying to date the individual texts make it impossible to

associate the verb with a particular period. JOrg Jeremias8 considers k r, "smash (idols),"

to be a term characteristic of Hosea and Deuteronomy.

4.lcafi. The derived noantcdltlalways denotes oile of the highest quality. It is made

by crushing olives in a morcar. The oil released before or at least at the time of the first
pressing was particularly esteemed: it was used for the sacred lamp (Ex. 27:20;I-ev.
24:2),forsacrifice @x.29:40;Nu.28:5;1lQT21:15).ItwasalsoexportedbySolomon
to the court of Hiram (1 K. 5:25[11]).10

Warmuth

5. GK, $53u; BIe, $38m; for the suggestion of an aramaizing hophal, see GK, 67y.

6. Jenni, 186.
7. See H. D. Preuss, Verspottung fremder Religionen im AT. BWANT, 92151121(1971), 133f.

8. P.336.
9. --llDVi lemen.
10. AnS, IV (1935, repr. 1964), 238ff.; D. Kellermann, "Ol und Olbereitung," BR L2,238-240,

with bibliog.; E. Segelbirg, *61," oauw, tr, 1336f.; H. Frehen, "O1," BI],1257t.
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Contents: l. Etymology; 2. OT Usage; 3. LXX.

L. Etymology. Heb. la',A is cognate etymologically with lJgar. l'y, ..tire,,,l Jewish
Aram. le'd, "labor, tire," Syr. "exert oneself." In Arabic, we find la'ii, ,,be sluggish,,'2
and in Akkadian, la'fr, "be weak."3 A different root is reflected in Ugar. l'y, ,,be

Strong,"4 and Akk. le'fr, "be competent";s it appears also in phoenician personal
names.6 This latter root may be represented in Hebrew by the personal name l-eah
(le'$. T\e two roots may be ultimately related, since both refer to strength or expen-
diture of strength.T

2. or usage. In the or, the verb ld'6 appears 3 times in the qal (besides sir. 43:30),
10 in the niphal, and 5 (or 6) in the hiphil. All the texts have more to do with mental
and spiritual exhaustion than with physical fatigue; the word refers to the will and the
emotions. It can often be translated "be unable to bear," "be tired of," or "dislike."
We may note that it never occurs in conjunction with -> 

glt ydga' or -, lyr yd.dp. In
the qal, the emotional aspect is especially clear in Job 4:2,5:1'you 'dislike' having
someone speak to you"; "now it [misfortune] has come to you, and you 'cannot bear
it' (i.e., 'you are impatient,' par. 'dismayed' lbhl niphall).,, Gen. 19:11 is a little
different: the men of Sodom, struck with blindness, "wore themselves out" groping
for the door.

The same nuimce is also very clear in two (rccurrences of the niphal in Jeremiah,
where the verb is associated with forms of the verb kwL rn Jer. 6:11, the prophet says:
"I am so full of the wrath of Yahweh that I cannot hold it in (nit'a1t hakil)"; he must
let all feel Yahweh's wrath. In Jer.20:9, in the context of one of his "confessions," he
says that he tried to keep silent, but the message was like a burning fire within him:
"I wearied myself trying to hold itin (nil'€1i kalkEl),bat t could (y/</) not." In a similar
vein, Yahweh says in Isa. 1:14 that he hates the people's festivals: "They have become
aburdentome, Icannotbearthem(zil'afinei6)." Jer. 15:6alsobelongsinthiscategory:
"I have stretched out my hand against you and destroyed you 

- I was tired of relenting
(nil'A1i hinndhEm);'

The emotional aspect also appears in Prov. 26:15: "T\e sluggard buries his hand in

l. WUS, no.1429.
2. WKAS, tI,72f.
3. AHw, I (1965), 540.
4. WUS, no. 1430.
5. AHw, l, 547.
6. Benz, 336f.
7. On the problem of antithetical words, see D. Cohen, *AddAll et ambiguit6 linguistique en

arabe," Arabica, S (1961), l-29.
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the dish and 'is too lazy' to bring it back to his mouth" - i11 other words, he has no

desire to do so. Ex. 7:18 is similar: "The Egyptians 'could'not drink the [putrid] water

of the Nile" - it disgusted them.

Jer. 9:4(Eng. v. 5) comes closer to the idea of wearing oneself out: "They have

taught their tongue to speak lies; they weary themselves with committing iniquity
(ha"weh nil'fi)." The MT is difficult; Josef Schreinef includes the following .ir2!:

"They are too lazy to repent." Isa. 47:13 may also belong here: "You 'have wearied

yourself' with your many counsels." As the context shows, this refers to consulting

astrologers. The text of Is a. 16:12 may be comtpl "When Moab presents himself (nirZ;
a doublet of nil'6?), when he 'wearies himself'upon the bdmd and enters his sanctuary

to pray, he will not succeed." Moab's many prayers and laments are in vain and of no

avail.e
A different nuance is present in Ps. 68:10(9): "Thy heritage [i.e., the land], which

was 'exhausted' [by drought], thou [God] didst restore [with rain]." There is no evidence

to support Mitchell Dahood's theorylo that this text uses ld'6, "gain the upper hand."

In the hiphil, the emotional aspect is once again clear in Isa. 7:13: "Is it too little
for you to 'weary'mortals, that you 'weary' my God also?" - in other words, God's

patience is exhausted. The other three passages have more to do with physical fatigue.

Jer. l2,5: "If you have raced with foot-runners and have 'exhausted yourself,' . . .

how will you compete with horses?" - that is, as the parallel implies: "If you have

failed in easy tasks, what will you do when hard ones come?"1l Job 16:7: "Now he

[God] has 'wom me out'; thou hast made desolate all my company [family?]." The

text is probably comrpt, but the meaning of h'A hiphil is clear: Job is at the end of
his rope; he can endure no more. In Mic. 6:3, in an accusation against Israel, Yahweh

says: "O my people, what have I done to you? In what have I 'wearied'you?" God

has given his people every blessing, but they act as though he had laid heavy burdens

upon them.
Ezk. 24:12 is probably colrupt: tc'untm hel'd1is probably a dittography of fitrum

hel'dyd, "its rust is consumed," in the preceding verse.

3. lXX. The LXX uses a variety of translations: qal: paral-festhai (Job 4:2,5 [para-
phrasel); niphal: epdchein, asthene[n, &inasthai, kopidn, pai4nai;hiphil: ag6n, ekliein,
katdkopo s, lyp etn, pare noc hlein, pardc hein, poiein.

Ringgren

8. J. Schreiner, Jer 1-25,14. NEB,69.
9. O. Kaiser, Isaiah 13-39. OTL (Eng. trans. 1974), 74, considers the verse secondary.

10. M. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography IV," Bibl, 47 (1966), 408.
11. W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HAT Xn C1968), 75.
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Contents: I. Etymology, Distribution, Semantic Field, Meaning. tr. Usage.

I. Etymology, Distribution, Semantic Field, Meaning. The noun l,'dm (only in
Prov. 1l:26: l"'6m; cf.Isa. 51:4?) is usually considered an archaic or archaizingl word
for "people" (cf. Prov. l1:26: "people"; Gen. 25:3: "tribe, clan"; cf. the other occur-
rences in Proverbs). It usually appears in the plural, rarely in the singular;2 it is limited
to poetic texts, which include Gen 25:23;27:29.

In the Semitic languages, we find an analogous lsm or l'm, "people, host" (sg. and
pl.), in Ugaritic3 and Akkadian (limu, "thousand").4 The root appears also in Arabic
(lamma VIII: "come together").s

The LXX usually translates l"'om (or its pl.) as 6thnd, sometimes laoi (or its sg.);
but it also uses drchontes (Gen. 27:29; lsa. 34:l; 4l:l; 43:4,9) or basileis (Isa. 5l:4;
cf. Ps. 148:11; 7:86). Once it uses phyl6 (Prov. 14:34).2

In later Hebrew, l"'Am is replaced by 'ummi (probably the correct reading in Isa.
55:4, but cf. Ps. 117:l).

The semantic field includes above all -+ ltlt 'qtn and -+ tll g6y.8 Scholars generally
make a clear distinction between the latter two terms, but only rarely ty to define le'dm
more precisely.e

It must be noted first that the sg. l"'Om is found in only 4 OT passages (Gen.25:23
[twice];ro also Prov. 11:26; 14.28; probably pl. in Isa. 51:4). In all these passages, the
translation "people" or "nation" is appropriate.

l"'6m. -+ r1l gdy. Also: C. de Jong, DeVolkenbij leremia (diss., Kampen, 1978); A. R. Hulst,
"Eyfll 'amlgoj Yolk," THAT, n, 29G325; R. Martin-Ach ard,, Israhl et les nations. CahTh 42
(1959); H. Schmidt, Israel, Zion und die Wlkcr (Marburg, 1968).

l. K8L3,488a.
2. See below.
3. W, no. 1346;WUS, no. 1433; CML2, 149.
4. AHw, I (1965), 553b; cf. KA|,236, vo. l; see also DISO, 134 (Imperial Aramaic); also

J. Ban, Comparative Philology and the Text of the OT (1968, repr. Winona Lake, 1987), 133,
172,254,329: "governor, offrcial, ruler," citing Gen.27:29; Isa. 34:l; 4l:l;43:4,9;51:4 LXX.

5. See also KA I, 224, 23-26: people of tl'm; according to H. Cazelles, "Isra6l du nord et arche
d'alliance (J6r. Itr 16)," W 18 (1968), 150, n. 3, not a toponym.

6. On both, see Barr.
7. See also the discussion in G. Bertram, "Egvog," TDM L,36L69; H. Strathmann , ,,?,.o6g,,,

TDNT,IY,32-37.
8. See Hulst, 315ff., with bibliog.
9.KBL3: archaicorarchaizing;K.Elligea Deuterojesaja.BK,XVl(lg7l), l18:..rarer"or

"more sonorous" - but on what evidence?

.. 10. The passage and its close relationship with Gen. 27:29 arc discussed by L. Schmidt,
"Uberlegungen zum Jahwisten," EvTh 37 (1977),237, who argues thatlc'Am was used for Israel
only in the period of the Davidic empire.

39'.1
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Most texts (34 to 36) use the plural: Ps. 2:l; 7:8[Eng. v. 7]; 9:9[8]; 44:3,1512,141;

47:4131; 57:10[9]; 65:8[7]; 67:5141[twicel 105:44; 108:4[3]; 148:11; 149:7; Ptov.
14:34; V1:24; lsa. 17:12,13 34:l; 4l:l; 43:4,9; 49:l; 5l:4;55:4 [twice?]; 60:2; Jer.

51:58; Hab.2:13.
It is noteworthy that the plural is never used in isolation (on Isa. l'1:13, cf. v. 12) but

always appears in poetic parallelism, where it is used as a synonymous variation. The pl.

l"'wnmtm is used with giytm in Gen. 25:23;Ps.2:l;44:3,15(2,14); lO5:44;149:7;Isa.
34:l;43:9; also Ps. 117:l (conj.). It is used with'ammtm in Gen. 2i7:29;Isa.l7:12f.;55:4
(readl"'ammim once?); Ps.47:4(3);57:10(9); 67:5(4);108:4(3); Prov.24:24; Jer' 51:58;

Hab.2:13. The plural appears also with Ebel (Ps.9:9[8]), the "circle of the earth" (Ps.

148:11; Isa.60:2), the "islands" (Isa. 41:l;49:1), the "ends of the earth" (Isa.4l:5 [cf.
41:11; also 43:4?), the "kings of the earth" (Ps. 148:ll; cf.2:lf.), and the "sea" (Ps.

65:8[7]; Isa.17:.12; Hab. 2:13f.).ll In Isa. 43:4,it is not necessary to change 'dddmto
'adamot.r2In Prov. 14:28,the sg.l"'6m appears with the sg.'am (cf. Isa. 5l:4?).

Both the singular and the plural are rarely used for "people" in general. The reference

is usually to foreign nations; the word is used for Israel only in Gen. 25:23.The poetically

inclusive language makes either "people" or "nation" an acceptable translation, with no

furtherattemptatprecision. The wordisusedonly toextendthe termwith whichitappears

in synonymous parallelism, making its meaning more inclusive.

II. Usage. A distinction is made between Israel and the "nations" (Ps. 443127;

47:4131; lO5:44; 149l.7; cf .Isa. 43:9f.); above all, however, both salvation oracles and

prayers, scenes of judgment and promises declare that Yahweh is ruler of the nations.

It is therefore in vain that these nations rise up like the powers of chaos against him,
his city (the Zion tradition with its theme of the nations!), orhis people (cf. the synonym
pairs cited above): ultimately they cannot prevail and will fall victim to destruction as

objects of divine judgment (Isa. l7:12f.;Ps. 65:8[7]; cf.Isa. 34:l;49:l;51:4; Ps. 7:8U);
9:9t81; Jer. 5l:58; Hab. 2:13; Ps. 2:1; 44:3[27; M:15U4]; 47:413); lO5:44). Yahweh
gives nations in exchange for his people (Isa. 43:4). Thus the peoples and foreign

nations are described as standing within Yahweh's rule and sway (hymnic expansion).

The promises are then extended to these peoples (Isa. 55:4; 6O:2f.); the worshipper will
sing the praises of the God of the nations (Zion tradition!) among the peoples (Ps.

57:10[9]; 108:4[3]; cf. also 117:1 conj.; 148:11), since Yahweh also guides the nations
(65:8[7]).

We conclude that l"'6m (and its pl.) has its locus in poetic texts, where it is used in
poetic extension to show that Yahweh's power extends beyond the borders of Israel,

that his judgment and salvation include other peoples and nations.

The texts in the Dead Sea scrolls (only sg.) stay within the usage we have noted for
the oT (1QH 6:12; 1Q27 l:9; uncertain text in lQSb 3:18; 5:28).

Preuss

tt.cf. KTU,13n,7.
12. Cf. agun KTU, 1.3 ll,7f .
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Contents: I. Etymology and Distribution. II. Ancient Near East: 1. Egypt; 2. Mesopotamia;
3. Ugarit; 4. Aramaic. Itr. OT Usage: l. Distribution; 2. Syntax; 3. LXX; 4. Sirach. [V. Meaning:
1. General, "Chest"; 2. Plants; 3. Animals;4. "Midst." V. The Human Heart l. Penonal Identity;
2.Yttz'l Center; 3. Affective Center;4. Noetic Center;5. Voluntative Center;6. Religious and

Ethical Realm. VI. Idols. VII. Yahweh. VItr. Dead Sea Scrolls

leb. J. B. Bauer, "De 'Cordis' Notione Biblica et Iudaica" VD 40 (1962),27-32; F. Baum-
giirtel and J. Behm, "zap8tc6" TDNT, ilL,606-6ll; J. H. Becker, "Het begrip 'hart'in het
OT," GTLT 50 (1950), 10-16; C. A. Briggs, "A Study of the Use of I) and :f ) in the OT,"
Semitic Studies in Memory of A. Kohut (Berlin, 1897),95-105; H. Brunner, "Das Herz als Sitz
des Lebensgeheimnisses," d/O, l7 (1954-56), 140f. = Das hdren.de Herz. OBO,80 (1988), 6f.;
idem, Das Herz im Umkreis des Glaubens (Biberach, 1965), 8l-106 = OBO,80 (1988), 8-41;
idem, "Das h<irende Herz," ThLZ,79 (1954),697-700 = OBO,80 (1988), 3-5; E. P. Dhorme,
"L emploi m6taphorique des noms de parties du corps en h6breu et en akkadien, VI," RB, 3l
(1922), 489-517; M. Dijkstra, "A Ugaritic Pendant of the Biblical Expre_ssion 'Pure in Heart'
(Ps 24:4;73:l)," UE 8 (1976),440; J. Doresse, "Le coeur et les anciens Egyptiens," lz Coeur.
Etudes carmilitaines, 29 (1950), 82-97; K. Galling, Das Bild vom ttteiiinen in biblischer
Sicht. Mainzer Universittits-Reden,3 (1947); B. de Geradon, "Le coeur, la bouche, les mains,"
B.VC, | (1953), 7-24; A. Guillaumont, "Les sens noms du coeur dans I'Antiquit6," I* Coeur.
Etudes carmilitaines,29 (1950),4l-81; A. Hermann, "Das steinharteHerz,;' JAC, 4 (1961),
77-107; F. Hintze, "Zu den Wdrten ftir 'Herz' und 'Magen' im Altiigyptischen," Agyptologische
Studien. Festschifi H. Grapow. DAWB, 29 (1955), 140ff.; E. Jacob, "yo1rl ," 8.4, TDNT V'
626ff .; A. R. Johnson, The Wtality of the Individual in the Thought of Ancient Israel (Cardiff,
21964); P. Jotion, "Locutions H6brarQues avec la pr6position )! devant :), ::)," Bibl, 5
(1924), 49-53; A. Kammenhuber, "Die hethitischen Vorstellungen von Seele und trib, Herz
und Leibesinnerem, Kopf und Person, 2," ZA, N.S. 23[57] (1965), 177-222; L. Kt hler, Hebrew
Man (Eng. nans., Nashville, 1956); H. Kornfeld, "Herz und Gehirn in altbiblischer Auffas-
sung," Jahrbiicher fiir jildische Geschichte und Literatur 12 (1909), 8lff.; P. Lacau, Les noms
des parties du corps en Egyprien et en Simitique (Paris, 1970); F. H. van Meyenfeldt, Iler
Haart (LEB, LEBAB) in het OT (kiden, 1950) [Eng. summary]; F. Ntitscher, Gotteswege und
Menschenwege in der Bibel und in Qumran. BBB, l5 (1958), s.v. Herz; J. Oelsner, Benennung
und Funktion der Kdrperteile im hebrtiischen AT (diss., Lripzig, 196l); W. O. E. Oesterley,
The Book of Proverbs (New York, 1929), Excursus IX: "The Connotation of L€b ('Heart') in
Proverbs," lxxviiJxxx; J. Pedersen, ILn I,99-181, esp. 103f.; A. Piankoff, l,e "Coeur" dans
les textes igyptiens depuis l'Ancien jusqu'd la fin du Nouvel Empire (Paris, 1930); J. Pidoux,
L'homme dan I'AT. CahTh,32 (1953); F. Popitz, Die Symbolik des meschlichen kibes (Stttt-
gart, 1956); M. Z. Qaddari, "'€r)) l)' bu E!r:Do;l o'D't''t't;'t NtpD;l ltur):," Bar-ilan,
4f . (1969),352-390 [Heb.]; H. W Robinson, "Hebrew Psychology," in A. S. Peake, d., The
People and the Book (Oxford, 1925),353-382, esp. 363ff.; A. Rupp, Vergehen un"d Bleiben.
FARG,2 (1976); H. Rusche, "Das menschliche Herz nach biblischen Verstiindnis," BiIe,3
(1962), 201-6: l. Scharbert, Fleisch, Geist und Seele im Pentateuch. SBS, 19 (21967)i idem,
Der Schmerz im AT. BBB,8 (1955); W. H. Schmidt, "Anthropologische Begriffe im Xl," EvTh,
24(1964),374-388;E.Schmitt, lzbenindenWeisheitsbiichernlob,SpriicheundlesusSirach.
FreibThSt,66 (1954); J. Schreiner, "Persdnliche Entscheidung vor Gott nach biblischenZcug-
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I. Etymolory and Distribution. Heb. lebltebabcomes from a common Semitic root*libb.r Jakob Barth2 derives the noun (originally libab) from an intransitive verb, for
which Ludwig Koehler3 gives the meaning "throb." The verb itself, however, is not
attested. The derivation, according to Barth, is analogous to that of db, ,,bear," from
dbb, so that he takes le\d! as a "word extension.',

Whether this root is present in Akk. labdbu,..rage (verb),,,a libbatu,..rage (noun),"s
is not clear.6 Heb. lbb I (niphal: "be made intelligent"; piel: ..take the heart away,
enchant")7 is a denominative verb from ldp.

The nominal forms is found in all Semitic languages: l*kk. libbu,..body, interior,
heart"'e ugar. lb, "heart. " l0 It is probable, therefore, that le! is a primary noun. other
cognates include old Aram. lbb, "heart"; phoen., pun., and Aram. lb,,.heart, center
of personal action"'rr Jewish Aram. leQttala!, "heart, thought, mind,,,rz uro
libbA'lltbbA'llib"bA', "heart, disposition, thought,,;tr Syr. lebba,,..heart, interior of
the body, etc."'r4 south Semitic: Arab. rubbun, "heart, mind, intelligence, interior,
core," labbatun, "upper portion of the chest, throat,"ls with its derivatives labdbun,
"understanding, intelligence," labibun, "clever, wise," labba, ,,beintelligent,,, 

e1g.;16
OSA /0, "heart"'r7 Eth. leb, "heart, mind, reason, intellect',;r8 Tigre, Ge,ez, and

nis," BiIz, 6 (1965), t07-t2t; F. Stolz, ,2, leb Hen,,, THAT, l, 861_6i; H. W. Wolff,
Anthropology of the OT (Eng. trans., Philadelphia, 1974); idem, Menschliches. Kaiser Traktate,
5 (1980); W. Zimmerli, Das Menschenbitd des ATs. ThEH, N.S. 14 (lg4g).

l. cf. P. Kahle, Der masoretische Ten des ATs (rx)2, repr. Hildesheim, 1967), 6g: tbb.
2. J' Barth, Die Nominalbildung in den semitischen Spraihen 12l}94,repr. Uitaisneim ,196:,),

107.
3.L.Ktthler, "Problemsinthestudyof theLanguageof theoI,'"ISE I (1956),3-24,esp. 15.
4. Ahw, I (1965), 521.
5. tbid.,548.
6. See G. R. Driver, "Some Hebrew words," J7I,, 29 (lg27t2g),393: idem,..studies in the

vocabulary of the or. IrI," "rs, 32 (1931), 366; KBL3 , s.v. f r) i. ror oe contrary view, see
G. Rinaldi, "Nota: libb6,,, Beo, t7 (1975),172.

7. K8L3,490; A. cohen, "studies in Hebrew Lrxicography," NSI. 40 (rg23t24), r74t.
___8, cl.G. Bergstrasser, Introduction to the semitic toigrog"t @ng. trans., winona Lake,
1983), 2l4f .: P. Fronzaroli, "Studi sul lessico comune semitiio. tr: Anatomia e Fisiologia,';
AANLR, t9 (1964),272.

9. AHw,I, 549-551; CAD, X. (191.3), 164-176.
lO. WUS, no. 1434; IlT no. 1348.
tt. DISO, 134.
12. WTM, n,463.
t3. tbid.,464.
14. I-exSyr 345f.
t5. WKAS, ilt2,77-92.
16. on \\am. lb(b), "hither," see H. Grimme, "Die thamudische priiposition rb €l))'her-zu,' " ZDMG,95 (1941), 359-366.
17. ContiRossini, l7l.
18. lzxLingAeth,4lf.
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Amhar. l"b, "heart, mind,"le lebbam, "intelligent," l"bonna, "intelligence";20 Libyan
ul.2l

Whether Egyp. ib,22 "heart, mind, thought," is etymologically cognate with Sem.
lbb is tncertzin.z3

II. Ancient Near East.

l. Egypt- In Egyptian, both ibza and bt.ty,zs "heart," are represented by the
hieroglyph for an animal heart, a popular sacrifice even in the early period.26 The
difference between bs.ty, occarring first in the Pyramid texts, and the ancient and
much more common ib is not clear.z7 When used in parallel, they sometimes denote
the same part of the body, sometimes different party' h3.ty appears to include a larger
region. Egyptian medicine thinks of the breath as flowing to the heart, from which
symmetrical "vessels" pervaded the body. In these vessels the heart "speaks" (the
pulse?).28 The heart is the focus of the individual - body, spirit, soul, and will -the center of the entire personality and its relationship with God. But the heart as

the vital center (the ka being at work in each person's heart2e) is not identical to the
individual; it can forsake its owner, enter into dialogue with him, but also forsake
him.30 Here dwell the individual's attributes and feelings - trust ("openness of
heart"), love, concern, pity, mercy,joy ("bigheartedness"), and fear ("palpitation").
Pharaoh gives his confidant a precious heart amulet.3l "Swallow one's heart" is an
idiom encompassing both discretion and hardness of heart.32 To be self-controlled
is to keep one's heart firmly in hand, so that it does not flutter, bound, or skip;33 a

brave warrior is "stouthearted" (wmt-ib).34 Pride and arrogance have their seat in

19. TigrW,39.
20. W Leslau, Hebrew Cognates in Amhaic (Wiesbaden, 1969), 50.
21. KBL\,488. On *lub *lubbu, see O. Rtjssler, "Der semitische Charakter der tibyschen

Sprache," ZA, N.s. l6t50l (1952), 134f.
22. WAS, r, s9t.
23.Lacau,92f.; Sem. / < i under the influence of the following 4 as in iDy, "thirsty"; cf.

Arab. l'b.
24. WbAS, I, 59f.; cf. E. S. Meltzer, " 'Heart': 'Ib or *'Inb in Egyptian?" INES, 36 (1977),

149-151.
25. WbAS, W.,26t.
26.[-acav9l.
27. Ct. WbAS, r\,27.
28. Cf. H. Brunner, "Herz," IzxAg, \ (1972), 1159.
29. rbid., tt63.
30. Cf. Rupp, 160f.; Hermann, l0l-4.
31. Urk., IY, 1427f.; K. Lange and M. Hirmer, Egypt: Architecture, Sculpture and Painting

in Three Thousand Years @ng. trans., London, 41968), pl.23f.
32. Brunner, 1160.
33. Papyrus Anastasi IV.2.5.
34. Cf. Piankoff, 37.
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the heart, as do longing and homesickness. Greed, ('wn-ib) is considered a disease,
and anger makes the heart foul. When the Egyptians castigate a fool as "heartless,"35
they are thinking of the heart as the seat of intellect, judgment, ord "memory."36
God speaks to mortals through the heart, but the heart is also where God can be
known and God's will recognized.3T God can even dwell personally "in the human
heart"'38 according to Hellmut Brunne1,3e this represents an early stage in the idea
of conscience. The heart is the locus of an individual's ethical competence; it is
therefore weighed in the judgment of the dead ("the straits of the heart"). Finally,
the heart is associated intimately with the tongue in determining sincerity. In old
age, the heart grows weary (cf. Osiris's epithet "weary of heart") but continues to
be an essential element of the individual; rituals guarantee that it will not be removed
after death, a matter of great concern.4o In deities, too, the heart is the seat of activity,
especially in creation (in Memphite theology)4r and in testing and sustaining the
world. In a daily morning ritual at the awakening of the deity, its heart is offered to
its image in the temple.a2

2. Mesopotamia. From Old Akkadian on, the wordlibbua3 is very common. It covers
a broader range of meanings than Heb. lebllebab. Its semantic range makes it more
difEcult to distinguish from such synonyms as surru, "interior, heart"; kabatu, "liver,
belly, interior, disposition, mind" (Ileb.l<Abefi; kariu, "stomach, interior of the body,
disposition, mind, intellect" (Heb. knr?i fJer.5l:34; Sir. 36:231); and, qerbu, "interior,
midst" (Heb. qereQ).44 Old Babylonian lists associate libbu with irtu, "brcast," qdtu,
"hand," md iEpu, "foot";+s it probably denotes the whole lower half of the torso
(CAD: "abdomen"). A person feels sick when his libbu ("stomach") refuses food;a6
when his "liver" is damaged, he spits gall.lz It can mean "womb"4 and "fetus,"
especially in the Code of Hammurabiae and the Assyrian laws. Then, too, it can refer

35. H. Brunner, Alttigyptische Erziehung (Wiesbaden, 1957), 110tr
36. De Buck, YIl. OIn 87 (1961),464d.
37. S. Morenz, Egyptian Religion @ng. trans., Ithaca, N.Y., 1973),63f.
38. RAR, 297.
39. ThIZ,79 (1954),697-7A0, esp. 699.
40. See esp. E. Feucht, "Herzskarabtius," lzxAg, tr, l168-1170.
41. D. Mtiller, "Die Zeugung durch dad Herz in Religion und Medizin der Agypter," Oa 35

(1966), 247-274; H. Kees, StudGen, 19 (1966), l24tf.
42. A. Moret, Iz ituel du culte divin journalier BdE, 14 (1902),63.
43. AHw, l, 549-551; CAD, lX, l@-176.
44. AHw,ll (1972),914f.; Dhorme, 109tr
45. F. K<icher and A. L. Oppenheim, "The Old-Babylonian Omen Text VNI 7525," AfO, 18

(1957),66, rtr,9.
46. F. Kiichler, Beitriige ar Kenntnis der assyrisch-babylonischen Medizin. Assyriologische

Bibliothck 18 (1904), 26,m,6.
47. Atra[asis, 92, il[ ii.47.
48. A. Poebel, Historical and Grammatical Texts. PBS, 5 (1914), lm, I, 5.
49.5209.29.
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to the "viscera" in general.s Finally, libbu means "heart," whose beating is a sign of
life, whose stoppage is proof of death: "He touched his heart, but it had ceased to
beat."51 A stab in the libbu can end a life.s2 Nevertheless,the libbu was hardly thought
of as the seat or source of life.s3 There are many phrases using libbu: dur libbi,
"diaphragm";eltnlibbi, "top"; iidulibbi, "bottom"; kubiulibbi, "viscera"; rellibbi,
"epigastrium"; iamnu libbi, "belly fat"; etc. Their variety shows that libbu dgfJs not
denote a specifically identifiable part of the body. Tlnle libbu can suffer from many
symptoms and diseases.sa

At an early date, libbu came to be used figuratively for the "interior" of something
in general: the eye (iris?ss;, the ear,s6 the nose. Soon it was extended to the "inside"
of houses, regions, cities, rivers, the heavens, pots,57 plants (e.g., qanA, "ree/ pith";
issi "heart of palm"sa;, even oil. We may therefore suspect that libbu came to denote
the essential core of something, its being, value, and purpose.

Animal hearts were of minor importance. They were sacrificed to the gods of the
underworld.5e Th"y were more important in augury: "Thou, Sama5, hast inscribed thine
oracle on the libbu of the sheep."s The omen priest observes whether the heart is ialim
("sound"), Saniq, ("compressed"), or taik ("dark").ot

While the kabattu was thought of more as the seat of the blind passions, the libbu
is the locus of the emotions that are more subject to the will (desire, love, friendship,
mercy, faithfulness, etc.), of consciousness, wisdom, and understanding. This mean-
ing probably derives from the experience of loss of consciousness (ramdn-iu ul tde)
and return to consciousness (libba-iu e-r "his heart is awake"62). The heart devises
good and evil;63 from it spring both loyalty0+ and intrigue.65 Although respect for
Marduk dwells in the heart,66 it was hardly the center of human religiosity (cf.
kabattu).67

50. C. J. Gadd and S. N. Kramer, Literary Texts. UET, yVt,4lO, 12.
51. Gilg., Vm, II, 16.
52. EA 154, 44.
53. R. Labat, "Herz," RlI, ry 0972-75),366rf.
54. See CAD,lX, 167.
55. Ktichler, 54,ilL,4.
56. Mcc, 26,l, 17.
57. For citations, see CAD, IX, 168.
58. See AI1ur.

59. RAcc, 14,lI,16; KAR,60, 15.
60. s7z 60, ls.
61. G. Dossin, Correspondance de Samii-Addu et du sesfils (suite). ARM,IV (1951), 54, 10;

cf. F. Blome, Die Opfermaterie in Babylonien und Israel, l. SSAOI, 4 (1934), l73tt., 182tr.
62. l-abat, 367.
63. UAS, 1,57,m,2.
64. E. G. Klauber, Politisch-religitise Texte aus der Sargonidenzeit Q*ipzig,l9l3), 139, r. 10.
65. Ashurbanipal annals, 28, III, 81.
66. UAB. 4.116,t,26.
67. See Dhorme, 128ff.
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The enormous semantic field reveals the range of meanings. Our noun is used with
verbs meaning "appease, reconcile," "rejoice," "be angry," "be alert," "be worried"
(cf. the PN Libbi-ilim-li-im-ra-asa), "fear" (cf. Late Bab.libbi pali$, "heart full of
fear [of the gods]"69), "wish," "encourage," "discourage," "return," "be faithful,"
and many more.70 Associated adjectives include "angry wrathful," "wild," "distant,
inscrutable," "beautiful, good, useful," "evil," "pure," "dark, troubled," "wise,"
"proud," "heavy, respected," "sound, healthy," "sick," and "whole" (ina libbi
gamri, "[do something] with a whole heart"'7r' cf. Heb. beleb idlem).72 In noun
phrases, (libbu only as nomcn rectum) we find "health," "nourishment, healing,"
"nausea (?7,"t1 "tertor,"l4 "joy,"75 "care, sadneSS,"76 "6urning,"77 "agitatiol,"zs
"understanditg,"T9 "hardness, anger,"80 "oath, fidelity,"8l "desire, longing"az 1cf.
esp. nr,I libbi, "sexual potency," in incantation texts83), "stomach ache, vexation,"&
"favorite of the heart" (often in conjunction with royal names),85 and finally "peace
of heart."86

Only seldom does a text mention the libbu of a deity, referring to what proceeds
from this divine libbu: desire, pleasure, plan, decree. Formulas expressing divine
pleasure are clearly analogous to the idiom iwnma libbi beliya, "as it pleases my
heart":87 cf. the PNs Summa-libbi-Aiiur and Swnma-ti-ib-ilt.88 The will of the gods

68. AHw,II, 609.
69. VAB, \,262,4.
70. For citations, see AHw, I, 549f.; CAD, IX, 172.
71. Cf . F. Thureau-Dangln, Tbblettes d'Uruk TCI. 6 (1922),2, vo. 18; C.-F. Jean, Lettres

diyerses. ARM, ll (1959, repr. 1978),35,27.
72. AHw, 1,279f.; other citations: CAD, D(., 172.
73. AHw,1,242.
74. CAD, Vr (1956), 1s0f.
75. BER, rV, 150, 10.
76. AHw,1,564.
77. A. Goetze., OA Babylonian Omen Texts. YOSBT l0 (1947), 54, vo. 13.
78. W. G. t ambert, "Three Literary Prayers of the Babyloniats," AfO, 19 (1959-1960),64,90.
79.D. l. Wiseman, "ANew Stelaof A55ur-na5ir-pal n," Iraq, 14(1952),33,22.
80. Goetze, 42,1,54, erc.
81. A. Falkenstein, Literaische Keilschrifttexte aus Uruk (Berlin, 1931), 33, vo. 8.
82. T. G. Pinches and J. N. Strassmaier, Late Babylonian Astronomical and Related Texts

(Providence, 1955), l57l 4 r. 17.
83. R. D. Srggs, SA.Zt.Ce: Ancient Mesopotamian Potency Incantations. TCS,2 (1967),2;

W. Heimpel, review of Biggs,ZDMG,120 (1970), 189f.
84. AHw,11,676.
85. Syr 32 (rgss),16,16.
86. Biggs, 15, 31f. On libbu in omens, see A. L. Oppenheim, The Interpretation of Dreams

in the Ancient Near East. TAPN, N.s.4613 (1956), 319.
87. Jean, 133,14.
88. F. J. Stephens, Personal Names from Cuneifurm Inscriptions of Cappadocia. YOSR, l3l1

(1928, repr. 1980), 66f.
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(libbi ilan) played an especially important role at the accession of a king, above all if
he reigned kt la libbi il.dni, "contary to the will of the gods."ae

3. Ugait. The word lb, "hearl,"q (rccurs some 30 times in Ugaritic texts.el [t is
sometimes confused withklb, "dog," or lb', "lion." e2 In mythological texts, the heart of
the deity (together with the kidneys U</y4e3) is the seat of feelings and emotions. The liver
([td) swells with joy and the heart is filled with laughter;% Pft weeps in her heart.es El
and 'Anat furrow their breasts ('p lb, "the region of the heart") in mourning for the death
of Ba'al.% The heart is the locus of motherly instinct and desire for the beloved: "As the
heart of the cow longs for her calf, as the heart of the ewe longs for her lamb, so the heart
of 'Anat longed for Ba'al."e 'Anat devises evil in her lb (par lcdb and qrb).e8 The lb can
be likened to a serpent (D1n).ee Textually problematical is the phrase ngr lb (cf . Ak*. migir
/lbbi), "subjection of heart, obedience," that the lesser gods must show to El.lm

In Ugaritic epistolary texts we find the formulaic request "not to take to heart" (b

lb 'l itl,tot that is, not to worry about them (cf. ina libbika h iiakinta), not to be
anxious.lo3 One textlB contains the unique expression brt lb, "be pure of heart";
Meindert Dijkstlstos claims that the phrase refers to morality. The phrase lb mlk, "heart
of the king,"lffi a nickname of Niqmepa, has connotations of endearment. We also find
lb in sacrificial tariffs.loT

4. Aramaic. Already in Old Aramaic lbb appears in the Sefire inscription as a tenn
for the place where a party to the treaty frames his secret intent. This "thinking in the
heart" ('st blbblrw concerning loyalty to the featy or letting the idea of breaking the

89. CAD, X., t72.
90. UT no. 1348; WUS, no.1434.
91. Whitaker, 395.

.. 92. See esp. KTU, 1.19 I, 10, 13;1.24,30; l.ll4 l, 12;H. M. Barstad "Fesunahl und
Ubersiittigung: Der 'Sitz im kben' von RS 24.258," AcOr,39 (1978),23-30.

93. KTU, r.82,3.
94. KTU, 1.311,26; 1.7 1,7; l.l2l, 13; 1.17 fY, 41.
95. KTU, r.19 r,34.
96. KTU, 1.5 Yl,2l; 1.6 I, 5; cf. the similar b lb tqb [] in l.l5 V, 15.

97. KTU,l.6II, G8,28f.
98. KTU,l.17 VI,4l; 1.18I, 17.
99. KTU, t.t9 ry,61.
to0. KTU, t.tt4 t, 12.
l0l. KTU, 2.3O, 23; 2.38, 27.
102. EA 35,12,15.
103. cf. KTU,2.25,3.
l0/. KTU,2.8, 4; possibly also 2.3, 5.
105. P.,M0.
to6. KTU, 7.63,8.
lO7. KTU, 1.39, 8; 1.41, 17: 1.87.19.
108. KAI, 2238, 5; cf.2.e.7:lO.
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treag/ "come to the heart" (ysq 'l lbblw is included in the formulation of the treaty
i15slf.1r0 ln Imperial and Egyptian Aramaic,llr lbllbb represents the individual and the

center of his being; it is the seat of emotion, reflection, purpose, and will.112It is difficult
to bring someone "from under the heart" (mn tkt lbb|tt of a person, i.e., to remove
him from that person's influence.

The proverbs of Ahikar illustrate the whole anthropological range of the word's
meaning. Reticence ("hardening one's heart"; different in meaning from Ex.
8:11,28[Eng. w. 15,32])lla adorns those who keep someone's words in their lb asin
an intact vessel (cf. Sir. 21:14; 27:l91.rts "Tum one's /b" means "turn one's atten-

1fs1."116 The prudent person does not allow the heart to "leap" OM; cf. Sir. 16:l)ttz
nor pervert the lb by heaping up riches (,ig'; cf. Sir. 8:2b).tls The word of the king is

nourishment for the heart;tte it must never be discussed with an angry heart.l2o

A "good heart" (lbb tb) and an "outstanding character" (ipyr middh) l2l are ideal
gualities.l2z But a person's heart, character, and intentions cannot be perceived from
without.r23 The degree to which the lb represents the entire person and his self-
sacrificing work is illustrated by the sage's lament over a stupid disciple: "My eyes

which I fastened on you and my /b which I gave you in wisdom you have rejected,
and you have used my name fe1 fivi3li1is3."tza

In the concluding clauses of treaties and protocols, the combination of tbt2s witll
lbb constitutes the so-called 1b-lbby formula, which Y. Muffs interprets as having legal
force:126 it documents the claim of the contracting party to appropriate damages together
with a definitive resignation of further claims on the part of the person satisfied. The
formula is found in two forms: lyb lbby, "my heart is satisfied,"rr and hwlbh libby,

109. KAr.224,14,15.
ll0. For the parallel Akkadian terminology, see R. A. Brauner, A Comparative l*xicon of

Old Aramaic (Philadelphia, 197 4), 299t.
ltt. DISO,134.
ll2. AE 40, 3;71,6; Hermopolis papyrus lY, 5; KAI, 2&,8t.
tt3. BMAP,2,14.
114. Ahikar 98.
115. Ahikar 109.
116. Ahikar 65.
117. Ahikar 106.
118. Ahikar 137.
119. Ahikar 100; text possibly corrupt.
120. Ahikar 104. On proper respect for the words of the king, cf. also Instruction of Rah-hotep

147tr.; ANET1,413a.
12l. Ahikar 195; text possibly corrupt.
122. Ct. KAr, 264,1,13.
123. Ahikar 163.
124. Ahikar 169.
125.-+afi fib,v,302.
126. Y. Muffs, Studies in the Aramaic Legal Papyi from Elephantine. SIDI, 8 (1969; repr.

New York, 1973).
127. AP, 2,9; 14,5; 15, 5 (tb); 15, t5; 2O,9: 43,7; BMAE l, 4; 3, 6; 12, 6; 14,26.
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,.you have satisfied my heart."l28 Muffs compares the formula to Akk. libbaiu ldb,tzq

Egyp. m-ib-hr "with a satished hgalt,"l3o and Demotic dy.k'mty h:ry(i)'131 This

formula, in which /bb stands by synecdoche for the person' was probably first used in

a "quitclaim" explicitly documenting the resolution of a legal action by confirming

that the necessary conditions had been ms1.l32

There are also 5 occurrences of lbllbb in the Aramaic texts from Deir'a1h.133 '..Speak

in the heart," r34 "the sighing in the heart of one who is blind" (nqr blbbh n'nb),135

and the rhetorical question whether the lbb of one who is blind can be firm (kwn)tza

are recognizable idioms.

III. OT Usage.

l. Distribution. The rLotJri. lebllebaf occurs 853 times in the OT. In the Hebrew

oT,leb is found 596 times,137 lebdb 2491ims5.138 In the Aramaic portions, le! occuts

once, lela! 7 times. The word appears in all the books of the OT except Micah and

Habakkuk. It is most common in Psalms (137 occurrences), Proverbs (98), Jeremiah

(66), Deuteronomy (51), Ezekiel (47), Exodus (45),2 Chronicles (M\ and Ecclesi-

astes (41). In the Pentateuch, only Deuteronomy (like the Deuteronomistic history)

and the Holiness Code exhibit a clear preference for lebdb. Deuteronomy uses /e-|

(at least in Dt. 4:11) only for the sake of a play on words,l3e whereas JEP use

ldQ almostexclusively; indeed, lEbdb does not appear to occur at all in J. E also uses

leb (Gen. 3l:20; 45:26140). Proto-Isaiah prefers ldbdb, while Deutero-Isaiah, Trito-

Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel prefer lE!. Of the Minor Prophets, Hosea, Amos,

Obadiah, Znchaiah, and Malachi use ld!, while Joel, Haggai, and Jonah use lEldf;.

Wisdom Literature generally prefers ldb; Daniel and the Chronicler's history show

the opposite preference.

It appears that leb was used more in the early period and lef;d! later, especially in

Deuteronomic and Deuteronomistic circles and in the Chronicler's history. There is no

discernible semantic difference; on the contrary, le! afi lEpd! appear to be totally

synonymous and interchangeable (cf. 1 S. 6:6a,b; I Ch. l2:39a,b[38a,b]; Gen. 31:20

r28. An 6, 12;20,8.
129.Pp.63-141.
t30. rbid., 14249.
t31. rbid, 150-172.
132. rbid, lo7.
133. See J. Hoftijzer and G. van der Kooij ,AramaicTextsfromDeir'Allah. DMOA, 19 (1976),

250f.
134. ll, 12.
135. II, 12; cf. Ps. 13:3(2); KTU, l, 191,34.
136. II, 14.

137 . A. Even-shoshan, e.d., A New Concordance of thc oT (Grand Rapids, 21989), gives 599.

138. Ibid.:252.
139. Cf. G. Braulik, Die Mittel deuteronomischer Rhetoik. AnBibl,68 (1978)' 99, 126.

140. Contra Stolz,86l.
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par. 26: Ezk- 28:2r pal 6; 2 Ch. 12:14 par. l9:3; Jgs. l9:5 par. g, 6 par. 9 [in Jgs. 19,
the difference may be significant for literary analysisl).

2. syntax. a. The noun lE! is used absolutely 210 times (primarily in proverbs,
Psalms, Exodus, and the Deuteronomistic history); it is also used with the particles b,
(70 times), min (12 times), and /<'(8 times), and with almost all the pronominal suffixes
(except the 2nd person fem. pl.). The pl. libbilappears 7 rimes. The abs. lEldQ appeas
32 times (primarily in Psalms, the Chronicler's history and Job); the construct without
a suffix appears 22 ttmes.It is used 46 times with be,6 with kc, and, fwice with le, and
is also found with almost all the suffixes (except the 2nd person fem. pl.). The pl.
l"babd appears only in I Ch. 28:9. While lep is used primarily with suffixes of the lst
person (104 times) and 3rd person (16o times) (in statements, narratives, etc.),lega!
appears surprisingly often (96 times) with suffixes of the 2nd person (in parenesis, etc.).

b. As nomen re gens in a construct phrase, le-f appears wi th marpEh, " calmness,, ;'epen,
"stone"; bdidr "flesh"; da'a!, "sense of knowledge,,; ,arydh, ,,courage of a lion";
gibbdfim, "courage of warriors"; 'ayin, ',without understanding,; .awld, ..perversity',;

nill<nim" "defeat"; nnldlandkesilim, "fool(s)',;hfrkam,..sage,,; andreiaim,..wicked."
All these expressions have clear ethical connotations. It is used figuratively in the phrases
ld!-yarnlyanmtm, "the midst of the sea" (cf. Akk ina libbi tamti), and le!-haiiimayim,
"into the very heavens." It also appea$ in construct phrases with ?,i, ..man',; i'.iJ4
"woman"; 'a!69 "fathers"; bantm, '.sons"; tut'ar, ,,yotrrrg man',; .almi, *young
womar";meleftandpar'6h, "ktng"; idriry "pinces,,;hd'dnt,*Wople,;ra'i€,..leaders"
(of the 'am-ha'dres); -b@tm, "servants"; 'ammtm rabbtm,.,many nations,,; and b"n€
'a/am, "people." The text also speaks of the /e] of the Israelites, the Egyptians, Jerusalem,
Adam, Laban, Aaron, Ammon, Absalom, David, Solomon, Joash, and all the Lcvites.
Finally, even enemies (and idols; iiqqiqtm,Ezk. tl:21tMT?l) have ld!.

c. Much more frequent are construct phrases with lep as nomen rectum. The anthro-
pological sphere is represented by qere!, ..bottom of the heart ,,; t6\ *midst , 

; qir6g
"walls"; seler; "cotcealment"; ta'"lumb1, "secrets"; n"surA, ..inmost thoughts,,;
ra'ydn, "zqal"; kbalt, "stength"; and deref;,,,way.', Many phrases speak of the heart
as the seatof the emotions: "gladness" (Cant. 3:ll; Eccl. 5:19[20]), .Joy,'(Lam. 5:15),
"desires" (Ps. 37:4), "sorrow" (Prov. 15:13), and "pain" (Isa.65:14). others associate
the heart with noetic activity: "largeness" (l K.5:9[4:29]), "simplicity (RSV: .integ-
.ity')" (Gen. 20:5f.), "intelligence" (Ex. 36t,Z,g),..imagination', (Gen. g:21), ..med_

itation" (Ps. l9:15[4]), and ltiqeqa-b!, "searchings of heart" (Jgs. 5:15; corrected ro
hiqrA on the basis of v. 16). The lel represents the ethical center in conjunction with
"arrogance" (Prov. 16:5; Ob. 3), "dullness" (Lam. 3:65, Hos. l3:g), ..lack,, (prov.
6:32; 71'/),t+r "heartlessness" and its opposite, i"irfi! leb (Dt.29:1g[19]), contrite
"brokenheartedness."l42 In combination with mfisar..discipline,,' qerd!, ,,stuggle,,,

l4l. -+ 1yn hatser
l42.For a different interpretation, see L. Kopf, "Arabische Etymologien und Parallelen zum

Bibelwdrterbuch," W,9 (1959), 283: ..secret thoughts."
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and mif;.i6l, "pangs," IEP means "conscience." The "godless" are l.tanpA b! Qob

36: l3). Other phrase sinchtde lfiah leb, "tabletof the heart" (Jer.17:L; Prov. 3:3; 7;3),t43

and hozOn l4f;, "visior. of the heart." The latter expression, hke n"bt'A miilibbdm,

"self-called prophets," denotes false prophecy (Ezk. L3:11).

d. Since lef;d! has a suffix in most of its occurrences, it almost never appears as

nomen regens; cf. lef; and lebdb habnA, "wise heart" (Ps' 9O:12).

As nomen rectum, lebdb @f. leb) is found with ?J, "intelligent man"; ma{kt!,

"imagination"; pabad, "terror"; ,5t24 "solace"; yiird, "uprightness"; g6/el, "atro-
gance"; 'orld, "foreskin of the heart"; and ncga', "remorse."l4

e. Many adjectives modify le!. They may be catego/ized as anthropological:

"strong" (Isa.46:12), "powerful" (Ezk.2:4), "faint" (Ps.61:3[2]), "tranquil" (Prov.

14:30), "full" (Eccl. 8:11), "deluded" (Isa. 44:20); emononal: "cheerful" (Prov. 17:22)'

"willing" (8x. 35 :22); noetic: "understanding" ( 1 K. 3:12), "knowing" (Prov. 14: 10)'

"wise" (Prov. 16:23), "senseless" (Prov. 15:21), "inscrutable" (Ps. 64:7[6]); and ethi-

cal: "good" (Eccl. 9:7), "evil" (Prov. 26:23), "clean" (Ps. 51:12[10]), "righteous"

(Ezk.13:22), "hearkening" (l K. 3:9), "upright" (Ps. 36:11[10]), "harmonious" (2 Ch.

30:12; Isa. 38:3), "stout" (Am. 2:16), "awake" (Cant. 5:2), "stubborn" (Ezk.3:7),

"perverse" (Prov. 12:8), "stubborn and rebellious" (Jer. 5:23), "proud" (Prov.21:4)'

"hard" (Ex. 7:14), "godless" (Prov. 14:14), "uncircumcised" (kv. 26:41), "fearful"
(Isa. 35:4), "broken" (Ps. 34:19[18]), "new" (Ezk.36:26).

f. The nouns le! and lEbdb function as subject of many verbs. Those with anthro-

pological meaning include "be deep, inscrutable" (Ps. 64:7[6]), "fail" (Ps. 73:26), "be

large" (Isa. 60:5), and verbs meaning "be firm" (8x.7:13,22; etc.). We also find "be

pierced" (Ps. 109:22), "wither" (Ps. 102:5[4]), "go out" (Gen.42:28), "be distant"

(Isa. 29:13), and finally "die" (1 s.25:37).In the emotional sphere, we find (intran-

sitive) "tremble" (Job 37:1), "be amazed" (Ps. 45:2[1]), "dread" (1 S. 28:5), "rejoice"
(Ps. 105:3), "grow warm" (Ps. 39:4[3]), "be inclined" (Ps. 119:112), "be willing" (Ex'

25:2),and(transitive) "cry" (Lam.2:18), "say" (Ps.27:8), "rejoice over" (Ps. 84:3[2]),

and "seize" (Hos.4:11). In the noetic sphere, we find (intransitive) "ponder" (Prov.

15:28), "be occupied (with wisdom)" (Eccl. 2:3), but also "be dull" (Ps. 119:70) and

"fail" (Jer.4:9), and (transitive) "consider" (Isa. l0:7), "see" @ccl. 1:16;2:1), and

"know" (Eccl. 8:5). ln the ethical sphere, l4b isthe subject of intransitive verbs meaning

"repent," "trust" (Prov. 31:11), and "be stubborn" (8x.7:14; etc.), as well as "be

haughty" (Prov. 18:12), "turn away" (Dt.30:17), "turn aside" (Jer. 17:5), "be unfaith-

ful" (Prov. 1414), "go astray" (lsa.21:4), "go after idols" (Ezk. 20:16; cf. Job 31:7),
..fall" (1 S. 17:32), and "be false" (Hos. l0:2). Transitively, we find "reproach" (Job

27:6), "desert" (Ps. 40:13[12]), "delude" (Dt. 11:16), and "ruIe" (Neh. 5:7).

g. In the anthropological sphere, lebllebdb can be the object of verbs meaning

"make, prepate" (Eccl. l:13,17; etc.), "make sick, healthy, or pure" (Prov. 13:12),

143. See A. Schenker "Die Tafel des Herzens," Vierteljahresschrift fiir Heilpcidagogik und

ihre Nachbargebiete, 48 (1979), 236-250.
144. See Even-Shoshan, 1092.
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"revive" (Isa. 57:15), "see, test" (Jer. l2:3; etc.), and ..hide', (Job l7:4). In the
emotional sphere, we find "make fearful/courageous" (Job23:16;37:.1; etc.), "satisfy"
(Jgs. 19:22), "rejoice" (Prov. 15:30), "stir up" (Dnl. ll:25),..cause to rejoice,' (Job
29:13), "search" (l Ch. 28:9), and "seize" (Hos. 4:ll). In the noetic sphere, we find
"set one's mind" (2 S. 13:33), "incline" (2 S. 19:15[14]), ..turn to/from,' (Mal.
3:24[4:6]), "tell" (Jgs. l6:17f.), and "cause ro understand" (prov. g:5). In the ethical
sphere, we find "turn" (Ps. 105:25; etc.), "direct in the right/wrong way" (prov. 23:19),
"harden,"t+s "circumcise" (Dt. 30:6), "(lift up, make presumptious, and then) humil_
iate" (Ps. 69:21120l), "deceive" (Gen. 3l:20),16 and the unique expression yahEd
l"!A!t (Ps. 86: l l ), "unite my heart." rq

h. we also find several idiomatic expressions. Anthropologicar: heit!'el-lE!, ,,call
to mind" (Lam- 3:21; etc.); "say in one's hearr (i.e., ro oneself)" (Gen.27:41): "write
something on the tablet of one's heart" (Prov. 3:3;7:3); "put something into someone's
heart" @n.7:27). Affectle: "touch someone's heart" (l S. 10:26); "beat one's breast
(lit., 'heart')" (Nah. 2:817D; "bind to one's hearr,, (kov.22:15); ,,be glad in one,s
heart" @x. 4:14); "gieve in one's heart" (Gen. 6:6); ..hate in one,s heart" (Lrv. 19:17);
"despise in one's hearl" (2 S. 6:16); "speak to someone,s heart,'(Gen. 34:3); verb +
bel€f; idlEm, "do something with a whole heart" (l ch. 2g:9; etc.). Noetic: 'ah'al-leb,
"come to mind" (Isa. 65:17); yd/a"im-lepdQ, "Yaow in one's heart" (Dt. g:5). Ethical:
"return with all one's heart" (ler.24:7); "test God in one's heart" (ps. 7g:lg); hdlall
b"iereft libb6, "walk in the ways of one's own heart,,, i.e., ..be self-willed,, (Eccl.
1l:9); dibber bclzp wdldp, "speak with a double tongue (lit., 'heart')" (ps. 12:3[2]);
the opposite b"ld'-leb-wAleb, "with singleness of purpose,' (l Ch. t2:34133)).

3. lxx. The LXX generally uses kardia to render lcbilebdb (7lg times). other
translations arc didnoia (51; esp. cornmon in Genesisl4s), psych6 (27), noris (12), phr6n
(7), stdthos (3), and phr1ndsis (2). once each we find 1ndeia (h"sar l€!), epithymia,
euphrosyne (l6b leb, and hom6noia. Adjectives include alairdios en lefi, thrasyl<ir-
dios (sfiglrehab leD, sklErol<irdios ('iqqdilqei1h-le!), dphrdn (h"sar lE!, elsewhere for
"wtl), ekousids, h4di6l nothroluirdios, prothymls, stereolairdios, hypsdlolairdios, and
phfinimos. For 'orla1-Pla| it uses sklerokardia. Verbal translations include bortbsthai
(ndsd'liim ld!), dianoeisthai ('dsa! 'el-ld!), epairein (gil le\, ep|rchesthai, esth{ein
(sd'a/ le!), euphrainein, gignesthai (l6b lcD, katanoefn, pros4chein (iim 'al-lEl),
pontoporein, and tolruin (male' le\.

4. sirach.In Sirach we find l€! 58 times and lepd! l0 times; the usage is similar
to Ahikar and Proverbs. The Greek text uses kardia (46 times), psychii ( 1 I ), along with

145. See V.6.c below and iaman hiphil, lit. "cover with fat.',
146. Kopf,250f.

. _. 
147- According to H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 60-150 (Eng. ftans., Minneapolis, l9g9), 1g2, an

idiom denoting "concentration on obedience and fear of God."
148. See A. Schmitt, "lnterpretation der Genesis aus hellenistichem Geist," zaw g6 (1974),

153f.
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synetfis and andr (once each). Phrases include hosar l€l (al<lirdios; Sir. 6:20), leb nnbAl

(spldnchna;36:5), bal'al-le! (anypon6etos;1 1:5), and z"/6n le! (sklErokardia; l6:11)'

IV. Meaning. It is generally assumed that the primary meaning of le! isthe organ

we call the heart,lae but this cannot be proved. The anatomical reference of /d| is quite

vague in all the Semitic languages.

l. General, "Chest."The OT scarcely ever uses ld! for the "heart" as a physical

organ. In2 S. 18:14;2K.9:24l, Ps.37:15;45:6(5), it denotes apartof thebody that

can, for example, be pierced by arrowslso without necessarily causing the death of the

individual in question (cf. esp. 2 S. l8:14). Oftenleb serves in the absence ofa Hebrew

word for "breast" or "chest" (cf. iaQ). In Hos. l3:8, seg6r ldp, "enclosure ofthe heart,"

refers to the thoracic cage. Ex. 28:29f. says that Aaton wears the breastpiece (hdien)

"upon his lEp";v.30 plays on the figurative meaning "devote special attention to"
(cf. Cant. 8:6). Mourning includes "beating ltpp polell one's le!" (Nah. 2:8[7]).
According to Emst Kutsch,lsl this action expresses a sense of diminution; according

to others,ls2 it is an act of self-abasement to influence the deity. It may also involve a

ritual act of pointing backwards, found in Egypt as a gesture of rejoicing (hnw) and

lamentation.ls3 It is quite uncertain that the "heart attack" in 1 S. 25i37 (Frilz Sl'rl.lz

- although the passage only says in general terms that Nabal's lEb "died" lmfill and

that he himself died ten days later!) or the "throbbing" of ttre heart in Ps. 38:11(10)
(expressing intense emotion) can be interpreted with anatomical precision. The passages

in the prophets that speak of "heart attacks" (Jer. 4:19: "raglng ofthe leQ," interpreted

by H. W. Wolff as arrhythmia;lsa [er.23:9; etc.) or "faintness of heart" (Isa. 1:5; 57:15)

are more expressions of excitement or sickness than physiologically accurate descrip-

tions. It is therefore wrong to interpret lEQlitetally ns "hsalt"lss s1 "1fu'sn1."156

In our search for the primary meaning of leb, the absence of a specific anatomical

reference must not lead us into un-Semitic abstraction, so that we define lEb as "the

fixed point, the central point . . . the nucleus of something, in the sense of the most

important constituent in which something is completely represented,"lsT although such

metonymy is found in early East Semitic usage, where the noun can denote the

149. Scharbert, 94; 8. Schmitt, 36; Stolz, 861.

150. C. Conroy, Absalom, Absalom!: Narrative and ltnguage in 2 Sam 13*20- AnBibl' 8l
(1978), 44, 154: "chest."

15l. E. Kutsch, "Trauerbriiche" und "selbstminderungsbrciuche" im AT. ThSt,78 (1965),26,

34.
152. W. Frankenberg, "Israelitische und altarabische Trauerbriiuche," PJ, 2 (1906), 73;

A. Dihle, "Demut," RAC, m {J957),747.
153. E. Brunner-Traut, "Gesten," lzn\g, ll (1977), 580.

154. Anthropology of the OT, 42.
155. Jotion, 49ff.
156. H. L. Ginsberg, "Lexicographical Notes," Hebrtiische Wortforschung. Festschift

W. Baumgamter SW, 16 (1967),80.
157. Meyenfeldt,22l.
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"interior" (of the body or an object), hidden from view but externally operative and
thus verifiable.

2. Plants. After the analogy of the "heart of the palm tree,',rsr 2 S. lg:14 speaks
of the lE! of the oak in which Absalom's hair was caught (cf. par. in v. 9; ba,ehj. The
word undoubtedly refers to the branches of the treetop, the vague ..interior" of the
observed surface.

3. Animals. The notion of an animal's l€! is largely unknown to the or. According
to Job 41:16(24),the lE! of l*viathan is hard as stone. The reference is to his belly,
which is impervious ro spears, swords, and arrows (v. lgt26l). The le! of a lion is a
metaphor for his courage (2 S. 17:10). The Aramaic occurrences in Daniel likewise are
nof anatomically specific: Nebuchadnezzar is punished by being given a lela! h\wd,,
a "bestial nature" (Dnl. 4:13[16]; cf. 5:21); conversely, trre apocayptic lion is given a
l"\a! '"nai, a "human nature" (Dnl. 7:4).

4. "Midst. " The impossibility of finding a fixed referent for ld! is particularly clear
when it means simply the "midst" of something .The lz! of the sea is the great unknown
stretch of the high seas extending beyond the visible horizon (Ex. l5:g; Jon. 2:413);
Ps.46:3[2];Prov.23:34;30:19; cf.4e15g t4lj.Ezektel says rhar the city of ryre iies
on a neck of land b"l€! yammim (Ezk. 27:4,25ff.;2g:z,g; cf. the mythological concept
of the divine throne in the midst of the sealse). Equally vague is the remnant of naive
cosmology that pictures the volcanic eruptions associated with the Horeb theophany
as reaching to the lcb of heaven (Dt. 4:ll). Finally, the or speaks or tle ze4 or tnl
people (Jer. 30:21; etc.), from which, for example, the ruler will come forth.

V. The Human Heart

l. Persorwl ldentiry. The le! functions in all dimensions of human existence and is
used as a term for all the aspects of a person: vital, affective, noetic, and voluntative.
The prescientific anthropology of the or does in fact view the human person as
composite,lm although the analysis is not everywhere the same. This analysii is never
the primary focus, since the or texts seek to know men and women only as they stand
before God (cf. Ps. 8:5[4]; 144:3; Job 7ir7).16t Even the yahwistic creation Story
reveals the composite nature of the individual when J describes the human person as
being made tp of 'apdr and niima! hayyim (Gen.2:7), while p speak s of 'd/dmcreated
beselem 'eldhtm (Gen. l:27). The primary point of both texts is the relationship of the

158. AHw,1,550.
159. -+ ND) ,trss?'; also o. Loretz, "Der Sturz das Fiirsten von Tyrus (Ez2g, l-lg),,, uE g

(1976),456-580.
160. cf. L. Krihlea or rheology (Eng. trans., philadelphia, rgsi), 135-147; w. Eichrodt,

Man in the OT. SBT 4 (Eng. trans. 1951); pidoux.
161. K<ihlea 129-131, 160-66.
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human individual to God the creator rather than the structure of the person. It is

nonetheless surprising that the lE! is not such an essential element of the person that

it should be mentioned in the Creation Story.

The OT sense of a composite personality appears in several merismic phrases, which

are dominatedby lep: l"'Er and lebAb @s.73:26), bdSdr and le! (Prov. 14:30; Eccl.

2:3; cf.llQtgJob 36:9),leb and'a;dm61Gsa. 66:14; cf. Prov. 15:30), bdidr and rfral.t

(Gen. 6:17; 7:15), le!, 'Anayim, and nepei (Dt. 28:65), leb, rfrab, n"iamA, and bdidr
(Job 34:15), leb, kAbdd, and bdidr (Ps. l6:!).toz Cf. also nepei and bdidr (Ps. 63:2[ll)
and'dpar and rfial.t (Ps. 1M:29; 146:4).

Different from these merisms are sequences that denote specific aspects of the

person: "Heart and kidneys [RSV: 'mind']" (Ps.7:10[9]; 26:2;ler.11:20;12:2f .;17:LO;
20:12) stands for the inmost nature of the individual, known only to God and tested

by hi6.t0r "Heart and lips" (Prov. 23:l6f .; cf.26:25) contrasts interior and exterior,

which should be in harmony in an upright person (cf. "heart and eyes" in Job 31:7).

Because this harmony cannot be assumed (cf. Prov. 27:19), the le! is hidden from
human sight; it is "deep" ('dmdq: Ps. 64:7[6]; cf. Ahikar 163), "deceitful" ('dqdb: Jer.

17:9 [text?]), and "unsearchable" (An bEqer: Prov. 25:3). Since ldb denotes the fun-

damental nature of a person, can stand for the person (Ezk. 13:22; Ps. 22:l5ll4}' 27:3;

Prov. 18:2; etc.), or even substitute for a personal pronoun (Gen. 18:5; Ex. 9:14), it is
in many respects identical with -+ uiD) nepei.lil

2. Vtal Center. Even the early wisdom of Proverbs knows the central importance of
le!: "Kenp y our lZQ with all vigilance; for from it flow the springs of life" (kov. 4:'23 ; cf .

25 13).In it is concentrated the vital physical nature of the individual: if one is to live, the

/e! must be refreshed (sd'ad "strengthen": Jgs. 19:5,8,22), usually with bread. Wine

rejoices the le| Gs. 104: 15). Food and &ink can revive the afflicted (Ps. 22:27[26)),but

assurance of a favorable hearing also revives the leb Gs. 69:33[32]). This vital aspect of
the personality glves rise to most of the images and ideas colnmon to laments. People

lament because they feel afflicted to the very core of their being. T\e leb throbs (Ps.

38:11[0]), beats wildly in anguish (Jer. 4:19), is pricked in the kidneys (Ps. 73:21). The

leb faints (Ps. 6l:3[2]; 102:5141) so that one cannot eat. The sufferer is poured out like

water, his bones are out ofjoint, his heart grows soft as wtx and melts (Ps. 22:15[14]); his

throat is like a dry potsherd (v. 16[5]). T\e lep Fembles (1 S. 28:5) and with it falls the

whole person (Ezk.2l:20ll5l), or it is hot as fire (Ps. 39:4[3]). Ttrc leb is sick (ra': 1 S.

1:8; + n)n nah: Prov. 13:12; dawwdy: Isa. 1:5; Jer. 8:18; l-ar1..l:22;5:17);r6s because

the cause can be apostasy, sin, or misfortune, sickness of the ldb can have ethical

overtones. The leb can be appalled (Ps. 143:4), break (Jer. 23:9), and die (1 S. 25:37).

162. Cf. F. Niitscher, "Heisst kabdd awh'Seele,' " W 2 (1952),358-362 = Vom Alten zum

NT. BBB, 17 (1962),237tr.
163. See V.6.a below.
164. Cf. esp. Ktihler, Hebrew Man,97-105; Wolff, 10ff.
165. See also Lachish ostracon ill,6f- (KN, 193); cf. P. Humbert, "Maladie et m6dicine dans

l'AT," RflPR, 44 (1964\, r-29.
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Finally, the lep is the center not only of the vital processes of life and nourishment,
but also of sexual desire (cf. esp. Prov. 6:25;Ezk.16:30); according to Hos. 4:ll; Job
31:9, this desire itself deludes ths hgaft.I66 The OT extends statements about the vital
aspect of the personality from the individual to groups: Abraham's visitors refresh their
lep with bread (Gen. 18:5), and the le! of the people melts like water (Josh. 7:5).167

3. ,\ffective center. The notion of the lep as the seat of human emotions emerged
gradually from that of the vital ld!.It'ris development is especially clear in the com-
monplace language of the lament, which often uses the vital functions of the body to
describe emotional reactions: pounding, flusering, or conwlsions of the heart symbol-
ize excitement, fear, and apprehension;l0s the heart skips with joy. The prayer of the
afflicted "Relieve the straits of my l€p" (Ps. 25:17) still shows the connection. Accord-
ing to wolff,l6e distress of body and mind are here one and the same, but the purely
vital aspect (as in Ps. ll9:32; cf. esp. Isa. 60:5) is already transcended.rTo prov. 14:30
("A ranquil ld! gives life to the body"), too, still speaks of ld! in terms of its vital
function. But this usage soon vanishes from sight entirely, and le! becomes totally the
seat of the emotions. Here are rooted both bitterness and joy (prov. 14:10), which are
only revealed outwardly by the countenance (Prov. 15:13; Frcl.7:4; Sir. 13:25). Ac-
cording to Eccl. 11:9, one should use the joyous excitement of the heart to enjoy life
(cf. Job 3l:7).

a. Elementql Emotions. The "fundamental emotions of human s1ls1s1ss"17l ars
rooted in the ldl: despair, grief, and sadness are mentioned more than g0 times,
outweighing the positive emotions of joy and pleasure (some 50 times). The or
describes the lcf; in quite general terms as being "bad" (ra) when someone is upset
(Dt. 15:10). Reasons for the l€p to gieve are rnany: childlessness (1 S. l:g), bad news
(1 S. 25:37), the destruction of Jerusalem (Lam. 2:19; Neh. 2:2ll)), the vanity (hebeD
of everything (kcl.2:23), sickness (Ps. 38:9t81), threats of the enemy (ps. l3:3t21),
and sin (Sir. l4:lb). outward signs of a grieving l€! nclude refusal ro eat (l S. l:g),
rigidity (l S. 25:37), tears (Lam. 2:19), disquiet @ccl. 2:23), and a sad countenance
(Neh. 2:2). It weighs one down (hov. l2:2s) and finally leads to death (sir. 3g:tg). It
is important to strike the right note in social intercourse with those who grieve (prov.
25:20), especially because people often conceal the inward mood of the le-f (prov.
14:13). Late wisdom is agreed that sadness prevents one from giving full attention to
true values (Eccl. l1:10; Sir. 38:201.t22

166. Contra Stolz.
167. For a discussion ofcorporate personality, see H. W Robinson, "The Hebrew Conception

9l9orp*ut" Personality," 'werden und wesen des ATs. BZAW, 66 (1936), 49-62; J. R. porter,
"TheLegalAspectsoftheconceptof 'corporatepersonality'intheor,"rz 15(1965),361-3g0.

1 68. Scharbert , 93-97 .

169. P. 44.
170. H.-J. Kraus, Psalras 1-59 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, lggg),322.
171. Lersch,230.
172. --> )tx 'abat ('dbhal).
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Joy and pleasure, rapture and delight likewise have their locus in the human /e-f;.

Many reasons are named: expectation of a friend (8x.4:14;Prov.27:9 [MT])' eating

and drinking (Jgs. l9:6,9; Ruth 3:7; I S. 25:36; I K.2l:7), bread and wine (2 S. l3:28;

Est. 1:10; Ps. 4:8[7]; 104:15; F*c[.9:7; Sir. 31:28; 4O:20; cf. Znc. 10:7), victory or the

defeat of the enemy (Jgs. 16:25; Isa. 30:29; kov.24:17 [a warning against gloating]),

the marriage and coronation of the king (Cant. 3:11), and an invitation (Est. 5:9).

Wisdom Literature names wisdom (Sir.5l:15), the arts (Sir.40:20), the wisdom of
one's son (Prov. 27:11), wealth, toil, and the fulfillment of desires (Eccl. 2:10), the

freshness of youth (Eccl. 11:9), shining eyes (Prov. 15:30), and the rare, shining

splendor of snow (Sir. 43:18).
From early times, however, there were theological motivations for the leb to rejoice:

appointment as a priest (Jgs. 18:20), Yahweh's help (1 S. 2:1), his mighty acts (1 K.

8:66;2 Ch. 7:10), his word (Jer. 15:16), his law (Ps. 19:9[8]; 119:111)' and hope for
his effectual presence (Ps. 16:9; 33,21). A central cause for rejoicing of the /e? is the

retum from exile (7**. l0:7), eschatologically the dawn of the age of salvation (7nph.

3:14), in which Yahweh's deliverance of lsrael will be manifest (Isa. 60:5; 66:14).

Contrariwise, the destruction of Jerusalem (L,am. 5:15) and the fall of the city (Isa.

24:7) make an abrupt end to ttre rejoicing of the heart. A joyous /?| is considered a

cause of long life (Sir. 30:22f.); a cheerful Ia| is thus the best medicine (Ptov. 17:22)

and the highest good (Sir. 30:16). Because it is God's gift (Ps. 4:8Ul; Eccl. 5:19[20];

Sir. 50:23), it provides security (Ps. 16:9) and strcngthens trust in God (Ps. 33:21). The

outward signs of a joyous lE! are shining eyes (Ps. 19:9[8]) and a glowing countenance

(Ps. 104:15; Prov. l5:13; Isa. 60:5; Sir. l3:26; 26:4). Acollective l€p asthe subject of
joy appears in 1 K. 8:66;2 Ch. 7:10; Isa. 30:29; 60:5:66:14;Zc,c.lO:7 (the people of
Israel or ttre inhabitants of Jerusalem); Isa. 24:7 (inhabitants of the city); Jgs. 16:25

(the Philistines).
b. Individual Emotions. The emotions associated with individual life include fear,

terror, and despair. They are especially destructive of the leb.The le! is most vulnerable

to fear, as when one faces an enemy known 0o be superior (Nu. 32:7,9; Dt. l:28; Josh.

7:5; 1 S. 17:32 28:5:lsa.7:2,4i Jer.4:19; 49:22), when siege and battle threaten (Ps'

27:3; ll2.8; Jer.48:41), when the call to arms is heard (Dt. 201.3,8'S.ttz Fear is the

normal reaction of the lZ! in the face of rumored disaster (Jer. 51:46), a threat (1 S.

2l:13u2)), hostility (Ps. 143:4), or a hostile environment (2 ch. l3:7). But defamation

(Ps.55:5[4]), a puiative crime (Gen. 42:28), or lengthy separation (Ps. 61:3[2]) can

also fill the leb with fear. Danger (Ps. 25:17), poverty (Ps. 109:16,22), insult (Ps.

69:2Ll2Ol), and discouragement (Isa. 65:14) cause the I?! to despair. Yahweh can also

be a source of fear: God (Job 23 16), his threats (Dt.28:65), his curse (l-ev.26:36;Dt.
28:67), and above all his power as manifested in history (Josh. 2: 11 ; 5: I ; Job 37: 1 ; Isa.

19:1; Jer. 23:9) and his judgment (Isa. l3:7: 2l:4; Jer. 4:9; Lam. l:20; Ezk.

2L:l2,2Ol7,l5l; Nah. 2:11tlQl). When someone is afraid, his leb trembles (Isa. 2l:3f.;
Jer.48:41;49:22;Sir.48:19)likethatofawomaninlabor.Itrages(2K.6:11),trembles

415

173. See also below.
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(Job 37:1), faints @s. 6l,,3[2]), is wrung (l,am. l:20), stiffens (ps. 143:4; Jer.4:9),
breaks (Ps. 69:2r[20); Jer.23:9), and finaily fails (ps. 40:t3lt2]). The ourward signs
are many: the person affected may tremble (l S. 2g:5; Job 37:l; ps. 55:5[4]; rsa.7:i,4;
Jer.23:9) or become agitated (t S. 21:13[12]) andcontused (Job 4t:t6l24l); he writhes
because his loins are filled with anguish (Isa. 2l:4) and rremble (Nah. 2:1ltl0l). His
breast (Lam. 1:20) and face (Nah. 2:l1tl0l) are aglow, his eyes fail (Dt. 2g:65), his
knees grow weak (Ezk. 2l:l2?l; Nah. 2:11[10]), his hands grow feeble (Isa. l3:7; Ezk.
2l:12[7]), he sighs (Ezk.2t:tz[7]), his days drag on (Dt.28:67). Finally he forgets to
breathe (Josh. 2:11; 5:1) and collapses into a coma (r s.25:37;ps. 55:5[4]). T\e nepei
is also affected: it rages (Jer. 4:19) and languishes (Dt. 2g:65).

In the face of enemy superiority, the le! of the people can melt like water (Josh.
7:5; l4:8) or shake like a tree (rsa.7:2); yahweh's mighty acts cause the lEp of the
Egyptians to melt (Isa. 19:l) and trouble the le! of many peoples (Ezk-32:9).

The frailty of the le! documents the creatural wlnerability of mortals and the
omnipotence of God. The psalmist, therefore, associates the motif of fainmess of heart
with God's intervention @s. 6l:3[2]; cf.25:17;55:5lal). Lamentarion begins with the
heart: it cries out (Isa. l5:5), it laments (Jer. 4g:36), it cries to yahweh (L,am. 2:lg).
The growing understanding of God's righteousness gave rise to the theologoumenon
that the righteous and those who are taithful to Yahweh have nothing to fear, that their
l3! can be full of courage in the face of all assaults (ps.27:3; llz:gj. This knowledge
finds linguistic expression in the formula 'at-yEra! lebab, ,,I*tnot 

the heart faint," as
a parallel to the 'al-ttra'formula;l7a it appears in the context of the holy war (Dt. 20:3;
lsa. 7:4; Ier. 5l:46; cf. I S. 17:32). Exilic texts, especially passages echoing Isaiah,
emphasize reassurance of those whose hearts are fearful (nimhara-b!: Isa. 35:4; cf.
IQH 2:9; '"!tr? l€!: rsa. 46:12 [reading 'db"di leb wittr Brl,fl) and broken (niibcra-bl
[Isa. 6l:l]). These passages mark the transition from the emotional to the ethico-
theological understandin g of le! (cf. Isa. 57 15).

c- Wrath. Semitic thought associates anger and wrath primarily with the noselTs and
the liver (Al<k labattu);176 some passages, however, involve the lep. Tlne ldg of the
avenger of blood is "hot" (hmm: Dt. 19:6; in ps. 39:4[3], however, ham-libbi has
nothing to do with anger, as suggested by A. R. Johnson,lTT representing instead the
urgent power of the psalmist's inmost impulses); the le! of the king of Syria ..rages',
(s'r: 2 K. 6: I l) because his plans have been betrayed. Anger can alsoL directed against
God: the man whose own folly brings him to ruin blames Yahweh rather than himsey
and his lE! rages against Yahweh (prov. 19:3).178 Similarly, Eliphaz indirectly accuses
Job of folly because he lets his teb carry him away and tum him against God (Job
t5:12t.)-

d. kne, Hate, Gratitu"de. In the OT, the extensive realm of "transitive emotions"

174. --+ N'1t ya-re'V.
175. -t l)R 'anap ('dnaph).
176.Labat, RLA,-I\I,367; -+ 1a) kabed.
177. P. 76.
178. -; l9l za'ap.
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involving others is dominated by sympathy and love, antipathy and hate. These, too,

are seated h the leb. Sympathy and lovelTe are often understood as activities of the

ldb, withogt any sexual connotations.l8o They represent affection and trust (Jgs.

16: 15,17, 18; Prov. 3 1 : I I ; Cant. 5:2; but cf. Sir. 9:9), for instance between father and

son (2 S. 14: l; Sir. 48: l0). Willingness to follow a commander can be based on affection

Qeb 11, as illustrated first by the Song of Deborah (Jgs. 5:9). Absalom gained such

affection through fraud (gdna!: 2 S. 15:6). The same expression can describe the

relationship between commander and soldiers (1 Ch. 12:18,39[17,38]), teacher and

disciples (kov.23:26 Sir.37:12), people and king (or claimant) (Jgs. 9:3; 2 S. 15:13;

l9:15u41; I K. 12:27; I Ch. 12:391381). This affection of the lzf; is the basis of the

later acclamation of the people at the enthronement of a king.
Deuteronomistic parenesis also uses ldb termitology, in conjunction with 'dha!, to

express the love of the people for Yahweh - albeit now in an ethico-theological

sense.18l

A common idiom for wooing affection is dibber'al-leb, "speak to someone's heart."

According to Gen. 3a:3 (J), the nepei of Shechem "is drawn to" (dbq) Dinah; he loves

('dhab)her andtherefore speaks to her.t82 Qf. alss ths descriptions of how the lrvite goes

after his concubine (Jgs. 19:3) and Boaz woos Ruth (Ruth 2:13). Joseph also "speaks to

the heart" of his brothers to comfort them (Gen. 50:21, par. niham). There is no consensus

as to the source stratum of this verse.l83 According to l.othar Ruppert,lu Gen' 50:21

concludes the Joseph narrative ofJ; Joseph's friendly words to his apprehensive brothers

demonstrate the family focus of the whole story in which the motif of care and support

takes precedence over that of deliverance, despite the latter's historical and theological

significance. According to Horst Seebass,l8s however, the passage belongs to E; its
purpose is to emphasize the centrality of Joseph after the death of his father and the

solidarity of all the brothers as the ancestors of the future Israel.l86

"speaking to the heart" to comfort and cheer is by no means restricted to the circle

of the family. In this same seductive way, David speaks to his troops (2 S. 19:8[7]) and

Hezekiah addresses the Levites (2Ch.3O:22) and the commanders of Jerusalem (2 Ch.

32:6).

l'79. -+ ail}i 'dhob (ahabh).
180. -+ )iliN 'dha! (ahabh),Itr.1; -+ 91'1 yd/a',lll.l.f.
l8l. See V.6.d below.
182. Cf. A. Neher, "Le symbolisme conjugal," RHPR, 34 (1954),3O49, esp.32.
183. Cf. D. B. Redford, A Study of thc Biblicai Story of Joseph (Genesis 37-50). SW, 20

(1970); A. Meinhold, "Die Gattung der Josephsgeschichte und des Estherbuches: Dia-
sporanovelle 1," 7-qW 87 (1975),3O6-324; contra H. Donner, Die literarische Gestalt der alt-
testamentlichen Josephsgeschichte. SHAW 197612. See now H.-C. Schmitt, Die nichpiesterliche
Josephgeschichte. BZ4W, 154 (1980), 19l; L. Ruppert, Die Josephencihlung der Genesis. SIANT,

1l (1965); H. Seebass, Geschichtliche Zeit und thconome Tradition in der Joseph-Erzdhlung
(Giitersloh, 1978).

184. Pp. 19If.
185. Pp. 94f.
186. Cf. Schmitt, 78, 81.
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The locus classicus, however, is Hos. 2:16(14): yahweh will entice Israel, bring her
back to the wilderness, and there "speak to her heart." within the kerygmatic unit Hos.
2:4-l7Q-15) (a "lawsuit charging infidelity"taz or a "pedagogical tribunal',rs8), this
vene describes return to the wilderness as Yahweh's final effort, which Israel refuses
to enter into freely. Yahweh will therefore employ enticement (pd1d implies the possi-
bility of cunning and deception; cf. Ex. 22:15116l z S. 3:25; also Jer. 20:7,10rse) and
seductive persuasion (dibber 'al-ldf; as the mode of speech used by lovers). But this
approach, aiming to restore the unbroken bond between Israel and yahweh, demon-
strates that Yahweh's unconditional love is the only requirement for the healing of
faithlessness and shows his punishment to be an act of love.

The function of dibber 'al-ldl in providing comfort appqus in Deutero-Isaiah's
formulation of his prophetic commission; he introduces his message of deliverance
from exile with the cry: "comfort, comfort my people, speak to the heart of Jerusalem,,
(Isa. 40:1f.). He underlines the importance of his message of comfort, using the most
effective means of proclaiming it.

only rarely are contempt (-+ itll bdz6lbdzdhl) and hatred (-+ Nli? ianE-) seated
in the heart. In 2 s. 6:16 (Deuteronomistic) and its parallel I Ch. 15:29, Michal
contemns David as he dances before the ark behbbdh.In the Holiness code, Lev. 19:17
reads: "You shall not hate your brother in your heart, but you shall reason with your
neighbor, lest you bear sin because of him." This may be an expandedlm negative form
of the commandment to love one's neighbor (v. l8b),1e1 paralleling the prohibition of
vengeance in v. 18a. Here lEb as the locus of hatred might be an echo of pre-juridical
emotionalism. The prohibition of hatred b"tz! might also be a deliberate contrast to
judicial settlement of disputes in the public forum of the qahdl. Henning Graf Revent-
low,rez finally, sees hatred bcldf; as endangering just administration of the law.

The or does not speak of the le! as the seat of human gratitude (-+ i'l?r ydh) toward
others. Postexilic individual hymns of thanksgiving speak of thanking yahweh b"Sol-
leU. T\e "todah formula"le3 appears 5 times with the addition bef,ol-le! @s. 9:2[l];
86:12; lll:l; 138:1) or b)6ier ldbab es l9:7). The psalmist rhanks yahweh for his
help (Pss. 9, 86), his mighty acts (covenant, faithfulness) in history Gs. ll1), his Torah

187. Wolff.
188. D. Kinet, Ba'al und Jahwe: Ein Beitrag zur Theologie des Hoseabuches. EH, 231g7

(1977), 178-190.
189. M. Saebo, "i'lhD pth verbitbar sein," THAT, tr, 495-98.
190. Cf. A. Chowlewinskt, Heiliglceitsgesetz und Deuteronomium. AnBibl, 66 (lgi6),44tr.,

131ff.
191. -+ )iltl'dhob Ghabh), I, lll; alsoJ. Fichtner, Gonesweisheit. Gesammelte studien

zumATl ArbT2l3 (1965),88-114, esp. 102f.
192. Das Heiligkeitsgesetz formgeschichtlich untersucht. WMANT 6 (1961), 72.
193. F. Criisemann, Studien zur Formgeschichte von Hymnus und Danklied in Israel.

WMANT,32 (1969),267-278. Because it appears frequently in leH 
- with bekal-leb and always

(except in IQH 14:26) in exactly the same form 
- J. M. Robinson calls it the ';hodayot formuli"

("Die Hodajot-Formel in Gebet und Hymnus des Friihchristentums," Apophoreta. Festschift
E. Haenchen. BZNW, 30 t1964), 194, 198).
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(Ps. 119), and recovery from severe illness (? Ps. 138), as well as for the gift of
knowledge (lQH 1a:26). Claus Westermann has pointed out the confessional witness

of the voluntative introduction "I will give thanks 1s Thss,"lea to which the phrase

bekol-lcb, reflecting Deuteronomistic parenesis (cf. Dt. 6:5),les lends special warmth

and intensity.
Independently of this formulaic language, the leb also sings praises (rnn) to the

living God (Ps. 84:3[2]; Sir. 39:35). The heart rejoices kiD in God's salvation (Ps.

l3:6t51), overflows Qabai) with gracious words (Ps. a5:2[1]), sings (Jir) and makes

masic (zamar) to the Lord (Ps. 57:8U);108:2[1]); Sir. 47:8). All these terms belong to

the standard vocabulary of the individual hymn of thanksgiving. In combination with

ld!, they express ttre joy of the devout over the existential experience of salvation (cf.

Ps. 105:3 par. I Ch. 16:10; 1 S. 2:l; 7nph.3:14).

4. Noetic Center The documents of the OT look on the human lE! x the noetic seat

of a wide range of activities. While the senses engage in "sense perception" (the

expression "the generous heart savors" [Sir. 3l : 13] is unique), within the leb take place

intellectuat visualization (cognition and memory), thought, understanding, and atten-

tion. Finally, wisdom is pictured as residing in the heart.

a. Cognition.Initially, cognitionle6 iri,the leb is related to sense perception: it is prior

to seeing with the eyes and hearing with the ears, because it initiates the operation of
the senses (Dt.29:3[4);kcl.7:21; Ezk.3:10; frequently with ethically negative mean-

ing in "hardness of heart," as in Ex. 7:22;Jer.5'211e7). Then it comes to mean the

preservation and internalization of what the senses perceive @rov. 22:17 Eccl. 7:2;

lsa. 32:4; Ezk. 4O:4; 44:5; MaL 2:2; Str. 16:24) for the purpose of making judgments

and decisions. Thus cognition in the ldb is always understood as a compact whole, in

that it denotes the total noetic ability of an individual (cf. Dt. 8:5). Its opposite, therefore,

is not a failure of sensory perception, but inattention, heedlessness, and confusion to

the point of ethically negative duplicity. Perception and cognition in the ldb are directed

accordingly: initially toward concrete objects like the land of Canaan (Josh. 14:7),

parental instruction (Prov. 6:21), the words of the wise (Prov. 4:21:'7:3;22:17; cf. also

Job 22:22; Sir. 16:24); then increasingly (esp. in the context of Deuteronomy) toward

theological objects like Torah (Dt. 6:6;,rea God's promise (Josh. 23:14), or sigrs and

wonders (Dt.29:3141;Isa. 42:25; cf. Ps. 48:14[13]; Sir. 16:20).In prophetic contexts,

the object may be a vision @zk. 4O:4; 44:5), the word of God (Isa. 9:8[9]; Ezk. 3:10;

1r.4al.2:2), or his grace and mercy (Lam.3:21).In Wisdom Literature, objects include

wisdom (Prov. 15:14; Ercl.7:25;8:16; Sir. 6:32; 14:21 50:28), love and faithfulness
(Prov. 3:3), the fate that may be discerned in human life @ccl. 7:2; 9:l), and the

194. C. Westermann, Praise and Lament in the Psalms (Eng. fians., Atlanta, 1981), 102.

195. See V.6.d below.
196. -+ 91) yaia'\I.l.c.
197. See V.6.c below.
198. See V.6.d below
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movement transcending history that may be deduced from the historical conduct of the
human race (Eccl. 8:9; cf. Isa. 46:8).

Only rarely does this attention of the teb have the nature of worry about something:
sheep (Prov. 27:23), asses (1 S.9:20), rape(2 S. 13:20), soldiers (2 s. lg:3), ploughing
(Sir. 38:26). In some cases, the word signals a special intensiry: writing or binding
something upon one's heart @t. 6:6; Prov. 3:3;6:21;7:3), keeping something in one's
heart (Josh. l4:7; ler.51:50).

Eccl. 3:l lb is very difficult: gam'e!-hd'dldm ndlan bclibbdm. Godhas made every-
thing beautiful in its time; "eternify, too, he has put into their [= men and womenh]
hearts."le This statement is easily misunderstood as suggesting that humanity is made
in God's image.2m There is no reason to emend orrepoint the MT; the proposals assume
too narrow a meaning for both le! and -+ o)ty '6ldm. The many suggested inteqpreta-
tions fall into a few major classes: (l) le! is interpreted indefinitely as .,midst" 

and
associated with hal*ol, despite the disagreement of number of the suffix: ..he has put
eternity into everything."20l Against this interpretation are the suffix and the fact that
b"ld! is locative: "in the midst of," not "into the midst ot." (2) /a| is interpreted as
the human heart, but a different meaning is suggested for '6ldm: "love of the world,',202
"enigma,"2o3 "endurance,"20+ striving "for enduring reputation imd fame,,'205 ..end-

less continuance and subjection to the passage of time,"206 "distant fi1tu1s."207 ;amsg
Barr208 interprets the phrase as referring to the pasr "the consciousness of memory
the awareness of past events." Rainer Braun2@ suggests "lifetime, life-span," which
limits the extent of human knowledge. (, leb is understood as the noetic and volun-
tatiYe2r0 center of the individual and'6lnm(w. 1lb, 14) in the literal sense of "eternity.,,
Franz Delitzsch2l I already sees Eccl. 3: I I as expressing the human yearning for eternity.
A "sense of eternity"zl2 is inherent in human nature; people have the gift and need

199. F. Nirtscher, Kohelet, Elcklesiastes, oder prediger EB (194g); w. Zimmerli, Das Buch
des Predigers Salomo. ATD, ){yul el9g0), S0.

20O.H. W. Hertzberg, G. Wildeboer, W. Eichrodt.
201. N. Lohfink, Kohelet. NEB (1980), 32f.: eternity "in the sense ofperpetual recurrence";

similarly l-auha, Kohelet. BK, xlx (1978), 61, 68f.; F. Ellermeier, untersuihmgen zur Buche
Qohelet, | (Herzberg am Harz, 1967), 321: "endlessness"; cf. G. Gerleman, .bie sperrende
Grenze: Die Wurzel'lm im Hebriiisctrcn," ZAWI 9l (lg7g),341f.: in the midst of the woild ttrere
is a boundary (dlAm) to human knowledge.

202. R. Gordis, Koheleth - The Man and His World (New york,2196g), 232.
203. R. B. Y. Scott, Proverbs-Ecclesiastes. AB, XVItr (1965),220.
204.8. Jenni, "Das Wort'6ldm im AI, Itr," ZAW, 65 (1953),26.
205. O. Loretz, Qohclct und der alte Oient (Freiburg, lg@),291-8/,.
206. Lauha, 69.
207. G. von Rad, Wsdom in Israel (Eng. rrans., Nashville, 1972),230, n. 55.
208. J. Barr, Biblical Words for Time. SBT n (1969), llg, n. 4.
209. R. Bratn, Kohel-et unddiefnihhellenistische Popularphilosophie. BAW l3O (1973), ll4.
210. See V.5 below.
211. F. Delitzsch, KD,Yl,26l.
212. A. shobel, Das Buch Prediger (Kohelet). KHS, 9 (196j),55f.; similarly c. w. Reines,

"Kohelet on Wisdom and Wealth,",f./S, 5 (1954), g0.
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"to look beyond the present hour and ask about the past and future."2l3 The verse does

not suggest a human striving to be like God but rather a striving of individuals to

transcend themselves in the face of their real limitations (cf. esp. the contrast in Ps.

9o:12).Thus /dD here denotes in a unique way the existential nature of humanity. Svend

Holm-Nielsen2la 1916.* the sense roughly as: "He has made human beings cognizant

of their existence (life-span)."
b. Memory. "As the seat of memory, the heart makes it possible to incorporate

particular apperceptions into a larger realm of experience."2ls Phmses l*e itm'al-l€!
are used in the same semantic constructs as -+ 'lf t zakar2t6 The similarity is seen first
in synthetic and synonymous parallelisms with zdkar n Isa. 46:8; 47:7;57:ll;65:171'
Jer. 3:16; l/ lf.; M:21;51:50); these passages suggest an alert and fervent act of
recollection. The wider semantic range of lZb,however, forbids reducing this observa-

tion to a simple formula.2lT The motif of "recalling a situation in order to find a motive

for a certain action"2l8 is common in Wisdom Literature as a "piece of advice"2l9 or

an "empirical rule."2m It appears in many forms: failure to consider the consequences

of a misdeed (Isa. 47:7), constant remembrance of death (Ercl.7:2; pufpose: a new

attitude toward life) or of the futility of idols (Isa. 46:8; purpose: a new understanding

of God). In Hag. l:5,7;2:15,18. recollection of how the people have fared is to spur

them on to rebuild the temple. Just as zafor cat express involved participation (Jer.

l7:lf.1,zzt failure to remember can express the opposite: when the ark does not come

to mind (lO' 'db'al-ld!), the people are indifferent to this ancient religious institution
(Jer. 3:16).2n In interpersonal relationships, similarly, to let someone slip out of mind
(Ps. 31:13[2f;n3 cf.88:6t5]) terminates not just a mental relationship but a personal

bond. To be casually forgotten is tantamount to death. The exiles are to hold Jerusalem
'al-le! Qer.5l :50, par. zdkar 'e!-YHWA, a demand that keeps the melancholy situation

of the occupied city before their eyes (cf. Ps. 137:1f.,5f.). Not to take guilt to heart

(2 S. 19:20t191) means to rehabilitate the offender (even apart from a forensic con-

textzu). Recollection of God's mighty acts and his Torah provides a motive for obe-

dience to the Torah (Dt. 4:9); remembrance of sacred history serves as a signal to set

forth from exile (Jer. 3l:21). When the age of salvation dawns, people will no longer

213. Zimmerh, ATD, xYVl e 1980), I 72.
214. S. Holm-Nielsen, "... Hanharochlagtevighetenimiinniskornashjiirten. - -'" SEA,

4tt. (197 6-7 7 ), tW -r19.
215. G. J. Botterweck, "91' ydda')' TDOT V,46,2.
2t6.\.t,2.
217. W. Schottroff, "Gedenken" im alten Orient und im AT WMANT, 15 (1967), 116.
218. Ibid., 136f.
2t9. rbid, 139.
22O. G. von Rad, OT Theology,I @ng. trans., New York, 1962),430tr.
221. Schottroff,l44ff.
222. -+ Il.lN 't'6n, I, 371.
223. Ct. J. J. M. Roberts, 'tuSr,AHri . . . MILLEB, Ps. xxxi 13," w,25 (1975),797-800.
224. Cf. Schottroff, 115ff.; contra H. J. Boecker, Redeformen des Rechtslebens im AT.

WMANT, t4 (1970), 108-l ls.
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remembr the terrors of the past (Isa. 33:18 [a late, post-Isaianic protoapocalypse2r];
cf.65:17).

c. wisdom. Like wisdom iself,zz0 the ld! as the seat of wisdom has a wide range
of meanings. With few exceptions, the relevant passages are concentrated in Wisdom
Literature. wisdom-bestowed by yahweh (prov.2:6; lK. lo.24;2 ch. 9:23; sir.
45:26)-enters into the human lE! (prov.2:10), giving it an ethical aspect: da.alis
the joy of those who possess it (Prov. 2:10; Sir. 5l:20), their attention is focused on
the Torah (Prov.2:2;10:8), their ears are open to knowledge (prov. lg:15; sir. 3:29),
and their words are well chosen (prov. 15:28; 16:21,23; Job 33:3; Isa. 32:4).227 Such
a /z! should be the goal of all (prov. l9:8; cf. Dnl. 10:12), especially kings (/ep
idmda'lhdf;frm: I K. 3:9,12; 5:9[4:29]; t0:24;2 Ch. l:il; 9:23).

Siegfried 11"o-un 1228 saw the prayer for a "listening heart" as issuing from the
very core of the Israelite spirit. Hellmut Brunner,22s however, has cited the Egyptian
Instruction of Ptahhotep, which deems the human heart to be the organ that heeds the
will of God;230 he concludes that the notion of the "listening heart', is probably Egyptian
in origin.23t The "hearing heart" comprehends the "fullness of ail world phenom-
ena,"232 thus becoming a "spacious heart" (robab leg: I K. 5:9-14[4:29-34f), i.e.,
"wide intelligence,"233 "a feeling for the truth which emanates from the world and
addresses man,"z34 "a dimension of experience informed by the utmost degree of
subtlety."zrs

- For Ecclesiastes, this endeavor is ultimatery a striving after wind (ra'y6n rfiah, -->
)z;l hebel; Eccl. 1:17), although he, too, concedes certain advantages to a wise heart
(8:5; 10:2). wisdom inthe ldp makes the sage superior to the fool (prov. ll:29; cf.
L4:33; Eccl. l0:3; Job 9:4). In the book of Job, lebllebab appeirs in various contexts
in the sense of "wisdom." Job states sardonically that wisdom will perish with his
friends (Job 12:2); he wishes that his undersrandin c UdbaD were the equal of theirs
(v. 3). For Elihu, the wise man ('ti lebdD is the one who acknowledges God,s righ-
teousness and divinity (Job 34:10,34;37:24). The extravagant claims to wisdom put
forward by the book of Sirach are signalized by its colophon: ,.Jesus, son of Sirach,
son of Eleazar, of Jerusalem, from whose /af wisdom poured forth like rain" (Sir.
5o:27). P sees in fual.<am-lel the sacral expertise of those charged with fashioning the

225.H. Wildberger, Jesaja 28-39. BK, X/3 (1982), in loc.
226. --> d)n hdlam.
227. Ct. von Rad, Wisdom in Israel, lli.
228. s. Herrmann, "Die K<inigsnovelle in Agypten und in Israel,,' Festschrifi A. Alt. wz

Leipzig, 3 (19531 54), 5l-62.
229. Bntr,ner, ThLZ, 79 (1954), 697 -7 N.
230. ANET3,414.

??!.Ct.C. Kayatz, Studien zu proverbien 1-9. WMANT, 22 (tgffi), 46t.
232.Wolff,47.
233 - E. Power, "A Study of the Hebrew Expression'wide of Heart,' " Bibl, I (1920), 5g-7 5.
234. Yon Rad, Wisdom in Israel, 296f .
235- H. Timm, " 'Das weite Herz': Religiiises philosophieren in Israel," zrhK, 74 (1977),

224-237, esp.228.
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priestly vestments (Ex. 28:3) and constructing the tabernacle (31:6; 35:25,35 361,2,8).
Ex. 35:34 uses the same terminology for those divinely inspired 1e 1g2sh.236

d. Confusion and Folly. lf tbe leb hcks wisdom, it is in the grip of "folly." Folly
shows itself as heedlessness (Ex. 9:21; Hos. 7:2), willfulness (Ex. 7:23), and failure to
see the larger picture (Jer. l2:ll; Isa. 44:19; Sir. 16:23). For the redactor of Ecclesi
astes,237 wickedness and folly are so fundamental to the lE! ("human nature") that
they are the cause of human mortality (Eccl. 9:3; cf. Prov. 10:21). Folly as rhe absence
of le b ( en b b) leads to disorientation QmlA: Hos. 7 : 1 I ) and senselessness (Prov. I 0: 1 3 ;

17:16,18; 24:30), adultery (Prov. 6:32), and contempt for one's neighbor (Prov. 1l:12);
in a youth, "lack of heart" (l.t"sar /e-f) manifesa itself in stupidity (Wov. 7:7; cf . 22:15),
pleasure in worthless pursuits (12:.ll), and delight in foolishness (15:21). The lEp of
the fool (k'sil) loses control over the tongue (Prov. 10:20; 12:23; l5:7: cf.23:33) and
even goes so far as to deny God (Ps. l4:1; 53:2lll). Sir. 36:5a238 likens the fool to a
blockhead.

The le! is deluded by wine (Hos.4:11;zre Prov. 23:29tr.), women (Job 3t:9 [cf.
llQtgJob 18:21; Prov. 6:25;7:lO1'9:4,16; Sir. 19:2), worldly goods (Ps.62:11tl0l),
gain (Jer. 22:17;Ezk.33:31), temptations (Job 31:7), idolatry (Job3l:27 [cf. llQtgJob
19:11), wicked words (Ps. l4l:4), and comrption (kcl.7:7). But it can also deceive
itself (Isa. M:20); Nu. 15:39 commands the Israelites to let the tassels on their garments
constantly remind them of the danger of being misled by the lep. A particularly extreme
and dangerous form of deception by the le| is the phenomenon of false prophets, who
prophesy out of their own l€! and not as commanded by Yahweh @zk. 13:2f.); they
follow their own rfrab Q.3), prophesy lies (Jer. 14:14; 23:2G{) and the visions of
their own leb Q3:16), thus leading the people astray. When Moses (Nu. 16:28) and
Balaam (24:13) insist that they are not speaking millibbt, "from my own heart," we
see that this idiom is ideally suited to express the authentic sending of a prophet by
God.24r Confusion of le!, hke hardness of le!, is often ascribed to Yahweh @t.28:28;
Job 12:24; 17:4).

5. Voluntative Center The line between the rational function of the lep and the
activity of the will is blurred, because it is impossible pragmatically to distinguish
between theory and praxis.z2 The lEp functions as the driving force behind the volun-
tative endeavors of the individual; it engages in performative conceiving and planning;
it is the seat of courage and enterprise.

236. --> d)n fia$dm,IV 378f.
237.Latha,167.
238. Barth6lemy.
239.Cf . F. Stolz, "Rausch, Religion und RealitAt in Israel und seiner Umwelt," W,26 (19'76),

170-186.
240. On the textual problems, see I. Meyer, Jeremia und die falschen Propheten. OBO, 13

(1977), 134t.
241. W. Gross, Bileam. SIANT, 38 (1974), 316.
242.Wolff,51.
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a. Driving Force. Jeremiah feels within himself the driving force of his /e-f, which
burns like fre when he tries to refrain from proclaiming the troubling word of Yahweh
(Jer. 2O:9: cf. 23:29). The suffering psalmisL too, is incited to pray by the burning of
his heart (Ps. 39:4[3]). Balaam must subordinate himself (lep) ntally to the will of
Yahweh (Nu. 24: 13).243 Almost all the other passages date from the later period of the
OT: the use of le! with ndb, "be willing," serves to describe the human heart as

initiating voluntary contributions or offerings (Ex.25:2:35:5,21,22,29 [P]; I Ch. 29:9;
cf . 2 K. 12:5[4] l'db' al lebD and sacrifices (2 Ch. 29,,31; cf . 2 Ch. I 1 : I 6 fnnlan't-le d).
The phrase uASA' leb (Ex. 35:26;36:2), describing eager participation in constructing
the tabernacle, has a similar function (cf. Neh. 3:38[4:6]).

b. Conceiving and Planning. The voluntative activity of the le! includes the realm
of conceiving and planning up to the point of action, but not the act itself. We may
note a gradual differentiation of particular aspecs.

In Ps. 19:15(14), the postexilic2a psalmist dedicates to Yahweh the words of his
mouth ('imr?-pD and the meditations of his heart (hegy6n le\, a comprehensive
expression for all his intentions and plans, which he devoutly subjects to Yahweh's will
expressed in the Torah. For Ecclesiastes, contrariwise, "all the toil and striving of his
heut" (kol-'amnl6 filra'ydn libbd) is pointless and brings no gain (kcl. 2:22). T\ese
contrasting passages illustrate the wide range of this notion.

The frst stage of the voluntative process is "thinking to oneself" (expressed in a
nominal clause). A particular idea becomes cystallized as an intention beldb (1 S. l4:7;
2 5.7:3; I Ch. 17:2; always deliberately left vague) or 'im-ldldQ (2 Ctl29:10: to make
a b"fifl. The plan to build the temple took concrete form in the lep (verbal clause)
(hdyA'im-lebdl: I K.8:17,18; I Ch.22:7;28:2ltext?: cf. LXXI; 2 Ch.6:7,8;24:4; cf .
7:ll [with b61).Ttrc queen of Sheba, too, had inher ld! a list of questions to ask

Solomon (1 K. 10:2;2 Ch. 9:1).
Other verbal formulations in the voluntative realm are found only sporadrcalTy: bd/d'

mille! Q K. 12:33: Jeroboam plans his own feast at Bethel; cf. Neh. 6:8); tfir belEb
(kcl.2:3: Ecclesiastes plans a rational, hedonistic way of hfe); itm'al-lEb @nL l:8:
Daniel's tactics against Nebuchadnezzar); and the hapax legomenon mAlnk @f. Akk.
malAku24s) le! 'al (Neh. 5:7: a political plan to attack poverty). The phrase fuiqri-Dp
in Jgs. 5:16 (conj. v. 15) probably also denotes political plans.

An intention becomes a desire when one cannot accomplish it by oneself (cf. Job
17:11; Ps. 2O:5141;21:3[2]). The psalmist praises Yahweh, who fulfills these desires of
the heart (Ps. 37:4). A plan already has clear contours when the text uses the phrase
"speak in the heart" ('dmar beldf;, less often dibber b"leb).But the semantic range of
this expression is also very broad, from moving the lips during prayer (1 S. 1:13)
through rational calculation (Gen.17:17;24:45;kcl.l:16;2:15;3:17,18) and analytic
questioning (Dt. 18:21; Jer.13:22; Est. 6:6 [political]) toplanning (Gen.27:41[murder];

243. See above.
244. Kruts, Psalms l-59, 269.
245.AHw, I,593f.; --+19) ya'as, Itr,791.
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1 S. 27:1 fflightl; I K. 12:26 [succession to the throne]; Eccl. 2:1 [a hedonistic way of
lifel) and strong desire (Z,ec. I2:5). This voluntative function of the lel aims at a variety
of goals: battle and destruction (Ps. 55:22l2ll; 74:8; l4O:3121), wickedness and evil
(Gen.6:5;8:21; Ps.58:3[2]; kov.24:2; Eccl.8:11), political intrigue (Ezk. 38:10; Dnl.
8:25: ll:27), machinations (Prov. 6:181' 12:20), conspiracy (Hos. 7:6; Ps. 83:6[5]),
treachery Grov. 6:14), antisocial behavior (Zr*.7:IO;8:17), and godlessness (2 Ch.
12:14). Particularly despised is a difference between lEp and tongue (Sir. 12:16; 37:17);
people are therefore cautioned against enemies who hide their true plans (Isa. l0:7;
2 Ch. 32:31; Ps. 55:22[21]). For the psalmist, this discrepancy between a malicious
heart and a hypocritical tongue is practically the definition of the reia' @s. 28:3;
al:7[6)). Deuteronomy places great value on keeping an upright lebAb in dealing with
one's brother (Dt. 15:9) and acting accordingly.

c. Courage.Ltke ria$ b! canalso denote the human "courage" that makes possible
acts of military valor (1 S. 10:26; 2 S. 17:10; I Ch. 12:34[33]; Dn]. ll:25), resistance
to the king (Est. 7:5), and religious reform (2 CIt. 17:6). This courage vanishes, how-
ever, in the face of Yahweh's mighty acts (Ezk. 22:14; Am. 2:16;Ps.76:6[5]).

6. Religious and Ethical Realm. Texts referring to the religious and ethical realm of
the relationship between human beings and God make frequent use of /e?.

a. The Locus of God's Influence. Here the primary axiom is: "He who fashioned
the heart of them all knows all their deeds" (Ps. 33: l5). The creator of the le! is also
the universal lord and judge. Whatever plans mortals may conceive, in the view of
early proverbial wisdom it is ultimately Yahweh who govems the heart (cf. Prov.
16:1,9; 19:211'20:5;21:l). Yahwehknows thelepof alltgdja': 1K.8:39 [twice] par.
2 Ch. 6:30 [twice]; Ps. 44:22[21]; 139:23); therefore he is expected to take just
vengeance (Jer.20:12;Prov.24:12). He sees through outward appearances (1 S. 16:7),
for the le|lies open to him (Prov. 15:11). Already in Ps. 7:10(9) (a very early text),
we find as an epithet of Yahweh the "hymnic"z6 formula bdhen libb61 fikelaybt,
"who triest the heart and the reins," which uniquely expresses God's knowledge of
mortals (cf. Ps. l7:3;26:2; Jer. 1l:20; l2:3; 17:10; cf. also Prov. 17:3; 2l:2; I Ch.
29:17; Sir. 42:18). Yahweh can bow the heart (knna': Ps. 107:12; cf. Sir. 10:13) or
strengthen it (kfrn hiphil, expressing a sense of existential exaltation: Ps. 10:17).
Yahweh can change the heart in a negative direction (Ps. 105:25: toward hostility) or
a positive direction (Jer. 32:39:. toward fear of God). He takes away a heart of stone
(ldb'eben: according to 1 S. 25:37, a dead leD and gives a "new heart,"247 arrew
and authentic life in relationship to Yahweh (Ezk. 1l:19; the MT reads lEb 'ehad lct.
Jer.32:391, but the LXX presupposes /e-! 'ahe7; possibly the text should be emended
to read leb bdddi as in Ezk. 18:.31;36:26; cf. I S. 10:9). This new creation revives
those who have been turned to stone, fills them with a new rfralt, and reestablishes

246. Kraus.
247. On the opposite process in the funeral liturgy of the Egyptian pharaoh, see Hermann,

105.
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the lost reality of the covenant,z8 as the beneficiaries cast aside their sins (Ezk. 18:31)

and obey God's will (36:26).

Late texts use the phrase nnpn belE\, "put something into someone's heart," to

describe Yahweh's influence on the human heart: the restoration of the temple (En.

7:27), Nehemiah's inspection of the city walls (Neh. 2:12), his census (7:5), and

Yahweh's gift of '6lAm (Er.cl.3:ll1.z+s As the vital core of each individual, the heart

is thus the point where Yahweh impinges on human existence.

b. Conscience. The OT does not have a special word meaning "conscienca."2s0 [1
an early date, however, the "self-consciousness that makes ethical judgments"2sl was

felt to be a personal authority within the individual. The Egyptians believed that the

human heart (conscience) should be in harmony with the norm (ma'at).zsz'15s harmony

demands knowledge2s3 of ma'at.In Israel,sa the Israelites were commanded constantly

to follow the Torah and shape theirr lep in obedience to God's word (Dt. 30:14,17; Jet.

3L:33;Ezk.36:26t.).The le! as the organ of knowledgexs notes deviations from God's

will. The OT (almost exclusvely in the Deuteronomistic history) makes this function

transparently clear by constrasting God's word to the "beating" of the leQ in reaction

to a misdeed (l S. 24:6t51; cf. v. l3[2]; 25:31 25.24:101' cf. v. 3). T\e le! also reacts

to a breach of oath (L K.2:44).
In the Deuteronomistic prayer of dedication of the temple (1 K. 8:23-53), which

demonstrates the importance of the temple for the people, v. 37 provides that the temple

is to be the Israelites' chosen house of prayer when beset by any kind of affliction
(nega). Using this catchword, in v. 38b a later redactor intoduces nega' lEbdb ('af'
fliction of heart," i.e., "pangs of conscience") as the motivation for praying in the

temple.
Although Wisdom Literature does not address conscience as a theme, its role can

be seen in Job's reaction to the accusations of his friends. The fact that his l€! has

never reproached him (Job 27:6) demonstrates hrs ;"fldqA. Sir. 37:13 urges unqualified
attention !o the voice of conscience, since the conscience can tell one more than seven

watchmen on watch (v. 14). That person is happy who need suffer no pangs of con-

science (Sir. 14: 1f.). Wisd. 17: 11 cautions against a bad conscience, because it confuses

the mind.
c.Vices.Tlrc le! is seen as the seat of all human vices: a wicked lZ!, often disguised

by a dissembling tongue, is the mark of the re.ia'(Ps. 28:3; 4l:7161). Proverbial wisdom

likens such a person to glazed earthenware that is fundamentally worthless (Prov.

26:23).This wickedness of /7p detroys one's relationship to God and to one's neighbors

248.Zhnmerh.
249. See V.4.a above.
250. C. Maurer, "odvoria." fD fI Vtr' 908.
251.E. Schick "Gewissen," arhp,Iv (1%0),860.
252.Morenz, l3l.
253. -+ 91t y64a',ll.l.
254. Cf . Schreiner, I lOf.
255. See V.4.a above.
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(Isa. 32:6); therefore the king must renounce it so that he can judge justly (ps. 101:4).
For Jeremiah, it is the grounds for Yahweh's judgment (Jer. 4:14,18); therefore he
exhorts Jerusalem urgently to wash its heart (v. l4). Ecclesiastes sees in this wickedness
the true grounds for human mortality (Eccl. 9:3).

Even in the preexilic period (Hos. 13:6), prophecy sees the ldp as the seat of hubris.2s6
It is the result of Israel's surfeit and unrestrained self-aggrandizement (Isa. 9:8t91).
Isaiah calls this arrogance gdSel lebdb @ phrase applied to Assyria by a glossator in
lO:12), possibly drawing on wisdom vocabulary (cf. g"Qah-lE!: Prov. 16:5;57 relta!-l\!:
Prov.2l:4; Ps. 101:5; cf. Dt. 17:20). This particular terminology does not need to be
present; direct discourse ('amar bcldp) often signals clearly the presence of hubris (ps.
10:6,11; 35:25; Isa. 14:13; 47:8,1O; Jer. 49:16; Ob. 3;Z,eph. l:12;2:lJ).2s8 Arrogance
of ld!, already morally condemned by early proverbial wisdom as fi'ebalyHWH (prov.
16:5), is a frequent theme of prophetic denunciation. This condemnation is probably
grounded in Deuteronomic and Deuteronomistic parenesis, which cautions against
arrogance in conjunction with the gift of the land (Dt. 8:14,17:,9:4; interpreted second-
arily as forgetting Yahweh and failing to keep the law [8:ll[lzse;.

The warning against arrogance is addressed primarily to the foreign nations: Edom
(Jer.49:16; Ob. 3), Moab (Jer. 48:29), Tlre @zk. 28:2,5,6,172n), Egypt @zk. 31:10),
Assyria (Zeph.2:15), Babylon (Isa. 47:8,10), Nebuchadnezzar @nl. 5:20), the ..king

of thesouth"(Dnl. II:I2),andtheapocalypticrulerof theworld(Isa. l4:13),butalso
to the inhabitants of Jerusalem (zeph. l:12). The arogance of several kings of Judah
is mentioned in 2 K. 14:10 par. 2 Ch. 25:19 (Amaziah); 2 Ch. 26:16 (Uzziah);2 Ch.
32:26 (Hezektah). In individual laments, the wicked are characteristically described as
arrogant (Ps. 10:2-4,6,11; 35:25).

Human obduracy ("hardness of heart") is particularly associated with the lep. T\e
terminology is vivid: + Tf) kAbed, "be heavy" (chiefly J); + PIn bdzaq,za "behard',
(preferred by E and P); -+ ilUp qdidtttphtl, "harden" (Ex.7:3 [P]; Dt. 2:30; ps. 95:8;
Prov.28:14); qdiahhrphtl, "harden" (Isa.63:17; cf. Sir. 30:12); -r fDN 'amaspiel,262
"make strong"; idman hiphil, "cover with fat" (Isa. 6:10; cf. ps. 119:70); also icrirfr!
lE!, "hardness of heart" (following Dt. 29:18, chiefly in the Jeremiah tradition) and
mcginnal-ld!, "dullness of heart" (Lam. 3:65).263 OMuracy is manifested in hardening
of the neck ('drep: Dt. 10:16; etc.), face (Jer. 5:3), and forehead (Ezk. 3:7), uncircum-

256. -+ ilNl ga-h; -+ i1'l\ gdld.
257.For a discussion of the semantic field, see -+ ilfl gd!6, 1,357t.
258. For a discussion of the terminology, see G. Bertram," 'Hochmut'und verwandte Begriffe

im griechischen und hebriiischen AI," WO, 3 (196/1166),32-43; idem,,,$pp$,,, mM VIil,
295-307.

259. G. Seitz, Redaktionsgeschichtlichen Studien zum Deuteronomiurn. BWANT, 93l5tl3)
(r97 t\, 79.

260. See l-oretz, uE 8 (1976),457t.
261. rv 308.
262.t,326.
263. For a discussion of the terminology, see J. L. Ska "La sortie d'Egypta (Ex 7-14) dans

le r6cit sacerdotale (Pc) et la tradition proph6tique," Bibl, fi (19j9), lgl-2ls,esp. 198-205.
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cised lips (Ex. 6:12,30) and ears (Jer. 6:10), as well as hardening or fattening of the
lE!; according to Franz Hesse,2s this oMuracy infects the religious and ethical char-
acter of its possessor.

All the Pentateuchal sources associate the motif of hardness of ldb with the exodus
and occupation traditions: Pharaoh's treafrnent of the Israelites reflects the political
event of an attempted emigration by a group of foreign laborers and the reaction of the
national bureaucracy.26s J s6ngslyes "obduracy" actively as a "making heavy" Gabed.
hiphil) of the ldp, whether the agent is Pharaoh himself (Ex. 8: 1 1,28[ 5,32]; 9:7,34)266
or Yahweh (Ex. 10:1). Only once, using the verbal adj. knbed., does J interpret obduracy
as a condition @x. 7:14). Ex. 4:21, a latter addition to J or JE,267 uses bdzdq piel,
"make hard," to describe the hardening of the le!. Thrs is the terminology used by P,

who resfficts the action to Yahweh: Yahweh hardens Pharaoh's leb @x.9:121'10:20,27:
14:4,8,171' cf. qih hiphil in 7:3), whereas the preceding narrative of the plagues268 uses

the qal of hdzdq, "be hard," to express the same idea passively (F;x.7:13,22; 8:15[19];
9:35). The narratives of J and P thus progress from Pharaoh's inherent hardness of heart
to Yahweh's active hardening of Pharaoh's heart. Exegetes have therefore accused
Yahweh of injustice,26e especially since Ex. l4:4 uses the recogaition formula to
describe the theological purpose of the hardening of the Egyptians' hearts: they are to
know270 "that I am Yahweh" (cf. Sir. 16:15). In I S. 6:6, Pharaoh's obduracy is called
a "malicious sport" (hi!'allaD. It finds expression in his inability, in the face of all the
evidence, to recognize the meaning of the plagues and act accordingly. This clear
purpose of Pharaoh's obduracy makes it unlikely that the notion of "hardening the
heart" is of military origin (preparation for battle;.zzt Jean-Louis Ska,272 comparing Pc
with Ezk. 2:4;3:7, is more likely correct in identifying the context as "judgment in
the prophetic tradition."

Obduracy is dissolved by understanding (Ex. 9:21), confession, and prayer for
forgiveness (Ex. 10:16f.) in the face of the overwhelming manifestation of Yahweh's
power in history. This theme is developed extensively in textual additions (cf.Ex.9:29;
etc.)'273 for the period of the occupation, the Deuteronomistic history also associates

it with Sihon (Dt. 2:30) and the Canaanite kings (Josh. ll:20).
While the obduracy of Yahweh's enemies ultimately serves to demonstrate his power

264. F. Hesse, Das Verstockungsproblem im AT. BZAW,74 (1955),4.
265. Hermann, 94.
266. On the Egyptian wisdom principle of the "firm heart" (dns ib = ldb knbeA, see ibid.,

103f.
267. M. Noth, E-rodus. OTL (Eng. trarc. 1962), 47 .

268. See E. Otto, "Erwigungen zum iiberlieferungsgeschichtlichen Ursprung und 'Sitz im
Leben' des jahwistischen Plagenzyklus," W, 26 (1976),3-27.

269. For citations, see Hermann, 25f.
270. -+ 9T yaQa', Y,471.
271. P. Weimar, Untersuchungen zur piesterschriftlichen Exodusgeschichte. FzB,9 (1972),

209-212.
272. Pp.202t.
273. Otto,25.
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in history the obduracy of Israel associated with the Massah and Meribah tradition (Ps.

95:8; cf. Ex. l7:1ff.;274 also Jer. 1l:8) is construed as apostasy (Ps. 81:13[2]).The
prophetic tradition interprets this obduracy itself as Yahweh's judgment.275 The polarity
implicit in Yahweh's authorship of Israel's obduracy and hardness of lep is clear in Isa.

6:10, where Isaiah receives a "command for hardening."276 This command is the
primary reason why M. M. Kaplan and O. H. Steck do not consider Isa. 6 a call
vision.277 The LXX avoided the theological problem by having the heart of the people
harden itself. In his message of obduracy, the prophet envisions the actual conduct of
Israelites: faced with Yahweh's acts of judgment, they shut themselves off more and
more from God,zza and continue to do so (cf. Isa. 57:l71.zts Obduracy as rejection of
the call to repent (cf. Jer. 5:23; 18:121' Ezk. 2:4; 3:7) goes hand in hand with self-
deluding idolatry (Jer. 9:13[4]; 13:10). Trito-Isaiah, too, ascribes Israel's obduracy to
Yahweh, but on the grounds that Yahweh is the universal cause of all things (Isa. 63: l7).
For prophetic lament over Israel's obduracy, see Jer. 16:12;23:-17; Isa. 44:18; for
obduracy as antisocial conduct, see Dt. 15:7; Ps.73:7;Ze*.7:12. Proverbial wisdom
associates obduracy with suffering and disaster (Prov. 28:14; Sir. 3:26f.)

According to Hos. l0:2, the human le] is inclined to apostasy and idolatry. This
view is adopted by Jeremiah (Jer.7:24; 17:5) and restated in cultically provocative
language: "on the tablet of their heart, and on the horns of their altars" (17:1).
Deuteronomy wams repeatedly against the tendency toward idolatry of the le!fu (Dt.
ll:16;29:17,18[18,19]; 30:17:. cf . I K. 15:3; 2 Ch.20:33;25:2) and., in the law of the
king, requires the king to be exemplary in this regard (Dt.17:17; cf. I K. ll:2,4,9).
Ezekiel speaks of a "wanton heart" (le! hauoneh:Ezk.6:9), of "taking idols into the
heart" (14:3,4,7), of "estrangement" (zfrr) from Yahweh, which Yahweh counters by
"laying hold of the heart" (14:5). The desert generation of Israel is characterized by
the inclination of the heart to go after idols, manifest in neglect of the Torah and the
Sabbath @zk.20:16). The psalmist raises the question of theodicy by noting that the
wicked prosper even though thek ld! is inclined to apostasy @s. 10:13; 36:2lL)).
Drawing on the motif of Israel's obduracy, he describes apostasy as nsh (piel) bilbab,
"testing [God] in the heart" (Ps. 78:18; cf. v. 37). Proverbial wisdom, too, warns against
an erring heart (Prov. 7:25;14:14; Sir. 10:12; 46:ll).

d. Vrtues. On the other hand, the lef; is also the seat of human virtues. In it

274.H. F. Fuhs, "Kadesch in Geschichte und Uberlieferung," BN,9 (1979),45-70.
275. Cf. Ska, 205.
276.H. Wildberger, Isaiah l-12 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, l99l),272; J. Gnilka, Die Ver-

stockung Israels. SIANT, 3 (1961); Chung Hsin Ctl, The Concept of "Hardening thc Hean"
(diss., South East Asia Graduate School ofTheology, 1974).

277.M. M. Kaplan, "Isaiah 6r_n," JBL,45 (1976),251-59; O. H. Steck, "Bemerkungen zu
Jesaja 6," BZ, N.s. 16 (1972),'188-206; cf. i.dem, "Rettung und Verstockung: Exegetisch
Bemerkungen zu Jesaja 7,3-9," EvTh, 33 (1973),77-90.

278. Wildberger, Isaiah 1-12,273.
279.For the arguments against Hesse's "retrojection" theory see R. Kilian, "Der Verstock-

ungsauftrag Jesajas," Bausteine biblischer Theolagie. Festschrift G. J. Botterweck. BBB, 5O
(1977),2O9-225.
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uprightness dwells (associated with wisdom in Prov. 23:19). The "upright in heart"

OiirA-b61zto are mentioned primarily in the Psalms. Psalmists include themselves

among the upright of heart as grounds for God to hear their prayer (Ps. 7; I I [ 10]; I I :2;

36:11[10]; cf. 66:18; 125:4). With uprightness of heart come confidence (Ps. 94:15;

97:ll) andjoy (32:ll;64:11[10]). For the concrete expression ofthis uprightness, see

Ps. 15:2;2 K. 10:15; 2Ch.19:9;29,34 31:21; forwamings against duplicity, see Prov.

ll:10; 17:20; Ps. 12:3[2]).
Proverbial wisdom calls for the leb to be open to instruction (mfrsar: kov. 23:12;

cf . 5:12; 15:32). Finally, Sir. 7:35 suggests that a positive inclination of the lE! has a

social dimension: visiting and caring for the sick.

The semantic field "purity of heart" includes tom-lEb- The word tom denotes

"integrity of an act" or "absence of guils."28t In this connection, we may note

especially Abimelech's asseverations of innocence (Gen. 20:5,6 [E]) and the parallels

to Solomon's "uprightness" $aYer) and observance of the Torah (l K.9:4; cf. also Ps.

78:72; lOl:2: Dt. 9:5). Ritual purifications and ablutions give rise to the metaphor of
"washing" (kibbes) the heart (Jer. 4:14). The primary meaning of the metaphor is

ethical, however, as we see especially in the use of -+ il)I zal3i piel,282 "keep the heart

clean" (Ps. 73:13; Prov. 20:9; cf. Sir. 38:10) and its parallels.283 Also figurative is the

phrase bar lebab, "pure in heart" (Ps. 73:1),zM parallel to neqt kappayfiz, "cleanhands"
(24:4). In "entrance liturgies," these two phrases serve to describe the cultic require-

ments of inward and outward purity, that is, purity of thoughts and acts. Even the use

of the levitical term tdhbr with leb (Ps.51:12[10]; P:rov. 22:ll) shows no trace of its
ritual background. No ritual can purify the heart; a "pure heart" and a "steadfast spirit"
are the gift of Yahweh alone.

Affliction ('"nawd), the opposite of gdQdh lEb (Prov.18:12; Ps. 131:1), is likewise
seated in the heart and is described anthropologically as "brokenness"28s of healt. This

expression itself shows that affliction implies not only physical liability (cf . Jer. 23:9)

but also a failure of self-confidence: the afflicted must set all their hopes on God. To

them in particular the promises of God's presence are addressed (Ps. 34:19[18];147,'3),

and the prophet knows that he is sent above all to them (Isa. 61:1). The knowledge

that God is with the affticted (cf . 2 K. 22:19;2 Ch. 34:27) inspires the worshipper to

offer himself to Yahweh as raft-lEpd!.
Hosea already bewails the absence of sincere religiosity. People perform religious

rituals for a variety of reasons, but no one cries out to Yahweh bebb (Hos. 7:14). Jer.

29:13 likewise emphasizes the necessity of seeking Yahweh b"Lol-ldbab. As Dt. 4:29

280. --+ lVir ydian
281. K. Koch, "EtDll rnrz vollstiindig sein," THAT l, 1047.
282.tV,63.
283. See the attempt by L. R. Fisher, "An Amarna Age Prodigal," "/SS, 3 (1958)' 115' to

interpret zdki in the legal sense as "not guilty."
284. -+!'aa bdrar tr, 310f.
285. -+'taEi ialar; cf. O. Garcia de la Fuente, "Sobre la idea de contrici6n enel Nl," Sacra

Pasina, l. BETL, lzt. (1959),559-579, esp. 572-75.
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shows, this prophetic demand is the foundation for the Deuteronomic commandment
to love God and worship him b"kol-leldpc\d frbef;ol-rnpYkfr (Dt. 6:5; 10:12; lL:13;
13:4[3]; cf .28:47), an idiom expressing complete and total devotion; half-heartedness
and indifference indicate grudging commitment to Yahweh. The Deuteronomistic his-
tory and later the Chronicler's history repeatedly cite this primary commandment and
describe obedience to it: paradigmatically (l K. 15:14; 2 K. 10:31; 23:3; 2 Ch.
15:12,15,17:. l9:3;22:9;34:31; Isa. 38:3; cf. Sir. 49:3), as realized admonition (Josh.

22:5; I S. 7:3 [in conjunction with polemic against idols]; 12:20,24; I K. 14:8; I Ch.
22:19; 28:9; 2 Ch. 16:9), as a reminiscence of ancient promises (l K. 2:4; 8:23; 2 K.
2O:3;2 Ch. 6:14), in thanksgiving for assistance (1 K. 3:6), and in prayer to God (1 Ch.
29:18f.;2 Ch.30:19).

The Psalms and proverbial wisdom agree that patient endurance (Ps. 27:14;
3l:25[24D, trusting in Yahweh (Ps. 28:7; 62:9[8); ll2:7;Prov.3:5) and following him
bebbAb (Ps. 84:6[5]) result in Yahweh's favor and assistance (cf. also Job 11: l3f.).

Deuteronomy links observance of the Torah286 directly with the commandment to
love God (Dt. 6:5f.) and interprets such observance as obedience to the commandment
(10:12f.; cf. l1:13; l3:af.[3f.]). According to Jer. 17:l; 31:33, the Torah is written on
the human heart and is thus dtectly present in the human center of decision (cf. Dt.
30: 14; Ps. 37:31; Isa. Sl:l).ztt fhs lstaliq/ of human life is concentrated in observance
of the Torah. This is emphasized by the parenetic conclusion of the Deuteronomic
history in Dl 26:16,17-19. This fundamental demand of Deuteronomic and Deuter-
onomistic parenesis (cf. Dt. ll:18; 30:1; 32:46fexpanded into a command to teach
subsequent generationsl) is frequently restated, with some variation, by DtrN.288 It
appears also at a homiletic climax in the parenetic prayer of blessing over the people
at the end of the prayer of dedication of the temple (l K. 8). Yahweh inclines (hth) the
lela! of the people to him, enabling them to obey the commandments (l K. 8:58).
Echoing this prayer, I K. 8:61 demands that ttre people let their lebabb "wholly true"
Gdlem) to Yahweh and keep his commandments. In 2 K. 23:3, the same terminology
serves to describe wholehearted fidelity to the berit.z8e

Jeremiah considers Torah observance impossible in the present and hopes that it will
come in the future (Jer. 31:3lff.;32:38ff.). There 

- in the new -+ l]"lf befiPeo 
-theultimate spiritualization is attained, since the stage of volition based on sensory expe-

rience is skipped: b"fi1 and Torah observance are written on the heart itself.2el Even
here, however (as in 1 K. 8:58), the emphasis is on Yahweh's initiative (cf- Ezk. 2:4;
3:7;2 Ch.30:12).

In both the Deuteronomistic history and the Chronicler's history, the postulated
relationship between love of God, observance of the law, and fidelity to the b"rt1 is

286. --;VnV) iama'.
287. Ct. Schenker.
288. R. Smend, Die Entstehung des ATs. Theologische Wssenschafi, I (Stuttgart, 1978), ll5.
289. For a discussion of brit terminology, -+ h"'lf bcri! (b"/tth),Il, 261 (M. Weinfeld).
290.[t,277 .

291. Ct. von Rad, OT Theology, tr (Eng. trans., New York, 1965), 270.
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described as b'lE| or beldf; ialem.2e2 Walter Eisenbeis has compared the Deuteronomis-
tic passages with those from the Chronicler and analyzed the formulaic expression hayd

lebdb idlem'im YHWH (1 K. 11:4; l5:3,12,14);2e3 he proposes a nuanced distinction.
In the Deuteronomistic history, he claims, leb@D idl4m detotes absolute obedience

with all one's being and willing as the response to an absolute demand made by God.

The Chronicler understands obedience primarily in relationship to specific demands,

which can be fulfilled with "extraordinary effort" if one's will is correct. F. L.
Schults,2ea however, accepts Friedrich Baumgiirtel's interpretation,2e5 distinguishing
"conformity to the terms of the covenant" (Deuteronomistic history), "existence of
right relationship between God and man," and "balance between man's capacity to
will andthe extenr of his willingness" (Chronicler's history). Finally, Gillis Gerleman2e6

would put more emphasis on what he takes to be the basic meaning, seeing in leb@b)

idlEm a "paying" heart, i.e., one that is willing and submissive.

The intensity of devotion to the Torah b"kol-leb -less an immanent qualification
of the devout than a gift from Yahweh - is the primary theme of Ps. 119.

Knowledge of God as "a practical, religio-ethical relationship"2n betwenn individu-
als and Yahweh is also seated in the leb. Its primary concem is Yahweh, the covenant
God who delivers Israel; but it is also directed against other gods. This polarity appears

in the scattered texts that use /e! to describe a more intense knowledge of God (cf.

esp. Dt. 4:39; 8:5). Jer. 24:7 states that this lep that knows God - and therefore also

the knowledge of God - 
is a gift from Yahweh.

The fear of God is also understood to be seated inthe lE!. The use of lE! with rl*,
"be soft," to express discouragemell298 31d with mss niphal, "melt,"zes denotes

emotional terror, but this usage does not touch the ethical dimension of fear of God
(cf . ydrd' in Jer. 5:24). This is clearly the case, however, inDt. 5:29, where Yahweh

expresses the wish that the human ldbdb were so fashioned as to fear3m him always.

Jer. 32:39 states that Yahweh will give the Israelites a leb 'ehnd as the requisite for
fearing God. According to Joachim Becker,30l this statement is intended to undergird
the integrity of worship of Yahweh (cf. also Ps. 86: 11). Proverbial wisdom also counsels

the lep to be zealous in fearing Yahweh (Prov.23:17; St.7:29; 4O:26; 45:23).

292.For asynopsis of the terminology, see M. Weinfeld, Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomic
Sc/mol (Oxford, 1972), 334f .

293.w. Eisenbeis, Die wurzelo)ui im AT. BZAW,l13 (1969), 338-348.
294. F. L. Shults, O)Ul and dDIl in Biblical Hebrew (diss., Univ. of Texas at Austin, 1974),

84-94.
295.P.607.
296.G. Gerleman, *a7Ui ilm genug haben," THAT II,919-935, esp.9Z7.
297. --> 91' yala', Y,469.
298. J. Becker, Gottesfurcht im AT. AnBibl,25 (1965), 17.
299. rbid., t8.
300. -r N'lr ydrZ', VI.l, i.e., "venerate" in the sense of fidelity to the covenant God in a

staunch and perfect habit of the will (Becker, Gottesfurcht im AT, 97; Weinfeld, Deuteronomy
and the Deuteronomic School,274,tht*s rather of "a meaning of general morality").

301. P. 166; the triad 'ehndlleblderek is described on p. 168.
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Finally (albeit not in preexilic texts), penitent 1s1um302 is seated in the lE!. To
emphasize the radical nature of this demand, the OT writers use the metaphor of
circumcising the lep. While historical events (Isa. 46:8; 49:21) and the hubris of
Babylon (47:7)lead Deutero-Isaiah to speak of "knowing" (lit., "laying to heart" with
repentance as the end; cf. also 57:l,ll), Jeremiah and Deuteronomy use the word Jl|
in similar contexts. Jer. 24:7, an early exilic text,303 emphasizes the close connection
between knowledge of God, the covenant, and penitent return to Yahweh - the latter
underscored by the Deuteronomistic bekol-leb. Yahweh brings about (nnlan /e-|) knowl-
edge and return (cf. Ezk. 1 I : 19; Dt. 29:314); on Yahweh as the initiator of repentance
and return, see I K. l8:37). Jeremiah demands this return as total conversion to Yahweh,
because false penitence only increases culpability (Jer. 3:10; cf.23:26). In Dt. 30:2,10,
we find the kerygmatic "culmination" of the Deuteronomic history3s in the association
of retum b"kol-lebdb with observance of the Torah (cf. also 1 K. 8:47f.; King Josiah
as paradigm in 2 K. 23:25). p6|r[3os exemplifies this postulate in I S. 7:3 in linking
return to Yahweh, destruction of idols, and serving Yahweh. Echoing such passages as

Am. 4:6ff.; Hos. 3:5, the Deuteronomist also interprets retum with all one's heart as

the salvific effect of Yahweh's judgment and as part of the promise. Joel attacks all
empty ritualism when he rejects rinrals of mourning and penance in favor of radical
inward conversion. Citing the well-known ritual of rending one's clothing, he interprets
repentance as qdra' lelAp (par. ifr! 'el-YHWH Uoel2:12f.)), "rending the heart."

The meaning of the phrase mfil 'e1 'orla1 lEld!, "circumcise the foreskin of the
heart," is closely tied to the meaning of the rite of circumcisionffi itself: a purification
dgual,:oz a sacrifice (for redemption),3o8 an act of consecration,3D or a sign of the
covenant.3lo

Dt. 10:16 is probably the earliest 1sx13ll thnl calls on the people to circumise the
foreskin ('orli) of their hearts and to put aside hardness of heart ('6rep: alliteration).
If Gottfried Seitz and Hans-Jiirgen Hsrmi5ssn3l2 are correct in connecting v. 16 with
the preceding verses,3l3 there is a surprising parallelism between the association of
Israel's election with circumcising the heart and P's association of the bertl with
circumcision (Gen. l7). Just as circumcision is a mark of the covenant, so circumcision

302. --+ alEi ifrb.
303. Cf. K.-F. Pohlman, Studien zum Jeremiabuch. FRLANT, 118 (1978), 2Of.,22t.
304. G. von Rad, Deuteronomy. OTL (Eng. rans. 1966), 183; H. W. Wolff, "Das Kerygma

des deuteronomistischen Geschichtswerkes," AW,73 (1961), l80ff. (= GSAT. ThB, 22 1219731,
318tr ), suggests a different hand - DtrN?

305. T. Veijola Die ewige Dynastie. AnAcScFen, 193 (1975).
306. -+ lln mfrl, it)19 'orli.
3O7. C. von Orelli, C. Steuemagel, and the LXX on Dt. 30:6.
308. Meyea Eichrodt; cf.Lev. l9:23f.
309. H.-J. Hermisson, Sprache und Ritus im altisraelitischen Kult. WMANT, 19 (1965).
310. -r n]N ?! (',6th), Gen. l7:ll (P).
311. Seitz, 81, claims that vv. 14-22 are a later passage dependent on Jeremiah.
312. P.72.
3 13. Contra Steuemagel.
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of the heart is a mark of election. Roger [.e pfau131a sees a direct reference to the
commandment to fear and love Yahweh b"kol-lzbdb in v. 12.

ler. 4:l-4, Yahweh's response to the people's hymn of contrition (3:22-25), is a
compendium of radical repentance moving toward the climax of v. 4: put away idols,
swear by Yahweh, circumcise yourselves laYHWH, remove the foreskin of your heart
(cf. also Ezk 44:7,9). According to Dt. 30:6 (late exilic), it is Yahweh himself who
circumcises the heart of the people. The echo of Yahweh's gift of a new heart in Jer.
3l'31ff.315 is unmistakable.3l6 Just as circumcision is associated with the divine gift of
the covenant as a sign of submission,3tz .o circumcision of the heart stands for this
submission ilsglf.rts Ounvard circumcision presupposes circumcision of the heart (not
the reverse); otherwise it brings condemnation (Jer. 9:25). For the Holiness Code and
later texts, humbling of the people's uncircumcised heart is the sinz qua non for
existence of the covenant (kv. 26:41).

VI. Idols. The OT never speaks of idols having hearts: they are powerless and
dead.3le The MT of Ezk. 11:21 (supported by ttre IXX, Aquila, Symmachus, and
Theodotion) does speak of those remaining in Jerusalem as setting their hearts on the
l€! of their abominations, but the Vulg. already treated this reading as an error. Fol-
lowing the Vulg., Carl Heinrich Cornill proposed the emendation we'elleh 'aharA

iiqqfrsAhcm. . . ; ttris reading, which has a parallel in Ezk.20:16, has been generally
accepted.3m [n fact, however, the emendation is based on a theological argument.

In Job 1:8; 2:3, Yahweh asks Satan whether he has tumed his lEb to Job; the idiomatic
phrase has no bearing on the nature of Satan.

VII. Yahweh. The texts that speak of Yahweh's leb Q6 times: 8 in Jeremiah, 5 in
the Deuteronomistic history 4 in Job) probably trace their origin to J's fondness of
anthropomorphisms. The introduction to the Deluge Story states that human wickedness
grieved Yahweh to his heart (Gen. 6:6). The conclusion records Yahweh's determination
never again to curse the earth, a decision seated in his heart (Gen. &21). For Yahweh,
as for human beings, the heart is the center of decision. Here arise Yahweh's compassion
for Israel (Hos. 11:8) and his might on behalf of the righteous (Job 36:5); his /e-| is the
source of his revelatory will (2 5.7:211'1 Ch. 17: l9). To speak of God's lEb is to express

314. R. le D6aut, "Le thime de la circoncision du coeur (Dt. XXX 6; Jer. IV 4) dans les
versions anciennes (LXX et Targum) et i Qumr6n," Congress Volwne, rlienna 1980. 5W,32
(1982).

315. Hermisson, le D6aut.
316. Cf. J. H. Tigay, " 'Heavy of Mouth' and 'Heavy of Tongue': On Moses' Speech Diffi-

culty," BASOR, 231 (1978), 57 -67 , esp. 57 .

317. Hermisson,76.
318. lr D6aut.
319. Cf. H. D. Preuss, VersponungfremderReligionenimAT. BWANT,92l5ll2) (1971), 111f.
32O. BHK, BIIS; A. Bertholet, Hesekiel. HAT )(IIJ (1936), 40; W. Eichrodt, Ezekiel. OTL

(Eng. trans. 1970), ll2: H. Graf Reventlow, Wiichter iiber Israel. BAW SZ (1962),54:W. Zim-
mer\, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979),23O.
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the "fervour of his kindness" toward ps14ls.32l Thus God's plan for judgment cannot
ultimately be characteristic of hrs ld!, as Lam. 3:33 (exilic) states, using the formula
of self-exoneration (cf. Nu. 16:28). God's ldb thus becomes a term for his nature, which
rejects cruelty.

The le! of Yahweh as the seat of his will functions as a norn for human conduct.
A faithful priest acts according to Yahweh's heart (1 S. 2:35); the king is in accord
with Yahweh's /e! when he keeps Yahweh's commandments (l S. 13:14). The en-
durance of the royal line is gmunded in agreement with the lep of Yahweh (2 K. 10:30;
cf. lQH 4:21), as are the leadership qualities of the shepherds (Jer. 3:15): knowledge
(yd) and understandinCGH\. Everything associated with idolatry is contrary totbe l€!
of Yahweh (Jer.7:31;19:5;32:35).In Yahweh's /e] is concentrated God's firm purpose
(Ps. 33:11; cf. IQH 4:13,21: Job 10:13). While Job is prepared to think of the plan in
Yahweh's /ep as blind fateful determination, for Jeremiah the thoughts of Yahweh's
heart are correlated with the acts of the wicked (Jer.23:20;30:24). What Yahweh will
do in the future is already determined in his /?|: for some it brings a "day of vengeance"
(Isa. 63:4), for others a return to the promised land (Jer.32:41).

The expression beftdl-lep fiQ'ftbl-nepei is rooted in Deuteronomic and Deuteronomis-
tic parenesis, where it used in divine discourse as a formula of emphasis, affirming the
absolute reliability of the promise. Despite God's omniscience, tbe leb of Yahweh has
a noetic function, which emerges clearly in polemic against idolatry. Jer. 44:21 states
thattheworshipof thequeenof heavenhas "gonetotheheart" (Ab'al-leDofYahweh.
Yahweh remembers idolatry, but the charge that he has not cared for lsrael touches his
leb. In the context of Deutero-Isaiah's polemic against idolatry, Yahweh summons the
idols to court: they must prove their divinity (their power to shape history) so convinc-
ingly that Yahweh can "take to heart" (itm leD their existence (lsa.4l:22). This serves
to establish the key assertion of Deutero-Isaiah's polemic: "You are nothing, and your
work is nought" (lsa. 4l:24).322

God's attention also proceeds from his /e!. In amazement, Job takes up the psalmist's
question: "What is man that thou art mindful of him" (Ps. 8:5[4]; 144:3); but he
conceives of God's interest much more intensively in his expansion of the question:
". . . and that thou dost set thy leb upon him" (Job 7:17). In his own case, Job finds
this attention on God's part extremely burdensome; it is responsible for his wretched
situation. The narrator, however, is well aware of the creative, nurturing power at work
when God sets his lEl on the world and those who dwell in it (Job 34:14; cf. Ps.

104:29f .; F.rcl. L2:7 ; -+ 111f. rfiah).
Finally, there is the unparalleled statement that Yahweh's eyes and leb dwell (hdyd)

in the Jerusalem temple (1 K. 9:3; 2Ch.7:16). A late Deuteronomistic interpreter has
extended the notion that Yahweh's name323 dwells in the temple by speaking of the
presence of God's invocability Gem) and attention (Anayim) (cf. 1 K. 8:29) together

321. Wolfl Anthropology of the OT 56.
322. Cf . Preuss, 197 f ., 203-6.
323. -s EVi iem: cf. esp. A. S. van der Woude, "dV lem Name," TIIAT 11,954t.
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with God's deepest favor in "sympathy" and "favour" (cf. Ps. 78:72y.tz+ Finally,
though, the statement that Yahweh's ld! dwells in the temple is an unsurpassable
expression of Israel's election.

Yrr. Dead sea scrolls. The nouns lel and ldldQ x,c;'tr about 140 times in the Dead
Sea scrolls; they are most coilrmon in the markedly anthropological leH (56 times),
followed by IQS (24 times), cD (16 times), IQM (13 times), ller (10 times) 4eDib-.
Ham (5 times), and the Aramaic 4QapGen (5 times). It comes as no surprise that none
of these texts refers to the anatomical organ. Emotions of the le! are mentioned (leH
5:31;6:2; 10:30,33; 14.'26;CD 20:33;4Q185 lf.ll.l2;llQPs"2t:12),butthepredom-
inant interest is anthropological. In tlrc lZp are concentrated human frailty and weakness.
The Qumran Essenes localize their failings inthe le!.It is depraved (les 1l:9; leH
7:27; 17:19), obdurate (1QH l8:26f.), confused (1eH fr. 4:13), appalled (leH 7:3),
broken (lQH 2:9; l1QPs" 24:16). It melts like wax (lQH 2:6,28; 4:33;8:32; leH fr.
4:14;4QpIs'3:4) and grows weak with fear (lQM l:14; 8:10; 10:6; lleT 62:3f.). It
trembles (1QH 7:5) and threatens to fail (lQM l0:3; 1l:9; 14:6; l5:8). But God tests
(lQM 16: 15) and strengthens (1QH 7:13; lQM 16: 14) the individual. When leH 18:24
describes the human heart as a ldQ 'apdr we see clearly the sense of creaturely weakness
felt by the Qumran Essene, who is totally dependent on God.32s

It is typical of the attitude of these Essenes to state repeatedly that the understanding
Godbestowsasamarkofelgslisn326issituatedinthelep(leS2:3;4:23;10:24;ll:16;
IQH l:37; 2:18:5:9,33; lO:31; 12:34; 14:8; IQH fr.4:12; ltQps. t8:5; 26:12; lleT
61:2). The ld! is the locus of the internalized Torah (lQS 2: 13; leH 4:10; 6eCD 5:5);
but long experience with this postulate has taught the Essenes ttrat the /e-f is very often
the seat not of the Torah but of arrogance (lQpHab 8:10; IQS +:9; leD 2:4; 4e184
l:2) and, obduracy (lQS l:6; 2:14,26;3:3;5:4;7:t9,Vt;9:10; leH 4:15; CD 2:18;
3:5,12; 8:8,19; 19:20,33;4QM, 5; llQtgJob 27:7: the ethical components of this
semantic element are already evident from its frequent mention in the texts dealing
with the Community Rule).

The phrase i"rirfr1le! occurs 8 times in lQS and 6 times in cD. As an expression
of the individual's essential being, it emphasizes the personal nature of sin.327 the noun
lZp takes on a totally new semantic function when it is understood as the locus of
idolatry (1QS 2:ll; cD 20:9f.: "powers hostile to God are introjected into the
[sry1"328). The le! of Belial is called the source of all evil (leS 6:21, possibly
corrupt).32e A later interpretation shifts the conflict between the spirit of wickedness
and the spirit of truth (lQS 4:15ff.) to the human lebab @:23); cf. the subsequent

324.Wolff, Anthropology of the OT 57; M. No&, Kiinige t-16. BK, DV1 (1968), 197.
325.Ct. H.-W. Kuhn, Enderwartung und gegenwiirtiges Heil. SIUM 4 (1966), 106.
326. Nritscher, Gotteswege und Menschenwege, 85.
327 . See J. Becket Das Heil Goaes. SIUM 3 (1964),184; H. Bardtke, ..Acedia in eumran,,'

Qumran-Probleme. DAWB, 42 (1963), 37 f .
328. Stolz, THAT t,863; but cf. the similar polemic in Ezk. 14:3,4,7.
329. --> l9' ya'a;, trI, 750.
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development of yE;er in rabbinic literature.3m In an act of renunciation, the penitent
declares that he has driven Belial from his lepa! (lQS l0:2) and desires to banish all
wickedness (lQS 10:21). Like the false prophets in the OT, the wicked in the Dead
Sea scrolls act after their own hearts to their ruin (lQH 5:26); they feign devotion and
seek Yahweh, but only b"le! wdle! (lQH 4:14).

The lef; of Yahweh as a guideline for the faithful is mentioned in lQH 4:13,18,21,24;
6:7. According to CD 1: I I, it is the function of the Teacher of Righteousness to provide
guidance in religious and ethical questions,33l i.e., to give instruction in thrs l4p. tt finds
realization in seeking after God (CD 1:10),love of God (lQH 15:10), worship of God
(lQH 16:7; 1lQT 54:13), return to God (lQH 16:17; llQT 59:10), and - characteristic
of Qumran - return to the Torah of Moses (CD l5:9; cf. 16:-1,4; IQS 5:8) bckol-leb,
which establishes the new community of the Qumran Essenes.332

The motif of circumcising the foreskin of the heart undergoes a characteristic
development (lQpHab 1I:I3; the orthography that represents'Arla1 as two words I wr
latf has not been explained satisfactorily333). The author capitalizes on the uncertainty
of the MT in Hab. 2:16, where the LXX suggests hErd'€l instead of hE'drEl; he cites
the text used by the LXX, but uses the MT variant as the basis for his interpretation,
which he develops with the help of Dt. 10:16. Refusal to circumcise the foreskin of
the heart is a token of the wicked priest's depravity. In IQS 5:5 (stratum 3, ca. ll0
n.c.), /e-! is replaced by ye-ser: "they (the'aniA haWahaA are to circumcise the foreskin
of 'desire'in the community."

The noun yd;ef3a is thus understood as denoting an activity of tte leb,335 but wittl
pejorative implications (cf. fte par. "stiffrreckedness" ).

In "uncircumcision of the heart" is concentrated all hostility to the ideals of Qumran
(cf. 4Q184); "circumcision of the heart" denotes ttre attitude of the devout who conform
to the yahaf, true worship at the end of days (4Qtl71.tzo

Fabry

330. Sr.-B., IV (1928),466f.
33 L Niitscher, Gotte swe ge und Menschcnwege, 7 5.
332. Cf . H.-J. Fabry, Die Wunel SfrB in d", Qumran-Literatur. BBB, 46 (1975),25-32.
333. Cf. W. H. Brownle, The Midrash Pesher of Habaktuk. SBL Mon., 24 (1979), lglt.
334. --+ i$, VI. 264f.
335. Cf. R. E. Murphy, "Y?;er in the Qumran Literature," Bibl,39 (1958), 343.
336. Cf. also D. Simeone, Il "cuore" negli scitti di Qumran (diss., Univ. of Rome, 1979).

For later developments in rabbinic literature, see St.-B., m (1926), 126;I\t,467; comms. on
Rom. 2:29; le Ddaut, passim.
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Contents: I. Roots, Etymology. II. OT Usage: l. Bricks; 2. White; 3. Moon. Itr. LXX.

I. Roots, Etymology. There are two different roots lbrr in Hebrew.l T"he first, lbnl,
"be white," is related to Ugar. lbn,z Phoen. lbn,3 lewish Aram. l"!an, ..white,,' 

and
Arab. laban, "milk." The second appears in l"!dnL, "brick," and the denominative
verb ldlan, "make bricks." Heb. l"pand is related to Akk. libittu (<libintu),a lJgar. lbnt,
the Canaanite gloss labinat in the Amarna letters, Egyptian Aram. lbnh, Jewish Aram.
l"!enta', Syr. lelentd'lleletta', Mand. lbyn', lbyt', OSA /Dn5 and lbt,6 Eth. lcbn,l and
Arab. labinah (verb lbn [I: "make bricks").

II. OT Usage.

l. Bicks. Brickmaking is associated primarily with the tower of Babel (Gen. ll:3)
and the slave labor of the Israelites in Egypt (Ex. l: 14; 5:7f .,14,16,18f.). The bricks in
question were air-dried rather than being baked; according to Ex. 5:7,18, they were
made with straw and reeds,8 unlike baked bricks (Akk. agurru).e To symbolize the
arrogance of the inhabitants of Samaria, Isa. 9:9 (Eng. v. 10) contrasts fallen brick walls
to new walls built of dressed stones. Ezk. 4:l speaks of a brick used as a tablet, on
which the prophet is to sketch the city of Jerusalem-Bx.24:lO describes the throne of
God as resting on a l"pEni (probably a slab or paving stone) of sapphire.ro

Isa. 65:3 speaks of offering incense on bricks. Whether the text refers to brick altars,
the pavement of the sacrificial area, or clay vesselsll is disputed. The word may well
be a garbled form of l"!6na, "incense." Mitchell Dahoodl2 defends the translation

lbn. D. Conrad. "Zu Jes 6\b," AW 80 (1968), 232-34; K. Galling, "Zieget,,, 8RL2,364;
R. Gradwohl, Die Farben im AT. BZAW,83 (1963); A. Salonen, Die ziegeleien im alten Meso-
potamien AnAcScFen, BllTl (1972).

l. Contra Gradwohl, 34ff., and G. Rinaldi, "Nota: lbnh," BeO, lO (1968), 38.
2. WUS, no. 1438.
3. DLSO, 134.
4. AHw,I (1965), 551, from labanu, "rub," AHw,l,522;1, (1972),1570.
5. ContiRossini, 172.
6. W. W. Miiller, "Altsiidarabische Beitriige zum hebriiischenl*xicon,,, ZAW 75 (1963),311.
7. Leslau, Contibutions, 31.
8. See Galling; BuA, 1,257f.
9. AHw, l, 17; cf . Galling.
10. For a recent discussion of this passage, see E. Ruprecht, "Exodus 24,9-ll als Beispiel

lebendiger Erzlihltradition aus der Tcit des babylonischen Exils,"Worden und Wirken des ATs.
Festschrifi C. Westernann (Gdttingen, 1980), 138-173.

ll. Conrad,,232f .

1 2. M. Dahood, "Textual Problems in Isaiah," CB Q, 22 ( 1 960), 40G8, citing KTU, 1.4 ry 6 l f.
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"brick" and suggests a connection with the goddess Asherah as a maker of bricks. If
so, the passage would contain an allusion to the cult of Asherah. In any case, the cult
in question is objectionable. The text of lQIs" in the Dead Sea scrolls offers a totally
different reading: wynqw ydym 'l 'bnym, in whtch yd{ probably means "penis" and
'oQnayim the female genitalia, suggesting some kind of sexual cult.

2. White. The adj. ldbdn, "white," appears 20 times in Irv. 13 describing the white
spots considered symptoms of leprosy. In a similar vein, Gen. 30:35,37 speak of the

white color of the goats and of the peeled strips on rods Jacob places in front of the

copulating animals so that the kids will be spotted.l3 The mannala in Ex. 16:31 is
also white. Z,ec. 1:8 sees white horses along with red and sorrel horses behind the

red horse whose rider reports peace on the earth. ln Zec. 6:3,6, white horses draw
one of the four chariots representing the four winds of heaven. Wilhelm Rudolphls
has shown that there is no evidence for the theory that the colors were associated

with particular points of the compass.r6 Jacob's blessing of Judah (Gen. 49:12) says

that Jacob's eyes are red with wine and his teeth white with milk - obviously an

allusion to the abundance of his riches. The parallelism makes the translation "whiter
than milk" less likely.

In Eccl.9:8, white garments (par. oil on the head) are a mark of joy. It is worth
noting that white gaments do not appear in Israel until late (Est. 8:15 [which does not

use ldbdnT; Jth. 10:3), whereas they are an ancient Egyptian custom.17 There is also a

passage in Gilgamesh that reads: "Fill your body, rejoice day and night. . . . Let your
garments be clean, your head washed, be bathed in water."l8

Of much greater interest are the occurrences of the verb (4 times in the hiphil, once

in the hithpael); with a single exception, they have a figurative sense referring to
forgiveness of sins and purification. We find here the same association of whiteness

with purity that is seen in -+ "lilD thr and -+ il)l zdli. The author of Ps. 5l prays in
v.9(7) that God will wash (/<bs piel) him and make him whiter than snow; the parallel

terms are ht'piel, "purge," and lhr "be clean." The outward act of washing, which is
actually meant to effect ritual purity, is here applied to the removal of sin. In this
context, "white" and "pure" are more or less synonymous. The same imagery appears

also in Isa. l:18. As antonyms of "white" we find two terms for "red" (ianl andtild),te
and as an additional symbol of whiteness we find semen "(white) wool." The question

is whether the text is to be taken as a promise of forgiveness (conditional upon

B. +n) latl
14. -+lD man
15. Sacharaja LA. KAT, XfrU4 (1976),124.
16. Cf. the "system of the winds" postulated by H. Gese, "Anfang und Ende der Apokalyptik,

dargestellt am Sacharjabu ch," ZIbK, 70 (197 3), 33t.
17. P. Humbert, Recherches sur les sources 4gyptiennes de la lindrarure sapientiale d'lsrael

(Neuchitel, 1929),98.
18. AOT 194 cf . W. Zimmerli, Das Buch des Predigers Salomo. ATD, ){ylll (1980),226t.
19. Cf. Gradwohl,73ff.
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repentance) or as a denial of this possibility, statred in the form of a question. An
unconditional promise would not fit the context; but the passage cannot be deleted as
a late addition, since v. 18a requires a continuation. Since the interpretation ofthe text
as a question (without an interrogative particle) expecting a negative answer presgmes
that the author wrote with almost deliberate obscurity, the interpretation as a conditional
promise may be preferable.2o

A similar figurative usage appears twice in Daniel. According to Dnl. ll:35, the
tribulations under Antiochus Epiphanes are intended to refine (.rrp) and cleanse (brr)
the wise and "make them whire" (pointed by the MT as a hiphil without ft, but probably
to be read as a piel: l"labbEn). The same series of verbs appears again in 12:10, but
with the hithpael of bn and lbn and the niphal of !rp.

The hiphil in Joel l:7, however, is used literally to describe the vines eaten bare by
the locusts: only the exposed white of their branches is left.

3. Moon. From ldPdn is derived pQana, "the white lady," a term for the moon. The
word appears 3 times in poetic texts (at least 2 of which are postexilic), always in
conjunction with hammi, "the hot lady," meaning the sun. lsa.24:23 says: ..The moon
will be confounded (fupr), and rhe sun ashamed (b69, for yahweh has become king on
Mount Zion." T\e kdb6d of the divine king is so glorious that the light of the sun and
the moon seems pale; they are ashamed that they can no longer serve as sources of
light. Isa. 30:26 speaks of a day in the future when yahweh will bind up the hurt of
his people, and the sun and moon will increase in brilliance: .,The light of the moon
(rbdnt will be as the light of the sun, and the light of the sun will be sevenfold
[stronger]." This notion contradicts rsa. 24:23, but both belong to the apocalyptic
tradition.2l Finally, cant. 6:10 likens the beauty of the beloved to the moon and her
purity to the sun.

Whether the personal name Laban (ldbdn;52 occurrences in Genesis) is also based
on an ancient epithet of the moon is disputed. According to Julius r*wy,2z a divine
name La-ba-an is found in old Assyrian and Amorite personal names, but Herbert
Huffmon23 cites no such name. l*wyzt also sees il mat labanx a t€rm for Lebanon;
he sees in Laban a West Semitic deity worshipped in the land of Lebanon. All this
remains hypothetical. Benjamin MazaP6 considers Laban the eponymous ancestor of
the Arameans. But it is also quite possible that "Laban" simply means ..the white
man."

In lQapGen 2o:4, lbnh'is used to describe the beauty of the matriarch Sarai, i.e.,
the "whiteness" of her skin.

20. O. Kaiser, Isaiah l-12. OTL@ng. trans.2l9g3;,3g.
21. Ct. O. Kaiser, Isainh 13-39. OTL (Eng. trans. lg74), lg5.
2_2,. J. Lewy, "The old west semitic sun-God Hammu," HUCA, lg (1943/44), 434, n. 39.
23. APNM,
24. J. Lewy, "Le textes pal6oassyriens et I'AI,,' RAR, l l0 (1934), 44f .
25. KAH, t,2 tY, 14.
26. B.Mazar, "The Aramean Empire and its Relations wirh Israel," BA, 25 (1962),99.
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Itr. LXX. The LXX generally uses forms of leulcbs or leulcainein to translate /bn.

Por l"p€n6, it uses plinthos, plintheia, and plinthourgia.21 Fot leQdn6, it uses sel6nE,

leuk1tes, or the transliteration l,aband.
Ringgren

27. Cf . esp. J. P. Brown, "Literary Contexts of the Common Hebrew-Greek Vocabulary,"

"/ss, 13 (1968), 182-84.

ill? Pbdna

Contents: I.l. Etymology; Ancient Near East; 2. Occurrences. II. Frankincense in OT Sacrifice:

1. Incense Offering; 2. Other Offerings. Itr. Dead Sea Scrolls. IV. Medicinal Use. V. Toponyms.

VI. Metaphorical Usage.

l. l. Erymology; Ancient Near East. The Hebrew tern lcbond for frankincense, the

resin of the tree Boswellia carterii Birdwood,l is a loanword deriving from OSA
*libdn, "incense." W. W. Miiller was able to determine "that in the dialects spoken

today in the South Arabian regio turiftra a word in the form libdn . . . is used for
incense."2 The various forms in the South Semitic and Cushitic languages3 provide

evidence, according to Miiller, for an OSA noun vocalized as *liban, meaning "in-
cense." Contrary to KBL3,4 there is no evidence for an OSAlbnt, "incense." The

form cited5 is a toponym; since the region referred to in the text is far from the

l"pdn6. E. G. C. F. Atchley, A History of the Use of Incense in Divine Worship (London,

1909); G. W. van Beek, "Frankincense and Myrrh," BA,23 (196O),7G95; rdera, "Frankjncense
and Myrrh in Ancient South Arabia," JAOS,78 (1958), 141-15l; H. Bonnet, "Die Bedeutung
der Riiucherungen im iigyptischen Kul!" ZlS, g (1931), 2G28;H. von Fritze, Die Rauchopfer
beiden Giechen @erlin, 1894); K. Galling, "Incense Alt^r," IDB, II,699f.; M. Haran, "The
Uses of Incense in the Ancient Israelite Ritual," I4l 10 (1960), ll3-129; F. N. HePper, "Arabian
and African Frankincense Trees," JEA, 55 (1969), 6-72:M. Iihr, Das Rducheropfer im AT.

SKG.G, 414 (1927), 155-191; W. Michaelis, "l{povog," TDNT, [Y,267t.;W. V/. Miiller, "Alt-
Siidarabien als Weihrauchland," ThQ, 149 (1969),350-368; idem, "'l'lethranch," PWSup, XY
(1978), 700-777; idcm, "Zur Herkunft von l"ipavoq und Lrpovot6q," Glotta, 52 (1974), 53-59:
E. Neufeld, "Hygiene Conditions in Ancient Israel (kon Age)," BA , 34 (1971), 42-66, esp. 57 -62;
E. Pax, "Weihrauch," LThI? x (1965), 99G92; A. Vincent, La Religion des Judio-Aramiens
d' El4phantine (Paris, 1937), 212-223.

t. BRL2, n8.
2. Glotta, 52 (1974),55f.
3. Crted ibid.
4.P.493a.
5. FromREs, 3945, 11.
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territories where the incense tree grows, the name probably derives from the color of
a striking geological formation.6 The noun *libdn deives from the common Semitic
root lbn, "white, be white"; it probably means "milky incense resin" and is as-
sociated with ttre appearance of the incense grains rather than having anything to do
with the appqrance and color of the smoke that rises from the incense. Like Heb.
leSdnd, the terms in other Semitic languages derive directly or indirectly from OSA
*libdn.

Incense played an important role in Mesopotamian religious rituals.T Herodotus
reports that a thousand talents worth of incense was offered each year in Babylonia;
to funher impress the reader, he adds that all the incense was offered at a single festival.8
The word for incense (labanntu, lub(b)unltu;e also lubbunulo) nevertheless appears only
in a few Late Babylonian and Neo-Babylonian texts, the reading of which is not entirely
certain.

No Ugaritic cognate has yet been found; the noun lbntrl means "bricks" (but cf.
qlr).

The single instance in Punic occurs in a lost sacrificial tariff from Carthage,l2
containing the sequence wqtn lbnt dqt. The noun qtrt can be interpreted as incense
made from a mixture of ingredients; "powdered frankincense" (cf. Ex. 3o:36: idhaqtd
. . . haded is mentioned separately.

The tmperial Aramaic occurrencesl3 are found in the Elephantine papyri.ra The
context in each case is the sacrificial cult in the temple of the Jewish military colony
at Elephantine. In all the passages, lbwnhtlbwnt' is closely associated withmnhhlmnht'.
It is therefore highly unlikely that there was a separate incense offering: instead, mnhh
is to be understood specifically as a "cereal offering" (cf. L,ev. 2), andfrankincense is
the memorial ('azknril portion burned as required by Lev. 2. T\e Syriac word for
frankincense, lf,ond' (written lbwnt),ts is a Hebrew loanword. In Arabic, we find the
formluban,t6 with regressive labialization of the fint vowel.lT Tigre luban (found only

6. Mtiller, Glona, 52 (1974),56f. The form lbnhn in cIH, 339, 8, probably means ..two
incense containers" (ibid.: ThQ, 149 U969),357t.).

7 . See BuA, II, 7 5ff., 87ff ., and passim; qatdru: AHw, tt (1972), 9O7f .; qutdru, qutrEnu: ibid.,
930f.

8. Ilisr. i.183.
9. AHw,I (1965), 522:E. Ebeling, "Mittelassyrische Rezepte zur Bereitung von wohlreichen-

den Salben," Or 17 (1948),137.
lO. AHw,1,560.
ll. KTU,l.4lY,62; V lt; VI,35.
12. KN,768,6.
13. Cf. Vincent.
14. AP, 30, 21, 25; 31, 2l: 3?, 9; 33, tt.
15. LexSya 357a.
16. WKAS,It, 172t.
17. Mtller, Gloua, 52 (1974\,53-59.
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in the dialect of Massaua, heavily influenced by Arabic)18 and Mand. lubdnare deive
from the Arabic form. The form lbnt in an inscription on the altar found at Tell
ed-Duweir probably means "incense altar"m

Incense probably played an even more significant role in the Egyptian cult than

in Mesopotamia. Its importance is illustrated by the word itself, .fn14 which either
derives from itl-ng; "divine fragrance,"2l or employs the causative preformative,
meaning "that which qualifies for intercourse with the deity."zz Incense played an

important role in the cult and in daily life as a means of purification and ornament.
We also find the notion of incense as "perspiration of the deity falling to earth,"23

endowed with quickening power. One who has died "lives on through incense," for
burning incense imparts the strength of eternity and paves the way to the gods.2a It
is therefore easy to understand why both Hatshepsut (whose expedition to Punt,

described in both word and picture [Deir el-Bahri], brought back thirty-one live
incense trees in tubs) and Rameses III tried to transplant incense trees in Egypt,
obviously wittr little success.25

All earlier attempts to derive the Semitic loanwords libanos, "incense, incense tree,"
andlibandt1s, "incense gum," NT "censer," from Heb. lebdnd or a similar Phoenician
or Punic form suffered from the impossibility of ascribing the vocalization to any known
phonetic laws. Secondary influences therefore had to be invoked, making the derivation
unconvincing. Mtiller26 was the first to solve the riddle, showing that libanos was
borrowed directly from OSA *libdn.

2. Occurrences. The nounl"SonA occurs 2l times in the OT: 9 times in P (Ex. 30:34;
7 times in Leviticus; Nu. 5:15); 3 each in the book of Isaiah (once in Deutero-Isaiah,
twice in Trito-Isaiah), Jeremiah, and Song of Songs; Neh. 13:5,9; I Ch.9:29; also Sir.

24:15;39:14; 50:9. The relative paucity ofoccurrences cannot obscure the importance
of incense in Palestine as well as throughout the ancient world. Pure, genuine frankin-
cense was imported (from Sheba: Jer. 6:20; Isa. 60:6) and therefore both valuable and

expensive (cf. Isa. 43:23).It is therefore quite likely that censing for cultic worship or
for cosmetic or deodorizing purposes, attested archaeologically by the multitude of

18. TigrWB, 4Oa.

19. MdD,232b.
20. Cf. R. Degen, "Der Raucheraltar aus Lachisch," Neue Ephemeris fiir Semitische Epigraphilg

I (Wiesbaden, 1972), 3948; A. Lemaire, "Un nouveau roi arabe de Qedar dans I'inscription de
I'autel d encens de Lakish," RB, 8l (1974), 63-72; also W. F. Albright, "The Lachish Cosmetic
Bumer and EstherZ:l2," A Light unto My Feet. Festschift J. M. Myers (PhilLadelphia, 1974),25-32.

21. R4R,625.
22.lnhr, l9O.
23. R4R,625.
24. Cf. Bonnet: nAn, eZq-ZA.
25. See also D. M. Dixon, "The Transplantation of Punt Incense Trees in Egypt," JEA, 55

(1969), ss-6s.
26. Glotta, 52 (1974),53-59.
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incense altars of various forms that have been discovered,2T involved not pure frankin-
cense but a mixture of aromatics28 including frankincense or various surrogates. The
use of incense was probably brought by Israel from Egypt.2e

II. Frankincense in OT Sacrifice.

l. Incerue Offering. Frankincense is one component of the aromatic mixture qelore!
used for the daily incense offering. The formula is given in Ex. 30:34-3g: equal parts
of nntdp (LXX and vulg.), "stacte," the exudate of the shrub pistacia lentiscus;3o
i"l.tzle1, "incense claw," "onycha," made from the crushed operculum of the strombus
conch; helbend, "galbanum," the resinous gum of an umbelliferous plant (Ferula
galbaniJlua); and pure frankincense (le!6nd zakr<h; also l-ev. 24:7) palveized and
mixed with salt. Every morning and evening (Ex. 30:7f.) the officiating priest is to
offer some of this mixture on the incense altar by scattering it over glowing charcoal.
Archaeological evidence indicates that the private use of incense (cf. Cant. 3:6, which
mentions it as part of a festal procession) was common; it is even presupposed in Ex.
30:34ff., where rhe formula (cf. Sir. 24:15) is explicitly protected againstprofanation
by the prohibition in Ex. 30:38: "whoever makes any like it to use as perfume shall
be cut off from his people." Later, up to twelve additional ingredients were added to
the four required by Ex. 3o,,34.3t According to Bab. yoma 3ga, the preparation of this
substantially more extravagant mixture was a proprietary secret of the priestly family
of Abtlna.

2. Other Offerings. Frankincense in its raw form was required as part of the cereal
offering.3z It was put on top of the flour over which oil has been poured (Lev. 2: l). At
the offering of firstfruits, oil and frankincense were also added to the parched new
grain, as in the normal cereal offering Grv. 2:15). The exact quantity is not stated.
Probably the person offering the sacrifice could decide how much he wanted to add.
Neh, 13:5,9 mention temple chambers where frankincense was stored; according to
I Ch.9:29, the kvites were in charge of the frankincense. we may conclude that the
incense to be added could be purchased at the temple if the pilgrims coming to present
their offerings did not bring any along, as described in Jer.4l:5; CD ll:19. The
Talmud33 states that only "oily priests" (qm;y imyny) may remove the measure of the

27. N. Glueck, "lncense Altars," Translating and llnderstanding the or. Festschift H. G.
May (Nashville, 1970), 325-341; J. B. Pritchard, "An Incense Burner from Tell es-Sa'idiyeh,
Jordan Valley," Studies on the Ancient Palestinian World. Festschrift E V. Winnett (Toronto,
1970), 3-17: L. F. De Yies, Incense Altars from the Period of the Judges and Their Significance
(diss., Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, 1975).

28. -+ ntDi2 q"!ore!.
29. See above.
30. But cf. J. Feliks, "Stakte," BHHW III (1966), 1851.
31. Cf. Bab. Ker 6a,b.
32. K. Elligea Leviticus. HAT, IV (1966), 38ff.
33. Bab. Yoma47b.
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cereal offering to be burned: the fingers of the priest who removes the handful must

be pressed together to prevent grains of incense from falling through. This shows that

even in the Roman period incense was not to be wasted. In a cereal offering, the incense

is part of the 'azkdrdv and is bumed on the altar as rAah nihbah (l-ev.2:2,16;6:8).
Isa. 66:3, which speaks of offering incense as a memorial in parallel with blessing an

idol, is obscure.35 Whenlcbdni is mentioned together withminhA, we may assume that

minhi is being used in the specialized sense of a cereal offering in its raw form, as in
Jer. 17:26; Isa. 43:23, in contrast to '6h and zebab; and also Isa. I : 1 3, which uses the

general term qel6re!, "incense," instead of l"bank; and finally Jer. 4l.'5; Neh. 13:5,9,

where no animal sacrifices are mentioned.36

When a poor man offers a cereal offering as a sin offering because he cannot afford

two doves, a tenth of an ephah of fine flour is required, without the additional oil and

incense which Lev. 2 specifies for a cereal offering (5:11tr). This exception may be

considered an accommodation to prcvent the need for incense from turning a concession

to poverty into its opposite. In the cereal offering forjealousy (Nu. 5:15),37 too, incense

is not added to the woman's offering. This shows that this offering of the suspect woman

was not a normal cereal offering, as is already clear from the fact that it consists of
barley flour rather than wheat flour. It also shows that in a trial by ordeal, intended to

determine guilt, no cathartic elements like incense could be employed.
The bread of the Presence was set out in two stacks, each containing six cakes. As

in the cereal offering of lrv. 2, pure frankincense was put on top of each pile (Lev.

24:7). Again, the quantity is not stated; it probably depended on the current level of
prosperity. Later the incense was kept in two golden bowls38 until being bumed as an

'azkdrA to Yahweh (with ttre addition of salt according to the LXX) when the bread

was replaced on the Sabbath.3e A possible parallel to this association of bread and

incense may be found in the phrase lt"" qtrt in the Carthaginian sacrificial tariff;{ its
interpretation, however, is disputed.

Bar. 1:10 reports that the Jews in Babylon took up a collection for the temple cult
in Jerusalem so that burnt offerings, sin offerings, and incense could be purchased; an

addendum (text emended) adds cereal offerings. The latter was probably occasioned

by the mention of incense, because Irv. 2 requires incense as part of the cereal offering.
The list of sacrifices reflects their relative importance in the late period. This hierarchy,

observable in P, is dominant in the Mishnah. The inclusion of incense also bears witness

to its costliness.

34. H. Eising, -t 1)l zaf;ar (zakhar), ry, 79ff.
35. See the discussion by G. J. Botterweck, -> ''lrlll hzir (ch"zir),297-99.
36. Cf. R. Rendtorff, Studien zur Geschichte des Opfers im alten Israel. WMANT,24 (1967),

191.
37. Cf. D. Kellermann, Die Piesterschift von Numei I l bis 10rc. BZAW 120 (1970), 70ff.
38. Bab. Menah.96a.
39. Elliger, 328f.
40. KAI,76 8,3; see also M. Haran, Temples and Tbmple-Service in Ancient Israel (Oxford,

1978),230-24s.
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rrr. Dead sea scrolls. The Damascus document mentions lbwnh twice (cD
lr:4,19), in different contexts. cD l1:19 prohibits having a burnt offering, a cereal
offering, incense, or wood brought to the altar by someone who is unclean. The
pairing of cereal offering and incense shows that incense is a necessary part of the
cereal offering, so that l*v.2 is in the background. Unless we assume that eumran
had its own altar at some point in time, we can only conclude that ll:19 enshrines
an earlier regulation whose practical application was not open to debate, or else dates
from a time when the members of the Qumran co*munity still participated in the
sacrificial cult at Jerusalem or at least sent offerings to the temple. CD l1:4 includes
among the rules governing the Sabbath the statement that dirty garments or garments
stored in a chamber may be wom only after having been washed with water or scoured
(iwpym) with incense. The latter probably refers to a bit of apotropaic magic,al in
which a piece of incense gum was rubbed over the garment. possibiy, however, the
text represents a misunderstanding of an original requirement that the garment be
hung in the smoke of burning incense.

The Temple scroll diverges from rabbinic radition when it speaksa2 of the ritual of
putting incense on the bread of the presence (cf. trv. 24:7).n tlqf ZO:1O mentions a
cereal offering at the vintage festival. As in the oT offering of frstfruits (Lev. 2:15),
the inclusion of incense is required. lleT 38:8 is obscure.

IV. Medicinal Use. The medicinal use of incense is attested in many formulas
given by Hippocrates, Galen, celsus, Dioscurides, etc.4 It is also recorded in Bab.
Sanh. 43a: wine mixed with incense is used as a narcotic for someone being led to
execution. Wine mixed with incense was assumed to have an intoxicating 

"ifot o,
the elephants that were to trample the Jews in the stadium at Alexandria (3 Mc.
5:2,10,45).

v. Toponyms. The word for incense is also found in the toponym l"gdn6 (Jgs.
2l:19).as The desert camp libnd (so vocetized by ttre MT in Nu. 3J:2bf.) reappean in
Dt. 1:l as lnbdn.46 The samaritan pentateuch and LXX^, as well as the ..Libona',47
that may be identified with the Synan "incense monastery', Deir da-Lbotta,48 suggest
that the name may refer to a stopping place on the incense route or a corlmon
transshipment point for this costly substance.

41. ct. o. Keel, "Kanaaniiische S0hneriten auf iigyptischen Tempelreliefs,,' w, 25 (1975),
413-469, esp.424436.

42. ltQT 8:10,12.
43. Cf. also 2Q24 fr. 4:8,14.
44. W. W. Miiller, Deutsche Apothekcr-Ztitung, ll7 (1977), 174.

. 45. G. Kampffrneyer, "Alte Namen im heutigen paliistina und syrien, Theil tI - vor-
bemerkungen," zDPv 16 (1s93), 47f.;for a different interpretation, see H. gauer, ..Die he-
briiischen Eigennamen als sprachliche Erkenntnisquelle,- ?AW, 4g (lg3o),74.

46. See S. Mittmann, Deuteronomium 114 j. EZqW Bg 1tSlS1, gtr.,'17.
47. Notilia dignitatwn 8O,27.
48. Miiller, Glona" 52 (1974),58.
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VI. Metaphorical Usage. In Cant. 4:6, the mountain of myrrh and hill of frankin-
cense (giQ'al hallcbbnd) may r€present the breasts of the bride, if they do not stand for
topographical entitiesae or even the temple mount.So According to Mt.2:11, gold,

frankincense, and myrrh were the tribute brought by the Magi.st

Sir. 24:15 compares wisdom to various aromatics, concluding with the "odor of
incense in the tabernacle" (NRSV); in other words, wisdom takes part in the cult. The

comparison of the prayers of the faithful to incense whose perfume rises up before God
(Ps. 141:2; Rev. 5:8; 8:3) is found also in Sir. 39:14, where the command "Praise

Yahweh" probably stands in parallel with "send forth fragrance like incense" (wklbwnh

ttnw ryb). The image continues on in Paul Gerhardt's poetry: "hymns of praise are

incense and rams."
Kellermann

49. G. Gerleman, Das Hohelied BK XVItr (1965), 150.

50. Pax.
51. Cf. G. Ryckmans, "De I'o(?), de I'enccns et de la myrrhe," XB, 58 (1951)' 372-76; citing

OSA dhb, a type of incense, Ryckmans identifies the gifts as three types of aromatic.
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I. Location, Extrabiblical usage, Etymology. The western mountain range in
what is today the Republic of Lebanon is about 160 kilometers (100 mi.) long and
rises more than 3,000 meters (9,800 ft.) above sea level.l This range was already
called "Lebanon" in antiquity,2 although it is not always clear whether the term
included the Anti-Irbanon range to the east together with the Beqa' valley in between,
and also whether it included Mount Hermon. As late as the Roman period, some
geographers were misinformed about the length and orientation of the Lebanon range,
as we see in Strabo's statement3 ttrat the l*banon and Anti-I-ebanon are parallel
ranges, with the lrbanon beginning at Theouprosopon, not far from Tripoli, and the
Anti-Lebanon at Sidon.a On the other hand, written evidence from Israel and its
environs shows that the lrbanon was often distinguished clearly from the Anti-
Lebanon and Hermon. The ugaritic texts, for example, like ps. 29:6 later, speak of
lbnn and.fryn together.5 Although opinions differ as to whether .iryz refers to the
Anti-Lebanon (possibly including Hermon6) or to Hermon alone, lbin is probably to
be thought of as denoting the portion of the central Syrian mountains still referred to
today by the same name.7 This interpretation is confirmed by a cuneiform text from
Boghazkdy, in which a treaty names as witnesses uuR.sAcla-ab-la-ni, aux.stcgo-i-ya-na,
and iluR'sAcbi-i-id-i-id.8 A similar passage occurs in a Hittite translation of another
treaty.e The reference is undoubtedly to the mountains Lebanon and Sirion. An Old
Babylonian fragment of the Gilgamesh epic published by Theo Bauer contains the
names Saria and Labnana together.l0

Referring to the Lebanon, besides llttt. niblanita and labtanita,ll Akk. labndnulila
(esp. in the royal inscriptions),,2 Uga.. lbnn (cf . syr.lbnnand old pers.la-b-na-a-nar3),
and Gk. Ltbanos 6ros,t4 we find Egyp. rmnn,ts written once r-bt-n-t in the story of
Wen-amon. The texts from the third and second millennia as well as the later texts of
the Babylonians and Assyrians show that the Lebanon was a major source of wood for

1. For further description, see Aharoni, 425f.; Fisher; Him,32_37; cf. Treidler.
2. Cf. Eusebius onomasticon r22,27: Libanos 6ms phoinikes epiptwnls.
3. Geo g raphy xvi.2.l6ff .
4. Cf. Honigmann, T; Brown,ZS-32.
5. KTU,1.4 VI, 18ff.
6. See tr.2 below.
7. In the ugaritic texts, lbnn also appears in KTU, r.17 vI, 2r; r.22 r,20,25; 4.6s,4.
8. Gustavs, 154.
9. Ibid., in loc.
10. Bauer, 256; cf.260.

_ 1-1. 9f: also Honigmann, 1; A. Jirku, "Der Ba'al Lebanon in den keilschrifturkunden von
Boghazktij," Ol2, 26 (1923),4f.; O. Eissfeldt, "Der Gott des Tabor und seine Verbreitung,"
KlSchr tr (1963), 48f.

l?.4MB,passim; ANET index: S. Parpofu.4/eo-Assyian Toponyms. AOAT,6 (1970),Zzlt.
13. F. W. Kiinig, Der Burgbau zu Susa. MUAG,3Sn (lg3}),32.'
!4, E- Honigmann, "Historische Topographie von Nordsyrien im Altertum,- zDpv 47

(1924), tt.
15. wAs, tt, 42r ; R. o. Faulkner, A concise Dictionary of Middle Egyptian(oxford, 1962),

149; A. Gardiner, Ancient Egyptian onomastica, I (Oxford, lg47), fi2;{'
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temples, ships, etc.l6 Even in prehistoric Egyptian tombs archaeologists have found

coniferous wood that may have come from the Irbanon. Egyptian texts frequently

mention mrw and above all T wood, although the precise identification of these kinds

of wood is still problematical.lT Scholars generally agree that rmnn (from the period

of the eighteenth-twentieth dynasties) is a Semitic loanword for l"Qanbn, comparable

to the rbrn or la-bt-ra'na of the story of Wen-amon.l8

The most commonly accepted etymology of l"pdnOn associates it with the root lbn,
.,white,,'te with the tnfi. -anu > -6n.2o Julius trwy, however, is of the opinion that in

the word we find an epithet of the moon-god Laban, with labnknu deriving by syncope

fromlaban+ 6n(um).zt Aeuhemeristic legend derives the name of the mountains from

that of a giant.zz There is more support for the first of these etymologies than for the

second, b""uor" the "white snow" (cf. Jer. 18:14; Tacitus23) can be thought of as

suggesting the name; cf. "Mont Blanc" or the "White Mountains."2a Tlte rock of this

range, however, cannot be called whiE.25

Another possible etymology may possibly be found in the Hittite and Hurrian group

of languages. Hitt. dur.sacbblana, "kbanon Mountains," is identical with Hurr.

hblaSfipe-a1d lafilafu$i.2l The appearance of these words in parallel with the words

for ..cypress" and "juniper" suggests that they likewise refer primarily to some kind

of tree.2s If so, the only reasonable candidate is the cedar.

II. OT.

16. Honigmann, 2; Klengel.
17. See, 

-".g., ff. A. Ducios, "Uarbre aslr des anciens Egyp!9ns,--{S!E:.14 (1914),1-12;

V. torer, .,euJlques notes sur l'ubre dch," ASAE, 16 (1916), 33-51; Helck, 28ff.; B. Couroyer,
..La rerre Ou Oiiu," R8,78 (lg7l),69f.; idem, "Sapin vrai et sapin nouveau," Or 42 (1973),

339-356.
18. Jirku, 5; Wbil,S, tr,414; Gardiner, l, 172*f.; etc. G. Daressy, "Lieu d'origine de I'arbre-

Ach," ASAE,25-28, suggests that rmnn should be identifred with Hermil, the northem part of

the Lebanon in the valley of the Orontes.

19. See the lexica; Honigmann, 4; Abel, 340; Brown, 88; etc'

20. See, e.g., Gardiner, in loc.;W.Boree, Die alten Ortsnamen Paliistinas (l-eipag,21968),

59.
21.I.Lewy,..The old west Semitic Sun-God Hammu," HUCA, 18 (l943l44),455f.: idem,

"Zur Amoriterfr age," 7A, N.s. 4[3 8] (1929), 26t.
22. Cf . Pltrlo n-yUtlus as cited by Eusebius Praep. ev. i.10.9 (K. Mras ed., 45); Honigmann, 8.

23. Hist. v.7.
24. Brown, xxxv.
25. An etymology still proposed by S. Schulz (in GesTh, s'v' J'tlI))'
26. KBo, X]K, 126, r. ll,2f .

27. Ibid., 129, r. tl, 4.

28. Cf. V. Haas and H. J. Thiel, "Ein Beitrag zum hurritischen Wtirterbuch," Festschrift

C. F. A. Schaeffer. UE 11 (1979),343f.
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5:6,9,l4)(t'wice); 7:2; 9:19:- lO:t7,2t; Z K. t4:9(3 times); t9:23; 2 Ch.
2:7(8)(twice),15(16); 8:6; 9:16,20; 25:tB(3 times); Ezr. 3:7; ps. 29:5f; 72:16;
92:13(L2); 104:16l' Cant. 3:9; 4:8(twice),11,15; 5:15; 7:5(4); Isa. 2:13; tO:34; t4:g;
29:17; 33:9; 35:2: 37:24; 4A:16; 60:13; Jer. 18:14; 22:6,20,23; Ezk. ti:3; 27:5;
3l:3,15f.; Hos. 14:6-8(5-7); Natr. 1:4; Hab. 2:t7;Znc.10:10; l1:1. There are also 2
occurrences in the Hebrew text of Sirach (Sir. 50:8,12). only once (Dt. 3:25) is it
written with defective orthography.ze ln the historical books it almost always appears
with the article (exception: 2 Ch. 2:7[8]); the article sometimes appears in the poetic
and prophetic books (compare Isa. l4:8 with ps. 29:5). only once is l"ldn6na found
(1 K. 5:28). The name appears frequently in the construct as lwmen rectum or is
inEoduced by a preposition. It is rarely used as the subject ofa clause (e.g., Isa. 29:17)
or as a vocative @ec. ll:1).

2. Geography. The geopolitical importance of the Irbanon for Israel is especially
clear in the historical books. Occasionally 

- particularly in idealizing sections (Dt.
l:7; 3:25; 1l:24; Josh. l:4; tl:17; erc.) - it is described as belonging to the land of
Israel or at least constituting its northern boundary. one passage (1 K. 9:19 par. 2 Ch.
8:6; cf. also cant. 7:5141) even suggests that King Solomon built there. This statement
can be compared to the LXX text of 3 K. 2:46c, which says that solomon 1rxato
dianoigein td dynastertmata toil Libdrutz.3o The expression td dynastertmatu may refer
to mines.3l At the least, these texts stress that Solomon, Iike his father before him (2 S.
5:11), maintained close relationships with Hiram, the king of ry.e, for help in his
building program (l K. 5:2O,23,2816,9,14f;2 Ch.2:7,15[8,16]). Even in the postexilic
period, wood from the l,ebanon for the temple was still transported along ttrJ coast on
Tyrian rafts @zr. 3:7), as was the practice in the time of Solomon.32 other rulers in
the ancient Near East did the same.33 In Jerusalem, we are told, Solomon built the
"House of the Forest of [rbanon" (l K. 7:2f .; lO:17,21 par. 2 Ch. 9:16,20; cf. also
rsa. 22:8; Jer. 22:23), possibly made entirely of cedar. At first it probably served as a
royal reception hall; later it was used as an arsenal.34

The economic importance3s of the fertile and well-watered Lebanon as a source of
wood and minerals (copper and iron36) atfracted the great powers of the ancient Near
East, making the Phoenician coast an international battlefield; it also induced the ISrael
of the monarchy to expand by sending expeditions to the north. We get the impression
from 1 K. 9:19 par. 2 Ch. 8:6 that solomon exercised de facto power in the lrbanon,

29. But see the apparatus of Brl(, in loc.; also ltxHebAram, s.v. JD!) on Isa. 2:13.
30. Cf. Guthe, 436; Aharoni, 429; etc.
31. But see Brown,87.
32. Klengel, 75f.
33. Honigmann, 3f.
34. See M. J. Mulder, "Einige Bemerkungen zur Beschreibung des Libanonwaldhauses in I

Reg121.," ZAW 88 (1976),99-105.
35. See II.3 below.
36. Honigmann,4; and esp. Brown, 87-104.

I
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and from the Deuteronomistic texts that in Solomon's time Israel put forward a de jure

claim to the mountains. It is not clear, however, how the biblical writers defined the

Lebanon. Dt. l:7 would suggest that it was roughly equivalent to the modem state of
Lebanon, possibly minus the Phoenician coastal plain.37 Here and inDt.3i25; lli241,
Josh l:4; 9:11, the LXX reads "Antilebanon" (distinguished from the lrbanon in Jth.

1:7). The book of Joshua uses the phrase biq'a1 halleldndn (cf. Dt. 8:7),38 which J. J.

Simons claims can refer only to the southern part of the Beqa', the Merj 'AyUn,:e along
with other names: hdhdr hehnldq (Josh. ll:17 l2:7) in the south (Jebel $al6q, "the

bald mountain"a0), and Baal-gad (cf. l3:5) "below Mount Hermon" (11:17; 13:5),

which Simons identifies with Tellt{au(.Thehar ba'al l.term6n of Jgs. 3:3 is occasionally

identified with Baal-gad.al The same verse speaks of the Lebanon mountains as the

dwelling place of the Hivites.a2

In Josh. l3:5, kol-hall"ldnbn "in the east" (or: "toward the sunrising") probably

means not just the Antilebanon but the entire Lebanon range, including Hermon and

the Antilebanon (cf. v. 6). In this and a few other OT texts (cf. also LXX Sir. 24:13),

"Lebanon" is thus a general term encompassing the whole mountainous area, the

various parts of which we commonly call by different names today. Whenever the

OT uses the term leldn6n, we have to determine whether it refers to the mountain in
the narrow sense or the whole central Syrian range. Cant. 4:8, a poetic verse that

describes the enticing descent of the bride from Lebanon, speaks of Lebanon twice
in conjunction with Hermon, Amana, and Senir. Does le\dndn here refer to the entire

range, of which Amana, Senir, and Hermon are individual crests? The noun 'ananA

might denote the southern slope of the Taurus range43 or Jebel Zebeddni in the

Antilebanon,4 where one of the rivers of Damascus mentioned in the OT has its
source (2K.5:12). Here and in 1 Ch. 5:23, Scntr (Dt.3:9; 1 Ch.5:23; Ezk.27:5)is
distinguished from Hermon; it may denote the Antilebanon,as although Dt. 3:9 says

that the Amorites identified it with Hermon.46 tn Ezk. 27:5, Sentr is clearly distin-
guished from the Lebanon; as in Akkadian inscriptions, it refers to the northern
portion of the Antilebanon.aT According to Dt.3:9, finally, l.term6n (Dt.3:8f.;4:48;
Josh. 11:3,17; 12:1,5, 13:5,11; 1 Ch. 5:23; Ps. 42:7161[pl.]; 89:13821; 133:3) was

also called Sirydn (Ugar. iryn; llttt. ia-i-ia-na) by the Phoenicians (cf. Ps. 29:6).

Here we may be dealing with a variant name for the southern part of the Anti-

37. GTTOT, 5275.
38. Cf. Brown,60,n.2; also Guthe,437.
39. GTTO\ 5509.
40. GTTOT.
41. See M. J. Mulder, Ba'al in het OT (Hague, 1962), 149.
42. See, however, G. F. Moore, Judges. ICC (1895), 79, 8l; cf. also Josh. l l :3.

43. O.Lorctz, Srudien zur althebriiischcn Poesie,l: Das althebrtiischc Liebeslied. AOAT l4ll
(r97 r), 29, n. 7 .

44. GTTOT $9; Abel, 347; cf. Brown, 22, n.3.
45. GTTOT 9228; Jebel el-Serqi; cf. Abel, 344ff.
46. Cf. also H. Bauer, "Al-Mu5tan," OIZ 38 (1935),477.
47. Guthe, 438.
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lebanon,as not necessarily identical with Hermon.ae Such texts as ps. 29:6; cant. 4:g;
Ezk. 27:5 make it clear that the literature of the OT occasionally :uses leldniln in its
nilTower sense.

3. Economic Significance. The wealth and power of the Phoenician cities derived
from the forests of the Irbanon (cf. Ezk. 27:5). In particular, the timber used in building
temples, palaces, etc., gave the [rbanon its economic importance.so The wood trans-
ported from the Irbanon by the Egyptians, Assyrians,sl Israelites, etc., was not just 

-or even primarily 
- cedar, but included such species as fu and pine. Although the

word, 'ere7, which the or often associates with the Lebanon, is usually translated
"cedar," it more likely refers generically to the conifers of the diverse lrbanon flora
than specifically to the lrbanon cediar.sz Ezk 3l, for example, mentions other species
of trees in the lrbanon. In the garden of God, besides "cedars" (ardTtm) we find
junipers (b"rditaft and plane tr*,s ('armontm) @2k.31:8; cf. w. 3, l5f.). Only the
cedars, however, are described as "cedars of Lrbanon";54 they even take on cosmic
dimensions.s5 The juniper, frequently mentioned in the or (almost always in conjunc-
tion with 'orazim56) is also found in the Lebanon (zK. 19:23 par. Isa. 37:24;rsa. l4:g;
60:13;Z,ec. ll:2: cf.l K. 5:24[10]; Ps. 1M:17[? befiitm]; Hos. t4:9[g]; etc.); it, too,
was used in construction (l K. 5:22,24[8,10];6:15,34; etc.). In Isa. 60:13, it is not the
'araztm that are singled out as ke!6Q hallcpdniln (cf.35:2), but the bcr6i, tiQhdr (only
here and 4l:19), and te'aiifir (only here and 4l:19; Ezk.27:6 conj.; 3l:3 conj.). The
identity of these trees is not entirely clear. possibly ti/hnr is a conifer, perhaps a fu or
pine, and tc'alifrr abox-tree or cypress.sT In 2 ch. 2:7 (8), an elaboration of I K. 5:20(6),
Solomon asks the king of ryre to send him 'osa '"raztm from the lrbanon; the text
then specifies beriitm and 'algfimmtm. The latter word, arso written 'almuggtm (l K.
10:11f.; also 2 ch. 9:10f.; Cant. 3:10 conj.), refers to a kind of timber imported from
Ophfu.sa Some scholars have suggested sandalwood, but it was not native to the Leb-
anon.5e Instead of '"sa ardzim, etc., 1 K. 5:20(6) reads simply 'arazim, which the LXX
translates as r!la.@ The immense economic significance of the lrbanon for Israelite
construction during the time of solomon is illustrated, for example, by I K. 5:29(15):

48. See, e.g., Abel, 345, n. 5.
49. GTTOT, gl08: Jebel et-TelE or Jebet ei-Seifi.

!0. Klengel; H. Mayer, "Das Bauholz des Tempels Salomos," BZ, N.s. ll (1967),53-66.
5 l. A. Salonen , "Holz," RL , lV (1972-75), 453f .
52. See the lexica. s.v.; "l'0t'1N," EMiqr I (1955), 553-55: cedrus libani.
53.[-oretz, ll, n.7.
54. Cf. Stolz, Lipiriski.
55. See tr.4 below.
56. K. Elliger, Deutemjesaja. BK, Xll3 enD, rc7.
57. See W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. trans. 1983), l4lf.
58. See also M. Noth, Konige l-16. BK, Wl (1968),227.
59. KBL3,56; cf. J. Feliks, "Sandelholz," BHHW, m (1960), 1667f.
60. J. W. Wevers, "Exegetical Principles underlying the Sepnragint Text of I Kings I I l2-xxi

43," OTS,8 (1950), 302, calls this translation a ..rationalization.';
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besides many thousands ofburden-bearers and overseers, Solomon sent eighty thousand

(!) woodcutters to the Lebanon. As later when the postexilic temple was being built in

Jerusalem (Ezr.3:7: cf. LXX I Esd. 4:48; 5:53), the Phoenicians were richly compen-

sated. Probably the single word 'arazim sometimes referred generally to the abundant

conifers of the Lebanon. An even more general term for the flora is'"sA hail"f;anbn

(Cant. 3:9), which may have included thorny scrub such as hOah (2K. l4:.9)'

The 6banon mountains were famous in Israel not only for their timber but also for

their wine (Hos. 14:8[7]).61

4. Literary and Theological Significance. Occasionally an unmistakable Canaanite-

phoenician substratum appears in prophetic and poetic texts (like Ps. 29) that use the

name "[rbanon." It is mentioned above all in connection with nature-the trees,

animals, and plants of the mountains - especially in metaphors and similes. This usage

suggests that the Lebanon either made a deep impression on the ancient Israelites or

encouraged them to draw on common Canaanite idioms for their metaphors. The

"cedars" of the lrbanon were especially popular in fables and similes, as we see from

Jgs. 9:15;62 2K. l4:9 pat.2 Ch.25:18;a Ezk- 17:3. A simile in Jer' 18:14 speaks of
the snow of the trbanon;22;6 compares the king to its summit. In the latter chapter,

the [.ebanon already clearly symbolizes the king's palace of cedar (v. 23).e One

tradition (1 K. 5:13[4:33]) records that some of Solomon's poetry described the Lrb-
anon trees. In some of the fables mentioned above, these trees are personified and

speak. Some scholars explain these passages as reflecting a primitive animism.6s This

theory is mistaken: we are dealing instead with a literary commonplace. The cosmic

Lebanon cedar envied by alt the trees of Eden (Ezk. 31:9,16,18) is a different matter:

it is probably rooted in Canaanite mythology, and can be used to symbolize the (fallen)

power of the Egyptian king.66

Not just the cedars of the Lrbanon but the mountains themselves can represent

creation in Canaanite tradition. In Ps. 104, "Lfbanon" is the only geographical name

(v. 16); it points to Phoenicia as the psalm's place of origin or as a link between Israel

and Egypt.67 Here the LXX translates 'os6 YHWH as td rila toil pedioa possibly

reflecting an original text with the divine narne iaddai.68 This psalm combines motifs

from Phoenician mythology with images from Akhenaten's hymn to the sun. Similarly'

the Assyrian king Sennacherib boasts: "With my many chariots I have gone up the

61. On libations of wine in the region, see J. C. de Moor, The Seasonal Patterns inthe Ugaritic

Myth of Ba'lu. AOAT 16 (1971), 79; also Fisher' 405-

62. Cf. Josephw Ant. vii.Z (236tr.).

63. On this parable, see also E. Jenni, "Distel wd Trder: Hermeneutische Uberlegungen zu

2Ko 14:8-14," Sn aA Biblica et Semitica. Festschrift T. C. Vriezen (Wageningen, 1966),165-175.

64. See II.2 above.
65. See W. Robertson Smith, Lectures on the Religion of the Semites (New York, 31927, repr.

1969), 133; Brown, 164.
66. See Stolz; Brown, 167-172.
67. Smith, lO3; Brown, 23-27.
68. Brown,27,n.6.
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heights of the mountains, to the far recesses of the lrbanon; I felled its tallest cedars,
its choicest cypresses" (2 K. 19:23 par. Isa. 37:24y.ee His words impugn God's power
over the Lebanon, the symbol of his creation.

The notion of a Lebanon cedar as a "cosmic tree" or "tree of paradise," which can
be identified with the "king of the universe," is be associated with rulers other than
Pharaoh (Ezk. 3t;.zo In Isa. 10:28-34, the prophet depicts the destruction of the Assyr-
ians in words describing the felling of the gigantic trees of the Lebanon: wehall"lanbn
b"'addir yippdl. (We shall ignore the problem of the mysterious 'addtnTt) Using lan-
guage only shghtly different, Z,ec. ll:l-3 also describes the destruction of the world
powers. Here the kbanon is summoned to open its doors - i.e., its passesT2 

- that
fire may devour its cedars, while "the pride of Assyria" is laid low and "the scepter
of Egypt" must deliart (10:11). In describing the felling of the kbanon cedars, the
prophets were probably not still thinking consciously of a "cosmic tree"; their lan-
guage, however, bears a mythological starnp.

The trees of the kbanon often symbolize all kinds of pride and arrogance, which
God attacks to bring down (Isa. 2:13; lo:34). This applies especially to the Israelite
kings, who built palaces of lrbanon cedar and lived in them like nests (Jer. 22:6,20,23) .

other metaphors can speak of such trees as rejoicing - for example, because the
Assyrian emperor has fallen and the world can dwell in peace and safety (Isa. l4:8).
This image recalls the Old Babylonian fragment of Gilgamesh, which tells how Enkidu
and Gilgamesh slay the guardian of the cedar forests of the Lebanon, bringing peace
to the Lebanon and Antilebanon.T3 The lively interest of the Assyrians in the Lebanon
and its forests is illustrated clearly by 2 K. 19:23 (par.lsa.37:24), discussed above.
Hab.2:17 suggests that under Nebuchadnezzar the Babylonians, too, harvested cedars
and possibly massacred wildlife in the lrbanon.Ta

Isa. 33:9; Nah. 1:4f. illustrate the devastation that humans or the forces of nature
could inflict on the beauty of the [rbanon mountains. The latter text may refer to the
destruction caused by an earthquake.T5 An earthquake (together with other natural
phenomena) is often a siga of a theophany.T6 This is clear also in ps.29, where the
geographical names are all Syro-Phoenician.TT Here God is manifested in full glory so

69. _+.,19r ya.arIy.
70. See also H. Gressmann, Der Messias. FRLAM N.s. 26[43] (1929),266t.
71. See also III below.
72.Brown, 165, n. l.
73. See Bauer; also H. P. Miiller, "Gilgameschs Trauergesang um Enkidu und die Gattung

der Totenklage," ZA, N.s. 34t681 (1978),245t.
74. For a different interpretation, see W. Rudolph, Habafuk. KAT Xml3 0975),228.
75. On earthquakes in this area, see Brown, l13-139.
76. See also D. L. Christensen, "The Acrostic of Nahum Reconsidered,,, ZAW S7 (1975),

21ff.
77. Besides the comms., see N. H. Ridderbos, "Enkele aspecten van psalm 29,,, GTLT 60

(1960), @-69; P. C. Craigie, "Psalm XXIX in the Hebrew poetic traditiol,,, W, 22 (1972),
143-l5l: A. Fitzgerald, "A Note on Psalm 29," BASOR, 215 (1974),61-63; for srructural
analysis, see D. N. Freedman and C. Franke-Hyland, "Psalm 29," HTLR, 66 (191-3),237-256;

I
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that "the voice of Yahweh . . . breaks the cedars of the Lebanon. He makes the lrbanon
to skip like a calf, and Sirion like a young wild ox" (ps. 29:5f.).

A different manifestation of God is described in Ezk. 3 1: l5: when Pharaoh descends
to the realm of the dead, God restrains the rivers so that the Lebanon moums and all
its vegetation withers. Yahweh - not some Ba'al of the trbanon 

- 
govems the forces

of nature that rule the Lebanon. Even its cedars were planted by yahweh (ps. 104:16;
cf. 80:l lt10]). And when Mount Zion moums, the Irbanon, too, is wretched ('umlal:
Isa. 33:9; Nah. 1:4;.za The description of Zion's future glory as keQ6Q hail"lanin shows
that Zion continued to be associated with the kbanon in prophetic discourse (Isa.
60:13; cf. 35:2).ts

The Lebanon and its cedars 
- as symbols of majesty and power 

- appear in de-
scriptions not only of kings and empires, but also of individuals. ps. 92:13(12) states
that the righteous will grow "like a cedar upon the kbanon"; ps. 37:35 describes the
wicked as overbearing, "towering like a cedar." The LXX adds "in the Lebanon"; the
concordance of Hatch and Redpath inadvertently omits this verse under Libanos. Sir.
50:8 (likewise omitted by the concordance) compares the high priest Simon to ..the

flowers of the Lebanon in the days of summer" (cf. Nah. l:4);,,a garland of sons
surroundedhimlikeyoungcedarsupontheLebanon"(Sir.50:12:Heb. ie!ilahaileldnin
[cf. Ps. 128:3); Gk. bldstEma Mdrdn). sir. 24:13 sings the praises of personified
wisdom: "like a cedar upon the kbanon I grew tall, like a cypress upon Mount
Hermon."

In the Song of Solomon, the lrbanon plays a special role in the amorous interplay
between the bride and bridegroom. Solomon, we are told, made himself a palanquin
from Lebanon wood (Cant. 3:9). The delights of the mountains are also cited in other
ways: the appearance of the bridegroom is like that of the lrbanon (5: l5); the bride,s
nose is like a Lebanon tower (7:5[aD. In the fourth chapter, which may comprise ..a
series of poems brought together by the catchw ord l"!dn6n," 80 the bride is called upon
to leave the Lebanon and join her friend (cant. 4:8; also w. 6,14 in the LXX). The
scent of the woman's garments is compared to the scent of the Lrbanon (4:l l; cf. also
Hos. 14:6[5]ar), and her beauty is described as a well of living water, flowing streams
from the Lebanon (cant. 4:15). The relationship between the bride and bridegroom in
the Song of Solomon, which Jewish tradition interprets as an allegory of the love
between Yahweh and his people,82 appears similarly in the promise of salvation to come
at the end of the book of Hosea (Hos. 14:5-9[4-8]). Hos. 14:6-8(5-7) recalls the words

also Brown, ll5f.; cf. G. c. Macholz, "Psalm 29 und l. Kdnige 19: Jahwes und Baals
Theophanie," werden und wirl<en des ATs. Festschift c. westermain (Grittingen, l9g0), 325-
333); K. Seybold, "Die Geschichte des 29. Psalms und ihre theologische Bedeutung," Thz,36
(1980), 208-219.

78. -i )Dl) karmel, 11.4.

79. See also Lipiriski.
80. G. Gerleman, Das Hohelicd. BK, Xyil Cl98l), 15l.
81. Discussed below.
82. See also M. J. Mulder, De Tbrgum op het Hooglied (Amsterdam, 1975).
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of the Song of Songs: Yahweh will be to Israel like the dew, so that Israel will blossom
like a lily and strike root like the lrbanon (often read /rineh, "poplu").83 The fragrance
of Israel will likewise be like the fragrance of the lrbanon, and Israel will be praised

like the wine of the trbanon (Hos. l4:7f.[6f.]).
In other passages, too, these mountains on the northern border of the "promised

land," mysterious to many lsraelites, play an important role in the eschatological
day of salvation. When God summons his people to lead them into battle for the

last time, he will "bring them home from the land of Egypt, and gather them from
Assyria; . . . and bring them to the land of Gilead and to the lpbanon" (Zec. 10:10).

When the prince of peace comes, the land will have an abundancesa of grain; it will
wave on the tops of the mountains, and its fruit will be like the Lebanon (Ps.72:16:.

cf. 104:16). The Lebanon mountains also play a role in the eschatological oracles

of the prophets (Isa. 35:2;85 60:13), because, like the other tall mountains often

mentioned in the same context, they reflect the glory of God. But they are no more

than a reflection, for "the [rbanon would not suffice for fuel, nor are its beasts

enough for a bumt offering," to express Yahweh's preeminence over worthless idols
(Isa.40:16).

III. Late Jewish Tiadition. There is no clear cultic tradition in the OT of a sanctuary

on the lcbanon, nor do we find the divine name "Ba'al of the kbanon" attested

elsewhere.s6 Only a few poetic and prophetic texts suggest in their background a
Canaanite Phoenician cult or sanctuary in the Irbanon.8T

In later Jewish tradition, however, the Lebanon took on a specialized symbolic

meaning that appears also in the Aramaic translations of the OT and is probably rooted

in the OT itself. This interpretation identifies l"ldnbn with the temple and similar
entities.8s The Targumim in particular translate Pldndn as "temple" or "sanctuary"
(Targ. Onqelos: Dt. 3:25; Targ. Jonathan and Targ. Neofiti: Dt. 1:7; 3:25; ll:24; also

2 K. 19:23 [par. Isa. 37:24]; Jer. 22:6,20,23; Hos. 14:8[7]; Hab. 2:17:' Zec. 10:10; Cant.

4:8,15 [cf. 3:9; 5:15]). We also find "king" (of the house of David: I K. 5:13[4:33]);
"the rich" (Isa. l4:8; Ezk.31:16); "nations" (Isa.2:13; 10:34 [attacking Israel]; Zec.

11:1); and "Zion" (Cant. 7:5[4]). The "House of the Forest of Irbanon" (l K.7:2;
10:17; etc.) is called a "cool summer palace of the king."

In the Dead Sea scrolls we already find similar symbolic interpretations of the word.

In lQpHab 12:3f. (on Hab.2:17), "Irbanon" stands for the "community council"

83. See KBI);bul cf. H. W. Wolff, I/osea. Herm @r.g. trans. 1974),235f.; W. Rudolph,
Hosea. KAT, XIIYI (1966),248,252.

84. See G. R. Driver, "Hebrew Notes," W, I (1951),249.
95. __r .,19! ya.ar ly.
86. See, e.[., xl,t,3l, tf.; M. J. I-agrange, Etudcs sur les religions simitiques. Etn (1-9OS),

91, 190; Eissfeldt, KlSchr tr, 48f.; T. Klauser, "Baal," RAC, I, 1077; on "high places" in the

Lebanon, see Honigmann, 8.

87. See tr.4 above.
88. See Vermds.
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('"sal hayyahaAfe in 4Q169 l-2:7f. (on Nah. 1:4;,eo 1, stands for "the men of the
council" (['an"iA '"{d]1A11.st In 4Q161 &-10:8f. (on Isa. 10:34),ez the "Kittim" are
handed over "to the power of a great man." This passage interprets "lrbanon" as

meaning the "nations," as does the Targum to this verse.
In later Tannaitic and other Jewish literature, the symbolic usage of "Irbanon" in

the sense of "temple" is very common.e3 The OT itself, however, includes texts that
support this symbolism: in Jer. 22:23, for example (cf. also vv. 6, 2O), "Lebanon"
stands for the royal palace. It is also reasonable to assume that the use of lrbanon
cedar to build both temples contributed a necessary element to this symbolism. The
OT occasionally uses "Lrbanon" and "temple" in the same context (e.g., Ps.

92:l3f .[12t.]; Isa. 40:16). In this manner, too, these timbered mountains, whose height
and eternal snow evoked fear and awe, left a deep mark on the literature, theology, and
symbolism of Israel.
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I. Ancient Near East.

l. Archaeology and lconography. In the cultures of the ancient Near East, both
literary and iconographicl evidence shows that people (and deities) were normally
clothed, at least minimally. Only in exceptional situations were human beings (ene-
mies, prisoners, impaled malefactors, military casualties, laborers, children, female
dancers [often adorned with jewelry]) and many deities2 naked. It is not always clear
whether some representations (even genre scenes3) are meant to be realistic or sym-
bolic, as in the case of deities (especially female),4 or both, as in the case of (male)
cultic personnels depicted without clothing or jewelry.6 Many examples will be found
in RLA.1

2. Distribution. The root lbi, with the basic meaning "garment," is found through-
out the Semitic realm, including Ethiopic and Tigre,8 with the exception of Phoenician
and Punic.e In Akkadian, the primary association with human clothing has been
widely extendedl0 and applied to deities (clothing for them or their imagesll), the

C. le Comte de Landberg, Etud"t sur les dialectes de l'Arabie mdridionale,Il (t eiden, 1913);
idem, Glossaire dalinois, I (Leiden, 1920); J. W. McKay, "My Glory - 

a Mantle of Praise,"
SJT,3l (1978), 167-172; W.Magass, "TexteundTextilien," L8,34(1975),23-36; R. North,
"Flesh, Covering, and Response, Ex. xxi lO," W, 5 (1955), 204-6; J. L. Palache, Semantic
Notes on the Hebrew lzxicon (Eng. trans., Leiden, 1959); E. Peterson, "Theologie des
Kleides," Benediktinische Monatsschrifi, 16 (1934),347-356 = Marginalien zur Theologie
(1956), 41-55; H. Petschow, "Gewand(saum) im Recht," RLA, Ill (1957-1971),318-322;
J. Reider, "Miscellanea hebraica," lls,3 (1952), 78-86; J. Ruppert, k costume juif depuis
des temps patriachaux jusqu'i la dispersion (Paris, 1939); S. Schreiner, "Mischehen-
Ehebruch 

- Ehescheidung," ZAW, 9l (1979), 207 -228; A. Tosato, "I1 ripudio: delitto e pena
(Mal 2,10-16)," Bibl,59 (1978), 548-553; R. von Ungern-Stemberg, Redeweisen der Bibel.
BSt, 54 (1968); E. Vogt, IzxLingAram; Z. Weisman, "Elijah's Mantle and Consecration of
Elisha," ShnatMikr 2 (1977),93-99; G. Widengren, Psalm 110 och det sakrala kungaddmet
i Israel. UUA, l94lt7 1, 3-26, repr. "Psalm i0 und das sakrale Kiinigtum in Israel," in
P. H. A. Neumann, ed., Zur neueren Psalmenforschung. WdE 192 (1976), 185-216; S. Yeivin,
"Di!n!?D," EMiqr, rv (1962), to34-45.

l. See ANEI? passim.
2. E.g., Gilg. I, 1., 38; ANET 74.
3. E.g., ANEE 19s,208.
4. See the many examples in ANE| 465479,542,543.
5. rbid., 299, 502, s97,6W.
6. Cf. H. Ringgren, "Nacktheit," BHHW II (1964), 1277;W. Jannasch, "Kleidung," RGG3,

III (1959), 1646-48; C. A. Schmitz, "Nacktheit," RGG, IV (1960\,1294.
7. H. Waetzold, "Kleidung: A. Philologisch," RLA., VI (1980-83), 18-31; E. Strommenger,

"Kleidung: B. Archiiologisch," ibid., 3I-38.
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9. Cf. Jenni,867.
10. Cf. AHw, I (1965), 523f., with references to derivatives.
rt. Ibid., r,561; CAD, V. (1973),235,4.
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cult, the cosmos (the mantle of heaven, a cloak of cloudsl2), ethical and religious
values, both positive and negative,l3 and disguise.la In contrast to these, usages of
a more technical nature are not found in the OT: e.g., paneling,ls the outer leaf of
new grain, unshorn sheep.l6 Two ugaritic examples are noteworthy with regard to
the or: lpi with /csy for the loincloth worn by a mourner,lT and repeated lbi for
the attire of a female figure: female garments over male garments, with armor be-
tween (?) them.l8 At Elephantine, both noun and verb are common in daily life, the
cult, and literature.le Probably unique is the meaning "my shroud" (lb.iy) found at
Nerab.20

we find a striking semantic bifurcation, morphologically signaled: Arab. labisa,
"clothe," labasa, "conceal, deceive"; also Arab. ba{ada, "dupe," bi{ad,*stiped
garment"; Heb. bgd, as a verb meaning only "deal treacherously"; bege/, usually
"garment" in general, but also "teachery."zl Probably the distinction depends on the
possible intent, whether to conceal something or someone or to bring about an error
in connection with a person.22

II. OT Occurrences. The same basic range of possibilities is found in the OT.

l. Morphology and syntax. Heb. ID.f occurs primarily in the qal (finite forms and
pass. ptcp.) and hiphil; there are 4 occurrences of the pual participle, and a single
occurrence of the hithpael in Sir. 50:1lb. Nominal forms include the common le!fii
and the rarer malbfii; only in Isa. 59: l7 do we find ilbaie1(cf. Akk. talbuitu).23 Ttre
constructions are those common to verbs meaning "put on," with minor variations.u
The qal appears once with b" (Est.6:8), once absolutely (Hag. l:6), and once with
the adv. kdn (2 S. 13:18). The hiphil twice uses 'al with the person and the accusative
of the thing (Gen.27:16; Lev.6:3[Eng.6:10]). In the Aramaic parts of the OT, the
qal is used as in Hebrew (Dnl. 5:7,16); the only haphel, however, uses /, (v.29
similarly at Elephantine and Hermopolis).2s The IXX generally uses endjeinlen-

12. Aw, ll (1972), 724; cf . Widengren, 2O5, 2O9.
13. cAD, D(, 18, 3" etc.
14. AHw,Itr (1981), 1310.
15. CAD, D(, 21f., etc.
16. AHw,I, 560f.
17. KTU,1.5 VI, 16f.
18. KTU, l. 19 ry 46ff.; cf. CML2, T, t}t; WUS, no. I 47 6, I 4 14.
19. Cf. Vogt,94.
20. KN, 226, 7; cf . DISO, 135: CAD, X. 236, ic.
21. KBL3,1O4,493.
22.Landberg, Etudes,\,364-67; idem, Glossaire Dafrrcis,I, 135; Joiion, MUSJ,4 (1913),

171; Palache, l0-12.
23. AHw, Itr, 1310. For a statistical summary, see Jenni, 868.
24. Cf. Jewi,867-870; Joiion, A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, gl25d.
25. Cf. Vogt, 94.
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dfnein to translate ldb4i (about 90 times),26 but occasionally peribdllein (13 times)
or stoltzein (8 times).

2. Semantic Field. a. The primary meaning of the verb is clear from the various

functional articles ofclothing it can have as its material object. In decreasing frequency,

such clothing or individual garmentszT include: begeQ (23 times), kuttdnellk"!6ne! (6),

iaq (5), mad Q or 3: Lev. 6:3[10]; 1 S. 17:38; cf. Ps. 109:18), iirydn (2 or 3: I S.

17:5,38; cf. Isa. 59:L7), Siml6 (2:Dt.22:5; Isa. 4: l), m'il (2:Ex.29:5;Lev.8:7), sirydn
(Jer. 46:4), 'adderel (Zec. l3:4), mal.t"ld;61(Z,ec. 3:4), mifutds pl. const. (t ev. 6:3[10]),
andmalbfri (Zeph. 1:8). Materials or fabrics include: baddtm (19 times in the abs., only
in Ezekiel and Daniel), .ia-ni (abs. only in 2 S.l:24; Jer. 4:30; Prov. 31:21), ia'aln€z
(Dt.22:Il), semer @2k.34:3), and.ieJ (Prov. 3l:'22;Ezk. 16:13 [Ql, with me^ii). The

nouns malbfi.i and l"pfii also refer to physical articles of clothing. Moving in the

direction of figurative usage is the simile kall"lAi (Ps. lO2:271261; 104:6; cf. the more

common kabbegeQ with the same meaning). Verbs used in parallel with /bJ or with the

same objects include: ksh, 'th, 'tp, bbi, ntn 'al, hyh 'al, 'lh 'al, 'dh, and 'nd; in
metaphorical use only we also find 'tr 'zr and bgr.

b. The subject of the verb is always a "wearer," a person or personification, never an

object as such. This usage distinguishes /b.i from many other verbs meaning "cover." It
refers to the uniquely human need for some kind of covering - not merely for physical

protection, but to make the wearer "socially acceptable." It can serve a wide range of
special purposes, including total concealment, as when Rebekah "clothes" Jacob's hands

and neck with skins to simulate his brother(Gen. 27:16; the unusual construction /b.f hiphil
'alhas probablybeen influencedby anotherverb,possibly ksh; compare [rv.6:3[10] with
Ex. 28:42). Deliberate disguise is expressed naturally by /b,f (1 S. 28:8; 2 S. l4:2; I K.
22:30par.2Ch.18:29); other verts are used when the element of disguise is absent (1 S.

19:13; 2 S. 20: l2). It may be more than chance that lb.i is used for foreign fashions that

are attacked but followed (Znph. l:8), but not for ridiculous frippery (sa. 3:17-24). The

derogatory statement that drowsiness clothes the sloven in rags (Prov.23:21) emphasizes

its subject's social decline (cf. Job 7:5;Z.ec.3:3-5; cf. also Job 9:31).

c. The occurrences of lbJ in the OT are distributed unevenly. Earlier documents use

only the literal sense, even in theological contexs: J in the narratives of Eden (Gen.

3:21), Jacob (27:15f.;28:20), Tamar (38:19), and Joseph (41:42); the early material of
Deuteronomy (Dt. 22:5,11) and the Deuteronomistic history (Jgs. 6:34; I S. 17:5,38;

28:8;2 S. 1:24; 13:18; 14:2;20:8; I K. 10:5; 22:10,30;2K.10:22); and prophetic texts

in Isa. 4:l; 22:21 Znph.l:8. This interest reappears later (Hag. l:6;Zec.3:3-5; 13:4),

and enjoys a renaissance in Esther, P (and Ezk. 42:14; M:17 ,19), and Proverbs (Prov.

31:21f .,25; cf . 23:21). Later authors may use either the literal or the figurative meaning

(cf. already Gen.49:11; also [sa.63:1-6) as they please. The documents in question

26. See A. Oepke, "6riar," TDNT, ll, 318-32|' H. Paulsen, "dv6r5<o endyo pttt on, dress,"
EDNT, | (1990), 451f.

27. Hadotte, 343.
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are Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Deutero-Isaiah, Trito-Isaiah, Psalms, and Job; the most important
texts will be discussed below. If the evidence is not totally misleading, forms of /b.f
referring to clothing usually occur in key passages.

3. Extended and Figurative Meanings. As we approach theological contexts, we
find three apparently important themes.

a. Without clothing, the individual would be helpless. "Naked" is used to describe the
newborn and the dying (e.g., Job l:21; Eccl. 5: 14[5]), rhose defeated in battle and taken
prisoner (e.g,2Ch.28:15), thetotallyhelpless (Job l:21;24:7,10;31:19; Dr.28:48;Am.
2: 16). People rend their garments (usually 4r' + b"gdltm) to symbolize that something of
fundamental importance to their being has been destroyed (cf .2 S. l3:18f.). To exploit the
weak is to "strip the naked of their clothing" (Job 22:6: bigQ/ '"rfimmtm). Garments given
in pledge are therefore subject to special protection (Ex. 22:25f .[26f .17,2t for clothing is
one of the necessities of life (Gen. 28:2O;Dt. 10:18) and a charitable gift to those in need
(Ezk. 18:7,16; Job 31:19f.). Clothing and jewelry were esteemed as gifts (Gen.24:53;
45:22;Jgs.14:12;25.1:24;2K.5:5,22,23,26) andbooty (Josh. 22:8;Jgs.5:30; 14:19).
"Nakedness" usually does not have sexual connotations.29

b. Clothing expresses and establishes the structure of society by assigning all their
place: men and women (cf. Dt. 22:5), prophets (l K. ll:29f .; 19:19;2 K. 1:7f.; 2:8,12-
14;Znc.l3:4),3o kings, dignitaries, warriors (l K.22:10,30; Est. 5:1; 6:8; 8:15; cf. Dnl.
10:5; Job 38:3; 40:7; lsa. 22:21 7r*. 3:3-5; Gen. 4l:42), and princesses (2 S. 13:18),
but also slaves (Dt. 2l:13), mourners (e.g.,2 S.l4:2; I K. 20:31f.; Isa. 58:5; cf. Jth.
4:12;9:I), participants in a wedding (e.g., Ps.45:14[13]), widows (Gen.38:19; cf.
v. 14), and priests (especially in P). It does not have to be proved that clothing
commonly serves as an important criterion by which both individuals and entire groups
are recognized, even with respect to their spiriruality (Znph. 1:8; cf. lsa. 3:16-24).
Departure from customary usage would normally risk one's identity.

c. Clothing can express close personal ties, e.g., between Jacob and Joseph (Gen. 37:3;
cf.vv.3l-34), David andJonathan (1 S. 18:1,3f.; cf. Ps.35:13f.; 1S. l7:38f.).Israel's
closeness to God is represented by the image of a waistcloth (Jer. l3:1 I ; cf. the image of
aring in 22:24;Hag.2:23;Cant.8:6). Parental instruction is to be worn (in writing?) near
one's heart (Prov. 6:21). Job would lay his indictment on his shoulders and bind it on as
a crown (Job 3l:36). Jewelry commonly takes on symbolic meaning, especially in the
cult: the Urim and Thummim inthe hdien on Aaron's breast (Ex. 28:29f .), the sis on his
forehead @x. 28:36), tassels (Nu. 15:38-41;cf. Dt. 22:12),thefigp61(Ex. l3:16; Dt. 6:8;
1 l : 1 8) as a "continual" (8x. 28:29f .,38) "remembrance" (Ex. 28:29; cf . Znc. 6:9-15), a
"sign" (Ex. 13:9,16; Dt. 6:8; ll:18) "for acceptance" @x. 28:38). Many of these texrs
probably reflect secondary interpretations of traditional customs no longer understood
spontaneously (cf. the apotropaic interpretation of the bells in Ex. 28:35).

28. Ct. KN,200.
29. Cf. A.-M. Dubarle, The Biblical Doctrine of Original Sin @ng. trans., New York, 1965),

73tr.
30. Cf. Brunet.
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III. Theological Usage. Such nontheological ideas may be used to make theological
statements - with increasing frequency, it seems, as time goes on.

l. Human Dignity. The imagery of clothing was among the means used by the
Israelites to express awe, bafflement, or bewilderment when faced with the works of
God.

a. The "nakedness" of "the man and his wife" (Gen.2:25) in the Yahwist's primeval
history has nothing to do wittr a primal "natural state" (but cf. Enkidu3l). Using several
symbolic means, the Yahwist illuminates the difference in the relationship between God
and humanity before and after the Fall. Despite the hagdrdlthe man and the woman have
sewed together (Gen. 3:7), they remain "naked" before God (w. 8-11). God fashions
"garments of skin" and "clothes" (wayyalbiiEm) them (Gen. 3:21), making life worth
living in spite of their sin (cf. v.2O; cf . "garments made of rushes" as a curse in a treaty
of Ashurnirari V32). For the Yatrwist, human integrity and dignity would not be preserved
in the actual experience of being without clothing. Ham violates his father's dignity by
uncovering his nakedness (Gen. 9:21-24; cf. Ezk. 16:22,39;23:26,29; Hab. 2:15f.; Lam.
4:2Lf .; I S. 19.,24;2 S. l0:4f.). The victorious Israelites prcserve this dignity when they
decide to treat their captured Judahite brethren humanely: w"f;ol-ma'orunanAhem hilbtifr
(2 Ch. 28:15). In a recreation of the dawn of history Ezekiel describes the king of Tlre
"in Eden, the garden of God"" clothed in a garment of gold and jewels (Ezk. 28: l3- 15).

Jerusalem began her days as a naked foundling, rescued by God and clothed in splendid
raiment (Ezk. l6:L14, esp. 10, 13). When she grows up and proves faithless, God
tlreatens to "strip her naked and make her as in ttre day she was bom" (Hos. 2:513); cf.
Am. 2:16). Nakedness and clothing are complementary elements sigaifying extreme
situations: beginning and end, depth and height, deliverance and disaster.

b. Job reflects that at his creation God clothed him with skin and flesh (?r frldidr
talbtlEnt: Job l0:11a; cf. w. 9f.; Ps. 139:13-16; Ezk. 37:6,8), an act that remains
incomprehensible (cf. Eccl. l1:5; 2Mc.7:22).33 God in turn seeks to confound Job by
the impossible demand that he clothe himself with glory and splendor (w"hbd weha/ar
tilbd.{: Job 40:10b; cf. Prov. 3l:25). The psalmist is awed at the "crown" of humanity:
w"lAb6/ w"hdlar tc'ayycrehfr (Ps. 8:6[5]; on 't4 cf. 2l:4[3]; 103:4).

c. A human being can no more "strip off" the outer layer QfnA l"bfii6) of a

crocodile's hide (Job 4l:5[13]; cf. LXX) than clothe (/b,i hiphil) a horse's neck with a
mane (Job 39:19) or a meadow with flocks (Ps. 65:14[13] [/b,i qal];34 Isa. 60:6). Such
metaphors and images illustrate how the work of God surpasses all the accomplishments
of much admired human skill. Late wisdom is even freer in combining such metaphors
to commend itself (e.g., Sir. 6:30: 27:8 [Heb.]).

d. On the other hand, Job laments: ldbqi bcfldrt rimmd w"gti 'dpar (Job 7:5).35 The

3 I . Gilg. tr, trf., esp. Ill, 26f .; ANEF, 77; AOT 188.
32. ANEr3,533.
33. Dhorme, 4f.; R. Schweizer, "c6rya," TDN"I VIL 1048.
34. Ct. CAD, lX 22, 5c.2'.
3s. cf. BHs.
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wicked shall "put on" (/b.i qal: Iob 8:22; Ps. 35:26; l@:29) or "be covered with" (->
kshpiel or pual: Jet3:25;51:51; Ps. 44:16115l;69:8[7]; Ob. l0; Mic. 7:10) bdie!(Ps.
35:26;44:16[15]; Job 8:22; cf. I Mc. l:28), bfriA (Ob. 10; Mic. 7:lO), kelimmd (Ps.
35:26; 69:8Uh lO9:29:' Jer. 3:25; 51:51), and qeldli (Ps. 109:18a). God threatens
David's enemies: 'alb?i bdie!; on David, however, "his crown will shed its luster" (Ps.

132: I 8). The notion of the lex talionis is more or less clearly present: the enemy ye'"haf;
q'hh, therefore yiQai q"hlA k'maddd (Ps. 109:17a,18a). With its parallels, /b.i shows
that (retaliatory) disaster strikes all aspecs of its victim and is ineluctable.

e. Garments also can symbolize impermanence (Josh. 9:13; Job 13:28).It is a sign
of God's special providence that during the long joumey through the wilderness the
clothing (iemal6l tulmdl of the people did not wear out (Dt. 8:4; 29:4151; Neh. 9:21).
God alone "stands" unchanged; creatures lcabbegeQ yiblfi; kall"bfri nh"ltpdm
weyal.tal1pfr (Ps.102:271261; cf. Isa. 50:9; 51:6).

2. God. Although garments are a necessary element of anthropomorphic conceptions
of God, God's garments are rarely mentioned. In Isaiah's call vision, probably the earliest
relevant text, God's "fringe" or "train" alone fills the temple (Isa. 6:l). The hymnic
invocation of the God who is manifested in the cosmos @s. 104) speak of splendid
apparel(hdQwehaflar labaita: v. lc, probably an adverbial construction; cf. Ps. 93:1) with
related elements (surrounding light like a garment, the heavens like a tent: Ps. 104:2),

along with references to the works of creation that draw primarily on the technical
language of craftsmanship (w. 3ff.). The important thing is not the garment itself, but a
conceptual contrast: what protects the ultimate privacy of human individuals, while also
accentuating their finiteness, is spread out by God over the entire cosmos, transcending
and effacing all boundaries (cf. esp. Ps. 104:6: tehdm kalle!fii; the textual uncertainty of
the suffix may be a symptom of "imprecise" thought36;. In addition, God nanrrally and
effortlessly "wears" the wonden of creation, before which mortals can only stand in awe.
Recollection of Yahweh's creation and history and observation of his work in human
history find expression in a poetic apostrophe to the "arm of Yahweh": 'ttrt 'frri liQit-'Az
z"rda' YHWH (Isa. 51:9a); there follow four mythological descriptions of the primordial
chaos that Yahweh vanquished (w. 9c-10). Isa. 59:17 develops the image of Yahweh the
warrior (cf. Ex. l5:3; Isa. A:13; 52:lO) armed with a series of abstractions: wayyilbai

$"dAqA ka^iiiryAn w'b6ba' yeifi'd ber6'i6 wayyilbai bisdi ndqAm tilbAie! wayya'a!
kamm"il qin'd (cf. Wis. 5:17-23; Eph. 6:14-17; 1 Th. 5:8).37 Sometimes abstract nouns
form the grdle (az6r) of Yahweh: ;e/cq and nmfrnA (Isa. I l:5), g"!fird (Ps. 65:7b[6b]).
The imagery uses the terminology of salvation, affrming God's readiness (cf. Ex. 12:11)
and combining will, power, execution, and success (cf. esp. tsa. 59:18-20).

3. Sources of Salvation. Poetic language uses similar images and metaphors to
characterize those who bring and obstruct salvation.

36. See O. Keel, The Symbolism of the Biblical World @ng. trans., New Yorlq 1973), 43.
37. CAD, D(, 18, lc.3'.
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a. For Zion, Yahweh declares: w"Pdhanihd 'albii yEia' (Ps. 132:16a); its priests

yilbeifr-seQeq (v. 9a), to the joy of the devout (w. 9b, l6b). In a bold personification,
Deutero-Isaiah calls on redeemed Jerusalem to appear in an appropiate state: libit
'uuEk . . . libit big82 tip'anef; (Isa. 52:1). Zion, God swears, will put on all those

retuming like jewelry (! 
- cf. BHS) kulldm l@-d? lilbaii Gsa. 49: l8; cf. 14:19), while

according to Jer. 4:30 the harlot Jerusalem will not be saved by all her clothing and

makeup. Ezk 16:13 (cf. Job 29:14; Bar.5:1-3) uses similar language.

The anonymous figure in Trito-Isaiah describes himself as clothed by God with the

garments of salvation and covered with a robe of righteousness, reflecting the joy of
a marriage or a blossoming garden (Isa. 61:10f.). He knows he is sent to bring to those

who mourn inZion "a [garment ofl splendor [RSV "a garland"] instead of [a garment

ofl ashes, the oil of gladness [a festal garment?] instead of mourning [garments?], a

mantle of praise instead of a faint spirit" 1v. 3;.:a
In other passages, representatives of the powers of wickedness are dressed in the

consequences of their total failure. The "prince" of Jerusalem yilbai i"mdmk instead

of his robes (Ezk.7:27; cf. v. 18; Ps. 55:6[5]; Job 21:6). The princes of Tyre step down
from their thrones, strip off their finery hard!61 yilbdifr, and perform the rituals of
mourning (Ezk 26:16; cf. Isa. 32:ll). [n contrast to the kings of the nations, who lie
in state, the king of Babylon is "castout" and FlAi h"rugim (Isa. 14:18f.; cf.49:18)

- in other words, he lies under a pile of those slain in battle (cf. Ezk. 3l:17f;
32:20-3Z1.zs The perversely negative use of /D.i highlights the sense of degradation.

b. Despite the unusual construction, the problemafrc w"ritah YHWH hbeiA 'e1-gi8'6n

(Jgs. 6:34; cf. 1 Ch. l2:19[8]; 2 Ch.24:?n) probably has an analogous positive sense:

the power of God envelops Gideon, "clothing" him with this very power. The influence
of related verbs like ml' and l<sh may account for the unusual construction. The point
is the special bond between the spirit and the person,aO not the intensity ofthe experience
(as in Ezk. 36:27; cf . Jgs. 3:10; ll:29:- 13:25; 14:6,19; 15:14; Isa. 6l: l; Nu. ll:17,25f .).

c. Clothing in the literal sense plays a certain theological role in the symbolic actions

of both the early (1 K. 11:29-39; 19:13,19;2K.2:8,13f.) and the classical prophets

(Isa. 20:l-6; Jer. 13:1-11; Ezk.24:15-24). The meaning and interpretation of these

actions depends on the context in which they are performed. A garment probably

emphasizes personal involvement (cf. also ler.27f .), whatever the cultural and religious
presuppositions may be.al A late polemic against idolatrous prophets de*lares: w"l6'
yilb"ifr'adderelid'dr lema'an kahZi (Z.ec.13:4). Nowhere else is lb.f usedwith'addere!;
the text may reflect the seductive solemnity of the deceptive garment.42

4. Cuk. In the cult, the context itself is "theological," although not all the elements

are always consciously accorded a theological interpretation.

38. Cf. BIIS; McKay.
39. CAD, Ix, l8l.
40. Cf. Reider,79.
41. Cf. G. Fohrer, Dic Synbolische Handlungen dcr Prophetm. AThANT,54 (1968), in loc.
42. Cf. Jou6n, Bibl, 16 (1935),76-78; Brunet,159-162.
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a. It goes without saying that the presence of God, however it may come to pass or
be perceived, requires deportrnent distinct from everyday life. This has to include
clothing in the widest sense. In the presence of a "holy place," one removes one's

shoes (Ex. 3:5; Josh. 5:15; cf. Ps. Sol. 2:2). One sign of submission to God's wrath is

demonstrative neglect of the usual attention to one's clothing and person, summarized
in the psalmic phrase hlk qa/zr (Ps. 38:7[6]; 42:lOl9l; 43:2; cf.2 S. 12:20; 15:30;
l9:25lVll; Jer. 4:28;8:21; l4.,2; Mal. 3:14; lQH 5:32 [qdrwt lbity]), the frequent faq
(e.g., Isa. 2O:2), in "dust and ashes" (e.g., Isa. 58:5) - 

whether these expressions are

literal, symbolic, or merely cliches.
In a different context, taking off shoes (Ruth 4:7f.; cf . Dr. 2517-lOY3 and covering

with the corner of a garment (Ruth 3:9;Ezk 16:8) are formalities associated with family
law. Even in passages where the biblical authors acknowledge certain changes (Ruth

4:7), they do not feel any need for further inqurry. The problems are matters less of
theology than of cultural history or psychology (e.9., Gen. 4l: l4; Est. 4:2,4;1 S. 15:27;

24:5f.[4f.)).4
Formal codification is at least suggested when all the people are required to wash

(Ex. 19:10,14) or change (Gen. 35:2) their garments before a meeting with God. In Ex.
19:10,14 (J), the piel of 4d.f associates this ritual so closely with the people that other
texts can use the piel of /cbs with a personal direct object to express deliverance from
evil and guilt (Ps. 5l:4,9f2,71; Jer.2:22; 4:14:. cf. Gen. 35.,2 and "spiritualization" in
texts like loel2:L2f.; Mal. 3:2).

b. P records detailed regulations governing the clothing of the official cultic person-

nel,as seeking at all costs to be exhaustive.6 Only the breeches (miknds) have a practical
purpose: prevention of exposure (Icv. 6:3[10): lbi qal with 'al; similar regulations
appear inEx.28:42:Lnv. 16:4; a different approach is found inEx.20:26). P is no less

interested in the rituals involving these vestments than in their form. The installation
of Aaron and his sons in their office includes investiture (frequently characterized by
the hiphil of /b.f and begd/tm: Ex. 29:5f.,8f.; 4O:12-14; Irv. 8:13). The installation of
his successors includes transference of materially identical vestments: they are taken

off the father predecessor and put on the son successor (Ex. 29:29f .; Nu. 20:26,28; cf.
Isa.22:20-23). The exchange of clothing is extremely ritualized and stylized (cf. Gen.

35:2; 4l:14;2 S. 12:20;2 K. lD:22).at
In (late) strata of P in kv. 6, 16,a8 the (perpetual) burnt offering, certain propitiatory

rites on the great Day of Atonement, etc. are set apart by special vestments and special

ceremonies involving them. When performing these functions in the most holy place,

Aaron wears only linen (bd!: 5 occrurences in Lev. 16:4,23 alone; but cf., e.g., 8:7-9).
He leaves these simple archaic garments in the most holy place and changes into

43. Jirku, ll9,125.
44. rbid., tt5-19,125.
45. Cf. 8RL3,256f.
46. Cf. Anclsn 349-351.
47. Haulotte, T6-79.
48. Cf. K. Elligea lzviticus. HAT, lV (1966), in loc.
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"other" garments (6:a[11]) or "his garments" (16:-24) for ceremonies in the outer
precincts. On the Day of Atonemen! a bath (not the washing of garments) is also
required (16:4,24).1*v. 6, 16 recognize this distinction between areas with different
degrees ofholiness only on these occasions; no explanation is offered. Ezekiel describes
it as a permanent arrangement, explaining that it protects the people from being
"infected" with holiness (Ezk. M:19; cf .42:14;46:20,24;F;x.29:37;30:29; a different
view is recorded in Hag. 2:ll-13).

P speaks of two further rituals involving vestments: the sprinkling of Aaron, his
sons, and all their garments (b'gA/tm) with a mixture of blood and oil (Ex. 29:21;
Lev. 8:30; cf. Ezk. 36:25: sprinkling with pure water for purification [rhr]) and
washing (tbs piel with bcgdStm: Nu. 8:7,21, in conjunction with other rituals, to set
apart the Levites).

c. The regulations governing ritual purity, which were extended eventually to their
entire populace,4e use a standard formula for the washing of garments to restore their
cleanness, i.e., their acceptability for the cult:. w"kibbes begdy'iyw (weldhdr) (e.g., Irv.
13:6; cf. kv. 11 passim; 13f.,15,17). The ritual and its formula are so fixed and
autonomous that they can also be used for uncleanness contracted through eating, when
contact with a garment can hardly be a cause (Irv. ll:40; 17:15f.). The notion is
sometimes quite concrete and physical (as when clothing made unclean by "leprosy"
must be ritually washed twice [Irv. 13:58]); the language, however, betrays the pres-
ence of other ideas as well: not the garments but those who wear them are restored to
holiness or cleanness (tbr).so Two other P passages, probably secondary, speak of
garments themselves as being "sanctified" by sprinkling (qd"i:8x.29:21 qal;lrv. 8:30
piel). But the two dozen or so occurences ofthe construct phrase bisdi (haq)qddei n
Ex. 2840 and Lrv. 16 probably refer exclusively to use in an extlusively "holy"
setting, namely the cult (cf. the conskuct phrase ieqel haqq68e,i which is twice as

common).
In P's codification and perhaps partial reshaping of the cult, with emphasis on ritual

purity, clothing plays an important role only in the sense that Qike water) it must always
be present; there can be no question of nakedness. The vestments are not singled out
for association with the Sinai event; this association appties to the entire law goveming
the cult. Besides the passages mentioned above (Ex. 28:30,35,38), a single text, prob-
ably secondary,sl alludes to the vestments collectively: the "glory and beauty" of Aaron
(Ex. 28:2; cf. Sir. 50:1 1), the holiness of the priesthood as such: l"qadd"i6 Pkah"n6-lt
(8x.28:3; cf. v.4;40:13). But this expression is a commonplace, referring to more
than vestments (e.9., E,x.29:I;40:13). The verb lbi, qal or hiphil, usually stands alone
or at the beginning of a series; it has as its material object either the collective regalia
(b"gd{tm: Ex.29:5,301.40:13; l*v.21:lO; Nu. 20:26,28 cf.Ezk.42:14:44:17,19) or
a prominent component (kuttdne!: Ex. 28:41; 29:5,8;4O:.14;l*v.8:13; 16:4; meil:l-ev.

49. Cf. Anclsr 460-64.
50. Cf. H. Ringgren, + '1;1D fihar Y,287-296.
51. M. Noth, Exodus. OTL(Eng. trans. 1962),217-19.
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8:7). The root /bJ does not occur at all in the laws governing cleanness. Except for
Lev. 6,16 and Ezekiel, it appears only in rites of initiation, possibly its natural and
original context. This observation may confirm the theory that P is always thinking of
all the cultic regalia and that lb.f itself connotes the totality.

5. Eschatology. Figures in eschatological and apocalyptic visions are clothed in
linen. The phrase ldbfri (hab)baddtm @2k.9:2,3,11;' lO:2,6,7; Dnl. 10:5; 12:6f.) is like
a title or term of office. These are priestly figures,52 already set outside the limits of
earthly reality by the external framework and associated by their vesture with the unique
and final end (cf. Irv. 6:4[1]; l6:23f.; also the priests in IQM 7:9).

6. Idioms. Some texts that cannot be assigned to any of these categories may reflect
a fluid, nonstandardized usage that has left little literary deposit.

In spite of a variety of proposed emendations, Job 30:18 reads: "With all his might
he lYahweh] grasps my garment, like the collar of my tunic he surrounds me."53 The
expression "my garmenr" (fbfrit) is preceded by rfrah ncdibdlt, napii, and'";dmay
(vv. 15-17), which the context suggests are all anthropological terms, as are the fol-
lowing l.tdme4 'dpd4 and 'dper (v. l9). It is possible, therefore, that l"!fiit functions as

a surrogate for the pronoun "me" (cf. lsa.22:17-19). In all proposed syntactic analyses
of Job 9:31, the speaker uses a figure of speech in which he stands apart from his own
personified clothes (Salm6!ay; only here).

Using visionary language with poetic affinities, Z,ec. 3:3-5 includes natural, spon-
taneous symbolism in the scene alongside standard cultic and forensic stylization. In
v. 4b, what is signified is the removal of the iniquity defiling the high priest Joshua;
in vv. 6f., it is his rehabilitation in office or ministry.a Both the filthy garments (ldbui
begdQim s6'tm: v.3; cf. v. 4) and the rich (mahlds61: v. 4) and clean (tdhdr: v. 5)
garments are effective as well as symbolic (cf. Gilg. VI, 3; XII, 13, 3355). Too neat a

distinction between symbol and reality would not do justice to the visionary context.
Lam. 4:14 expresses revulsion that even people's garments (Pbfr$m) are defiled

with blood (cf. Isa. 9:4[51; Jer. 2:34), which should not even be seen on the ground
(Gen. 4:10; Hos. 4:2; Ezk. 24:7-9; Job 16:18; l*v. 6:2O[27 ]; cf. the expression in I K.
2:5 and blood like a garment (lbi, lpi) and tunic in KTU, I.12II,46ff.).

The attack on easy divorce in Mal. 2:13-16 concludes 
- 

possibly with a faint
allusion to the practice of covering a woman with the edge of one's garment as a token
of marriage (Ruth 3:9; Ezk. 16:8) 

- by suggesting an image: violence, the belief that
might makes right, is like a cloak, an outward "second nature," so malicious that the
weak have no chance.s6

52. Cf. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm @ng. trans. ln9),248t.
53. G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT XVI (1963), in loc., following the LXX. Cf. KTU, 1.6

II,9-ll; Ahikar l7l; An 218.
54. Cf. Galling.
55. ANEr3,83,97,98.
56. Cf. K. Rudolph, Maleachi. KAT Xml4 Q976), in loc.; also Ps. 73:6; 5O:17-?-O.
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IV. Summary.
The "theology" of clothing is not so much explicit as implicit in many theological

statements. The root /b.i, because of is inclusiveness and is originally anthropological
connotations, has special - although not exclusive - significance. The OT data may
be summarized roughly as follows:

a. Human beings have an inherent need for clothing; the wearing of clothing is
inescapable and a matter of course. Mortals, God, deities, intermediate beings (divine
messengers, apocalyptic figures) are thought of clothed. Mythical figures that appear
without attire are naturally clothed in hair; their appearance is described in terms of
clothing: "clothed like the god Sumuqan" (i.e., naked and covered wi0r hair; Gilg. I,
II, :s;.sz

b. The distinction between abstract humanity and the concrete individual is not
common in the OT, but it is not entirely unknown (cf. Gen. 2:18). Clothing is intrinsic
to the latter. It makes possible and establishes basic interpersonal communication. The
plasticity inherent within the context of anonymous social structures and constraints
lends itself to the intentional use of clothing for a variety of contacts that cannot be
comprehended adequately in conceptual language. If clothing does not establish the
identity of an individual in human society, at least it plays an indispensable role in
signalizing this identity unmistakably.

c. Therefore metaphors, images, and allegories draw on the rich language of clothing
in many portions of the OT, especially the later strata.

d. The functional purpose of real garments can virtually vanish from sight in favor
of their ultimate symbolic meaning, especially in the cult (P), although few texs detail
this meaning.

Gamberoni

V. Dead Sea Scrolls.
The root /b.i is infrequent in the Dead Sea scrolls. It is used metaphorically in lQH

5:31: the oppressed supplicant feels "clothed in darkness" (qdrwt /b.iry). Elsewhere the
scrolls use lb.i only in cultic contexts. The clothing of the sons of Aaron is described
in IQM 7:10. Several passages in the Temple scroll emphasize the need for ritually
correct vesture when taking part in the cult (cf. llQT 35:6;32:10ff.;33:1-7); others
prohibit those wearing priestly garments from going out into the outer courts (40:1);
the biblical basis for these strictures is found in I*v. 6:2tr.(9tr.). llQT aludes to the
investiture of the high priest.

Usage in the Targum, Thlmud, and Midrash is discussed elsewhere.s8

Fabry

57. ANEZ3,74.
58. WTM, A., 471ff.; L. hijs, "Ergiinzungen zum talmudisch-hebriiischen Wtirterbuch,"

ZDMG,I2O (1970),6-29, esp. 18.
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Contents: I. 1. Occurrences;2. LXX; 3. Ancient Near East. tr. Usage: l. Secular; 2.
Theological.

L L. Occurrences.Heb.laha! and its variant lehapd (according to Diethelm Michel,l
the former a collective noun and the latter denoting an individual instance) are used in.
two ways: in the sense of "flame," usually in conjunction with 'ei Q6 times: Ex. 3:2;
Nu. 21:28; Jgs. 13:20 [twice]; Job 4l:13[Eng. v. 2l]; Ps. 29:7; 83:15[14]; 105:32;
106:18; Isa. 4:5; 5:24; lO:17; l3:8;29:6;30:30; 43:2;47:14:'66:15; Jer. 48:45; tam.
2:3; Dnl. l1:33; Hos. 7:6: Ioel l:19;2:3,5; Ob. 18); and, in the context of weapons, in
the sense of "blade, lance" (5 times: Jgs. 3:22 [twice]; I S. 17:7; Job 39:23; also
tiguratively in Nah. 3:3). The Aramaic form2 appears only in the sense of "flame" (3
times: Job 15:30; Cant. 8:6; Ezk. 2l:3120:471). The relationship between the two senses
is discussed below.

The Dead Sea scrolls also use the noun in both senses: l"h6! (flame) in IQH 2:26
(figuratively for the flashing of a lance [cf. Nah. 3:3]); lQH 3:30; laha! in lQM 5:10
(weapon); CD 2:5 (flame); l6hab n lQM 5:7,10; 6:2 (weapon). Sirach uses the term
in 16:6(7);3 43:21 (only in ms. B), in the Greek text only in 45:19-always in the
sense of "flame."

2. lXX. The LXX usually uses phl6x to translate the noun in the sense of "flame";
khdpA is also translated by py, with an additional qualifier (Ps. 105:32[LXX
lO4:321: + kataphl€gein; }J.os. 7:6 + phingos; Ex. 3:2; Isa. 10:17: + kaiein). As
translations of laha! in the sense of a weapon we find ozysthends (nufchaira) (Job
39:23); phl6x or phl4ps (Jgs.3:22), stilboilsEs (hromphafas) (Nah. 3:3), and l6nchE
(l S. 17:7).

3. Ancient Near East. Precise etymological equivalents to Heb. lahaf; are not found

laha!. T. Fahd, ed., It feu dans le Prochc-Orient antique. Trayaw du Centre de Recherche
sur la Proche Orient et la Grice antique, I (kiden, 1973); J. Jeremias, Theophanie. WMANT,
l0 (21977); O. Keel, The Symbolism of the Biblical Wortd @ng. trans., New York, 1978); idem,
"Wer zerstdrte Sodom?" ThZ 35 (1979), l0-17; J. C. H. Laughlin, A Study of the Motif of Holy
Fire in the OI(diss., Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, 1975);E. Lipifiski, Le royauti de
Yahwd dans la poisie et le culte de l'ancien Isra€I. WAW.L,27155 (1965), 220-226; A. Ohler,
Mythologische Element im AT KBANT (1969); + UN 'e-i ('aslr).

l. D. Michel, Grundlegung eincr hebriiischen Syntax (Neukirchen-Vlryn, 1977), 66f .
2. See M. Wagner, Die lexicalischen wrd grarnmartkafischen Aramaismen im alttestamentli-

chen Hebrdisch. BZAW,96 (1966), no. 305.
3. T. Middendorp, Die Stellung lesu Ben Siras ovischen Judenturn und Hellenismrs (Leiden,

1973),41.
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in the other languages of the ancient Near East (Akk. la'bu = "fever"4).A flame (or
lu*d) can symbolize the Sumerian and Akkadian fire-god Nusku, as on the symbol
socle of the Assyrian king Tirkulti-Ninurta I.6 The use of flames as a mark of the fire-god
shows that in Akkadian, too, the notion of flames is inherent in the context of fire,
which can be destructive as well as purifying.T

In Egypt, the protective aspect of flames is emphasized.8 The tutelary deities Bes
and Thoeris, who assist at births, are represented with serpents upon their heads;e like
the blazing flame in the form of the eye of Horus, these are intended to drive away
demons.lo The protective function of flames is sought not only at birth but also in the
other extreme situation of human life: in ch. 137 of the Book of the Dead, the ritual
kindling of a flame serves to protect the dead. Here we already see a transition to the
destructive aspect of flames. Flames provide protection by serving as a weapon to drive
away what is evil.ll Their destructive effect is embodied above all in the uraeus serpent,
which has the shape of a blazing flame. In the cult of the dead, the "isle of flames" is
actually the site of the dawn, the place of justification and of triumph over hostile
powers.l2

In Punic, lhbh may occur once in the form lhb't;tz the uncertain context, however,
makes interpretation difEcult.la

No direct equivalent is found in Ugaritic. For the extended semantic field'kllb'r
one textrs may suggest a new stichometry for l,am.2:3, with laha! and 'e,i as syntactic
equivalents.16

With respect to the relationship benreen the two aspects of lahaf;, we may cite the
warlike god Resheph,lT whose name means "flame," as well as the iconographic
material of the ancient Near East, in which lightning is represented in the form of a
lance.ls

In Hebrew, then,laha! does not have two meanings but rather appears in two usages,

4. AHw, I (1965), 526b.
5. WbMyth,I, ll6f.
6. E. Unger, "Flamme," RlA, \l (1957-1971),82; on the association of Nusku with flames,

see also J. Bottdro in Fahd, ll.
7. E. Ebeling, "Feuer," RIl, m, 55f.
8. For the numerous equivalents, see I4tlS, VI. 53.
9. RlR, r90.
10. I. Grumach-Shirun, "Feuerbohrer," lzxA1, \ {11977), 206; M. Lurker, The Gods and

Symbols of Ancient Egypt @ng. trans., New York, 1980), 50.
ll. RlR, 191; Lurker,50.
12. RAR,194.
13. Cherchell, [I, 7; accordingto KBI], equivalent to a Hebrew construct.
14. DISO, 135; KAI, 161,7.
15. KTU,2.6t,8f.
16. M. Dahood and T. Penar, "Ugaritic-Hebrew Parallel Pairs," RSe l, 107, no. 24.
17. See H. Gese, Die Religionen Altsyiens, Altarabiens und der Mandiier RdM, lol2 (1970),

14145; Keel, The Symbolism of the Biblical World, 219-222.
18. Keel, The Symbolism of the Biblical Worl"d, 216f.; on the association of lightning, flame,

lance, and dagger, see also E. F. Weidner and E. Unger, "Blitz," RlA, n (1938), 54-57.
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each of which reflects a different aspect (lance/flame) of what was perceived as a single
phenomenon (cf. the representation of the flame of lightning by a lance).

II. Usage.

l. Secular. In the Dead Sea scrolls, the sense of "weapon" is as common as the

sense of "flame." The OT, by contrast, uses the noun only 5 times to denote a weapon.

In Jgs. 3:22; I S. l7:7, this weapon serves as a means of destroying an enemy; Job

39:32 (cf. the similar usage in I S. 17:7) emphasizes instead the bravery and spirit of
a horse when attacked by weapons, while not losing sight of their destructive nature.

Dnl. ll:33 describes how in the last days the wise (i.e., the devout) will suffer the

consequences of war. Here lahap is to be understood as a weapon, like the herep

mentioned in the same passage. The construction of such a weaponle as well as

iconographic evidence20 establishes the connection between the two usages, flame and

lance: the flashing point of a metal lance or spear suggests comparison to a lightning
flash or flame (cf. Nah. 3:3).

The noun appears 4 times in secular usage in the sense of "flame." In Job 4l: l3(21)
(a text with mythological overtones2l); Hos. 7:6 (as a simile [k1 for the sudden rage

of conspirators), the emphasis is on destructive power. Another figurative usage is found
in the much debated text Cant. 8:6. Regardless of whether ilhbtyh is interpreted as

"flame of Yahweh" (= lightning)22 or an intensive form,23 the word is used to express

the great intensity of love. In Isa. l3:8, lehaptm describes the expression on the faces

of the inhabitants of Babylon when they experience Yahweh's judgment (cf. Joel 2:6;
Nah. 2:11 as a consequence of the day of Yahweh).

2. Thcological. It is noteworthy that lalw! is rarely used alone (Jgs. 13:20; Job

l5:30); it usually appears in combination with flre2a and associated verbs (D'4 lht, 'kt).

Both aspects - 
positive in the sense of protection, negative in the sense of destruction

- are involved. In this wage, lahap may appear as an element of 'el,f (Ex. 3:2; Ps.

29:7; etc.) or especially (in parallelism) as its syntactic equivalent (Job 15:30; Lam.
2:3; etc.). Theological usage is concentrated in the prophetic writings and their sup-
plementary material from the exilic and postexilic period, as well as in late Psalm texts,

with the exception of the early text Ps. 29:7, whtch is influenced most srongly by
ancient Near Eastern mythology.

19. H. Weippert, "Dolch und Schwert," BRLZ, 57-62; idem, "Lanze," BRL2, 201f.; on the
iron lance in I S. l7:7, see A. Alt as cited by S. Herrmann, A History of Israel in OT Times (Eng.
trans., Philadelphia, 21981), 144, n.29.

20. See above.
21. Ohler,52ff.
22. W. Rudolph, Das Hohelied. KAT, XYW2 (1966), 180; K. Budde, Das Hohelied. KHC,

xvrr (r898),45.
23. G. Gerleman, Das Hohelied. BK, XVIII (1981),217.
24. -+ llN 'di (esD.
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a. The concentration of occurrences in texts from the period of the exile and
reconstruction helps explain the usage of lahap and lehapd in oracles of judgment 

-frequently against the nations, lesb often against Israel - as an attempt to interpret
history. Ezk.2l:3(20:47) proclaims the total destruction of IsraeVJudah after repeated
apostasy, heightened by the doubled laheQel Salhepel. Lam.2:3 is already dealing with
the experience of God's wrath against his own people, which has been as devastating
as a devouring flame of fre. The three texts in Joel are likewise directed against Israel.
Joel l: 19 is part of a lament occasioned by the experience of the day of Yahweh. Joel
2:3,5, on the other hand, describe and threaten the events of this day, to be understood
against the background of the theophany traditions (cf. Ps. 97:3) with echoes of
apocalyptic ideas (esp. Joel 2:5).

This is also the setting of the phrase laha! 'Ei '6kel6 in lsa. 29:6;30:30, two texts
directed against the enemies of Jerusalem. Elements of the (storm) theophany tradition,
with many ancient Near Eastern parallels,2s are used to describe Yahweh's coming to
destroy the enemy.26 In Ps. 105:32 (postexilic), the flames are a means of punishing
the Egyptians and making the exodus of the Israelites possible (cf. Ex. 9:23).Isa. 47:14
refers to the wise counselors of Babylon, who fall victim to God's judgment. Nu. 2l:28;
Jer. 48:45 are closely related texts, threatening Moab in almost identical terms. Nu.
21:28 belongs to a taunt song (of the Ammonites), in which 'e,f and lahab are not
described explicitly as instruments of Yahweh's judgment; the setting of Jer. 48:45,
however, is a judgment oracle of Yahweh, which clearly describes both as being
Yahweh's instruments.

Isa. l0: 17 breaks the pattem. Here Yahweh does not make use of fire and flame,
but rather as light of Israel (cf. Ps. 27:l;36:10[9]) and Israel's Holy One becomes both
'e-.i and lahab. Tltis text does not think of Yahweh as a personified force of nature, but
presents Yahweh as a being characterized by "fre" and "flame" and describes how
he acts.

The noun laha! is also used to describe Yahweh's punishment of the godless and
wicked. Ps. 106:18 describes the punishment of those who followed Abiram or Korah.
lsa. 5:24 threatens divine judgment upon those who despise Yahweh in their actions;
Job 15:30 depicts Yahweh's judgment upon the wicked as total annihilation of the fruits
of their lives. Isa. 43:.2 also involves the aspect of judgment and destruction, but
promises that the flame will not touch the people. The presence of Yahweh, now
beneficent, breaks the power of the forces of nature.

b. The oracles of judgment against Israel or against the enemies of Israel or Yahweh
show that the language of fire and flame is ambivalent. Destruction of the enemy
(negative aspect) means deliverance for Israel (positive aspect); this is quite clear in
Ps. 105:32; lsa.29:6.In Ob. 18,Israel itself is fire and flame, an instrument in Yahweh's
hand to destroy Edom. The aspect of protection is virnrally explicit in Isa. 4:5, drawing
on Ex. 13:21: the verse describes the presence of Yahweh as protector and guide.

25. Jeremias, 90.
26. Ibid., 7lf .; for the dating of these texts, see the comms.
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c. We often frnd laha! in texts with theophanic elements or in actual theophanies.

A storm theophany is implied in Isa. 29:6;30:30 (which also exhibits affinities to
descriptions of Yahweh as warrior); 66:15; Ps.29:7; according to JOrg Jeremias,2T

only the last of these can be considered a true theophany. Elements of ancient Near

Eastern storm-god worship are transferred to Yahweh; lah"!61 'd.f once more suggests

lightning. lnPs.29:7, however, the combination hsb + lahoPdl'aJ is not original, but
points to a parallel stich that has been lost.2S In this text, the theophany serves to

extol the glory of Yahweh; Ps. 83:15; lsa.29:6:30:30, however, use theophanic

elements to describe Yahweh's intervention as judge against the enemy or (Isa. 66: 15)

the wicked within the Israelite community (v. l7).2e Ex. 3:2; Jgs. 13:20 speak of
flames in connection with the mal'a$ YHWH. The combination of the two elements

likewise expresses the mysterium temendum et fascinosum in the presence of
Yahweh.

Flames and fire are thus understood as the instrument or sign of Yahweh's presence,

of his judgment and protection; he is not, however, embodied in them. 
Hausmann

27. Pp.7lt.
28. Ibid.,30, n. 6.

29. See ibid., l(f,l78.
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The root lht appears in the OT as a verb in the qal (Ps. 57:5[Eng. v.4]; 104:4) and

the piel (Dt. 32:22; Job 4l:13[21]; Ps. 83:15[l4l;97:3; 106:18; Isa. 42:25; Joel 1:19;

2:3;Mal.3:19[4:1]) and as a noun (Gen.3:24).It is also found in lQH 8:12 (noun)

and Sir. 3:30 (qal); 9:9 (piel). The LXX translates lht with verbs derived from the nouns

used for lhb(h). There are no cognates in other languages, wittr the possible exception

of Ps. 57:5(4): if lht is to be read in this verse,r there may be a parallel in Arab. lahala

or Akk. la'atu, "swallow." Because this is the only text that speaks of human oppres-

sion, there may be grounds for postulating a lh1 II meaning "act greedily."
The other texts (except for Job 4l:13(21); Ps. 104:4) connect lht with God's actions.

The verb (often in the setting of a theophany) describes an act of divine judgment

associated with the day of Yahweh (Joel l:19;2:3; Mal. 3:19[4:l]) or of divine punish-

ldha1. E. Lipir(ski, La royauti de Yahwi dans la poisie et le culte de I'ancien Isradl. WAW.L,
27155 (1965), 20-26; N. J. Tromp, Pimitive Conceptions of Death and the Nether World in the

OT. BietOr 2l (1969). --+ )l) lahab.

t. KBL3,495.
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ment of enemies (Ps. 83:15[14);97:31or aposrate Israel (Dt. 32:22;ps.106:1g; Isa.
42:25). This punishment is annihilating, for /frr is often used in conjunction with -+
lrN 'e-j, which wreaks devastarion in judgment. In ps. g3:15(14); ldrs:ls; Joel l:19;
2:3, lht serves as the predicate of lehdb6,2 which may therefore be cited for the
semantics of lht. The verb denotes the action of flames or flre in general, parallel to
-+'19f bi (Ps. 83:15[14]; 106:lg) or -+ ):N 'kl (toet t:19;2:3):..devour, consume.',
There is not enough evidence to support Edward Lipir{ski's proposed /1r II, which is
not identical with the lht ll of KBLt cited above.

The nature of the burning is illustrated by ps. 97:3. The verb sdpt! suggests being
"surrounded" by flames. Lipir(ski: reinforces this interpretation with his derivation oi
lh1 from lfit with an epenthetic h. The element of ..surrounding', also appears in Isa.
42:25, where sdQtp app*s once more. This text, however, ur", lht igtratively to
describe battle and Yahweh's wrath.

In describing the terrifying lrviathan, Job 4l:13(21) uses //rr with its menacing
overtones.

The verb appears in a totally different context in ps. 104:4, which praises God,s
creation. In conjunction with 'e-J, it and the wind are described as God,i messengers.
Hans-Joachim Krausa proposes emending the ungrammatical attributive phrase 'X Lhat
to'ei welahar, interpreting both ?,iand lahat asrepudiated deities. This personification,
however, is not found anywhere else in the or, nor is such a deity known elsewhere
in the ancient Near East. The attributive phrase, even though ungiammatical, should
therefore be retained.

In Gen. 3:24, the construct phrase lahat haherei stands as an independent entity
alongside the cherubim, guarding the way ro the tree of life. Here lht (l*e lhb) miy
possibly be associated with the phenomenon of the flashing sword.s Gen.3:24probably
lies behind IQH 8:32, where lhl likewise performs a guarding function, together with
'dJ protecting the source of life.

Sir. 3:30 compares atonement for sin by almsgiving to the extinguishing of a blazing
fire by water. In Sir. 9:8, /ftr describes passion for a woman, which is condemned.

Besides its figurative use, then, /hr is used primarily to describe an act of divine
punishment; it is also used to describe God's protection of something. The similarity
to lhb in both meaning and usage is clear.

Hausmann

2. ) );1, lahab.
3. P.224.
4. H.-J. Kraus, Psalrns 6Ul 50 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, lggg), 2g7 .

5. For further discussion, see c. westermann, Genesis t-\1 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1974),
275.
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Contents: I. l. Etymology;2. Occunences. II. OT Usage: l. Qal;2. Niphal.

L 1. Etymology. For Biblical Hebrew, we should probably postulate three distinct
roots lwh with different meanings: hwA \ "accompany"; ldwd II, "lend"; and ldwd
III, "twist, turn." The three Hebrew verbs may possibly derive from a common root
/wy, which at an early date developed differently in the various Semitic languages, with
semantic nuances traceable to a basic meaning "twist, turn." This meaning is found in
Arab.lawd$t),Eth.lawaya,l Tigrifla ltiwriyri, "bend, braid," and Tigre liiwya, "bent,"
to which we should add Arab. liwd', "(act ofl t'wisting," and OSA lw'm, probably
"valley bend," the name of a palm grove.2 In Hebrew, this meaning appears only in
the two nouns liuryd, "wreath" (Prov. l:9; 4:9; 14:24 conj.; possibly also I K.7:29),
and -+ Jn'1, liwydldn; probably also in luld'dl, "loops" (Ex. 26:4f .,lOf.:36:llf .,17),
and possibly in the technical architectural term lfrltm (l K. 6:8).

Outside of Biblical Hebrew, the meaning "accompany, adhere to" is found in Middle
Hebrew,3 Egyptian Aramaic,a Jewish Aramaic, Syriac,s and Mandaic.6 To trace the
development from the basic meaning "twist, turn," we only note Al*.. lawfrllqmfr,1
"surround, besiege." Several personal names probably also derive from a verb lwy
meaning "accompany": Lihyanic lwyn and Thamudic /wy,8 OSA (Hadramautic) tlwy,e
and Old Sabaean lwyhy.to We may also cite Arab. waliya, "be near, be adjacent, be next
to,"tt i, we assume that waliya is a metathesized form of the root lwy.tz The Ugaritic
occurrence of ls' < /wy with the meaning "accompany"13 is more easily derived from I'y,
"tie." ta It is also true that the text nhmmt int tbnnrs is difficult to interpret.

l. IzxLingAeth 54.
2. Cf. M. H<ifner, "Die sabiiischen Inschriften der siidarabischen Expedition im Kunsthis-

torischen Museum in Wien (l)," WZKM, 40 (1933),23.
3. WM,II,483f.
4. DrSO, t36.
5. IzxSyr 36Ob.
6. MdD,232a.
7 . AHw, I ( 1965), 541 .

8. G. L. Harding, An Indcx and Concordance of Pre-lslanic Arabian Names and Inscriptions
(Toronto, l97l),522.

9. RES, 4068, no. 58; cf. W. W Miiller, Die Wuneln Mediae und Teriae YIW im Altsiidara-
bischen (diss., Ttibingen, 1962), 100.

10. Gl, 1699, I ; cf. A. G. Lundin, Die Eponymenliste von Saba. SAW 248, I (1965), 40.
11. L. Kopf, "Arabisch Etymologien und Parallelen zum Bibelwdrterbuch," tZ 8 (1958),

l8lf. = Studies in Arabic and Hebrew lzxicography (Jerusalem, 1976).
12. cf. vG, t,275.
13. Still proposed by G. R. Driver in CML,28f., 158.
14. f . WUS, no. 1429; but now see J. C. L. Gibson, CML2, $, 149, who derives the form

from /'y, "was strong, victorious, prevailed."
15. KTU, l.r4 r, 33.
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2. occurrences. The qal of lawd I in the sense of "adhere to, accompany" appears
in the or only in Eccl. 8:15, as well as Sir. 4l:12. The niphal is found ll times: Gen.
29:34;Nu. 18:2,4; Ps. 83:9@ng.v. 8); Isa. 14:l; 56:3,6;Jer. 50:5; Zec.2:15(ll); Dnl.
ll:34; also Est.9:27. The meaning ranges from'Join" in the sense of .,ally oneself
with" to the specialized usage "attach oneself to (Israel as a proselyte).',

II. OT Usage.

l. Qal. The qal of hwa I is found in Eccl. 8:15, where eoheleth speaks of pleasure
accompanying toil all one's days. Sir.4l:12 uses the verb in a similar sense: take
thought for your good name, because it will attend you better than wealth by the
thousands.

2. Niphal. The 1l texts using the niphal can be classified into three groups.
a. In Gen. 29:34, descibing the birth of trvi, Lrah's third son, the narrator interprets

the name in a play on the root lwh. Lrke similar OT explanations of names on the basis of
nothing more than a vague assonance, this etymology has little value. When her third son
is born, [rah says: 'attd happa'am yilldweh rit 'Elay, "Now this time my husband will
surely be joined to me," i.e., "devoted to me" (conma G. R. Driver,t6 qiho translates: ..now

my husband has joined himself with me again"). probably the narrator's only purpose is
to address the notion of the "unloved" wife, without any special interest in explaining the
position or offtce of Levi or the kvites. The situation is different in Nu. 18:2,4, likewise
a play on words; here we read that the Levites are to join Aaron, meaning that they attend
(wtiarefila) him (i.e., the priests) in a special role.

b. The verb is used in a negative sense in Ps. 83:9(8), where it describes the hostile
alliance of Israel's enemies that Assyria has joined. Dnl. I l:34 speaks in a similar vein
of those who hypocritically join any group that seems to offer help and support.

c. The other passages are very different. Here the niphal of ldwd refers either to alien
proselytes who join Yahweh (Isa. 56:3,6), the many nations who join the community of
Yahweh (7,ec. Z:ll[Lll), or aliens who join the community of Israel by adopting its faith
(Isa. 14; l). Thus the proselytes in Est. 9:27 (kol-hannilwtm'"bhent, "all who joined them
[the Jews]") are required to celebrate the festival of Purim. In Jer. 50:5, finally, the niphal
of ldwdwith'el-YHWH canbe taken as equivalent to "believe in." The Israelites retuming
from exile, we are told, will say to each other: "come, 'let us' l? join ourselves to yahweh
in an everlasnng bertl which will never be forgotten." The call to be joined to yahweh,
i.e., not to forsake belief in Yahweh, is here calledbefil'6lam, "aperpetual and therefore
unforgettable obligation 

- on the part of the Israelites alone. " 18

Kellermann

16. G. R. Diver, Problems of the Hebrew verbal system. or studies,Il (Edinburgh, 1936),
143.

17. Reading wcnilldweh instead of w,nilwfi, with Syr.
18. E. Kutsch, Verheissung und Gesetz. BZAW l3l (1973), 18.
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Contents: I. Etymology and Occurrences. II. OT Usage.

I. Etymology and Occurrences. The qal of the verb appears in both Biblical and

Middle Hebrew with the meaning "borrow"; the hiphil means "lend." The qal denotes

"acceptance of a loan in return for the debtor's promise to repay," whereas -+ NU1 n.f'

refers to the rights of the creditor.l Arab. lawdU), "put off a creditor, delay payment,

fail to pay a debt," first cited by Jakob Barth,2 suggests that the basic meaning of the

tootlwy, "twist, turn," may well be the point of departure for the meaning of the Arabic
verb and that Heb. hwAll is likewise just a special development of this root /u.y. We

arrive at the same conclusion if we follow Jacob [rvy3 in understanding liw6, "bor-
row," in the sense of "as if it were attached to or by, nexum esse." The concrete sense

of "borrow" is also attestedby lw'n, "person as temple security," found only in North
Minaean,4 and possibly by lw'7n,s the name of a Sabaean palm grove mentioned under

bwAL6
The qal of hwA II, "borrow," appears 5 times (Dt.28:12;Isa.24:2; Ps. 37:21; Prov.

22:7; Neh. 5:4) and the hiphil, "lend," 9 times (Ex. 22:24lBng. v. 251; Dt.

28:l2,44ltwicel; Ps. 37:26; ll2:5;lsa.24:2; Prov. 19:17; 22:7i also Sir. 8:12[twice]
and ms. B of Sir. 3212 as a marginal interpolation from Prov. l9:L7). There is no

observable pattern in the distribution of the verb.

II. OT Usage. ln Ex. 22:24(25), the Covenant Code prohibits loans with interest
(neiek) in Israel (cf. kv. 25:35-38;Dt.23:20f.|9f.1, with different terminology). This
prohibition presupposes an economically undeveloped society in which loans aided the

poor and the hungry. The restriction to loans within Israel ("any of my people with you

who is poor" [Ex. 22:24(25),expanded inDl23:20(19)]) is due to God's requirement of
justice, which made the Israelites responsible for each other. An Israelite who was poor

and therefore had to borrow found support within the clan or tribe. To have mercy on the

needy and lend to them is therefore a mark of the saddq (Ps. 37 :26; ll2:5).

bwA \. R. K. Sikkema, De ltning in het OT (Hague, 1957); cf. J. W. Wevers, review of
Sikkema, BiOr 18 (1961),96f.; H. Gamoran, "The Biblical Law Against Loans on Interest,"

"INES, 30 (1971), 127-134.

l. Cf. F. Horst, "Brachjahr und SchuldverhAltnisse: 15, l-18," Gones Recht. GSAT. ThB, 12

(1961),84f.
2. J. Barth, Etymologische Studien aan Semitischen (lx.ipzig, 1893), 12.

3. WTM,II, 483a.
4. RES, 3351, 2: 36f.3,3; fem. lw'tn: 3357, 2; 3697, 3; with 3rd person masc. suf. /w'tfts:

3357, t.
5. RES, 4194,4.
6. ) 11, lewi.
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The OT envisions two dangers associated with borrowing and lending. The rich can
come to rule the poor by lending (Prov. 22:7). Social unrest like that described in Neh.
5: I ff. is traced to the necessity of mortgaging fields and vineyards to pay the royal tax, so
that the people lament: "our fields and vineyards now belong to others" (NRsv). on the
other hand, Ps.37 :21 deplores unethical conduct on the part of debtors: to borrow without
repaying is a mark of the rdld'. Accordrng to Dt. 28: I 2, being able to lend without having
to borrow is among the blessings of Yatrweh. But having to brrow from a shanger without
being in a position to lend to him @t. 28:4: hff yalwcf;i w.'attd 16' talwenna) creates the
danger that the creditor will gain control over the debtor. The warning of Sir. 8:12 is
similar: do not lend to someone more powerful than you; if you do, consider the loan a
loss. Isa. 24:2 luses creditor (malweh) and debtor (laweh) as antonyms in a warning that
the coming judgment will strike all and that all social differences will be abolished.

wis. 15:16 calls human life a loan from God (to pneilma dedarcism4nos, "one whose
breath has been loaned" ). On the other han4 Prov. 19: 17 and the marginal note of Sir. 32: 12
(ms. B) say that one who is kind to the poor lends to God. we even read in 4 Mc. 2:8 that
one who walks according to the law will lend to the needy wittrout interest, even though
well aware that in the year of release (cf. Dt. 15:Iff.) the principal itself will be lost.

The LXX regularly uses forms of daneiz| to translate ldw6 rr, except in ps.

I 12 : S(LXX ll l: 5) (ki c hrd d).
The NT expressly demands lending without interest (Mt. 5:42; Lk.6:34;11:5) as

expressing love of one's neighbor.

Kellermann

11) mz;mt? hzfrt

Contents: l. Etymology; 2. Occurrences; LXX; 3. Usage.

1 . Etymology. Apart from Middle Hebrew (niphal: "be perverse" ; hiphil: ..pervert,,'

"speak evil"), the root /wz is attested only in Arab. ld/a, "turn aside."l The noun /rla
"almond tree" (Gen. 30:37), is a different word.

2. occurrences; L)an. The qal and hiphil occur once each with the meaning "rose
from sight"; the niphal occurs 4 times with the meaning "be perverse." There is also
a single occurrence of the abstract noun hzA1. All the occurrences are in wisdom texts
or texts influenced by wisdom (Isa. 30:12).

lftz. M. G. Glenn, "The Word n) in Gen 28.19 in the LXX and in Midrash,,, JeR, N.s. 59
(1968t69),73-7s.

1. For a different view, see w. von soden, "a als wurzelaugment im Semitischen," srndia
orientalia. Festschrifi C. Brocl<clmarn. WZ Halle,Wttenberg, 17 ,213 (1963), I Sl.
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The LXX translates the qal in Prov. 3:21withparan€6, and the hiphil in Prov. 4;21

with eklefpd. Each of the niphals is translarcd differcntly. In Isa. 30:12, b"'Aieqwendldz

is translated epi pseildci kat Mti egdngysasl the participle is translated by lalmpylos

("crooked": Prov. 2:5), prdnomos (3:32), and slalidzd (14:2).

3. Usage. The qal appears only in Prov. 3:21: "[rt them not escape ('al-ydluzfi)

from your sight; keep sound wisdom (tulfuO and discretion (mczimmd)." The context

of the verse is a discourse on the value of wisdom. The verb lfrzhas no subject; we

would expect something like "the words of wisdom or the wise." It is possible that

w. 2l-26stood originaUy in a different context, in which the subject was expressed.2

In any case, the verse declares that one must never lose sight of wisdom in her various

manifestations, but rather seek and preserve her with zeal, for she bestows life and

happiness. In Prov. 4:2l,the hiphil appean in a long passage praising wisdom; the

verse is very similar to 3i2li "Let [my words] not escape from your sight; keep them

within your heart." The preceding verse makes it clear that the verb refers to "my

words" and "my sayings"; the same is probably true for v. 21.

The niphal in Prov. 14:2 appears in the phrase ncl6z dcrdf;iyur, "one who is devious

in his ways," in contrast to hOlek bloJr6: "One who fears Yahweh walks in uprightness,

but one who despises him goes by devious ways." The point is clearly religious. The

fear of God and right conduct go hand in hand; saying "one who fears God walks in

uprightness" is the same as saying "one who walks in uprightress fears God." Despis-

ing God likewise goes hand in hand with devious ways. Ways are also mentioned in

Prov. 2:15, where ndl6z appears in combination with ma'gdld, "path," and in parallel

with'iqq€l, "crooked": ". , . whose paths are crooked, and who are devious in their

ways." Wisdom will protect her disciple from those who are devious in their ways.

Prov. 3:32 also uses ndl6Z and ydidr as antonyms: "The perverse man is an abom-

ination to Yahweh, but the upright are in his company GAO." The verse speaks of
perverse conduct, which separates people from fellowship with God.

Isa. 30:12 deals with the consequences of rejecting the prophet's message: "Because

you despise this word, and trust in oppression ('dteq\ and perverseness . . . ," punish-

ment will come upon you. It is tempting to conjecture something li/r:e'iqqei, "crooked,"

instead of 'dleq} since lfrz is often used with 'q.L Failure to trust in Yahweh is

condemned as religious perverseness; it must bring catastrophe.

The situation is a bit different in Sir. 3ll34:8 "Happy is the mana who is found

guiltless, and who does not go astray after riches Qndmbn)." Here ndl6z'ahar means

"turn aside from the right way to pursue [riches]."
The noun liZfrloccws only in Prov.4:24, which warns against crookedness ('iqqeifit)

of the mouth and perverseness of the lips.
Ringgren

2. See below.
3.CT. BHI(.
4. The LXX and Syr. read "the rich man'"
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Contents: I. l. Etymology, Ancient Near East; 2. Meaning and occurrences; 3. Archaeology.
II. original Meaning. III. writing Tablets. IV. Figurative usage. v. Thbles of the Law

l- l. Etymology, Ancient Near East. The noun lfrahis a primary noun, found in
almost all Semitic languages: Alr*.. l€'u (or lEyu),t lJgar. tfu,z Neo-punic /ft,3 Jewish
Aram. and syr- lfrha, Egyp. Aram. lwh,a Arab. lauh, Eth. lawh. Arnh. /fi&, ..sheet of
paper," is probably also cognate.5 The proper noun lfihtf (Isa. l5:5; Jer. 4g:5) may
reflect a topographical phenomenon. In most languages, lfrah is masculine; in Ugaritic,
Egyptian Aramaic, and Syriac it is also feminine.

2. Meaning and Occunences. ln all the Semitic languages, Ifiah is a technical term
for flat objects (boards, planks, plates) of various materials (wood, metal, or stone),
especially writing tablets.

The noun occurs 43 times in the or (45 if we accept the LXX reading in I K. g:9
par. 2 Ch.5:10; but Prov. 3:3 is probably an addition from prov. 7:3). The occurrences
are clearly concentrated in certain books: 17 in Exodus and 16 in Deuteronomy,
referring to the tables of the law;7 I K. 8:9 par. 2 Ch. 5:10 belong to the same context,
as do 4 other occurrences. The other 8 are distributed among the prophets (Isa. 30:g;
ler. l7:l;Ezk.27:5;Hab.2:2), Proverbs (prov. 3:3; 7:3), Kings (l K.7:36), and the
Song of Songs (cant. 8:9). This distribution shows clearly how the meaning ..tables

of the law" dominates in the or, an emphasis that probably does not reflect normal
usage.

The dual of lfiah appears in Ezk. 27:5, unless we accept the reading lfrfieayip_B
The LXX regularly usesp/rir to translate lfiah inthesense of "table of the law," except

inEx.24:12, which uses pyxion; the latter appears also in Isa. 30:g; Hab. 2:2. proverbs
uses pldtos, Cant. 8:9; Ezk.27:5 sanis, andBx.27:8 sani^dot6s, a hapax legomenon.

_ U"t, K. Galling, "Tafel, Buch und Blatt," Near Eastem studies in Honor of w. E Albright
(Baltimore, l97l),2O7-223; --+ n)? delel (deleth) t.2.

l. AHw, I (1965), 546f.
2. wus, no. 1449: cf. also c. viroleaud, "Notes de lexicographie ougaritiques,- GLECS, g

(1957-59), 90-95; A. van Selms, "A Forgotten God: l"ah," Studia biblicait Semitica. Festschrifi
T. C. Vriezen (Wageningen, 1966),318-326.

3. KAI, 145,8.
4. D|SO, 136.
5. W. Leslau, Hebrew Cognates inAmhaic (Wesbaden, 1969),96.
6. See W. Schottroff, "Horonaim, Nimrim, Luhith und der Westrand des 'Landes Ataroth,"'

ZDPV 82 (1966), 163-208.
7. See V below.
8. See Galling, 208.
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3. Archaeolo,gy. Stone was used as a writing material from an early date (inscriptions

on rock, statues, and stelae). Distinctly different are portable writing tablets, sometimes

meant exprcssly for writing practice or official scribes. The most familiar example from

Israel is the agricultural calendar from Gezer (lfth century n.C.),e of which probably only

thetophalfisextant(6.7-11.1 cm.12.64.4in.lhigh,7.2cm.[2.8in.]wide).Thewriting
is incised on the soft limestone. The conjunction of a writing tablet with a calendar is

interesting, since "calendar" is a common meaning for lfral.t in Postbiblical Hebrew
plates of lead or precious metal were commonly used for writing in the ancient Near

East, but not in Syria-Palestine. The same is true of clay tablets, the preferred material

for cuneiform.
Wooden tablets, however, were convenient for both cuneiform (covered with a layer

of wax) and for cursive scripts like Hebrew (for which they were often covered with

lime or whitewash). A diptych comprising two tablets hinged together was the notebook

preferred by scribes. Many illustrations from the eighth century onward depict one

icribe sitting behind another recording lists (of booty, for example); the first uses a

tablet of clay or waxed wood for cuneiform, the second a piece of leather or papyrus

(or a wooden tablet) for cursive Aramaic.lo Such a tool had to be compact; several

tablets could be joined together (cf. the folding book of twenty-three ivory and wood

tablets measuring 33.8 x 15.6 cm. [13.3 x 6.1 in.] found at Nimrudll). The two leaves

of a diptych joined by hinges worked like the leaves of a door (cf. Jer. 36:23, where

-+ n)i dele! ,,wingof a door," is used for the "columns" of a papyrus scroll).12

II. Originat Meaning. originally, lfrah probably denoted any kind of flat object

without regard for its use. Thus we find it referring to wooden boards and planks (cedar

[Cant. 8:9i, acacia [Ex. 27:l,8l,juniper lEzk.27:51) used to bar a door (Cant. 8:9),13

to build an altar (8x.27:8), or to build a ship (Ezk. 27:5;the dual form, if not emended,

may refer to the two sides of the ship or to a special type of construction - double

planks to guarantee watertightnessla). The size and shape of the boards seem to have

varied, but all seem to have been rectangular.

The OT does not mention uninscribed stone slabs, but cf. the proper noun lfrhi1.

Metal plates are mentioned in I K. 7:36; the fact that they were engraved makes them

similar to writing tablets.

III. Writing l[blets. OT usage provides some information about writing tablets:

clay tablets are never mentioned. When lfial1 appears without qualification, wooden

tablets, especially diptychs, are probably meant.ls Isa. 30:8, for example, may well

9. KAI,l82.
t0. Calting,2l0ff.; H. P. Riiger, "schreibmaterial' Buch und Schrift," BRL2,290f'
ll. Galling,207,n.3.
12. Cf . KN, 194; TGI, 45,4.
13. -+ n)r delel (deleth) lY.
14. See I.3 above.
15. See I.3 above.
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refer to a diptych covered with wax, so that the writing could be inscribed. Hab.2:2,
also, probably has a diptych in mind. In Cant. 8:9, the LXX pictures a writing tablet,
as the translation shows.

Tablets of stone had to be specifically identified as such (8x.24:12;31:lg; 34:l;
etc.). such tablets were probably rare in later periods. The frequent emphasis on the
two rables of the law (Ex. 3l:18;34:l; Dt. 4:13 9:ll; l0:l; I K. g:9; etc.) may indicate
that they were thought of after the analogy of (rectangular!) wooden diptychs. The
depiction of the tables of the law with rounded tops, normal in Jewish and Christian
iconography, may be due to the analogy of (mornrary?) stelae. Ex.34:1,4 presupposes
that the tablets were carved out of larger blocks, so that the surface was as flat as
possible. Writing on both sides (Ex. 32:15) is attested elsewhere in rhe ancient Near
East; it makes it possible to keep the dimensions as small as possible. Furthermore, the
Decalog probably did not require much space.16 Moses could easily have carried such
tablets of stone down from the mountain of God. The inscribed texts cited in Isa. 30:8;
Hab. 2:2 are even shorter (Isa. 30:9-14; Hab. 2:3f.).

writing implements included pens of iron with diamond points (Jer. 17: 1 ; cf. Job
19:24). writing with ink is denoted by ktb @xodus and Deuteronomy; also Hab. 2:2;
Prov. 3:3; 7:3), more rarely by hqq (tsa.30:8; cf. Job l9:23f.) or hri (Jer. 17:l).
Furthermore, only Ex. 32:16 uses hrt, "incise," to describe the writing on tables of the
law; other texts use ktb, "witn upon," which probably presupposes that the stone was
first whitened with lime (cf. Dt. 27:8).

The purpose of writing is always to record a spoken utterance for later ages (Isa.
30:8; cf. Job l9:23f.), so that it can be read once more at any time (Hab.2:2).

fv. Figurative usage. This brings us close to the figurative usage of lfiah as the
"tablet of the heart" (Jer. l7:l; Prov. 3:3; 7:3).t7 ln such contexts, it represents an
imperishable "recording" of both transgressions and wisdom instruction. When used
in this sense, lfralt becomes a metaphor for memory.

V. Thbles of the Law. The OT uses lfiah in a special sense to refer to the tables Moses
brought down from the mountain of God. While the noun always serves to denote these
particular tablets with the writing upon them, their significance is defined by various
explanatory qualifications. The original expression probably referred only to the "two
tables" (Ex. 3l:18; 34:1,4,29; Dt. 4:13; 5:22;9:tt,t5,lZ; t0:1,3; I K. 8:9 par. 2 Ch. 5:10)
orthe(two) "stonetables" @x.24:12;31l.18;34:1,4;Dt.4:l3; 5:22;9:9,lo,ll; l0:l; I K.
8:9) or simply "the tables" (Ex.32l.19;34:1,28;Dt. lo:2,4). They are important because
God gave them to Moses @x. 24:12) and also because the writing upon them was the
work of God (Ex. 32:16) or God's own writing (Dt. 10:2,4) or was even done by God's
own finger (Ex. 3 l: l8; Dt. 9: 10). In this context, the substance of what was written on the

16. U. Cassuto, discussing Ex. 32:15, suggests a height of some 30 cm. (12 in.\; A Comm.
on thc Book of Exodus (Eng. trans., Jerusalem, 1967), in loc. Cf.I.3 above.

17. )7, teb.
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tables is stated more precisely: not simply words of God in general but very specific

words, the "ten words" of the Decalog @x. 34:28; Dt. 4:13; l0:4).
Ttvo traditions must be noted that associate the tables of the law very closely

with the ark:18 the Deuteronomic and Deuteronomistic tradition calls the tables
"tables of the covenant"re (Dt.9:9,11; cf.8x.34:28: Dt.4:13; I K.8:9 conj. par.

2 Ch.5:10 conj.). In this tradition, the ark appears as the receptacle for the tables

(Dt. 10:1,3,5; 1K.8:9 par.2 Ch.5:10). The Priestly tradition refers to them as

"tables of the testimony"2o (Ex. 31:18; 32:151' 34:29), a phrase intended to express

the relationship between the ark, the Decalog, and the ensuing covenant commit-
ment.

It is important that the tradition of the tables speaks of their being broken and

restored. More is involved than just a physical process. The restoration of the tables

(and their preservation in the ark) is visible testimony that it is God's will to maintain

his covenant. Clearly, in ancient times, the symbolism of a written text was especially
pregnant: the writing represented something binding and enduring. We see this already

in Job l9:23f.; Isa. 30:8; Hab.2:2. Jer.36:27ff. makes it clear that human attempts to

destroy what has been written cannot deflect the will of God: the burned scroll declaring
imminent judgment is rewritten. Through the ages, however, the two tables of the law
have been the most powerful symbol of God's unchanging demands on his people as

well as God's unchanging love for his people.
Baumann

18. --r I'l1N '?62.
19. -+ l1!'1I b"i! (b"rtth).
20. -+ ?'ll, 'wdIY.I.

11L urt;d11| t'wtytm

Contents: I. l. Occurrences, Statistics; 2. Etymology. II. Secular Tribe: I . Gen. 49:5-7 ; 34; 2.

Levi among the Twelve Tribes. IIL Priestly Tribe. IV. The Levitical Cities. V. Levi in the

Individual Sources: l. Deuteronomy;2. Ezekel; 3. P; 4. Chronicler's History. VI. l. Age; 2.

Support;3. Redemption of the First-bom;4. Consecration;5. b"rt! with Levi. VIL Dead Sea

Scrolls and Postbiblical Literature.

lewt. R. Abba, "Priests and Levites," IDB, III, 876-889; idem, "Priests and Levites in
Deuteronomy," W, 27 (1977), 257-267: idem, "Piests and Levites in Ezekiel," W, 28
(1978), l-9; M. W. T. Allan, The Priesthood in Ancient Israel with Special Reference to the

Status and Function of the Itvites (diss., Glasgow, 1971); N. Allan, "Some Levitical Tradi-
tions Considered with Reference to the Status of Levites in Pre-exilic lsrael," HeyJ, 21 ( 1980),
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l-13; W. W. Graf Baudissin, "Priests and Levites," HDB,ly,67-97;l.Ben-Zvi, "The Levites
among Arabian Tribes," In the Time of Harvest. Festschrift A. H. Silver (New York, 1963),
129-135; cf . Molad, 20 (1962), 166f., 241-44; G. R. Berry, "Priests and Levites," JBL, 42
(1923),227-238; A. Caquot, " 'Sim6on et L6vi sont frdres . . .' (GenEse 49,5)," De la Tlrah
au Messie. Festschrift H. Cazelles (Paris, l98l), ll3-19; A. Cody, "Priesthood in the OT,"
Studia missionalia, 22 (1973), 309-329: S. A. Cook, "Simeon and Levi," AJT, 13 (1909),
370-388; S. I. Curtiss, The Levitical Priests (Edinburgh, 1877); A. Eberharter, "Der israeli-
tische Levitismus in der vorexilischen Zeit," ZKT\, 52 (1928),492-518; J.-M. Fenasse, "LEvi,
L6vites," Catholicisme, VII, 506f., 516-521; G. Fohrer, "Levi und Leviten," RGG3, IV
(1960), 336f.; T. H. Gaster, "The Name ']?," fS, 38 (1937), 250f.; M. Gertner, "The
Masorah and the lrvites," y4 l0 (1960),241-272; C. H. J. de Geus, TheTribes of Israel.
SSN, t8 (1976),97-108; J. Goettsberger, "Das alttestamentliche Priestertum und Ezechiel,"
Festschrift Kardinal Faulhaber (Munich, 1949), l-19; H. Graetz, "Eine Strafmassregel gegen
die Leviten," MGWJ,35 (1886), 97-108; K. H. Graf, "Zur Geschichte des Stammes Levi,"
Zur Geschichte des Stiimmes Levi. AWEAT I (1867169),68-106, 208-236; M. Greenberg, "A
New Approach to the History of the Israelite Priesthood," JAOS, 70 (l 950), 4l-47; P. Grelot,
"Spriritualit6 l6vitique et spiritualit6 cl6ricale," Catholic Historical Review, 9 (1962), 291-
305; H. Grimme, "Der siidarabische Levitismus und sein Verhiiltnis zum Levitisimus in
Israel," Mus, 37 (1924), 169-199: B. Halpern, "Levitic Participation in the Reform Cult of
Jeroboam I," JBL, 95 (1976),31-42; M. Harary Temples and Temple-Service in Ancient Israel
(Oxford, 1978), 58-l3l; C. Hauret, "Aux origines du sacerdoce danite," Milanges Bibliques.
Festschrifi A. Robert. Travaw de l'lnstitut Catholique de Paris,4 (1957),105-ll3;
G. Htjlscher, "Levi," PW XlU2 (1925),2155-2208; A. van Hoonacker, "Ezekiel's Priests
and [,evites: A Disclaimer," ExpT, l2 (1900/01), 383,494-98; idem, "l*s prOtres et les l6vites
dans le livre d'Ez6chiel," RB, 8 (1899), 177-2O5; idem, La sacerdoce livitique dans la loi et
dans l'histoire des H€breux (London, 1899); A. Jepsen, "Mose und die Leviten," IrI 3l
(1981), 318-323; D. R. Jones, "Priests and Levites," DB (1963),793-97; M. de Jonge, "Levi,
the sons of Levi and the Law, in Testament l*vi X, XW-XV and XVI," Festschrifi
H. Cazelles, 513-523; E. Kautzsch, review of W. W. Graf Baudissin, Die Geschichte des
alttestamentlichen Priesterthums (Leipzig, 1889; repr. Osnabriick, 1967), ThStKr 1890/1,
767-786; J. Kelly, The Function of the Priests in the OT (diss., Jerusalem, 1973); J. Krjberle,
Die Tempelsiinger im AI(Erlanger, 1899); E. Kdnig, "The Priests and Levites in Ezekiel
xliv.7-15," ExpT,12 (1900/01),300-303; C. Lattey, "The Tribe of Levi," CBQ,12 (1950),
277-291; A. Lefivre, "Ldvitique (organisation)," DBS, V (1957), 389-397; idem, "Notes
d'ex6gBse sur les g6n6alogies des Qehatites," RScR, 37 (1950), 287-292; A. Legendre,
"L6vi," "L6vi (tribu de)," DB, fV (1908), 20O-213; S. Lehmig, "Zur Uberlieferungs-
geschichte von Gen 34," ZAW,70 (1958), 228-250; J. S. Licht, "O'r'!?, ,1.r," EMiqr lV
(1962), 460-478; J. Liver, Chapters in the History of the Priests and Levites (Jerusalem, 1968)
lHeb.l; idem,"Korah,DathanandAbiram," ScrHier 8(1961), 189-217; S.E.Loewenstamm,
"The Investiture of Levi," Erlsr l0 (1971), 169-172 [Heb.], XIVf. [Eng. summary];
O. Loretz, "Aharon der Levit (Ex 4, l4)," UE 8 (1976),454; J. Maier, "Zur Geschichte des
Bundesgedankens und zur Rolle der lrviten in der politischen und religicisen Geschichte des
alten Israel," Jud, 25 (1969), 222-257; J. A. Maynard, "The Righs and Revenues of the
Tribe of Levi,",ISOR, 14 (1930), ll-17; T. J. Meek, "Aaronites and Zadokites," ASJL,45
(1928129), 149-166; idem, "Moses and the Levites," ASJL, 56 (1939), ll3-120; A. Menes,
Die vorexilischen Gesetze Israels im Zusammenhang seiner kulturgeschichtlichen Entwick-
lung. BZAW 50 (1928), l-19; E. Meyer, Die Israeliten und ihre Nachbarstdmme (1906, repr.
Darmstadt, 1967),78-89, l18-120; idem, "Die Mosesagen und die Leviten," SDAW 1905,
640-652 = KlSchr I (Halle, 1910), 315-332; R. Meyer, "trvitische Emanzipationsbestrebun-
gen in nachexilischer 7eit," OIZ,4l (1938), 721-28; W. Michaelis, "Aeu(e)itr1q," TDNT, lV,
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245-47: J. Milgrom, "The kvitical'ABoDA," JQR, 61 (1970171),132-154; K. M<ihlen-
brink, "Die levitischen Uberlieferungen des AIs," ZAW 52 (1934), 184-231; S. Mowinckel,
"Levi und Leviten," RGGZ, lll, 160l-1603; E. Nielsen, "The Levites in Ancient Israel,"
ASTI, 3 (1964), 16-27; idem, Shechem (Copenhagen, 21959),264-286; F. S. North, "Aaron's
Rise in Prestige," 7AW 68 (1954), l9l-99; B. Pipal, "Sditdnf bojovnftfi a Lfvitfi," Theolo-
giclcd piiloha, 34 (1967), 49-52; G. von Rad, Das Geschichtsbild des chronistischen Werkes.

BWANT, 54!4l3l (1930); idem, "Die levitische Predigt in den Btichern der Chronik," Fest-
schrift O. Procksch (Leipzig, 1934), ll3-124; M. D. Rehm, .Srzdies in the History of the
Pre-Exilic lzvites (diss., Harvard, 1967); R. B. Robinson, "The Levites in the Pre-monarchic
Period," StBTh, 8 (1978), 3-24; J. P. Ross, The "Cities of the kvites" in Joshua XXI and
I Chronicles V/ (diss., Edinburgh, 1973); H. H. Rowley, "Early Levite History and the

Question of the Exodus ," JNES, 3 (1944\,73-78; W. H. Schmidt, "Mose als Levit," Exodus.
BK, ll (1977), 65-67 (excursus); W Schotfioff, Der altisraelitische Fluchspruch. WMANT
30 (1969), 134-142 J. Schreiner, "Levi," LTLI(, VI (1961), 993-95; E. Seydl, "Der Simeon-
Levi-Spruch (Gen.49,5-7)," Der Katholik,80 (1900 [I]),5a8-556; G. H. Skipwith, "The
Name of Levi," JQR, ll (1899), 264f.: W. R. Smith, "The Deuteronomic Code and the
Levitical Law," The OT in the Jewish Church (Edinburgh, 21892),343-387 idem and A. Ber-
tholet, "Levites," EncBib,IJ'l,2710-76; F. Spadafora, "Ilsacerdozio in Israele," Palestra del
Clero, 54 (1975), 7ll-724; J. J. Stahelin, "Versuch einer Geschichte der Verhiiltnisse des

Stammes l*vi," ZDMG, 9 (1855), 704-73O: L. Steinberger, Der Bedeutungswechsel des
wortes Levit (Berlin, 1936); H. Strathmann, "Aeu(e)L" TDNT, [V,234-39; H. Strauss, Uz-
tersuchungen zu den Aberlieferungen der vorexilischen Leviten (diss., Bonn, 1959); R. de
Vaux, " '[.6vites' min6ens et l6vites Isra6lites," Lex tua veritas. Festschrift H. Junker (Tier,
196l),265-273; H. Vogelstein, Der Kampf zwischen Priestern und Leviten seit den Tagen
Ezechiels (Stettin, 1889); H. C. M. Vogt, Studie zur nachexilischen Gemeinde in Esra-
Nehemia (Werl, 1966), 123-135; L. Waterman, "Moses the Pseudo [rvite," JBL, 59 (1940),
397-4M; idem, "Some Determining Factors in the Northward Progress of Levi," JAOS, 57
(1937), 375-380; idem, "Some Repercussions from Late Levitical Genealogical Accretions
in P and the Chronicler," AJSL, 58 (1941), 49-56; M. Weber, Ancient Judaism (Eng. trans.,
New York, 1952), 169-187; A. C. Welch,The Code of Deuteronomy (London, 1924); idem,
The Work of the Chronicler (London 1939), 55-80; J. Wellhausen, Prolegomena to the
History of Israel (Eng. trans. 1885, repr. Cleveland, 1957), 12l-167; G. Westphal, "Aaron
und die Aaroniden," 7AW,26 (1906), 201-23O; G. E. Wright, "The Levites in Deuteronomy,"
VT, 4 (1954),325-33O; S. Yeivin, "'1r," EMiqr IV (1962), 45O-460; W. Zimmerli, "Erstge-
borene und Leviten," Near Eastern Studies in Honor of W. F. Albright (Baltimore, l97l),
459-469 = Studien zur alttestamentlichen Theologie und Prophetie. Gesammelte Aufsiitze, ll.
ThB, 5l (1974), 235-246; H. J. Zobel, Stammesspruch und Geschichte. BZAW, 95 (1965),
67-72; -s liD kohen.

IV: Y. Aharoni, The Land of the Bible (Eng. trans., Philadelphia, 21979),301-5; W. F.

Albright, "The List of trvitic Cities," L. Ginzberg Jubilee Volume (New York, 1945),49-73;
A. Alt, "Bemerkungen zu einigen judiiischen Ortslisten des AIs," BBIAK,68 (1951), 193-
210--KlSchr II(1959),289-305; idem,"FestungenundLevitenorteimLandeJuda"(1952)
= KlSchr II, 306-315; A. G. Auld, "The 'Levitical Cities': Texts and History," ZAW,9l
(1979), 194-206; A. Cody, "Levitical Cities and the Israelite Settlement," Homenaje a
J. Prado (Madrid, 1975), 179-189; G. H. Davies, "Levitical Cities," IDB, lll, 116f.;
M. Greenberg, "Idealism and Practicality in Numbers 35:4-5 and Ezekiel 48," Essays in
Memory of E. A. Speisen JAOS, 88 (1968), 59-66; idem, "Levitical Cities," EncJud, Xl,
136-38; M. Haran, "The Levitical Cities: Utopia and Historical Reality," Tarbiz, 27
(1957/58), 421-439 [Heb.], I-II [Eng. summary]; idem, "Studies in the Account of the
Levitical Cities, l: Preliminary Considerations," JBL, 80 (1961), 45-54; idem, "Studies in
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l. l. Occurrences, Statistics. According to the concordances,l the forms ldwi and
hal"wtytm occur 354 times in the OT. The distribution of these occurrences among the
individual books is as follows: Genesis,6; Exodus, ll; Lrviticus,4; Numbers, T5;
Deuteronomy,26; Joshua, 17; Judges, r0; I samuel, l;2 Samuel, l; I Kings,2;Isaiah,
1;Jeremiah, 3; Ezekiel, l0; Zechariah, 1; Malachi, 3; psalms, l;Ezra,24; Nehemiah,
45; I Chronicles, 48; 2 chronicles, 65. Levi is not mentioned in the Minor prophets
(except for Zechaiah and Malachi), Job, proverbs, the Five Scrolls, and Daniel. It is
noteworthy that the book of lrviticus, whose common title suggests that it deals with
matters of special concem to the priests and lrvites, mentions the lrvites explicitly
in only two verses (I-ev.25:32,33 [twice each]).

The sg. ldwt appears 98 times, 38 of which have the definite article; the other 250
occurrences involve the pl. halewtytm (with or without a prep., but always with the
art.) or the Aramaic form lEwdyd'(Ezr. 6: 16,lg 7:13,24).only one rexr uses a suffixed
form (lewiydnr1: Neh. l0:l), in sharp contrast to kdh€n,..priest,,, which appears
frequently with suffixes. we also find lwy in Sir. 45:6. In two additional t"ri, (Dt.
33:8;2 ch. 23:18), textual evidence may suggest emendations restoring lewt or
hal"wtytm.

Besides the 26 occurrences in Deuteronomy, there are two major groups of texts in
which trvi plays a prominent role: P, with 66 occurrences, and the Chroniiler's history
with 182.

2. Etymology. The numerous attempts to explain the etymology of lewt illustrate the
uncertainty that reigns over the question. The proposals of various scholars are often
linked to their theories about the origin ofthe levitical priesthood and ancient Israelite
religion.

If we could assume that ldwt was originally an appellative, the etymology could
provide important information about the original duties and functions of the Irvites.
without claiming to be exhaustive, the following paragraphs will mention the proposed
etymologies of the Hebrew noun lewt, most of which involve one of the three seman-
tically distinct Hebrew roots ldwd.

the Account of the Levitical cities, 2; lJtopia and Historical Reality," JBL, go (1961),
156-165; z. Kallai, "The system of LevitiiCities," Zion, 45 (1980i; l3-3a tHeb.l, I_ii
[Eng. summary]; Y. Kauffmann, The Biblical Account oy tn) conqurrt oj pa[estine
(Eng. trans., Jerusalem, 1953), esp. 40ff.; idem, sefer yehishu'a (Jerusalem, l95g), z7o-
282; s. Klein, "cities of the priests and Levites *d citi". of Refuge,,' eobe; nri, ltrils,
8l-.107 [HebJ; A. Legendre_, "L6vitiques (villes),,, DB, tV (1908), ilA_2il; B. Mazar, ..The
cities of the Priests and the Levites," Congres, volume, oxford Liig. svr,7 (1960), 19'3_205:
idem, "D')i1)i1'r E'!]);? \9," EMiqa Iv (tsoz), 475-i85i y. Tsafrir, .,The Levitic cityof Beth-shemesh in Juda or in Naphtali?" N. Glueck Mernorial volume. Erlsr 12 (1975i,
11f. II:b.t' 119* [Eng. summary]f J. welhausen, proregomena to the History of'Israei,
159-164.

l. Mandelkern and Lisowsky agree.
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In the story of the birttr of Levi, I-eah's third son, Gen. 29:34 explains his name by
citing Leah's words: 'attd happa'am yilliweh ilt 'elay, "Now this time my husband
will be joined (+ ;tl) lawd l) to me"; but this free play on words does not provide
any clue as to the meaning of the name. The same pun appears in Nu. 18:2,4, which
says that the Levites will join Aaron. This text also emphasizes that they stand in a
special relationship to the priests, a statement we would expect from p. It must be
confessed, however, that these passages show at most how later ages interpreted the
name l€wt; they have nothing to say about the original meaning.

Ex. 32:26 has also been cited as proof that the l.evites, in contrast to the other
Israelites, were supporters of Moses, his adherents in a special sense, although this text
uses the niphal of 'sp, not ldwd. Y:arl Budde,2 for example, accepts this theory inter-
preting Ex. 32:26b (wayyd'dscpfr 'Eliyw l<ol-b"nA bwi, "then all the sons of lrvi
gathered themselves together t; him") as referring to "all those who are now called
Levites."

Paul A. de L,agardd thought that "the Levites were those Egyptians that had joined
the Semites returning to Asia from the Nile region." Tlrc 'ereQ raQ (Ex.l2:3g) that
departed from Egypt with the Israelites, like the hi'sapsup of Nu. 1l:4, could refer
specifically to the lrvites, and the name interpreted as meaning "those who join(ed)"
could be based on these accounts.

W. W. Graf Baudissina prefers an abstract or collective noun lew, "attendants,
retinue," from which lewt was derived - fint as an adjective, then as a name. He
therefore theorizes that the original function of the Levites was to provide a military
escort for the ark as the Israelites traveled. "The Levites constituted the bodyguard, as
it were, of lsrael's divine warlord, the God of Hosts, present in the sacred ark."s

It is interesting that according to Jub. 3l:16 Jacob himself interprets the name of
his son as meaning 'Joined to God," citing the name given him by his mother, although
differing from Gen. 29:34. \\e text reads:6 "Your mother called you Levi by name,
and in truth she named you thus: you shall be joined to God and (shall be) a comrade
of all ttre sons of Jacob."

A contrary theory starts from the fact that it is God who chooses a person to join
with; explanation appears in the Midrash (b. Rab. i.5), which interprets the name lewt
by the statement that God joined himself to the Lrvites (lenilftabbEr ldhem).

It was G. H. Skipwith who associated the name lEwt with liwydldn, proposing that
the tribe of Levi took its name from a serpent-god. The statementof 2 K. lg:4 that
Hezekiah had the bronze serpent + Jhpll] ncl.tultdn destroyed, Nu. 2l:8, and above
all the name of the nalt'of the tribe of Judah in Nu. l:7 (naht6n ben:amminid.db)

2. K. Budde, Die altisraelitische Religion (Giessen, 31912), 46.
3. P. A. I agarde, Orientalia (Gtittingen, 1880), tr, 20.
4. P.72.
5. rbid.,73.
6. Translation based on A. Dillrnann.
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lend credence to this theory. Since 1 Ch. 2:10; Ruth 4:20 list this nal.ti6n ben-
'ammtndjd! among the ancestors of David, and Ex. 6:23 indicates that the same man

was Aaron's brother-in-law, at least in theory there must have been a connection

between lrvi and the tribe of Judah. In this context, we may also note that the lrvite
in Judg. l7:7 is said to come from Judah.

Bernhard Luther and Eduard Meye/ likewise derive the nane lEwi from the same

root as liwydldn, concluding that "among the [rvites, the cult of Yahweh was originally

inseparable from the serpent cult." They also interpret the name b'A as "divine ser-

pent," and conclude: "Eve, the primordial mother of all, is ultimately identical with

Leah, the mother of Simeon and [rvi."8
Theophile J. Meeke in particular attempts to develop this theory, citing additional

serpent names of kvites (like iuppim in I Ch. 26:16) as well as archaeological

evidence of serpent worship in Palestine. The fact that the traces are not clearer may

be due to their having been largely eradicated in the interests of orthodoxy.l0

Sigmund Mowinckelll cites the same root lawd, "w.tist, turn,"-and suggests that the

ecstatic ritual dance of the t-evites gave rise to their name. Edouard P. Dhorme's

theoryl2 deserves attention because it takes as its point of departure the designation of
the Levites as b"nA bfi (25 times, plus 6 occurrences of ben lZwt and I of ba! lEwt).

After the analogy of bcnA hanneQi'im (1 K. 20:35, etc.) and Palmyrene bny kmr'Dhorme
sees here a phrase denoting membership in a class or professional group and suggests

that original meaning may have been "cult associate."
Morris E. Jastrowl3 connects ldwt withHeb. labt', "lion," so that benA bwt would

designate the members of the "lion clan," like the banu 'asad of the Arabs. Jastrow's

further arguments, which cite the well-known Lab'aya of Shechem mentioned in the

Amarna letters, cannot be followed without falling into the temptation of seeing in this

Lab'ayu the ancestor of the lrvites.
Thomas K. Cheyne,la finally, citing possible ethnic relationships, dissociates le-wi

from Leah, explaining the name instead by the venturesome sequence lwyn = lbyn =
lmyn = rm'l = yrttm'I, opening the way once more to southern Palestinian Levi
traditions.

Ever since Julius Wellhausen,ls many scholars have preferred to interpret the

name lewt as a gentilic form of the matriarchal name le'd. Jastrow was the first to

"l . Die Israeliten und ihre Nachbarstiimme, 426f.
8. Ibid., 421, t. l.
9. T. J. Meek, Hebrew Origins (21950, repr. New York, 1960), llgtf. 122tr.
10. Cf. Ross, 8.

Il. S. Mowinckel, "Kadesj, Sinai og Jahv€," NorskGeografiskTidskrifi,9 (1942),23.
12. f,. P. Dhorme, la religion des hibreux rwmades (Brussels, 1937),226f .
13. M. E. Jastrow, "Hebrew Proper Names compounded with i'lr and tilt," JBI. ll (1892),

120f.
14. T. K. Cheyne, "Levi," EncBib, 111,2769.
15. P. 145.
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point out the problem that the gentilic form of /dZ should not be ldwt but rather
le'Zyi lET.

Paul Haupt, comparing Arab. 'alwd (< lwy Itr) with Heb. h6ri and consequently
ldwt (< *ldw) with mAreh, concluded that "the Irvites were Edomite priests. " t6 This
audacious and totally hypothetical argument has been cited frequently, but should
finally be rejected.lT The meaning of Arab. 'alwa, "tarned aside, shifted," 18 has nothing
to do with Heb. h6rd. The only explanation must be that Haupt was suggesting a
possible alternation between / and r but there is absolutely no evidence for such
alternation in this specific case.

Late Babylonian and Neo-Babylonian lamutdnulhwiltdnu, "attarrdant, servant," and
lafinu, "maidseryants," 19 are loanwords from Aramaic and therefore cannot contribute
anything to illuminate the etymology of lewi.

In 1884, Julius Euting found and transcribed several inscriptions in the Minaean
language and script at el-'U16, biblical Dedan,2o about 230 kilometers (145 mi.) south
of Elath or 375 kilometers (235 mi.) from Kadesh-barnea. Three fragmentary inscrip-
tions2r use the word hy'with suf. lw'n and lw'nhn and the fem. lw't with suf. lw'thn.
D. H. Miiller, who published the inscriptions,22 already translated lw' and lw't as
"priest" and "priestess"; when F. Hommel23 thereupon identified the terms with Heb.
lEwt, he saw "new and hitherto unsuspected religio-historical perspectives" opening
up. In 1908/1909 and 1910, A. Jaussen and R. Savignac2a were able to add three more
inscriptions with the word lw'.zs

ln 1924, in his critical analysis of the inscriptions, Hubert Grimme determined that
the persons called lw'llw'r in these dedicatory inscriptions were probably personal
pledges, who became devotees of a sanctuary for goods or money owed. Now it cannot
be denied that ancient South Arabia knew the institution of personal service of a
devotee, "who performed some kind of labor for the temple to pay a debt incurred by
a clan through its failure to perform some obligation."% The terminology varies,

16. P. Haupt, "Hobab = Schweigervater," OIZ, 12 (1909), 163; similarly idem, *Midianund
Sinai," DMG, 63 (1909),522.

17. Cf. also A. Cody, A History of OT Priestlaod. AnBibl,35 (1969), 30, n. 99, who puts his
finger on the extension of this theory through Mowinckel's additional theory that the linguistic
parallel refers to oracle priests.

18. G. W. F. Freytag, lzicon arabica-latinum (Halle, 1830): "in latus inflexit, moritavit."
19. AHw,I (1965), 534,54O; CAD, V. (1973),77t.
20. Cf. W. F. Albright, "Dedan," Geschichte und AT. Festschifi A. Alt. BHT\, 16 (1953),

t-12.
21. R85, 3351, 2: 3356, 3; 3357, 1, 2.
22. DAW Phil.-hist. Kl., 37 (1889).
23. Aufsiitze und Abhandlungen arabitisch-semitologischcn Inhalts (Munich, 1892), ll.
24. Mission archiologique en Arabie (Mars-Mai 1907), ll (Paris, l9l4).
25. RES,3697,3,9: lw'tm;3698,2: lw'nhn; also 3603, 3, from Medain-Salih: /w'n.
26. M. Hiifner in H. Gese, Htifner, and K. Rudolph, Die Religionen Altsyriens, Altarabiens

und der Mandtier RdM, lUD (1970), 333f.
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however; inscriptional evidence for the word /w'is exclusively North Minaean. Roland
de Vaux27 was able to show that the inscriptions, however they may be interpreted in
detail, cannot possibily demonstrate the origin of the Israelite lrvites in Dedan. We
know that el-'Uld had a Jewish population by the fust century A.D. at the latest, which
had probably settled there in the time of Nabonidus during the sixth century s.c.; it
therefore makes more sense to assume that Heb. lewi influenced Minaean /lr'than the
reverse.

Eduard Nielsen,28 following Johannes Pedersen and William F. Albright, pro-
posed translating lEwt as "devotee of the Lord = one who is given away, or has
given himself away, for the service of the Lord." This proposal probably represents
an attempt to incorporate what had been learned from the Minaean inscriptions and
comes closest to the probable meaning of the word lEwi; for the most likely inter-
pretation is that /e-wi should be considered a hypochoristic personal name meaning
"adherent, client, worshipper of the god N."2e This interpretation is supported above
all by the Amorite PNs /awi-(/c)-(DIV), already recognized as parallels by Martin
Noth.30

A different interpretation has been proposed by Albrecht Goetze,3l who explains
lawi on the basis of a verbal form ln-yawi, the meaning of which Gcr/ze is unable to
define. In this explanation, the e sound in Hebrew would have developed from the
diphthon ay according to regular phonetic laws.32

Here we should also mention a toponym preserved in Egyptian as ra-wi-'i-ri =
*lawi'ili, "client of the the god El." It is no. 1 11 in the city list of Rameses III, which
according to H. Wolfgang Helck3r derives from a lost list possibly originating with
Thutmose I.r No. 74 in Shishak's list is a toponym that may be read ngb (l)wy;3s this
would be evidence for the name lrvi in southem Palestine.36

27. Festschrift H. lunkcr 265-n3.
28. Ibid., 26, n.25.
29. Ct. M. Weipperg The Senlemcnt of tlu Israelite Tribes in Palestine. SBI ser. 2,21 (Eng.

trans. l97l), 43, n. 139.
30. "Remarks on the Sixth Volume of Mari Texts," ./SS, I (1956),327 (= Aufscitze zur

biblischcn Inndes- und Altemnnsturde [Neukirchen-Vluyn, l97l], tr, 238f. [Ger.]); cf. APNM,
s0,225f.

31. A. Goetze, "Remarks on Some Names Occurring in the Execration Texts," BASOR, 151
(1958), 3lf.; cf. W. L. Moran, "Das bildhethitische Siegel des Br-Rkb von Sam'aI," Or 26
(r9s7),342t.

32. Cf. also Cody, A History of OT Piesthood, 32f., n. I I l.
33. H. W. Helck, Die Beziehungen Agyptens ar Vorderasien im 3. und 2. Jahrtausend v. Chr

AgAbh, s (t971),238.
34. Cf. also W F. Albright" The Vocalizttion of the Egyptian Syllabic Orthography. AOS, 5

(1934), 8.

35. Cf. S. Yeivin, "The Exodus," Tarbiz 30 (1960/61), t-7 [Heb.], I [Eng. summary].
36. But see J. Simons, Handbook for the Sndy of Egyptian Topographical Lists Relating to

Westem Asra (Lriden, 1937), 180, 184.
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II. Secular Tbibe. Ever since Wellhausen, scholars have attempted to arrange the
OT texts concerning Levi on the basis of their literary affinities so as to yield an
historical picture of the origin and development of a secular or religious tribe. The
results have been extremely mixed. Opinions differ as to whether there was ever a
secular tribe of Levi and, if so, what its relationship might have been to the levitical
priesthood. Some assume the existence of such a tribe, which then perished in a
catastrophe reflected in the narrative of Gen. 34, to be resurrected, as it were, as a
unique group of Yahweh worshippers especially qualified to carry out the cult. Others
assume that from the very beginning the lrvites were a group of individuals or
families who devoted themselves particularly and exclusively to extending and per-
forming the cult of Yahweh. It remains unanswered whether there was any connection
between the two entities - the secular tribe and the priestly tribe - so that the
remnants of the former were incorporated into the latter, or the accidental identity or
similarity in name led to their later identification. Apart from general considerations,
the arguments in favor of a secular tribe are based on conclusions drawn from Gen.
49:5-7 in conjunction with Gen. 34, together with the appearance of Levi in lists of
the twelve tribes.

l. Gen. 49:5-7;34. Hans-JiirgenZobel3T considers Gen. 49:5-7 a prophetic curse
oracle. He summarizes his conclusions as follows: "After a temporary settlement
and violent conflict in central Palestine, Simeon and Levi traveled south. on the
way, however, they were overtaken by some fate involving them both, in con-
sequence of which the remnants of Simeon were absorbed into Judah, while the
surviving Levites went on to Kadesh, where they became priests around the middle
of the fourteenth century B.c. A substantial portion if not all of them joined the
Israelite groups moving into Egypt in search of food. At the end of the thirteenth
century, they tookpart in the exodus and occupation along with these groups. Finally,
toward the end of the period of the judges, thanks to their increasing influence, they
came forward as a priesthood of the land, revering Moses as their most prominent
ancestor and thus tracing their origins to him." In this synthesis we see once again
the theory proposed by Wellhausen and since him, with modifications, by many
others.

The discrepancies between the two texts (Gen. 34, e.g., says nothing about
"hamstringing oxen" [a9:6]) have led Sigo Lrhming38 to conclude that Gen.49:5-j
refers to an otherwise unknown incident and that the mentions of Jacob's sons Simeon
and l.evi in Gen. 34:25,30 presuppose the Simeon-Levi text in Gen. 49, seeking to set
it in a concrete historical context.

If one maintains that we have no information about the location of a secular tribe

37. Statnmesspruch und Geschichte, 6O.
38. 7AW,70 (1958), 228-250.
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of Levi3e - in contrast, say, to Simeon - and no information about the secular history
of such a tribe (e.9., the Song of Deborah in Jgs. 5 does not mention Levi), the question

arises whether Gen. 49:5-7 has not confused two discrepant entities, a tribe of Simeon

and a tribe of Levi. This question has led scholars like Nielsen{ to see in Gen. 34 a

tradition that originally mentioned only Simeon and was later expanded by the addition
of Levi. A. H. J. Gunnewegll takes the opposite approach, seeing in Gen. 49:5-7 a text
that spoke originally only of lrvi, reflecting the conflicts between the l,evites and their
opponents.

It must be admitted that Gen. 34;'49:5-7 by themselves provide insufficient evidence

for the existence of a secular tribe of Levi.

2. I*vi among the Twelve Tribes. Levi also appears in the followings lists of the

tribal eponyms: Gen. 29:31-30:24; 35:16-18; 35:23-26;46:8-25;49:3-27;Ex. l:2-4;
Dt.27:l2f .;33:6-25; I Ch.2:1f.; Ezk. 48:31-35. Ever since Noth's study of the twelve
tribe system,a2 scholars have distinguished these lists, which include Levi, from
another system in which Levi does not appear. The latter system reaches the total of
twelve by dividing the tribe of Joseph into Ephraim and Manasseh: Nu. 1:5-15,20-43;
2:3-31 ; 7 :12-83; 10:14-28; 13:4-15:, 26:5-5 l; Josh. 1 3-l 9; 2l:4-7,9 -39. The evidence

seems to suggest that there was a secular tribe of [rvi that belonged to a group of
six comprising Reuben, Simeon, Levi, Judah, Zebulun, and Issachar. After this secular

tribe of Levi perished, the fortuitous identity of names made it possible to identify
the priestly tribe of Levi with the secular tribe. P singled out this tribe for theological
reasons and gave it a special position.a3 Gunneweg is probably correct in saying:
"Between the system with Levi and the system without Levi there does not lie the

destruction of the secular tribe of [-evi, but rather the difference between a purely

amphictyonic organization and a tribal list put together on the basis of geographical,
historical, and genealogical data, adapted more or less awkwardly to the former."4
K. Namiki's studiesas yield even more radical results. He shows that both systems

are highly artificial constructs that must be used with the utmost caution for historical
reconstruction.6

39. The levitical cities are discussed in IV below.
40. Shechem,279-283.
41. lzviten und Priester FRLANT, N.s.7l[89] (1965), 45-51.
42. M. Noth, Das System der zwr)lf Sttimme Israels. BWANT, 52l4lll (21966).

43.Ct. D. Kellermann, Die Priesterschrift von Numeri ll bis 101s. BZAW 120 (1970),
l0f.

44. P. 63.
45. K. Namiki, "Reconsideration of the Twelve-Tribe System of Israel," AJBI, 2 (1976),

29-59.
46. See also H. Weippert, "Das geographische System der St?imme Israels," VT 23 (1973),

76-89; de Geus,97-108, who likewise concludes that a secular tribe of Levi never existed.

I
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III. Priestly Tiibe. We can discuss Ex.32:25-29; Dt. 33:8-11 together, because Ex.
32 speaks of the Levites' special devotion to Yahweh and Dt. 33 quite clearly deals
with their priestly functions. Many scholars have associated the two texts,47 seeing the
sacrificial act of religious fidelity inEx. 32:25-29 reflected in the Blessing of Moses
in Dt. 33. But we must agree with Gunnewega8 that Ex. 32:25-29 crystalized around
the "levitical law" of v.29, ii bibnb fib"'dhiw, which states that "a lrvite is a lrvite
only at the cost of sacrificing his closest family ties."4e Since we are dealing primarily
with self-evaluations on the part of the Levites, we can also add that the texts support
a claim to be the true priesthood of Yahweh in opposition to an Aaronic priesthood.

If we accept Zobel's interpretations0 of the lrvi passage in the Blessing of Moses
(Dt. 33:8-l l), vv. 8f. look back to the past while v. l0 envisions the situation when the
text was composed. V. ll embodies "the hopes of the [rvites for the future." The
difficulty of the passage lies in the frst line. The LXX reads d6te Leui; the recently
discovered 4Q175 (Testimonia) reads in l. 14 hbw /wy. Following this lead, many
scholars add En lel€wt ("give Levi";st or nAlafia lelEwt ("thou hast given l.evi"l,sz
although both the LXX and 4Q175 have a plural rather than a singular. In addition,
exegetes have been quick to emend leii hasi/efta to hasdefra,s3 although 4Q175 clearly
supports the MT. The present MT is in fact clear and translatable: "May thy Thummim
and thy Urim belong to the men of thy godly one." The phrase 'ii h"stQ"l3n as a
designation for the tribe of lrvi has been interpreted in many different ways. As vv.
9f. show, the 2nd person singular masculine suffix must refer to Yahweh; in the present
context, this reference is also supported by v. 7, in which Yahweh is addressed. Stade's
attempts4 to interpret "the man of thy godly one" as meaning "the man of thy God,"
takrng hdstQ as an epithet for Yahweh, is off the mark. Scholars generally agree that
'ii is to be taken collectively, but the identitity of the hdsil remains an open question.
It might seem reasonable to suppose that the word denotes lrvi, the patriarch, as an
individual;55 but there is no evidence for such an interpretation. Since Ex. 32:4ff. rules
out Aaron as bearer of this title of honor, l.t"st/e!fr (= hdstd of Yahweh) probably refers
to Moses. Gunneweg, for example, concludes: "Moses and lrvi seen together, related
so closely that it is difficult to decide which the text is actually speaking of."56 We
may note that the designation of Moses as l.tdsi/ has its counterpart in the description
of Moses as'anaw m"'d{ in Nu. l2:3, which has always attracted attention.

47. R. Kittel, Die Religion des Volkcs Israel (l*ipzig, l92l),39,44;Budde, Die altisraelitische
Religion,46; E. K<inig, Geschichte der alttestamentlichen Religion (Gtitersloh, 3.41924),269f 

.

48. Pp. 29-37.
49. rbid.,32.
50. Pp. 29ff.
51. C. Steuemagel, Das Deuteronomium. HKAT ll3ll (1923), 176.
52.7nbel.
53. E.g., ibid.,26.
54. B. Stade, Geschichte des Volkes Israel, I (Berlin, 1887), 156.
55. Cf. K. Marti, Dasfiinfte Buch Mose oder Deuteronomium. HSATI (31909), 324,who

suggests Levi, Moses, or Aaron.
56. Pp. 4t-43.
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Dt. 33:8b is also very difficult, since extant traditions make no special mention of
the tribe of Lrvi at either Massa @x. 17:2,7) or Meriba (v. 7; Nu. 20:13). Following
Otto Eissfeldt,s7 we may translate nissili as "thou didst strengthen him" instead of
"thou didst test him" and tcriQEhfr as "thou didst teach him to contend" instead of the
usual "thou didst contend for him" (definitely not "thou didst contend with him,"
which is linguistically possible); but this interpretation still does not clarify the situation
reflected in these lines. We may theorize with Zobels8 that the words suggest "some
kind of military training of the newly formed priestly band, localized in or at least near
Kadesh," without necessarily agreeing with I-eo Steinberger, who sees in the tribe of
Levi a "militia" that later became a priestly caste.se It is undeniable, however, that in
describing the duties of the Levites P still uses terminology derived from military
language (lm4 miimereT ;aQd', iar).

Scholars vary widely in theirdating ofDt. 33:8-11. Zobelwouldlocatetheevents lying
behind this tradition "long before the occupation of Canaan by the central Palestinian
tribes."o Nielsen6l is much more cautious, ascribing the observations of Dt. 33:8-ll to
the period before the destruction of Samaria or possibly even the premonarchic period.

We may state four conclusions concerning the kvites: they must have been priests
associated with sanctuaries; they must have administered sacral law and pronounced
tbrd in matters of cultic law; they must have been authorized to offer sacrifice; and
they had enemies or competitors.62

IV. The Levitical Cities. A much debated and still puzzhng institution is that of the
levitical cities. Josh. 2l:l-42 assigns the [rvites forty-eight cities together with the
immediately surrounding land as pasturage (migrai). This list reappears with some
variations, especially in its names, in I Ch. 6:39-66(Eng. w. 54-81). The assignment
of the levitical cities totally contradicts the so-called "levitical law" that the Lrvites
are to own no property. Thus the notion of levitical cities seems to be an idealized
embodiment of idealized claims, a purely utopian scheme dating from a later period.63

It is hard to imagine that forty-eight cities, theoretically four per tribe, were to be
inhabited exclusively by lrvites. Even the schematic description of the territory belong-
ing to the cities as measuring 2,000 cubits (ca. I km. [.6 mi.]) from the city in each
direction (Nu. 35:5), which clearly treats the city and its wall as a single poin! shows
that this definition cannot be based on a law governing pasturage, which would not
ignore the natural features of the land. The list of levitical cities includes six cities of
refuge (Nu. 35:6): Hebron, Shechem, Golan, Kedesh, Bezer, and Ramoth-Gilead.

57. O. Eissfeldt, "Zwei verkannte militiirtechnische Termini im AT," 14 5 (1955), 235-38 =
KlSchr In (1966), 356-58.

58. P. 30.
59. Der Bedeutungswechsel des wortes Lcvit.
60.7abe1,70.
61. ASTr, 3 (1964), t6-27.
62. Cf. Znbel,67f.
63. Wellhausen and Kaufmann.
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Although there can be no doubt that the institution of the cities of refuge has an ancient
nucleus, the relationship between the cities of refuge and the levitical cities is secondary.

The schema further divides the Levites into three subgroups: the Kohathites, the
Gershonites, and the Merarites; the Kohathites include a further subgroup, the
Aaronites. Scholars such as Albrecht Alt consider this suMivision secondary, but Aelred
Codf finds in it the key to understanding the list. He maintains that we see here "a
certain regional solidarity which had gradually grown up among the Lrvites once they
had progressed from the stage of wandering gErim to that of settled gartm scattered
throughout the.Land."

We must also note that, according to OT evidence, several of these cities were not
Israelite in the earlier period: Gibeon, Shechem, Gezer, Aijalon, Taanach, and Nahalal.
This observation has led to the theory that the list of levitical cities might reflect an
institution dating from the end of David's reign or that of Solomon.65 When all forty-eight
cities are located on a map,tr two areas are seen to be without kvites: ttre cenEal section
ofJudah southofJerusalem, andthecenterofthekingdomof Israel(apartfrom Shechem).
Several scholars6T have suggested an explanation based on the reform of Josiah, who
brought all the priests of the Judahite cities to Jerusalem (2 K. 23:8) and had the priests
of the high places in the cities of Samaria slain (w. l9f.). This theory merely suggests a
date and explains the gaps in geographical disribution without explaining ttris list of the
levitical cities as a whole, while the first hypothesis cannot explain the gaps.

The hypothesis that the historical basis of ttre [st is merely ttrat the cities named
were cultic centers with well-known shrines served by the lrvites is unconvincing.
J. P. Ross suggests the interesting theory that the list of levitical cities does not refer
to cities of or for kvites in the usual technical sense at all, but rather to cities that
came to belong to Israel not through conquest but through alliance, so that the word
lewihere has an original meaning of "alliance, coalition." The original meaning of the
caption would thus have been "cities of the lrvite allies," which developed into "cities
of the lrvite priests."oe

Ross also asksa whether the phrase 'drA haPwiytm may not represent textual cor-
ruption. The tenitory occupied by the so-called levitical cities appears to be largely
coextensive with a tenitory occupied by Hivites or Hurrians. According to Ross, the
list may therefore designate cities that came to belong to Israel during the second
millennium by alliance rather than by conquest; its original caption was',zn lhwy, whtch
became 'ry hW.De Vaux thinks the cities were inhabited by I-evites without depend-
able revenue, so that "the list originally represented the dispersal of the lrvite popu-
lation after the foundation of the Temple and after the organization of the official cult
at Bethel. The foundation of the Temple would explain why no other lrvites are

64. A History of OT Priesthood, 160f.
65. Albright.
66. Most recently Haraq Temples and Temple Service,86.
67. E.g., Alt.
68. P.275.
69. Ibid.,280.
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mentioned in the immediate environs of Jerusalem, and the foundation at Bethel would
explain why there were no Levitical cities in the centre of Israel either."7o Even if the
riddle of the list has not been solved completely, its utopian and realistic elements can

be recognized and defined.

V. Levi in the Individual Sources. The following sections will examine the treat-
ment of the kvites in Deuteronomy, Ezekiel, B and the Chronicler's history.

l- Deuterono,my. Following Gunneweg,Tl we can distinguish four stages in the
treatment of the kvites by Deuteronomy.

a. ln Dt. 12:12,18; 14:.27,29; 16:l l,14; 26:ll,l2,L3, "the [rvite within your gates"
(hallewi 'aier bii'drAkn) or some similar expression denotes a special kind of alien,
like the classic examples in Jgs. l7f.,lgf . The person so designated owns no land and
is therefore commended to the loving support of Israel, along with the widow, orphan,
and sojourner (g4r). He is explicitly allowed to participate in the festivals of Yahweh
(Dt. 12:12,18; 14:27 ,29) and must receive his portion of the regular tithes and the tithes
of the third year (26:12f.). The Lrvite is invited to celebrate the Feast of Weeks (16:11),

the Feast of Booths (16:14), and the Festival of Firstrruits (26:.ll), along with the
sojourner (gdr), orphan, and widow.

b. "The Levite within your gates" has the same rights as the kvite at the cenral
sanctuary. This equality is total with respect to cultic ministry ('dmad, iErd!), standing
before Yahweh to minister to him(la'%fiQ lipn€ YHWH leidreli:Dt.10:8), and blessing
in his name (fiPbardk biimi). Dt. 18:6-8 insists that "all Levites, whether already
resident at the ideal central shrine or coming to it as pilgrims, are equally entitled to
priestly ministry (irt) there;'tz

c. A balance is established between priests and lrvites by the identity formula
hakdhantm halewiyim. Both have the same function. This view of a gradual development
toward identical treatment of priests and Levites also resolves the conflict between
George E. Wright, who espoused the theory that Deuteronomy rcflects a difference
between altar priests with full rights and auxiliary cultic ministers,T3 and J. A. Emerton,
who shows that the centralization of the cult at Jerusalem created the class of auxiliary
Levites.

A key to understanding the identity formula appears in Dt. l8:1. The expression
lakkdh"ntm hal'wtyim kol-lelet lEwt is not to be interpreted as distinguishing lrvites
who are priests from other [rvites who are not (in other words, levitical priests from
the rest of the tribe of L,evi); kol-iebe! /e-wi stands in apposition, so that the formula
must be translated: "the levitical priests, that is, the whole tribe of [rvi." According
to the Talmud,Ta the identity formula priest-lrvites - priestly lrvites or levitical priests

70. Anclsn 367.
71. Pp. 126ff.
72. rbid., 129.
73. Cf. also Abba, Wl 27 (1977),257-267.
'14. Bab. Yebam. 86f .;Bab. Uul.24b;Bab. Bek 4a;Bab. Tamid 27a.
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occurs twenty-four times, including Ezk. 44:15. Unfornrnately there is no list of dubious
passages, and concordances as well as the Masoretic listsTs yield a smaller number. It
is therefore likely that some passages now having a copula between the two words
were interpreted either like the identity formula or as if they did not yet have the
copula.76 The identity formula in Deuteronomy does not imply, however, that from the
very beginning all Lrvites were priests and all priests l,evites; it "proclaims the
theoretical principle of the Levites'claim to minister as priests of Yahweh at a sanctuary
of Yahweh: only kvites can and must be priests."zz

d. The identification of priest and lrvite makes it possible to say that the whole
tribe of Levi (kol-telet lew?: Dt. l8: I ; similarly b'nO lewt: 2l:5; 3l:9) is called to culric
service of Yahweh.

2. Ezekiel. In Ezekiel's plan for the restored temple (Ezk. 40-48),78 the levitical
priests, the sons of Zadok (lwkknh%im hallvtytm bcni sdjbq: 44:15; cf . 40:46: benA

;dQOq are also bcnA bwt;43:19: hal<kdhantm lwllvtytm are mizzera' ;a4ad - i.e., the
priesthood of Jerusalem - are distinguished from the lrvites proper, who have a
subordinate position. According to Ezk. M:6-16,7e the Israelites sinned by allowing
uncircumcised men to minister in the temple. These men are now to be replaced by
Levites. For the lrvites, this service is a punishment for assisting Israel's idolatry. The
Levites are punished by exclusion from the strictly priestly functions, being required
to serve as "gatekeepers, police, butchers, and general handymen."8o Scholars have
suggested that the Levites in question had been in charge of minor sanctuaries before
the reform of the cult and were now degraded to menial service. More likely, however,
these directives primarily represent claims, in part polemically tinged, countering the
Zadokrte prcgram of the autochthonous Jerusalemite priesthood. In Ezr.2:42 par. Neh.
7:45, for example, the gatekeepers (id'arim) are listed separately from the lrvites,
whereas in I Ch. 15:18;2 Ch. 23:4 they are clearly included among the Levites.

Ezk. 44:ll requires the Levites to slay the animals for the burnt offerings and
sacrifices of the people fgiifualfr 'e!-hA'db we'e1-haaepah ld'dm); but this directive,
too, was not enforced.8l We must remember that the texts in Ezekiel dealing with the
Levites exhibit several strata, revealing change and development with respect to the
theoretical and/or practical conflict behveen the Jerusalem priesthood and the non-
Jerusalem Levites during a period of affliction and oppression.82

75. Mm I 188, I 199, 2451 in G. E. Weil, Massorah Gedolah luxta Codicem lzningradensem,
l: Catalog (Rome, l97l).

76. Ct. Curtiss, who makes every effort to recover the missing passages by text-critical
methods - without clear results.

77. Gunneweg,77.
78. Cf. the traditio-historical analysis by H. Gese, Der Verfassungsentwurf des Ezechiel (Kap.

4 0 -4 8 ) t radition s g e s c hi chtli ch unte rs uc ht. B HTh, 25 (l 957 ).
79. Cf. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. trans. 1983), 456-59.
80. G. H0lscher, Hesekiel, der Dichter und das Buch. BZAW, 39 (1924), 197.
81. Cf. Zmmerli, Ezekiel 2, 455f.
82. Cf. Cody, A History of OT Priesthood, 168, who attempts to build on these observations.
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3.P.\ also, makes a clear distinction between priests and Levites. The true priestly
office is a privilege reserved to all Aaronites, including above all the Zadokites ltraced
through Eleazar in I ch. 5:34[6:8]; cf. the preeminent position of Eleazar in p: Nu.
3:32; 4:16 or 17:2,4116:37,391; 19:3,4;20:25ff.; etc.). The other temple functions are
assigned to all non-Aaronite descendants of kvi, i.e., the I-evites proper, whose
subgroups (Gershonites, Kohathites, Merarites) are probably meant to reflect the
official organization of the postexilic temple. Gunneweg sums up: ..Aaronites and
Levites together constitute the tribe of Irvi; the Aaronites :re the priests, to whom
the Levites are subordinate as minor clergy. The rank and duties of each class are
defined precisely."83

The complex nature of the P materials reveals a power struggle still underway
between the Aaronite (and Zadokite) priests and the I*vites on the one hand and among
the individual groups of lrvites on the other. Nu. 3:5-10, for example, emphasizes thai
the lcvites are subordinate to the priests, while underlining their significance for the
community, for whom they minister vicariously as they carry out their duties at the
sanctuary.8a There was obviously recurring rivalry among the individual 6vite families,
as we can see in Nu. 4, where the genealogical sequence of Gershon, Kohath, and
Merari (Nu. 3: 17; etc.) is changed to give precedence to Kohath. probably the Kohath
group is based on the same clan that lies behind the name Korah.ss Thus Nu. 16-lg
with its various strata reveals conflicts, shifts of emphasis, and attemps to voice or
realize the special hopes ofindividual groups.

The duties of the priestly ministry in p can be clearly recognized and described -to offer sacrifice in the burnt offering (r.ev. l:7,9,r2f.), the cereal offerin g (2:2f.,9f .),
the peace offering (3:5,8,11,16), etc.; to perform blood rituals (I*v. l:5,11,15), erc.; to
burn incense (Ex. 30:7f.); to keep the lamps burning (Lev.24:14; Nu. g:2); to set out
the showbread (Lev.24:8f.). It is difficulr, however, to define precisely the functions
and duties of the lrvites. cody, for example, can say: "on the duties of the lrvites,
P has not much to tell us that is realistically concrete."86 Because P strictly maintains
the fiction of the desert sanctuary, it is difficult to determine the specific duties in the
postexilic Jerusalem temple that lie behind the functions prescribed for the desert
sanctuary. In particular, the directives for taking down, transporting, and erecting the
desert sanctuary have no direct parallels to functions in the Jerusalem temple. Jacob
Milgrom has shown that 'apa/t or 'dUa/ in the context of the Levites' duties never
denotes a priestly function; it always refers to physical labor. The phrase ldmar mi|-
mere!, used frequently by P in connection with the duties of the lrvites, especially
when followed by an objective genitive such as miltan ha'edfi (Nu. l:53) oi miikan
YHWH (Nu. 3l:30,47) or haqq1leJ (Nu. 3:28,32,38 conj.; l8:5), must be understood
similarly. It never denotes cultic ministry, but refers concretely to guard duty.az 1or,

83. P. l8s.
84. Cf. Kellermann, 45f.
85. Cf. Gunneweg, l7l-188.
86. A History of OT Priesthood, 185.
87. Cf. Haran, Temples and Tbrnple Semice, 60f.
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function is expressed metaphorically by the assignment of the Levites to the innermost
circle of the desert encampmenL where they guard the sanctuary.

4. Chronicler's History. The books of Samuel and Kings display an interest only in
the Jerusalem priesthood. Even the statement (1 K. 12:31; cf. 13:33) that Jeroboam I
appointed priests who were not lrvites from among the entire population for his royal
sanctuary at Bethel tums out to be Judahite polemic (cf. 2 K. 23:9, which clearly refers

to levitical priests).88 Hos. 6:9 may also suggest conflicts with kvites.8e Elsewhere
Levites are mentioned in connection with the ark only in I S. 6:15; 2 S. l5:.?A; I K.
8:4; it is easy to see that these texts are later additions intended to bolster the rights of
the kvites.

The Chronicler's history on the other hand, ascribes astonishing importance to the
Levites. The texts rcveal that the cultic life of the postexilic period was agitated and
full of conflict. As an example of competing claims, we may cite the regulations
governing the showbread: according to 2 Ch. 13:11 (like Lrv. 24:8 [P]), only the

Aaronites (i.e., priests) were in charge of setting out the showbread; I Ch. 9:32,
however, reports that some of the Kohathite Irvites were allowed to perform this task.
The identity formula still appears (1 Ch. 9:2;2 Ch. 5:5; 23:18; 3O:27); more often,
however, the formula "priests and Levites" (1 Ch. l3:2; 15:14;23:2;24:6,31:,2 Ch.
8:15; 11:13; l9:8;23:4;24:5;30:15,25;31:2,4;35:8,18) mar}s the distinction between
priests and minor clergy. Throughout Chronicles, the lrvites are second-class cult
personnel. The program of tuming the cultic personnel into Levites has been completed;
with the help of genealogical constructs, the singers (hammcidrerim) and gatekeepers
(hailiqfim) have been incorporated into the Levites (but not yetinEzr.2:42,70;7:24;
10:24; Neh. 7:45; lO,,29[28]; ll:19), as have even the baken who made the baked
goods needed for the temple cult in the form of flat cakes (habobitttm [1Ch. 9:31],
probably for the minl.rl of the high priest [L,ev. 6:laQDD and showbread (lel.tem

hamma'arefie!: I Ch. 9:32). The Levites took part in cultic ministrations (m"le'Lc!

ha'abOd6: 1 Ctr. 9:19), took care of the utensils (k"b ha'o!6Qd: I Ch. 9:28), and did
the work necessary for the service of the house of Yahweh ('6iEh hamm"la'la U"pa4o1
bd1YHWH: I Ch- 23:24). The word "Levite" was now "a collective term including
very heterogeneous elements." "'IJvi' has become the embodiment of everything,
whatever its function, that mediates between Yahweh and the lairy of Israel."s

It is undeniable that the phenomenon of levitism is hard to grasp.el We see a certain
kinship with prophecy in 2 Ch.2O:1417, where God's answer to the lament of the
people or of the king speaking on behalf of the people is pronounced by the I-evite

88. See also H. W. Wolff, "Hoseas geistige Heimat," TbIZ 8l (1956), 83-94 = GSAT. ThB,
22 (1973), 232-250, who espouses ttre theory that Hosea had close associations with levitical
circles in the northern kingdom.

89. See H. W. Wolff, Hosea. Herm (Eng. trans. 1974), 122.
90. Gunneweg, 212.
91. But see A. Neher, The Prophetic Existence @ng. trans., South Brunswick, N.J., 1969),

t66-176.
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Jahaziel Oabazt'El), upon whom the Spirit of Yahweh carne (hdye16 'dldyw rfiah
YHWII). This passage pictures Jahaziel as a charismatic, who has taken over the
functions and heritage of the preexilic cult prophets. In 1 Ch. 25:l-3, the activity of
the singers is described by the niphal of nD', which elsewhere denotes prophetic
proclamation. More is meant than ecstatic playing of instruments.

Even though an individual Levite may be a sdpEr (l Ch.24:6) and levitical sdp"rtm
are mentioned alongside iAlertm (2 Ch. 34:13), the technical work of a scribe is
probably not envisioned; we have here the first evidence for "scribes" in the later
sense. This is also suggested by the words of 2 Ch. 35:3 concerning the teaching
function of the Lrvites (lal"wiyim hammcltntm lef,ol-yiird'El) and by 2 Ch. l7:7ff.,
where this function is described as lelammEQ bc'drA yehfr/h (cf. also I Ch. 25:8).

Yl. l. Age. The evidence varies as to the age at which the Levites began their
ministry. P states that they are to serve from the age of thirfy to the age of frfty (Nu.
4:3,23,30,35,39,43,47; the same age is given for the overseer of all the storehouses in
CD l4:8f.); I Ch.23:3 also mentions the age of thirty. A later stratum in P reduces the
starting age of service to twenty-five (Nu. 8:23-26). According to Ezr. 3:8 par. 1 Esd.
5:58; and I Ch.23:24,21;2Ch.3l:lT,Levites began their service at the age of twenty.
The lists of returnees show that very few kvites returned from exile (74 according to
En.2:40 par. Neh. 7:45; cf . also Ezr. 8:15-19), in contrast to the large number of priests
(4,289 according to Ezr. 2:36-39 par. Neh. 7:3942); the age of service may have been
lowered to make up for a scarcity of levitical cultic personnel.e2 Against this theory is
the presence of a postexilic Irvite colony at Keilah (Khirbet Qila) in Judah (Neh.
3:l7f .). Since at least the family of Henadad @enAdAd Neh. 3:18) is not listed among
the returnees inEzr.2:4O,we may conclude that many lrvites remained behind during
the exile, possibly because, unlike the priests, they did not belong to the aristocratic
upper class of Judah. Possibly the differing ages reflect suitability for different tasks
based on age and therefore experience; the rabbinic sources, for example, presuppose
a five-year training period.e3

2. Support. The support of the Levites was secured through the tithe (ma'ai?r),
primarily of grain, wine or must, and oil (Dt. 14:23; Neh. l3:5; Nu. 18:30 ["produce
of the threshing floor and produce of the wine press"l; cf. the detailed list of tithes in
Neh. l0:36-38[35-37]). Lev.27:30-33 extends the tithe to cattle, but this extension was
never more than theory; the allusion to it in 2 Ch. 3l:6 is an interpolation based on
Lev. 27:30-33. The tithe presented by the Israelites to Yahweh as an offering ('"ier
ydfimfr I"YHWH tcrfimd: Nu. 18:24) was given to the lrvites by Yahweh for an
inheritance (nahali). That this provision for the support of the [rvites was not without
problems is shown by Neh. l3:10ff. When Nehemiah learns that the L.evites have
deserted the temple because their only fixed revenue, the tithe, has not been paid, he

92. Cf. Kellermann, 12lf.
93. Cf. F. Htittenmeister, DerTbseltatralaat Schekalim (1970), iii.26, 158.
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appoints a commission charged with supervising the storehouses (Neh. 13:13) and

distributing the tithe. In the postbiblical period, too, there is evidence that the revenue

of the Levites from the tithe was controverted.e4

Disregarding the ancient rule that kvites should not possess land, over the course

of time they did come to own real estate, as is clear from the lrvite colony at Keilah

mentioned above and the statement in Neh. 13: l0 that each Levite fled to his own field

Qi-f:iddehfr).
In the law of the Sabbatical Year and Jubilee Year (Lev. 25), the regulations

concerning real property and debtors are followed by special provision for Levites

(vv.32-34) that also provides an insight into their ownership rights. It appears that a

Levite had an unlimited right to redeem his house in the city at any time and that the

house, if sold, was returned to him in the Jubilee Year if it had not been redeemed

for any reason whatsoever.es Martin Noth,e6 however, thinks that the passage deals

with a house that a Levite has purchased from another Israelite. In the Jubilee Year,

it would be returned "not to the original owner but to the lrvites, who in the

meanwhile had entered by purchase into the possession." In any case' we are dealing

with a special privilege of the Levites, which exempts their ownership of city houses

from the general law concerning such houses (vv.29f.). V. 34 then adds the special

requirement that the Levites must under no circumstances sell any of the pasture land

(migrdg belonging to the levitical cities. A similar law prohibiting the sale of land

by the Levites is found in Ezk. 48:14, which deals with the Levites' portion of the

land contributed to Yahweh (terfimn). Here, too, we see how the levitical rule prohib-

iting ownership of land occasioned consideration of ways to enhance the social status

of the Levites through special privileges. It is even possible that the addition to the

law in Inv.25 was made by a Levite, putting forward claims that may or may not

ever have been realized.

3. Redemption of the First-born. According to Ex. 13:11-16, all firstlings have

belonged to Yahweh since the day on which Yahweh slew all the first-born of Egypt

(Ex. 12:29). Ex. l3:2 contains a commandment of Yahweh transmitted to all Israel

through Moses. stated in imperative form: "Consecrate to me all the first-born"

(qaddei-lt kol-b"kbr); Nu. 3:12, by contrast, states the requirement in personal terms:

"Behold, I have taken the kvites from among the people of Israel instead of every

first-born," as does Nu. 3:13: "I consecrated for his own all the frst-born in Israel

(hiqdaiti lt kol-bel16r biiird'E|),. . . they shall be mine (/i yihyfr)-" Here we have a

clear expression of "the elective initiative of God."e7 The fact that the entire tribe of
Levi is thought of as representing each first-born individual in Israel makes it possible

for a whole individual to be given to Cod. In this fashion the commandment is

remarkably fulfilled through vicarious human action. "One might speak of an absolute

94. Graetz.
95. Cf. K. Elliger, l.eviticus. HAT lV (1966), 356.
96. M. Noth, l,eviticus. OTL(Eng. trans. 1965), l9l.
97. Zimmerli, Festschrifr W. F. Albright, 468.
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spiritual rehabilitation of the kvites."e8 This perspective is clouded, however, by the
census that concludes the muster of the kvites (Nu. 3:40,42f.). The 273 frst-bom
Israelites over and above the number ofLevites are redeemed forjust five shekels each,
a sum that suggests a certain deprecation of the minor clergy.ee

4. Consecration. Nu. 8:5-22 describes a consecration of Levites analogous to the
consecration of priests in [rv. 8 par. Ex. 29.Im The preparations, consisting of a special
purification ritual and a sacrificial offering, are followed by the actual consecration
before the assembled congregation through laying on of hands (s"mtk\ and a wave
offering (tenfipA), together with a sin offering and a burnt offering. It is particularly
important to note the statement that the Levites make atonement for the Israelites
(l'f;app€r 'al-benA yiird'El: Nu. 8: l9).r0r

5. befi!with IEvi. The esteem and special importance of the Levites lead certain
relatively late texts in the OT to speak of a beriy of Yahweh with Lrvi, the levitical
priests (Jer.33:21:-Mal.2:4f.,8; Neh. l3:29), or the Aaronites (Nu. 25:12f.).toz 1"r.
33 says that Yahweh's b"ri1 "with the Levites, the priests, my servants," which stands
in parallel to the bcfi! with David, can be broken only if the bcfi1of yahweh with
respect to day and night can be broken, so that they cease to come at their appointed
time. Since this is impossible, the argument runs, by analogy there must always be a
levitical priest exercising the priestly office in the temple of yahweh, maiang it
possible to offer sacrifice (burnt offering, cereal offering, and peace offering being
mentioned specifi cally).

The difficult text of Mal. 2:lff . (a threat discourse) contains in v. 4 a clear reference
to a Yahweh berilwith Levi;103 this verse is problematic, however, because the words
of the MT seem to suggest that punishment is being sent in order to restore yahweh's
b"fi1 with Levi. with this bertT Yahweh has given Levi life and peace (hayytm and
idl6m: v. 5). By giving Levi awe of his name, yahweh bestowed blessings on him,
enabling him to walkle in peace and uprightness before yahweh and to protect the
people from sin and harm (w"rabbtm h^it! m€'dwdn, "he caused many to turn from
iniquity") by true instruction (t6ra1'cme1: v. 6).

VII. Dead Sea Scrolls and Postbiblical Literature. That the Qumran community
was established by Zadokites "who had been robbed of their position in the temple by

98. rbid.,469.
99. Cf. Kellermann,42,44, 48.
too. Ibid., tt5-124.
l0l. See B. Janowski, silhne als Heilsgeschehen. WMANT,55 (1992), 202,n.91; l5l, n.

232.
102. See E. Kutsch, Verheissung und Gesetz BZAW l3l (1973), llg_121.
103. Cf. G. J. Botterweck, "Ideal und Wirklichkeit der Jerusalemer Priester," Bilz, I (1960),

107-9.
104. -J lril hdt"Qk @dtakh),!il,394f .
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the 'late levitical' Hasmonean zealots" is "an irony of history."tos The Qumran com-

munity appears to have been divided into three groups: priests, Levites, and laity (lQS
2:19ff.; also IQM 15:4). This division is not always strictly maintained: lQS 6:8f.
speaks of elders instead of Levites, and CD l4:3ff. divides the community into four
groups: priests, Levites, Israelites, and proselytes. That lQSa l:23f., a ratherdifficult
text, shows the lrvites to have been subordinate to the heads of families (r'iy 'bwt),

having to act according to their instructions, as Johann Maier concludes,ltr is not

entirely clear. Members of the tribes of Levi, Judah, and Benjamin appear among the

sons of light (lQM l:lf.; cf. also T.Irv. 4:3: "l*vi shall shine as the light of wisdom").
The Temple scroll has the tribe of Lrvi incorporated once more in the schema of the

twelve tribes - in contrast to the system of P. As a priestly tribe, it is listed first, before

Judah, in the regulations governing the order of sacrif,tces (llQT 23124); this position

is also represented by the east gate of the temple, which is named for Levi and Judah
(llQT 39140).107 That the assignment of offices to priests or l,evites remained a matter

of controversy is shown by the addition of Aaron in CD 10:5, which says that four of
the ten men constituting the college of judges of the community must come from the

tribe of Levi and Aaron. CD 4:lf. explains who are priests and kvites by saying: "The
priests are the converts of Israel who withdrew from the land of Judah and 'the lrvites
ffs thsss'108 who followed them." Whether this text supports the notion of a universal
priesthood is an open question.l@

The special position of Levi in Jubilees and the Testaments of the Twelve Patri-
archs must be understood in the context of the Hasmonean and Maccabean wars. Levi
is priest, prince, and prophet (Jub. 3l:14f.). God has given dominion to Irvi (T.Reu.

6:5) and singled out Levi before all the other tribes (T.Nap. 5:3f.). The appointment
of Lrvi to the priesthood is described in T.[rv. 8.110 The political position of the

Hasmoneans and Maccabeans, who belonged to the tribe of Levi, produced many
passages in the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs that picture all the other tribes

as being dependent on kvi, so that all attempts to rebel against Levi are doomed to

failure (T.Jud. 2l : lff.).
Kellermann

105. Maier, 256.
106. J. Maier, Die Tbxte vom Toten Meetr 2: Anmerkungen (Munich, 1960), 157.
107. J. Maier, The Temple Scroll. lSOTSup, 34 (1985), 102.
108. Restored text; cf. C. Rabin, The tudokite Documents (Oxford, 21958), l4f.
109. Cf. Konig, Geschichte der alttestamentlichen Religion, 593f.
110. See A. Caquot, "La double investiture de t6vi," Ex Orbe Religionum.

G. Widengren, l. SNumen, 2l (1972), 156161.
Festschrift
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t!:'!? tiwydldn

Contents: L Name; 2. Hebrew Tradition; 3. Parallels; 4. Theological Function.

l. Name. The name "lrviathan" appears 6 times in the Bible, only in poetic
passages (Job 3:8; 40:25lEng.4l:ll; Ps. 74:14; tO4:26:, tsa.27:t [twice]). Like
nehuitan, liwydldn is a substantive of the fem. qitlat-dn type. It is derived from the
root lwy (Arab. lawiya), "twist, coil," and means "the sinuous one," designating a
kind of serpent. since it does not exhibit the regular phonetic development -an > -6n,
it may represent a loanword in Hebrew,l where it is also treated as masculine.
Nevertheless, the word appears as lywytwn in the talmudic period,2 a form reflecting
the phonetic change. The book of Enoch speaks of a female lrviathan: ". . . a female
monster named lrviathan, appointed to dwell in the depths of the sea over the sources
of the waters" (l [Eth.]En. 60:7). This description of lrviathan might come from the
Aramaic Book of the Giants,3 part of the original Enoch corpus, fragments of which
have been found at Qumran. In any case, a Parthian fragment of the Manichaean
version of this work speaks of the dragon l,eviathan (bvy'tyn, a form also found in

liwyalan. A. caquot, "L6viathan et Beh6moth dans la troisidme 'parabole' d'Hinoch,"
Sem, 25 (1975), lll-122; G. R. Driver, "Leviathan and Behemoth,,, VT 1 (1951), 314; idem,
"Mythical Monsters in the OT," Studi orientalistici. Festschrifi G. lzvi della Vda, I (Rome,
1956),234-249; C. H. Gordon, "Leviathan: Symbol of Evil,,' STLI, 3 (1966), l-9 = A. Alt-
mann, ed., Biblical Motifs (Cambridge, Mass., 1966), l-9; H. Gunkel, Schdpfung und Chaos
in urzeit und Endzeit (G6ttingen, 1895,21921),6lff.; J. Guttmann, "Leviathan, Behemoth,
and Ziz: Jewish Messianic Symbols in Art," HUCA, 39 (1968), 219-230; A. Heidel, The
Babylonian Genesis (Chicago, 21963), 105-l l4; E. Herthlein, ,,Rahab,,, Z.AW, 3g
(191911920), ll3-154, esp. l46ff.; P. Humbert, "A propos du .serpenr' (b5n) du mythe de
MOtetAleih," AfO, ll (1936),235-37: O. Keel, Jahwes Entgegnung anljob. FRLANT, l2l
(1978); N. K. Kiessling, "Antecedents of the Medieval Dragon in Sacred History," JBL, gg
(1970), 167-177; J. V. Kinnier wilson, "A Return to the problems of Behemoth and Levi-
athan," W, 25 (1975), l-14; G. R. Levy, "The Oriental Origin of Herakles," /HS, 54 (1934),
40-53; S. Loewenstamm, "The ugaritic Myth of the sea and its Biblical counterpart,"
FestschriftW. F. Albright. Erlsr9 (1969),96-l0l [Heb.], 136 [Eng. summary]; S. I. L. Norin,
Er spaltete das Meer cB,9 (Ger. trans. 1977); P. Reissing, kwiathan im Ar(diss., wiirzburg,
1966); J. Schirmann, "The Battle between Behemoth and Leviathan According to an Ancient
Hebrew Piyyu1," PIASH,4/13 (1970),327-369; A. Schoors, ..Literary phrases,;' RSp,l(1972)
33-36; H. Wallace, "Leviathan and the Beast in Revelation," BA, ll (1948), 6l-69 = BA
Reader l, 29O-98; -+ ilDilf b"hemA (b"hemah); -+ )t:A mabbfit.

l. Cf. M. Wagner, Die lexikalischen und grammatikalischen Aramaismen im alttestamentli-
chen Hebriiisch. BZAW 96 (1966),127.

2. c. D. lsbell, corpus of the Aramaic Incantation Bowts. sBL Diss, 17 (Missoula 1975),
no. 7.

3. J. T. Milik, ed., The Bool<s csf Enocft (Oxford, 1976),91.
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Mandaica), which did battle with the giant Ohya (why) or his brother Ahya ('hy').s

Since the Book of the Giants was probably composed around the end of the second

century s.c.,6 the tradition envisioning Leviathan as a female monster may be quite

ancient and possibly original.
Stig NorinT proposes an entirely different etymology, interpreting liwydldn as a

translation loanword from Egyp. mhn ("the coiling one"), an epithet of the Apophis

serpent.

2. Hebrew Tradition. The most extensive biblical text in which Leviathan appears

is Job 40:25-4L:26(41:l-34). These verses are part of the discourse in which Yahweh

emphasizes his power. They contain a description of the monster suggesting that he

dwells in the sea; he breathes fire, and the mere sight of him is terrifying. No human

weapon can touch him, and the waters boil when he swims through the sea. The author

of Job may have included some of the features of the crocodile in the description of
Leviathan,s but these features are undoubtedly incidental to the mythical creature being

described.
A second passage mentioning Leviathan appears in Job 3:8, whete ym (ydm), "sea,"

should be read for ywm (y6m), "day," as frst proposed by Hermann Gunkel.e This

reading is supported by an Aramaic incantation text: "I shall deliver you with great

magic from Leviathan, the sea monster."l0 The enchanter goes on to threaten the

demons: "I shall bring upon you the fate, the verdict, and the curse inflicted upon Mt.
Hermon and upon the sea monster kviathan, upon Sodom and Gomorrah."ll Another

incantation text diffen somewhat: "I shall bring down upon you the verdict of heaven

and the curse that you have brought upon yourselves ('yryry) and upon Mt' Hermon

and upon the sea monster [rviathan."12 Since the curse on Mt. Hermon referred to by

these texts most likely comes from the Book of the Giants,l3 the curse on lrviathan
could also come from this source. Thus a connection between Job 3:8 and the Jewish

Aramaic incantation texts seems more credible. The readin g ydm yields the translation:

"[rt those curse it [the day of Job's birth] who curse the sea, who are skilled to rouse

up Leviathan." As is often true in mythological poetry, the sea represents the rebellious

waters and stands in parallel with lrviathan. The basic conception is typologically

4. MdD,236.
5. W. B. Henning, "The Book of the Giants," BSOAS, ll (1943146), 7l f.; Milik, 299.

6. Milik,57f.
7. Pp. 67-7O.
8. E. Rupprecht, "Das Nilpferd im Hiobbuch," W 21 (1971), 209-231.
9. Cf. G. R. Driver, "hoblems in the Hebrew Text of lob," Wisdom in Israel and in the

Ancient Near East. Festschift H. H. Rowley. SW 3 (1955),72.
10. Isbell, nos. 2, 3f.; 6,8:7, 6f.
ll. Ibid., 2,6;6,9t.
12. Ibid., 7,9.
13. Milik, 335-39.
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earlier than the Ugaritic myth in which the sea is personified as the eldest son of El;14
but it is clearly related to an even earlier stratum of the myth preserved elsewhere,ls
which speaks of the sea in parallel with the sea monster rnn It has been pointed out
that the anonymous enchanters Job calls upon to curse the day of his birth are enemies
of God.r6 This suggests the giants Ohya (why'lh) and Ahya (,hyh), who battled Levi_
athan before they were themselves destroyed by the Deluge. If so, Job 3:g would allude
to a mythological tradition that later found literary expression in the Book of the Giants.

Further allusions to Leviathan appear in Job 7:12; 26:l2f . (cf. also 9: l3; 3g:g- I I ).
Here Irviathan is pictured as a sea monster subjugated by Yahweh after along battle.
This conception also lies behind Ps. 74:13f., which alludes to the primordial battle
between Yahweh and the monster personifying the waters of chaos. This text also shows
that Leviathan was pictured as a many-headed dragon.

Ps. 104:26, whose text has been unjustifiably questioned, expresses (like Gen. l:21)
the idea that the sea monsters were created by yahweh. According to 2 Esd. 6:49;
2 Apoc.Bar. 29:4; Gen. Rab. vii.4; Targ. Ps.-J. on Gen. l:21, God created the two great
monsters lrviathan and Behemoth on the fifth day. I (Eth.)En. 60:7f. appears to know
a different tradition, according to which they were created on the third day (cf. Gen.
l:9f.). Both traditions assign rhe watery depths to Leviathan (l tEth.lEn. 60:7; 2 Esd.
6:52).

lsa.27:l is the final and perhaps most important passage in the or dealing with
Leviathan. Here Leviathan personifies the evil powers that will be destroyed on the
day of Yahweh: "[n that day Yahweh with his hard and great and strong sword will
punish lrviathan the agile serpent, Leviathan the twisting serpent, and he will slay the
monster of the sea." The author of this verse, who probably lived in the Persian period,
adapted an ancient mythological text to express the notion that Yahweh will ultimately
triumph over all.

3 . Parallels. There is in fact a striking similarity between lsa. 27:l and the Ugaritic
Ba'al epic. Mot sends a message to Ba'al, reminding him of his victorious battle wittr
Leviathan (written /rn; probably from the name *liwyatdnu > *liyatanu > *litdnu,
although the standard vocalization "Lotan" is generally accepted). Mot says to Ba.al:
"If you slay lrviathan (hn), the agile (brh) serpent and kill the twisting ('qltn) serpent,
the tyrant with the seven heads. . . ."t7 Both Isa. 27:l and this Ugaritic text describe
Leviathan as brh ("agile") and 'qlrz, "twisting."

undoubtedly, then, the biblical Lrviathan is borrowed from canaanite mythology,
in which the seven-headed serpent is vanquished by the young warrior Ba'al or his
consort'Anat, who describes the victory herself: "I have slain the twisting serpent, the
tyrant with seven heads."l8 The uncertainty as to whether it was Ba'al or'Anat who

14. KTU,1,2.
15. The small tablet KTU, 1.83, and KTU, 1.3 ltr, 3342.
16. G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob, KAT, XVI (1963), ll0.
17. KTU, 1.5 t, t-3,27-30.
18. KTU,l.3III,4lf. (cf. 1.83).
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slew Leviathan shows that the epics discovered at Ras Shamra contain allusions to

earlier material that clearly was never integrated consistently into the mainstream of
mythological tradition. The Hebrew allusions are clearly independent of Ugaritic lir
erature, as can be seen from the form of the sea monster's name.l9 The Hebrew
Leviathan motif is most likely borrowed from the South Canaanite tradition, with its
divine hero quite logically replaced by Yahweh. The Hebrew tradition may have

achieved its literary form as part of the story of Yahweh's battle wittt Rahab and other
sea monsters; it is also referred to in certain biblical and postbiblical texts.2o

The possible antiquity of the Leviathan motif suggests an identical motif in Me-
sopotamia, where a seven-headed serpent already appears in literary and pictorial works
in the Early Dynastic Period III and in the Old Akkadian period. The "seven-tongued"

serpent mentioned in the lexical series fIAR-ra = hubullu, X.IV, l72t and the omen

series Summa dh*z may be another name for the "seven-headed" serpent.23 We also

encounter this creature in the mythological tradition of Sumerian poetry, where it is
called mui-sag-imin, "seven-headed serpent." The Sumerian Lugal epic alludes to its
death at the hands of the warrior-god Ninurta,2a as does the text called An-gim.25 Ninurta
was replaced by Nab0 in a Sumerian litany with Akkadian translation for the cult of
Nab0 in the temple of Ezida at Borsippa. This litany, probably a compilation dating
from the early first millennium, has incorporated some earlier Ninurta litanies26 ttrat

mentioned the slaying of the seven-headed serpent by the deity. Although no extant
narrative recounts this episode, a pictorial representation of a god slaying a seven-

headed monster gives an idea of the scene. The earliest known illustration of a battle
with a seven-headed serpent appears as part of an early clay impression from the temple
of Abu at Eshnunna (Tell Asmar). The impression dates from the Early Dynastic Period
III.27 h shows the victor kneeling and holding two serpent heads in his hands; the

remaining five heads are intact. A further reference to a seven-headed serpent appears

in the decoration of a Sumerian scepter pommel.28 The battle of a deity with a seven-

headed dragon is the only scene on a basin from the Old Akkadian period.2e The god

is kneeling in front of a dragon, one of whose heads is already slain although the others

19. Cf. also Loewenstamm.
20. See E. Lipiriski, ln royautd de Yahwi dans la poisie et le culte de l'ancien Isra€L. WAW.L,

27155 (1965), 126ff.; also Loewenstamm.
21. B. Landsberge\ The Fauna of Ancient Mesopotarnia, 2: Tablets XN and XVIII. MSL,

Yrruz (1962),8.
22. CT, 40, pl. 23, K.3674,34 par. pl. 24, K. 6294, 5.
23. Cf . CT, 40, pt.23, K. 3674,33 par. pl. 24, K. 6294, 4.
24. E. Chiera, Sumerian Epics and Mytlls. OIE 15 (1934), no. 44, obv. 13 = no. 45, obv. I I .

25. Published by J. S. Cooper, The Return of Ninurta to Nippur: An-gim dim-ma. AnOr 52
(1978),62tt.

26. See W. G. Lambert, "The Converse Tablet: A Litany with Musical Instructions," Near
Eastern Studies in Honor of W. F. Albright (Baltimore, 1971), 335-353, esp. 340 and 345, l. 16.

27. H. Frankfort, Stratifted Cylinder Seals from the Diyala Region. OIe 72 (1955), no. 497.
28. H. FranKort, "Early Dynastic Sculptured Maceheads," AnOn 12 (1935), 107.

29. ANEP, 671.
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are still alive. A similar scene is found on an Old Akkadian seal from the temple of
Abu IV at Eshnunna.30 This seal depicts two gods using a spear to slay a seven-headed
monster. Four heads are already hanging down dead; three are still alive, with their
forked tongues hanging out. Both scenes depict flames rising from the back of the
monsters, whose bodies are serpentine and are supported by four legs with claws. This
image might suggest the notion of a serpent with four legs before it was condemned
to crawl upon its belly (Gen. 3: l4).

Later scenes of a battle between the warrior-god and a serpentlike creature do not
include any clear instances of a many-headed dragon, although many representations
of such a battle have been found in Northern syria, Anatolia, and Mesopotamia from
the period 1600-1500 a.c.3r The Neo-Hittite relief from Malatya:z (lst millennium)
may represent an exception, but the critical part of the relief is not extant and only the
lowest dead head of the great serpent is visible. The relief depicts two armed deities,
one of whom is engaged in battle with the serpent while heavenly beings hurl balls of
fire or stones at the monster (cf. Josh. 10:ll). Without real evidence, this scene has
often been connected with the Hittite myth of Illuyankas.::

The absence of any clear illustrations of many-headed dragons after the Old Ak-
kadian period may indicate that the seven-headed serpent mentioned in the Ugaritic
texts and alluded to in Ps. 74 (vv.l3f.) belongs to the third millennium. The many-
headed Greek hydra and the story of its destruction by Hercules (Heracles) with the
help of Iolaus obviously derive from an ancient Near Eastern prototype.3a Especially
striking are the similarities between the Greek version of Hercules's victory and the
scene depicted on the old Akkadian seal. Here a deity helps the protagonist, just as
Iolaus helps Hercules; and the flames rising from the back of the seven-headed dragon
recall the fact that Hercules finally had to pass through fire. Nevertheless, the associa-
tion with the Malatya relief would be even stronger if the great serpent in it were really
represented as a many-headed creature like the Greek hydra.

The differing representations show that several traditions of this sort existed in the Near
East or that an evolutionary development lies behind the different dragon conceptions.
When it was believed that L,eviathan dwelt in the sea while the hydra dwelt in the marshes
of l,edra near Argos, there is apparently no reason to connect the four-legged old
Akkadian monster with water. Furthermore, the t€viathan of ps. 74:13f. has multiple
heads, while the Leviathan ofJob 4l clearly has only a single head, since the poet speaks
of the head only in the singular (40:3ll4l:71). Nevertheless, both are called 6viathan,
just like the monster battled by ohya and/or Ahya in the Book of the Giants.

Direct contacts between Mesopotamia and the western Semitic world - now amply
documented by the Ebla discoveries for the period just before the first appearance of
the seven-headed dragon in Mesopotamia 

- could well suggest that the same funda-

30. Frankfort, Stratified Cylinder Seals, no. 478 = ANEp, 671.
31. Cf. W. Orthmann, "Hydra" RtA, tV (t972-75),537.

]]. L, J.lelaporte, Malatya: Arslantepe, I (Paris, l94O),34t. and pl. xxii, 2 = ANEE 670
33. ANETg. 125t.
34. Cf . l*vy.
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mental myth spread throughout the two regions. But this conclusion does not demon-

strate either a Canaanite or a Sumerian priority.

4. Theological Function. In summary, we may say that [rviathan is to be thought of
as part of a mythopoetic motif whose original purpose was to glorify the warrior God of
Israel. Although the connection between the seven-headed Sumerian serpent and the

Canaanite Lrviathan remains uncertain, the close relationship of the biblical [rviathan to
the Canaanite lrviathan of the Ugaritic texts has been attested clearly. They spring from

the same roots, although the Ugaritic ltn cannot be seen as the prototype of the Hebrew

l.eviathan. After the traditions of [rviathan and other sea monsters became known in
Israel, major changes were made in the traditions themselves: the polytheistic elements

of the original myths were removed (Ps.74:13f.; Job 3:8;7:12 9:13;.26:12f.;38:8-11;
40:2541:26[4]:1-34]), and new ideas were introduced, especially later in the postbiblical

period. One innovation was the rejection of lrviathan and other sea monsters as mythical

opponents of Yahweh; they were now thoughtof simply as creatures formed by the Creator

at the proper time and in their proper place (Ps. 104:26: cf. Gen. l:21l. I [Eth.]En. 60:7;

2Esd.6:49;2 Apoc.Bar. 29:4: Gen. Rab. vii.4; Targ. Ps.-J. on Gen. 1:21). The second

major innovation was the fact that among the Israelites these monsters came to symbolize

all the powers of evil, while God's victory over them represents his ultimate victory at the

end of days (cf. esp. [sa. 27:l,but also Rev. 11:7; l3:1-10; 17:3,7-17\. The "beast that

ascends from the bottomless pit" @ev. 1l:7) and the "beast rising out of the sea, with ten

horns and seven heads" (Rev. 13:1) derive in part fiom the ancient [,eviathan motif. The

"sea monster with seven heads" @ab. Qidd.29b; Odes Sol. 22:5) is also a symbol of
depravity. Alater form of this l,eviathan tradition, based on Ps. 74:14,appers in the notion

of the eschatological banquet, at which the flesh of lrviathan will be devoured by the

righteous and the elect @ ab. B. Bat74b-75a;Jer. Meg. i.1b;iii.74a:Jer. Sanh. x.29c;Targ.

Ps.-J. on Gen. 1:21; Tanh. 8.34b;Midr Ps. on Ps. 23:7;2 Apoc.Bar. 29:4;2 Esd. 6:52;cf.
Izv. Rab. xiii, xxii).

Lipiriski

11) m";n1tl4 t"lunn61

Contents: I. 1. Etymology, Occurrences; 2. Meaning. II. OT Usage: I . Against Other Human

Beings; 2. Against God. III. Theological Usage: l. Historical Basis; 2. Reinterpretation.

LAn. G.W. Coats, Rebellion in the Wildemess (Nashville, 1968); S. Herrmann, "Bemerkungen
zur Inschrift des Kdnigs Kilamuwa von Senfirli," OIZ, 48 (1953), 295-97; P. Joiion, "Etudes
de morphologie h6briiique," Bibl, I (lgzC):3$-371, esp. $ 6,361f.; R. Knierim, "1)\ l*n
rebellierien,"THATI,ST0-72;F.deLuna Estudiosparaunateologiabiblicadelamurmuracion
(Lic., Fribourg, l97l); T. N<ildeke, Beitriige zur semitischen Sprachwissenschaft (Strasbourg,

l9O4), 42: K. H. Rengstod "yorf6(ot," TDM 1,728-737.
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l. l. Etymology, Occurrences. Outside of Hebrew, the root /r2n is attested only in
the Phoenician inscription of Kilamuwa from Znjirk.t A connection with Arab. /wn,
"be undecided,"2 or Arab. lwm, "chastis€,,,3 Ir unlikely. In the OT, the root appears
15 times as a verb and 8 times as a noun. The verb appears only in ttre niphal and
hiphil (5 times and l0 times, respectivery, using the qete readrngs). In the Tiberian
punctuation, the hiphil forms tend to double the first radical; several passages accord-
ingly vacillate in orthography and punctuation between niphal and hiphil (Ex. 16:2,7;
Nu. 14:36; 16:ll). The frequent use of defective orthography (Bx. 15:24; Nu. l4:2;
l7:6[Eng. 16:411; Josh. 9:18; Kilamuwa l0) and in particular the gemination of the
nfrn in the noun, a feminine abstract with a /-preformative, suggest derivation from a
root lnn.a It is noteworthy that - apart from Josh. 9:lg; es. s-e:to1ts) (emended) -the root is used only in narratives describing events during Israel's wandering in the
desert, i.e., only within Ex. l5-17; Nu. 14-17.

outside the or, the verb also appears in the Dead sea scrolls (leS 7:17; leH 5:25).
The Kilamuwa inscription from Zinjirli probably contains a hithpolel form delectively
written.s

2. Meaning. The or texts indicate that the basic meaning of the root is ..murmur,
grumble." The context may suggest the stronger sense of "rebel" (Josh. 9:lg)6 or, in
metaphorical comparison to dogs, the specialized meaning ..growl" (ps. 59:16[15]
emended).7 The Dead Sea scrolls passages, which describe the behavior ofopponents,
and the Kilamuwa inscription, which also uses the metaphor of growling dogs, agree
with these meanings. Semantically, the root is closely related to -+ T.lD mrd, ;,revolt,,,
and -> i11D mrh, "rebel."

The IXX regularly wes (dia)gongfzein to translate the rcot; this verb appears
accordingly in 1 Cor. l0:10.

II. OT Usage. In all the texts that use the rcrlt lfrn, the act of murmuring or growling
is ascribed solely to creatures of Yahweh. kr Nu. 16:11 it is the Koratrites who rebel
against Aaron; in all the other passages in Ex. l5-17;Nu. lzt-17 as well as Josh. 9:lg,
the subject is the Israelites, the congregation of the Israelites, or the people. In ps.
59:16(15) emended (and the Kilamuwa inscription), similarly, it is dogs thit murmur
or growl.

l. Against other Human Beings. In the or, the range of persons against whom
others murmur is severely limited. The majority of texts speakof rnurrn*ing against

l. KA(,2,4, l0; cf. Herrmann.
2. K8L3,498b.
3. GesB, 382b; KBL2, 477b.
4. N0ldeke, 4l ; Joiion, 361f.
5. Herrmann, 295f.; KAI, il,33.
6.Ituierim,870.
7. H. Gunkel, Die psalmen. HKAT WZ el%g), 252; Herrmann,296.
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Moses and Aaron (Ex.16:2,7; Nu. l4:2; 11:6,20|6:41; 17:51); all these passages belong
to P. Moses appears alone just 3 times as the object of murmuring on the part of the
people (Ex.15:24; l7:3) or the congregation (Nu. 14:36).Ex.15:24; t7:3 are also the
only occurrences of the root in Ex. 15-17; Nu. 14-17 that do not come from P. Only
once is Aaron alone the object of murmuring (Nu. 16:ll). Once the congregation
murmurs against unspecified leaders of the congregation (Josh. 9:18). Besides these
clear references, finally, we have the metaphor that likens human enemies (Ps.
59:15f.[4f.]) or a subject population (Kilamuwa l0) to growling dogs.

The reasons people murnur against others include primarily lack of food and water
in the desert (Ex. 15:24; l6:2,7i l7:3) and fear of the inhabitants of Canaan (Nu.
14:2,36), but also the leadership of Moses and Aaron (Nu. 16:ll) as well as a hasty
and unnecessary treaty with elements of the Canaanite population (Josh. 9: 18).

2. Against God. ln the OT, people murmur against Yahweh as well as against others.
Such statements are limited to narratives of events during the desert period and are
associated with P. A distinction must be made between a mere statement that the
congregation murmured against Yahweh (Ex. 16:7,8; Nu.14:27,29; also Nu. l7:25llol)
and Yahweh's explicit hearing of this murmuring against him (Ex. 16:8,9,12; Nu.
14:27).

The people murmur against Yahweh for the same major reasons they murnur against
their leaders during the desert period, namely lack of food and water and fear of the
Canaanites (cf. Ex. l6:7-9,121'Nu. 14:27,29). This murmuring against Yahweh repre-
sents the high point in the murmuring of the Israelites.

III. Theological Usage.

l. Historical Basu. All the texts in the Hexateuch that describe the people or the
congregation of the Israelites as murmuring against their leaders or against Yahweh bear
the stamp of theological reflection. The starting point for the use of the concept as well as

for the development of the individual murmuring narratives is probably to be found in the
historically trusnvorthy tradition of the Korahites' rebellion against the leadership of
Moses and Aaron and the priestly privilege of Aaron during the desert period (Nu.
l6:2-ll1.t This radition probably comprises two versions (vv.2-7a,7b-ll) that were
combined and later incorporated by P.e Subsequently, just as the exodus, desert, and
occupation tradition was extended to include all Israel, this tradition of a rebellious group
within ttre Moses band was extended to the whole people or congregation of the Israelites.
The object of the rebellion was similarly shifted from Moses and Aaron to the exodus,
desert wandering, and occupation as a whole (cf. Ex. l7,3; 16:2-12: Nu. 14:2-38). This
process, which includes the tradition of Josh. 9:18, is reflected in all the source strata of
the Hexateuch and therefore was probably completed during the preexilic period.

8. Knierim, 871.
9. M. Noth, Numbers. OTL(Eng. trans. 1968), lZf.
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2. Reinterpretation. Wrthin the complexes of Ex. 15-17; Nu. 14-17 (with the
exception of Nu. 16:11), the people rebel against Moses and Aaron as well as against
Yahweh because they have been brought out of Egypt into the desert to die there (cf.
Ex.l6:2f;17:3; Nu. l4:3). They therefore demand to return to Egypt (cf. Nu. l4:3f.)
instead of going forward into the land of Canaan (cf. Nu. 14:2,36). The people's
rebellion is thus based on a total misunderstanding of the history of deliverance as a
history of perdition; its aim is to reverse the course of history.lo As a result, Moses,
Aaron, and even Yahweh are looked upon not as deliverers but as bringers of affliction
and death. Yahweh, the God of the congregation of lsrael, is the true agent of this
situation and is therefore the ultimate object of the rebellion.ll

By failing to understand events during their time of wandering in the desert between
the exodus from Egypt (deliverance) and the occupation of Canaan (consummation of
deliverance) and by distrusting Yahweh their God, the people of Israel reject the history
of deliverance designed by Yahweh and thus also reject their own salutary future.
Viewed theologically, the rebellion of the people is a manifestation of sin. It therefore
provokes an appropriate reaction on the part of Yahweh and impugns the future well-
being of the whole people of Israel. For the actual rebels, this rebellion results in death
(cf. Nu. l4:27ff.).

Josh. 9:18 comports with the theological understanding exhibited in Ex. l5-17; Nu.
14-17: again the whole congregation of lsrael rebels, this time against their leaders
during the occupation of Canaan. And again this rebellion must be called sin, although
it is right in attacking a transgression of the sacral tradition of the ban, since it impugns
a treaty swom in the presence of Yahweh (cf. Josh. 9:15-20).

Schunck

10. Knierim,871.
ll. cf.II.2.
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Contents: L Etymology and Extabiblical Occurrcnces: l. Ugaritic; 2. Akkadian; 3. Aramaic,

Middle Hebrew. II. OT: l. Occurrences; 2. Usage. Itr. Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. Etymologr and Extrabiblical Occurrences. The root lb, a qall form in Hebrew,
ends by nature with a double consonant.l The verbal root lbhz is attested in pure form

lab. A.van Selms, "A Forgotten God: Lah," Studia Biblica et Semitica. Fesxchrift T. C.

Vriezen (Wageningen, 1966), 3 I 8-326.

l. BI-e, $453y.
2. KBI:,499; van Selms, 32Of.
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only in the Ethiopic verb 'llwl.ta, "moisten."3 All occurrences of the root are concen-
trated in West and South Semitic.

l. Ugaitic. The evidence for the root in Ugaritic is highly problematic. Of the four
lexemes ll.t (l: lwh, "writing tablet"; II:. lhw, "offend"; III: lhy, "cheeks"; I\l: lwl.t,
"glisten";,4 none seems to be connected with our root. The occurrences cited by
Richard E. whitakers (placed under lhm by Andrde Herdner) are not confirmed by
KTU, 4.34. Scholars have associated a variety of formatives with /h(ft):

ln KTU, 1.17,1,28f., William F. AlbrighF interprets ybq.lltt.nt;h as "who smothers
the life-force of his detractors."T Here a son wishes that his father may gain power
over the vital force of his detractors.8

In KTU, Ll7 VI, 28, Albright interprets 'lll* as a causative from lful.t, ..be moist,
fresh, vigorous," and translates: "I will give thee life-force," i.e., "sexual power."
Probably, however, we are dealing with a form of .i/h, "send,"e which must be distin-
guished from.l/ft, "become fluid, melt."lo

It KTU, 1.3 I, 6-8, the mlht of b hrb mlht is often connected with mlyl.t, ,,gooe,-tt

and the phrase translated "with a good sword." Mitchell Dahoodl2 proposes "a suc-
culent sword" (from lhh). More likely, however, are etymologies cinng Arab. ldha,
"gleam,"t3 and especially mlh, "salt."r4

ln KTU, 1.6 I, 20, Adrianus van Selmsrs interprets the divine name yd' yll.tn as a

3. l*xLingAeth 30.
4. WUS, no.1449-1452.
5. CTA, 134,2,3,4,6,9; Whitaker, 397.
6. W. F. Albright, "The 'Natural Force' of Moses in the Light of Ugaritic, " BAS OR, 94 (1944),

35.
7. Also G. R. Driver and van Selms; understood differently by W; J. Gray, Thc lzgacy of

canaan. sw, 5 (1965) (< lwh "plates"); lTus; L. Delekat, 'iZum ugaritisctren verbum,"-u4
! 99]2), ?l; M. Dijkstra and J. C. de Moor, "Problematical Passages in the Legend of Aqhdtu,"
UE 7 (1975), 176 (< lby, "abuse").

8. -+ ilf'l dibbA @ibbah).
9. H. L. Ginsberg, "The North-Canaanite Myth of Anath and Aqhat," BASOR,98 (1945),

17ff.; W J. Horwitz, "A Study of Ugaritic Scribal Practices and prosody in CTA 2:4,,, UE 5
(1973), 172; Y. Avishur, "Sodies of Stylistic Features Common to the Phoenician Inscriptions
and the Bible," uF,8 (1976),4; D. w. Young, "with Snakes and Dates: A Sacred Marriage
Drama at Ugarit," UE 9 (1977),298;WUS, no. 2610; UT no.2419.

10. M. Dietrich and O. Loretz, "Die sieben Kunstwerke des Schmiedegottes in KTU 1.4 I
2343," UE lO (1978),59; T. H. Gastet "The Conflict of 'Aley6n-Ba'al and Mdt,".IRAS, 1935,
10f., already notes Heb. llh, "water conduit" (GesB, 833).

ll. UT no. 1482; Gray, 38; J. Blau and S. E. Loewenstamm, "ZrtrFruge der scriptio plena
im Ugaritischen und Verwandtes," UE 2 (1970),21, n.9.

12. M. Datrood, "Ugaritic Lexicography," Mdlanges E. Trsserant, l. StT Z3l (1964),92t.
13. WUS: E. Lipir{ski, "Banquet en I'honneur de Baal: CTA 3 (V A), A, 4-22," Un Z Og1.O),

79.
14. E. Ullendorff, "Ugaritic Marginalia II," JSS, 7 (1962),344f.;M. Dietrich, O. Loretz, and

J. Sanmartin, "Zur ugaritischen Lexicographie (XID," UE 6 (197q, q.
15. h.325f.
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reference to the deity's "vital vigour." J. C. de Moorl6 interprets it as an epithet
describing 'Athtar as "god 'who is able to moisten."' G. R. Driver and Frank M.
CrossrT are more likely correct in suggesting the root lhn, "be intelligent."

ln KTU, 1.85, 3, de Moor interprets ymsi.hm.b.mskt.dll.tt as referring to a "mixture
of saps."

The evidence for the existence of Lah, a god of vital force, is thus very scant. The
theophorous elements in the personal names cited by van Selms are better derived from
the divine name ilh, the god of the river of the underworld.l8

2. Akkadian.In Akkadian, ldfru appears only as a West Semitic loanword, synony-
mous with pe rfiu, "shoot.' ' le It is uncertain whether our word with the meaning "moist,
wet" appears in Hurr. lafiafrfui,2o the name of a mountain range (= lablanbi, "lrbanon
range" ).21

3. Aramaic, Middle Hebrew. The occasional lenglhening of the root in the first
syllable does not permit identification with lwh.22 The verb lawwal.ta, "begin to ripen"
(of grapes), found in the colloquial Syrian dialect of Arabic, as well as tal.dwll.t, "fruit
that is beginning to ripen,"23 may be associated with our root. Cf. Aram. lal.tlal.t,

"moisten, cause to flow"'2a Christian Palestinian ldlta', "moisture"'25 Talmudic lah,
"moist, fresh,"26 often used metaphorically on the basis of Dt. 34:.7. The male semen

is the "sap of life" par excellence; its degeneration shows the total comrption of the

individual (l4hd s"rfiha: Cant. Rab. vii.9).

II. OT.

l. Occurrences. The adj. lal.t occurs 6 times in the OT (Gen. 30:37; Nu. 6:3; Jgs.

16:7,8;Ezk. 17:24;21:3[Eng.2O:47D. The noun ldal.tis found only inDt.34:7 and Jer.

ll:19 conj.27

16. J. C. de Moor, The Seasorutl Pattem in the Ugaritic Myth of Ba'lu. AOAT 16 (1971),2O2t.
17. CML2,150; F. M. Cross, "Epigraphic Notes on the Ammdn Citadel Inscription," BASOR,

193 (1969),18, n. 12.

18. Cf. M. Tsevat, "The Canaanite God Siilah," W 4 (1954),41-49; o. Loretz, "Der Gott
Su{ rrc. Sr4r r una SUt n:' uF (19i5), s84f.

19. CAD,IX (1973), 45; AHw,I (1965), 528.
20. KBo, XX,129, obv. II, 24.
21. P. Haas and H. J. Thiel, "Ein Beitrage zum hurritischen W<irterbuch," Festschrift C. E A.

Schaeffer UE ll (1979),343f.
22.Yan Selms,320f.
23. J.B.Belot, Vocabulaire arabe-frangcrs (Beirut, "1920), cited in van Selms, 3ll.
24. G. H. Dalman, Aramiiisch-neuhebriiisch.es Handwiirterbuch zu Targum, Talmud und

Midrasch (1938, repr. Hildesheim 1967),216.
25. F. Schulthess, Grammatik des christlich-pakistinischen Aramriisch (Ttibingen, 1924), 924,

3b.
26. WTM, il,49tf.,494.
27. See M. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography IY" Bibl, 47 (1966), 409; BHS, in loc.
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a. The adj. lal.t and its pl. lahim (3 occurrences of each) are used in the botanical
realmof maqqdl, "branch," 'ondbtm, "grapes," and ?J "tree." Its antonyms are ydpdi
and hiral. Note also ldrdp, "fresh" (Ezk. l7:9; cf . v. 24). The suffix with l€ah inDt.
34:7 is ambiguous. The MT reads lEhdh (kethibh: bhd, refering b 'An6, "the moisture
of his eyes";28 qere: "his [vital] sap"2e); but cf. several LXX traditions. The Vulg.
reads iinnayw, "his teeth." Sir. 34(31):13 is obviously based on Dt.34:7.

b. The LXX translates lal.t with chl6r6s (3 times), hyros (twice), and prdsphatos
(once); it renders lea|t by td cheljnia and accurately paraphrases Sir. 3l:13 with
dakr!ein.

c. In addition to Jer. l1: 19 conj. (b"lebb for belahm6, against the LXX:o), emenda-
tions have also been proposed for Job 5:26 (b"kelah); 3O.,2 (kdlaD. The unknown
etymology3r of klh (Atam. knlaha, "look sternly,"32 does not help) led even Jerome
to emendation: omnis vita = H byym. ln Job 30:2, following Dt. 34:7, Karl Budde
conjectured kol-lEah.33 Adalbert Merx and Thomas K. Cheyne similarly proposed

belEalt in Job 5:26. Dahood3a sees in kllt a "congeneric assimilation" (kbah, "strength"
+ lEalt, "freshness") with the meaning "ripeness,"3s but this meaning is inappropriate
in the context of Job 5:26.36 Following the Rabbis, we should probably read a form of
klh, "bing to completion."

2. Usage. a. The earliest occurrences of lah in the OT are found in Gen. 30:37 (J);

Jgs. l6:7f. The pre-J Jacob tradition already recounted Jacob's cunning in making plain
goats mate while looking at fresh (lah) peeled rods of wood so that their offspring
would be speckled. To explain this stratagem, Hermann Gunkel,37 Gerhard von Rad,38

and Claus Westermann3e point out the well-known "oversight" of female animals,ao

probably a popular term for the influence of the environment on embryonic develop-
ment. Possibly, however, the placing of rods before the mating animals may be related

to mythological notions.al Illustrations on Mesopotamian cylinder sealsa2 also suggest

28. GesB,382.
29. K8L3,499.
30. Cf. W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HAT Xll (31968); B^FIS; contra van Selms. See II.l.
3 I . F. Horst, Hiob. BK, XVUI ( 1968), 89.
32. K8L3,455; S. R. Driver and G. B. Gray, Job. ICC (1927, repr. 1977),33f.
33. See also M. H. Pope, Job. AB, xv (1973),219.
34. M. Dahood, "Northwest Semitic Philology and Job," The Bible in Current Catholic

Thought. M. J. Gruenthaner Memoial Volume. St. Mary's Theology Studies, I (New York, 1962),
56f.; idem, "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography XI," Bibl,54 (1973),358; cf. A. C. M. Blommerde,
Northwest Semitic Grammar and Job. BietOr 22 (1969), 12,26, ll2.

35. KBL3,455.
36. Cf. G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT, XVI (1963), 129, 156.
37. H. Gunkel, Genesis. HKAT, Vl eD77),339.
38. G. von Rad, Genzsis. OTL(Ene. trans. 196l), 296f.
39. C. Westermann, Genesis l2-36 (Eng. rans., Minneapolis, 1985), 483.
40. Cf. already S. Borchart, Hierozoicon, I, 619f.
41. + Va) kebef.
42. Cited by I. Seibert, Hirt, Herde, Kbnig. DAWB,53 (1969), 58f.
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a possible allusion to the tree of life motif in the context of fertility magic. The binding
of Samson with seven "fresh" (still moist) bowstrings (Jgs. 16:7f.) is also viewed as

a magical act, since these strings were thought to be still "full of mysterious life."a3
The parallel attempts to bind him with "new" rops ('a!61im l.t"/dlim: Jgs. 16:11; cf.
l5:12f.) and to weave the seven locks of his hair with the massef;cT the warp threads
of the horizontal loom,4 lend credence to the magical background. By way of explana-
tion, Robert G. Bolinga5 cites the curse ritual of the oath taken by Hittite soldiers,a6 in
which "tearing apart of the soul" represents the death of the forsworn soldier. A. G.
van DaalenaT views the story of Samson as being based on the myth of a solar deity,
recounting the vain attempts of mortals to bind the sun.

Nu. 6:3 states that a Nazirite is not permitted to drink wine, strong drink, or grape
juice; neither may he eat dry Odbe$ or fresh (lab) grapes. According to
E. Zuckschwerdt,a8 a later redactor has here expanded on the prohibition of wine.4e

b. Dt. 34:7 reports that Moses died at the age of 120 years. Despite his great age,

hiseyeswerenotdimandhtsl4ah, "sapof life"(syn.'olfrmim: Job20: 11;e0c.),was
unabated. The text-critical problems of this text are discussed above. Rabbinic legend
(Sifre on Dl34t7) reinterprets it: from Moses' body water flowed in all directions (cf.

the noncanonical scriptural quotation in Jn. 7:37f.).so
Jer. ll:19 uses a tree full of sap as a vivid metaphor to represent Jeremiah in his

full vigor, exposed unsuspectingly to the persecutions of his friends. The parallel
metaphor of the lamb that is led to the slaughter has resulted in a wealth of christological
interpretations clustering around this verse.sl

Ezk. 17:24 uses the green tree and the dry tree as a merism for all of nature, in
which Yahweh reveals his works.

In an oracle ofjudgment against the "land of the south," Ezk.21:3(20:47) proclaims
that every green tree and every dry tree will be burned, again a merism revealing
Yahweh's sovereignty over all the earth (cf. the association with the recognition formula
in 2l :4,10[2O:48 ; 2 1 :5]).

In rabbinic literature, the argument from the burning of green wood to the much
easier burning of dry wood is a favorite metaphor for the inevitability of divine
judgment.52

43. H. W. Hertzberg, Das Biicher Josua, Richter und Ruth. ATD, lX (1969),234.
44. AuS, V (1937), l0l; K. Galling, "Weben und Weberei," 8RL2,360.
45. R. G. Boling, Judges. AB, Vl A(1965),249.
46. ANETt,553f.
47 . A. G. van Daalen, Simson. SSN, 8 (1966), lO7-114.
48. E. Zuckschwerdt, "Zur literarischen Vorgeschichte des priesterlichen Nazir-Gesetzes

(Num 61j," 7Aw,88 (1976),196.
49. Cf. also D. Kellermann, Die Piesterschifr von Numei I 1 bis llao BAW, 120 (1970),87 .

50. On the metaphor of the "spring of the living water," see R. Schnackenburg, The Gospel
according to St. John,2. HTC (Eng. trans. 1980), 152tr

51. Cf. O. Michel, "o@y{,"" TDNT,yll,935-38; A. Feuillet, "Les martyrs de I'humanit6
et I'Agneau 6,9o196," NRTh,9 (1977), 190-207.

52. See St.-B., II (1924), 263; l*. 23:31; J. Schneider, "(dfov," TDM V, 37 .
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III. Dead Sea Scrolls. Three occurrences of lah have been found in the Dead Sea

scrolls. In IQH 3:29, it is related to Ezekiel. In apocalyptic tones, the hymnic confession
of faith describes the growth of Belial like a devouring fire that destroys l<ol 'e; lal.t

weydlEl. The text of IQH 8:19 (possibly comrpt) marks an antithesis to 3:29: the
"elect"53 "who were hidden in secret" (m%frbbdim bass€1er) will become a spring
of water (?) for green and dry - i.e., all - trees. In this metaphor is concentrated the
sense of election and mission shared by the Essenes of Qumran.

In llQT 49:12,the Temple scroll prescribes how the house of someone who has

died is to be cleansed,v incorporating and elaborating on the regulations of Nu.
l9:ll-22. The "waterof purification" (mA niddA)ss of Nu. 19:13s6 is now specified as

comprising oil (,irzn), wine (yyn), and moisture of water (lbt mym); the house must be
cleansed with it on the first and third day after a death.

Fabry

53. A. Dupont-Sommer, The Essenc Writingsfrom Qumran (Eng.nans. 1961, repr. Gloucester,
Mass., 1973),228.

54. Cf. Y. Yadin, M"gillat hammiqdal (Jerusalem, 1977),1,251-57; tr, 15l [Heb.].
55. Cf. J. Bowman, "Did the Qumran Sect Burn the Red Heifer?" RevQ, I (1958), 73-84;

J. M. Baumgarten, Studies in Qumran bw. SIJIA,24 (1977),95.
56. -, NDD !dmE', Y, 333f., 341f; cf. J. Neusner, The ldea of Purity in Ancient ludaism.

stJt-\" t (1973),23.

l. Etymology. Heb. l"l.t? "jaw, cheek," corresponds to Jewish Aram. libyd' and
lehdyld'; Arab.lahy,'Jaw" (cf. libyah "beard"; also Soq. labyeht); andTrgre l"l1E,

"cheek."2 Ugaritic has a form lhm3 that appears with dqn, "beard," in KTU, 1.6 I, 3
and 1.5 VI, 19 and may be interpreted as a dual of *ll.ty: "pair of jaws." Cyrus H.
Gordona points out the possibility that, like kab. lfudh, it may mean "beard." In
Akkadian we find lafifr, "jaw,"s which may be related to l'ht (in spite of having I

l"ht. A. van Selms, "A Forgotten Gcdj l,ab," Studia Biblica et Semitica Festschrifi T. C.
Vriezen (Wageningen, 1966), 318-326.

l. Leslau, Contibutions, 28.
2. Cf .P. Fronzaroli, "Studi sul lessico comune semitico. II: Anatomia e Fisiologia," A4IVLR,

t9 (1964),270.
3. WUS, no. 1451.
4. UT no.1366.
5. AHw, I (1965), 528f.
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instead of /r). Akkadian also has a word btu, "chek,"6 which Wolfram von Soden

associates with the Aramaic by-form l6'al.tllfr'd. Since leht, as Ugaritic and Arabic show,

has lr rather than b, btu might also be related to l"ltt.7

2. Occurrences, L)An. The word appears 2l times in the OT, 4 of which are in Jgs.

15:15-17. The LXX usually translates it with siag6n, sometimes with siag1nion or
che{los.

3. OT Usage. The noun l%i is used fint of all in its literal sense, as in the 4
occurences in Jgs. 15, which recounts Samson's heroic slaying of a thousand men with
the jawbone of an ass.8 The story ends with the statement that the place was called
Ramath-lehi ('Jawbone heighs"). There follows an account of how a spring opened,

named "caller spring," which is still "at l,ehi." Here the toponym Lehi or Ramath-lehi
also serves as the point of deparnrre for an etymology. Adrianus van Selms considers

this popular etymology to be erroneous and interprets the place name as evidence for
the worship of Lah, a Canaanite god of life force.e

Dt. l8:3 decrees that the jaws and stomach of a sacrificed ox or sheep shall belong
to the levitical priest.

Job 40:25f.(Eng. 41:1f.) describes the invulnerability of the crocodile as follows:
"Can you draw him out with a fishhook . . . ? Can you put a rope through his nose,

or pierce his jaw with a hook?" Of course the answer is "No."
This literal usage leads to metaphorical usage in the language ofthe prophets. Ezekiel

addresses Pharaoh as a monstrous dragon: "I will puts hooks in your jaws . . . and

draw you up out of [the Nile]" @2k.29:4). Herodotus describes how crocodiles were
captured with hooks; in like manner, Pharaoh will be captured by Yahweh and drawn
from his true element. The same image is addressed to Gog: "I will entice you, and

put hooks into your jaws" (Ezk. 38:4).
Isa. 30:28 described a punitive theophany. Yahweh appears and "sways the nations

by the bridle of destruction, and places on the jaws of the people a cord that leads

astray." Just as one controls sfubborn horses, mules, and asses by means of bridle and

halter, so God will mislead the nations "into their certain ruin." l0

The situation is quite different in Hos. I l:4, a difficult passage. Yahweh describes how
he cared for his people, whom he delivered out of Egypt: he led them with cords of love;
according to the MT, he eased the yoke from theirjaws and fed them. Normally, of course,

a yoke does not rest on the jaws. Furthermore, the abrupt shift of imagery is disturbing:
the rest ofthe passage describes Israel as a son or a child. It is therefore reasonable to read

71, "suckling," instead of 'ol "yoke." This emendation preserves the image throughout
the entire passage: Yahweh is like a father who lifts his child to his cheeks.

6. rbid.,546.
7. Cf. van Selms, 321.
8. -+'11011 h"mir (ch9n6r).
9.Pp.323ff.;-+ft) lah.
10. O. Kaiser, Isaiah 13-39. OTL(Eng. trans. 1974), 307.
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Two descriptive poems in the Song of Solomon mention cheeks: the bride's cheeks

are comely with their ornaments (Cant. l:10; the next element is her neck); the bride-

groom's cheeks are like beds of spices (5:13; the next element is his lips). Lam. l:2
speaks of tears on the cheeks of Jerusalem, described as a woman in mourning.

To strike someone on the cheek was considered a disgraceful act. The court prophet

Zedekiah strikes Micaiah ben Imlah on the cheek when the latter calls him a false

prophet (l K.22:24 par. 2 Ch. l8:23). Job relates in Job 16:10 how his former friends

have gaped at him with their mouths and struck him insolently (b"herpd) upon the

cheek. Mic. 4:14(5:l) (probably from the period before 587rr) speaks of the destruction

of Jerusalem, saying that "with a rod (iEbet) they strike upon the cheek the judge

(iap$ of Israel," insolent treatment of the king, the anointed of Yahweh.12

Lam. 3:30 calls upon the Israelites to bear their present humiliation and "give
(their) cheek to the smiter," since God will not cast off forever and will have

compassion.
Finally, the third Servant Song says that the Servant gave his back to the smiters

and his cheeks to those who pulled out the beard (Isa. 50:6); the next words speak of
shame and disgrace. Similar treatment is inflicted on the king in the Babylonian akttu

festival: the priest strikes him on the cheek and plucks at his beard. Since other royal

features appear in the Servant Songs,l3 it is reasonable to see dependence on the royal

cult. It is equally likely, however, that both the Servant passage and the royal cult make

use of a general expression of insolence.la

In an imprecatory prayer, the author of Ps. 3 expresses the wish that God will smite

his enemies on the cheek (v. 8t71, par. "break their teeth"). Here, too, we are dealing

with a kind of insolent treatment, although the destruction of the enemies is implied

more clearly.
Ringgren

1L Cf. H. W. Wolff, Micah (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1990)' I37ff.
12. Cf . Z. Ilan, " 'Gedud' and 'Lehi' in the Book of Micah," BethM, 2Ol2 (1975),209-218

lHeb.l, 3ll [Eng. summary].
13. O. Kaiser, Der kdnigliche Knecht. FRI^ANT, N.s. 52[70] (1959).

14. For a discussion of the issue, see H. Ringgren, "K6nig und Messias," 7'qW @ 0952)'
141; Kaiser, Isaiah 13-39, 88.
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Contents: l. Etymology; 2. Occurrences, LXX; 3. OT Usage.

l. Etymology. The root /ft/c is found in all the semitic languages except Ethiopic:
Akk. bku;t Ugar. lhk;z various Aramaic dialects, including Syr. lehal3; Arab. lahika, all
meaning "lick." The only occurence in Ugaritic3 speaks of a female being who "licks
the heavens with her tongue, singes the sea with her tail, and puts a gag in the mouth
of Tannin" 

- obviously the work of a triumphant deity.

2. occurrences, L)an. The verb ldhaft occrxs 7 times in the or, once in the qal and
6 times in the piel. The LXX translates with leichein or ekle{chein.

3. OT Usage. The only occurrence of the qal is in Nu. Z2:4, which speaks of oxen
licking up (i.e., devouring) the grass lstereq) of the field to describe the devastation
that Balak fears the Israelites will wreak in Moab. The beginning of the verse uses the
piel with the same meaning: "this horde will now lick up all that is round about us."
"The metaphor describes the oxen during the act of eating, while the Moabites' fear
is concerned with the result."4 The piel has a similar meaning in I K. 18:38 (Elijah on
Mt. carmel): the fire of Yahweh falls from heaven, devouring the burnt offering, the
wood, the stones, and the earth, and licking up the water in the trench so that nothing
remains.

The other occulrences speak of licking the dust as a sign of subjection or humiliation.
Mic. 7:17 describes the enemy nations as "licking the dust like a serpent, like the
crawling things of the earth," an image of defeat and humiliation. According to Isa.
49:23, kings and princes will bow down (hiitahwd)before Israel and lick the dust of
Israel's feet. The enemies are like subjects licking the feet of their sovereign; Israel is
triumphant, for the kings will reahze "that I am Yahweh."

Ps. 72:9 speaks of those who dwell in the wilderness bowing down (l<nra) before
the king and his enemies licking the dust. Whether this text refers to kissing the feet
as an act of homage or humiliation of the king's enemies is not quite clear; possibly
both are involved. Kissing the sovereign's feet as an act of homage is amply attested
in Mesopotamia; the action is described as iepe naidqu, "kissing the feet," or qaqqara
naiaqu, "kissing the ground."s This act of homage is mentioned in ps. 2:12, especially
if the common emendation naii"qfr beraglayw is accepted.

Ringgren

l. AHw, I (1965),542.
2. WUS, no. 1453.
3. KTU,1.83,5.
4. E. Jenni, Das hcbrciische Pi'el (Zurich. 1968), 146.
5. CAD, XV2 (1980),58f.; cf. AHw,ll(1972),759.
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Contents: L Etymology and LXX. II. Secular Usage: I' Baking; 2. Meals; 3. Bread = Food;

4. Phrases;5. Idioms;6. Manna. III. Cultic Usage: l. Showbread;2. Offerings and Feasts. IV.

Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. Etymology and LXX. The noun lehcm, "bread, food, grain," occurs some 300

times in the OT. The same meaning is found in Ugaritic, Phoenician, Aramaic Syriac,

and Mandaic. The original meaning appears to have been "solid food." Arab. labm

means "meat"; in the South Arabic dialect of the island Soqoga, lehem means "fish."
According to Edward Ullendorff,l the Semitic root means merely "primary food," so

that the specific sense can vary from region to region. For the verbal root, the meaning

"eat" is found, especially in Hebrew and Ugaritic poetry. Other derivatives of the root

lhm, sych as Heb. nillumz and Moab. lthm, "frgltt," Syr. lalthem, 'Join," andArab.

laftl.tama, "solder, weld," lultma, "weft," "relationship," suggest the basic idea of

lettem. C. W. Atkinson, "The Ordinances of Passover-Unleavened Bread," ATR, 44 (1962),

70-85; J. Behm, "&ptoq," TNDT,l,477f.; M. BiI, "La folie de David," RHPR, 37 (1957)'

156-162; F. Blome, Die Opfermaterie in Babylonien und Israel, l. SSAOI, 4 (1934); P. A. H. de

Boer, "An Aspect of Sacrifice, I: Divine Bread," Studies in the Religion of Ancient Israel. SW,

23 (1972),27-36; M. Haran, "The Complex of Ritual Acts Performed Inside the Tabernacle,"

Studies in the Religion of the Bible. ScrHier 8 (1961), 272-302; W. Herrmann, "Gtitterspeise

und Gdttertrank in Ugarit und Israel," AW 72 (1960), 2O5-216:' F. Hrozny' Das Getreide im

alten Babylonien (Yiema, 1913); L. Koehler, "Alttestamentliche Wortforschung: Loch- und

Ringbrot," ThZ 4 (1948), 154; G. Krotkoff, "l,aftm'Fleisch' ]und lel.tem'Brot'," WZKM, 62

(1969), 76-82; F. NijScher, "sakrale Mahlzeiten vor Qumran," l*x tua veritas. Festschrift

H. Junl<cr (Trier, 196l), 145-174 =Vom Alten zum NT. BBB, 17 (1962),83-lll; A. Pelletier,

"Une particularitd du rituel des'pains d'oblation'conserv6e par la SePtante," W, 17 (1967)'

364-67; R. Rendtorff, Studien zur Geschichte dcs Opfers im Alten Israel. WMANT, 24 (1967);

L. Rost, Studien zum Opfer im Alten Israel. BWANT, 113 (1981); idem, "Zu den Festopfervor-

schriften von Numeri 28 und 29," ThlZ,83 (1958), 329-334; J. Schoneveld, "Het breken van

destaf desbroods," NedThTn 0973), 132-145 H. Schult, "Marginalezum'StabdesBrotes,"'
ZDPV 87 (1971),206-8; A. V. Strom, "Abendmahl. 1," TRE,I (1977),43-47;E. Ullendorff,
"The Contribution of South Semitics to Hebrew trxicography," W 6 (1956)' 190-98 = /s
Biblical Hebrew a language? (Wiesbaden, 1977), 189-197; R. de Vaux, Studies in OT Sacifice
(cardiff, 1964); M. Wiihren, Brot und Gebiick im lcben und. Glauben dcs alten orient (Bem,

t967).

t. P. 192.
2. -r;1Dn)D milhdmA.
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"coming together" (in close combat, contact with food, or joining together for a meal).
Flesh and bread share the characteristic of being a soft, adhesive mass. Flesh sticks to
the bones and binds them together. The bread denoted by lehemwas initially eaten raw
or only partially baked because fuel was scarce.3

The LXX usually translates with drtos (about 250 times), but sometimes with siros,
ddrdn, troph6, or trdpeza.

II. Secular Usage.

l. Baking. Along with water, bread was the primary food in the ancient Near East
(Sir. 29:21). In the or, the most important grain used for bread was wheat, but barley,
spelt, and millet are also mentioned. The making of flour and bread was part of a
housewife's daily work (Prov. 3l:15; Jer. 7:18). Since the period of the monarchy, there
were also professional bakers (Hos. 7:4; Jer. 37:21: "bakers' sfteet,,). The grain was
ground in mortars or between millstones; in later periods, hand-mills were also used.
Larger quantities were ground in basalt mills consisting of one round flat stone set
upon another and turned by animals. Flour and water were made into dough and
combined with a little salt and leaven (sourdough). The dough was allowed to rise and
then shaped into round flat cakes (kikkar-lehem: Jgs. 8:5; I S. 2:36), ftom2 millimeters
to I centimeter (0.1 to 0.4 in.) thick and 20 to 50 centimeters (8 to 20 in.) in diameter.
Less common were round loaves with a hole in the middle (l.nllal lel.tem:2 s. 6:19).
Since barley dough is less elastic ttran wheat dough, it was made into oblong loaves.
If a guest had to be fed speedily, the dough was kneaded without leaven. The cakes
were usually baked on a round metal plate 35 to 50 centimeters ( 14 to 20 in.) in diameter,
sef on stones surrounding a flre. An even simpler way of baking was to dig a small pit,
fill it with stones, and light a fire on top of them. when they were hot, the fire was
cleared away and the dough was placed on the hot stones and covered with glowing
coals. According to I K. 19:6, Elijah found such a "cake baked on hot stones" ('zgcg
resdptm). The stones could also be covered with a thick clay pot heated externally liith
hot coals. An actual oven (tarmfir) could also be used:a a two-tiered clay cylinder,
narrower at the top than at the bottom, some 60 cemtimeters (24 in.) high and g0
centimeters (32 in.) across; the fire burned in the bottom section while the cakes or
loaves baked above. The fuel consisted of dry wood, briars, and animal dung mixed
with stubble or dry grass. The hot bread (lehem hdm: Josh.9:12) was placed in baskets;
a "bread staff" (mafieh-lehem: Lev. 26:26; Ezk. 4:16; etc.)s could be used ro store
ring-shaped loaves. A piece of bread was called pa!-or p"fip lehem (r K. 17:lr; Ezk.
l3: l9).

3. Krotkoff,79ff.
4. Cf. W. Riillig, "Babylon," BRLz,29.
5. -+ i'lDD ma!!eh.
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2. Meals. Bread and water were constituted the major meal for prisoners and the

poorer classes (Ex. 23:25; 2 K. 6:22; Job 22:7 ; Ezk. 12: 1 8f.). Among the wealthy, bread

was a side-dish at banquets. The soldiers who made David king used draft animals to

bring bread to Hebron for three days of feasting, together with meal, cakes of f,rgs and

raisins, wine and oil, oxen and sheep (l Ch. 12:41[Eng. v. zt0]). Sweet cakes and honey

might accompany bread; the wife of Jeroboam I set out with these foods to visit the

prophet Ahrjah (l K. l4:3). Indispensable accompaniments also included onions, leeks,

and garlic (Nu. I l:5); various kinds of fruit, either fresh or dried, were also eaten with

bread (2 S. 16:lf.). Bread was the heart of any banquet, and lehem itself can even mean

"banquet" @ccl. l0:19).
In Judaism, a meal begins with a benediction over the bread: "Blessed be Yahweh

our God, who brings forth bread from the earth."6 After the guests respond "Amen,"

the host breaks the bread and gives some to each of the guests. This benediction exempts

everything else eaten with the bread during the meal (meat, fish, or eggs) from needing

a further blessing. As long as pieces of bread are on the table, everyone knows that

another dish is coming. But as soon as these pieces are cleared away and a whole loaf

with legumes is served as dessert, the meal concludes.

3. Bread = Food. Besides meaning "bread grain" (Isa. 28:28; often in Gen.4147),
lel.tem can also mean "food" or "provisions." Dt. 8:3 says that one does not live by

bread alone, i.e., by earttrly food, but by everything that proceeds out of the mouth of

Yahweh (cf. Am. 8:11). Even the wild beasts receive their "food" from Yahweh (Ps.

147:9); during the summer, the ant secures its "sustenance" for the winter (Prov. 6:8;

31:25);the wicked becomes "fodder" for vultures (Job 15:23); and dust is the serpent's

"food" (Isa. 65:25). A prudent owner of livestock sees that there is always enough

goats' milk for his "food" (Prov.27:27), and the diligent housewife brings her "food"
from afar (Prov. 3l:14). The children ofthe righteous will never need to beg for "food"
(Ps. 37:25), and proper fasting includes, among other things, sharing "food" with the

hungry [sa. 58:7). Solomon's daily "provisions" are listed in I K. 5:2t.(4:22f .).

Very often lefuem occurs in conjunction with -+ )>X 'df;al. David showed Meribaal

special favor by letting him live at court: "You shall eat at my table always" (2 5.9:7).

Jehoiachin was granted the same privilege at the Babylonian court after his pardon:

"Every day of his life he dined regularly at the king's table" (Jer. 52:33). The generous

Nehemiah did not lay claim to the food allowance of a governor, the "bread of the

pefuh,, (Neh.S:14). Amaziah ordered the prophet Amos to flee to Judah and eat bread

there, i.e., earn his support there (Am. 7:12).

Quite generally, "eat bread" means "have a meal" (Gen. 31:54; 37:25;43:32''Ex.
2:20; I S. 20:24; Jer. 4l:1), "eat no bread" means "eat nothing" (l S. 2O:34; 28:20

I K. 13:8f.). "Eat food" can also be expressed by bdrd ot tA'am lehem (2 S. 12:17

3:35); ndlan lehem (l K. 5:23[9]; ll:18) means "provide food." One can have "a
surfeit of food" (idba' lehem: Prov. 3O:22) but also "a lack of food" (hdsEr lehem:

6. Ber. vi.l.
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Am. 4:6). During a period of mouming, Daniel ate no "delicacies" (lehem bgnudbt:
Dnl. l0:3).

4. Phrases. The significance of bread also finds expression in biblical phrases. The
phrase "bread and wine" (Gen. 14:18; Neh.5:15; etc.) means more than just "food
and drink": it refers to an abundant banquet like ttrat prepared, for example, by
hospitable wisdom (Prov. 9:5) and to the blessing that proceeds from the word of God
(Isa. 55:1f.). The fertility ofthe land can also be suggested by phrases like "bread and
vineyards" (2K. 18:32: Isa.36: l7). "Breadandwater,"ontheotherhand,denotes
minimal sustenance (l K. l8:4,13;2K.6:22; Isa. 2l:14; Ezk.4:17). Ahab orders that
the imprisoned prophet Micaiah be fed with "the bread of adversity and the water of
affliction," i.e., short rations, as during a siege (l K.22:27; cf. Isa. 30:20). "To eat no
bread and drink no water" means having nothing at all to eat or drink (1 S. 30:12; Dt.
9:9,18; Ezr. 10:6). Fugitives are offered at least bread and water (Dt. 23:5[4]; Isa.
2l:14). Abraham gives Hagar "bread and a skin of water" to take with her (Gen .21:14).
Esau sells his birthright to Jacob for "bread and pottage of lentils" (Gen. 25:34), and
Joseph supplies his brothers with "grain, bread, and provision" (Gen. 45:23). God feeds
his people with "bread and meat" in the wildemess, as he did in Egypt (Ps. 78:201'Ex.
16:3); and, at God's command, ravens supply the prophet Elijah with "bread in the
morning, and meat in the evening" (l K. 17:6). "Bread and clothing" are often men-
tioned together as the necessities of life; everyone needs them, and they are given to
the needy (Gen. 28:20; Isa. 4: 1; Ezk. 18: 16).

5. Idioms. Many situations-some pleasant and some not so pleasant-are as-
sociated with bread. "To eat bread with someone" means to be a friend and confidant
(Ps. 4l:10[9]). In Ob. 7, "men of your bread" @SV "your trusted friends") denotes
the confederates who have set traps for Edom; in Sir. 9:16, it refers to proper company
at table. Hospitality is considered a sacred obligation; it tums one's own bread into
bread for the stranger (Gen. l8:5). It is a splendid expression of love to give one's
bread to the hungry (Ezk. l8:7; fuov.22:9); the wicked, however, do not deserve help:
they should be refused bread (Sir. 12:5). Joshua and Caleb admonish the Israelites not
to fear the Canaanites, "for they are bread for us," i.e., we can easily overcome them
(Nu. 14:9). According to Ps. 14:4, the wicked eat up Yahweh's people as callously as

though they were eating bread. Abundance or lack of bread has symbolic value:
abundance signifies God's blessing (Ps. 132:15; Prov. l2:ll), wealth, prosperity, and
security (Gen. 49:20; Jer- 44:17;l*v.26:5); a lack signifies God's punishment for sin
(Jer. 5:17; Ezk.4:16) and grinding poverty (2K.25:3; Lam. 1:11). Those who were
full will suffer extreme want and have to hire themselves out for bread (l S. 2:5).
Equally poor are those who stayed behind in Palestine after the year 586: they can keep
body and soul together only by begging bread from their enemies (Lam. 5:6).

Various interpretations have been proposed for Eccl. 11:l: "Cast your bread upon
the waters, for you will find it after many days." This text is not an exhortation to
selfless charity or eager daring, but a statement that even an unwise action can have a
good ending, so that one never knows how a particular event will turn out. One would
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normally think that throwing bread on the water would result in the bread's being lost.
It is possible, however, for a light, dry, piece of bread that absorbs only a little water
to stay afloat and be washed ashore by the waves.T ln a figura etymologica in Prov.

9:5, wisdom calls on the simple to eat her bread. What she offers as food for spirinral
life is the "bread of understanding" and the "water of wisdom" (Sir. l5:3). In inter-
preting Prov. 9:5, Judaism treats the Torah figuratively as "bread" or speaks of the

"bread of the world of souls," referring to etemal bliss.8 Finally, rich and plenteous

bread is the most noble gift of the eschatological age (Isa. 30:23).

"Bread of tears" (lebem dim'A: Ps. 80:6[5]) suggests a long period of constant

disaster for the people of God (cf. Ps. 42:aBD. Job 3:24 transforms this image: Job's

"sighing" comes before his "bread" (i.e., food) and is more important. The wicked
eatthe "breadof wickedness" (lehemreia':Prov.4:17),andthe "breadof lies" (lehem

ieqer: Prov.20:17; lehem k'zdlim:23:3) at fust it tastes good to them. The sin of
unchastity to which Dame Folly entices is called "stolen water" and "secret bread'l
(lebem s"larim: Prov. 9: l7). The diligent housewife does not eat the "bread of idleness"
(lebem 'aslfr1: Prov. 3l:27). One should not long for the "bread of the envious" (lehem

ra' 'ayin: Prov. 23:6), but be satisfied with the "needful bread" (lehem fiuqq?: Prov.

30:8) given by God. Because Yahweh is the giver of all that is good, agonizing labor,

the "bread of anxious toil" (lehem hd'agdltm: Ps. 127:2) is considered worthless. It is
an expression of profound anguish to loathe bread (Job 33:20; cf. Ps. 102:10[9]) or
simply forget to eat bread (Ps. 102:5[4]). According to Ezk. 24:17,22, eating the "bread
of mortals" (lehem 'anditm or better lehem '6ntm = "bread of mourners") is one of
the standard elements of mourning in which the prophet is not to engage (cf. Hos. 9:4).

6. Manna. The food the Israelites ate while wandering in the desert is call mdn.

When the people murnur, Yahweh promises to rain bread from heaven, bread in
abundance (Ex. 16:4,8). The later hymnody of Israel therefore calls manna "bread of
heaven" (lehcm idmayim: Ps. 105:40) or "bread from heaven" (lehem milidmayim:
Neh. 9:15). The historical Ps. 78:25 speaks of the "bread of the mighty one," probably

referring to heavenly beings; it is a food that comes from the dwelling place of the

angels. The people, who are sick and tired of wandering in the desert, loathe his

"worthless bread" (kl.um haqq'l6q?l: Nu. 2l:5).

III. Cultic Usage.

l. Showbread. Several Hebrew phrases are translated by the traditional (and er-
roneous) term "showbread." The original expression was the collective pttase lehem

pdnim, "face bread(s)"; it appears in Ex.25:30, where Yahweh gives Moses a brief
commandment concerning this bread: "You shall set face bread on the table, continually
before my face." Nu. 4:7 therefore speaks of lel.tem hafiam@ in the sense of a permanent

7. H. W. Hertzberg, Der Prediger KAT, XVru4f. (1963), 200f.
8. St.-B., il,482ff.
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9trering. More frequently we find the variant with the article: lehem happantm (Ex.
35:13;39:36; I s.2r:7[6]; I r. 7:48;2 ch.4:r9). In l S.2r:5ff.(4ff.), rhis bread is
identified as lehem qdy'ei, "holy bread," in contrast to lehem b6l, *common 

bread.,,
Ex.4o:23 speaks of '?ref, lel.rem, "arrangement of bread,,'while Ex. 40:4 speaks simply
of setting out the 'Ere!. From the root 'r& ("arrange,,) come also the phrases *o."ripi1
lehem (2 ch. l3:ll) or reftem hamma'"rege1(Neh. 10:34[33]; l bh. 9:32;23:29),
meaning "arrangement of bread" or "bread-of the arrangement-,;; we also find simply
ma',reftc1( I Ch. 28:16; 2 Ch. 29:18). The lehem hattami/ of Nu. 4:7 is represented- in2ch.2:3(4)byma'aref,eltdmtS.TheLXXprefers drtoitisprotAseds,theyurg.panes
propositionis.

In the Second remple, the preparation of the showbread was the duty of the Ko-
hathite lrvites (l ch. 9:32);e in particular, they supervised the measurements (l ch.
23:29). More detailed regulations are found in Lrv. 24:5-g.Twelve cakes were always
baked; each used two tenths of an ephah (ca. 4-g l. tl-2 qts.l) of the finest wheat flour
$ale!). The term hall61 suggests rather thick round loaves with a hole in the middle
(ring bread) or loaves in which holes are made with the fingers before being baked.ro
In the sanctuary, the loaves were zuranged in nvo piles of siiloaves each on the gilded
table described in Ex. 25:23-30. lncense was placed on each pile, and possibly salt aswell (Irv. 24:7 LXX). The loaves were changed weekly on ttre sabbath, when the
incense and salt were burned as a "memorial portion,' ior yahweh. The old loaves,
being extremely holy, were given to the priests and could be eaten only by them.
Josephus notes also that the bread was made without leaven.ll

According to Mishnah Menafu. xi, the dough was kneaded and formed into a loaf
ten spans (hand's breadths) long and five spans wide. To make all the loaves the same
size, special baking forms were used. The tbur corners were extended in points seven
finqers'breadths long. These corners ("horns") were to prevent the loaves from lying
tightly atop each other. Since each loaf touched only the "horns" of the loaf above it,
air could pass between them. To lessen the pressure of the loaves, tubes were placed
between the layers of bread to prevent the ioaves from breakingi they overhung the
front and back of the table by two spans. These tubes themsetves 

- twenty-eight in
all - were supported by four pedestals or columns in front and in back of each pile.
On each pile of loaves were placed two golden bowls of incense. The loaves themselves
were replaced in a solemn ceremony early on the morning of the Sabbath. First two
priests took away the old incense from the two piles, to be burned later during the
morning tdmtS offeing. Ttvo other priests removed the old piles of bread, while fresh
loaves were inserted from the other side of the table. In thii manner the requirement
of fimtd ("continuous") was fulfilled. Finally, two bowls with fresh incense were
placed on top. The old bread was distributed io the priests: the retiring division and
the division assigned to the new week each received six loaves; the further distribution

9. --+ 11) lewi.
10. Cf. AuS, IV (1935), l19, l14.
ll. Ant. iii.6.6.
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to the individual priess was performed within each division. The loaves were eaten in
the inner court.

The earliest biblical reference to the showbread is I S.2l:2-7(l-6). Ahimelech, the
priest at the sanctuary of Nob, gave five of these sacred loaves to David and his
followers, who were fugitives but had kept themselves from women and were therefore
ritually clean; the loaves had just been replaced by fresh bread and would normally
have been eaten only by the priests and members of their families. Saul had the priess
of Nob slain for thus supporting David. The priest Abiathar, a son of Ahimelech, escaped
the bloodbath; David installed him as priest in Jerusalem, and we may assume that the
use of showbread came to Jerusalem with him. The tradition in I K. 7:48, which says
that Solomon made a golden table for the showbread, is therefore probably in error.
For the postexilic temple, the showbread is attested by Neh. 10:34(33); I Mc. l:22;
2 Mc. 1:8. A representation on the arch of Titus shows that a showbread table was still
part of the inventory of the Herodian temple.l2

The practice of setting bread before the deity "to eat" was common to ancient Near
Eastern civilization. The Egyptians practiced the custom of placing bread that had been
censed and sprinkled with wine on mats and platters before the deity as a guarantee
that the sacrificial offerings would endure forever.l3 Babylonian ritual texts speak of
placing bread offerings on tables; they also mention the number twelve. This bread,
however, was removed with the other gifts after the offering rather than being left
conrinuously before the deity.tn Bel (LXX Add.Dnl. 14:.)3,8,11,14 also mentions the
practice of setting food for the Babylonian deity Bel on a table in the temple.

The showbread represents a food offering in its original form: food for God. It is a
relic of a meal of bread and wine offered to the deity. The wine is suggested by the
bowls and flagons mentioned inBx.25:29;37:161' Nu. 4:7. People offered food and
drink to feed and thus gain favor with the deity. The custom of placing bread before
the "face" of God is simply an ancient tradition that was retained with a different
meaning. From the staff of life, the bread of its table, lsrael makes an offering to
Yahweh, and Yahweh permits all Israel (the number twelve), represented by the priests,
to share his table. This continuous offering acknowledges Yahweh as the giver of food
and life; it gives thanks to him as the giver of all good things. It signifies that God's
table fellowship with his people will endure. Dt. 26:10 with its offering of firstfruits
may be seen as a parallel. To further underline the sacrificial meaning of the custom,
later practice turned the showbread into a "fre offering" by burning at least the
incense.l5

2. Offerings and Feasts. P frequently refers to the offering quite anthropomorphically
as the "food of God" (lel.tem'cl6htm). A priest with a physical deformity, for example,
must not approach to offer "the food of his God"; he may only eat of it (l*v.21:17 ,22).

12. AOB,5@.
13. RlR, ss7ff.
14. Blome,247-250.
15. K. Elligea lzviticus. HAT,IV (1966),328.
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Israel must not offer blemished animals as the "food of God" (l*v. 22:25); it must
honor its priests because they offer the "food of [its] God" (Lev. 21:8). Lev. 2l:6,21
use lel.tem al.6him synonymously with a fire offering to Yahweh ('iiie YHWII). Other
passages also closely associate leltem and'ilieh.t6 Thus the priests are to burn the fat
with the icl.dmtm offering on the altar as "fire offering food" for Yahweh (Lev. 3:11,16).
According to Nu. 28:2,24, both the burnt offering and the cereal offering are "fire
offering food" for Yahweh. In Ezekiel's plan for the temple (Ezk.447), the sacrificial
fat and blood are called Yahweh's "food"; and Mal. l:7 accuses the priests of offering
polluted "food," i.e., inferior offerings, upon the altar.

The ritual for the ordination of priests (Ex. 29; Lev. 8) includes bread. According
to Ex.29:2, in addition to a young bull and two rams without blemish three kinds of
bread are needed: unleavened breads, unleavened cakes mixed with oil, and unleavened
flat bread spread with oil. For the actual ordination offering, the "filling of hands," a
kikl<ar lehem (loaf of bread), a balla! lehcm (cake of bread) with oil, and a loaf of flat
bread are given to the priests, waved before Yahweh, and then consumed by fire with
the burnt offering upon the altar (Ex. 29:23tr.).Instead of the kilckar lehem of Ex.29:23,
l*v. 8:26 has the less appropriate l.tallal ma{{A.Later the priests consume the "bread"
along with the flesh of the ram. Anything that remains must be burned, because it is
holy. What this ritual signifies is induction into office: in the future, ttre priests will
receive the fat and the cereal offerings to be burned. There is also, however, an economic
element: part of the offerings goes to support the priests.

The word lehem is never used in connection with the cereal offering proper, the -)
TflJD minh6, which according to P consists of unleavened cakes and flour. Only trv.
7:13,inthecontextof the ieLdmtmoffeingofthanksgiving,mentionstheearlierpractice
of offering leavened bread (l.talldl lehem hanws), probably as a discretionary provision.
There may have been a notion that at sacrificial meals, which in practice constituted
the only relatively infrequent occasions when Israelites ate meat, people might not be
satisfied with unleavened bread. Am. 4:5 also attests to the use of leavened bread for
a thank-offering.17

The sacred offerings that Israel gives to Yahweh, which then are distributed to the
priess, are also called lel.tem. They are subject to special regulations: an unclean priest
may not partake of them, nor may his day laborer, a sojourner living with him, or a
priest's daughter who has manied a man who is not a priest (trv. 22:7,12,13).

The phrase "eat bread" ('cLol-lehem) before God (Ex. l8:12) also suggests "share
a sacrificial meal."

The offerings of the Feast of Weeks included two loaves of flrstfruits bread (lehem

habbild<frrim), made of two tenths of an ephah of flour with leaven. Every Israelite
family was thus to thank God for the gift of bread and, by sacrificing ttre first bread
of the new harvest, have free use, as it were, of the rest of the grain for ordinary

16. But cf. J. Hoftijzer, "Das sogenannte Feueropfer," Hebriiische Wonforschung. Festschrifi
F. Bauntganner SW 16 (1967), ll4-134, who understands iSielr as an offering to the deity.

17. -+ [Dn hms,[Y,490.
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purposes. After being waved before Yahweh, these loaves were given to the priest (Irv.
23:17-20;Nu. 15:19; cf.2K.4:42).Thebeginningof thebarleyharvestwascelebrated
by the eating of unleavened bread(mass6!) for seven days. This bread was made entirely
from new grain and without leaven, because leaven had to come from the previous
harvest. In the story of sacred history this festival was associated with Israel's hasty
escape from Egyptian slavery, when only unleavened dough could be brought along.
The unleavened bread is therefore also called lehem '6nt, "bread of affliction" @t.
l6:3).ts

Dommershausen

IV. Dead sea Scrolls. The Dead sea scrolls mention lefiem in many contexts. The
priest, for example, blesses bread and new wine (lQS 6:5f.; cf. lQSa 2:19ff.). In the
disciplinary regulations governing the Qumran Essenes, IQS 6:25 speaks of stopping
a quarter of a member's rations (lehem). In the laments of lQH, the poet complains
that even his closest friends, those "who ate my bread," have turned against him (leH
5:23); he himself eats the lehem 'ondhi, "bread of sighs" (5:33), and he laments that
his bread has been transformed into strife (5:35). The Temple scroll mentions lehem
only in cultic contexts: showbread (llQT 8:10-13), tcnfrpa bread at celebration of
priestly ordination (?) (15:3,10,12), and bread made from the firstfruits of the crop at
theFeastof UnleavenedBread(18:14; 19:6,7,12).ThefragmentaryAramaic text2e}l
(= 2QJN ar [New Jerusalem])le likewise mentions showbread, its display on the "table
before Yahweh" (cf. Ezk. 4l:22), and an otherwise unattested ritual of distributing the
bread, with cosmological overtones (cf. also 11QJN ar [New Jerusalem] 5).The lhm
of 4QpIs' 5-6: 11 and 4QpIs, 5:6 is probably from lhm I, "frght."

Fabry

18. Cf. B. N. Wambacq, "Irs Mass6t," Bibl, 6l (1980), 3l-54.
19. Cf. M. Baillet, J. T. Milik, and R. de Vaux, .[zs 'petites grottes' de eumrdn. DJD, lll

(1962),84-89.
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Contents: I. Exhabiblical Evidence. IL OT: l. Verb; 2. Noun; 3. Versions; 4. Conjectural
Emendations. IIL Meaning: l. Literal; 2. Figurative. IV. Theological Aspects.

I. Extrabiblical Evidence. Outside of Hebrew, the root /frs is found only in Arabic
and the West Semitic dialects. It does not appear in Biblical Aramaic; but Samaritan,
Jewish Aramaic, and christian Palestinian all use /fu with the same meanings as
Hebrew. The root is not found in the other Semitic languages, with ttre exception of
Ethiopic. In the East Aramaic dialects, its semantic function is performed by the root
'/p found in Hebrew only in Jgs. 16:16 (piel), where the context suggests the meaning
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"importune." The meanings cited by Carl Brockelmannl for 7.r ("press, oppress") are
largely identical with those of Heb. {rp. The root /p is also attested in Mandaic,2 where
it appears alongside h/s,3 which should therefore probably be considered a variant of
'/,r rather than {ls.a More precise differentiation is needed for the lrls of the East Syrian
dialects: some of the meanings cited by A. J. Macleans are related to 7s (nos. l-5),
others to the common Semitic -+ f)n ft/s (nos. G8). Apparently rhe originally distinct
roots 7s and ft/,r became phonetically assimilated and confused in the vemacular
dialects.

II. OT.

l. Verb. In Biblical Hebrew, the root {rp appears almost exclusively in the qal (18
occurrences); only in Na. 22:25 do we find the niphal, with reflexive meaning. No
passive usage is attested. The action denoted by the qal always has an object; even in
Isa. 19:20, where no direct object appears with the ptcp. l6h"stm, the verb is not used
absolutely, but refers to those who oppress Egypt. On the rare occasions when the verb
is used literally, the object can be any person or thing (Nu. 22:25; 2 K. 6:32).ln the
much more common figurative usage (except for Ps. 56:2[Eng. v. l], where the object
is the psalmist), the object is always a group of persons or an entire nation (usually
Israel; Egypt in Isa. 19:20). In Ex. 22:20(21);23:9,the sg. ger represents a social group,
not an individual.6 The subject of /hs is always a group or nation (Egypt, the Amorites,
unspecified nations, the enemies of the psalmist) or, in the singular, their representative
(Jgs. 4:3: Sisera; 2 K. 13:4,22: Hazael;Ex. 22:2Ol2ll;23:9: the Israelite addressed by
the Covenant Code). In its predominant figurative usage, therefore, lfts serves to denote
an action or mode of conduct in the relationship between political or social groups.

2. N oun. The situation is rather different in the case of the noun lahas (12 occurrences).
As a segholate form from *lal.ts,1 the noun is an abstract denoting the result of the action
expressed by the root. In Ex. 3:9; 2 K. l3:4, this relationship is underlined by the
appearance of the verb ldhas with the noun lalws (inEx. 3:9 even as the inner object in a
relative clause). [n these passages as well asDt.26:7;Ps.44:25(24); 106:42,lahas (like
the verb) is done by foreign enemies and affects the nation as a whole. Unlike the verb,
however, the noun can be used absolutely (Job 36: l5); this is also lule when laha,r appears
inapposition withmayim (Jer.30:20; 1K.22:27 par.2Ch. 18:26)or lehem(1K.22:27
par. 2 Ch. 18:26). Here the apposition brings out the distinguishing feature;8 the theory

l. I*xSyr 22b2,23a.
2. MdD,Zla.
3. Ibid., 149a.
4. Contra KBI],501a.
5. A Dictionary of the Dialects of Vernacular Syriac (Oxford, l90l).
6. Cf. M. Schwantes, Das Reclt der Armen. BET, 4(1977), M, n. 6.
7. GK,884n.
8. Syzt, 629; GK, $l3lc.
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that we are dealing in these cases with a double accusative depending on nalan or'l</ hiphil
is therefore wrong. The meaning is rather "water [or bread] appropriate to [a time ofl
distress," i.e., "short rations" (RSV "scant fare"; cf. the Syr. of I K. 22:27). As in the
case of the verb, the use of the noun in individual laments is exceptional: in Ps. 42:lO(9);
43:2,lahas '6ydp denotes the situation of the psalmist in his personal plight.

3. versions. Among the ancient versions, the LXX is the most consistent, always
using a form of the root thlib-to translate ldhas or lahas (thlibein; ek-, apo-, para-,
prosthlibein; thlimm<is; thltpsis); only in Jgs.2:18 does it luse poliorkein. Job 36:15
(krima dd pra66n ekthlsei) obviously reflects a different text. The Syr. prefers /s or
its derivatives, but uses other verbs in 12 passages (e.g., 'wq aphelinBx.22:20[2]);
23:9; 'bd shaphel in Jgs. 4:3; dl.tq in Am. 6:14). The vulg. ranslates without any
recognizable principle, but often uses the very general afrli7o.

4. Conjectural Emendations. In 2 texts, BF/S arrives atldhas by emendation. In Nu.
24:8b it reads weldhasayw yimhas instead of wchissayw; not only may the part of the
verse in question be secondary, but the emendation would be at odds with the figurative
language of v. 8ba,p.e Emendation is likewise unnecessary in ps. 7:5b(4b) if the full
semantic range of /r/s is taken into account. The LXX has been cited erroneously in
support of emendation to we'elhLsd: it never ]uses apoptpteir to translate ldhas, but
almost always (ek)thlibein.In spite of the Syr. and Tiarg., we also reject the emendation
proposed by Jacob frveen,lo since it presupposes an unnecessary emendation of the
following word.

III. Meaning.

l. Literal. The literal sense ofthe verb ldfia; appears only rarely, ofthe noun /alas
never. The few texts in question, however, clearly exhibit the basic meaning ,,press,

exert pressure." Semantic nuances depend on the varying reaction of the object to
this pressure. Ifthe object cannot escape the pressure, it is forced, squeezed, or driven
into a corner. This nuance appears in Nu. 22:25: ldhas is used twice in the episode
of the Balaam narratives where the ass proves wiser than the "blind" seer. At the
second encounter with the mal'df,, the ass cannot turn aside as at the flrst encounter,
but still sees a way out: she can "push" by the angel by pressing (/fts niphal) close
to the wall; in doing so, however, she squeezes (/hs qal) her rider's leg. Arab. lahasa
II, "drive into a corner," exhibits a similar meaning; the nominal form lahas,..narrow
valley," cited by KBL3 for the South Arabic dialect of Soqotra is probably related to
this sense.ll

9. On the translation of the MT, see J. de Vaux, lzs Nombres. SB (1972),256.
10. J. Leveen, "The Textual Problems of Psalm Vll,,, W 16 (1966), 440.

- 11. Qn osA f/g "oppress," see A. Jamme, "L,es antiquit6s sud-arabes du Musae Bor6ly a
Marseille," CahB, I (1958/59), 159.
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When the object can escape the pressure, there is a different semantic nuance. We
see it in 2 K. 6:32: Elisha, sitting in his house with the elders, seeks to prevent the
king's messenger from entering. He therefore commands: "Shut the door, frlehastem
'd!6 baddele!." In this situation, the clause can only mean: push him back with the
door, brace yourselves against the door and keep him out. The same meaning appeam
in Jgs. l:34 (missed by KBL3). The Amorites prevent the Danites from occupying the
plain by "pressing them back into the hill country" (wayyilhasfr. . . hehdrA).

2. Figurative. The figurative meaning of ldhas derives from the first situation: with
an individual or group as its object, "press" means "put in a bind, rob of mobility,
opprcss, repress." Examination of the subjects and objects of lahas has already sug-
gested what we shall now show clearly, namely that the verb denotes repressive
treatrnent of one social or political group by another. Tlvo types of oppression can be
denoted by lAl.ta;. Only in the Covenant Code does the verb refer to the "oppression"
of a socially weaker person, the gEr (Ex. 22:2O[2ll; 23:9). The first text links the hiphil
of ynh andthe piel of 'nh't2Ex.23:9 prohibits oppressing the gErinthe context (perhaps

secondary) of rules of judicial conduct. This may indicate tll,a;t ldhas aims at antisocial
exploitation of the ge7's inferior legal position.

Much more often, however, lahas means the subjugation of one people or nation
by another. As we havejust seen, Jgs. l:34 does not represent this usage; but there are
nolessthan 14othertextsthatuse laba;nthissense,in 13of whichitislsraelthat
is oppressed. Ex. 3:9; Dt.26:7 refer to the oppression in Egypt, Jgs. 2:18; 4:3;6:9;
10:12; I S. 10:18; Ps. 106:42 to the period of the judges;2 K. 13:4,22 tells of the
situation in the time of Hazael; Am. 6:14 threatens the northern kingdom with "op-
pression" by a foreign nation; Ps. M:25(24) refers to an unknown situation; Jer. 30:20
probably refers not only to the Assyrians who have subjugated "Jacob," but to potential
future enemies as well. The actual circumstances envisioned can vary: the military
superiority of an enemy, the exile of the northern kingdom, a specific conflict between
the Canaanites and the tribes looking for land, or enslavement in Egypt.

In far fewer passages, lAhas refers to the distress of an individual psalmist (Ps.

42:l0l9l;43:2; 56:2lll). Here the language of lament has borrowed the common idiom
and "individualized" a concept applied to Israel.

IV. Theological Aspects. The root /fts is not a religious term, but it is far from being
theologically neutral. Yahweh is opposed to all "oppression," even when imposed as

a judgment (Am. 6: l4). In the Covenant Code, God expressly prohibits oppressing the
ger When Israel calls out in its oppression, God intervenes to deliver. The psalmist
hopes that God will put an end to oppression and the oppressors.

A special theological nuance appears when lahas represents one of the key concepts
for Israel's fate in Egypt (Dt. 26:7). In E's version of the call of Moses, lahas is even
the key word.

12. Cf. Schwantes, 43f.
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One might conjecture that lafta; acquired this usage from Ex. 22:20(21); 23:9, where
the prohibition against oppressing the ge-r is motivated by the statement that Israel itself
was a ger in Egypt. Even apart from the date of the motivation clauses,l3 however, the
key word lahas does not occur in them. Furthermore, the pre-Deuteronomistic tradition
does not use ge7 to interpret Israel's condition in Egypt. In fact, Deuteronomistic
influence on this usage is clear. The root /fts belongs to the semantic field of the
Deuteronomistic deliverer schema, with s 4 y.f' hiphil, zsl hiphil, ys' hiphil, and the
complementary phrases "out of/into the hand of NN." It appears frequently in Deuter-
onomistic texts or texts influenced by Deuteronomistic theology (Dt.26:7; Jgs. 2:lg;
4:3;6:9; l0:12; 1 S. l0:18; 2K. l34: Ps. 106:42; Jer. 30:20).

The mention of lnhas expresses the liberating aspect of God's work, God's deliver-
ance of those oppressed by a foreign power. The key word does not refer solely to the
past. Jer. 30:20 announces the punishment of the lah"sim as an event in the future. The
third expansion of Isaiah's oracle against Egypt (Isa. l9: l9-22), which exhibits Deuter-
onomistic influence, speaks of eschatological salvation. on the day when Egypt comes
to worship Yahweh, it will experience the same liberating power of God already
experienced by Israel, which Egypt oppressed: "when they cry to yahweh because of
oppressors he will send them a savior (m6ita)." In a repetition and reversal of history
Yahweh's salvation will deliver the former oppressor nation.

Reindl

13. See H. Riicker, Die Begriindung der weisungen Jahwes im pentateuch. ErfrhsT
(1973).
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Jerusalem und die vi;lker WMANT, 27 (1968); H.-P. Miiller, IJrspriinge und strukturen
alttestarnentlicher Eschatologie. BAW, 109 (1969); E. otto, "Erwagungen zum tiber-
lieferungsgeschichtliche Ursprung und 'Sitz im Leben' des jahwistischen Plagenzyklus," Ir4
26 (1976),3-27;W. Rordorf, "Nacht und Tag," BHHW \, 1275f.: G. Sauer, ,,.1DVi imr
hiiten," THAT ll, 982-87l, o. H. steck, Der schdpfungsbericht der priesterschrift. FRI,ANT
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l, l. Etymology. The Heb. noun layil or layb, which represents a common Semitic
root,r is probably a primary noun. KBZ3 suggests *lailai as the basis of Heb. layl6.
The form /i/, shortened from lQl6,2 prevailed over equivalent forms with endings; the
g- is a contraction of ay, and e'represents a raising of the accented final i. According
to GK,3 the long form layld comes from a reduplicated form lyly (cf. West Aram.
blyd'andSyr.lilya); Rudolf Mayer,4 however, considers layli an adverbial accusative
strengthened by the deictic particle -hd (layld < *layld < *rch < *blah < *blahd),
usually translated as a noun ("night") but not infrequently as an adjective ("at
night").5

2. Sntistics. The word group, which includes the noun ltlil and possibly the verb
--+ lt) lyn,6 is represented 7 times in the OT by the short form layil or bl and 225
times by the long form layli, if Isa. 38: 13 is omitted as dittography. There are also 5
occurrences of Aram. blya' and 44 occurrences of Gk. njx in the deuterocanonical
books. The distribution of the 215 occurrences of Heb. layld in the singular varies
widely: Psalms: 25 + 3 plurals; Genesis: 25; l-2 Samuel: 2l + l; Exodus: 18; Isaiah:
16 + 1; Job: 15 + 2; Judges: 12; Jeremiah: 12; l-2 Kings: ll; Numbers, Deuteronomy,
and Nehemiah: 9; Joshua and 1-2 Chronicles: 7; Ruth: 4; Proverbs and Lamentations:
3; Jonah: 2 + 1; Song of Solomon: I + 2; lrviticus, Esther, Ecclesiastes, Hosea, and
Zechariah:2; Amos, Obadiah, and Micah: 1.

As the list shows, our word is especially common in the Psalms, in the narrative
literature of the OT, and in the books of Isaiah, Job, and Jeremiah.

3. Syntax. Syntactically, layld serves 12 times as subject and 4 times as object.T It
is associated 26 times with the adverbial yOmdm, a combination that gives layli itself
the adverbial sense of "atlby night." The word (both normal and short form) appears
6l times with prepositions, of which bc (53 occurrences) is by far the most common.
It appears 3 times with /rc, twice each with'a! and min, and once each with /e and
bAn.8 The construct is found only in Isa. l5:l; Ex. 12:42, an observation that is
significant for the semantics of layilllayLL. We may note its use with kdl (20 times),
which emphasizes the aspect of duration, as well as the phrases ballayh hahfr' (19
times), lebl hallayli hahfr' (2 S. 2:29), and hallayli hahfi' (Job 3:6,7), which specifically

l15 (21981); idem, World and Environmenr (Eng. trans., Nashville, 1978); R. de Vaux, Anclsri
180-83; +d1. ydm; )]|uin hNak.

t. ct. KBL3, 502.
2. Cf. K. Beyet Althebriiischc Grammatdt (Gdttingen, 1969), 43, n. l.
3. $90f.
4. R. Meyea Hebriiische Grammatik, I (Berlin, 31966), 945, 3c.
5. Cf. Blz, $65s; Joiion, A Granmar of Biblical Hebrew, 993.
6. Cf. GesB, s.v.

7. Cf. Lisowsky.
8. Cf. S. Mandelkern, Veteris Testarnenti Concordantiae Hebraicae atque Chaldicae (New

Yorlq 21955), and KBL3.
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associate the statement of time with the immediate context. Also important are the
phrases referring to Passover: ballayld haueh (Ex. 12:8,12) and hfr' hallnyld haueh
(Ex. 12:42). The meaning "midnight" is conveyed by haa;6l hallayld (Ex. ll:4; Job
34:20;Ps. 119:62) and host hallald @x. 12:29; Jgs. l6:3; Ruth 3:8).

II. General Usage.

l. Darkness. The physical phenomenon reflected in the term layld is the constant
alternation of lighte and darknesslo as a fundamental fact of the created world, as P
explicitly states in Gen. l:3-5, where layli is identified with the darkness "separated"
in the realm of creation. This association accounts for the usage of layld. whose primary
semantic component is "darkness." In Ex. l4:.2oap, for example, layldis the darkness
that has to be lit up (cf. Jer. 31:35). God illuminates rhe night (Ps. 105:39), but God
can also turn day into night (Am. 5:8); therefore the darkness of night cannot hide
anyone from God (Ps. 139:11f.). The diffrculttextZe*.14:7 probably also uses Jayld
to denote darkness: on the "day of Yshweh,"ll light and darkness will no longer
alternate in the rhythm of day and night.l2 The aspect of darkness is also emphasized
in Wis. 7:30; 17:20.

Metaphorical use of layli draws on this note of "darkness," as when Job laments
(Job 17:12) - depending on how one interprets the text - that night has become his
day and his light comes from the darknessl3 or that his friends are trying to convince
him that night is day.la Here layld means "suffering, disaster." Mic. 3:6 also uses the
morpheme layld for the notion of "darkness": the prophet speaks of night without
vision and darkness without divination to proclaim the absence of prophetic enlight-
enment because no revelation comes from God.ls

2. Domain of the Moon. Gen. 1:16,18; Ps. 136:9 think of layld, the separate realm
of darkness in the created world, as the domain of its associated luminary, the moon.
This dominion is not absolute, however: Ps. 121:6 expresses Yahweh's protection by
saying that the moon will not smite (ntft hiphil) the devout by night.

3. Division of Time. As the separate realm of darkness in the created world, laylh
is essentially a "temporal quantity." It is determined by the stars (Gen. l:14) and defines
the passage of time through continual alternation with day (Gen. 8:22). It can be
personified and, like day, speak the praises of its creator to its "companion," the
following night (Ps. l9:3[Eng. v. 2]). The morpheme layld appars most commonly in

9. --r'l'lN ?r
10. -+lUin holek
Il. -+ EII y6m.
12. W. Rudolph, Saclrarja 9-14. KAT XIIU4 (1976), in loc.
13. F. Horst, Hiob. BK, XVyl (41983), in loc.
14. H. Iunker, Job. EB (1959), in loc.; G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT, XYI (1963), in loc.
15. W. Rudolph, Micha. KAT, XmB Q915), in loc.
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statements of time, where it is first of all an integral part of the Israelite day, which is
based on the solar day. Throughout much of Israel's history days were calculated from
morning to morning (as in Egypt); this reckoning is especially clear in the meristic
formulay6mdmwdlayli (Nu. 9:21; I K. 8:59; ps. l:2;etc.).16In the postexilic literature
of the ol the elements of this formula often appear in reverse order (l K. g:29; Isa.
27:3;34:10:' Est.4:16; Jth. ll:17;Sir.38:27;etc.;cf. ps.55:lg[17]; Dnl.8:14), which
probably means that in the exilic and postexilic period it became customary to reckon
days from evening to evening, especially since this method was standard in Meso-
potamia. According to Roland de Vaux,lT the change took place between the end of
the monarchy and the epoch of Nehemiah. This reckoning seems to be reflected in
many cultic regulations (e.g., Lev. ll:24; l5:5; 23:5f., 32; Ex. l2:lg;.ra Since the
opposite reckoning also appears in cultic ordinances (trv. 7:15; 2z:30),ts however,
certainty is hardly possible.

Nights were divided into "warches" ('almaralalmore!): r.am.2:19 mentions a first
watch(ler6'i'almur61),Jgs. 7: l9 a middle watch (hd'almdrellwttif;bnL), andEx.14:24;
1 S. l1:ll a morning watch('afmdrelhabbdqer).zo This division of the night into three
parts was also standard in Mesopotamia.

4. Period of Time. In 52 passag es, layld is an integral part of a "durative statement
of time" in the merism "day and night"; the aspect of duration is underlined either by
numbers preceding the parts of merism ("forty days and forty nights,': Gen. 7:4,1i;
Ex.24:18;34:28;Dt.9:9,11,18,25; l0:10; I K. 19:g; ..three days and rhree nights,':
I S. 30:12; Ion.2:l[l:17]; "seven days and seven nights": Job 2:13) or by the use of
kdl (Ex. 10:13; Nu. ll:32; I S. t9:24;28:20; Isa. 62:6: cf . also Isa. 2t:8, with tamtQ
ybmdm instead of kol-hayy6m).21 The durative aspect of the ,.day and night,' polarity
appears not only in the meristic formula but also in parallelistic statements tike ps.
77:3(2): "[n the day of my trouble (bj6m ;drd1t) I seek the Lord; in the night (layh)
my hand is stretched out. . ." (cf. ps. 88:2[l];2 S. 2l:10).

But layli by itself can also express duration when the text states that some condition,
action, or event extends through the night, especially when k6l is added for emphasis
(Ex.14:20,21;I*v.6:2[9]; Nu. 22:19; Jgs. 16:2; t9:25;20:5; t S. 14:36; ZS.2:)gS2;
4:7; 17:16:' l9:8[7]; Ps. 78: 14; 90:4; Hos. 7:6). To express the terminus of a period of
time,2 Ch. 35:14 .uses layld with the prep. 'aQ:..until night,' (cf. 2 S. l9:gt7]).

5. Time for Certain Activiries. Most texts use layti to describe some event as taking
place "during the night." This usage results in a certain semantic expansion of thi

16. Cf. Anclsr ll8l.
17. Ibid., 182.
18. Rordorf, 1275.
19. Anclsr 182.
20. Sauer, 984.
2l . For a discussion of the merism, see J. Kra5ov *, Des Merismus im Biblisch-Hebrtiischen

und Nordwestsemitischen. BietOr 33 (1977), 116.
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morpheme layli, especially when a particular eyent appears to be inherently associated
with the night. The following paragraphs will attempt to classify several ways in which
hyh is so used.

a. First, simple statements of time may use layli to emphasize that an event takes
place during a particular (hfr) mght, without establishing any semantic association
between this event and layld (cf. Gen. 32:231221; Jgs. 16:3; I S. 28:25; 2 S. 2:29; Ruth
3:8; Est.6:1f.;Tob.6:13 [Syr.];7:ll; Jth. ll:5; 1Mc.4:5; 13:22).

b. Several texts use layh to denote a period of relaxation, of rest from labor (Ruth
3: l3), of sleep (l K. 3:19; Est. 6: l; Tob. 2:9;6:l; Sir. 40:5), or of respite for the Israelites
while entering Canaan (Josh. 4:3) or engaged in hostilities (Josh. 8:9,13). To work at
night is a sign of particular zeal (Prov. 3l:15,18). Inability to rest at nighr-for
example, out of worry over possessions 

- is an alarming symptom (Eccl. 2:23). When
certain tasks have to be performed at night, especially in the military (Josh. l0:9; I S.

14:34 31:L2;2K.7:12; I Mc.5:29) but also in everyday life (1 S. 19:11), it is a sign
of particular urgency.

As a time of rest and sleep, layli has special significance in sexual life (Gen.
19:33-35;30:15f.; Ruth 1:12; Dt.23:ll[0]). According to Tob. 6;14,16;8:9, it is the
time when the newly manied come together; at night one yearns for one's beloved
(Cant. 3:1). Job, however, in his lament curses night precisely because it is the time
when life is conceived (Job 3:3,6f.).

As the time of rest and sleep, layli is also the time of dreaming, a process that
identifies night as ttre time when people become aware of things that are otherwise
hidden (Gen. 40:5; 4l:ll1.zz

c. When people must go without sleep, night becomes a time of agony - for example,
when someone is afflicted with a severe illness (cf. Job 30: l7). Job laments that nights of
hardship ('dmAD have come to be his lot (Job 7:3);he can hardly wait for them to pass.

Sickness and affliction turn night into a time one floods one's bed with tears (Ps. 6:7[6]).
In the riddling oracle Isa. 2l:.11f.,23 layld probably suggests night as such a time of
suffering and affliction, metaphorically representing the period of foreign domination.

d. Many occurrences of layld emphasize that night is a "time of darkness," for
example when Yahweh goes before the Israelites as a pillar of fire by night (Ex.
l3:21a,22; Nu. 14: 14; Dt. l:33; Neh. 9:12,19; Ps. 78: 14; Wis. 10:17) or is presenr above
the wilderness tabernacle as a fire by night (8x.40:38; Nu. 9:16). This aspect is also
present when the figurative language of Job 5:14 uses layb. As a time of darkness,
night presents special dangers, making it necessary to keep watch (Neh. 4:16122l; Jth.
7:5); the night is therefore divided into watches. Those standing under God's protection
need not fear the "terror of the night" (pabad layld: Ps.9l:5). Here pabad probably
means not just danger in general,24 but danger from demons and other creatures that

22. See III.6 below; also -+ Orn hdbm.
23. See H. Wildberger, Jesaja 13-27. BK, W2 (1978), in loc.: O. Katser, Isaiah 13-39. OTL

(Eng. trans. 1974), in loc.
24. Joiion, Bibl, 2 (1921),338.
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are especially likely to strike by night (cf. Ex. l2:12,2g). Such danger seems also to
be alluded to by cant. 3:8, which speaks of sixty mighty men at arms who accompany
the bride's palanquin to protect it against "alarms by night," defending against thJevil
beings held by popular opinion to rhreaten the wedding night.zs In the form of a fairy
tale, Tobit describes how the newlyweds are threatened on their wedding night by the
demon Asmodeus, who loves the bride and slays every rival, until he is himself
overcome with divine aid (Tob. 3:8;6:15ff.; 8:2f.).

Because of its darkness, layld is the best time for military operations intended to
have an element of surprise: assaults on the enemy camp and army (Gen. 14:15; 2 S.
17:l;2 K. 8:21; 2Ch.2l:9; Jer. 6:5; I Mc.4:l; t2:26;2 Mc. 8:7; l2:9), setting up an
ambush (Josh. 8:3; Jgs.9:32,34). stealthily surrounding a city (2 K. 6:14), infiltration
(Josh. 2:2; I S. 26:7), and secret flight (2 K.25:4; Jer.39:4;52:7; Jth. g:33).

Quite generally, night is the time for actions one does not dare expose to the light
of day. Gideon tears down his father's Ba'al altar and cuts down its Asherah (Jgs. 6:27)
at night because he is afraid of his family and the people of the city. According to I s.
28:8, Saul visis the necromancer at Endor at night, both because such transactions
usually take place at night (cf. Isa. 65:4)ze and because he wants to conceal his identity
from both the woman and the Philistines. According to I S. 2g:3, Saul had himself
sought to suppress these magical practices. Now - as layldemphasizes 

- he is acting
contrary to his own views and conscience.

This brings us to a further element typical of layld: as the time of darkness, it is
also the time of villainy, when all who shun the light do their deeds (Job 24:13-15),
including thieves (Jer. 49:9b; ob. 5) and rapists (Jgs. 19:25; cf. Gen. l9:4-tl);murders
are carried out (Jgs. 2o:5; I s. l9:10f.); deceivers do their work (l K. 3:20); the strange
woman entices the foolish young man so that he runs to his destmction (Prov. 7:6-23).

e. As a sign of darkness, layh is the time of the cold (qeraf) which anyone who
must spend the night without protection suffers (Gen. 31:4o) and to which the dead
are exposed if they have to lie unburied (Jer. 36:30). The latter can also be a gruesome
sign that Yahweh's prophetic word is being fulfilled @ar.2:25).

As a time of chill, night is also the time when dew falls, which Nu. ll:9 associates
with the falling of manna (cf. Ex. 16:13-26). The "drops of the night" (r"sisa byh) of
Cant. 5:2 are not so much a reference to nighttime storms2T as a symbol of fertility,
blessing, and the renewal of life.28

III. Theological Contexts.

l. creation. In discussing the theological aspects associated with the morpheme
layld, we start with the observation that in the order of creation it represents "separated
darkness," as P describes in some detail (Gen. l:3-5). According to this text, night

25. AuS, I, 638f.; Krauss.
26. -+ )1N 'r4!.

27. E. Wiirthwein, Die fiinf Megilloth: Das Hohelied. HAT x.vlll (21969), in loc.
28. G. Gerleman, Das Hohelied. BK, XVIII (2l9gl), in loc.
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results from several stages in God's creative work. In the beginning, darkness reigns;
at God's creative word, light comes into being (v. 3a) and is approved by God (v. 4a);
then God separates the light from the darkness (v. 4b) and names the entities that bring
light and darkness to the created realmyim and layl6 (v. 5a). Thus layl6 is "darkness"
characterized as a reality created by God's magisterial act,2e demonstrating God's power
over the primordial chaos. It is devalued by P because of P's one-sided tendency to
emphasize light.:o

In the interpretation of the cosmos presented by Ps. 104, layh appearsas a mani-
festation of God's love, which shows itself in all aspects of the world (cf. Ps. 104:20):
night is the time assigned by the Creator to the beasts of the forest and the young lions,
when they carry out their activities and receive their food from the Creator (Ps.

104:20f.1.tr Because night is an expression of God's love for his creation, the immutable
alternation of day and night may be called a b'rt1 of God, in the sense that God has
established the alternation in an irrevocable ordinance (ler. 33:25), a sign of God's
irrevocable love (Gen. 8:21f.). As recipients of God's statutes and ordinances (Jer.

33:20a,25), day and night are shown to be realms of God's dominion. This notion also
findsexpressioninGen. l:14-18;Ps.74:l6,whereGodassignsanappropriateluminary
(md'6r) to the domain of darkness. Because night is an entity taken by God into his
service, it likewise serves the praise of God without language in the realm of creation
(Ps. 19:3b[2bl).

2. God's Presence. In sacred history night is associated with God's acts as the
temporal setting for his coming to bring salvation and judgment. At night God's care
for his pilgrim people is realized in the provision of manna (Nu. l1:9). While Yahweh's
people wander through the desert, he leads them by his presence in the pillar of fire,
so that a region totally unsuited to the pilgrim people becomes through Yahweh's
presence a realm of active life (Ex. l3:21a,22; Nu. 14:14; Dt. l:33; Neh. 9:12,19; Ps.

78:14; Wis. 10:17). God's appearance by night in the fire ('e.f: Ex.40:38; Nu.9:16)
above the desert tabemacle tums the desert years into a time of God's gracious presence.

Isa. 4:5 associates the notion of Yahweh's presence in the cloud ('dndn) by day and in
the smoke and fire of a flashing flame ('didn wcndgd 'ei lehdpd) by night with Zion:
the people of Zion, made a "holy remnant" through the rfrah of 'Judgment" and
"burning," experience the creative (Dr') presence of Yahweh day and night on Zion,
so that God's gracious work of restoring the escaped of Israel achieves its purpose.32

Thus the signs of Yahweh's presence become an expression of the absolute protection
that encompasses the entire milieu of the Zion congregation.

3. Deliverance. Beleaguered Jerusalem was delivered by the mighty hand of Yahweh
during the night (2 K. 19:35; Isa. 37:36). Closely associated with this event is the pre-P

29. )r1a bdl: --> Niiz 4r'.
30. Steck, Der Schdpfungsbericht der Priesterschrifi, 167,n.710.
31. Cf. Steck, World and Environrnent, S5-89.
32. Cf . H. Wildberger, Isaiah l-12 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, l99l), in loc.
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statement that the deliverance of Israel at the sea took place during the morning watch
(be'aimdrelhabbOqer:Ex.l4:Aa).It is most unlikely that this statementcan be equated
with the notion of "help in the moming" (Ps. 30:6[5]; X):14; 143:8; Lam. 3:22f.1,tt
quite apart from the fact that the variety of language makes it difficult to speak of a
consistent motif of "help in the morning." More closely related to Ex. l4:24a is ps.

46:6(5), which says that Yahweh's intervention to deliver Zion comes lipn61 bdqea
"before the morning," i.e., before military aid is possible. Thus Yahweh intervenes to
deliver Zon during the "night" (cf. Isa. 17:14; Jth. 13:14) as an expression of his
unconditional and sovereign commitnent to his "holy mountain" (Ps. 2:6). We will
not discuss in detail the connection between the motif of "Yahweh's help in the night"
and the Zion ideology, but will say only that the language describing Yahweh's deliver-
ance of Zion includes the motif of "deliverance by Yahweh at night." It is impossible
to say whether the inhabitants of Jerusalem performed a cultic representation of
Yahweh's intervention to deliver his people "before the dawn," i.e., during the night,3a
of a specific day of the year - Passover, for instance.3s That this notion of "Yahweh's
help for zion at night" did not spring from the deliverance of Jerusalem in 701 s.c.,
when the city was besieged by Sennacherib, is clear from the observation "that this
quite unsupernatural event needed an existing tradition in order to be intelpreted as a
miraculous deliverance."36 But the theological interpretation of this event tfuough the
notion of "Yahweh's help for Zion at night," the elements of which most likely go
back to pre-Israelite Jerusalem, probably led to a retelling of the deliverance of Israel
at the sea, in which Yahweh's deliverance during the night (Ex.l4:21,24a) became the
central element.

4. Passover We have explicit information from OT Israel conceming only one night
of the greatest theological and liturgical significance: the "night of deliverance from
Egypt," set traditio-historically in the context of two festival traditions. As the "night
of the final plague, when the first-born of Egypt were slain" (Ex. ll:4f.; 12:29),it
belongs in the context of the Feast of Unleavened Bread;37 as the "night in which the
mail.ttl passes through Egypt to inflict disaster," it has its traditio-historical roots in
Passover. The association of the Passover ritual with the Feast of Unleavened Bread,
which probably took place under Deuteronomistic auspices, turned Passover into the
night when the first-born were slain (cf. the layld added almost as an afterthought to
Dt. 16:l and the statements concerning Passover in Dt. 16:lap,5-7, which intemtpt the
nanative). The mention of "night" belongs properly to the Passover ritual, which was
a noctural ceremony from the very beginning - whether among a group of nomadic
herdsmen or later in the setting of the Israelite family. In this context, layld was
originally the time when the mailttl wrought its destruction (and thus a concretion of

33. Cf . l,,ltttz,50, n. l; Wildberger, BK, Xl2, 675; for a different view, -r 1pa boqen
34. Cf. Mtillea 43f.
35. rbid.,93t.
36. Ibid., 45, t.78.
37. Otto.
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the general sense that night is the time when the powers of evil are at work), to be
warded offby a blood rinral. The association of Passover with Yahweh turned this night
into a setting for the revelation of Yahweh's intervention to deliver Israel (Ex.
12:13,23,27). The association of Passover with the Feast of Unleavened Bread uses the

slaying of the Egyptian frst-born to illustrate this deliverance (Ex. 12:12,29; 13:15;
Wis. 18:6,14-16). The later tradition of Israel therefore interprets this night as lil
iimmurim for Yahweh @x. 12:42), a night of Yahweh's care for his people manifested
in watching over the integrity of the faithful. This term probably refers to the "watch-
ing" of the Israelites during the night of Passover (Ex. l2:42b), to recall Yahweh's
loving care for his people revealed during this nigh1.:a

5. Judgment. The OT also mentions layh in connection with God's judgment; Isa.

15:1 alludes to this association. Job Z7:l9f .likewise pictures judgment as a noctural
event; the mention of laylh seeks to indicate the sudden and unpredictable nature of
God's judgment, before which mortals are helpless despite their prowess (cf. Job

34:20,25).In the late OT period, loyli was used as a metaphor for this judgment, as

when the author of the Elihu speeches calls the judgment upon the nations hallayld
la'"161 'ammtm tal.ttdm (Job 36:20; cf. Wis. 17:2,5,13,20). As Jon. 4:10 emphasizes,
when God's actions are described,layli is the element that signifies God's absolute
sovereignty and seeks to express the impossibility of trying to influence him.

6. Revelation Above all, layld is the time when God reveals himself in dreams:3e

Yahweh appears (r'h niphal) in the night baholbm (1 K. 3:5); Yahweh comes and speaks

baholdm hallayld (Gen. 20:3; 3l:24). Semantically related are bemar'6l hallahli (Gen.
46:2); beqdn layh (lob 4:13;2O:8;33:15 [par. bol6ml): b"zdn layb (Isa. 29:7 [par.
hol6ml); cf. Aram. bezwA (dt-) blyd' (Dnl. 2:19; 7:7 ,13); r'h hallayli with the prophet
as subject (Zech. 1:8). A noctural vision is a dream vision. When the OT speaks of
layld in connection with revelation, God is the subject of several verbs: r'h niphal (Gen.

26:24;2 Ch. 1:7;7:12);bw' (Nu.22:20); 'mr(Gen.26:24; Nu.22:l%.;Jgs.6:25;7:9;
1 S. 15:16). In 2 S. 7:4; I Ch. l7:3, loyli appears with the word-event formula. That
night should be ttre time of revelation is probably connected with the fact that it is the
time of dreaming, when dreams rise up from the human subconscious, revealing to
general consciousness realities that lie beyond all human manipulation and thus exhibit
a special affinity to the divine. A related phenomenon is the practice of incubation,
which seems to be reflected in Gen. 46:lap-5a;1 K. 3:4-15. Sleeping the night at a
sanctuary brought the sleeper especially close to the deity. As criticism mounted in
Israel against the practice of seeking to elicit a revelation from God through sacrifice
and incubation, and thus against dreams themselves as a vehicle of revelation (cf. Jer.

23:25ff.; Dt. l3:2ff.[1ff.]), the statement that God revealed himself in a dream is
replaced increasingly by the statement that God appeared, spoke, or came during the

38. Cf. M. Noth, Exodus. OTL (Erg. tans. 1962), in loc.
39. )orn habm.
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night. In passages that talk about the God who reveals himself, layld thus shows that
all God's speaking, appearing, and coming to human beings is entirely God's own
initiative (cf. Jgs. 6:uto).

7. Israelb Response. The morpheme layl6 also plays a role in contexts dealing with
the relationship of the faithful Israelites to their God. For both the people (Nu. l4:l;
Larn. l:2) and the individual, nighr is a time of particularly moving lament (l S. 15: l l)
or lamenting meditation (Ps.77:7[6D over the incomprehensible actions of Yahweh.
Night is also a time that underlines the intensity and fervor of petitions (Jth. 6:21;
ll:17). But just as night can be a time of anxious yearning after God (Isa. 26:9),
experience of God's help can transform it into a time of thankful and joyous remem-
brance (Ps. I 19:55). It becomes a time of rejoicing, when God shows his loving mercy
to the individual (Ps. 42:9[8] [MT]; Ps. ll9:62),so that Elihu can call God n dlEn zemifi1
ballayld (Job 35:10). But night can also be a time of praise for the whole congregation
of the faithful (Ps. 134:1; Isa. 30:29). Such texts probably reflecr liturgical reality, since
traces of hymns used in these nocturnal celebrations are still extant - in Ps. 8:4tr (3tr ),
for example. The only explicit mention of a noctumal celebration in the OT has to do
with Passover; the statement in Isa. 30:29 about "the night when a holy feast is kept',
cannot be explained unambiguously.

IV. Dead Sea Scrolls. The occurrenc es of layli in the Dead Sea scrolls do not exhibit
any new usages. In lQH 12:6f., night appears as the domain of darkness; in les 6:6;
1QH 8:29; 10:15; 1lQT 57:10, it is an integral element of the durative expression ..day

and night"; in lQM l9:9, night is a rime of rest; in leS 6:7; l0:10; leM 14:13, it is
a time for special praise of God and study of his instmction.

Stiglmair

The other texts think of night primarily as a time for dreams and visions (leapGen
19:14;2l:8;4QEnGiantsD 2: 16; I I QtgJ ob 22:9), for performing one's many obligations
(1lQtgJob 26:6), but also for particularly fervent prayer (leapGen 20:12). The Temple
scroll uses layl6 in its restoration of the oT cultic regulations (lleT l7:g, eating the
Passover at night [cf. Ex. l2:8]; llQT 45:7, cultic uncleanness caused by noctural
emission [cf. Dt. 23:10tr.D. Finally,4Ql84:1,4,6-a fragment about the "wiles of
the Wicked Woman" - sees the "coming of night" (b'ytny tylhyo as the time this
woman prefers for her deceits.

Fabry

40. J. Strugnell, "Notes en marge du volume V des 'Discoveries in the Judaean Desert of
Jordan,' " RevQ, 7 (1969), 265.
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1'7 nn; 1)4 marcn;t1t)r1 m'mna

Contents: I. l. Etymology;2. Occurrences; 3. LXX. [. Syntactic Combinations. III. Semantic

Combinations. IV. Meaning and OT Usage: l. Semantic Elements; 2. Primary and Secondary

Meanings.

I'l.Etymology. Theroot lynanditsby-form lwn(inderivatives), "spendthenight,"
is found only in Hebrew (including Middle Hebrew) and Ugaritic.r According to Carl
Brockelmann,2 it comes from lyl, "night," by dissimilation; but its appearance in
Ugaritic casts doubt on this etymology. The Phoenician hithpael form ytlrut,3 often
taken to mean "spend the night," is more likely associated withlwn" "growl, murmur."4

2. Occurrences. The root appears 80 times in the OT (13 in Judges, ll in Genesis,
8 in Job, 7 in Isaiah; the rest widely scattered), 70 times as a verb (68 times in the qal,
twice in the hithpael). Is derivatives are m.dl6n, "night's lodging" (8 occurrences), and
m'lttnd, "watchman's hut" (2 occurrences).

3. Ln( The LXX usually translates with aulizeiu koinuin, or l<atalj,ein; also found
are translations such as l<atapaficin, mdenein, lrypdrchein, arrd hypnofin.

II. Syntactic Combinations. As the subject of ltn, we find: (a) groups: "all the
people of Israel" (Josh. 3:1); "merchants and sellers" (Neh. 13:20; cf.v.2l); (b) in-
dividuals: "Joshua" (Josh.8:9); "I and my concubine" (Jgs. 20:4)i "a man of war"
(2 S. 17:8); "the sojourner" (Job 3l:32; cf. Gen. 32:22lBng. v. 2ll;2 S. l9:8pl; Ps.

91:1); (c) corpses: "his body shall not remain all night upon the tree" (Dt. 2l:23);
(d) animals: "bitterns [?] and owls" (Zeph. 2:14); (e) things, including parts of the
body: "anearthatlistenswilllodgeamongthewise"(Prov. l5:31;belongssemantically
with [b] above, because the meaning is "the one whose ear heeds"); "the dew spends
the night" (Job 29:19); "the fat of my feast shall not remain until the moming" (Ex.
23:18; cf.34:25 [sacrifice of the Feast of Passover] and Dt. 16:4 [Passover lamb]);
"the wages of a hired servant shall not remain with you all night until the [next]
morning" (I-ev. 19:13); (f) conditions: "my error remains with myself," i.e., "I have
erred, I have sinned" (Job 19:4); "weeping may tarry for the night" (Ps. 30:6[5]);
"righteousness lodged in her [Jerusalem] " (Isa. l :2 1); "strength" (Job 4l:14122)); "his
soul" (Ps. 25:13).

As temporal adverbs, we find: (d bdqer "morning," with /' or 'a/, "until" (e.g.,
Ex.34:25; Dt. 16:4; Ex. 23:18); (b) layb, "night" (Gen.32:14,22U3,211; Nu. 22:8;

l. WUS, no. 1470.
2. VG,t,228.
3. KAI,24, tO.
4. DLSO, t36.
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Josh. 4:3; 8:9,13; Ruth 3:13; 2 S. t7:16; t9:8[7]); (c) 'ere!, ..evening,' (ps. 30:6[5];
Isa. 2l:13).

The place of lodging is often a house or other enclosure: "the house" (Jgs. 19: 15;
cf. 7*c.5:4), "the house of Micah" (Jgs. l8:2), "the chamber" (Ezr.10:6), "with
Balaam" (Nu. 22:8), "the camp" (Gen.32:22[21]; Josh. 6:ll), ..with you,'([rv.
l9:13; cf. 2 S. l9:8[7]), "with me" (Job l9:4), ,,at your crib" (Job 39:9), ..in a cave,'
(1 K. l9:9), bann';frrtm, "in secret places [caves ?],, (Isa. 65:4). One may also spend
the night in the open: "ar the fords of the wildemess" (2 S. 17:16; cf. ps. s5:g[z]:
"in the wilderness"), "on the mountain" (Gen. 31:54), "in (be16l) Jerusalem" (Neh.
4:16[22]; cf. Jer. 4:14: beqirbdf,; Prov. l5:31: ..amonglbcqerepl 

the wise,,), ,.round

about the house of God" (l ch. 9:27), "in a cucumber field" (Isa. l:g), ..outside

Jerusalem" (Neh. l3:20; cf. Job 3l:32: "[outside] in the srreet"), "upon the ground"
(2 S. 12:16), "in the square" (Gen. l9:2; Jgs. 19:20), ..in the villages- (Cant.
7:l2[ll), "on the steppe" (Isa. 2l: l3), "inZion,, (Isa. l:21), .,before the wall', (Neh.
13:21).

other locations, some metaphorical, are also found: "between my breasts,' (cant.
1:13), "in prosperity" (Ps. 25:13), "in the shadow,'(ps. 9l:l), ..on my branches,' (Job
29:19),s "in his neck" (Job 4l:l4l22l), "upon the tree,, (Dt. 2l:23),..on the rock . . .
and in the fastness ofthe rocky crag" (Job 39:28), (Gen.2g:ll; Josh. 3:l; Jgs.
l8:2; I K. l9:9; Ezr. 10.6), "here" (Nu. 22:8; Jgs. 19:9).

The place may also be specified as a "night's lodging" (mdl6n: Gen. 42:27;43:21;
Ex.4:24; Josh. 4:3,8; 2K. 19:23), Gibeah (Jgs. 20:4), Geba (Isa. 10:29 [text comrpt]),
room (mdqom: Gen.24:23,25). It may also be indefinite: "wherever" (Ruth l:16).

III. Semantic Combinations. The root lin is sometimes associated semantically
with other words that further define its meaning. Four such combinations occur in the
or: (1) ltn and rdpa;. znph.2:14 ("herds shall lie down [rdpas] in the midst of her
[Nineveh], . . . bitterns and owls shall spend the night in her capitals,') uses ltn and
rdpas in parallelism to express lodging by day (rdba;) and by night (/0n). (2) lin and
ydral. Ps.25:13 ("his soul [= he] shall abide fltn] in prosperity, and his descendants
shall inherit $drafl the land") uses progressive parallelism: the one who fears yahweh
will live a happy life, and his descendants will enjoy the prosperity of the pmmised
land. Present and future happiness are expressed by the verbs ltn and yarat. (3) ltn and
ydiap. Ps. 9l: I ("whoever dwells Uarabl in the shelter of the Most High, who abides
ltilldnanl in the shadow of Shaddai . .") uses the verbs ydla! and /02 almost as
synonyms to describe life under God's protection. (4) ltn and iakab. rn Gen. 19:2,4,
ldlla! represents the final phase of tin.Y.2: "Tirn aside . . . to your seryant's house
and spend the night." v. 4: "Before they lay down to sleep (tdga!). . . ." The various
elements included in the general concept of /02 (washing of feet, eating and drinking)
precede the primary element: lying down to sleep. The men of Sodom came before the
angels lay down in bed, and ltn wx not completed.

5. See A. Weiser, Das Buch Hiob. ATD, Xm (719g0), 202.
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IV. Meaning and OT Usage.

l. Sernantic Elements. In the literal sense, /in begrns in the evening and ends in the
moming (Gen. 19:l; 24:54;32:l[3]:55]; Jgs. l9:6f.,11; Ruth 3:13; Ps. 30:6[5]; Jer. 14:8).
It presupposes that a traveler interrupts his journey, either because he is tired or because

he has reached his destination. This is the case, for example, with the arrival of the two
angels at Sodom in the evening (Gen. l9:2) and the arrival of Abraham's oldest servant
in the city of Nahor(Gen.24:23-25). The prophetJeremiahdescribesthe situationclearly:
"Why are you like a stranger (gEr) in the land, like a wayfarer ('orEab) who only stays

the night?" (Jer. l4:8; cf. Jgs. 19:15; Job 3l:32). The question 'anA lebk fine'yin tfu6',
"Where are you going, and whence do you come?" (Jgs. 19: l7), illustrates the temporary
nature of the activity expressed by lin. The association with traveling distinguishes the
rootfromydi€n, "sleep," and iAkab, "lie down." Ajoumey is presupposed by ltn, wfule
yd.iEn and id[a! presuppose a fixed dwelling. The situation described in Ezr. 10:6

appropriately uses /in, because Ezraand his companions are returning "wayfarers."
The activity denoted by /in requires a place, which can be an open square, a field, or a

house. The two angels spend the night (/iz) in the house of Lot (Gen. 19:5), Abraham's
servant in the house of Bethuel (Gen. 24:23-25,54), the five Danites in the house of Micah
(Jgs. 18:2), the lrvite in the house of his father-in-law in Bethlehem (Jgs. l9:4f.) and in
Gibeah (Jgs. 20:4). Some places are appropriate for ltn and sonrc are nof in any case, one

should not spend the night outside in the sheet (Job 3l:32). Nevertheless, it was common
to spend the night in the open: Elijah lodges in a cave (mc'ar6: 1 IC 19:9), Jacob upon the
mountain (Gen. 31:54; cf.32:14[13)), in a camp (mahanch: C:en.32:21f.[20f.]), and at a
(holy) place (rnAqbm: Gen. 28:11), Joshua and the [sraelites on the east bank of the Jordan
(Josh. 3:l) and in a camp at Gilgal (Josh. 6:ll). The five thousand mighty men encamped
between Bethel and Ai (Josh. 8:9; cf. vv. l2f.); David cannot spend the night with his army
at the fords of the wildemess (2 S. 17:16, reading b*abfi! lwmmi/bdr instead of MT
b "'aib6 !; cf . Ps. 55 : 8 [7] ; Isa. I 0:29; 2l : 13:' ler. 9:ll2)).

The nuance of temporariness - i.e., lodging for only one night, or at most a few

- is maintained in military situations (Josh. 8:9,13; 2 S. 17:8). Cant. 7:12(ll) speaks

of spending the night in the villages (k'pdrim; emen4lrtion to kcrdmim, "vineyards,"
is unnecessary6). The four chief gatekeepers lodge round about the house of God ( I Ch.
9:26f.). Ezra spends the night in the chamber of Jehohanan (Ezr. 10:6). Nehemiatr
commands the people to spend the night in the midst of Jerusalem (Neh. 4:16[22]),
and forbids the merchants and sellers to spend the night before the wall of Jerusalem
(Neh. l3:20f.). Isa.65:4 speaks of ncswim (secret places? caves?) as a place to spend
the night. David spends the night in his house (2 S. 12: 16); the elders of the Moabites
and Midianites lodge with Balaam, probably for only a single night (Nu. 22:8,13).

The place where one spends the night is a mil6n ("lodging, shelter"). Josh. 4:3

defines amdl6n: ". . . in the shelter where you spend the night" (bammnldn'aier-tal?nfr
bO hallnyb; cf. v. 8). Amdldn may also be nothing more than a resting place in a dense

6. G. Gerleman, Das Hohelied. BK, XVItr el98l), 207.
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forest (2 K. 19.'23). Moses experienced a perilous theophany at a mdl6n (Ex. 4:24).ln
practice, a mdl6n was the place where travelers could rest, wmh-their feet, eat, and
drink (Gen. l9:2;31:54; cf. Jgs. 19:4,6;Ezr. 10:6; and prov. 19:23: *lodge satisfied,'),
and where the animals could be fed (Gen. 24:23,25;42:27: 43:21).

The outdoor shelter where watchmen could spend the night was called a m.lfrnd. It
was a structure made of strong branches Q-XX op6rophyldkion),7 set high above the
fields to guarantee an unbroken field of view (Isa. l:g;24:20).

Having a suitable place to spend the night presupposes hospitality. The or often
mentions invitations to spend the night. We see the form of such an invitation in Gen.
l9:2: "My lords, turn aside, I pray you, to your servant's house and spend the night.,'
Balaam invites the elders of Moab and Midian (Nu. 22:g); similarly, the father-in-law
of the kvite from Ephraim offers him an invitation (Jgs. 19:9). Absent such an
invitation, one would have to spend the night outdoors (Jgs. 19:15). Job underscores
his hospitality by saying: "No stranger has had to lodge in the street,', i.e., he invited
them all to spend the night in his house (Job 31:32). An erotic invitation to spend the
night is recorded in cant. 7:12(ll). Ruth 3:7,13 records a ..forced" invitation.
Abraham's oldest servant makes an indirect request for lodging (Gen. ?l:23-25).

2: Pimary and secondary Meanings. of the g0 occurrences of ltn,50 belong to the
semantic category "lodge, spend the night." This meaning is found 37 times in the
historical books (Gen. l9:2;24:23,25,54;28:tl;3t'54;32:14,22U3,211;Nu. 22:g; Josh.
3:l;4:3;6:ll; 8:9,13; Jgs. l8:2; t9:4-t5 [9 times],2O;20:4; Ruth t:16;3:13;25. t2:16;
17:8,16; 19:8[7]; I K. l9:9; I Ch.9:27; Ezr. 10:6; Neh. 4:16[22]; l3:20). The other l3
occulrences speak ofspending the night for a particular purpose or use /in metaphorically.

a. Marital dependence of a woman on her husband (and his family) is aenoted uy
/in (Ruth 1:16), as is fidelity in general (2 S. l9:g[7]). The dependence and obedience
of an animal are described metaphorically in terms of spending the night at its owner's
crib (Job 39:9).

b. Since for a woman to spend the night with a man has overtones of sexual
intercourse, ltn can also refer to (sacral) marriage (cant. l: 13; 1:l2tlll).

c. Although l?nhas a temporal aspect, it can also be used without temporal limitation
to underline the permanent nature of a characteristic. Thus the strength of pviathan
"lodges" in his neck, where it "resides" (Job 4l:14[22]).s In a similar vein,Isa. l:21
describes the former righteousness of Zion as ..lodging,' in her. Some texts convey a
nuance of "establishing oneself," as Karl Elliger notes with respect to znc. 5:4.s

d. Isa. 65:4 describes the rebellious people as spending the night in caves. According
to such exegetes as Claus Westermann,lo /in here refers to ritual incubation, an interpreta-
tion supported by the explanatory addition of the LXX: di, enfpnia,..for dream oracles."

Oikonomou

7. AuS, If 0%2),61, nn. l2f.
8. G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT, XVI (1963), 530.
9. K. Elliger, Das Buch der zwijlf Heinen pmpheten, II: Sacharja. ATD, XXy C1975), 106.
10. C. Westermann, Isaiah,lM6. OTL (Eng. trans. 1969),4Ol.
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Contents: I. l. Root;2. Etymology; 3. Occurrences. II. l. liilliti;2. leg, ld;6n III. melip: l.
Epigraphic Evidence; 2. Biblical Usage; 3. Postbiblical Usage.

L l. Root. The root ly; is represented by the verb lts or lAs, the verbal subst. /e-g

(possibly a qal ptcp.), the noun ld;6n, and rarely by melis (hiphil ptcp.). As a rule, the
etymology of mElg is treated separately; if it is interpreted as a hiphil participle, one
must posit an independent root /yp II.l The noun m"lt;6 is best assigned to the root
mls.z The root /y.J I appears to be unique to Hebrew; any connection with A}*- ldsu,
"mock (?)," the reading of which is uncertain,3 is extremely dubious. Neither has any
convincing Arabic reflex been found (cf. /yg "deflect, zyatl";4 /ws, "peer through a

crack in the door"s). From Biblical Hebrew are derived both Middle Heb.ltsllfrs and
Middle Heb./Jewish Aran.l$dn lt;dnfr; and 1Epfr1.6.

2. Etymology. Ever since Frantz Buhl's study, attempts have been made to correct
the traditional translationT "scoff(er), mock(erXy)" and arrive at the "basic meaning"
of the root - if possible, including mdlts and m'hsA in the discussion. Several basic
meanings have been proposed: "be arrogant,"S "be foolish,"9 "repeat (in a different
form;," t0 "talk big, brag." t t The juxtaposition of such widely diverse meanings as "be
foolish," "talk big," "mock," and "interpret" under a single lemmal2 reflects the
confusion of Hebrew lexicography.

ly-s J. Behm, "rapdxl.rpo6" TDNT, Y 806-812; G. Bertram, "Sppq," TDNT,ylll,299-305;
F. Buhl, "Die Bedeutung des Stammes f1) oder ft) im Hebriiischen," Studien zur setnitischen
Philologie und Religionsgeschichte. Festschrifi J. Wellhausen. BZAW 27 (1914), 79-86; P. A. H.
de Boer, De voorbede in hct OT OTS,3 (1943), 165f.; S. A. Mandry Thcre is No God: A Study
of the Fool in the OT (diss., Rome, 1972); H. N. Richadson, "Some Notes on [r] and its
Derivatives," I4I; 5 (1955), 163-179; idem, "Two Addenda . . . ," W, 5 (1955), 434-36;
C. Schedl, "Tcs0bah und melis: Uber die wahre Busse und den Fiirsprccher," Bibt, 43 (1962),
168-179.

l. GesB,386; lzxHebAram, 394f.
2. Richardson, 14 5 (1955), 178.
3. AHw, tt (1972), tt62a.
4. Gxter, KBX.
5. KBL3.
6. WTM, 504,521.
7.8.g., BDB.
8. Buhl, GesB, lzxHebAram.
9. Jotion.
10. De Boer.
I l. M. A. Canney, "The Hebrew f'?0," AJSI- 40 (1924), 135-37, followed by Richardson;

cf. KBI)'
12. KBL3.
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3. Occurrences. The verb /is (or /r2s) occurs 7 times in the Hebrew Bible (Ps. 119:51;
Prov. 3:34; 9:12; L4:9; 19:28; Isa. 28:22; Hos. 7:5). The noun /e=s is especially frequent
in Proverbs (14 occurrences); it also appears in Ps. 1:l; lsa.29:20. The word mdlts is
found 5 times (Gen. 42:23;2 Ch.32:31; Job 16:20; 33:23; tsa. 43:27), mehsA onty
twice (Prov. l:6; Hab. 2:6).

This survey shows clearly that the word group ltsll€sllnsbn is rooted in Wisdom
Literature. The 2 occurrences in Isaiah (Isa. 28:14,22) confirm the ties between this
prophet and the language and thought of the sages.l3 Sirach (8 occurrences of le-s) and
the Dead Sea scrolls (l occurrence of lEs,4 occurrences of ldsbn) continue this usage.

ll. l. ltsllfrs. Interpretation of the verbal forms of /ys I is difficulr wclasta (Prov.
9:l2,the only clear qal form); helisunt (Ps. 119:51, hiphil); ya-l0,r (prov. 3:34; l4:9;
l9:28, qal or hiphil); ld;e;tm (Hos. 7:5, probably polel); ti1l6;d;fr (Isa.28:22, hithpolel).
The traditional translation of all stems of the verb has been "scoff" or "mock." In all
these texts, however, ttre LXX provides a different translation, never using a word that
means "scoff." In fact, the LXX translations do not denote any kind of speaking, but
refer mostly to some negative attitude or conduct: "be evil, act illegally" (prov. 9:12;
Hos. 7:5; Ps. ll9:51), "be arrogant" (Prov. 19:28\.[sa.28:22 is a mistranslation; prov.
14:9 probably represents a variant text. The meaning "scoff" makes is appearance
rarely in the Syr. (Isa.28:22), more often in the Targ. (Ps. 119:51; prov. 9:12; 19:28).
This meaning also appears in the later Greek venions (cf. Prov. 14:9 in Aquila,
symmachus, and rheodotion), and becomes dominant in the vulg. (inludere, deludere,
deridere; only in Ps. 119:51 iuxta LXX do we find inique agere).

In Prov. 9:12, parallelism with hnf;amtd makes it likely that the qal form welastd
denotes foolish and wicked behavior, not a type of speech.la Textual problems com-
plicate the interpretation of all 3 passages whereydlis occurs. In Prov. 3:34, the meaning
"babble" is inappropriate (the subject is Yahweh, from v. 33!); H. Neil Richardsonls
thinks the text is corrupt, but the MT makes sense with a different meaning. The
antithesis '"niyy?m ('andwim IQD I le;tm in v. 34 suggests the meaning "arrogant" for
the latter. The hiphil ya-lis would then mean "act arrogantly." Ps. l8:26f.(Eng. vv. 25f.)
admits the translation: "God meets the arrogant with arrogance." The text of Prov. 14:9
is clearly corrupt and has so far eluded interpretation. In Prov. 19:28, the subject of
ydlis is "a worthless witness"; the object is miipdt. Does the witness "mock" the law
(metaphoricallyr6) or "babble" of the law?17 If the MT of the parallel stich (v. 28b) is
correct $tcQalla'-'dwen, "spreads iniquity," from bl'nl8), a translation along the lines
proposed by Martin Buber (". . . outbrazens the law") is possible. Also unclear is the

13. Cf. J. Fichtneq "Jesaja unterden Weisen," ThIZ74 (1949),75-80 = GottesWeisheit.
ArbT, 213 (1965), 18-26.

14. Contra Richardson, I/I 5 (1955), 164; --+ d)tl hdgam GhAkham),[V,372t.t5.ws (1955),166.
16. K8L3,503a.
17. Richardson, f4 5 (1955), 166.
18. KBL3, t29b.
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exact meaning of the lament in Ps. 119:51a. For zEjtm heltsunt the LXX has
tlt.

hyperdphanoi parEnimoulr, without translating the personal suffix. If one rejects the
transitive meaning "treat arrogantly, insolently," which would be appropriate for the
hiphil, there remains the possibility of reading 'illesunt, "they [the insolent] oppress

me," following the Syr. The meaning of l6s"stm in Hos. 7:5 can only be conjectured.le
For the admonition 'al-ti1l6sdsfr in Isa. 28:22, the subject matter of 28:7 -13,14 has led
Richardson2o to propose the translation "do not babble"; but this misses the nuance of
the hithpolel ("behave in the manner of something"2l;. Furthermore, lsa. 28:14-22
more likely attacks the rulers of Jerusalem for their i[rogance and self-confidence than
for their "babbling."

2. l€s, ldsdn The versions use many different words to translate /e-s, often with
widely different meanings. They all understand Je-s to denote a reprehensible person,

but differ in their interpretation of the specific fault. The L)(X treats it as arrogance
(hyperdphanos [2]), wickedness (loim6s l5l, kal<os [3]), licentiousness (akdlasros [3]),
or folly Qiphrdn [ll) - nothing suggesting speech. The Greek text of Sirach often
connects /a with "arrogance" (hyperdphanos [5]; hybrist4s t1l). The Syr. usually
suggests wickedness (btia'[9]), but sometimes finds the meaning "scoffer" (4 times);
this became the regular translation of the Targ. Through the later Greek versions and
the Vulg. (inlusor, deisor), it became the generally accepted interpretation of the word.
The noun /a-s6z exhibits a parallel development; in Prov. l:22 it is translated "arro-
gance" by the LXX, but "mockery" by the Syr. and Targ.

An attempt to determine the meaning of the word from its context must be more
aware than has generally been the case that the meanings of /tu and lds6n probably
shifted within the biblical period itself. Of the 14 occurrences of /e-s in Proverbs, 10

occur in the preexilic collections lo:l-22:16;22:17-24:22; 28f.; the later introductory
collection l-9 (which includes earlier material) contains 4 others.

a. The antithesis lE{l.tnlnm22 is one of the commonplaces of early wisdom (cf. Prov.
9:8,12i l3:l; 15:12;20:l;21:ll). As a synonym of hnftdrn, we frequently frnd ndf;dn
(Prov. 14:6; 19:25). As synonyms of /e-s we find such words as k"stl, "fool" (Prov.

l:22;3:35; l4:7f .; 19:291; "wtL "fool" (24:9 conj.;29:9); pelt, "simple" (l:22), zEd,

"proud," md ydhtr "haughty" (21..24.).It is characteristic of a lE; - as of a zed?3 -to be incapable of learning from the admonitions, reproof, or punishment of someone
who knows better (Prov. 9:7f.; l3:l; 14:6; 15:12; 19:25). In a crisis, Isaiah calls the
rulers of Jerusalem'anl4 h;6n $sa. 28:14), although and in fact precisely because they
consider themselves bokdn?m and n"bdntm ([sa. 29:14). The difference between

zedlzdddn and lEslldsOn may be that the former refers more to presumptuous arrogance
toward others, while the latter puts more emphasis on foolish self-aggrandizement. The

19. See the comms.
20. w s (19s5), 167, t77f.
21. Cf. Duhm, in loc.
22. +n)n.
23. -r D)11 hdlam (chdl<ham),IY, 48f .
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/es is a typical manifestation of what it means to be "unwise" in one's plans, words,
and actions - presumptuous, arrogant, and conceited.

b. In postexilic wisdom and related genres, /ds seems to have taken on more
theological overtones. The discounes and poems praising "Dame wisdom" in prov.
l-9 still emphasize the antithesis between wisdom and folly, but now with an explicit
criterion to distinguish them: Yahweh and his commandment. Wisdom is understood
increasingly as "fear of God," folly as "godlessness." In Prov. l:22;9:7f., the use of
lEs, ldsbn, and /is still appears to reflect the old meaning; but theological elements in
the context (l:28; 9:10) clearly voice the new understanding, to which 3:34 gives
pregnant expression in the antithesis lEsirnl'aniyyim or 'aniwim.za The same is true in
Ps. l:If., where the ldstm (par. rcidim and ltayp'tm), contrasted with the one who
delights in the Torah, must be understood as arrogant scorners of the Torah.

c. [sa. 29:20 represents a still later stage in the semantic development of /e-,r: "The
Trii shall come to naught and the /e.s cease, / and all who watch to do evil shall be
cut off." The verse belongs to an oracle of salvation (29:17-24) that was not included
in the collection of [sa. 2&-32 until the second century B.c.25 Here the /4 is once more
the enemy of the devout ('aniwtm, 'cpydntm: 29:19; saddtq: v. 2l). Since the wrong-
doing consists primarily in calumny and false accusation (v. 21), this passage appears
to understand /4 (also found with 'Art; n lQH 2:10f.) as denoting an enemy of the
faitMul whose offense is specifically verbal. The Dead Sea scrolls also connect /e's and
lds6n with verbal attacks on the faithful. What is involved is not so much "mockery"
as the spreading of "lies."% The 'anft Ins6n of 4Q162 2:6,10; CD l: 14; 20:l I and the
'ti lcnzab of lQpHab 2:2;5:ll; CD 20:15 must belong to the same group of enemies.
There is no great distance separating this usage from Middle Heb. lt;dn and Jewish
Aram. ltsdnfrld', which refer primarily to blasphemy and mockery of what is holy.27

lll. mdlts.

l. Epigraphic Evidence. Northwest Semitic epigraphy has contributed greatly to our
understanding of the biblical and postbiblical noun mElg (a hiphil ptcp.?), but its
meaning is not yet entirely clear. In some texts, the Phoenician and Punic noun rzls
means "interpreter"; for other texts such meanings as "boaster," "rebel," "counselor,"
"dignitary," and "demigod" have been proposed.28

Citing Gen. 42:23, G. A. CookeD understood ttrc ml; hkrsym of CIS, I, 44 and 88
as "interpreterof thrones."ThegraffitileftbyPhoenicianandAramaictravelersvisiting
the temple of Osiris at Abydus include a name followed by the occupational title hmls.3o

24. -+')9 'ani.
25. O. Kaiser, Isaiah l3-39. OTL (Ene. tans. 1914), in loc.
26. -+AD kzb.
27. Buhl, 81f.
28. Ct. D(SO, t38.
29. G. A. Cooke, A Textbook of Nonh-Semirtc Inscriptionr (Oxford, 1903), 60, 73.
30. KN, 49, 17.
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Herbert Donner and W Rdllig are likely correct in translating it "the interpreter." Heb.
m€l?;, "ifierpreter," is clearly associated with mls in this sense.

The meaning of mls in an inscription of King Azitawadda of Karatepe (ca. 720
B.c.)3t i. disputed. The immediately following statement about eradicating (?) "all the
evil that was in the land" suggests that wlbn rzlsrz must mean "and I shattered the
rebels." Donner and R6llig arrive at this translation of mls by citing Heb. lis, "talk
big." This interpretation is morc convincing if the basic meaning of lts (GesB,

lexHebAram: /is I) is taken as "be arrogant, impudent."

2. Biblical Usage.In one of the biblical texts containrng m€lts, it clearly refers to a
professional "interpreter" (Gen. 42:23). Three other texts seem to involve related
professions: "envoy" (2Ch.32:31), "advocate" (Job 16:20; 33:23). Only in lsa.43:27
is it more reasonable to translate mls "rebel," as in Phoenician.

a. That Gen. 42:23 refers to an official interpreter (LXX: hermEneutils; Vulg.:
interpres) is assured by the use of .lm'(v.23a) in the sense of "understand (a language)."
In 2 Ch. 32:3l,the m"hsA iafz balel also come to Hezekiah on an official mission;
in this case, however, they are not interpreters but "inlermediaries" or "envoys" (LXX:
pre s b eut ei s; Yulg.: le g atio).

b. Job 16:20 ("My mcltstm [are] my friends/to God my eye constantly [ooks]"; text
comtpt?) already caused problems for the ancient versions. The LXX rewrote the entire
stich freely; the Targ. has p"raqltlay, "my advocates."33 The Vulg., however, has
verbosi, which might constitute late evidence in favor of "talk big" as the alleged basic
meaning of /ys. Friedrich Horst3a insists that the solution must give the verse a mean-
ingful function between w. 19 and 2l and finds such a solution in the Targ.'s mElts in
the sense of "advocate": "If my advocate is my friend/my eye remains open to God
without sleep." Horst derives this meaning for mElis from "bigmouth" > "spokesper-
son" > "advocate," but it would seem better to begin with the etymologically inde-
pendent melt; - "interpreter" > "intermediary" > "advocate."

Closely related is the use of milt; in the fint discourse of Elihu (Job 33:23): "If
there be for him an angeUof the thousand a single mElt; . . . ." The LXX misinterprets
the text, but the Targ. reads: "an advocate among a thousand accusers." The Vulg.
translates freely: si lueit pro eo angelus loquens unum de milibus. This is the earliest
passage to ascribe to an angel the role of mediator.3s

'c. Especially difficult is the interpretation of rn elis 
Akninlsa.43:27.36The statement

"your frst father sinnedr/and [or 'but'] your mcltgim transgressed against me" appears
in the context of a judgment oracle (lsa. 43:22-28), where it explains why, after a long

31. KAI,264, I,8.
32. BHS.
33. Cf. Behm.
34. F. Hont, Hiob. BK, XVVI (41983),24U42,252-55.
35. Cf. Behm, 809f.
36.Forafulldiscussionoftheproblem,seeK.Elliger, Deuterujesaja.BK,Xm (1978),361f.,

381-86, with bibliog.
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history trying Yahweh's patience, Jacob/Israel was finally delivered to destruction
(v. 28). In parallel with the "first father" (Jacob), the mc;tltm can only be important
representatives of the people 

- kings, priests, prophets, or the leadership as a whole.
The LXX Qirclnntes) and Syr. (ielitane) think primarily of judges and kings, but this
isolated translation is probably influenced by ttre idrA of v. 28. Aquila, Symmachus
(hermdneuni) and the Ydg. (interpreres) follow the usage of Gen. 42:23; ever since
Jerome, exegetical tradition has understoodtlrc melistm as prophets. Karl Elliger3T and
many recent exegetes derive the meaning "spokesman" (NEB "your spokesmen") or
"speaker" from the basic meaning of /yp (according to Maurice A. Canney/Richard-
son). In the light of Phoen. mlsm,38 it might be better to treat the word as a hiphil
participle of /yg I, "be arrogant"" and translate with "your arrogant ones" or "your
rebels." For similar characterizations ofthe leaders responsible for the catastrophe, cf.
Isa.l:23; Jer. 2:8; 6:28; Hos. 9:15; also Isa. 48:8.

3. Postbiblical Usage. In the deuterocanonical books and related literature of later
Israel, mElts seldom occurs; only the Dead Sea scrolls constitute an exception.

Sir. 10:2: "As the ruler (i6pdt) of a people, so are his meltstmtand as the head of a
city, so are its inhabitants." The parallelism of the two stichs indicates that the melistm
must be royal officials. The IXX and Syr. translate freely with "servants," possibly
under the influence of the similar aphorism in Prov. 29:12. Since the negative element
of "arrogance" found in the wisdom tradition is absent here, we should posit an
extended meaning of melts: "interpreter" > "intermediary" > "official."

In the Hebrew text of T.Nap . 9:2, Gd himself (or the archangel Michael3e) is called
mel?seSem bammardm, "your mElt; on high." This text comes from the circles as-
sociated with the Qumran community. As in Job 16:.20;33:23, the most likely meaning
is "advocate."

In the Dead Sea scrolls, there are 8 certain occurrences of mlys, all in Hodayoth. In
most cases, the best translation is "interpreter" or "intermediary" in the nontechnical
sense. Someone who conveys a message or teaching is a mlys, T)te mlys d't brzy pl' in
lQH 2: 13 (cf. 8: I I ) recalls the "Teacher of Righteousness," but cf. the plural in IQH
fr. 2:6. The teachers of error are accordingly called mly;y t wt (lQH 2:1a), mly;y kzb
(2:31;4:9f.), or mlysy rmyh (4:7). Only in 6:13 is the meaning of the word obscure,
since the legible text breaks off immediately after w'yn mly; bnym. Johawr Maier's
restoration lqldwlykhl would yield the translation: "No mediating interpreter is needed
by thy holy ones"; the notion of revelation without a mediator, however, is alien to the
Hodayoth. The possiblity exists of understanding mly; in its other sense: "No arrogant
rebel is in between."

Banh

37. Ibid., 382f.
38. KN, 26A, t,8.
39. Behm.


